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Toronto, Jan. 2. — The votingtrust agreement of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., instituted almost 10
years ago, is due to expire March 6,
1939, when the voting trust certificates
will be replaced by common shares
with full voting power for their respective holders. Announcement is
made locally that 189,000 shares have
been under the jurisdiction of the
agreement, the trustees of which are
President N. L. Nathanson, I. W. Killam of Montreal and Adolph Zukor.
In view of the 189,000 shares controlled by management interests, it is
no change of control will
that
likely
occur when the trustee agreement expires, although the public probably
will begin to. have a greater voice as
stockholders of the company.
Latest Balance Sheet
According to the latest balance
sheet of the company, 408,524 of the
authorized 600,000 common shares of
the company have been issued and are
fully paid while Nathanson is expected
to take up an option on Jan. 15 for
11,000 more shares from the treasury
purchnasem
last optio
perr share,
at'
under
block his
a simila
of $13.75
further
A
.
share
per
1937 being $13
33,000 shares are under option to the
company president at prices ranging
from $14 to $17 per share.
shareholdHoldings of individual
ers are not available although it is
stated that a controlling interest in
the Canadian company is held by
Paramount Pictures, Inc.
The balance sheet of Famous Players Canadian Corp. shows assets of
$16,214,954, of which $10,969,856 are
fixed assets at cost, including land,
(Continued on page 5)
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Sullavan

'Citadel'

Best

New York's newspaper film critics
in their annual poll have voted "The
Citadel" the best picture of 1938. James
Cagney took the honors for the best
masculine performance in 'Angels
with Dirty
Faces,"
and Margaret
lavan won the
feminine
award for Sulher
performance
in "Three
Comrades."
Miss Sullavan
also was
selected the
leading feminine star of the year in a
poll among the 2,000,000 readers of the
Daily Express in London. Spencer
Tracy was named the best masculine
star of the year in the English voting.
The New York critics named Alfred
Hitchcock best director for "The Lady
Vanishes,"
and foreign
"Grand picture
Illusion"of was
voted
the best
the
year. "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" received a special award. It
was not included in the general competition because it is a cartoon and
therefore a special medium.
The awards will be presented next
Sunday at the Rainbow Room, Rockefeller Center, with an NBC coast-tocoast hookup arranged.
The English poll put Will Fyffe and
Anna Neagle in second place, with
Edward G. Robinson and Bette Davis
third. Film of the year was "Snow
White," with "Test Pilot" and "A
Yank at Oxford" following. Walt
Disney was voted by the English the
personality of the year.

'Lynton

CENTS

PAN-AMERICA
American
Acquire
From

Interests

Dufaycolor

British

Group

Ownership and control of Dufaycolor, Inc., color film producer, yesterday passed from British hands to
an American group headed by Pierpont Morgan Hamilton, who will be
president
of the new firm, Dufay Co.,
Inc.
The company was separated from
the English parent company, DufayChromex, to permit independent operation and is being reorganized for expansion into the motion picture field.
The British company will retain minority interest.
When Hamilton assumed the management of the American subsidiary
it was with the underago,
a year
standing that it eventually would become an independent unit with Hamilton in control. Transfer of control from Dufay-Chromex did not involve any cash.
Dufaycolor
is licensed
to market
(Continued
on page 5)

' Authors

Awarded

M-G-M
Against
$532,152
In a 35-page opinion which criti- He said, "In my opinion it is punitive
cized the Copyright Act, Federal and unjust to award all the net profits
Judge Vincent L. Leibell Friday con- of the motion picture, 'Letty Lynton'
firmed an 'award reduced to $532,152 to the complainants in this case. Yet,
against Metro-Goldwyn Pictures under the wording of the Copyright
Act (Section 25) as interpreted by
Corp., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distrib- the decision of the Appellate Court,
uting Corp., Loew's, Inc., and Culver
Export Corp. in favor of Edward I can do nothing less." The opinion
Sheldon and Margaret Ayer Barnes continued that under this rule no consideration was given for the "dramatic
for infringement of their play "DisWurtzel Dropping
honored Lady," in the motion picture, talent" and the "drawing power" of
Joan Crawford and Robert Montgom"Letty Lynton."
ery, or for the skill of the directors
Judge Leibell scaled down the
Series at 20th-Fox
and
technicians.
Twenty-five per cent
award
from
$587,604
recommended
by
Hollywood, Jan. 2.— Sol Wurtzel
has decided to abandon three of the Special Mastor Gordon Auchincloss, of the net profits "could be justly
as the proper assessment, Judge
six series of pictures earlier contem- who fixed that amount as the net fixed"
Leibell said.
plated at 20th Century-Fox. Those profits of the picture. At the same
The decision awarded $248,095
being dropped are the Sports Adven- time Auchincloss was allowed $15,Roving
and
Girls
tures, Big Town
305, and O'Brien, Driscoll & Raferty, against Metro-Goldwyn Pictures ;
Reporters.
as attorneys for the plaintiffs, $55,000, $59,570 against M-G-M Distributing;
Retained are the Charlie Chans, the which will be additional assessments
$84,209
Loew's and
$140,278
Mr. Motos and the Jones Family against the defendants.
against against
Culver Export
Corp.
The
groups.
Judge Leibell termed the Special contention of Culver Export Corp.
that the court had no jurisdiction
Master's report as "excellent," but
criticized at length the effect of Sec- over profits of the picture from fortion 25 of the Copyright Act, which
eign sales, was overruled. Suit was
Radio — Page 12
made it mandatory to charge the de- filed in 1932. Dismissal in District
fendants with the entire net profits. Court was reversed.

United

TIES
Artists

Leading

Way with Seven of 30
Pictures Planned

By AL FINESTONE
Films are to play an important part
in bringing greater goodwill and understanding and in cementing relations, culturally and otherwise, between the United States and Latin
American countries. United Artists,
under leadership of Maurice Silverstone, operating head, leads the way.
This company will distribute at least
seven films out of the nearly 30 Spanish
language films now being planned by
seven of the leading firms. The number of films for the Spanish market
which is now contemplated is evidence of the increasing interest being
shown here for the Latin American
So. Am. Production Gaining
public.
Spanish American production has
been on the upbeat, too, and together
with American films, the Latin American public stands to get an improved
as well as greater number of their
own language films. This market also
can serve to offset lost revenue in
totalitarian countries.
M-G-M and Warners, thus far. have
no plans ready on Spanish feature
length films. Warners, however, are
considering a series of two-reel shorts
on American and Pan-American
themes which will be made in English and Spanish versions. Definite
decision on this may come shortly.
The number of Spanish language
pictures to be released by American
distributors in the coming year will
approximate about 25% of the estimated total of 110 films made in Latin
America this year — in Mexico, Argentina, Cuba, Colombia, Venezuela,
Chile, Peru and Brazil. Mexican
product appears to predominate in the
American companies' releases.
Less than half of the Americansponsored films will be produced in
Hollywood. There are two schools of
thought in this connection. One believes that Hollywood's skill and experience are valuable
The
(Continued
on pageassets.
5)
Year in Review
Day-by-day developments
in the film industry during
1938, as reflected in the headlines of the past 12 months,
are published today, beginning on page 8.
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Purely

Personal

►

CHARLES MCCARTHY, John
Hicks, Martin Beck, Sidney
Phillips, Owen Davis, Morris Kinzler, Arch Reeve, William Sussman, Max Cohen and Harry Kosch
seen in the Hunting Room of the Astor
Friday at lunch.
Frank R. Deakin, vice-president of
RCA Mfg. Co., has returned from a
survey of London studios and theatres
equipped with RCA.
•
Arthur W. Kelly, U. A. foreign
head, is due about Jan. 15 from an extended trip abroad. He is now in
London.
•
Sam E. Morris, Warners' foreign
chief, plans a trip to the coast Jan. 6.
•
Harold Bein, salesman in Warners'vacation.
Cleveland branch, is in New
York on
•
J. J. Sandau, head of the New
Universal exchange in Des Moines,
and Mrs. Sandau, spent New Year's
in Pittsburgh with their parents.
•
Jimmy Stewart returned to the
coast via American Airlines over the
weekend. He had visited his family
in Pittsburgh.
•
Jimmy, Al and Harry Ritz arrived
in New York on Friday. Al left for
Hollywood that same night while
Harry and Jimmy remained over
New Year's.
•
James Cagney has gone to his farm
at
Martha's
between
films.Vineyard for a vacation
•
Lou Diamond, head of Paramount's
short subject department, arrives today from Miami where he conferred
with Max Fleischer at his new
studio.
•
Roger Ferri, editor of the Dynamo,
20th Century-Fox publication, and
Mrs. Ferri sail tomorrow on the Manhattan for a vacation.
#
Americo DiTullio, Ross Federal
district manager, and K. A. Davis,
Albany branch manager, have been
visiting the home office.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Reade have
arrived on the coast for a two-week
stay.
Pathe

News

to Make

Insiders9
By SAM
d this
deiness
gratul
busate
servesyto be inconthe
IF anybod
year, they are Nate J. Blumberg, William Scully and J.
Cheever Cowdin, of Universal,
and their associates, Matthew
Fox, Cliff Work and Joseph Seidelman, for a year ago financial
oblivion was facing their firm,
and today it's healthy and going
ces. Bill Scully has sold $1,plaAnd
000,000 more of "U" films this
year than the year before. He
celebrated this feat with a party,
Friday, at which his old pals
from M-G-M and others from
the trade attended, including Tom
Connors, Ed Saunders, Si Seadler, Red Kann, A-Mike Vogel,
Sam Cocalis, William Taylor,
Pete Harrison and Max Cohen.

T

▼

New York State's legislature
has two show business representatives in its membership this
year. They are Assemblyman
William T. A. Webb, of Delaware County, who is manager of
a Smalley Circuit theatre, in Sydney, and Senator Phelps Phelps,
radio commentator, of Manhattan. Webb is a Republican.
Phelps is a Democrat.
Lawyers form half of the legislature membership.
▼

▼

Paramount has made arrangements with Heber Grant, Mormon church head, for a special
preview showing of Cecil B.
DeMille's "Union Pacific" in the
famed Mormon Tabernacle, Salt
Lake City, about April 1. This
will be the first instance of a
feature
worship. screening in the place of
T

T

Policemen, specially assigned
for the holiday trade at theatres,
were actually hunting for customer lines along Broadway,
when the New Year's box office
rush suddenly quieted and the
weather
turned for
veryyou.
cold.Big
That's
show business
one
day and not so big the next.
▼ T
If a consent decree is to be
had in the pending N. Y. antitrust suit, it must be voluntary. That means that the defendant companies and individuals
must initiate such a move. This
view is obtained from Thurman

Film on Americanism
RKO Pathe News will start production shortly on a feature length film
Arnold's statement of policy redealing with the trend of Americangarding such suits, in his annual
ism today. The films have been tentareport,
in
Washington.
tively titled "United We Stand," and
It is known that there is a
the script is being written by Pathe
News staff writers. Release is planned
for the middle of February.
Ned E. Depinet, president of Pathe Paine Tri-National Treas.
Charles B. Paine, formerly treasurer
News, said the film will be designed
as a patriotic film to combat the fear of Universal Pictures for nine years,
"engendered by the unsettled state of has joined Tri-National in the same
capacity.
the world."

Outlook
SHAIN
division of opinion among the
major defendants regarding a
consent decree. It is believed
that Loew's, for one, intends to
go to trial on the merits.
Arnold, in his report, clearly
indicates that the Government
will neither start negotiations nor
suggest compromises on the
basis of which prosecution will
be dropped. A "mere promise to
reform" is not enough.
Whether this is a sly criticism
of self-regulation is something
for individual thought.

Furthermore, no private deal
with the Government is possible.
Any compromise will be subject
to court review and judgment
and reasons for the Department
of Justice's action will be made
known in a statement to the
The Government will accept
public.
only proposals which restore competitive conditions in a way which
could not be accomplished by
prosecution.
"At all times," says the Arnold
report, "the test of whether a
consent decree should be accepted must be whether, it will benefit
the public, not whether it will
give relief to the Department of
Justice. Only where it appears
that a consent decree will yield
more constructive results for the
consuming public, for employees,
and for competitors, than eventual criminal punishment of offenders, will proposals for such a
decree be entertained."
Arnold, it is understood, has
cracked the threat of "criminal
prosecution" at the defendants.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
is believed to be opposed to such
action, and so, that may not come.
In his report, also, Arnold reveals that four new anti-trust
prosecutions are contemplated by
his division in industries, not
named.
Thus, the industry now has
Thurman Arnold's New Year's
greetings.
They are tough.
How the situation will be ironed
out and whether self-regulation
can go ahead successfully appears
to be up to the lawyers.
They are guiding the business.
Charles Petti john, himself, an
attorney fairly indicated this in a
recent statement. A mere matter
of wordage on terms was holding
up the self-regulation program,
Pettijohn inferred. He should
know.

sday, January 3, 1939 J
Court Enjoins Code
For Ticket Brokers
Justice William Harmon
Black in Supreme Court on
Saturday granted a temporary
injunction restraining the
League of New York Theatres and Actors' Equity from
enforcing their new code outlawing ticket scalping. This
action lifted the ban for the
New Year's trade.
Motion for a permanent inheard today
before Justit
junction is scheduled
to Y~
Black. Action was brought
by the Acme Theatre Ticket
Office in the first legal test
of the agreement. Illegal restraint of trade was charged.
Members of the League, its
officers and directors and
brokers pledged to the code
were also defendants.

Start
In

Games

Test

Massachusetts

Middleboro, Mass., Jan. 2. — The
first step in the test of the legality
of Bank Night in Plymouth County
was taken with the arrest of Roy
Heffner, Jr., manager of the Key here,
on the charge of conducting a lottery.
Heffner previously had informed
local police that he intended to continue Bank Night despite a prohibitory ruling from District Attorney
Edmund R. Dewing. The police did
not act. Heffner was arrested in his
office by
troopers.
He was released onstate
bail of
$100.
Dewing had issued a statement six
weeks ago asserting that Bank Night
was illegal and asked the cooperation of the police throughout his district (comprising Plymouth and Norfolk Counties) in closing down all
such enterprises. The conductor of a
Beano game, in the Whitman town
hall was arrested.
Roy Heffner, Sr., of Belmont, who
handles Bank Night in New England,
said that the game had been held
not to be a lottery by the Massachusetts Superior Court and the
United States Circuit Court of Appeas in Boston.
MOTION
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SMASH!

— N. Y. World-Telegram

Grosses

Theatre

J 800 big daily newspapers carried this United Press rave:
"One of the best pictures of this or any other year; we urge
that you see it."
— Frederick C. Ottoman
*% Life Magazine (December 5th issue) carried 5-page rave re^ view of "The Beachcomber" for its 17,300,000 readers.
O News Week gives Laughton front page publicity plus rave
review.
M

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures, calling it "first
rate comedy," names "The Beachcomber" third best Englishspeaking picture of the year!

Directed

by

Erich

Pommer

• A

Paramount

Release
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Relationship
(Continued from page 1)
other maintains that only in the native
studios can films be flavored with the
typical spirit which is desired by
n rv. Talent supply is apparently no
piOem in any thriving production
center.
Present concentration in Hollywood
is by Paramount and 20th CenturyFox. Paramount revived Spanish
language production on the coast this
year with one film made by Rafael
Ramos Cobian, Puerto Rican theatre
operator. The film starred Tito
Guizar, who leaped to popularity in
"Rancho Grande" and is under contract to Paramount. He is being
starred in four films for Paramount
by Dario Faralla, two of which are
completed.
After completing his Paramount
commitment, Cobian signed a fourpicture deal with 20th Century-Fox,
contingent on the success of the first.
Production is now starting.
U. A., Columbia Successful
United Artists and Columbia have
had good fortune with Latin American
films. "Rancho Grande," a typical
Mexican musical, rolled up exceptionally high grosses for U. A. This film
is credited with the revenue record
among Mexican productions. "Ora
Ponciano,"
rates
second. released by Columbia,
Columbia has also released one picture produced for the company in Hollywood and another in Mexico City.
A deal is being negotiated with
Enrique Herrera, Mexican producer,
for two or more films.
Of the seven films to be handled by
U. A. — and there may be more — three
will be made by Fortunio Bona Nova,
first in Hollywood and the other two
in Mexico. Bona Nova will co-star
with Andrea Palma in the Hollywood
picture scheduled for release in March.
Bona Nova will line up the cast in
Mexico.
U. A. in addition plans to arrange
for the acquisition of Argentine features. This company's policy is the
distribution of films in the international market regardless of country of
origin, provided they come up to
standard.
William Rowland, who turned
Spanish language producer this year,
is committed to make four or more
films for RKO. After completing his
first, "Di Que Me Quieres," at Eastern Service Studios, he shifted his
base to Mexico City where he is
scheduled to make the next two, starting this month. He has signed Maria
Teresa Montoya, leading Mexican
actress.
Universal Plans Two

British

Group

"Mamba"

Opening

"Mamba's

Daughters," a

a colored
story
effortsof on
behalf mammy's
of her
daughters, opens tonight at
the Empire. It is a dramatization by Dorothy and Du

(Continued from page 1)
the English color process in this
of Heyward's
novel.
Guthrie
McClintic
Bose Heyward
country. The process, which was inproduced and staged the play.
Included in the cast are Ethel
vented by a Frenchman, was introWaters, Georgette Harvey,
duced in this country for still photography, with experimentation in the
Alberta Hunt, Fredi Washmotion picture field undertaken at the
ington, Jose Ferrer and the
Rosamond Johnson choir.
same time.
Recently the English company perfected its process for full color photography. Using standard equipment,
Dufaycolor requires no special
Court to
cameras and utilizes a single negative, Supreme
making it possible for a studio to see
Hear Several Film
"rushes" as quickly as black and white
film.
Dufaycolor plans eventually to have
a plant in New York for motion picture work. It now has a small laboratory in the De Luxe Laboratory
building. Shorts, newsreels and commercial films using Dufaycolor have
been produced in England.
Reorganization of the company is
expected to be completed in 30 days.
Hamilton, who is a nephew of J.
Pierpont Morgan, spent a year at the
RKO studio studying production before assuming management of American Dufaycolor. Previously he was
with Keller-Dorian, color film process
company, working in conjunction with
Eastman.
Name Wilbur Director
Hollywood. Jan. 2. — Warners has
elevated Crane Wilbur to feature
director and his first assignment will
be "Hero for a Day," in which
Charles Grapewin will play a leading
role.

distributors to add them to the regular
list under the company label.
The history of Spanish language
films has been a devious one. Paramount made the first serious effort to
satisfy the demand and produced six
films in 1934 and 1935 in the east with
Carlos Gardel, Argentine star. His
death in a plane crash was destined
to end the company's activities in
this field for about three years, but
the Gardel films showed the way to
producers in Mexico City, Buenos
Aires, Cuba and elsewhere. Films in
their own language definitely could be
popular, if reasonably well made.
Budgets Are Small
Then, gradually, came a resurgence
of native production. Two or three
films were successful at the box-office,
and the American distributors came to
realize that there might be money in
Spanish talking pictures. When
United Artists cleaned up with
"Rancho Grande," last season, the
others decided Spanish films might be
worth the experiment. Within the
year, theatres in Havana, Mexico City
and other centers which never played
native
product, booked Spanish lan
Universal's plans include two films
by Fernando de Fuentes, co-producer guage films for the first time. Now
and director of "Rancho Grande." the American companies' interest in
The company has released two Ar- Spanish language production appears
gentine films.
to be definitely more than an experiMonogram has joined the parade
ment. Cessation of production in Spain
and is negotiating with Mexico City adds to its importance.
Films can be made cheaply and
producers for a six-picture program.
Eddie Le Baron's "Castillos en el fairly well in the domestic studios.
Aire," made for Monogram in Holly- Mostly they cost around $30,000. with
wood, is now in circulation.
only one or two understood to have
Republic, operating through gone to $40,000. Returns in gross
franchise holders, plans no Spanish revenue have been four and five times
language releases, but permits its local the budget figure in some instances.

Cases

This

Month

Additional to the North Dakota theatre divorcement law, several cases of
general interest to the film industry
will be heard by the U. S. Supreme
Court during January. In addition,
Congress and 41 state legislatures will
convene during the month. In any of
these legislation affecting the industry may be introduced.
Appeal papers attacking the constitutionality of the North Dakota divorcement law are scheduled to be
filed in the Federal court at Fargo
this week and forwarded to Washington to be placed on the Supreinc Court
calendar for hearing, probably toward
the end of January. The Supreme
Court argument on the Dsllas Interstate Circuit appeal is scheduled for
today or tomorrow. This case involves the legality of contracts regulating admission prices in subsequent
runs for certain pictures which play
a first run at a designated minimum
admission. Bans against showing
such pictures on a double feature program are also involved.
On Jan. 9 the Supreme Court is
scheduled to hear arguments involving constitutionality of Florida and
Washington laws to prohibit Ascap
from operating within those states.
The resultant decisions are expected
to cover the validity of all such state
anti-Ascap legislation.
New or increased tax legislation is
most feared by exhibitors from state
legislatures, 26 of which convene this
week and 15 more the week following.
Most states are in need of additional
revenue for relief purposes.
Columbus, Dec. 29. — I. T. O. of
Ohio plans a campaign against moves
to increase the state admissions tax
during the coming session of the legislature, members were advised in an
organizational bulletin distributed today. As part of the move, exhibitors
are
urged
to contact their representatives.

FP

Canada
Trust

Voting

Ends

Mar.

6

(Continued from page 1)
theatres, buildings, improvements and
sound equipment less reserves for depreciation. Other assets include cash,
call loans, Government bonds, accounts
receivable, investments in and advances to subsidiary companies, franchises and leaseholds. The earned
surplus at Jan. 1, 1938, was $2,716,717
and this should be increased at the
close of the fiscal year Dec. 31 because
the company has paid a bonus to both
common shareholders and employes for
1938. Liabilities and capital on Jan.
1, 1938, totaled $13,498,237, of which
bonds totaled $7,050,000 and stock
Although Nathanson is a trustee of
$4,118,240.
the 189,000 shares, Zukor is not a
director of the Canadian company and
his official connection with the company comes to an end with the termination ofthe trust agreement. However, there is a possibility that he
may be elected to the board of directors at the annual general meeting
early in 1939. J. J. Fitzgibbons, vicepresident, has been with the Canadian
company for the past eight years.
Members of Directorate
Barney Balaban is a member of the
directorate along with the following:
Major A. P. Holt who is regarded
as the representative of his father,
Sir Herbert Holt, outstanding Montreal banker, financier and industrialist ;W. D. Ross, former LieutenantGovernor of Ontario ; A. E. Dyment,
industrialist of Barrie, Ont. ; F. B.
McCurdy, Y. Frank Freeman, Thomas
J.
and active
R. W. officials
Bolstad.at The
lastBragg
two are
the
Toronto home office as secretarytreasurer and comptroller respectively.
The affairs of the company are directed by an executive committee comprising three directors, Fitzgibbons,
Bragg and Bolstad, and also Clarence
M. Robson, eastern division supervisor
of theatres, and Ben Geldsaler, chief
booker.
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
was incorporated 20 years ago when
Nathanson secured the Famous Players Lasky franchise for Canada,
Nathanson being managing director
of the company. He was out of the
company some years ago when he
resigned in protest over the control
of thedentcircuit
returned
about six but
years
ago. as presi-

Silverstone

Leaving

For Coast on Friday
Maurice Silverstone, operating head
of United Artists, leaves for the coast
Friday, for conferences with U. A.
producers and the company's annual
shareholders' meeting, which will be
held on the coast during his stay there.

Schenck, Rodger s Leave
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
M-G-M, and William F. Rodgers, genWarner
Sales Group
eral sales manager, left Friday night
for the coast. They are expected to
return
next Monday.
Going West Jan. 14
Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager for Warners, heads a group
of executives scheduled to leave for Columbia Sets Dividend
Board of directors of Columbia
the coast on Jan. 14 for conferences
on merchandising plans and the pro- Pictures has declared a dividend of
duction lineup for 1939-'40. In the 2yi per cent on the common stock,
group are S. S. Schneider, S. E. Mor- payable March 15, to stockholders of
record March 1.
stock.ris, Carl Leserman and Mort Blumen-
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'Dawn

'Hardys'
Smash

Hub

in Two

Hollywood

Hit

Preview

Patrol'
in

Detroit,

Garners

Spots,

$38,500

"Whispering
Enemies"
( Columbia-Darmour)
Hollywood, Jan. 2. — Story of whispering campaigns designed to
harm competitors' products, "Whispering Enemies" is a contribution
to the ring of pictures which offers most novel exploitation possibilities.
Starring Jack Holt, the film is ideal material for fresh showmanship
campaigns based on revealing to the public the modus operandi of the
agencies which make a business of "whispering" advertising campaigns.
The original — in every sense of the word — story by John Rawlins and
Harold Tarshis, the fast moving, gripping screenplay and adaptation by
Gordon Rigby and Tom Kilpatrick, the crisp direction by Lewis D. Collins and the production by Larry Darmour constitute a model of collaboration.
Supporting Holt, who enacts the role of a cosmetic manufacturer
ruined by a rival who institutes a whispering campaign to the effect that
his merchandise is poisonous, are Dolores Costello, Addison Richards,
Joseph Crehan, Donald Briggs, Pert Kelton and Paul Everton.
Ruined, Holt starts an advertising agency specializing in whisperings.
As his first job, he ruins the firm of Miss Costello, whose employes,
unknown to her, had ruined Holt. She disguises her identity, gets a job
with Holt, and obtains evidence for criminal prosecution, only to return
it to him when she discovers the crime of her own employes. Holt is
sentenced to prison when he confesses his other crimes in order to stop
rioting affecting a milk company against which he has directed a drive.
In prison, he puts a whispering campaign to good use and prevents a riot,
thus gaining himself a pardon.
Running time, 64 minutes. "G."*
Vance King

Boston, Jan. 2. — "Out West with
the Hardys," coupled with "Young
Dr. Kildare," was a smash hit here,
taking $17,000 at Loew's State and
$21,500 at Loew's Orpheum for a total
of $38,500, as grosses generally pointed
upward.
"There Goes My Heart" and "Al
ways in Trouble" at the Keith
Memorial took a strong $18,000. and
"Submarine Patrol" and "Thanks for
the Memory," at the Fenway, drew
well at $7,000.
Estimated takings for the week end
ing Dec. 28 :
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STATE— (3,537) (25c-35c-40c
55c) 4 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average,
$10,000)
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM — (2,907) (25c-35c40c-55c) 4 days. Gross: $21,500. (Average
$12,000)
"There Goes My Heart" (U. A.)
"Always in Trouble" (20th-Fox)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,970) (25c-35c40c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average,
$13,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
M ETROPO LITAN— (4,332) (25c - 35c -40c 55c) 7 days. Gross: $13,000. (Average,
$12,500)
"Submarine Patrol" (20th-Fox)
New
York
Reviews
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,797) (25c-35c-40c-55c)
7 days. Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,500)
"Submarine Patrol" (20th-Fox)
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
FENWAY— (1,382) (25c-35c-40c-55c)
"40 Little Mothers"
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $4,500)
( d'A guiar-N ational)
An engaging story of a bacheloi who seeks to hide an abandoned
infant in a finishing school where he is employed as a teacher, is used
'Schools' $10,500
here as a mere background for an interesting series of character
portrayals. It is a French production with English subtitles.
Cincinnati's Best
Little Philippe, as the 18 month old Pierrot, is easily the outstanding
Cincinnati, Jan. 2. — "Girls' attraction as he alternately gurgles and cries through the film. Lucien
School," with the help of Hal Kemp's
orchestra on the stage, gave the RKO Baroux plays the simple-minded professor without affectation.
Shubert $10,500.
Shortly before going to his new job at the school, he finds the baby
on
his doorstep and refuses to allow Pierrot to be taken to an orphanage.
"Sweethearts" did well at $9,000
on its second week at the RKO Albee, He conceals the baby in his room, but the girls discover his secret. They
and
"Thanks
Everything"
$9,800
at theForRKO
Palace. pulled
The join in the conspiracy and assist Baroux in raising the baby. When
the school principal, Gabrielle Dorziat, discovers the baby, she expels
weather was cold.
Estimated takings for the week Baroux, but the girls refuse to permit the dismissal and his job is
ending Dec. 29 :
saved. Pierrot's unwed mother, Madeline Robinson, arrives to claim
the child, and Baroux marries her. Leonide Moguy directed and Jean
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c) 7 days. Guitton wrote the story.
2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Thanks For Everything" (20th-Fox)
Running time, 94 minutes. "A"*
RKO FALACE^(2,700) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,800. (Average, $10,000)
*"A" denotes adult classification.
"Girls' School" (Col.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-40c-60) 7
days.
Stage: Hal Kemp and orchestra.
Gross: $10,500. (Average, $12,000)
Wild Horse Canyon
"Just Around the Corner" (20th-Fox)
RKO' CAPITOL— (2,000) (35c-42c) 7 days. (Monogram)
Gross: $4,800. (Average, $6,500)
In a fast-moving and action-packed western, Jack Randall seeks to
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days. avenge the murder of his brother by horse rustlers. The story by RobGross: $4,000. (Average, $6,500)
ert Emmett proceeds smoothly and has its generous quota of shooting,
"Out
the Hardys" (M-G-M)
(4th West
week) With
(3 days)
fist fights and hard riding.
"Christmas Carol" (M-G-M) (4 days)
Accompanied by his Mexican pal, Frank Vaconelli, Randall tours the
RKO GRAND— (1,200) (25c-40c). Gross:
$2,900. (Average, $2,750)
ranches in search of the killers. While riding the range, he sees Dor"Adventures in the Sahara" (Col.) (2 days)
othy Short on a runaway horse, and rescues her. Her father, Dennis
"Gang Bullets" (Monogram) (2 days)
Moore, employs him to look for horse thieves. Randall observes the
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.) (3 days)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (15c-25c). Gross:
$2,200.
(Average, $2,450)
similarity of methods used with those preceding his brother's death,
and finally identifies his men. Warner Richmond, as the foreman, and
"Going Places" (F.N.)
KEITH'S—
(1,500) $6,500)
(30c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,300.
(Average,
Ed Cassidy, as Moore's adopted son, are found to be responsible for the
thefts.
Retitle Ruggles Film
Jan. as2.—the
"Boy
Trouble"
hasHollywood,
been selected
release
title
of the Paramount picture, "Two
Weeks with Pay." Charlie Ruggles
and Mary Boland head the cast.

Is

$16,000

Detroit, Jan. 2— Michigan here
went
with "Dawn Patrol" and
"Say toittown
in French"
taking $16,000.
"Thanks for Everything" plus a stage
show gave the Fox $18,000. "Snow
White" in the third week took $5,000.
"Heart of the North" and "Arrest
Bulldog
Drummond"
were stro/^ \t
the
Palms-State
with $7,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 29.
"A Man totheRemember"
"Breaking
Ice" (RKO)(RKO)
ADAMS—
(1,700) $5,000)
(15c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,000.
(Average,
"Thanks for Everything" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,000) (25c -65c) 7 days. Stage:
Sylvia Manon
and Co., The Briants,
Freddie Dosch, Brown and Ames. Gross:
"Dawn Patrol"
$18,000.
(Average,(W.$20,000)
B.)
"Say it in French" (Para.)
MICHIGAN— (4,000) (20c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,000. (Average, $10,000)
"Heart of the North" (W. B.)
"Arrest Bulldog Drummond" (Para.)
PALMS-STATE— (3,000) (20c-50c) 7
Gross:
$5,000)
"Snow $7,000.
days.
White" (Average,
(RKO)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,000) (20c-65c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average,
$10,000)

'Hard

to

Get'

Gets

,200, Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Jan. 2. — Best
gross in a slow week was taken by
"Hard to Get" at the Midwest, with
$4,200. Other houses found the going difficult, with the weather cold
and wet most of the stanza.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec.DeLuxe"
22 :
"Service
(Univ.)
CRITERION—
(1,500) (25c-35c-40c)
4
Gross:
$1,800. (Average,
$5,200)
"Spring Madness" (M-G-M)
CRITERION—
(1,500) (25c-35c-40c)
4
Gross:
$2,300. (Average,
$5,200)
"Swing That Cheer" (Univ.)
"The Last Express" (Univ.)
LIBERTY— (1,200)
(20c-30c) 7
Gross: $2,200.
$2,500)
"Hard
To Get"(Average,
(W.B.)
"Drums"
(U.A.)(Average,
MIDWEST—
(1,500) (25c-35c-40c)
7
Gross:
$4,200.
$4,500)

days.
days.
days.
days.

STATE— (1,100) (20c-25c-40c)
7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $3,000)
"A Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
TOWER-(1,000) (25c-3Sc) 7 days. Gross:
$1,900. (Average, $2,500)
Awards

Designated

In Columbia
Drive
Plans have been completed for the
awards in Columbia's 10-week "Personal Achievement Campaign" which
opens Jan. 9. First award, for branch
managers and salesmen, will go to
those members of the 12 branches
which show the best general performance in sales at the end of the period
compared with the 1937-38 season.
Second award will go to the bookers
of the first 12 branches which show
the greatest improvement in billings
over last year.

Briefs

Are

Filed

in

Action Against Loew
Briefs were filed on Friday with
Justice
Louis A. Valente by Emil K.
Robert Tansey produced and Robert Hill directed. Randall's horse,
Rusty, as usual, takes a leading part in the development of the story Ellis, as attorney for plaintiff stockholders and by Joseph M. Proskauer,
and succeeds in rescuing him from his captors.
as attorney for Loew's and the other
Running time, 50 minutes. "G."*
defendants in the stockholders' suit
*"G" denotes general classification.
brought against Loew's.
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DAILY

Headlines

January
Jan. 3.— Details of M-G-M profit-sharing
contracts. Government shakeup o£ French
industry expected.
Jan. 4.— Broadway New Year grosses go
over $25,000. Film stocks off $251,198,750 in
1937.
Jan. 6. — RKO net earnings for 1937 esti$1,900,000.
sidetrackmated atfilm
bills. Congress
Little hoperush
for mayend
of giveaways in New York seen.
Jan. 7. — Joseph Seidelman named vice-president of Universal. Majors study resumption of film shipments to Japan.
Jan. 8. — British- U. S. trade pact talks to
include films. Joseph A. McConville
named general foreign sales manager oi
Columbia.
Jan. 10. — Financial interests seek agreement
on new board and management for RKO.
Fhotophone license pact renewals up on
coast.
Jan. 11. — G.B. sues RCA and Erpi on alleged infringement of speed sound service.
Regents Board to take over appeals from
New York censor.
Jan. 12. — Resumption of U.A.-Selznick talks
awaited. No theatre recession seen in
Midwest by A. H. Blank.
Jan. 13. — Paramount and Emanual Cohen
sever production arrangement. Korda
sails without plans for U. S. release.
1TOA seeks rental cut.
Jan. 14. — Ford resigns as editor of Universal Newsreel. Justice Dept. denies that
films are under attack.
Jan. 15. — New producing head for Grand
National is sought. Outlawing of holding
firms is Roosevelt aim.
Jan. 17. — New York theatres gain in 1937,
total 1,081. French trade is disturbed by
tax change. Sears hits giveaways.
Jan. 18. — Dallas appeal on license restrictions on admissions filed with Supreme
Court. Hays office announces 17,000 theatres.
Jan.
— Whitney
offers
to buy consul
60 per seeks
cent
of 19.
United
Artists.
German
cuts in Time reel on Nazis.
Jan. 20. — Leo Spitz will stay on coast indefinitely. Nathan Yamins again named
to head Allied.
Jan. 21. — Paramount to ask injunction
against North Dakota divorce law. Distributors join fight on tax in France.
Jan. 22. — Warner calls Time reel pro-Nazi.
Tax receipts for 1937 top 1936, with
$20,974,000.
Jan. 24.— MPTOA drops plan to hold spring
meeting. Ascap Florida law to be fought.
Jan. 25. — Delay on new RKO plan until
fall is now seen. Kuykendall's hopes rise
on 10-point plan.
Jan. 26. — Loew stockholders approve new
pacts for officers. RKO circuit head to be
selected soon.
Jan. 27— New theatres in 1937 up to 885;
cost was $27,225,000. Paramount 1937 net
estimated at $6,030,000.
Jan. 28— U. S. film exports gain 6,000,000
feet in 1937, Commerce
Dept. reports.
Warner 13-week net $1,685,599.
Jan. 29. — Expect action on RKO posts in a
few days.
earlier
start. New season's selling gets
Jan. 31. — Film duties will figure in Canada
trade treaty talks. Warners plan to refinance next summer.

February
Feb. 1. — James R. Grainger to be head of
Republic under Herbert Yates. U. S.
Supreme Court grants Dallas review.
Feb. 2. — Advertising Advisory Council rejects only 397 ads from total of 14,033.
Feb. 3. — ITOA to join fight against chance
games. Charles C. Pettijohn makes arbitration plea in Minneapolis.
Feb.
4.
—
R.
H. Cochrane's
pactprovision
settled. Heis
leaves Universal.
Quality
added to British Films Bill.
Feb. 5.^Fleischer to construct big Miami
studio. S.E.C. details year-end shifts in
film stocks.
Feb. 7. — Changes are sought to speed RKO
reorganization. John Sutro asserts Korda
is asking more revenue.

Review

the

Feb. 8.— M-G-M to hold its total to 52
next year. MPPA, in Hollywood, elects
Joseph Schenck president.
Feb. 9. — Universal product lineup to be set
on coast. Board of Trade drops alternative quota plan in English bill.
Feb. 10. — Senate Commerce Committee favors Neely bill. Definite move on RKO
setup seen near.
Feb. 11. — Commons committee completes
work on film bill. Yates says Republic
aims to expand.
Feb. 14. — IATSE plans extension of union
jurisdiction. ITOA probing hall and church
chance games. World's film theatres total
89,097.
Feb. 15. — Actors' Guild moves to block
IATSE plans. M-G-M drops plans to
make three-reel films.
Feb. 16. — Playdate law invalidated in Ohio
test. Court grants $215,440 for Roxy services.
Feb. 17. — Neely attacks "monopoly" in film
industry. RKO figures $5,UO0,000 worldwide
gross on
"Snow delaying
White." new moves
Feb.
— Tax
problem
on 18.
United
Artists.
Feb. 19. — Financing for G.N. seen hinging
on Phil Goldstone. Hearing on North
Dakota stay set for March 1.
Feb. 21. — Opposition to duals spreading
among parent -teacher groups. Broadway
runs worrying subsequents.
Feb. 23. — ment"Spits
stays
at RKO. "Divorceis shelved
in Massachusetts.
Trade
units to fight English bill.
Feb. 24. — Berman keeps post as head of
RKO production. Government kills threefor-one quota in English bill.
Feb. 25. — Film measure is approved by
House of Commons. Coast leaders pay
tribute to Louis B. Mayer.
Feb. 26. — Further delay on RKO plan to
be asked. Studio unions request work be
staggered.
Feb. 28. — Abram Myers to go west to aid
North Dakota divorcement bill fight.
RKO plan delay affects bondholders.

March
.
March 1.— ITOA hits at Neely bill as
"headache." RKO plan amendments aim
to hasten reorganization.
March 2. — Work increase to be problem at
union meeting. Federal trust cases coming, report at Washington indicates.
March 3. — Four A's votes opposition to
moves of IATSE. "Korda to stay in
U.A. 4.setup,"
March
— Coast Sutro
storm declares.
damages studio sets.
Jap Government plans control of films.
March 5. — O'Connor named to head of RKO
Theatres. Regents group to hear first
appeals here.
March 7. — Twentieth Century -Fox to increase list of foreign releases. Agree on
new RKO -Berman pact.
March
8. — "Neely
bill will
declares.
Columbia
to not
keepwork,"
list atKent40
features.
March 9. — Hays office protests on Neely bill
report in Congress. Expect triple quota
to be reintroduced in England.
March 10. — French quota for half year is
exhausted.
March
11. — Tracy,
AcademyLouise
honorsRainer.
go to Appeals
"Zola,"
Spencer
court hits dual ban in sales pact.
March 12. — Court demands more speed on
plan for RKO.
March 14. — Kent is ready to aid arbitration.
March 15. — Nazi Austria coup new blow
to U. S. films there. Metro to list 52
with 36 on big budgets.
March 16. — National sales meetings are curtailed. U.A. purchase moves suffer chill.
March 17. — Neely bill vote probability held
small. Martin Quigley urges new standards in advertising. Metro sales setup
realigned.
March 18. — Neely bill provisions and old
Federal Trade Commission order seem
similar.
March 19. — Brandt starts letter attack on
Neely bill. End of Paramount court
status up to judge.
March 21. — Union pact is about set for exchanges. New Jersey censor bill opposed
by newspapers.
March 22.— Most theatre bills lost in rush
at Albany.
March 23. — Majors study future course in
Philadelphia dual situation.

Motion

Picture

Year

27.— United Artists' board elects
March 24. — "Selznick's buy of U.A. is off," April
Maurice Silverstone chairman of execuGoldwyn says. Blumberg named to
MPPD'A board.
tive committee. Allied States' Abram F.
Myers urges public intervention in inMarch 25. — Twentieth Century-Fox net profit increases to $8,617,114. Syndicate seeks
dustry affairs.
Cochrane Universal stock.
April 28. — William Le Baron given new
three-year
March 26. — Metro plan no increase in
duction head.contract as Paramount prorental terms. Opposition delays Senate
action on Neely bill.
April 29. — Thurman Arnold, head of antiMarch 28.— Profit sharing is latest U.A.
trust division M
of aAttorney
General's
y
plan. Leaders unite in Dallas tribute to
office,
outlines
Government's "trus'\
policies.
JJepinet.
30— Retirement of Dr. A. H. Giannini
March
29. — Hays' report champions films' April
as United Artists president is denied.
self -regulation.
March 30. — U. S. films holding position
abroad. Court extends copyright to all
pictures.
March
31. — British quota measure is passed.

May 2. — Samuel Goldwyn analyzes industry
ills, finds exhibitor as much at fault as
April
April 1. — High costs under new British
quota law for American companies foreseen. 20th Century -Fox to produce 52
features ' for 1938-'39 season.
April 2. — S. R. Kent replies to Allied States
"attack" on Neely Bill stand.
April 4. — Sam Dembow, Jr., takes charge
in Fanchon & Marco. Paramount cash
position reaches $12,000,000.
April 5. — Exhibitor penalty discovered in
jN'eely Bill. Kent advocates industry conlerence to develop system for conciliation
or arbitration of disputes.
April 16. — R. F. C. may increase Federal
loans to theatres over F. H. A. maximums.
April 7. — Regional Labor Board upholds
projectionists in barricading selves in
booths to influence union recognition by
exhibitor employers.
April 8. — Lewen Pizor pledges U.M.P.T.O.
cooperation on Kent suggestion lor industry conciliation plan. Ike Blumenthal,
Paramount European manager, dies
abroad ship en route to New York.
April 9. — Severe storms hit midwest theatre
business. Japanese market for American
films seen threatened.
April 11.— M.P.T.O.A. favors delay on industry trade practice conferences until
Congress adjourns.
April 12. — Origin of controversial film, "The
Birth of a Baby" revealed by MOTION
PICTURE DAILY. Warners plan 60 features for 1938-39 season.
April 13. — Universal repays $2,000,000 bank
loan preparatory to closing new financing
arrangements. Key city Lenten grosses
hit new low of $1,347,244.
April
14. — District
to outlaw
chance Attorney's
games in office
Bronx. moves
April 15. — N. Y. Board of Regents bans
public exhibitions of "The Birth of a
April 16. — Post Office Department rules
Bank Night is a lottery and bars it
from use of mails.
April 18. — Paramount plans 58 features for
1938-39.
M-G-M sets $3,000,000 budget for
Baby."
four
British productions.
April 19.— RKO Radio plans 48 features for
1938-'39. Broadway grosses rise with end
of Lent.
April 20. — London meeting of United Artists
owners agrees to cut distribution charges
to its producers and to inaugurate profitsharing plan. New British financing for
Universal arranged. 20th Century -Fox
has first quarter profit of $1,641,537.
Monogram
plans 42plans
features
for 1938 -'39.
April
21. — Republic
55 pictures
for
1938-'39. Budget set at $7,500,000.
April 22. — Legajity of all theatre chance
games in doubt following Post Office
ruling on Bank Night. Academy of M. P.
Arts & Sciences reoganization voted.
April 23.— RKO Theatres report 1937 profit
of $1,483,281.
Paramount
Pictures
reports first quarter
net of $830,866.
Variety
Clubs annual convention opens in Cincinnati.
April 25.— Will H. Hays re-states industry
stand' against advertising on theatre
screens.
April 26. — Maurice Silverstone to become
United Artists general manager; retirement of Dr. A. H. Giannini as president
seen following removal of company headquarters from California to New York.
U. S. Supreme Court sends Dallas circuit contract case back to Federal District courtreports
for a 1937
"proper
Paramount
profitopinion."
of $6,045,103.

May
3. — General Talking Pictures loses
producer.
Patent case in U. S. Supreme Court.
May 4. — New York Allied unit organized
with Max Cohen at head.
May 5. — Distributors to take Philadelphia
case involving legality of bans on double
featuring to U. S. Supreme Court.
May 6. — United Artists amends by-laws to
facilitate new producer affiliations.
May 7. — Hal Roach likely to be first new
U. A. producer under new by-laws.
May 9. — M-G-M completes realignment of
field personnel. Columbia plans 40 features for 1938- '39. Universal to establish
advertising and publicity headquarters at
studio. Monogram to produce 42 for
May
10. — Warners plan 60 features for
1938-'39.
1938- '39. Exchange employes union contract prohibits strikes without preliminary
negotiations. Court sets damages in
"Letty Lynton" case at $587,604.
May 11. — Universal plans 40 features for
1938- '39. William F. Rodgers to address
Allied States national convention at Pittsburgh.
May 12. — Warner Theatres bar advertising
films. Industry trade practice regulation
moves
depend on outcome of Neely Bill
in Congress.
May 13.— Harry Brandt's blast on stars
he views as "box office poison" was used
16 years before.
May 14. — Hal Roach signs eight-year contract as United Artists' producer.
May 16. — RKO's amended reorganization
plan submitted to Federal court; new
hearings required.
May 17. — Charles R. Rogers seeks definition of his studio authority from Universal board meeting. Stanton Griffis
says
Paramount
executive changes. contemplates no studio
May 18. — Neely anti-blockbooking bill
passed by Senate; House may not act on
it. Grand National abandons production; will continue distribution. Allied
States national convention names conditions for conciliation. Warners reduce
new season program to 52 from 60.
May 19. — Allied States convention votes to
continue legislative program; William F.
Rodgers urges organization to aid in
working out conciliation machinery.
May 20.— Charles R. Rogers relieved of
production post by Universal board; Cliff
Work appointed to run Universal studio.
Irving Asher becomes London Films executive. Allied States convention asks
reduction of film rentals.
May 21.— Universal settles Charles R.
Rogers' contract.
May 23. — United Artists to make percentage film deals only. Edward Small to
make eight features for United Artists
new season's release.
May 24.— S. R. Kent optimistic on British
business on return from abroad. James
R. Grainger named president of Republic
Pictures.
May 25. — Industry attorneys propose designation of permanent special master by
officeCoast.
S. Attorney
to decide
U.
againstGeneral's
Fox West
complaints
May 26.— American companies to make 41
to 47 features in England under new
May
Motion picture unions gain 37,000
quota27.—law.
members in four years. RKO realigns
southern sales organization.
May
28— United
features
for new Artists
season plans
release. "about 30"
May 31.— American distributors of British
product discuss plans for cooperative
selling and
distribution
here. 11)
{Continued
on page
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Self-Regulation

June 1.— Darryl Zanuck says 20th Centuryon budget will
new 0 season
Fox's
E (be
$3,500,00
higher producti
than any other year,
une 2. — John D. Clark dies.
June 3. — Senator Mathew Neely admits his
ck
anti-blo
session of booking
Congress. bill is "dead" for this
June 6. — I. A. T. S. E. to ask for its union
label on every film.
June 7. — M. P. P. D. A. directors discuss
plans for trade practice negotiations.
Kent addresses I. A. T. S. E. convention. Martin Quigley to receive honorary
degree from Loyola
University (Los
Angeles). Quigley Publications and CBS
arrange for Pan-American broadcast.
June 8. — Herman Wobber named general
sales manager of 20th Century -Fox. D'avid
Rose
Britishappointed
production.manager of Faramount's
June 9. — Universal completes studio executive realignment.
June 10. — Regional exhibitor organizations
urge action on trade practice regulation.
Charles Schwartz among new United
Artists board members.
June 13. — Martin Quigley receives Loyola
University (Los Angeles) honor degree.
Federal court hearings concluded on constitutionality of North Dakota affiliated
theatre divorcement law.
June
opposes
A. F.14. — ofScreen
L. andWriters
C. I. Guild
O. affliation.
Martin Quigley honored by Hollywood
leaders for industry service.
June IS. — Dr. A. H. Giannini resigns as
United Artists president.
June 16. — "Universal gross rentals increasing $50,000 Cowdin,
weekly board
over previous
T. Cheever
chairman, year,"
says.
Paul Terry elected to M. P. P. D. A.
board.
June 17. — Paramount theatre operators plan
regional meetings. Producers and Screen
Actors Guild to arbitrate revised contract
demands.
June 20. — Two new directors to be named
to Paramount board at annual stockholders' meeting. Herman Wobber gets
five-year
sales
head. contract as 20th Century-Fox
June 21. — 20th Century-Fox and United
Artists to set up own distribution offices
in South Africa.
June 22— M. P. T. O. A. warns of Federal regulation of industry unless selfregulation program is speeded. Paramount management in majority on new
board of 16 members.
June 23. — U. S. plans monopoly investigation in July.
June 24. — Maurice Silverstone given sweeping overall authority in United Artists.
M-G-M to distribute David Selznick's
"Gone with the Wind."
June 27. — Reorganization olan for Grand
National presented to Federal court in
Los Angeles. Major company heads and
Will H. Havs confer with President
Roosevelt at White House.
June 28. — Industry may appropriate $250,000
for World's Fair expenditures.
June 29. — S. R. Kent named to head industry committee to develop trade practice
program. Nicholas M. Schenck, Ler
Spitz, William F. Rodgers, Ned E
Depinet
and Abe Montague are committee members.
June 30. — Industry plans prompt action or,
trade practice regulation. Special master
approves RKO reorganization plan.

PICTURE

Attempt

probe of alleged film monopoly. Chicago
independents renew demand B. & K.
grant concessions.
July 8. — Allied denies it refused cooperation
in self- regulation move. Atlas Corp.
studies production in Italy.
July 11. — Lynn Farnol named U. A. advertising and publicity head. Aaron
Saperstein, prominent Chicago exhibitor,
dies of heart attack. Loew's 40- week net
totals $8,352,675.
July 12. — Gainsborough to make British
product for M-G-M. Government to coordinate all its film, radio activities in
National Emergency Council. Columbia
to issue options on 25,000 shares to executives.
July 13. — Fox West Coast plan to adjudicate disputes through Federal special
master is put aside. London County
Council votes new theatre regulations.
July 14. — Charles Chaplin's stand delays
U. A. profit-sharing olan. "20th Century-Fox notSchenck.
to sponsorIndustry
radio program,"
says Toseph
to make
"Cavalcade of America" film for World's
Fair.
July 15. — Department of Justice assures no
criminal actions will follow monopoly
probes. Board of M. P. Arts and Sciences
votes reorganization. M-G-M, Warners,
Paramount, U. A., Columbia- win Ampa
awards.
July 18. — Howard Dietz named head of
working committee for industry's promotion drive, urged by Will H. Hays, Production spurts at Astoria studios.
July 19. — Allied seeks "divorce" laws in all
states. RKO reorganization plan approved by Special Master George W.
Algar with minor changes. Paramount
to anneal North Dakota "divorcement"
decision.
July 20. — General plan approved for industry ad campaign. Independent companies not included in trade practice
move.
July 21. trust
— Government
suit in N. Y. files
districtsweeping
court. antiWill
H. Hays declares industry welcomes opportunity to clarify points at issue.
July 22. — Industry sees U. S. bid for consent decree in anti-trust suit. Conciliation efforts to continue. Paul Gulick
named coordinator of industry promotion
drive.
July 25. — S. R. Kent asserts industry must
regulate itself. Atlas Corp. will permit
its RKO-RCA securities option to lapse.
Total of 410 contracts for new houses and
major remodeling reported in six months.
July 26. — Legal precedent and recent court
developments background U. S. anti-trust
suit. Myron Selznick plans production.
July 27. — Universal obtains financing in
England. Coal, meat cases disclosed as
anti-trust suit precedents. Warners issue
call for debenture exchange.
Tuly 28. — Industry meeting pledges support
to promotion campaign: $1,000,000 to be
spent; more than $825,000 pledged. Campaign starts Sent. 1, ends Dec. 31.
Tulv 29.— About haff of 167 defendants in
U. S. anti-trust suit alreadv served with
subpoenas. 20th Century-Fox half-year
net is $3,419,658. U. A. sets $1,500,000
financing for Walter Wanger.

Feature

Aug. 9.— Harold B. Franklin named general
manager Motion Pictures' Greatest Year
campaign
George
J. Schaefer,
campaign by
chairman.
Paramount
gets stock
interest in DuMont television lab.
Aug. 10.— Hollywood industry meeting plans
own radio program, non-commercial.
Government grants 60-day extension for
filing anti-trust suit answers.
Aug. 11. — "Marie Antoinette" appears to
be season's only two-a-day roadshow.
Only small increase in shuttered theatres
duringlineup.
July and August. RKO announces
new
Aug. 12. — Educational-G. N. merger details
set. Motion Picture Almanac finds attendance at 88,000,000 weekly maximum
in 1937.
Aug. 15.— Total of 5,404 prizes in $250,000
"Movie Quiz" contest. Operators to start
picket drive in New York. British film
import duties rise Aug. 20.
Aug. 16— Pledges pass $900,000 in industry
promotion drive. Studio wages to remain
at
present level, producer -union conference
decides.
Aug. 17. — New Federal hour provisions may
not apply to film players. RKO signs
Douglas (Wrong Way) Corrigan for film
Aug. 18. — U. A. profit-sharing plan being
revised to satisfy Chaplin. Legal tactics
undecided in Government anti-trus!
action.
Aug. 19. — Paramount drops cooperative
newspaper ads. Darryl F. Zanuck urges
industry harmonv.
Aug. 22.— Theatres to spend about $2,000,000
in Motion Pictures' Greatest Year campaign, Oscar A. Doob estimates. ArchMcNicholas
praises industry's efforts bishop
to improve
standards.
Aug. 23. — National
Theatres
studies aban-of
donment of giveaways. Department
Justice to seek bigger budget in anti-trust
battle.
Educational's brand name to be
maintained.
Aug. 24. — New theatres have smaller capacity,organize
survey shows.
Forty-five
tees
ad campaign
in NewcommitYork
area. Reciprocal trade relations with
Canada seen.
Aug. 25. — Consent decree settlement of antitrust suit gains
to be discussed.
Warners'
financing
speed. Illinois
Alliednewto
file anti-trust action.
Aug. 26. — Whole country rallies to Motion
Pictures' Greatest Year drive: first newspaper ads completed. M-G-M signs to
release "Gone with the Wind."
Aug. 29. — Majors' fall advertising exceeds
previous
Selznick
A. in
agreement campaigns.
on releasing.
Court-U.approves
G. N. -Educational merger.
Aug. 30.— Approximately 9,000 U. S. theatres to join promotion drive. Fox West
Coast extends giveaway ban in California.
Aug. 31. — Radio warns of reprisals on ad
drive: sole use of newspapers stirs broadcasters. M. P. T. O. A. asks quick industry reform.

September

Sent. 1.— Industry at new path, says
Charles Pettijohn ; government control or
self-regulation the choice. G. N. will
have $1,500,000, says Earle Hammons.
2. — Adgrosses.
campaignT. start
boostsStevenson
nation's
Aug. 1. — Distributors' self -regulation talks Sept.
theatre
Kennedy
to resume on S. R. Kent's return fro:
named Erpi president.
vacation. 20th Century-Fox to expand in Sept.
6. — Twentieth Century-Fox may tie in
South Africa, supporting theatre con
with G. B. in production. Canada moves
struction.
to
revamp
its film industry. William
Aug. 2. — Darryl F. Zanuck defends studio
Bioff quits I. A. T. S. E.
talent interchange.
Maurice Silverstone
7. — Reports of Italian quota slash
says Chaplin concurs in U. A. profit Sept.
gains credence here. More than 3,000,000
sharing
plan. Keith-Albee-Orpheum
"Movie Quiz" booklets ordered by N. Y
shows net of $388,194 for six months.
theatres. Mexican labor trouble closes
Aug. 3. — Trade practice committee rejects
studios.
contractual clause for conciliation. Grand Sept.
July 1. — Major distributors may disregard
8. — Grosses leap as film year ends
rigidly conservative attitude of counsel
National creditors approve merger witl
William
Bioff alleged to be in pay of
Educational.
toward self -regulation. Portland theatres
producers. Mexico unions seek control of
told to stop Bank Night. United Long Aug. 4. — Department of Justice says antiproducer group.
Island Theatres reinstate six operators
trust cases will show adequacy of anti
who struck.
trust laws. Ascap not to seek music tax Sent. 9. — U. A. changes voted; Andrew W
Smith resigns as sales manager. Departincrease.
July 5. — Warners will join self -regulation
ment of Justice hints at moves for
move, company spokesman indicates. Aug. 5. — Trade practice talks suspended
temporary injunction. Studio union
Gain in free shows arouses exhibitors.
pending
report
by
counsel
on
move's
re
locals get autonomy.
Japan delays easing import rules.
lation to anti-trust suit. Canadian exSept. 12. — Company lawyers oppose selfJuly 6. — Ambassador Kennedy, in London
hibitors
join
Motion
Pictures'
Greatest
regulation now. N. Y. stagehands to get
Year campaign.
appeals for Anglo-American film coopera6 per cent increase. A. H. Schwartz, of
tion. Germany extends its film rules to Aug. 8. — Lawyers feared self-regulation
Century circuit, N. Y., dies.
Austria. Exhibitors seek operator wage
may jeopardize anti-trust suit defense. Sept.
13. — Paramount may expand theatre
concessions for summer.
Fire department probe of N. Y. filrr
operations in England. Report Alexander
laboratories asked.
July 7. — Abram Myers asks Congressiona
Korda again seeking outside production.

of

1938

Sept. 14. — Thurman Arnold taking independent exhibitors' affidavits in Government
anti-trust suit. "C.I.O. behind I. A. T.
S. E. attacks," Harold V. Smith charges.
Sept. 15. — U. S. companies seek Italy
agreement; hope to avert liquidation in
that country. Company lawyers to meet
Thurman Arnold on anti-trust action.
Rep. Celler urges U. S. subsidy for stage.
Sept. 16. — Major companies consider policy
in Italy. New franchise deals to boost
Republic's revenue. H. C. Miner named
Century circuit president.
Sept. 19. — Theatre building and rejuvenation
booms nationally. "Movie Quiz" booklet
errors cut contest films by five. European managers meet on Italian situation.
Sept. 20. — No
films but Chicago
Americanism, "isms"
says Harryin Warner.
independents
file
anti-trust
suit
against
B. & K. and major companies.
Sept.
21. —G.Loew's
studies reaction
to single-24
bills.
N. schedules
44 features,
westerns.
Sept. 22. — Trade groups go under U. S.
probe. Federal admission levy falls to
$1,425,063 in August. Companies resume
shipments to Japan.
Sept. 23. — Hurricane smashes, floods film
houses
wide eastern
area. M-G-M
not
to force inshorts,
W. F. Rodgers
says. Mae
West forms production company.
Sept.
— Many
New Legislatures,
England theatres
dark 26.
after
hurricane.
courts
impending film headache.
Sept. 27. — M. P. T. O. A. to ask for companies' stand Ascap
on self-regulation
at annual
convention.
plans 10-year
pacts
with theatres.
Sept. 28. — British
film tradecrisis.
rallies Will
to Government in European
H.
Hays confers with Secretary Cordell Hull.
Sept. 29. — Company counsel meet with Department of Justice officials in Washinton; explore possibilities for standstill
agreement, etc. European crisis increases
war films.
Sept. 30. — Final moves before court on RKO
plan. Lawyers study next move in antitrust suit.

October
Oct. 3. — Warners extend debenture deposit
date to Dec. 1. MPTO invites producers
to product
talks. court approval for new
Oct.
4. — Expect
RKO plan. 20th-Fox has two million in
its ad budget.
Oct. 5. — Majors seek agreement in trust
action.
Oct. 6. — Trade
adjustments
assured
itors. Admission
tax for
yearexhibtops
Oct.$20,800,000.
7. — Allied to join in trade talks if
board approves.
Oct. 10.— Schaefer to head RKO; leaves
U. A.11. — U. S. firms end film service in
Oct.
Italian market. Dual control by contracts
hit by court.
Oct. 12.— Standstill pact studied.
Oct.validity
13. — Ascap
test. laws of five states face
Oct. 14.— Estimate Loew 1938 profit $10,250,000.
U. S. Paris men meet in Rome for
film ban.
Oct. 17. — N. Y. bank syndicate ready to aid
Universal with $2,506,000. Self regulation
may stop trust suit, states Myers.
Oct. 18. — Trade ready for self regulation.
Oct. 19. — Trade talks get under way today.
Plea for stay opposed in Chicago suit.
Oct. 20. — Spitz may resign from RKO today.
Progress is reported in trade talks.
Oct. 21. — B. & K. clearance may be reduced.
Majors confer on more work for
musicians.
Oct. 24.— Schaefer takes RKO helm today.
Wages-Hours fog settles on industry.
Oct. 25. pand
— Korda
to stay
abroad.
Willunder
exwork. Find
few film
workers
Wage-Hour act.
Oct. 26. — Screens must be free, says Hays.
U. S. film companies start ending
Italian
activities. now in middle of Odeon
Oct.
27. — Universal
merger.
Regionals end talks; Allied returns today.
Oct. 28. — Odeon-GB merger may oust
Ostrers. Rockefeller won't go on RKO's
(.Continued on page 12)
a board.
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Review
►

(Continued from page 11)
Oct. 31.— U. A.-20th-Fox unite in South
Africa. Trade parley report to be MPTO
topic.
November
Nov. 1. — Decide theatres outside wage act.
All officials reelected at MPTOA meet.
Nov. 2. — Industry reforms certain — Rodgers.
Nov. 3. — Neely threatens new booking bill.
Cowdin
leaves London;
Odeon deal
delayed.
Nov. 4. — Zukor quits studio for post in
London.Gell."British also out of Italy,"
asserts
Nov. 8. — Trade agreement seen in two
weeks.
Nov. 9. — Aviation cycle sweeps studios.
U. A. revising its plan for split profits.
Nov. 10. — U. S. Contempt charges filed in
Chicago row. Government combats move
on anti-trust details.
Nov. 11. — Annual film drive is seen as certainty. Judgment is reserved in trust
action.
Nov. 14. — No changes in Para, policy by
shift of Zukor.
Nov. 15. — Drama-Film
truce possible by
Dec. 15. Japanese may open door to
250 U. S. films.
Nov. 16.— Distributors, MPTOA final meet.
Dec. 8-9.
Nov. 17. — British consider organizing a
MPPA. Theatres plan in trust suit held
hopeless.
Nov. 18. — U. S. -British trade pact omits
quota.
Nov. 21. — Trade reforms to be on wide
scale. Chaplin plans again to enter U. A.
production.
Nov. 22. — Court affirms earlier stand in
G.T.P. case. Canada gains two concessions in trade pact.
Nov. 23.— RKO out of 77B by end of year.
Trade
eration. pledges $225,000 to N. Y. FedNov. 25. — Filmdom rallies to aid refugees.
Nov. 28. — Films-Television
showdown in
1940.
Nov. 29. — Divorcement seen in two years.
W. B. refunding is extended to Mar. 15.
Nov. 30.— RKO theatre divisions in N. Y.
shifted.

Personals

i

Papal Blessing on
'Ave Maria' Program
First papal blessing ever
bestowed upon an American
radio program has been

, prog
ger PHE
on,
ATTD,
Daytram
of WSP
manaL
MERRIL
granted to the "Ave Maria"
and brother of Dick Pheatt,
WMCA, conprogram ductedon
by the Franciscan
radio editor of the Toledo Blade, is
Friars.
The
blessing, a
spending the week in New York. . . .
document
of
parchment,
Philharmonic Symphony concerts on
bears the seals and signaCBS will be broadcast for the 300th
ture of Joseph Cardinal Mitime Jan. 14. . . . Phil Baker has been
signed for a guest appearance on Kate
gone,
diensis Archbishop
and private Nicomealmoner
's show Jan.ar 5, and John BarrySmith
of the Holy See. The docustint on the Star
more for a simil
ment will be framed and
Theatre Jan. 4. . . . Eight years of unhung
on
the walls of the
interrupted broadcasting will be celen
brated on the Carnatio program next
Chapel
in St. by
Christopher's
Inn
maintained
the Friars
Monday. . . . Red Skelton, a discovat
Graymoor,
New
York.
ery of Rudy Vallee, has been signed
as a regular member of the Avalon
Time show. . . "True Detective Mysteries," sponsored by the Lambert Co.,
Again Wins
will add WHK, Cleveland, for 12 WOR
weeks starting this week.
Advertising Prize
For the third consecutive year,
Mexico
Using Air
WOR's sales promotion department
has been - presented with the annual
award of the American Institute of
To Bring Tourists
Graphic Arts. WOR has been the
Mexico City, Jan. 2. — Increased winner of the award since 1936 when
propaganda to attract tourists is being Joseph Creamer, sales promotion
broadcast by the Federal Govern- head, joined the station staff.
The prize this year was given to
ment's publicity department from the
most powerful stations in Mexico — ^WOR for the booklet "What Goes on
XEDP and XFXA of the publicity Here," and a magazine advertisement
department ; XECR of the Ministry of titled "Out of Our Hat." The pieces
Foreign Relations ; XEFC of the :were honored on three counts, excelParty of the Mexican Revolution, and
lence of copy, unique design and layXEW and XFB, privately owned, all
out and skill in handling the probin this city.
lems presented.
The programs on all the stations are
broadcast for a full hour.
Cecil and Presbvey
Finch

December

Radio

Patents

New

Facsimile Speeder
Finch Telecommunications Laboratories has just been granted three new
Dec. 1.— Set anti-ASCAP bills in Iowa
and Colorado. Agreement for Australia patents on a new high speed facsimile
now faces setback.
Dec. 2. — NLRB proposes to oust basic pacts. system. The new system, it is
Trade reforms on program to make his- claimed, will increase the speed threefold over the present system by the
tory.
Dec. 5.— James Roosevelt assumes film post application of multiple scanning pens,
with Goldwyn.
Trade pact on way to actuated continuously.
Capital for Govt. O.O.
Dec. 6.— Pact draft not U. S. suit answer.
James Roosevelt gets 5-year Goldwyn
Adds 7 More Stations
pact.
Dec.
7.
—
"Program
not
full
solution,"
states
"Don't
You Believe It," sponsored
Myers.
Fairbanks may produce at SI by P. Lorillard
& Co. for Sensation
coast studios.
Cigarettes on Mutual, adds seven more
Dec. 8. — Government pat on divorcement.
Dec. 9. — N. Y. exhibitors will kill games. stations Jan. 24 for 26 weeks. The
U. S. units call Paris parley on Rome
ban.
added
program'sof
networkstations
to 28 increase
stations,theexclusive
Dec. 12. — Majors will seek basis for decree. the Don Lee chain in California,
Britain anticipates drought of own films
this summer.
which also carries the series. Lennen
Dec. 13. — Six plays bought in Nov. ; None & Mitchell is the agency.
on B'way
list. Exhibitors
get 25% rejection in South
Wales.
Dec. 15. — Samuel Goldwyn for divorcement.
Set NBC Coast Tours
Theatre units split on trade practice
draft.
Hollywood, Jan. 2. — Studio tours
Dec. 16. — Studios adopt 44-hr. week plan. will be inaugurated at the NBC stuZukor will be good will boss for Paradios here this week. The tours will
mount.
Dec. 19. — Pinewood-Denham merger is operate similarly to those at Radio
closed.
Stockholders' disputes again halt City, with visiting groups leaving the
RKO plan.
lobby at half-hour intervals, 20
Dec. 20. — Local practice agreements to be main
to a group. Admission will be 40
negotiated.
Dec. 21. — Self-Regulation halted until Gov- cents, with special rates to groups
ernment acts. Coast unions not affected and organizations.
by wage bill.
Dec. 22. — Olson may ease Calif, tax rap.
Studio fight on NLRB to highest court.
NBC
Adds 3 Accounts
Dec. 23. — Shirley Temple is voted biggest
Since revising the policv of accept1938 money star. South Africa is enjoying huge building boom.
ing transcriptions on WEAF and WJZ
Dec.
buys. 27. — Independents led in '38 house up to 9 A. M., NBC has added three
Dec. 28. — Strong product booms Broadway. accounts, Olson Rug Co., Morris Plan
Managers act to get voice on basic pact. Bank and RCA have bought time on
Dec. 29. — Films will be used chiefly in tele- these stations, using transcriptions.
vision. Industry will help finance film Currently RCA is using six half-hour
library.
weekly on WEAF; Morris
Dec. 30. — Court declares RKO's plan fair- periods
Plan is on WJZ four times weekly.
Film stocks gain $92,202,500 in 1938.

Firms Join Forces
Advertising firms of Cecil, Warwick
& Legler and the Frank Presbrey Co.,
ihave been combined under the name
iof Cecil & Presbrey, Inc., with offices
in New York, Chicago, Richmond and
Miami.
Under the new setup, James Cecil
will be chairman of the board, Charles
Presbrey, president, and John Cecil,
secretary and treasurer. LeRoy A.
Kling will be a partner and vicepresident in charge of the Chicago
office. Weston Hill will be in charge
of the Miami office and Henry Souvaine will be a partner in charge of
radio activities.
BBC Adds Foreign Unit
London, Jan. 2. — British Broadcasting Corp. has extended foreign language broadcasts, with Daventry now
enlisted to supplement the London regional French-German short-wave
broadcasts. BBC calculates that the
move will enable the programs to
reach an additional 40,000,000 listeners.

FCC

Calendar

Washington, Jan. 2. — Construction permit for a new 1,500-kilocycle
broadcast station, to operate with 100
watts night, 250 watts day, has been
asked of the Federal Communications
Commission by the Coastal Broadcasting Co., Brunswick, Ga.
Other applications filed with the
commission include a request of Station KRBA, Lufkin, Tex., for an increase in power from 100 to 250 watts.

Around
the
Country

Cincinnati
"WLW Spotlight," featuring Josef
Cherniavsky and orchestra, plus guer ,
soloists, will be fed to Mutual bj
WLW. The network will carry
11:15 P. M. programs Mondays and
Wednesdays, with earlier broadcasts
on these nights and Fridays aired to
local areas. . . . "The Mad Hatterfields," over
scriptWLW,
serial, 4:45
heretofore
a sustainer
to 5 P.
M.,
will be sponsored by Horlicks, starting early in January. . . . WCKY will
carry all music from Gibson Hotel.
WLW-WSAI has been airing programs from this spot for several
years prior to the new arrangement.
. . . "Everybody's Farm," WLW sustainer, aired Saturdays 8 to 8:30
A.M., goes to a full hour Jan. 7. . . .
Cincinnati Enquirer gave WKRC,
CBS outlet, full page art spread covering recent three-hour jamboree,
aired to solicit funds for needy local
families.
WHBF

Will

Mutual

on

Join
Jan.

14

WHBF, giving coverage in Davenport, la., Moline, 111. and Rock Island,
111., and located in the latter city, becomes an affiliate of the Mutual network on Jan. 14. On the day it joins
the network, WHBF also begins operation at increased power, 1,000 watts
day an night.
Station is owned and operated by
the Rock Island Broadcasting Corp.,
an affiliate of the Rock Island Argus.
It operates on 1,240 kilocycles.
Arrangements are now in progress
to broadcast salutes to Mutual's 110th
affiliate on the day it joins the network.
Edmonds to WLW-WSAI
Cincinnati, Jan. 2. — Bill Edmonds,
formerly of KWK, St. Louis, has
joined the announcing staff of WLWWSAI. He also has been associated
with KMOX, St. Louis, KFRU, Columbia, Mo., and WOC, Davenport,
la.
Lambert Joins Mutual
Burt Lambert has joined the sales
staff of Mutual in New York today.
Lambert previously was with the national sales department of Hearst
Radio, and more recently with KYW
in Philadelphia.

Trammel
Take

New

Arrives

to

NBC

Post

Miles Trammel, NBC executive, arrived in New York
over the weekend to assume
his duties as executive vicepresident. Before leaving Chicago Trammel appointed Sidney Strotz manager of the
NBC central division and C.
L. Menser production manager.

ESSENTIAL

FOR

SUCCESSFUL

THEATRE

AIR

OPERATION

CONDITIONING
by CHARLES

$4.00
POSTPAID

567 pages, dealing with air and its properties,
plant load calculation, air distribution, grilles,
heating and dehumidification, fans, cooling coils
and air-washers, mechanical refrigeration processes and machinery, well drilling and well-water
cooling,
ice cooling,
storage refrigeration,

F. H.

BLUEBOOK

$6.25
POSTPAID

The 1938-39 edition is bigger
prehensive than ever before.
in scope, it contains over 1200
with vital facts and figures

RICHARDSON'S

of

tioning of all modern

in any projection room emergency.

and more comInternational
pages crammed
covering every

Picture Industry.
The Who's
includes
more than
12,000
exhibitor needs this annual
Edited by Terry Ramsaye.

ACCOUNTING
expenses. Guards against income tax troubles
and losses through errors. Thousands of exhibitors are using this ledger because it is easy,
self-operating and accurate. Order yours to-day.

MOTION

PICTURE

ENGINEERING
diagrams, tables, charts and graphs. This manual comes straight from the workshops of the
studios in Hollywood. It is indispensable to
everyone working with sound equipment.

547 pages; illustrated; covers every practical
method and process in present-day sound
engineering. Leading engineers explain every
detail of apparatus and its arrangement, with

QUICLEY
ROCKEFELLER

ALMANAC

phase section
of the Motion
Who
alone,
biographies. Every
industry reference.

accurately, tabulating each day's receipts and

$6.50
POSTPAID

sound and projection

apparatus.
is a practical
"trouble reference
shooter,"
and
is crossIt indexed
for immediate

Written by William F. Morris. Acknowledged
to be the best bookkeeping system for theatres.
Enables you to keep your accounts easily and

SOUND

PROJECTION

PICTURE

THEATRE

$4.00
POSTPAID

A. FULLER
evaporative condensers and water saving devices and methods, unit coolers, automatic control, air cleansing and purification, and codes
and ordinances regulating installation. Book is
bound in cloth, has index system and psychrometric charts.

This is the revised sixth edition and is now in
its second printing. It includes 722 pages of
up-to-the-minute text, charts and data with detailed description of assembly, wiring and func-
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$3.25
POSTPAID
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BOSTON
36-38 Melrose St. DES MOINES
1003'A High St
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PHILADELPHIA
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KANSAS CITY . 1706 Wyandotte St
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MEMPHIS
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Houses

Close

Tax

in

Protest

Vote to Shut Today Until
New Levy Is Lifted
By PIERRE AUTRE
Paris, Jan. 3. — All film houses in
Paris, numbering 350, will close tomorrow in a protest strike against the
institution of municipal taxes ranging
from 3.60 per cent to 15 per cent on
net receipts, voted by the Paris City
Council Dec. 31.
The new taxation is estimated to increase to 57 per cent the amount paid
in state pauper taxes, special licenses,
poster, stamp and light taxes. The
new taxes would amount to 44 francs
for every 100 francs taken in at the
box-office.
After a two-day meeting, presided
over by Raymond Lussiez, Paris exhibitors, supported by producers, distributors and provincial exhibitors, decided today to close their houses until
the new tax is eliminated. If satisfaction is not obtained in one week, Paris
suburban houses will close, and in two
weeks, the provincial houses as well.
The new tax would cost Paris exhibitors $700,000 annually, which is
seen as indirectly affecting the entire
French film industry. Closing of the
houses will affect 25,000 employes of
Paris theatres.
Broadway
Grosses

Holiday
Gain

15%

New Year's weekend business
topped off one of the best holiday
weeks Broadway has seen in several
years. Estimates of business set the
total receipts at about 15 per cent
ahead of last year's. Extra shows on
Saturday played, {p, {rapacity.
"The BeachcOTriber" at the Rivoli
helped pull that house out of the doldrums. First week, which ended Sat(Continued on page 6)

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

Denham-Pinewood,
London Films Parted
London, Jan. 3. — Under the
merger or Denham and Pinewood Studios the operations
of the studios have been separated from London Film
Productions. The merger
was put in effect here with
the registration of Denham
& Pinewood Studios, Ltd.
The new company has ratified the merger agreement.
The company is registered
with a capital of $3,750,000.
It will establish agreements with Pinewood, London Films, Prudential Assurance and Equity Life Assurance, all of which are
financially interested in the
Denham-Pinewood studios.
First directors named to
the new company are E. H.
George and Capt. Richard
Norton.

Anti-Block
Bill

Before

Booking
House

Washington, Jan. 3. — An antiblock booking bill was introduced in
the House at the opening session today by Congressman Andrew Edmiston (Dem.) of West Virginia. The
bill is patterned in all major particulars after its predecessor, the Pettengill bill, which was before the House
for several consecutive sessions without being passed. Congressman Edmiston was the sponsor of the antiblock booking bill, companion measure
to the Neely Bill, which was before
the House last year.

WPA

Theatre

JANUARY

CONTEST
BELOW

UA

Wins

Case

In

Tax

Verdict

High

Court

Washington, Jan. 3. — In one of
busiest sessions in a long period, the
U. S. Supreme Court today decided
one case involving motion pictures,
rejected appeal in another and set a
third for hearing, possibly tomorrow.
The case decided was that brought
by United Artists, challenging the
validity of the West Virginia gross
receipts tax as applied to corporations
not actually doing business within the
state, the court holding that the film
company was engaged only in interstate commerce with respect to its
West Virginia operations and therefore not subject to the levy.
Affirming a decision of the District
Court, Associate Justice Stone, speaking for the Supreme Court, pointed
out that United Artists contracts to
furnish pictures to West Virginia exhibitors but all contracts are executed
at its New York office, films are
shipped to exhibitors from without
the state and payments must be made
to the company's exchanges in other
states, and that the company has
(Continued on page 6)

Drops

TEN

4, 1939

1,000;

on B 'way
Project
End
May
Virtual elimination of the WPA schools, colleges, settlement houses,
Federal Theatre Project from the public parks and similar non-profit organizations.
Broadway scene was indicated yesterFull quota of the New York City
day when 1,000 actors, musicians, di- project was 4.000 employes, but this
rectors, stagehands, electricians and had been reduced by resignations to
M-G-M
Sictns Cantor
received dismissal no- approximately 3,500. This figure has
For Film Within Year other employes
tices, effective Jan. 16. The 30 per now been further reduced to 2,500.
_ of the arts' project dropunits
Los Angeles, Jan. 3. — M-G-M to- cent cut in personnel affected all de- Otherped 500.
partments and an effort was made to
day signed Eddie Cantor for one pic- distribute the
Since its inception, in November,
dismissals evenly.
ture to be made within a year. The
The F.T.P. has four productions on 1935, the project has produced approxproduction is not yet chosen. The
imately 65 plays for which regular
the boards at present, and two more in
comedian's last was "Ali Baba Goes rehearsal. Officials were reluctant to admission prices were charged. Many
to Town" for Fox made as first of
producers were critwo pictures on contract abrogated discuss the future policy of the pro- of theticalBroadway
of the competition by the Govject
yesterday,
but
it
was
felt
generally
by mutual agreement.
ernment with privately backed shows.
that the Broadway productions would
suffed most. Besides productions for Actors' Equity originally was opposed
which admissions are charged, the pro- to such competition, too, but later
ject also has a traveling circus and changed its attitude and lent vigorous
Radio — Page 11
a number of units which plav for support.

CENTS

ENTRIES

ESTIMATE

Expect

2,000,000 Quiz Returns on Basis of
Mail to Date

Approximately 2,000,000 entries, but
not more, a figure far below the optimistic estimates by campaign headquarters at the start of the contest in
September, in the industry's $250,000
Movie Quiz contest, are seen as the
total by Radio & Publications Contests, Inc., which is handling the anthe Motion Pictures' Greatest swers
Yearfor campaign.
The expected total, which can not be
estimated with any degree of accuracy,
is on the basis of returns to date,
which are believed by the contest organization to be 1,500,000. With the
competition ending Dec. 31, the present, final flow of mail has swamped
the facilities of the contest organization in the Grand Central Palace
Building, which apparently was caught
unawares h" this rush.
By the end of last week it is estimated 500,000 entries had been received. Recepits began accumulating
on Saturday. Jack Todd of the contest office estimates that since the
weekend about 1,000,000 entries have
(Continued on page 6)

Italy May Meet
American Terms
Newspaper dispatches from
Rome yesterday reported that
Italy might meet the terms
of RKO, Columbia, United
Artists and Universal contracts with their Italian film
distributors, thus forcing
them to remain in business
in that country or make
themselves liable for breach
of contract.
No confirmation of the reports was available at home
office foreign departments
where, it was said, no word
of such a procedure had been
communicated to them by
Italian officials. All ceased
to service their Italian representatives as of Dec. 31,
when the Italian distributing
monopoly decree became effective.
Loew's, Paramount, 20th
Century-Fox and Warners,
the dispatches said, closed
their Italian offices Saturday,
dismissed their Italian employes and destroyed prints
to avoid confiscation.
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Purely
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Personal

nell, Harry BuckFRED McCon
ley, Lowell Calvert, Frank
Alstock, Buddy Morris, Mitchell
Rawson, Dee Lorenz, Betty Goldsmith, Ben Washer lunching yes.
terday at the Tavern
•
Clarke Robinson, Sidney Phillips, Mort Spring, Betty Brown,
Chester Erskin, John D. Hertz,
Jr., seen at lunch at Sardi's yesterday.
•
Major Gen. James G. Harbord,
chairman of the board of RCA, was
married over the weekend to Mrs.
Anne Lee Brown at Rapidan, Va.
•
Patrick Coyle of the Jam Handy
contact staff, has been transferred
from Detroit to New York as assistant to George B. Finch.
•
Dorothy Aylesworth, daughter of
Merlin H. Aylesworth, former
RKO president, will be married today
to Robert G. Knott.
•
J. P. Friedhoff, treasurered oftoMonthe
ogram studios, has return
coast after a vacati•on in New York.
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager
in Cleveland, has left for two weeks
in Dallas, joining •his wife there.
Pat Casey, Phil Reisman, James
Mulvey, Jim Roosevelt, at the Plaza
yesterday for lunch.•

proLeon Schlesinger, cartoon York
ducer for Warners, is in New
for several weeks.
•
George J. Schaefer and Mrs.
Schaefer returned yesterday from a
trip to Miami.
Bernstein

to Be

Host

At Federation Lunch
David Bernstein, vice-president and
treasurer of Loew's, Inc., who is cochairman of the amusement division
drive of the Federation for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies
of New York, will be host to drive
committee members at a luncheon at
the Astor, Friday.

THE

MERCURY

OVERNIGHT
LOS

TO

ANGELES

route overFly the Southern SUNSHINE
night to Los Angeles. Through service. No
change of planes. Giant SKYSLEEPERS.
Complimentary meals served by stewardesses.
Mercury
Southerner
Lv. 5:10 p. m.
Lv. 10:45 p. m.
{only 3 stops)
FOR KESERVATIOyS: Call Yonr Travel AReni
or VANderbilt 3-2580. Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderiilt Ave., and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th S'
AMERICAN

AIRLINES

s

By SAM
Insiders'
spent
EVEL
OScial
JAME
his SfirstROoffi
dayT yesterday as vice-president of
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., in the latter's home offices, on the 17
floor, 729 Seventh Ave., as follows :
9 :30 A.M. — James Roosevelt
arrived at the office. Handled correspondence and examined contracts until 11 :00.
11 A.M. — Received reporters
from a trade paper, the WorldTelegram and The Daily News.
He told them nothing new.
11:30 A.M. — Conierred with
Maurice Silverstone, operating
head of U. A., James Mulvey,
eastern chief for Goldwyn and
other U.A. officials.
12:30 P.M.— Had luncheon at
the Plaza Grill with Richard
Dwight (Dwight, Harris, Koegel
& Caskey) attorney for Goldwyn,
and James Mulvey.
2 P.M. — Returned to his office
to read more correspondence.
2:30 P.M.— Attended as observer, ameeting of the United
Artists board of directors, which
lasted throughout the afternoon.
Sometime after 6 P.M. — James
Roosevelt checked out.

▼ ▼
The Annenbergs will soon
market a new, radio digest, magazine.
T ▼
One of the finest jobs of organizing in this or any other industry is that which has been
accomplished by Max A. Cohen
(Cinema Circuit) in helping to
establish in New York State an
active, energetic unit of Allied.
Allied which was never strongly
organized in the Empire State,
before, now can boast of a truly
exhibitor body numbering around
200 members, largest perhaps of
any exhibitor unit, affiliated or
independent. The 200 members
probably represent 500 theatres.
T ▼

"A big bunch of posies to you,
Martin Quigley, for your splendid editorial against 'Preferred
Playing Time,'. 'Compulsory
Block Booking' and 'Blind Selling of Pictures,' as expressed in
your editorial, 'What the Industry Faces in 1939,"' said J. P.
Wood, secretary of the Ohio
I.T.O., in his current service
bulletin to exhibitors.
"Every exhibitor receiving this
bulletin should carefully read this
editorial which appeared in
Motion Picture Daily of Dec
T T
Hollywood, today, must be
writhing from that solar plexus
blow by the New York film
critics.
16." The boys and girls who
have so much to say about what
is good or bad in films, on Broad-

SHAIN
Outlook
way, have gone pretty far to put
the weight of quality in product
on the foreign side rather than in
America. They made their selections of the lO best films of the
year and what have they listed?
Collectively the critics picked
"The Citadel," a British-made
picture, released by Metro, as the
best picture of the year, here or
anywhere.
Individually, the critics have
picked variously from four to
seven out of their 10 best, as
foreign.
T
From Howard Barnes' best 10,
in the Herald-Tribune, you have
these foreign pictures : "Grand
Illusion," "The Citadel," "Life
Dances On," "The Lady Vanishes," "To the Victor," "The
Beachcomber," and "Pygmalion."
Kate Cameron, in the Daily
News, among her 10, picks the
following foreign films : "The
Citadel," "To the Victor," and
"The Lady Vanishes."
Bland Johaneson, of the Daily
Mirror, in her 10 best, selects the
following foreign-made pictures :
"To the Victor," "Pygmalion,"
"The Citadel," "The Lady Vanishes" and "The Beachcomber."
Frank Nugent, in the Times,
among his 10 best, includes the
following foreign pictures: "The
Citadel," "To the Victor," "Pygmalion" and "The Lady Van▼
A Britisher, Alfred Hitchcock,
was granted highest distinction
ishes."
as top director of the year.
Maybe this proves that the
New York critics are independent, or something else. Maybe it
proves that good films know no
nationality, and that good films
can
wood. be made outside of HollyCertainly, the critics have
started something for Hollywood
and the trade as a whole to
ponder, seriously.

The "CONTINENTAL
to LOS

ANGELES

Deluxe overnight Sleeper
~k Latest evening departure — 5:20
p.m. — with arrival for morning business in Hollywood. Or take United's
famous Overland Flyer, another
Fast, luxurious,
fewest"atstops.
Sleeper
plane, leaving
midnight.
RESERVATIONS at 58 East 42nd Street.
MUrray Hill 2-7300. Or travel bureaus, hotels.
UNITED
AIR LINES
The Main Line Airway

King Honors Gell
London, Jan. 3.— W. J. Gell,
managing director of Pathe
Pictures, Ltd., has been appointed aCommander of the
British Empire in the New
Year's Honors List of King
George VI.

Compromise

on

Tax

Majors

to

Save

$80,000

Cit

to $100,000

Compromise on sales tax penalties
reached with the City Comptroller's
office yesterday will save major distributors from $80,000 to $100,000.
Agreement provides for a seven per
cent payment to the city by each company on the principal amount of the
tax due. The city originally levied
a charge of one per cent per month
on individual company taxes as a penin addition to five per cent of the
total alty,
tax.
In most cases the original penalty
would have amounted to 30 to 39 per
cent of the principal or an estimated
total for all companies of $144,000.
The compromise establishing the seven
per cent charge reduces the total payments to about $54,000. The city levied
the additional charge for the 24 months
period during which distributors did
not pay the two per cent city sales tax
while its application to film rentals
was being litigated.
The compromise was concluded by
Charles Schwartz of Schwartz &
Frohlich, representing distributors, and
Colonel Arthur V. McDermott and
Samuel Orr, representing the city.
Brewster,

Pioneer

in

Fan Magazines, Dies
Eugene V. Brewster, pioneer fan
magazine publisher, died early Sunday
morning at Long Island College Hospital of heart disease. Private cremation was held on Monday. He was
67 vears old.
In 1911 he started The Motion Picture Magazine with the backing of the
Vitagraph Co. This led to an organization pubilshing Motion Picture
Classic, Movie Monthly, Shadowland,
Beautv.
MOTION

PICTURE
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The power o/ "A CHR/STMAS
CAROL"
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back last night's crowds at Music Hall.
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in for "A

Christmas

Carol"

after the holidays!

Why?
Because
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Wherever "Christmas Carol"
from their regular customers.
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of the screen
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Dickens
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come!
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They made New
Year's very happy for
exhibitors and public :
Jeanette MacDonald,
Nelson Eddy in the
Technicolor sensation "Sweethearts."
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Samuelson

Named

Business

Manager

Of

Pa.

Allied

Unit

Philadelphia, Jan. 3. — Sidney E.
Samuelson, former national president
of Allied States, has been given a
contract as business manager of the
newly formed Allied Theatre Owners
of Eastern Penna., Inc.
The organizing committee has appointed David W. Yaffe, attorney, as
assistant business manager. Walter
Woodward, formerly southeastern
sales manager for Erpi and more recently regional sales director for Altec, has been retained as general field
representative.
The unit started to function Jan. 1,
when the appointed officials assumed
their posts. An intensive membership
drive will start immediately. Offices
will be opened in the Flint Building
here.
Samuelson is a national leader in
Allied. He has been active in exhibitor ranks since he organized the
M.P.T.O. of New Jersey in 1920.
Eleven years later this unit became
Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey, which he headed. He is a director of the New Jersey organizaof national Allied's
a member negotiating
trade tion,practice
committee
and Allied's executive committee. He
operates the Newton, Newton, N. J.
Broadway

Holiday

UA
Eddy's Acting Is
Better, Says Dad
Providence, Jan. 3.— Nelson
Eddy "used to be pretty stiff
as an actor" but "he's getting
better
the time."
This all
verdict
came from a
critic doubly interested in
Nelson's career. William D.
Eddy, father of the star and
a resident of Pawtucket, R. I.,
caught the opening of
"Sweethearts" at Loew's
State, with Mrs. Eddy and
Nelson's step-sister, Virginia,
and gave his opinion to manager Eddie McBride.

Contest

Entries

Below

Estimate

(Continued from page 1)
come in, with the Monday and Tuesday mail accounting for the big majority. The contest organization believes that the mail will be comparatively heavy the rest of this week.
While contestants have had four
months in which to send in their
answers, it is apparent that a great
many have waited until the deadline.
Entries have to be postmarked not
later than last Saturday midnight to
be eligible. It is expected that mail
from distant points will be coming in
for several days.
A total of 31,000,000 Movie Quiz
booklets were distributed in the United
States and Canada by about 9,300
theatres, including 2,300 affiliated circuit houses. Campaign headquarters
believes that about 15,000,000 patrons
received booklets at the theatres. It
is estimated that each patron obtained
an average of two booklets, one intended to be used as a "work sheet."
Returns parallel population concentration with New York State first and
other leading states in this order :
Pennsylvania, California, Ohio, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey,
Texas and Michigan. Canada placed
about eighth in the number of answers,
in relation to the states. The contest
office estimated that the returns from
Canada would be about five per cent
of the total.
A number of entries from Canada were in French, and contestants wrote their answers in a variety
of other languages, including Yiddish,
Swedish, Polish and German. These
will be translated. More than 3,000
entries came in by special delivery
on Monday.
Campaign headquarters hope to
start final judging about Jan. 15 for
the total of 5,404 individual cash
prizes. The plan is to have theatres
announce the contest winners simultaneously on a given date, with local
winners presented their prizes at designated theatres.

Grosses Gain 15%
(Continued from page 1)
urday, drew an estimated $37,000 with
an additional $11,500 for Sunday and
ata Trip"
Monday.tracted"Topper
an estimatedTakes
$90,000
in five
days ending Monday.
Over 200,000 paid admissions for
"Kentucky" have thus far been received at the Roxy. First four days
of the second week grossed $43,500
estimated. Second week of "Artists
and Models Abroad" was strong at
the Paramount with $55,000 estimated,
of which $29,000 was taken on the
weekend. "Dawn Patrol" attracted an
estimated $40,000 in the first five days
of its second week at the Strand.
"Pygmalion," at the Astor drew an
estimated $12,700 for the first five
days of its fourth week. In its third
week, an estimated $14,850 was
grossed.
"Zaza" will go into the Paramount
today with Benny Goodman on the
stage.be Atthethe next
Strand,
"Going Places"
will
attraction.
Louis
Armstrong, who appears in the film,
will lead his orchestra for the stage
show. "Kentucky" will hold for a
third week at the Roxy.
Future bookings at the Music Hall
start with "There's That Woman
Again" on Thursday, to be followed by
"Trade Winds," "The Great Man
Votes," "Gunga Din," "Made For
Each Other," "Love Affair" and New Shirley Temple Title
Hollywood, Jan. 3. — Title of
"Stage Coach."
"I Stand Accused" will start at the Shirley Temple's picture to follow
Criterion Thursday. "Grand Illusion" "The Little Princess" has been
went into its 17th week at the Film- changed from "Susannah of the
arte yesterday.
Mounties" to "Susannah."
Monogram in Manila
Republic Wardrobe Head
Monogram has opened a new exHollywood, Jan. 3. — Irene Saltern
change in the Philippines, located at having resigned, Adele Palmer, who
Manila and known as Monogram Film formerly worked at Selznick InterExchange, Inc., with W. H. Brown as
national, today was appointed wardbranch manager.
robe department head at Republic.

In

Wins

Tax

Supreme

Case
Court

Order

Easing

Claims

Filing

Is Expected

Speed

Up

to

(Continued from page 1)
neither exchange nor permanent representative inWest Virginia.
The appeal rejected was that of
General Talking Pictures Corp., for a
second review of the case in which it
was twice found guilty of patent infringement in use of amplifiers and
tubes limited by license notice to radio
reception in assembly of talking picture equipment for theatres. The suit,
in which the Supreme Court rendered
a first decision last spring and a second consistent decision a few weeks
ago, threatens to become a cause
celebre, to be seized upon by the department of Justice and the Administration monopoly investigating committee as an example of monopolistic application of patents.
Preparing to hear arguments after
a two-week recess, the court today
scheduled the Texas anti-trust suits
for hearing. The case, brought by the
Government against major distributors and Interstate Circuit, Inc., and
Texas Consolidated Theatres, Inc.,
was brought to Washington originally
last January and, after argument, was
returned to the Texas District Court
with instructions to render a ruling
and findings in accordance with formal procedure. The suit revolves
around license agreements which the
Government charges violated the
Sherman Act, in which are incorporated provisions prohibiting second
and subsequent run houses from double billing and requiring minimum admission of 25 cents when showing pictures originally shown first run by
circuits at 40 cents or more.
Washington, Jan. 3.— Ascap's appeal from the Federal statutory court
ruling
dismissing the
attack
on
an anti-Ascap
law society's
enacted by
the
State of Washington was filed in the
U. S. Supreme Court today. Appeal,
together with that involving a Florida
anti-Ascap law, is scheduled for argument Jan. 9.
The Washington appeal will have a
direct bearing on the status of Montana's anti-Ascap law, which was patterned after Washington's and, likewise, was dismissed bv the Federal
statutory court which held that Ascap had failed to show that the minimum financial consideration was involved necessary for the Federal court
to accept jurisdiction.

RKO

Plan

A speedy consummation of the RKO
reorganization plan following its formal approval by the court was made
possible yesterday when Federal Judge
relieves
RKO signed
creditors,
stock w'V ' .dh
William Bondy
an order
debenture holders of the necessity of
filing physical evidence of their claims
against the company in order to give
their consent to the reorganization
The order also dispenses with the
necessity of stockholders filing claims
against
RKO in order to participate
plan.
in any of its proceedings.
RKO creditor principals expect
Judge Bondy to make known final recommendations for changes in the reorganization plan today. The proposed changes undoubtedly will be
ratified at tomorrow's hearing, at
which time Judge Bondy is expected
to confirm the plan as amended.
Under the
provisions
modified
order,
holders ofof yesterday's
registered
obligations of RKO may present a
certificate of the custodian of the registry book, and holders of non-registered obligations may present a certificate of the Irving Trust Co., as
trustee of RKO.
Judge Bondy also signed an order
yesterday permitting H. Cassell & Co.
to file a claim of $217,000 against
RKO as holder of ten-year 6 per cent
gold debenture bonds. According to
Cassell's petition, this order was required to overcome a "technical objection" advanced against its position
as claimant.
Ticket

Code

Case

to

Be Argued Tomorrow
Application for a temporary injunction pending trial to restrain enforcement of the theatre ticket code which
is designed to prevent excessive advances by ticket brokers will be argued in the N. Y. Supreme Court tomorrow. The hearing was scheduled
to go on yesterday but was postponed
because Senator Quinn, who appears
for the Acme Theatre Ticket Office,
the plaintiff, was required to go to
Albany for the opening of the State
legislature.
A temporary stay was granted on
Saturday and for several hours, it appeared that the code would not be enSimon Will Address
forced over the New Year's holiday.
However, the Appellate Division vacated
this
stay and set it down for
Kinemato graph Unit
hearing on Friday. Justice Aaron J.
London, Jan. 3. — Sir John Simon,
British foreign secretary, will be the Levy will hear the Supreme Court
auest of honor at the dinner of the motion tomorrow, and if he decides it
British
eliminated. Friday's hearing may be
Feb.
3. Kinematograph Society on promptly,

Michaloue Returns
Dan Michalove, assistant to S. R.
Kent, president of 20th Century-Fox,
returned to his office yesterday from
Australia, where he surveyed Hoyts
theatres for the company. He was
accompanied by Irving Barry, assistant to Soyros Skouras, head of National Theatres. They were gone
more than four months.
UA Board Meet Routine
United Artists board of directors
met yesterday. Routine matters only
were discussed at the session, company officials said after the meeting.

"Primrose"

Opening

"The Primrose Path," latest George Abbott production, will reach Broadway tonight at the Biltmore. This
will bring total of legitimate
stage plays up to 26, with
two more set to open tomorrow. Four of last week's
openings, "Window Shopning," "Michael Drops In,"
"Bright Rebel" and "Policy
Saturday.
Kings" dropped from sight

MOTION
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'Sweethearts'

Hollywood

Way

for

Hollywood, Jan. 3. — Darryl F.
Zanuck is preparing three big pictures to start work in January. Lynn
Frisco's
Lead
Bari and Cesar Romero were assigned to support Warner Baxter in
I San Francisco, Jan. 3. — Double "The Return of the Cisco Kid," a
[ bill of '-Dawn Patrol" and "Up the sequel to "The Cisco Kid" of some
years ago, in which Baxter starred.
J.*'0jr" drew $21,000 at the Fox, with Herbert I. Leeds will direct. Bobs
[ICi./istmas week grosses climbing above
Watson, Gene Lockhart and
s(average.
rewere
also
receipts
Spring Byington get roles in "Alexel Outstanding
ander Graham Bell," story of the
Jported by the Golden Gate, where
life
of the telephone inventor which
■ "Little Tough Guys in Society" drew
(($18,000, and the United Artists, which Irving Cummings will direct. Dougi pulled $11,000 in the opening week of
las Fowley assigned to "Rose of
Washington
Square," which Roy del
Ruth
will direct.
Heart."
in
Young
ej'The
Estimated takings for the week endtling Dec. 27-31:
+
' "Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
■I GOLDEN
GATE— (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
Samuel Goldwyn is preparing a
days. Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $18,000.
(Average, $16,000)
story from an idea by Reeves Espy
concerning the fight of the American
"The Young in Heart'' (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,200) (15c-35c-40c- Medical Association against socialized
55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $11,000. (Average, medicine, with Walter Brennan and
$7,000)
Joel McCrea pencilled in for the
"You Can't Take It With You" (Col.)
ORPHEUM — (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c) 7 leads. However, he will not be first
days, 6th week. Gross: $7,800. (Average,
to the screen with the idea, for Re$8,500)
public has already completed a script,
"Dawn Patrol" (W.B.)
"Up the River" (ZOth-Fox)
"Doctors
Don't Tell," to be produced
FOX— (5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
by Sol C. Siegel as an "Anniversary
Gross: $21,000. (Average, $17,000)
Special." It is based on a Liberty
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
Magazine series of articles . . . Other
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
ST. FRANCIS— (1.400) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) Goldwyn activities are the assigning
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, of Andrea Leeds, now recuperating
$7,000)
from a broken ankle, to the lead of
"Thanks for Everything" (ZOth-Fox)
the Jascha Heifetz picture, and
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W.B.)
WAR FIELD— (2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) Jon Hall to "Sun Valley." The lat7 days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $13,000)
ter will be a picture about the famed
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
Idaho winter sports event, and a tech["Sons
of
the
Legion"
(Para.)
nical crew leaves shortly for the spot
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (15c-35c-40c-55c75c) 7 days. Gross: $11,500. (Average, to shoot background sequences . . .
$13,000)
Joe Laurie, Jr., has been signed by
"The Thirty-Nine Steps" (G.B.)
CLAY — (400) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$900. (Average, $1,300)
Providence
Gives
"Pagliacci" (C.B.)
LARKIN— (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $950. (Average, $1,300)
'Rat' Dual
$9,000
Providence, Jan. 3. — Christmas
I Krupa
Band
Gives
week leaders here were "Brother Rat"
and "Nancy Drew, Detective," paired
at the Majestic, and the Loew's State
'New York' $8,200
dual, "The Cowboy and the Lady" and
"A Christmas Carol."
In Dull K. C. Week
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 29-31 :
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
Kansas City, Jan. 3. — Gene Krupa "A Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,230) (25c-35c-50c) 7
and his band paired with "While New days. Gross: 11,600. (Average, $10,000)
"Brother
Rat" (W. B.)
York Sleeps" at the Fox Tower made
the best comparative showing, $8,200. "Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
"The Cowboy and the Lady" and Gross: $9,000. (Average, $6,500)
"A Christmas Carol" gave Loew's "Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
Midland $11,400.
"In Old Mexico" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,100) (25c-30c-50c) 7 days.
Estimated takings for the week end- Gross:
$8,000. (Average, $8,000)
ing Dec. 27-30:
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
"Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus" (RKO)
"Thanks for Everything" (ZOth-Fox)
RKO-ALBEE— (2,239)
(25c-35c-50c) 7
ESQUIRE— (800) (25c-40c) 5 days, 2nd days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $6,000)
week. Gross: $1,200. (Average, 5 days,
"Freshman
Year"
(Univ.)
$2,200)
Major Bowes' Revue (stage)
"Thanks for Everything" (ZOth-Fox)
FAY'S— (1,800)
(25c-30c-40c)
7 days.
UPTOWN— (2,000) (25c-40c) 5 days, 2nd Gross:
(Average, $7,000)
week. Gross: $1,700. (Average, 5 days. "Barefoot$6,500.
Boy" (Mono.)
$3,000)
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
Cocoanut
Grove
Revue (vaudeville). Gross:
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U.A.)
$4,000. (Average, $3,000)
"A Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND — (4.000) (25c -40c) 7 days. "There Goes My Heart" (U. A.)
Gross: $11,400. (Average, $11,500)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
CARLTON— (1,536) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
"Hard to Get" (W.B.)
NEWMAN— (1.900) (25c-35c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $1,500 (Average, $4,000)
Stage: Ben Blue. Cass Daley, Texas
Rangers. Rutans Dogs, Robbins Bros. &
2 Show Foreign Films
Marjie, Bob Oakley. Gross: $8,500. (Average, combination bill, $8,000)
Two former legitimate stage houses
"While New York Sleeps" (ZOth-Fox)
have been renamed and opened with
FOX TOWER— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Stage: Gene Krupa & His Orchestra with first run foreign film policies. The
Irene Day, Leo Watson; also, Helen & Bob 48th St., formerly the Caruso, now
Williams, Edna Sedgwick. Gross: $8,200. operated by Gerard Rauglas, will
(Average, $7,000)
show Scandinavian films. Cinema 49,
"Heart of the North" (W. B.)
formerly
the 49th St., has been taken
ORPHEUM— (1,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,600. (Average. $5,000)
by William Walsh for French films.

M-G-M as a writer and actor. Lou
Irwin set the deal.
+
Republic's big picture of the year,
"Wagons Westward," concerning the
life of Sam Houston, starts Jan. 5,
with the cast principals set as
Richard Dix, Gail Patrick, Edward Ellis, George Hayes and
Guinn Williams. George Nicholls,
Jr., will direct ... As his first story
purchase since becoming Grand National-Educational production head,
Jack Skirball bought "Drive-in
Girls," original story by Evelyn
Edwards and Fay Mitchell, readers
at RKO. Laura Wilck set the deal
. . . Alan Lane draws the lead opposite Sally Filers in "They Made
Her a Spy." at RKO.
+
Warners is planning to re-unite the
principals of "Dawn Patrol" in a new
film, "The Single Lady," in which
Ann Sheridan will be given her first
starring role. Errol Flynn, Basil
Rathbone and Donald Crisp will
head the cast, and negotiations are
under way to borrow David Niven
from Samuel Goldwyn. William
Dieterle will direct . . . The same
studio is planning a sequel to its
"Four Daughters," the follow-up being titled Rosemary
"Four Wives."
are
Priscilla,
and LolaSetLane,
Gale Page, Jeffrey Lynn, Dick
Foran and Frank McHugh. Leonore Coffee will do the screenplay.
+
Universal has borrowed Freddie
Bartholomew from M-G-M for a
top
"The
SpiritCooper.
of Culver,"
whichrole
willinstar
Jackie

'Kentucky'
Leads

$9,000

in New

Haven

Haven, Jan.
andNew
"A Christmas
Carol"3. —at"Kentucky"
the LoewPoli took a strong $9,000. The bill
moved to the College for another
week.
The Paramount, with "Artists and
Models Abroad" and "Tom Sawyer,
Detective," grossed $4,900.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 30:
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
"The Lady Objects" (Col.)
COLLEGE — (1.499) (25c-35c) 7 days.
Gross: $1,400. (Average, $2,500)
"Kentucky" (ZOth-Fox)
"A Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
LOEW-POLI— (3,040) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,348) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,900. (Average, $4,400)
"Heart of the North" (W.B.)
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200) (35c-50c) 7
days. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,700)
Ross Federal Meeting
Ross Federal is holding a meeting
in Miami this week of executive district managers and home office officials.
Harry A. Ross, president, and C. B.
Ross are attending, with Densmore A.
Ross presiding. District heads present
are Walter I. Brown, midwest ; Harold Lund, mideast, and W. O. Anderson, southern.
Freed
to Make
"Babes"
Hollywood,
Jan. 3.— First
production of Arthur Freed, made an
M-G-M associate producer, will be
"Babes in Arms."

$21,000

Big

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Jan. 3. — Christmas
Week business was strong. A big $21,the
000 Boyd.
was scored by "Sweethearts" at
The Ritz Brothers brought $26,500
to the Earle in their personal appearance week. The film was "Swing,
Sister, Swing." "Dawn Patrol" started strongly with $19,000 at the Stanley and also holds a second week. Ending its Aldine engagement, "Trade
Winds" got $12,000 for its last nine
days, a strong windup.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec.
31 : (U.A.)
"Trade
Winds"
ALDINE— (1,300) (40c-55c-65c-75c) 9 days.
2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average, 7 days,
$8,160)
"If I Were King" (Para.)
ARCADIA— (600) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $2,800. (Average, $2,800)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
BOYD —(Average,
(2,400) (40c-55c-65c)
7 days. Gross:
$21,000.
$14,000)
"Swing Sister" (Univ.)
EARLE — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 6 days.
Stage:
(Average, Ritz
$14,000)Brothers. Gross: $26,500.
"Thanks for Everything" (ZOth-Fox)
FOX — (Average.
(3.000) (40c-55c-65c)
$15,000.
$14,000) 7 days. Gross"Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
KARLTON— (1,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S-(2,000)
(25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross:
"Dawn $5,000.
Patrol" (Average,
(W.B.) $4,000)
STANLEY—
(40c-55c-65c)
Gross:
$18,500. (3,700)
(Average,
$14,000) 7 days.
"Spy Ring'' (Col.)
STANTON— (1,700) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,000)

'Artists'
With

on

'Farm'

$7,800

in

Dual
Grabs
Seattle

Seattle, Jan. 3.— "Artists and Models Abroad" and "Down on the Farm"
led the town with $7,800 at the Paramount in a week of mild and rainy
weather.
Second best bill was "There Goes
My Heart" and "Crime Takes a Holiday" at the Liberty, with $6,400. No
other house bettered average.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 30:
"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M)
"Up the River" (ZOth-Fox)
BLUE
MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $3,700. (Average, $4,000)
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
"A Christmas Caro>" (M-G-M)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2.500) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,900. (Average,
"There Goes My Heart" (U. A.)
"Crime Takes a Holiday" (Col.)
$7,000)
LIBERTY— (1.800)
(20c-30c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $6,400. (Average. $5,000)
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
"Torchy Gets Her Man" (W. B.)
MUSIC BOX — (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $3,200. (Average, $4,000)
"Heart of the North" (W. B.)
"Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2.450) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross:
"Juvenile$5,100.
Court"(Average,
(Col.) $6,000)
"Accidents Will Happen" (W. B.)
PALOMAR— (1,500) (15c-25c-30c-40c) 7
days. Vaudeville headed by Senator Fishface. Gross: $4,750. (Average. $5,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"Down on the Farm" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (3.050) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,800. (Average, $6,000)
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Academy

Ignores

Playwright

TheatreChanget
Hollywood

Unit

Los Angeles, Jan. 3.— Screen Playwrignts was ignored when letters were
sent ouc this week inviting participation in the annual awards of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences. Invitations went to the
Screen Writers, bcreen Actors and
Directors' Guilds. The Playwrights
did not take part last year because
of pressure on the Academy by the
guilds.
Frank Capra, president of the AcaDirectors'
Screen
as well as
Guild, demyasked
thethethree
guilds
which

Wednesday, January 4, II!

Previews

Zaza
(Paramount)

Hollywood, Jan. 3. — The 1938 model of "Zaza" is a more beautiful
film and less passionate picture than the earlier picturizations of the
play by Pierre Berton and Charles Simon. It looks like a first-rate
attraction with a strong feminine appeal. Claudette Colbert is quite
the most exquisitely streamlined of the several ladies who have played
the name role. She gives a brilliant performance. Showmen should
be most loquacious about her in their selling of the picture. Herbert
Marshall, Bert Lahr, Helen Westley, Constance Collier, Walter Catlett
and Genevieve Tobin are other names available for billing purposes. It
will participate to name representa- might also be mentioned, in the publicity disseminated by exhibitors
tives on the awards committee. There
will be three members from each guild, handling the subject that George Cukor, who directed "Zaza," is the
man who will direct "Gone With the Wind," and that the film is an
three from the Technicians' Branch
of the Academy, three from producers Albert Lewin production from a screenplay by Zoe Akins.
The story is what the old one was, up to a point. It will be recalled
and three from the Academy proper.
that it's about an actress who fell in love with a married man, gave
up acting to devote her whole talent to a passionate enjoyment of that
Birdwell to Leave
condition, returning to her first art on discovery that her lover had a
Selznick on Feb, 1 family and finding herself a finer and more famous actress thereafter.
In this filming of the play the passionate interlude is somewhat less
Hollywood, Jan. 13. — Russell Bird- torrid, although it sizzles some in spots. The whole treatment is sensibly
well has resigned as head of the publicity, advertising and exploitation de- handled and escapes many censorable banalities.
partment for Selznick International,
It may be well to inform showmen, here, that the can-can dancing
effective Feb. 1.
referred to in early publicity for the film, and widely dealt with in
With Selznick since the organiza- the picture papers, is not in the picture now.
tion of the company three years ago,
Running time, 90 mins.
"A."*
Roscoe Williams.
Birdwell plans to head a publicity and
public relations company to operate
*"A" denotes adult classification.
internationally. He will open offices in
Beverly Hills, Washington and New
York. David O. Selznick expressed
Stand Up and Fight
regret at the resignation of Birdwell.
(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Jan. 3. — Once the first reel or so has been completed,
"Stand Up and Fight" becomes a robust and rugged outdoor action
Fairbanks and Asher
picture. Love, in the best cinematic traditions of the Old South, is
the subject of the opening sequences. Love has a part in all that
To Arrive Tomorrow
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., arrives to- follows, but fights featuring two wild brawls between Wallace Beery
morrow on the Washington to start and Robert Taylor, and Taylor's vigorous struggle to keep Florence
operations of his new producing or- Rice's stage line out of trouble into which Beery is leading it, make for
ganization, Fairbanks International.
rigorious thrill action.
Irving Asher, associate producer of
Southern gentleman Taylor auctions off his plantation after falling
London Films, is arriving for confer- in love with Miss Rice, and goes west. Soon he is in conflict with
ences with Columbia on an extension
of his production contract. He may Beery, actually becoming a convict laborer. Suspecting that Beery is
in league with Charles Bickford and Barton MacLane in running slaves,
go to Hollywood to confer with AlexTaylor establishes his suspicion when he aids his old slave, Clinton
ander Korda.
Rosemond, to escape. But when the latter is found dying, Taylor goes
after Beery, Bickford and MacLane. Beery confesses his part
Chicago Depositions
in the underground work. Meanwhile the railroad has been wrecking
Postponed to Jan. 13 the freight line's legitimate business. But when Taylor goes further
west to become a railroad traffic manager, Miss Rice goes with him.
Chicago, Jan. 3. — Taking of deposiJames M. Cain, Jane Murfin and Harvey Fergusson did the screentions in the action of Chicago indeplay from a story by Forbes Parkhill.
W. S. Van Dyke directed.
pendents against Balaban & Katz and
major companies has been postponed
Running
time,
90
minutes.
"G."*
G. McC.
until Jan. 13.
Subpoenas were served today on
*"G" denotes general classification.
independent theatre operators by defense attorneys who plan to question
them during the month. Joseph Rosenberg, counsel for the independents, is
in New York.
The
Newsreel
Parade
Johnston in Coast Parley
Nation's welcome to 1939 is the
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram Pictures, flew to the coast chief subject covered in the new issues of the newsreels, out yesterday.
over the weekend to confer with Scott
R. Dunlap, vice-president in charge Frank Murphy being sworn into office of Attorney General and various
of production, about production plans
for the 1939-1940 season. Johnston skating and skiing sequences are included. The reels and their contents
intends to remain at the studios for
about five weeks.
follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 33— Nation
hails 1939. Murphy sworn in. Lew Lehr.
Flight
over Mt. Hauhuascaron. Skating
West Joins Monogram
championships. Skiing display in the
Harry West has joined Monogram French Alps. Mardi Gras in Philadelphia.
Pictures at the Cincinnati office as
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 231— Times
assistant to William Onie, exchange Square celebrates New Year. Parade in
manager. West is now in Chicago Philadelphia. Stork busy as year ends.
in Paris. Murphy is new Atand will take up his duties in Cincin- Cold spell
torney General. Review of sport champions
during the past year.
nati early next month.

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 44— Experts
in the field of sports discuss the major
events of 1938. Swimming, baseball, golf,
basketball, football, tennis, track, horse
racing and auto racing are commented upon by an authority of each.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 48— New York
and Chicago
Year. takes
Icebound workerswelcome
rescued.NewMurphy
oath of office. Skimobiles in New Hampshire. Tugboat Cinderella meets society.
Anna
Neagle
at World's
skating
meet in Chicago.
SantaFair.
AnitaIceracetrack
opens.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 733—
Nation hails New Year. Parade in Philadelphia. Polar Bear club in Chicago.
Stratoliner in Washington. Tugboats rescue ice-bound men. Train wreck in Virginia. Skating in Newburgh. Wrestling
matches in Miami Beach. Santa Anita
opens. White Russians in Paris.

PLAN 7 MEXICO HOUSES
Mexico City, Jan. 3.— Work 1
begun on four of the six film theati;
planned by W. O. Jenkins with Me:
can exhibitors. In the state of V^
Cruz three are under way, a 4,0("
seat house costing $130,000 at the pi
of Vera Cruz; Cine Jardin, a 3,0(i
seater costing $90,OUO at Jalapa, capi:
of Vera Cruz, and the 4,000-s( ; G
Deal at Orizaba. They are to Worn
ed July 1. Fourth under way is t
5,000-seat Cine Reforma at Puel
City. It will open in the fall.
5,0l)0-seat house will be built at Git
dalajara. Site for the sixth is bei;
selected. Espinoza Bros, are buildi;
a house to seat 4,000 in Puebla Cl
to be opened in the late summer.
MORRIS TO SCHNEIDER
Lou Schneider, owner of the Sta
ley, has acquired the old Mt. Mor!
on 5th Ave. Schneider was formei
head of the M. and S. circuit.
LEASE HAWTHORNE HOUSI
Rapf and Ruden circuit, owner a
heretofore operator of the Hawthoiii
in Hawthorne, N. J., has leased 1
house to Harry L. Newman. TA
transaction is effective Jan. 1.

1
DAVIS SELLS INTEREST
New Haven, Jan. 3. — Joseph
Davis, formerly associated with j
M. Schuman in the Colonial, Soul
ington, and the Black Rock, Bridg
port,
sold tohisSchuman,
half-interest
latter has
house
and inpla1
to re-enter the distribution field.
OPEN DES MOINES HOUSE
Des Moines, Jan. 3. — New 60
seat theatre, the Varsity, has be
opened by Elias Garbett and s(
Elias, Jr. This is the third theat
the Garbetts have built here in thi
BUILDING

IN OHIO

years.
Lorain, O., Jan. 3. — Nazera Zigi
has started work on a new 800-s<
theatre here, which she hopes to ha
completed in the early spring. Mi
Zigiob at present owns and operal
5
the Dreamland and Elvira here.
Labor
GREER

News

HEADS

UNION

Columbus, Jan. 3.— R. W. Gre
has been elected president of the lo<J

projectionists' union. Other office1
are : W. F. Jones, vice-president ; 1
W. Wright, secretary-treasurer ; R. \]
Stewart, financial secretary ; F. \
Hess, recording
secretary ; R.
Stoneburner, business representatn
All will serve for two years.

PICKETING ENJOINED
Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 3. — Pr
jectionists' Union Local No. 348
prevented permanently by injuncti<
from picketing or otherwise interfe
ing with the business of Hollywo<
Theatre, Ltd., here, in a decision
Supreme Court Justice D. A. M
Donald. Damages of $2,000 also wel
allowed the Hollywood Theatre, LtS ;
against Vancouver, New Westminst 5
&May.
District Trades and Labor Counqi'
and the B. C. projectionists' union f<
picketing the plaintiff's theatre laj

MOTION

NBC

Radio

Billings

1938
Bersonals
i
liffERBERT R. EBENSTEIN,
l[| president of Radio Attractions,
ifj left yesterday for a six-day trip
e tiring Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, De^1, Cleveland and Columbus, for
sI|ere.nces with station owners in
*';ojj)ties concerning the presenta'1 u his company's "Fu Manchu"
fxs. . . . Jimmy Dorsey's orchesaL:'will be heard over Mutual from
•.■New Yorker beginning Jan. 10. . . .
nh Slater, WOR-Mutual announcer,
°*ie father of a boy. . . Bruce Wen», Canadian vocalist, will be heard
» Merle Pitt's WNEW orchestra
Idnesdays and Fridays. . . . Felix
night will make his eighth guest apJrance on the RCA "Magic Key"
day. . . . "Gang Busters" will be on
air three years Jan. 11.
+
he Andrew Sisters have been
,'Slied to work in the new Phil Baker
ries, which starts Jan. 14. . . . The
[i g "That's How Dreams Should
d|T," from the Paramount picture
. one-third onofthe
a nation
." will
introduced
air next. . Sunday
the Guy Lombardo program. . . .
and Youns; will do scenes from the
ure "Topper Takes A Trip" when
appears as the guest on the Kraft
sic Hall tomorrow. . . . The ma..Jty of the Compton agencv officers
i back from Cincinnati where they
'i ^nded Procter & Gamble's regular
\ ual sales meeting over the holidays.
Starting

New

faries on WOR,
WGN
^fusette Piano Co. will assay radio
the first time with a new series
piano recitations on WOR, New
rk, and WGN, Chicago, of the Mu1 network. Louise Wilcher is to be
pianist.
The series starts today on WOR
1 m 5 :45 to 6 P. M., and WGN will
if added on Jan. 10. Sam C. Croot
k Co. is the agency.
aird
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usette

PICTURE

to

Set

With

Record

$41,462,679

NBC closed its books for 1938 with
all-time record time billings of $41,462,679, while CBS, with time billings
of $27,345,397, was off by 4.8 per cent
compared to the 1937 total. Mutual's
year-end figures are not yet available,
but that network is already assured
of a record-breaking year based on its
11 -month total.
NBC's December billings helped
boost its revenue to the record figure.
The December total was $3,887,072.
The Red network accounted for $2,928,181, and the Blue for $958,891,
for the month.
NBC's 12-month total for the year
is up 7.3 per cent over the 1937 total
of $38,651,286.
Columbia's December, 1938, billings
amounted to $2,529,060, compared to
the December, 1937, billings of $2,786,618. The comparison shows a loss
of 9.2plete
perrevenue
cent.
The year,
network's
comfor the
$27,345,397,
shows a loss of 4.8 per cent compared
to the yearly revenue for 1937, which
amounted to $28,722,118.
First

Television

Permit

anner

for

Is Asked

Washington, Jan. 3. — Milwaukee
Journal's application for permission to
inaugurate the nation's first television
service for the public, was today referred by the Federal Communications
Commission to a special committee
composed of Commissioners Craven,
Brown and Case for consideration.
The newspaper's application is the first
proposal for establishment of experimental program service for home television reception, as distinguished from
technical experimentation to which all
licenses so far granted have been confined.
At the same time, the F.C.C. referred to the same committee the proposals for television transmission standards offered recently by the Radio
Manufacturers' Association.

Report This Month Rollini Trio Signed
^ondon, Jan. 3. — Baird Television
By American
Chicle
t ird of directors, in an annual meetAmerican Chicle Co. has signed the
here voted that the business reIfrt of the company
be deferred Adrian Rollini Trio for a new series
ding the completion of new financ- of programs to be broadcast over
measures. The full statement of WJZ beginning Jan. 19. The program, for 13 weeks, will be heard
[ird's
operations
will month.
be made availe some
time this
Thursdays from 7 :30 to 8 P.M. Badger, Browning & Hersey is the agency.
In addition to the new contract,
ill Would
Regulate
two renewals were effected at NBC
yesterday. Esso News Reports, broadRadio Endorsements
cast daily, were extended for 13 weeks
Washington, Jan. 3. — A bill to re- through Marschalk & Pratt : and
< ire broadcasting stations and spon- Procter & Gamble renewed "Central
s to submit statements that all peri »ial endorsements of articles over City," a dramatic series, heard on the
Basic Red network with WSAI,
radio are paid for, was introduced WSYR, WHAM, and WOOD. The
the House today at the opening
through Blackett-Samplesion by Representative Paul H. extension,
Hummert, is for 26 weeks
aloney of Louisiana.

US

Radio Superior
To Australian Air

co, Jan. 3. —
San anFrancis
Americ
radio programs are
"far superior" to the Australian brand, according to
lecErica Blamires, radio
turer of New Zealand, who
arrived here on a six-month
tour to study American radio
methods for New Zealand
and Australian newspapers.
Her studies will be concentrated in Hollywood and
New York.

F.C.C.
Radio

to

Resume

Probe

Today

B

li

LINES

Transradio's selections of the 10
women who made news during 1938
gives
a whitewashbutto one
radio's
women,
and nominates
from
film
ranks. That one is Greta Gaibo, whose
nomination is for a "marriageless romance which kept the
T world guessing."
The New Haven Register has steadfastly snubbed any but national radio
ncivs and advertising, but WBRY
crashed the Register with a quarterpage ad on its affiliation with CBS as
the only outlet of that network between Nciv York and Hartford.
T
Here's a new wrinkle in surveys. The
owners
of 5,850
cars don't from
know the
it,
but on Dec.
20 researchers
Hooper-Holmes Bureau peered at
their silent auto radios to see where
the kilocycle needle had been left at
the time the switches were turned
off. The cars looked at were parked
in paid
in narking
lots and
garages in space
Manhattan,
Brooklyn,
Queens,
Bronx, Westchester, and Newark.
The researchers learned that 35 per
cent more were set at WOR than the
next most popular station. Forty per
cent of the 5,580 peered at were
equipped with auto radios, which is
twice the estimated national average.
▼

Washington, Jan. 3. — Federal
Communications Commission tomorrow will resume its monopoly hearings, hoping to complete examination
of NBC officials this week.
Scheduled to testify first is Mark
Woods, NBC treasurer, who will be
followed by President Lenox Lohr.
Although admitting they did not
know whether NBC planned to introduce any additional witnesses, F. C. C.
officials tonight expressed hope that
they would complete their study of
that company by the end of the week,
so that a start may be made next
Tuesday on CBS, which is next to
Note to Larry Nixon: Hey, the
be brought up for scrutiny.
name's Jack, not Edgar!
T
Study lessof CBS, it was said, will require time than has been spent on
NBC, which has been in thebutlimeno recently
Bob Anderson,
radio "ham"
who
light constantly since Nov. 14,
won thetheWilliam
S. Paley
venwould
on
commissi
the
Amateur
Award,
is
making
fast
progof
member
ture a prediction as to how long will
ress since joining the CBS engineering
staff. Beginning Sunday he replaces
system's
the
survey
to
required
be
engineer Charles Kleinman at the dial
methods, policies and operations.
of the New York Philharmonic concerts. Kleinman goes to IVBBM, Chicago, as a studio engineer.
Philip Morris Takes
T
News Show on KFRC
Claire Trevor and husband Clark
San Francisco, Jan. g3. — Philip Andrews, who produces her radio
Morris & Co. is sponsorin John B. series, left Hollywood by plane last
Hughes' news program twice a week night immediately following the broadover KFRC, and three other northern
cast, and will arrive in New York
California outlets, for Paul Jones today. Edward G. Robinson, star of
Cigarettes. Deal is for six months, the series, is coming in via the Cenwas set by the Biow Co. of New
tury, and will arrive Saturday mornYork. KFRC will relay the programs
ing, New
for several
from
York.weeks of broadcasting
Monday and Thursday nights to
KDON, Monterey; KQW, San Jose,
— Jack Banner.
and KIEM, Eureka.
Film Players Busy on
"Manchu" on 40 Stations Radio Week of Jan. 8
Approximately 40 stations will feaManchu"
Radio Attractions
seriestureduring
January. "Fu
The program
will be broadcast three times weekly.
Among the stations recently set for
"Fu Manchu" opening this month are
WFBR BaltiWashington;
WRC, more;
WFBL, Syracuse; WNAC,
Boston ; WEAN, Providence ; WTCC,
Bridgeport.

Screen players will be at their
busiest in radio as guest performers
from Jan. 8 to Jan. 12. Miriam Hopkins will be in the preview of the
new
RKO
"Gateway
to Hollywood"
series and Joan
Crawford
and Judy
Garland will participate in the openbroadcast
Actors'
Guildingseries
on ofthethe
8th Screen
; the following
night Janet Gaynor will be heard in
"Mayerling" in the Lux show ; and
on the 12th, Lily Pons will guest appear in her husband's inaugural, "Tune

Crosley Takes Fair Site
Cincinnati, Jan. 3. — Crosley Corp.,
Hold Rites for Doyle
oxy Clothing on WNEW
and
Andorn in WGAR
Post
WSAI
WLW,
operating
|
Roxy Clothing Stores have signed
Columbus, Jan. 3. — Funeral ser- W8XAL, has leased three-quarters of
vices
were
held
here
yesterday
for
Jan. 3. — Sidnev Andorn
Time."
UpCleveland,
r a year's participation in the "Make
World's has become special events director of
NewandYork
Fairacre
for at
an the
exhibit
broadcasting
;lieve Ballroom" on WNEW. The J. Howard Doyle, 29, announcer in an
who formerly conjntract was placed direct. Another the New York studios of WOR, who studio to be housed in a modern build- WGAR. ductedAndorn,
a night club and backstage
'NEW contract just placed through died from injuries sustained when his
ing with extensive use of glass. The column for the Cleveland Press, has
le Joseph Katz Co. is for the Ex- auto skidded near Chambersburg, Pa. studio will be used to broadcast in- been
associated with WGAR for four
He
was
returning
to
New
York
after
ax Co., 10 spot announcements a
terviews with celebrities visiting the
spending Christmas here.
eek, for 24 weeks.
fair.
years.
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BILLIE
BURKE
FRANKLIN PANGBORN
Directed by Norman Z.
From the Novel bv Thome

TAKES

4

TRIP

t I I * /fc^
W
YUUN
u
•DtNlN
ALAN
MOWBRAY
• VERREE
TEASDALE
• ALEXANDER DARCY
• MR. ATLAS ("The Thin Man" Dog)
McLeod • Screenplay by Jack Jevne, Eddie Moran and Corey Ford
Smith • Milton H B ri»n. Firpriifii/p PrndnrBr . Pplpnto^ thn, United Artists
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RKO

NEW

Plan

Is

Approved
Judge

Mooney

by

Bondy

Slight Modifications
Written Decision

in

Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday handed down a written decision
in which he approved the proposed
plan of reorganization of RKO with
certain modifications which he outlined in his opinion. The decision
stated that all parties who have heretofore consented to the proposed plan
would be allowed an opportunity of
[withdrawing their acceptances, if they
opposed the modification. If there
were then sufficient acceptances filed,
Judge Bondy said, he would confirm
the plan, as modified.
Paragraph XI, Subdivision E of the
plan, under the decision, will be modified so that while any new preferred
stock remains outstanding, no funded
debt in excess of $3,000,000, or any
other obligations referred to in that
section, can be incurred over the objection of one-third of the preferred
stockholders. The plan will also be
modified to provide for the issue to
those debenture holders who elect to
receive only preferred stock of 1.43
shares of preferred stock for each $100
in principal amount of debentures. The
new preferred stock, according to the
modified plan, will be entitled to a
first quarterly dividend of $1.50 per
share.
Contingent claimants under the proposed modifications will receive when
their claims mature, either common
(Continued on page 3)
Threaten

to

All French

Close

YORK,

THURSDAY,

on Air

JANUARY

FEW

Tom Mooney, world famous
California prisoner, is scheduled to make his first radio
appearance on Jan. 10 over
CBS as guest on Gabriel
Heatter's "We, the People"
program. His appearance is
conditioned on receiving a
pardon from Governor Olson
before that time.

FILM

BEFORE

Unions

Fight

Dismissals

MPTOA
Meet

Pact

Monday,

Allied

TEN

5, 1939

Follows

Meeting of the M. P. T. O. A. executive committee will be held here
Monday to formulate the organization's program for final trade practice
negotiations. The committee will
meet the following day with Sidney
R. Kent and make known whatever
changes or additions to the distributors' tentative trade practice draft it
believes to be desirable.
Reaction of individual M.P.T.O.A.
units to the distributors' draft will
be reported to the executive committee at Monday's meeting by Ed Kuykendall,
Committee's with
policy for president.
its final negotiations
Kent will be determined bv the reports from the local units. Indications
are that M.P.T.O.A.'s primary demand at next week's session will be
for immediate distributor action in
putting into effect the cancellation and
score charge provisions of the trade
practice program and in establishing
local conciliation or arbitration boards.
The distributors'
(Continued tentative
on page 3)draft pro-

CENTS

BILLS

CONGRESS
Measures Not Expected
To Be Considered
For Some Time

of

Washington, Jan. 4. — A survey of
more than 1,100 bills and resolutions
introduced in the House yesterday upon the opening of the Congressional
WP
A Theatre
session shows that very few motion
picture or radio measures have yet
been submitted.
Representatives of thirteen unions
No consideration is expected to be
met last night under the auspices of given either film or radio legislation
the Federation of Arts Unions to
for some'
to come,
national
defense andtime
perfection
of laws
already
protest against dismissals of 1,000
urged by President Roosevelt
WPA workers employed by the Fed- passed,
in his annual message today, being the
eral Theatre Project. The meeting first business of the session.
laid plans for a demonstration and
Block booking is prohibited in bills
parade to City Hall on Jan. 13 and introduced by Representatives Edmisfor a continuation of a radio cam- ton, W. Va., and Culkin, N. Y., with
the latter also re-submitting his bill
for creation of a Federal Motion PicEdward Everett Hale, secretary, deture Commission to supervise producpaign.
clared that many of the dismissed
tion. Consolidation and modernization
actors would be unable to find em- of copyright laws is provided for in a
ployment. He stated that taxes paid bill reintroduced by Congressman
by
employed
members
actors' Daly, Pa., in addition to Representaunions
both here
and ofin the
Hollwood
were more than sufficient to support
tive Maloney's bill requiring announcement ofpaid endorsements over
the Federal Theatre Project.
radio. The only other broadcasting
Unions represented at yesterday's measure introduced was a bill prohibitmeeting
were Actors'
Equity,American
Ameriing' liquor advertising by radio, subcan Federation
of Actors,
mitted by Representative Culkin.
Federation of Radio Artists, AmeriNo bills were introduced in the Sencan Guild of Musical Artists, Newsate yesterday, but Senator Neely, W.
paper Guild, Local 802, American
Federation of Musicians, Burlesque Va., will resubmit his anti-block booking bill at the first opportunity.
Artists' Association, Chorus Equity,
N. Y. Woodcarvers' and Modellers'
NO COLORADO BILLS
Association,
Screen Actors'
Theatrical Managers,
AgentsGuild,
and
Denver, Jan. 4. — No bills of special
Treasurers Union, United American interest to the industry are looked
Artists, and United Scenic Artists.
for in the session of the Colorado legislature, which opened here today.

Houses

Paris, Jan. 4. — Extension of theatre
closings to all of France unless relief
from the new Paris theatre tax is
granted within two weeks was threatened today following the closing of
300 theatres in the city at noon.
Exhibitors said that unless an agreement with municipal authorities is
reached within a week the closings
would be extended to suburban houses
and that theatres throughout the country would be closed the following week
if no agreement was reached by then.
The new city tax averages about
nine per cent of gross receipts. In
the case of neighborhood houses, it
was estimated this would amount to
about $7,800 annually.
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Ellis

Here

Outlet

to
on

Seek

U.

Australia

S.
Films

Majors Reassert
Position on Italy
Major serted
distributors
reastheir determination

Gordon Ellis, representing the Norman Bede Rydge film interests in Australia, ishere with plans to seek an
American outlet for Australian product. Discussions are to be held with
Monogram and Republic, which distribute through British Empire Films.
The interests Ellis represents include Cinesound studio and Greater
Union Theatres, as well as B.E.F.,
of which Ellis is the "°neral manager.
He said Great Britain has for some
years returned a revenue to the Australian studios, while the United States
takes
revenue.out most of Australia's film
With the support of the New South

Wales Government, Australian producers hope to make headway. Twelve
films are scheduled for this year to
meet quota requirements, which provide that 2y2 per cent of the product
shown in Australia come from domestic studios.
Ellis plans to leave for the coast
Jan. 20 to survey Hollywood talent
possibilities, pick up ideas and hire
a scenarist. The new films act admittedly was designed to stimulate
Australian production, he said. Exhibitors were given a 25 per cent rejection privilege on imported films.
Premier Stevens is to appoint a
three-member film control commission.

at a meeting of the M.P.P.
D.A. board yesterday to accept no compromise from
Italy which would force them
to deal with E.N.I.C., the
Government controlled film
distributing monopoly, in
order to resume operations
in that country.
The "solid front" stand was
confirmed by the heads of all
eight major companies in addition to the foreign managers who were called into
the meeting.
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Musicians

i

Parley

Purely

Personal

►

Bernstein, Leopold Friedman, Mr. and Mrs. David Loew,
were at the Hunting Room at
the Astor, for lunch, yesterday.
Others were A-Mike Vogel, Morris
Kinzler,
Tom Ed
Connors,
Ted
s O'Shea,
Max Cohen,
Saunder
Martin
Beck, Tom Phillips, Sam Lyons
and Sidney Phillips.
•
David

Christie MacDonald, for whom
Victor Herbert wrote the original
stage version of "Sweethearts" 20
years ago, will be guest of honor at
the Capitol next Monday night. She
is no kin to Jeannette MacDonald,
the film's star.
•
John W. Hicks, Paramount vicepresident and foreign manager, sailed
for London on the Manhattan last
night. He will be in England and on
the Continent about two months before returning to New York.
•
James P. O'Loghlin, 20th CenturyFox Canadian district manager, returned last night to Toronto after
winding up as Kent Drive leader. He
leaves shortly for two weeks in
Florida.
•
Lacy W. Kastner, general sales
manager of United Artists Export,
Ltd., returns to his post in London
today aboard the Champlain, following a brief vacation here.
•
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., and Irving Asher will arrive tomorrow instead of todav. the Washington, on
which they are passengers, docking a
day late.
•
Herman Wobber, 20th CenturyFox sales chief, has returned from an
extended stay on the coast. So has
Marc Lachmanjst, exploitation manager.
•
Walter Reade of Walter Reade
Theatres returns from the coast next
Monday.
Walter Reade, Jr.. leaves
Jan. 19 for a 10-day vacation cruise.
•
Grace Moore and her husband, Valentine Parera, arrive today on the
Conte di Savoia. The singer has completed a concert tour abroad.
•
Albert Lewin, Paramount producer, will arrive here tomorrow from
the coast for a three-week stay before
sailing for Europe.
•
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
Paramount executive committee, is
expected back from a Florida vacation Monday.
•
William Bishop, M-G-M press
representative in Chicago, is recovering at St Lukes Hospital there after
an operation.
•
_E._M. Saunders, M-G-M western
division manager, has canceled a
planned business and pleasure trip to
Honolulu.
•
Ed Schnitzer, eastern district manager for Warners, will return tomorrow from New England.

By SAM
Insiders'
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wood, awards palm to
Harry Brand for outstanding
publicity stunt for 1938 — the 80minute all-star broadcast on
"Alexander's Ragtime Band."
Harry Brand, last year and
every year, is not without plenty
of big-shot stunts to his name.
But the broadcast aforementioned
was set up while Harry was in
England. The author and general manager was Charles E. Mchattan. Carthy of Tenth Avenue, ManT T
To those who think that Arthur Lee is in Canada presumably
to go into the 16 mm. field, we
refer the following telegram,
from Miami Beach :
"Dear Sam: Have been connected with Gaumont for over
twenty-five years and expect to
carry on with them for the next
twenty-five. — Arthur Lee."
T T
No group of critics, in the most
golden period of the stage, probably have occupied the trade importance and prestige such as that
which drapes the New York film
critics. Show business the world
over recognizes this. NBC shows
it is mindful of this fact by undertaking its unusual international broadcast, yearly, of the
N. Y. critics' film awards, a
broadcast that links the old world
and the new, traversing the sea
and a continent.
This year, this program will
take place on Sunday, parts of
the broadcast to be wafted from
New York, London, Hollywood
and Paris.
T
From the Rainbow Room, in
Rockefeller Center, there will be
heard Howard Barnes, of the
N. Y. Herald-Tribune, and
Dudley Nichols, president of the
Screen Writers' Guild. Erich
von Stroheim and Jean Renoir
will be heard from France. The
London end will be covered by
Robert Donat, Ralph Richardson
and Alfred Hitchcock. Then,
back again to New York, for a
scene from "Angels With Dirty
Faces," and a word or two by
Margaret Sullavan and Rosalind
Russell, and to Hollywood, from
where Walt Disney will make the
bow-out.
It would be a splendid thing if
James Cagney, winner of the best
actor award, for 1938, were to be
in New York for the festivities.
T T
It must be nice to sit with the
President's son, in the studios of
the finest theatre in the world,
listening to the President's ad-

SHAIN
Outlook
Congress.
what
W. G.dress toVan
Schmus,That's
managing
director of the Radio City Music
Hall, did yesterday. His guests
at luncheon were Col. James
Roosevelt, vice-president of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc. ; James Mulvey, eastern head for Goldwyn,
and Lynn Farnol, advertising and
publicity director of United Artists.
T T
This is anniversary time at
Loew's, with a few who have
served the company faithfully and
long marking new milestones.
C. C. Moskowitz completes 26
years
Loew's
on Jan.
20.
Oscar with
A. Doob
this week
started
his 10th year as advertising and
publicity manager for the circuit.
Other anniversaries are being
marked by Fred Mitchell, booker,
34 years; Joe DiPesa, Boston
publicity man, 29 years ; Everett
Steinbuch, manager in Cleveland,
22 years; William Crull, Jr.,
Nashville manager, and Robert
Suits, Evansville manager, 14
T ▼
years.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's message to Congress yesterday was stirring and human.
He called the nation's attention
to the totalitarian attack on religion, democracy and international good faith, and as he did
so, he was himself an example of
that free human spirit which
cannot be conquered.
Totalitarian countries have
done their worst to the American
film industry. In the President's
address there may be perceived
some possibility that the Government may take measures against
the unjust treatment.
▼ ▼
Memories of boyhood are being
brought back at the Roxy this
week with the distribution of
10,000 paper covered copies of
"Jesse James the Outlaw," nickel
thriller which boys of an
earlier generation bootlegged into
the home to be read when Mom
and Pop were looking the other
way. This novel giveaway is
tied in just as you would suppose
with the 20th Century-Fox picture, "Jesse James."
T T
Rep. Paul H. Maloney, of
Louisiana, wants the public informed whenever paid endorsers
are used to promote the sale of
radio products on broadcasting
programs. And so, he has introduced a bill to this effect in
Congress. If the bill should pass,
many a socialite who has been
engaged in the endorsement business, may pass out.

Postpone

to Wednesday

Meeting of the executive board of
the American Federation of Musicians
with heads of major companies to
discuss possible means of increasing
musicians employment within the industry, which was scheduled for next
Monday, has been postponed to Wednesday. No definite employment plahas been devised yet by either t\
Federation officials or the film executives, it was learned. Meeting next
week, therefore, will be limited to a
continuation of the informal discussions of the problems held by the two
groups last fall.
Joseph N. Weber, Federation president, returned to New York Tuesday
from a month's vacation in the southwest and agreed to the postponement
of the meeting to accommodate several film executives who are or will
be out of the city. Meeting will held
at
offices
of Pat Casey, producers'
labor
contact.
Executive board of Musicians Federation leaves New York next Friday
for its annual mid-year meeting in
Miami.
Dollinger

Quits

As

Head of N. J. Allied
Irving Dollinger has resigned as
president of Allied Theatre Owners of
New Jersey, because of the pressure of
business. The board of directors, accepting the resignation with regret,
elected George Gold of the Rivoli,
Newark, former vice-president, to fill
out the unexpired presidential term.
Harry Kridel of the Mayfair, Newark, was elected vice-president to fill
the term of Gold, and Dollinger will
tors.
replace Kridel on. the board of direcThe next meeting of the organization will be held in New York on
Tuesday, with a statewide meeting
scheduled for Trenton on Jan. 23.
Lewen Pizor a Benedict
Lewen Pizor, president of the U. M.
P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersev and Delaware,
was married recently to Mae Teezick
of Philadelphia. They will leave on
a three- or four-week honeymoon trip
to Florida about Jan. 15.
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Showman

Enforcement of the Production Code
in Hollywood has reduced censorship
of American pictures in Ireland to
P^S>are minimum, according to Walter
OifcNally, veteran American actor and
now a distributor-showman in Ireland.
McNally operates first run houses
in Ireland's eight largest cities and,
as RKO's sales representative for
that country, is one of his own best
customers.
"My theatres get only the best pictures on the best play dates," McNally frankly observes. "The competition regards this as a natural circumstance and has never complained."
McNally, a native of Scranton, Pa.,
and old friend of M. E. Comerford
and M. J. O'Toole, also known to
Scranton, went to Ireland for hi.
health many years ago, was married
and entered the theatre business there.
He returned to America to go on the
stage after the World War anc
played the old Orpheum Circuit for
many years. He was a member of
the road company of "The Student
Prince" which played 53 weeks at the
Great Northern, Chicago, for a record
He returned to Ireland with the
advent of sound as agent for Pat
Casey's Synchro sound system ; then
became RKO's sales representative
when the company decided to open
its own office in Ireland. This is his
first American trip in three years.
He was called, here by the fatal illness of his father, who died in Cleveland early this week.
McNally reported that theatre and
general business in Ireland has been
excellent for the past two years. Theatre building is active there despite
a heavy Government amusement tax,
amounting to one-third of the gross
receipts of average first run houses
and about 30 per cent of the gross of
subsequents. Admission scales range
from 11 cents to $1.00.
McNally sailed for Ireland on the
Manhattan last night.
Hoyts Will Continue
Australia Renovation
Hoyts circuit in Australia plans no
expansion but will continue to renovate existing properties. There are
103 theatres in the circuit, with five
pooled with National Theatres, in
which Snyder-Dean are interested.
Hoyts have built five theatres in
the last three years, but these were
replacements. A remodeling program
has been under way for about two
i years.
Dan Michalove, 20th Century-Fox
executive, who has returned from a
survey of the properties, is making a
report to S. R. Kent and Spyros
Skouras.
Michalove will report on the new
Australian films act at a Hays office
meeting next week.
Grainger Coming East
Los Angeles, Jan. 4. — James R.
Grainger, president of Republic Pictures, left today for New York after
spending the holidays here.

"Zaza,"
'The Gentle People'
Opening Tonight
Franchot Tone and Sylvia
Sidney head the cast of "The
Gentle People" which bows
in tonight at the Belasco.
Written by Irwin Shaw, it is
the second production of the
season for the Group Theatre. Others in the cast include Sam Jaffe, Roman
Bohnen, Elia Kazan and Lee
J. Cobb.
The D'Oyly Carte Company
brings its repertory of Gilbert & Sullivan operettas to
the Martin Beck tonight for
a season of nine and a half
weeks. The cast includes
three who are making their
Broadway debuts, Helen
Roberts, Viola Wilson and
John Dudley.

MPTO

and

Allied

to

Meet on Trade Pact
(.Continued from page 1)
poses putting the program in effect
with the new selling season.
There is a possibility that
M.P.T.O.A.'s approval of the program might be given by the executive committee next week in the event
it succeeds in obtaining an agreement from the distributors on giving
immediate effect to these major portions of the program. However, it is
equally possible that the committee
may wish to conduct further negotiations with the distributors on other
phases of the program after the cancellation, score charge and local
boards provisions have been made operative.
Members of the M.P.T.O.A. executive committee who are expected here
Monday for the meeting are Kuykendall, Charles Williams, Omaha; L. C.
Griffith, Oklahoma City ; Oscar Lam,
Rome, Georgia ; Arthur Lockwood,
Middletown, Conn. ; H. V. Harvery,
San Francisco, and Lewen Pizor,
Philadelphia.
Allied Meets Jan. 17
Allied's attitude toward the trade
practice proposals as evolved by the
distributors' committtee after extended negotiation with exhibitor groups,
will be made known at the annual di17 and 18.rectors' meeting in Washington Jan.
Discussion of the first draft of the
oroposed program will require at least
one full day! according to an Allied
bulletin, and the directors' vote on the
proposals will be among the important
business.

Goodman

UA

Officials

West
Open

to

Start

Tomorrow

for

$11,000

Benny
"Zaza,"
Opening
n onof the
an
brought
stage, with
Goodma
estimated $11,000 for the day at the
Paramount yesterday. Newspaper
cameramen were present during the
early hours to catch the antics of the
jitterbugs as they danced in the aisles.
On Mondav, Robert M. Weitman,
managing director of the Paramount,
's
on Goodman
as a guest
appeare
the band
to present
"Camel d Hour"
leader with a cup for being the most
band at the Paramount during
popular
1938.
"Topper Takes a Trip" brought an
estimated $105,000 to the Music Hall.
At the Globe, "The Lady Vanishes"
brought a surprising $10,000, estimated, in its first week and will probably

Important

Meetings

All of the ranking officials of
United Artists will gather in Hollywood next week for a series of important meetings on oroduction and
operations. Not only will the annual
stockholders' meeting be held, Jan.
12, but a special board meeting also
may be called and a company president probably chosen.
Maurice Silverstone, operating head
of United Artists ; James Mulvey,
eastern head of Samuel Goldwyn company ;tative
Emanuel
Silverstone,
*of Alexander
Korda represen; James

Roosevelt, vice-president of the Samuel Goldwyn company, and Lynn Farnol, head of the U. A. advertising and
"Sweethearts"
second. $41,000
in its
do $8,500 an
grossed
estimated
in its
publicity department, are leaving for
second week at the Capitol.
California tomorrow.
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., arrives
RKO
Plan Receives
from England today, and likely will
head out immediately for California
Approval of Bondy for these meetings.
(Continued from page 1)
This will be the first time that all
stock of the debtor, equivalent to the U. A. partners and directors shall be
amount of their claims and . evaluated in the one spot, at once.
as of the time of promulgation of the
Under the U. A. by-laws it takes
plan, or, at the option of RKO, its a unanimous vote to elect anybody
other than Maurice Silverstone, presiequivalent in cash. The final modi- dent.
fication provided by Judge Bondy will
The presidency would not add any
requirement forthat
underwriting
agreethe any
flotation
of new common
power to the overall austock must be first approved by the additional
thority now wielded by Silverstone.
court.
Judge Bondy stated that in his opinion the treatment of the "stockholders Chinese Film Opens
was fair and equitable," especially, he
said, in view of the new proposed ar- At Belmont Thursday
rangement with Rockefeller Center,
Inc., under which it is a get 415,000
Sponsored by the Chinese Red Cross
shares of common stock. This ar- through the American Bureau for
rangement with the Center, the court Medical Aid to China, the Chinese
stated, was greatly to the advantage film, "Sable Cicada," will have its
of the estate.
premiere at the Belmont next Thursday evening for which tickets are
priced from $100.
Mrs. E. V. Lomba Dies
The regular run will start Friday.
Mrs. E. V. Lomba, wife of the as- Violet Koo, reigning film favorite in
sistant director of foreign distribution China, has the title role. Directed
for 20th Century-Fox, died Tuesday by Richard Poh, the production was
after a long illness.
brought to this country by Modern
Film Corp. English titles were written here under the direction of the
dianapolis and New Jersey Allied has
entered Atlantic City.
Chinese consulate.
A large attendance is expected at
the "Founders' Day" dinner to be held
the night of Jan. 17 at the Carlton Fabian Takes Long
Hotel, the meeting headquarters. The
Leases on Par-Land
event will signalize the 10th anniversary of the founding of Allied States
Eight
theatresIsland
of thehave
Par-Land
circuit on Staten
been taken
and will honor those who signed the

original viving
underwriters'
founders are W.agreement.
A. SteffesSur-of
Minneapolis, H. M. Richey, director of
theatre relations for RKO : James C.
Ritter of Michigan, H. A. Cole of
Texas, B. D. Cockrill, at that time an
"Directors are being urged to bring Indiana exhibitor and now in Denver,
two or three alternates or advisers and Herman Blum of Baltimore.
Several others who were active in
so that action taken on important matters coming before the board, par- the formation of Allied will be honticularly inreference to the proposed
ored guests, including Glenn Cross of
trade practices and the continuation of Battle Creek, Charles L. Casanave,
the Allied legislative program will general manager of National Screen
represent a cross-section of independ- Accessories, and Andy Gutenberg of
states.ent exhibitor opinion," the bulletin Wisconsin.

over on long-term leases by the Si
Fabian circuit. Acquisition was from
the Sol Brill estate.
The deal gives Fabian control of
Staten Island. Included are the 2,300seat Paramount Theatre, which is
owned by Paramount, and the Strand,
New Dorp, Ritz, St. George. Liberty,
Stadium and Capitol. Sidney Deneau,
formerly with Fabian in the Albany
area, will book for the group.
Mae

West

to Map

Program

Monday

Allied's negotiating committee will
Losers ofAngeles,
4. — StockholdKirsch Drive Leader
meet in advance of the board.
Mae WestJan.Empire
Pictures
Election of officers and selection
Chicago, Jan. 4. — -Jack Kirsch, Al- will meet Monday to map the year's
lied Theatres leader, has been named production program. Besides Miss
of the time and place of the next national convention are also on the chairman of the Jewish Welfare Drive West they are James Timony, Louis
agenda. W. A. Steffes and Northwest for Foreign Refugees. Kirsch will be Lurie and Ralph Pincus. Reports that
Allied are campaigning for the next in charge of an extensive campaign Lurie was dropping out were denied.
convention to be held in Minneapolis. being staged here during the coming Announcement of the release deal is
expected by Jan. 15.
The Indiana unit has a bid in for In- weeks.
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Twin

Cities

'Sweethearts'
Strong

Give

'Hardys'

Is

$11,800

in

Chasing Danger
Milwaukee's
Cold
(20th Century-Fox)
Milwaukee, Jan. 4. — Topnotcher in
Hollywood, Jan. 4.— "Chasing Danger," second and last picture in
Minneapolis, Jan. 4. — A combina- the Twentieth Century-Fox Camera Daredevil series, is likely to stir a week hit by the season's coldest
weather was "Sweethearts" anc
tion of holiday and the first sub-zero little comment. The nucleus for a good production is there, but, some- "Young
Dr. Kildare" with $11,8/ T>1
how or other, it does not quite click.
temperatures of the winter hurt grosses
in the Twin City area. Despite these
Preston Foster and Wally Vernon, newsreel photographers, are as- Fox's Wisconsin.
VJ™
Second money went to "Dawn Paadverse conditions, "Out West With
signed to cover an Arab rebellion in the desert. En route and at the
trol" and "Torchy Gets Her Man"
the Hardys," the best business-getter
an $8,500 gross at the Warner.
in Minneapolis, was good for $9,000 at scene of action they become mixed up with Lynn Bari, who, it is evi- with
Other
business felt the affects of the
dent to all except the players, is being watched by French military ofthe State, and "Brother Rat" with
holidays
and the zero weather.
ficers. Naturally there is romance between Foster and Miss Bari, as
$7,500 at the Orpheum made a good
Estimated
takings for the week endshowing.
well as some that is comedy in character between Vernon and Jody
ing
Dec.
29:
Gilbert.
Instead
of
covering
the
incidents of the rebellion, Foster deIn St. Paul, "Out West With the
and Loves of Beethoven" (World)
cides to find out who is financing and fostering it. That leads him to 'Life
Hardys" was also high, taking in $6,LITTLE THEATRE— (1,098) (35c-50c) 7
days.
Gross: $1,500.
500 at the Paramount, while "Brother the trail of a mysterious character, who was supposed to have committed suicide by leaping from a plane years before. The climax re- Artists and Model's Abroad" (Para.)
Rat"
got
$5,000
at
the
Orpheum.
Estimated takings for the week end'Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
veals that Henry Wilcoxon is fomenting the rebellion and whose arms
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
ing Dec. 29 :
$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
buying and distributing agent is Miss Bari.
"Storm Over Bengal" (Rep.)
"A Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
Some audiences, of course, will find "Chasing Danger" entertaining
"Affairs of Annabel" (RKO)
fare.
RIVERSIDE— (2,300) (25c -30c) 7 days.
"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M)
Stage:
(Average, Holiday
$5,000) Follies. Gross: $4,300.
"The Frontiersman" (Para.)
Running time, 60 minutes.
"G."*
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c). Split week dual
Q. McC. "The Shining Hour" (M-G-M)
liills. Gross: $1,200. (Average, $1,500)
"Submarine Patrol" (ZOth-Fox)
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
days
STRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
CENTURY— (1,600) (25c-40c) 7
$2,500.
(Average,(W.$4,500)
Gross: $2,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Dawn
Patrol"
"Tough
Kid"
B.)
(Monogram)
"Service De Luxe" (Univ.)
days.
"Torchy Gets Her Man" (W. B.)
GOPHER— (990) (25c) 7 days. Gross
Hollywood, Jan. 4.— This story of the prize ring illustrates a new
$1,900. (Average, $3,000)
WARNER— (2,400)
(35c -50c) 7
days method by
$8,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Brother Rat" (W. B.)
which underworld gamblers and chiselers get control of a Gross:
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (2,900) (25c-40c) 7
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $4,800)
prize fighter and how the fighter's younger brother tries to save him "Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
"Out West With the Hardys" (M-G-M)
from his own stupidity. Fast moving, with plenty of slam bang ring
WISCONSIN— (3,200) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 day
Gross: $11,800. (Average, $8,000)
action serving to balance the other melodramatic bits of business, "Tough
$9,000. (Average, $4,400)
"Mocnlight Sonata" (Malmar)
Kid" presents Frankie Darro in one of his best characterizations and 'Kentucky9
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c) 7 days, 5th gives
$7,000
him the support of a capable roster of players.
week. Gross: $1,100. (Average, $1,600)
Produced by Lindsley Parsons from a story by Brenda Wiseberg
St. Paul:
Big in Indianapolis
with screenplay by Wellyn Totman and directed by Howard Bretherton,
"Brother Rat" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 davs. the show is aimed to entertain the masses with particular appeal for
Indianapolis,
Jan. 4. — Circle enGross: $5,000. (Average. $3,200)
those appreciating lots of action.
joyed smash business of $7,500 with
"Out
West
With
the
Hardys"
(M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Unable to do any shady business with fighter Dick Pureed, whose man- "Dawn Patrol" and "Next Time I
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,400)
ager Don Rowan, has turned honest, gamblers William Ruhl and Lew Marry." The bill was moved to the
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
Apollo for a second week.
Gros
Kelly
find his weak spot in his affections for cabaret singer Judith Allen.
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c) 7 days.
The Indiana tallied a strong $7,000
$1,200. (Average. $2,400)
Darro, suspicious that dirty work is afoot, tries to warn brother Pureed
with
"Kentucky" and "Down on the
"Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
but to no avail. To get money to help sick Miss Allen, Pureed makes Farm." "Slave Ship" gave the Apollo
"Down on the Farm" (2(lth-Fox)
Gros
TOWER— (1.000) (25c) 7 days.
a deal with the gamblers to double cross his manager and throw the $3,500. Week's takes were cut into
$1,000. (Average, $1,600)
hght to the champion. As Darro, who has discovered the trickery by the winter's severest cold snap.
"Moonlight Sonata" (Malmar)
Estimated takings for the week endWORLD— (400) (25c-35c) 7 days. G ros
played upon his brother, is kidnapped, the bout is on. Pureed throws
$1,200. (Average, $700)
as per agreement, thus repaying his debt. But, even though exonerated
29-30
:
"Steveing Dec.
Ship"
(20th-Fox)
of taking, Pureed, rather than fight again, retires to marry Miss Allen
APOLLO—
(1,100)
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
'Patrol' Is Omaha
and again be the hero of Darro and their mother, Lillian Elliott
$3,500.
(Average,(W.$3,000)
"Dawn Patrol"
B.)
Running time, 61 minutes.
Sensation, $10,800
"G."*
q
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
Omaha, Jan. 4.— "Dawn Patrol,"
*"G" denotes general classification.
$7,500. (Average, $4,500)
dualled with "Service De Luxe," was
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
a hit with $10,800 at the Orpheum.
days.
"Down on the Farm" (20th-Fox)
The double holiday helped theatre
INDIANA— (3,200) (25c-40c)
business generally.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
New
"Cowboy and the Lady" and
York
Review
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
"Touchdown Army" were good for
LOEWS— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$7,800 at the Omaha, while "There's
$5,500. (Average, $7,000)
"Heart
of the North" (W. B.)
That Woman Again" and "Peck's Bad
LYRIC—
Boy
with
(25c -40c) 7 days. Stage:
the
Circus"
drew
$5,800
at
La Vierge Folle
the Brandeis.
Vaudeville. (2,000)
Gross: $7,800.
(Average, $8,000)
(Walch
Film
Corp.)
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 28-29 :
"La Vierge Folle," Le Film d'Art production, is a morbid but charmingly photographed story of the eternal triangle. It introduces to Ameri- Legion Approves 7
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.) (RKO)
"Peck's Bad Boy with the Circus
can
7
days.
filmgoers 18-year-old Juliettee Faber, an attractive girl who is a
BRANDEIS— (1,200) (25c-35c-40c)
Of 8 New Pictures
splendid actress.
Gross: $5,800. (Average, $4,000)
National Legion of Decency for
"Cowboy and the Lady" (U.A.)
"Touchdown Army" (Para.)
."L.a Jierge Folle," which translates into English as "The Foolish the current week has approved seven
OMAHA— (2,200) (35c -40c) 7 days. Gross
Virgin,"
is definitely a picture for adult ears and eyes alone. It de- of eight new films reviewed and classi$7,800. (Average, $5,500)
scribes inslow-moving, objective action, the destruction
fied, three for general patronage and
of the life of
"Dawn Patrol" (W.B.)
a young girl who, with the whole of a large coterie of eligible young four for adults, and classed one as
"Service Deluxe'' (Univ.)
ORPHEUM — (3,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. frenchmen to choose from,
selects an elderlv, married lawyer as her objectionable in part. The new films
Gross: $10,800. (Average, $7,200)
paramour. Fleeing to Egypt, the couple are intercepted by the girl's and their classification follow.
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for Genimpetuous young brother, Gaston, who, in the struggle to kill the man
To Remodel Exchanges
accidentally slays his sister.
eral Patronage— "Kentucky", "Stand
Cleveland, Jan. 4.— A $30,000 reUp
and
Fight," "Tom Sawyer, DeThe
picture
is
saved
from
mediocri
ty only by sensitive and fine permodeling job will be undertaken on
tective." Class A-2, Unobjectionable
formances by Miss Faber and Annie Ducaux, who plays the part of for Adults— "Le Mioche"
the Guenther Building, occupied by
(French),
the local exchanges of M-G-M, RKO the wife, and by excellent photographic effects
"Newsboy's Home," "There's That
and Universal. The modernizing will
Running time, 80 minutes. "A."
jACK Banner Woman Again," "Topper Takes a
include air conditioning, new interior
Trip." Class B, Objectionable in
*"A" denotes adult classification.
Part— "Honor of the West."
decoration and lighting.
Good

$15,000
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Chicago

Hollywood

Previews

Gives

Vaude

$17,200

' Sweethearts'
Gets

$46,500

t Angeles, Jan. 4. — Local houses
.ied tremendous business, with
very house going over average, most
wide margins. "Sweethearts" did
22,201 at the Chinese, and $24,346 at
.oew's State, for a combined total
set a house
f $46,500.
ecord
at the"Pygmalion"
4 Star with $9,700.
"Artists and Models Abroad" was
ery strong, with $26,000 at the Paralount. "There's That Woman Again"
nd "Newsboys' Home" took $15,400
the Hillstreet and $12,800 at the
*cintci^cs.
Estimated takings for the week endig Jan. 4:
Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
CHINESE — (2,500) (30c-75c) 7 days. Gross:
22,200. (Average, $12,500)
Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
4 STAR— (900) (40c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
?,700. (Average, $3,250)
There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (30c -65c) 7 days,
ross: $15,400. (Average, $6,500)
Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
LOEWS STATE— (2,500) (30c-75c) 7 days.
;ross: $24,300. (Average, $14,000)
There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (30c -65c) 7 days,
frross: $12,800. (Average, $7,000)
Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (3,595) (30c-65c) 7 days.
tage: F. & M. revue. Rube Wolf and his
tchestra. Gross: $26,000. (Average. $18,000)
Going Places" (F. N.)
Devil's Island" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (Hollywood)— (3,000)
30c-65c) 5 days. Gross: $14,300. (Average,
14,000)
Going Places" (F. N.)
'Devil's Island" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (Downtown)— (3,500)
30c-65c) 5 davs. Gross: $15,300. (Average,
12.000)

They Made
( Warners)

Me

a Criminal

"Secrets"
To
Hollywood, Jan. 4.— "They Made Me a Criminal" proves^ that John
Chicago, Jan. 4. — Vaudeville units
Garfield, sensational recruit to motion pictures, is not a "one ^ shot"
Four
Warners'
in
helped
of a
stage
the
from
screen
the
to
Brought
actor.
Nurse," grosses
and a here.
Major "Secrets
Bowes group
Daughters," Garfield here delivers a powerful performance, delicately gave the Oriental a strong $17,200,
shaded, yet poignant, as the youthful fighter who flees the scene of his and Helen Morgan on the stage
squared ring triumph because he was erroneously blamed for murder. boosted the State-Lake take, with
It is a harsh story, of a youth fleeing into the night fearing that each "Campus Confessions" to $16,200.
"Snow White" took a good $7,200
the law, and who is finally restep might bring him to "the hands of
generated bylove of a girl and his elderly benefactress, and the com- at the Apollo. The weather was unpanionship ofsix youngsters.
settled and cold most of the week,
but warmer weather helped at the
Robson,
May
Sheridan,
Ann
Rains,
Claude
are
Garfield
Supporting
the "Dead End" kids— Billy Halop, Bobby Jordan, Leo Gorcey, Huntz close.
Estimated takings for the week endHall, Gabriel Dell and Bernard Punsley— Gloria Dickson, Robert GleckWhite"
ler, Barbara Pepper and others. They handle their assignments more "Snowing Dec.
27-31 (RKO)
:
than adequately.
APOLLO—
(1,400)
(35c-55c-65c)
7 days.
Gross: $7,200. (Average,
$6,500)
Garfield, as "Johnnie," the prize fighter, flees from New York fol- "Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
lowing his championship fight when a reporter is discovered dead in
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage:
Kiddie Revue.
Gross: $31,000.
his rooms. The newspaperman was killed by Garfield's manager, who, (Average, $32,000)
running away with a girl, was killed in a traffic accident. Afraid to "Gangster's
"Say It In French"
(Para.)
Boy" (Mono.)
show his face, Garfield leaves the city to wander as a bum and lands in
GARRICK—
(900)
(30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
an Arizona date ranch where he is befriended by the owner, a girl Gross: $6,200. (Average,
$6,500)
and the youngsters, the latter wards of a juvenile court. He reenters "Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
ORIENTAL — (3,400) (25c-30c-40c) 7 days.
the ring once more, to win money for the group so that they might
Stage:
Major Bowes' Swing Unit. Gross:
he
so,
doing
In
ranch.
the
save
and
station
service
have a gasoline
$17,200. (Average, $13,000)
Madness" (M-G-M)
manages to break the shackles of fear that he might be returned to "Spring
PALACE — (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
face punishment for the murder.
Stage: Bill Robinson and Revue. Gross:
(Average,(U.$19,000)
"Trade Winds"
A.)
On Garfield and the rest of the cast, plus the intriguing title, can be $18,600.
the
from
is
story
The
campaign.
showmanship
elaborate
ROOSEVELT— (1,300) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days,
drawn an
2nd week. Gross: $10,800. (Average, $11,000)
novel by Bertram Millhauser and Beulah Marie Dix, adapted by Sig
"Campus Confessions" (Para.)
STATE-LAKE— (2,700)
(25c-35c-40c) 7
Herzig. It is a cleverly executed writing task, and the direction by
davs. Stage: Helen Morgan & Nick Foran.
Busby Berkeley leaves nothing to be desired.
Gross: $16,200. (Average, $12,000)
Benjamin Glazer was associate producer, acting under Executive "The Shining Hour" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c) 7
Producer Hal B. Wallis.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,900. (Average,
Vance King $15,000)
"G."*
Running time, 85 minutes.
"Devil's
(Warners)

Island"

Hollywood, Jan. 4. — Coming at a time when international interest
has been aroused in France's plan to start sending convicts to French
'Dawn
Patrol' at
Guiana again, Warners' "Devil's Island" has a ready made exploitation
background. It is a grimly told melodrama, of a doctor who, true to his
oath of Hippocrates, undertakes to aid a friend shot while trying to
$15,000
Is Only
escape imprisonment. Boris Karloff, as the physician, Nedda Harrigan,
Adia Kusnetzoff, Rolla Gourvitch, Will Stanton, Edward Keane, Robert
Cleveland Winner
Warwick, Pedro de Cordoba, Tom Wilson, John Harmon, Richard
Bond, Earl Gunn, Sidney Bracy, George Lloyd, Charles Richman,
Stuart Holmes, Leonard Mudie, Egon Brecher and Frank Reicher make
Cleveland, Jan. 4. — "The Dawn
Patrol" was the only film to do well, up the cast.
Finding conditions on Devil's Island intolerable, Karloff plots to
with $15,000 at Warners' Hippodrome.
'Drums" at the RKO Palace with a escape. In the meantime, he is called upon by the prison director to
vaudeville show headed by Ann Miller, operate upon the brain of his daughter, injured in a fall. The director
fhe Schnickelf ritz Band and Eddie Gar welches on his promise to save the life "of a ringleader of a mutiny, so
had an average week with $15,000.
Karloff escapes with his companions, only to be returned to the Island.
"Little Tough Guys" at the Allen However, one of the escaping convicts has stolen records of the diwas also a par picture with the take
rector's thieving, and in the end, Karloff receives his pardon, remaining
close to the $4,000 average. Weather
was fair the first half of the week, on the Island as the physician for the penal colony.
with snow and cold the last half.
The adaptation by Kenneth Garnet and Don Ryan of the original
Estimated takings for the week end- story by Anthony Coldeway and Raymond L. Schrock emphasizes the
ing Dec. 30:
grimness of the story, produced by Bryan Foy. William Clemens directed.
"Little Tough Guys" (Univ.)
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c)
7 days.
[Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."*
Vance King
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME — (3,800)
*"G" denotes general classification.
(30c-35c-42c) 7 davs. Gross: $15,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Drums" (U. A.)
Open Canada Exchange
Wins Lucas Trophy
RKO
PALACE— (3,100) (30c-42c-55c) 7
days. Stage: Ann Miller, Schnickelf ritz
Toronto, Jan. 4. — Colonial PicSavannah, Ga., Jan. 4. — Trophy
Band. Eddie Gar and vaudeville. Gross- awarded
tures, Ltd., have begun operations as
annually
by
Arthur
Lucas,
$15,000. (Average, $15,000)
a
new
independent exchange under
president of the Lucas & Jenkins cir"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
cuit, to the person who has given the the direction of B. W. Silver as manLOEWS STATE — (3.500) (30c-35c-42c) 7
days. Gross: $10,500. (Average. $13,000)
most worthwhile service to Savannah
aging director, and Mike Goodman,
has been won for 1938 by Robert M. formerly of Winnipeg, in charge of
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
LOEWS STILLMAN— (1,900) (30c-35cof New York, chairman of the the exploitation department. Other
42c) 7 days. Gross: $3,500. (Average, Nelson,
branches in the Dominion are planned.
Savannah & Atlanta Railroad.
$4,000)

4Young
Clicks

in
in

Garners

Heart'
Capital,
$17,500

Washington, Jan. 4. — "The Young
in Heart" clicked well, with $17,500
at Loew's Palace. "Dawn Patrol"
was strong at Warners' Earle with
$19,500, and "Young Dr. Kildare"
took a good $19,000 at Loew's Capital.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 29 :
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
LOEWS CAPITOL— (3,434) (25c-65c) 7
days. Stage: Salici Puppets, Don Zelaya,
Chester Hale Girls. Gross: $19,000. (Aver$16,500) Waltz" (M-G-M)
"The age,Great
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243) (25c-40c) 7
days.
Return
Gross: $4,500.
(Average,
$4,200)engagement.
"The Young in Heart" (U. A.)
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2,370) (25c -55c) 7
days. Gross: $17,500. (Average, $11,500)
"Listen, Darling" (M-G-M)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross:
(Average,
"Dawn $11,000.
Patrol" (W.
B.) $10,000)
000)WARNERS' EARLE — (2,218 ) (25c-66c) 7
days. Stage: Lyda Sue, The Mictions,
Roxyettes.
Gross: $19,500. (Average, $16,"Blondie" (Col.)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,591)
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: $4,500. (Average,
$4,000)
Books on W. B. Shorts
Hollywood, Jan. 4. — Warners publicity department has made arrangements under which Prentice-Hall, text
book publishers, will bring out a
series of books covering the studio's
patriotic shorts.

MOTION
RADIO

CBC

Reports

PICTURE

►

Mutual

Radio

Record
$2,253,735
1938

Revenue

Toronto, Jan. 4. — The annual report of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. for the past fiscal year, shows a
net operating surplus of $88,624, with
an increase of $702,987 in fixed assets
of which $500,000 was financed by
the Dominion Government. Total
revenue of the corporation from government, license fee and commercial
program sources for the 12 months
was $2,253,735.
CBC spent its money in the following proportions : programs, 50 per
cent; wire lines for transmitting programs, 22 per cent; operation of CBC
radio stations, 13 per cent ; leases of
time on private stations, 2.70 per cent
and administration expenses, 6.77 per
cent. During the previous fiscal year
CBC spent 41 per cent for programs,
28 per cent for transmission, 13 per
cent for station operation, 9 per cent
for private stations and 8 per cent for
administration.
With respect to television, the network declared : "The policy laid down
was to consider only applications from
parties financially capable of conducting research and that for experimental
purposes only. In the matter of facsimile (the reproduction through radio
receivers of news in some printed
form) the policy provides the denial
of all applications from private interests."
Regarding the construction of a
high power short-wave system for the
exchange of programs on a world
wide basis, the statement said : "Being
a project to the general national advantage, itwas considered as one for
the special consideration of the Government. In this connection, the corporation laid down the policy of recommending no new short-wave licenses under private control, pending
clarification in consultation with the
Government of its own plans for a
short-wave system.
Actual expenditures for the year
ended March 31 last were as follows:
programs, $1,088,419 ; station network,
$536,396 ; operation of stations and
studios, $303,968, and administration,
$146,686.
Wells CAP A President
Chicago, Jan. 4— Officers for the
coming year have been elected by
CAPA (Chicago Amusement Publicists Association). For the new
term M. O. Wells is president; Sidney Stern, vice-president ; Jack Rubin,
treasurer ; Jack Kirshever, secretary ;
Mort Green, sergeant-at-arms and Ted
Morris, publicity director.
Hutton to Minneapolis
Robert L. Hutton of CBS in New
York, has been transferred to WCCO,
CBS station in Minneapolis, where he
will become sales promotion chief.
He succeeds Arthur Lund.
Adler Joins WHOM
Sid Adler, formerly night manager
of WHN, a post from which he recently resigned, has joined WHOM
as production chief. He will also
serve in an announcing capacity.
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Billings

at

$2,920,323

i

Time sale billings on the Mutual
network
for 1938 amounted to $2,EDDIE turnCANTOR
to Hollywood andJan.troupe
10. . re. . 920,323, the largest total in the fiveBenny Goodman, who just went year history of the network. The year
into the Paramount for three weeks, saw a 30.4 per cent improvement over
will leave for a week's vacation in the 1937 total of $2,239,077.
Miami following the conclusion of the
For December, 1938, the billings torun on Jan. 25. . . . To Miami also
taled $337,368, a rise of 37.4 per cent
will go Ben Bernie when he finishes over the revenue for the corresponding
his vaudeville tour next month. . . . month last year, which amounted to
Artie Shaw's orchestra leaves the $245,465.
Hotel Lincoln Jan. 29 to go on tour,
the first stop being the Cornell prom. BBC
Will Continue
. . . Tenor Jimmie Shields has been
Vaudeville Telecasts
given
Mutual. a year's renewal contract by
London, Jan. 4.— British Broadcasting Co. is continuing with its telecasting of stage shows, planning to relay
Elsa Lanchester, wife of Charles 40 variety acts from the London
Laughton, will be interviewed by Coliseum on Jan. 13. Three cameras
Radie Harris on Mutual tonight. . . . will be in operation for the telecast.
Congressman Emanuel Celler will be
the em cee on the next Refugee TheDelay AFRA-4A
Talks
atre of the Air program on WHN.
Scheduled meeting between repre. . . Lanny Ross has written a song
sentatives of the American Federain collaboration with Abner Silver,
tion of Radio Artists and the Amer"Listen to My Heart.". . . Lew Danis
ican Association of Advertising Agencies, for the purpose of working
of the Procter & Gamble " "Ivory
Masques" program, is playing the out agreements covering salary scale
masculine lead in "One Good Year," and working conditions for artists apstage play, in the Broadway Theatre,
Woodcliff, N. J.
pearing innetwork commercially sponsored programs, has been postponed
until Friday.

Facilities
To

Handle

'Quiz'

Increase
llth-Hr.

Contest

Rushu

Having been unprepared for thai
eleventh-hour flow of entries in the
$250,000 "Movie Quiz" contest, Radioi
& Publications Contests, Inc., f \:hi:
is handling the entries for camp^igni
headquarters, has been compelled to>
increase its facilities for handling the
unexpected
final rush of entries.
However, despite the heavy flow, the
total is still under the original ex-i

pectations.
Additional space has been taken in
the Grand Central Palace Building.
For the next week there will be M
night shift of readers, additionally.
Louis Davidson, New York newspaperman, isin charge of the readers
and preliminary judging. After a second reading, entries which appear to i
be meritorious are filed for the final
judging by a committee including Mrs.
Ogden
publisher
of the
Tribune;Reid,
James
E. West,
Boy Herald
Scout 1
Executive ; Hendrik Willem van Loon,
writer ; Helen Wills Moody and Congressman Bruce Barton.
A large number of entries has been j
returned to the senders by the Post
Office for insufficient postage. These
will be considered eligible provided the
postmark
Dec. 31. is no later than midnight

Kay Arnold Dies
Entries have been received from
Kay Arnold, WOR singer, died South America, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Program
for a Year New Year's Day in Lakewood, N. J.,
Gospel Broadcasting Association has where she was appearing with hei Hawaii and other territories not covrenewed its contract over WHN for brother, Buddy, at the Oak Court ered by the contest. Unless the contestant can show that the contest films
Hotel. Miss Arnold was buried yes
52 more weeks for the "Old Fash- terday in Montfiore Cemetery.
were seen in the United States or
ioned Revival" series. The account
Canada, entries are not valid.
was placed through R. H. Alber
agency.
Bemis Heads KHQ News
Wander Co. has contracted with
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 4. — John
WHN for spot announcements for Bemis, formerly reporter on the Set Uniform Charge
Ovaltine. The contract, for 32 weeks, Chronicle, has succeeded Bob Phillips,
On Production Code
was
resigned, as editor of the KHQ-KGA
mert. placed by Blackett-Sample-Hum- news
Uniform
service fee for maintenance
staff.
of the Production Code Administration has been established by the M. P.
P. D. A. board of directors for both
domestic and foreign-made pictures, it
Muzak
Is Radio
Competitor
was stated at the Hays Office yesterday. Fee for foreign-made pictures
formerly was half that for domestic
productions, whether made by M. P.
With
New
Service
for
Home
P. D. A. member producers or not.
All fees are based on the cost of inMuzak, a subsidiary of Warners, by installation of the carrier current
dividual
productions, being scaled uptransmitter
in
the
buildings
to
be
selling wired radio for the past several
ward from a minimum charge of $25
years to restaurants and grills, has served which will automatically tune
developed a new service whereby its in the radio programs selected on for a $25,000 domestic production.
Thus the minimum fee for a foreignown musical transcriptions, plus regu- specially built Muzak receivers which made
picture formerly was $12.50.
will
feed
them
to
the
apartments
in
the
lar radio programs culled from specially selected radio stations will be building on the electric power lines of Change was made as a result of the
increasing number of high cost picmade available to apartment and home the building.
tures being made by member proThe new home receiver is housed in
dwellers in New York at a cost apducers under the British quota act.
proximately that of a telephone.
a cabinet which resembles a radio set,
M. P. P. D. A. board is scheduled
Muzak's entry into the home field and which is tuned by a series of six to hold an adjourned meeting today.
places the company in direct competi- buttons, four for the specially selected
tion with radio set manufacturers.
radio
"off" stations,
button. one for the Muzak nonThe monthly charge for the Muzak advertising musical recordings, and an
WLW
Honors Staff
receivers will be $3.50 and $5, for a
Local stations, queried for comment
small and large receiver, respectively.
In Program
Jan. 23
Muzak has been experimenting- with about this Muzak plan, were non-comthis plan to bring wired entertainment
mittal, but obviously the Muzak serCincinnati, Jan. 4. — "In Recognidirect to homes in Cleveland for the
tion" is the title of a program to be
vice will be a problem with the choice
past two years.
of but four stations of the approxi- aired by WLW, 11:15 to 11:45 P.M.,
mately 18 operating locally offered in E.S.T., Jan. 23, to honor those who
In addition, Muzak has developed
have served the station for many
another plan whereby, with use of its the Muzak nlan.
Muzak has already begun its new
own developed carrier current transmitter, apartment dwellers will be service by installing receivers and
Powel Crosley, Jr., president Crosoffered the choice of four leading transmitters in the Chrstal Building ley Corp., will participate, as will an
years.
broadcasting stations in the metro- on East 54th St. Stations whose pro- outstanding publisher in the radio field.
grams will be fed over the Muzak Awards will be presented to those
politan area. Reception will be guaranteed without static or fading.
transmitter there are WABC, WEAF, having rendered service for five, 10
and 15 years.
The service will be made possible WJZ and WOR.
Gospel
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WHN
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Programs

Production
Seriously

Plans for '39
Jeopardized

Major company production plans for
1939-'40 are seriously jeopardized by
the uncertainties created by the Government anti-trust suit and the unconcluded trade practice negotiations.
New season programs thus may be
delayed.
Until the trade practice concessions
for next season are pretty well defined, the companies are unable to
make decisions on next season's sales
plans and production programs. Policies will be largely influenced by the
trade practice program and the outcome of the suit.
Major companies may be compelled
to seriously consider reducing their
production because of the proposed
[cancellation clause in the trade practice program. The program offers
other obstacles to production and the
companies' plans for the new season.
However, two companies will conduct
early sales conventions. M-G-M is
considering two or three regionals in
March and 20th Century-Fox is considering anational convention in Chicago the first week in April, which
will be attended by about 300.
These companies are almost completely sold up on 1938-'39 possibilities. They are in position to clear the
deck for early selling next season.
Companies which normally release
52 features a year cut down in view
of the situation. This of course has
nothing to do with the per picture
cost.
A reduction in the number of major
company films due to the causes mentioned may bring about a shortage
and have effect on theatre operators
generally, as on duals.

YORK,

FRIDAY,

English Archbishop
Makes Fund Trailer
London, Jan. 5.— All newsreels have prepared a trailer
featuring the Archbishop of
Canterbury, aimed to aid the
Baldwin Refugee Fund. The
trailer will be shown on Monday, urging the public to
patronize the benefit showings in all theatres on Jan.
14. Posters also have been
circulated.

JANUARY

KEEP

TEN

6, 1939

TICKET

ROOSEVELT

Hears
Judge Bondy
to
Modifications

CENTS

TAX,

URGES

Budget Message Points
To Necessity of All
Possible Revenue

Washington, Jan. 5.— Extension
of the admission and other temporary
taxes which under existing law will
June and July was recomIn an effort to speed up the final expire next
Father Lanphier Is
mended to Congress today by President Roosevelt in his annual budget
stages of the promulgation of the pro- message.
posed plan of reorganization of RKO,
Barred from Radio
Judge William Bondy yesterday held
Continuance of these levies, the
hearings on the modifications of the President explained, is recommended
plan which he had set forth in his "not because I regard them as ideal
For Political Talk
opinion filed on Wednesday. Col. components of our tax structure, but
Hamilton C. Rickaby, as attorney for
because their collection has been perfected, our economy is adjusted to
Ottawa, Jan. 5.— Rev. Charles the Atlas Corp., stated that the proponents
of
the
plan
and
nearly
all
them, and we cannot afford at this
Lanphier of Toronto today was indefinitely suspended from broadcasting participants who had cooperated with time to sacrifice the revenue they
oyer the Canadian Broadcasting conditionally.
Atlas, approved the modifications unCorp.'s network facilities by Gladstone
If the Congress at this session
Carlos Israels, of the downtown
Murray, general manager of the net- firm of White & Case, attorney for should adopt new taxes more scienwork. The suspension follows the
the committee of unsecured creditors, represent."
tifically planned, he added, it is possible that the existence of these new
priest's broadcast of last Sunday ir applied to Judge Bondy for a change
which he is said to have attacker' in the proposed modification which taxes will enable us in a later year to
communism and to have intervene-' makes mandatory a dividend of $1.50 give consideration to abolishing some
for preferred stockholders for the first of the present "nuisance" levies.
For the current fiscal year, RooseAdditional developments in
quarter-year. Under the change sugradio on page 8.
velt disclosed, admission tax collecgested by Israels, the dividend would
tions are expected to total only $18,be reduced to $1, if it fell due less
than one year after promulgation of 400,000, as compared with $20,800,in the Toronto municipal election
779 actually collected in the fiscal
the plan. Judge Bondy reserved deci- year 1938, but receipts are expected
campaign.
sion on his application.
to increase to $19,200,000 during the
In a statement explaining the sus
The application to reduce the par- next.
1940 fiscal year, which begins July 1,
ticipation ofthe Rockefeller Center to
pension, Murray stated that last January after a period of suspension fror 415,000 common shares of RKO was
(Continued on page 4)
Carried among the anticipated ex(Continued on page 8)
penditures during the coming fiscal
year are the usual items of $79,000
(.Continued on page 4)

Expedite

Skouras

Says

West

RKO

Plan

Coast
Edington

Forms

New

Firm; Joins Universal
Hollywood, Jan. 5.— Harry Edington today announced formation of
Sept. 1 went into effect throughout Famous Productions, Inc., which will
"No
giveaway"
policy
at
the
195
KMT
A Aims to Seek
theatres in west coast division of Na- the division.
make four to six pictures annually
Skouras found that grosses im- with top players and directors for
tional Theatres will continue indefinitely, itwas said here yesterday by
proved, and with the savings resulted Universal release.
Anti-Ascap Measures
Kansas City, Jan. 5.— Introduction Charles Skouras, National Theatres from the elimination, the theatres came
Edington sold out his interests in
out on top. He believes giveaways
of anti-Ascap measures in both the operating head.
Harry
Edington - Frank Vincent, Inc.,
Missouri and Kansas legislatures is
This division has been saving $15,- have reached the saturation point with to Vincent and Charles K. Feldman
000
a
week
since
Sept.
1
by
tossing
out
the public. It was found that their
proposed by the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association in conjunction with Bank Night, Bingo, Ten-O-Win, elimination stimulated managers to a to devote his time to production. In
a new organizational membership Treasure Chest, Prosperity Club and full use of showmanship. Skouras be- addition, he will arrange financing for
lieves that is the key to the situation. other companies in which stars, didrive. The association's present mem- similar stimulants as well as merchanrectors and writers will share in the
Following the success of giveaway
bership includes about 400 of the 600
dise giveaways such as refrigerators,
elimination
in
the
California
divison,
theatres in the territory but it hopes automobiles, baby carriages and Other
Edington as production executive
to add the remaining 200 to gain things.
profits.
experiments
with
a "no ingiveaway"
identified with M-G-M handled the
policy
will
be
conducted
all
other
complete exhibitor backing for the
Giveaways had been in effect in the
coast division for two and a half divisions of the 450-theatre circuit affairs of Greta Garbo, Grace Moore
proposed legislation.
Skouras sails tomorrow with his and others who now are expected to
Frank Cassil, K.M.T.A. president, years. Early last year they were taken
come under the Universal banner. He
at a meeting here, named E. E. Web- out of 16 Los Angeles suburban the- wife and daughter on the Conte di Sa- will make headquarters at Universal
atres for a test which lasted three voia for an eight-week trip abroad,
ber, Jr., C. E. Esterley and Ed Hartand plans production of three pictures
man to a special membership commit- months. In August, the experiment including a visit to his birthplace in this calendar year.
tee for this area.
was extended to another area and on Greece.

Giveaway

Ban

to

Continue
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SIR ADRIAN BAILLIE, associate
of Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., arrives today on the Washington with
Fairbanks. Other passengers are
Bernhard Gardner, RCA managing
director in London; Doris Keane,
actress: Vera Bergman, Viennese
film player, and Yvonne Georgi,
dancer.
•
Dennis F. O'Bbien and Edward C.
Raferty, attorneys for Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin, will leave New York
today for the coast to attend the
United Artists' stockholders meeting
there Jan. 12.
•
Joe Vogel, David Loew, James
Mulvey, Maurice Bergman, Hortense Schorr, Charles Stern, at
lunch yesterday, at• Moore's.
Roger Ferki has canceled plans for
a European trip. He will leave Sunday with Mrs. Ferri for a four-week
stay in Miami.
•
Stanley Williamson has been
transferred by Jam Handy to New
York, in charge of retail sales training meetings.
•
Rex O'M
alley,
arrives
in New
YorkParamount
tomorrow player,
for a
vacation. While here he will read
several scripts.
•
T. B. Noble, Jr., head of State
Theatres, Inc., Oklahoma City, and
Mrs. Noble have left for a vacation
cruise to Cuba.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Kinzler,
Fay Gillis, among diners at Maison
Maurice Raviol, last night.
•
Harry Cox, Milton Hossfeld, Ed
Zabel and John Healy of National
Theatres are in Florida.
•
Louis Phillips, Paramount attorney, returned to New York yesterday from Washington.
•
Will H. Hays plans to leave for
the coast on his annual winter visit
next weekend.
•
Harry Brandt has returned from
Miami.
Journal,

U. A. Plan

Contest on "Winds"
The New York Journal- American,
in a tieup with United Artists, will
conduct a contest in connection with
"Trade Winds," which opens at the
Music Hall Thursday, for the best
review on the picture by a reader of
the paper. There will be a prize offered, a round trip for two to Bermuda.
Additionally there will be secondary
prizes totaling $100. The contest in
the newspaper will begin Monday and
run until Thursday. Closing time for
the readers' reviews, it is understood,
will be Sunday after the opening
of the picture at the Music Hall.

Bogart Rogers Resigns
Hollywood, Jan. 5.— Bogart Rogers, production and story adviser at
Paramount, and former story editor,
has resigned.

Insiders'
By SAM
the
of his
, in
iesone
panof
ent
com
presid
THEmajor
office one day, was surprised by a paragraph in one of
the trade papers that it was his
company's intention to remove
the firm's advertising manager.
This incensed the operating chief
and, because the advertising manager was in Hollywood, he summoned the assistant to the advertising manager and ordered
him to withdraw immediately all
the company's advertising from
the particular paper involved.
And so the assistant advertising manager telephoned the editor of the trade paper and said :
"Sir, we are withdrawing all our
advertising from your paper
forthwith, because of the untrue
story you printed regarding our

advertising manager."
"What advertising ?" exclaimed
the editor. "You haven't had any
advertising in our paper for at
least a year and
▼ T a half."
A nation-wide survey by the
Ladies' Home Journal, published in
the February issue of that paper,
shows that 77 per cent of the 37,000,000 women in the country
think motion pictures are becoming more entertaining. This survey holds that no film of 1938
was offensively vulgar, an opinion rendered by 89 per cent of
all the women. The survey is
one of a series which the magazine has been conducting to discover the opinions of American
women on the vital matters of
the day. The magazine claims it
to be scientifically accurate, and
similar to the method which forecast the 1936 presidential election.
T
As a whole, the women were
evenly divided on the question
whether films should show women drinking. Sixty-six per cent
of the farm women and 62 per
cent of the small town women
objected to such scenes. A similar difference of opinion existed
on scenes of women smoking.
Sixty-two per cent of the women
had no objection. Fifty-seven
per cent of the farm women and
50 per cent of the small town
women disapproved.
T
It was the opinion of 91 per
cent of the women that children
under 14 should be allowed to
see only recommended pictures.
Sixty-nine per cent would prohibit children from seeing more
than one picture a week, and the
curious part of it all is that 57
per cent of the women, a small
majority, indicated no objection
to commercial advertising on the
▼ T
screen.
From Washington we learn
that the U. S. Treasury Dept. is

Outlook
SHAIN
assuming a rigid attitude regarding the filing of income tax returns, this year, on time. If any
extensions for time are to be
granted, it seems that such extensions will be accorded only in
"extremely meritorious cases,"
and only upon a showing that
tiling by March 15 will be physically impossible.
The most acceptable reason for
failure to file individual returns
in time, according to the department explanation, will be illness
of
the taxpayer,
or the
latter's
unavoidable
absence
from
the
United States.
Corporations are expected to
be on time with their reports, as
the inability of attorneys and accountants to prepare corporation
returns on time will not be accepted.
It seems that an affidavit will
be required stating the reasons
for a taxpayer seeking more time
to file his return.
T T
Among the most fascinating
sights of New York these days is
the tearing down of the old Sixth
Ave. El. West 53rd Street is
now a street of lightless pillars of
steel -standing in sidewalk holes,
presenting a picture of some ancient excavation by archeologists.
A mobile derrick, probably three
stories tall, lifts the broad steel
girders from the pillars after the
welders with their torches sever
the cross-beams from the uprights. And below the trestles
trucks are parked, ready to carry
away the steel and iron. No ambulance, but occasionally a radio
patrol car will stop and remain
near the scene of work for a few
minutes. Passersby stop and
watch the men working on the
abandoned tracks. There is no
more unusual scene of action in
the city, and when it moves down
Sixth Ave., millions are going to
get an extraordinary free show.
T T
The testimony of Lenox Lohr,
president of NBC, before the
FCC monopoly committee in
Washington the other day that
his company will ban all liquor
advertising, seems to be in conformity with the aim of Rep.
Culkin (N. Y.) who introduced
a bill in Congress on Tuesday,
prohibiting liquor advertising by
radio.
T T
In the 15 major engagements
thus far played by "Trade
Winds," the picture has established an unusual record of having been held over or given a
moveover. In Chicago, at the
Roosevelt Theatre, in its second week, the picture grossed
$13,400, which is $2,000 better
than the first week at a house
where the average is $9,000.

Ellis

as

of Associates

Jack Ellis of RKO was renominated
for a second term as president of the
Motion Picture Associates at a meeting at the Hotel Lincoln yesterday.
Other officers were renominated,
with the exception of Jerry Wilson,,
who retires as first vice-president in)
favor of Moe Sanders. Others areS
Matthew Cahan, second vice-prv.fti:;
dent ; Sol Trauner, treasurer ; vgijje
Fraum, secretary ; Charles Penser,,
financial secretary ; Louis I. Kutinsky,,
sergeant-at-arms. Since there was not
opposing tamount
theto election.
slate, nomination is tanTwo trustees will be elected at the.
next meeting at the Lincoln Jan. 13J
Nominees include Harry Buxbaum,
Joe Lee, Seymour Schussel, Williamj
Stein and Nat Beier. Installation of
later.
officers will follow a week or tw(|
The Associates have donated $2501
to the Motion Picture Art Fund for
German Refugees.
Bernstein Host
Drive Group

to
Today\

Members of the drive committee,
amusement division, in the campaign!
of the Federation for the Support of
Jewish Philanthropic Societies of New
*Tork will be guests of David Bernstein at a luncheon at the Astor today. Bernstein, who is co-chairman
for the division, urged all members
to attend the luncheon meeting as it
"was the last opportunity for our]
group, which has shown such a fine
spirit of cooperation" to get together.
RKO

District

Heads

Will Meet Tomorrow
RKO district managers will meet
tomorrow and Sunday at the Waldorf-Astoria, with Jules Levy, general sales manager, presiding. Home
office executives and department heads
will address the meeting and the men
will be given their first opportunity
to meet George J. Schaefer, the commany's operating chief.
Three films set for early release will
be discussed. They are "Gunga Din,"
"The Great Man Votes" and "Love
MOTION
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Government

Take
Film

Hand

In

Strike

Paris, Jan. 5.— Government intervention in the Paris theatre "strike"
appeared likely today following a
meeting of representative exhibitors
with Vice-Prime Minister Camille
Chautemps, France's chief executive in
the absence of Premier Daladier, who
is now in Tunisia. Chautemps urged
the exhibitors to reopen the theatres
at once, promising Government consideration of their "excessive" taxation
problem which brought about the closings.
A second meeting today of film representatives and Government officials
ended abruptly when Department of
Finance officers accused the exhibitors
to "blackmail"
strike
the at
of fostering
the
authorities
a time
when the
Government is in urgent need of new
income. The exhibitors are remaining
adamant, are rejecting all promises
and insist that the theatres will be
kept closed until definite relief from
the tax burden is granted.
Some members of the Municipal
Council contend that the Government
should reduce the state taxes on theatres first, which are twice as high as
the provincial taxes. Idle theatre
workers are now demanding that their
the "strike"of
pay be
and
are continued
asking forduring
the expulsion
"foreign"erationsexhibitors
from theatre opinFrance.

Canada

Theatres

Now Number 1,310
Toronto, Jan. 5. — There are
now 1,310 theatres in the
Dominion, according to the
year-end statistics of the Toronto Film Board of Trade.
Of this number, 53 theatres
are closed, leaving 1,257
houses on the active list
throughout the country. According to the report, this
represents an increase of
seven per cent over the total
at the end of 1937.
The number of theatres in
Canada at the close of 1936
was 1,030 and the report
shows a net increase in active
theatres for the two years of
approximately 250.

$2,730,000

Spent

Stories in '38
On
Industry's investment in plays and
stories for motion picture production
during 1938 showed a drop of about
$510,000 from the $3,240,000 spent for
source material during the preceding

Chase

Friday, January 6, I93«
Sells

Shares

50,400

of 20th-Fox

Washington, Jan. 5. — Disposition
of 50,400 shares of 20th Century-Fox
common stock by the Chase National Bank in November, reducing
its holdings to 236,758 shares, was
disclosed today by the Securities and
Exchangemonthly
Commission
in its semisummary.
Other transactions in 20th CenturyFox common reported by the commission included the disposition of
10,000 shares by William Goetz, Los
Angeles, reducing his holdings to
184,643 shares, and a similar amount
by Darryl F. Zanuck, whose holdings were reduced to 122,130 shares.
The report also showed disposition of 100 shares of General Theatres Equipment Corp. common stock
by Edward C. Delafield, New York,
director, who at the close of the
month held 100 shares ; disposition of
100 shares of Loew's, Inc., common
by Isidore Frey, New York, director, whose holdings were reduced to
300 shares, and 400 shares of the
same stock by Charles C. Moskowitz, director, who held 600 shares at
the close of November.
Other transactions reported were
the acquisition of 500 common voting
trust certificates in Universal Corp.
by Daniel M. Sheaffer, Philadelphia,
director, whose holdings were increased to 16,500, and acquisition of
100 shares of Universal Pictures first
preferred stock by Preston Davie,
New York, director, who theretofore
had held no such securities.

The 1938 expenditure, amounting to
year.
$2,730,000, purchased 546 story properties, 102 less than the 648 acquired
during 1937. Original stories comprised more than half of the material
purchased. Novels numbered 143,
magazine stories, 57, and plays, 30.
The novels acquired represented a
gain of 26 per cent over 1937 in this
type of source material ; magazine
story purchases remained at the same
level as for the preceding year, while
Meanwhile, Paris night life is suf- play purchases during the year de- Judge Bondy Hears
clined to their lowest level in the past
fering from the theatre closings, with
RKO
Modifications
four
years.
This material accounted
business at cafes, night clubs and restaurants atlow levels. No increase in for only five per cent of the total,
(Continued from page 1)
compared
with
75
plays,
or
10
per
attendance at legitimate and vaude- cent of the 1937 total, and 58 plays, approved without opposition. Judge
ville theatres has been noted.
Bondy also allowed Radio Corp. of
or six per cent of the total, in 1936.
America to file a claim for $18,000
paid by it for taxes covering the transSherman
Will Make
Renew
Ticket Tax,
fer of securities, but made it clear
that he was not at present passing on
6
Cassidy
Pictures
Roosevelt Urges
the merits of the claim.
{Continued from page 1)
The filed consents to the plan were
Hollywood, Jan. 5.— Harry Sherfor motion picture activities of the
criticized by Judge Bondy, who stated
man,
producer
of
Paramount's
HopDepartment of Agriculture and $85,- along Cassidy and Zane Grey pictures, that "although technically sufficient,"
000 for motion picture service for will make six Hopalongs and at least
shape."by Col.
A were
formalin "very
order poor
prepared
the Navy. Of some interest to the two Grey pictures this year. William they
Boyd
will
be
starred
as
Hopalong.
film industry is an increase from
which incorporated the sugSherman has signed Russell Harlan, Rickaby, gestions
made by Judge Bondy in his
$780,000 to '$1,530,000 in the fund to
be appropriated for the anti-trust cameraman, to a new contract. Sher- decision, and which had been served
division of the Department of Justice.
man has gone to St. Louis to attend on all parties, will be signed on SatThe Federal Communications Com- to the three-day Paramount sales
urday, ifapproved by the court. Hearings were adjourned to Jan. 26.
mission isto receive an appropriation managers' meeting opening Saturday.
of $2,038,175, compared with $1,745,000 for the current year, but no indication was given of the purpose of the
increase other than that it will be
The
Newsreel
Parade
applied to salaries and expenses.
19 Managers

Freed

of Sunday
Charges
Philadelphia, Jan. 5.— Managers
of 19 Central City film houses were
discharged by Magistrate McBride on
a charge of giving shows after midnight New Year's Eve, although the
law forbids theatres to open before
2 P. M. on Sunday.
The judge expressed the belief that
it is a good thing to have theatres
open New Year's Eve, since it serves
to keep people off the streets. D. Benjamin Kresch, Warner attorney, represented the defendants.

President Roosevelt's address to
the 76th Congress is the chief subject
covered in the new issues of all the
newsreels. Rose Bowl, Cotton Bowl,
Orange Bowl and Sugar Bowl football games, included in the reels, climax that sport for the season. The
reels and their contents follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 34— Roosevelt
addresses Congress. Shirley Temple leads
pageant in Pasadena. Australian life -boat
crews battle waves. Mrs. Roosevelt aids
baby clinic. Fashions from Peru. Lew Lehr.
Sugar, Cotton, Rose and Orange Bowl football games.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 232-Roosevelt speaks to Congress. French troops
guard
Tunis.
Tournament
of Roses.

Fashions in shawls. Rose and Sugar Bowl
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 45— Daladier
games.
tours French territory. Arabs vow allegiance to England. Cold spell hits Europe.
Highlights of President's message to Congress. Orange, Sugar and Rose Bowl
games.
RKO PATHE
No. Budge
49— Roosevelt
speaks
to new NEWS,
Congress.
beats
Vines in tennis match. Governor Olson to
free Tom Mooney. Premiere of Earl Carroll's club. Rose, Sugar and Orange Bowl
games.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 734 —
Roosevelt addresses 76th Congress. Italian
demands protested in Tunis. Taxi strike
in New York. Colonial shawls in Lima.
Miami beach beauties. Cotton, Rose and
Orange Bowl games.

Economic
Likely

Unit

to

Study

Is

Resume
of Patents*

Washington, Jan. 5.— Despite re- [
ports that the Temporary National
Economic Committee had completed
its study of patents, for the time beat least,
officials'jo-,i
day ing,
were
saidPatent
to be Office
compiling
A^/pirial on the subject, with indications;
that the probe, which last month covered only the automobile and glass
container industries, will be renewed
when the committee resumes its hear-,
ings Jan. 16.
If the subject is revived, it was
said, Patent Commissioner Coe wilt!
be
prepared
to submit
"case studies"
of patent
experience
in various
industries, with the possibility that th;|<
situation in radio, and perhaps also ini
motion pictures, will be laid before
the committee. About a week would,
be required for the Patent Office to
present all its data, it was stated.
A number of other Federal agencies also are said to have pushed thein
studies to a point where they are ready\
to go before the committee. Wagei
and unemployment data have been*
compiled by the Labor Department i
and a number of industrv studies have
been completed by the Federal Trade
Commission.

Para.

Group

Off to

St. Louis Sales Meet
Paramount home office sales delegation have
left forsales
the company's
three-day
district
managers
morrow.
meeting in St. Louis, beginning to-

In the home office delegation will
be Neil Agnew, sales manager, who
will preside ; Division Managers J. J.I '
Unger, Charles Reagan and Oscar!
Morgan; Robert M. Gillham, director
of advertising and publicity; G. B. J.j
Frawley, Don Velde, Alec Moss, Fred;
Leroy, Jack Roper, Herman Lorber,
Arthur
Dunne,
Lou Diamond and
District Managers M. S. Kusell and
W. H. Erbb.
The home office group will be met]
in St. Louis today by District Managers H. H. Goldstein, Cleveland ;
R. C. LiBeau, Kansas City; H. W. \
Braly, Dallas ; G. A. Smith, Los
Angeles ; Ben Blotcky, Minneapolis ;
Allen Usher, Chicago ; Harold F.
Wilkes, Atlanta, and M. A. Milligan,
Toronto. Cliff Lewis, studio advertising manager, also will attend.
Two

Seeking

$75,000

In Radio-Vaude
Suit
Suit involving a plan to obtain par-JI
ticipation of radio advertisers in vau-ljj
deville production was revealed in the!
N. Y. Supreme Court when Fanchon
& Marco, Inc., defendants, applied for
permission to take depositions of Boris i
Morros and Milton Feld in Los Angeles. Sidney C. Davidson and Fredl
Suhr, plaintiffs, seek $75,003 dam-I
ages, claiming that the defendants !
breached
a contract whereby
the |
plaintiffs were to negotiate with radio!
advertisers to participate in a vaude-l
ville show called "Alice in Radioland,"
which would stage animated packages ']
depicting radio advertisers' products. 1
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Sweethearts'

e Denver

TheatreChanges

Is

Sensation,

iff Grossing

$17,000

Out

Hollywood

Hollywood, Jan. 5. — Loretta
Young and her three sisters go into
20th Century-Fox's "Alexander Graham Bell." They are Polly Ann
Young, Georgiana Young and Sally
Blane . . . Pat O'Brien, Ann
Sheridan and Ronald Reagan head
the cast of "The Roaring Road," auto
race story . . . E. B. Derr has lined
up four features to finish his program
of eight for Monogram. They are
"Star Reporter," "Undercover Agent,"
"The Girl from Rio" and "Prison
Born." He expects to have all finished by the end of March . . . Mel
Epstein has been appointed assistant
to Producer-Director Wesley Ruggles, replacing Arthur Jacobson,
who has been elevated to head of
Paramount's talent department . . .
Shirley Logan draws the feminine
lead of Paramount's "Federal Offense," featuring Lloyd Nolan and
J. Carrol Naish . . . Warners is
planning to make "River's End," novel
by James Oliver Curwood, in color,
due to the success of "Heart of the
North". . . Tim Holt gets the lead
in RKO's "G-Dog," which David
Howard will direct and Bert Gilroy

J Denver, Jan. 5. — "Sweethearts"
pood them up at the Orpheum, and
■established the second largest gross
In the history of the house, taking
^117,000, in a week of generally good
■ilLfroVess'|- Trade Winds" drew $4,000 at the
(Aladdin, and the dual of "Up the
■River" and "Blondie" brought a
•strong $5,000 to the Paramount
.
Estimated takings for the week endling Jan. 4:
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
I ALADDIN— (1,400)
(2Sc-40c) 7 days.
■Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)
I "Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
■"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M)
I BROADWAY — (1,100) (25c-40c) both after
la week at the Orpheum.
Gross: $3,000.
[(Average, $2,500)
l"Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
(.'"Adventures of Chico" (Para.)
|| DENHAM — (1,750) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
IGross: $6,000. (Average, $5,500)
l"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
DENVER-(2,525)
(25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
IGross: $9,000. (Average, $8,500)
['"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
' ORPHEUM
(25c-35c-40c
[Gross:
$17,000.— (2,600)
(Average,
$7,500) ) 7 days.
,"Up the River" (20th-Fox)
"Blondie" (Col.)
\ PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
•Gross: $5,000. Average, $3,500)
produce.
+
[ "Submarine Patrol" (20th-Fox)
[ "His Exciting Night" (Univ.)
Casting — Danny Webb has been
P RIALTO-(878) (25c-40c) 7 days; "SubI marine Patrol" after a week at each the signed by Wilding Pictures for a
i Denver and Aladdin. Gross: $2,000. (Averseries of commercial pictures for
age, $1,750)
Chrysler Motors . . . Ralph Forbes
to "The Hound of the Baskervilles,"
20th Century-Fox . . . Jane Bryan,
'Hardys' Is Smash
Henry O'Neill and Elizabeth Ris-

$25,000,

PICTURE

Way

don to "Hero for a Day," Warners,
which will feature Charles Grapewin . . . Hugh Sothern and Herbert Rawlinson to "Juarez," Warners . . . Johnny Walsh to "Huckleberry Finn," M-G-M . . . Richard
Lane to "Union Pacific," Paramount
. . . Anthony Allen and Ralph
Morgan
to "Fast
Loose,"
Sarah Haden
to and
the title
role and
of
"Clara Barton," short, at M-G-M
. . . William Collier, Sr., to "I'm
from Missouri," Paramount.
+
Directors — Michael Curtiz has
been assigned to direct Warners' remake of "The Sea Hawk". . . Aubrey
Scott will guide Republic's "White
Fury," in which Barton MacLane,
Beverly Roberts, Horace MacMahon, Ben Weldon and Clarence
Kolb head the cast . . . Les Goodwins will direct "Picardy Max,"
RKO story of a trained dog.
+
Contracts — M-G-M has renewed the
contract of George Seitz, who starts
his 26th year in motion pictures . . .
Warners has extended the contract of
Gale Page.
+
Titles— "Boy Slaves" will be the
release title of "The Pure in Mind,"
RKO, which formerly was called
"White Slaves" ... "Nancy Drew,
Trouble
Shooter," series
is the next
of the
Bonita Granville
vehicles
at
Warners.

Buffalo

Buffalo, Jan. 5. — Holiday week
takings here were spotty. "Out West
with the Hardys" did a smash $25,000.
The Century made a profitable exception in its usual dual policy with
"Angels with Dirty Faces" in a return engagement on a single bill and
earned $10,000.
The Lafayette dualed "Storm" with
"Swing,
Sister, Swing" and took
$9,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 31 :
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
BUFFALO— (3,000)
(30c-55c) 9 days.
Gross: $25,000. (Average, 7 days, $12,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,500)
"Thanks for Everything" (Z0th-Fox)
HIPPODROME— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $6,800)
"Angels with Dirty Faces" (W. B.)
CENTURY— (3,000) (25c) 10 days. (Rerun). Gross: $10,000. (Average, 7 days,
$6,000)
"The Storm" (Univ.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,300) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,000. (Average, $6,300)
Suits Over Showing
Of Shorts Dismissed
Two suits against Weinberg Enterprises, Inc., which formerly owned
the Cameo, Yonkers, and Joseph
Weinberg, charging unlicensed exhibition of20 shorts have been dismissed
by Federal Judge John C. Knox for
failure to prosecute.
The cases were settled out of court
some time ago. Weinberg relinquished
operation of the theatre more than a
year ago. Plaintiffs were Universal,
Big U Film Exchange, United Artists
and Walt Disney Productions. The
actions asked for at least $250 damages for each alleged exhibition.

'Hour'
Clicks

at
in

$10,000
Montreal

Montreal, Jan. 5.— "The Shining
Hour" was the leader here, with $10,000 at the Capitol, dualled with "The
Objects."
Lady
"Trade
Winds" went over the top
at the Orpheum with $5,500, while
"A Christmas Carol," on a double bill
at the Princess, registered $7,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 31 :
"The Shining Hour" (M-G-M)
"The Lady Objects" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL — (2,547)
(25c-40c-55c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $9,500)
"Five of a Kind" (ZOth-Fox)
LOEWS— (2,800) (25c -40c -50c) 7 days.
Stage: Six vaudeville acts. Gross: $8,500.
(Average, $8,000)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
"Little Orphan Annie" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
"The Great Waltz" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,600) (25c-40c-50c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,000, 2nd week. (Average, $11,000)
"A Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
"Girls' School" (Col.)
PRINCESS— (2,272) (25c-35c-50c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $7,000)

Warners'
Talks

Product

Open

Monday

Los heads
Angeles,
— Warners'
studio
have Jan.
made 5.plans
to receive the home office delegation leaving New York today, headed by
Gradwell Sears, coming here for production conferences. In the group
with Sears, due here Monday, are
Mort Blumenstock, Sam E. Morris
and Carl Leserman.
Conferences between the New York
group and Jack and Harry Warner,
Hal B. Wallis and S. Charles Einfeld
are expected to last two weeks. New
season product and the remainder of
the 1938-'39 schedule will be discussed.
Warners already have finished 40
of its 52 pictures for 1938-'39. Six,
including
"Dodge
are shooting
now. City" and "Juarez,"
Last year the Warner studio was
first to map the new season schedule
beginning in April and May and the
conferences slated to start next week
are the earliest on record of any com-

TWO IN WISCONSIN
Milwaukee, Jan. 5.— New Wisconsin theatres include the Rex at Reeseville and the Vogue at Arcadia while
the Rex at Racine, dark for many
months, has been reopened by Stan
Kohlberg. The new Vogue is operated by H. C. Anderson, former Chippewa Falls, Wis., theatre manager.
OPEN IN WATERBURY
Waterbury, Conn., Jan. 5.— Nick
Mascoli has reopened the 700-seat
Garden as the Plaza. The house will
change its policy to third run, four
changes
mission. weekly, 10 to 20 cents ad-

NEW YOUNGSTOWN HOUSE
Youngstown, O., Jan. 5.— Foster,
new house here, has opened. It represents an investment of approximately $100,000. Officers are Joseph
E. Shagrin, president and treasurer ;
Max Shagrin, vice-president; Herman
Heller, secretary, and C. C. Choffin
director. J. C. Fisher is manager
OPEN IN MIAMI BEACH
Miami Beach, Jan. 5.— The new
Surf, seating 650, has been opened. It
is the second unit of the Cameo circuit
here.
to
be erected by Herman Weingarten

PLAN BROOKLYN HOUSE
Building containing a theatre with
1,500 seats will be built at the southeast corner of Clinton and Centre Sts.,
Brooklyn, near the Red Hook housing development. William Hohauser
is the architect.
REOPENS IN BELLEVILLE
Belleville, O., Jan. 5. — A. F. Ramsey, of Mansfield, has reopened the
Park here and will operate it Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
TO OPEN IN PLAINFIELD
Strand in Plainfield, N. J., will reopen Jan. 23 following re-seating and
general alterations at a cost of $20,000.
NEMO READY MAY 1
Woodbourne, N. Y., Jan. 5.— Construction on the Nemo, a 675-seat
house is expected to be completed by

son
are Edward Sholem"Owners Popkin.
1. Morris
May and
Ohio

Censors

Cut

57

Reels and Reject 10
Columbus, Jan. 5. — The Ohio
censors reviewed a total of 494 reels
in December, from which 57 eliminations were ordered. Ten reels were
rejected. This compares with 665
reels reviewed. 47 eliminations ordered,
and 16 reels rejected in November,
while in December, 1937, there were
701 reels with 30 eliminations.
pany.
During 1938, there was a total of
Wednesday the New York delegaCharter Three Firms
tion will witness a preview of "Wings 6,213 reels reviewed and 365 eliminations ordered. The 1937 figures are
of the Navy" and other pictures.
Albany, Jan. 5.— Three film com7,487 reels and 397 eliminations.
panies have been chartered here,
Alma American, Inc., Relcnik Film Rock Studio Failure
Corp., and Alro Amusement Corp., all
Reade Plans Vaudeville
Blamed
on Directors
of New York City.
Stage shows comprising an orchesLondon, Jan. 5.— Failure of Rock
tra and four acts of vaudeville are
Studios is charged to mismanagement
planned
three Walter Reade
on the part of directors in the re- houses, thefor
W.E. English Rate Cut
Broadway, Kingston, startport of the official receiver. It is
ing Jan. 18; Community, Hudson,
London, Jan. 5. — Reductions in alleged that the directors failed to
service charges went into effect for make provision for the ambitious pro- Jan. 19; Community, Syracuse, Jan.
Western Electric licensees with the
duction program to which the com- featured,
20. George
will be
once Sergeant's
weekly atband
each house.
beginning of the new year.
pany was committed.
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Warners

Plan

To

Determine

Of

Younger

PICTURE

Poll
Value

Players

Warner Bros, intends to consult
jublic opinion in a nation-wide audience poll, to take six months, wherever W. B. films are played, to deter| n ' 0) the players.
future box-office
worth ofwill
its
\yr\.lger
The checkup
include exhibitor points of view as
well as the public's and is to be employed as a checkup guide to Jack L.
Warner and Hal B. Wallis, in determining the eventual production assignments ofthese players.
The public and exhibitors will be
asked to indicate their views on which
of the W. B. players stand to become box-office draws. These players will include John Garfield, Jeffrey
Lynn, Priscilla Lane, Eddie Albert,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Ann Sheridan,
Gale Page, Jane Wyman, Marie Wilson, Rosella Towne, Bonita Granville
ind John Payne.
Through pamphlets to be distributed directly to audiences and by notice on the screen, patrons will be
asked to comment on the players and
leave their comment with the theatre
management.
The players mentioned are to appear in several of the company's newer
films, which are : "They Made Me a
Criminal," "Yes, My Darling Daughter," "Wings of the Navy," "Dodge
City," "Dark Victory," "The Professor Steps Out," "Broadway Cavalier,"
"Adventures of Jane Arden," "Nancy
Drew — Reporter," "Sweepstakes Winner," "The Poor Nut."

Hear

North

Appeal

Dakota

Next

March

Washington, Jan. 5. — Appeal
arguments on the North Dakota affiliated theatre divorce law will be
heard by the U. S. Supreme Court
early in March, it was indicated today with the filing of the appeal
papers in the high court.
Paramount and its two theatre subsidiaries affected by the North Dakota law, Minnesota and American
Amusement Companies, are appealing from the Federal statutory court
decision upholding the legality of the
statute requiring the separation of exhibition from production and distribution interest.
Want

Denver

Church

Operators Licensed
Denvee, Jan. 5.— Headed by Harry
Huffman, Fox city manager, a number
of theatre managers asked the City
Council to pass a law making it mandatory for all public film exhibitors,
such as schools and churches, to employ a licensed operator. Huffman
pointed out that Denver theatres employ 1,000, and pay $120,000 in taxes,
and are forced to conform to all building and fire regulations, and that is
no more than right, as well as a protection to patrons of charity shows,
that they obey the same regulations.
The coungil took the proposal under
advisement.
Selig

Group

Obtains

French Film Rights
United States rights to the French
production, "Double Crime in the
Maginot Line," were acquired yesterday from Marcel Hellman by a local
I.T.O. Leads Fight
group represented by A. L. Selig
Mack Littman acted for Hellman.
On Tax Rise in Ohio
The group is considering acquiring the rights to four additional proColumbus, Jan. 5.— With the inductions, Selig said.
coming legislature facing the problem
pf increasing taxes or finding new
Carleton Brewster Dies
sources of revenue to meet a deficit of
several million dollars, theatre owners
Carleton E. Brewster, pioneer Long
in all parts of Ohio were making Island exhibitor, was killed Wednesplans today to spike efforts, to increase
day in an automobile crash at New
jthe
present
three
per
cent
state
adSmyrna,
Fla., according to word reImissions tax.
ceived here yesterday. His brother,
Determined to prevent any attempt Eugene Valentine Brewster, former
(to double or triple the tax to pay the playwright and motion picture director, died in Brooklyn Sunday.
[cost of administering the state government, Independent Theatre Ownlers of Ohio, under the direction of
ltheir secretary, P. J. Wood, are leadling the fight against increasing the 121
Key
City
levy. Members have been instructed
to contact their senators and representatives and urge them to oppose
$1,367,894
in
unfair taxation.
Principal threat is the group from
smaller counties which has insisted
An aggregate gross of $1,367,894
such a wealthy industry as the motion was recorded by 121 first run thepicture business can afford to pay
atres in 20 major cities of the counmore of the cost of government.
try
during year,
the Christmas-New
week this
which comparesYear's
with
a total gross of $1,527,459 from 125
Saland and Katzman
key theatres operating in the same 20
Set Deal on 20 Films cities during the corresponding week
last year. The decline for this year
Hollywood, Jan. 5.— Nat Saland, was equal to about 10 per cent.
president of Mercury Laboratory of
The average per theatre for the
New York, to day completed a deal holiday week this year amounted to
with Sam Katzman, head of Victory $11,305, while the per theatre average
Pictures, under which Katzman will last year was $12,219. Based on the
produce 12 features and eight west- per theatre average, if 125 theatres
erns. Saland, who also is distributor had reported this year, the 1938 holifor Victory, will take the group on a
day total would have been only $114,franchise basis. First is due for de- 345 under the 1937 holiday week.
livery April 14. Saland will return
Following is a comparative tabulation of the 20 cities :
to New York tomorrow or Saturday.

Studios

7
Have

Features

36

in Work

Hollywood, Jan. 5. — Thirty-six pictures are before the cameras this
week, as 10 finished and seven started.
Twenty-six are in the final stages of
preparation and 72 are being edited.
Started were: "Blondie Steps Out,"
Columbia ; "Man about Town," "Federal Offense," "Grand Jury Secrets"
and "Invitation to Happiness," Paramount ; "White Fury," Republic ;
"The Hound of the Baskervilles," 20th
Century-Fox.
In addition to these, shooting were :
"Let Us Live," "Romance of the Redwoods," Columbia; "Wuthering
Heights," Goldwyn ; "Wizard of Oz,"
"Four Girls in White," "I Take This
W o m a n," "Huckleberry Finn,"
"Broadway Serenade," "Song of the
West," "Fast and Loose," M-G-M ;
"Union Pacific," "Midnight," "The
Lady's from Kentucky," "I'm from
Missouri," Paramount ; "The Romantic Castles," "The Saint Strikes
Back," RKO; "The Lone Ranger
Rides Again," "Forged Passport,"
Republic ; "Son of Frankenstein,"
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man,"
"Three Smart Girls Grow Up," "Code
of the Streets," Universal ; "Stage
Coach," Wanger ; "Dodge City,"
"Juarez," "Broadway Cavalier,"
"Sweepstakes Winner," "On Trial,"
Warners.

Sunday
Be

Films

Permitted

Ontario

to
in

Province

Toronto, Jan. 5.— The new year
will see the introduction of Sunday
shows in the province of Ontario, according to declarations by both
Premier M. F. Hepburn and Attorney-General Gordon Conant, who
have declared themselves in favor of
an open Sunday similar to that enjoyed in the United States and in the
province of Quebec. The proposal is
to take advantage of a clause in the
Lord's Day Act of 1906, a Federal
statute, which permits a provincial
government to authorize Sunday performances or sports and it has been
suggested that theatres and ball parks
be permitted to open after 2 P.M.
"It is far better that our people
should have an opportunity for some
recreation and amusement than that
they should be compelled to pass the
whole day under the restraint that
now exists," Conant declared. "If
games and performances were permitted after a certain hour, I am inclined to think that the good to be
accomplished would far more than
offset any disadvantage or detriment

Premier
Hepburn announced that
that
might result."
the Government was considering the
proposal of permitting increased recreational activities on Sundays, deFinished were : "Mounted Police
claring
that "our blue laws are in
No. 1," Columbia ; "Ice Follies of
1939," M-G-M; "Navy Girl," Mono- need of complete overhauling."
gram; "Me and My Gal," "Sweepstakes Millionaire," Paramount ; Dallas Case Appeal
"Love Affair," RKO; "Ridin' the
Off Until Wednesday
Range," Republic ; "It's Spring
Again," Roach ; "Torchy Blane Runs
Washington, Jan. 5.— Arguments
for Mayor," "Smashing the Money
on
Paramount's appeal of the InterRing," Warners.
state Circuit case, from the Federal
Columbia and M-G-M are each
shooting a short subject, for the only court at Dallas, which were scheduled
to have been heard by the U. S. Suactivity in this division. M-G-M finpreme Court today, were postponed
ished one ; a total of four are being
until
next
Wednesday due to the illprepared, and six are being edited.
ness of Thurman Arnold, special assistant to the Attorney General, who
Ivins Joins Audio
will
argue
the case for the Government.
Thomas D. Thacher and Louis
Clinton F. Ivins, former vice-president of Pathescope Co. of America,
Phillips, of counsel for Paramount,
has joined Audio Productions, Inc.,
S. Wright of Dallas, atin an executive capacity, the appoint- and George
torney for Interstate, were on hand
ment made by Frank K. Speidell,
for the company appellants. The case
was before the Supreme Court last
president.
spring but was remanded to the Dallas
District court for findings of fact and
conclusions
at law which had been
Houses
Gross
ion.
omitted from the lower court's opin-

City
Holiday

Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati . . .
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City .
Los Angeles .
Milwaukee . . .
Minneapolis .
Montreal ....
New Haven .
New York . . .
Omaha
Philadelphia .
San Francisco
St. Paul
Seattle
Washington .
TOTALS .

Week

Holiday Holiday
Week 1938
Week 1937
Gross Th. No. Gross Th. No.
6
7
5
5
53,500
$100,200
$85,500
53,850
137,800
8
8
118,800
8
53,350 118
47,500
48,000
5
6
67,500
7
7
38,950
29,500
5
5
50,000
69,700
6
5
49,700
34,000
123,559
8
92,594
5
5
35,800
32,100
5
5
19,600
5
22,800
5
39,500
49,500
4
4
19,300
8
2
336,300
29,500
378,200
3
3
23.500
24,400
110,800
104.900
9
9
7
9
84,150
94,800
11,500
2
4
16,750
7
7
35.000
37,850
6
6
84,000
50,500
125
$1,367,894
$1,527,459
121

'Gunga

Din9

Plays

Music Hall Jan. 26
"Gunga Din" will have its world
premiere at the Music Hall on Jan.
26. Based on the poem by Kipling,
the screenplay was prepared by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur. Heading the cast of 1,000 players are Cary
Grant,
Victor
Fairbanks,
Jr. McLaglen and Douglas
Second week of "Kentucky" grossed
$55,000, estimated, at the Roxy, and
will be held for a third week. "Dawn
Patrol," at the Strand, drew an estimated $50,000 for its second and
final week. "Going Places" starts
there
today. House"
"The Black
Cat"an and
"The Dark
attracted
estimated $8,200 at the Rialto. "Jesse
James" is due at the Roxy on Jan. 13.
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RADIO

CKAC
Action

FCC

Radio

Calendar

Leads
by CBC

LINES
Personals

<

inbeene,booked
WYNN
NAN to the
Chicago,
ChicagohasTheatr
for an unlimited period and will
be off the CBS airways for the length
of the engagement. . . . Jean Hersholt
be guest of honor at a party
will
Corp., a copy of the New Year's Day
address by Karl Dannenberg, feuhrer Tuesday given by Mrs. Elaine Sterne
of the Nazi party for eastern Canada Carrington, radio author. . . . Jeno
and acting German Consul.
Bartel's orchestra from the Hotel
Station officials admit the speech Lexington will be carried by WHN,
had not been read by them before beginning Sunday. . . . Ireene Wicker
presentation. The corporation is to will lecture before the script writing
decide on whether the rules governing course of Columbia University next
Tuesday. . . . John Fitzgerald, CBS
broadcasting have been infringed.
r of sports, became a Benedict
directo
Dannenberg's speech, addressed to
compatriots here, lauded Hitler. It immediately after the start of the
has evoked criticism from listeners new year. . . . Elsie Janis will guest
and other consuls are said to be plan- appear in the RCA "Magic Key" on
ning diplomatic representation to Ot- Sunday.
+
tawa.
One CKAC official explains the Celebrate
10th Year
time on the air was offered free to
Dannenberg along with nine other
Of 'School' on WLW
local consuls as an annual gesture of
Cincinnati, Jan. 5.— The tenth anthe station. It was also said speeches
were not read by the station due
niversary of the "Nation's School of
lack of interpreters and expectations the Air," originating at WLW and
that speakers would be diplomatic. fed to a coast-to-coast Mutual hookup
daily, will be celebrated with a speDannenberg admits leadership of party day.
cial broadcast at 12:15 P. M. Saturbut claims he spoke in the capacity
of consul and not feuhrer.
B. H. Darrow, educational director
of WBEN, Buffalo, who set up the
Samuel Paley Gets
first broadcast for the parent "Ohio
26,000 CBS Shares School of the Air," will speak from
Buffalo. John W. Bricker, GovernorWashington, Jan. 5.— Exchange elect of Ohio, one of the early teachby Samuel Paley, Philadelphia, diers on the program, will be heard from
rector, of 26,000 Columbia Broadcast- WBEN, Columbus, while Joseph Reis,
ing System Class B voting trust cer- educational director, and William
tificates for an equal volume of Class Dow Boutwell, director of the Radio
B stock in November was reported towill participate from -the
day by the Securities and Exchange Workshop,
local station.
Commission.
The report showed also that Jacob
Paley, Los Angeles, director, in Oc- Drake on Coast to
tober had made a similar exchange of
33,362 voting trust certificates for
Sign for Gulf Show
stock.
Hollywood, Jan. 5.— Colonel J.
Other transactions in CBS securities included the disposition by Pres- Frank Drake, president of the Gulf
cott S. Bush, New York, director, of Oil Co., arrived today to put the final
10 shares of Class A stock held signature on agreement under which
through Brown Bros. Harriman and Screen Actors' Guild members would
four shares held through an invest- participate in the Gulf sponsored show
ment corporation, and of nine shares on CBS, and disclosed that if the
of Class B held through Brown Bros. contract is carried through the threeHarriman and four shares held year option period, the Motion Picture Relief Fund would get a total of
through an investment corporation.
Leon Levy, Philadelphia, director, re- $1,300,000.
SAG and other film organizations
ported the disposition by gift of 118
shares of Class B stock, reducing his participating in the program are
offering talent gratis in order that
holdings to 44,412 shares.
the relief fund which cares for film
needy and aged might build a home
WCKY
Shifts Fosdick
and hospital with sponsor-paid money.
Cincinati, Jan. 5.— Inability to
air Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick's
"National Vespers" because of other F other Lanphier
commercial commit
ments from 4 to
Barred from Air
4:30 P.M., Sundays, WCKY, "oper{Continued from page 1)
ating in the public interest," will
broadcast the transcription of the pro- the air, Father Lanphier was restore
gram at 6 :30 P.M., on Sundays.
in the religious series sponsored by
the Radio League of St. Michael aftei
he agreed that his broadcasting activities could only be resumed on conBurgling Record
dition that he confine himself to item
Cincinnati, Jan. 5. — Dewey
of ecclesiastical nature, avoiding poliLong, who came here from
tics and controversial series in ecoCharlotte, N. C, three months
nomics.
aaro, as general manager of
Last Sunday Father Lanphier interWSAI, has had his home
vened actively in the municipal camvisited by burglars six times
paign in Toronto thereby infringing
within that period. He
the Broadcasting Act of 19.36. In view
claims this is a record.
of the violation, Father Lanphier was
suspended from broadcasting.
Montreal, Jan. 5.— On orders
from Ottawa, station CKAC here
has forwarded to Gladstone Murray,
head of the Canadian Broadcasting

anner

Washington, Jan. 5.— Application
for authority to change frequency
from 1,370 to 630 kilocycles and increase power from 100 watts night,
250 watts day, to 1,000 watts, together with an increase in time from
sharing to unlimited, has been asked
of the Federal Communications Commission by KMAC, San Antonio.
An application also was filed by
KPLT, Paris, Tex., asking for
change of time from day to unlimited.
The commission will hold hearings
Feb. 24 on the applications of the Suffolk Broadcasting Corp. for a 1,420kilocycle station at Suffolk, Va., and
Presque Isle Broadcasting Co. for a
1,500-kilocycle station at Erie, Pa.,
both to operate with 100 watts power
night, 250 watts day, and on March
10 hearings will be held on the applications of the Publix Bamford
Theatres, Inc., for a 1,430-kilocycle,
l,0!J0-watt station at Asheville, N. C,
and WD AN, Danville, 111., for extension of time from day to unlimited
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day.
The commission has ordered that
hearings be held on the broadcasting
applications of the Spartanburg Advertising Co. for a new 1,370-kilocycle station at Spartanburg, S. C,
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
Panama City Broadcasting Co. for a
1,200-kilocycle station at Panama City,
Fla., with 100 watts night, 250 watts
day ; WHDH, Boston, for extension
of time from day to unlimited and
increase of power from 1,000 to 5,000
watts ; WNAC, Boston, for increase
of night power from 1,000 to 5,000
watts, and KFJZ, Fort Worth, for
change of frequency from 1,370 to 930
kilocycles and increase of power from
100 watts night, 250 watts day, to
500 watts.
Kirkman

Renews

Its

'Rhythms' Over WOR
Kirkman & Son, through the N. W.
Ayer agency, has renewed its proon weekly.
WOR.
Programgram,is"Restful
heardRhythms,"
three times
New York Telephone Co. has renewed its participation in the Martha
Deane WOR program, effective Jan.
6. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
placed the contract.
Hearth Trio on CBC
Milton Hearth and Trio have been
signed for a series of "Light Up and
Listen" broadcasts to be heard over
the entire Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. network in transcription form.
Programs are to be sponsored by the
Imperial Tobacco Co.

people
who suf
ari ,
ONEferedof by
the noted
toughest
ordeals
called to radio is the require a
ment that they stand by while the atiiJ
nouncer or commentator, in glor-pd
terms, describes the accomplish^ a.,
and virtues of that dear, dear pursoi
who is about to be introduced. Whicl
leads to Elsa Lanchester's appearance
on Sam Taylor's "Hollywood Sount
Stage" on WHN the other evening/
Miss Lanchester listened intently as
Sam praised her as an actress, an au
thor, and a person. She listened unti
her blushes got the better of her-^
then, as Sam continued, she whistled
chuckled loudly, and heckled everytime Sam said something particularly
nice about her. All of which went ovei
the air.
T
CBS production department is peti-i
Honing engineer MacDonald Nyehni
to change his name. When an engi-i
neer on duty is called by telephone he.<
acknowledges his identity by giving,
his surname, adding the number of
the studio from which he is working.
So it's quite confusing when Nyehn
answers the telephone and announces:
"Nyehn-2." or "Nyehn-10."
V
NBC's action in banning beer andl
liquor advertising from its networfci
is plainly a gesture intended to impress the F. C. C, for beer and!
liquor accounts have not been able
to buy NBC network time for ai
number of years past — not since
Ben Bernie quit broadcasting for
Pabst. The action will not affect
the beer business carried on single
NBC stations, such as the Ruppert
show.
T
Life's funnier moments are provided'
Sundays shortly before the New York,
Philharmonic broadcasts, when pro-;
duction man Ralph Kaltenborn, commentator Deems Taylor and announcer Frank Gallop huddle on how tol
pronounce the names of orchestral
titles and composers whose works are
to be featured in the forthcoming concert. Discussions sometimes become
really hot before unanimity on pronunciation isreached.
T
Article on television in the current Liberty, bearing Major Lohr's
by-line, represents the editorial ef-,
fort of several of the lads in the
press department and Chief Engineer Hanson. Liberty sent Lohr
a check for $500 for the article, but
he returned it with a request that
it be donated to charity.

Connolly Joins CBS
Tom D. Connolly, recently resigned
as advertising manager of Abraham
& Strauss, has joined the advertising and sales promotion department
at CBS in an executive capacity. Victor Ratner is sales promotion chief.

T
WQXR, grand little New York!
station, doubled its sales of time in I
1938 over 1937, a reward the station!
richlv deserves. When annoyed by
banalities heard on networks and the
local ^independent stations, dialing to
WQXR is a restful experience.

RCA Promotes Walker
Frank Walker has been appointed
manager of the RCA Victor and Bluebird Record department. Additionally,
he will continue as manager of Victies. tor's broadcast transcriptions activi-

T
For the third consecutive year onj

the Tuesda
adversyarywillof pay
his tribute
death," to
WHN
on
the
memory of "Roxy." John S. Young
will be the M. C.
— Jack Banner
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Totals
Continuance

on Roosevelt's

Plea

Washington, Jan. 8. — Little doubt
was held here but that the admission
tax and other temporary levies would
be continued after the recommendation
to this effect in President Roosevelt's
annual budget message. However,
Representative Doughton, N. C,
ichairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, said that action on
the President's tax recommendations
would be held in abeyance until the
Treasury has had an opportunity to
study income returns which are to be
filed by March 15.
Indications are that the Committee
also is hopeful that some of the annual
appropriation bills will have been enacted by that time. This would permit determination of whether Congress
iden.t's recPresures
is going to cut
I
expendit
ommendations forthe
Hope is being voiced in some quarters that no new levies will be needed
tto raise the $432,000,000 asked for by
■the President.
RKO

Managers

Hold

Two-Day
Sales Meet
Two day meeting of RKO district
managers wound up yesterday at the
Waldorf Astoria after planning campaigns for four early releases, "Gunga
Din," "The Great Man Votes," "Love
Affair" and "The Castles." George
iSchaefer, operating head of RKO, addressed the meeting which was attended by about 40 persons.
District managers included Nat
Levy, J. H. Maclntyre, W. E. Branjson, H. M. Lyons, S. M. Sachs, H. C.
Cohen and L. M. Devanev. Jules Levy,
general sales manager, Harry MichalJson, short subjects manager, Cresson
lE. Smith, western and southern sales
'manager, E. L. McEvoy, eastern and
Canadian sales manager and Bob
Wolff, of the New York exchange
Iwere also present. From the home
office were Ned E. Depinet, S. Barret
McCormick, W. H. Clark, A. A.
Schubart, W. J. McShea, Leon Bamberger, James A. Clark, Sid Kramer,
M. G. Poller, William E. Dahler, Lou
Miller, Harry Gittleson, L. E. Gaudreau, Ralph Rolan, Rutgers Neilson,
E. J. Smith, Jr., Jack Level, Phil
Barbanell, Phil Reisman, B. D. Lion,
R. M. Hawkinson and M. Hoffay.
Radio

on Page
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Talent

YORK,

Unions

MONDAY,

Plan

Anti-Tax Measures
Talent unions are considering a move to seek amendments to the tax laws, from
Congress, their purpose being to alleviate heavy income
tax payments by actors and
actresses, and social security
payments. Present plans are
for Frank Gillmore, president
of the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America, to go to
Washington this week to confer with Senator Robert F.
Wagner concerning the proposed measures.
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COAST
of U. A. Meetings

Begin in Hollywood
This Week

Advices from London indicate that
Alexander Korda, hereafter, with the
approval of his bankers, and at his
Fifth annual national convention of own request, may concentrate most of
production activity in America.
the Variety Clubs will be held April his
21 to 23 at the Book Cadillac Hotel. This would mean that in the future,
Detroit Tent No. 5 will be host.
except for quota product to be produced by London Films, and the new
Jack Flynn, M-G-M district man- Fairbanks-International (Albion) unit,
ager at Detroit, is general chairman,
assisted by a large committee. H. all of the United Artists product will
be made in Hollywood.
Statement
by Hill
M. Richey, director of theatre relaIt is understood that Korda, for
tions for RKO and a past Chief Bar- some time, has been anxious to be
ker of the Detroit Club, is lining up
On Odeon-Gaumont
relieved of his manifold business
the eastern delegation.
The
general
committee
includes
operating
duties so that he can conRevives
Deal Talk
centrate on production activities. His
also : E. C. Beatty, William Carlson,
Edgar E. Kirchner, Frank J. Dow- London bankers have agreed to this
are cooperating to the fullest
ney, David M. Idzal, George W. Tren- and
London, Jan. 8. — Revival of the dle, Charles
C. Perry, David E. New- financial limit in this respect.
man.
Korda is managing director of
proposed Odeon-Gaumont deal was
foreshadowed in a statement by Philip
Sub-committee chairman are : hotel London Films.
Two Films Yearly
Hill to the effect that Odeon proposed reservations, E. E. Kirchner, welcoming and reception, C. H. Merritt ;
offering to purchase Gaumont ordiLondon's indications are that Korda
naries and also was negotiating for transportation, Harold C. Robinson ;
make at least two films yearly
purchase of the Ostrer holdings. It is program, William Flemion ; enter- wijl
tainment, William Carlson ; banquet here for U.A. release.
believed, however, that no formal offer
arrangements and table reservations,
His first film may be "Thief of
is possible until March or April.
Bagdad," with
Jon Hall,
Sabufilm
and will
an
Arthur Rank and Leslie Farrow Frank Downey ; speakers and hon- American
actress.
Another
nored guests, C. C. Perry, William
have joined the Odeon board. Odeon
Carlson ; publicity, Warren Slee, tem- be made with Merle Oberon.
is arranging to purchase the 82 theporary chairman ; finance, E. E.
By far the biggest array of United
atres managed by them at a price Kirchner ; decorations, Elmer Kieh- Artists executives will congregate in
tentatively put at $5,000,000.
ler.
Hollywood this week for new season

Para.

Detroit,

Arranging

April

21

$5,000,000

product
conferences,
a possibly
stockholders'
meeting on
Jan. 12, and
also
a meeting of the board of directors.
All of the (Continued
U. A. producers,
on page 4)their busi-

N. F. Allied to Hold
Buffalo Meet Today
First of three regional meetings by
Bank loans, aggregating more than Paramount's financial experts. This New York Allied will be held today
$5,000,000, are being arranged through plan to retire these bonds is under- at the Statler Hotel, Buffalo. Others
stood to have been conceived by are scheduled for Jan. 23 at the Ten
Paramount subsidiaries in New EngBarney
Balaban, president of the Eyck, Albany, and Jan. 25 at the Syracompany.
land and Chicago, for purposes of recuse Hotel, Syracuse.
tiring an amount of the company's
There have been reports that the
The
three units are to elect reremaining $9,000,000, 6 percent deben- company is intending to retire fully
gional vice-chairmen at the meetings.
tures. California banks may be in$5,000,000 in bonds. Eventually the Organizational and legislative matcluded in the transaction.
ters will be discussed.
The new money is at low rate of firm would retire the entire remaining
The New York Allied today is one
interest, probably under 4 percent. issue. The board of directors meets
Paramount is understood to have one in New York Jan. 26 to consider the of the most important exhibitor units
of the country having a membership of
of the strongest cash positions in the
How much- of the bonds will be 182, under the leadership of Max A.
trade, perhaps reaching as high as project.
$15,000,000, and which may be even retired immediately is not known. Cohen. This importance was indicated
more greatly enhanced by the new Whether it will be $1,000,000 or $3,- at a meeting of Allied at Buffalo some
at which there were more
000,000 or $5,000,000 or even more weeks
loans, which are direct credit loans.
Fox, 20agorepresentatives
cannot be indicated until after the than
of the major
Paramount's fourth quarter earn- board meeting. The company has had companies present including William
ings by present Wall Street estimate some Treasury bonds amounting to F. Rodgers, sales chief of Metro, and
is put at above $2,000,000.
How or when the bonds are to be approximately $500,000. These also William Sussman of 20th-centuryretired is now being considered by may be turned in.
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Columbia's
Annual
Drive Opens Toda^

Purely

Personal

►

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, president of M-G-M, and William F.
Rodger s, general sales manager, are
due todayHoward
from a Dietz,
week's trip
to the
ng
coast.
advertisi
and publicity head, is also due today
from studio conferences.
•
James F. Pattinson, assistant
British sales manager for 20th Century-Fox, and Edward Cohen, Ecuador manager, are observing operations
at the Philadelphia and Washington
exchanges.
•
Charles Peden and John Bockhorst. News of the Day crew which
covered the Lima conference, return
today on the Santa Maria. Edward
Tomlinson, radio commentator, also
returns.
•
Ray Milland, who sailed last
month for a European vacation, will
arrive Wednesday on the Paris. He
will proceed to Hollywood to start
work in "Beau Geste."
•
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone sales
manager for Warners, was host on
Friday at a luncheon for the trade
press at the home office.
•
Harry G. Ballance, 20th CenturyFox southern district manager, has
been married to Marthe Wall of
Atlanta.
•
J. Edward Bromberg has returned
to Broadway theatrical work after two
years on the coast, his last film being
"Jesse James."
•
Charles
Hoffman's magazine
story, "It Could Happen to You," "has
been purchased by 20th Century-Fox.
•
George Palmer Putnam has sold
his Rye estate to Dean Babbitt, president of Sonotone.
•
Howard S. Cullman, former Roxy
trustee, has been reelected vice-chairman of the Port of N. Y. Authority.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hope have left
Hollywood for Palm Springs on the
first vacation they have had together
in a year and a half.
•

,
By SAM
Insiders'

ninofthe
ingWashdow
town theatres
SS
BUSINE
ton was off approximately
30 percent between noon and
lock on the day when
three o'c
President Roosevelt addressed
Congress. According to theatre
men's check of the "F" Street
boxoffices, there were ten thousand regular matinee patrons who
stayed away from houses and
had their ears glued to the radio
loudspeakers.
T T
In Milwaukee 24 theatres affiliated with the Independent Theatres Protective Association of
Wisconsin advised their county
law enforcement officials that they
will discontinue games of chance
providing that churches, fraternal
and beneficent societies also halt
the games.
"For moral, ethical and sound
business reasons, we would like
to see chance games entirely
eliminated from the city and
county of Milwaukee. We insist laws be enforced impartially by public officials," a resolution declared. Operation of lotteries or games of chance are
prohibited by city and state laws.
▼ ▼
State Senator Gordon Klemgard of Washington, a wheat
farmer from Palouse, is going to
take sound motion pictures in
color of the Washington State
Legislature in session in Olympia
some time this month. Klemgard's hobby is photography. He
is a conservative, and his reasons

20th-Fox

Putting

Up

Buildings
3 Branch
New branch buildings are being
constructed by 20th Century-Fox, in
Chicago, Milwaukee and Seattle. They
will be opened in the spring or early
summer. The Chicago building will
be located in the new film district and
ic scheduled for opening in June. The
others will be ready in April or May.
New branch buildings are contemplated for Albany, Cincinnati and Indianapolis. Los Angeles and Detroit
exchanges are to be air conditioned
this spring. Work is under the direction of E. H. McFarland, construction engineer.

SHAIN
Outlook
for taking these pictures of the
legislature, which is presided
over by Lieut.-Gov. Vic Meyers,
Seattle
orchestra
leader,
are : "If
the
voters
could see
recorded
on
the screen the antics of some of
the men they send to represent
them in the legislature, and if
they could hear some of the
speches which are made, there
might be a general housecleaning
at election time."
T ▼
Just for the record — a threejudge Federal Court at Milwaukee issued a permanent injunction restraining Wisconsin offifrom enforcing
the state's
1935 cials
statute
prohibiting
the
designation by distributors of
preferred playing time in their
exhibition contracts. A temporary injunction has been in force
heretofore.
Seven major distributors were
complainants in the action. The
court ruled the statute void in
that it deprived distributors of
rights accorded them by the Federal Copyright laws.
T

T

Charles Skouras is a firm believer in concilliation. Before
leaving for Europe on Saturday,
he talked about the successful
conciliation scheme set up on the
West Coast to settle disputes between Fox West Coast and independents. A three - member
board is in operation, with the
cooperation of the I.T.O. of
Southern California.
Book

WHN

Refugees

In Fay's,
Providence
The
entire troupe
of the WHN
Refugee Theatre of the Air has been

Columbia's annual sales drive gets
under way today and continues fo»
W weeks through March 18. The]
drive has been designated "Columbia's
Personal Achievement Campaign" on
behalf
the individual sales personnel'
in the offield.
Al Seligman, accessories sales maw
ager, leaves today on a tour <j£'/fr§i
company's eastern exchanges, wrferli
he will assist with plans for launch-l
ing and carrying on the sales drivel
He will be away about four weeks!
visiting the New Haven, Boston, All
bany, Buffalo, Cleveland, Pittsburgh!
and Philadelphia exchanges.
Hutchinson

to Coast

I

For Product Parleys
Walter J. Hutchinson, director o»!
foreign distribution for 20th Cen-I
tury-Fox, leaves next weekend fori
studio conferences
on new season
product with Darryl F. Zanuck. At^
tending the meetings will be Benjamin Miggins, managing director fot
Continental Europe, and F. L. Harley, British chief.
Robert T. Kane, chief of the com!
pany's production in England, is now
conferring at the studio on the English program.
Weisman

Is Granted

Six-Month
Extension
Circuit Court Judge Martin T.
Manton has signed an order authorizing Milton C. Weisman, as receiver
of the Fox Theatres Corp., to con-!
tinue business for the further period]
of six months from Jan. 12, 1939.
The order also empower Weisman to
affirm or disaffirm contracts of the
Fox Theatres during that period.
Marino

Moves

Office

Sam Marino, producer of one-reel
sport subjects, has moved his headquarters to723 Seventh Ave. Marino
will start shooting on two new subjects, "All Girl Football Team" and]
"Riding Habit." at the end of the:
month. They will be distributed by
Philip Lewis of American Trading
Association.

booked by Ed Fay for a week's engagement at Fay's
Theatre,
Providence, starting
Friday.
The booking
is the first theatrical engagement for
D
AIPICTURE1
MOTION
LY
!
the group of 15 performers, all of
whom are refugees from persecuted
European areas.
Although engaged only in radio
(.Registered U. S. Patent Office)
work on WHN heretofore, members
Bob Grossman, assistant to Arthur
QUIGLEY, Editor-in-Chief and
MARTIN
of the troupe are professionals and Publisher; SAM SHAIN, Editor; JAMES
Goldstein at the Avon in Providence,
A.
CRON,
Advertising
Manager.
are available for theatre bookings.
is back at work after a vacation.
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
•
Quigley Publishing Comand holidays
pany, Inc., by
Martin Quigley, president;
Stanton Griffis returned to New
Colvin
Brown,
vice-president
and Avenue
treasurer.at
Publication office: 1270 Sixth
York yesterday from a vacation in
Warners' Product
Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
Florida.
Entertainment
Night
•
7-3100. Cable addresss: "Quigpubco.
Meeting Postponed Circle
New York." All contents copyrighted 1938
Ruled
Conn. Lottery
Meeting of Warner east and west by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc. j
JakeYork
Milstein
Edward
Small's
Terryville, Conn., Jan. 8. — Ruling coast executives on the 1939-'40 pro- Address all correspondence to the New York
New
office ofleft
for the
coast
duction program has been indefinitely office.
over the weekend.
that Entertainment Night comes unOther Herald,
Quigley
publications:
Better
Theatres. Motion
Teatro
der the state laws against lotteries, postponed. Eastern officials, headed by Picture
•
al
Dia,
International
Motion Picture
Gradwell
L.
Sears,
sales
head,
may
Judge Origen S. Seymour of the
Almanac and Fame.
Edwin Knopf of M-G-M's coast Court of Common Pleas dismissed the make the trip next month. Sam E.
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
breach of contract suit brought by Morris, foreign chief, may go to the Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts.; Boone
story department is in town.
Mancall,
manager: William R. Weaver,
•
Reviewers, Inc. against J. W. Faith, coast earlier.
editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
operator of the Mayfair here. The
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
Joseph Schenck is at Palm decision was based on a ruling by the
W. 1 : cable address, Quigpubco. London ;
Springs. He may come east in a few Supreme Court of Errors in a Bank
Hope Williams, manager.
Raise $67,500 in Drive
weeks.
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23.
Night test case.
•
Chicago, fan. 8. — Amusement Divi- 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
sion of the Jewish Welfare Fund here under the act of March 3, 1879.
The complaint sought a $240 balSubscription rates per year $6 in the
Ed Kuykenpall arrived in New
ance allegedly due under a contract raised $67,500 at a meeting of exhibi- Americas
and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
York yesterday,
tors. The division quota is $100,000.
with the copyright holders.
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20th-Fox

'38

Gross

Tops

$56,172,192

Done

by Firm

in '37

Paris

Houses

Open

After 3-Day Strike
Paris, Jan. 8.— After a threeday strike Paris cinemas reopened Saturday after VicePremier Camille Chautemps
intervened. He asked the industry delegates to consider
the problem nationally and its
effect on Paris life. Chautemps
says that exhibitors agreed
to reopen pending the result
of an investigation into the
tax situation which caused
the strike.

Twentieth Century-Fox gross business in 1938 exceeded the $56,172,192,
done by the firm in 1937. Exact
figures are not obtainable as the final
returns are not yet in.
Four sales conventions are scheduled. The first will be in Chicago,
April 15 to 17, with Herman Wobber,
general sales manager, presiding. S. R.
Kent, president ; Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign chief, and Wobber will Korda
to Produce
attend the Continental European convention in Paris, May 4 to 6, and the
Chiefly on Coast
annual meeting of the British organ(Continued from page 1)
ization inLondon, May 11 to 13.
The conference
company's will
first beSouth
sales
held American
in Rio de ness representatives, headed by Maurice Silverstone, operating head of the
Janeiro, tentatively scheduled for June
company,
are now on their way to the
1 to 3, Kent and Hutchinson will coast.
attend. They would return to New
Among the matters to be discussed
York June 27.
be a new deal with Selznick InThere is a possibility that a Central will
ternational.
American meeting may be held at
Additional to Maurice Silverstone,
Trinidad, which Kent and Hutchinson
there will be in Hollymight attend also. The visit of the companywood,head,
for these sessions, all of the
executives to South America will
U.A. producers, their attorneys and
serve to consolidate plans for expan- their representatives, including those
sion and study in that territory to of Alexander Korda and Douglas
meet native demands for good enter- Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin.
tainment.
James Mulvey, eastern head of the
Goldwyn office; Emanuel Silverstone^
business representative of Alexander
McNinch
Will Hold
Korda; James Roosevelt, vice-president of Samuel Goldwyn, besides J. J.
Milstein, business representative of
Job as FCC
Head
Hal Roach, have gone to the coast.
Washington, Jan. 8. — Chairman
Richard Dwight, of Dwight, HarFrank R. McNinch will be retained at
ris, Koegel and Caskey, attorney for
the head of the Federal Communica- Goldwyn, also has gone to the coast
tions Commission for an indefinite pe- for the meeting.
Roosevelt left by plane Sunday.
riod, President Roosevelt has indicated.
Emanuel Silverstone left on Saturday,
Reports that McNinch, originally
Maurice Silverstone, comfrom the Federal Power Commission, by train.
pany head, left Friday, by train.
shortly would return to his former
New York and California banks
position, prompted the " question as to have indicated to their respective
the President's plans. McNinch will United Artists producer clients their
will remain in charge of the radio willingness to finance the respective
commission, it was indicated, until the films of these producers. The Bank
situation which prompted his appoint- of America is one.
ment has been cleared up.
Has British Backing
Meanwhile, legislation calling for
an investigation of the F.C.C. and of
This is in addition to financing furalleged monopoly in broadcasting will
nished to Korda by London interests,
be introduced, probably next week, and to Fairbanks and his associates,
by Representatives Wigglesworth and also by British interests. While exact
Connery of Massachusetts.
figures are unobtainable at this time,
Declaring the monopoly investiga- the estimate of the aggregate financing
tion now being conducted by the
F.C.C. has proved nothing, Connery to be accorded these producers is
declared the only way the situation $20,000,000 to meet the fullest requirements of the Hollywood men.
will ever be sifted is through a House
Broken
down, two important Caliinquiry. Connery and Wigglesworth
fornia banks are providing the financwere prominent in the effort to ining for Goldwyn and for Hal Roach.
vestigate the F.C.C. last session, origiGoldwyn's
requirements may run to
nally proposed
by the former's
brother,
the late
Representative
William
P. about $7,000,000. Hal Roach's requirements are understood to be in the
Connery.
neighborhood of $4,500,000.
In New York, the Guaranty Trust
Warners Extend Pact
Co. has provided financing for Edward
Hollywood, Jan. 8. — Warners have Small productions. It also furnished
given Geraldine Fitzgerald an exten- the means by which Count and Counsion of her contract. She gets the
tess Von Keller's "World Windows,"
feminine lead opposite Pat O'Brien short subject series, are to be financed
and Frank McHugh in "Three Cheers
The coming year, under the operafor the Irish."
tions of Maurice Silverstone, will see
the greatest number of producers the
Columbia Sets Dividend
United Artists roster has had so far.
Columbia Pictures Corp. has de- It includes Charles Chaplin, Alexander Korda, Samuel Goldwyn, David
clared a quarterly dividend of 68^4
cents per share on the $2,75 conver- Selznick, Walter Wanger, Hal Roach,
tible preferred stock, payable Feb. 15 Edward Small and Douglas Fairbanks.
to stockholders of record Feb. 1.
Some of the financing matters are

Spokane Houses Pay
Licenses Quarterly

Monday, January 9, 1939
Asher

Denies

Quota

Cause
of Reducing
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 8.— Theatre
operators, pleading poor business dur- British Production
ing the past year, won the right from
the City Council to pay their annual
Irving Asher, London Films associate producer, scouted reports from!
licenses on a quarterly basis. The
grant carried the stipulation that if London that the new quota has had]
the installments are not paid on time, the effect of reducing British producthe
entire yearly fee becomes due immediately.
tion. Arriving from abroad oir/ ~%4
W ashington Friday, Asher ascribed^ the
J. J. Rosenfield, city manager of slump to the recent European crisis.
Evergreen Theatres, told the council Activity is being resumed, he said, and
will stage a comethe city fee was too large. "The fee Britishback in production
a few months.
charged in Spokane is far in excess
of any city its size in the United
Asher may make four triple quota
States," he said.
films for
Columbia
in 1939-'40,
at Denham, on an
extension
of the contract
under which he made two films for
Columbians Annual Dance Columbia last year.
He conferred with Jack Cohn on
The Columbian Club, organiza- Saturday and left yesterday for the
tion of Columbia employes, will hold
its ninth annual dance Saturday, Feb. coast to set the program with Harry
Cohn, president. He will also confer
25, in the grand ballroom of the Wal- with Alexander Korda, London Films
dorf-Astoria. Lillian Stark is presi- production head. Asher expects to be
dent of the club.
on the coast about a week.
Columbia's first British film made
"Q Planes,"
which
may
still to be smoothed out and likely to by
be Asher
retitled,wasespecially
for the
U. S.
be concluded during the big conclave
Asher's contract with London Films,
of United Artists officials in Holly- made last year, has one and a half
wood.
years to run. He said there are no
At present the company is without plans for him to make Paramount
a president. The company reins are quota films, as he is loaned to Columbia for its program.
held by Maurice Silverstone, general
manager, with the fullest authority.
Election of a president other than Dismiss Bank
Night
Silverstone, under the by-laws of the
Suit in Kansas City
company,
can ofbe the
hadstockholders.
only by unanimous consent
Kansas City, Jan. 8.— Judge Brown
Harry Gold. Jack Schlaefer and
Harry Buckley remain in charge of Harris of the Circuit Court here dismissed the test suit against R. W. Mcthe east while Silverstone is on the
Ewan, Bank Night distributor. The
coast.
case was filed May, 1936, by the
Fairbanks Tells Plans
prosecutor's office. In June, 1936,
D. Waltner of the CirDouglas Fairbanks plans to star JudgecuitMario
Court held that Bank Night was
Fairbanks, Jr., in three specials which
the former will produce and direct for not a lottery and sustained a demurrer.
Albion Films, Ltd., his new company, The prosecutor's office appealed to the
Fairbanks, Sr., indicated on his arrival State Supreme Court. Last year the
here Friday on the Washington, ac- court reversed Waltner's opinion. Mccompanied by Sir Adrian Baillie, his Ewan's attorneys filed for a rehearassociate.
ing, but this recently was denied.
This winds up the theatre game
Details for the first film will be
here and in Missouri. It has not
completed with Montagu Marks, genbeen
used by exhibitors for a year
eral manager of Albion, who has been
on the coast several weeks, preparing or two.
for the start of operations, awaiting
Sir Adrian and Fairbanks.
Fairbanks and Baillie conferred with Laganas, Newcomer,
Takes Over Standard
John Hay Whitney, chairman of Selznick International, on Saturday. WhitHollywood, Jan. 8. — George Laganas, Boston shoe manufacturer and a
ney was scheduled to accompany Fairbanks and Sir Adrian when they left newcomer to the motion picture busifor the coast by train yesterday, in
ness, has taken over the presidency of
order to continue the discussions.
Standard Pictures and its distributing
Fairbanks International will use the company. He succeeds Barry Richards
S. I. studios in Hollywood, on terms as president, and others replaced in the
by which S. I., in return, acquires an change are Harvey Leavitt, general
equity in Fairbanks International. No manager, and Charles B. Taylor of
the board of directors. Laganas also
cash is involved.
is treasurer of both corporations and
Albion Films, Ltd., the parent com- Mrs. Laganas is secretary. Richards
pany of Fairbanks International, plans and Leavitt will remain until the first
six films a year for release in the
of made.
a series of "radio reporter" pictures
British Empire, in addition to the is
large budget films planned by Fairbanks. The Empire films will cost
Heads Ball Committee
about $150,000 each, for British release
"hrough United States.
Washington, Jan. 8. — Nelson B.
"The Californian" has been shelved Bell, Washington Post drama editor,
has been named chairman of the Presias the first Fairbanks film. "The
dent's Birthday Bal Committee on enTenth Woman" will be the first to go
tertainment. Vice-chairmen for the
before the cameras, in Hollywood.
The second to be made at Denham night of Jan. 30 will be John J. Payette of Warners, Carter Barron of
studios in London, probably next sumLoew's,
Hardie Meakin of Keith's,
will be "The
Musketeers."
The mer,third
may Three
also be
made in and Gene Ford, production manager
London.
at the Capitol.
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UMPTO
' Sweethearts'
Is

Pittsburgh

High,

$27,500

3 English Councils
Will Discuss Films
London, Jan. 8. — Three
council meetings next week
will consider film matters. On
Thursday the Films Council
will take up cooperative booking, and may hear pleas for
increased quota percentages.
On Thursday also the Home
Office Consultative Committee will continue its study of
non-flam, and on Friday the
London County Council will
take up various licensing matters on films.

Pizor

Reelects
as President

Philadelphia, Jan. 8. — Lewen Pizor has been reelected president of the
United Motion Picture Theatre Owners. Other officers reelected were
George P. Aarons, secretary ; Charles
Segall, chairman of the board; Morris
Spiers, treasurer ; Ed Jeffries, first
vice-president; William Greenfield,
second vice-president.
In addition board members reelected
include Abe Sablosky. Sam Shapiro,
Herman Coane, Ted Schlanger, Bud
Hissner, Mike Egnal, Ray O'Rourke,
Joe Hebrew, C. Floyd Hopkins, Harry
Waxman, Ed Connelly, Sam Stiefel,
Henry Friedman, Joe Wodock, Ben
Sweethearts' Gets
Shindler, Ralph Sobelson, Lew SeMike O'Toole,
Oscar Thomas
Stiefel,
$17,000, Providence Morris gall,
Stiefel,
George Lessey,
Providence, Jan. 8. — Strong bills Brislen, R. J. Budd, John Monroe,
plus midnight shows and favorable Leo Posel, M. B. Ellis.
weather carried all the first runs here

Pittsburgh, Jan. 8. — As grosses
here, "Sweethearts"
revived comparatively,
generally
took the honors,
with
$27,500 at the Penn. The Stanley,
with "The Young in Heart" on the
screen, and Bob Crosby's band and
Stan Kavanaugh on the stage, was
very strong at $29,100.
Gross at the Alvin responded handsomely to the appearance of Jane
Withers and a revue on the stage,
tallying $17,200.
Etimated takings for the week ending Jan. 5 :
"Blondie" (Col.)
ALVIN
(1,800) (25c-50c) 7 days. Jane
Withers and revue on stage. Gross: $17,200.
(Average, $6,000)
to high grosses. Loew's State led the
"Children of the Wild"
FULTON (1,750) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: field with $17,000 on "Sweethearts."
$2,050. (Average. $2,500)
All downtown theatres offered speve
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
PENN (3,450) (25c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
cial midnight shows New \ ear's
$27,500. (Average, $15,000)
and New Year's night.
Estimated takings for the week
"Freshman Year" (Univ.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
SENATOR
(1.800)
(25c-40c). Gross: ing
Jan. 4-5 : (M-G-M)
"Sweethearts"
$2,900. (Average. $3,000)
LOEW'S
STATE— (3,230) (25c-35c-50c) 7
"The Young in Heart" (U. A.)
days. Gross: $17,000. (Average, $10,000)
STANLEY (3,650) (25c-60c) 7 days. Bob "Thanks For Everything" (20th-Fox) :MidCrosby's Band, Stan Kavanaugh on stage. "While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
Gross: $29,100. (Average, $21,000)
MA TESTIC— (2.250) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $6,500)
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
WARNER (2.000) (25c-40c). Gross, $9,200. "Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
(Average, $5,800)
RKO- ALB EE — (2,239)
(25c-35c-50c) 6
days. Blackstone on stage. Gross: $8,000.
(Average, $6,000)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
'Kentucky' Clocks
"Storm Over Bengal" (Rep.)
STRAND— (2,100) (25c-35c-50c) 6 days.
$14,000, Cincinnati Gross:
$9,000. (Average, 7 days, $7,000)
Cincinnati, Jan. 8. — "Kentucky" "Up the River" (ZOth-Fox)
led the field last week, racing through
FAY'S— (1,800)
(25c-30c-40c)
days.
Vaudeville.
Gross, ' $8,000.
(Average.7 $7,000)
to $14,000 at the RKO Palace.
"Wanted By The Police" (Mono.)
PLAYHOUSE — (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
"Annabel Takes a Tour" plus "Jambola Revue" on the RKO Shubert Vaudeville. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $3,000)
"Brother Rat" (W.B.)
stage, brought $13,000, and "Artists "Nancy Drew, Detective" (W.B.)
and Models Abroad" was good for
CARLTON — (1,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days
$12,500 at the RKO Albee. The other Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)
houses started the new year with nice
returns.
Etimated takings for the week end'Hardys' Get $4,000
ing Jan. 5 :
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c) 7 days.
City
In Oklahoma
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $12,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
Oklahoma City, Jan. 8. — In a
RKO' PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $10,000)
week of only fair business, "Out West
"Annabel Takes a Tour" (RKO)
Hardys" took the lead, scorRKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-40c-60c) 7 with ingthe$4,000
at the Tower. The rest
days.
Stage:
"Jambole
Revue."
Gross:
of
the
houses
slid over the averages
$13,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
gains. Weather below freezRKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (35c-42c) 7 days. for slight
ing was of little help.
3rd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average. $6,500)
Estimated takings for the week end"Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days.
ing Dec. 30:
Gross: $4,300. (Average. $6,500)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
"Thanks For Everything" (20th-Fox)
CRITERION— (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
RKO GRAND— (1.200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
$5,800. (Average, $5,200)
2nd week. Gross: $2,600. (Average. $2,750) Gross:
"Garden cf the Moon" (F. N.)
"Lawless Valley" (RKO)
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.) (2 days)
"Frontier Scout" (G. N.) (2 days)
LIBERTY— (1,200) (20c-25c-30c) 7 days.
"Shadows Over Shanghai (G. N.) (3 days) Gross: $2,600. (Average, $2,500)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (15c-25c). Gross: 'Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
$2,200. (Average. $2,450)
MIDWEST — (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,700. (Average, $4,500)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col'.)
KEITH'S—
(1,500)$6,500)
(30c-40c) 7 days. Gross: "Down in Arkansas" (Rep.)
$4,100.
(Average,
STATE— (1,100) (25c-40e) 9 days. Gross
$4,000. (Average, $3,500)
"Out West with the Hardy's" (M-G-M)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Refuses to Enjoin
Gross: $4,000. (Average. $2,500)
'Glory' Exhibition
Application of Sunray Films, Inc., Providence Parents
for an injunction to restrain the exPlan Children Show
hibition of the film, "The Glory of
Faith" by Select Attractions, Inc., Leo
Providence, Jan. 8. — Parents'
Malchin, doing business as French League
of Providence, blue stocking
Film Exchange, and Charles Swarzza, organization, is sponsoring special prodoing business as Island Theatre Cirgrams for children Saturday morning
cuit, has been denied by N. Y. Su- at Avon. "Walt Disney Academy
preme Court Justice Louis A. Va- Award Revue" and sports shorts were
lente. Sunray claimed that the pic- first used. If the idea catches on,
ture competes unfairly with its film, Parents' League will sponsor a
monthly program for children.
"Little Flower of Jesus."

Four

Women

Fliers

In "Tail Spin" Tour
Twentieth Century-Fox will stage a
"Tail Spin" tour to exploit the film,
which opens at the Roxy Feb. 10. An
air tour covering 12,000 miles by four
leading women fliers, traveling in two
groups, will start in Los Angeles Jan.
28 and wind up in New York Feb. 7.
Stops will be made at 19 cities en route
for receptions.
On the night of Feb. 9 the fliers,
Ruth Nichols, Betty Huyler Gillies,
Margo Bain Tanner and Cecile
"Teddy" Kenyon, will be guests at
a dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria for
250 members of the press, aviation
notables and military services. Among
the speakers will be Dick Merrill,
D. W. "Tommy" Tomlinson and
Blanche Noyes, U. S. civil aviation
authority.
will follow. A showing of "Tail Spin"
The fliers will be accompanied by
Bill Chambliss, assistant to Marc
Lachmann, 20th Century-Fox .exploitation manager, and Jim Johnson of
the advertising department. They will
leave for the coast Jan. 17. The
flights will be made in transport
planes.
Consent

to Election

For Studio Readers
Hollywood, Jan. 8. — Major producers' attorneys have agreed, without waiving their rights, to a consent
election to be held under National
Labor Relations Board auspices
among the readers at the lots to determine ifthe Screen Readers' Guild
should be declared collective bargaining agencv for them.
The S.R.G. recently filed a petition
seeking the position, and at a conference between Guild representatives
and attorneys for the studios with Dr.
Towne Nylander, regional N. L. R. B.
director, the agreement was reached.
However, it was stipulated that the
studios do not waive their rights to
challenge the jurisdictions of the
board.

Para,
58

to Produce
Features

1939-'40

for

Season

St. Louis, Jan. 8.— Paramount will
produce
58 features
for vice-president.1
the 1939-'40 1
season, Neil
F. Agnew,
in charge of distribution, told the midtoday.
year meeting
of the
company's
dff ,"ct
managers
at the
Coronado
Hoteliier^
Nextset season's
production
budget Agl
has
been
tentatively
at $25,000,000,
new said.
Discussing the forthcoming product for the balance of the current
season, Agnew reported that 12 of
the company's more important pictures
of the year will be released during .
the next five months.
In addition,
he named 19 other features which are
either in preparation or scheduled fori
early starts, making a total of 3m
productions for release during the balance of the current season. Completion of the remaining 31 features will

give Paramount a total release list of i'I
60 "Zaza"
featuresheads
for 1938-'39.
the list of new re-,
leases, followed by "Paris Honeymoon," starring Bing Crosby ; "St.
Louis Blues," with Dorothy Lamour;
"Cafe Society," with Madeleine Car-]
roll, Fred MacMurray and Shirley
Ross ; "The Beachcomber," witty
Charles Laughton and Elsa Lanchester a
"Hotel Imperial," with Isa Miranda
and Ray Milland; "Never Say Die,"
with
and Martha
"I'm Bob
FromHope
Missouri,"
withRaye;'
Boa
Burns ; "The Lady from Kentucky,"!
with George Raft and Ellen Drew;
Cecil B. DeMille's "Union Pacific,"
with Barbara Stanwyck and Joel Mc-;
Crea ; "Midnight," with Claudette Colbert and Don Ameche, and "Man
About Town," with Jack Benny anw
Dorothy Lamour.
Additional titles listed were "Beau'
Geste," with Gary Cooper ; "The
Gracie Allen Murder
Case," "Thej
Light That Failed," "Wife Under
Contract," "The Cat and the Canary,"]
"Air Raid," "Are Husbands Necessary?"Maker,"
"Navy Nurse,"
"LadyCrosby;
Eve,"
"The Star
with Bing
"Knights of the Round Table," "Thel
Amazing
Marriage,"
"Invitation to
Happiness," "The World's Applause,"!
"Follow the Sun," "Lives of a Texas
Ranger," "Disputed Passage," "Un-1
tamed" and "What a Life."
The meeting, which is attended by al
group ofditionhome
in ad-is
to the office
districtexecutives
managers,
scheduled to wind up Monday.
Universal

Sets

Four

Hollywood,
Jan. 8. — Universal ,
Serials for f39-'40
plans four serials for the 1939-'40 sea- '.
son. First of the chapter plays, "The
OregonHenry
Trail,"MacRae
will start
in FebruaryIts
with
producing.
will star Johnny Mack Brown.
"The Shadow Creeps." mystery de- I
tective story ; another "Buck Rogers"
story, "Conquering the Universe,"
^tarring Larry Crabbe. and "Perils of
Haunted Island," an adventure storyl
boy players, are the others.
Condor Hearing Feb. 6 featuring
They will run from 12 to 15 chapters
Hollywood. Jan. 8. — Attorneys for
two groups of creditors of Condor each.
Pictures, Inc., have been given until
G. N. Changes Title
Feb. 6 to present definite plans and
arguments for either liquidation of the
Hollywood. Jan. 8. — Grand Nacompany's assets at once, or reorgantional has changed the title of "A
ization to conserve what assets may
Lady
Goes
Wrong" to "Everything
be worked.
Happens to Ann."
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Blackett-Sample-Hummert
CBS

$27,345,397 Gross for
1938 Is Shared by

Scophony Balance
Sheet Shows Gain
83 Companies
London, Jan. 8. — Scophony, Ltd.,
television marketing group, spent
During 1938, CBS sold $27,345,397 £38,485 (about $190,000) on technical
of network time to 83 firms and a development in the last financial year.
This compares with £36,365 (about
number of political campaign commit- $180,000 ) in the previous year.
The balance sheet shows a rise in
tees. More than $1,000,000 each was
spent by 10 advertisers. Lever Bros. cash from £24,302 (about $121,000) to
(about $157,000). The sum
Co. and General Foods Corp. paid £31,435
of £3,196 (about $16,000) has been
slightly more than 20 per cent of this advanced to the subsidiary Scophony
total between them.
Electrics, for development, making the
Lever Bros, used $2,790,141 of the total advance to that company £4,832.
gross billings for four products, Rinso,
Lux, Spry and Lifebuoy. General CBS Names
Kemp
Foods was close behind with $2,720,386.
Coast Sales Head
This amount was distributed between
10 products. Largest amount spent on
Arthur J. Kemp has been appointed
one product was $1,241,705 for chewing gum programs by William Wrig- sales manager of the Pacific Coast
ley, Jr., Co.
Network of CBS. His headquarters
will be in San Francisco.
Foods Billings Lead
Kemp joined CBS in July, 1936,
KNX, Los Angeles, at that
Foods and food beverages, with gross serving
billings of $6,596,827 contributed most time.
to the CBS total. Drugs and toilet
goods with $5,773,504 were next.
Other totals were, tobacco, $4,969,474 ;
house supplies, $3,077,079 ; automotive,
$2,976,346 ; confectionery and soft
drinks, $1,676,051 ; lubricants and fuel,
$993,909; radios, $237,875; financial,
$214,143 ; beer, $192,750 ; shoe cleaners,
$174,049; silverware, $85,095 ; political,
$52,803; machinery, $43,405; travel,
$10,450; building materials, $5,827;
miscellaneous, $265,810.
Other large users of time, besides
Lever Bros., General Foods and Wrigley were Colgate- Palmolive-Peet Co.,
$1,779,439; Procter & Gamble Co.,
$1,310,707; American Tobacco Co.,
$1,283,826; Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Co., $1,118,355; Ford Motor Co.,
$1,052,285; Chrysler Sales Corp.,
$1,003,612; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., $1,000,184; Campbell Soup Co.,
$713,788; Continental Baking Co.,
$650,260; P. Lorrilard Co., $644,905;
Pet Sales Milk Corp., $594,013; General Mills, Inc., $557,035; Philip
Morris & Co., Ltd., $463,380; U. S.
Tobacco Co., $435,120; and Texas Co.,
$405,265. Smallest payment for network time was $360 by the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Institute.
General Foods Highest
In the food field, General Foods
Corp. led with $2,420,866 in billings.
For Huskies, $693,826 was spent;
Swansdown and Calumet, $679,385 ;
Postum, $450,159; Sanka Coffee,
$261,091 ; the remainder was divided
between three other products, Post
Toasties, Minute Tapioca and Diamond Salt. Campbell Soup paid
$713,788 for its canned products ; Pet
Milk Sales Corp. used $594,013 in
time for Pet Evaporated Milk.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. used
$1,246,726 in time to lead the drug
field. It was divided between Palmolive Soap, $515,443 ; shaving cream,
$368,128; dental products, $363,155.
Lux Toilet Soap, $739,757, and Lifebuoy, $376,350 made up the $1,116,107
paid by Lever Bros, in this field.
American Tobaccos Big
In tobacco, the American Tobacco
Co. led with $1,283,826. Lucky Strikes
used $1,112,343; Roi Tan Cigars,
Cigars, $88,458; and Half and Half
Tobacco, $83,025 made up this sum.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. paid

$1,118,355 for Chesterfields and
Granger. In third place was R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. with $1,000,184
for Camels and Prince Albert.
In house supplies, Lever Bros, paid
$1,116,132 for Rinso programs. Procter & Gamble Co. paid $688,645 to
advertise Oxydol, $389,247; Chipso,
$246,732; and Dreft, $52,666. ColgatePalmolive-Peet paid $532,713 for
Super Suds programs.
Ford Paid $1,052,895
Ford Motor Car Co. paid $1,052,895
for Ford, Lincoln and Zephyr programs. Chrysler Sales Corp. used
$1,003,612 in time for Chrysler, Dodge,
DeSoto and Plymouth cars.
Next to Wrigley chewing gum, the
Coca Cola Co. paid the largest
amount, $358,940, in the confectionery
and soft drink field. Texas Co. paid
$405,265 for gas and oil programs and
Gulf Refining paid $399,960. Radios
were in eight place, with the Philco
Radio & Television Corp. paying
$129,360 and Zenith Radio Corp. paying $108,515. Household Finance
Corp. used $208,320 in time to advertise personal loans.
Brewers' Radio Show Assn. paid
$192,750. Griffin Manufacturing Co.
used $174,049 in time for shoe cleaners.
In the miscellaneous column is found
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours with $250,455 for an institutional advertising
campaign.

New

Facsimilie

King

Top

Leaves

Talk

Row

mo^^

Air

Nazi
to

CBC

Montreal, Jan. 8. — Premier MacKenzie King at Ottawa has received
complaints on the New Year's Day address of Karl Dannenberg, head of
Nazi Party in eastern Canada, over
CKAC, in which Hitler was lauded,
but has disclaimed any authority in
the matter.
"The affair is entirely in the hands
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,"
King declared. Dr. Eric Windels,
German Consul General in Ottawa,
has read the speech and, approving it,
said there is no cause for controversy.
The station admitted that the speech
was not read before the broadcast, and
CBS is expected to take action in
the matter.

Spent

Agency
$8,955,633

WW

NBC and CBS in '38;
Thompson Second
Five leading advertising agenci*
placed $28,642,625 of the total businei
works,
NBC and
of $68,808,076
of theCBS,
two durin|
leadin- frty
ne'.
Far in the lead
Hummert, Inc.,
633 with the two
Thompson was

was Blackett- Sample
which placed $8,955
networks. J. Walter
in second place wit

Total of 17 agencies placed mor
$5,233,158.
than $1,000,000 each. Three were I
the $4,000,000 group, two in thi
$3,000,000, one in the $2,000,000, am
10 in the $1,000,000 classification.

Agencies Listed
The others and the figures for ml
two networks were Young & Rubicam
Inc., $4,911,066; Benton & Bowles
Inc., $4,800,399; Lord & Thomas
$4,742,369; Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc
$3,771,548; Compton Advertising, Inc
$3,107,788; Ward Wheelock Co., $2;
CBS Gets Reynaud
258,425; Newell-Emmett Co., Inc.
Talk for Thursday $1,693,314; Pedlar & Ryan, Inc., $ljl
588,185; Batten, Barton, Durstine I
Paul Reynaud, France's Minister of Osborne, $1,561,333; Lennen & Mitch
Finance, who has been forced to can- ell, Inc., $1,400,687; Wade Advertisinj
Agency, $1,383,741 ; N. W. Ayer *
cel two previous talks on "France Is Son, Inc., $1,350,691 ; H. W. Kasto:
Sound" has accepted the Columbia & Sons Advertising Co., $1,245,302:
network's invitation to deliver the ad- Gardner Advertising Co., $1,099,281
dress Thursday, over WABC and William Esty & Co., Inc., $1,084,659
Stack - Goble Advertising Agency
CBS, 6:45 to 7 P.M.
$1,001,999; Blow Co., Inc., $990,044
Reynaud was scheduled to make Roche, Williams & Cunnyngharri
this speech on Sunday, Dec. 4 but $972,434; McCann-Erickson, Inc.
France's unsettled labor problems $836,851 ; Arthur Kudner, Inc., $785,forced cancellation. It was then 449;
and Erwin, Wasey & Co., InJ
scheduled for Thursday, Dec. 22, but
when broadcast time arrived he was $707,679.
"Gotham" on Tonight
otherwise
engaged.
will originate
in Paris. Reynaud's talk
Opening
"Gothan
Nights"
will program
be heard of
tonight
ovei
WHN at 8 P. M. Clifton Webb, Hope
Williams and Estelle Winwood will
"Arbitration" Title
do a scene from their forthcoming
Suit of the Jewish Court of Arbitra- play, "The Importance of Being
tion, Inc., to restrain the Jewish Radio Earnest." Also on tonight's program
Service, Inc., Voice of Brooklyn, Inc., are Greta Keller, Wilma Baard, Lesj
also known as WLTH Radio Theatre, lie North, Don Albert's orchestra and
and Samuel J. Gellard from broadcast- Ed East. Later programs will feature variety acts.
ing under the name "Jewish Court of
Arbitration" or_any other similar title,
has been settled by order of N. Y. SuSet NAB District Meet
preme Court Justice Louis A. Valente.
Suit had been brought by the plain- theDenver,
Jan. of
8. — the
Broadcasters
in'
14th District
National Asj
tiff, claiming exclusive right to the sociation
of Broadcasters, will hold a
title and charging unfair competition
in broadcasts by the defendants over meeting at the Albany Hotel here
Tan. 18 and 19. Present will be broadWLTH.
casters from Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho and Montana.
Settle

Action

Over

Apparatus

Demonstrated

by

Crosley

Change "RFD" Time
Irene Beasley's program, "RFD No.
1," over WABC,
change time to
2:15 to 2:30 P.M.willMonday
through
Friday, beginning with the broadcast

Cincinnati, Jan. 8. — Powel Cros- version into a printed form. The of Jan. 16.
ley, Jr., president of the Crosley Corp., printing is accomplished by a rapidlyintroduced and demonstrated at a moving stylus which makes repeated
Delay AFRA
Meet
movements across
paper. a four-inch wide
press luncheon the company's new carbon-backed
Meeting between American
"Reado," a facsimile machine consistFederation of Radio Artists
The attachment, which will operate
ing of an attachment for radio sets
and the American Association
with
any
radio
receiver,
will
sell
for
for the sending and receiving of less than $80, Crosley said, and will
of Advertising Agencies
which was scheduled for last
printed messages and pictures.
have a range of about 500 miles.
Friday was postponed again,
The principle lies in the conversion
"The Crosley Corp. has been exof illustrations and kindred material
this
time until tomorrow
perimenting with facsimile for two
into an electrical or radio signal, which
afternoon.
years,"
explained,
"and weto
is broadcast, the reception of the sig- now
haveCrosley
perfected
it sufficiently
nal at the receiver, and its recon- start production on our sets.
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Schaefer

Rowson

Scores

English

Depinet

Meet

MPTOA

Here

\Discuss
Trade Practice
Program Today
M.P.T.O.A.'s views on the first
iraft of the proposed trade practice
program will be discussed with Sidney R. Kent, George J. Schaefer and
Ned E. Depinet, representing the distributors' negotiating committee, at a
peeting at the Union League Club
today.
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president, who held a brief conference with
Kent yesterday, stated that all affiliated units of the national organization had forwarded their views of the
tentative trade practice draft to him
and for study by members of the
M.P.T.O.A. executive committee and
guidance in the discussions with Sidney Kent and other distributor representatives in formulating their trade
practice policy.
The M.P.T.O.A. committee will
approve parts of the program, such as
the cancellation and score charge proposals and the establishment of local
conciliation or arbitration boards,
provided
the distributors agree to
(Continued on page 3)
Wage

Law

Parley

Here With Casey
Effect of the Wages and Hours law
upon the industry, with particular
consideration to eastern production
and distribution, will be the subject
of discussions at the office of Pat
Casey, producers' labor representative, on Friday. Representatives from
the home offices and eastern producers will be present.
Reports will be giveii of conferences
held on the coast and at Washington.
A problem exists at present on the
status of employes who are required
to work on location. Up to now,
union agreements covered the rate of
pay for such special cases, but a recent ruling of the Wage and Hour
Administrator's counsel has cast some
doubt on whether it is in conformity
with the law.
Casey will meet with the executive board of the American Federation of Musicians tomorrow for further conferences on the possibility of
increasing employment for musicians.
Radio

on

Page
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New
Laws

London, Jan. 9. — Simon
Rowson, addressing the
British Kinematograph Society here tonight, declared
that of 32,000,000 British people viewing films today, onlv
8,000,000 saw British films.
He said there is no noticeable benefit from the new
film legislation, with no increase either in the volume
or value of British production.

In

RKO

Drive

January

Leigh

to

Is
Start

CENTS

Slated

for

28

RKO's annual sales drive will be
designated the "George Schaefer
Drive" in honor of the new company
president. The drive will extend for
18 weeks from Jan. 28 to June 2,
It will be directed by Walter Branson, midwestern district manager,
who headed the Ned E. Depinet sales
drive for RKO last year.
Schaefer leaves for California Friday. Ned Depinet, RKO's sales chief,
may accompany him to the Coast, arriving there Monday. They probably
will stay in Hollywood until Jan. 24,

Scarlett

Role

Selznick Said to Have
Picked British Actress

Hollywood, Jan. 9. — Vivien Leigh,
relatively unknown British actress,
appears destined to play the Scarlett
O'Hara role in "Gone With the
Wind," the most sought after femiOdeon
to Get
nine role in pictures. Selection of
the young English actress is likely
to be announced shortly by David
date
of the
"Gunga
at the
RKOpremiere
Hill of
Street
and Din"
the Selznick. The picture is to be re$25,000,000
Pantages Theatres.
by M-G-M.
Branson will leave soon on a tour
Miss leasedLeigh
first came to the notice
of
RKO's
U.
S.
and
Canadian
exof
American
audiences in "Dark
For
New
Deal
changes to inaugurate plans for the Journey," in 1937, a British picture
sales campaign. He will be accom- in which she appeared with Conrad
panied by Harry Gittleson, editor of Veidt. The picture was made by
London, Jan. 9. — New capital of the RKO house organ, Flash, which London Films (Alexander Korda).
approximately $25,000,000 is to be will be published in the field during
Search Took Months
furnished Odeon Theatres, Ltd. the drive.
(Oscar Deutsch). Only final details
Commends Ad. Plan
In picking Miss Leigh, there were
to conclude this new financing- are
many months of intensive search and
awaited, it is understood. Purpose of
Schaefer, addressing the company's
the funds is to enable Odeon to pro- district managers' meeting at the screen testing of individuals by Selzceed with its merger and expansion Waldorf-Astoria, assured the sales
nick for her whom he deemed qu"
plans, such as the deal with Gaumont- heads that he would endeavor to ob- fied to play the role of Scarlett.
British and others.
tain a continuous flow of quality
Norma Shearer, Paulette Goddard,
Under the projected plans, Odeon product and reminded them that eight
will undertake the construction of a of RKO's leading features would be Carole Lombard and Jean Arthur have
number of theatres, possibly 35, it is released in the near future. They been among the famous actresses
understood. These will be in various are "Gunga Din," "Love Affair," under consideration.
parts of England.
"Pacific Liner," "The Flying IrishMany were considered during these
man," "The Great Man Votes," "The
Odeon's move to build new houses
puts to an end the possibility of a Castles," "Little Mother" and "Memo- months and the picture which origally was intended for release through
transaction similar to the merger,
which was discussed some months
Schaefer commended the advertis- United Artists, in the meantime, w
ry ofingLove."
and exploitation campaign on switched by Selznick and his associago,
chain between
and Odeon.Paramount's Astoria "Gunga Din" which S. Barret McCorate, J. H. Whitney, to the Metro
mick, advertising and publicity direc- roster. M-G-M Shares Cost
Odeon Theatres, Ltd., is controlled
tor, has planned. A fairly big apby Odeon
Cinema
Holdings, Ltd.,
propriation has been set aside for the
Several hundred thousand dollars
campaign.
(Continued on page 3)
has gone into the preparation of the
picture. The Metro deal with Selzcontributes
the costwhich
of production
nick is oneto under
M-G-M"
There was a time when Selznic''
thought of making the picture in two
parts, of approximately 12 reels to
Federa
I L icensing
Measure
each part.
Last official word
been that this will not happen.
Production gets under way, this
mittee, to which it was referred, will
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
not take it up for consideration for month, and general release is contemWashington, Jan. 9. — Should the some time.
plated by November.
Temporary National Economic ComThere is this year less enthusiasm
mittee fail to make recommendations
for Federal licensing than in the past, DeMille Collapses;
during the next few months for revision of the anti-trust laws, there due largely to the Administration's
Directs on Stretcher
may result agitation for enactment of present attitude of conciliating, rather
than further harassing, industry.
Hollywood,
Jan. 9. — Cecil B.
the O'Mahoney-Borah bill, which
Should similar legislation be DeMille collapsed today from an old
calls for Federal licensing of motion
picture and other firms engaged in in- brought up in the House, it would ailment. He made the trip from his
terstate commerce.
have the support of the group which home to the studio in an ambulance
The bill was reintroduced by the is behind Representative Culkin,
two Senators last week, but indica- N. Y., in his legislation for the crea- to resume direction of Paramount's
"Union Pacific" from a stretcher.
tion of a Federal film commission.
tions were that the Judiciary Com-

Agitation
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Likely
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Personal

IRVING ASHER, London Films
•■■ associate producer, leaves for the
coast today for conferences with Alexander Korda. Charles Schwartz,
attorney for Korda and Charles
Chaplin, also is en route to the coast
for the United Artists meetings there
this week.
•
Lou Phillips, Paramount attorney,
goes to Washington tonight for the
U. S. Supreme Court arguments on
the Interstate Circuit case Wednesday, and will go to Chicago from there
for work on the B. & K. anti-trust
suits.
•
Louis D. Frohlich and Herman
Finkelstein, of counsel to Ascap,
are in Washington to argue the first
XJ. S. Supreme Court tests of state
anti-Ascap legislation. They are due
back in New York tomorrow.
•
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president ;W. A. Scully, general sales
manager, and Joseph Seidelman,
foreign manager, leave New York the
end of next week for product conferences at the studio.
•
Budd Rogers, American general
manager for Mayflower-PommerLaughton Productions, will leave today with Elsa Lanchester, who will
make personal appearances in Toronto
and Montreal.
•
Walter Abel, work completed in
"King of the Turf," has returned to
New York to appear opposite Ruth
Gordon in the Broadway play, "The
Birds Stop Singing."
•
Sam Rinzler, Harry Buxbaum
and Joe Lee lunched at the Astor
yesterday. At an adjoining table
were Max A. Cohen, Tom Connors
and Ed Saunders.
•
^ William Sussman, 20th CenturyFox eastern division manager, and
Mrs. Sussman leave Saturday on
the Nienw Amsterdam for a cruise to
Rio de Janeiro.
•
Joseph Bernhard, Warner Theatres general manager, has returned to
bis desk after a two-week rest cure at
Lenox Hill Hospital.
•
Flavia Soraci, secretary to Larry
Schneider of Columbia's foreign department, is leaving to work for
Steve Hannagan.
•
Joy Hodges arrives today from the
coast for a personal appearance at the
State, beginning Thursday.
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York State automobile license plate number is No. 3.
Governor Herbert Lehman has
Nos. 1, 2 and 16. Nos. 4 and 5
are held by former Governor
Alfred E. Smith. Herbert Bayard
Swope has Nos. S, and CQ1.
Mrs. James Roosevelt, the
President's mother, has No. 10.
Others are:
No. 6— Mark
Graves
(N. Y.
State Tax Commissioner).
No. 7— Morris S. Tremaine (N.
Y. State Comptroller).
No. 8— John J. Bennett, Jr. (N.
Y. State Atty. Gen.).
No. 1G3— Max Steuer.
No. 2U — Samuel Untermyer.
No. 3X— Alfred P. Sloan, Jr.
No. NS1— Nathan Straus.
No. NS2— Nathan Straus, Jr.
No. 9C7— Gene Buck.
No. 6B— Bill Robinson.
No. YY2— Ed Wynn.
No. UU6 — Rudy Vallee.
No. UU2— David Rubinoff.
No. 8G5— M. H. Aylesworth.
Nos. VA1, VA2 and VA3— Vincent Astor.

Nos. WH1, WH2— William Randolph Hearst, Jr.
Nos. GG8, GG9— John Golden.
Nos. X3, X4 — Eddie Dowling.
T T
Most intriguing angle in the
New York City anti-giveaway
plan of the exhibitors is whether
or not the boys can make their
ban stick. If so much as one exhibitor shall violate the ban, once
the prohibition shall have been
voted, it might lead to widespread defection.
T T
Sir Adrian Baillie, associated
with Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., in
Albion Films, new United Artists releasing unit, is an important figure in British film and
political circles. He is a Conservative member of Parliament
from Tonbridge, Kent.
He fought the films act which
went into effect last spring and
is said to oppose quota protection for the British industry. He
is understood to believe a closely knit cooperation between the
British and American film industries may in time break down
quota barriers and permit a free
market.
Chieflv because Hollywood is
the admitted film producing capital of the world, now obtaining
90 per cent of screen time in
British theatres, cooperation
rather than antagonism should be
the keynote, in Sir Adrian's
opinion. He has declared he does
not see how the British industry
is to progress otherwise, as attempts to strengthen British production by various measures
have not been very successful and

SHAIN
Outlook
British investors have become
cautious about financing English
companies.
Sir Adrian has spent a number of years in this country. He
was for a time a career diplomat
and served as secretary of the
British Embassy in Washington
under Ambassador Sir Esme
Howard. He made his second
visit to Hollywood in 1935 to
study Technicolor and when the
English subsidiary was organized the same year, he became
Ltd.
vice-chairman
of Technicolor,
T ▼
Fox- West Coast (National)
theatres are experimenting with
simple announcement trailers in
the hope that a new kind of selling trailer may be evolved which
will be different than the usual,
high pressure reel. The Skouras
circuit of the Pacific slope is
premising its experiments on the
fact that so much advance information isgiven the public by the
press and magazines, besides
radio, that the high-pressure
trailer is not needed.
▼ T
New

York
license
missioner hasCity's
no power
to comdeny
a license for the erection of a
motion picture theatre because it
will attract patronage and thus
cause a traffic and parking problem. This was the ruling of the
Court of Appeals in the recently
decided case of Small vs. Moss.
The commissioner had previously denied a license on the
ground that the proposed site
fronted on a narrow street where
traffic congestion already existed.
In reversing this action, Judge
Irving Lehman pointed out that
the city could not prevent the
erection of a department store,
although such store might attract
more traffic than a film house.
The city relied on the ordinance which gives the commissioner
pass upon
location theofright
the totheatre
and "the
the
character of the applicant." The
court ruled that this prevented a
theatre from being built in restricted areas, but otherwise the
commissioner had no discretion.
In a previous case, the court
held that no power to deny a license existed because a theatre
at a particular location might impair the generalT welfare.
T
In Wilmington, the Medical
Society of Delaware, by unanimous vote, approved the showing
of "The Birth of a Baby" to children, if accompained by parents.
Its report
said endorsement
: "It is understood that this
does
not entail any legal or financial
responsibility on the part of the
Medical Society of Delaware."

in Brooklyn

Contingent on an agreement with
the stagehands' union, the Brandt
circuit will install vaudeville in the
Windsor Theatre, Brooklyn, Jan. 21.
The policy may be extended to five or
six other theatres about two weeks
later, including the Audubon, Manhattan ;Carlton, Jamaica, and the
Flatbush.
Harry Brandt has been negotiating with the stagehands sev. WJ.
months. The union demands a c. m
said to be on a par with the large
de luze theatres, on a scale based on
seating capacity, while the circuit
offers a flat rate at a price it can afford. The union wants a six-man
crew, it is understood. The union
contends that a reduction for Brandt
would set precedent, which it wants
to avoid.
Six acts of vaudeville and a stage
band are planned, plus a single feature and newsreels.
tentatively
lined up. Talent has been
The Continental, which is playing
Yiddish films, will switch to a girl
show and shorts Jan. 27, according
to plans of Moe Goldman, the operator.
Hollomon

Counsel

to

Interstate Circuit
Van Alen Hollomon, who has been
with the Paramount home office legal
staff for four years, left last night
for Dallas, where he will act as associate counsel for the Interstate Circuit. Members of the legal department gave him a farewell luncheon
at the Woodstock. George A. Barry
acted as toastmaster. The speakers
included Austin C. Keough. vicepresident and general counsel ; Norman Col Iyer, assistant secretary:
Charles Brouda, Herbert Lazarus and
Edith Schaeffer.
Metro Heads Return
Nicholas M. Schenck, president ;
William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager, and Howard Dietz, advertisterday.
ing and publicity
director
of Loew's,
returned
from coast
conferences
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Court

W ashington, Jan. 9. — U. S. Supreme Court this week will devote
considerable time to consideration of
[film cases, the calendar, posted today,
disclosed.
In addition to hearing argument in
the Texas anti-trust cases, deferred
last week on account of the illness of
\t) «)?tant Attorney General Thurman
old, the court plans to hear the
Washington and Florida Ascap cases,
possibly to render opinions on all four
when sittings are resumed Jan. 30,
after a two-week recess.
Both copyright cases revolve around
the jurisdiction of Federal courts. In
the Florida suit, the state attorney
general contended the District Court
erred in granting an injunction when
the complainants failed to establish
the existence of a jurisdictional
amount of $3,000, necessary to secure
consideration in the Federal court,
,and in the Washington case, Ascap
is appealing from a District Court
decision that the jurisdictional amount
was not involved.
In the Florida case, Ascap secured
an interlocutory injunction enjoining
enforcement of the statute prescribing
rules under which copyrighted compositions could be sold in the state.
In addition to charges that the jurisdictional amount was not involved,
the state authorities appealed from the
decision on the ground that the court
abused its discretion by lending injunctive aid to a combination of copyright owners in furtherance of alleged monopolistic price-fixing practices.
Ascap appealed from the Washington decision, contending state law destroys 528 contracts with users of
copyrighted compositions, from whom
the society receives $60,000 a year.
The law makes unlawful combination
of two or more copyright owners for
the purpose of fixing prices for use
of their works, for collecting fees or
to issue licenses, which the society
contends denies it equal protection of
laws and deprives its members of
property without due process of law.
The Supreme Court also is expected to announce whether it will
review the District Court decision in
the North Dakota divorce law case,
appealed by Paramount, following
consideration of briefs shortly to be
submitted.

Kent,

"Steed"

Opening
"The White Steed," by Paul
Carroll, opens tonight at the
Cort. It is a story of political
corruption. Eddie Dowling
produced and Hugh Hunt
directed the staging. Included in the cast are Jessica
Tandy, George Coulouris and
Barry Fitzgerald.
Six closings on Saturday
brought the number of legitimate stage productions on
Broadway down to 21. Closed
were "Bachelor Born," after
398 performances; "Sing Out
the News," 105; "American
Landscape," 43 ; "Blossom
Time," a revival, 19; "Don't
Throw Glass Houses," 15,
12. "Everywhere I Roam,"
and
"Dear Octopus" is scheduled to open tomorrow and
"The Importance of Being
Earnest" on Thursday.

Depinet

Schaefer
Meet

and

Warner

on Song

Plans

MPTOA

(.Continued from pane 1)
make them effective immediately. The
balance of the program probably will
be left to later negotiation.
William F. Rodgers and possibly
Gradwell L. Sears of the distributors'
negotiating committee will meet with
Allied State's negotiating committee
in Washington next Monday, prior to
Allied's annual board meeting Tuesday and W ednesday. This meeting
may tions
resolve
somepractice
of Allied's
objecto the trade
program.
The Allied board is scheduled to

Bank

Night

Test

La Crosse, Wis., Jan. 9. — The
Wisconsin attorney general is seeking
to force discontinuance of Bank Night
here with the issuance of a complaint
claiming it to be a public nuisance

litigtaion will be a test case
andThea "lottery."
with either side free to appeal to the
State Supreme Court for a final
decree. Defendant in the action is the
La Crosse Theatres Co. and its officers. In the recent lottery action
against
the company in which a sixvote on the distributors' proposals but man jury
returned a verdict of not
in advance of the meeting with Rodguilty on charges of operating a lotgers its action is unpredictable.
tery in connection with Bank Night
Albert Galston, president, and Robat
the
ert Poole, business manager, of the state was circuit's
unable toRivoli
appeal.theatre, the
I.T.O. of Southern California and
Arizona, are due here tomorrow from
Los Angeles for a second meeting Odeon Financing

with the distributors' negotiating
committee. They are bringing with

them their
organization's
tions for revision
of therecommendafirst draft,
over which I.T.O. has expressed
"keen disappointment." Other unaffiliated exhibitor units may meet with
In 'Garden of Moon'
Hollywood, Jan. 9. — Louis Herscher the distributors' committee later.
Further procedure and possible
and Robert Wolf Gilbert, members of
Ascap, have filed suit in Federal Court changes in the first draft to meet exfor $60,000 damages and an accounthibitors' objections which have already
ing of profits of "Garden of the been made known were discussed by
Moon," title song for the Warner the distributors' committee at a meetpicture starring John Payne. Named
ing at the Hays Office yesterday.
as defendants were Warners, Music
Publishers Holding Corp., and Al
Dubin, Johnny Mercer, Harry War- Tully^sks $50,000
ren and Jean Herbert, composers and
In 'Home Town9 Suit
lyricists.
Suit was filed yesterday by Jim
The plaintiffs charged that Harms,
Inc., Warner subsidiary, entered into Tully, author, in the U. S. District
a royalty agreement with them for Court against Paramount, William
K. Howard and Odessco Productions,
the song,
"Garden
of
the
Moon,"
musical rights first having been obtained Inc., in which Tully seeks damages of
by them from H. Bedford Jones and $50,000 and an injunction restraining
Barton Browne, who wrote the story. the defendants from allegedly exploiting his name in connection with
However, the complaint alleged,
Harms, Inc., put the Herscher-Gil- the motion picture, "Home Town."
The plaintiff charges violation of
bert song on the restricted list, and
substituted a music and lyrics written the Civil Rights Law of New York,
claiming that Howard and Odessco
by the Warner song writers.
have
produced
Town"
contracted
with "Home
Paramount
for and
its
distribution.
Wisconsin l.T.P.A.
In spite of the fact that Tully has
no
connection with the picture, the
Postpones Wedding
complaint stated, the defendants have
Milwaukee, Jan. 9. — Date for the advertised the film, stating that Tully
annual meeting of the Independent
associated with them in its proTheatres Protective Association of was
duction.
Wisconsin, originally slated for Jan.
24 and 25, has been postponed until
later. Reason for the postponment
is to give exhibitors an opportunity Suit on 'Stowaway*
to consider the trade pact proposal
Song Is Dismissed
for the industry before voting on it
Federal
Judge John C. Knox has
Laguna
Suit Against
at the meeting.
dismissed the song infringement suit
E. F. Maertz, Milwaukee, presi- of Charles McCord against Robbins
20th-Fox Is Settled
dent of the l.T.P.A. of Wisconsin,
Michelina Laguna suit in Federal will represent the association at the Music Corp., 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., Mack Gordon and Harry
Court against 20th Century-Fox for
Allied conference in Wash- Revel, on consent of the plaintiff,
alleged infringement by that company coming
ington.
without costs. Suit had been filed,
in the picture, "The World Moves
seeking "at least $50,000 damages,"
On," was settled out of court for a
an injunction and accounting, chargnominal sum after Laguna had won
Sales
Meet
Opened
ing the defendants with having injudgment in Mexican court of 20,000
fringed the plaintiff's song "I'll
pesos on a story he had written, "La
By RCA
Photophone
Always Remember Ronkonkomo," in
Paz en Laguerra."
RCA Photophone opened its three- the
song, "Good Night, My Love,"
day sales convention at Camden
which
was used in 20th Century-Fox's
yesterday with about 50 sales repreDelay Jewel Hearing
sentatives and service managers in at- picture, "Stowaway."
Hearing on lottery charges against
tendance. Harry L. Sommerer, presithe manager and staff of the Jewel
dent, gave the opening address.
Milstein Small's Agent
Theatre in Harlem has been postponed
J. J. Milstein is business represenAmong
the
speakers
at
tomorrow's
tative for Edward Small, and not for
in special sessions to Jan. 31. Police session will be Edward C. Cahill,
raided the house in September on service manager. The final meeting Hal Roach. Tom Walker is business
charges preferred by the Society for will be held in New York and will representative for Hal Roach in the
the Prevention of Crime. The the- include a tour of NBC studios and the east, and he is now in New York.
Milstein has left for the coast.
atre ran a screen numbers game.
World's Fair grounds.
Sue

Wisconsin

Set at $25,000,000
(.Continued from page 1)
which operates approximately 300
houses in England. Including its
subsidiary, the London & Southern,
its value has been estimated at $21,000,000.
in Odeon. United Artists is a partner
There has been no official notice to
Loew's or to 20th Century-Fox by
G-B or others in London regarding
the proposed Gaumont-British merger
with Odeon, and the possibilities of
the Ostrers disposing of their interests
in Metropolis Bradford. Officials of
these two American companies are
taking no official cognizance of the
possibilities of a London deal until
formal word is received.
Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox, has had no official information from London on the possibilities of the G-B transaction.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, takes the position that there
has been no official change in the
status of the Gaumont-British situation and Loew's since a year ago.
Screen
Filing

Writers
Labor

Plan

Charges

Hollywood, Jan. 9. — Plans for filing before the National Labor Relations Board charges of intimidation
of members by producers were advanced at a meeting of the Screen
Writers Guild last night. It was
said that about 45 complaints would
be ready soon for filing with the
board.
Table Allen-Metro Suit
London, Jan. 9. — Action of Elizabeth Allen against Metro British,
claiming damages for alleged breach
of contract, loss of publicity and
damage to her professional reputation
arising from the filming of "The
Citadel," has been tabled.

Dietrich

Aids

Jog

Ralph Dietrich, formerly assistant
to Gene Markey, 20th Century-Fox
associate producer, has been named assistant to Jason Joy, personnel manager of 20th Century-Fox studios.
Col. Signs Joe E. Brown
Hollywood, Jan. 9. — Joe E. Brown
will return to the Columbia lot in the
near future under a two-year contract
cosed recently. His first assignment
has been tentatively titled "Call Me
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'Everything'
Sensation

Hub,

Is
in

$25,000

Boston, Jan. 9. — "Thanks for
Everything" and "The Last Warning"
turned the trick here, with a gross of
$25,000 at the Keith Memorial, a
smash figure.
"Out West with the Hardys" and
"Young Dr. Kildare" took $20,000 at
Loew's Orpheum and $18,000 at Loew's
State, both very good. Holiday crowds
and midnight shows helped.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 4:
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM — (2,907) (25c-35c40c -55c) 7 days. Gross: $20,000. (Average,
$12,000)
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
55c)
7 days.STATE—
Gross: (3,537)
$18,000.(25c-3Sc-40c(Average,
$10,000)
"Thanks for Everything" (20th-Fox)
"The Last Warning" (Univ.)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,970) (25c-3Sc40c-55c) 6V2 days. Gross: $25,000. (Average, $13,000)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
"Storm Over Bengal" (Rep.
METROPOLITAN— (4,332) (25c-35c-40c55c) 7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average.
$13,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,797) (25c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $8,500)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
FENWAY— (1,382) (25c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $4,500)

'Sweethearts'
Seattle

in

Captures

Excellent

$11,500

arts"
■— "Sweethe
Jan.in 9.front
with $11,500
well out
wasSeattle,
at the Fifth Avenue, as most houses
went over average, aided by advanced
prices for New Year's Eve.
"The Dawn Patrol" and "Thanks
for the Memory" took $8,400 at the
Orpheum, and 'Kentucky" and
"Spring Madness" drew a strong
$8,850 at the Paramount. Weather
was rainy.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 6:
"Out West With the Hardys" M-G-M)
"Man To Remember" (RKO)
BLUE MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days. 3rd week. Gross: $4,400. (Average,
$4,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $11,500. (Average, $7,000)
"There Goes My Heart" (U.A.)
"Crime Takes A Holiday" (Col.)
LIBERTY— (1,800) (20c-30c-40c-55c) 5
days. 2nd week. Gross: $3,100. (Average, 7
days, $5,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"Down on the Farm" (20th-Fox)
MUSIC BOX — (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days.
'2nd week. Gross: $4,100. (Average, $4,000)
"The Dawn Patrol" (W.B.)
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (2,450) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,400. (Average, $6,000)
"Sons of the Legion" (Para.)
PALOMAR — (1,500)
(15c-25c-30c-40c) 5
days. Vaudeville and local kiddies dance
revue. Gross: $3,950. (Average, $5,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"Spring Madness" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (30c
Gross: $8,850. (Average. $6,000)-40c) 7 days.
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Personnel
Hollywood

Moves

Preview

FABIAN CHANGES
Albany, Jan. 9. — Louis Golding,
district manager of the Fabian Cir"Arizona Legion"
cuit, has made the following shifts
(RKO)
in addition to the transfer of Sidney
Hollywood, Jan. 9. — Here's a western sure to thrill the outdoor action Deneau to the New York home office :
adventure fans. There's nothing old fashioned about "Arizona Legion."
Joe Shure, manager of the State,
Everything is as fresh and new as 1939. Not very often has spectacular Schenectady, to succeed Deneau as
action been made so much an integral part of a picture, fit into a story booking manager for the local Fabian
with such significance, as the quality bas been included in the latest district ; Louis Rosenthal, cashier at
the State, Schenectady, to manager of
George O'Brien vehicle.
the Strand ; Phil Rapp, from manager
In the beginning O'Brien is made to appear as a drink sodden trouble- of the Strand to the Plaza, and Gwfy
maker. Then, as he is continually involved in dirty work and association Graves, from the Plaza to the Sta^r
with the frontier's criminal element, it is revealed that he is the head of as manager.
the secretly organized Arizona Rangers, commissioned to wipe out lawMURNANE SHIFTED
lessness. Having earned the enmity of Lieut. Carlisle Moore, his boyhood chum, and the affections of sweetheart Laraine Johnson, O'Brien
Albaky, Jan. 9. — Joseph Muris captured after robbing an army treasure wagon. In jail, he learns the uane, assistant manager at the Ritz,
identity of the brains behind the desperadoes and escaping military Albany, has been shifted to the same
position at the Stanley, Utica, sucprison, he leads his rangers in the round up of Tom Chatterton's gang.
ceeding Peter Chagaris, resigned.
O'Brien appears to much better advantage in 'Arizona Legion" than Change was made by Charles A.
in any of his recent productions. While Miss Johnson is something Smakwitz, Warner theatres district
more than the customary western heroine, the high grade supporting cast manager.
is given many opportunities to be effective. Chill Wills, O'Brien's buddy
STAHL QUITS U. A.
and teller of tall stories is the source of the story's comedy content and
in every appearance he should provoke laughter. The trio of heavies,
Cincinnati, Jan. 9. — Max Stahl
Chatterton, Harry Cording and Glenn Strange, are ideal bad men and has resigned as branch manager of
United Artists here to take over opEd Le Saint is convincing as the hero's confidant. The original story by
eration of the new 638-seat Ritz, at
Bernard McConville and the screenplay by Oliver Drake are believable Shelbyville,
Ind., which he built in
and David Howard's directing endows the picture with socking enter- partnership with Nate Kaufman. Hartainment merit.
ris Dudelson has been promoted to
branch manager to succeed Stahl.
Running time, 62 minutes.
"G."*
G.McC.
N. T. S. PROMOTES 3
*"G" denotes general classification.
Cleveland, Jan. 9. — L. H. Walters,
manager of the local National Theatre
Ten New Films Are
Supply office, has promoted Thomas
'Sweethearts' in
Baird from office manager to salesman
Approved
by Legion covering the western half of the
National Legion of Decency re- Cleveland territory, succeeding M. H.
Cleveland $22,000
viewed 12 new pictures this week and Fritchle, resigned. John Watts has
classified seven as unobjectionable for been promoted from bookkeeper to
Cleveland,
Jan.and
9. — Company
"Up the River"
with
Ted Lewis
as the general patronage, three as unobjec- office manager and D. T. Coumeig has
tionable for adult patronage, and two been appointed bookkeeper.
stage attraction, took a smash $27,000
at the RKO Palace.
as objectionable in part. The new
TWO JOIN UNIVERSAL
"Sweethearts," at Loew's State, films and their classification follow :
played to record weekend attendance,
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for GenCleveland, Jan. 9. — Joe Engel,
grossing $22,000. "Kentucky" at
eral Patronage — "California Frontier," local Universal branch manager, has
Warners' Hippodrome took $15,000. "Charlie Chan in Honolulu," "For- named George Rosenbaum and James
"The Dawn Patrol" drew $8,000 at
bidden Music," "Going Places," Frew as salesmen. They succeed Jack
the Allen.
"Songs
and
Bullets," "Tough Kids" Withers and Harry Dixon.
Estimated takings for the week end- and "Wild Horse
Canyon." Class
ing Jan. 6 :
A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults —
SCHWARTZ TO REINHART
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Crime Takes a Holiday," "Pacific
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c) 7 days, 2nd Liner" and "Zaza." Class B, ObjecCanton, O, Jan. 9. — Ben Schwartz,
week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $4,000)
tionable in Part — "Foolish Virgin" for the past 18 months manager of
"Kentucky" (2»th-Fox)
Warners' Ohio here, has resigned to
WARNERS' HIPPODROME — (3,800) and "Kreutzer Sonata."
become city manager for the Reinhart
(30c-35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (AverAmusement Co. Schwartz now has
age, $12,000)
"Up the River" (20th-Fox)
Censor
Law
in
Ohio
charge
of the Mozart, State and McRKO
PALACE— (3,100) (30c -42c -55c) 7
Kinley here.
days. Stage: Ted Lewis and Co. Gross:
$27,000. (Average. $15,000)
Seen Facing Attack
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
Columbus, Jan. 9. — Bills seeking
OLSON QUITS WARNER
LOEW'S
(30c-35c-42c)
days.
Gross:STATE—
$22,000. (3,500)
(Average.
$13,000) 7 to revise or repeal the Ohio censorship
Seattle,
Jan. 9. — Tom Olson, gen"Artists and Models Abroad" (U. A.)
statute may be introduced in the cureral manager of Warner theatres in
rent legislative session. There is
LOEW'S
STILLMAN—
(1.900)
(30c
-35c42c) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $4,000. much sentiment among liberal groups Aberdeen and Hoquiam, has resigned
(Average. $5,000)
to enter the radio field in Olympia.
for such action.
He will be succeeded at the Hoquiam
Meanwhile,
Amkino's
to the
state
censor board
fromappeal
its ban
of and Bijou in Hoquiam by Carl Miller.
Stock Application
"Professor Mamlock," Russian film, is Lloyd Thayer of this city will take
Withdrawn
by Pix pending. The distributor plans to over the management of the Aberdeen
Washington, Jan. 9. — Withdrawal take the matter to the State Supreme in Aberdeen.
of an application filed Dec. 7 for Court if the board upholds its original
PAYNTER TO EMPIRE
registration of 50,000 shares of $5 par decision.
common stock has been asked bv Pix
Toronto,
Jan. 9.— Harry O. PaynTheatre Circuit, Inc., Gary, Ind., the
ter, for many years Ontario branch
Pathe News on Coast
S.E.C. has disclosed.
manager for Warners, has resigned to
The stock was to be sold at $6 per
Pathe News is opening a west coast
share, the proceeds to be used for the office with_ Peter Mayer, former as- join Empire-Universal Films, Ltd.
purchase of three theatres in Kansas
sistant assignment editor, in charge.
MARKOWITZ TO FLORIDA
City, Colonial and Mary Lou to be Mayer leaves for Los Angeles tomoracquired from E. E. Webber for
Kansas City, Jan. 9. — M-G-M will
row by plane. Heretofore the news$42,500 and the Ritz from Harrv H. reel was represented by a cameraman transfer Joe Markowitz, office manaBarrett for $20,000. Remainder of the on the coast. Coverage of sports
ger at the exchange here two years,
proceeds from the stock issue would locals will be extended, as well as to Florida, where he will sell out of
the Atlanta office.
have been used for further acquisitions. news and feature material.
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Previews

$19,000,

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Jan. 9. — O pening
week of "Duke of West Point"
brought $13,500 to the Aldine. The
Earle, benefiting by the midnight
shows, grossed $26,000 with its stage
j #Tibination of Lionel Stander, Elea-<e Whitney, Ken Murray and Gene
Austin, and "Girl Downstairs" on the
screen.
"Sweethearts" held up to a strong
$18,000 for a second week at the Boyd,
and "Kentucky" drew a powerful
$19,000 in eight days at the Fox.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 5 :
"Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
ALDINE— (1.300) (40c-55c-65c-7Sc) 7 days.
Gross: $13,500. (Average, $8,160)
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
ARCADIA— (600) (25c-40c-55c) 2 days.
"Say Gross:
It in French"
(Para.).
3Gross:
days, $500.
2nd run.
$600. (Average,
7 days, $2,800)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
BOYD— (2,400) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
EARLE— (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 6 days.
Stage: Lionel Stander. Ken Murray,
nore Whitney, Gene Austin. Gross Elea000. (Average. $14,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
FOX — (3,000) (40c-55c-65c-75c) 8 days.
$26,Gross: $19,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Thanks for Everything" (Zttth-Fox)
KARLTON— (1,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,000)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
KEITH'S— (2.000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
days.
STANLEY—
(3.700) (40c-55c-65c)
2nd
week
(Average,
Gross: B.)$13,000.
$14,000)
"Devil's Island" (W
. STANTON — (1,700) (25c-40c-55c> 7 days.
Gross: $5,500. (Average. $7,000)

'Cowboy,' 'Comet'
Lead
Milwaukee
Grossing

$8,500

Milwaukee, Jan. 9. — Week's big
money went to "The Cowboy and the
Lady" and "Comet Over Broadway"
at the Warner with $8,500. "Paris
Honeymoon" and "Illegal Traffic" collected $8,000 at Fox's Palace, while
"Kentucky" and "Up the River"
grossed $9,000 at the Wisconsin.
"Sweethearts" and "Young Dr. Kildare" were good for $5,000 at Fox's
Strand with "Secrets of a Nurse" and
Ben Blue on the stage grossing $7,300
at the Riverside.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 5-6 :
"Professor Mamlock" (Amkino)
LITTLE THEATRE— (1,098) (35c-50c) 7
days. Gross: $2,100.
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
days.
RIVERSIDE— (2,300) (25c-30c)
Stage: Ben Blue. Gross: $7,300.
age. $5,000)
(Aver"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
"Illegal Traffic" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 7 day; Gross :
$8,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
STRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average. $4,500)
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
"Comet Over Broadway" (F. N.)
WARNER— (2,400)
(35c-50c)
7 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"Up the River" (20th-Fox)
WISCONSIN— (3.200) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,000)

Trigger Pals
( Cine mart- Grand Natio rial )
Art Jarrett finds that running a cattle ranch and hunting for rustlers
can be a complicated affair when a woman turns up as a half-owner.
Especially when he wants to raise cattle and she wants a dude ranch.
Dorothy Faye, as the eastern girl, and Jarrett each inherit a half
interest. She unexpectedly comes to the ranch to help supervise its
operations. Meanwhile, Jarrett, together with his pals Lee Powell and
Al St. John, are searching for rustlers who prevent the fulfillment of
contracts by stealing the cattle just before deliveries are due.
It is discovered that Ted Adams, who seeks to foreclose the mortgage, ishead of the ring, but just as he is about to be captured, he seeks
to prove that Jarrett is the thief. There is an exciting fight in a cave
with a dynamite charge about to explode. Nina Gilbert, as the maiden
aunt, adds a comedy touch when she falls in love with St. John.
Phil Krasne produced the picture and Sam Newfield directed. Two

Cities'
Twin
High
$6,000

Minneapolis, Jan. 9. — Aided by
mild weather
New for
Year'stheeve week
special shows, and
grosses
showed signs of revitalized business.
High was "Out West with the
Hardys," with $6,000 at the Century.
The Gopher
$3,400 with "Up the
River,"
and got"Artists
and Models
Abroad" was good for $5,600 at the
State.
In St. Paul "Angels with Dirty
Faces" got $3,500 at the Orpheum and
strong.Tower's $2,600 with "Up the
the
River" and "The Frontiersman" was

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 5 : Minneapolis :
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."*
"Law West of Tombstone" (RKO)
"Nancy Drew, Reporter" (W. B.)
'G" denotes general classification.
"The Storm"
"Down
on the (Univ.)
Farm" (20th-Fox)
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c) Dual bills, split
week. Gross: $2,000.
(Average, $1,500)
"Heart of Paris"
"Out
West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
{Tri-National Films)
CENTURY — (1,600) (25c-40c) 2nd week,
7 days. Gross: $6,000. (Average. $4,000)
"The Valiant," a French production, has some charming and com- "Up the River" (20th-Fox)
pletely absorbing moments, although on the whole it appears to be exGOPHER— (990) (25c) 7 da vs. Gross:
(Average, $3,000)
cessively lengthy in contrast with the simplicity of its story and its $3,400.
"Dawn
"Thanks Patrol"
for Everything
(W. B.) " (20th-Fox)
restricted action pattern. There are several distinguished performances
and some excellent humorous touches which, however-, may escape those
ORPHEUM—
(2.900) (25c-40c) "Thanks" 5
"Dawn,"
(Average,
$4,800) 2 days. Gross: $4,500.
unable to follow the dialogue, as much of the best has not been captured days,
by the English titles.
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
The story depends for much of its veracity on the splendid characteri- $5,600.
(Average, $4,400)
Sonata"
zation of a soft-hearted French shopkeeper given by Raimu. As a jury "Moonlight
"To the Victor"
(G. (Malmar)
B.)
member largely responsible for the acquittal of Michele Morgan for the
— (400) (25c-55c) "Sonata" 6 days
murder of her lover, his sympathies are stirred to the extent of provid- in WORLD
6th week, "Victor" 1 day. Gross: $1,000.
ing employment and shelter for her in his own home. The almost melo- (Average, $1,600)
dramatic consequences involve his son, his daughter and her fiance, his
St. Paul:
wife
and,
of course, himself. Provision is made, however, for the happy "Angels with Dirty Faces" (F. N.)
ending.
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $3,200)
The cast is uniformly good, but performances especially deserving of "Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.) days.
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
mention other than Raimu's are those of Jacqueline Pacaud as the wife, Gross: $3,300. (Average, $4,400)
and Mile. Morgan as the rescued girl.
"Spring Madness" (M-G-M)
RIVIERA—
(1,000)$2,400)
(25c) 7 days. Gross:
. Running time, 85 minutes. '"A."*
Sherwin A. Kane $1,800.
(Average,
"Up the River" (ZOth-Fox)
"The Frontiersman" (Para.)
*"A" denotes adult classification.
TOWER—
(1,000) $1,600)
(25c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,600.
(Average,
"Moonlight Sonata" (Malmar)
WORLD—
7 days.
week.
Gross:(400)
$1,400.(25c-35c)
(Average.
$700) 2nd
Hollywood
Preview
songs, "When a Cowboy Sings" and "Lullaby Trail," are heard in the
film. George Plympton and Ted Richmond wrote the story.

'French/
Disbarred
{Paramount)
Hollywood, Jan. 9. — Melodramatic in theme, devoid of comedy, yet
containing a trace of romantic love interest, "Disbarred" follows a
familiar pattern and in neither cast name nor audience entertainment
value does it make available any patron-intriguing exploitation.
The purpose of "Disbarred" is to expose the unethical practices in
which shady lawyers indulge. The bar association expels Otto Kruger,
who has made a living by being a legal racketeer in the defense of thugs,
gangsters and murderers. Continuing his business, but concealing his
identity, in another city, Kruger engages a woman lawyer to be his
mouthpiece and defender of his unsavory clientele. Torn between loyalty
to the man who made it possible for her to be a success and her faith in
her oath and profession, Miss Patrick chooses the second loyalty and
prepares to prosecute Kruger on a murder charge.
Miss Patrick does a capable job with her role, as does Kruger. With
few exceptions the balance of the cast, however, is not more than
adequate.
The original story by Harry Sauber, as well as the screenplay by
Lillie Hayward and Robert Presnell, appears to be composed of abstracts
of half a dozen or more earlier "lawyer" pictures. Robert Florey
directed.
Running time, 62 minutes.

"G."*

*"G" denotes general classification.

G. McC.

Vaudeville

$16,500 In Omaha
Omaha, Jan. 3. — "Say It in
French," with Dixie Dunbar heading
a stage show, took a smash $16,500
at the Orpheum.
"Artists and Models Abroad,"
dualled
with "King
Alcatraz,"
pulled a surprise
$9,200 of
at the
Omaha.
The weather was clear and cool.
Estimated takings for the week end"Going Jan.
Places"
(F. N.)
4-5 :(Univ.)
"The ingStorm"
BRANDEIS— (1.200) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,100. (Average. $4,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"King of Alcatraz" (Para.)
OMAHA—
(2,200) $5,500)
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,200.
(Average.
"Sav It in French" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (3.000) (35c-55c) Stage:
Dixie Dunbar. 7 days. Gross: $16,400.
(Average. $7,200)
Hall Gets Warner Short
Warners' "Lincoln in the White
House," latest addition to the series of
patriotic two-reel shorts in technicolor, has been booked into Radio City
Music Hall starting Feb. 10.
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&
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Spent

$4,860,155
'38

with

in

NBC

Procter & Gamble was by far the
leading NBC client during 1938, with
gross expenditures for network time
of $4,860,155— more than $2,000,000
ahead of the network's next biggest
client, Standard Brands, with time expenditures of$2,670,467.
During the year, NBC sold time
amounting to $41,408,310, with 116
clients contributing to make that total,
excluding billings for political talks.
Revenue from political talks totaled
$54,369, making total NBC gross
client expenditures of $41,462,679.
The 20 leading advertisers for the
year, and gross expenditures for each,
follow :
Procter & Gamble, $4,860,155;
Standard Brands, $2,670,467; General
Foods, $2,519,220; Sterling Products, $2,486,452; American Home
Products, $1,683,340; Campbell Soup,
$1,565,637; National Dairy Products,
$1,466,957; Miles Laboratories, $1,387,906; American Tobacco, $1,331,884; General Mills, $1,200,886; Bristol-Myers, $942,930; Quaker Oats,
$878,068; RCA, $827,640; Johnson
Wax Co., $675,190; Brown & Williamson, $656,306; Cities Service,
$638,205; Firestone Tire & Rubber,
$635,206; Sun Oil, $631,667; Jergens
Co., $622,277; Liggett & Myers,
$571,015.
Food and Food Beverages lead the
industrial classification, with total
gross expenditures of $14,559,775 — an
increase of 32 per cent over the expenditures for the same industry in
1937. The industrial classifications
follow, alphabetically :
Automotive, $927,251 ; Building Materials, $56,162; Cigars, Cigarettes and
Tobacco, $3,286,786; Clothing and
Dry Goods, $76,736; Confectionery
and Soft Drinks, $331,100 ; Drugs and
Toilet Goods, $12,686,022; Financial
and Insurance, $171,627; Foods and
Food Beverages, $14,559,775; Garden
and Field, $2,236; House Furniture
and Furnishings,$ 743,407 ; Lubricants,
Fuel and Petroleum Products, $1,983,534 ; Machinery and Farm Equipment, $99,708 ; Paints and Hardware,
$274,333 ; Radios and Phonographs,
$955,706; Schools and Correspondence Courses, $6,912 ; Shoes and
Leather Goods, $64,959; Laundry
Soaps and Cleaners, $4,491,316; Stationery & Publishers, $392,055;
Travel and Hotels, $19,364; Wines
and Beer, $125,232; Miscellaneous,
$208,459.
Average expenditure of each of the
116
968. non-political clients was $356 -

WHN

to Advertise

On Bridges, Tunnels
Large signs displaying
WHN's call letters and slogan, "Dial 1010," will be
placed at all toll booths of
the Lincoln Tunnel, the Holland Tunnel, the George
Washington Bridge, the Goethals Bridge, Bayonne Bridge
ing.
and the Outerbridge CrossArrangement for advertising WHN to all motorists
using the bridges and tunnels
were made by Dick Fishell
with the Port of New York
Authority.

W8XAL

Plans

Pan-America

New
Series

Cincinnati, Jan. 9. — Further shortwave broadcasting activities are being
planned for W8XAL to include programs saluting the lesser known Latin
American countries, and programs on
American industry to be aired in
Spanish, according to Joseph Reis,
director of international broadcasting.
Starting dates for the new series
have not been definitely set.

New

Shows

"Screen Actors' Guild Show"
The fireside radio receiver gains
another stay-at-home prop in the new
Screen Guild Show, introduced Sunday on CBS at 7:30 P. M.
The inaugural program — and there
is no reason to believe that the broadcasts to follow will show a letdown —
had simply everything that can be
tossed into an able and entertaining
show — names, variety, production,
novelty, music — plus an all-appealing
charity angle which no other commercial radio program possesses. The
Guild show is put together in its entirety by the Screen Actors' Guild,
and the weekly fee the Guild receives
from the Gulf Oil Co. — said to be
about $15,000 — goes into a fund to
build a hospital and home for indigents
of the film profession. This fact was
stressed in the opening program, as it
will be stressed in subsequent broadcasts, and it cannot help but have an
effect in drawing an audience.
Appearing in the inaugural were
Jack Benny and Joan Crawford, Reginall Gardner, Judy Garland and
George Murphy. Benny and Miss
Crawford were heard in an amusing
skit designed to brine out reasons why
Benny should not be cast in enviable
roles, like Gable, Taylor and Colman. Benny making serious love to
Crawford is amusing even just thinkWKRC
Adopting
ing of it. Gardner again gave his
Single Rate Card funny imitation of a railroad engine
Cincinnati, Jan. 9.— WKRC will in motion, and Miss Garland sang
discontinue its local rate card upon two numbers in good fashion. Oscar
orchestra fashioned the murelease supersedes
this week all
of rate
12, Bradley's
sical backdrop. Murphy was M. C,
which
othercard
rate'No.
structures for the station. WKRC, which and Mitchell Leison directed. Ralph
is the CBS station for Cincinnati, thus Morgan, S.A.G. president, and Col.
becomes the only station here to op- J. Frank Drake, president of the Gulf
erate with one rate card.
Co.. spoke briefly about the purpose
The new rate card has as its basic of the show.
rate $300 per class "A" hour with
rates_ proportionately reduced for other
"Gatewa" to Holluivood"
classifications of time throughout the
"Gateway
to Hollywood," new RKO
afternoon and morning.
air program, evolved by Jesse Lasky

Before

of CBS
FCC

Al

Smith

Elected

Today
To

Washington, Jan. 9. — Officials of
the Columbia Broadcasting System
will appear before the F.C.C. tomorrow as the commission begins its
study of that company, the second
national network to be called in the
investigation of an alleged monopoly
in broadcasting.
Indications tonight were that CBS
could be covered possibly in two
weeks, in contrast with nearly two
months devoted to the inquiry of
NBC. In connection with the investigation, the commission disclosed
today it is making a study of the
actual ownership of radio stations and
has sent out 2,300 questionnaires, asking for information on which determination can be made of the extent of
absentee ownership, voting proxies
and control by holding companies.
The information gathered through
the questionnaire, it was explained,
will be analyzed and the results presented in the testimony of F.C.C.
experts before the end of the present
series of hearings.

NBC

Council!

Alfred E. Smith, former governor
of New York, was elected a member
of the NBC advisory council at a
regular meeting of that body yesterday. Smith succeeds the late Judge
Morgan J. O'Brien. The council reaffirmed the network's policies covering programs of religious, control
versial issues, and politics, and voted
their continuance.

Those policies, five in number ' re
as
: Religion
: NBC
doel W|ot
sellfollows
time for
religious
programs
but;!
has chosen responsible organizations;1
representing the three dominant religious groups, Protestants, Catholics;
and Jews, to suggest speakers andi
prepare programs ; NBC does not permit attacks upon religious faiths or
upon racial groups. Politics : It does,
not sell political time other than during periods of election, and does not
accept dramatic presentations of political issues because, the network believes, itis impossible to prevent essential misrepresentations and unfairTo Air Hialeah Races
ness when this policy is employed.
Mutual and CBS will broadcast de- Controversial issues : In connectionscriptions ofthe running of 10 of the with its own sustaining periods, NBC
important stake races from Hialeah at all times to give equal representation to both sides of every controverPark, beginning tomorrow.
sial issue ; and on sponsored programs where controversial programs;
are presented, the sponsor may be:
forced to yield time to a representaon
the
Air
tive
sor'sof views
speaker. opposed to the sponFurther, a speaker having been
granted
time on the air, NBC does
and designed as a talent hunt, got off
to an unfortunate start Sunday, be- not censor or edit his opinions, other
thanlaw.checking for slander, violations
trayed by a fantastic and puerile script. of
Like the Screen Guild show, "Gateway to Hollywood" has an entirely
Farr-Burman on NBC
worthy purpose. The program will
provide an avenue to stardom for a
Ten-round heavyweight bout betalented young acting couple. The
tween Tommy Farr and Clarence
quest is open to girls between the ages Pjurman will be broadcast over the
of 17 and 23, to boys between the NBC Blue on Friday, beginning at
ages of 21 and 27. Each week, for 10 P.M., under the sponsorship of
13 weeks, a different team will • be Adam Hats. Sam Taub and Bill
heard in various dramatizations, and Stern will handle the broadcast.
at the close a board of judges will
select the most promising team for
roles in an RKO picture. The winFCC
Calendar
ning youngsters will adopt the names
of "Alice Eden" and "John Archer"
and will be guaranteed at least six
Washington, Jan. 9. — A construcamonths'
week. work by the studio at $125
tion permit for a new station, to operate on 1,310 kilocycles with 100 watts
The two youngsters in the inaugural
show will not, at this stage of their power night, 250 watts day, has been,
careers, set any rivers afire with their asked of the Federal Commission by ;
dramatic ability, but no one expects John R. Pepper, Greenville, Miss.
The commission has scheduled its
aing.polished acting job. It was the
follows
: hearings for the week, as
broadcast
script that threw them, not their act-

Jan. 10: Applications of WKOK,
Sunbury, Pa., for extension of time
from specified hours to unlimited, and
WSNJ, Bridgeton, N. J., for extension of time from day to unlimited
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day.
Jan. 11: Applications of Sweetwater Radio, Inc., for a new 1,210kilocycle, 250-watt daytime station at
Sweetwater, Tex., and KTEM, Temple, Tex., for extension of time from
day to unlimited with 100 watts night,
250 watts day, and WJAC, Johnstown, Pa., for extension of time from
sharing to unlimited.
Cecil B. DeMille was on hand to
Jan. 13 : Applications
of Charles ^
wish his old partner Jesse L. Lasky Greenblatt
for a 1,190-kilocycle sta-J
well in the new radio venture. We, tion at Bridgeport, with 250 watts
too, wish Lasky and his program well. power, and WTHT, Hartford, for increase of day power from 100 to 250
"Gateway to Hollywood" is presented
Sundays over CBS at 6:30 P. M., and watts.
WICA, Ashtabula, O., asks for an
sponsored by the Wrigley Co.
increase in power.
Jack Banner
The story was by Peter Dixon and
was titled "Greater Love." It was a
preposterous story of the Civil War
days. The boy is a captain of the Confederates, the girl a Yankee sympathizer. He comes to his own town
as a spy, and in a rendezvous with his
wife is shot_ by her because of her
desire to bring the war to a close.
How his demise would end the war is
a mystery still to be explained. A
sister-in-law was played by Miriam
"name" value.
Hopkins,
whose talent was added for

Alert,
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Sets

Call

$5,000,000
Debentures

Authorized
Meeting

at Special
of Board

0 of Paramount's
of $5,000,00
debentures at par, plus
per cent
sixCalling
accrued interest, was authorized yess board of dicompany'
terday
meeting.
rectors byat athespecial
The call is to be made out of the
company's excess cash balances, augmented by a small six-year bank loan.
Indications are that the company's
iconsolidated cash position will be in
;excess of $10,000,000 after the $5,000,' 000 of debentures have been called
and paid for. The company's cash
position was augmented recently by
the repayment of advances made by
the parent company to several subsidiaries to facilitate the debenture call.
In some instances, bank loans were
made by subsidiaries to be applied to
the
repayment of the parent company's
advances.

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

MPTOA
Rogers Plans
On Munich

Film
Parley

Hollywood, Jan. 10. —
R. Rogers is planning
of "That
Crucial
based tionon
activities
in

Charles
producNight"
London

during the ChamberlainHitler conferences in Munich.
Randall Fave, British producer-director, who was conscripted at the time to dig
trenches in London, is writing the story.

Will
Trade

TEN

11, 1939
Committee

Meet

Today

Practice

Radio — Page

8

Calls

for

on

Pact

Liquidation
Fox

The M. P. T. O. A. executive committee will meet here today to coordinate the reactions of its affiliated
units to the distributors' tentative
trade practice draft. The committee
will formulate its policy for future

negotiations
withconsolidating
the distributors'
committee after
these
reports from the individual units.
Expected in New York today for
the meeting are H. V. Harvey, San
Data
Is Filed
Francisco ; Oscar Lam, Rome, Ga. ;
Charles E. Williams, Omaha ; Arthur Lockwood, Middletown, Conn.,
To
Accompany
and Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia. Ed
Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A. president, arrived earlier.
RKO
Consents
The M. P. T. O. A. committee will
open negotiations with Sidney R.
Kent, George J. Schaefer and Ned
W. Sorg, as agent of the Irving E. Depinet at the Union League Club
Trust Co., trustee of RKO, yesterday tomorrow on whatever changes or adfiled a list of debentures and other
ditions to the draft are decided on at
obligations totaling $10,450,800 in- today's meeting.
spected by him, which accompanied
Distributor representatives confiled consents to the plan of reorganiferred briefly yesterday with representatives ofunaffiliated regional exzation of RKO. This procedure, acSorg's statement,
with
$4,400,000 Left
hibitor organizations on the latter's
the list, cording
is torequired
in lieu offiled
physical
reactions to the tentative trade practice
proposals. A. P. Archer, head
With the retirement of the $5,000,- presentation of the debentures to Federal Judge Bondy.
000 of debentures, there will be outof the T. O. M. of the Rocky MounThe list itemized debentures as foltain Region, is here from Denver to
standing only $4,400,000 of the original six per cent debenture issue of
lows :$8,670,800 in 10-year six per confer with the distributors' committee. Harry Brandt, I. T. O. A. presapproximately $26,000,000. Approxi- cent gold debentures held by J. & W.
ident, has also been in touch with the
Seligman & Co. as depository ; $481,mately $12,000,000 of the six's have 000
committee
and a delegation from the
in
six
per
cent
gold
notes,
held
by
been exchanged for Paramount's 3%.
per cent debentures and the balance Atlas Corp.; $625,000 in unsecured I. T. O. of Southern California and
was purchased by the company in the six per cent notes held by The Ameri- Arizona is due here tomorrow for
(Continued on page 3)
open market. Interest savings to the
meetings with the distributors.
company from the retirement of the
six's amounts to approximately $1,000,000 annually. The exchange and
retirement plans were conceived about
Jesse
James
two years ago by Barney Balaban,
(Continued on page 3)
[20f/z Century-Fox]

Hays Speaker at
Welfare Luncheon
Will H. Hays was the principal
speaker yesterday at a luncheon meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria of leaders
of national civic, educational, religious,
welfare and youth organizations which
maintain active motion picture committees. Their association with the industry, begun 17 years ago, is directed toward the improvement of picture quality and the quality of audience appreciation.
Hays expressed the appreciation of
the industry to the groups and promised continued cooperation for their
film work.

Plan

CENTS

of

Theatres

Weisman Files Proposal
In Federal Court
Milton C. Weisman, as receiver of
Fox Theatres Corp., has filed a proposed plan of liquidation of the company in the U. S. District Court
which, if adopted, will terminate his
receivership by transfer of the assets
of the company to two trustees to be
appointed
Manton. by Circuit Judge Martin T.
A closed hearing on the plan was
held
recently
in Judge
chambers.
The hearing
was onManton's
a legal
point, and objectors were given until
Jan. 12 to submit briefs. A decision
is expected within two weeks.
Majority for Plan
The stood
legal
is undernot to point
affect involved
the terms
of the
plan to any extent. The plan is said
to be favored by a great majority of
the creditors and stockholders. One
creditor submitted an alternative plan
to the court providing for a corporate
setup instead of the trustees. This
has been turned down.
It is expected that Fox Theatres
Corp. will be out of receivership in
about
twohismonths,
upon asWeisman's
filing of
final report
receiver.
The corporation has been in receivership about seven years.
The plan
provides
a method
of
(Continued
on page
3)

6Zaza,'
Get

Goodman
Para.

$50,000

"Zaza" opened an extended stay at
the Paramount with an estimated $50,000 in its first week, aided by a strong
stage attraction in Benny Goodman
and his orchestra. "Going Places" at
the Strand, with Louis Armstrong's
Some fact, some fiction, some history and some imagination, it is band on the stage, is proving an attraction with $37,000 estimated for
plus.
the story of America's most glamorous outlaw. Sketchy, yet complete, the first five days.
it is screen merchandise of irresistible appeal to all types of audiences.
"The Beachcomber" drew an esEven the most critical of film-goers will applaud the excellence of
timated $28,000 in its second week at
production detail, the pictorial beauty provided by the complete use of the Rivoli and is continuing there.
color.
Fourth week of "Pygmalion" drew
$16,000, estimated, at the Astor.
"Jesse James" is basically men riding horses, robbing banks and "Grand Illusion" went into its 18th
trains, shooting and killing, living and dying dangerously. It tells of week at the Filmarte yesterday.
a man who loved greatly, who was worshipped by his wife and friends,
"Trade Winds" will open at the
but who outraged every friendship. The railroad robbed Jesse James Music Hall tomorrow, and "Marie
of his land and killed his mother. He swore vengeance. He ravaged Antoinette" will start a popular price
the midwest, only to die by the hand of one of his gang.
run at the Capitol. "Jesse James" is
It is a stirring story. The literary content, prepared by Nunnally due at the Roxy Friday. "Heart of
Paris" (Tri-National)
Cinema
49 on Thursday.opens at the
to thaton quality,
Johnson, gives life and spirit
(Continued
page 7) and Henry King's direc-

ood, Jan. 10.— By every sign and indication, "Jesse
Hollyw
James" is an entertainment bonanza and a box-office gold mine.
There is no question that westerns hold an intimate place in the
affections of the American theatre-going public, and this is a western
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JOSEPH BERNHARD, George
Skouras, Charles E. McCarthy,
Arch Reeve, Dan Michalove,
Martin Beck, Sidney Phillips,
Max Gordon, Mark Heiman and I.
J. Hoffman among those lunching at
the Astor yesterday.
•
Perry Spencer, formerly of Loew's
home office publicity department, has
been appointed director of publicity
and exploitation for Republic exchanges at Atlanta, Charlotte, Tampa,
New Orleans and Memphis.
•
Ray Milland, who is to appear in
a remake of "Beau Geste" for Para
mount, and Col. H. Girard of the
French Foreign Legion, who will advise on the film, arrive today on the
Paris.
•
Neil F. Agnew, J. J. Unger,
Charles Reagan, Robert Gillham
and Alec Moss returned to New
York yesterday from the Paramount
district managers' meeting in St.
Louis.
•
Densmore A. Ross, general manager of Ross Federal Service, and F.
X. Miske, controller, have returned
from
Miami.a district managers' meeting in
•
James F. Pattinson, 20th Century-Fox British executive, who has
been here for conferences, returns today on the President Harding,
•
Abe Montague, Columbia general
sales manager, returns to New York
Friday following a business and vacation trip to Honolulu.
•
Y. Frank
Freeman, Paramount
studio head, is expected Friday from
the coast for home office conferences.
•
Ben Kalmenson of Warners and
Mrs. Kalmenson return today from
a Caribbean cruise.
•
Alan F. Cummings, M-G-M exchange operations head, goes to New
Haven today.
•
Johnny Murphy, assistant to Joe
Vogel at Loew's, is vacationing in
Arizona.

THE

MERCURY

OVERNIGHT
LOS

TO

ANGELES

Fly the Southern SUNSHINE route overnight to Los Angeles. Through service. No
change of planes. Giant SKYSLEEPERS.
Complimentary meals served by stewardesses.
Mercury
Southerner
Lv. 5:10 p. ra.
Lv. 10:45 p. m.
(only 3 stops)
FOR RESER VATIONSt Call YourTravel Agenl
or VANderbilt 3-2580. Ticket Offices: 45 Vander.
oilt Ave., and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St
AMERICAN

AIRLINES

By SAM
Insiders9
the
in allmanthe
de Shas nohad
traAP
PERH
e
enc
und
eri
in show
exp
aro
business which Dan Michalove
has had. He knows the newspaper game, too, and he has
served successfully in distribution, theatre operation, real estate, finance and even in the
studios. Michalove was the first
theatre man to undertake a study
of production — from within. He
served under Darryl Zanuck for
a time. Since then, the swing to
theatre men to operate the business end of production has come
clear around. Today, there is Y.
Frank Freeman, at the Paramount plant, and Cliff Work, at
Universal.
All of which is recalled only
because Michalove is back in

town, after a survey of the Australian theatre situation for Sidney R. Kent.
T T
Exhibitors in Omaha voted

SHAIN
Outlook
cious and ruthless German propaganda by radio and short-wave
pouring into all South American
The N.A.B. fears that estabcountries."lishment of one station by the
Government might lead to eventual complete Government ownership of the radio industry.
Last year Congress killed four
similar bills.
T T
Show business must be more
adventurous and therefore perhaps more romantic. That means
more heart, too.
Maybe the business could use
some of that old-time sparkle in
showmanship and a bit more of
the romantic spirit. The hea^t of
show business was visible in the
old days. So much of it was in
the flesh, and it was felt. Today,
it's in the can.
That's the difference but that
doesn't mean that the sparkle is
all gone.
It takes an adventurous and

"Alexander's Ragtime Band" the
romantic spirit to create "Snow
most popular film of 1938 as far
White" or a "Chicago" and a
as their city was concerned. A
"Jesse James" and make them
poll of 19 exhibitors by the
good. Or "Angels With Dirty
Omaha W orld-Herald placed
Faces" and make that good. Or
"Boys Town" second. The next
a "Boys Town."
▼
eight films were "Hurricane,"
"Love Finds Andy Hardy,"
It's the spirit behind the film
"Heidi," "You Can't Take It
which the public is looking for
and wants to understand and
With You," "Robin Hood,"
know. Maybe the last campaign
"Snow White and the Seven
didn't reveal it.
Dwarfs," "Test Pilot," "Four
Therefore, the next campaign
T ▼
provides a wonderful opportunity
Daughters."
to show that the business isn't
The Motion-Pictures-Greatestaltogether mechanical or clay and
Year drive is over. Time for
mortar,
that it is a human business.
inventory taking has arrived.
Whether 2,000,000 Quiz appliThe next drive must be somecants represent good results or
thing more than advertising or a
not, now is the time for the incontest. And it must be directed
dustry to consolidate its goodby experienced public-minded inwill position — with the press and
dividuals who talk the language
the public. If the contest has
of the trade and know its heart
brought gains to the business,
sufficiently to reveal it adventurnow is the time to strengthen
ously to the public.
these gains and extend them.
Everyone knows that a good
picture is the best path to the
* Fly United's DeLuxe *
box'-office — commercially fepeaking. Goodwill, however, is had
MAINLINERS TO CHICAGO!
from the heart.
Maybe the business has become
too dependent upon formula. The
old producers and the big circuit
men are lazy. They are too prone
to expect the sure-thing show before acting. They want to have
a prepared alibi for the b. o.
8 fast flights daily▼
all over shortest route!
The National Association of
To CHICAGO — 4 hrs., 55 min.!
Broadcasters doesn't like the
•ir Mainliners are tops In luxury
Emanuel Celler bill for establishand comfort ! Only United flies the
famous deluxe Skylounge Mainliners
ment of a radio broadcasting staon non-stop flights — leave 12:15 p.m.
tion by the Government in the
or 5:20 p.m. Low round-trip rates!
Panama Canal Zone.
Reservations: 58 E. 42nd St., MU.
2-7300.
Or travel bureaus, hotels.
Representative Celler (D.N. Y.) argues that a GovernUNITED
AIR LINES
ment station is necessary "to
counteract and checkmate the vi*
The Main Line Airway *

Judges

to
Today

Lunch

A luncheon will be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria today, at which will
be
present
the judges
the "Movie
Quiz"
contest.
They ofinclude
Mrs.
Ogden Reid, Dr. James E. West,
Homer Fickett, representing Congressman Bruce Barton, who is occuped in Washington, and Hendrik
Willem van Loon. Mrs. Helen Wills
Moody will not be present. She will
not arrive from Los Angeles y - «
w
Theweek.
judges will discuss procedure
next
in the swers
handling
of thewith
contestant's
anin connection
the contest.
All entries will be considered without
signatures and will be identified by a
key number. In this way even the
judges will not know the identity of
the contestants.
Install

Officers

of

Film Board Tonight
Harry Hummell, newly elected
president of the New York Film
Board of Trade, and other officers for
1939 will be installed at the board office in the Paramount Building tonight.
The meeting will be followed by a
dinner at the Diamond Horseshoe to
be attended by new and outgoing officers and other branch managers.
To be installed with Hummell are :
Edward H. Bell, Paramount, first
vice-president ; Robert J. Fannon, Republic, second vice-president ; Jack
Bowen, M-G-M, treasurer ; Myron
Sattler, Paramount, secretary, and
David A. Levy, M-G-M, sergeant at

Harry

Burns

Dies;

Director and Editor
Hollywood, Jan. 10. — Harry
Burns, 55, veteran director-actor and
film trade paper editor, died last night
of a heart attack. He came to the
coast in 1915 and was director for
Fox-Vitagraph. He was editor of the
Hollyzvood Fihnograph for several
years. More recently he was on the
advertising staff of the Quigley Publications in Hollywood.
MOTION
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No

Discussions

Maxweli-GB
Oscar

Says

London, Jan. 10. — No discussions
have taken place with Associated
British, headed by John Maxwell,
with regard to the old option to purchase shares in Metropolis & Bradford
Trust, holding company for Gaumont
British, Oscar Deutsch, head of
Odeon Circuit, is quoted as saying toFinancial Times. It was
\ ^) in theearlier
this week that, in
n.dicated
connection with the proposed OdeonG. B. merger deal, no formal offer for
the purchase of G. B. shares by Odeon
is likely before March or April, pending an examination of G. B. properties. The shares in Metropolis &
Bradford have been under option to
Maxwell for a long period.
G. B. cannot dispose of the M. &
B. shares optioned to Maxwell, without the approval of 20th Century-Fox,
but Deutsch is quoted as declaring that
20th Century-Fox is agreeable to the
sale. An offer is also likely to Associated British for 250,000 "B" nonvoting shares. Reports in the London financial district have it that 20th
Century-Fox is willing to sell 4,900
M. & B. shares at a suitable price.
Following the weekend reports,
Odeon ordinary shares gained one
shilling, to seven shillings, six pence,
and the preference shares gained a
shilling and six pence, to 15 shillings,
six pence. G. B.'s 10-shilling ordinary
shares gained nine pence, to four shillings, seven and one-half pence.
Schenck Statement
Hollywood, Jan. 10. — Joseph
Schenck, when seen in Hollywood,
said that 20th Century-Fox holdings
in Gaumont British were not for sale.
Para.
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$5,000,000 in Bonds
(Continued from page 1)
president, and Stanton Griffis, chairman of the executive committee. Eventual retirement of the remaining six's
is expected.
Wall Street estimates yesterday
placed Paramount's 1938 earnings at
around $4,200,000. The company's
final quarter may have accounted for
half this amount, but the improved
business noted during that period
shows indications of continuing.
No

Film
Are

3

Liquidation

on

Option,

Deutsch
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'Dear Octopus* Is
Opening Tonight
"Dear Octopus," by Dodie
Smith, opens tonight at the
Broadhurst. It is a story
of four generations gathered to celebrate the golden
wedding anniversary of the
oldest generation. Glen
Shaw directed the staging
and John C. Wilson is the
producer. The cast includes
Lucile Watson, Lillian Gish,
Rose Hobart, Jack Hawkins,
Margaret Dale and 12
others. The play was produced in London last September.

Brandt

Calls

Giveaway

Off
Parley

Harry Brandt, president of the
I.T.O.A., has called off the scheduled
meeting of the exhibitors' giveaway
committee, which was to be held today at the Astor.
Brandt, who is an ex-officio member
of the committee, is to continue discussions today
with the which
distributors'
trade practice
committee
started
yesterday.
BrandtMilton
will attend
today's
conference with
C. Weisman,
counsel of the I.T.O.A.
The giveaway committee was scheduled to meet to receive results obtained to date on a nationwide survey
on cash giveaways, made in cities
which have never used the stimulants
and cities which had used them and
eliminated them.
Data

Filed

to Go

With RKO
Consents
(Continued from page 1)
can Co.; $598,000 by Time, Inc., and
$75,000 by Roy E. Larsen.
Irving Trust filed a list of 13 executory contracts of RKO and four
unexpired leases of RKO which have
been rejected and surrendered. The
Irving Trust Co., in filing these lists,
acted in compliance with an order
signed by Judge Bondy, which directed the filing as a prerequisite to
approval of the plan of reorganization.
No action has been taken by Judge
Bondy on the signing of a formal
order in conformity with his decision
approving the proposed plan.

Called

of Fox

For

in Plan

in Texas

Chicago, Jan. 10. — No legislation
regarding films is planned during the
coming session of the Texas legislature, Governor Dan Moody declared
here today. No divorcement bill will
be proposed. Governor Moody said.

Plans

liquidation after appointment of trustees over a period of years, dependent
upon market conditions. In prefactory
remarks to the plan, Weisman stated :
"It appears to be commonly accepted
that no sound basis exists for reorganizing Fox Theatres Corp. as a
going concern since, in truth and in
fact, it has no business, but is rather
a holding company. A forced sale
would fail to realize the real and potential assets of the company."
Poor business, plus the Government
anti-trust suit, have made a sale of
the assets at a "relatively reasonable
price impossible," Weisman stated.
The plan, according to the receiver,
will eliminate administration ex-

Drive

Thomas F. Joyce, RCA advertispany.
ing manager, opened the convention
with an address in which he said that
progress in the motion picture industry is based on continual development
in the laboratory. RCA's progress
from the beginning of sound motion
pictures parallels closely the progressive technical developments which
have come out of the RCA laboratories in sound recording, reproducing
and processing of sound track, he said.
The laboratory, he added, will play the
leading role in the company's future
progress.

Under the plan, creditors are
penses.
divided into four classes : tax creditors, receivership creditors, preferred
participants and participants. Tax
and receivership creditors will be
paid in full by the trustees. When the
claims of the preferred creditors are
finally determined by the court, the
trustees will issue to them non-interest bearing preferred participating
certificates for the face amount of
their claims, less dividends already
paid. The plan contemplates gradual
retirement of preferred certificates, WPA
Dismissal
and upon complete retirement similar
certificates will be issued to general
creditors who will be paid on a pro
Meeting Tonight
rata basis. Assets of the company
listed in a statement dated last Nov.
Protest meeting against dismissal of
30 and included in the proposed plan 1,000 WPA workers engaged on the
itemized current assets at $150,785 Federal Theatre Project has been
and investments of four wholly owned called for 11 :15 P.M. tonight at the
subsidiary companies at $358,957. A Hudson. The meeting will be held
claim against William Fox is set forth under the auspices of the Federation
Arts'whose
Unions,
which represents
all
at $7,500,000. Total liabilities are of
members
are employed
listed at $8,100,350, plus a contingent unions
on the project.
claim of William Fox for $7,186,000.
The public has been invited to atAn eight per cent dividend on allowed
tend the meeting. Speakers will inclaims of $8,100,350 has already been
clude Florence Reed, vice-president of
Actors'
Ralph Whitehead,
The proposed plan, it is believed, executive Equity;
secretary of the American
will not require the filing of consents Federation of Actors ; Leo Fischer,
by creditors but only the approval of executive secretary of the American
paid.
Judge Manton. The concern is insol- Guild of Radio Artists, Mary Morris
vent, according to the statement of and Mada Reade of the Equity counWeisman, and there will be no paycil. Several other actors have inments to stockholders.
meeting. dicated an intention to address the
Joan Blondell Signed
Hollywood, Jan. 10. — Joan Blondell today signed for Universal's "East
Side of Heaven."

Newsreel

Unconditional pardon of Tom
Mooney by Governor Olson, nomination of Felix Frankfurter to the Supreme Court, Jackson Day dinner in
Washington, and Secretary of State
Aid Paralysis Drive
retwning from Lima are imporHollywood, Jan. 10.— James Roose- Hull tant
events covered in the new issues
velt, Joseph Schenck and Tyrone
Power will fly to San Francisco to- of the newsreels. The reels and their
morrow to attend a luncheon in the contents follow.
interests of the infantile paralysis
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 35— Roosevelt
drive.
speaks at dinner. Tom Mooney pardoned.
Frankfurter named for Supreme Court. Hull
home from Lima. Fashions in hair nets.
Aviation show in Miami. Lew Lehr. Ice
Gordon Stricken
hockey. Dog-sled racing. Ski jumping.
Hollywood, Jan. 10. — C. Henry
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 233— Mooney
Gordon was stricken on location at
Air races in Miami. Roosevelt atStockton today and rushed to a hos- freed. tends
dinner. Frankfurter nominated for
pital.
Court vacancy.
Hull returns. Dog-sled

Sales

Camden, Jan. 10. — Detailed sellingplans1939
for were
RCA outlined
Photophone's
products
for
by Homer
B.
Snook, reproducer sales manager, at
the convention of sales and service
representatives here. Edward T.
Jones, advertising manager, followed
Snook with an outline of an enlarged
advertising and sales promotion campaign for the the
year.fifty Photophone men
Tomorrow
gathered here for the sessions will
hear Max C. Batsel, chief engineer,
tell of the work of the research and
development laboratories of the com-

On Friday, the group will hold an
outdoor meeting at Washington
Square.
Frenchmen
For

The

Photophone

(Continued from page 1)

Measures
Due

RCA

Parade

racing. Toboggan sleds in New Jersey.
Wisconsin ski meet.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 46— AllAmerican air maneuvers. Democrats honor Jackson. Hull returns from Pan-American conferences. Shipwrecked crew rescued. Fire in coal mine. Roosevelt nominates Frankfurter to Supreme Court.
French troops prepare for actipn. Olson
pardons Mooney. Skiers search for snow.
Outdoor sports in New Hampshire.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 50— Mooney
pardoned. Frankfurter named for high
court. Hull returns from Lima. Pacific
coast storm. Jackson Day dinner. RKO
talent search. Air show in Miami.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 735—
Roosevelt speaks at dinner. Air meet in
Miami. Hull arrives in New York. Mooney
freed by Olson. Frankfurter named to
Supreme Court position. Storm on West
coast. Society dons fantastic hats. Motor
snow plows in Washington. Ski meet in
Iowa.

in Today

Fair

Ceremony

Coming in for flag raising ceremonies at the French Pavilion of the
World's Fair, Governor General Marcel Olivier will arrive today on the
Paris. With him are Roger Expert,
chief architect of the Pavilion, Henry
Barbeau,
general
,-of ' the
French section,
Pierresecretary
Titeux/technical
advisor, Andre Prothin, engineer of
the Parisian Village, and Fernand
Chevalier, chief architect of the Annex
of Overseas France. The ceremonies
take place Friday. .

Berman

Buys

Story

Hollywood, Jan. 10. — Pandro S.
Berman
has purchased "She Said I
Do," Redbook
Magazine story by
Frank R. Adams, for a Ginger Rogers
vehicle which Gregory LaCava will
produce and direct. Miss Rogers first
will do "Little Mother," which is
scheduled to start in February.

THE

N.Y.
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AND
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Such

Fun!

Such

Music!

Such

Reviews!

More

Orchids!

Swell openings all over for
that other sweet property
DEVIL'S
ISLAND
Including the Victory, Dayton where it is BIGGEST
SINGE

'ROBIN

HOOD'!

(Next
^DIO

PLUGS/

'Jeepers
(How
many timesCreepers9
have you heard
it this week? It's No. 1 favorite
on every station!)

7

months

top

of

-and

4-

day

the

past

held

over!)

with
DICK
ALLEN

4 Mutiny in the Nursery'
All by Warren and Mercer

the

business

V

also 'Say It with a Kiss'

to

POWELL
JENKINS.

• ANITA
WALTER

LOUISE

• RONALD

CATLETT-

HAROLD

REAGAN
HUBER

and
LOUIS
ARMSTRONG
• MAXINE
SULLIVAN
Directed by RAY ENRIGHT • Screen Play by by Sig Herzig, Jerry Wald and
Maurice Leo • Based upon the Play "The Hottentot" by Victor Mapes and
William Collier, Sr. • A COSMOPOLITAN PROD'N • A First National Picture
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'Artists'
'Crime'
Vaude

With

Out

Hollywood

Of

Way

$19,400

Chicago

Lead

Hollywood, Jan. 10. — Jackie
Cooper has been signed to a term contract with Paramount and will be
starred in "What a Life," from the
New York stage play. Betty Field,
from the stage cast, will play opposite
Cooper. . . . Bob Hussey, radio contact man at Paramount, is a father.
A daughter, 8% pounds, was born to
Mrs. Hussey at the Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital . . . Marie Wilson
has been loaned by Warners to 20th
Century-Fox for "Rose of Washington Square" . . . Sally Blane will
play opposite Jimmy Newill in
Grand National's next "Renfrew" picture . . . George Petty, cartoonist
specializing
in femininewith
figures'
pictures, will collaborate
Le Roy
Prinz in staging a harem sequence
for Paramount's "Man About Town"
. . . Tay Garnett is working on the
treatment of "World Cruise," which
he will direct for Walter Wanger
and in which he will utilize film shot
by him on the European and North
African portion of his recent world
cruise.
+
Casting — Binnie Barnes and Phil
Harris have been signed for Paramount's "Man About Town," to star
Jack Benny and Dorothy Lamour
. . . Kenneth Harlan to "On Trial,"
Warners . . . Jane Darwell replaces
Elizabeth Patterson in Paramount's
"Grand Jury Secrets." Miss Patterson has been loaned to 20th CenturyFox for "Alexander Graham Bell"

Chicago, Jan. 10. — "Crime Takes a
Holiday," at the State-Lake scored a
$19,400 gross which is terrific for this
house. The Oriental, with "Tarnished
Angel," had a smash week with $18,400.
The Palace with Joan Davis in person and "Up the River" on the screen
hit its highest gross in months, getting $26,000. "Sweethearts" at the
U. A. and "Paris Honeymoon at the
Chicago were also well over average.
Other houses were satisfactory. The
weather was unsettled most of the
week.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 4-7 :
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,400) (35c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $6,500)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Ina Ray Hutton & Band. Gross:
$35,000. (Average, $32,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
GARRICK— (900) (35c-40c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,100. (Average, $6,500)
"Tarnished Angel" (RKO)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue.
Gross: $18,400.
(Average. $13,000)
"Up the River" (20th-Fox)
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage:
Joan Davis and Revue. Gross:
$26,000. (Average, $19,000)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,300) (35c-55c-75c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,800. (Average,
$11,000)
"Crime Takes a Holiday" (Univ.)
STATE-LAKE— (2,700)
(25c-3Sc-40c) 7
days. Stage:
Eight Acts of Vaudeville. 'Sweethearts' Draws
Gross: $19,400. (Average, $12,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
$11,300 in New Haven
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,700) (35c-55c-75c)
7 days. Gross: $18,800. (Average, $15,000)
New Haven, Jan. 10. — "Sweethearts" led at the Loew-Poli, with
$11,300. "Dawn Patrol" and "Youth
Takes a Fling" at the Roger Sherman drew $6,500. "Paris Honeymoon"
'Hardys' Is Smash
and "Personal Secretary" grossed
$6,000 in eight days at the Paramount.
Washington
Gross,
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 6 :
Tallying
$29,500 "Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"A Christmas Carol" (M-G-M)
COLLEGE— (1,499) (35c-50c) 7 days, 2nd
Washington, Jan. 10. — "Out West week.
Gross: $3,100. (Average, $2,500)
with the Hardys" at Loew's Capital "Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
was a real smash, with $29,500.
LOEW-POLI— (3,040) (3Sc-50c) 7 days.
Also sensational was the take for Gross:
$11,300. (Average, $8,000)
"Paris
Honeymoon" (Para.)
"Sweethearts,"
$24,000
at
Loew's
Palace.
"Personal Secretary" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348) (35c-50c) 8 days.
Estimated takings for the week end- Gross:
$6,000. (Average, $4,400)
ing Jan. 5 :
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Youth Takes a Fling" (Univ.)
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200) (35c-50c) 7
LOEW'S
CAPITOL—
(3,434)
(25c-65c)
7
days. Stage: 3 Slate Bros., Chas. Carlile. days. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,700)
Gross: $29,500. (Average, $16,500)
"The Citadel" (M-G-M)
COLUMBIA—
(1,243) (25c-40c)
in
2ndLOEW'S
week. Gross:
$6,500. (Average,
$4,200) Loew's Managers
New York Are Moved
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
(2,370) (25c-55c)
Loew circuit in New York has
days.
Gross: PALACE—
$24,000. (Average,
$11,500) 7
made a number of personnel shifts, as
"Up the River" (20th-Fox)
RKO-KEITH'S—
(1,836) $10,000)
(25c-40c) 7 days. follows : Murray Sharf, assistant at
Gross:
$9,000. (Average,
the State, promoted to manager of the
"Goin? Places" (W. B.)
WARNERS' EARLE— (2,218) (25c-66c) 7 Alpine in Brooklyn, replacing Wilfred
days. Stage: Frolics of 1939. Gross: $15,- Simon, who has been switched to the
500. (Average, $16,000)
Century; W. Woolfolk, Century man"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
ager, becomes relief manager; Paul
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,591)
(25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $4,200. Murphy, assistant at the Orpheum, re(Average, $4,000)
places Sharf at the State.
George Ruggles, assistant at the
167th St., has been switched to the
Form Tri-Color Corp.
Orpheum ; John Napoli, assistant at
the Borough Park, to the 167th St.;
^ DovtEjRl,
Jan. 10.—
Corp.
has Del,
been formed
hereTri-Color
to deal Albert Ellner, from the Hollywood
in motion pictures, with a capital of to the Borough Park ; Nathan Bern$540,000 and 1,000 shares, no par stock, from the Post Road to the
value. L. H. Herman, Walter Lenz Hollywood ; Reginald Forsyth of the
and L. E. Gray of Wilmington are Apollo, promoted to assistant manthe incorporators.
ager at the Post Road.

. . . John Russell has been borrowed
from 20th Century-Fox for Warners'
"Hero for a Day" . . . Irving Bacon
to "Blondie Steps Out," Columbia . . .
John Carroll has been borrowed
from Monogram by Columbia for
"Plane No. 4," in which Rafael
Corio also has been set . . . Ricardo
Cortez temporarily drops his directorial duties to became an actor again
for 20th Century-Fox' "Charlie Chan
in Reno" . . . Harry Davenport to
"Alexander Graham Bell," 20th Century-Fox .. . Fay Bainter to Warners' "Fly Away Home" . . . Walter
Kingsford to "Juarez," Warners . . .
William Collier, Sr., to "Invitation
to
Happiness,"
. . . Robert
Preston
draws Paramount
an important
role in
Paramount's "Beau Geste" . . . Raymond Hatton gets the comedy lead
in "Rough Rider Patrol," Roy Rogers
western at Republic.
+
Writer s — Dalton Trumbo and
Fred Jackson have joined Grand
National's writing staff to work
under Jack Skirball.
+
Directors — Lloyd Bacon will guide
"The Roaring Road," auto racing picture, at Warners.
+
Titles — The next Torchy Blane
picture at Warners will be titled
"Torchy Walks In" . . . Republic has
changed the title of "Ridin' the
Range," Gene Autry picture, to
"Home on the Prairie."
Theatres
On

Worried

Wisconsin

Tax

Milwaukee, Jan. 10. — Exhibitors
are concerned over legislative prospects for the 1939 session with a new
governor and party in power in the
state.
Indication of what might be expected in the way of tax legislation
was the suggestion by Gov. Julius P.
Heil at a recent budget hearings that
a "luxury" tax be enacted to help
meet pressing expenses.
While a proposed tax on theatre
receipts has been unsuccessful in previous legislatures, it is possible that
such a tax might meet with a friendly reception at the coming session.
Mexicans

Produced

58 Pictures

in 1938

Mexico City, Jan. 10. — Estimates
made recently that Mexican production this year would total only 40
features because of labor troubles
during the summer, have been revised,
a check showing that at least 58 features have been produced this year.
Producers worked long hours to get
as many pictures finished as possible.
Mexico began making talking films
in 1931. In that year but two features
were made. The output steadily increased to 42 last year. Higher picture output has increased the number
of studio workers.
Para. Signs Paul Jones
Hollywood, Jan. 10. — Paul Jones
has been signed to a new five-year
contract as Paramount producer. He
is now working on "I'm from Mis-

at Head

Detroit

Garners

Climb,
$20,000

Detroit, Jan. 10. — With the aid of
midnight
shows
New a Year's
Eve,
grosses here
enjoyed
real spurt.
"Artists and Models Abroad" and
"Comet Over Broadway" drew a
handsome $20,000 at the Michigan.
"Kentucky" at the Fox, with Tony
Martin and Lola Lane on the sta . X
took
"Sweethearts"
gW'/
nered $28,000,
$17,000 and
at the
United Artists.
All houses were over average.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. for
5 : Everything" (20th-Fox)
"Thanks
"Up
the River"
(20th-Fox)
ADAMS— (1,700) (15c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$6,000.
(Average,
$5,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,000) (20c-6Sc) 7 days. Stage:
Tony Martin, Lola Lane, The Del Rios,
James Evans. Gross: $28,000. (Average,
$20,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"Comet Over Broadway" (W.B.)
MICHIGAN—
(4,000) (20c-65c)
Gross:
$20,000.
$10,000) 7 days.
"Dawn
Patrol" (Average,
(W.B.)
"The Mysterious Rider" (Para.)
PALMS-STATE— (3,000) (20c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,000) (20c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $17,000. (Average, $10,000)
'Sweethearts'
$14,000,

Is

Montreal

Montreal, Jan. 10. — "Sweethearts"
at the Palace drew $14,000. "Artists
and Models Abroad" took $11,000 at
the
Capitol,
while "Annabel
Tour"
and vaudeville
broughtTakes
$9,000a
"The Sisters" and "Over the Wall"
to
Loew's. $8,000 at the Princess. Opregistered
position was Helen Hayes in "Victoria Regina" at His Majesty's.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan.and
7: Models Abroad" (Para.)
"Artists
CAPITOL—
(25c-55c-65c)
Gross: $11,000. (2,547)(Average,
$9,500) 7 days.
"Annabel Takes a Tour" (RKO)
LOEW'S- (2,800) (25c-40c-50c) 7 days.
Stage: Folies de Paris vaudeville unit,
Gross: $9,000.
"Trade
Winds" (Average,
(U. A.) $8,000)
"Little Orphan Annie" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (919) (25c-35c-50c), 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. Second week. (Average,
$5,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
PALACE
(2,600)
(25c-55c-65c)
Gross:
$14,000.— (W.
(Average,
$11,000) 7 days.
"The
Sisters"
B.)
"Over the Wall" (W. B.)
PRINCESS—
-35c -50c -65c)
days.
Gross: (2,272)
$8,000. (25c
(Average,
$7,000) 7
Charges

Are

Slashed

By Censor in Kansas
Kansas City, Jan. 10. — Fifty per
cent reduction in fees for inspection of
original prints by the Kansas State
censor board has gone into effect.
Maximum charge of $2 per reel for
originals will be reduced to $1, but a
$1 charge
for duplicate prints will remain the same.
Film companies will save approximately $5,000 annually out of estimated yearly fees of $30,000.
G. N. Moves Office
Cleveland, Jan. 10. — Grand National has moved into its new quarters in the Film Building there. John
Himmelein is local manager.
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Columbia
Six

Signs

Spanish

Hollywood

Films

Group

Will

Study Camera
Award
Hollywood, Jan. 10. — Nathan Levinson, chairman of the Technicians'
Branch of the Academy, has named a
committee to consider possible changes
in the rules governing the annual
Academy camera award.
Included are : Joseph Valentine,
chairman ; John Arnold, Joseph August, Norbert Brodine, Edward Cronjager, Arthur Edeson, William Eglinton, George Folsey, Jr., Fred Gage,
Merritt B. Gerstad, Byron Haskin, C.
Roy Hunter, Thomas Ingman, Ray
June, E. B. McGreal, George B.
Meehan, Jr., Virgil Miller, Victor
Milner, Ira Morgan, L. William
O'Connell, Emil Oster, George Robinson, Roy Seawright, George Seid,
Karl Struss, Allen Thompson, Joseph
Walker, Vernon Walker, Lester
White, Ray Wilkinson.

to Star

in 6

Study

Duals

to
Today

Two

James"

Projectionists

'Captain Fury' Started
Roman Handles Revivals
Hollywood, Jan. 10. — William deBill Up in Albany
Ben Roman is handling the booking
Mille's first picture as supervisor on of "Morocco" and "The Spoilers" for
Albany, Jan. 10. — Assemblyman
Paramount. The films were originally
Robert Crews, Republican, of Brook- the Hal Roach lot is "Captain Fury," released
in 1930. Both star Clark
"Captain
Midnight,"
lyn, has introduced a bill in the New formerly
has started
shooting.
Headingwhich
the
York legislature which provides that cast are Brian Aherne, June Lang, Gable. "Morocco" goes into the Terminal, Newark, the week of Jan. 21.
two projectionists must be in film Victor McLaglen, Virginia Field,
theatre booths at all times, in first John Warburton and Margaret Roach, Roman is handling the revivals in
New York and New Jersey.
class cities.
the latter the producer's daughter.
The bill is backed by the I. A. T.
S. E. and the State Federation of
Labor. The measure also would restrict persons other than licensed operators from being in the projection
booth
while
the equipment is in operation.
Society

Is

Headed
by Bendheim
Officers of the American Projection Society, installed by P. A. McGuire of International Projector, are
headed by Edward McD. Bendheim,
president. Other officers are : Alfred
R. T. Bishop, vice-president ; Frank
McMahon, secretary ; James Ambrosio, treasurer ; Jack Chulchian, sergeant-at-arms. Board of governors
includes Ed Ferris, Ed Levene, Fred
D. Smith, Alex Polin and Tony
Rugino.

Delay Huston Luncheon
Walter Huston testimonial luncheon
scheduled for Friday in the FederaWesterns for G. N.
tion of Jewish Charities drive has
Grand National has signed Max been postponed. A date is to be set.
Baer, boxer, for a series of six wes- The luncheon is sponsored by the
terns, to be produced on the coast by legitimate theatre division of the
Arcadia Pictures. The films, as yet drive. William Klein, attorney for
untitled, will be released during the the Shuberts, is chairman.
current season. Baer arrived in New
York yesterday to attend to several
business matters, and will return to
Pick 'Roaring Nineties'
Hollywood, Jan. 10. — Warners has
the coast shortly for the start of
selected "The Roaring Nineties" as
production.
the final title of "And It All Came
True," the novel by Louis Bromfield.
Bachelor Dinner to Fox
Albany, Jan. 10.— Phil Fox, CoRetitle 'Valianf
lumbia branch manager, will be given
"The Valiant," French film rea bachelor dinner in the DeWitt Clinleased in this country by Tri-National
ton Hotel next Monday. Fox is to films, has been retitled for the Ameriwed Ida Perlstein in Boston Jan. 29.
can market, to "Heart of Paris."
Baer

Preview

Council

London, Jan. 10. — General Council
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, meeting tomorrow, is ex(Continued from page 1)
pected to face a rebellious group of independents. The new committee
tion has done much to accentuate it. There are many great episodes
to study the problem of two
in this pictorial saga of a bad man. For example, the sequence in which formed
"A" features on a single program is
Frank James delivers Jesse from the soldier-guarded jail will set pulses
expected
demand that the officers
beating faster. Others, his parting with his wife, being away when their accompanyto them
in approaching the
child is born; his return to find her gone, and when he rejoins her after circuits on the matter.
a debacle only to meet death, will stir the emotions and perhaps bring
If this is not done, it is understood,
a tear or two. There is comedy, as well as when Jesse rams his death the group will ask the Kinematograph
warrant down the throat of a railroad official.
Renters Society (distributors) to set
For exhibitors and the picture's drawing power there is Tyrone up a joint grading system with the
Power, who here demonstrates his right to rank as a box-office cham- C.E.A.
The new committee also is expected
pion. The work of the support is of high caliber, including Henry
Fonda, Nancy Kelly, Randolph Scott, Henry Hull, Slim Summerville, to examine thoroughly the effects of
the Quota Act on the exhibitors, with
Brian Donlevy, John Carradine and Donald Meek, and many others.
emphasis on the current film short"Jesse James" sets a high standard. Those concerned in its production
age. The group also will examine inat 20th Century-Fox have welded into it the elements of romance and
to and report on the present position
drama naturally appealing to every audience group. It is up to the of the independent exhibitor in the
exhibitor to let the public know about it. The exploitation material in face of large circuit mergers, such
the film is almost unlimited. The picture offers ample opportunity to as that proposed between Gaumont
British and Odeon.
reap a rich box-office harvest.
The council will be asked to ignore
Running time, 107 minutes. "G."*
G. McC. the reductions in service charges made
by Western Electric, and suspend re*"G" denotes general classification.
newals pending comparison with other
companies.
"Jesse

Projection

'Lincoln' to Start
New
Warner
Series
Hollywood, Jan. 10.— First short
subject to be handled by the newly
created Americanism Department of
Warners will be "Lincoln in the
White House."
The newly formed bureau is in
charge of Jack Holmes, working
under the supervision of Robert Taplinger, publicity director, and its function will be to cooperate with the
American Legion and other patriotic
groups.

7
C.E.A.

for

Columbia has signed with Producciones Grovas and Jose Luis Bueno,
Mexico City producers, who are to
produce three features each to be distributed bythe company during 1939'40 in Latin America and other Spanish language countries. World rights
have been obtained.
Additional Spanish language films
may be released by Columbia during
J # new season, and the list may go to
,..iie. Currently the company is distributing three Spanish language films.
Producciones Grovas now has in
work its first film for Columbia. This
is "Cada Loco con su Tema," a comedy, with a cast including Enrique
Herrera, Gloria Marin and Joaquin
Pardave.
The other producer, Bueno, will
start his first film this month, also a
comedy. Chato Ortin will star and
Robert O'Quigley will direct.
Academy
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LY
AFRA

Erwin

Tops

Wasey
Mutual

►

Radio

Personals

4

Highest Studio
Beginning Sunday, the
"People's Rally," Mutual
audience participation series,
will come from the highest
studio in radio — 50th floor of
the Chanin Building. Mennen
& Co., the sponsor, has leased
the
"Skytop" theatre in the
building.

Stanley G. Swanberg, vice-president
of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner
List advertising agency of the west coast,
Agency
is in New York on a trip to line up
Annual report of the Mutual Broad- new business. . . . Will Yolen of the
casting System shows that of the 49 Tom Fizdale office, out of the hospital
advertising firms that used the net- and back at work after three weeks
work's facilities during 1938, chief
for a stomach operapurchasers of time were sponsors in thetion. .hospital
CBS
. . Tom Fizdale, head of the Willis Heads
using special cooperative hookups, publicity office, in town for the next
with an outlay of $303,738. Remain- six weeks. . . . Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
ing trio in the first division of time will be interviewed by Radie Harris
Short-Wave
Unit
buyers are Bayuk Cigar Co., $259,- over Mutual tomorrow night.
Frederic Willis, CBS vice president
436; Gospel Broadcasting Association,
$182,842 and Gordon Baking Co.,
and assistant to President William S.
$182,574. Total time sales during the
Four GE Television
Paley, has been named director of the
past year amounted to $2,920,323- —
network's
short-wave department, and
the largest total in the five-year history of the network.
will
henceforth
divide his activities beStations Approved
Billings by agencies reveals Erwin
tween both posts. Elizabeth Ann
Wasey & Co. in the van of 52 adverWashington, Jan. 10. — Construc- Tucker will remain in charge of the
tising agencies, with an outlay for
tion of four television transmitting
clients amounting to $397,393. Ivey stations by the General Electric Co. short-wave department, operating
& Ellington, $259,436; Ruthrauff & has been authorized by the Federal
under Willis' supervision.
Ryan, $244,411 and R. H. Alber & Communications Commission.
Meanwhile at CBS, publicity direcCo., $182,842, complete the top diThe stations will be licensed extor Louis Rupel has instituted several
vision.
perimental ytwo
;
will be located at
in the department. Hal Davis
Billings by the leading 25 adver- Schenectady, N. Y., to operate with changes
has been shifted to the night side,
tisers, inorder of expenditures, follow :
a frequency band of 42,000 to 56,000 Wade Jones of the night staff has been
Special cooperative hookups, $303,- kilocycles, and the others will be lo- transferred to the news division,
738 ; Bayuk Cigar Co., $259,436 ; Goscated at Albany and Bridgeport, Wally West has been taken off the
pel Broadcasting Ass'n, $192,842;
Gordon Baking Co., $182,574; Ironized respectively, operating in the fre- desk and assigned to cover television,
quency band 60,000 to 86,000 kilo- short-wave operations and publicity of
Yeast Co., $179,724; Lone Ranger
cycles. The stations will have a the network's newly acquired Ameri(cooperative), $149,586 ; General Mills,
can Record Corp., and Jack Hoins,
$137,492; P. Lorillard Co., $99,948; power of 40 watts.
formerly of the Daily News, today
Lutheran Layman's League, $94,034 ;
joins the department as copy desk
Vadsco Sales Corp., $83,620 ; Philip WKRC
Gets Donohoe, editor.
Morris Co., $78,310; Journal of Living Publications, $72,166; J. B. Wil- Transfers Two Others
liams Co., $70,426; Wheeling Steel
Cincinnati, Jan. 10. — Local radio
Corp., $68,215 ; Hecker Products staff changes include addition of Miller Will Address
Corp., $65,421; Musterole, $63,464; Thomas Donohoe, from CBS, New
N.A.B. Denver Meet
Lambert Co., $58,108; D. L. & W. York, to WKRC, local Columbia
Coal Co., $53,872; Show of the owned and operated station ; Robert
Denver, Jan. 10. — Neville Miller,
Week (local cooperative), $49,996; 30 DeHart, engineer, transferred to Bos- president of the National Association
Minutes in Hollywood (local cooperaton, and Ed Hamel, supervisor, to of Broadcasters, is scheduled to address the convention of the 14 district
tive), $48,809; Brown & Williamson Chicago. Succeeding them are Don
Tob. Co., $48,650; Elizabeth Arden, Hulce, from Chicago, and R. G. Web- of the N.A.B. at the Albany Hotel
$41,958; Wheatena Corp., $38,257;
ster, from Chicago.
here Jan. 18 and 19. Miller is exAmerican Tobacco Co., $37,886; Kelpected to talk on program standards.
Berry Arnold, with the dramatic
logg Co., $36,844.
staff of KXOX, St. Louis, for six He is expected to be accompanied by
months, has returned to WLW to other key men from the Washington
Top Agencies
play
the role of "Rita" in "The Mad headquarters. After the convention
The leading 25 agencies, and exHatterfields."
She created the role here they will go on to the west coast
penditures for time, follow :
two years ago.
for similar meetings there. Gene
Erwin Wasey & Co., $397,393 ; Ivey
Harry Schuler, for a year program O'Fallon, KFEL manager, and direc& Ellington, $259,436; Ruthrauff & director of WSAI, has been transtor of this district, will have charge
Ryan, $244,411; R. H. Alber Co.,
ferred back to salesman for that sta- of the sessions. Matters to be dis$182,842; Young & Rubicam, $182,- tion.
cussed include Ascap, the musicians'
574 ; Blackett-Sample-Hummert, $137,contract and press-radio relations.
492; Franklyn Bruck, $110,926; LenThirty-six stations in Colorado,
nen & Mitchell, $99,949; Redfield- Palmer Quits Paper
Utah, Idaho and Wyoming, includJohnstone, $98,805; Kelly, Stuhlman
ing 20 N.A.B. members, have been
For Talent Program
& Zahrndt, $94,034; Biow Co., $91,invited to send delegates, and more
Ralph D. Palmer has resigned as than half have signified their intention
071 ; J. Walter Thompson, $87,450 ;
Critchfield Co., $82,473; Russell M. drama and film editor of the WorldSeeds Co., $73,615; Albert M. Ross, Telegram to handle the eastern area to be represented.
$64,663 ; Lambert & Feasley, $58,108 ; for Jesse L. Lasky's "Gateway to
Scholtz agency, $53,742; Lord & Hollywood" talent search, which is
Thomas, $49,217; N. W. Ayer & Son, tied in with RKO and CBS pro- Links Newfoundland
$46,844; Cecil, Warwick & Legler,
With Outside World
$41,958; Rohrabaugh & Gibson, $38,- grams.
Palmer has been succeeded on the
257; Roche, Williams & Cunningham, paper by Frank T. Farrell, former
Montreal, Jan. 10. — Newfoundland
$31,721; Badger & Browning. $29,358; rewrite man. Palmer has left on his has been linked with Canada and the
Klepper Co., $28,750, and Batten, first trip, acting as liaison between the world. Lord Tweedsmuir inaugurated
Barton, Durstine & Osbom, $27,221. film company, Lasky and the network. a new radio telephone circuit by calling Sir Humphrey Walwyn, GoverDarrell Donnell of Hollywood is
nor of Newfoundland, from Ottawa,
handling
the
area
west
of
the
MissisHowe Heads Fair Radio
officially placing the circuit in operasippi.
tion. R. M. Brophy, general manaSan Francisco, Jan. 10. — Appointger of the Canadian Marconi Co.,
ment of Arthur Howe, veteran in
John Fox on CBS Ads
west coast radio circles, as director of
also took part in the opening cereradio for the Golden Gate Internamonies. Linkage of Newfoundland to
John Fox, production manager of
tional exposition, has been confirmed CBS sales promotion department for the outside world was made possible
by fair executives. Howe takes the past several years, has been placed by combining the resources of the
charge at once. Howe will succeed in charge of space buying for CBS Avalon Telephone Co. of NewfoundArt Linkletter, who remains in an- trade paper advertising, effective at
land, Canadian Marconi Co., and Bell
Telephone Co.
other post at exposition headquarters. once.

Of

Walks
Agency

Out
Parley

Negotiations between the American
Federation of Radio Artists and the
American Advertising Agency Association collapsed yesterday when the
representatives of the talent union
walked out of yesterday's conference,
stating that no good purpose can be
accomplished by further parleys.
For the first time in the year of
negotiations, the 4-A's committee
yesterday submitted a written memorandum containing suggested miniC^S!
scales of payment for artists and announcers working in sponsored network programs. What rates were
suggested
by thecommittee
4-A's is not
known,
but
the AFRA
states
that
the rate of pay suggested by the agency body was far below the minimum
now received by sponsored network
artists.
Recently, AFRA had submitted its
own
it was rejected by the
4-A's scale,
as toobuthigh.
What action AFRA will take in
the future will be determined at a
national board meetine tomorrow.
Representing AFRA at yesterday's
meeting were New York president
Emily Holt, George Heller and Sam
Jaffe, and as observers for AFRA,
Mark Smith, Alex McKee and Nelson Case of New York, Jean Hersholt
of Hollywood and James P. Holmes
of Chicago. 4-A's were represented
by 11 advertising agency executives.
Two

Standard

Shows

Get Canada
Outlets
Two Standard Brands accounts, the
Chase & Sanborn Hour, and the program of talks by Dr. Stidger, plus the
Carnation Contented Hour, have just
signed contracts for outlets or the
programs in Canada.
The programs will add immediately 27 stations of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. covering the Maritime,
Ontario, Prairie and British Columbia regions.

FCC

Calendar

Washington, Jan. 10. — Federal
Communications Commission has
granted a construction permit to S. B.
Quigley, Mobile, Ala., for a new
1 ,200-kilocycle, 100-watt daytime station, and approved an application of
WGNY, Newburg, N. Y., for change
of frequency from 1,210 to 1,220 kilocycles, increase of power from 100 to
250 watts and change of time from
sharing to day.
A number of broadcasting cases
were set for hearing, including the
applications of Birney Imes, Columbus, Miss., for a new 1,370-kilocycle
station to operate with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day ; Thomas R. McTammany, Modesto, Cal., for a 1,340kilocycle, 250-watt station, and
KFAB, Lincoln, for change of frequency from 770 to 1,080 kilocycles,
extension of time from sharing to unlimited, and increase of power from
10,000 to 50,000 watts; WFBG,
Altoona, Pa., for extension of time
from sharing to unlimited ; and
WSUI, Iowa City, la., for increase
of power from 500 watts night, 1,000
watts day,
day. to 1,000 watts night, 5,000
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Partners

Again
Out

Ironing
Troubles

Coast Meeting Considers
Profit-Sharing Plan
Hollywood, Jan. 11.— Many problems are being ironed out at the
United Artists meetings now going
pn here. The U. A. stockholders will
:ake up their newly devised profitsharing plan, besides the coming sealion's picture schedule.
The matter of the presidency may
3e decided at today's shareholders'
neeting. Additionally, Maurice Silveristone, operating head of the company,
imay name a general sales manager,
before he returns east.
• Alexander Korda's problems relating to his releasing arrangement with
IT. A. also are to be settled.
Whomever Silverstone selects to
;head sales, he will be from within
the fold. The most likely men are
Tack Schlaifer and Harry Gold,
western and eastern division sales
managers, respectively.
On the question of the presidency,
itione other than Maurice Silverstone
|can be named, except by unanimous
vote of the shareholders.

YORK,

THURSDAY,

Niles Celebrates 50
Years as Exhibitor
Anamosa, la., Jan. 11. —
Clifford Niles, well known
midwestern exhibitor, is this
week celebrating his 50th anniversary in the show business.
Free shows, food and other
activities made yesterday a
memorable one for this Iowa
showman.

JANUARY

ARBITRATION

AS

PACT

Divorcement

Best
In

"Snow

White"

1938
Film

for

Nebraska

in
Bill

Picture

Daily

Poll

"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," the Walt Disney cartoon
feature, was selected as the best picture of 1938 by the country's film
critics, in the 17th annual "Ten Best"
poll conducted by Film Daily.
The following nine productions, in
the order of their selection were:
"You Can't Take It With You,"
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Boys
Town," "Marie Antoinette," "In Old
Chicago," "The Adventures of Robin
Hood," "The Citadel," "Love Finds
Andy
Hardy"
A total
of and
536 "The
criticsHurricane."
responded.

CENTS

SEEN

HURDLE

Exhibitors Said to Favor
It While MPTOA
Is
for Conciliation

Called
Vote

TEN

12, 1939

Lincoln, Jan. 11. — Bill prohibiting
ownership or operation of theatres in
Nebraskatributorbywas introduced
any producer
or state
disin the
unicameral legislature today by Senator E. M. Neubauer of Orleans.
Bill, which is the first affiliated
theatre divorcement measure to be introduced in a state legislature this
year, would make any producer-exhibitor partnership or company convicted of a violation liable to a maximum fine of $10,000 and a year in

Other sections of the same bill proprison.
pose placing distributors under regulation of the State Railway Commission, establishing an annual license fee
of $1,000 per exchange and creating
"Snow White," first cartoon to receive a $1 per reel tax on all film licensed
the award, polled 419 votes, leading within the state.
"You Can't Take it With You" by 47
North Dakota's theatre divorcement
votes. "Alexander's Ragtime Band" statute, only one now in existence,
Independent
Seeks
will
come before the U. S. Supreme
and votes
"Boys each.
Town" received more than
300
Court early in March for argument
To Quit B & K Suit
Of the 10 best, M-G-M had four, on its constitutionality. The law was
one
in England; 20th Centurya three- judge Federal
Chicago, Jan. 11. — A motion by Fox made
had two, while Columbia, RKO, upheld by court
last year. The
Goodman & Harrison, prominent in- Warners and United Artists (Samuel statutory
Nebraska
law
is similar to the North
dependent exhibitors here, for leave to
Dakota measure.
each had one.
[withdraw as plaintiffs in the pending Goldwyn)
anti-trust suit of local independents
igainst B. & K. and major distributors
will be heard by Federal Judge
Awards
Names
Academy
jWflkerson Thursday morning.
Motion was made in Federal court
today by personal attorneys for GoodToday
Meets
Committee;
man & Harrison, although counsel for
the exhibitor plaintiffs in the antitrust action is the firm of Rosenberg
Hollywood, Jan. 11. — Members of
& Stein.
the committee for the eleventh annual representatives of the directors' guild
The move came as a surprise to the awards of merit of the Academy of are John Cromwell, Clarence Brown
George Marshall.
local trade which believes that, if the Motion Picture Arts and Sciences andDarryl
F. Zanuck, Jack L. Warner
court authorizes the withdrawal, it
and Louis B. Mayer will represent
were
named
today.
The
committee
may have a serious bearing on the will meet tomorrow night.
the producer branch of the Academy
case, particularly with regard to the
Representing the Academy proper and Cedric Gibbons, Nathan Levinson
taking of the independent exhibitors' on the committee, which will consider
and Joseph Valentine the technicians'
depositions, which is scheduled to beminor changes in proce- branch. Alternates are Walter Kingsgin Friday. Officials of the Good- any possible
dure,
will
be
Frank
Capra,
Academy
ford, Anatole Litvak, Henry Hathman & Harrison firm had been subaway, George Oppenheimer, Gilbert
poenaed to appear and give their and Screen Directors' Guild president, W. S. VanDyke and Howard Gabriel, Melville Baker, Pandro Berdepositions concerning the company's Estabrook.
Walker.
man,
William
LeBaron, Hunt Strom_
profits and losses, resources, liabiliberg, Hans Dreier and Vernon
ties and operating data.
Representing
the
Screen
Actors'
Guild are: Gene Lockhart, Charles
Tentative date for annual awards
Trowbridge and Reginald Denny.
banquet
is set for March 9. NominaScreen Writers' Guild will be repretions are due late this month and final
sented by Frances Goodrich, Albert
Radio — Page 8
Hackett and Sheridan Gibney. Other balloting in February.

Arbitration procedure that will satisfy the Government from a legal
standpoint is a major problem of the
trade practice negotiations currently
under way between the distributors
and exhibitors.
While the M.P.T.O.A. favors conciliation wherever practical and looks
upon this as a local problem, it is understoood that many of the unaffiliated exhibitor units favor arbitration
for settling trade disputes.
Trade practice sessions enter their
third day today at the Union League
Club. The conferences deal with modifications ofthe first draft of the program proposed by the distributors
some time ago after a series of preliminary negotiations with exhibitors.
Meet Distributors
Today the M.P.T.O.A. executive
committee will meet with the distribugroup which
includes
S. R.
Kent, tors'
William
F. Rodgers,
George
J.
Schaefer and Ned E. Depinet. Some
of the unaffiliated exhibitors who have
been conferring with the distributors
sessions.
since
Tuesday also may attend today's
Those who attended the meetings
Tuesday and yesterday include Harry
Brandt, Leg Brecher and Leon Rosenblatt, representing the New York
I.T.O.A., with William C. Weisman,
(Continued on page 4)

'Mikado'

Lavish

London, Jan. 11. — "The
Mikado," produced by Geoffrey Toye and General Film
Distributors, and previewed
today at the Leicester Square,
is a lavish and colorful production, faithfully following
the stage version, with no
pretension toward the modern film technique or contemporary comedy.
The musical element is rich
and equal to the best comic
opera. Kenny Baker is pleasing, and Martyn Green is a
puckish Koko. There is a
nowerful appeal in the Gilbert and Sullivan music. It
is in color. Universal will release the film in North and
South America and the Far
East.
FLAN.
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Adjourn
Talks on
Musician
Screen

Purely

Personal
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By SAM
Insiders'
t ehote20ls ofin the
rtan
, som
city
this most
this
BY impo
n
will lear that their guest

RACIE FIELDS will arrive in
J New York from Hollywood tomorrow. She has been conferring on
the coast with 20th Century-Fox officials on pictures to be made in England for the company.
•
Benny Baker has been appointed a
member of the National Theatre Committee for Refugee Relief and will attend the dinner meeting of the committee tomorrow.
•
Frank Seltzer, publicity director
for Hal Roach Studios, who came to
New York for the opening of "Topper
Takes A Trip," has left for Hollywood.

of recent days, a "Mr. Cosmo
lopper," who was paged on the
hour, every hour, during his stay
at these hostelries, simultaneously, was a non-existent character,
even though he paid his bills.
The page-call, at each instances
was "'Marian Kerby was waiting
tor Mr. Topper at the Music
Hall." And the whole thing —
one oi the neatest publicity
drives ever conceived — was for
r
es
ch
Trip,"
"Toppe
Radio
the whi
currenta at
then Tak
was

Hugh Williams has completed
work in "Wuthering Heights." He
arrives here from Hollywood, tomorrow, and sails for England on Saturday.
•

City Music Hall. Both "Cosmo
" ters "Marian Kerby".
Top
out of that film
characand
are per
It was akin to a radio hookup
in 20 hotels.
T T

Morse Jacks, manager of the Carlton in Redbank, has postponed a threeweek vacation in Florida because of
his daughter's illness.
•
Manuel Pena Rodriguez, film
critic of La Nacion, Buenos Aires,
left yesterday for the coast after a
visit here.
•
Edgar
Moss,
20th Century-Fox
district manager in Philadelphia, has
returned from a Honolulu vacation.
•
James R. Grainger, Republic president, isdue Monday from an extended
trip to the coast and the field.
•
Frank Neill of the Tivoli circuit
in Australia is en route here to scout
vaudeville acts for the circuit.
•
James Cannon, sports writer, has
been signed to an agency contract by
Myron Selznick (N. Y.)
•
Karl Macdonald, South American
supervisor for Warners, will sail tomorrow for Buenos Aires.
•
John Manheimer, I.T.O.A. executive secretary, left yesterday for three
weeks in Florida.
•
Col. Frederick L. Herron of the
Hays office is spending a few days
in Washington.
•
Elsa Lanchester returns to England on Saturday on the Paris.
Paul Lazarus, Jr., of Warners is
vacationing.
•
Lewis Milestone is at the SherryNetherland.
Mrs. Paul Benjamin is ill.
Name 2 E. K. Directors
Rochester, Jan. 11. — Paul S.
Achilles, managing director of the
Psychological Corp., and Raymond
N. Ball, president of the Lincoln-Allance Bank & Trust Co., here, have
been elected as directors of Eastman
Kodak Co. They fill vacancies caused
by the deaths of Francis R. Hart and
Dr. Rush Rhees.

Warner

Bros, are going to

town on "They Made Me a Criminal," the new John Garfield
("Four Daughters") film. Jack
Warner and the boys are so impressed with this picture that the
advertising department is raising the budget on the film. A
campaign, similar to that which
was drawn for "Dawn Patrol"
and "Angels With Dirtv Faces,"
is planned. There will be 1,000line ads in newspapers, on the
evening before the opening of the
picture and on the morning of the
opening, in 32 cities. Warners
will supply free paper on certain,
selective percentage eneagements.
T T
It may be of interest to know
that during 1938 there were 59
new amusement firms chartered
in Delaware, as compared with
75 in 1937. The number is inclusive of films, theatre, radio
and miscellaneous amusement
corporations. There were only
two wdiich listed capital increases
during 1938, whereas in 1937
there were 16.
Only one firm had its name
changed last year, as compared
with 14 in 1937. This firm was
the Millerfilm Corp., which
changed its name to Miller
Broadcasting System, Inc.
T ▼
Praise indeed ! According to
none other than Mrs. Eleanor
Walton, chief censor of Kansas
City, it's not the regular lines of
product which give the censors
trouble. It's the bootleg films.
These are smuggled into the city.
The legitimate picture companies
are cooperative and willing, and
what is more, the pictures are
such that a "cut" is rare, these
days.
T ▼
When the English
Royal Air
Force Band and 50 members of
the R.A.F. march in formal array
to the opening of the new film,

SHAIN
Outlook
"In the Air," starring George
Formby, at the New Gallery on
Monday, a military precedent will
be established in England. The
English Air Minister and members of the Air Council also are
scheduled to attend the premiere.
It is a matter of speculation
whether the current European
crisis and the preparedness drive
can have anything to do with the
sudden interest of the military in
the entertainment of the screen.
T ▼

Work

to

April

17

Further discussion of proposals foi
increasing employment opportunities
for musicians within the industry wen
two-hour meeting
of company o^d:
adjourned to April 17 follow)-""
can Federation
Musicians
and
the executiveof board
of theyesterday
Ameri •'
at the office of Pat Casey, producers
labor representative.
acceptable
plan was
to No
yesterday's
meeting,
which presentee'
was de:j
scribed as being "exploratory" anc
in the same general vein as were th<
earlier meetings of the two group;;

W eek is moving its circulation department to Dayton,
Ohio, where it also prints.
V T

on the re-employment subject. A'
yesterday's session were Sidney Kj
Kent, Barney Balaban, Nate J. Blum,
berg, George J. Schaefer, Harry D
Buckley,
Hazen, Eugen*
Picker
and Joseph
Casey.

Judges of the Appellate Division, Third Department, soon will
be subjected to viewing four
films which are to be screened for
the jurists to determine whether
the censorship bans imposed on
these pictures in this state should
stick. The pictures were turned
down by Irwin Esmond, director
of the Motion Picture Division.

Joseph N. Weber, president of thi|
A. F. of M., and members of tfoi
federation's executive board leave fo
Miami tomorrow for the regular mid

News

They are "Remous," also
known as "Whirlpool" ; "The
Birth of a Baby," "Human
Wreckage" and "Animated Diaof the array.
Human Body."
Quite a gramsmotley
▼
All of the four were on appeal
to either the Commissioner of
Education or the N. Y. State
Board of Regents, and Esmond
was upheld.
In the meantime, a picture
called "Le Puritain" (Lenauer)
is to be screened before a
Board of Regents subcommittee
some time prior to Jan. 27, which
is the time when the Regents hold
their monthly meeting in New
York. Esmond also turned down
this film, known as "The Puritan," on grounds of indecency,
and that it was "immoral," "inhuman," and "it would tend to
corrupt morals," "would tend to
incite crime" and it was "sacrilegious." That's
T all.
It seems that those who have
these films never give up trying
to get them by the censors. For
instance, "The Birth of a Baby"
and "Human Wreckage" already
has been before the Supreme
Court. In connection with "The
Birth of a Baby," Supreme Court
Justice Pierce H. Russell denied
the appeal of the American Committee for Maternal Welfare,
Inc., to submit the picture to a
jury for judgment. "Human
Wreckage" was before Supreme
Court Justice Francis A. Bergen.
It was he who set the precedent
on film-appeals a year earlier, by
sending "Tomorrow's Children"
to
the Appellate Division for determination.

year directors' meeting.
Casey said that a projected meetinn
of eastern producers on the applica
tion of the Federal Wages and Hour:
law to eastern production had beei

postponed indefinitely due to the ill1
ness of several of those slated to at]
tend the meeting.
Tickets

Distributed

In Refugee Art SaU
Nationwide distribution of ticket |
has been completed for the art sali
sponsored by the Motion Picture Aril
Fund for German Refugees. Distribu
tion in the field is through the filn
exchanges. In Hollywood the Antij
Nazi League is handling the sale.
More than 100 works of art hav
been contributed to the Fund. Amonj
the contributors is Heywood Broun
World Telegram columnist, who ha
donated a canvas depicting the NeV
York scene.
The drawing will take place Feb
12. The committee intends to invitf
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia to officiate]
Tickets are on sale at all film com!
panies at 25 cents each.
MOTION
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Directed by Busby Berkeley • Screen Play by Sig Herzig»From a Novel
by Bertram Millhauser and Beulah Marie Dix* Music by Max Steiner
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in

New
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Area

Theatre
Is

Failure

Milwaukee, Jan. 11. — Attempts by
independent exhibitors here to bring
about a voluntary surrender of games
collapsed with the declaration of A.
D. Kvool, general manager of the
Warner- Saxe Theatres, that his circuit would not discontinue the games.
Kvool said that if the churches are
conducting lotteries, it is the duty of
the law enforcement officials to stop
them. "As far as I know, there has
never been any legal determination
here that Bingo, as it is played in the
churches, 'or our various theatre
games, are lotteries," he said.
The I. T. P. A. of Wisconsin had
called upon law enforcement officials
for an indiscriminate enforcement of
the lottery laws and had declared its
Milwaukee County members would
discontinue the games after Jan. 15,
if such enforcement was forthcoming.
H. J. Fitzgerald, general manager of
the Fox- Wisconsin circuit, had
pledged his support if all theatres in
the county cooperated.
R. A. Tesch, business manager of
the I.T.P.A., has declared that his
association will drop the entire matter
and continue to play the games.

Revival

Is

To Open Tonight
Revival of Oscar Wilde's
"The Importance of Being
Earnest" opens tonight at the
Vanderbilt. It was last produced here 12 years ago.
The present production is by
Richard Aldrich and Richard
Myers, in association with
Albert Tarbell. The cast includes Clifton Webb, Estelle
Winwood, Hope Williams,
Derek Williams, Florence McGee, Helen Trenholme and
others. Miss Winwood also
directed the staging.

Arbitration
As

'38 to 1,193
in
Seven
Off
Theatres in the New York metro- year, the affiliated circuits account for
five. and the unaffiliated circuits for
politan area total 1,193, seven less than two
a year ago. Seating capacity, howThe analysis also shows a total of
ever, has increased by 500 seats to
1,344,398. This is explained by the 1,076 open theatres in the area, with
fact that new theatres replacing de- a seating capacity of 1,246,339, and
molished houses are of larger seating 117 closed houses with 98,059 seats.
capacity. There are 117 theatres A total of 863 units are in the state
of New York, including New York
closed, against 119 a year ago.
The figures are contained in the City, Long Island and all of New
1939 New York directory of film thea- York state south of Kingston. The
tres issued yesterday by the Film New Jersey portion of the metroBoard of Trade.
politan area, north of Trenton, has
Circuit theatres in the area total 330 theatres with 351,125 seats.
The 754 circuit theatres in the
754, of which 556 are unaffiliated with
distributors and 198 are affiliated. metropolitan area have 1,012,916 seats.
There are 132 affiliated circuit houses
The unaffiliated circuits' capacity ex- in New York and 66 in New Jersey,
ceeds the affiliated circuits by 233,and 431 unaffiliated circuit houses in
000 seats.
There are 439 theatres listed as in- New York and 125 in New Jersey.
New York accounts for 307 indedependent and not grouped in cirpendent theatres with 225,752. seats
cuits, these accounting for 331,482
seats, 20,000 more than a year ago. and New Jersey for 132 houses with
The number of independent theatres 105,730 seats.
Ten theatres were equipped for
is unchanged from last year's total,
although they have increased by 13 sound during 1938, reducing the number of silent houses to 13, all of which
in the New York portion of the
metropolitan area and decreased by a are closed. There are 104 theatres
closed which are equipped, against 96
similar amount in New Jersey.
Of the seven houses less than last a year ago.

League to Discuss
Ticket Code Cases
Unions
Plead for
Although still awaiting a decision
from the N. Y. Supreme Court on the
Increase in Quota
validity
ticket brokers'
code,
the
board ofof the
governors
of the League
London, Jan. 11. — Five labor unions, of N. Y. Theatres will meet today
representative of film industry work- to discuss violations. Purpose of the
ers, today appealed to the Board of
is to discover how unaccredTrade, asking an increase in the dis- meeting
ited brokers obtained tickets. Efforts
tributors' quota for the next quota to have box-office men submit to
year to 20 per cent and the year after
to 40 per cent. The quota year starts questioning appeared to be blocked
yesterday because of the opposition of
in October.
the Theatrical Managers, Agents and
In a long memorandum, the unions
cited the unemployment figures among Treasurers' Union. The league is
composed of producers of legitimate
workers in the industry, and the de- stage plays.
cline in production. The statement declared that six films are in production on a total of 80 sound stages, and Photophone
to Show
that during the past year eight studios
were consistently inactive.
New Systems Today
The average employment of film
An advance showing of new RCA
technicians, according to the unions, is Photophone sound reproducing syseight and one-half weeks out of a postems, developed in the RCA laborasible 39 weeks. The organizations
tories, will be held this afternoon at
claim that Euan Wallace, Parliamen- the company's New York offices.
tary Secretary of the Board of Trade,
RCA Photophone sales representahad promised in November, 1937, that
tives saw the new equipment yesterday
in the unlikely case that production
part of theheld
company's
should fall below 80 features in the as
convention
at theannual
plantsales
in
year, he would consider the matter. Camden.
The unions are now asking for action.
Wilde
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Tax
For

Rise
Ohio

Unlikely
Theatres

Columbus, Jan. 11. — Ohio theatre
men, apprehensive over the possibility
of an upward revision of the admission
tax by the new legislature, to take
care of the approximate $20,000,000
deficit in the state, found encouragement in the repetition by Gov. John
W. Bricker in his inaugural address
of his pre-election pledge "to avoid
any new or increased taxes."
Immediately following his inauguration, Gov. Bricker instituted a policy
of retrenchment by reduction in departmental salaries, sharply paring
various budgets and the introduction
of a program to definitely eliminate
waste and unnecessary expenditures.
Nevertheless, exhibitors are urged
by the I.T.O. of Ohio, through J. P.
Wood, secretary, to work in close
harmony with the legislators of their
respective communities to the end that
the present three per cent admission
tax be held to that level.

Pact

Seen
Hurdle

(Continued from page 1)
the organization's counsel; Benjamin
T. Pitts and William F. Crockett,
representing the M.P.T.O. of Vir- j
ginia ; Albert A. Galston and R. H. ;

Southern
I.T.O. ofCharles
Poole,Arizona;
and
R. California
Gilmer, j1
Rocky Mountain Theatre Owners1
Jl .
Managers,
of Denver;
and John i
Rugar,
ciation, Intermountain
Salt Lake City.Theatres Asso- i
The Southern California delegates
arrived yesterday morning from Los |
Angeles and immediately went to the
conferences.
The Virginia representatives were to have left last night.
The changes in the tentative draft !
asked by the exhibitor representatives
amount to revision of the draft's |
phraseology, in the opinion of some of i
those attending the meetings.
It has \
been indicated that the distributors are !
willing to grant modifications and that
a compromise
will eventually be
reached.
A completed program to
which all spokesmen will agree may
hot be arrived at for another month.
The current series of meetings will
be completed next week. Rogers is
scheduled gotiating
to confer
Allied's necommittee inwith
Washington
on
Monday in advance of that committee's
the AlliedTuesday
directorsand
at|
their report
annualto meeting
Wednesday.

The setting up of arbitration and
conciliation procedure was left open in
the first draft of the proposed program
completed by the distributors.
The arbitration problem is twofold:
how to devise a plan that will obtain
favorable reaction from the Govern- !
ment under the anti-trust laws and
how to obviate possible causes of action by any of the multiple exhibitor
interests involved.

M.P.T.O.A.'s executive committee
will tice
ask negotiating
the distributors'
committee trade
todaypracfor
the immediate effectiveness of what- 1
ever proposals are agreed on between j
them as a result of present negotiations. The exhibitor delegation also
will ask for immediate establishment
of local conciliation or arbitration
boards to hear and adjust trade practice complaints.
These basic points were decided on
yesterday following a meeting of the
M.P.T.O.A. committee at which the
reactions of affiliated units of the national organization to the distributors' tentative trade practice draft
were
studied.
In the M.P.T.O.A.
Illness of Powell
delegation will be Ed Kuykendall,
president ; Oscar Lam, Charles E.
Lewen Pizor and Arthur
Man'
Puts Off
Ampa
to Hold First
Hollywood,
Jan. 'Thin
11. — Recurrent
ill- Williams,
ness of William Powell today caused Lockwood.
1939 Meeting Today
M-G-M to postpone "The Return of
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Jean the Thin Man" and as result Myrna
Permits RKO
Claim
Hersholt head a program arranged for Loy, who was to have appeared opFederal Judge William Bondy has
posite him, will be co-starred with signed an order permitting H. Cassell
today's
which Hersholt
will be
held at Ampa
noon atmeeting,
the Astor.
Robert
Taylor in "Lucky Night." & Co. to file its claim against RKO
is here representing the Motion Pic- Louis D. Lighton will produce.
ture Relief Fund.
as holder of $217,000 10-year six per
cent gold debentures.- In signing the
Others scheduled to appear are C.
order Judge Bondy indicated that he
C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the. B & K Links Houses
is not at present passing on the merits
Hays office ; George Stevens, director,
To Chicago Subway of the claim itself.
and Joel Sayre, scenarist, who worked
on "Gunga Din," in which Fairbanks
Chicago, Jan. 11. — Balaban & Katz
stars ; J. Edward Bromberg, actor ; is the first Loop firm to seek connecGarrett to Monogram
Gordon D. Ellis, general manager of
tions between their buildings and the
Charles Garrett, for the past three
British Empire Films of Australia, new subway. Rapp & Rapp, theatre
who is visiting here, and Willy de architects, are drawing up plans for years with G. B., has joined the
Mond, Hollywood hosiery creator.
direct connections between the Chi- Monogram foreign department under
This will be the first meeting of the
cago, United Artists, Roosevelt and Norton V. Ritchey. At one time he
represented RKO in Cuba.
State Lake theatres and the subway.
year. Ralph Rolan will preside.

» 0 • »
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RCA Photophone's sensational new Magic Voice of
the Screen Equipment, with a sparkling new array
of fine features, is designed for theatres of every size
Here's plenty of reason to stand up and cheer! RCA
Photophone engineers have developed a brand new
Magic Voice of the Screen— a Magic Voice that begins a brilliant new era of fine sound in theatres !
Better in every way than ever before, this new
equipment offers you an amazing array of great features led by the ingenious new Shock-Proof Drive!
The RCA Photophone Shock-Proof Drive is a new
"partner" for the famous Rotary Stabilizer. It insures
greater constancy of film speed than ever before.

Sxeett

trim—

The

outstanding performance of RCA Photophone Equipment— plus the public approval of the
splendid sound it provides— are the reasons why it
is used by thousands of exhibitors the world over.
This remarkable new Magic Voice of the Screen
means even finer sound— greater box office response. Your RCA Photophone representative will
be glad to give you complete details about it.
There's no obligation— so get in touch with him
today. It will pay you!
RCA presents the Magic Key every Sunday, 2 to 3 P. M., E. S. T.. on the
NBC Blue Network. Better sound means better box office— and RCA
tubes mean better sound. RCA Photophone's Service Organization has a
low cost theatre service plan you'll be interested in.

Remember— more than 5,000 theatres from coast to coast use

THE
RCA

Manufacturing

Company,

MAGIC

Inc., Camden,

VO
N. J.

:e of

the screen
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
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'Sweethearts'

'Kentucky'
Frisco

Is

Hollywood

Leader

Previews

Big

Kansas

Grosser,

With

$19,500

Francisco, Jan. 11. — "Kentucky," dualed with "Charlie Chan in
Honolulu," at the Fox, took the honors here, with $19,500.
"The Young in Heart" took a
strong $9,500 at the United Artists,
and "Sweethearts" was good for $14,300 at the Warfield. "You Can't
Take It With You" drew $7,400 at
the Orpheum in its seventh week.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 3-7 :
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
G.OLDEN GATE — (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
days.
Stage: vaudeville.
Gross. $15,000.
(Average, $16,000)
"The Young in Heart" (U. A.J
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (15c-35c-40c55c-65c), 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,500.
(Average, $7,000)
"You Can't Take It With You" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-5Sc), 7
days, 7th week. Gross: $7,400. (Average,
$8,500)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,000) 115c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $19,500. (Average, $17,000)
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Up the River" (20th-Fox)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (15c-35c-40c-55c75c), 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,200. (Average, $7,000)
"Artists and Model's Abroad" (Para.)
"Sons of the Legion" (Para.)
PAR AMOUNT— (2,740) (15c - 35c -40c - 55c 75c), 5 days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,200. (Average, $13,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c),
7 days. Gross: $14,300. (Average, $13,000)
"Life Dances On" (AFE Corp.)
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c), 7 days. Gross:
$1,000. (Average, $1,300)
"The Thirty-Nine Steps" (G. B.)
LARKIN — (390) (15c-35c-40c), 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $800. (Average, $1,300)
San

Dudelson

Heads

UA

Cincinnati
Branch
Cincinnati, Jan. 11. — Harris Dudelson, for six years a salesman in the
United Artists office here, has been
appointed branch manager, succeeding
Max Stahl, resigned. Dudelson started
as a shipper in the Cleveland office,
then was transferred here as office
manager, a post he held for two years
before becoming a salesman.
Heads Denver Club
Denver, Jan. 11. — Henry Friedel,
M-G-M exchange manager, has been
elected president of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club for the year. Other
officers are : A. P. Archer, first vicepresident ; Sam Feinstein, second
vice-president ; E. P. Briggs, treasurer ;Ross Bluck, secretary ; Emmett Thurmon, counsel. Directors are
Archer, Bluck, Briggs, Friedel, William Agren, C. J. Bell, Frank Culp,
Joe H. Dekker, Duke W. Dunbar, A.
J. Gould Jr., Jack Langan, Jap Morgan and R. J. Morrison.
Acquire Film Delivery
Denver, July 11. — Oliver E. Curtis
has bought the We-Go film delivery
from Ross Labart and has renamed it
the Intermountain Film Service.
Borrow Gene Reynolds
Hollywood, Jan. 11.— Universal has
borrowed Gene Reynolds, 13, from
M-G-M for a role in "The Spirit of
Culver."

"The
(RKO)

Great

Man

The screenplay by John Twist, from Gordon Malherbe Hillman's
story, is wrought with that fineness which conceals itself beneath seeming simplicity. Garson Kanin, director, and Cliff Reid, producer, toiled
as tellingly, turning out a work possessed in ripe roundedness of apparently unstudied newsreel realism. Of glamour and the devices of glamour
there is none. The film has the look of fact, and the power of it.
Virginia Weidler and Peter Holden play the drunkard's children
in a manner certain to assure both of them bright futures. Donald
MacBride, Clarence Kolb, Luis Alberni and J. M. Kerrigan give strong
supporting performances. Katharine Alexander registers strongly as a
school teacher whose attachment for the principal character is delicately
but forcefully indicated.
The scene is a big city, not named, and the time is 1923 but, save for
references to speakeasies, could be now. No political party is indicated
by name and the only political points underscored are the broad American ideas everybody has subscribd to since 1776.
Running- time, 70 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
'Em

City

$18,400

Votes"

Hollywood, Jan. 11. — There is nothing fundamentally wrong with
the existing order of show business when the good news about a picture
like this can get into print while the film is still in manufacture and the
finished product can yet turn out to excel the expectations thus fostered.
For this is no multimillion dollar investment and the world was not
ransacked for an actor to play the leading character. On the contrary,
this is a sound, solid production of a straight story hewn from the firm
foundation of the body politic, and it was as plain as ham and eggs that
the leading character was born for John Barrymore and vice versa.
Advance news comment has made it rather well known that Barrymore plays in this the sole voter in a key precinct and, therefore, abruptly
and temporarily a very important person politically. This is merely the
key situation. Barrymore plays a once distinguished scholar brought
low by bereavement and bottle but still, at bottom, scholar, gentleman
and citizen. It is not the right of this or any synopsis to detail the
manner of his reaction to such conflicting influences as devotion to his
children, proffered subsidies, interfering relatives and a basic belief in
the sanctity of citizenship. The telling of this is a Barrymore privilege
and a Barrymore triumph. It is also one of the finest film experiences
of the year.

Burn
(M-G-M)

Is

U p O'Connor

Kansashearts" ledCity,
Jan. to11. the
— "Sweetthe way
biggest
week in months, doing $18,400 at the
Midland. "Kentucky," playing niap
days simultaneously at the Esqi( j
and Uptown, garnered $5,700 at tfie
Esquire and $7,200 at the Uptown.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 5-6:(ZOth-Fox)
"Kentucky"
ESOUIRE— (800) (25c-40c) 9 days. Gross:
$5,700.
(Average,
9 days, $3,600)
"Sweethearts"
(M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (4,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $18,400. (Average, $11,500)
"Artists and Model's Abroad" (Para.)
NEWMAN— (1,900) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $7,000)
"Storm Over Bengal" (Rep.)
FOX TOWER— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Stage: Frankie Masters & Orchestra,
Marion Frances, Ross Wyse, Jr., Readinger
Twins, Joy Hodges. Gross: $9,200. (Average, $7,000)That Woman Again"
"There's
(Col.)
ORPHEUM— (1,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross:
$4,800.
(Average,
$5,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,000) (25c-40c) 9 days.
Gross: $7,200. (Average, 9 days, $6,000)
'Sweethearts'
In Buffalo,

High
$21,000

Buffalo, Jan. 11. — The new year
brought a striking upturn to grosses
here. "Sweethearts" started 1939 at
aearned
dizzy $21,000.
pace for the Buffalo where it

Places"
Century coupled
The "Devil's
with
Island""Going
for $11,000.
"Trade Winds" grossed $8,900 at the
Hippodrome. The Great Lakes played
"Kentucky" to $10,200. Weather was
bad.
Estimated takings for the week
days
ending Jan. 7 :
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
BUFFALO— (3,000) (30c-55c) 7
Gross:
$21,000.
(Average, $12,000)
"Kentucky"
(ZOth-Fox)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c -50c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,200.
$7,500)
"Trade
Winds" (Average,
(U.A.)

Hollywood, Jan. 11. — Romance, comedy, melodrama and mystery
HIPPODROME — (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days
Gross: $8,900. (Average, $6,800)
Places" (W.B.)
are the ingredients stirred into "Burn 'Em Up O'Connor," an exciting "Going
story of auto racing. Good action entertainment, designed to appeal to "Devil's Island" (W.B.)
CENTURY—
(3,000)$6,000)
(25c) 7 days. Gross:
mass audiences, the cast features a group of comparative newcomers $11,000.
(Average,
with a sprinkling of older and more experienced players added for good "There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
measure.
LAFAYETTE — (3,300) (25c) 5 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, 7 days, $6,300)
The plot centers about the experiences of Dennis O'Keefe, smart
aleck romantic romeo and cocky tyro racing car driver. Snubbed by
Goldberg in Cleveland
Cecilia Parker, daughter of Harry Carey, whose racing stable he joins,
Cleveland, Jan. 11. — Lee Goldberg,
he quickly creates dissension among the other members. One after
another, in contests duplicating the spectacular thrills of the Indianapolis head of Big Feature Rights, will open
classic, Roosevelt Road and Vanderbilt Cup races, Alan Curtis, Tom a Cleveland office on March 1 to
handle distribution of his independent
Neal and Tom Collins are killed in unexplainable crashes. Carey's product in the northern Ohio territory.
fortunes are at low ebb at the time of the San Francisco Grand Prix,
Carl Scheuch, formerly with Monogram, and Bernard Rubin, formerly
but it remains for Nat Pendleton, O'Keefe's dumb cluck mechanic, to
suspect that the fatalities are the results of sinister influences rather with the Morris Liberman Co., will
than the luck of the track. Preventing O'Keefe from taking a drink, he in charge of the office.
which he imbibes himself, Pendleton goes temporarily blind while
Klune 'Wind' Manager
O'Keefe, only slightly afflicted, drives to victory. In the climax, Pendleton proves that Charley Grapewin, supposedly Carey's trusted friend,
Hollywood, Jan. 11. — Raymond A.
had doctored the drivers' eyes, drinks and goggles to blind them. His Klune, assistant to Henry Ginsberg,
motive was revenge for the death of his son, for which he blamed Carey. vice-president and general manager of
Selznick International, has been made
With the menace removed, O'Keefe settles down to romance with Miss
Parker and he and Carey plan for greater triumphs.
production manager for "Gone with
Based on a book by Sir Malcolm Campbell, noted race driver, the
screenplay by Milton Merlin and Byron Morgan nicely balances the the Wind."
20th-Fox Buys Story
standby theatrical elements with the excitement of furious racing. After
Hollywood, Jan. 11. — Twentieth
the first reel, Edward Sedgwick's direction accentuates the best qualities
of story content, player talents and production effects.
Century- Fox has purchased the Saturday Evening Post story, "It Could
Running time, 65 minutes.
"G."*
G. McC.
Happen Hempstead
to You," bywill
Charles
Hoffman.
David
produce
in Sol
*"G" denotes general classification.
M. Wurtzel's unit.
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Coast

'Kentucky'
2

L.A.

Gets

In

Houses

$32,400

Jan. 11. — "Kentucky"
field here, taking a handsome
the Angeles,
J=LLos
rr*p,400 at Loew's State and a good
$14,000 at the Chinese, for a total of
$32,400 at both houses.
"Pygmalion" held strong in its second week at the 4 Star, drawing down
$8,300. "Pacific Liner" and "His
Exciting Night" took $7,400 at the
Hillstreet and $6,900 at the Pantages.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 11 :
"Kentucky" (Zftth-Fox)
CHINESE — (2,500)
(30c-75c)
7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $12,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
4 STAR — (900) (40c-55c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $8,300. (Average, $3,250)
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET — (2,700) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,400. (Average, $6,500)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S
STATE— (2,500) (30c-75c) 7
days. Gross: $18,400. (Average, $14,000)
"Pacific Liner" (RKG)
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,900. (Average, $7,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595) (30c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Stage: F. & M. revue, Rube
Wolf and his orchestra.
Gross: $12,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"Going Places" (F. N.)
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
WARNER
BROS.
(Hollywood)— (3,000)
(30c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,000.
(Average, $14,000)
"Going Places" (F. N.)
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (Downtown)— (3,400)
(30c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,200.
(Average, $12,000)
'Sweethearts9 Smash
Indianapolis, $13,000
Indianapolis, Jan. 11. — "Sweethearts" gave Loew's a smash $13,000
in a week of powerful business. "Kentucky" and "Down on the Farm" hung
up a record for a second week, giving
the Circle $8,000.
"Artists and Models Abroad"
dualled with "The Last Warning,"
took $6,000 at the Indiana.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 6 :
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
AFOLLO — (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,000)
"Kentucky" (ZOth-Fox)
"Down on the Farm" (2<lth-Fox)
CIRCLE — (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $4,500)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
"The Last Warning" (Univ.)
INDIANA— (3,200)
(25c-40c)
7 days.
Gross: $6,000.
(Average, $5,000)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
LYRIC— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. Stage:
Major
Bowes'
(Average,
$8,000)Swing School. Gross: $9,500.
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S—
(2,800) (25c-40c)
$13,000.
(Average,
$7,000) 7 days. Gross:

One-Man Audience
Cincinnati, Jan. 11. — Joseph
Pincus, eastern talent scout
for 20th Century-Fox, will
constitute a one-man audience here on Jan. 17, to
judge the qualifications of 12
senior student contestants
from the Schuster Martin
School of Drama, who will
perform at the suburban Little Playhouse for the first annual award of the Tyrone
Power scholarship. Power,
when here last May attending the school's anniversary
ceremonies, established it as
a memorial to his late
aunt, Helen Schuster Martin,
founder of the institution.

Bills

Expected

to

End Indiana Bingo
Indianapolis, Jan. 11. — Bills are
expected shortly in the Indiana General Assembly aimed at outlawing
Bingo games in the state, which began
among churches, clubs and lodges and
has grown to a big business. In
Indianapolis, it is estimated, about
$50,000 a week is going into Bingo
games. This figure is almost equal
to the average receipts of Indianapolis
film houses and exhibitors believe that
if Bingo is wiped out some of this
amusement money should come their
way.

Labor
CROFT

News

KC UNION

HEAD

Kansas City, Jan. 11. — Walter S.
Croft has been elected business agent
of the operators local here, succeeding
Claude B. Cessna. Other officers are :
George E. Dighton, president ; R. H.
Matheny, vice-president ; Frank Dowd,
secretary; Frank H. Burkert, treasurer. To the executive board operators named Leonard L. Stewart,
Cecil M. Summers and S. L. Johnson. The board of trustees has three
new members : David McKinstry,
Joseph C. Arnone and Ray W.
Stephenson.
Felix Snow, I. A. T. S. E. representative for this region, was named
business agent by Stage Hands Local
31. Cyril Donovan was reelected
president. Other officers are : Walter
Brown, vice-president ; Art Brainerd,
recording secretary ; Joe Cawell,
financial secretary, and Julius Ehrlich,
treasurer. Glen Milligan, Ed Purcell
and Eddie Maier were named to the
executive board.
FLORIDA

UNION

ELECTS

Studios

Are
TheatreChanges

Shooting

39

Films,
STANDARD

Six Are

Completed

Hollywood, Jan. 11. — Thirty-nine
pictures are before the cameras this
week, as 10 started and six finished.
Twenty-two are being prepared, and
73 are in the cutting rooms.
Started v/ere : "Old Mrs. Leonard
and Her Machine Guns," Columbia ;
"Sergeant Madden," M-G-M; "Sky
Pirate," "Star Reporter," Monogram;
"Picardy Max," RKO; "Higgins
Family No. 2," "Wagons Westward,"
Republic; "Captain Fury," Roach;
"Alexander Graham Bell," 20th Century-Fox; "Hero for a Day,"
Warners.
In addition to these, shooting were :
"Let Us Live," "Plane No. 4,"
"Romance of the Redwoods," "Blondie
Steps Out," Columbia; "The Wizard
of Oz," "I Take This Woman,"
"Broadway Serenade," "Song of the
West," "Fast and Loose," M-G-M;
"Grand Jury Secrets," "Union Pacific," "Midnight,"' "Federal Offense,"
"The Lady's from Kentucky," "I'm
from Missouri," "Man About Town,"
Paramount ; "The Romantic Castles,"
RKO; "The Lone Ranger Rides
Again," "White Fury," Republic;
"The Hound of the Baskervilles,"
20th Century-Fox; "You Can't Cheat
an Honest Man," "Three Smart Girls
Grow Up," Universal ; "Stage Coach,"
Wanger; "Dodge City," "Juarez,"
"Broadway Cavalier," "Sweepstakes
Winner," "On Trial," Warners;
"Wuthering Heights," Goldwyn.
Those finished were : "Huckleberry
Finn," "Four Girls in White,"
M-G-M; "The Saint Strikes Back,"
RKO ; "Forged Passport," Republic ;
"The Son of Frankenstein," and
"Code of the Streets," Universal.
In the short subjects field, Columbia
and M-G-M each are shooting one
short subject. Seven are being prepared, and 11 are being edited.

Variety

Club

Detroit

POLICY

SHIFT

Oklahoma City, Jan. 11. — Standard Theatres Corp. has instituted several policy changes and increase of adby five cents
Standard missionhouses
here. at three of nine
The Plaza, operated as a neighborhood subsequent, has been made firstrun, with admission raised from 25c
co 40 cents top at night. At the downtown Liberty, which has been showing double bills at 25 cents top at
night, the admission has been raised
to 30 cents with pictures now running on a seven-day basis. The first
run Tower has raised admission from
35 to 40 cents.
TWIN

CITY

CHANGES

Minneapolis, Jan. 11. — Harold
Kaplan has resigned as manager of
the Minnesota Amusement Co.'s State
here. Frank Steffy, manager of the
Century, will succeed him. Charles
Zinn, manager of the Uptown, will
succeed Steffy. St. Paul changes includes transfer of J. C. Stroud from
the Park there to the Uptown here;
transfer of L. G. Hertl, St. Clair manager, to the Park; transfer of J. P.
Soucy to the St. Clair, from assistant
managership of the Uptown.
N. C. HOUSE TO OPEN
High Point, N. C, Jan. 11. — High
Point's newest theatre, under construction for several months, is scheduled to hold its formal opening next
month, according to Hugh J. Smart.
The new house, erected on the site
of the$100,000.
old Orpheum, will cost more
than
HAS 3 IN ATOKA
Atoka, Okla., Jan. 11. — Glen
Thompson now has control of all
three theatres here, after purchasing
from Earl Barrett the Atoka and the
New. Thompson previously operated
the Pix here and will continue to
operate two of the three theatres.
COLLINSVILLE OPENING
Collinsville, Conn., Jan. 11. —
Joseph W. Faith, of the Mayfair,
Terryville, has opened the Town Hall
here, after renovation. He is also
constructing a Town Hall Theatre at
Unionville, scheduled to open shortly.

Detroit, Jan. 11. — The opening
1939 luncheon of the Variety Club will
be held next Monday. Barker Jack
Adams, manager of the Red Wings
and Barker Louis J. Giffels, general manager of Olympia, will be
OPENS AT GARDNER, KAN.
guests of honor with the entire Red
Kansas City, Jan. 11. — The ComWing team in attendance — which inmunity has been opened by Charles
cludes Doug Young, Jack Stewart, Reynolds,
Columbia salesman, at
Herb Lewis, Ebbie Goodfellow, Gardner, Kan., to operate three nights
Marty Barry, Sid Howe, Carl LisIt is Gardner's first house.
combe, Hec Kilrea, Dave Trottier, a week.
Scotty Bowman, Charley Conacher,
NEW LUBBOCK, TEX., HOUSE
Pete Kelly, Gus Giesebrecht, Mud
Bruneteau, Larry Aurie and Tiny
Lubbock, Tex., Jan. 11. — Another
film house will be established here
Thompson.
the Lindsey Theatres. Cost will
Monarch Pictures night will be bv
exceed $50,000.
celebrated Jan. 21.

Melbourne, Fla., Jan. 11. — Members of the local operators union
named J. F. Buff president. Other
officers are : R. E. Bankston, Jr., vicepresident ; Charles L. Leonard, secre'James* Set in Chicago
tary-treasurer ;Aubrey Saunders,
Chicago, Jan. 11. — "Jesse James" recording secretary; J. O. Morgan, Minneapolis
will go into the Chicago starting Jan. business representative ; J. A. SylMinneapolis. Jan. 11. — Plans are
27. Picture will probably play at
vester,
sergeant-at-arms
;
R.
A.
Godunder
way for the drive of the Varileast two weeks in this theatre and
frey, Sylvester and Bankston trustees.
ety Club of the Twin Cities for $25,perhaps two more in the Apollo or
000 to swell the European Relief
Garrick.
Fund. Committee chairmen have been
Associates to Elect
announced as follows : Henry Baker,
Motion Picture Associates will elect publicity ; George Granstorm, tickets ;
Borrow Pat O'Brien
Hollywood, Jan. 11. — Paramount officers for the ensuing year at a meet- Tom Burke, club contact ; Theodore
ing at the Lincoln tomorrow at noon. L. Hays, speakers ; Jay Mcfarland.
has borrowed Pat O'Brien from
Warners for the lead opposite Olympe The only contest is for trustees. Two printing and trailers ; Bob Workman.
Bradna in a story by Paterson Mc- are to be elected from among five exchange cooperation ; William
nominees.
Nutt.
Grant, legion.

COLUMBIA, S. C, JOB LET
Columbia, S. C, Jan. 11. — Contract
for construction of Palmetto Amusements' new Five Points Theatre has
been awarded to C. G. Shockley.
Work will start at once.
LEVINE

IN NEW

HAVEN

New Haven, Jan. 11. — Joseph E. Levine of Boston has acquired the interest of Harry Segal of Boston in the
Lincoln here. S. Ernest Pelson has
been appointed manager.
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WMCA
High

Is Testing

►

Radio

Around

Under a franchise recently granted
the station, WMCA's engineering department has been conducting experiments to determine the value of opening new radio stations in the 11-meter
band, of which very little is known.
The experiments consist of broadcasts
in the ultra high frequency to determine the range and noise level of the
11 -meter band, as yet unlicensed for
commercial radio communication.
The regular WMCA
program
schedule from noon to 9 P. M. is being transmitted through the ultra high
frequency channel under the call letters of W2XQO. The tests to date
indicate an almost total absence of
natural static and a high degree of
line of sight transmission as well as
distant reception, according to the station engineers. Reports have been
received from ships in the Pacific and
from South America, Europe and
Australia.
Standard American broadcasts are
confined to frequencies from 200 to
500 meters, thus limiting the number
of stations. Short-wave transmissions
are on the meters between 15 and 200
but are not adaptable to local broadcasts. If the meter tests now being
conducted are successful it may provide a new channel giving space to
many more stations than is now
possible.
Using

Radio

To Improve Business
San Francisco-, Jan. 11. — Golden
State Theatre circuit, operating 12
neighborhood houses in San Francisco
and vicinity, has embarked on a 52week radio campaign to improve business. Announcements will be broadcast daily over KSAN, local independent station.
Theatres in the circuit are the Uptown, Midtown, Palace, Verdi, Noe,
Amazon, Victoria, Parkside, Irving,
Granada, Daly City, and the El
Camino at San Bruno.
Dismissal Sought in
Radio Contract Suit
Dismissal of the complaint in the
$50,000 suit of the Conquest Alliance
Co., Inc., has been asked in the N. Y.
Supreme Court. Defendants are Allan Wilson, trading as Viking Radio
Productions, Dan A. and Sylvia Sigwojth and Transcriptions, Inc. The
suit, for alleged breach of contract,
charges that Wilson and Transcriptions, Inc. induced the Sigworths to
sell a program elsewhere after they
had agreed to prepare it for the plaintiffs.

Cooperation
San Francisco, Jan. 11. —
KSFO, local CBS station, has
arranged a tieup with 14 district theatres for the benefit
of theatre patrons who don't
want to miss the Friday night
"Black Chapel"
mystery
dramas.
The theatres
halt
the film for 15 minutes, to
tune in the play over radio
sets placed on the stage.
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has been
ESTthe CHAP
ERNmade
ent M.C. on the
permanPELL
"Show of the Week" over Mutual . . . John B. Kennedy, network
commentator, will celebrate his 15th
anniversary in radio on Jan. 29 . . .
A feminine poll compiled by Transradio Press, finds Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt the outstanding woman of
1938, with Dorothy Thompson next
. . . Joan Bennett will make a guest
appearance on the "Gateway to Hollywood" program Jan. 15 . . . Myrna
Loy will head the cast of "Silver
Theatre" over CBS on Jan. 15 . . .
Eddie Cantor will return to the CBS
Hollywood studios for the Jan. 16
"Caravan" broadcast.
+
Songwriter and vocalist Johnny
Mercer has been signed as permanent
member on Benny Goodman's "Swing
School" program . . . Billy Rose will
be the M.C. on WHN's refugee program tomorrow night . . . Alan
Gerard's contract to sing over Mutual
has been extended by the network . . .
Alec Templeton has been signed for
the "Barn Dance" series, beginning
Jan. 14.

the

Country

ence will not be permitted durAPPLAUSE from the studio audi"
of "Themakes
Circle,its
gg broadcas
new Kelloing
showts which
T.
San Francisco
woodCarol
bow
outd ofColma
Hollyn,
on eSunday
, J
Ronal
Lomtiy:~h,
the Marx Bros, and LawJimmy Lyons, former sound effects Cary Grant,
rence Tibbett in the regular cast. The
chief at NBC here, has taken charge
of sound effects for KSFO and CBS. sponsor has no particular objection to
. . . Earl Teasdale's cowboy group, studio applause, but because "The
discharged in NBC economy wave Circle" is supposed to be a club on
two months ago, have been rehired whose meetings the radio audience will
eavesdrop, it is felt that any studio
for sustainers over KGO, Blue out- crowd
noises will be inappropriate.
let. . . . Vacationing after a 10-month
Only other major network show
personal appearance tour is KPO's that does not permit studio applause is
.▼ .
Johnny O'Brien, harmonica star, who
Kraft "Music Hall" with Bing
rejoins his "harmonica band" in New the
York late in January, for another Crosby and Bob Burns.
tour. . . . Jack Burnett, ex-manager
celebrate his impending return
of KROW's San Francisco office, now to To
radio,
Lawrence Tibbett yesterday
on production staff of KGVO, Missoula, Mont. . . . After seven weeks tendered a party to radioites at his
in the hospital with a broken arm, East End Avenue apartment. A large
after being thrown from a horse, crowd was there.
Alvina Jensen, secretary of NBC
La Hiff's Tavern is now sponsoring
Manager Lloyd Yoder, is convalescing
at home. . . . Also better is Ira Blue, a nightly program over WHOM of
NBC commentator here, who frac- all-recorded music and theatrical gossip. Frank Kreuger handles the show,
tured a hip when he fell off a curb.
giving talks on the theatre, screen and
+
sports, and reciting names of notables
Cincinnati
who
have dined that day at the
NBC
Shows Renewed
Sinclair Lewis, here in his new Tavern.
Reason for the broadcast over
Twenty-andtwo,"
disBy Blackett - Sample play, "Angela
cussed his new Is
venture,
outlined
WHOM may have something to do
Four Blackett - Sample - Hummert road tour plans when interviewed by with the fact that Paul F. Harron,
programs on NBC networks have
owner of the Tavern, is the president
been renewed, two becoming effective Jerry Burns in his "Let's Go Back- of the New Jersey Broadcasting
stage"
program
over
WSAI
.
.
.
Jan. 31 and two on Feb. 5.
Jimmy Scribner, one-man cast of the Corp., which owns WHOM.
"Easy Aces," 44 stations on the "Johnson Family," daily Mutual serial
▼
Blue, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and originating at WSAI, guest on curA sign on Times Square lists the
Thursdays at 7 P. M., and "Mr. Keen,
rent "Boone County Jamboree," stage members of the Great White Way
Tracer of Lost Persons," 44 stations show commercial over WLW . . . Association — a World's Fair tieup. A
on the Blue, Tuesdays, Wednesdays "Mad Hatterfields," originally a sus- column reader reports that Rosaline
and Thursdays at 7:15 P. M., are re- tainer, now in the commercial column Sherman of WNEW
spent three
newed as of Jan. 31. "American for Horlicks, boasts of 49,997 pieces hours the other night waiting to see
Album of Familiar Music," 59 sta- of mail in an eight-announcement sur- her name come 'round the spinning
tions on the Red, Sundays at 9 :30
vey over WLW and Mutual.
lights each time. She's the only
woman director of the organization.
P. M. and "Manhattan Merry-GoRound," 33 stations on the Red, Sundays at 9 P. M., are the Feb. 5
No more lyrical line was ever
FCC
Calendar
renewals.
penned than the opening one of a
currently popular song which, heaven
help listeners, cannot be evaded no
Tom
Hamilton
Joins
Washington, Jan. 11. — The Fed- matter how astute the dialer. The
eral Communications Commission has
is rose-petaled prose, that's what.
WNEW's
Sales Staff tentatively assigned dates for hearings line
a number of broadcasting cases, as It goes like this : "Jeepers, creepers,
Tom Hamilton, for the past three on
follows :
where d'ia get those peepers."
years a member of the advertising
T
Jan. 19 : Applications of Tacoma
staff of Tide, has joined the sales
staff of WNEW.
In accepting
"Friday
13th"
Broadcasters, Inc., and Michael J. opening
date at a the
RKO the
Keith
in
Before he joined Tide, Hamilton Mingo, both seeking new 1,420-kilo- Boston, Abbott and Costello, comediwas on the sales staff of the Lorillard cycle stations at Tacoma, Wash., to
ans on the Kate Smith program,
with 100 watts power night, tempted fate. Yesterdav Bud Abbott
Co., and prior to that held a sales operate
250 watts day.
post with Swift & Co.
came down with bronchial pneumonia,
Feb. 6 : Applications of Central forcing cancellation of the. Tstage date
Broadcasting Corp., for a 1,500-kilo- and the appearance on the Kate Smith
Norwalk Lock on WHN
cycle station at Worcester, with 100
Norwalk Lock Co. has entered into watts night, 250 watts day; Kingston
— Jack Banner
a contract with WHN for station
Broadcasting Corp., for a 1,500-kilo- program.
break announcements daily, starting cycle, 100-watt daytime station at
Plan Fair Transmitter
today. Contract for 26 weeks was Kingston, N. Y., and William H.
placed by the Friend Advertising Bates, Jr., for a 740-kilocycle, 250San Francisco, Jan. 11. — Chester
Agency. Barney's Clothes has placed watt daytime station at Modesto, Cal. Lang, broadcasting manager of General Electric Co., has arrived with a
Feb. 14: Applications of Enrique
a contract for a year's duration covering daily announcements. Austin & A. Sanfeliz and United Theatres, Inc., technical staff to install a new shortSpector placed the account.
wave radio transmitter, W6XBE, on
both seeking a 580-kilocycle, 1,000Treasure Island, to broadcast messages
watt station at San Juan, P. R.
Feb. 15 : Applications of The Gate- around the world during the exposiDelay CBC Contest Close
tion, which opens Feb. 18.
way Broadcasting Co., for an 880Toronto, Jan. 11— The Canadian kilocvcle,
500-watt station at LouisBroadcasting Corp. has postponed the
ville; WGRC, New Albany, Ind., for
closing date for its drama contest for change of frequency from 1,370 to 880
Quinn KOB Manager
radio plays by Canadian authors for kilocycles, and KRRV, Sherman, Tex.,
Denver, Jan. 11. — Frank Quinn,
four cash prizes scaling up to $250 to for change of frequency from 1,310 recently commercial manager KLZ
Jan. 15, manuscripts to be submitted to 880 kilocycles and increase of power here, has been named station manager
to the CBC Drama Department.
from 250 to 1,000 watts.
of KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.
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Allied
Philip Hill Sails
For Florida Visit
London, Jan. 12. — Philip
Hill, investment banker of
Philip Hill & Partners, who
is concerned in film financing,
sailed yesterday for the
United States, bound for
Palm Beach.
It is believed here that Hill
may confer in the Florida
resort with Nicholas M.
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Washington, Jan. 12. — A thorough
study of the trade practice program
Asks 6,000 Members
to
will be a major feature of the 10th
Ballot Before Jan. 22
annual meeting of the board of Allied
States, which will start here on TuesSchenck,
National membership of American
day. At least one full day will be deInc., andpresident
Sidney ofR.Loew's,
Kent,
voted to the subject. Remainder of
Federation of Radio Artists, approxipresident of 20th Centurythe
sessions
will be devoted to ormately 6,000 in number, has been
Fox.
ganizational matters, including the
!called upon
naelection of officers and discussion of
tional boardbyto the
voteorganization's
on the question
block booking and other legislation.
of a strike on commercial network
broadcasting.
William F. Rodgers, representing
A. A. Lowe Predicts}
the distributor negotiating committee
This is the decision reached by the
on the trade program, will confer
national board at a meeting here yesGood
Year for US
Monday with the Allied committee,
iterday. AFRA chapters have been
one of several committee meetings
advised to vote on the strike issue no
which will precede the board session.
Ilater than Jan. 22.
Pictures in Japan
The national board yesterday also
Meeting of the directorate is conDistribution of American pictures
instructed its members not to sign any
sidered by many members one of the
in Japan has not been disrupted by most important ever held by the orthe unsettled conditions in the Orient,
ganization, in view of the pending
Additional developments in
according to A. A. Lowe, formerly trade practice negotiations. While ofradio are found on page 8.
ficials of the associations professed an
general manager for United Artists in
Japan. On the contrary, said Lowe, inability to forecast the attitude
employment contracts without the ap- who is here on a vacation before get- which would be adopted on the distributor proposals, it is considered
ting his new assignment, conditions
proval of the executive secretary and
point
to
a
good
year
for
U.
S.
films
likely
that
a statement formally outiunless such contracts, if made, coning.
lining Allied's position may be issued
tained aprovision that they will be- in Japan with the probability that an
come void at the time a strike is de- agreement will be reached at the April next week, following the board meet(.Continued on page 7)
clared unless the agency or producer
has signed the AFRA code.
AFRA's drastic action stems from
(Continued on page 8)

Impartial

Films

In

Trade
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MPTOA,
Distributors
Accord on Changes

in

M.P.T.O.A. representatives and the
distributors' negotiating committee
agreed yesterday on numerous changes
and clarification of phraseology in the
distributors' tentative trade practice
draft during a meeting at the Union
League Club.
The session was adjourned for an
indefinite period to permit the distributors' attorneys to confer on the
changes in the trade practice proposals
advocated by the M.P.T.O.A. delegation. No statement was issued by
either side following the meeting but
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president,
said he would comment today on the
present status of the program insofar
as his organization is concerned.
Reaction of individual M.P.T.O.A.
units to the tentative draft were
studied at yesterday's meeting. The
exhibitor committee's demands were
based on the reports from the various
units.
Indications are that no final action
(Continued on page 7)
UA

Conferees

Discuss

Profit-Sharing Plan
Hollywood,
Jan. 12. — United ArBewilders
French
Exhibitor
tists stockholders met today for discussion of new apportionment of producers funds under the new profitthat as is frequently the case with sharing plan and the growing LatinBy SHERWIN A. KANE
contrasting receptions given a picture American market, but failed to arThe increasing adulation of foreign by Broadway and by the rest of
rive at any definite decision. Repictures by some Americans leaves an America, many of the films which for today.
sumption of conferences is scheduled
in Paris did well in the rest of
observing foreigner completely be- "died"
France.
wildered, said Alexander Oumansky,
Parisian exhibitor, who is a visitor in
Contrasted with this symptom of
terday.
New York, during an interview yes- Hollywood's wares is an increasing
Two Foreign Film
improvement in the quality of French
Houses Close Doors
"We who are obliged to appraise product, according to the visitor. He
our own pictures as critically as we relates that ever larger advertising
Two houses in the Times
do Hollywood's — in order to remain and publicity expenditures are necesSquare
neighborhood which
in business — often wonder why it is
sary to "put over" American pictures
that some Americans can detect a
have been using foreign prodin Paris. Oumansky uses only "foruct closed for indefinite peHollywood 'ham' so much more readieign" productElysee.
in his three theatres on
riods this week. At the ofthe
Champs
ly than they can a European one.
fices of the Consolidated CirWhile his houses are first runs for
There is no such generosity in judgcuit it was reported that the
ing American pictures abroad. The foreign product, Oumansky reports
Squire, on Eighth Ave., had
worst of them will inevitably excel the that the subsequent runs playing two
been closed because of the
best of ours in some departments, at to three months behind him, with adshortage of good foreign
least, yet Europeans will condemn a
mission prices 75 per cent less than
mediocre American picture soundly his, get the cream of the trade on
No reason for the closing
product.
and give but faint praise to the best of American films of average quality.
of
the 55th St. Playhouse was
With all of his trials, however,

On Quigley Awards
Quigley Awards for 1939, sponsored
by the Managers' Round Table of
Motion Picture Herald, are marked
by an important change in procedure,
beginning on Feb. 1. Awards will be
voted for single exploitations rather
than on complete campaigns, as formerly. Analysis of entries made by
A-Mike Vogel, Round Table chairman, discloses that the majority of
the winning campaigns have been built
around outstanding individual promotions and for this reason the new
policy has been adopted.
Regular quarterly judging periods
have been retained and will be divided into two-week preliminaries.
Winners o{ these preliminaries will
compete in the quarterly periods for
the Quigley Plaques and added
designation of "Quartermaster."
Over 75 acceptances to serve as
Oumansky reported, nevertheless,
judges for 1939 are expected in anthem."American pictures have suffered
swer to invitations sent out by Vogel. that
The list includes leading executives in in nopularity in Paris in recent
distribution, advertising and exhibi- months. He enumerated several postion.
sible reasons for this, pointing out

Oumansky believes the French exhibitor enjoys some telling trade advantages over his American counterpart.
Oumansky will be in New York for
another two weeks.

given
except made
that and
"newthat
plans"
were being
the
date of reopening was indefinite.
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By SAM
Insiders9

WILL H. HAYS will be host to
the advertising and publicity directors of the major companies at
luncheon today. He leaves tonightfor
the coast on his annual winter visit,
returning early in March.
•
Lunching in the Hunting Room at
the Astor yesterday were Frances
Farmer, Leif Erickson, Chester
Erskin, William F. Rodgers and
Sam Lyons.

standi
outthe
thes of
public
yeangr
Gity job
AMON
is that which was done for

Sam Fox, music publisher, returned
vesterday from Florida, where he
vacationed with his family. He leaves
shortly for Europe.
o

r. It was Margolies' ebrilliant
yea
handling
of the pictur which
t
brough it to the enthusiastic attention of the critics, no doubt.
And when they picked it among
the best 10 of the year, the picture's acclaim was clinched.

E. F. Lomba, assistant foreign distribution head for 20th Century-Fox,
leaves next Thursday for a Latin
American survey.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Milland, accompanied by Col. and Mrs. H.
Girard, left for the coast last night
via American Airlines.
•
Oscar Lam of Rome, Ga., and
Charles E. Williams of Omaha,
who were here for trade practice conferences, leave New York today.
•
Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A.
president, leaves for Washington tomorrow and will go from there to his
home at Columbus, Miss.
•
George J. Schaefer and Ned E.
Depinet are scheduled to leave for the
RKO studio today for product conferences with Pandro Berman.
•
Bill Exton, city manager of the
Kenosha in Kenosha, Wis., is in New
York for a few days before leaving
for a vacation in Florida.
•
R. J. Hullinger of the retail department of Jam Handy has been appointed assistant head of the department.
•
Wallace Ford left the coast yesterday for New York, to play the leading
role
in "Harry," stage play by Paul
Trivers.
Matt Saunders, Loew manager in
Bridgeport, has returned after conferring at the home office.
•
Josephine Visbal of News of the
Day is confined to her home with a
cold.
Janet Gaynor will arrive in New
York today.
Henry

Chesterfield,

Gaumont British's "The Vanishred . Hitching Ladyby" and for gol
Alfies
cock Al Mar
This
"whodunit" which slipped into
this country unnoticed towards
the close of the year, just as
G. B. was closing down its own
offices, is suddenly one of the
most talked of pictures of the

▼ ▼
Then there is the case of
Metro's "The Citadel." This
British-made film was doing a
nice, even business, not what exhibitors might call sensational,
but good. Now, haloed by being
selected as among the N. Y.
critics' first 10, the picture is
jumping to healthy box-office
grosses.
T ▼
Everybody in the business
probably will want to take a look
at the story of Dr. A. H. Giannini, which is printed in the current issue of the Saturday Evening Post. Dr. Giannini is one
of the beloved figures of the trade.
He is one of the few "character"
bankers left.
▼ ▼
There is a spreading Wall
Street idea, since the McKessonRobbins fiasco, that additional to
the president of a firm in charge
of operations, there should be a
special representative with investigating powers who shall be answerable only to the board of
directors.
▼ V
Representative Wright Patman's (Texas) proposal in Congress to tax chain stores, it is
understood, does not involve theatres. It applies apparently only
to retail stores in which goods
and merchandise are sold at re* tail. The bill would require
stores in chains of 10 or more
to pay a tax of $50 per store up
to 15 stores, and to $1,000 a store
on chains having more than 500
stores.
T T

NVA
Secretary, Dies
Henry Chesterfield for 23 years
RKO's $200,000 campaign on
executive secretary of the National
Din," directed by S. BarVariety Artists, Inc., died Wednesday. "Gunga ret
McCormick, took three
He had just finished the eulogy of
months
in
planning and preparaC. Edward Brandt, an old time actor
tion. The picture gets its world
when he succumbed. His real name
premiere at the Music Hall Jan.
was Henry Selmer but he adopted
26.
Chesterfield when he went into vaudeAs part of this preparation, an
ville as a young man. Funeral services will be at 11 A. M. Sunday.
advance publicity force went into

SHAIN
Outlook
the field and visited 660 newspapers in 420 towns and cities of
over 10,000 population to get personal slants from film and news
editors on the type of publicity
material desired, and to begin
supplying it.

▼

Full page ads will be used in
20 national magazines, including
Life, Saturday Evening Post,
Look,
Collier's
all "fan"
magazines.
Ads and
will differ
one
from the other, each being
"slanted" for the type of publication for which it is destined.
The magazine campaign is timed
for publication concurrent with
the picture's world premiere.
Newspaper campaign will consist of half-page cooperative ads
in 500 newspapers published in
200 different cities.
▼
Principle feature of the campaign, however, is specially created billboard ads which will be
used nationally. Six different 24
sheets will be used, all of which
will consist of tremendous blowups of actual photographic shots
from the picture, with the usual
billboard coloring eliminated.
Posters of this type have never
before been used.
▼ T
According to a three-year survey which has been released this
week, 6,492 rooms are devoted to
housing and filing of U. S. Government records. The amount of
paper in those records consists of
2,699,561 cubic feet. Among the
records are 17,737,879 feet of motion picture film, 5,495 sound
recordings and 2,346,598 photograph negatives.
T T
The N. Y. film critics, themselves, bear the cost of the annual
award party which they run in
the Rainbow Room.
T T
Newsreel cameramen are at
work here attempting to perfect
a new lighting device which already has made considerable
improvements in the technic.
Cameramen describe it as introducing the "candid" element into
the motion picture field. Previous
efforts to get informal poses have
failed because an elaborate lighting system hasT been
required.
T
George Skouras knows how to
give. His record shows that nobody worthwhile and no cause
that is worthy Tis Vturned down.
20th Century-Fox employs 11,787 persons. Of this number,
approximately 500 are employed
at the home office ; domestic,
1,250; and foreign, 2,100. The
company engages in business in
approximately 67 countries.

Winds'
of

Gets

$10,000

"Trade Winds" got off to a good
start yesterday at the Music Hall,
where it drew an estimated $10,000
for the first day. "There's That
Woman Again," which was there last
week, grossed only $58,000, estimated.
"Going Places" ended its first week
at the Strand with an estimated $43,000. Louis Armstrong and his b*- r
aided
box office
materially.
aw'
Thirdthe week
of "Kentucky"
attracted
an estimated $31,000 to the Roxy.
"Jesse James" goes in today. Another three-week film, "Sweethearts"
drew $20,000 estimated at the Capitol.
Popular price run of "Marie Antoinette" began yesterday. "Pygmalion"
in its fifth week at the Astor continued strong with $14,300 estimated.
"Arrest Bulldog Drummond" opened
yesterday at the Criterion and will be
followed by "Disbarred" on Jan. 19.
The Paramount has decided to hold
"Zaza" and Benny Goodman's band
for a third week to start Tuesday.
Opening Gives Metro
26 Foreign Theatres
With the opening of the Metro in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, next Wednesday, M-G-M will have 26 foreign theatres. Ground will be broken shortly
for de luxe houses in Cairo and Adelaide, South Australia.
The San Juan theatre seats 1,200,
has Erpi sound, Carrier air conditioning and Simplex projection. The architecture includes a landscaped forecourt. Cost of construction was
Cairo theatre will seat 1,500 and
$250,000.
cost $500,000, including land. The
Adelaide house will also cost about
$500,000 and seat 1,300. Both are
scheduled for opening in September.
Thomas Lamb is the architect on the
proj ects.
Brokers, League Meet
Board of governors of the League
of New York Theatres, organization
of legitimate stage producers, met
yesterday with a number of ticket
brokers to discuss violations of the
ticket code. No formal action was
taken and another meeting will be
held this afternoon.
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Annual
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for the year's best performance
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TRADE
Box-office stars M-G-M
heads all companies
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(as well as Top Money Directors).
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Average for 1938 conducted by NATIONAL
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a rating of 102 per cent, nearest competitor 92 per cent.
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Agree
In

on Changes
Pact Phrasing

(Continued from pane 1)
on approval or disapproval of a trade
program can be had for some time to
come. Neither distributors nor exhibitors are in accord, even among
themselves, on the basic provisions of
the program at this time. New and
extended negotiations on both sides
may be inevitable.
'*)t yesterday's meeting were KuyWEndall, Oscar Lam, Charles E. Williams, Lewen Pizor and Arthur Lockwood, for the M.P.T.O.A., and Sidney R. Kent, George J. Schaefer,
William F. Rodgers and Ned E. Depinet for the distributors.
Decisions by the U. S. Supreme
Court in three cases upholding the
legality of self-regulation within industries are the guides being followed
by lawyers in attempting to set up a
program for trade practice reform.
Arbitration appears to be the core
of the program and it seems at this
stage that arbitration will be adopted,
with conciliation as a supplementary
procedure.
The Supreme Court decisions were
given in cases involving the Appalachian Coal Co., the Sugar Institute
and the Fashion Guild. Generally, the
opinions were that industries may un
dertake to set up codes of practice so
long as they do not violate the anti
trust laws.
This was set out in the final report
of Tyree Dillard, counsel to the
NRA film code authority, in 1935. It
was reiterated by William C. Weis
man, counsel to the New York I.T.
O.A., during the conferences with the
distributors'
negotiating committee
this week.
The distributors are represented as
willing to set up arbitration and con
ciliation machinery forthwith. But
they have not yet devised a method
whereby compliance may be obtained
with the boards' decisions, because of
the multiple exhibitor interests affected indirectly. This is as much an
exhibitor problem as that of the distributors.
The situation is complicated further
by the fact that thousands of inde
pendent exhibitors are not members
of any organization. Of the approximately 14,000 independent exhibitors
including circuits, fully SO per cent
are not organization members, according to some estimates.
Charles R. Gilmour, representing the
Rocky Mountain Theatre Owners of
Denver, and John Rugar, Intermountain Theatres Association, Salt Lake
City, who attended the trade practice
conferences, leave today for their
homes.
Albert A. Galston, president, I.T.O
of Southern California and Arizona
and Robert H. Poole, business man
ager, plan to leave tomorrow for Los
Angeles.
Plan Foster Film
Hollywood, Jan. 12. — David O.
Selznick disclosed today that he will
film the life of Stephen Foster, writer
of early American song classics, under the title "Swanee River."
Lee Tracy Signed
Hollywood, Jan. 12. — RKO today
signed Lee Tracy by cable to do a
picture in addition to "What's A
Fixer For?"

PICTURE

Para.

Setting

Pace, Says Freeman
Chicago, Jan. 12. — Y.
Frank Freeman, Paramount
vice-president and studio
head, en route to New York
to complete work on several
theatre matters, said here today that Paramount production is moving at a swift
pace, and that he is gratified
by the excellent results being
obtained.
Freeman said he planned
to return to the coast next
week to continue his "studies." "I am just going to
school in Hollywood at pressent," he said. Freeman formerly was in charge of Paramount theatre operations and
only recently went to the
coast to take charge of the
studio.
Defense

Memo

Trust

RCA

Streamlined

Sound

Model

Fast

Suit

in
Filed

Defendants in the pending Government anti-trust suit filed a supplemental memorandum yesterday with Federal Judge William Bondy in reply to
a recent brief in which the Government opposed the defendants' pending
application for bills of particulars in
the action.
Defendants' new memorandum answers the Government's contentions
that bills of particulars are warranted
only when the original complaint is
defective or erroneous, should not be
granted because defendants have the
right to obtain similar information
through depositions, are not warranted
under the new procedural rules. It
also refutes the legal precedents cited
by the Government for denying the
motion for bills of particulars.
Judge Bondy is expected to rule
on the motion for bills of particulars
within the next month or two.

'U' Reel Office to Move
Editorial offices of Universal Newsreel will be consolidated in the Film
Exchange Building, 630 Ninth Ave.,
where the reel's makeup office is located now. The editorial departments
heretofore quartered on the 11th floor
of the RCA Building will be moved
next Thursday. Consolidation of the
reel's quarters is in the interest of efficiency and convenience.

Shown

RCA

Photophone yesterday unveiled a new streamlined theatre reproducing system to 25 members of
the press. Max C. Batsel, chief
Photophone engineer, explained the
innovation. Ralph Austrian, Ed
Auger, Julius Haber and other company executives were on hand.
As explained by Batsel, the new
system incorporates a score or more
of technical improvements resulting
from the engineers' studies of equipoperation and
tionment
in theatres.
Thesound
new reproducsystem is
available in six models for different
sizes of theatres, ranging from 800seat houses to theatres seating 7,000.
The new equipment is streamlined
not only in appearance but also in
its technical application. Batsel said
that the company's years of experi
ence with reproduction and recording
were applied in working out the new
models, taking into consideration the
problems encountered in the booth and
auditorium.
Sees

Good

Year

for

U. S. Films in Japan
(Continued from page 1)
meeting of the Diet, similar to one
now in effect by which the major
American companies will distribute
200 pictures there this year.
Under this agreement, Lowe said,
the eight major American companies
distributing in Japan are loaning the
Japanese Government $750,000. It is
not strictly a loan, as the money is
transferred after payment to a bank in
San Francisco and there held in escrow for the payees. In return the
eight majors are allowed the 200 picture distribution, each company being
alloted a certain number of films,
based on the number it distributed
in the previous three years. United
Artists gets 20 under the arrangement.
Lowe was optimistic on the outcome
of the Government's negotiations for
a new agrement in April. The army
is in control of the Government and
the army is favorable to American
pictures, he said.
Joe Golts, for 10 years with Metro
in South America and the Orient, has
succeeded Lowe in Japan.

1938
To

Film
U.K.

Gain

Newsreel

$940,000,

on

'37

Britishtheanticipat
g on in
Reportin
ionAmerican
_of an
situation
trade
improvement under the reciprocal
trade agreement which went into effect Jan 1, the department disclosed
that exports of film, exposed and unexposed, during the first 10 months
of 1938 aggregated 49,276,000 linear
feet, valued at $940,000, compared with
52,408,000 feet valued at $774,000 in
the correspo
ceding year. nding period of the preExports of motion picture sound
equipment to the United Kingdom,
however, were at a low level, totaling
only $203,000 for the 10 months
against $461,000 in 1937, it was shown.
Withdrawal
B&K

Suit

Granted

Stein.
Joseph Stern, owner of four theatres, and prominent Allied official
here, will also withdraw from the action tomorrow, it was learned authorS'tfern'splaintiffs
withdrawalas
will leaveitatively
81 today.theatre
against the original 89.

Baer

Parade

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 47— Navy
planes leave for Caribbean. Senate committee hears Hopkins. Musica brothers
plead guilty. Electric eels run motor.
Delaware bridge crash. Pig controversy
in West Virginia. Twins have noses
trimmed. Jimmy Demaret wins open golf.
Boston bouts.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 51— Daladier
visits Corsica. Senate queries Hopkins.
New aqueduct aids irrigation. Miami fishing season opens. Evicted sharecroppers
camp onroad. highways.
Golf tournament.World's highest railUNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 736—
Senator Walsh speaks. Aqueduct on
Colorado River completed. Truck strike
in Boston. Ship hits bridge. Train wreck
in Oregon. Italian mothers receive gifts.
Christmas in
treesBoston.
burned.Spring
Club "to
jobs"
organized
hat get
fashions.
Wrestling matches. Fishing tournament in
Florida.

from

Chicago, Jan. 12. — Federal Judge
Holly today granted permission to
Goodman & Harrison, prominent local
independent exhibitors, to withdraw as
plaintiffs in the pending anti-trust suit
of independents here against Balaban
& Katz and major distributors.
The withdrawal action comes on
the eve of the taking of depositions
by the defendants, who had subpoenaed Julius Goodman for questioning tomorrow before Master in Chancery Charles McDonald.
Local exhibitors, surprised by the
withdrawal move, are now anxiously
awaiting developments, to see if any
other of the independent exhibitor
plaintiffs seek to withdraw. Personal
attorneys for Goodman & Harrison
had sought the withdrawal, whereas
the attorney for the independents in
the suit is the firm of Rosenberg &

Attraction
Completion of the aqueduct for
Parker Dam and Harry Hopkins at a
Senate hearing share the newsreel
spotlight in the new issues. Fishing,
boxing, wrestling and. a golf tournament comprise the sports coverage.
The reels and their contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 36— Senate
group hears Hopkins. Daladier tours
French Empire. Fishing in China. Shirley
Temple starts
"march Parker
of dimes."
Giant
bombers
leave coast.
Dam aqueduct completed. Lew Lehr. Boxing. Golf
tournament in Los Angeles.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 234— Daladier
on inspection tour. Ship wrecks bridge.
Hopkins at Senate hearing. Electric eels
generate power. Shirley Temple starts
anti-paralysis drive. Engineers finish aqueduct. Open golf tournament. Fishing fleet
off to sea. Midget bouts.

Value

Washington, Jan. 12. — Exports of
motion picture film to the United
Kingdom last year were slightly lower in footage but materially higher in
value than in 1937, it is indicated by
figuresmentreleased
today by the Departof Commerce.

'Buck'
The

Exports

Is Star
at Ampa

Max Baer — Buck Baer now that
Grand National is to star him in
westerns — was the big attraction at
the Ampa luncheon at the Astor
yesterday.
Max confided that he's going back
into films — he made one for M-G-M
some years ago — because it's easier on
the eyes than fighting. However, he
has two bouts lined up, the second
with Joe Louis for the heavyweight
crown, and he hopes he wins, as that
will help his popularity with the film
fans, he said.
George Din,"
Stevens,anddirectors
of RKO's
"Gunga
Joel Sayre,
its
scenarist, also spoke briefly. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., its star, took a bow.
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W8XNU
In
New

Is

Opened

Cincinnati
Local

►

Cincinnati, Jan. 12.— W8XNU, a
new station with an ultra-high frequency transmitter, operating on 25,950 kilocycles, or approximately 11
meters, with an output rating of 1,000
watts, has been launched by the Crosoperating WLW, WSAI
ley Corp.,
and
W8XAL here.
The station, designed especially for
local areas, will be operated experimentally from 8 A. M. to 1 A. M.
the following day in an effort to determine the adaptability of high frequencies inthe territories served. The
ultimate aim is to open a new broadcast channel for local listeners, relieving the crowded conditions on the
regular broadcast band.
A new type antenna, designed by
James Rockwell, Crosley technical supervisor, isbeing used. It permits the
radiation of concentrated energy along
the ground rather than in all directions. This will facilitate local reception, itis claimed.
Non-commercial programs, consistand other maof music
ingteriallargely
not available
on other local area

Around

outlets will be featured for the present, eventually to be replaced by broadcasts by civic and religious groups
and educational institutions, according
to Joseph Reis, educational director.
The engineering staff will be required to make periodical reports to
the F.C.C. on transmission over the
hills of the city.

Personals

i

is
LEWERTH
MARGARET
back at work writing "Americans at Work" scripts after a
siege of pneumonia. . . . Doris Rhodes,
CBS singer, resumes her CBS series
this week after three weeks in Florida.
. . . Miliza Korjus of "The Great
Waltz" is featured in two of RCA's
latest recordings of tunes from the
motion picture. . . . Harry Richman,
whose appearances on the air have
been infrequent, will be the guest of
Benay Venuta over Mutual Sunday.
. . . Felix Knight back from Hollywood and will resume his broadcasts.

Jimmy the
Scribner
network
became
father ofof Mutual's
a boy yesterday.
. . . Claire Trevor, vacationing in
New York, has been engaged for a
guest
Smith appearance
broadcast. .on. .next
Patsyweek's
Kelly Kate
will
be heard on the Bob Hope show
Jan. 17.
Asks

Dismissal

Friday, January 13, 1939
anner

Radio

for

Channel
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in

WFILWithycomb's
Broadcasting Co. hasSuit
filed
application in the U. S. District Court
for dismissal of the suit for $50,000
damages brought by Donald Withycomb, its former manager, for alleged
breach of contract. Hearing on the
application will be held Jan. 17.
WFIL contends that since it is a
Pennsylvania company, operating in
Philadelphia, service of the complaint
in New York was invalid. Withy
comb had charged the defendants with
breaching a contract of May 11, 1937.

B

the

Country

Cincinnati
John F. Merrifield, WLW farm
editor, will speak before the Annual
Nursery School, at Hotel Alms, Jan.
26. . . . John Spears, promotional
director of "Boone County Jamboree,"
WLW weekly commercial, piped to
NBC, driving through Indiana and
for the "Jamboree" road
Kentucky
units.
. . . Special news bulletins covering activities of the Indiana legislature being received daily by WLW
newsroom from Edmond C. Foust,
editor of the Hoosier Farmer, and
aired on Peter Grant's 8:15 A.M.
daily newscast. . . . Jock Sutherland,
coach of the Pittsburgh University
football team, will be interviewed by
Allen Stout, WKRC sportscaster,
5 :45 P.M., Jan. 20. . . . WCPO,
Scripps-Howard clear channel station,
operated by Cincinnati Post, originally
in Keith Theatre Building, moved
studios and offices into new quarters
in same structure. . . . Jerry Branch
of WLW
engineering department,
moved into office of James D. Shouse,
vice-president of the Crosley Corp.,
in charge of broadcasting, as technical
adviser.
+
^Mahoma City
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Mutual's press staff huddled yesterday, groping for an appropriate
idea for a picture to be taken of
Bob Hawks in the new Skytop
studio on the 50th floor of the
Chanin Building, from whence
Hawks' future broadcasts will
emanate. What evolved from the
huddle will be seen when pictures
appear in print. T
— Jack Banner
AFRA

Board

Calls

For Walkout
Vote
{Continued from page 1)
the American Advertising Agencies
Association submission of a scale of
payment for
appearingprograms,
in commerciallyartists
sponsored network
the provisions of which, AFRA holds,
are far under the scale already beingpaid
by thehas
agencies.
AFRA
been conferring with
the committee representing the advertising agencies since January of last
year for the purpose of improving and
stabilizing wages and working conditions for performers in radio. These
meetings culminated in a conference
last week when the agencies proposed
minimum scales which AFRA declared so far below existing prevailing
rates that the AFRA representatives
declined to continue the conference.

Bill Salathe, KOMA publicity director, has purchased another Leica
candid camera for his darkroom
photographing activities around the
station and for publicity purposes. . . .
Halted
CBS
NBC,
Hobart Bosworth will be here Jan.
27 for auditions with Rufus Lemayer,
Broadcast
On Rome
talent scout, to pick winners of the
trials
at KOMA. That evening the
Both CBS and NBC yesterday made
winners of the local auditions will be
Mrs. Warnow Dies
several attempts to receive short-wave
from the stage of the Cri- 2 Causes Dismissed
Mrs. Mark Warnow, wife of the presented
terion.
broadcasts from Rome on the current
+
CBS band leader, died of a heart ailIn Bamberger
Suit
conversations between Prime Minisment in Florida yesterday. Warnow San Francisco
ter Chamberlain and Premier Mus- flew to Miami and was with his wife
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
solini, but the efforts resulted in fail- at the end. Funeral details were not
Lou Frost, executive aide to NBC's has dismissed two of three causes of
ure.
coast vice-president, Don Gilman, here action against the Bamberger Broadavailable last night.
oh semi-annual inspection trip of KPO
Network officials said they were at
casting System, Inc., Mutual Broadand KGO. . . . Ralph Brunton, KJBS
casting System, Inc., Charles Dallas
a loss to explain the ban that apparmanager, is out of California Hospital Reach Co., Fred Norman, Tim Ryan
ently has been placed on short-wave
Disney to Broadcast
after injury to his left leg, hurt in a and Irene Noblette in a suit brought
programs out of Rome. Their only
Walt Disney will appear in the fall. . . . KFRC publicity director and
by Roger White for $55,200 damages
explanation is that facilities have not
been available for the broadcasts. The "Americans at Work" broadcast over producer, Pat Kelly, married to Claire and an injunction.
CBS
Jan.
21.
The
program
will
Conerty, former hostess there. . . .
networks thus far have not been able
Judgeblette,Goddard
ordered
Miss Nodramatize the story of animated films. NBC continuity editor, Byron Mills,
Reach and Rvan
to appear
for
to broadcast a single account of what The broadcast will originate on KNX
recovering after appendicitis operation. examination in reference to the first
has been transpiring.
cause of action. White is suing on a
Both networks will attempt again
charge that the defendants are broadtoday to receive broadcasts from
Television
Transmitter
casting, without his consent, over
Rome — CBS with William L. Shirer, GE
WOR and affiliated stations, a proits Central European representative,
gram "Fun in Swing Time" allegedly
and NBC with a speech by James M.
owned by him.
Minifie, correspondent of the New
Most
Powerful
in Country
York Herald Tribune.
"Moonbeams" Renewed
Schenectady, Jan. 12. — The most receivers in the spring, a table model
powerful television transmitter in showing pictures about three inches
George beams,"Shackley's
program,
NBC
to Spend Million
has been renewed
over "MoonWOI
America will be put in operation dur- square ; the other to show pictures
for
26
weeks
by
Gambarelli
& Daing April by the General Electric Co.
On Television in 1939
in the Helderberg Mountains, 15 miles 8 by 10 inches. The large model will vitto, wine merchants. Time has beer
Hollywood, Jan. 12. — NBC will from Albany, following approval of cost more than $500, with the smaller changed from 9:30 to 10 P. M. Frispend $1,000,000 this year for tele- the Federal Communications Commis- expected to retail for approximately days. days, to 11:15 to 11:45 P. M. Fri$175.
sion, received early this week.
vision experiments and programs in
The television studio is to be in
New York, Niles Trammell, execuHigher by 250 feet than the Empire
Dies Talks on Mutual
State
Building
station,
the
television
tive vice-president, said here today.
WGY, Schenectady, with G. E. deIf the public reaction is satisfactory, transmitter was built last fall. G. E.
Address by Congressman Martir
velopments assuring a better broadhe said, additional transmitters will officials claim that stations in New
cast. Film will be used for fill-in Dies was broadcast last night fror
be set up in key cities. Plans call for York City cannot cause signal inter- when studio programs are not avail- 10:30 to 11 over the Mutual network
able but the use of film will be kept through last minute arrangements.
sending two-hour programs over the
ference due to the transmitter's protection by the southern mountains.
New York transmitter, he said, mostly
down
mated. to a minimum, officials inti- Dies spoke on "Americanism" before
G. E. will put out two television
studio shows with few outside pickups.
the Chicago Employers' Association.
■
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'Kentucky'
Field

in

Tallying

High

Leads

Out

Denver,

Hollywood

$12,500

Hollywood, Jan. 12. — Jack Hiveley, film editor at RKO, has been
made a feature director, and will guide
Denver, Jan. 12. — "Kentucky" set a "They Made Her a Spy," Sally
lively pace here, taking a strong $12,next vehicle . . . Warners is
500 at the Denver, as all first runs ex- Eilers'
starting preparations on two more
cept one did better than average.
historical short subjects in color, one
"Artists and Models Abroad" based on the life of Andrew Jackson
grossed a good $8,200 at the Denham, and the other on the life of Stephen
and "Sweethearts" garnered $10,000 Collins Foster. Charles Tedford
at the Orpheum.
Estimated takings for the week end- will write the scripts . . . M-G-M has
started shooting "Tarzan in Exile,"
ing Jan. 11 :
its fourth Tarzan picture. Johnny
Weissmuller again plays the title
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
ALADDIN— (1,400) (25c-40c), 7 days. role, and will be supported by
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $3,500)
Maureen O'Sullivan and Chita, the
"Up the River" <20th-Fox)
Chimpanzee . . . Paramount again will
"Blondie" (Col.)
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 days. co-star Madeleine Carroll and Fred
Gross: $1,000. (Average, $2,500)
MacMurray, in "Are Husbands
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
DENHAM— (1,750) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days. Necessary?" Jeff Lazarus will proGross: $8,200.
(Average, $6,000)
duce . . . Shirley Ross will support
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
DENVER (2,525) (25c-35c-50c), 7 days. Bob Hope and Martha Raye in "The
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $8,500)
Cat and the Canary"
+ at Paramount.
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (2,600) (25c-35c-50c), 7 days, ■ Casting — Warner placements : Ron2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average,
ald Reagan and Grant Mitchell to
$8,000)
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
"Hell's Kitchen," Frank McHugh to
"Down on the Farm" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c -40c), 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)
Jones to Argentina
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
"The Last Warning" (Univ.)
RIALTO — (878) (25c-40c), 7 days. Gross:
As RCA
Supervisor
$2,500. (Average, $1,750)
Harry W. Jones, RCA Photophone
engineer, sails tomorrow on the
Technicians Discuss
Uruguay for Buenos Aires where he
will supervise the recording activities
Award
Rule Changes of studios licensed by RCA.
His appointment as sound engineer
Hollywood, Jan. 12. — Members of
the technicians branch executive com- for RCA Victor Argentina is in line
mittee of the Academy of Motion Picdevelopment of proture Arts and Sciences have met with the ductionrapid
in the Argentine. RCA is
to consider possible changes in tech- providing equipment and recording
nical awards rules. Special considera- engineers for the studios. The work
tion was given to the rules governing was originally started by M. S. KlineJhe award for scientific or technical dinst, who is returning to the United
achievement. The Art Directors States after a year in the Argentine.
awards rules committee is also meetRCA has five recording installations
ing on possible rule changes.
in that country, operated by Argentine
A meeting of the research council Sono Films, Establecimientos Filmasound track standards subcommittee dores
Argentinos and Estudios San
has been postponed to permit further Miguel. Similar recording devices
study by individual members of data are available in Brazil and Chile.
to be considered.
Settlement

Reached

In Henry Rose Suit
A stipulation has been filed in the
U. S. District Court settling and discontinuing the plagiarism suit brought
bv Henry Rose against M-G-M Pictures Corp., M-G-M Distributing
Corp., Loew's, Inc., and Culver Export Corp. The terms of the settlement were not disclosed in the stipulation. Rose brought suit in August,
1937 for an injunction, accounting and
judgment for damages, charging the
defendants with having plagiarized his
play, "Burrow, Burrow," copyrighted
on July 3, 1934, in the picture, "Man
of the People."
Warners Change Title
Hollywood, Jan. 12. — The release
title of the Warner picture, "Broadway Cavalier," featuring Wayne Morris, Pat O'Brien and Joan Blondell,
has been changed to "The Kid from
Kokomo."

North

Carolina

Way

At

Naval
"Wings"

Officers
Preview

Hollywood, Jan. 12. — Warners last
night played host to 50 top naval
"The Roaring Road," Gale Page to officers, including Rear Admiral Sinclair Gannon, at a party and dinner
"Fly Away Home," and Irving at the Beverly Hills Hotel prior to
Pichel to "Juarez" . . . Hattie McDaniel draws the role of "Mammy" at
the Warner
preview Hollywood.
of "Wings of the Navy"1
in "Gone with the Wind," Selznick
Included among the guests were
International ... J. Carroll Naish
to "Beau Geste," Paramount. . . . Ed- Olivia
de Havilland, John B- * c,
ward Arnold and Binnie Barnes Frank McHugh and Regis Toy^ ly,
of the cast ; Dr. Armandos
to Paramount's "Man About Town" members
. . . Stanley Ridges and Richard Fleury de Barros, Brazilian Consul;
Col. Ralph J. Mitchell, commandant of
Lane to "Union Pacific,"
Paramount.
+
the U. S. Marine Corps Air base at
Writers — John Wexley joins Mil- Coronada ; Brig. Gen. James 11
ton Krims on "Confessions of a Nazi Meade, U. S. M. C, and Mrs. Meade;;
Capt. and Mrs. William Greenman;
Spy," Warners
. George
Charles
Curran. . and
WalterBricker,
Wise U. S. N., and Capt. and Mrs. M. Sj
Tisdale, U. S. N.
are working on "The Great Coster
Swindle," at Columbia . . . William
K. "Billy" Wells has joined Grand Name
Cohen as NSS
National's writing staff to work with
director Al Christie . . . Anthony
Eastern Sales Heac
Coldewey has been assigned to the
Jack Cohen, Metropolitan sales
script of "Floating+ Paradise."
manager
National
Screen Service'
has been for
promoted
to eastern
divisior
Titles — Grand National has changed
manager,
a newly created post, effective on Monday.
the title of "Lady Buckaroo" to "The
He will be responsible for all sale;
Singing Cow Girl."
activity in the Metropolitan New
York area, and in Boston, Philadek
Woolf Appeals for
phia, Washington, Cleveland, New
Care in Production Haven, Albany, ' Buffalo and Pitts,
London, Jan. 12.— C. M. Woolf, burgh.
managing director of General Film
Loew Boston, $302,125
Distributors, pleaded for greater care
Loew's
Theatre Co. report;
in production, at a luncheon here yes- net incomeBoston
of $302,125 for the fisca
terday for the press, preceding a
year ending Aug. 31, equal to $1.9;
each on 155,249 shares of capital stock
screening of "The Mikado."
Care in production is more im- This compares with a net of $319,26/
portant than an increased film quota, for 1936-7, equal to $2.06 a share.
he declared.

Town

Vetoes Sunday
Films
Smithfield, N. C, Jan. 12. —
Residents of Smithfield have voted
down a proposal to allow films on
Sunday. The vote was about three
to one against the proposal.
The fight has been going on for
several years, but each time H. P.
Howel, local theatre owner, requested
permission from the Town Council to
operate on Sunday, they voted it down.
The board decided to let the citizens
settle it.
N. V. A. Benefit Feb. 19
Annual benefit performance of the
National Variety Artists will be held
at the Alvin Theatre, Sunday, Feb.
19. James J. Walker and George M.
Cohan are co-chairmen of the^ benefit
performance, which will be aided by
stage, screen and radio stars.

"Mamlock" Ban Final
Columbus, Jan. 12. — Following an
Fairbanks, Jr., Signed
additional review of "Professor MamHollywood, Jan. 12. — Dougals
lock," at the request of film men and
Fairbanks, Jr., was signed today by others, the Ohio censor board has
Paramount for the role of Lancelot permanently banned the picture in
Ohio. It previously was rejected.
in "Knights of the Round Table."

ed
Get under cover, T offer! That ghost has arriv
thru the keyhole again!
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Distribution Formula
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Hollywood, Jan. 15. — United
Artists stockholders who have been
meeting here in annual session beginning Thursday last, reconvene
tomorrow afternoon. They have been
Idiscussing a new distribution formula
for themselves as producers, and for
affiliated producers. This new distribution formula is "a merit formula."
Producers, whether owners or affiliiated, receive the same consideration
under this new distribution plan. Conclusion of these discussions on the
/plan probably will be reached at
(tomorrow's session.
Maurice Silverstone, operating head
of the company, whose plan this is,
'has been outlining its merits to the
stockholders who are assembled here
{Continued on page 9)

Theatres

Hit

by

Heavy Snowstorm
Heavy snowfall which was general
over most of the Eastern seaboard
on Friday and Saturday, and which
reached depths of eight to ten inches
in the metropolitan area, seriously affected theatre attendance over the
weekend.
Business was adversely affected by
the storm from Washington to Boston.
Striking the metropolitan area early
Friday afternoon, heavy snowfall had
traffic at a standstill in many sections
of the city and at all bridge approaches
by early evening. Sidewalk conditions
discouraged pedestrians as much as
street conditions did vehicular traffic
with the result that Broadway houses,
as well as neighborhoods and suburbans, felt the effects acutely.
206 Theatres

Built

In Britain in 1938
London, Jan. 15. — Two hundred and
six new theatres were built in Britain
between October, 1937, and October,
1938, and 280,000 seats were thus
added to the country's total, states a
statistical survey undertaken by Today's Cinema.
The survey also
39 major
reconstructions
in records
British
picture houses.
Radio — Page
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MONDAY,

of 2 States

Set Refugee
Basis

YORK,

Benefit

New Orleans, Jan. 15. — Entire gross proceeds of every
theatre in Louisiana and
Mississippi on Jan. 26 will be
donated to the relief of European refugees, according to
a plan disclosed by E. V.
Richards, general chairman ;
Arthur Lehman, chairman for
Mississippi and Abe Berenson, chairman for Louisiana.
Cooperation from all quarters has been assured, it is
said.

JANUARY

Allied

TEN

16, 1939

Board

CENTS

Opens

Annual

Meeting

At

Capital

Tomorrow

Washington, Jan. 15. — Allied's national legislative program for the
year, the trade practice proposals,
1939 financial quotas for each member unit and election of officers will
engage the attention of the national
directors at their annual meeting here
Tuesday and Wednesday.
A vote on the proposed trade practice program is among important business on the agenda. The board's attitude will be influenced by the results

tors'
Di
e bu
adri
to
Pact
Trst
Be

written;

Re

Objectionable
Go, Says

Parts

to

Kuykendall

M.P.T.O.A.'s executive committee
has been given to understand that the
initial draft of the distributors' trade
practice proposals will be "completely
rewritten and one or two objectionable

clausesthewill
eliminated entirely"
from
new bedraft,
Ed Kuykendall,
M.P.T.O.A. president, asserted in a
Indict 'Big' Nick
statement issued on his departure from
of the joint conference here tomorIn St. Louis
on
over the weekend, followrow between the distributors and Al- New ingYork
conferences with members of the
lied's committee.
distributors' negotiating committee.
Extortion
Charge
Allied is celebrating its 10th year
Kuykendall did not identify the "obas an organization and will mark the
jectionable clauses" which are to be
eliminated
15.— John P. "Big"
Jan.
from the new draft but
Louis,
St.
Nick, head of St. Louis Theatrical occasion at a "Founders' Dinner" on
Tuesday night at the Carlton Hotel, he did say that the cancellation clause
Brotherhood No. 6, and M. P. Opera- where
all sessions will be held.
would be clarified and in its revised
tors' Union, No. 143, has been inThe board will vote on applications
wouldnegotiat
be "better
understood."
Further
by'a staten grand
for for membership by exhibitor organi- form
herefrom
jurysums
ions on
the trade
of large
alleged dictedextortio
zations, following the report of the practice program are not anticipat
ed
exhibitors by threats of ruinous salary executive committee thereon.
by the M.P.T.O.A. committee, it was
nists'
projectio
said,
until work on the new draft has
through the
demands
he controls.
union
To Elect Officers
been completed by the distributors and
Indicted jointly with him was EdOfficers will be elected Wednesday, their attorneys. This may require more
ward M. Brady, member of the Misthan a month, thereby materially lesfollowing Present
the nominating
souri legislature, who is alleged to report.
officers arecommittee's
: Nathan
sening the chances of a self-regulatory
have received a check for $10,000 from Yamins,
president ; Abram F. Myers, trade program being placed in effect
a committee of exhibitors in 1936 to
{Continued on page 9)
and general counsel ; Herbe turned over to Nick. Members of chairman
man A. Blum, secretary and treasurer ;
the committee were before the grand
K. Howard, recording secrejury. The check in question bore the Arthur
tary ;Sidney Samuelson, Arthur B.
indorsements of Clarence H. Kaimann
1939 Film Budget Is
and Louis Landau, theatre owners and Price and Yamins executive committee. Regional vice-presidents are to
members of the committee, as well as
be appointed by the president.
_ Put at $150,000,000
that of Brady.
Nick, who has been confined to his
Hollywood's 1939 production
New Jersey Allied will be reprebudget will aggregate from
home for the past several weeks bethe directors' meeting by
$135,000,000 to $150,000,000,
cause of illness, has not been arrested. Georgesented atGold,
president ; Harry
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A.
Efforts to find Brady during the past
Kridel, vice-president, and Lee Newpresident, estimates. He
several days have been futile.
berry and Sidney Samuelson, direcpoints out that much of this
tors. Samuelson is a member of the
expenditure will be applied to
national executive committee.
the recreation of early American scenes and historical reThe
New
York
unit's
delegation
iniz"
"Qu
cludes Max A. Cohen, president ;
oun
Ann
To Win
search of interest to individsceon Feb. 15
ner
Harry G. Kosch, counsel, and E.
ual communities and regions.
Winners of the 5,404 prizes in the Thornton Kelly, organizer.
Kuykendall indicates that
H. M. Richey, director of theatre
much
of this historical maindustry's
$250,000
"Movie
Quiz"
contest will be announced about Feb. 15, relations for RKO ; Charles L. Casaterial employed in production
nave, general manager of National
will be made available to inPictures'
the Motionoffice.
is expected
it
Greatest
Year bycampaign
The Screen Accessories, and Pete Harriterested civic agencies by the
contest ended Dec. 31.
son will attend the dinner.
producing
companies. In a
Radio & Publications Contests, Inc.,
statement he urges exhibitors
which is doing the preliminary judg- AFRA
to cooperate with chambers
Vote on Strike
of commerce and assist in
ing, believes the total number of
obtaining strips of film or
entries is slightly higher than the estiQuestion Thursday
mated 2,000,000, but no definite check
particular sequences from
New York members of the Ameris available.
productions through local exican Federation of Radio Artists will
The contest organization is inspect- cast ballots on the strike issue next
changes. Kuykendall suging entries at the rate of about 70,000
gests that the material be
Thursday
night.
Voting
will
start
at
a day. About 100 checkers are at
made the keystone of individual historical collections in
work on the booklets in day and night the Astor at 9 P. M. Chicago memAmerican communities.
bers will vote on Friday. Coast affilishifts of eight hours each. Final
ates have not come to a decision on the
judging is expected to start in two
weeks.
question.
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Personal

►

MRS. L. S. EYSSEL and her son,
Gus, sailed for Bermuda Saturday. They will be gone about three
weeks. Gene Snyder, co-director of
the Rockettes, sailed, too. Gus
Eyssel is secretary of the Radio City
Music Hall Corp., and assistant to
W. G. Van Schmus, president of the
Radio City Music Hall Corp., and
managing director •of the theatre.
George J. Schaefer, RKO chief
executive, and Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident in charge of distribution, are
scheduled to arrive at the RKO studio
ion con10 days of product
today forferences
S. Berman.
with Pandro
•
Ben Washer, Charles Stern,
Charles Driscoll, Bernie Sobel,
Sam Lyons, Pat Casey, Ike Libson, William Sussman and Max
Cohen, at the Astor Hunting Room
for luncheon Friday.
•
Marcel Hellman, English producer, sailed Saturday on the Paris. Also
Jean Gacon de Cavaignac, French
producer, and Samson Kritsberg,
former Amkino head, who will vacation in Russia.
•
E. J. Schulte and Charles R.
Gilmour, president, Rocky Mountain
Theatre Owners, who represented that
organization in the trade practice
meetings here last week, have returned
to Denver.
•
Gracie Fields arrived in New York
from the coast over the weekend after
completing work for 20th CenturyFox in '"Smiling Along." She will be
here about a week before sailing for
England.
•
Ann Sothern with her husband,
Roger Pryor, open at Loew's State
on Thursday. They have been barnstorming in New Jersey.
•
John Barrymore and his wife,
Elaine Barrie, arrived in New York
from the coast yesterday and will begin rehearsing at once for the play,
"My Dear Children."
•
Milton Bren, who came to New
York for the opening of "Topper
Takes a Trip," has left for a short
vacation at Sun Vallev, Idaho, before
returning to the coast.
•
Bill Chambliss and Jim Johnson
of 20th Century-Fox leave tonight by
plane as escorts for four women fliers
in the company's "Tailspin" tour to
exploit the film.
•
George Stevens is vacationing here
and will attend the opening of "Gunga
Din," which he produced and directed,
at the Music Hall Jan. 26.
•
Tex Ritter, Monogram western
star, has started a two-month personal
appearance tour which will take him
to 52 towns.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president
of M-G-M, has accompanied his family to their winter home in Miami
Beach.
•
Ted Reed has left Hollywood for
New York to see "What a Life" which

Insiders'
By SAM

NHtAM
the
CARTER believes
BOtha
SIR MAURICE
ry
uld
ust
m
be persho
fil ind
mitted to build up its own television service.
He thinks that the British
Broadcasting Corporation, therefore, should widen its scope and
encourage television by live
showmen, so that an exchange
of services and of technical help
may be had, for the benefit of all.
Perhaps sponsored programs
might follow.
Carter would like to see the
world's greatest entertainment
industry and all its resources at
the disposal of the new art.
T

▼

license houses to operate either as
first, second or third runs.
Houses so licensed would be required to continue on that policy
permanently. Under the law, no
distributor would be permitted to
sell any other run of product to a
theatre than that designated by
its license.
T ▼
That David O. Selznick had
selected Vivien Leigh for the role
of Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone
With the Wind" was published
in Motion Picture Daily on
Tuesday, Jan. 12. Selznick made
the official announcement here
day.
through Steve Hanagan, on FriT ▼

Dear Sam:
Beyond thanking you for the
kind words you have printed concerning my association with
"The Lady Vanishes," I can say
only one thing ... it is to the
credit of both the Press and the
Public that they recognized, and
continue " to recognize, a great
picture and a great director. You
and they share many times my
responsibility for the success of
Hitchcock and "The Lady VanSincerely,
ishes."

Outlook
SHAIN

Albert Margolies

(Ed. Note: The underlines are Margolies' — we
had called the film, "The Vanishing Lady.")
▼ T
New

Zealand exhibitors operating first run houses are credited
with having conceived a very decisive— if one-sided — means of
eliminating all clearance and zoning complaints permanently in
their native land. They have
proposed amending the 1937
Cinematograph Regulations with
provision for the designation of a
state licensing official who would
i= his next directorial assignment for
Paramount.
•
Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th Century-Fox foreign chief, has deferred
his trip to the coast, due to an eye
infection.
•
Ed Schnitzer, Eastern district
manager for Warners, returns today
from Buffalo.
•
Leo Abrams, Universal New York
exchange manager, left over the weekend for a Florida vacation.
•
Betty Goldsmith celebrated her
ninth year with the Samuel Goldwyn
office, Friday.
Janet Gaynor arrived in New
York over the weekend for a vacation
visit.

Few firms can boast of the
long uninterrupted relationship
such as exists between National
Screen Service and National
Theatres (Fox- West Coast),
most important Pacific Coast circuit which is operated and manSkouras.aged by Spyros and Charles
To further cement this record
of good relationship, National
Theatres closed a new deal with
NSS for the latter 's Pre-vue
trailers.
Under the new general contract
which has been signed, the first
National Theatres group to obtain the NSS Pre-vue product
are the 199 theatres which comprise the West Coast division.
This deal is one of many which
attests to the effectiveness and
diversified nature of the NSS
product which keeps abreast of
the times in style of presentation
and meets the requirements of all
theatres.
T T
Paramount would be the most
seriously affected of the three
companies having theatre affiliates in Nebraska, should that
state's divorcement measure be
enacted and upheld by the Supreme Court. Paramount owns
or has an interest in about 85
theatres in the state operated by
A. H. Blank and J. H. Cooper.
National Theatres (20th Century-Fox) operates about IS
theatres in the smaller Nebraska
cities, and RKO has three or
four, two of which are in Omaha
and are operated by Mort Singer.
Passage of the companion
measure to the Nebraska divorcement bill, providing for
licensing and regulation of distributors bythe state, and imposing a $1 per reel tax on all films
brought into the state would, of
course, affect every distributor
doing business in Nebraska.

Leigh

Wins

Role of "Scarlett'!
David O. Selznick announced on
Friday that Vivien Leigh, British actl
ress will play the role of Scarlett \
O'Hara, in "Gone With the Wind.T
Clark Gable will play the role of Rhett
Butler. The screenplay was written!
by Sidney Howard and Oliver H. P.
Garrett.
Production of the pictur*
which will be in color begins w-Hiin
twoMiss
weeks.
fc-.y 1
Leigh has appeared in severjS
pictures made by Alexander Korda,]
such as "Dark Journey," "Fire OvaL
England,"
"Storm
in a Teacup," ,
released by and
United
Artists.
She also appeared in Metro's Brit-l
ish-made
Oxford."
The deal film,
with "A
MissYank
Leighat was
made!J
by arrangement with Korda, who!
holds
Leigh's for
contract.
Korda*aj
retains Miss
her services
one picture
Joseph B. Piatt has arrived in Hoilywood to design interiors for thj
year.
picture.
"Jesse James" Gets
Off to Flying Start]
"Jesse James" is doing the biggest!

business
at the Roxy
der's Ragtime
Band" since
last "Alexan-I
August.;
The opening day's gross, Friday, was 1
$10,218, with an attendance of 23,385, 1
despite the heaviest snowstorm and J
worst traffic jam of the winter. There]
were 2,300
persons in line before thM|
doors
opened.
Saturday's business was reported!
better
The than
RoxyFriday's.
run is the world pre-W
miere. The film opens Wednesday at i
the Chinese and State in Los Angeles
and will get 27 pre-release runs start-l
ing Jan. 20. National release is

The
Jan.
27. local campaign comprised!
newspaper ads starting Sunday before!
opening, 170 24-sheets, 480 one-sheetsi
at subway stations, distribution ofl
10,000 reprints of old-time Jess J
James novels and a parade of masked |
horsemen in the downtown section.
Montague Returns
Abe Montague, Columbia general.)
sales manager, has returned from an
lulu.
extended trip to the coast and Hono-j
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Reviewing
'World Windows"
(United Artists)
Looking through seven of the
"World Windows," entirely new possibilities for travelogues may be seen.
For color, direction, cutting and sheer
dramatic sweep, these short subjects hit
a new high in program entertainment.
Narration becomes a minor accessory as the camera is permitted to tell
its tale. Instead of the customary
excitement of a too-vivid commentator,
it is the unusual camera angles and the
musical scoring that are used to convey the magnificence of the setting.
Vesuvius in Action

The seven subjects are taken from
Italy, Arabia and Palestine. "Rome
Symphony" is set in the Eternal City,
high-lighted by views of St. Peter's
and the Coliseum. In "The Eternal
Fire," we see Mt. Vesuvius pouring
out its hot lava, and the once buried
city of Pompeii. Fox Hunt in "The
typically BriRoman Campagna" is atakes
place in
tish fox hunt which
Italy. "Petra, the Lost City" is the
portrait of a community which once
thrived by levying tribute on passing
caravans, but is now only a monument
to successive civilizations which carved
their homes and temples into the solid
rock. The spirit of three religions,
Christian, Jewish and Mohammeden,
are caught in "Jerusalem" with its
views of the Wailing Wall, the tomb
of the Virgin Mary and the Garden of
Gethsemane. In "Wanderers of the
Desert" we find Bedouin tribes in
their colorful and picturesque customs.
"Arabian Bazaar" brings to life the
markets and streets of the Near East.
One Without Narration
"Arabian Bazaar" was previewed
without narration and should be left
that way. Shots of the merchant
types and the dancing girl, together
with the musical accompaniment, give
it all the dramatic quality it needs.
Judged, however, by the sound tracks
in the remainder of the series, it will
not detract from the beauty of the
camera work. A program note declares that the series is "opposed to
the and-now-as-we-say-farewell-topicturesque-old-Britanny school of
travelogues." The purpose was accomplished with signal success.
Count and Countess Keller and
John Hanau produced the series. Hans
Nieter directed most of them and did
all the editing. Giacomo Gentilome
furnished the direction in "Rome
Symphony," Alessandro Blasetti deserves credit for outstanding direction
in "Fox Hunt" and Pietro Francisci
assisted Nieter in "The Eternal Fire."
Jack Cardiff rates mention for his
camera work.
Running time varies between eight
and nine minutes. "G."*
'March of Time, No. 5"
(RKO)
In this issue "March of Time" attempts with success to picture the
refugee problem which is becoming
increasingly serious in the world today, first that of China and Spain,
but most particularly, that which has
resulted from the persecutions of the
Nazis
in Germany.
Titled, "The

the

Latest

Refugee, Today and Tomorrow," the
subject pictures the extent of the Hitler drive on all opposed to him, and
the bestial attacks on Jews. There is
pictured the attempts to resettle the
persecuted in other lands, and the
film points out pictorially the marked
degree of success attained by the Jews
in establishing themselves as farmers
and business men in Palestine. The
film is well handled, presenting a clear
picture of the problem, in the limited
time of a short. Running time, 17 mins.
"G."*

"Lincoln

in the

(Whi
Warners)
te House"
From Lincoln's inauguration to the
Gettysburg address, this Historical
Featurette, in color, dramatizes some
of the highlights of the Great Emancareer, at the
same timeof providingcipator's
a moving
document
his
human qualities. His conflicts with
the cabinet, his domestic life and incidents of the Civil War are well
handled. Stressing national unity, the
theme is timely, and the film is a
worthy successor to Warners' "Declaration of Independence." Frank
McGlynn, Sr., handles the role with
feeling. Others in the cast are Dickie
Moore, John Harron, Raymond
Brown, Erville Alderson and Sibyl
Harris. William McGann directed.
Running time, 20 mins. G.*

in

Short

I interior and waterside villages, comprise the second half of the reel. Gra'Stranger Than Fiction,
ham McNamee's narration covers
highlights of the island's history. The
( U niversal)
reel is a good addition to this interAnother good selection of oddities
esting series. Running time, 9 min
from many places makes this newest
of No.
the "Stranger
Than Fiction" series
58'
a worthy successor to its predecessors.
The material is selected and edited "Sophomore Swing"
(Warners)
with discrimination and a good sense
"Cats" will go to town with this
of news and human interest values,
one,
which is not a jive piece but
qualities
which have distinguished the
entire series.
plenty jitterbug. It's amusing to
In this release are shots of a others, too. Swing is king on a college campus, and the faculty are at
southern schoolmaster in his annual
their wits' end. They try to handle
game of marbles with the champion the mam
a learnedly, but it all ends
of the schoolyard. If the master loses,
up with a grand swingfest. The
the entire student body gets a vaca- Merry Macs and
Harvest Moon
tion. If he wins, it's school as usual. Dancers are featured. Running time
He wins. New plant culture methods
being used in California and the re- 20 mins. G.*
sults obtained from them are pictured.
The original submarine, developed by "The Wrong Way Out
*
the Confederacy during the Civil War, (M-G-M)
Tracing one of the principal causes
is shown. Profitable hobbies of talented
women — one fashions blossoms and of juvenile delinquency to youthful imdecorations from fish bones, another
patience, the latest of the "Crim
dolls to represent historical characters Not Pay" series depicts e Does
a young
— are pictured. A self-loading truck couple who elope against their parand a collection of bells of all varieties
ents' advice. They yield to the tempcomplete the contents of the reel.
tation of a simple theft and wind up
with holdup and murder. A forceful
Running time, 9 mins. "G."*
presentation of the subject. Running

"King Vulture"
(Columbia)
Attractive sepia tint, lifting narrative by Jack Kofoed, and beautiful
photography, of the high Sierras of
California combine to make "King
Vulture" a good subject. However,
"Dog
Gone
Modern"
( Warners)
the highspot of the reel, the attack of
Two pups get tangled up with new the king vulture upon the scientist
fangled gadgets in a modernistic
seeking to collect the vulture's eggs
apartment. One has an unfortunate for
a museum, is excitinglv portrayed.
affinity for an electric dish washer. It should win the favor of audiences.
The other has a tough time keeping a
bone away from an automatic sweeper. Basil Ruysdael does the narrative.
A "Merrie Melody" cartoon. Running Running time, l0T/2 minutes. "G."*
time, 7 mins. G.*
"Sydney, Pride of
"Nautical Knights"
(Universal)
This Mentone short-revue holds bet- (FitzPatrick-M-G-M)
The colorful harbor of Sydney and
ter than average entertainment value theAustralia"
quaint animal life of Australia
and is exceptionally well staged. Ar- make this Traveltalk a welcome addithur and Morton Havel promote an
tion to the series. Starting with the
impromptu entertainment on ship- tremendous bridge over the harbor,
board for their own financial benefit,
serving as masters of ceremonies for the beaches, government buildings,
the affair. This introduction permits zoos and parks are toured. Worththe staging of several good variety
while. Running time, 9 mins. "G."*
acts as part of the entertainment.
Among these are Moore & Revel, "The Human Bomb"
dancers ; Stump & Stumpy, eccentric (Warners)
dancers ; Judy Starr, singer.
Floyd Gibbons, in another of "Your
The acts are uniformly good and
series,who
re-enacts
the musical accompaniment is above True
story Adventures"
of the maniac
entersthea
average. The subject should fit with police station with a bomb and threatany type of feature. Running time, 19
ens to explode it unless the chief is
instrumental in getting $200,000 in 30
minutes. A newspaper photographer
mins. "G."*
saves the day by diverting the human
"Men of Steel"
bomb's attention, while the cops grab
(M-G-M)
Taking its cue from the Broadway him. Running time, 12 mins. G.*

hit, "Pins and Needles," M-G-M has
produced another labor vs. capital musical. It is a tuneful and laugh-provoking subject and a gay satire. Three
original songs are heard with Kenneth Stevens and Doris Weston in the
leading roles. The continuity deals
with _ the problems of an employer
who is faced with a factory shutdown
because his employes decide to stage
a show. Running time, 21 mins.
"G."*

Subjects

time, 17 mins. "G "*
"Mental Poise"
(M-G-M)
"Dr." Robert Benchley, psychiatrist
,
finds among his clientele Robert
Benchley, patient. The similarity upsets him and, in typical Benchley confusion, the patient ends by treating
the doctor. As hilarious as ever. Running time, 7 mins. "G."*
"Mechanix Illustrated,

(Warners)
Manufacture of illuminating gas
from coke; assembly of a flivver
plane; modeling of store window figures; blending of cosmetics and the
art of makeup demonstrated. All interesting and in color. Running time,
No. 2"
10 mins. G.*

"Practical Joker"
(M-G-M)
"Our Gang" sets out to discover
who has been playing practical jokes
on the boys. Butch is found responsible and revenge is sought by planting a firecracker under a candle in
his birthday cake. Alfalfa's singing
as he holds the cake with knowledge
that it is about to explode will bring
guffaws from any audience. Running

9 mins. "G."*
time,
"Clyde
Lucas and

(Warners)
"Going
His
Orc
hestra
Tunefu
"
l turn
in which
the orchestra j
(Universal) Places, No. 58"
Cape Cod windmills and the island and its leader demonstrate their
of Corsica are the camera subjects for versatility by playing and singing
varied numbers and performing musithis newest
of the
secal stunts. "When the Circus Comes
ries. Glimpses
of "Going
the last Places"
remaining
Town" is well done. There is also
Cape Cod windmills reveal the inspira- to
interpretive dancing. Running time,
tion for the toy craftsmanship of a
native of the section who fashions
10 mins. G.*
replicas in every conceivable design.
*"G" denotes general classification.
Scenic views of Corsica, its coast,
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Paramount
! Halt
Suit

Sues

to

Distributors' Pact
Will Be Rewritten

Blumenthal's
on

Contract

Paramount Pictures, Inc., filed suit
on Friday in the N. Y. Supreme Court
seeking to restrain Ben Blumenthal
from prosecuting action for an undisc\"'^\ amount against it in England
foimleged breach of a contract in connection with the sale of Paramountcontrolled theatres there.
Paramount alleged that it was
served in New York on Dec. 27 with
a writ returnable on Jan. 24, issued
from an English court, which charged
it with failing to remunerate Blumenthal on the sale of English theatres,
and with violating an agreement to
sell the theatres to a purchaser obtained by Blumenthal.
Paramount will seek a temporary
injunction on Jan. 18, arguing that
the British court is without jurisdiction, and that the dispute should properly be tried in New York, since negotiations took place here and all witnesses live here. In addition, Paramount asserts that it owns no theatres
in England, but only stock in British
theatre-owning companies.

(.Continued from facie 1)
before the new selling season opens.
M.P.T.O.A., however, is still insisting
that individual proposals be made effective immediately upon being approved and not withheld until a complete program is agreed upon.
Kuykendall's statement asserted that
some of M.P.T.O.A.'s objections to
the initial draft were due to misunderstanding of the phraseology, and, as
reported in Motion Picture Daily
on Friday, agreements were reached
on clarification of many of these clauses when the new draft is written.
His statement added that many
clauses remain to be finally negotiated,
presumably after the new draft has
been prepared. In addition, the
M.P.T.O.A. head indicated that conciliation was the choice of his organization over arbitration, but that
considerable work remains to be done
before any form of local board for
the hearing and adjustment of trade
grievances can be made operative.
Committee's Statement
William F. Rodgers, in a statement

issued Saturday
for he
the isdistributors'
committee,
of which
a member,
referred to the negotiations during the
week with the unaffiliated exhibitor
UA
Releasing Plan organizations and the M.P.T.O.A. and
said :
(Continued from page 1)
"The results of these discussions
with their attorneys. The discussions
were
most encouraging to all sides.
have been entirely harmonious.
Whatever executive matters there Details, however, must necessarily be
withheld at this time as there are
are to be presented at these stock- several matters unsettled, but we are
holder sessions have not yet been
hopeful that these can be overcome,
taken up, apparently. Probably at the and once these few differences are
conclusion of the discussions on the
taken care of it can be safely stated
new distribution plan, the stockhold- that both sides are most optimistic
ers will continue their talks to include
executive matters.
concerning the outcome."
Allied's
Officially there has been no indica- negotiati
confer
Rodgers
on
ng will
e inwith
Washingt
committe
tion whether the stockholders will
consider at this session the matter of today, in advance of the organization's
naming a president. United Artists annual board meeting. Gradwell L.
is the only company in the trade in Sears and Abe Montague, of the distributors' committee, were scheduled
the unusual position of not having a
president. The operating reins are to accompany Rodgers. From Washington, Rodgers will go to Florida for
held by Maurice Silverstone, whose a vacation
of two or three weeks.
powers of management cannot be
abridged in any form. He is the
general manager, and to name anyStart
body else president of the company Para., DuMont
requires unanimous vote by the stockholders.
Television
There will be no board meeting in Test of
California.
First of a series of television experiments for Paramount and DuMont
Korda to Make Four
Laboratories, its television affiliate,
Hollywood, Jan. 15. — Alexander
begun yesterday with a brief proKorda (London Films) will make was gram of motion picture broadcasts.
Program originated at the DuMont
four films for United Artists 1939-'40
release. Two of these are likely to plant in Passaic, N. J., and was caught
be made in London and two in Holly- at receiving points up to a distance
wood.
of 25 miles. Principal objective of the
There is a possibility, according to initial experimental broadcasts will be
present indications, of Irving Asher, to obtain an appraisal of the new type
associate producer of London Films, of sepia film which Paramount favors
producing in Hollywood for Korda. for television use over the ordinary
Korda and Asher are now discussing black and white print.
tills possibility.
Seidelman to Coast
Warwick Handles Four
Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal
Warwick Pictures, Inc., is dis- vice-president and foreign manager,
tributing four melodramas on the leaves tonight for the coast for new
state rights market. Syndicate Ex- season product conferences. Nate J.
change, New York, and Monarch Pic- Blumberg, president, and W. A. Scully,
tures, Pittsburgh, have taken the vice-president and general sales manager, leave for the studio Friday. All
films. They are "Manhattan Shakethree expect to be back by the end of
down," "Special Inspector," "Murder the
month.
Is News" and "Death Goes North."
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Sunday
Shows
Win
In 14 British Polls

Second

London, Jan. 15. — In fourteen polls
held in various British districts during
the past year 63,326 persons voted for
the Sunday opening of cinemas as
against 41,461 who opposed it. (A

Quits

Firm

in

Suit

B&K
Against
ratio of 60
to 40 the
per cent.)
To-day'sof
Cinema
records
only defeats
Chicago, Jan. 15. — Indications that
Sunday openings in these 14 districts the anti-trust suit of independents here
being at Braintree and Hemel Hempstead, smaller country towns not far against Balaban & Katz and major
from London.
distributors may be crumbling became
more apparent with the withdrawal
Friday of a second circuit as plainFreeman
Plans No
tiff. Joseph Stern followed the lead of
Goodman & Harrison, which had withdrawn earlier in the week.
Studio Changes
at
Taking of depositions started Friday
Para., Lauds Setup with Robert Golding, Thomas Thomas
and Miles Seeley representing B. & K.
Paramount studio is in excellent and the majors. Ben Bartelstein, Jacob
shape, both as to efficiency of opera- Lasker, Elmer Benesch, William Votions and morale of the personnel, Y.
Frank Freeman, vice-president and sefopulos and George Christos, indestudio head, said on his arrival in
pendents, were called on for deposiNew York from Hollywood for a brief tions.
visit.
Clash of counsel marked the efforts
Freeman said that no executive of Golding to get statements of profit
changes of any consequence were like- and loss. Rosenberg & Stein, attorneys
ly to occur at the studio. His own for the plaintiffs, charged the defense
assignment there is a permanent one,
with trying to "annoy and
he said. He plans to return to the lawyers
embarrass" the plaintiffs with quescoast either today or tomorrow, on the
tions along this line. They were alconclusion of conferences here with
lowed to petition Judge Wilkerson
seeking
limitation of questions.
E. J. Sparks, who came to New York
from Florida to conclude conferences
with Freeman on theatre matters
Further
charges
counsel that threats
had bybeenplaintiffs'
made against
certain independents were denied by
which
wereforbegun
prior about
to Freeman's
departure
the coast
Dec. 1.
The Paramount studio head declined Golding. He said "that no one has or
will receive any money for withdrawto discuss production affairs, exCertain
technical
ing from this
suit." depositions were
plaining that he is "still in kindergarten" in Hollywood. He reported, taken Saturday and more are expected
however, that new season production after the court rules on the petition
plans would not be discussed until concerning financial statements.
Neil F. Agnew, vice-president and distribution head, makes his annual visit
to the studio later on. There will be
WPA
Theatre Drops
no reduction
in next
the season,
company's
customary schedule
however.
1,000 in City Today
Agnew recently
advised the
.district
sales managers
thatcompany's
the list
WPA Federal Theatre Project
would consist of at least 58 features.
drops 1,000 employees from the rolls
Freeman said that while Para- today as dismissals become effective.
mount's theatre operators probably Several thousand members of unions
would hold a general meeting this which are interested in maintenance
year, no date or place has been set of the project staged a protest march
Friday. They paraded from Washington Square to 95 Madison Ave.,
administrative headquarters of the
Republic's Releases
Prominent among the marchers were
yet. Are Up to Schedule proj
Paulect.Dulzell, executive secretary of
Republic's production and releases
Equity ; Philip Loeb, of the
are up to schedule, James R. Grainger, Actors'
Equity council ; Ralph Whitehead,
president, reported Friday on his re- American Federation of Actors ; Florence Marston, Screen Actors Guild ;
turn from a month's trip to the studio
and the field.
Emily
Holt, American Federation of
Of 31 features scheduled, 14 have
been delivered, and 11 westerns have Radio Artists ; William Feinberg, Local 802, American Federation of Mubeen delivered of the 24 scheduled.
sicians, and Edward Everett Hale, seRelease of serials, which is in accordcretary of thearranged
Federation
of Arts'
ance with the calendar year, starts Unions, which
the parade.
A committee, consisting of Hale,
Feb. 1 with "Lone Ranger Rides
Again." Three other serials are to be Feinberg, Edward Harrison, American
released during the year.
Federation of Actors, and Moe UsheGrainger will meet with franchise
Newspaper Guild, discussed the
holders in the field or in New York vitz,
dismissals with Paul Edwards, WPA
to
plan convention
next season's
program. A administrator for the arts project.
national
is planned.
Knox Goes to Coast
"Ballerina" Release Set
H. G. Knox, engineering vice-presi"Ballerina," French picture, will be
dent of Erpi, left Saturday to confer
nationally released here the first week
in February, according to Joseph with west coast officials. Conferences will be in conjunction with the
Burstyn. Film is currently in its
fourth week at the Little Theatre in establishment of various work programs for the coming year. He will,
Baltimore.
Mayer and Burstyn dis- return about the middle of February.
tribute.
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'Young

'Fight'
'Drew'

and

Previews

$8,900,

Seattle

Lead

Seattle, Jan. 15.— Dual of "Stand
Up and Fight" and "Nancy Drew,
Detective," at the Paramount, did the
best business in a rainy week here,
taking $8,900.
Second week of "Sweethearts," at
the Fifth Avenue, was good at $8,600,
and "There's That Woman Again,"
dualled with "Smashing the Spy
Ring," took $6,300 at the Liberty.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 13 :
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
BLUE MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $3,600. (Average,
$4,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
FIFTH AVENUE — (2,500) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,600. (Average,
$7 000)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
LIBERTY— (1,800)
(20c-30c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $6,300. (Average, $5,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"Spring Madness" (M-G-M)
MUSIC BOX— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (2,450) (30c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $6,250. (Average, $6,000)
"Candid Camera Girl" (Univ.)
"Titans of the Deep" (G. N.)
PALOMAR— (1,500) (15c-25c-30c-40c) 7
days. Vaudeville headed by Fatti Collette.
Gross: $5,100. (Average, $5,000)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,900. (Average, $6,000)
'Sweethearts' Nets
Good $10,700, Omaha
Omaha, Jan. 15. — "Sweethearts,"
dualled with "Secrets of a Nurse" was
the heavy winner here, with $10,700,
as grosses generally were aided by
good weather. "Dark Rapture" and
"Next Time I Marry," at the
Brandeis, was good for $5,200.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 11-12 :
"Dark Rapture" (Univ.)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
BRANDEIS— (1,200) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,200. (Average, $4,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
OMAHA— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$10,700. (Average, $5,500)
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (3,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,800. (Average, $7,200)
Para.

Hollywood

Retitles

Two

Hollywood, Jan. 15. — "Heritage of
the Desert" has been set as the release
title for the Harry Sherman- Paramount Zane Grey story featuring
Donald
Woods.
Spot Hostess"
has been set as"Night
the release
title of
"Me and My Gal."
New Robinson Pact
Hollywood, Jan. 15. — Warners have
given Edward G. Robinson a new long
term contract. He is set for the top
roles in "Confessions of a Nazi Spy"
and "Brother Orchid." Also given a
new contract was Donald Crisp.
20th-Fox Buys Original
Hollywood, Jan. 15. — Twentieth
Century-Fox has purchased "Johnnie
Apollo,"
story by Sam Engel
and
Hal original
Long.

'Going

in

Heart,'

Places'

$13,000,
King of the Underworld
( Warners)
Hollywood, Jan. 15. — Humphrey Bogart, Kay Francis and James
Stephenson head a large and uniformly experienced cast in a gangster
picture produced by Bryan Foy with the sureness of touch and point
characteristic of Warners' underworld films. Their names and the
title seem to add up to just about what the exhibitor playing this type
of product ordered for his marquee.
Miss Francis plays a woman doctor whose doctor husband has been
killed in a police raid on Gangster Bogart's hideout while stitching a
gangster's gunshot wound. To clear herself of suspected affiliation with
Bogart's gang, Miss Francis maker her services available to the bandit
who, as hoped, comes to her for treatment. Bogart, meanwhile, has commissioned Stephenson, an author learned in the history of Napoleon,
to write his biography, at pistol point and aware of Bogart's intention
to kill him when he has finished the book. In a tightly constructed and
highly suspenseful ending, the woman doctor blinds Bogart and his
thugs temporarily so police can capture them. Bogart dies in the final
machine-gunning and the vindicated doctor marries the author.
Bogart is in good form as the gangster with the Napoleonic complex
and Miss Francis handles the feminine chore handsomely. Stephenson
more than fulfills early promise of acting virtuosity.
Lewis Seiler directed the screenplay by George Brickner and Vincent
Sherman, which was a nice job of adaptation from a story by W. R.
Burnett.
Running time, 65 minutes. "G "*

Roscoe Williams

if
The Mysterious Miss X
(Republic)
Hollywood, Jan. 15— Michael Whalen and Chick Chandler, teamed
in various pictures at 20th Century-Fox, moved over to Republic to
appear in "The Mysterious Miss X," mystery melodrama tinged with
comedy and based on a formula story. Stranded actors, they are mistakenly identified as Scotland Yard 6fficers by the police of a small town
and become involved in a murder mystery.
The high spots of the picture are the comic antics of Mabel Todd and
Chandler, the latter impressing greatly with his "double takes." Others
in the cast are Mary Hart, Frank M. Thomas, Regis Toomey, Don
Douglas, Wade Boteler, Dorothy Tree, Eddie Acuff, Pierre Watkin, and
Harlan Briggs.
Gus Meins directed from a screen play by Olive Cooper, based on an
original story idea by George W. Yates. Herman Schlom was the
associate producer.
Carrying on with their mistaken identities to prevent becoming
suspects in the crime, Whalen and Chandler enter the investigation at
the request of the daughter of the chief suspect. The murderer solution
comes after another killing, the exposure of Whalen and Chandler,
appearances of mysterious figures in black veils, an automobile chase
and a knock-down-drag-out fight.
Running time, 60 minutes.
"G."*
Vance King
Boy Slaves
(RKO)
Hollywood, Jan. 15. — The evils of child labor under the peonage system, specifically as practised in turpentine camps of the kind pictured,
are brought out dramatically and presented with impressive connotation
J*
in this drab story produced
by Albert Bein. Produced and directed by
P. J. Wolfson, from a screenplay by Bein and Ben Orkow, the film is
starkly melodramatic and emotionally holding.
Although the picture lacks powerful marque names — Anne Shirley's being the best known — it is of a kind to be talked about by persons who have
seen jt to persons who have not. The theme is unusual, readily exploited,
and it would seem not unlikely that showmen who preview it for the
local press will find editors and reporters disposed to write about it.
The film recounts the experiences of a band of underprivileged boys
picked up by a small town sheriff while tramping the country and encouraged bythe local judge to accept employment in a turpentine camp
which turns out to be virtually a prison. Resistance to mistreatment
ends in tragic disaster, survivors of which are sent to a state farm.
James McCallion and Roger Daniel give convincing performances as
leader and supposed stool-pigeon of the youthful gang. Charles Lane,
Arthur Hohl and Norman Willis have the three principal adult roles.
Running time, 70 minutes.
"G."*
Roscoe Williams
*"G" denotes general classification.

at

Detroit

Detroit, Jan. 15. — Joan Davis on
the stage plus "Blondie" on the screen
gave the Fox $25,000. The Michigan .
did very well with a double bill of
"The Young in Heart" and "Q'- ^g
Places," taking $1 3,000. Second Hp 1k
of "Sweethearts" did nicely
United Artists with $11,000.
tucky," on a double bill with
terious Mr. Moto" gave the

at ""the
"Ken"MysAdams

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 12 :(ZOth-Fox)
"Kentucky"
$4,300.
"Mysterious Mr. Moto" (20th-Fox)
"Blondie"
ADAMS—
(1,700) $5,000)
(20c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
(Col.)
$4,300.
(Average,
FOX— (5,000) (20c-65c) 7 days. Stage:
Joan Davis with Si Wills, Loretta Lee,
Harmonica Rascals, Monroe and Grant.
Gross:
(Average,
"Going $25,000.
Places" (W.
B.) $20,000)
days.
"The Young in Heart" (U. A.)
MICHIGAN— (4,000) (20c-65c) 7
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $10,000)
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
"Torchy Gets Her Man" (W. B.)
PALMS-STATE— (3,000) (20c-50c) 7 days.
Gross:
$6,000. (M-G-M)
(Average, $5,000)
"Sweethearts"
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,000) (20c-65c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average,
$10,000)
'Heart'

Is $4,000

High in Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Jan. 15. — "There
Goes My Heart" was the best grosser
of the week, on a comparative basis,
taking $4,000 at the State, while
grosses generally showed little of an
exciting nature. The weather was unseasonably mild. "Out West with the
Hardys"
tookweek.
$5,400 at the Criterion
in
its second

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 6:
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
CRITERION— (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $5,400. (Average, $5,200)
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
LIBERTY— (1,200)
(25c-30c)
7 days.
Gross: $2,600. (Average, $2,500)
"Artists and Model's Abroad" (Para.)
MIDWEST
(25c-35c-40c)
7 days.
Gross:
$4,000. — (1,500)
(Average,
$4,500)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
PLAZA— (700) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $1,800. (Average, $2,000) !
"There Goes My Heart" (U. A.)
STATE—
(1,100) $3,500)
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,000.
(Average,
"Thanks for Everything" (2<tth-Fox)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c)
7 days.
Gross: $2,600. (Average. $2,500)
New W. B. Sound Device
Hollywood, Jan. 15. — An electronic
compressor, which is claimed to produce better balance in sound recording, hasdepartment.
been perfected Through
by Warners'
sound
the
medium of a control board, the device i
regulates and compresses voices as
they vary in range, bringing them
closer together.
Norma Shearer Named
Hollywood, Jan. 15. — Norma
Shearer has been appointed chairman
of the talent committee of the Screen
Guild Show for the Motion Picture
Relief Fund. She will have charge
of gathering talent for the weekly
CBS radio program sponsored by
Gulf Oil Company.
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Around
the

Country
Ci'jLnnati
inley Waxman, whu joined
W^lW-WSAI in
June, 1936, but soon
left for New York to do dramatic
shows on eastern networks, returned
to the staff of the two local stations.
. Michael Hinn, formerly with
WWNC, Asheville, N. C, has joined
the announcing staff of WLW-WSAI.
con. . "The Wonder Kitchen," home
ducted by Marsha Wheeler,
economist, heretofore originating from
the stage of the suburban RKO Paramount, is now broadcast from the
auditorium of Alms & Doepke, local
department store, 11 to 11:30 A. M.,
Mondays through Saturdays. ... Ed
Williams, United Press executive,
New York, visiting William A.
Schudt, general manager of WKRC.
. . . Simms Guckenhimer, newly-appointed sales manager of Transradio
visitors' list.
Press, also on Schudt's
+
Des Moines
Bob Johnston has been added to the
art staff of KSO-KRNT. . . . Marie
Robinson, hostess at the KSO-KRNT
studios,
spendinganda month's
in New is York
Florida.vacation
. . .
Vivian Brown, Waterloo girl suffering from a bone disease, is recovering
in a Des Moines hospital from an operation financed by Betty Jean, KRNT
entertainer, through her "Sunshine
Club" shut-in program. . . . More
than 500 boys from seven states have
applied
for entry
in WHO's
second
annual Golden
Gloves
amateur boxing
tournament, to be held at the Coliseum
here Feb. 14, IS, 16 and 22.
+
New Haven
Perry Lafferty, program director at
WBRY, is vacationing at his home in
Davenport, la. . . . Bob Fleming has
been appointed a full-time announcer
on WELI to succeed Martin Hayman,
who has left for New York. . . . WI
CC's "Voice of Fashion" has been renewed under sponsorship of Crawford
Laundry.
Troy Station Given
Call Letters WTRY
Troy, N. Y., Jan. IS. — Call letters
WTRY have been assigned the new
1,000- watt regional station here, according to Col. Harry Wilder, who
also is interested in WSYR, Syracuse; WNBX, Springfield, Vt. and
WJTN, Jamestown.
Programs are expected to get under
way upon completion of the transmitter and studio building within the
next three months.
Col. Wilder has appointed Al
Parker, staff announcer at WSYR, as
program director. Parker will come
to Troy in the next few weeks to look
over talent and select the announcing
staff.
Howard, Shelton Signed
Tom Howard and George Shelton
will replace Pick and Pat on the latter
pair's program over CBS for two
broadcasts, Jan. 23 and 30, while Pick
and Pat vacation. The deal was set
by CBS Artists Bureau.
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Announcer
Personals

i

sisterd
whose passe
, Kay,
Y ARN
EDDand
team OLD
mate,
away recently, is teaming with
Alice Breese of WMCA to continue
radio work. . . . John Gillin, Jr.,
manager of WOW, Omaha, is en
route here for a two-week business
stay. . . . Dick Powell and Joan Blondell will join the cast of "Tune-Up
Time," new Andre Kostelanetz prod broad
on the
t out
castgram,Jan.
19. progr
. . .am's
Buddsecon
Abbot
of danger from bronchial pneumonia
and possibly will be back on the air
next week. . . . Alice Frost, network
actress, has been signed for a role in
a Broadway play, "I Must Love
Someone," which Jack Kirkland is
producing.
Adelaide Moffett will be Johnny
Green's vocalist when his band replaces Russ Morgan's on the "Johnnie Presents" series the end of the
month. . . . Ben Bernie's band succeeds Kay Kyser's at the Pennsylvania
Feb. 2. . . . Babs Savage, six-yearold model, actress and skater, was seen
in a figure skating exhibition for the
NBC television cameras at the Rockefeller Center skating rink yesterday.
Her dad is Jack Savage, formerly art
director for Gaumont British.

Pact

Proposal

Clause

Provisions of the agreement between
the networks and American Federation of Radio Artists, effected some
months ago, have been changed. Since
the beginning of the pact, network
contracts have included a clause to
cover announcer charges for New
York program originations. At the
same time this clause covered the contingeny of an agency failing to deliver a program, with one of the conditions of such failure being that the
network could build a program not to
exceed twice the gross facilities
charge.
The clause has now been revised so
that the network can build a program
but at a cost not to exceed one-half
of the gross facilities charge.
Sunday

Broadcast

to

Aid Paralysis Drive
All branches of show business will
unite next Sunday for a gala broadcast in behalf of the "March of Dimes"
campaign for the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis. Eddie Cantor
will be in charge of the broadcast
which will be aired from 11 :15 P.M
to midnight, and will come from Hollywood and New York.
CBS, NBC, and Mutual, in addition
to many
unaffiliated stations, wi
carry the program.
List of those who will appear on the
program includes Jack Benny, George
Jessel, Jimmie Fidler, Goodman Ace,
Deanna Durbin, Tyrone Power, Lanny
Ross, Fred Allen, Walter Winchell
Edwin C. Hill, Burns and Allen
Lawrence Tibbett, John Charles
Thomas, Charles Butterworth, Ben
Bernie, Nelson Eddy, Fibber McGee,
Joe Penner, Bing Crosby, Rudy Vallee, Lily Pons, Andre Kostelanetz
Jeanette MacDonald, Jack Haley. Edward G. Robinson, Major Bowes
Cecil B. DeMille and others.

On

for

Levy

Broadcasting

Studied

at

Is

Capital

Washington, Jan. 15.— Plans to
make the broadcasting stations of the
country contribute $5,000,000 or more
toward the $432,000,000 in new taxes
which President Roosevelt asked of
Congress in his budget message are
under consideration in Administration
circles, it is learned.
No start toward the writing of a
new tax bill will be made until after
the 1938 income returns are filed
March 15 and the Treasury has had
an opportunity to analyze them and
figure how closely the revenue will
approach the budget estimate, but in
the meantime a vigorous search is being made for possible new subjects of
taxation.
of broadthe taxation
forbeen
s have
Proposal
the
before both
casters
Treasury and Congress in the past,
but have not been followed up with
particular enthusiasm. Now, however,
the need for new revenue is more
disinclinaa general
there isexisting
acute tionand
to increase
tax rates, so
that attention must be turned to the
development of new sources of money.
considera
under
ons now the
Suggesti
on of
impositi
tion contemplate
taxes on a wattage basis, but with
safeguards against excessive impositions such as would apply to maximum-power stations under previous
proposals. It is pointed out that
studies of the Federal Communications Commission indicate a majority
of stations are making good profits
from the sale of facilities which are
enjoyed by Government favor and, it
is asserted, the radio industry is the
g such benefits abonly onesolutelyreceivin
free.

'Road of Life' Adds
27 Canada Stations
Procter & Gamble, sponsoring
"Road of Life," Monday through Friday script program on CBS, will add
27 stations in Canada, effective this
week. The stations comprise the whole
Arguments of the broadcasters that
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
they
already pay income taxes are met
network save the Quebec group. Pedwith the statement that others who use
lar & Ryan is the agency.
Government facilities also pay income
"Scattergood Baines," daily serial
taxes as well as the charges or taxes
sponsored by Wm. Wrigley Co. on
for the use of the facilities.
CBS, will add seven stations effective
Consideration is also being given
Two
Sponsor
"Ballroom
"Make Believe Ballroom" adds two it was learned, to the possibility of
Jan. 23, and an additional eight stations on Jan. 30, which will give the new participators in the Oakland lessening the drain on the Treasury
program a total of 65 stations. Neis- Chemical Co. and No- Worry Chem
of the Federal Comser-Meyerhoff Co. of Chicago is the ical Co., the former for 52 weeks, the in the operation
munications Commission by adoption
latter
for
13
weeks.
The
series
is
on
agency.
of a scale of fees for the various apWNEW.
plications which the radio industry
files. Here, too, it is pointed out, there
Reach Alkine Agency
Renew 'Grouch Club'
is a precedent, the Securities and Exchange Commission charging a filing
General Mills renews its "Grouch
Alkine Co. has appointed Charles
Club" series on CBS effective tomor- Dallas Reach of Newark as its adver fee based upon the value of the issue.
row, and at the same time extends the
'Zany' Back to CBS
number of stations carrying the series tising agency, with the latter planning
from three to seven, adding KOIN, a campaign that includes radio.
"Zany Family" program will return
KIRO, KFPY and KVI, all of the
to CBS Jan. 18 from 4:15 to 4:45
Vallee Returns Feb. 2
Pacific Coast. Blackett-Sample-HumP. M. and Wednesdays thereafter at
mert placed the renewal, for one year.
Rudy Vallee's program, heard from
Hollywood for the last three months, the same time. The program is by
will return to Radio City beginning Charles Austen and will feature Austen, Ruth Carhart, Doris Rhodes,
with the broadcast of Feb. 2.
Tone on 'Gotham' Show
Franchot Tone and Sylvia Sidney
orchestra.
Barry Wood and Mark Warnow's
will enact a scene from their current
stage play, "The Gentle People," in
the second "Gotham Nights" program over WHN
tonight. Hy
Gardner, columnist on the Brooklyn
Eagle, and Everett Marshall will also
be heard.
Park to New York
Cincinnati, Jan. 15. — Eldon Park,
former WLW
assistant program
director, is leaving for New York and
Chicago for a course of study of NBC
program policies, following his appointment as NBC contact man for
WLW and WSAI.

Open with Prayer
Cincinnati, Jan. 15. —
WKRC, local Columbia owned
and operated station, is opening at 6:30 each morning with
a 25-word prayer by a member of the Federated Council
of Churches of Christ in
America. In an effort to
reach communicants of all
churches, the station asks the
Dastor of a different denomination to offer the prayer
each day.

Cox on WKY
Publicity
Oklahoma City, Jan. 15. — James
Cox, who recently joined the WKY
continuity staff, coming here from
KFAD, Lincoln, has been placed in
chargetions of
publicity and public relafor WKY.
Downey on Pall Mall
Morton Downey has been signed as
a regular member of the cast of the
Pall Mall program which features
Eddie Duchin's orchestra Mondays
on the NBC-Red.
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Film

Measures

in

Up

Several

Legislatures
Missouri
2%

May Extend
Sales Levy

Its

Quebec
Bank

YORK,

TUESDAY,

Judge Rules
Night Illegal

Quebec, Jan. 16. — Bank
Night, conducted at the Cambrai, here, has been declared
illegal in a test case judgment. Manager Charles Rioux
was fined $10 for "illegally
conducting
lottery."
Sessions CourtaJudge
Tremblay
refused to accept the defense
that the winner received a
"salary" as publicity agent.

Film business is the subject of proposed legislation in several state legislatures and in Canada. Extension
Group
of the present two per cent sales tax Economic
in Missouri ; a chain store tax bill
which may affect theatres, in Kansas ;
Resumes
Study of
a possible sales tax in Wisconsin, and
building regulations in Ontario, are
Patent
Situation
among the bills proposed. In Arkansas, a bill has been introduced which
would legalize Sunday films.
Following are details on film measWashington, Jan. 16. — Temporary
ures most recently introduced :
National Economic Committee today
began investigation of the patent
Would Extend Missouri Tax
monopoly, with Commissioner of
Kansas City, Jan. 16. — The Mis- Patents Conway P. Coe as first witsouri legislature shortly will receive ness.
a bill to extend the present two per
Prepared to testify for several days,
cent sales tax, which expires Dec. Commissioner Coe is to lay before
31, 1939.
the committee the results of five years
In Kansas, the House has received of experience as head of the United
a measure to tax chain stores from States Patent Office, covering the way
$10 to $500, depending on the number
of units. Some doubt exists as to in which patent monopolies operate
and outlining situations which should
be corrected.
whether
this
"licensing"
law
will
apply
to circuit theatres.
Coe is to be followed by a number
of
representatives of leading indusSunday Film Bill Up
tries, who will explain how patents
Little Rock, Jan. 16. — Senator are secured and handled in their parFrierson has introduced a bill in the
ticular lines. They will include Fhilo
Arkansas legislature to legalize oper- T. Farnsworth, vice-president of
ation of film shows on Sunday. It Farnsworth Television, Inc. ; Frank
was referred to the Judiciary Com- B. Jewett, president of the Bell Telemittee.
(Continued on page 6)
Talk Wisconsin Sales Tax
Milwaukee, Jan. 16. — Local exhibitors are studying enabling legislation
just drafted to permit Milwaukee to
(Continued on page 6)
Sales

Drive

Honors

Johnston's 25th Year
Celebration of the 25th anniversary
of the entrance of W. Ray Johnston,
Monogram president, into the industry will take the form of a concerted
drive among the 36 Monogram
branches next month. Efforts will be
made to send the 1939 sales quota
over the $6,000,000 mark.
Johnston started in the film business as secretary to Charles J. Hite,
then president of Thanhauser Co.,
New Rochelle, N. Y. Johnston left
Republic Pictures in the latter part
of 1936 to reorganize Monogram.
Radio — Page
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DECISION

PACT

ALLIED

In

Wage

After

Law
Study

Washington, Jan. 16. — Allied and
distributor representatives today put
in flat five hours in discussion of the
distributor trade practice program, apparently
no definite
conclusion
since reaching
William
F. Rodgers,
speaking for distributor group, said
discussions would probably be continued tomorrow at a meeting of the
allied board of directors.
Accompanied by two attorneys, H.
I. Levinson and Tyree Dillard, the
distributor group, consisting of
Rodgers, Abe Montague and Gradwell Sears, went into conference with
the Allied negotiating committee,
headed by Abram F. Myers, at 1 :45
P. M., not to emerge until nearly 7
o'clock. Members of Allied committee were Nathan Yamins, A. L.
Steffes, Ray Branch and Sidney
Samuelson, with M. A. Rosenberg and
Herman Blum as alternates.
Statement Today

Washington, Jan. 16. — Recommendations for amendment of the WageHour Law to deal with employes in
the film and other industries who receive $100 or more in weekly salary,
yet are not in professional or executive positions, will be made after completion of a study of the subject now
going on, it was disclosed today by
Administrator Elmer F. Andrews in
his first annual report to Congress.
Andrews pointed out that while
these employes are not affected by the
wage provisions of the act they are
covered by hour provisions and must
be paid time and one-half for overtime employment, admittedly a heavy
burden upon many concerns.
Question of classification of highly
paid employes was raised almost imFollowing break-up of the confermediately the Wage-Hour Law beence, none of those participating would
came effective, by film producers, who make any comment, it being explained
sent representatives to Washington
were to be kept confito ask for information regarding the that proceedings
dential until Allied board reached a
status of some 600 such jobs in the
{Continued on page 6)
studios.
The administrator promised to present definite recommendations to Congress after the material now being James
Roosevelt
to
gathered has been digested.

Film

For

Pan-American

Manuel Pena Rodriguez, film editor
of La Nacion, Buenos Aires, commends American film companies for
their interest in Latin America, particularly in sponsoring the production of Spanish language films.
Rodriguez was in New York on an
annual visit and is now en route to
Hollywood for a three-week stay. He
will write special articles for his
The upbeat in Buenos Aires producpaper.
tion has caused a boost in film costs,
he said. An average film cost $35,000
or $40,000 four years ago, but today is
budgeted at about $100,000.
Attendance has risen as a result of
the increased playing time given to
Spanish language films, and film qual-

Is Expected

Dinner 'Founders'
Tonight
Before

U.S.

By AL FINESTONE

Action

Change

Give
Firms

BY

TODAY

DUE
Final

Plan

CENTS

Commended
Interest

ity is improving. The Monumental
Theatre in Buenos Aires shows Spanish language films exclusively, and
so
do
all the neighborhoods
in the virtually
city.
Talent has increased its demands.
Directors and leading players are asking $20,000 per picture, a hitherto
unheard of figure in Latin America.
American films, however, still lead
and the Argentine producers like to
pattern their product after Hollywood.
Gary Cooper and Deanna Durbm
are currently the biggest draws in the
Argentine, and Mickey Rooney and
the "Andy Hardy" series are also
big. "Snow White" was the most
popular film in the Argentine during
1938, with "Algiers" probably second.
Frank Capra is the most popular director, Rodriguez said.

US

Suit

Stand

Hollywood, Jan. 16. — James Roosevelt will be given a luncheon by J. F.
T. O'Connor, former comptroller of
currency, Wednesday noon to which
heads of all studios will be invited.
The fete was arranged apparently to
offset rumors and reports that the
president's son would become a gobetween for the industry and the Administration. Roosevelt is expected
to address the meeting, clarifying his
position on the matter of the government's anti-monopoly suit. The press
will be invited.

Muni

Gets

Niemoeller

Role in New WB
Film
Hollywood, Jan. 16. — With Paul
Muni in the role of Dr. Martin Niemoeller, Warners will produce "The
Bishop Who Walked with God," based
on the Luthern minister's persecution
by theliamNazi
in Germany. WilDieterleregime
will direct.
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Cruelty

Charge

Protested

by

Is
Kent

Sidney R. Kent, 20th Century-Fox
president, and Darryl F. Zanuck, production head, both emphatically protested the statement which had been
issued by Sydney H. Coleman, president of the American Humane Society, that horses used in filming
"Jesse James" had been maltreated.
Kent pointed out that "the only injury which occurred during the shooting of this picture was the accident
at the to*! of the cliff, and the very
fact that the scene was repeated without injury to either horse or rider is
definite proof that it was purely accidental and not because we were compelling either horse or rider to take
an unnecessary risk."
"What is amazing to us," Kent observes, "is the fact that although these
shots were made months ago, and apparently your representative from
Missouri was on the ground, not one
word of criticism or disapproval
reached our ears until after the picture
had been released in New York. If
you had shots which proved we were
in reality treating dumb animals in a
cruel way, why was this protest not
made to our studio, to Mr. Hays or to
this company until after the picture
had its first showing here? It also
seems very odd that the first we heard
of this was after you had screened
the shots for newspaper people and
then released your nublicity to the
papers without finding out what the
actual facts were as far as we were
concerned."
Treasure Night Suit
Settlement Reached
Suit of Affiliated Enterprises, Inc.,
against Par-Land Theatres, Inc.,
Landon Realty Co., Inc., and Harry
Schiffman, owners of four Staten
Island theatres, to restrain their use
of Treasure Night as an infringement
on the plaintiff's Bank Night was settled yesterday in U. S. District court.
Hearing

Delayed

in

Chicago Trust Suit
Chicago, Jan. 16. — Further hearings
in the anti-trust suit brought against
B. & K. and distributors by local independent exhibitors will be delayed
until Joseph Rosenberg, plaintiffs'
counsel, returns from Washington this
weekend.

Para. Holds Gary Cooper
Hollywood, Jan. 16. — Gary Cooper
probably will make another picture
for Paramount after completing "Beau
Geste" for that firm.
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Purely

Personal

P DWARD
G. ROBINSON,
liam Gaxton,
Mr. and WilMrs.
Jesse Weisman, Walter Slezak,
Rose Hobart, Fay Gillis, Florence
Ross, A-Mike Vogel seen at the
Stage Relief showing of "Abe Lincoln
in Illinois" at the Plymouth, Sunday
night.
Margaret Lockwood, star of "The
Lady Vanishes," Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Tracy, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Oakie,
Sidney Chaplin and Irene Bordoni
are due tonight on the lie de France.
Also Andre Algazy, European film
producer.
•

►

VILLAND,
DE H AErrol
IA Brent,
OLIV
George
Flynn
and Bruce Cabot will leave the coast
late this week for Washington where
they will be honor guests at the
Roosevelt Birthday Ball Jan. 30.
•
Frank Phelps, in charge of labor
relations for Warners, has returned
from Boston and Cleveland.
•
Al Margolies was a guest at the
Morris Helprin farm in Hopewell,
N. J., over the weekend.
•

'There's

a Will'

To Open Tonight
"Where There's a Will," an
adaptation by Edward Stirling of Sacha
Guitry'sopens
"Le
Nouveau
Testament,"
tonight at the Golden. It
has been produced in France,
England, Germany, Italy and
Switzerland. The story deals
with
the return
of a relative*.:
suppo'
edly dead
man while
quarrel about the estate. Edward Stirling produced and
directed. The cast includes
Stirling, Jesse R. Landis, A.
P. Kaye, Margaret Irving and
Clifford Brooke.

Dario Faralla, producer of Paramount's
Spanish language pictures, arGradwell L. Sears, Warner genrived from the coast yesterday for a Plan Test of Films
eral sales manager, took part in the week of home office conferences.
trap shooting contest at the West•
chester Country Club Sunday. He
For Court Records
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
cap.
finished in a tie in the singles handi- vice-president and studio head, left
•
New York yesterday on the 20th CenWashington, Jan. 16. — Talking
tury, returning to the studio.
Erno Rapee, Music Hall conductor,
picture equipment would be installed
•
in the District of Columbia Federal
is doing an original score for WilLudvig (Laudy) Lawrence, M-G- Court as an experiment to determine
liam K. Howard's Astoria producmanager at Paris, ar- the value of films in recording trials,
tion, "Backwill
Doordistribute.
to Heaven," which M Continental
Paramount
rives tonight on the lie de France for under a resolution prepared for inconferences with Arthur Loew, vice•
troduction in Congress by Represenpresident and foreign chief.
tative Hobbs (Ala.).
Kenneth Thomson, executive sec•
Congressman Hobbs introduced
retary of the
Actors'
Louis Phillips of the Paramount bills
will come
east Screen
in about
two Guild,
weeks
last session for the use of talking
department returns to New York pictures as court records, and declared
for a board meeting of the Associated legal
tomorrow from Chicago.
Actors & Artistes of America.
he would seek to have the plan tried
•
out in local court to see whether films
•
Lionel Toll of the I. T. O. A. is could be used in all Federal courts.
Margaret Leczer, secretary to
chairman of a Joint Distribution ComWilliam F. Rodgers, M-G-M genmittee dance for German refugee reeral sales manager, leaves Saturday velt. lief to be
held March 4 at the Roose- S chines by Merger
for a two-week vacation in Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.
•
•
Dominate
Maysville
Oscar Doob, Marvin Schenck,
Eddie Miller, Warner Hippodrome
Cincinnati,
Jan.
16.
— Schines, who
manager in Cleveland; Lou Milder, Louis Frisch, Sam Rinzler, Her- 18 months ago leased the 700-seat
man Starr, yesterday.
Si Fabian, in Moore's, Russell, at Maysville, Ky., a town of
manager of the Variety, and Charles for luncheon
Albert of the Warner exchange are
6,500 population in the Cincinnati
•
on a 14-day West Indies cruise.
territory, will dominate that situMorgan Kaufman
has returned trade ation
through a merger just completed,
•
Abe Gerson, Columbia salesman in from Harrisburg where he attended whereby they take over the 500-seat
Washington
and the Hollywood with
300
seats.
Cleveland, is in Mt. Sinai Hospital Gov. Arthur H. James' party.
•
there with a broken knee cap, susMr. and Mrs. Percy E. Elkeles
tained in an auto accident.
The two houses have been operated
will remain in Florida another two
•
by
Jack Frisch and Sam Kaplan.
months.
Frisch will be city manager. Ed May,
Mack Gordon, song writer, was
•
formerly manager of the Russell, goes
married last weekend to Elizabeth
Ed Zabel of National Theatres has to Middlesboro, Ky., in charge of the
Cooke,
actress,
at Yuma, Ariz.
Harry Revel was best man.
returned to his desk after a 10-day three units recently acquired there by
the Schine interests.
vacation.
•
•
W. N. Skirball, Cleveland circuit
Max Halpern arrived from Chiowner, has returned from a vacation
in England.
cago yesterday.
MOTION PICTURE
•
•
John D. Hertz has returned to days.
John Ford is in town for a few
DAILY
Florida.
(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
MARTIN SAM
QUIGLEY,
and
Publisher;
SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
Little Theatre Fights Tax
Union Will Testify
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
New
Orleans,
Jan.
16.
—
Further
and
holidays
Quigley
Publishing
ComIn Ticket Code Case
pany, Inc., by
Martin
Quigley,
president;
test of the protest of the Little The- Colvin Brown, vice-president and treasurer.
Efforts of the League of N. Y.
Publication office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
atre against payment of the two per
Theatres to provide enforcement for cent amusement tax will be made in an Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
the ticket broker code received con- appeal from the conviction of Claude Circle 7-3100. Cable addresss: "Quigpubco,
York." All contents copyrighted 1938
siderable impetus when the Theatrical J. Derbes, secretary of the group. It New
by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
Address
all correspondence to the New York
Managers, Agents and Treasurers' is claimed the Little Theatre is eduUnion agreed to have its members
cational and provides entertainment office.
Other Quigley publications: Motion
testify before the league. Previously, for members only.
Picture Herald, Better Theatres, Teatro
al
Dia, International Motion Picture
the union had refused to permit its
Almanac and Fame.
members to appear on the ground that
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
the league had no jurisdiction.
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone
Adopt Three-Day Dual
Mancall.
manager; William R. Weaver,
A compromise was worked out,
Mansfield, O., Jan. 16. — Warner's
however, to have any spotter em- Madison has inaugurated a double fea- editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
ture policy for the last half of each W.
ployed by the league confront the box
1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
office men with his accusations, if any, week. Single features will be played Hope Williams, manager.
Entered
second class matter Sept. 23.
and submit to cross examination. A for the first three days as heretofore. 1938, at theaspost
at
This
is
the
first
major
change
meeting of the league has been called
made by under the act of office
March 3,New
1879.York, N. Y.,
Subscript
ion rates per year $6 in the
for this week but no date has been Gratton Johnson, manager, recently
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
transferred here.
set.
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Film

Measures

In

Several

Coast

Up
States

(Continued from page 1)
grant tax exemption on the first
$4,000 valuation of homesteads and to
impose a two per cent sales tax to
offset the revenue loss.
The bill has been submitted to the
Common Council Judiciary Committee, and if approved, will be introduced
in the state legislature. Indications
are that local aldermen are opposed
to such a measure for Milwaukee
alone, but that its purpose is to serv(
as a feeler for a statewide sales tax.
It is quite probable that if such a tax
measure is enacted, it will apply to
theatre grosses.
Seek Parking Space
Toronto, Jan. 16. — A bill will be
introduced in the Ontario legislature
to provide for a building regulation
requiring the inclusion of adequate offstreet parking accommodation for the
automobiles of theatre patrons in the
plans for any new theatre, before a
municipality issues a permit for the
construction of the building. Sufficient automobile parking facilities,
based on the seating capacity of the
proposed theatre, will be a condition
of the building permit.

Hollywood

Previews

Decision

by

Allied Due Today
(Continued from Page 1)
final decision, maybe tomorrow, when
a formal statement "might " be issued.
Myers refused to discuss the situation and other members of the committee also were non-committal. The
distributor group had "nothing to say,"
apparently leaving it to the organization to make such a statement as it
saw fit.
Signers
Allied States'
original
articles
of of
confederation
in 1929
will
be honored tomorrow night at a
"Founders' Dinner," observing the
10th anniversary of the founding of
the organization.
Several of the original group will
find it impossible to be present but acceptances have been received from W.
A. Steffes, Herman A. Blum, Charles
R. Casanave and H. M. Richey. Also
to attend are Abram F. Myers, general counsel of the organization since
its inception, the present officers and
members of the board of directors and
their wives.

Studios

Shooting

38

Are
Films

Hollywood, Jan. 16. — Thirty-eight
pictures are before the cameras this
week, as 11 finished and 10 started.
Twenty-five are being prepared, and
72
are being edited.
Hollywood, Jan. 16. — Add up the many entertainment and commercial
Started were: "Panama Cipher,"
factors included in "Wings of the Navy" and the result is a showman's
exploitation picture and an all-audience picture. Specialists put the show Fine Arts ; "Rhythm Rides the Rar
together. Hal Wallis, whose acute sense of exhibitor and patron re- Arcadia ; "Tarzan in Exile," M-4^, I ;
quirements has often been demonstrated, produced. Lloyd Bacon, a "Invitation to Happiness," Paramount ;"A Night in Ghost Town,"
master in the treatment of intriguing love stories narrated against specRKO; "Spirit of Culver," "Key
tacular thrill action, directed. Without exception, the principals have Woman"
and "East Side of Heaven,"
regularly proved their abilities in ways that have won them popular
Universal
; "The Roaring Road" and
favor. The whole is an attraction that exhibitors should take pride in "Hell's Kitchen," Warners.
In addition to these, shooting were:
presenting and which should delight those who see it.
Wings
(Warners)

of the

Navy

The mechanical production phases are exceptional. Taking the audience into the Pensacola training base and the San Diego air base, the
Navy's flying fighting forces are paraded many times in spectacular
fashion and under circumstances that call for patriotic emotionalism.
The picture's big sock sequences, two sensationally staged exhibitions of
power diving, are the brand of excitement provocation that left the preview audience limp.
As background detail is unique, so is the quality of the romantic love
story. George Brent is unable to prevent his younger officer brother,
John Payne, transferring to aviation. His hopes for a great career in the
flying arm of the Navy dashed when injured, Brent's romantic dreams
of happiness with Olivia de Havilland crumble when she prefers Payne.
When Payne proves his ability to carry on the fine naval family traditions and demonstrates the practicability of Brent's fast new pursuit
plane, his senior orders Miss Havilland to join Payne in Hawaii where
he is bound in a mass flight of bombing planes.
Accentuating the tried and proved production features of the film is

Study Films' Length
Milwaukee, Jan. 16. — A committee
of five citizens to study the length of
films has been named by Alderman Michael Fessier's original story. Any prediction other than one which
visions the public pushing itself around to get in to see "Wings of the
Harry J. Devine, in line with a reso- Navy" would be out of line.
lution adopted several weeks ago.
Named to the committee are Dr. WilRunning time, 20 minutes.
"G."*
G. McC.
liam Murphy, Mrs. George Shores,
'G" denotes general classification.
Frank J. Skoczek, Howard Camm and
Mrs. C. F. Roecker.
Pact
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"Son of Frankenstein"
( Universal)

"Mrs. Leonard Misbehaves," "Romance of the Redwoods,"
No.
4," "Blondie
Steps Out," "Plane
Columbia;
"Wuthering Heights," Goldwyn ;
"Sergeant Madden," "The Wizard of
Oz," "I Take This Woman," "Dusty
Road," "Fast and Loose," M-G-M;
"Union Pacific," "Midnight," "The
Lady's from Kentucky," "Grand Jury
Secrets," "Man About Town," "Federal Offense," Paramount; "The Romantic Castles," "Picardy Max,"
RKO; "The Lone Ranger Rides
Again," "Higgins Family No. 2,"
"Man of Conquest," Republic; "Captain Fury," Roach; "The Hound of
the Baskervilles," "Alexander Graham
Bell," 20th Century-Fox; "You Can't
Cheat an Honest Man," "Three
Smart Girls Grow Up," Universal;
"Hero for a Day,"
"Juarez,"
Warners.
Finished were : "Let "Star ReColumbia ; "Broadway
M-G-M; "Sky Pirate,"
Live,"
porter," Monogram; "I'm Us
from
MisSerenade,"
souri," Paramount; "White
Fury,"
Republic; "Stage Coach," Wanger;
"Dodge City," "Broadway Cavalier,"
"Sweepstakes Winner" and "On
Trial," Warners.
M-G-M is shooting four short subjects. Columbia finished two. Four
are being prepared, and nine are in the
cutting rooms.

Hollywood, Jan. 16. — Chills and thrills are the entertainment substance of "The Son of Frankenstein." The commercial and exploitation
merits- of these qualities are known. There is horror and terror in the
picture, too. But neither carries the same impact of surprise that was
Unit Again
inherent in the first presentation dealing with the exploits of the arti- Economic
ficially made monster of inhuman humanity conjured in Mary Wollstone- Scans Patent Status
(Continued from page 1)
craft Shelley's imagination. The hysteria that accompanied the showing
of
"Frankenstein"
and more
the publicity
that accrued
to it as
welltheas original
to the recent
revivals have
or less diluted
the element
of phone Laboratories, and William D.
Collidge,oratorydirector
the research
labeerie and awesome surprise.
of General ofElectric
Co.

The patent study is seen in WashWithal, "Son of Frankenstein" is a shocker. lis is made so by the
ington as one of the most important
creepy quality of Willis Cooper's screenplay; by Rowland V. Lee's dextrous direction; by the weird effects resulting from backgrounds and phases of the Administration monopoly investigation, with possibilities
production effects created by Jack Otterson and the dramatic style in
that radical amendments may eventuwhich they and the players were photographed by George Robinson.
ally be made in the patent laws. Two
But the basic reasons for "Son of Frankenstein" being a screen at- methods of handling patents were outtraction of more than usual importance are the expert characterizations
lined to the committee during its December hearings, when representatives
created by Basil Rathbone, Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Lionel Atwill,
the automobile industry described
Josephine Hutchinson, Donnie Dunagan and the members of the sup- of
how their patents are pooled and made
porting cast.
available freely to all manufacturers
Rathbone and his family are unwanted, feared and hated when they and officials of the glass container inreturn to the ancestral home. The populace remembers too well the terror
dustry testified that patents are closely
caused by the monster created by his father. The horror is not long in held and used to control and stabilize
The dinner is to be purely a "family having its inning. Rathbone finds that the monster, instead of being production and markets.
affair" with no important personages destroyed, is living in suspended animation, cared for by the legally
from outside the organization and dead but living Lugosi. To prove that his father was a scientist, not a
with no formal addresses. ApproxiHistory Repeats
madman, Rathbone revives the monster (Karloff). Under Lugosi's
mately 60 persons are expected.
avenging guidance the brute kills two members of the jury that had
Marvin Schenck on Friday
condemned him to death. Rathbone tries to protect both from the people
the 13th celebrated his 27th
Para. Buys Program
and from Atwill's police until they threaten his child, Donnie Dunagan.
year
with Loew's, When
and also
his birthday.
he
Hollywood, Jan. 16. — Paramount Killing Lugosi, he destroys the monster forever by kicking him into a
started with Loew's, the
today bought the film rights to "I boiling sulphur pool.
memorable day also was FriWant a Divorce," NBC Pacific coast
Running time, 95 minutes. "G."*
G. McC
radio program from Emil Brisacher
day the 13th.
& Co., San Francisco radio agency.
*"G" denotes general classification.
George Arthur will produce.

MOTION

On

Members

Fair

Program

A new World's Fair series which
will feature cabinet members and
other Government officials will be
broadcast exclusively over NBC facilities beginning Feb. 5 and Sundays
thereafter from 7 to 7:15 P. M. on
the^Jue until April 23, the week prececal the opening of the Fair.
The program will deal with various
phases of the Government's participation in national life as represented
by the 12 government themes at the
Fair.
Program will be inaugurated by
Henry A. Wallace. Other speakers
will be Cordell Hull, Secretary of
State ; Sumner Welles, Under Secretary; Frank Murphy, Attorney General ; Stewart McDonald, Federal
Housing Administrator ; Harold
Ickes, Secretary of Interior ; Jesse
Jones, chairman Reconstruction
Finance Corp. ; James Farley, Postmaster General ; Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labor ; Charles Edison, Assistant Secretary of Navy; Frederick
A. Delano, chairman of National Capitol Park and Planning Commission,
and others.
Harris,

British

RADIO
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Film

Publisher, in Today
Samuel Harris, owner of Cinema
Press, Ltd., which publishes Today's
Cinema, British film trade paper, arrives on the He de France today to
make a general study of theatre and
studio conditions in America. Harris
lis accompanied by his son, Horace, a
realtor, who serves as consultant on
theatre and studio real estate in
England.
The two will concern themselves
primarily with a study of the theatre
overbuilding problem here, which is
one of the most serious confronting
British exhibitors.

2
Usher

to Cadet

Cleveland, Jan. 16. — Harold
Brainard, who worked as
footman and usher at Loew's
State while attending school
here, has received an appointment to West Point.
Congressman Flegler made
the appointment.

Eighteen

New

Films

Approved
by Legion
National Legion of Decency approved all of the 18 films reviewed
and classified this week. Of the total,
13 were found unobjectionable for
general patronage and five for adult
patronage. The films and their classifications follow :
Class A-l : Unobjectionable for
General Patronage : "Arizona Legion," "Burn 'Em Up O'Connor,"
"Federal Man Hunt," "Fighting
Thoroughbreds," "The Great Man
Votes," "The Long Shot," "Mr. Moto's
Last Warning," "Phantom Stage,"
"Pirates of the Sky," "Renfrew of
the Great White Trail," "Smiling
Along," "Song of the Buckaroo" and
"Trigger Pals."
Class A-2: Unobjectionable for
Adults : "Ambush," "Devil's Island,"
"Jesse James," "King of the Underworld" and "They Made Me a
Criminal."
Stars Unite

to Aid

►

Units

Back

AFRA

Radio
On

Personals

Strike

Question

<

International Board of the Associated Actors and Artistes of America
at a meeting yesterday voted support
es,torwill
radio
for Bent
of leave
direc
REVonERE&, Bowl
TOM
the American FederaNew York for Hollywood shortly to itstion ofaffiliate,
Radio Artists in the event the
to supervise west coast activities of radio union issues a strike call in the
the agency for several months . . . field of commercial broadcasting.
Meredith Page, formerly director of
AFRA's New York membership will
the Radio Workshop at Ohio State vote
on the strike issue at the Hotel
University, has joined the New York
staff of N. W. Ayer & Son . . . Astor
Thursday.
central
divisionon will
ballot onAFRA's
the issue
the
Wheeling Steel has added six more
day.
following
day
in
Chicago,
while
the
stations to its Mutual network, makHollywood
membership
vote
Saturing a total of 23 stations for the
series . . . Studios and lobby of the
Similarly yesterday, the American
CBS building here will be remodeled
Federation of Actors by resolution
by spring . . . Dave Alber will lecture
tonight on publicity at the weekly voted
"unqualified
to
AFRA its
in the
event of asupport"
strike call
journalism class of the New York
e for the Education of the and will subject its members who disInstitut
Blind.
regard the strike edict to a fine or
suspension from membership, or both.
Equity and the Screen Actors Guild
Theatre Contest in
may discuss the question at meetings
today.
of those organizations scheduled for
Drive Ends Jan. 31
Contest on exhibitor campaigns for
Motion Pictures' Greatest Year will WBCM
Joins NBC,
end Jan. 31. Campaign entries are
now being received at M.P.G.Y. headMaking
167 Stations
WBCM,
Bay
City,
Michigan, joins
quarters.
Entries, will be judged according to
population of the community in which NBC immediately, the 167th station
the competing theatre is located, with in the NBC setup. Station will become available to advertisers as a unit
three classifications established, 100,000 population and over; 15,000 to of the Michigan Radio Network, without additional charge. It operates full
100,000, and less than 15,000. Prizes
in each classification are : first, $500 ; time on 1410 kilocycles, 1,000 watts
second, $100; third, $50; fourth and day, 500 watts night. It will be sold
fifth prizes, $25.
with the Michigan Radio Network at
the
group rate of $240 per evening
Judges in the contest are Will H.
Hays, Martin Quigley, Jack Alicoate, hour.
Red Kann, Chick Lewis, Jay Emanuel,
A-Mike Vogel and Roy Chartier.
Canada to Hear Benny

Paralysis Campaign
Many leading screen, stage and
radio stars have volunteered their
services for the "Fight Infantile
Paralysis Campaign" which continues
to
Jan. 30, President Roosevelt's 57th
birthday.
Eddie Cantor is chairman of the
Jack Benny's program for General
will add station faciliCouncil of Stars for the campaign, Set Coast Fair Program Foodsties Corp.
in Canada, effective with the
San Francisco, Jan. 16. — F i r s t next broadcast.
most of whom will be heard on
Stations to be added
national networks Sunday night, Jan. broadcast definitely set for regular
are
CBL,
CBM,
and stations of the
22, in a program ushering in the final airing from the Golden Gate Interna- Canadian Broadcasting Corp., serving
week of the campaign.
tional Exposition is NBC's "Good
Charles Smakwitz, district manager Morning Tonight," weekly half-hour the Maritime, Ontario and Prairie reLevine, III, Granted
gions. Young & Rubicam set the
show sponsored by Albers
for Warners at Albany, heads the up- musical
state trade division of the drive. All Bros. Milling Co. The program will deal.
Release by M-G-M Warner and Fabian houses in the start before audiences late in FebruHollywood, Jan. 16. — Nat Levine
ary, and will be released over KPO
has requested and received his re- territory will show a one-reel subject and
outlets.Pacific Coast Red network
produced
locally
by
the
Albany
County
Renew
'Lady
Esther*
lease from his associate producer con- committee for the drive during the
"Lady
Esther
Serenade,"
featuring
tract at M-G-M because of illness.
the
Guy
Lombardo
band,
and
sponweek of Jan. 22:
sored by Lady Esther, Ltd., has been
He produced "Four Girls in White."
renewed for another 52 weeks of
Jackie Cooper Signed
Albert LeRoy, his assistant, will take
lover as prdoucer in the Joe Cohen Ruling Set Feb. 17 in
Hollywood, Jan. 16. — Paramount broadcasting on the NBC-Red, effecunit.
tive Feb. 12. Program is broadcast
signed Jackie Cooper for "What Fridays from 10 to 10:30 P. M. on
B&K
Contempt Case has
a Life," to be filmed from the Broad- the Red. Lord and Thomas is the
Technicians Seeking
Chicago, Jan. 16. — Federal Judge
way play of the same name by Clifford agency.
Woodward
will
hand
down
a
decision
Goldsmith.
Laboratories Pact
Feb. 17 on the application of defendLaboratory Technicians' Union,
ants for a bill of particulars in the
Local 702, has undertaken negotiations
for a contract with Consolidated and Government's contempt action against
and major distributors, parDeLuxe Laboratories. Conferences B. & tiesK.to the
action were advised by 1 Ask your Photophone representative about the sensational
are to start some time this week.
the court today.
Canada

Considers

Documentary Films
Toronto, Jan. 16. — The
Canadian Government has
under consideration a special
appropriation of $125,000 for
making a series of documentary films depicting the utilization of natural resources
and the operation of various
major industries in the Dominion, the reels intended
for showing in friendly
countries.

Birdwell Borrows Yorke
Hollywood, Jan. 16. — Gabe Yorke
has been borrowed from the Producers' Association by Russell Birdwell, Selznick International publicity
head, to spend two weeks checking the
historical accuracy of "Gone With the
Wind" publicity.
Plans RKO Claim
The Lehman Corp., through its attorneys, Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett,
has filed notice in the Federal District Court that will apply today for
leave to file a proof of claim against
RKO.
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It shows every picture, whether black and white or
color, to better advantage than low intensity projection.
It gives two to three times as much

light on the

screen as low) intensity projection.

It puts your theater in line for successful competition
with the largest houses.

Ask your dealer's salesman to show you the book,
"Yes — But What Will It Cost?"
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RKO

to

40-48
For

Make

RKO

Films
1939-40

Reorganization Plan
Approved by Bondy

Is

Hollywood, Jan. 17. — RKO will
have between 40 and 48 features for
1939-40, with the program likely to
be nearer 40, George J. Schaefer, company head, indicated here today.
Leslie Howard will make three films
for RKO in England, starting with
"The Man Who Found Himself."
Contracts for next year's films are set
with Carole Lombard, Claudette Colbert, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Cary
Grant.
Schaefer and Ned E. Depinet, who
arrived yesterday, will remain two or
three weeks for product conferences.

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

Making First
Television Short

Hollywood, Jan. 17. — The
first motion picture short expressly for television transmission is being made at
RKO will
to exploit
"Gungaon Din"
and
be televised
the
NBC - RCA transmitter in
New York next March. The
film, which will have Cary
Grant, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Victor McLaglen, Joan Fontaine and others of the picture's cast in scenes from
the picture, will run about
10 minutes. Specifications received from RCA engineers
will govern shooting of the
short. All shots will be closeups and taken in daylight.
The print will be made with
a special optical printer with
sound dubbed on regular film
track.
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ALLIED

PUTS

DECISION

OFF

ON
Arbitration

Dramatists'
Is

Writing

Basic

Guild

Draft

of

Agreements

CENTS

Chief

PACT
Clauses

Stumbling

Are

Block

to Agreement
Washington,
Jan. 17.is— wide
Filmdom's
trade
practice problem
open
again. Allied directors have decided
to recommend neither acceptance nor
rejection of the proposals submitted
by the distributors.
Upon the ground that several matters in the proposals require clarification and rewording, the Allied directors, after another five-hour session, recommend further negotiations.
It hopes to make a further report
to Allied members, not later than
March 1, under these conditions.
Distributors' representatives .are despairing of obtaining favorable action
from Allied, and Grad Sears with Abe
Montague left for New York. William F. Rodgers left for Florida.
Principal target of opposition were
the arbitration clauses, which the negotiating committee today reported
were highly unsatisfactory.
Following the conclusion of the
business sessions, directors and guests
attended
a "Founders'
Dinner"
honor of exhibitors
who met
in 1929in

Negotiations between the film industry and the ofDramatists'
Guild for
modification
the basic agreements
between Broadway legitimate stage
producers and the authors have
reached the point where the first draft
contracts are being written. Sidney
R. Fleischer, theatrical attorney and
counsel to the Guild, has been assigned the task of preparing the first
draft.
Conferences have continued for several months but heretofore all conGoldwyn
Playing
cerned have declined comment on the
Bondy Approves Plan
progress being made. Chief point of
Order approving the RKO reLone Hand in U.A.
dispute at this time is the insistence
organization plan with the minor
by
the Guild that film companies
modifications recommended recently
which provide financial backing for
was signed by Federal Judge William
Meetings stage productions also undertake to
Partner
Bondy yesterday.
purchase the screen rights. IndusIncluded in the order is approval of
try representatives ask that they be
the modification of the Rockefeller
Hollywood,
Jan.
17.
—
Samuel
Goldgiven
the option to purchase with the
Center claim settlement under which
playing virtually a lone hand right to refuse the play if it is found
RKO relinquishes all association with duringwyn isthe
United Artists stockholder unsuitable.
future operation of the Music Hall discussions currently under way here.
Under the terms of the present pact, to organize the association.
and Center and the Rockefeller claim
The board tomorrow will elect offiIt is understood that stiff pro and the backer has no voice in the dispo(.Continued on page 3)
cers for the coming year and consition of the screen rights, although he
con arguments are being presented in
sider various questions of organizathe matters of proposed slashing of may share in the proceeds. This has
tion and finance preparatory to winddistribution costs to producing U. A. resulted in the withdrawal of picture
ing up meetings.
members and a bonus system for pro- companies from the Broadway legitiQuiz Winners
to Be
ducers.
The board's decision came at the
mate market. Under the terms of the
close of (Continued
the first day
of 3)
the annual
The owner members were in recess
on page
now being discussed, disAnnounced
Feb. 20 today from their annual meetings to compromise
position
of
the
screen
rights
would
(.Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 2)
Winners in the industry's $250,000
Movie Quiz contest will be announced
M-G-M Liquidates
simultaneously in theatres throughout
the country on the night of Feb. 20,
Holdings in Italy
after 8 :30 P. M.
Actors9
Unions
to Support
M-G-M has liquidated in
This is the plan of Motion Pictures'
Italy, because of the E.N.I.C.
Greatest Year campaign headquarters.
Move
in Strike
F. R. A.
A.
decree effective Dec. 31, and
Names of the 5,404 winners will be
other American companies
held in secrecy until 8 P. M. that
affected have done likewise,
night. At that hour the identity of the
Actors' unions have come solidly to proximately 6,000, will ballot nationit was said by Ludovic
ally on the strike issue this week. In
national and local prize-winners will !the support of the American Federa(Laudy) Lawrence,
tion of Radio Artists in the current New York the polling place will be
be given to the theatres through conContinental
EuropeanM-G-M
manfidential channels. The committee is
the
Hotel
Astor,
with
the
voting
to
ager in Paris, on his arrival
issue between the radio actors' union be conducted tomorrow night. The
keeping secret the manner of distribut- and the American Association of Adyesterday on the lie de
France.
ing this information, in order to prevertising Agencies, with the Screen Central Division of A.F.R.A., Chivent leaks. No theatre will thus have Actors Guild in Hollywood, and AcM-G-M, 20th Century-Fox,
cago, will vote on Friday, while the
coast members will vote on
an advantage.
Warners and Paramount have
tors Equity and Chorus Equity in New west
Saturday.
Only theatres which have paid their York yesterday adopting resolutions
each had from 10 to 12
branch offices in Italy. All
pledges in full will be given this inSupport of A.F.R.A. by the S.A.G.
have been closed.
formation. If any of the theatres
lends strength to the radio union, for
Additional developments in
Lawrence will discuss the
which have not fulfilled their pledges
practically
all
of
the
numerous
screen
radio on page 12
situation with Arthur M.
artists performing on the air are
pay up in full prior to Feb. 20, they
S.A.G. members. The S.A.G. action
Loew, M-G-M vice-president
will be eligible to announce the windeclaring that members may not take most directly affects the new Gulf Oil
ners that night.
in charge of foreign activities.
Feb. 20 was chosen as the announce- place of A.F.R.A. members in the program, for which the S.A.G., and
the affiliated writing, directing and
ment date as this is a Monday night, event a strike is called.
(.Continued on page 12)
when business usually is off.
A.F.R.A. members, numbering ap-
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Is in

Purely
With

Personal

►

ROBERT GILLHAM, Paramount
advertising and publicity director,
went to Boston yesterday for a brief
business trip and will go to Washington from there. He is due back at
the home office at the end of the week.
•
Ted Reed, who came to New York
to see the George Abbott production,
"What a Life," his next assignment
for Paramount, will start back to
Hollywood tomorrow night with a
short stopover in Detroit.
•
William Bishop, M-G-M exploiteer in Chicago, is at a Detroit convalescent home after four weeks in St.
Lukes Hospital, Chicago. He will not
return to his desk for several weeks.
•
Stanley Chambers, managing director of the Fox Tower, Uptown and
Esquire, Fox Midwest first runs in
Kansas City, has left for a six-week
vacation in California.
•
Herb Elisburg, press representative
for Essaness Theatres in Chicago, and
manager of the World, is recuperating
at home from an attack of the flu.
•
A. H. Blank, president of TriState Theatre Corp., Des Moines, has
left with Mrs. Blank for two weeks
on the coast before sailing on a vacation cruise.
•
Natalie Visart, designer of the
costumes in Cecil B. DeMille's
"UnionLily
Pacific,"
will on
sail the
for Europe
with
Dache
He de
France Saturday for the Paris fashion openings.
•
George Dembow, general sales manager for National Screen Service, returns from Washington
tomorrow."
•
George Schwartz, publicity manager for Consolidated Amusement Enterprises, returns Monday after a
short vacation.
•
Albert Lewin will sail for England
on the Washington tonight for two
months of research on "Knights of the
Round Table," his next for Paramount.

THE

MERCURY

OVERNIGHT
LOS

TO

ANGELES

Fly the Southern SUNSHINE route overnight to Los Angeles. Through service. No
change of planes. Giant SKYSLEEPERS.
Complimentary meals served by stewardesses.
Mercury
Southerner
Lv. 5:10 p. ra.
Lt. 10:45 p. m.
(only 3 stops)
FOR RESER VATIONS: Call Your Travel Agent
orVANderbilt 3-2580. Ticket Offices: 45 VanderjUt Ave., and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St
AMERICAN

AIRLINES

By SAM
Insiders9

timistic about the success
STREET is opL
WALof
the Warner Bros, refunding plan. It is understood
that through bank loans to be
made here and abroad, $6,000,000 will be provided the company
against certain of the firm's
sure compleproperties, to as
tion of the refunding. Under the
plan, holders of the company's
six per cent convertible debentures (due 1939) may exchange
these for new debentures (due
1948). Already, approximately
$20,000,000 principal amount of
these debentures have been exchanged, with another $3,000,000
in principal amount anticipated
by March 15, expiration date of
the third extension of the plan.
The total amount of debentures
involved is $29,400,000.
T ▼
Alfred Harding, publicity man
for Actors' Equity Association,
is doing something about those
dramatic critics. Harding has
revealed the completion of his
second play, "Broadway Columnist," which is said to deal not
kindly with that fraternity.
▼ ▼
Once upon a time it was "The
Man on a Horse." Today it is
"The Man With a Hole in His
Pants." You have it on the word
of George J. Schaefer, president
of RKO Radio Pictures. He develops his thesis so well that it
would be gilding the lily to try
to improve on it, so here goes :
"What makes a great picture?
... In this case it's the man with
a hole in his pants and an empty
heart. . . . The title . . .'The Great
Man Votes.' . . . Locale New
York. . . . Time election day . . .
when the man with a hole in his
pants knows that he stands that
day a king among men. . . . John
Barrymore rises to new heights.
. . . Young Peter Holden and
Joseph Moskowitz of 20th Century-Fox ison the coast and expected
back in about three weeks.
•
Martin Levine, Lou and Harry
Brandt leave tomorrow for a twoweek Miami vacation.
•
Edward Cohen, 20th Century-Fox
manager in Ecuador, leaves Saturday
for South America.
•
Hortense Schorr, Columbia pubmanager, is confined to her home
with alicity
cold.
•
Max Tabackman of the Rivoli,
West Haven, is the father of a sevenpound boy.
•
Toby Gruen, vice-president of National Screen Service, is on an 18day cruise.
•
Frank Nugent, Times' film critic,
is in Hollywood.

Many

Notables

SHAIN
Outlook
lovable Virginia Weidler add
laurels to youthful brows. . . . To
all who had a hand in its making
is from an RKO
we The
give above
a salute."
advertisement (Lord & Thomas
and S. Barret McCormick) published in yesterday's N. Y. Sun.
"The Great Man Votes," which
opens at the Music Hall tomorrow, is the first of a group of
pictures with which RKO Radio
studios "greet the dawn of a new
day in its history." Next will be
"Gunga Din," starring Cary
Grant, Victor McLaglen and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. "Love
Affair," co-starring Irene Dunne
and Charles Boyer, will follow.
Then there will come Astaire and
Rogers in "Mr. and Mrs. Ver▼ T
non Castle."
Iowa, too, has a showmanlegislator. He is John R. Shales,
who operates the Tripoli Theatre
in Tripoli, la. Shales is from
Bremer County. Also he is a
member of the Greater Bremer
County Committee, and president
of the Tripoli Merchants Club.
T T
Arnold Van Leer now operates
his own public relations firm,
Arnold Van Leer Associates,
with offices at 521 Fifth Ave.
He resigned from Cowan & Van
Leer, Inc. Van Leer handles
Morris Gest's "Little Miracle
Town" and other accounts.
. T
The Joint ▼Distribution
Committee for German Refugees will
receive more than $1,250 from
theatre men of N. Y. State who
participated in the testimonial
dinner given recently for J. Myer
and Louis Schine. After all expenses for the dinner had been
met, the committee had $500 excess. The two theatre men from
Gloversville gave $500 additionally, and Walter Reade, Sr.,
donated $250.

Deluxe overnight Sleeper
•k Latest evening departure — 5:20
p.m. — with arrival for morning business in Hollywood.
take United's
famous
Overland Or
Flyer,
another
Sleeper plane, leaving at midnight.
Fast, luxurious, fewest stops.
RESERVATIONS at 58 East 42nd Street,
MUrray Hill 2-730O. Or travel bureaus, hotels.
UNITED
AIR LINES
The Main Line Airway

Margaret
Lockwood, arrived
star of G.
"The
Lady Vanishes,"
on B.'s
the
He de France yesterday to play in
"Susannah," 20th Century-Fox film,
which will star Shirley Temple. This
will be her first Hollywood picture,
and her first in color. After this
assignment, she will return to E%^
land to make "Rob Roy" for Gains.borough-20th Century-Fox.
Among other arrivals were Eugene
Forde, 20th Century-Fox director,
who made the first of the "Inspector
Harker" series in England ; E. Andre
Algazy, Paris producer, who brought
arieux
printfilm
of ;his
"Katia,"
Danielle
Jack
and Mrs.
Oakie Darand
Lee and Mrs. Tracy, from European
vacations ; Sydney Chaplin, brother
of Charlie, en route to Hollywood ;
Ruth Chatterton, who made two films
in England for Herbert Wilcox and
may do a Broadway play ; Miles
Mander, actor, and Irene Bordoni.
Mrs. John
Mock, wifeand
of the
Paramount representative,
daughter,
also arrived.
Goldwyn
Plays Lone
Hand
in UA Talks
(.Continued from page 1)
consider reported ultimatums and proposals made for and against the proposed policy changes. They meet again
tomorrow at the Ambassador Hotel,
where Murray Silverstone and Alexander Korda are staying. Previous
meetings had been held at the U. A.
lot.
The stockholder sessions may wind
up tomorrow, with Korda and Silverstone staying
ferences until over
next for
week.product conLynn Farnol, U. A. advertising and
publicity head, planed out today for
New York, after viewing Edward
Small's "King of the Turf" and Hal
Roach's "It's Spring Again."
Korda, Asher to Sail
Alexander Korda, head of London
Films, and Irving Asher, associate
producer, have reservations to sail
from New York Jan. 28 on the
Champlain.
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Allied

'Sweethearts'
Pulls
In

$17,000

Twin

Cities

Minneapolis, Jan. 17. — Excellent
whether helped Twin City business
tvi'^Jck up briskly.
Both "Dawn Patrol" and "Sweethearts" were good for $10,500 each,
the former at the Orpheum, the latter at the State, while "Out West
With the Hardys" at the Century in its
third week brought in $4,200, which
was duplicated by "Blondie" at the
Gopher.
In St. Paul, "Sweethearts" romped
away with the highest gross by doing
a $6,500 business at the Paramount,
while "Dawn Patrol" getting under
way at the Orpheum after three days
of "Thanks for the Memory,"
brought the total for this theatre to
$4,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 12:
Minneapolis :
"The Storm" (Univ.)
"Down on the Farm" (20th- Fox)
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c), 7 days. Gross:
$1,600. (Average, $1,500)
"Out West With the Hardys" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (1,600) (25c-40c), 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)
"Blondie" (Col.)
GOPHER— (990) (25c), 7 days. Gross:
$4,200. (Average, $3,000)
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (2,900) (25c-40c), 8 days.
Gross: $10,500.
(Average, $4,800)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c), 7 days. Gross:
$10,500.
(Average, $4,400)
"To the Victor" (G. B.)
"Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c), "Victor" 6
days; "Man,"
erage, $1,600) 1 day. Gross: $1,200. (AvSt. Paul:
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c-40c), "Thanks,
four days;(Average,
"Patrol,"
three days. Gross:
$4,000.
$3,200)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,500)
"Say It in French" (Para.)
RIVIERA—
(1,000)$2,400)
(25c), 7 days. Gross:
$1,900.
(Average,
"Annabel Takes a Tour" (RKO)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
"Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
"Smashing the Rackets" (RKO)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c), dual bills, split
week. Gross: $2,200. (Average, $1,600)
"Moonlight Sonata" (Malmar)
WORLD-(400) (25c-55c),
days, 3rd
week. Gross: $800. (Average,7 $700)
'Patrol/ at $11,300,
Is Buffalo Winner
Buffalo, Jan. 17.— "Dawn Patrol"
zoomed into the first run top spot
here, taking $11,300 at the Great
Lakes. The Lafayette dual, "Smashing the Spy Ring" and "The Little
Adventuress," took $7,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 14:
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
BUFFALO— (3,000) (30c-55c) 4 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $7,900. (Average, 7 days,
$12,000)
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,300. (Average, $7,500)
'Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
HIPPODROME— (2,500) (25c-40c) 6 days,
2nd week. Gross: $6,800. (Average, 7 days,
$6,800)
"Going Places" (W. B.)
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
CENTURY— (3,000) (25c) 4 days, 2nd
week.
S6.000) Gross: $3,800. (Average, 7 days.
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
The Little Adventuress" (Col.)
LAFAYETTE — (3,300) (25c)
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $6,300) 7 days.

Royal Train Will
Have Newsreel Lab
Toronto, Jan. 17. — Arrangements for the tour of Canada
by Their Majesties King
George and Queen Elizabeth
this spring provide for the
use of a coach in the royal
railway train which will
serve as a traveling film
laboratory for news cameramen who will be under the
direction of F. C. Badgley,
director of the Canadian
Government Motion Picture
Bureau.
Newsreel crews will work
only under special authority
and under definite restrictions which will be drawn up
in advance. Promiscuous
shooting will not be tolerated.
Conditions for the issuance
of permits to cameramen will
be announced in the near
future.

3
Puts

Decision

Off
on

Philip
Pact

(Continued from page 1)
meeting, all of which had been devoted
to discussion of the trade practice

Hill, Odeon

Banker
Merger

Here;

G. B.

in

Spring

Projected merger of Odeon Theatres and the Gaumont British circuit
in England may be effected in the
spring. It would combine G.B.'s 350
theatres with Odeon's 250.
The London banking firm of Philip
Hill, in association with others, plans
$20,000,000 public financing on behalf
of Odeon (Deutsch) in three or four
months. This will depend on the condition of the financial market abroad.
No financing will be sought here.
Hill arrived last night on the
lie de France. He will leave tomorrow for his usual vacation in Palm
"The negotiating committee reports Beach and was reluctant to discuss
that it has received a written draft of the pending deal.
proposals dated Dec. 1 with revisions
Before the merger can be effected,
dated Jan. 14, which are not mate- controlling voting shares must be
rially different from the oral pro- acquired in the Metropolis & Bradford Trust, holding company of G. B.,
posals outlined to the board of directors in Chicago Nov. 3. The only held by Isidore Ostrer, G. B. head,
RKO
Will Make
points of difference are minor clarifi- and his brothers. They cannot sell
cations of language, together with the
without consent from 20th Centurywholly tentative outline of an arbitra- Fox and Loew's who own a substan40-48 in 1939-40
tion setup, not complete as to either
tial part of G. B.
principles or details.
Hill, while in Florida, may have an
(Continued from page 1)
Claim Draft Incomplete
opportunity to discuss the matter with
is reduced from $5,000,000 to $4,150,S. R. Kent, 20th Century-Fox presi"The
distributors
requested
that
000. Accordingly, the claim will be counsel for Allied sit in with their
dent, and Nicholas M. Schenck, presisettled for 415,000 shares of new RKO
counsel
and
endeavor
to
draft
a
suitdent of M-G-M.
common stock instead of 500,000
Schenck is at Miami Beach. Kent
able declaration of principles and work
shares.
arbitration rules and other de- left yesterday for Florida. Also,
Creditors and stockholders who have out thetails.
Distributors also invited counsel
M. Schenck, chairman of
consented to the plan will be deemed for Allied to suggest clarification of Joseph
20th Century-Fox, is expected to be
to have accepted the amended and ap- certain other provisions of the pro- in Florida soon. J. Robert Rubin,
proved plan if their consents have not
M-G-M general counsel, left yesterbeen withdrawn by Feb. 4. As soon
day to join Nicholas M. Schenck.
"The
substance
of
the
proposals
reas practicable after that date, a final posals. mains as reported at Chicago and our
order of confirmation will be issued by committee
has been informed that so Cinema
Sam Harris,
publisher
of in
Today's
and Weekly
Cinema
Lonthe court providing that a sufficient
far
as
the
suggestions
are
concerned
don,
was
a
passenger
on
the
He de
number of consents still are on file.
Consents which are now on file are the distributors are agreed that they France and added some information
have gone as far as they will go.
to that already known about the deal.
acceptable in their present form.
draft in its present form does
Under the order approving the plan not,"The
disclosed
that theatres
Odeon's inexpansion
in the opinion of your committee, hasHeadded
82 new
the last
no dividend is to be paid by the remeet
the
requirements
of
the
resolutwo
years.
organized company on its new first
tion at Chicago that it obtain from
preferred stock until after Feb. 1, 1940.
Harris is here with his son,
Other modifications are of a minor distributors their complete plan, in- Horatio, "to discuss three or four
cluding details of arbitration. The
order.
business matters," he said.
Indications are that creditors will draft being incomplete in the particu- important
lars above mentioned, the committee They will leave for the coast late
have agreed on the personnel of the does not feel that it can recommend this week.
reorganized
company's
board
direc- that it be either accepted or rejected."
tors in time to
submit the
list of
to Judge
Bondy for approval at the next hearing, Jan. 26. Among those believed Dramatists Writing g 'Submarine' Captures
certain to be on the initial board are
George J. Schaefer, president ; Ned E.
New Contract Draft
$7,500 in Montreal
(Continued from page 1)
Depinet and William Mallard, viceMontreal, Jan. 17. — "Submarine
presidents; Peter J. Rathvon, Atlas
Corp. associate; W. G. Van Schmus, take place before actual production Patrol" and "His Exciting Night"
payment to be made on a gradu- took $7,500 at the Princess. "The
magaging director of the Music Hall ; with ated
scale depending on the length of Duke of West Point" and "Mr.
L. P. Yandell, assistant treasurer of
RCA ; Lawrence Green, attorney ; the play's run. Another problem then Doodle Kicks Off" grossed $5,500 at
William Hamilton, investment broker. arose whether the disposition of screen the Orpheum, and "Dramatic School,"
with took
"Flirting
If • David Sarnoff and James G. rights should be by option or out- paired
the Capitol,
a fair with
$9,500.Fate" at
right purchase.
Harbord of RCA, and Floyd Odium
The draft is expected to be ready
Estimated takings for the week endof Atlas Corp. do not serve on the within
the next two weeks and will
board, personally, appropriate repre- be forwarded for inspection to J. Robing Jan. 14:
"Dramatic
School" (M-G-M)
sentation will be designated for them.
ert
Rubin,
vice-president
and
general
"Flirting
with
Fate" (M-G-M)
This is true, as well, of Nelson RockeCAPITOL
—$9,500.
(2,547) (Average,
(25c-40c-55c-65c)
7
feller, who will not serve on the board counsel of Loew's. Although the op- days.
Gross:
$9,500)
himself.
tion question will continue to be dis- "The Storm" (Univ.)
it is no longer a major
Details of the underwriting pro- stumblingcussed,block,
LOEW'S— (2,800) (25c-40c-50c) 7 days.
Stage: Mike Riley Orchestra and acts.
visions for the reorganized company
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
All
discussions
up
to
this
point
have
also are expected to be presented to
been informal. Any recommendations "The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
the court Jan. 26.
Doodle Kicks Off" (RKO)
from the conferences will have consid- "Mr.
ORPHEUM—
(919) (25c-35c-50c)
7 days.
erable weight. When an agreement Gross:
$5,500. (Average,
$5,000)
Miggins, Harley in West is reached, the modifications will have "Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Ben Miggins, 20th Century-Fox to be submitted for approval to. the
Continental European manager, and council of the Guild and later to the Gross: $8,500, 2nd week. (Average, $11,000)
"Submarine Patrol" (ZOth-Fox)
F. L. Harley, British managing di- membership. Consent from the League "His Exciting Night" (Univ.)
New
York
Theatres
also
will
be
rector, are due on the coast today for of
necessary.
PRINCES.S
(2,272)(Average,
(25c-35c-50c-65c);
7
days.
Gross: —$7,500.
$7,000)
conferences with Darryl F. Zanuck.
proposals.
Following a conference Monday between the negotiating committee and
distributor representatives, the matter was brought to the attention of
the directorate almost immediately
upon opening of the annual meeting.
Rodgers was called in for further discussion of various points, but despite
his efforts to secure acceptance of prorevision.posals, the board held firm for further
Later the following report of the
negotiating
committee was made public:
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'Patrol'
'Going
Frisco

Places'

Hollywood

Hits

Previews

Leader

"Ambush"
(Paramount)
With
$14,000
Hollywood, Jan. 17. — This is the kind of picture a showman invites
his personal friends to see. It tells an exciting story plainly and without
San Francisco, Jan. 17. — "Going- gestures. The story is about a bank robbery, the flight of the robbers
Places," on a dual at the Paramount
orld," and their pursuit by police. There isn't a phoney sequence in the total
with "King of the Underw
grossed $14,000 to lead here, in a yardage and there are no fabulous master-minds, super-sleuths, brilliant
reporters, wise-cracking dames, scientific detection devices, trick dogs,
week of slow business.
"Sweethearts," in its second week trap doors or psychological phenomena. There are, on the contrary and
at the Warfield, took a fair $13,000, in large measure therefore, 65 minutes of tense, realistic and reasonable
melodrama, a rare quantity.
and "You Can't Take It With You,"
in the eighth week at the Orpheum,
Gladys Swarthout plays the principal feminine role, a simple assigngarnered $7,000.
ment, without singing. Lloyd Nolan's is what would be the hero's job
Estimated takings for the week endif it were allowed to go heroic, which it isn't. Ernest Truex plays the
ing Jan. 10-13 :
bandit leader as sinisterly and soundly as if he had never been a
"Gangster's Boy" (Mon.)
comedian.
William Frawley, Broderick Crawford, Raymond Hatton,
7
c)
(35c-40co5
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850)
Gross: $14,000. Polly Moran, Antonio Moreno and Rufe Davis are the other names with
Stage: vaudeville.
days.
(Average, $16,000)
box office connotation.
"The Young in Heart" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,200) (15c-35c-40cLaura and S. J. Perlman wrote the screenplay from Robert Ray's
55c-6Scl 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $6,500.
(Average, $7,000)
story and it isn't one to be told in synopsis. William H. Wright produced the film, planning it soundly, and Kurt Neuman directed it with a
"You Can't Take It With You" (CoK)
7 sure and knowing hand. It takes off like the super-Chief out of L. A.
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c)
days, 8th week. Gross: $7,000. (Average,
and gathers momentum as steadily as the same on a downgrade with the
$8,500)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
throttle wide open. When it reaches its destination it stops, and the
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
FOX — (5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days, passengers know they've been to a show.
2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $17,000)
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Up the River" (ZOth-Fox)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (15c-35c-40c-55cSong of the Buckaroo
week. Gross: $6,400. (Aver75c) 7age,days,
$7,000) 3rd
(Monogram)
"Going Places" (W. B.)
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.) -55cHollywood, Jan. 17. — Tex Ritter's first 1939 release, "Song of the
PARAMOUNT— (2,740) (15c-35c-40c
75c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average, Buckaroo," sets a high entertainment standard for its successors. Based
$13,000)
on a sound story, the picture's musical content sets it apart from the
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD — (2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) formula musical western. Not only i.s Ritter presented singing several
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $13,000. (Aver- cowboy numbers, but the picture also introduces five-year-old Mary
age $13,000)
Ruth, a remarkably accomplished pianist.
"Life Dances On" (AFE Corp.)
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
Given good staging by producer Edward Finney, with well photoweek. Gross: $900. (Average $1,300)
graphed outdoor settings, and intelligently directed by Al Herman, the
"Prof. Mamlock" (Amkino)
LARKIN— (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days. picture holds a strong appeal for western fans, and should hold interest
Gross: $1,000. (Average, $1,300)
for patrons appreciative of human interest yarns.
Ritter's outlaw career ends when renegade members of his band, after
wounding him, hold up a stage, and the bandit is believed by the sheriff's
'Stand Up* Garners
posse to be a pioneer settler. Becoming foster father to Mary Ruth,
$10,500, New Haven child of the robbery victims, Ritter creates a new life for himself as a
New Haven, Jan. 17. — "Stand Up leading citizen and finds love. Elected mayor after a hill-billy musical
and Fight" and "The Girl Down- campaign, Tex's old enemy, Charles King, tries to make him help rob
stairs" led the town's business, gross- his bank. Well grounded incidents presage the expected thrill sequence
ing $10,500. "Trade Winds" and in which Horace Murphy, sacrificing his life, aids Ritter in wiping out
"Newsboys' Home" at the Roger the bandits.
Sherman took $7,000. Second week
Running time, 60 minutes.
"G."*
G. McC.
of "Sweethearts" at the College piled
up $3,000.
*"G" denotes general classification.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 13 :
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
R. H. McLaughlin Dies
COLLEGE— (1,499) (35c-50c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $2,500)
s*
ate
oci
Cleveland, Jan. 17. — Robert H.
Ass
Ellis,
Officers
Reelected McLaughlin,
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
61, former manager of
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
the
Opera
House
and Colonial here,
Jack
Ellis
of
RKO,
president,
and
LOEW-POLI
(3,040) (35c-50c)
Gross:
$10,500. —(Average,
$8,000) 7 ' days. all officers of the Motion Picture
and
later
a
scenario
writer in Holly"The Storm" (Univ.)
Associates have been reelected. Moe
wood, died here last night at Mt.
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348) (35c-50c) 5 days. Sanders replaces Jerry Wilson as first Sinai -Hospital of uremia. His wife
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,400)
vice-president. The latter retired. survives.
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
Officers
are : Matthew Cahan, second
"Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
ROGER SHERMAN— (35c-50c) 7 days. vice-president ; Sol Trauner, treasurer ;
Florey Is Assigned
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $4,700)
Moe Fraum, secretary; Charles PenHollywood, Jan. 17. — Robert Florser, financial secretary ; Louis I. Kutinsky, sergeant-at-arms. Of the five
ey has been assigned to direct ParaStudent Screenings Set
nominees,
Joe
Lee
of
20th
Centurymount's
"The Magnificent Fraud,"
Screenings of films of significance Fox and Nat Beier of United Artists
"The
World's
Applause."
in the development of motion pictures were elected trustees. Board of direc- formerly
The cast is
headed
by George
Raft,
Akim
Tamiroff
and
Ellen
Drew.
will be given by the Film Library of
tors will be appointed by the vicethe Museum of Modern Art for stu- president
at the next meeting schedents of the Department of Fine Arts
duled for Jan. 26 at the Astor.
of Columbia University every WedSelznick
Do17. "Swanee"
Hollywood, toJan.
— David O.
nesday evening at the Film Library's
projection room. Films selected for
'Dusty Road' New Title
Selznick
will
produce
"Swanee
River,"
the first five screenings beginning
Hollywood, Jan. 17. — M-G-M has based on the life of Stephen Collins
Foster,
famous
American
composer
today are "Sherlock, Jr.," "The settled on "Dusty Road" as the final
Strong Man," "Greed," "Intolerance" title for the former "Let Freedom of Southern melodies. The picture
tists.
will be released through United Arand "Four Horsemen of the Apoca- Ring"
starred. in which Nelson Eddy will be
lypse."

Good

$17,200

Chicago

Tally

Chicago, Jan. 17. — "Torchy Gets
Her Man" plus Eleanore Whitney, -id
eight acts of vaudeville shot the 5! EeLake gross to $18,300. The Oriental
with "Submarine Patrol" hit $17,200
with Donald Novis on the stage.
Fibber McGee and company, with
"Pacific Liner," gave the Palace a
good
$21,000
"Kentucky"
at the
Chicago
did and
$33,000.
The weather
was unsettled most of the week. With
all Loop tioneers,
hotels
sold out
night business
was to
veryconvengood.
Estimated takings for the week end"Going Places" (W. B.)
days.
ing Jan. 11-14 :
APOLLO—
(1,400)
(35c-55c-65c)
Gross: $6,700. (Average, $6,500)
days.
"Kentucky" (ZOth-Fox)
CHICAGO—
(4,000)& Revue.
(35c-55c-75c)
Stage:
Nan Wynn
Gross: $33,000.
(Average, $32,000)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
GARRICK— (900) (35c-40c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,200. (Average, $6,500)
"Submarine Patrol" (ZOth-Fox)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Stage: Donald Novis & Revue. Gross:
$17,200.
(Average,
$13,000)
"Pacific Liner"
(RKO)
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Fibber McGee and Company. Gross:
$21,000. (Average, $19,000)
"Thanks for Everything" (ZOth-Fox)
ROOSEVELT — (1,300) (35c-55c-75c) 7
days. Gross: $13,200. (Average, $11,000)
"Torchy Gets Her Man" (W. B.)
STATE-LAKE — (2,700) _ (25c -35c -40c), 7
days.
Stage:
Gross:
$18,300. Eleanore
(AverageWhitney
$12,000) & Revue.
"Sweethearts"
(M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c)
7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average,
$15,000)
'Paris'

at $7,500

Indianapolis

High

Indianapolis, Jan. 17. — "Paris
Honeymoon," dualled with "Secrets
of a Nurse," drew a strong $7,500 at
the Indiana. Also in the real money
was
of "Kentucky"
and
"Downtheon dual
the Farm,"
taking $7,200
at the Circle. "Sweethearts" took
$5,000
in the takings
second for
weektheatweek
Loew's.
Estimated
end"Toming Sawyer,
(Para.)
Jan. 12-13 Detective"
:
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
APOLLO— (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 davs. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $3,000)
"Kentucky" (ZOth-Fox)
"Down on the Farm" (ZOth-Fox)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. 3rd
week. Gross: $7,200. (Average, $4,500)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
INDIANA — (3,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average. $5,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,000)
"Going Places" (F.N.)
LYRIC— (2,000) (25c -40c) 7 days. Stage:
Gang Busters; Britt Wood; Rolf Holbein.
Gross: $8,300. (Average. $8,000)
Dismiss

Vending

Case

Cleveland, Jan. 17. — Common Pleas
Judge Walter McMahon has dismissed
a $50,000 suit brought by the Vendola
Corp. of New York against the Berlo
Vending Co., Max Shenker and Ernest Schwartz. The Vendola Corp.
had charged the defendants with pursuading 50 local exhibitors to transfer their service to the Berlo Vending Co.
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Stockholders

Get
'Set to Music'

New

Plan

of Pathe

New plan of liquidation for Pathe
Film Corp. was mailed yesterday to
the company's stockholders, who are
scheduled to vote on the proposal
Feb. 16.
lender the plan a new company,
prj.""Ji>ly to be known as Pathe Laboratories, Inc., will be formed to take
over the Bound Brook laboratory and
all other assets of Pathe Film with
the exception of the 3,500 shares of
duPont Film Mfg. Co., stock, which
will remain with the present company.
This stock will be used as collateral
for a $200,000 bank loan which will
be advanced to the new company for
working capital.
In return, the new company will
issue 11,600 shares of its authorized
issue of 25,000 shares to Pathe Film.
Within 60 days after consummation of
the plan, Pathe intends to distribute
50 perto cent
of the new ascompany's
stock
its stockholders
a bonus
and the remaining 50 per cent within
the
next twois years
Distribution
to be "as
on practicable."
the basis of
one share of new stock for each 50
shares of Pathe Film stock held.
On retirement of bank indebtedness,
it is the company's intention to make
dividends from the duPont stock available for distribution to Pathe stockholders. The new plan requires the
approval of two-thirds of the shareholders, as contrasted with the 80 per
cent required for the earlier liquidation plan which was abandoned in
December.

PICTURE

Is

Tonight's Opening
"Set to Music," a revue
written and staged by Noel
Coward, starring Beatrice
Lillie, opens at the Music
Box tonight. John C. Wilson
is the producer. Included in
the cast are Richard Haydn,
Eva Ortega, Hugh French,
Gladys Henson, Penelope
Ward, Bronson Dudley and
Moya Nugent.

Compromise
London

Seat

in 'Jesse James' Sets
Pace on Broadway,
Fight

Due

London, Jan. 17. — Following conversations between the London County
Council and the London Branch of

the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, the seat price regulation dispute is expected to be settled in the
near future.
Reginald Stamp, chairman of the
Entertainments Committee of the council, visited C.E.A. branch officials
yesterday, and the officials of the exhibitor organization are expected to
Institutional Film
confer tomorrow with Herbert Morrison, chairman of the council. A
compromise on the long standing disDrive
Discussed
pute is believed here to be inevitable.
Exhibitors are not contesting the practicability of the seat ruling, but the
Advisability of the industry conduct- impracticability of an inflexible intering another institutional campaign this
pretation ofit.
year has been discussed at a meeting
of major company publicity and ad- Woonsocket
Raises
vertising directors at the Hays Office
before Will Hays left for the coast.
Theatre License Fee
His office refused to discuss any phase
of the meeting.
Providence, Jan. 17. — In a move to
Understood that the idea of a new increase municipal revenue, the Woonsocket, R. I., Board of Police Comindustry campaign was coolly remissioners has increased theatre
ceived by the meeting but that it will
license
fees
and authorized Mayor
be the subject of later discussions to- Felix A. Toupin
to consider placing
gether with the proposal of Howard
Dietz, M-G-M advertising and pub- firemen on duty at all theatres daily.
In place of the $2,190 paid by Woonlicity director, for the establishment
of a permanent public relations bureau socket's six theatres to the city each
for the industry.
year, the increased license fees and
anticipated cost of the firemen would
bring $13,728 into the city treasury.
Theatres had been paying $12 each a
Sues to Enjoin Sale
week as license fee ; now it is $30.
Of Disney Replicas
Understood managers of the theatres affected have placed the matter in
Kansas City, Jan. 17. — John W.
Hudson, attorney for Walt Disney the hands of attorneys to determine
Productions and Hamilton Enter- whether the increase is legal. TheaUnion Demand
Halts
tres now have special firemen, apprises, has filed suit in Federal Disproved by the fire chief, who act as
trict Court here against A. E. SandAppearance
of Star haus and firms selling replicas of part-time janitors. Placing regular
■ Toronto, Jan. 17. — Elsa Lanchester, Mickey Mouse and other Disney crea- members of city force in the theatres
actress-wife of Charles Laughton, did
tions through vending machines, ask- would mean an extra $2 a day charge
ing that they be enjoined from selling for each house.
not make a scheduled personal appearance at the Uptown, Toronto, on the them. Hudson stated that Hamilton
Local 52 Asks Changes
occasion of the opening of "The has the sole right to handle vending
Beachcomber," in which they are machines using Disney characters.
Officials of Local 52, eastern sound
starred, because of the demand of the
men andmands grips'
presented
deToronto musicians' union that her
for minorunion,
revisions
of their
presence on the stage would necessi- Hays on Committee
working agreements with eastern protate the engagement of a 10-man
ducers to Pat Casey yesterday. Casey
For Elman
Benefits
orchestra at full union scale. Ansaid
no
nouncement was made to this effect by
Will H. Hays has become a member mands. action was taken on the deFamous Players Canadian Corp. with of the national committee sponsoring
Managing Director J. J. Fitzgibbons the concert tour of Mischa Elman,
pointing out that the cancellation of violinist, for the benefit of German Goldwyn Signs Swerling
Hollywood, Jan. 17. — Samuel GoldMiss Lanchester's appearance was not refugees of all faiths. Alfred E. Smith
due to the amount of wages involved is honorary chairman of the committee
wyn has signed Jo Swerling, screen
but the principle at stake.
and Paul D. Cravath honorary treas- writer, to a three-year contract. His
Miss Lanchester arrived in the city urer.
next will be "The Last Frontier."
for the engagement but merely attended the opening performance as a
patron of the theatre, declaring that
she had not previously had an opporThe
Newsreel
Parade
tunity of seeing the complete feature
on the screen.

Premier Daladier's visit to North
Africa and the Senate quiz of Frank
'St, Louis Blues' to
Murphy and Felix Frankfurter are
Open on Mississippi important events covered in the new
Hollywood, Jan. 17. — Paramount's issues of the newsreels. Skiing, ice"St. Louis Blues" will be shown in boating and horse racing are sports
cities along the Mississippi River in subjects included. The reels and their
19 pre-release day and date engage- contents follow.
i ments. The cities selected for the
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 37— Daladier
premiere are New Orleans, Baton tours French Empire. Senate committee
Rouge, Vicksburg, Memphis, Cairo, hears Murphy and Frankfurter. Fashions.
Ski jump in Illinois. Iceboating. Horse Paducah, Louisville, Evansville, St. tacing
at Miami.
Louis, Cape Girardeau, Hannibal, MoNEWS
OF THE DAY, No. 235— Daladier
line, Quincy, Rock Island, Davenport, visits Tunisia.
Scientific experiment of a
La Crosse, Port Madison, Huntington bullet. Devil's Island fugitives. Frankand Cincinnati.
furter testifies at Senate hearing. Iceboat

race in New England. Ski championships
in Illinois. Hialeah races.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 45— Chelsea
arts ball.sions.
Daladier
Roosevelt inspects
nomineesAfrican
face possesSenate
query. Jacob Ruppert dies. Nautical
fashions. Ski-jumping. Hialeah race track
opens.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 52— German
refugees in Palestine. Murphy and Frankfurter at Senate hearing. High speed
camera. Daladier in Tunisia. Skiing in
Illinois. Butler's
in New York.
detective
agency ball
organized.
Race Boy's
horse
index.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 737—
Daladier visits North Africa. Frankfurter
quizzed in Washington. Snow storm in
New York. Asbestos fire suits. Jacob
Ruppert's funeral. Fashion show. Iceboating. Handicap at Hialeah. Ski tournament.

Beating 'Ragtime'
"Jesse James" at the Roxy is setting
the pace among Broadway first run
houses this week. Estimated gross
for the first five days totaled $58,000
with more than $75,000 indicated for
the week. Despite inclement weather
over the weekend, Saturday's gross of
$17,402 exceeded the first Saturday of
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," which
drew $15,947. On Sunday, 5,800 tickets were sold within 34 minutes after
the box-office opened. Starting yesterday, doors opened at 9 A.M., one
hour earlier than usual, to permit
seven feature showings instead of six.
At the
Paramount,
"Zaza"
continued strong,
with $36,000
estimated
for its second week. It is held over
for a third, together with Benny
Goodman and his band. "The Beachcomber" at the Rivoli attracted an
estimated $24,000 in its third week.
It is holding over.
"The Great Man Votes" is due at
the Music Hall tomorrow. "They
Made Me a Criminal" will start at
the Strand on Friday with Leo Reisman's orchestra on the stage. "Newsboy's Home" is due at the Central on
terday.
Saturday. At the Filmarte, "Grand
Illusion" started its fifth month yes-

Injunction
In Ticket

Denied
Code

Suit

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Louis
A. Valente yesterday denied the application ofMichael Atlas and Walter
Friedman, doing business as Acme
Theatre Ticket Office, for a temporary injunction restraining the League
of N. Y. Theatres, Inc., its officers
and directors, Actors Equity Assoc.
and a number of theatre ticket brokers
from enforcing the Code of the theatre
industry regulating sale of tickets.
Justice Valente set trial of the suit
for
stating
thatin "amy serious
and Feb.
grave 14,
doubt
exists
mind
as to the junction
plaintiffs'
the inbut that he right"
did notto wish
to
express an opinion at the present time.
Plaintiffs have contended that the refusal of the League to deliver tickets
to them until they had agreed to abide
by the code which restricts advances
on
Law.tickets to 75 cents was in violation
of Section 340 of the General Business
Justice Valente observed that the
League was attempting to abolish flagrant abuses in the theatre and stated
that no attempt was being made to
drive the plaintiffs out of business, but
merely to enforce the code "that has
as one of its objects the protection of
the public."
Hamilton Rites Set
Funeral services for Gordon Hamilton, old time film actor, who died
Monday, will be held tomorrow at the
Episcopal Church of the Good Shepherd at Fort Lee. Hamilton had
played
with and
Pearlin White
of
Pauline"
minor in
roles"Perils
with
Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford and
Owen Moore.
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Simplification
Air

of

PICTURE
Wednesday, January 18, 1939 :
Actor

NBC

Hunting

AFRA

Questionnaire
Of

Is Sought

Caliber

by NAB

Washington, Jan. 17. — National
Association of Broadcasters will continue its efforts to get the Federal
Communications Commission to simplify the questionnaire concerning
ownership and control of broadcasting
stations.
The N.A.B. membership will be advised immediately following any
change made by the F.C.C.
Commission officials have advised
the N.A.B. that any station unable to
answer questions completely should
answer to the best of its ability, with
notice that a further report would be
filed as soon as necessary information
could be obtained. Radio attorneys in
Washington have expressed the opinion that stations should answer the
questionnaire, but that requests for its
simplification should be pressed.
The N.A.B. has released another
booklet, "The ABC of Radio," in its
campaign to acquaint the general public with the aims and functions of the
radio industry. The booklet will be
distributed to the public.

NBC is currently engaged in a quiet
search among newspaper writers on
national and international affairs to
find a personality who may be developed as a radio commentator of the
caliber of H. V. Kaltenborn of CBS.
Writer whom NBC is most anxious
to obtain is Arthur Krock, head of
the New York Times' Washington
Bureau, but Krock has turned down
the network's most recent offer of a
few days ago, just as he has turned
down similar offers in the past. Krock
yesterday explained in the capital that
he has put such offers before his paper,
which feels he should not go on the
air.
With Krock definitely not available
for the job, NBC program heads are
currently listening to the recordings
of talks made by various noted
European correspondents of newspapers and news services during the
Czech crisis. It is believed that the
Vapoo

Sets

Deal

to

Sponsor WHN
Show
Vapoo Products Co. has signed for
52 weeks of participation in the
New Dramatic Show
"Polly the Shopper" series on WHN,
through a contract placement by
To Start on WPRO
Fuller, Smith & Ross.
Providence, Jan. 17. — WPRO, local
Other new WHN business includes
CBS outlet, on Saturday will originate contracts for spot announcements for
a new dramatic show from 9 :30 to Lehn & Fink and Borden Co. products.
10:00 P.M. The series will be dra- William Esty Co. placed the former,
matic adaptations of American classics Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
by the Providence writer, Walter the latter.
Hackett, who formerly did similar
work in Hollywood. Gerald BronTwo Shows on WOR
stein, veteran of several New England
Two new shows on WOR are
summer theatre companies and associated here with Sock and Buskin, "Changing Worlds," for the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Institute,
undergraduate players at Brown University, and other theatre groups, will each Monday, 9:15 to 9:30 A. M. for
direct.
26 weeks, J. R. Lumke & Associates,
Initial offering, "The Man Without agency, and "Man on the Farm,"
a Country," will star Ed Pearson, sponsored by Quaker Oats, 26-week
radio actor and WPRO staff an- series on Saturday, 12 to 12 :30 P. M.
nouncer. Several air advertisers have Benton & Bowles placed the account.
the program under consideration, the
first of its kind to originate here.
Hammond

Is Signed

By American
Record
John Hammond, critic on swing, has
been engaged by American Record
Corp., new CBS affiliate, as a talent
scout and associate recording director.
First orchestra to be signed by the
company since its acquisition by CBS
is Jimmy Lunceford's.

Unions

New

Shows

"The Circle"
"The Circle," pretentious Sunday
night variety program, by every standard, should be a program to evoke
superlatives. Star-loaded and smartly produced, pegged about a new and
novel idea, consisting of a weekly
gathering of a small and select club
whose members entertain each other
NBC to Air Louis Fight
and the listening membership at the
Clem McCarthy and Edwin C. Hill meetings, the show took off on its
have been signed by the Buick Motor maiden airing with every indication
Co. to broadcast blow-by-blow and that it would be a smash. In many
color commentary, respectively, of the
world championship fight between Joe respects the opening "Circle" broadcast
reached
of any
of radio's
Louis and John Henry Lewis Jan. best
bets,the
yet mark
somehow
it never
quite
25, to be heard over the combined attained its potentialities.
NBC Blue and Red networks.
Somewhere, on Sunday evening, a
loose anchor exerted its dragging effect, slowing up the program to the
Cairns Visits Toronto
point where it was downright maddening. We attribute this slow pace to
Toronto, Jan. 17. — John Cairns,
production comptroller for the the conversation of the members of the
Australian Broadcasting Commission, "Circle" during the intervals between
is now in Toronto for a four-month performances. It was smart, sophististudy of Canadian radio technique. In
cated dialogue to be sure — especially
exchange, Frank J. Willis of the CBC Ronald Colman's — but it was pointless
talk, and in our estimation far above
Maritime Region is now in Australia.

Back

Commentator
of

Kaltenborn

I choice will come from this field.
Among those whose Czech crisis
; recordings are being studied are
Eleanore and Reynolds Packard, UP,
Prague ; Walter Kerr, Herald-Tribune,
Prague ; Alvin Steinkopf, AP, Prague ;
John Lloyd, AP, Paris ; Louis Lochner, AP, Berlin; Henry Cassidy, AP,
Paris ; William Bird, of the New
York Sun Paris office ; Eduard Traus,
AP, Brussels; Matthew Halton,
Toronto Star, Paris office; Wallace
Duell, Chicago News, Berlin ; Karl
Von Wiegand, INS roving correspondent; William Hillman, INS,
London, and a number of others.
NBC is without the services of an
outstanding commentator on national
and international affairs. John B.
Kennedy, formerly featured by NBC,
recently went to Mutual, and Edwin
C. Hill and Lowell Thomas are unavailable because of their commercial
commitments.

on

Walkout

(Continued from page 1)
production guilds, supply the talent,
script, direction and production, in i
return for payment of $10,000 weekly
to the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
In New York, Paul Dulzell, ex-;
ecutive secretary of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of AL. ica,
which voted its support to aTT.R.A.
on
Monday,
declaredbehind
that their
"all actors'
unions
are solidly
affili-

Thus far, of the 11 union branches
affiliated
with the Associated Actors
ate in radio."
and Artistes, more than half have already adopted resolutions declaring
their intentions to support A.F.R.A.
in the event a strike is called. These
include Actors Equity, American Federation of Actors, American Guild of
Musical Artists, Chorus Equity, Burlesque Artists, and S.A.G. The remaining union branches are expected to
come through to score a 100 per cent
average, before the balloting starts.
Attitude of the American Federation of Musicians is unknown in the
Mann Award on WHN
absence here of its president, Joseph
WHN will air proceedings Sunday
from the Hotel Astor when Dr. H. Weber, who is in Florida attending board
meetings
of the
musicians'
Thomas Mann receives the Prof. Al- union.
In union
circles,
however,
it is
bert Einstein Medal for Humanitarian confidently expected that the AFM
Service. The broadcast will be from will support the radio actors.
10:45 to 11:15 P.M.. Speakers will
Following the balloting in New
include Postmaster General Farley, York tomorrow night, Emily Holt,
Secretary of the Interior Ickes, Gov- local president of the A.F.R.A., will
ernor Lehman and Mayor LaGuardia. leave by plane for Los Angeles to address the A.F.R.A. membership prior
to the voting.
Hedda Hopper on NBC
Hedda Hopper will be starred in
"Brent House," new NBC serial Fail to Get Dismissal
which makes its debut Jan. 21 and
Saturdays from 8:30 to 9 P. M. In Withy comb Action
Show will emanate from Hollywood.
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert yesterday reserved decision on an application of WFIL Broadcasting Corp.
Knox Sponsors Show
to dismiss suit for $50,000 damages
Charles B. Knox Gelatin Co. has
brought against it by Donald Withysigned for participation in the "Wo- comb, its former general manager.
man of Tomorrow" series on NBC, The application contends that the i
for 13 weeks. Kenyon & Eckhardt Federal Court has no jurisdiction of
placed the business.
the suit. The action was brought fori
alleged breach of contract of employ-!
ment and was made on May 11, 1937.
on

the

Air

the heads of most listeners. During
those periods when the membership
stepped out to give individual performances— the comedy moments by the
Marx Bros., reading of poetry by Colman, the singing by Lawrence Tibbett
dream dramatization by Cary Grant —
the show was perfect. But always
thereafter came those pace-killing intervals. This defect can be remedied
easily, and remedied it will be, we believe. With that accomplished the
sailing.
program should have clear, enjoyable
Colman is a suave radio M. C. with
a mike voice of pure melody. Tibbett, of course, was superb in his renditions of Bizet's "Toreador Song,"
Gershwin's
"I Got
Nothin',"
and
the Marx
Bros,Plenty
and of
Cary
Grant
were excellent. Carole Lombard should
have been given more to do.
"The Circle" is sponsored by the
Kellogg Co., produced by J. Walter
Thompson, and broadcast Sundays
from
Red. 10 to 11 P. M. on the NBC— Jack Banner

Green

Replaces

Morgan

Morgan
the orchestra
leaderRuss'
on
Johnny asGreen
will replace
the Philip Morris program on NBC,i
"Johnny Presents," making his firstappearance Jan. 31. On the same date:
the program renewal for another
year becomes effective.
Plan New CBS Serial
Personal Finance Co. will sponsor
a new serial script show over 29 CBS
stations, beginning Jan. 23. Quarter-1
hour program will be heard at 2 P.M.
Mondays through Fridays. Its title is
"Doc Barclay's Daughter." BlackettSample-Hummert is the agency.

Entire
cast of "Howie
Wing
d"
"Aire
ram
Prog
— the
adventures
of a Young
Aviator" will take off from
Newark Airport on Jan. 20
to broadcast the first of the
dramatic sketches from an
airplane. The program will
be
CBS.heard at 6:15 P. M. over
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Wage
To

Law

Affect

Unions

in

Not
Film
East

Producer
Pacts Won't
Be Renegotiated
Contracts with eastern film unions
will not be renegotiated because of the
Federal Wage and Hour law, union
heads and eastern producers have decided. The procedure is the same as
that being followed by the west coast
unions and studios, which relies on the
opinion that properly negotiated labor
contracts are not affected by the law.
Procedure also covers pacts with the
newsreel cameramen's union, which
will not be renegotiated at this time.
Assumption is that whether or not
eastern cameramen follow the lead of
the west coast men in classifying themselves as professionals, all cameramen
eventually will be exempt from the
wage and hour law under the amendment being pushed by Administrator
Elmer F. Andrews, which would
waive the hours provisions of the law
in the case of all workers receiving
more than $300 per month.
Pat Casey, producers' labor representative, who remained in New York
pending decisions on the renegotiation of contracts here will leave for
the coast tomorrow. He plans to be
back in New York in March for the
annual negotiations with the five international studio unions which are
signatories of the basic agreement.

AFRA

Will

Vote

On Strike Tonight
Membership of the American Federation of Radio Artists employed on
sponsored network programs emanating from New York tonight will take
a strike vote in the Sun Room at the
Hotel Edison. The Chicago membership of the radio union will vote tomorrow, while the west coast contingent will vote on Saturday. More

Additional developments in
radio are found on page 8.
than 6,000 performers, comprising actors, singers and announcers, will cast
ballots.
. If a strike is voted, network operations will be so badly crippled as to
make broadcasting almost impossible
by CBS, NBC and Mutual, the three
transcontinental webs.
AFRA has obtained the promise of
support from virtually all branches of
talent unions in the event a strike is
declared.

NEW

YORK,

Television

to Be

THURSDAY,

U.A.

Shown in Capital
Demonstrations of the
latest television equipment
developments will be made
before members of Congress
next week by NBC. The NBC
television van left New York
for Washington yesterday,
planning a stop in Philadelphia before continuing on to
the capital. Six television receivers will be installed in
the National Press Club, the
plan embracing the interviewing of Congressmen and administration leaders at the
radio camera. From the mobile unit the images will be
telecast to the Press Club.

Ban
For

on

U.S.

WPA

Denied

JANUARY

TEN

19, 1939

PARTNERS

SLIDING

Cole

SCALE

Elected

President
Allied

of

States

Washington, Jan. 18.— Col. H. A.
Cole of Dallas was elected president
of Allied States at the final session
winter
of the
board's
here
today.meeting

Funds

The directors
selected Minneapolis for the
next annual convention, to be
held early in June.
Definite date will
be chosen later.
Cole succeeds
Nathan Yamins
of Fall River,
Mass., who was
president three
terms. Cole has
H. A. Cole
been a regional
vice-president and long a national Al
lied leader.
He is chairman of Al
lied's
trade
practice negotiating
committee and president of Allied of
Texas.

Theatre
by Senator

Washington, Jan. 18. — Persistent
reports that the Senate sub-committee
which is considering the WPA deficiency appropriation bill would ban
all future activities of the Federal
Theatre Project were denied today by
Senator Alva B. Adams, sub-committee chairman. Senator Adams declared that he had not heard of such
a plan and would give no consideration to it, if proposed.
'We are not going to earmark
funds in or out for any particular
reelected gengen
group. Congress cannot undertake ad- , Abram
luidui F.
x . Myers
iviycis was
vvda reelected
ministration of the details of the law," eral counsel and Herman A. Blum of
he said.
[
(Continued on page 3)

James

Roosevelt

Denial

of

US

By VANCE KING
Los Angeles, Jan. 18. — James
Roosevelt today, in the presence of
leading motion picture executives and
others, repeated his denial that his entrance into films had anything to do
with the Government's anti-monopoly
suit against major distributors.
[Roosevelt made a similar statement in Chicago, printed in the
Motion Picture Daily of Dec.
15, when he was on his way east
after signing the contract with
Goldwyn. At that time he said:
"I shall take no part whatsoever
in the negotiations or proceedings
with the Government."]
Guest of honor at luncheon tendered him at the Ambassador Hotel

Repeats

Suit

Impartial

Interest

by J. F.troller T.
O'Connor,
former
compof currency,
young
Roosevelt,
now vice-president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, was praised highly
by O'Connor, Joseph M. Schenck,
Jack L. Warner, Goldwyn, Louis B.
Mayer and Bishop W. Bertrand Stevens. They welcomed him into cinema
fold and in response Roosevelt rose,
thanked them, and read prepared
statement which said in part:
"One amusing thing to me has been
to find that the motion picture industry
is not so far from politics in number
and inaccuracy of its rumors.
"I have adopted in the past, and
will in the future, those familia
r
words — 'I(Continued
may disapp
onrove
page of3) what you

Made

CENTS

VOTE

PLAN

Retroactive

for

'38; Applies to All
Future Deals
Los Angeles, Jan. 18.— United
Artists owner members today concluded annual sessions by voting unanimously plan advanced by Maurice
Silverstone, operating head of the
company, under which all U.A. producers would have sliding scale of
distribution charges with pictures
grossing more getting lower rates.
Plan made retroactive for all producers whether stockholders or not for
calendar year 1938 and will apply to
all present and future deals.
Silverstone at press conference following the final session declared that
the plan would bring about the lowest
distribution costs in the history of the
company and industry.
Owner members also voted substantial reduction of distribution costs,
also retroactive for all pictures distributed inEngland and Canada.
Samuel Goldwyn announced the
selection of James Roosevelt, his vice
president, as his director on the U.A.
board, replacing James Mulvey. Stockholders also voted extension of the
release contract of Edward Small
Productions to 1945 instead of three
years originally scheduled.
Silverstone declared that amount of
product for the new year would be
greater than last year, although full
schedules of individual producers have
not yet been set.
Lauding Walter Wanger as one of
their greatest assets, Silverstone said
he would make six pictures for the
new season at a total budget of six
to seven million dollars. Hal Roach
productions will be taken up next week
by Silverstone, who is staying here
for some time.

Concerning the possibilitv of Selznick International remaining with
U.A. Silverstone declared he would
rather have David Selznick make his
own announcement. He admitted one
of the principal reasons for his stopover here was scheduled parleys with
John Hay Whitney, who arrives next
week.
Declaring twentieth anniversary
year prospects the best in history Silverstone pointed out business sold to
date for the first half of 1939 at this
point was greater than the
amount for the first six months total
last
Silverstone made his stewardship
report covering his activities since
taking office in July and received a
year.
vote
ers. of confidence from the stockhold-
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'Winds'
<

Does

Well

Purely

Personal

►

Jack Goetz of Du Art Laboratories
had a birthday party at his home
on West End Ave. Tuesday night.
Attending were David Loew, Arthur
Gottlieb, Oscar Doob, Lou Brecker,
Mort Spring, Laudy Lawrence and
others.
•
Lynn

Farnol, United Artists advertising and publicity director, is expected back at his office today after a
delay in his trip back from the coast
when his plane was forced down at
Nashville yesterday.
•
S. W. Sheetz, Ross Federal research sales manager, recently became
the father of a daughter. Another
Ross Federal birth is that of John J.
Tarpey, 3rd, son of Jack Tarpey,
branch auditor.
•
E. C. Grainger, general manager of
Feiber & Shea circuit, has returned to
Bradford, Pa., after two weeks of inspection ofthe circuit's 35 theatres in
New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania.
•
Phil Reisman, RKO foreign chief,
is in Miami, from where he will fly
to Cuba on business. He will stop in
Miami for the opening of "Gunga
Din" on his way back
to New York.
•
Jules Levy, general sales manager
of RKO, is on a business trip to Montreal, where he will confer with L. M.
Devaney, Canadian district manager
for RKO.
•
Mrs. Abe Schneider, wife of the
Columbia treasurer, gave birth to a
seven-pound boy at Fitch Sanitarium
yesterday, the family's
third son.
•

By SAM
Insiders9

MoExthe
any
other place. The idea was submitted and turned down by indusofficials. Youer can't
glass. put the
business und
film try
be rya
l not
wilure
Indust
THEREtion Pict
position this year, at
Grand Central Palace, or

T T
The "better class" of people
treated her well and she received
what she expected from the film
people in Hollywood, Leni Reifenstahl, Nazi actress, declared
when she sailed for Germany yesterday. Which is another way of
saying she was shunned, we take
it.
▼ T
A neat sales promotion folder
prepared by the United Artists
exploitation department was inspired by Harry Gold, eastern
general sales manager. It serves
a double purpose — as a broadside
for theatres, and when unfolded
to its full length, as a booking
calendar.
T T
Astutely, those in charge of the
Motion Picture Art Fund for
German Refugees of all faiths,
are availing themselves of the
highly organized and efficiently
operated distribution facilities of
the film companies in the distribution of tickets in behalf of this
very worthy movement. As most
everybody knows, a number of
well known artists have contributed work to the Fund.
Among these are Dean Cornwall,
Norman Rockwell, F. Louis
Mora, Ivan J. Olinsky, Andrew
Winter, Julius Lowenbein, Robert Phillip, Karl Anderson,
George Lawrence Nelson, George
Petty, Nat Karson, Max Kalish,
Henry Rittenberg, Abner Dean,

Sherwood Anderson, author of the
current Broadway hit, "Abe Lincoln
in
Illinois,"
left for a month's
cruise
to SouthhasAmerica.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Tracy, who arrived here yesterday from London,
leave tomorrow for Wilkes-Barre to
visit the actor's mother.
•
Lee Clair, secretary to George
Schaefer, president of RKO, will
leave New York tomorrow for a short
vacation in Florida.
•
Stockholders
"Duke" Clark, Paramount Cleveland branch manager, broke his arm
when he slipped in his home.
Bondy RKO
•

Get
Order

SHAIN
Outlook
Vargas, Bonge, Nicolet, Hoff.
Tickets for the sale are available at home offices and exchanges of all film companies.
T T
Maybe you'd like to know that
the capitalization of corporations
formed in N. Y. State for 1938
aggregated $214,924,346. There
were 15,649 firms incorporated.
This is less than were formed in
1937, when there were 17,455.
T

T

April,
its In35th
year. Loew's will observe
▼

T

For an industry which is as dependent upon the printed word as
the film industry is, it is strange
to see the business gradually going away from that which it most
needs — good advance advertising.
It seems to us that the most important angle in show business
tising.
advertising is the advance adver-

Copies of the order approving the
RKO reorganization plan, which was
signed by Federal Judge William
Bondy on Tuesday, will be mailed to
all creditors and stockholders of the
company before the end of the week.
In addition, further notice will be
given by publication of the order in
the
Daily News Record on or before
Saturday.

Snow,

Cold

Cold weather and snow are slowing
up box-office grosses along Broadway,
but "Trade Winds" finished a good
week at the Music Hall yesterday with
$70,000 estimated. At the Capitol,
"Marie Antoinette" grossed an estimated $27,000. Today, "The f— at
Man Votes" opens at the Music* \ ill
and "The Shining Hour" at the Capitol. Following three weeks of "Zaza"
at
the start
Paramount,
will
there "Paris
next Honeymoon"
Wednesday.
Bing Crosby is featured in the film
and brother Bob Crosby and his band
will head the stage show.
Three

Managers

Win

Ross Federal Prizes
Three annual awards to branch managers have been made by Ross Federal Service. C. R. (Chuck) Corradini, Cincinnati, and Harold W. Keitle,
Dallas, won silver cups awarded to
tion.
managers showing the greatest efficiency and initiative in branch operaPresident Harrv A. Ross has given
a trip to Florida to Horace Free,
Buffalo manager, as the manager showefficiency.
ing the greatest progress and personal

Pictures have to be sold before
they appear on the screens. The
time to create enthusiasm is not
after the picture has been sold,
but before. Once lost, that opportunity cannot be fully regained.
Cutting down advance advertising is the same thing as cutting
the 20th Century from the N. Y.
Central, or the Super-Chief from
the Santa Fe, or cutting off the
locomotive from any train.
One of the greatest selling
ideas which was ever conceived
in this business has been the
screen trailer, but you can't depend on trailers alone. To
achieve the fullest equation in
customer attendance, the exhibitor must be sold first. Distributors and showmen are failing to
employ currently the methods
that made the industry great.
Korda

Almost

On Two New
Alexander Korda

Ready
Pictures
will complete

preparations for release of "Four
Feathers" _ and "Thief of Bagdad,"
London Films' newest productions for
United Artists release, on his return
to Denham in about two weeks. Korda,
now at the United Artists stockholders' meetings on the coast, is scheduled
to sail for England Jan. 28 on the
Champlain.
Arriving at Denham at approximately the same time will be Zoltan
The order of approval signed by the Korda, who recently completed shooting "Four Feathers" in the Sudan, and
court was in the form authored by
H. C. Rickaby, of counsel for Atlas Vincent Korda, who has been doing
rocco. on "Thief of Bagdad" in MoDick Powell arrived here from the Corp., proponent of the plan. The work
coast yesterday.
order,
which
denied
the
petitions
of
•
such objecting creditors as Ernest W.
Loew Sets Dividend
Marvin Schenck will go to Ha- Stirn, Mary G. McPherson and Edvana Jan. 27.
ward J.Hickey, specifies that an order
Directors of Loew's. Inc., yesterday
confirming the plan will be signed by declared
a regular quarterly dividend
Sam Kopp goes to Florida today.
the court shortly after Feb. 4 provid- of %\.62yz a share on the $6.50 cuing sufficient consents are still on file
mulative preferred stock, payable Feb.
after that date.
H. J. Yates has laryngitis.
15 to stockholders of record Jan. 31.

L. W. Conrow, president of Altec
Service Corp., has returned from
Boston.
•
John Ford will entertain the New
York film critics tomorrow.
•
Mrs. Victoria Carnot Walker is
here from San Francisco.
•
Ike Levy of WCAU, Philadelphia,
is in town on business.

Despite

Court to
Albany,
Jan.See
18.— *Remous'
Judges of the
Appellate Division of the N. Y. Supreme Court are scheduled to see a
special screening tomorrow of the second revision of "Remous" ("Whirlpool") aforeign made film which has
been banned by Irwin Esmond, head
of the N. Y. State censor board. An
appeal to the Board of Regents was
denied last March. Arthur Mayer and
Joseph Burstyn, the distributors,
brought the proceedings.
Holzmann Rites Held
Funeral services for Abe Holzmann,
64, composer of popular music, were
held yesterday in East Orange. He
was affiliated with Leo Feist and Remick Music Corp. and was advertising manager of the International Musician, organHe
of the
federation.
diednational
Tuesdaymusicians'
after a
long illness.
MOTION
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J. Roosevelt
U. S. Suit

Denies
Interest

DAI

'Stolen Life' Is
Gripping Picture
London, Jan. 18. — "Stolen
Life," Paul Czinner production for Paramount, premiered
at the Plaza this evening, the
proceeds going to the Lord
Baldwin Fund, is somewhat
slow, but is a gripping human
drama. Elisabeth Bergner is
splendidly sympathetic in the
conflicting roles of twin sisters iri love with the same
man.
The personal element dominates many compelling dramatic situations. Alpine anjd
sea coast settings, and the
authentic locales in Britain,
Switzerland, Brittany and
Greece add to the effectiveness. Michael Redgrave is effective in the masculine lead.
The film' has universal appeal.
FLAN.
:

(Continued from page 1)
say but I will defend to the death your
right to say it.'
"But here and now may I lay these
ghosts :
"1. Believe me, the term of my ass<oJJ:ion with Mr. Goldwyn and the
inoferstry, if I can help it, will not be
measured by days or months, but by
years and many of them.
"2. To you gentlemen, as well as to
my family and myself, I owe the duty
and obligation of making sure that no
one can honestly or honorably ever
connect my association with you to the
industry troubles with the Federal
Government.
"I cannot believe that any fair minded person would even expect me to
dignify such insinuations. I would
not even mention the matter here except that it has been brought up in
such a way that I must reiterate once
again and for the last time this essen$9,108 Net Is Shown
tial fact."
Schenck described young Roosevelt
By Federal Theatres
as "a young man of truth, courage
Federal Theatres Co., a subsidiary
and honesty who will make splendid
of Warner Bros., and Bird Theatre
contributions
he
declared: to the industry." Then Corp., its wholly owned subsidiary,
"Many aspersions have been cast report net profit of $9,108.63 for the
upon his entry into film business. He
last Aug. 31. The comfeels that he has a perfect right to year ended
panies operate nine theatres on the
enter this business. I agree with him South Side
of Chicago.
The statement shows net income of
and hope that all of you also do."
$369,790 before interest income and
Warner to Cooperate
before $192,344 amortization and deWarner promised cooperation to
preciation and $146,390 interest expense. Deficit is currently carried at
Roosevelt in learning the business and
Amount of $145,995 is
added jocularly: "Anything we have $1,488,844.
owed to Warner Bros. Pictures.
you want to try and get."
The properties, including land, build"I feel," said Goldwyn, "that we in
the industry who desire to see motion
ings, improvements and equipment, are
pictures go on to better and better carried at $5,227,560. Funded and
things should be on the lookout for other long term debt totals $3,154,300.
young men who will be guaranty that
American films shall maintain high
rank they now enjoy. Jimmy Roose- Hays Staff Meeting
velt is that type of guaranty. We pioneers in industry are getting old and
On Coast Is Delayed
we must be on the lookout for someHollywood, Jan. 18. — Will Hays,
one to take our places."
who has spent the first few days of
Mayer jokingly deplored Goldwyn's
use of word "old" and declared, "I'm his coast visit conferring with Hollywood personnel, has not as yet called
not old. I'm going places with Jima
meeting
of the staff. He is expected
my." He paid tribute to Goldwyn for
foresight to desire Roosevelt to join to set a date on the return of Fred
him.
Beetson of the Motion Picture Producers' Association who went to San
"I am confident that Jimmy Roosevelt will contribute much to our indus- Francisco as a member of the mayor's
try and I know we all will take great
Fair there. to preview the World's
satisfaction in what you accomplish in committee
the years to come," he said.
Bishop Stevens declared as final
speaker : "It is a great compliment to
Sign William for Two
motion pictures to have such a young
Hollywood, Jan. 18. — Warren Wilman in its midst."
liam has been signed for two pictures
— each at a different studio- — on the
Among Those Present
day, Paramount for "The Gracie
Guests present in addition to speak- same
Allen Murder Case" and Edward
ers were Walter Braunschweigr, Jo- Small for "The Man in the Iron
seph Rosenberg, Herbert Ivey, John
Considine, Mervyn LeRoy, J. Walter
Ruben, Sam Katz, Lou Wertheimer,
Mask."Gil Ellingson, Carl Freshwater,
George Bagnall, Henry Herzbrun, Paley,
Jack Warner, Jr., Hal Wallis, James Samuel Bronson, Paul Vallee, Sam
Mulvey, Reeves Espy, Murray Silver- Briskin, James E. Shelton, George R.
stone, Robert Riskinj Jock Lawrence, Martin, the Rev. John Dignan, Walter
Richard Dwight, Walter Wanger, Jahn. Arthur Wright, Alexander
R. A. Carrington, Norman Chandler, Korda, Charles Schwartz, Arthur
Dr. Frank Barham, Harlan G. Palmer, Freed, George Lowerre, and Harold
A. Ronald Button, U. S. Attorney Ben Link.
Gov. Olsen, W. S. Van Dyke, Rabbi
Harrison, Federal Judges Leon Yankwic, Paul J. McCormick, Ralph E. Edgar Magnin and Federal Judge
Jenney and Albert Lee Stephens, Harry Hollzer wired regrets for inability to attend.
W. R. Sheehan, Neil McCarthy, Jay
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(Continued from page 1)
Signs on Marquees
Baltimore treasurer. Charles H. Olive
of Washington was elected secretary,
Bill introduced by N. Y. City Counsucceeding Blum, and P. J. Wood of
cilman William Keegan to amend the
Columbus was elected recording secretary, succeeding Arthur K. Howard present Administrative Code and perof Boston.
mit nine-foot marquee signs for theatres was vetoed yesterday by Mayor
Elected to the executive committee were W. A. Steffes, Minneapo- LaGuardia and returned to the Counlis ;Sidney Samuelson, New Jersey ;
cil. Passage of the bill over the MayMartin G. Smith, Toledo, and Myers,
or's
veto is not regarded as likely -in
Yamins and Cole.
City
Hall
Reasons circles.
for the veto will not be
The directors by resolution affirmed the trade practice report made made public until this morning when
yesterday by the negotiating com- the message will be published in the
City Record. Reports indicate, howmittee, reiterating
that first
group's
ever, that the Mayor regards the
ommendation that • the
draftrecas
drawn by the distributors is not suf- whole problem of illuminated signs in
ficiently definite or complete to en- the city as too complicated for treatable the board to vote final acceptment by separate bills and will ask
ance or rejection.
for a special inquiry to study the
subject. It is also understood that
Seek Definite Plan
the Mayor is chiefly concerned with
possible fire hazard presented by
The board authorized the negotiat- the
ing committee to continue efforts to electric signs.
obtain proposals meeting the directors' requirement for a "complete and
definite plan including details of arbitration," and called for a report not
later than March 1.
With major subjects disposed of,
little business remained for the
board's consideration today.
In a resolution on the Philadelphia situation, Allied called on 20th
Century-Fox and the Chase National Bank, as controlling stockholders
of National Theatres (Skouras), and
on the theatre company as owner of

The present two-foot limitation on
marquee signs has existed for a little
more than one year. Previously, the
limit had been nine feet and the
Keegan bill attempted to restore the
former standard. Whether the Board
of Standards & Appeals has the
right to waive the limit will be determined in a Supreme Court case involving the Newsreel house on Broadway
and 72nd St. This case, which has
been
pending
the 26.
Mayor's
action,adjourned
will be heard
on Jan.

the Fox Theatre, to give "earnest
consideration" to the advisability of Universal
May Set
leasing the theatre to an independent
exhibitor upon expiration of the present lease to Warners, in order to
1939-'40 Schedule
"break the monopoly in first run theatres which Warner Bros, now have
At Coast
Meeting
in The
Philadelphia."
resolution on trade practices
stated: "After thorough study of the
proposals submitted, and presupposing that a legal and workable wording
Universal's new season production
of such proposals may be evolved, the plans may be decided during the studio
board feels that such proposals fall conferences which get under way next
far short of curing industry evils of week with Nate J. Blumberg, president, participating. Blumberg and
which Allied and the independent exhibitors have complained for years, W. A. Scully, vice-president and general sales manager, will leave New
and the board therefore reiterates its
stand taken in its former resolution York for the coast tomorrow.
No decisions have been made on
that nothing in any plan which may
be reported shall in any way hinder or next season's schedule by the home
preclude Allied States Association office executives in advance of the
from seeking a larger measure of re- studio meeting. Blumberg said the
lief than that offered by the distribu- conferences will decide whether Universal will release more or fewer pictors, by legislation or otherwise; and,
tures in 1939-'40 than the company's
further, that the campaign of legislation and litigation be prosecuted un- customary 36 features and six westerns. The meeting also will determine the exact contributions to the
ceasingly and with vigor."
program to be made by Harry EdingTo Arbitrate I. T. O.
ton, whose first picture for Universal,
starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., was
announced recently.
Operator Wage Scale
Scully may make arrangements for
Negotiations on new wage scales and
conditions for operators in I.T.O.A. Universal's annual sales meetings immediately following the product conmember houses will be submitted to
ferences. He plans to continue to
arbitration, it was reported at a meet- Honolulu for a vacation thereafter.
ing of the organization yesterday at Blumberg expects to be back in New
the Astor. Revision of terms under
York shortly after the first of Februthe existing 10-year pact has been
ary. J. H. Seidelman, vice-president
pending since last September.
and foreign manager, who preceded
Harry Brandt, president, reported Blumberg and Scully to the studio,
on the recent trade practice meetings
return earlier to sail on a South
with the distributors. He expressed may
American trip. Cliff Work, studio
optimism of the outcome.
There was no discussion of the move head ; Matthew J. Fox, vice-president,
to eliminate giveaways in New York. and John Joseph, advertising and publicity director, also will participate in
No teemeeting
of the exhibitor commit- the product conferences.
has been scheduled.
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Cincinnati

'Kentucky'
Boston

With

Is

York

Reviews

"Winds"

$13,000

Smash

$21,000

Boston, Jan. 18. — "Kentucky,"
teamed with "Up the River" at the
Metropolitan, led the town, taking
$21,000. "Dramatic School" and "The
Shining Hour" dualing at Loew's
State and Loew's Orpheum took $34,500 at both houses, $19,500 at the Orpheum and $15,000 at the State.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 1 1 :
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
"The Shining Hour" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM — (2,907)
(2Sc-35c40c-55c) 7 days. Gross, $19,500. (Average,
$12,000)
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
"The Shining Hour" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537) (25c-35c-40c
55c), 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (Average,
$10,000)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
"Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,970) (25c-35c40c-55c), 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average.
$13,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"Up the River" (20th-Fox)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332)
55c), 7 days.
Gross: $21,000. (25c-35c-40cB.)(Average,
$13,000)
"Going Places" (W. B.)
"Comet Over Broadway" (W.
PARAMOUNT— (1,797) (25c -35c -40c -55c),
7 days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,500)
"Going Places" (W. B.)
"Comet Over Broadway" (W. B.)
FENWAY— (1,382) (25c-35c-40c-55c), 7
days. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $4,500)

'Fight' Dual Big in
Providence, $15,000
Providence, Jan. 18. — Loew's State,
with a dual of "Stand Up and Fight"
and "The Girl Downstairs," took a
strong $15,000. "The Dawn Patrol,"
combined with "Swing, Sister, Swing,"
at the Majestic, drew well at $9,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 11-12 :
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
(25c-35c-50c)
days.
Gross:STATE—
$15,000. (3,230)
(Average,
$10,000) 7
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $6,500)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
"Storm Over Bengal" (Rep. )
Last
STRAND— (2,100) (25c-35c-50c).
five days of 11 day run. Gross:
$4,500.
(Average for 7 days, $7,000)
"The Storm" (Univ.)
days.
FAY'S— (1,800)
Vaudeville.
Gross: (25c-30c-40c)
$7,000. (Average,7 $7,000)
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
"The Road to Reno" (Univ.)
RKO -ALBEE— (2,239) (25c-35c-50c)
days. Gross: $5,200. (Average, $6,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
CARLTON— (1,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)
"Down in Arkansaw" (Rep.)
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
Vaudeville. Gross: $3,200. (Average, $3,000)
English

New

Gives

Production

Data to Be Sought
London, Jan. 18.— A statistical investigation of production similar to
that made last year is to be made
again this year by the Board of Trade.
Forms are to be sent out to producers
and studios at the end of January.
The aim of the investigation is to
obtain information concerning employment, cost of films produced and the
like. Its objects are stated, officially,
to be to obtain information as to the
progress of the trades and industries
to which it applies.

C|ncinnati,
Jan.comparative
18. — "Trade
Fighting Thoroughbreds
Winds"
did the best
business here, grossing a strong $13,000
{Republic)
at the RKO Palace.
An entertaining film of the race track, "Fighting Thoroughbreds"
Behind
it came
"The Dawn
is not unusual as to story. It starts with a feud between rival stable with
a take
of $13,500
at thePatrol,"
RKO
owners and a romance between their offspring — although in this in- Albee. "Kentucky," in its second i«^£k
stance the girl is finally won by an opposition lover, a doctor who finds at the RKO Capitol, drew down ^ lit
himself treating horses instead of humans. Of course, too, there are
$9,200,
and at"Sweethearts,"
in was
the
fourth week
the RKO Grand,
plenty
of race
scenes.
is
likable
as the
doctor.Ralph Byrd, "Dick Tracy" of the Republic serial, still strong with $4,000.
Estimated takings for the week endWith the feud established early in the film, Battleguard, famous stud
horse of the rich breeder, breaks loose and visits Queen, a mare belong- "The ingDawn
(W. B.)
Jan. 12 Patrol"
:
ing to an impoverished neighbor whose possessions are about to be sold
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c) 7 days.
out. Queen is auctioned to a milk company, and in time gives birth to "Trade Winds" (U. A.)
$13,500. (Average, $12,000) '.
a foal which later develops into a track champion. Through an error, Gross:
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c), 7 days.
a physician is called instead of a veterinarian, and supervises the equine Gross: $13,000. (Average, $10,000)
Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
delivery. Follows the introduction of gamblers who resort to kidnapping "Swing,
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-40c-60c), 7
to insure the proper horse winning the race and the last minute rescue, days. Stage: Henry Busse and orchestra.
Gross:
$10,000. (20th-Fox)
(Average, $12,000)
"Kentucky"
allowing the foal, now known as Sweet Revenge, to win the race.
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (35c-42c), 7 days,
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
Jack Banner 2nd
week. Gross: $9,200. (Average,
$6,500)
"Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.) (3 days)
"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M) (4 days)
Smashing
the Spy Ring
RKO
LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c). Gross:
$3,800.
(Average,
$6,500)
(Columbia)
"Sweethearts"
(M-G-M)
days,
"Smashing the Spy Ring" is a melodrama which develops many mo- 4thRKO
week.GRAND—
Gross: (1,200)
$4,000. (25c-40c),'7
(Average, $2,750)
ments of genuine tenseness. Following as it does the recent exposes "Strange Faces" (Univ.) (2 days)
Over Bengal" (Republic) (2 days)
and convictions of foreign spies who operate in this country, its timeli- "Storm
"Broadway Musketeers" (F. N.) (3 days)
ness makes it readily available for exploitation.
RKO FAMILY — (1,000) (15c-25c). Gross:
After the death of several G-men killed during an investigation of the $2,150. (Average, $2,450)
"The
Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
enemy ring, Washington details Ralph Bellamy to take up the search.
KEITH'S— (1,500)
(30c-40c), 7 days.
Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $6,500)
Fay Wray, as the sister of one of the murdered G-men, joins the Government forces to assist Bellamy. Faking loss of memory, Bellamy is adReorganizes
mitted to Dr. Carter's (Walter Kingsford) sanatarium where the es- M-G-M
pionage gang makes its headquarters.
Its Pittsburgh Staff
There is little let-up in the excitement as the action shifts from one
close tussle to another. This excitement more than makes up for the
Herbert W. Genter, former office
moments when the film becomes somewhat unreal or over sentimental. manager for M-G-M in Pittsburgh
and for the last two years salesman
Christy Cabanne directed.
there, has been transferred to the
Running time, 62 minutes. "G."*
Kansas City exchange as office manager. He succeeds Joseph Markowitz,
transferred to the Atlanta branch a=
salesman in the Florida territory.
"Arrest
(Paramount) Bulldog Drummond"
Edwin J. Moriarty has been promoted to office manager in Pittsburgh,
"Arrest Bulldog Drummond" is a lively and entertaining action pic- replacing Milton Brauman, who fills
ture of the intrepid gentleman sleuth who gets in the hair of Scotland the sales spot vacated by Genter. John
Yard, but always gets his man.
Zomnir succeeds Moriarty as PittsThis one deals with foreign agents who murder an eccentric electrical
burgh first booker, with Max Schabawizard and steal his death-ray machine. Drummond, always on the son advanced to second booker and
verge of marriage when dirty work begins, forsakes his fiancee at the Irvin Jacobs to third booker.
Frank Jelenko, New Orleans saleschurch and sets out to avenge the murder of his old friend and to deman more than three years, goes
stroy the machine. Hair-raising but plausible adventures follow, re- Philadelphia in the same capacity. to
lieved nicely by some fine comedy moments.
John Howard is effective as Captain Drummond and plays the part
to the hilt. Heather Angel is an appealing about-to-be Mrs. Drummond, English Group Hits
and E. E. Clive and Reginald Denny are unusually fine in their old roles
Fewer Pictures Plea
of Tenny and Algy, respectively.
London, Jan. 18. — Association of
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
Jack Banner Cine Technicians has issued a statemen contradicting the recent claim of
C. M. Woolf, managing director of
Code of the Fearless
General Film Distributors, that good
(Atlas-Spectrum)
films are possible only if few are proA new series of musical westerns released by Spectrum Pictures gets duced.
The association contended that Britoff to a good start with "Code of the Fearless." It is well balanced,
ish theatres do better business when the
with plenty of action highlighted by a lengthy fist fight.
studios are more active. Directly opFred Scott, who plays the ranger in search of a gang of bandits, sings
posing Woolf's stand, technicians'
two
and tuneful ballads. One of them, "Cactus Pete," should group
better declared
quality. that , more films mean
amuseoriginal
most audiences.
Setting out to capture the outlaws who have been staging a series of
holdups, Fred, under instructions from his chief, quits the rangers while Goldrick of Erpi Off
under suspicion. He joins the bandits, who are led by John Merton,
On So. America Trip
and working from the inside, captures the gang.
Miles A. Goldrick, assistant general
Claire Rochelle, as Fred's sweetheart, is an excellent horsewoman
and should please. Harry Harvey, as an old miner, offers the comedy foreign manager of Erpi has left for
the Latin Americas to introduce the
relief. Direction is by Raymond K. Johnson.
C. C. Burr produced.
company's expanded lines of motion
Running time, 56 minutes. "G."*
picture booth equipment. He will be
gone
about three months.
'G" denotes general classification.
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Philadelphia
'Frankenstein'
Gets

New

Los

Angeles

Los Angeles, Jan. 18. — Dual of
"Son of Frankenstein" and "Next
T^>. I here,
Marry"
the box-office
parade
withled$18,500
at two
houses, $10,000 at the Hillstreet and
$8,500 at the Pantages.
"Pygmalion" drew a good $7,400_in
its third week at the 4 Star, and "Ride
a Crooked Mile," aided by Rudy
Vallee on the stage, drew $19,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 18:
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
"Thanks for Everything" (20th-Fox)
CHINESE — (2,500) (30c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $12,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
4 STAR — (900) (40c-55c) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $7,400. (Average, $3,250)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (30c-65c) 6 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $6,500)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
"Thanks for Everything" (20th-Fox)
LOEWS
STATE — ( 2,500) (30c-75c) 7
days. Gross: $13,900. (Average, $14,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (30c-65c) 6 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $7,000)
"Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT -(3,595) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Stage: Rudy Vallee and his New York
Roadshow and band. Gross: $19,000. (Average, $18,000)
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
"Freshman Year" (Univ.)
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) (3,000) (30c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $13,000.
(Average, $14,000)
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
"Freshman Year" (Univ.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) —
(3,400) (30c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $15,300.
(Average, $12,000)

Kemp's

Reviews

$18,500
Adventure

In

York

Show

'Blondie'
$18,000,

to

Helps
Pull

Cleveland

Cleveland, Jan. 18. — "Blondie" at
the RKO Palace with Hal Kemp,
Judy Starr and Company, took the
honors with $18,000. "Stand Up and
Fight" did $12,500 at Loew's State,
and "There's That Woman Again" at
Warners' Hippodrome grossed $11,000.
"Kentucky," playing a move-over
at the Allen, was big with $5,500, and
"Sweethearts" at Loew's Stillman,
also a move-over, took $6,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 13 :
"KENTUCKY" (ZOth-Fox)
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c), 7 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $4,000)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME — (3,800)
(30c-35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $11,000. (Average. $12,000)
"Blondie" (Col.)
RKO
PALACE— (3,100) (30c-42c-55c) 7
days. Stage: Hal Kemp, Judy Starr & Co.
Gross: $18,000. (Average, $15,000)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,500) (30c-35c-42c) 7
days. Gross: $12,500. (Average, $13,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STILLMAN— (1,800) (30c-35c42c) 7 days. 2nd week.
Gross: $6,000.
(Average, $5,000)
"II Pagliacci" (G. B.)
CITY— (485) (35c matinee, 42c nights) 7
days. Gross: $1,200. (Average, $1,200)

Gives
Neat

in Sahara

'Fight'
$17,000

(Columbia)

Philadelphia, Jan. 18.— Outstand"Adventure in Sahara" is a tale of revenge in the French Foreign
Legion.
Encounters
with
Arab
tribes
and
attacks
on
the
Legion's
fort
ing in a mediocre week, "Stand
add excitement to this action film.
and Fight" grossed $17,000 at Up
the
The story is primarily devoted to action shots and develops several Stanley. The Earle got the same figure for the combination stage and
moments of tenseness. C. Henry Gordon gives an excellent portrayal
screen bill with Bob Crosby's band
of the discipline-minded captain.
"Going Places."
Paul Kelly learns that his brother's death was caused by the cruelty and"Artis
ts and Models Abroad" at the
of a Legion commandant. To avenge this death, he enlists and is assigned
Fox
took
$12,500, and "Duke of West
to the same officer, Gordon.
Point" topped off its last six days
Gordon's cruelties continue and Kelly leads a successful mutiny. Gor- with a neat $7,000 at the Aldine.
Estimated takings for the week enddon is sent out into the desert and given only enough provisions to last
a few days. He manages to survive the trek through the desert, howing Jan. 12 :
ever, and returns with a new force. While attacking, they are trapped "Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
— (1,300) (40c-55c-65c-75c
by Arabs and Kelly rescues them. The court martial, however, learns 2ndALDINE
week. Gross: $7,000. (Average,) 67 days,
days,
the reason for the mutiny and is lenient after Gordon is exposed. Lorna $8,160)
"Drama
tic
School"
(M-G-M
)
Gray adds a love interest by visiting the fort and remaining there during
ARCADIA-(600
(25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
the mutiny. The screenplay was by Maxwell Shane from a story by Sam Gross: $2,100. )(Averag
e,
$2,800)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
Fuller. D. Ross Lederman directed.
BOYD— (2,400) (40c-55c-65c)
3rd
week. Gross: $7,000. (Averag5e,days,
7 days,
"G."*
.
Running time, 58 minutes
"Going Places" (W. B.)
EARLE-(2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 6 days.
' '
$1
4,
00
0)
Stage: Bob
Crosby
Band.
Gross: $17,000.
"Ride 'Em Cowgirl"
(Average, $14,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para )
(Coronado-Grand National)
FOX-(3,000)
(40c-55c-65c-75c)
7 days
It is Dorothy Page, a hard riding, fast shooting cowgirl, who takes "Kentu
Gross: cky"
$12,500.(20th-Fo
(Averag
x) e, $14,000)
the lead in the first of a new series of westerns. Altogether charming
KARLTON-(1,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
"Dawn $3,200.
in manner, she should be a favorite with audiences who like a new de- Gross:
Patrol" (Averag
(W.B.) e, $4,000)
parture in westerns.
KEITH'S-(2
(25c40c-55c) 7 days.
Probably in deference to the feminine lead, there is no fatal shooting Gross: $3,500. ,000)
(Average,
$4,000)
in "Ride 'Em, Cowgirl" but there are plenty of gun fights and several
fistic encounters as well. An exciting horse race, as the climax of a
rodeo, is one of the film's features.
Dorothy, who was entrusted with the prize money for the rodeo, finds
that it has been stolen. In order to save her father, who falls under
suspicion, she takes the blame for the theft. She becomes an outlaw, but
despite this handicap wins the rodeo race and unmasks a gang of silver
thieves.
Milton Frome, as a disguised G-man, assists Dorothy. Together
they sing two original songs. Vince Barnett and Lynn Mayberry are an
excellent dance team. Arthur Dreifuss produced and Samuel Diege directed.

Running time, 52 minutes. "G."*
*"G" denotes general classification.

'Dawn

Patrol'

$5,900,

Is

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City, Jan. 18. — "The
Dawn Patrol" at the Midwest took
$5,900, for the best comparative gross
here. "Stand Up and Fight" was also
strong, drawing $6,400 at the Criterion.
"Flirting with Fate," aided by Al
Trent's orchestra, tallied $2,700.
Weather was warm.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 12 :
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
CRITERION— (1,500) (25c -35c -40c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,400. (Average, $5,200)
"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M)
LIBERTY— (1.200) (25c-30c) 7 days. On
stage: Al Trent's orchestra. Gross: $2,700.
(Average, $2,500)
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
MIDWEST— (1.500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,900. (Average, $4,500)
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
PLAZA— (800) (25c -35c -40c) 7 days. 3rd
week. Gross: $2,100. (Average. $2,000)
"There Goes My Heart" (U. A.)
STATE— (1,100) (20c-25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,500)

'Conquest' New Title
Hollywood, Jan. 18. — "Man of "Listen Darling" (M-G-M)
Conquest" has been set as the title of
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $1,900. (Average, $2,500)
Republic's "Wagons Westward."

Stand
and Fight" (40c-55
(M-G-M)
STANLUp
EY-(3
c-65c)
Gross: $17,000. ,700)
(Average, $14,000) 7 days
Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
STANTON-(1,700) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days
Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $7,000)

'Dawn

Patrol'

Kansas

City

Grossing

Is
Hit,

$11,400

Kansas City, Jan. 18. — "Dawn
Patrol" hit the bell at $11,400
at the
Newman, to lead here. "Charlie
Chan in Honolulu" and fna Ray HutDelaware Catholics
ton gave the Tower $10,000, and
May Classify Films "Kentucky" at the Esquire and Uptown in the second week was strong
Wilmington, Del., Jan. 18. — The
Most Rev. Dr. Edmond J. Fitzmaurice, with $3,500 at the Uptown, and $3,200
Bishop of the Catholic Diocese of at the Esquire. Weather was mild.
Estimated takings for the week endDelaware, has been asked to consider
Jan. 12:
the appointment of a local committee "Kentingucky"
(ZOth-Fox)
to pass on the films, classify them as
ESQUIRE
-(800)
7 days, 2nd
to fitness and prosecute under local week. Gross: $3,200. (25c-40c)
statutes when necessary. The request "Sweethearts" (M-G-M)(Average, $3,000)
was made in a resolution adopted by
MIDLAND— (4,000) (25c-40c) 7 days,
week. Gross: $8,100. (Average, $11,500) 2nd
the Catholic
cent meeting. Action Forum, at a re- "Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Speaking at the forum meeting, J. Gross:
$11,400. (Average, $7,000)
A. L. Errigo, attorney, explained the "Going Places" (W.B.)
work of the Legion of Decency and "Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
outlined the attitude of the Catholic
ORPHEUM - (1,500) (25c-40c) 6 days.
Church, stressing that the church has Gross: $2,600. (Average, 6 days, $4,400)
Chan in Honolulu" (ZOth-Fox)
a responsibility to oppose the glorifi- "Charlie
FOX TOWER-(2,200) (25c-40c)
7 days.
cation of crime and the presentation Stage:
Ina
Ray Hutton & Her Melodears,
Wmstead
Trio,
Elaine
of
immorality
as
attractive
or
deMerritt,
Boy
Foy,
sirable.
$10,000.
(Average,
$7,000)
Bobby Pinkus, and Ruth Foster. Gross'
"Kentucky" (ZOth-Fox)
UPTOWN-(2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
Two Companies Formed
Dover, Del., Jan. 18. — The Asso- week. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
ciated Town Halls, Inc., has been
formed here to deal in theatrical and
motion pictures, etc., with a capital
Gets "Little
Flower"
Principal
Film Exchange
has acof 1,000 shares no par value. Milford
quired
eastern
distribution
rights to
Theatre Corp., has been formed to
deal in motion pictures with a capital "The Little Flower of Jesus," from
Harry Lashinsky.
of 10 shares, no par.
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HollyL pressBIRD
RUSSELwood
agent,WELL
will ,appear
as
a guest on the Rudy Vallee hour
tonight to discuss his book, "I Ring
lls," which will be publis
hed
Doorbemonth
next
. . . Glenn Darwin will
appear in a special concert before
members of the Harvard Club, Jan.
29. . . . Title of the dramatic serial
by Elaine Sterne Carrington, in
which Franchot Tone will appear is
"Heaven Is Here." Script is now
making the rounds of the agencies. . . .
Dave Miller, announcer at WMCA,
joins the matrimonial lists next month
when he weds Denise Parker, network actress. . . . Joseph J. Weed,
ent
presid
of Weed & Co., station representatives, has left New York on a
business trip to the midwest and
Canada. After stops at Cincinnati,
Evansville, Chicago and Detroit, he
will proceed to Toronto for the annual
convention of Canadian Association of
Broadcasters, Jan. 23-25.

Denver, Jan. 18. — Demand for legislative relief from the present status
of radio stations in political broadcasts, whereby stations cannot limit
libelous remarks, will be made of Congress by the broadcasting industry,
declared Neville Miller, president of
the National Association of Broadcasters, at the meeting of the 14th
District of the N.A.B. here today.
Thirty-five radio executives from Colorado, Utah, Montana, Idaho and
Wyoming were in attendance.
Miller declared that the radio industry will demand self-regulation,
with stations determining what should
or should not be broadcast. The
N.A.B. president took the stand that
radio stations do not want to be censors but at least want to be able to
protect themselves from libel actions.
Matters under discussion at today's
session included Ascap negotiations,
copyright and labor relations. On
Is Defendant
Thursday the convention will take up RCA
discussions on program standards.
In Two More Suits
Following the close of the session here,
Another stockholder applied yesterMiller and Ed Kirby, public relations
day to the N. Y. Supreme Court for
counsel of the organization, will leave
for the west coast to attend regional permission to intervene in the stockmeetings of the N.A.B. there.
holders' suits against RCA, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., General
Electric Co., American Telephone &
Telegraph Co., and 18 officers and
Several New
Shows
directors of RCA. Jacob Fishman,
alleged owner of 22 shares of RCA,
in seeking to intervene, charged the
On CBC
Schedule
transfer of 6,580,375 shares of RCA
common stock to General Electric and
Montreal, Jan. 18. — A -number of
new series and special programs are Westinghouse, without consideration.
lined up by Canadian Broadcasting filed.
This is the fourth stockholders' suit
Corp., for presentation over national
and regional networks.
RCA also was named along with
Two regular weekly shows are
N. Y. Post, Inc., and Publishers' Service Co., Inc., in a suit brought by
"Let's Consider," a series of weekly
talks by Hazen Sise, originating from Nathan A. Hurwitz. The plaintiff
CBM, Montreal, on the national hook- claims to have originated the idea of
up, in which he will cover the Ca- distributing musical recordings and
nadian situation past and present, on turntables to newspaper readers for
Thursdays from 4 :45 to 5 P. M., and advertising purposes. He seeks an injunction torestrain RCA from award"Appointment with Agostini," also
from CBM, Montreal, Tuesdays, 9 to company.
ing exclusive agency to any other
9 :30 P. M., a musical program under
the direction of Lucio Agostini, featuring Charles Jordan, baritone, and
the eight-girl Continental Choir.
CBC also will handle a series of
broadcasts from London, beginning
next week. H. Rooney Pelletier, program director of CBC here, is working with BBC on an exchange basis
and will produce four radio sketches
of famous royal palaces in London,
which will be short- waved to Canada
and piped to the national network.
Special programs lined up include
a broadcast Jan. 26 from Hamilton,
Ont., to the national hookup featuring George Skillan, regional adjudicator of the Dominion Drama Festival
in a talk on the theatre ; Fort William male choir under the direction
of James H. Booth in a half-hour
program to the network; Heinz and
Robert^ Scholz, German duo pianists,
on their second American tour in a
musical show originating from CBM
to the central and mideast nets, and
Dr. Hans Kindler, permanent conductor of the National Symphony Orchestra, Washington, as guest-conductor of
the Toronto Symphony Orchestra
Jan. 24, to the national network.

WBO

Is Ordered

Thursday, January 19, 1939

to

Show Books in Suit
WBO Broadcasting Corp. was ordered yesterday by N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Aron Steuer to submit
its books and records on Jan. 25 to
inspection by Jonas Schainuck & Son,
Inc., plaintiff in a $32,983 damage suit
against the broadcasting company.
Suit, which is also against Bess &
Schillin, Inc., contends that the plaintiff, aretail clothier, broadcasted over
WNEW daily until April 3, 1937 and
that the defendant, in violation of a
contract, had scaled down plaintiff's
broadcasting time over an extended
period.

North

Vetoed

Pact

America
by

Mexico

Mexico City, Jan. 18. — Mexico has
turned down the North American
agreement on radio broadcasting
made Dec. 13, 1937, at the regional
convention in Havana, attended by
representatives of the United States,
Canada, Mexico, Haiti, Cuba and the
Dominican Republic. The Mexican
Senate refused to ratify the pact, without comment or explanation. This rejection has given rise to much speculation here. It is considered doubtful
that there will be any change in the
situation despite the efforts of Ambassador Josephus Daniels.
The Senate's attitude is considered
strange in view of the fact that it
ratified the Inter-American convention
on radio communications of the same
date at Havana as the North American regional agreement and the InterAmerican radio pact made at that
time. Approval then was given without explanation or comment.
'Lady Esther9 Show
On NBC
Is Renewed
"Lady Esther Serenade," program
on CBS, has been renewed for another
year. The program features the band
music of Guy Lombardo,- Mondays,
10 to 10:30 P.M., over a 47-station
hookup. Lord & Thomas is the agency.
Lady Esther program on CBS, which
also
featureslastLombardo's
orchestra,
was renewed
week, also for
a year.
Campbell Soup Co. will sponsor a
new news series over WABC locally,
Mondays through Saturdays from 6
to 6 :05 P.M. United Press news service will be used. Ward Wheelock
Co. is the agency.

Super-Power
F.C.C.

Meets

Opposition

Washington, Jan. 18. — Adoption of
super-power was opposed tonight by j
the F.C.C. committee on proposed new i
broadcast rules, but the way was left ;
open for further study of the question
and possible action when more accu- i
rate evidence and experience has-been
secured.
^\
Reporting to the Communications
Commission on the proposed rules, on
which hearings were held last June,
the committee declared super-power
has advantages and is economically
feasible in the principal markets of
the country, but held that disadvantages of economic and social character
were more impelling.
Committee's recommendation was in
keeping with other suggestions, including one that the commission adopt
as its objective an equalization of facilities which would give every listener
in the country a choice of at least two
programs. Such objective, it was
pointed out, could not be attained with
super-power, which would starve out
small stations.
Extension of the license term to at
least one year was recommended, but
the report suggested that the commission not prescribe program standards
without further investigation. The
committee endorsed the network principle of program distribution, but
warned that each station should render adequate local service additionally.
Transcriptions also were given approval, but caution was voiced that
they should not be used to such an
extent as to destroy live talent proCommittee took no definite stand on
grams.
newspaper ownership, but recommended the commission give full weight to
the factor of radio competition with
established newspapers in passing on
future applications for new stations.

"Hit Parade" Renewed
"Hit Parade," American Tobacco
Program
Contracts Co. musical program heard Saturdays
New business placed at WMCA in- on CBS, has been renewed for
cludes Roxy Clothes for a three times another year starting Jan. 28, at
weekly series, for a period of 52 which time Mark Warnow assumes
weeks, featuring Zeke Manners and duties as the program's band leader.
Lord & Thomas is the agency.
Gang, placed through Klinger Advertising Corp. Other new business includes a52-week series of transcripDick Belt to WHIO
tions for Air Conditioning Training
WMCA

Sets

Three

Corp. through National Classified Advertising Agency, and a 52-week renewal of investment talks by Erling
C. Olson for the Fitch Investment
Service, placed by E. C. Van Dyke
Co.
Renew

Howe

Program

Louis Howe Co., sponsoring "Vocal
Varieties" over a hookup of NBC
basic Red network stations, has been
extended for another year, effective
Jan. 26. Program is broadcast Tuesdavs and Thursdays, and originates at
WLW,
Cincinnati. H. W. Kastor is
the
agency.

'Good Will* Renewed
"Good Will Hour," sponsored by
Renew WABC
Show
Ironized Yeast over a coast-to-coast
Horn & Hardart restaurants have Mutual hookup, as well as over the
renewed sponsorship of the children's Tnter-City network of WMCA, has
hour on WABC, effective Feb. 19. been renewed over Mutual for anothProgram, one of the oldest at CBS,
er year. The renewal becomes effecis broadcast Sundays from 10:30 to
tive Jan. 22. Ruthrauff & Ryan is
11:30 A. M.
the agency.

Dayton, O., Jan. 18.— Dick Belt,
formerly connected with Columbus sta- '
tions, has been added to the announcing staff of WHIO here. He will1
be assigned to the night shift where
he will handle virtually all remote
programs.
Form

Radio

Company

Albany, Jan. 18.— Tested Radio
Features, Inc., has been chartered,
with capital stock of $15,000, divided
into $10 shares. Directors are Philip
Fuhrman, Milbrook ; George Pellinger,
Bronxville, and John G. Campbell,
Rye.

'Mystery'

Renewed

Standard Brands has renewed "I
Love a Mystery," dramatic adventure
serial, for another 50-week run on the ;
air, effective at once. The program,
a regional, is heard over the NBC
Pacific Red network. J. Walter
Thompson is the agency.
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Distributors
Alter

Pact

MPTO
Committee

on

Basis
of

Continuing

Allied

Is

Talks

Distributors will try to revise the
trade practice draft on the basis of
the recent series of meetings with the
M. P. T. O. A. and several unaffiliated exhibitor groups. Distributors
expect to have this ready in about
three weeks.
Allied's committee will continue
discussions and will report to the national board within six weeks.
Fate of the proposed trade practice
program depends on the ability of
industry lawyers to work out an arbitration sytem that will meet legal
and practical oposition.
Exhibitor groups are deadlocked
on the issue. The M. P. T. O. A.
favors conciliation as a more practical method than arbitration. Allied
opposes conciliation and insists on arbitration, under set rules.
M.P.T.O.A. Idea
The M. P. T. O. A. idea is that
local board secretaries can be empowered to set up the machinery for mediation and conciliation of disputes
with only general instructions on objectives sought. Persuasion rather
than compulsion is sought. Arbitration would be resorted to only if
this should fail.
Allied wants arbitration procedure
(Continued on page 5)

YORK,

FRIDAY,

Moss Seeks Chance
Games Ban on S. I.
License Commissioner Paul
Moss yesterday conferred
with Staten Island exhibitors
with a view to arriving at a
plan for the elimination of
chance games. The borough
was selected because most of
the houses are operated by
three circuits and there are
two small exhibitors, with
competitive conditions similar
to the metropolitan area.
This is in line with Harry
Brandt's idea to use Staten
Island as the proving ground
for the elimination of chance
games.
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Milstein
Small
Adds

to

Erpi

LOCAL

TO

Coast;

to Make

CENTS

6-8,

Studios

J. J. Milstein, eastern head for Edward Small, departs by train for the
coast today. He is going to California for conferences on new season's
product with his chief. Milstein probablyfornia
willwith
spend
Small.two weeks in Cali-

STRIKE

Chicago,
Los
Angeles
And San Francisco
to Follow
By JACK BANNER
New York members of the A.F.R.A.,
"baby union" of the Association of
Actors and and Artistes of America,
paved the way for a paralyzing cessation of sponsored national networks
last night by voting to support the
union in a strike.
Pledges
support
received of
from the
localshave
in been
Chicago,

Los Angeles and San Francisco and
they will vote tonight and tomorrow
Block Booking
Bills
Hollywood, Jan. 19. — Edward Small on the walkout.
will increase his program of pictures
About 1,200 New York radio actors, singers and announcers thronged
Counsel for major distributors have for the coming season, which are to
the
sun room of the Hotel Edison for
be released through United Artists.
filed formal application for Congres- Small will make from six to eight the strike vote meeting. A war chest
sional hearings on pending anti-block pictures. On several of these, stories for the impending walkout was started
booking bills.
already have been selected and one, and all subscribed sums ranging from
The requests were filed with the "The Man in the Iron Mask," is al- coins to $500 contributed by Lawrence
Interstate Commerce Committees of
ready in production. Joan Bennett Tibbett, vice-president of the A.F.R.A.
Dick Powell subscribed $250 as did
the House and Senate shortly after the and Louis Hayward are in this film. Helen
Menken.
Small also has signed Wallace
measures were introduced early this
month. No action has yet been taken. Beery for a picture. He also has
Strike Resolution
Similar requests for hearings on the Jackie Cooper, Tom Brown, and he
The strike resolution was to the efNeely-Pettengill measure last year may have Randolph Scott. His expanding activities have caused him to
were rejected on the ground that
fect: will obey the national board
"We
take over the General Service Studios,
previous hearings and voluminous teswhen a strike is called in the field of
owned by Erpi, which were formerly commercial networks against any
timony on file were sufficient.
by Major Productions (EmanuEarly action by both houses is an- leased
el Cohen). C. W. Thornton, who agencies, producers or others and any
ticipated in industry circles here.
Bills pending were introduced by has been with Erpi, is general man- programs
The actual
will come
and strike
at anycall
time."
ager of the studio for Small.
Representative Edmiston of West Virfrom
the
National
Board.
No date
Some of the pictures which Small
ginia in the House and Senator
has been set for the call.
also of West Virginia, in the will make include "My Son, My Son,"
Instructions were issued for the
Academy
Award Date Neely,
Senate. Representative Pettengill, from Howard Spring's popular novel ; membership to hold itself in readiness
Now
Set at Feb. 23 former champion of the House bill, "Kit Carson," which probably will go for the decision which will be given
did not seek reelection. The bills are into production in April ; "Life of
shortly after balloting by the remainHollywood, Jan. 19— The Academy
Valentino," and "Pago Pago."
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences companion measures.
ing key locals. The membership was
informed by the National Board that
has advanced the date of the eleventh
"captains" have been assigned to every
annual awards event to Feb. 23 at the
commercial program now on the air,
Biltmore Bowl. The committee wished Televi
sion
Is Ready
for
to conform more closely with the calon page
7)
and that (Continued
when these
"captains"
walk
endar year period.
A committee to arrange the dinner
Name
H. R. Winthrop
was named as follows : Mervyn LePublic,
Says
Farnsworth
Roy, chairman ; Basil Rathbone, RobWashington, Jan. 19. — Television than in patents and devoted much of
ert Riskin, Howard Estabrook, J. Lehis discussion to the television situaroy Johnston and Donald Gledhill. is now sufficiently perfected to offer to tion.
of Loew's
Direct
Henry
RogersorWinthrop,
partner in
Nominations ballots will be mailed to the public, and his company this year
the Wall St. firm of Winthrop.
Explaining that at least three com- Mitchell & Co., has been elected a
eligible persons Jan. 23 to be returned will ask the F.C.C. for a commercial
panies will have transmitters in opby Feb. 3. Final ballots will be license, Philo T. Farnsworth, viceeration in the near future, he said director of Loew's, Inc. He succeeds
mailed Feb. 10 to be returned by Feb. president of Farnsworth Television,
William A. Phillips, who has retired
production
of receiving sets to sell as from business and left the city. Phil20. Price, Waterhouse & Co. will Inc., today told the Temporary National
Economic
Committee.
count them.
low as $125 shortly will be started
lips was a director for a number of
Testifying at the hearing on patent and disclosed that his company is arranging
to
take
over
a
large
plant
monopoly, Farnsworth found the memRaft in New Feud
Winthrop is a director of the Metrobers more interested in picture radio in Ohio for manufacturing. FarnsHollywood, Jan. 19. — George Raft
years.
politanOpera
_
Association
other
worth said the proposed television staincluding
theandWabash
is feuding over story angles with
tion could be financed bv advertising. enterprises,
Railroad, U. S. Rubber Co., American
Additional developments in
Paramount again. A conference is
Asked by Senator O'Mahoney as Express Co. and Long Island Railradio on page 7.
scheduled tomorrow morning at Parato the truth of reports that television
(Continued on page 7)
road.
mount over Raft's new tangle.
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PICKFORD, Douglas
MARY
Fairbanks, Sr., Alexander
Korda, James Roosevelt, James
Mulvey, Emanuel Silverstone,
Charles Schwartz and Richard
Dwight will arrive in New York this
weekend following the close of the
United Artists meetings on the coast.
Murray Silverstone, Dennis
O'Brien and Edward C. Raftery are
remaining on the coast for further
parleys.
Gracie Fields, Walter Huston,
William Gaxton, Beatrice Lillie
and many other stage and screen players will appear at the 57th annual
benefit show of the Actors' Fund of
America, at the Winter Garden Sundav night.
•
W. A. Steffes and Benny Berger
of Northwest Allied, and Jack
Kirsch, president of Illinois Allied,
are in town from Allied's Washington
board meeting. They plan to leave
tomorrow.
•
Samuel Rinzler, president of the
Randforce Amusement Corp., leaves
Jan. 27 for Honolulu. He will stop
off at the coast to and from the island,
returning about the middle of March.
•
Maurey Ashman has been assigned
by Stanley Kolbert to supervise
theatres of the Strausberg Interboro
Circuit. He had been in charge of
the Tri-Boro Bronx division.
•
Jack Goetz is taking up golf, and
so his friends remembered him on his
birthday, Tuesday, with valuable
golfing novelties. The gross was
above average.
•
Morris Helprin, Morris Kinzler,
A-Mike Vogel, Herbert Jeadicker,
William Boehnel and Leo Mishkin, at lunch in Lindy's.
yesterday.
•
Flora Robson will sail for her native England following the completion
of
her
work Goldwyn.
in "Wuthering Heights"
for Samuel
•
I. J. Hoffman, Warner Theatres
zone manager in New Haven, has left
with Mrs. Hoffman for a Florida
vacation.
•
Mrs. Helen Wills Moody arrived
from the coast yesterday to work with
the other judges in the Movie Quiz
contest.
•

By SAM
Insiders'

has ArtreER
ed from
SH
United
WAsign
BEN ists
, where he was publicity
manager. He was signed yesterday to a more important post
in another end of show business.
▼ T
Elsewhere in this edition,
Philo T. Farnsworth says television is ready for the public.
However, others, including experts of Philco, and Comm. McDonald, of Zenith, recently indicated otherwise. And — Dumont,
which Paramount owns a substantial equity, is advertising its
receivers to radio dealers.
T ▼
The suggestion has been forwarded, we understand, to the
Sleznick-International people in
California, to change the name of
Vivien Leigh to Virginia Lee, as
an offset to her British background and to give her name a
southern connotation.
T T
One of Russell Birdwell's new
accounts will be The Love Game.
T T
Here's a nice projection room
laugh from Si Seadler. In "Four
Girls in White," Una Merkel,
playing a nurse, complains to the
orderly, played by Buddy Ebsen,
that there's
a fly in her ice cream.
Ebsen
retorts:
"Can I help it if he likes winter sports?" ▼ ▼
Theatre operators will be interested to learn from Dr. Matthew Luckiesh, director of the
lighting research laboratory of
General Electric at Nela Park,
Cleveland, that motion pictures
are generally viewed by the pubbe under highly unsatisfactory
lighting conditions. Dr. Luckiesh, who knows his lighting,
suggests increased intensity of
light for the projection machine,
and diffused lighting through the

SHAIN
Outlook
rest of the theatre to reduce eye
strain and blinking on the part
of the customers. Dr. Luckiesh,
himself, has perfected a meter
which tests eye strain by counting
the number of times the eye
blinks.
T T
The fact that some 18 theatres
in the New York metropolitan
area operated by Loew's have
played the "ten best" pictures
(critics' selection) for three successive years, 1936-'37-'38, has
impelled the creation of a novel
trailer by Oscar Doob for the
screens of these theatres, reading :
"You will see every big picture
made." It's a strong selling point
for the box-office.
T T
Harry Gold, eastern sales manager of United Artists, who is in
New York, takes his pen in hand
to elaborate on Maurice Silverstone's statement from the coast,
the other day. Mr. Gold wants
the world to know that United
Artists now has in circulation
one of the largest schedules of
big time pictures assembled.
T T
Warners have prepared a compelling newspaper-size broadside
in connection with "Wings of the
Navy," to illustrate the timeliness of the release of that picture.
The broadside encourages theatres to take advantage of the
newspaper headlines which have
been devoted to our national defense, particularly the air force.
Reproduction of an ad on the
back page of the broadside emphasizes the aviation side of the
Government's armed forces, as
shown in the picture, an angle
which keynotes the entire W.B.
campaign, and also appears in
the regular press book. The picture will be released Feb. 11, the
day before Lincoln's Birthday.

for Republic in the south out of A. C.
'Made Me Criminal'
Bromberg's headquarters
in Atlanta.
•
Is at Strand Today
Frances Harris, secretary to
"They Made Me a Criminal" opens
Harry Gold, eastern general sales
the Strand today. Leo Reisman
manager of United Artists, sails at
and his orchestra head the new stage
Saturday for Bermuda and the West show.
Eugene Forde, 20th Century-Fox Indies.
•
director, and Margaret Lockwood,
"Jesse James" rolled up an estimated $76,500 in its first week at the
English actress, are en route to the
Adolphe Menjou will return to
coast.
the coast over the weekend after a Roxy, ending last night. There were
more than 160,000 paid admissions.
•
brief vacation in New York.
•
"Going Places," with Louis ArmSpyros Skouras, head of National
strong and his band on the stage,
Theatres, leaves tomorrow for two
Charles Boyer arrives today from
finished with an estimated $29,000 at
weeks of conferences on the coast.
the
coast,
following
completion
of
the Strand in the second and final
•
"Love Affair" for RKO.
•
week. "Pvs:malion" grossed an estiLynn Farnol, director of advertismated $13,000 at the Astor in its sixth
ing and publicity for United Artists,
M. J. Siegel, head of Republic week and
continues there.
arrived yesterday from Hollywood.
Productions, arrives today from the
coast.
•
•
Richard Tauber and his wife, the
Mayer, Burstyn Move
former Diana Napier, arrive today
Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-presiArthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn,
on the Aquitania.
de»t, is vacationing in Florida.
•
•
foreign film distributors, have moved
Milton Silver is confined to his their offices to the Rialto Building,
Perry Spencer, former Loew pub1481 Broadway.
licity man here, is handling publicity home with a cold.

Higher

Sign

Fees

Higher fees for licenses to maintain signs in New York will be sought
by Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, together
with more rigid supervision over them.
This was revealed by publication
yesterday, of the Mayor's message
vetoingthetwolimit
bills on
which
soughtmarqt,nc
to «jf"
tend
theatre
signs from two feet to nine feet.
In his message Mayor LaGuardia
declares that the practice of using illuminated signs throughout the city
was being abused and required study.
The problem of both illuminated and
non-illuminated signs should be considered as a whole and not on a
"piecemeal" basis, the Mayor feels.
Special attention is sought by him to
avoid traffic dangers and violation of
zoning laws,
he declared.
increased fees which
will be These
proposed
are meant to cover the cost of stricter
regulation.
The Mayor suggests that the question of changes and repairs to existing signs should be handled through
the Board of Standards & Appeals.
This right of the board to modify
existing requirements has been challenged in the N. Y. Supreme Court.
Several months ago, the Mayor vetoed
a bill to permit the nine-foot limit.
At that time His Honor indicated he
would approve the bill if it was applied only to theatre marquees.
The present veto came as a surprise
to the bills' sponsors.

's
phone
RCA
t Parle
y Ends
ExporPhoto
RCA Photophone's export division
yesterday concluded its annual convention at Camden. Attending from
London were Bernhard Gardner,
British manager, and W. E. Garling,
chief engineer.
From Canada were Fred Peters,
managing director of Dominion
Sound Equipments, with Lloyd Pearson, sales manager, and H. S. Walker, chief engineer. Others attending
were Felipe and Fernando Mier,
Mexico representatives, and delegates
from the Philippines, Panama, Colombia and Cuba. Van Ness Phillip,
general export manager, presided.
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Theatre
OPENING

TWO

FAITH HAS ANOTHER
Unionville, Conn., Jan. 19. — Joseph
W. Faith, operator of Terryville and
Collinsville theatres, will open the
new 500-seat Empress shortly.

Personnel

Changes

BLAIR IN PARTNERSHIP
Cedar Falls, la., Jan. 19. — M. R.
Mt. Vernon, 111., Jan. 19. — Fox
Midwest will reopen the Royal here Blair, owner of the Regent here and
on Feb. 1. It has been closed for about vice-president of the Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska,
a year. Homer Marvel is manager.
Star, 500-seat Fox Midwest house at has formed a partnership with the
Benton, 111., which has been closed Tri-States Theatre Corp., and been
since silent days, is being remodeled named president of a newly formed
company to be known as the Cedar
and will reopen about March 1.
Amusements, Inc. He will continue
TAKES MISSOURI HOUSE
as manager of the Regent.
Kansas City, Jan. 19. — C. C.
REMODEL IN ILLINOIS
Rhodes, who runs the Roxy, Warsaw,
Mo., has taken over the theatre at
Kansas City, Jan. 19.— The IlliBuffalo, Mo.
nois at Jacksonville, 111., is being completely remodeled. Opening is schedVAN CROIX JOB DONE
uled for March 1 by Ralph Bartlett,
manager for Fox MidMelbourne, Fla., Jan. 19. — The Van Jacksonville
west.
Croix has completed improvements at
a cost of more than $10,000.
EL REY TO CIRCUIT
CHASE TAKES HOUSE
San Francisco, Jan. 19. — El Rey,
Cincinnati, Jan. 19. — Maurice 1,200-seat neighborhood house formerChase has closed his independent exly operated by San Francisco Theachange, known as Chase Pictures, Inc., atres, Inc., has been taken over by
established about two years ago, to Golden State Theatres, bringing the
devote his time to the new Avon, latter circuit to 13 houses. L. J. Williams remains as house manager.
neighborhood house recently opened.
MIDWEST

BALDWIN LEASES HOUSE
Marble Rock, la., Jan. 19. — O. C.
Baldwin of Mount Pleasant, la., has
leased the Towne here.

ENLARGE IN IOWA
PLAN N. O. THEATRE
Coon Rapids, la., Jan. 19. — Floyd
New Orleans, Jan. 19. — Construc- Rafferty has closed the Lyric here
tion of the new $120,000 Circle has for an indefinite period while the enbeen started by the Jadel Theatres,
tire building is being remodeled to
Inc. J. A. Dichary is president oi enlarge the seating space.
the company and Henry Lazarus,
LIGHTMAN HANDLES TWO
vice-president.
Helena, Ark., Jan. 19. — M. A.
TO BUILD IN N. C
Lightman, Jr., who has succeeded Hal
Lenoir, N. C, Jan. 19. — Lenoir Howard as manager of the Paramount
Theatres, Inc., has bought property here, also will be in charge of the
here on which they plan to erect a Pastime. Howard has taken over
theatre.
Lightman's former duties as manager
of
the circuit's theatres in Hope.
LEGENDRE BUILDING
OPENS KANSAS HOUSE
Lumberton, N. C, Jan. 19. — Morris
Legendre has started construction on
Kansas City, Jan. 19. — D. A. Shaa new theatre here, to seat 900.
did has opened the Shadid at Dexter,
Kan. The new house seats 325.
CROSBY TO THEATRE
BUYS CONN. THEATRE
San Francisco, Jan. 19. — Dick
Windsor Locks, Conn., Jan. 19. —
Crosby has been named assistant manager of the New Embassy.
Joseph Walsh of Hartford, who acquired the Colonial, Southington, last
CLOSES IN FORT LEE
month, has purchased the 650-seat
Metro, Fort Lee, has closed for an Rialto here, formerly owned and operated by Alfano and Tambucci.
indefinite period.
STANDARD REMODELING
Oklahoma City, Jan. 19. — Ritz,
neighborhood subsequent operated by
Standard Theatres Corp. has been
closed this week for remodeling.

FORM THEATRE FIRM
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 19. — Phoenix
Maysville Theatre Co., here, has
been chartered with capital of $5,000.
Incorporators are Mark Benjamin, R.
E. Wallace and Alton Dockstader.

REMODEL IOWA HOUSE
Webster City, la., Jan. 19.— Pioneer Theatre Corp. has closed the
Granada here for remodeling. It is
expected to be ready for reopening
by Feb. 15.

LEASES IN KANSAS
Kansas City, Jan. 19. — Arnold
Burn has leased the Sunflower, Peabody, Kan., to Joseph G. Bushorn,
formerly at the Kansas and Crawford
theatres, Wichita.

ROCKWELL TO NEW YORK
Providence, Jan. 19. — Kenneth
Rockwell, manager of the RKO-Albee
here, has gone to the RKO Colonial,
New York. He is succeeded at the
Albee here by Harry McDonald,
former division manager for RKO and
brother^ of Charles McDonald, New
York division manager.

OWNSBY TAKES HOUSE
Seattle, Jan. 19. — The Pic Theatre
in Hoquiam, Wash., has been taken
over by R. H. Ownsby. The house
will reopen soon following alterations.
TAKE OVER NAVARRE
Leff & Sevush have taken over operation ofthe Navarre, Brooklyn.
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Moves

SCHINE BOOKERS SHIFT
Cleveland, Jan. 19. — Harry ThompDenver, Jan. 19. — Two men new
son and Ray Frisz, bookers for the
to the exhibition field have been
named managers of Denver Fox Schine circuit, have switched territories. Frisz was northern Ohio bookhouses. Robert Selig, former district
f
er,
and
Thompson was in Cincinnati.
manager for Gaumont-British here, is
manager of the Hiawatha, succeeding
Ralph Batschelet, who has been managing the Bluebird also. Al Yohe,
Toronto, Jan. 19. — Harry Dobson,
IER vn?
chiefONinspector
of theatres
for
TO PREM
publicity director for other amuse- formerDOBS
ment enterprises, is managing the the Ontario Government, is slated to
Webber, succeeding Harry Lane, re- become chief projection supervisor for
signed.
Premier Theatres, Ltd., Ontario circuit, operated by Jule and J. J. Allen.
ROSS SHIFTS HENDERSON
MANAGE

DENVER

HOUSE

Chicago, Jan. 19. — Harold F. HenANDERSON LEAVES NTS
derson has been named assistant manaOklahoma City, Jan. 19. — C. P.
ger of the Ross Federal office here.
Anderson, former manager of the
Henderson, who comes from Pitts- local
branch of National Theatre
burgh, succeeds Charles Graves, who
takes over the management of the Supply Co., has left to become assoDenver branch.
ciated with the Oklahoma Theatre
Supply Co. here. Jacob Watkins,
SHIFT 3 MANAGERS
formerly of the Dallas branch of the
National Theatre Supply, succeeds
New managers have been appointed Anderson.
to three theatres in the Bronx operated by Consolidated Amusement EnPOWELL IS PROMOTED
terprises. William Slader will manSpringfield, Mass., Jan. 19. — Wilage the 1,660-seat Jerome; David Silliam T. Powell, district manager for
verman the 925-seat Moshulu, and
Irving Ginzberg will manage the Western Massachusetts Theatres, with
headquarters at the Victory, Holyoke,
Ogden, 1,370-seat house.
has been promoted to assistant diviSTEVENS PARA. MANAGER
sion manager of the circuit under
Indianapolis, Jan. 19. — J. H. Stev- Harry Smith and will be located at
ens has become Paramount branch the home office here.
manager here, succeeding E. J. Bernard, who died recently. Stevens has
PECHNER TO PALO ALTO
been with Paramount in Portland,
San
Francisco, Jan. 19. — Warren
Me., and in Boston. William Esch,
who has been acting manager, returns Pechner, publicity manager at the
to his post as city salesman. Don Paramount here for seven years, has
MacFadzen returns to the Milwaukee been named manager of the Varsity in
branch.
Palo Alto, Fox West Coast house.
Al Dunn succeeds Pechner at the
Paramount, where he formerly was
DESCH GOES TO GN
treasurer.
Kansas City, Jan. 19. — Douglas
Desch, until December branch manJOINS WILLISTON
ager for G. B., has gone with Grand
National as head booker, city salesIndianapolis, Jan. 19. — Robert G.
man and office manager. The ap- Hesseldenz, who has been manager of
pointment was made by Russ Borg,
of the Bair circuit albranch manager. Desch, who succeeds the Uptown
most a decade, has joined the Dudley
John Muchmore, was with G. B. Williston circuit as an assistant to
several years.
Williston, who operates houses here
and in Louisville.
GETS BOOKER POST
New Haven, Jan. 19. — Sal PopoG. N. NAMES PATZ
lizio, former assistant shipper and
Cleveland,
Jan. 19. — Louis Patz,
poster clerk at 20th Century-Fox, has
been promoted to assistant booker, re- former manager of Grand National
placing Helen Hanley who resigned in Milwaukee, has been appointed
after eight years.
manager of the local G. N. exchange.
He succeeds John Himmelein, who has
left for Sarasota, Fla.
ALLEN TRANSFERRED
Sparta nsburg, S. C, Jan. 19. —
Severn Allen, formerly of Charlotte,
NOLAN TO YONKERS
is the new manager of the Criterion
John
Nolan, former manager of the
here. He succeeds Oscar MontgomSavoy, Manhattan, has been appointed
ery, who has been transferred to Salis- manager of the Broadway in Yonkers,
Victory.
bury, N. C, as manager of the replacing Al Simmons, resigned. John
Gutteridge replaces Nolan.
BISSELL QUITS MONOGRAM
HORN JOINING G. N.
Cleveland, Jan. 19. — Holbrook C.
Bissell has resigned as sales manager
Omaha, Jan. 19. — Fred Horn, with
for Monogram Pictures in northern RKO
here for the past 13 years, will
Ohio. No successor will be appointed become manager of the Omaha Grand
as Nate Schultz, franchise owner, will National branch here, Feb. 1. He will
assume his duties as sales supervisor.
succeed Bert Day, who will return to
the St. Louis office.
BISHELL RESIGNS
Seattle, Jan. 19. — Arthur Bishell,
office
manager
for Edward exchange,
Hudson's
General
Film Attractions
Seattle,
Jan. 19.—
Jules"U"Laurant
LAURANT
QUITS
has resigned
as
salesman
in the local
has resigned. He plans to open his Universal
exchange.
own exchange here.
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Pact
"The American Way"
To Open Tomorrow
After a long shutdown, the
Center will reopen tomorrow
when "The American Way"
starts there. The play, which
has a cast of 250, was written
by George S. Kaufman and
Moss Hart and produced by
Sam H. Harris and Max
Gordon. It is a story of immigration toAmerica. Heading the list of 50 principals
are Fredric March, Florence
Eldridge, McKay Morris,
Ruth Weston, Adrienne Marden and Hugh Cameron.

Pat he News

Adding

Comment
in Spanish
Pathe News is inaugurating Spanish language commentaries for its
releases to all accounts in Latin
American countries. Heretofore, the
reel has employed superimposed Spanish subtitles with the regular English
narration in the Latin American
market.
Americo Lugo- Romero has been
engaged by the reel as its Spanish
commentator. His voice is already
known in Latin America through his
radio work with W2XB, the CBS international station.
Walton C. Ament has been named
editor of the reel, a post which he
has filled since the resignation of
Allyn C. Butterfield several months
ago. Ament joined Pathe News a
little over a year ago after having
served for several years as a mem' ber of the RKO trustee's legal staff.
[Motion Picture Daily published
Dec. 9 that Ament would be named
to succeed Butterfield.]
With Ament's appointment, the reel
is dispensing with the titles of news
editor and managing editor, but has
named George Masterton and Adelaide Finch assistant editors.
Seeking

to Expand

Seattle's Vaudeville
Seattle, Jan. 19. — Seattle stage employes and film operators are meeting
here with representatives of their industries from other parts of the Pacific Northwest to devise ways and
means of bringing more stage entertainment to this sector.
Representatives of theatrical unions
from this city, Vancouver, B. C,
Butte, Yakima, Spokane, Olympia and
other neighboring towns are included
in the sessions. It is hoped that salary schedules and routes may be arranged so that some of the stage
shows that will visit Los Angeles and
San Francisco this summer can be
brought up the coast to this territory.
Copyright Meeting
Put off to Feb. 2
Meeting of the copyright committees of the various industries engaged
in seeking revisions of the Federal
copyright laws, which was scheduled
to be held today, has been postponed
to Feb. 2. The groups are still far
apart on several of the proposed revisions to be recommended to Congress,
indicating that the next meeting will
not be a final one.
Edwin P. Kilroe of 20th CenturyFox heads the film committee.

Outdoor

Pictures

Altered

on

Staging
M.P.T.O.A.

Comeback,
By EDWARD GREIF
"Outdoor films with an action motif
are staging a comeback and they will
dominate 1939 production. Westerns
are once more rising in popularity,"
asserts John Ford, director, who has
just ter
completed
"Stagecoach"
for atWalWanger. Ford
is stopping
the
Ambassador for a few days, and will
go to Maine early next week to assist
in the settlement of his father's estate.
"Perhaps it is merely the recurring
action of the cycle," Ford continues,
"but there can be no doubt that the
trend is away from the story which
rests heavily on dialogue and toward
the outdoor action type of film. After
all, the western formula is the purest
technique of the screen.

Ford

Declares

Screen 'Remous' Today
Albany, Jan. 19. — Screening of
"Remous" ("Whirlpool"), scheduled
Washington, Jan. 19. — Acquisition for today before the Appellate Division of the N. Y. Supreme Court, was
in September of 2,000 shares of Universal Pictures common stock by put off to tomorrow. The foreign
Daniel M. Sheaffer, Philadelphia, film had been banned by Irwin Esmond, head of the state censor board.
director, through Universal Corp. was
disclosed tonight by the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Howard to Fleischer
The S.E.C. semi-monthly summary
of the transactions of officers and
Hampton W. Howard has been
directors in the stocks of their cor- signed by Paramount to handle pubporations showed that at the end of
licity for Max Fleischer cartoon
September Sheaffer, through Univer- studios at Miami. The studios are
sal Corp. held 230,927 shares of the
working on "Gulliver's Travels" in
company's common stock, 220 shares color.
of its first preferred and 20,000 shares
of second preferred.
Form Overland Film
The commission also reported the
disposition in October of 3,000 shares
Albany, Jan. 19. — Overland Film
of Trans-Lux Corp. common stock by Corp. has been incorporated to deal in
H. P. Farrington, New York, director, films and film apparatus.
whose holdings at the close of the
month were 5,000 shares.
Butler, Green Signed
Hollywood, Jan. 19. — David ButOperator Develops
ler has been signed by Paramount to
Reel Signal Device direct Bing Crosby in "Star Maker."
also signed Al Green, diWest Union, la., Jan. 19. — O. G. Paramount
rector, for one film.
Hemmingson, projectionist for the
Avalon here, has been granted a
patent on his "reel end" device that
Modern Takes Series
signals the end of the reel and enables
Modern
Film Corp. has closed with
the operator to start the second machine and prevent the black screen Standard Pictures for exclusive forshowing between reels. It is being
eign rights to the series of six "Headmanufactured here by the Signal Man- ley Family" features and six "Radio
ufacturing Co.
Reporter Mysteries."

Newsreel

Light subjects dominate the contents of the new issues of the n-ewsreels. A chemical balloon for detecting intoxicated persons, new uniforms
for the army, bathing beauties and
sea-horse racing are included. The
reels and their contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 38— Marines
sail for maneuvers. Franco's drive threatens Barcelona. King Leopold takes a day
off. Airplane crash in Montana. Governor
O'Daniel is inaugurated. Governor Arthur
H. James takes office. Fashions in Florida.
Structures in New York World's Fair.
Golden Gate exposition is ready for opening.
Lew Lehr. Sonia Henie ice show.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 236-Barcelona
drive. Chamberlain leaves for Rome. Daladier reviews troops. New uniform for
army. Marines leave for maneuvers. Demonstrate drunkometer. San Francisco World's

(Continued from page 1)

that will be fool-proof, besides providing a compliance method.
"Dudley Nichols, who worked with
me on 'Stagecoach,' and I thoroughly
The distributors' committee members, William F. Rodgers, Gradwell
enjoyed our return to the fundamenL. Sears and Abe Montague, in the
tals of a good camera story."
Color is not a major factor in the Washington sessions with Allied early
outdoor
film,areFord
"Mostin this week, tried to impress upon conaction shots
far contends.
more effective
ferees, the difficulty of working out
simple black and white." Generally, a satisfactory procedure to handle
a good action picture can be produced problems such as overbuying and
on lower budgets while continuing to clearance and zoning, by arbitration,
distributor and exhibiattract plenty of patronage at the box- with tormultiple
interests involved.
office, Ford says. He points out that
The distributors' representatives
the best proof of the rising poputo Abram F. Myers, Allied
larity of this type of film is in the suggested
counsel, that he might be able to
fact that every major producer either
offer some ideas on a fool-proof arhas added such pictures to 1939 probitration plan. Myers is understood
duction plans or has them under con- to be working now on such a plan
sideration.
through the Allied committee.

Sheaffer Acquires
"U" Common
Shares

The

Basis

Parade

Fair. Beach styles. Pro Bowl game in Los
Angeles. Sea-horse racing in Miami.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 49— Advance
of Franco's armies. Preview of surf-side
styles. Chamberlain leaves for Rome. Daladier ends tour. Hospital patients enjoy
marionette troupe. Convicts start for Devil's
Island. Life in French Guiana. Championship ski meet in France. Baseball stars
during winter. Baseball school in Florida.
RKO' PATHE NEWS, No. 53— Daladier
and Chamberlain meet in Paris. Trailerowners convene in Florida. National defense
program. Billiard tournament in Chicago.
Poor Richard award to David Sarnoff. Ski
meet in France. Coast Guard rescue.. Ice
boating regatta.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 73»Benjamin Franklin's anniversary. Daladier
in Algiers.
Army's new
uniforms.
meter demonstrated.
Beach
fashions.DrunkoFiesta
in Texas. Billiard championships in Chicago.
Pro football game. Girls race rubber horses.

Ask

to Study

Plant

In 20th-Fox Action
Application will be made today to
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Aaron
J. Levy to inspect the film storage
plant of 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
at Little Ferry, N. J., and to examine
into the methods of conducting business at the plant, in reference to a
suit for $60,000 damages against 20th
Century-Fox. The plaintiffs, Anna
Greeves and George Greeves, individually and as administrator of the estate
of John Greeves, charged the defendant with negligently causing a fire
at the plant on July 9, 1937.
Nebraska

MPTO

to

Fight Assessments
Omaha, Jan. 19.— Charles E. Williams, president of the M.P.T.O. of
Nebraska and Western Iowa, has declared that definite plans to fight
legislation proposed in Nebraska for
the licensing of distributors and assessments of$1 per reel on all films would
be disclosed soon.
He will confer with other officials
and declined to comment specifically
until after the conferences.

Dismiss

Ascap

Suit
Tulsa, Okla., Jan. 19. — Suit of
David Milstein, Ascap representative,
against William Strieker, Sand
Springs, Okla., theatre operator, has
been dismissed here. The Ascap representative had asked $500 damages
for the alleged playing of the songs
"Sweet Sue" and "Bye, Bye Blues"
in Strieker's theatres without his having paid the score charge.
Doorman, Aged 86
Cincinnati, Jan. 19.— Frank
Vlaffey, doorman at the Royal,
downtown subsequent unit of
Associated Theatres, is believed to be one of the oldest
men in the country to hold
a position of that kind.
Maffey will be 87 years old
in July, and has been on the
job daily for 28 years. He
started with the Royal in
1911 "to keep from rusting
and growing old" after havwork. ing given up his previous
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(Continued from page 1)
was being suppressed, the witness exWEBER, general manager
plained there is no suppression except
FRED
of Mutual, back from Chicago to the extent that when television is
thy
on
y.
toda . . . Doro
Gord
of
adopted it will "freeze" the art and
's program to care must be exercised not to bring
ogg
dren
the hin
Kell
chil
gton today to address the it out too quickly and before it is
Was
"°jieral Federation of Women's Clubs properly organized. Personally, he
* 2 radio and the child. . . . Announcer added, he is of the belief that the care
Harry Von Zell sick with grippe and was carried too far.
unable to appear on his programs.
the Senator's questions
. . . William Robson, director of the as Answering
to the development of home receivers,
Farnsworth said they now
p"
CBS "Worksho
series, has accepted
a BBC invitation to go to England to have been so standardized that they
direct several radio plays, and will will pick up any of several types of
leave next month. . . . John Kane, transmissions, while broadcasting has
page boy at CBS Playhouse, No. 4, been so far perfected that both studio
has been promoted to manage the and outdoor scenes can be sent withhouse. . . . Benay Venuta back on
out flicker and with the clarity of moMutual this Sunday after a week
tion picture.
So far as patents are concerned,
away from the mike. . . . Hyla Kiczales, general manager of WOV- however, while it is necessary to use
WBIL has been appointed to the the patents of at least three companies
World's Fair Advisory Committee.
in the production of television equip+
ment, no difficulty has been encountered in obtaining licenses and no
Lou Ruppel, Columbia's new pub- effort has been made either to control
licity director, leaves for Chicago to- the industry or fix prices.
day to straighten out personal matters
Without the present patent system,
and bring his family to New York. he declared, there would be little hope
Formerly he was managing editor of of starting enterprises of the character
tlie Chicago Tribune . . . Jack Stapp,
television "because it takes too
assistant program director at CBS, of
much money and you must have some
to Nashville for a week's vacation, protection." Asked about compulsory
starting Feb. 4.
licensing of patents, he said the value
+
of patents would be so decreased that
Jackson Teagarden, trombonist in inventors might as well not have them.
Whiteman's band, will form his own
unit. . . Bunny Berrigan will disband Finch Is Guest of
his own orchestra to replace Harry
James in Benny Goodman's crew.
Crosley at Dinner
James is leaving to form his own orCincinnati, Jan. 19. — W. G. H.
chestra. .. . Max Jordan, NBC Cen- Finch, who developed the facsimile
tral European representative, has re- radio broadcasting method which
turned to the Continent.
bears his name ; Frank R. Brick, of
+
Finch Telecommunications Laboratories, New York; engineers and
Pick and Pat are going on vacation,
with Pick to Florida on a fishing trip staff members of WLW, and representatives of stations licensed to use
and Pat to Memphis to golf and visit
friends. . . . H. V. Kaltenborn, Ed the Finch equipment, were guests of
Murrow and Maurice Hundus, CBS Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the
Crosley Corp., at a dinner at the
"Big Three" during the Czech crisis, Hotel
Gibson.
will broadcast on "What's Next in
Station
representatives attending
Europe" today. . . . Frank Capra
will direct the first all-dramatic Screen were : Leonard Kapner, WCAE,
Actors' Guild program on Jan. 22, Pittsburgh; P. A Loyet, WHO, Des
"Can We Forget," in which will ap- Moines; Hector Skifter, KSTP, St.
pear Bette Davis, Bob Montgomery Paul ; H. H Buttner, I. T. & T., New
and Basil Rathbone. . . . Howard York ; Harry Stone and J. H. DeWitt,
Chinn, engineer in charge of the audio Jr., WSM, Nashville; C. H. Wesser,
division of CBS general engineering WWJ; Detroit; E. L. Gove, WHK,
department, is on leave to act as Cleveland; C. J. Meyers, E. M. Antechnical consultant to the American
trim and Keith Masters, WGN-MuRecord Corp., the new CBS affiliate.
tual, Chicago; Theodore Streibert,
WOR-Mutual, New York, and Fred
Weber, NBC.
Sign First Feminine
Television Director Sign 3 email for New
Television's first woman program
director, Thelma A. Prescott, has
been added to the staff of NBC. Miss
Prescott will produce fashion shows
and other programs with appeal to
women. NBC will be on the air next
spring with television programs. Miss
Prescott recently arrived here from
Paris, where she worked on the Paris
Tribune.

WOR

Sidewalk

Show

Jimmy Jemail, Daily News Inquiring Reporter has been signed for a
new series of sidewalk interview programs to be broadcast Wednesday and
Thursday from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M.
over WOR. Wilbert Products Co.
will sponsor. The contract is for one

year.
Two new programs which will appear on WOR are transcribed shows —
North Carolina Bill
for Chappell Bros., Sundays at 10:45
A. M. and for the Borden Milk Co.,
Would
Tax Stations
Tuesdays and Wednesdays, the latter
Raleigh, N. C, Jan. 19.— Repre- through Batten, Barton, Durstine &
sentative Taylor has introduced a bill Osborn.
in the North Carolina legislature to
Additionally, Bulova Watch Co. has
place a franchise tax on all radio just placed an extensive time signal
broadcasting stations.
schedule, through the Biow agency.

WNYC, Municipal broadcasting station, will open and
close its broadcasting day
from now on with a recorded
vocal chorus of "The Star
Spangled
Banner"
that
New Yorkers
may so
become
more familiar with the words
of the national anthem.

Parent

AFRA

Local

on WNYC

Group

Cites

12 Child Air Shows
United Parents Association has
selected a dozen children's programs
for merit citation, of which five are
on WOR-Mutual, three on CBS, and
four on NBC, two each over the Red
and Blue networks.
The selected programs for Mutual
are "Answer Man;" "What's My
Name?," Dorothy Gordon children's
hour, "Johnson Family," and Stan
Lomax's series. The others are
"Uncle Jim's Question Bee," NBC;
Ireene Wicker, NBC ; Malcolm
Claire, NBC ; Paul Leyssac's fairy
tales,
NBC; "Let's
Pretend,"
CBS;
Philharmonic
broadcasts
for children,
CBS, and "March of Games," CBS.
8 Short-Wave
Available

Units
for

CBS

Votes

for

Strike;

Others to Act Later
(Continued from page 1)
out of the studios, it will be the signal
that the strike is on.
Two paramount problems which
may be obstacles to a complete tieup
of programs — those of contract obligations and support by the American
Federation of Musicians were discussedecutive
by George
exsecretary.Heller,
As toassistant
contractual
obligations, he said these would have
to be handled individually in the same
manner as by the Actors Equity in its
famous strike and by the Screen Actors' Guild, which surmounted this
Negotiations with the musicians are
problem.
still under way, he explained.
Messages of support were delivered
by the leaders of most of the branches
of talent unions, including Frank Gilmore, A.A.A.A. ; Ralph Whitehead,
A.F.A. ; Paul Dulzell, Actors' Equity ;
Ruth Richmond, Chorus Equity ; Mrs.
Florence Marston, S.A.G. ; and Leo
Fisher,
Artists. American Guild of Musical
Wires from Hollywood names were
received encouraging the local to action and promising support. Among
such were messages from Ralph Morgan, Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny, Bob
Burns, Dorothy Lamour, Tyrone Power, George Arliss, Edwin Arnold,
Robert Young, Warren Hull, Gene
Raymond and Jean Hersholt.

Eight short-wave stations located
in sites covering the coast-to-coast
area will be available for experimental
use by CBS following the inauguration on Feb. 1 of W6XDA, new CBS
international station.
The short-wave and ultra shortFCC
Calendar
wave stations now owned, operated
or affiliated with CBS include W2XE,
New York; W3XAU, Philadelphia;
W2XDV, New York; W9XHW.
Washington, Jan. 19. — The Federal Communications Commission has
Minneapolis ; W6XDA, Los Angeles ;
broadcasting hearings, as
follows :
television station W2XAX, New announced
York; W1XAL and W1XX, Boston.
Jan. 20: Applications of WRR,
Dallas, for increase of power from
500 to 1,000 watts ; and KAND, CorDrops Injunction in
sicana, Tex., for extension of time
'Perfect Crime' Suit from day to unlimited with 100 watts
Monroe B. LeVoy, plaintiff in a night, 250 watts day.
The commission has ordered hearsuit for an injunction, accounting and
ings on the application of the Don Lee
$25,000 damages against National Broadcasting
Co. for a new television
Broadcasting Co., Philip Morris &
Co., Ltd. ; Biow Co., Inc. ; Milton H. station in San Francisco.
Hearings were also ordered on the
Biow and Jack Johnstone, has with- applications of Lawrence J. Heller for
drawn his application in the N. Y.
a new synchronous station to operate
Supreme Court to restrain the de- on 1,310 kilocycles with a power of 10
fendants from broadcasting a series,
"The Perfect Crime," over WEAF. to 100 watts if his application for a
LeV oy claimed plagiarism of the series new 1,310-kilocycle station in Washington is granted, and KSCJ, Sioux
from one allegedly conceived by him
City, la., for increase of night power
in August, 1938.
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts.^
Hearing on the application of YubaWFIL Suit to Referee
Sutter Broadcasters for a new 1,320Federal Judge Murray Hulbert has kilocycle, 250-watt station at MarysCal., has been set for Jan. 27.
referred the application of WFIL ville,
The commission also announced
Broadcasting Corp. to dismiss a $50,- that on Feb. 27 a hearing will be held
000 damage suit of Donald Withy- on the application of WHLS, Port
comb, its former manager, to a referee
Huron, Mich., for extension of time
to determine the question of jurisdic- from
day to unlimited with 100 watts
tion. Withycomb claimed that he was
power night, 250 watts day, and that
"wrongfully discharged" as manager,
after entering a contract in May, a hearing would be held April 18 on
1937.
the application of WJBW, New Orleans, for extension of time from
sharing to unlimited.
Playing

Radio

Film

Form N. C. Radio Firm
Omaha, Jan. 19. — "Radio Goes to
Raleigh, N. C, Jan. 19.— North
the Fair," a film by WOW's special
events department, has been booked in Carolina Radio Corp., with an authorized capitalization of $500,000, has
200 midwest picture houses. The
films were taken at the Iowa and been chartered to broadcast by radio
or television.
Nebraska state fairs.
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Games

Calls Meeting to Start
Staten Island Test
Indications are that License Commissioner Moss may ask Mayor La
Guardia and Police Commissioner
Valentine to interest themselves in his
effort to rid Greater New York of
cash games and giveaways in theatres,
churches and clubs.
As the first step in this direction,
he has called a meeting of Staten
Island organization and church leaders for next Friday at 2 :30 P. M. The
Commissioner will ask them to abandon cash giveaway games. Operators
of the 14 theatres on the Island already have agreed to a voluntary ban
of the practice provided the non-theatrical opposition does so.

YORK,

MONDAY,

No Queries, Please
In the event that a bill is
introduced in Congress for a
Government short-wave station, RCA and NBC will
parry newspaper queries by
stating that it is a matter
for Congress and the Government to decide and that
as far as the broadcasting
industry is concerned it will
be a question on which the
industry, through the National Association of Broadcasters, will take a position.
RCA advisory board agreed
on
this policy at its recent
meeting.

Producers

to

Requested

to

Picture

at

Be

Make
Fair

JANUARY

TEN

23, 1939

THREAT

OF

WALKOUT

Korda
Six

Will

Make

Features

Release

by

for
U.

A.

Following a meeting between Alexander Korda and Maurice Silverstone,
operating head of United Artists, on
the coast, it was disclosed here that
Korda will make six films during
1939-40, two of them in Hollywood.
Production on the new season's schedule will start as soon as "Four Feathers," now in production in London, is
completed. Korda was to arrive in
New York by plane today.
Four of the six films will be done

Picture companies will be asked
again
of World's
officialsby toa committee
make a feature
pictureFair
on
in color. "Thief of Bagdad" will be
the fair grounds, according to a threethe
first. It will be followed by "With
part plan adopted at a meeting of officials and artists of the amusement in- Lawrence in Arabia," "Jungle Book,"
Will Ask Pledge
dustry held on Friday in the Terrace "The Conquest of the Air" and two
Commissioner Moss pointed out Room of the World's Fair. The meet- undetermined stories in which Merle
ing was called by John Golden, chair- Oberon will star.
that non-theatrical places running
man of the fair's advisory committee
Bingo and similar parties are licensed on entertainment.
Harry Gold, U. A. eastern general
by the city. Declaring that he has
Personnel of the committee will be sales manager, left Saturday morning
obtained agreement from the exhibi- decided upon by Grover A. Whalen,
tors' committee to a city-wide ban, he Golden and Lenox Lohr. The latter, on a special trip to Boston. He conducted asales meeting there over the
said that a similar pledge will be
sought from clubs, churches and the NBC president and formerly director weekend with members of the New
like.
of Chicago's
Centuryon ofpageProgress
Ex- England division of the company.
(Contmucd
4)
"If they don't do it voluntarily, we
will have to take police action," he
stated.
Commissioner Moss over the weekUpholds
Loew
Board;
end sent letters to the six organiza- Court
tions and one church conducting games
on Staten Island, calling them to FriContract
Injunction
day's conference. The Island has been Denies
selected by the Commissioner as the
certain
deductions
estimated at about
Supreme Court Justice Louis A.
proving ground of the proposed elimi- Valente, in a 25 -page opinion handed $500,000 total from sums due to Nichnation. The test is expected to indi- down on Friday, upheld the conduct
olas M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer,
cate a method for applying the cityof
the
board
of
diDavid Bernwide ban.
rectors and offistein, J..Robert
Commissioner Moss, who has been
Rubin and the
attempting to stamp out chance games
cers of Loew's
and denied
the estate of Irving
for three years, said he has been comapplication of Thalberg for
mended by the New York Federated
Loew's minority over payments
Churches and civic groups for his
stockholders for due to incorrect
efforts. He regards cash games as
an accounting,
accounting estimates.
illegal.
judgment for
The opinion,
waste and
excessive for
salary and
outbonus payments which first
lined the hisGiveaway Study
and an injunction
In this issue Motion Picto restrain con- since tory
itsof Loew's
incepture Daily begins publicatinuance of pertion, stated that
tion of a survey which it
sonal service con- any claim of
has made on chance games
•N. SI. Schenck
tracts. At the
David Bernstein
and giveaways around the
same time the fraud, misrepresentation or
country. Motion Picture
court, volve
stating
that itacts
"does
not part
in- waste was reDaily invites reader comment
any fraudulent
on the
futed both by a study of its history
on this subject. — Page 10.
of any defendant but an error of con- and the "undisputed evidence as to the
(.Continued on page 4)
struction of the contract," directed
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U. S. Conciliator Named;
Agencies Show Sign
Of Weakening
By JACK BANNER
Prospect of a nationwide radio
strike appeared to be greatly diminished today as a consequence of the
appointment by Secretary of Labor
Frances Perkins of a Federal conciliator to mediate the strike. Another
hopeful sign of peaceful settlement was
the action of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, the largest employers of talent
in the radio advertising agency field,
in declaring that it regards the minimum rates set forth by the Advertising Agency Association of America
as tooness tolow,
willingmeetandwithexpressing
A.F.R.A. a to
fix a
"fair rate" of talent payment.
Meanwhile, unmindful of these hopeful rays, the divisions of A.F.R.A. in
Chicago,
Los out
Angeles
and San Fran-of
cisco carried
the determination
the New York delegate of radio actors
by
emulating
New toYork's
to
strike
rather than
acceptdecision
the minimum wages set forth recently by the
A.A.A.A. Chicago ballotted Friday
evening, Los Angeles on Saturday, and
San Francisco last night. The vote in
each city was unanimously for a strike
unless the A- A. A. A. accepted
A.F.R.A.'s fair practice code, and adjusted salaries upward.
C. J. Post Conciliator
Charles J. Post, a commissioner of
conciliation for the United States
Labor Department, is the mediator
designated to seek settlement of the
controversy. Post conferred on Saturday with Paul N. Turner, counsel
for A.F.R.A., and with members of
the A.A.A.A. He will report to Mrs.
Perkins today with the issues placed
forth by both sides.
Frank Hummert, New York head
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, in a
letter made public Saturday revealed
that his company favors granting
greater salaries than the A.A.A.A. has
Two
other
proposed.

advertising agencies

Additional developments in
radio on page 12.
issued letters to their performers the
past weekend. These are Compton
Co. and Young & Rubicam.
Meanwhile a meeting of the national board of AFRA is expected to
morrow.
be
held late tonight or some time to-
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By SAM
Insiders'

ANDERSON, former finanRE.
. cial vice-president of Paramount
and more recently associated with TriNational Films, has resigned from the
adlatter company to become financial
viser to the Maritime Commission in
W ashington.
•
Adolph Zukor, John W. Hicks,
David Rose and C. J. Dickinson,
having completed a tour of Paramount's British exchanges, are now
in Ireland inspecting company operations there.
•

Madison Sq.
Garden calls
A HENIE'S deal with
SONJ
for a 70-30 split. She receives 70 per cent of the gross,
and on the week she stands to
get more than $100,000. The
expected gross, and there are no
matinee performances, is estimated at more than $200,000.
The show is selling out at every
performance. Miss Heme's 70
per cent is inclusive of compensation for the entire troupe,
which she pays.

Alexander Korda is due in from
the coast by plane today. Emanuel
Silverstone and Irving Asher will
arrive by train. The latter will accompany Korda to London when he sails
next Saturday.
•

▼ T
That Italian film situation has
taken a peculiar turn. Resident
trade agents in New York, presumably representing the E. N.
I. C., the film distributing monopoly of the Italian Government,
have approached independent producers and distributors on film
deals. Officials of independent
companies are not discussing the
matter. Whatever conferences
have been held are described as

Harry Buxbaum, New York
branch manager for 20th Century-Fox,
was given a surprise birthday party at
his home in Long Island Thursday
evening.
•
Oscar Morgan, Paramount southern division manager, is house hunting, planning to move his family here
shortly from Atlanta.
•
Gaby Morlay and Jacques Catelain, French players, sailed Saturday
for Paris with their troupe following
a Canadian tour.
•
William Keighley has returned to
Hollywood from Wisconsin where he
has been gathering background material for Warners' "Each
Dawn I Die."
•
Sydney Chaplin has arrived in
Hollywood from abroad to assist in
the production of Charlie Chaplin's
new picture, "The •Dictator."
Leon Schlesinger, producer of
Warner cartoons, left New York last
night for Chicago from where he
will go to Hollywood.
Bruce Cabot has arrived in New
York for a short vacation after completing his role in Warners' "Dodge
•
City."
. Arthur Pearce, formerly associated with Eddie Dowling, is now
press
agent
for Manny Wolf's Restaurant.
; Errol Flynn is scheduled to arrive
in New York today from the coast for
a two-week holiday in the east.
Sir William Wiseman of Kuhn,
Loeb & Co., sailed Saturday for London.
•
Louis Phillips is due back at his
office today from Newburgh.
Alec Moss is vacationing in Florida.

"exploratory." No
been mentioned.

terms have

T ▼
Soon there may be in radio a
commentator code comparable to
the production code now followed
in the film industry. The purpose of this commentator code,
which is now being discussed
among certain of the more careful radio people, is to remove
from broadcasting the purely gossip type of commentating, particularly objectionable material
of a personal nature, such as is
employed by some of the networks' film commentators. These
lads intend to organize themselves
into a group from coast to coast
and to set up a code of ethics to
guide the type of comment, so as
not to bring unnecessary injury
to individuals or groups.
T ▼
In Argentina, now, they have
prohibited the importation of film
advertising matter. It is a strange
act, but the Argentine explanation is that the law has been
adopted in the interest of aiding
the native printing and. lithographing trade. Under this new
Argentine law, all forms of foreign-made advertising are
banned. There is one exception.
The edict does not embrace trailers in the film accessories line.
▼ T
They were shooting a picture
in the Grand Central Terminal
at 3:30 A. M. Friday. About 100
extras were seated or standing
about. Redcaps milled around the

Tom Ricketts Dies
Hollywood, Jan.- 22. — Tom Ricketts, veteran producer, actor and director, died here Friday at the age of RKO Re-Signs McLaglen
86! He came to Hollywood with
■ Hollywood, Jan. 22. — RKO today
David Horsley to form the old Nestor signed Victor McLaglen for one more
company.
picture.

SHAIN
Outlook
lighted area. At quick intervals
one of them would start across
the space reserved for extras.
Two station policemen were busily engaged trying to keep the
redcaps from walking into this
reserved area. The boys were
trying to get into the picture.
Late commuters on their way
home, who didn't know what all
the shooting was about, and
seemed to care less, peculiarly
enough, skirted around the kliegflooded area of the rotunda to
keep out of the picture and get
the warm, milk-train seats to
settle down for their matutinal
snoozes. The big moment of
amazement for the regular redcap force came when a retinue
of well-groomed colored gentlemen in bright, shiny uniforms
flanked a large man with red
face, and brief case, who was
emerging from the shadows
around Gate 25.
T
Of course, those "baggage
smashers" who were with him
were not regular redcaps. They
were extras. Some of the extra
girls were seated on the baggage
room counters, swinging their
silk-clad legs, and men extras
seated along the racks beneath
the ticket windows.
Instead of "Camera, lights,
action!" the assistant director
said "Let's go!" There was no
megaphone and no beret. His
trousers were baggy, his hat
slouched, and he wore a nondescript sweater.
T
A
out
the
she
she

girl with a purple hat dashed
madly from an archway to
information booth. Evidently
was on the wrong side, for
reeled around, reversed herself at the strident cry of the
assistant director, "Wrong side !
Get over on the other side." Then
a tall, gray man walked into the
lighted area as if he were looking for an incoming passenger.
At that moment, without any
noticeable sign or signal, the
kliegs faded slowly and the rotunda took on again its familiar
early morning appearance. The
scrubwomen waddled through on
their way to the offices which
they were to tidy, and the night
workers plodded their weary way
across the station out into the
cold air. The stars in the terminal dome resumed their pale glow
as the artificial lights faded.
"Hollywood" retired and the
Grand Central was again part of
the New York scene.
Col. Signs Ruggles
Hollywood, Jan. 22. — Columbia has
signed
director Wesley
contract.Ruggles to a producer■

Shows
This

on
Week

No new shows are scheduled to open
this week on Broadway legitimate
stages. Maurice Evans' revival of
"Hamlet" closed on Saturday with 96
performances, just short of the 100
mark for which most revivals of the
melancholy Dane strive. Although the
Evans showbusiness,
was stillother
doingcommitfwnts
a firs Sn te
box-office
forced termination of the run.
Total of 25 still remain on the
boards, of which two, "Tobacco Road"
and "Pins and Needles," are holdovers. Dearth of hits is still puzzling
the Rialto. The season has not been
lacking in productions, but the survival rate has been unusually low.
Only 12 new dramatic pieces are
among the survivors. Additionally,
there are three revivals, two plays
based on novels, four based on other
dramatic works, and two new revues.
"The Primrose Path" is a dramatization of "February Hill" by Victoria
Lincoln,
and a "Mamba's
Daughters"
taken from
novel of the
same nameis
by
Road,"DuBose
now in itsHeyward.
sixth year, "Tobacco
was also
adapted from a novel of the same title.
Revivals include "The Importance
of
Earnest,"
"Outwardoperettas.
Bound"
and Being
the Gilbert
& Sullivan
"Leave It to Me" is a musical adaptation of "Clear All Wires." "I Married
An Angel" is based on the play by
John Zaszary with music added.
Thornton Wilder wrote the adaptation
of Johann Nestroy's Austrian classic,
"He Will Be the Devil of a Fellow"
to make "The Merchant of Yonkers."
"The Boys From Syracuse" is based
on Shakespeare, with modern dialogue
added. "Where There's a Will," based
on Sacha Guitry's "Le Nouveau Testament," closed Saturday after seven
performances.
Soskin Asks Extension
London, Jan. 22. — Simon Soskin
and Amalgamated Studios have asked
the court for an extension of the option to redeem the mortgage on the
studio. McAlpine & Sons opposed,
claiming there is no likelihood of a
sale by Soskin. It is believed the War
Office is interested in the land and
buildings.
MOTION
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It's a DAVID 0. SEL2NICK stroke of showmanship
make Lombard go dramatic I
JAMES
CAROLE
LOMBARD
"MADE
EACH

to

STEWART
FOR
OTHER

Directed by JOHN CROMWELL • Screen play by JO SWERLING
presented by SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL
RELEASED

THRU

UNITED

ARTISTS
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Southeastern

Para,

to

Bonds
Unit
Pact

Accepts
in

Part

Nine of 16 articles in the distributors' trade practice program were accepted without change by the Southeastern T. O. A., an M. P. T. O. A.
affiliate, six were singled out for modification or clarification and one was
rejected in entirety, it was shown in
a report submitted by the organization
to the M. P. T. O. A. executive committee. The report is characteristic of
those received from other M. P. T.
0. A. units.
Article 14, relating to the return of
"false" reports on box-office receipts
for percentage bookings, was rejected
in its entirety. Articles accepted without change include those on trade announcements, exhibitors limited playing time, runs and existing customers,
forcing of shorts, newsreels or
trailers, picture allocations, non theatrical competition, forms of license
agreement, selective contracts and
playing of pictures in order of release.
Suggested Changes
Suggested changes include a 21 instead of a 10-day period for notifying
distributors of intention of cancelling
an available picture, and 21 instead of
14 days for giving notice of picture
rejections on grounds of community
offensiveness, both applying to Article
1, covering cancellation. In Article 4
on preferred playing time, 10 days instead of five days is asked for giving
notice that the exhibitor regards a
designated picture unsuitable for the
playing time designated.
Simplification of the score charge
article and Article 13, on acquisition
of theatres, is asked. Article 15, on
arbitration, is accepted subject to
working out details of the procedure
by exhibitor and distributor negotiating committees. Simplification of Article 16 on effective date of the program is also suggested.
W. C. Moore, president of the
Southeastern M. P. T. O., notes in
his report : "It was the consensus of
opinion that the proposals offered by
the distributors should be accepted
when put in final form, with the distinct understanding, however, that acceptance of any of the distributors'
proposals is not to be considered settlement of M. P. T. O. A.'s demands,
but that they are being accepted for
trial and as a compromise of the M.
P. T. O. A. 10-point program."
"It was the consensus of opinion,"
the report concludes, "that the distributors' proposals were a step forward in the direction of industry harmony and that exhibitors of these
southeastern states should cooperate
with the distributors as outlined above
to promote better industry relations."
Allied Leaders Leave
Allied leaders who were in town
from the Washington board meeting
left over the weekend. Col. H. A. Cole,
newly elected president, left yesterday
for Chicago en route to his home in
Dallas. Others were W. A. Steffes,
Benny Berger and Judge J. P. Devaney of Northwest Allied, Jack
Kirsch and Ed Brunell of Chicago,
and Pete Wood of Columbus.
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For

Ohio

Boyer

Durbin

No

Film

Hollywood,
Jan. 22. Charles
— Universal has signed
Paramount has set Feb. 20 as the
Boyer to play opposite Dedate for redemption of $5,000,000 of
anna
Durbin
in "First
Love."
It will
follow
immediately
its six per cent debentures, as authorafter "Three Smart Girls
ized recently byThe
the debentures
company's to
board
of directors.
be
Grow Up," now shooting.
redeemed were drawn by lot and will
Henry Koster will direct and
Joe Pasternak produce.
cease to bear interest after the redemption date.
Calling of the debentures leaves
$4,500,000 of the six per cent issue
still outstanding of an original issue Loew's Board
Is
of $26,500,000. The remainder was
either purchased by the company in
the open market or exchanged by
Upheld
(Continued fromby
pane Court
1)
holders for the new 3]4 per cent debentures. The February redemption
will effect an annual interest saving scale of wages in the industry generally, the scarcity of talent to fill poof $300,000.
sitions of proTo

Ask

For Picture at Fair
(Continued from page 1)
position, has been appointed chairman
of a special committee to develop ideas
for the amusement area of the fair.
The cemmitee will go to Hollywood
to talk with studio officials.
Three resolutions were adopted at
the meeting to strengthen the amusement features of the fair. One authorized the appointment of a committee to
confer with film producers to arrange
production of a complete film on the
fair grounds. A second calls for the
formation of plans to stage legitimate,
productions and vaudeville in the fair,
and the third for appointment of a
committee to induce sponsors to broadcast from the fair grounds.
The meeting was attended by Edward G. Robinson, William A. Brady,
Harry Richman, Frank Gillmore, Gene
Buck, R. H. Burnside, Vinton Freedley, Eddie Dowling, John Johnstone,
Martin Beck, William JafTe, Max
Gordon and others.
Para.

Cancels

Pact

Raffs

in Story

Tiff

Hollywood, Jan. 22. — Paramount
has canceled George Raft's contract
for failure to accept a part in "The
Magnificent Fraud." He was replaced by Lloyd Nolan. Raft thus
ends eight years with the studio, the
last two years being marked by three
tiffs over casting. He recently completed "The Lady from Kentucky."
Technical

Awards

Nominations
Sought
Hollywood, Jan. 22. — Letters have
gone out to all studio technical department heads, equipment makers
and development companies requesting nominations for the scientific and
technical awards to be made by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences. -The nominations will be
considered this year by the Research
Council instead of by a special board.

'Remous'

ducers
and executives,
and the
intense
competition among the

Producers

Decision Later
Albany, Jan. 23. — The Appellate
Division reserved decision on "Remous" ("Whirlpool"), foreign film
banned by the N. Y. state censor, after
it was screened for them Friday. Arthur Garfield Hays made a plea in behalf of the picture.

companies

for

"M services."
o r e o ver,"
their
Justice Valente
said, "the new
personal service
contracts which
went into effect
on Dec. 31, 1938,
were favored by
Louis B. .Mayer

such an

overwhelming major-

Exhibitors

Tax

Rise

Get

Pledge

Columbus, Jan. 22. — -Ohio exhibitors found additional cheer in the question of future taxes when Gov. John
W. Brickers again emphasized his
stand in the matter.
"This administration is pledged to
no increase in taxes," he said. "Taxpayers
been overtaxed.
With efficient have
and economical
administration
of revenue-producing instrument; ^ ps
of the government, coupled with Sw?ngent economics in administration, our
financial dilemma can be met without
any increase, but probably an ultimate
Pre-inaugural
decrease
in taxes."opinion had prevailed
that the legislature would be inclined
to reinstate the previous 10 per cent
admission tax to replace the existing
three per cent impost.
Warner

Sales

Drive

Up on 15%
Reports
the firstOver
quarter 1937
of the
Warner Sears sales drive show an
increase of 15 per cent over a similar period last year. Fred Jack,
southern district manager, and Rud
Lohrenz, midwestern district head, are
in New York for conferences with
Ben Kalmensen, western and southern
sales manager, on plans for the remaining 13 weeks of the drive.

court has exonerated our board of
ersityasoftostockholdindicate directors, and that the profit-sharing
their confidence in the management's contracts have been approved. I can
policy of generously rewarding talent, only repeat what I said in my letter
and attributes the continuous success to the stockholders on December 30,
of Loew's, Inc., throughout the years, 1937, that 'I have no hesitancy in sayincluding even the depression, to this
ing to the stockholders that, in my
opinion, the approval of these conThe court was fulsome in its praise
tracts will be in the best interests of
of Schenck, stating that it was con- the company and its stockholders.'
vinced as to the sincerity of his testi"As to the relatively minor respects
mony. "In the last ten years in which in which the court has found that I
hepolicy."
has been the executive," the opinion and four other executives were inadvertently overpaid in 1934 and 1937,
stated, "it must be conceded that his
executive control has beep of excep- I feel sure that none of our executives would desire to retain any money
tional character." The success of the
company was in large part due to his which they had received through mistake of law. However, we will have
ability and "dipto be guided by counsel as to the corskill," it
continued. lomatic
Weight
rectness ofthe decision on that point."
was also given
Emil K. Ellis, chief counsel for the
plaintiffs, stated, after being informed
by the court to the
statement of Sidof the decision, that he could not comment on the question of appeal until
ney
R.
Kent
that
he would hire any
he Suit
had was
"digesteed
of the men whose
startedthein opinion."
January, 1938,
and
trial
lasted
for almost four weeks
contracts were attacked for equal
before Justice Valente. Nine actions
which had been consolidated were
compensation.
tried simultaneously.
Justice Valente
Joseph M. Proskauer, ex-judge of
discounted the arthe Appellate Division, and J. Alvin
actions gument
ofthat the
the
Van Bergh represented the defendants.
board of directors
I. K. Rubin
were concealed
Ben Washer Goes
from the stockholders and also upheld the board in
With George Abbott
its computations on foreign business.
Ben Washer, who resigned
He refused to hold the board chargeas publicity manager of
able for overpayments made to
United Artists on Friday, has
Schenck, Bernstein, Rubin, Mayer and
the estate of Thalberg, stating that
accepted the position of general press representative for
difference
"fair
a
on
made
were
they
George Abbott Productions.
of opinion." However, losses from
Loew's Ohio Theatres, Chippewa TheHe will handle Abbott's productions of "The Boys from
atres and the amount paid to ThalSyracuse," "Primrose Path,"
berg's estate should have been de"What a Life" and "Mrs.
ducted from the base upon which boO'Brien Entertains." The latnuses were estimated, he said, and orter opens a week from todered repayment to the corporation of
day in Baltimore and on
these overpayments.
Broadway
February 8.
Commenting on the opinion Schenck
said :
"I am, of course, delighted that the

it
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'Trade

Winds'
Hollywood

Is

High

22.— "Trade Winds,"
, Jan.
Avenue, was strong here,
the Fifth
at Seattle
taking $7,300. The dual of "Stand Up
and Fight" and "Nancy Drew, Detecgrossed a good $7,100, in the
week.
second tive,"
"Sweethearts" took $4,300 in its
third week, at the Music Box, and the
dual of "Dawn Patrol" and "Thanks
for the Memory," grossed $4,100 at
the Blue Mouse.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 20 :
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Thanks For the Memory" (Para.)
BLUE MOUSE — (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $4,100. (Average,
$4,000)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $7,300. (Average, $7,000)
"Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
LIBERTY — (1,800) (20c-30c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $4,450. (Average, $5,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
MUSIC BOX— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $4,300. (Average. $4,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,450) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,700. (Average, $6,000)
"Shine On. Harvest Moon" (Repub.)
"Orphans of the Street" (Repub.)
PALOMAR— (1,500) (15c-25c-35c-40c) 7
and "Paradise Islands
days.
Gross: e $5,300. (Average, $5,000)
Revue." Vaudevill
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.) 7 days,
PARAMOUNT — (3,050) (30c-40c)
2nd week. Gross: $7,100. (Average, $6,000)

Trade

Winds'

'Marry'
To

Lead

and

$8,000
Milwaukee

Do

'Peck'
Fight,' Denver
With

for

$7,300

Seattle

Previews

Monday, January 23, 1939

"Pride
{Republic)

of the

Navy"

Top
$10,400
Hollywood, Jan. 22. — -Although considerable padding is resorted to,
Denver, Jan. 22. — "Stand Up and
particularly in the romantic conflict and comedy sequences, "Pride of
the Navy" makes the grade as acceptable entertainment. While the pro- Fight," dualled with "Peck's Bad Boy
duction has a different kind of naval activity background, the love at the Circus," at the Orpheum, was
the leading grosser here, with {^£9,interest assumes the familiar triangle in which James Dunn, Rochelle 400.
Grosses generally were sk hg,
Hudson and Gordon Oliver are concerned. Dunn has quite a bit to do despite two snowstorms.
"Kentucky" was strong in its second
in
the comedy
contrast, but most of the picture's fun is developed by
Horace
MacMahon.
week, taking $10,000 at the Denver,
Failing to perfect a new type splinter torpedo boat, Oliver also fails while "Sweethearts" in the third week
to lure speed boat pilot Dunn back into the service. The grandstanding drew $4,000 at the Broadway. "Zaza"
was good for $7,200 at the Denham.
racer with a heart of gold is easy prey, however, for the admiral's
Estimated takings for the week enddaughter, Miss Hudson. The little encouragement the girl gives Dunn "Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
is sufficient incentive for him to try to steal her away from Oliver.
ing Jan. 18 :
ALADDIN— (1,400) (25c-40c), 7 days, 2nd
Meanwhile the experimental boat meets with disaster and grandstander week.
Gross: $3,500.
(Average, $3,500)
(M-G-M)
Dunn, taking too much for granted, finds himself in wrong with Miss "Sweethearts"
"Zaza"
(Para.) (1,100) (25c-40c), 7 days,
BROADWAY—
Hudson, Oliver, Captain Charles Trowbridge and his buddy, MacMahon. 3rd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $2,500)
Inspired by patriotism and love, he does an about face, perfects a dual
DENHAM—
(1.750)
(2Sc-35c-40c),
7 days.
$7,200. (20th-Fox)
(Average,
$6,000)
hulled splinter boat and demonstrates its practicability and efficiency as a Gross:
"Kentucky"
naval weapon by exploding a runaway torpedo. Recommissioned in the 500)DENVER— (2,525) (25c-35c-50c), 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $8,service, he is rewarded with a clear field to Miss Hudson's hand.
Ben Markson and Saul Elkins did the screenplay on an idea supplied
Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
by James Webb and Joseph Hoffman. Wisely, director Charles Lamont "Stand
"Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,600) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
chose to inject a liberal amount of comedy into the romantic and action "Devil's
Island" (W.
Gross: $10,400.
(Average.
B.) $8,000)
episodes.
Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
G. McC. "Swing,
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross:
$4,000.
"Trade Winds" (Average,
(U. A.) $3,500)
"The Last Warning" (Univ.)
RIALTO— (878) (25c-40c), 7 davs. Gross:
$1,750. (Average, $1,750)
"You Can't Get Away
with Murder"
( Warners)

Hollywood, Jan. 22. — In addition to the attention getting title, exhibiwith
tors have, for showmanship purposes in connection with showings of 'Honeymoon'
"You Can't Get Away With Murder," the fact that the film is based on
Stage Show
Draws
a play, "Chalked Out," written by Warden Lewis E. Lawes of Sing
Sing, and Jonathan Finn. Plus these, there are the names of Humphrey Bogart, whose most recent picture was "King of the Underworld" ;
$21,000 to Capital
Gale Page, Billy Halop, one of the "Dead End" kids; John Litel and
others.

"You Can't Get Away With Murder" is the story of a youngster
Washington, Jan. 22. — "Paris
Honeymoon" at Warners' Earle was
whose worship of a thief leads him into robberies and subsequently a the
best bet here with $21,000, aided
Milwaukee, Jan. 22. — "Trade murder. The fiance of his sister is sentenced to die for the crime in the by the stage appearance of Ken MurWinds" and "Next Time I Marry" same prison to which the thief and the. boy have been sentenced. In a
ray and Gene Austin.
the week's high at
d $8,000
grosseWarne
"Sweethearts" was good in its sec-*
r. for
the
Only other house _ to prison break, led by the crook, the boy is wounded, but makes a deathbed confession naming the real killer.
ond week at Loew's Palace with $12,clear average was the Riverside,
500. "Devil's Island" at Warners'
Robert
Buckner,
Don
Ryan
and
Kenneth
Garnet
wrote
the
screenand
,"
Sahara
in
nture
where "Adve
play. Lewis Seiler directed, Sam Bischoff receiving associate producer Met and a return of "The Young In
School unit colSwing
Bowes'
Major lected
Heart" at Loew's Columbia took
$6,000.
and Hal B. Wallis executive producer credits.
$6,300 and $6,000, respectively.
Fox's Wisconsin opened its new
The story's unfolding is grim, brightened only by occasional light
Estimated takings for the week endshow on Wednesday, shifting "Ken- touches of comedy. It maintains a slow tempo, quickened for the climax.
ing Jan. 12:
the
into
tucky" and "Up the River"
Vance King "Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
circuit's Strand the same day, followRunning time, 80 minutes. "G."*
LOEW'S
CAPITOL— (3,434) (25c-65c) 7
ing an 11-day run of the dual.
days. Stage: Sara Ann McCabe, The
*"G" denotes general classification.
Estimated takings for the week endDebonairs, Bert Walton.
Gross: $14,500.
(Average, $16,500)
ing Jan. 12-13 :
"The
Young
in
Heart"
(U.
A.)
"Professor Mamlock" (Amkino)
Aid Paralysis Drive
LOEW'S
COLUMBIA— (1,243) (25c -40c)
London
Branch
LITTLE THEATRE— (1,098) (35c-50c) 7 CEA
days. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $4,200)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $1,500.
Des Moines, Jan. 22.— The Tri- 7"Sweethearts"
(M-G-M)
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
States
Corp.,
will
assist
the
National
May Form New
Unit Infantile Paralysis drive by taking
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370) (25c-55c) 7
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c -50c) 6 days. Gross:
$11,500) 2nd week. Gross: $12,500. (Average.
London, Jan. 22. — London Branch two collections a clay, for the drive, days,
$4,600. (Average, $5,000)
"Pacific Liner" (R-K-O)
of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
"Adventure in Sahara" (Col.)
sociation, at its annual
meeting Ason at all of the theatres in their circuit
RKO -KEITH'S — (1,836) (25c-40c) 7 davs.
RIVERSIDE— (2,300) (25c-30c) 7 days.
the week of Jan. 26-30, accord- Gross: $6,800. (Average. $10,000)
Bowes' Swing School. Gross: Jan. 24, will consider a motion for the during
Major
Stage:
"Paris
Honeymoon" (Para.)
ing to arrangements made by G. Ralph
$6,000. (Average, $5,000)
formation of an independent group
WARNERS' EARLE— (2,218) (25c-66c) 7
Rranton, business manager.
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
within the branch.
days.
Ken Murray $16,000)
& Gene Austin.
"Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
Gross: Stage:
$21,000.
The annual report is expected to
"Devil's
Island" (Average,
(W. B.)
STRAND— (1,400) (3Sc-50c) 4 days. Gross:
Retitle
Hopalong
$1,100. (Average, $4,500)
appeal for a discontinuance of the
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN - (1,591)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
double billing of "A" features and to
Hollywood, Jan. 22. — Paramount (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: $6,300. (Average.
"Up the River" (20th-Fox)
STRAND— (1.400) (35c-50c) 3 days. Gross: express concern over the continuance has set "Renegade Trail" as the re$1,000. (Average. $4,500)
of the problem of overbuilding.
$4.000 )
lease title of Harry Sherman's final
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
Hopalong
Cassidy
production
of
1938,
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
Plan "Slapned" Remake
WARNER — (2,400) (35c-50c) 7 days,
formerly called "Arizona Bracelets."
Standees Bring Arrest
Hollywood, Jan. 22. — J o s e p h
Gross: $8,000. (Average $5,000)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
Mankiewicz, M-G-M associate proColumbus, Jan. 22. — John Pancak,
Vallee in Henie Film
"Up the River" (2ftth-Fox)
WISCONSIN— (3,200) (35c-50c) 4 days. assistant manager of the Knickerducer, is planning a remake of "He
bocker, downtown subsequent run, was
Hollywood, Jan. 22. — Rudy Vallee Who Gets Slapped," the Lon ChaneyGross: $4,000. (Average, $8,000)
arrested
for
allowing
patrons
to
stand
has
been
signed
by
20th
Century-Fox
John Gilbert vehicle. Margaret Sul"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
for a featured role in the next Sonja lavan will play the feminine lead in
"Spring Madness" (M-G-M)
WISCONSIN— (3,200) (35c-50c) 3 days. in the aisles, contrary to the law. He
the new version.
was released on probation.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $8,000)
Henie picture, "When Winter Comes."
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Giveaways

Prize
Totals

Money
Yearly

10,000,000
Philadelphia
Population, 2,000,000; 10 first
runs, 17,160 seats, 25c-75c ; 198 subsequents, 195,503 seats, 10c-40c.
Games were stopped in April, last
year, but giveaways continue. City
authorities took action against cash
games after they ran about a year.
About 150 subsequents had games,
with none at first runs. Annual
"giveaway" was about $195,000.
Games were in effect at churches
and clubs before they went into theatres. When theatres adopted them,
church Bingo doubled, but is now
banned by law. Exhibitors claim
business has been off from 10 to
since games' elimina30 pertioncent
and many have turned to
premiums. Most exhibitors say
they would start games again if law
permitted.
The Philadelphia decision outlawing games resulted in their elimination in nearby communities and
now this is said to be the case virtually through Pennsylvania.

Providence

Population, 253,000; seven first
runs, 14,535 seats, 25c-35c-50c;
nine subsequent runs, 9,836 seats,
15c-20c-25c-35c. Cash games never
widespread, were stopped voluntarily in 1935, prior to ruling by Attorney General that Bank Nights were
illegal, in April, 1938. Non-theatrical games were widespread and
hurt theatres, but police banned
Bingo two years ago. Giveaways
were discarded about two years
ago; only one subsequent run still
gives dishes occasionally. Exhibitors oppose return of games.
Biggest Bank Night
The greatest Bank Night
ever held was one which was
conducted in New York by
Loew's, by a group of 18 of
the circuit's theatres, all of
which houses were connected
by telephone that single
night, as radio stations might
be tied up. The grand prize
was $3,500 and there were
outstanding approximately
2,500,000 coupons. The event
was extremely profitable to
the company from a cash
standpoint, netting approximately
ever,
has $17,000.
been Loew's,
among howthe
leaders in wanting the games
eliminated, as harmful in the
long run to legitimate show
business.

a

Major

Gambling
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Enterprise

By SAM SHAIN
Chance games and giveaway schemes in theatres, churches and clubs
have been developed to the point of being one of the country's large
gambling enterprises !
Such money games have trended toward the proportions of an Irish
sweepstakes. The amount of prize money involved is estimated by
theatre men to be in the neighborhood of $10,000,000.
Theatres give away an estimated $6,000,000 annually through such

Game

Profits

"Stolen"

Rest

from

of Week
_
(5
Detroit

games.
Churches, lodges and clubs give away an additional $2,000,000.

Population, 1,800,000; five first
runs,
15,000 seats, 20c-65c ; 132 subAnother $2,000,000 is involved in covering advertising and expenses
sequent runs, averaging 1,000 seats,
of presenting these games in theatres.
10c-35c. Games were in effect
In the New York area alone it is estimated that more than $1,000,000 about two years at most of the
neighborhoods and subsequents, but
is given away annually.
Exhibitors and authorities have become alarmed over the situation not at the first runs. The city
and are beginning to consider seriously means for dropping these games. stopped games about a year and a
half ago. Dishes, silverware and
Many feel that while the games promote business on days they are con- cosmetics giveaways have replaced
ducted, most of the "extra" business is really money "stolen" from other them, and exhibitors say they are
days of the week.
better off with such stimulants than
with games. Silverware and dish
CHURCHES ARE COMPETITORS
sets are most popular, figuring woIndication of the strain on theatre operation is the constantly increas- men patronage. Keno and Bingo
ing amount of prize money being given in order to retain public interest. were played in halls, churches, etc.,
Churches, lodges and clubs, through operation of such games, have before theatres started games.
There has been no noticeable effect
become commercial competitors to legitimate amusement.
on this since theatres stopped
In cities where games have not been played, it is because games are not
wanted. In many cities, where games have been played, especially in games. It is not believed churches
metropolitan cities, exhibitors want to drop the games, providing the and clubs will quit games, unless
competition of the churches, lodges and clubs also could be removed. compelled by law, which is unlikely.
•
There are also instances where games are wanted regardless.
Baltimore
There is no question among exhibitors but that the games are harmful
Theatres here never used games
to the industry generally.
extensively, but they had been prevalent non-theatrically until a few
This, briefly, is a summary of the findings of a cross-country survey weeks ago. Police stopped them,
on the games and giveaway situation by Motion Picture Daily. The as they were getting to be a
survey covered representative cities, large and small. The information "racket," with 63 organizations
was gathered by correspondents of Motion Picture Daily, by inquiry running them allegedly for charity.
and observation. The survey was made apropos of the movement which Weekly attendance at these games
has recently been launched by New York exhibitors and License Com- had reached 20,000. Theatres feel
missioner Paul Moss to eliminate cash giveaways in the New York area. that their no-game policy may have
The more important circuits and larger theatre groups, both affiliated furnished a good example to the
and independent, are agreed on abandoning games in New York. Loew
banning socalled "charand RKO did stop the games a year or more ago, but when other houses policeity" in
games.
•
failed to follow, competition compelled these firms to reinstate the games.
Hackensack
The Motion Picture Daily survey developed many varying opinPopulation, 25,000; two first
ions based, of course, on the exhibitor's personal experience in his
locality. Here is an expression from a city where games have never been runs, one subsequent, 30c-40c. No
permitted. It comes from P. J. Wood, secretary of the Independent games or giveaways. Theatres do
not want them. Patrons take their
Theatre Owners of Ohio :
films straight and do not demand
"It is refreshing to note that the theatres in New York contemplate stimulants or premiums.
eliminating giveways of all sorts and rededicating themselves to the
selling of motion pictures.
OHIO

CITIES FREE

OF GAMES

"There never has been a Bank Night, or similar scheme operated in
Columbus, Dayton or Cincinnati, Ohio. One did get started in Akron a
few years ago, but was promptly squelched. With 52 theatres in operation, there is no severer competition than in the city of Columbus, but
from the very beginning we realized that cash giveaways were bound to
result in a severe headache, and that it would be to the best interest of
all theatre owners to act as our own police force and keep the rackets out
of all theatres."
Mr. Wood points out that in these Ohio cities churches do have games.
"A few years ago we were of the opinion that the games were cutting
into the theatre business, but after attending many of these sessions and
looking over the type of people who patronized them, I concluded that
if all the games were closed up, the theatre business would be benefited
Similar
little." comment comes from Seattle and Spokane, Wash., where
very
games are absent throughout the state, with one or two small town exceptions. The M. P. T. O. of the State of Washington is vigorously opposed
to games. The theatres do not feel the absence of games has hurt them.

Racket Cut in
In some towns the chance
game has become a racket.
In one Midwestern city,
racketeers have cut themselves in, and the theatres
can do nothing about it. It
is a rule in the games that
to receive the award the
winner must be present in
the house on the night of
the drawing. This gang,
however, has organized a
system where for a nominal
fee it guarantees
"attendance" to customers.
These "guaranteed attendance" slips, like number policy slips, are sold
over the counter in barber
shops, drug stores and the
like.
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US

Houses

Omaha
Population, 225,000; three first
runs, 6,400 seats, 25c-35c-40c ; 25
subsequent runs, 14,000 seats, 10c15c-20c-25c. Games were used
seven months, but banned by court
ruling in June, 1937. First runs
and all subsequents estimated to
h ? distributed $21,000 in seven
rT Iiths. Bank Night was used.
Churches, clubs, etc., had small
Bingo games before theatres
adopted cash games, but did not increase prizes after adoption by theatres. Non-theatrical games are
still running, but exhibitors are not
concerned. No complaints by merchants or others are on record. Exhibitors say games elimination has
cut grosses generally ; would reinstate them if legally possible.
Chance game ban has increased
giveaways among subsequents, but
not on big scale.
In Nebraska, there are 307 theatres, including Omaha. Some Nebraska exhibitors have had other
giveaways since Bank Night was
declared illegal. Work Nite is
now running in 32 houses. New
attorney general, Walter R. Johnson, had backing of A. H. Blank
and other theatre interests in election, and exhibitors are awaiting
his attitude on chance games.
Seattle
Population, 450,000; seven first
runs, 13,100 seats, 20c to 55c; 32
subsequent runs, 24,600 seats, 10c
to 35c. With the exception of
about a dozen small towns, the state
of Washington is free of chance
games and giveaways. Seattle exhibitors have never used box-office
stimulants. There have been no
non-theatrical cash games. Fact
most Washington theatres are circuit-controlled 'makes this policy
more readily enforceable. M. P.
T. O. of Washington, to which
majority of theatres are said to belong, opposes games and giveaways.
•
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Profit a Motive
Trying to make theatres
profitable in localities which
are unable to support theatres legitimately is an
underlying cause for many
small theatre owners resorting to chance games and
contests. This also explains
why the smaller theatre
owners generally might be
found favorable to games.
Wilmington

$6,000,000

Cincinnati
This city, which has 66 theatres,
now has a strict ban on games in
theatres but permits churches and
clubs to run them under police control, and such places must be licensed. This situation arises from
the fact that games reached
"racket" proportions here among
non-theatrical places, with individuals reaping the profits. Now they
can be conducted only for charity,
with a nominal sum given away and
no advertising. This has reduced
the competition to theatres, which
formerly was heavy.
Outside city limits, Hamilton
County officials are lenient with
theatres running games, and a
number of Cincinnati suburban
houses have them. Typically, the
Andalus, in St. Bernard, has Bank
Nights Tuesdays and Wednesdays,
with weekly prizes of $40. This
exhibitor does not approve of games
but blames poor product for the
necessity of using them. Cincinnati theatres near the county line
have strong competition from
county houses using games.

Population, 130,000; four first
runs, 4,900 seats, 25c-50c ; eight
subsequents, 7,680 seats, 15c-35c.
Bank Night and other chance
games were banned by Attorney
General Green last April. Theatres subsequently adopted giveaways. Most affected were towns
outside Wilmington, where games
were played in virtually all places
with community theatres. Some
now use giveaways. Only one Wilmington house was affected, the
Ace, independent neighborhood,
which now uses giveaways.
Games were steadily building
business and the ban is said to have
[This is the first of a series of
cut grosses. Giveaways are said articles surveying the giveaway situnot to be as good.
ation in the country. The next will
With exception of Ben Shindler, appear in an early issue.]
who operates the Ace, Wilmington,
exhibitors are opposed to stimulants
as well as dual bills. Bingo was at
one time popular in churches and
clubs but has declined as a draw
ind no longer affects theatres in
Wilmington. No indication that
club games will increase.
•
Columbus

Population, 300,000; five first
runs and 55 subsequents. City is
regarded as one of most heavily
overseated in the country, and comoetition is keen, yet there have been
no games or large-scale giveaways.
There are a few giveaways in store
tieups, but not extensively. A large
country club and a few churches
and lodges run Bingo, without affecting theatre attendance.
Spokane
There are no games in Dayton
In Akron they were
Population, 130,000; three first or Canton.
runs, 4,500 seats, 20c-40c; 10 sub- banned by officials a year ago.
•
sequent runs, 5,200 seats, 10c-25c.
Birmingham
The situation in Seattle applies in
Spokane and Tacoma, other leading
Population, 275,000; five first
cities in the state. The NRA film runs, 4,000 seats, 25c-40c ; 17 subcode boards banned stimulants of all
sequent runs, 4,000 seats, 10c-20c.
kinds in Spokane, and since then a About half the subsequents had
"gentlemen's agrement" has kept grames, but not the first runs, for
them out. Though independents about four years, but were stopped
claim business is off, without at- early in 1938 by a court decision
tributing this to the game ban, they holding games to be lotteries. Prize
are sticking to the agreement. Ex- money averaged $1,000 per theatre
hibitors consider games uneconomic per year. Bank Night was used.
and bad for the industry. Games Merchants complained, but there
are reported to have been dropped was no organized protest. There
in additional towns during 1938, have been no club or church games.
but a few near here still use them, Elimination of games caused an esthe closest 30 miles from here.
timated 10 per cent business deBingo variations are in vogue at
cline.Exhibitors
^
would reinstate
church bazaars and lodge parties.
them if they could.
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Night

Lottery
By

Is Held

and

Florida

Illegal
Court

Tallahassee, Fla., Jan. 22. — Bank
Night, operated in many Florida theatres for the past five years, was declared alottery, and therefore illegal
under tion,provisions
Florida's
constituin a decisionofhanded
down
today
by the State Supreme Court. The
Florida constitution expresslv prohibits lotteries. The court ruled on
two cases, one from Dade County
(Miami) and the other from Hillsborough County (Tampa). Five of the
six justices concurred, the sixth, Elwyn Thomas, not participating as he
was not a member of the tribunal
when the question was argued.
The court said that it recognized the
decision would have a "far-reaching
effect on the theatre business in Florida." Enforcement of the ban is left
in the hands of local authorities.
It was the court's first direct ruling
on Bank Night. In a recent case from
Gainesville,
however,some
it ruled
claimant had established
claima on
the
award, but it did not then rule on the
lottery angle. The ruling today sustained injunctions issued against Little
River Theatre Corporation of Dade
County and Gulf Theatres, Inc., operator of the Victory Theatre in Tampa.
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CAB

to

3-Day
Toronto

Open

Meet

at

Today

Toronto, Jan. 22. — With the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. involved in an
epidemic of restricting orders with
the banning of various speakers and
subjects from both national and pri\ate networks, members of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters
will have plenty of meat for lively discussions at the annual meeting in the
Royal York Hotel, Toronto, tomorrow to Wednesday.
Rev. Charles Lanphier of the
Catholic Radio League ; George McCullagh, publisher of the Toronto
Globe & Mail; Alderman David Balfour of Toronto ; Tim Buck of the Toronto Communist Party and Beverly
Baxter, news commentator, have all
found themselves off the air during
the past week or two because of strict
enforcement of regulations under the
Canadian Broadcasting Act of 1936.
In the latest issue, however, McCullagh circumvented the CBC prohibition order which prevented his use
of the network for an expression of
his views on taxation by sending recordings of his speech to the various
stations in a technical evasion.
The question of the censorship of
newscasts is another point which is
coming before
broadcasters'
convention, atwhichtheone
of the speakers
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Around

Radio

the
Personals

Air

Bands

B

LINES

i

P back
t to
abouYork
tour inandNew
a road
HALafterKEM
embark on another tour, of colSkinnay Ennis, vocal. . er
lege proms .lead
on the Bob Hope
ist and band
program, has been signed by Columbia Pictures to handle the vocal assignment in the second of the "Blondie" series . . . Tommy Dorsey will
broadcast his regular Raleigh and
Kool program Jan. 25 from the stage
of the Shubert in Newark, where he
will appear on that date . . . Jimmie
Lunceford's band booked for "Saturday Night Swing Session" on Jan. 28.
. . WHN carried Eddie Cantor's
"March of Dimes" show yesterday . . .
WNEW'S Dinah Shore is the vocalist with Leo Reisman's orchestra at
the Paramount.
+

To

anner

Under

Oklahoma
City Deal
Oklahoma City, Jan. 22.— KOMA
has reached an agreement with the
city for regular Saturday night broadcasts of dance bands from the Oklahoma City municipal auditorium.
Nationally known bands will stop
off regularly to play in Oklahoma City
at the auditorium, if plans of Clarence
R. Donart, auditorium manager, and
his assistant, T. T. Johnson, materialize. They call for formation of a circuit of at least 10 southwestern cities
will be Robert L. Moore, vice-presi- and will be set before a conference of
dent of Transradio Press Service. A auditorium managers from southwestern municipalities at Memphis. The
recent development has been the use
of a United Press service in the Oklahoma City council has authorized
hockey broadcasts of Imperial Oil, Donart and his assistant to attend the
Ltd., as a privately-controlled feature conference.
although the Canadian Press Service
has long had a working agreement
Chotzinoif Is Given
with the CBC for newscasts.
Representatives of American and New Position at NBC
Canadian transcription enterprises, adSamuel Chotzinoff, New York Post
vertising agencies, commercial sponsors and others are at the convention. music critic, who joined NBC as a
musical consultant following the signing of Arturo Toscanini, has been
made director of serious music for
CBC
Plans Central
NBC. His new specialized duties
Quarters in Toronto will commence Feb. 1. He will reToronto, Jan. 22. — Through the
port to John Royal, vice-president in
Canadian Association of Broadcasters charge of programs.
in Toronto, the government sponsored
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
made known plans for the erection of Business Machines
a centralized headquarters here for
Files F. C. C. Protest
the accommodation of studios, offices
and services which are now scattered
Enmcott, N. Y., Jan. 22. — Business
in three separate buildings. This will Machines Corp. here has filed a protake care of the two local stations
test with the Federal Communications
CBL and CBY of the CBC national
Commission over the commission's renetwork as well as the Toronto offusal to grant a station license to the
fice and technical departments.
company. The protest claims the station would be of no particular value to
the company but would be of benefit
Wins CKCL Contest
to the community.
Toronto, Jan. 22. — Jane Tiers, 20year-old Toronto girl, has been declared winner of the "Movie Stars of
"Please
Records service
NBC
Tomorrow" dramatic series, featured
NBC transcription
is "now
for the past 16 weeks over CKCL,
in which she was awarded a screen making recordings of Canada Dry's
test with Grand National Pictures in "Information Please" for transcribed
Hollywood with all expenses paid by broadcasting over a number of stations in this country and Canada
the sponsors, Century Cleaners and
Dyers.
which do
notstations
carry over
the "live"
gram. The
which prothe
transcriptions will be broadcast are
Moore Quits Fidler
KOH, Reno; WIRE, Indianapolis;
Bill Moore has resigned from WFAA, Dallas; KPRC, Houston;
Jimmy Fidler's radio staff effective KGU, Honolulu, and four Canadian
Feb. 1 to join Tom Fizdale, Inc., in stations, CJCA, CFGP, CFAC and
the motion picture department.
CJOC.

Country

s
ed ting
atchdcas
transcript
tern has dispBroa
SysCOLUMBIA
in 10 volumes of the network's
San Francisco
broadcasts during the European crisis
of last September to leading world
Jack Burnett, former KROW local statesmen and educators. Recipients
manager, has joined the staff of of the volumes are President Ro/^jf-,
KGVO, Missoula, Mont. . . . Jerry velt, Prime Minister Chamberlain(Jj
Bundsen has left the KSFO publicity Premier Daladier, among others. Not
staff to work for new Adolph Oko ad on the list to receive the books are
agency
. . .Cooper,
New KSAN
mikeman is here.
Charles
formerly
of Adolph Hitler and Premier MussoT
KQW, San Jose. . . . Don Gilman, lini.
NBC's coast vice-president, in town
Irene Beasley, broadcasting her
on semi-annual inspection trip. . . .
KPO's Billie Byers, actress whose leg "R.F.D. No. 1" program on CBS
was fractured in crash three months Monday, devoted most of her program time to giving recipes using
in "Women's
broadcasting
now of
ago,
Magazine
the Air." . . . Robert J.
McAndrews has been named sales promotion manager for NBC here, succeeding Charles B. Brown, who has
gone to Hollywood as western division
sales manager.
+

garlic as an ingredient, and concluded with a song rendition of
"You Took My Breath
Away."
▼

Columbus
Radio broadcasts will be used sparingly by Gov. John W. Bricker, who
recently assumed office, "because he
has no funds for line charges necessary on ancontrast
Ohio network."
This is
in direct
to his predecessor,

T
here."
There's
end to the job radio
play no
they
does.
After Foster
May, WOW's
man-on-thc-street,
interviewed
a young
Physician looking for a tKw location,
72 letters from toivns in seven states
were received by the station stating
that the town was in need of a full
time physician.
T
Norman Corwin of the CBS directing staff formerly worked for a film
company, 20th Century-Fox, which
perhaps
may even
explain
desire
to obtain realism,
in ahisradio
program.

Walter O'Keefe told it to us the
other night — a grand anecdote about
Jie late Knute Rockne and Heywood
Broun. It happened after the World
Cincinnati
had folded. At the time O'Keefe was
At the outset of the current sur- working at Barney Gallants, and
nrise snow and blizzard, WSAI came Rockne, just recovering his health
after an illness, had dropped in to see
to the community's aid by all day
broadcasts from the American Au- Walter, a dear friend. Broun, present
the club that night, asked Walter
tomobile Association headquarters in
lO introduce him to Rockne.
warning drivers of existing traffic ha"Oh yes," said Rockne at the introzards, and airing other helpful inforduction. "I read your column every
mation. .. . "Chuck Wagon," quarterhour musical sustainer, heretofore day in the New York Sun." It was an
aired from 8:45 to 9 A. M. over honest mistake on Rockne's part, not
a rib.
WLW, Monday through Friday, goes
Without batting an eye, Broun came
to a half-hour period starting today,
from 8:30 to 9 A. M. on the same back with, "Thanks, coach, and that's
a fine team you have. I never miss
days.
one of their basketball games when
+

Martin L. Davey, who employed statewide hookups almost constantly. Gov.
Bricker's first message to the legislature was carried only by WBNS, local
Columbia affiliate.

FCC

Calendar

Washington, Jan. 22. — The Federal Communications Commission has
announced its calendar of hearings on
broadcast applications for the current
week, as follows :
Jan. 23 : Applications of Bureau of
Education for a 1,420-kilocycle, 100watt daytime station at Montebello,
Cal., and WFIL, Philadelphia, for
increase of day power from 1,000 to
5,000 watts.
Jan. 24: Application of St. Lawrencestation
Broadcasting
Corp., for a N.
1'310kilocycle
at Ogdensburg,
Y.,
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day.
Jan. 25 : Applications of Bowling
Green Broadcasting Co. for a 1,310kilocycle station at Bowling Green,
Ky., with 100 watts night, 250 watts
day, and WALA, Mobile, Ala., for
increase of night power from 500 to
1,000 watts.
Jan. 27: Application of Yuba-Sutter Broadcasters for a 1,320-kilocycle,
250 watt station at Marysville. Cal.

Script of the Corwin-directed dramatic series "County Seat" the other
afternoon called for a fight between
two youngsters, so Corwin brought
boxing gloves to the studio, told the
lads to forget all dialogue save cue
lines, and let them go to it. They say
it was quite a bout.
— Jack Banner
Air

Canadian

Serial

Toronto, Jan. 22. — The first completely Canadian dramatic serial over
the
CBC network is "Miss Trent's
Children-,"
written by J. E. McDougall
and produced by Rupert Caplan, which
deals with the problem of youth rehabilitation, the action of the story
taking place in western and eastern
Canada. Episodes are broadcast every
Friday night at 8 :30.
Shift Mexican Station
Mexico City, Jan. 22. — Frequency
of XEXX here, operated for educational purposes by the National University of Mexico, has been changed
to 860 kilocycles.
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AFRA

in

in
Film

'Big'
Asks

Nick

Green

to Avert

Case

to Intervene
'Whitewash'

St. Louis, Jan. 23. — In adopting
a resolution asking William F. Green,
president of the A. F. of L., to intervene in affairs of the Motion Picture
Machine
Union
143,
the
CentralOperators'
Trades and
LaborNo.Union
yesterday denounced "gangsterism and
racketeering in labor organizations."
In demanding action by Green the
C. T. L. U. went over the head of
George F. Browne, international president of the theatrical unions, who has
his own representative here making
an examination of union affairs, which
disgruntled members have declared
they expect to result in a "whitewashing" of John P. "Big" Nick, boss of
the local organizations.
Nick, recently indicted on charges
of extorting large sums from theatre
owners on threats of ruinous salary
increases, is still at his home suffering from arthritis. He was put under
bond of $25,000.
Hepburn

Industry's
Structure
and
it
can
call
on the Department of
By AL FINESTONE
Col. H. A. Cole, newly elected pre- Justice files for additional information, but the House committee will
sident of Allied States, foresees radiorder a hearing. Distributors already
cal
changes
in
the
industry's
structure
and methods in the next two or three mittees.
have applied for hearings by both comyears. He believes that the "evoluThe current Government monopoly
tion" will come about as a result of
developments within and outside the investigation will eventually reach
industry.
films, Cole believes, but the committee
members are inclined to wait until the
"Allied hopes that when the new
structure rises, only the bad will be pending Government anti-trust suit is
decided. Thurman Arnold, assistant
destroyed and the good remain," Col. U. S. Attorney General in charge of
declares. "Allied's members are a
part of the industry, and they do not the film case, is a member of the investigating committee.
want to see it destroyed."
Col. Cole has appointed Martin
Gives View on Bills
Smith, president of Ohio Allied, as
He thinks that the Senate will pass chairman of Allied's national legislation and litigation committee. The post
the Neely anti-block booking bill in 90
days. Also he anticipates that the com- requires close contact with Washington. It formerly was held by Col.
panion Edmiston bill may have difficulty getting early House committee
consideration, but that under pressure Cole.
Plan Closer Contact
from exhibitors and public groups the
committee will act.
Closer contact with the local units
If the committee vote is favorable, is planned by the new national president. Col. Cole started this policy
the measure will pass the House without a record vote, Col. Cole feels.
by attending a special meeting of the
The_ Senate Interstate Commerce Illinois Allied directors in Chicago
Committee, according to Cole, may yesterday.
not find it necessary to have a hearJack Kirsch, president of the Illinois
ing on the Neely bill, since it obtained Allied, had accepted the vice-presi{Continued on page 2)
sufficient data in previous hearings

Rehearsing

In New Barry Play
Starts '39
Republic
Rehearsals of the Theatre Guild's
Sales
Parley Today;
"The Philadelphia Story" with Katherine Hepburn in the leading role
started yesterday. Philip Barry wrote Plans
31 Features
the play. "Jeremiah" and "Five
Kings" also are in production.
Conferences on the lineup and sales
policies for the new year start today
at the Republic home office.
Tugs Race to Scoop
For this season the company is reSurvivors' Air Tale
leasing 31 features, 24 westerns and
Like an oldtime paddlefour serials. There might be a slight
wheel race on the Mississippi
change in the feature classification,
was the huffing and puffing
but the number of westerns is expected
of two tugboats vieing to be
to be the same. The westerns will
first to reach the Esso Baycontinue in three series featuring Gene
town, aboard which were the
Autry, Roy Rogers and the Three
survivors of the wrecked ImMesquiteers, each in eight films.
perial Airways flying boat
James R. Grainger, Republic PicCavalier. The tugs were
tures president, has called in district
hired by CBS and NBC spemanagers for the meetings, which will
cial events departments, and
be attended by M. J. Siegel. president
the idea was to obtain an exof Republic Productions, Clair Hilclusive first hand radio intergers, special sales representative, H.
view with the survivors. But
J. Yates and others.
neither made the goal. MuDistrict managers attending the contual didn't bother to go to
ferences are Grover Parsons, San
sea but planted mikes at the
Francisco; Max Roth, Chicago;
dock and waited for the Esso
Harry La Vine, Philadelphia; Jack
Baytoum to make port.
Bellman, New York, and Heck EverAll the networks got to the
ett. Charlotte.
survivors upon landing, at
the same time.
Republic plans to release its "Man
of Conquest," formerly "Wagons
Westward," about March 1.

Toronto
With

Film

Houses

$5,653,300

in

YearGainOverl937
Toronto, Jan. 23. — Total receipts
for 1938 of film theatres here were
$5,653,300, compared with $5,198,300
for the previous year, an increase of
8.8 per cent, while paid admissions
were up 1.8 per cent for the year to
22,710,763. The combined seating
capacity of the 105 theatres is 85,799
and the percentage of average occupancy was 35.2, the possible aggregate
attendance for the 52 weeks being
64,497,740.
Toronto, as a whole, held the highest average attendance for the year
of any city in the Dominion, Vancouver, with 29 theatres, being second in
the list with 33.3 per cent seats occupied at all performances. Montreal,
with 66 theatres having a combined
seating capacity of 69,406, had an average of 25.9 per cent in seat usage
for the 365 days, the theatres in that
city being open on Sundays as well
as week days. The 11 first-run theatres jn Montreal averaged 24 per
cent in attendance; 44 second/- run
houses showed 25.4 per cent while 11
third-run registered 36 per cent.

With
And

New

to

CENTS

Deal

Agencies
Producers

Arrangement

Prospect

Ends

of Strike

American Federation of Radio Artists yesterday ended prospects of a
general radio strike by abandoning
all dealings with the American Association of Advertising Agencies to
negotiate direct with individual agencies and other radio producing units.
The new policy of dealing with individual agencies rather than with the
central agency group leaves the way
open for individual agencies to accept
the radio union's fair practice and
minimum wage codes and thus escape
stoppage of broadcasting of programs
produced by those agencies. Advertising agencies which refuse to meet
AFRA's demands will be unable to
continue for lack of talent.
One of the first to subscribe to
Additional developments in
radio are found on page 7.
AFRA's new offer is the William
Wrigley Co. and its advertising agencies, Neisser-Myerhoff Co., and the
Frances Hooper agency. A halfdozen New York agencies yesterday
indicated their willingness to sign individually with AFRA it was said at
the union's headquarters yesterday.
However, until the documents are
signed and deposited with AFRA the
union prefers to withhold the identity
of the agencies.
The fair practice code, containing
the AFRA wage demands and other
provisions, are now being printed and
will be distributed possibly by this
morning. AFRA will not hold the
agencies to a deadline, but it is believed that the agencies will not be
given more than 10 days to two weeks
in which to accept the AFRA demands.
George Heller and Emily Holt, executives ofAFRA's national board, returned to New York yesterday afternoon after attending the strike rallies
in
Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco.

Comrade!
Vittorio Mussolini, son
the Italian dictator, has
come editor
of "Cinema,"
cording to the
masthead
the Italian film paper,
ceived here yesterday.

of
beacof
re-
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Purely
Today's

Personal

►

J. HEINEMAN,
WILLIAM
western sales manager for Universal, isthe father of an 8j4-pound
boy, born over the weekend at the
Mary Immaculate • Hospital, Jamaica.
Rudolph Eisenberg, theatrical attorney and eastern representative for
Reliable Pictures, and Mrs. Eisenberg have gone to Havana for three
weeks on a vacation and business trip.
•
Carlo Buti, Italian singer, arrives
early in February for an American
tour. He will appear for several
weeks in a revue at the Cine Roma on
Broadway.
•
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, leaves for Florida on Friday
for a brief vacation. He will spend
part of the time aboard Stanton
Griffis' yacht.
•
Max A. Cohen, head of the Cinema
circuit and president of New York
Allied, has left for a two-month trip
to California and Honolulu, with Mrs.
Cohen.
•
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Hoffman will
celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary with a trip to Florida. He is
Warner zone manager in New Haven.
•
Edward A. Alperson, Grand National sales manager, is spending the
week visiting branches in the middle
west and Canada.
•

By SAM
Insiders'
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with him. Helprin will go to
London first. This probably will
be in about three weeks.
T T
Fred Ehrman, San Francisco
financier and Lehman Bros, associate, will be a member of the
new RKO directorate. Eherman
is among the more brilliant
younger men in Wall Street.
T T
Out of more than 250 leading
advertisers, each of whom spent
over $100,000 in magazine advertising, Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
largest of the film advertisers in
magazines, for 1938 ranks 72nd.
This is according to an exclusive
compilation in Advertising Age
and based on records of Publishers Information Bureau, Inc.
Five leading film companies
aggregately in 1938 spent $1,087,615 in magazine advertising.
That is considerably more than
these five spent in 1937— $770,192. The companies and the
amounts they spent in 1938 follow:
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. .$153,899
Paramount Pictures, Inc. 369,454
Twentieth Century-Fox. 174,482
United Artists Corp
138,478
Warner Bros. Pictures. . 251,302
The 1937 amounts were:
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. .$238,433
Paramount Pictures, Inc. 212,530

George J. Schaefer, RKO president, will be one of the judges in
Jesse Lasky's CBS
"Gateway to
Hollywood"' program
• Sunday night.
Gordon Ellis, Australian film man,
has arrived on the coast and will
spend some time there before leaving for Sydney.
Korda
Starts Two
•
Allan S. Moritz, Columbia Cincinnati branch manager, is in New York
On
Coast in June
to attend the funeral of a sister, Mrs.
Freda Jacobi.
Alexander Korda, U.A. producer,
•
will start his Hollywood production
Joseph Friedman, Columbia's Brit- activities in June.
ish manager, returned yesterday from
Korda returned by plane from
the coast where he conferred with Hollywood yesterday. With Irving
Harry Cohn, president.
Asher he is sailing for London on
•
Saturday. Korda has his plans well
Milton Silver, National Screen ad- in hand for the coming season. Execution of these will be determined in
vertising head, has returned to his
desk, having recovered from the flu. London after he and Asher arrive
•
there.
At the present time the outlook
John Ford, director of "Stagecoach," has left New York to visit is for Asher to have his duties broadened at the Denham studios, should
his home in Maine before returning
to the coast.
Korda
elect personally to direct his
•
American production activities. KorWilly De Mond, Hollywood fashda will make two pictures in Hollyion designer, is in New York after
wood, as the trade knows.
completing work for RKO's "The
He will make "Lawrence of Arabia"
in London, but not for Paramount.
Castles."
Originally this picture was to be made
Rutgers Neilson, RKO publicity in association with Paramount for the
manager, is confined to his home with
latter
company's
release.
a cold.
Korda
will return
to America in
about three or four months. His
Phil Berg, agent, arrived yester- plans are not yet definite in this
respect.
day from the coast.
•
James Mulvey, eastern representaLeila Hyams got into town yestertive for Samuel Goldwyn, and Emanday from Hollywood.
uel Silverstone, Alexander Korda's
•
representative, returned yesterday from
the
coast
meetings.
Lou Berg is recovering from injuries sustained in an automobile acMaurice Silverstone is remaining on
cident.
the coast another week.

SHAIN
Outlook
Twentieth Century-Fox. 100,611
United Artists Corp. . . . 104,957
Warner Bros. Pictures.
. 113,661
T T
Peter J. Rathvon, investment
executive and associate of Floyd
B. Odium of Atlas Corp., leaves
for the coast within the next few
days on business in connection
with RKO. Rathvon has been
mentioned as chairman of the future executive committee of reorganized RKO and will be a member
of
the
of directors. company's new board
T T
While local trade agents for
E. N. I. C, the Italian Government's film distributing monopoly, are unsuccessfully canvassing independent producers
and distributors for product, one
New York concern, handling a
combination of foreign and domestic pictures of varying age, is
just as determinedly hunting for
the Italian representatives. It
seems the New York firm has
films in stock it is as anxious to
dispose of as the Italian representatives may be to acquire
product.
Meanwhile, the Italian representatives have been turned down
by two leading independent producers and distributors.
T T
There has been no agreement
at Paramount nor has the Paramount directorate decided to
divorce production - distribution
from exhibition.
Cole

Sees

Changes

In Film Methods
(Continued from page 1)
dency of National Allied for the West
Central States, Col. Cole said, and
other vice-presidents will be appointed
later.

Mail

Editor of Motion Picture Daily:
I have just finished reading the third
and last instalment in the JournalAmerican
Rogers
St. picture
John's
impression ofofAdele
all the
motion
stars covering a period of 25 years.
And while I believe, as the wooi-1q1
who kissed the cow, that all thing»nHi
life are a matter of taste plus viewpoint. ... It appears that Miss St.
John has concentrated chiefly in stars
of yesteryear. Then pictures were in
their infancy. . . . Talent and real art
lives and artists are to my mind first
and last individuals. There are numberless
who two
tug at
strings,stars
not only
or one's
three.heartNo
industry could live through the years
with so limited a number and keep the
public's appetite and desire alive. It
appears to me that the following men,
not mentioned by Miss St. John, are
tops : George Arliss, Lionel and John
Barrymore, Paul Muni, Ed Robinson,
Tyrone Power, Mickey Rooney, Henry
Stephenson, Errol Flynn, Adolphe
Menjou, Charles Laughton, Frederic
March, Lewis
James Stone,
Cagney,Nelson
Basil Eddy,
Rathbone,
Spencer
Astaire,
endowed
fame and

Tracy, John Garfield, Fred
Freddie Bartholomew, all
with definite ability, plus
success.

And the women of the screen — Garbo, Crawford, Swanson or Bette Davis,
are mentioned. How about Luise
Rainer, Jeanette MacDonald, Norma
Shearer, Constance and Joan Bennett,
Myrna Loy, Edna Mae Oliver, May
Robson, Helen Westley, etc., etc., all
who have contributed, and still do,
a world of joy and entertainment to
their public. Not forgetting Temple,
Garland, Durbin, Withers and others.
Sally Silverman.
Editor of Motion Picture Daily:
Motion Picture Daily's survey on
the nationwide chance game situation
is the most constructive thing of its
kind ever undertaken in the industry.
It gives the industry an opportunity
to guide itself in considering the
advisability of eliminating a needless
outgo of money which rightfully
should remain in the industry.
The survey is invaluable in showing
what is happening throughout the
country. It fills a real need.
William Brandt.

Allied's new president says Allied
plans to add new units, and he mentioned Kansas, western Missouri, Iowa,
MOTION PICTURE
Nebraska and possibly Arkansas as
territories which may form units this
(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
year. It now has 21 units. Organand
QUIGLEY,
MARTIN SAM
ization in the south and Pacific Coast Publisher;
SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
will come later.
A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
Col. Cole believes that under the
by Quigley Publishing Comproposed self-regulation system, ex- and holidays
pany, Inc., Martin Quigley, president;
hibitors will find it practical to work Colvin Brown,
vice-president and treasurer.
Publication office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
through local organizations. He anRockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
ticipates this will result in new ex- Circle
7-3100. All
Cable
addresss:
"Quigpubco,
New
York."
contents
copyrighted
1938
hibitor groups and stimulate Allied's
Company, Inc.
Publishing
expansion.
Quigley
by
Address all correspondence to the New York
office.
Other Herald,
Quigley
publications:
Picture
Better
Theatres, Motion
Teatro
'Hunchback
of Notre
al Dia, International Motion Picture
Almanac and Fame.
BUREAU'S: — Hollywood: Postal Union
Dame9 Goes to RKO Life
Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone
Hollywood, Jan. 23. — RKO today Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
purchased "The Hunchback of Notre O'Neill,
W. 1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
Dame" from M-G-M which had ac- Hope
Williams, manager.
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23,
quired the rights from Universal. The
1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
under
the act of March 3, 1879.
picture will be the largest on RKO's
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
schedule, according to Pandro S. Ber- Americas
and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
man, production head.
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1938
Tax

Ticket
Revenue

$19,661,337
Washington, Jan. 23. — Federal admission tax collections for the calendar year 1938 totaled $19,661,337,
compared with $20,974,031 in 1937, a
decrease of $1,312,700, the Internal
Revenue Bureau reported today. Collections for the first half of the current fiscal year were placed at $10,314,574, compared with $11,454,017 in
the corresponding half of the previous
fiscal year, a decrease of $1,139,443.
Admission tax collections last December totaled $2,020,376, a slight
gain over November's $1,985,127, but
considerably below the $2,290,027 collected in December, 1937.
The trend of admission taxes was
in keeping with other levies, the Bureau's December report showing only
19 taxes increasing in the past six
months over the corresponding 1937
period while 49 showed decreases.
December collections in the Third
New York (Broadway) District were
$617,721, compared with $592,561 in
November and $756,525 in December,
1937, the bureau reported.
Collections on box-office admissions were $551,291, against $668,327
in the same month of 1937, while receipts from free or reduced rate admissions dropped to $3,626 from $9,467; tickets sold by brokers, to $10,558 from $18,300; tickets sold in excess of established prices, to $1,338
from $2,441, and admissions to roof
gardens and cabarets, to $49,608 from
$57,985.

Connery
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Asher

Elman

Will

Devote

Celebrates

30 Years in Films
Henri Elman, president of
Monogram's dianapolis
Chicagoexchanges,
and will
Incelebrate his 30th year in the
industry in connection with
the Silver Jubilee for W. Ray
Johnston, Monogram presiMarch. dent, during February and
Chicago exhibitors are
sponsoring a playdate drive
for the Elman celebration.

Albany, Jan. 23. — Mitchell Connery
of Ravenna, head of the Connery circuit, was elected regional vice-president at a meeting of New York Allied's Albany unit here today. A formal organization luncheon will be held
here Feb. 6.
Representatives of 25 theatres at the
meeting agreed to set up a three-man
grievance board which will meet
monthly. No action was taken on
pending legislation.
E. Thornton Kelly of New York,
executive secretary of the state or- Will Hold Services
ganization, presided. He said the
organization has more than 400 memFor Hulburd
Today
bers.
Kelly will attend a regional meeting
of the unit at the Syracuse Hotel,
Funeral services will be held today
Syracuse, on Wednesday.
at Ambler, Pa., near Philadelphia, for
Merritt Hulburd, 35, former produc
N. J. Allied Meets
tion executive, who died Sunday at a
New Jersey legislative matters were West Palm Beach hospital of a heart
discussed at a statewide meeting of ailment.
New Jersey Allied yesterday at the
Hulburd left an associate editorship
Stacy Trent Hotel, Trenton.
of the Saturday Evening Post to be
come story editor for Paramount in
1931. He was a member of the ediSix Fellowships Are
torial board and later coast story head

Most

Time

to

Col.

At Denham (London Films), Irving
Asher, associated with Alexander Korda, will concentrate upon new pictures
to be made by Columbia, under a
prospective three-year deal which now
awaits final discussion with Jack Co^n,
who is on the coast. Under this(|r1^
the Denham studios will make iconpictures yearly for Columbia.
Harry Cohn favors this plan. It
appears likely that Cohn will cast
Cary Grant in one of these pictures,
which Wesley Ruggles will direct.
Hollywood writers will be added to
the staff.
Harry Cohn, it is understood, favors
expanding his company's British production. "Q Planes," made at Denham by Asher, is to be released in the
United States. Another film made
there is "Spy in Black."

Legion Approves 10
Of 11 New Pictures
National Legion of Decency approved 10 of the 11 films reviewed
and classified this week. One was
found objectionable in part, two unobjectionable for adults, and eight unobGiven by Dramatists In 1935 he joined Samuel Goldwyn as
jectionable for general patronage.
Dramatists' Guild has awarded six a producer. A year ago he quit proThe films and their classifications :
duction
because
of
ill
health
and
re$1,000 fellowships to young playturned to the Post.
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for Genwrights to assist them financially
Last
summer he felt his health had
while they work on their next plays.
eral Patronage— "Boy Trouble," "Consufficiently, and agreed to
vict's Code," "Frontiers of '49," "The
Winners of the fellowships are Leo- improved
return
to
Hollywood
as
a
producer
pold Atlas, Alladine Bell, George H.
Miss Trail,"
X," "Ride
'em Cow-in
for David Selznick. He was never Mysterious
girl," "Six-Gun
"Symphony
Corey, Alis De Sola, Ben K. Simko- able to resume his new post. Last
vitch, and Arnold Sundgaard.
the Mountains" and "Water Rustlers."
Awards are made under a grant fall he underwent a major operation. Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults
from the Rockefeller Foundation. One
— "Boy Slaves" and "Son of Frankenstein." Class B, Objectionable in Part
previous fellowship has been granted, Winchell to Address
—"Heart of Paris."
to Betty Smith.
A. F. A. Chorus Girls
Sued
Walter Winchell will address chorus Paul Whiteman
and show girl members of the Ameri
In Contract Action
can Federation of Actors at a meeting
Suit
against Paul and Margaret
at Edison Hall tomorrow. Sophie Whiteman
and Artists Management
Tucker also will speak. In recogni- Bureau, Inc., for $8,250 damages was
tion of Winchell's promise to assist revealed in N. Y. Supreme Court
in the improvement of working condi- when Benjamin Sonnenberg, plaintiff,
tions in night clubs, the chorus and
show girl division of the A.F.A. will filed notice that he would apply to the
court for an order directing the debe known as the Winchell Chapter.
fendants to testify before trial. Sonnenberg claims the breach on Oct.
Lind Named
Aide to
22, 1938, of a one-year contract to
act as publicity director for Whiteman
Weeks at Monogram at $250 weekly.
Lloyd L. Lind has been named assistant to George W. Weeks, general
sales manager of Monogram Pictures.
Other changes at Monogram include
the appointment of Ben Agren as
comptroller to succeed J. P. Friedhoff, who has been transferred to the
coast as treasurer of Monogram in
Hollywood.

CLAIRE TREVOR as Dallas . . a dance hall girl run out of town. She
wasn't good enough for a respectable woman to ride with but before the journey's end,
she had clutched the woman's baby to her breast and saved it's life.
Directed by John Ford
Released thru United Artists
H'
ECOAC
Walter Wanger's "STAG

Branson on Drive Tour
Walter Branson, RKO mid- west
district manager and "captain" of the
company's
J. Schaefer
drive which George
opens next
Saturday, sales
will
leave New York today on a visit to
eastern exchanges to advise the sales
forces of plans for special drive activities. Exchanges to be visited by Branson this week include New Haven,
Albany, Boston, Montreal, Toronto,
Buffalo and Philadelphia.

Schenck Quits Bank Post
Hollywood, Jan. 23. — Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of the board of directors of 20th Century-Fox, has resigned from the board of the Bank of Plan Simon Testimonial
America. Additional duties placed on
New Haven, Jan. 23. — Local film
him by his post as president of the district is planning a testimonial dinner to Ben Simon, 20th Century-Fox
Motion Picture Producers' Association
manager, on Feb. 7 at Racebrook
was
given as the reason for Schenck's Country Club, on the occasion of his
retirement.
20th anniversary on the street. Harry
F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager,
Catlett Fined $6,377
will be toastmaster, and Barney Pitkin,
Hollywood, Jan. 23. — Federal Judge RKO manager, is chairman, assisted
Jenney today entered judgment of by Thomas Donaldson, Edward Ruff,
$6,377 against Walter Catlett in favor John Pavone, Morris Joseph, Lou
of Paramount Pictures for the Actor's Wechsler,
Timothy
O'Toole, Harry
Gibbs and Earl
Wright.
alleged failure to report for work.
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Members
To Ban Whistling
Hollywood, Jan. 23. — NBC
directors here are taking
steps to eliminate whistling
and stamping by audiences at
the conclusion of broadcasts.
Orders were issued by John
W. Swallow, western division
program director, for the
staff directors to confer with
^rr-*encies producing shows to
-'make every effort to eliminate the disturbances.

CAB

Opens

Session

With

Contract

Talks

Toronto, Jan. 23. — Candian Association ofBroadcasters opened in convention here today behind closed doors
to discuss advertising agency contracts and commissions. Other sessions will include discussions regarding the policy of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. with particular attention to the subject of freedom of
speech which recently caused a flareup in political circles.
The agenda also includes an important question dealing with the annual license fees imposed on broadcasting stations by the Canadian Performing Right Society, Ltd.
New WBRY
Series
New Haven, Jan. 23. — Perry Lafferty, WBRY New Haven program
super, has put on a new series called
"Promising Personalities at Yale," inviting members of the different colleges to tell of their accomplishments
and ambitions.
Hanscom in WHN
Deal
WHN has sold daily United Press
broadcasts to Gottfried and Hanscom
Bakeries under a contract for 52
weeks which starts at once. The contract was handled by the Bud Roth
agency.
Erwin Opens Agency
Arthur Erwin has opened his own
advertising agency in New York and
will specialize in the radio field. He is
the brother of Vic Erwin, the network
orchestra leader.

FCC

Calendar

Washington, Jan. 23. — Plans for a
three-way switch of radio facilities
have been set before the Federal Com
munications Commission by WBBF,
Evansville, Ind. ; KFRU, Columbia,
Mo., and KXOK, St. Louis.
As outlined to the commission,
KXOK would change its frequency
from 1,250 to 630 kilocycles, increas
ing its day power from 1,000 to 5,000
watts, taking over the channel now
shared by the other two stations;
WGBF would take the KXOK frequency, increasing its power from 500
watts night, 1,000 watts day to 1,000
watts night, 5,000 watts day, and
KFRU would move to 1,370 kilo
cycles, decreasing its power from 500
watts night, 1,000 watts day to 100
watts night, 250 watts day.
Under the exchange of facilities, the
St. Louis station would get an in
crease of day power, and the other
two stations would obtain unlimited
time.

CBC

Radio

Personals

i

to Build

of

FCC

on

Budget

New
Quizzed

$1,000,000 Studio
Montreal,
Jan. 23.—Corp.
Canadian Broadcasting
plans a $1,000,000 studio
building, to be erected in
Outremont, suburb of Montreal. Details of the planned
building have not been made
available as yet.
Civic leaders have registered complaint, since the
town is reserved for residential buildings. The Montreal
City Clerk has sent a letter
to each Outremont resident
asking a vote on the matter.

Washington, Jan. 23. — Members
of
the F.C.C. today were called beCorp.,
ey
of the Crossl
LERS1,500,
DEAabout
fore the House Appropriations Subattended the Casa
Manana on Sunday where they
committee todiscuss the commission's
budget of $2,038,175 for the fiscal
saw a demonstration of facsimile radio
receivers which they were informed
year beginning July 1. They are reported to have been questioned closely
will be available within a few weeks
regarding their activities and the refor the average home. Addresses
ported controversies which have
were made by W. G. H. Finch of the
slowed up their work.
Finch Telecommunications LaboraFriction in the F.C.C. is expected to
tories, and J. R. Poppele, chief
be
explored also at hearings to be held
engineer of WOR . . . Martin Block
on
President Roosevelt's
nomination
of WNEW has turned song writer
of Commissioner
Norman S.
Case for
and is under contract to Irving Berlin
another
term,
to
be
opened
next
week
. . . Nelson Eddy concludes his current
by Chairman Burton K. Wheeler of
season on the Chase & Sanborn hour
CBC
May
Change
the Senate Interstate Commerce ComSunday . . . Eleanor Powell and Robmittee.
ert Young will offer a preview of their
The hearings were called as a re"Hono
new
sult of the protest against Case by a
2. lulu" on the
show e Feb.
M-G-M pictur
Individuals' Rule
group
by Representative ConMontreal, Jan. 23. — C a n a d i a n nery ofheaded
Massachusetts, longtime foe of
Broadcasting Corp. is considering the
F.C.C.
Bill Lewis, CBS vice-president, to changes in its regulations to give perWashington yesterday to attend the
sons with limited means equal opporF. C. C. hearings, and thence to
tunity with men of wealth in pur- U.S. Court Reverses
chasing broadcasting time in which to
Hollywood for a combination businessvacation stay of three weeks. . . . express their views on public questions.
FCC
on Iowa Permit
Benny
orchestra
is to by
be
This assurance was given the House
replacedGoodman's
on the Camel
program
Washington, Jan. 23.— The U. S.
Bob Crosby's orchestra, according to of Commons at Ottawa by C. D.
Howe, Transport Minister, as a result Court of Appeals has reversed the
a report yesterday.
of friction between the CBC and action of the Federal CommunicaGeorge McCullagh, publisher of the
tions Commission in granting a permit
Agency
Heads Judge Toronto Globe and Mail. McCullagh,
to the Dubuque, Iowa, Telegraph Herald for a new broadcasting station.
planning to speak on a national hook"Idea Mart" Program
up, was refused time by CBC. When The court held that the F. C. C. erred
Hollywood, Jan. 23. — A jury of he attempted to buy this time from a in failing to make any finding as to
agency radio heads and trade news- network of private stations the CBC the economic injury which might be
papermen sat in judgment on the first invoked its jurisdiction over all caused to WKKB, East Dubuque, as
of 10 programs in NBC Coast Red Canadian broadcasting and again for- a result of the establishment of a new
network's "Idea Mart," which, heard
bade it. McCullagh eventually cir- station in its area.
on Friday nights, will present each
cumvented the ban by giving a microSuit was brought by WKKB to
week the program of one NBC prophone address over one Toronto sta- invalidate the commission's order.
gram director who will have comtion and recordings over the others.
In refusing McCullagh time on the
plete
charge.
From
the
jury's
votes,
the best three will be selected.
Contract
air, CBC explained one of their regu- Morse NBC
Representing the agencies are :
lations prohibited public expressions
Renewed
for 7 Years
Joseph Stauffer, Young and Rubicam ; by individuals with commercial inDanny Danker, J. Walter Thompson ;
terests who could afford to buy air
Hollywood, Jan. 23. — J. Walter
Tiny Ruffner, Ruthrauff and Ryan; time while less wealthy people were Thompson agency has renewed for
Tom Revere, Benton and Bowles, and unable to use the radio for such pur seven years contracts of Carlton
Tom McAvity, Lord and Thomas.
Morse, writer, and his "One Man's
The newspapermen are : Jack HellFamily,"terestsNBC
program
in theIt in-is
man, Bill Bloecher, Austin King, Dave
of Standard
Brands.
Agency Changes Name
Glickman, Murray Pennock and poses.
Vance King.
Atlanta, Jan. 23. — The firm name one of the longest single renewal programs in the history of radio.
of James A. Greene & Co., national
advertising agency with headquarters
Abramson
Drops His here, will be changed to Tucker
To Air Chicago Games
Suit Against Philco Wayne & Co., effective Feb. 1.
Chicago, Jan. 23. — P. Lorillard &
Co., will sponsor the home games of
Joseph L. Abramson, plaintiff in a
Drop Eno Account
Chicago's two major league baseball
$100,000 suit against Philco Radfo &
Benton & Bowles, Inc., has dropped clubs, the Cubs and White Sox. The
Television Corp., has filed stipulation
games will be carried by WGN.
of discontinuance of the action in the the Eno Effervescent Salt account.
U. S. District Court. The plaintiff
charges that the defendant induced
Roskin Distributors, Inc., The Philco
distributors in New England, to breach
a contract whereby Abramson had
been made general manager of Roskin
Lead parade of features in
Opticians on WNEW
Communitv Opticians has placed an
order for 10 hours per week partici
pation in WNEW's "Music Hall"
program for a period of four weeks.
Another new WNEW contract is for
participation on "Kitchen Kapers" for
11 weeks by Peter Martori's Sons.
Carmichael Promoted
Cincinnati, Jan. 23. — Cecil O. Carmichael has been appointed press relations director of the Croslev stations
WLW and WSAI, succeeding J. N.
Bailey, promoted to supervising editor
of the station's joint news rooms.
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Ask your representative for details.
Designed for any theatre —
regardless of size.
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RKO

to

Profit
Of

NEW
Show

In

British

'38

$125,000

Plans
for
Board
11 Members Almost

of

Completed
RKO will show a profit for 1938.
Current indications, subject to some
final year end adjustments, are that
a net of around $125,000 will be shown
for the year after provision for ap$700,000 on theoutstanding.
company's
six per centproximately
debentures
This showing would be equivalent
to a net of more than $800,000 on the
basis of the reorganized company. The
new RKO will have no debentures outstanding. In addition, the result is
achieved after a loss of $480,000 for
the first half of 1938, indicating a net
for the final half of around $600,000,
after interest.
With agreements presumably
reached on 10 nominees for a board
of directors of reorganized RKO
which in all probability will consist
{Continued on page 10)
ITOA

Is Making

NY
Games
Survey
Exhibitors in the New York metropolitan area are being asked their
views on chance games by questionnaire sent to approximately 1,200 theatres by the I. T. O. A.
Information sought in the questionnaire is whether the games improved
business at once and if they still draw
business ; if churches or social halls
and the like play Bingo in the theatre's
vicinity ; if exhibitors find that patrons
are tiring of games ; the effect on
nights when there are no giveaways;
if exhibitors think games are profitable, considering the expense of prizes
and the competition of club games,
and if exhibitors would be willing to
eliminate games if all games were
eliminated.

Giveaway Study
In this issue Motion Picture
Daily publishes another installment of a survey which
it has made on chance games
and giveaways around the
country. The first installment was published on Monday Jan. 23. Motion Picture
Daily invites reader comment
on the subject — Page 8.

YORK, WEDNESDAY,

Houses

Pay

Of

Shows

Profit

$9,924,934

Fiscal

Year

TEN

25, 1939

ROOSEVELT

$25,000,000 Taxes
London, Jan. 24.— C. F.
Campbell, chairman of the
National Provincial Bank, has
estimated the weekly attendance in England at film
houses as 2,300,000, or 20,000,000 annually. He estimated
also that about $25,000,000 is
paid annually in entertainment tax, and that the annual
theatre receipts are about
$250,000,000.

Loew's

JANUARY

for

'37-'38

Net profit of $9,924,934.46 is shown
by
Loew's, for
Inc.,theand
wholly
owned
subsidiaries
fiscal
year ending
last Aug. 31. This compares with
$14,426,062 for 1936-37. _
Operating revenues increased approximately $900,000 over 1936-37,
while operating and general expense
increased by more than $5,000,000,
chiefly accounted for by amortization
and write-off of film costs.
Operating revenues for the year totaled $122,737,214.06, as follows : theatre receipts, rentals and sales of films
and accessories, $118,941,768.13; rent
income, $2,567,300.59 ; miscellaneous,
$1,228,145.34. The preceding year's
operating revenues totaled $121,828,605. Increases were shown in theatre
and film distribution revenue, with
rent income slightly off.

DISCARDING

Audience
Sees

of Notables

Miami

Din

In

CENTS

URGES

OF

FCC

Letter
to Wheeler
He Asks
New
Be Set Up Body

Beach

Washington, Jan. 24. — President
Roosevelt today moved to forestall a
congressional investigation of the
F. C. C. by asking Senator Wheeler,
Miami Beach, Fla., Jan. 24. — RKO chairman of the Senate Interstate
Radio Pictures gave Miami Beach its Commerce Committee, for legislation
setting
up a new law.
body to adminisfirst world's premiere in three years for ter
the broadcasting
here tonight with the opening of
In a letter to Chairman Wheeler, a
"Gunga Din" at S. A. Lynch's Sheridan Theatre before a distinguished copy of which went to Congressman
audience, consisting of society, show Lea, chairman of the House Interstate
people and a host of picture executives and Foreign Commerce Committee,
wintering here.
the President declared himself "thorThe picture which opened at $1.65
oughly dissatisfied with both the adtop was given a topnotch exploitation
ministration and the "legal framework" of the commission.
campaign by Harry Reiners of RKT3
here. Assisted by George C. Hoover,
The President's move is seen as his
house manager, he made the opening acceptance of the viewpoint of Chairone of the outstanding events of the
season.
Additional developments in
Among those noted in the house
radio are found on page 11.
were Phil Reisman, Leo Spitz, Meyer
Schine, Major Albert Warner, Eddie
Mannix, E. J. Sparks, E. V. Richards,
S. A. Lynch, W. R. Lynch, John man Frank R. McNinch, appointed by

4Gunga

Din'

Opening

Hertz, N. L. Nathanson, M. B. Shanberger, I. J. Hoffman, Ted Schlanger,
Nick Schenck, Herman Robbins, Max
Fleischer, Dave Fleischer, Carl Lesserman, Frank Rogers, Harold
Wilkes, Hubert Lyons, Mrs. Joe
Vogel, Ritz Bros., Damon Runyon,
Jack Dempsey, Hannah Williams,
Paula Stone, Dave Rubinoff, Lawrence Schwab, George Ade, Lee Schubert, Nick Kenny, Ted Lewis, Libby
$95,800,012 Expenses
Holman, Fay Marbe, Larry Hart,
Operating and general expense to- Dick Rogers, Donald Flamm, Lou
taled $95,800,0 12, _ as follows : theatres Holtz, Mrs. Louis Sobol, Dwight
and office buildings, including film Fiske, J. R. Jarret, Joe Copps, Alice
rental expense, $31,904,530.56; film Moss, Alan Cross, Henry Dunn and
(Continued on page 4)
Hildesarde.

[RKO)
"Gunga

-

"

Taking Rudyard Kipling's famous poem of England's Indian army
and a native servant who proved himself a man among men,
RKO has
fashioned a motion picture of enormous popular appeal.
Set with magnificent sweep against the broad panorama of towering
hills and rugged cliffs and the wide plains of India, the picture tells the
tale of three swashbuckling sergeants, the toughest in the regiment, and
the part they play in bringing an end to the uprising of a band of murderous Hindu fanatics. The three are Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Cary Grant, and they should mean a great deal to the
showman when they are lighted on the marquee. Each of them plays his
role to the hilt.
Laden with suspense, studded with pulse-quickening movement, the
film has that most important basic ingredient of which showmen never
can have enough — action — (Continued
and offersonitpage
in sweeping
portions. Added to
4)

him last year to "clean up" the F.
C. C. situation, that the present organization never will achieve sufficient
unanimity of thought to develop an
efficient administration communications act. McNinch is to confer with
(Continued on page 11)

Anti-Bigotry
Offered

Bill

at Albany

Albany, Jan. 24. — Theatre owners
and operators in New York State
would be prohibited from renting their
houses, and radio stations from selling
time, to speakers whose utterances
would be likely to arouse or spread
racial or religious hatred, if a bill incomes law.troduced in the legislature today beThe measure was introduced by Senator William Condon (Rep.) of Yonkers._
Heavy penalties are provided
for violations.
Brulatour

Recovering

From
Gun Accident
Jules Brulatour, who was removed
to Lenox Hill Hospital Sunday night
suffering from a gunshot wound, was
reported resting comfortably last
night.
Attending physicians stated that the
injury is not of a serious character
and that early and complete recovery
is expected.
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Personal

►

ARTHUR M. LOEW, vice-president of Loew's in charge of foreign activities, leaves for the coast late
this week, accompanied by Laudy
Lawrence, manager for Continental
Europe.
Ralph Bellamy and Mrs. Bellamy will arrive in New York from
Hollywood by train tomorrow for a
few days' visit here before going to
President's
Washington
Ball.to attend the
Birthday
•
Ben Greifer, house manager of the
Paramount, gave a cocktail party at
his home Sunday. Among those present were Bob Weitman, C. L. Oswald and many of the upper crust
Paramount officialdom.
•
Edward G. Robinson, who has been
here for the past two weeks on a combination business and pleasure trip,
leaves for the coast today to make
"Confessions of a •Nazi Spy."
Charles Schwartz, attorney for
Charles Chaplin, has returned from
the United Artists meetings on the
coast.
•
Bob Hall, San Francisco correspondent of Motion Picture Daily,
is back at work after a session of the
flu.
Stanley W. Hand, of Altec Service, has returned to New York after
a tour of the south and middle west.
•
Benjamin Pepper, of O'Brien,
Driscoll & Raftery, is confined to his
home with a cold.

Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-president, is expected back from Florida
tomorrow.
David Barrist is opening new
showrooms in Philadelphia and New
York, Jan. 30.
•
Hortense Schorr, Columbia publicity manager, is back at her office
after a siege with a cold.

THE

MERCURY

OVERNIGHT
LOS

TO

ANGELES

Fly the Southern SUNSHINE route overnight to Los Angeles. Through service. No
change of planes. Giant SKYSLEEPERS.
Complimentary meals served by stewardesses.
Mercury
Southerner
Lv. 5:10 p. m.
Lv. 10:45 p. m.
(only 3 stops)
FOR RESERVATIOrfS: Call Your Travel Ageni
orVANderbilt 3-2580. Ticket Offices: 45Vander.
iUt Ave., and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th S«
AMERICAN

AIRLINES

By SAM
Insiders9

SHAIN
Outlook

Loew's has "The Dollar Club."
It was started several years ago
by Oscar A. Doob. Membership
in the club is obtained by theatre
managers or their staffs when
some promotional idea created by
one of them results in a net profit
of more than $100 to the circuit.
One of the conditions attached to
membership qualifications is that

Wanger's
picture, by
"Stagecoach,"
which
was directed
John Ford.
This amount does not include

B &

appropriations for a local billboard campaign. A contract for
100 boards was signed yesterday,
and for the first time there will
be a four-week advance billboard
show on the picture. Additionally, double size street car cards
in 1 1 1 cities have been signed for.
T T
Did you know that there is a
theatre in San Antonio which
charges
sion ? only two cents admis-

* Fly

United' s DeLuxe

MAINLINERS

0^

*

8 fast flights dailyall over shortest route!
To CHICAGO — 4 hrs., 55 mln.!
•k Mainliners are tops in luxury
and comfort! Only United flies the
famous deluxe Skylounge Mainliners
on non-stop flights — leave 12:15 p.m.
or 5 :20 p.m. Low round-trip rates !
Reservations: 58 E. 42nd St., MTJ.
2-7300.
Or travel bureaus, hotels.

★

LINES

The Main Line Airway

Ask

To Limit Questions
Chicago, Jan. 24. — A petition fori
limitation of questioning will be pre-i
sented to Federal Judge Igoe tomor-j
row morning in the suit of independ- i
ent theatre men against B & K and!
other majors. Defense attorneys are)
seeking statements of profit and loss!
from exhibitor plaintiffs.
Screen

Writers

MOTION

TO CHICAGO!

AIR

Counsel

File

Bargain Battle!
Chicago, Jan. 24. — In the
battle for Loop business,
Jones, Linick & Schaeffer
today announced double features and eight acts of vaudeville for their Oriental.

.f 5ik

UNITED

K

10 New
Complaints
Hollywood, Jan. 24. — Ten additional complaints were filed here to- j
day by members of the Screen Writ-!
ers' Guild charging the major studios!
with failure to bargain collectively
and coercion and intimidation of guild
members.

T ▼
It would be no surprise were
Lynn Farnol to name Al Margolies to succeed Ben Washer, as
publicity manager of United Artists. Washer, who resigned, will
be associated with George Abbott, in legit.
T ▼
Some of the boys were sitting
around in one of those east-side
spots, the other night, talking
shop. Mention was made of the
Goetz brothers, who are so actively employed in the business,
and A-Mike Vogel spoke up :
"Them that Goetz gets."

Correct the fictions in the law,
before correcting the fictions in
the films ! An artist is not required to solve a social problem
— merely to state it."
The M-G-M advertising and
publicity director disagreed with
the belief held by some that foreign films are superior to American product. To Dietz, part of
the popularity of certain foreign
films is due to the fact that the
change from American films relieves critics' tedium.
He also discussed games, upon
which subject he expressed himself thus :
"Games are a direct manifestation of the overseated condition
of the American movie — just like
Macy's selling books below the
publishers'
Upon the price."
E. N. I. C. film situation Mr. Dietz thinks that the
dissatisfaction which Italian audiences will experience with Italian
product will bring back the American pictures to the Italian market upon good terms.
▼ T

$18,000.
T T
Shades oe Max Baer!
The United Press, from Rome,
reports that Primo Camera, former world's heavyweight champion, will appear in an Italian
film, "The Dark Crossing."
T T
United Artists is spending
$125,000 to advertise Walter

Sees Survey Constructive
Editor of Motion Picture Daily:
To us who have been hoping to see J
the end of giveaways and money
games in all theatres and especially in J
the New York area, your survey of )
the games and giveaways situation]
nationally was extremely interesting. |
I am sure that the deeper you g nto j
this survey, the more evidence you
will findto that
so-called
harmful
theatres
in the "games"
long run. are,'
"Games" came into vogue during
frantic efforts to meet depressed con-!
ditions. They were unwise even theni
but seemed to offer some relief. However, the cure has now developed into
something worse than the disease.
The more facts you can present on
this situation the sooner we may get,
action in New York.
Let's stick to "Showbusiness."
Charles C. Moskowitz

the stunts must be such to which
actual ticket sales can be traced.
Now it is learned that the
"Dollar Club" stunts for 1938
brought over $21,000 extra business to the circuit. It is also
learned that in 1937 the total was

awal isof ris
ergican
withdrY
Amkin
the
AN
GERM
films. Dispatches from
abroad indicate that the German
Government is tacitly providing
encouragement for a boycott of
American product. According to
recent dispatches from Berlin,
none of the first run theatres in
that city is showing an American
picture. Even now it is difficult
to do even ordinary business in
Germany, and most of the American companies which are doing
business in the Reich cannot
withdraw exchange from the
country. And so it appears to be
a distinct possibility that in the
near future American firms
might decide to withdraw from
Germany, just as they have withdrawn from Italy.
T T
Dietz Makes a Speech
Howard Dietz addressed the
New School for Social Research
the other night and he had some
interesting things to say regarding motion pictures. Dietz expressed the belief that motion
pictures are honestly trying to
portray true modern social
trends.
"Films do not deal with the
causes
of crime,"
he said.
deal with
the effects
of "They
crime.
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Skouras

to Preside

At National
Opening

'Paris
Hollywood

Meeting

on Monday

Los Angeles, Jan. 24. — Spyros
Skouras, head of National Theatres,
will preside at a two-day meeting of
circuit executives here next Monday
and Tuesday. He arrived today from
New York.
Attending the meeting will be five
division managers, including Rick
Ricketson, Denver; Arch Bowles, San
Francisco; E. C. Rhoden, Kansas
City; Frank Newman, Seattle, and
Harold Fitzgerald, Milwaukee.
Others attending will be Al Finkelstein, Portland district manager ; John
Healy, assistant to Spyros Skouras,
and others on the coast.
New season film buying and policies
are among matters to be discussed.
Skouras will remain here another two
weeks, supervising the west coast division in the absence of his brother,
Charles, who is abroad.
William Powers, National Theatres
head film buyer, and Ed Zabel, film
buyer, left New York last night for
the coast conferences.

Loew's '38 Profit
Totals $9,924,934
{Continued from page 1)
distribution, $12,596,772.70; amortization and write-off of film costs, $42,808,845.35; film advertising accessoroutside
producers' ;
share ies,
of$896,000.46;
film rentals,
$5,663,057.06
general and administrative, $1,930,805.96. .
Common stock dividends totaled
$5,596,593.50 on 1,599,053 shares^ outstanding. Common stock dividend
the year before was $13,445,129. Preferred dividend was $888,693 on 136,722 shares, the same, of course, as the
preceding 12 months.
Undistributed income from partly
owned corporations dropped from
$92,345 at the end of the 1936-1937
year to $6,764.

Preview

Idiot's Delight
(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Jan. 24.— Robert E. Sherwood's Pulitzer Prize play
comes to the screen in slightly modified form as an intensely interesting
vehicle for Clark Gable, Norma Shearer, Edward Arnold, Burgess Meredith and half a dozen other players of marquee importance. Sherwood
wrote his own screenplay and M-G-M put Hunt Stromberg in charge
of production, with Clarence Brown directing. The result is a stimulating screen experience for adults.
As is rather well known, the play places a mixed company of individuals in a mid-European winter resort hotel on a day when the world
happens to start an unannounced general war. Gable is a hoofer, present with half a dozen dancing blondes. Miss Shearer is present as the
momentary suite companion of Arnold, the arms merchant who has supplied the warring nations with their martial equipment. Meredith is a
self-ordained apostle of peace who gets shot down for voicing his views.
News seeps in of the capital's being bombed and, when it is made known
that retaliatory bombing of a nearby airport will incidentally demolish
the hotel, Arnold arranges for his paramour, who has irked him by
mildly criticizing his occupation, to be left behind to certain death.
Gable, who has recognized her as his overnight partner of years agone
in an Omaha episode of still warm memory, remains to meet death with
her. But both live through the bombing.
Gable's performance is superb all the way and Miss Shearer's portrayal of the imaginative opportunist matches up snugly. The film contains several intervals of rich comedy in which Gable dances with a
male chorus, with a girl chorus and, briefly, with a male partner. Miss
Shearer also has some humorous moments.
The picture is adroitly produced in every particular and care has been
exercised to avoid offending any nation by name. The point of it is, of
course, that war is detestable and that the manufacture of arms is one
of its chief causes. The film has, therefore, a certain reverse timeliness
just now in view of the proposals for armament appropriations currently
before Congress.
Running time, 100 minutes. "A."

*"A" denotes adult classification.

Roscoe Williams.

Honeymoon'

At Paramount

Today

"Paris Honeymoon" opens today at)
the Paramount with Bob Crosby andl
his band heading the stage show.,
with Benny1
of "Zaza,
Third anweek
Goodm
on the
stage, "grosse
d an estimated $26,000. "Son of Frankenstein" isdue at the Rivoli Saturday.
"The Beachcomber" continued to do;
good business and finished its ( 'rth
week with an estimated $18,000. > At the Rialto "King of the Underworld" grossed an estimated $14,000
in 10 days. "Grand Illusion" started
its 20th week at the Filmarte yesterday. over
"They Made
a Criminal" will
be held
at theMeStrand.
"Gunga Din" will go into the Music
Hall and "Stand Up and Fight" into
Capitol
the
ow.
is continu
ing tomorr
indefini
tely "Jesse
at the James"
Roxy.
"The
Girl
Downsta
irs" begins at the
Criterion today.

Air

Film

Critics

Organizing
Here
Radio Film Critics Circle will be
organized Friday at a meeting of the
local radio film commentators. A preliminary session was held yesterday at
the Edison. A code of ethics for radio
film commentators is one of the first
orders of business.
Attending yesterday's meeting were
Martin Starr, WMCA (Intercity Network) ;Radie Harris, WOR (Mutual) Martin
;
Weldon, WINS; Dave
Lowe, WNEW ; Sam Taylor, WHN ;
Mrs. James F. Looram, WBNX, and
26 other stations ; Sidney Kaufman,
WQXR; Mary Bryan, CBS reviewer.
A representative from NBC and
others who did not attend yesterday
will be invited to Friday's meeting.
Grainger

Addresses

Ampa
Tomorrow
James
R.
Grainger,
president of Re{Continued from page 1)
public Pictures, will address the
Ampa at its luncheon meeting at the
Astor tomorrow.
that are the extraordinary production values of a really "big" picture,
Leota Lane, one of the Lane sisters,
and the action is thereby enhanced to the point where the showman can
$4,527,127 Cash in Hand
will head the entertainment program.
Cash in bank and on hand was "go to town" in his selling.
She is under contract to the MetroGeorge Stevens, who directed, made the most of the material given
$4,527,127 on Aug. 31. This includes
politan Opera and is scheduled to apby the screenplay of Joel Sayre and Fred Guiol, and the story by
pear at the Music Hall soon. Mickey
$861,766 in foreign banks subject him
Ben
Hecht
and
Charles
MacArthur.
to export restrictions, reduced from
MacDougal,
"card detective," will percard tricks.
Of love interest there is little, and that was wise, since it would have form
$1,428,088 the year before.
served
only
to
retard
the
smooth
flow
of
action.
Fairbanks,
Jr.,
intends
Inventories, at cost, are carried at
$37,170,695, an increase of $3,515,000, to quit the army and marry, thus deserting his two pals, but thinks bet- Plan Film House on
ter, and that is the extent of it. But there is a world of romance in the
and divided as follows : film producCohan
Theatre Site
tions in process, $17,725,779 ; produc- picture, the romance of adventure and crashing action.
tions completed but not released, $5,The comparatively small cast of principals has chiefly in support Sam
Specifications were filed yesterday
397,814; productions released, after Jaffe, in the title role as the native servant, whose greatest desire is to be by Walker & Gillette, architects, for
amortization, $14,047,101.
a soldier with his three beloved sergeants, and who proves his worth by permission to construct a 600-seat film
sounding the alarm as the troop is about to be ambushed in attempting house in a three-story building on the
$3,500,199 in G.-B.
site of the old George M. Cohan therescue of the four, held by the Hindu band. Jaffe's performance ranks
atre which is now being demolished.
The company's investment in Gau- ahigh,
while
Eduardo
Ciannelli,
as
the
leader
of
the
fanatic
murderers,
is
mont-British is listed as $3,500,199,
New property.
York Life Insurance Co. owns
the
which is included in $4,704,232 invest- properly sinister.
ments in and advances to allied
Highlighting the film, which has its few moments of splendidly turned
companies.
comedy, are the action scenes of the charge of the mounted soldiers of
Among other investments, the com- the king, as they sweep down on the enemy forces, the impressive scenes
Baldwin Refugee
pany has $739,977 in foreign Govern- in the "golden" temple of the band, during the worship of the idol, the
ment bonds.
Fund Net $125,000
Fixed assets are: land, $28,537,- scenic effect as the rescue troop marches into ambush, and the colonel's
London, Jan. 24. — Contribuof Kipling's poem over the body of the dead servant. Kipling is
636; buildings and equipment, $67,- reading
tion of British film houses to
a correspondent visiting the garrison.
908,097; leaseholds, $5,497,562; total,
the
Baldwin Refugee Fund
It is a picture carved for popular consumption, and in that purpose, it
$101,943,296, _ less $27,793,288 reserve
from their performances on
for depreciation. Among the deferred must certainly serve with admirable box-office results.
Jan. 14 is estimated at $125,charges is $535,002 for preliminary
000.
Running time, 117 minutes. "G."*
Charles S. Aaronson
and development expense in the foreign field.
*"G" denotes general classification.
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Authorities

Trick

Ads

Giveaways

By

on

Run

Newspapers
Cleveland

• Population, 900,429; six first runs,
15,300 seats, 30c-50c; 98 subsequent
runs, 100,000 seats, 10c-30c. First
runs are clear of chance games, but
independent subsequents and neighborhoods have been using them for
four years, including Bank Night,
Screeno, Bingo, Movie Sweepstakes,
Ten-O-Win, Wahoo, Cash Night and
Prosperity Night. Total yearly take
at peak was, $250,000. Only five subsequent runs have no give away.
Premiums are on the increase.
Majority of exhibitors say games
have been profitable, but some differ.
Practice seems to be strongly entrenched here, and exhibitors are looking for new schemes. They might be
induced to eliminate games if assent
was 100 per cent and non-theatrical
places also discarded them. Nontheatrical games are extensive, especially at churches, where Bingo predominates. Exhibitors say their use of
games has no bearing on churches,
lodges, etc., one way or another. Bank
Night users were presecuted when it
was first introduced, but the courts
ruled it "no lottery." A mild attempt to stop Bingo at beer parlors
failed. Non-theatrical games do not
give unusually big prizes. Newspapers
do not carry ads on theatre or club
games. Lobby and marquee signs are
the only advertising media.
•
Elsewhere in Ohio
Games have been found to be a
strong patronage builder in the Cincinnati (Kentcky-Ohio) territory, and
theatres intend to continue them as
long as there is public demand. Nine
of the 11 theatres of the Northio circuit, a Paramount subsidiary, in four
Ohio and Kentucky situations conduct
various games. The circuit asserts
it was forced to the practice in "self
defense" against fraternal and church
organizations which promoted petty
chance schemes. Northio theatres
adopted games about three years ago
and are now strongly entrenched.
Racketeers have taken over the
games in some parts of Ohio, and
chances are sold in drugstores and
fountains with guarantees that coupon
buyers will be represented in theatres.
Theatres are doing nothing against
this. They find the schemes help
business.
Sweepstakes run at first run in
Hamilton (1,500 seats) and Bank
Night at the two second runs. The
Middletown first run has Bank Night,
and the two Marion theatres Sweepstakes and Wahoo. Two theatres in
Danville, Ky., run Prosperity Club.
Policy has been in effect three years
or more in these towns. Accumulated
prizes run as high as $800 or $900.
Theatres distribute from $1,000 to 2,500 a year, with Sweepstakes running
as high as_ $5,000. There are merchandise giveaways, including auto-

Differ

on

Legality

By SAM SHAIN
Law makers and enforcement authorities are at variance on the question of legality of chance games.
In Connecticut a bill is pending to legalize giveaways under sponsorship by civic, educational, charitable, fraternal or religious groups. Such
a bill favors churches over theatres. In New Hampshire there is also
a bill pending, the purpose of which is to legalize games.
There is a long record of court cases involving Bank Night and
similar games.
Not long ago Boston authorities banned Bank Night. The city, however, permits certain charity games under licensing fees. Boston theatres, churches and fraternal organizations give away an estimated
$250,000 yearly.
Birmingham, Ala., authorities have been militant against chance
games. About a year ago Bank Night and similar games were held to
be lotteries. There were several arrests. As a result the state is
partly rid of the games.
Instances are widespread of complaint that theatres and others operating games have withheld prize money from patrons, and that in many
cases throughout the country the games are not conducted honestly.
In Nashville, recently, a patron went to court to collect a prize from
a local theatre. It was the manager's contention that the number drawn
had been switched on him. However, the court found against the
manager.
GAMES LEAD TO COURT ACTION
Unscrupulous patrons, realizing potential legal risks engendered by
operators of the games, often bring suits charging fraud and asking for
refund of admissions in the hope of obtaining a pay-off.
There was a case in a middle western city where a patron who did
not win in a Sweepstakes game at the local theatre, brought suit
,'agkinst the house, asking for exemplary damages and refund of
admissions paid over a particular period. The plaintiff charged the
theatre was conducting a gambling game. This action, and another of
similar nature filed by a second patron, are pending.
In Somerville, Mass., suburb of Boston, six halls are necessary for a
fraternal group to accommodate its patrons twice a week at one of these
games. The attendance sometimes reaches above 5,000 persons.
In Reading, Pa., private groups, professional operators and charitable
societies have taken the play almost entirely away from theatres. There
are between 15 and 20 games operating nightly in this town. Newspapers carry over a half page of advertising on these games, in special
editions which are not mailed out of town. The first run houses in
Reading have not resorted to games. Subsequents in lesser> downtown
houses, however, are trying to combat the cash games by using giveaways. Display space around such theatres is mostly devoted to advertising giveaways, the show taking secondary display notice.
mobiles, intieups with stores.
Trailers are used mostly to advertise the games. Newspapers take
subterfuge ads, but direct advertising' is permitted on non-theatrical
Bingo for charity. Palace Theatre,
Marion, was raided, but jury acquitted
defendents and Sweepstakes was resumed.
In Alliance, O., three theatres play
Bank Night. Churches and clubs do
not have games, and exhibitors feel
their games do not encourage adoption
of the practice by clubs, etc. Exhibitors intend to continue the practice,
and authorities have made no attempt
to stop games. Newspapers do not
carry ads on games.
•
Westport, Stratford, Conn.
Population, 6,075 and 19,220, respectively ;one first run in each,
seating 550, 30c top ; no subsequents. Both theatres consider their
patrons
too sophisticated
"class"
for chance
games or and
giveaways.
Nearby towns have chance games,
but their competition to Westport
and Stratford is not keen. Stratford has non-theatrical Bingo, and
the local exhibitor says it hurts the
box-office.

of

Games

Games
Are

Often
Basis

Fraud

of

Actio"

Topeka
Games virtually have been abandoned in Kansas since the State Supreme Court in 1936 held Bank
Night and similar devices illegal.
The attorney general has been fairly active in ridding the state of socalled lotteries. Exhibitors would
use them if permitted by the authorities. They claim business has been
off because of the elimination.
•
Neosho, Mo.
Population,
4,000. Hugh
Gardner has two theatres
here, in
the
Kansas City territory. He used
games at both with excellent boxoffice reaction, but the county attorney banned them in a drive
against gambling. Business has
suffered. There were slot machines

in the town before the anti-gambling drive, but no club or church
•
Grand Rapids
games.
Population, 200,000; three first
runs, 4,000 seats, 20c-40c; 27 subsequent runs, 14,000 seats, 10c-25c.
Games are confined to four subsequents, with total of 2,000 seats.
Butterfield Theatres, Inc., a Paramount partner, by taking a firm
stand against games, has kept them
down. No increase is in prospect.
The nearby area is free from such
stimulants. Non-theatrical Bingo
and such have been curbed by the
authorities, and they are not as
New Haven
prevalent as formerly. They used
Population, 165,000; four first to hurt theatre business.
runs, 9,087 seats, 25c-50c; 23 sub[This is the second of a series of
sequents, 14,500 seats, 15c-25c.
State Supreme Court banned all articles surveying the giveaway situation in the country. The next will
games in March, 1938. They had
been in effect for three years. Mer- appear in an early issue.]
chandise giveaways increased since
the ban. First runs here did not
play games, but 21 subsequents did,
Bingo Draws Final
with $27,000 estimated annual
Breath in Ontario
"take." There were few Bingo parToronto,
Jan. 24. — Bingo apties at churches, etc., before theparently has given its last
atres adopted games, but subsekick before passing out in
quently every Catholic church and
Ontario, the final convulsion
most organizations, especially
occurring when Magistrate
Knights of Columbus, Elks and
Burbidge imposed a fine of
$100 on Angus Secord, a
other lodges, began running games.
After theatres were forced to drop
Bingo promoter
who was
convicted on two lottery
charges.
games, they continued at churches
Counsel for the prosecution
for a while, but have been stopped
claimed that the accused had
entirely. Many theatres claim they
been operating in direct defiance of the law and asked
are not doing so well, and they comfor an exemplary penalty.
plain of losses. Games enabled
Harry F. Hazell, lawyer for
them to play slough films on money
the defense, intimated there
nights and many booked additional
would be no appeal and the
films from independent exchanges
Bingo parlors have been
closed for keeps.
for this purpose. Most houses would
reinstate games if permitted by law.
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Canada

ImprovedOver

to

Out

1938
1937

Washington, Jan. 24. — Exports of
motion picture film to Canada last
year showed further improvement, in
contrast with the downward trend in
trade with that country generally, the
apartment of Commerce has reported
*ya review of U. S. -Canada trade.
"The department's conclusions were
based on figures for the first 10
months of 1938, in which shipments
of motion picture film totaled 18,064,000 feet, valued at $573,000, compared with 17,445,000 feet, valued at
$545,000, in the corresponding period
in 1937.
Imports of unexposed film from
Canada, however, decreased, totaling
127,124,000 feet, valued at $957,000,
against 138,089,000 feet, valued at
$948,000, in 1937, for the 10-month
period, the department reported.
Examination
Sought
In Ticket Code Case
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice John
E. McGeehan will hear today an application filed yesterday by Michael
Atlas and Walter Friedman, doing
business as Acme Theatre Ticket
Office, for an order directing James
F. Reilly, as executive secretary of
the League of N. Y. Theatres, Inc.,
and Paul Dulzell, as executive secretary of Actors Equity Association, to
submit to examination before trial, in
connection with its attempt to restrain
the enforcement of the Code for the
sale of theatre tickets.
Acme will ask the court to require
the defendants to testify as to the
personnel and membership of the
League, and the circumstances surrounding the drafting of the Code.
Trial of the suit has been set for
Feb. 14.
Roxy

Is Reorganized,

Trusteeship Ended
Howard S. Cullman was discharged
from his office as trustee of Roxy
Theatres Corp. yesterday in an order
signed by Federal Judge Francis G.
Caffey who at the same time terminated the Roxy Theatres reorganization proceedings, stating that the company had "fully consummated" its plan
of reorganization. The Roxy was acquired by 20th Century-Fox under the
reorganization plan and is operated
by that company.
The order, which was based upon
the final report of Mr. Cullman, confirmed that report and provided for
the immediate discharge of the company from all its debts and liabilities,
and for the termination of all rights
and interests of its stockholders.
Injunction

in

Principal Film Case
Appellate Division of the N. Y.
Supreme Court yesterday reversed an
order which granted Superior Talking Pictures and Stage & Screen Productions a temporary injunction and
a receiver against Principal Film Exchange. The court ruled that the
lower court had erroneously granted
the order. Trial was set for Jan. 30.

Hollywood

'Topper'

In

Way
Philadelphia

Hollywood, Jan. 24. — Universal has
assigned Rowland V. Lee to produce
and direct "The Sun Never Sets,"
story of the British consular service
which will star Basil Rathbone. It
is budgeted at $800,000, according to
the studio. W. P. Lipscomb will do
the screenplay . . . Pat O'Brien,
Wayne Morris, Rosemary Lane,
Jane Bryan and Ronald Reagan
will top the cast of "The Fighting
Irish," which Warners will make on
the life of the late Knute Rockne.
Lloyd Bacon will direct . . . Parahas changed
Shirley
Logan's
name tomountJanice
Logan
. . . Dorothy
Lamour, Akim Tamiroff and Robert
Preston draw the top roles in Paramount's "Disputed Passage," from the
Lloyd C. Douglas novel. Harlan
Thompson will produce and Anthony
Veiller will do the screenplay.
+
_ RKO has purchased "The Spellbinder," original story by Joseph
Anthony, which Cliff Reid will
produce . . . Tom Brown has been
signed by Edward Small to a term
contract calling for two pictures a
year . . M-G-M has bought "6,000
Enemies," story by Wilson Menard
and Dr. Leonides Stanley, the latter
prison surgeon at San Quentin. It
concerns the tale of a district attorney
incarcerated in the same prison to
which he has sent countless men.
Bertram Milhauser is doing the
script . . . Warners will release
"Sweepstakes Winner" on March 26
to tie in with the running of the Irish
Sweepstakes . . . Franklyn Warner,
president of Fine Arts Pictures, producing for Grand National release, is
preparing three pictures to start this
month. They are "Panama Cipher,"
featuring Leon Ames and Charlotte
Wynters and second of the "Cipher"
series ; "Full Speed Ahead," to be
directed by John Rawlins, and the
third, as yet untitled, to be based on
early Indian wars when the French
and the British were fighting for the
possession of the American colonies.
New

Film

Forum

Kent Taylor will play opposite
Gracie Allen in "The Gracie Allen
Murder Case" at Paramount . . . An
$14,000
unknown girl, Mary Hayward,
Big
former New York model, has been
Philadelphia, Jan. 24. — In spite of
signed by Paramount and will make heavy snow, the customers flocked to
her debut as the feminine lead in
"Topper
Takes $14,000.
a Trip" at the Aldine
registered
"Beau Geste" . . . Universal will team and
George Murphy and Dorothea Kent
The Earle stood up well under the
in "Risky Business," from an original bombardment of bad weather and
screenplay by Charles Grayson.
"Pacific
with Phil
on
the $19,000
screen and
ReganLiner"
and
scored
+
Will Osborne's orchestra on the stage.
"Zaza" took $15,000 at the Boyd.
Estimated takings for the week endCasting — Wendy Barrie to "The
Hound of the Baskervilles," 20th Cening Jan.Takes
19 : a Trip" (U A.)
tury-Fox .. . Jerome Cowan to "East "Topper
Side of Heaven," Universal . . .
ALDINE— (1,300)
(40c-55c-65c-75c), 7
Judith Allen has been signed by days. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $8,160)
Bennie Zeidman to be featured in "Gangster's Boy" (Monogram)
"Zaza"
(Para.)(600) (25c-40c-55c), 7 days.
ARCADIA—
"The Great Diamond Mystery" and Gross: $1,600. (Average, $2,800)
"Ladies in Prison" . . . John Carradine has been borrowed from 20th
BOYD— (2,400) (40c-55c-65c),
7 days.
Gross: $15,000.
(Average, $14,000)
"Pacific
Liner" (RKO)
Century-Fox to play in Roach's "CapEARLE— (2,000) (25c-40c-55c), 6 days.
tain Fury"' . . . Virginia Grey to
Stage: Phil Regan, Will Osborne and
"The Hardys Ride High," M-G-M . . . Band.
$19,000. (Average, $14,000)
Phyllis Brooks, Kane Richmond, "There'sGross:
That Woman Again" (Col.)
Pauline Moore and Slim SummerFOX— (3,000) (40c -55c -65c -75c), 7 days.
$10,000. (Average, $14,000)
ville to "Charlie Chan in Reno," 20th Gross:
"Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
Century-Fox . . . James Burke to
KARLTON— (1,000) (25c-40c-55c), 7 days.
"Beau Geste," Paramount . . . Other Gross: $2,200. (Average, $4,000)
Paramount placements : Betty Grable "Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (2,000) (25c-40c-55c), 7 days.
and E. E. Clive to "Man About Gross:
$4,200. (Average, $4,000)
Town," Donald O'Connor to "Beau "Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
Geste" as Gary Cooper in his younger
STANLEY— (3,700) (40c-55c-65c), 7 days.
days . . . Paul Lukas will play the Gross: $10,500. (Average, $14,000)
role of chief of the Nazi spies in "King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
STANTON— (1,700) (25c-40c-55c), 7 days.
Warners' "Confession of a Nazi Spy." Gross: $5,500. (Average, $7,000)

Is

Begun in Columbus
Columbus, Jan. 24. — An organization representing local cultural groups,
known as the Finer Films Forum, has
been formed here to sponsor a series
of five artistic pictures, not ordinarily
seen here, to be shown at the Indianola, neighborhood house. "Moonlight
Sonata" will open the series Feb. 14.
Dr. Edgar Dale, director of educational research, Ohio State University,
and Mrs. C. C. Gross, head of the
Ohio Motion Picture Council, are
among those on the Forum committee.
Refugee

Bars

9

DAILY

Exports
During

j PICTURE

Art

Drawing

Extended
One Month
The time limit of the drawing of
paintings by the Motion Picture Art
Fund for German Refugees has been
extended from Feb. 12 to March 15.
The committee made the extension because of the heavy demand for tickets.
Tickets will be sold until March 1
and the drawing will be held on
March 15 at a place to be selected
later.

CHURCHILL as the banker . . pompous man of affairs
BERTON
who demanded deference and respect on a journey he called a business trip
. . but was actually a flight with a stolen fortune hidden in his small black bag.
V T i
A A*VI |" Directed by John Ford
Walter Wanger's O I f\ \J £ Vr\ \* Pi Released thro United Artists
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Labor

News
Hollywood

ELECT

Preview

IN WILMINGTON

Wilmington, Del., Jan. 24. — Stage
Hands' Local 284 of Wilmington has
installed the following newly elected
officers: president, Albert W. Wilson; vice-president, John Kelleher;
recording secretary and treasurer,
Howard Oster; sergeant-at-arms, Gilbert Jenkins ; business agent, Frank J.
Pappa. The executive board includes
Wilson, Kelleher, John Behringer,
Herbert Springbett and A. N. Cole.
Delegates to the Central Labor Union
are Wilson, Kelleher, Cole and James
Mackin, and to the State Federation
of Labor, Behringer and Cole.

Will

Show

Profit
$125,000
(Continued from page 1)
of 11 members when completed, indications are that the board names will
be submitted to Federal Judge William Bondy for his approval within
the next week.
Representation on the board will be
evenly apportioned as between RCA
and Rockefeller Center, on the one
hand, and Atlas Corp. and Lehman
Bros., on the other, with each of the
two parties in interest having four
board members. Unsecured creditors
will have the ninth director and the
remaining two, if it is definitely decided to limit board membership to 11,
will be management men.
Indications are that David Sarnoff,
RCA president, and James G. Harbord, chairman, will not serve on the
board. Nor will Nelson Rockefeller.
The RCA-Rockefeller Center representatives are expected to be George
S. de Sousa, Lunsford P. Yandell, W.
G. Van Schmus and Hugh Robertson.
Atlas-Lehman representatives are believed to include Floyd B. Odium,
Peter J. Rathvon, Fred Ehrman and
a fourth, not made known. Unsecured
creditors will be represented by Lawrence Green, while George J. Schaefer,
president, and Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident, will represent the management.
The reorganization hearing scheduled for tomorrow before Federal
Judge William Bondy will be postponed, probably until around Feb. 8,
at which time the court may sign the
final order confirming the reorganization plan. Probably, the new board
will not receive formal court attention
until then.

Legislatures
And

"St. Louis

Blues"

(Paramount')
Hollywood, Jan. 24. — The entertainment provided in "St. Louis
Blues" is quite similar to that of a variety show. That is, there is a
little of certain theatrical elements, and a lot of others, particularly
music. Sometimes it jells; sometimes it doesn't, a condition to be
expected when half a dozen writers participate in story preparation and
an equal number of composers and lyricists contribute to the musical
content. There's a slight romantic love interest on which is hung a lot
that results in acceptable entertainment.
A Mississippi River showboat is the main background. To it flees
Dorothy Lamour, an actress who is trying to break her contract with
producer Jerome Cowan. At first she doesn't have much luck getting a
job with showman Captain Lloyd Nolan. But he discovers her after they
HEADS FRISCO MUSICIANS
San Francisco, Jan. 24.— Walter have fallen in love and the Cowan contract is broken in the climax.
Weber has been reelected president of
Most attention, in contrast to the romantic love interest plot, is
Musicians' Local No. 6. Vice-presi- devoted to music. It features Miss Lamour in several solo and chorus
dent Ed Moore and recording secretary Eddie Love were reelected. Wil- numbers and also colored songstress Maxine Sullivan. Matty Malneck's
liam Bollard and Albert Morris were band, the King's Men and the Hall Johnson Choir have a turn or two
of their own. Mary Parker contributes a dance number and a bit of
designated secretary and business representative, respectively, of Oakland romantic comedy in marriage with Tito Guizar. Straightaway double
branch.
talk comedy is provided by Cliff Nazarro and Jessie Ralph's role calls
for her to check in with comedy of a human interest type.
ORGANIZES IN N. H.
All in all, "St. Louis Blues" measures up as diversified entertainment
New Haven, Jan. 24. — John Gate- which should be of considerable appeal. Producer Jeff Lazarus and
lee, New England organizer of
Director Raoul Walsh have given showmen a lot to work with.
I.A.T.S.E., is here to organize frontRunning- time, 90 minutes.
"G."*
G McC.
of-the-house theatre employes. Gatelee
also will attend the regular meeting of
Local B-41 of the exchange employes
'G" denotes general classification.
union at the Hotel Garde.

RKO
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MAY

the
AMEND

Screen
OHIO

LAW

Columbus, O., Jan. 24. — Representative Harry Dworkin, of Cleveland,
has introduced in the legislature an
amendment to the Ohio law, which
would prohibit the censoring of pf |
tures because of their political conten...
The amendment was prepared after
Dworkin had viewed a private screening of the Soviet film, "Professor
Mamlock," which the censor board
has banned in Ohio.
ASK GAME TAX REPEAL
Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 24. — Representative Weisenberger has introduced abill to repeal the 1937 act taxing theatre Buck Night.
APPEAL

OPERATOR

CODE

Albany, Jan. 24. — Newburgh's projection code, requiring the licensing of
operators and employment of two operators ina booth, was the subject of
an invalidation attack in an appeal
by Orange County Theatres, Inc.,
against the City of Newburgh, Mayor
James D. Tweed, the chief of police
and members of the Common Council.
Ordinance was passed in 1928,
adopted into the city code in 1933,
repealed in 1935 and set in again in
1936. Mayor Tweed, a union official,
was business agent of the Newburgh
union. Decision was reserved.

DEL. SUNDAY BILL
Dover, Del., Jan. 24. — A Sunday
School for Husbands
film bill, legalizing Sunday films in
Delaware under local option after 2
(Wainzvright-J. H. H off berg)
P. M., has been introduced by Rep.
"School for Husbands," which has been subtitled "A Comedy for Canby in the present session of the
Wives," is a witty drawing room comedy which should amuse adults. state legislature. The measure conWith a saucy plot and racy dialogue, the film moves swiftly throughout.
tains aclause providing a referendum
for cities and towns on the matter.
It is no picture for the youngsters, however.
Taken from the play by Frederick Jackson, the screen adaptation Similar bills introduced in past legislatures met with strong church opsuffers somewhat from too close adherence to the original stage sets.
position and were defeated.
This results in lagging camera action, but the result as a whole is
pleasing, nonetheless.
The story points the moral that husbands must not forget to be in Brokers Start Suit
love with their wives. June Clyde develops an infatuation for Rex
Harrison, a suave and philandering young author. To save her, Diana
Against Monogram
Claiming to have raised $3,807,412
Churchill starts a flirtation with Harrison and both husbands, Romney
Brent and Henry Kendall, become suspicious. Harrison glibly tells the in investments for Monogram Pictures
husbands that they should pretend to leave on a business trip and return Corp.,liamCharles
Lehman and
WilA. Graham,H. investment
brokers,
unexpectedly.
have filed suit in the N. Y. Supreme
Complications which ensue provide some good, though strictly adult, Court for $205,370, allegedly due in
fun. It is well cast, with all the principals doing a uniformly good job. commissions from Monogram. J. A.
Andrew Marton directed.
Sisto & Co. and the individual members of the firm, Joseph A. Sisto and
Jefferson Davis Cohn, were also
Running time, 72 minutes. "A."*
'A" denotes adult classification.
named as defendants in the 'complaint, which asked for $30,000 in
commissions from them.
The plaintiffs state that in April,
1934, they were employed by Monogram to raise capital at five per cent
The
Newsreel
Parade
commission.

The newsreels, in their new issues,
focus the Spotlight on the arrival in
New York of passengers of the illfated Cavalier. Boating, underwater
vjrestling and bobsledding are sports
subjects covered. The reels and their
contents follozv :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 39— Plane
plunges in Atlantic. Schooner washed
ashore. Freighter burns in Brooklyn.
Final payment of $50,000 on RKO's Chamberlain visits. Mussolini.
secured six per cent gold notes falls
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 237— Airliner
due Feb. 1, but the probability is passengers
arrive in New York. Chamberthat an extension will be asked.
lain in Rome. Find skeleton of sea mon-

ster. Freighter afire in Brooklyn. Bobsledding races. Dog show. Underwater
wrestling.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 50— Press
photographers'
exhibition.
Chamberlain
welcomed in Rome.
Dogs compete
for
awards. Canadian schooner wrecked on
shoal. Firemen sink blazing freighter.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 54— Cavalier
survivors arrive in New York. Mrs.
Roosevelt requests aid in paralysis drive.
Motor cycle races in Florida. Mussolini
greets Chamberlain.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 739;Bermuda clipper wrecked. Chamberlain
visits Mussolini. Ambassador Bullitt sails.
Storm wrecks schooner. Fire sweeps steamer.

Will

Hold

Hearings

On N. Y. Lottery Bill
Albany, Jan. 24. — At the request
of its sponsor, the Phelps bill legalizing lotteries in New York State was
not considered today by the Assembly
judiciary committee. Instead, a joint
public hearing by both Senate and Assembly committees is likely to be set
for the near future.
The film industry is vigorously opposed to the measure.
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Radio
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Cut

$140,000
Agencies

Group

London, Jan. 24. — Independent
members of the London branch of
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the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association have gained another point, with
instructions to the executive committee at the annual meeting today to
consider the formation of a commitJxe of independents. The new com/fcttee will enable the independents to voice their views and will
meet regularly before each monthly
executive meeting of the branch.
Independents need a "mouthpiece,"
it was said during debate today, especially against circuit interests. The
special concern of independents is
of a possible product shortage. Members were cautioned at the meeting on
renewal of Western Electric contracts.
Arthur Moss was elected new chairman of the branch, and Abe Freedman, vice-chairman.

script
genera
TAYL
N isor
JOH
n lagency,
superv
of OR,
the Compto
to Chicago for one week to handle
production on a program of his
agency . . . Dot Haas, who handles
publicity for the Al Pearce Gang,
back in town today after several
months at the coast . . . Rhea Diamond, secretary to WMCA publicity
director Leon Goldstein, leaves the
station next week to take up domestic
life . . . Kay Kyser, whose program is
being forced off the air tomorrow because of the heavyweight championship fight broadcast, will go on the
air nevertheless as the guest of Fred
Allen . . . Sid Whipple and John Anderson, dramatic critics on the WorldTelegram and Journal-American, respectively, will be interviewed by Bide
Dudley Friday over Mutual . . .
Elaine Sterne Carrington, the network
Bank to Distribute
author, was a guest at a White House
reception yesterday . . . Felix Knight
'Quiz9 Winner List will
be the tenor soloist with the
Motion Pictures' Greatest Year
campaign headquarters have arranged Cleveland Symphony Orchestra,
with Chemical Bank & Trust Co. to Jan. 29.
distribute the list of 5,404 winners in
the
industry's
$250,000
Movie Quiz
contest
to theatres
for announcement

the night of Feb. 20.
Is
Harry Sedgwick
The bank, through its correspondents, will deliver the names on a
Head
Elected CAB
confidential basis to theatre managers
promptly at 8 P. M. that night. All
Toronto, Jan. 24. — Canadian Association of Broadcasters today elected
deliveries will be made at the same
time. No theatre will have an advan- as its president Harry Sedgwick, formerly an executive of Famous Players
tage. Only theatres which have paid
their pledges in full will receive the Canadian Corp., and now managing director of CFRB, this city. Elected to
list.
other offices were H. Gordon Love of
J. J. Cunliffe, head of the bank's
Times Square branch, is in charge.
CFCN, Calgary, vice-president; and
as directors, F. H. Elpicke, CJCA,
Edmonton; Harry R. McLaughlin,
CEA
Settles Dispute
CJRC, Winnipeg and CJRM, Regina ;
With London
Council Phil Lalonde, CKAC, Montreal;
Henry Gooderham, CKCL, Toronto,
London, Jan. 24. — Amicable settle- and Major W. C. Borrett, CHNS,
ment of the dispute betwen the Cine- Halifax.
matograph Exhibitors' Association and
the London County Council has been
confirmed officially.
The C.E.A. has abandoned its 4 Midwest Stations
planned court action against the new
regulations concerning the pricing of Appoint Weed Agent
Four midwestern stations have apseats, declaring the objection was not
pointed Weed & Co. as national sales
to the regulation but dangers in the
interpretation of it. The council has representatives, effective immediately.
and
promised no extension of the present The stations are WEOA
WGBF, Evansville, and WBOW,
rule.
Terre Haute, Ind., and WCOL, Columbus, Ohio. All the units are
Protest Sign Bill Veto
"basic
supplementary"
WEOA
Members of a number of A. F. of L. on the CBS roster stations,
and the three
labor unions picketed City Hall yes- others with NBC.
terday in protest against Mayor LaBoth Evansville stations are owned
Guardia's veto of the Keegan bill, by Evansville on the Air, Inc., and
which would have permitted nine-foot are managed by Clarence Leich. The
signs on theatre marquees. The unions Columbus station is owned by
are from the sign and electrical trades. WCOL, Inc., and has Kenneth B.
Johnston as general manager and
UA to Put Out 'Windows' Jack Kelly as national sales director.
United Artists will distribute the
second series of "World Windows"
to be made next season by Count and
Take "Problem Clinic"
Countess Friedrich Keller. Nine shorts
San Francisco, Jan. 24. — "Problem
in the first series are now being disClinic," featuring informal chats on
tributed byU. A.
problems submitted by listeners, has
been signed for sponsorship over
Mexico Extras Organize
KSFO and six other CBS coast stations by Duart Manufacturing Co.,
Mexico City, Jan. 24. — Mexican
extras are organizing a union, the ob- makers of cosmetics. Program will
ject of which, according to the or- be heard Sunday nights for 52 weeks,
ganizers, isto make these players in- conducted by Marcia Miller and
dependent ofthe powerful Confedera- Vance Graham, aided by a reporter,
tion of Mexican Workers.
housewife, lawyer and business man.

Commercials
To Air News

in '37
Events

Washington, Jan. 24. — The Columbia Broadcasting System in 1937
cancelled day commercial programs to
the extent of $75,000 and night commercials amounting to $65,000 to
broadcast important news events, W.
B. Lewis, head of the program department for CBS, told the F. C. C. monopoly investigating committee today.
Revenue loss in 1938 was much
greater than $140,000 of the preceding
year, he testified, because of the Austrian and Czech crices, during- which
commercial programs were repeatedly
cancelled to permit broadcasting of
new developments.
Discussing the setup of the program
department, Lewis said Columbia has
copyright licenses from ASCAP and
several other major organizations as
well as some 175 independents. He
pointed out its licenses covered only
network programs and did not protect
individual stations, which must obtain
their own licenses. Columbia's music
library, he said, has nearly 350,000
items, and free lending service has
been established for philharmonic, symphony and other musical organizations.
Hook College Unit
With Two Stations

AFRA

End

Accord

Stand
By Shop
The apparent near-accord achieved
by the American Federation of Radio
Artists and the radio advertising
agencies yesterday widened into irreconcilable paths by the disclosure that
the advertising agencies are solidly
shop.
united not to sign a contract which
provides for a preferential or "AFRA"
Heretofore the agencies have maintained that their objections against
accepting the AFRA fair code were
due primarily to its salary provisions
and terms of working conditions, and
not because of any antipathy toward
the
shop."closed shop" principle. AFRA,
however, contends it is not a "closed"
This statement of policy of the
agencies allegedly was voiced at a
conference early yesterday by Chester
LaRoche, vice president of Young &
Rubicam and head of the committee
of the American Association of Advertising Agencies which has been negotiating for the past year with AFRA.
Charles J. Post, mediator designated
by Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins to seek settlement of the controversy between the radio union and the
advertising agencies, yesterday substantiated that the remark to the effect
that the agencies are in agreement not
to sign a contract that provides for
a preferential shop was made in his
presence. He said he thought it best,
however, not to name the 4-A official
who uttered it.
George Heller, AFRA national
board member, said yesterday that this
new development left the union no
alternative but to strike against any
agency which takes such a position.
Meanwhile, AFRA will continue to
negotiate with the individual agencies.
Printed copies of the AFRA fair code,
containing the salary and rehearsal
fee provisions, and terms of employment, were mailed to agencies yesterday. Organizations which sign the
code will be enabled to continue
broadcasting their programs. Against
those which do not sign, AFRA will
declare a strike. No time limit for
signing the code, however, has been

Albany,^ Jan. 24. — WHAZ, experimental unit at Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, will henceforth
be hooked up with WOKO and
WABY, following completion of a
financial operating agreement between
the college and Harold E. Smith, general manager of the local outlets.
WABY is to establish a branch
station on the Troy campus, likewise using its broadcasting facilities
to further radio engineering research.
Under the agreement, WHAZ will
have more time on the air and will
carry three hours a week over WABY
and one through WOKO's facilities.
The college, through WHAZ, has
been conducting experiments for two
years toward clearing up crowded
airlanes. It has beam transmitters
on Whiteface Mountain and has been
successful in bending radio waves to
gain distance for television broadcasts.
In the hookup between WOKO and
WABY with WHAZ, some programs set.
will wire,
be piped
the "satellite
by
with toothers
going bystation"
radio Roosevelt Urges
direction.
Discarding of FCC
{Continued from page 1)
Wheeler
tomorrow, and later in the
Renew
'Battle Co.,
of sponsoring
Sexes'
week the committee will meet to study
Cummer Products
recommendations which the F. C. C.
the "Battle of the Sexes," has renewed
time for the program for another year, head will make.
"Although considerable progress has
effective Jan. 30. Program features
Julia Sanderson, Frank Crummit and been made as result of efforts to reAllan Kent on the NBC-Red Tuesorganize the work of the F. C. C. under existing law, I am thoroughly disdays from 9 to 9 :30 P. M. The present network is 42 stations, but in the
satisfied with the present legal framework and administrative machinery of
spring nine additional stations are to
be added. Stack-Goble is the agency. the commission," the President told
Senator Wheeler. "I have come to the
definite conclusion that new legislation
Gulf Oil Renews Time
is necessary to effectuate a satisfactory
Gulf Oil Co., now sponsoring the
reorganization of the commission."
The President's letter was received
Screen Actors'. Guild series, has renewed its CBS Sunday 7 :30 to 8 P. M. with apparent satisfaction by Senator
period for another year, effective Feb.
Wheeler, who said he had "some
19. The time renewal makes Gulf's ideas" of his own regarding the reorsixth year of radio time on CBS. The
ganization ofthe F. C. C, whose situcontract covers 61 stations. Young &
ation, he commented, was due to "too
Rubicam handles the account.
much politics."
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Canada

Bans

Broadcasting
Fee

Increase

Board
Copyright
to Permit Rise

Fails

YORK,

THURSDAY,

Para. 4th Quarter
Earnings $2,200,000
Paramount probably will
show earnings of approximately $2,200,000, for the
fourth quarter, this year.
This
will bring
the company's
earnings,
before
preferred
dividends on the fourth quarter, to about $4,200,000, for
the year. This about 75 cents
per share on the company's
common.

Toronto, Jan. 25. — The proposal of
the Canadian Performing Right Society for an increase in the annual
license fee for broadcasting stations
for 1939 has been rejected. The Film Exports in '38
Copyright Appeal Board has ruled
Total $4,519,594;
that the levy remain at the 1938 level,
about half of the proposed schedule
for 1939.
Rise in So. Africa
The Society collected $83,081 in
royalties from broadcasting stations
Washington, Jan. 25. — Film exports last year dropped below 1937
Additional developments in
radio are found on page 12.
figures, with all leading markets except South Africa showing a decrease,
Nathan D. Golden, chief of the Motion
last year. Of this amount $33,377 was
of the U. S. Departcontributed by Ontario stations which Picturement ofDivision
Commerce, reported tonight.
serve 424,137 receiving sets.
Film footage to South Africa increased
Under the Society's suggested sched- 50 per cent. France led in film footule $154,588 would have been collected
age imported, with 7,876,093 feet and
this year. This would be at the rate Canada
led in value of film imported
of 14 cents on a receiving set on the with $223,716.
1,104,207 licenses issued at the end of
Drop of 13,000,000 feet in the
the last fiscal year.
of film exported was reported.
In addition the Society proposed to amount
Entertainment film, sound and silent,
collect $10 from each of the 3,639 re- totaled 202,526,821 feet, valued at
ceiving sets in commercial use, or a
$4,519,594 in 1938, compared with
total of $36,000.
215,721,956 feet, valued at $4,797,641,
in 1937.
Unexposed film less than one inch
Margolies Is Named
wide,
projection equipment for subU.A. Publicity Head
standard gauge film and sound reAlbert Margolies becomes publicity
producing equipment rose but other
manager of United Artists under Lynn
(Continued on page 4)
Farnol, director, succeeding Ben
Washer. Margolies takes charge Feb.
13. Washer, who .was formerly with
Samuel Goldwyn, leaves to become ad- German
Films
vertising and publicity manager for
George Abbott, in legit.
Margolies, during the past two
Latin
America,
years, has been in charge of GaumontBritish publicity, for America. He had
served with United Artists previously,
Reports of penetration by European
under Hal Home.
dictator governments in Central and
South America are exaggerated, in
the
opinion of Paul Wir, general manZukor Will Broadcast
ager for United Artists in Central
America with headquarters in CrisFrom England Today
tobal.
Adolf Zukor, Paramount
Wir is here on a short visit, his first
head in England, will broadin four years. He said German films
cast to this country via shortare shown only at first runs, but are
wave from the Scottish Nanot popular at subsequent runs and in
tional Station in Edinburgh
the interior.
today at 4 P. M., New York
There are regular short wave broadtime, and tomorrow he will
casts from Germany to Latin America,
speak over Radio Athlone,
but
they
can be received only on powIreland, at 3 P. M. local time.
erful sets, Wir said.
Zukor will discuss film makAmerican films and broadcasts lead
ing in Europe.
in popularity in Central America, as
they contain entertainment features
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ACTION

Majors to Put Plan in
Effect Regardless of
Its Attitude

Major distribution companies will
put the final trade practice agreements
into effect regardless of whether or
Minor matters pertaining to the not Allied States approves the ultimate program.
RKO reorganization may be presented
Every reasonable effort will be
to Federal Judge William Bondy at
the hearing scheduled for today, but made during the next few weeks to
presentation of the personnel of the effect an agreement on trade practices with Abram F. Myers, who has
new board of directors and the terms
of the underwriting agreement on been designated by Allied to prepare
its version of a trade program and
$1,500,000 of new RKO stock probato the committee of attorbly will not be offered for court ap- presentneys foritmajor
distributors which is
proval until a subsequent hearing after
now
engaged
in
revising the initial
Feb. 4. Confirmation of the plan can- trade draft in accordance
with urgings
be hadthatunder
tilnotafter
date. the court's order un- of national and regional exhibitor organization representatives. This failIrving Trust Co., RKO reorganizaing, the plan will be put into effect
tion trustee, will file a petition in Fed- by distributors as individual company
eral court today asking an extension policy.
of time beyond Feb. 1 for making the
Every major distribution company
final payment of $50,000 on the last is committed to the basic provisions
of the RKO secured gold notes out- of the trade practice draft, with the
(Continued on page 4)
standing. There is no opposition to
the extension as it is designed merely
to avoid confusion over title to the
collateral securing the notes, which Albany Bills Would
could be claimed by either the trustee,
Restrict Road Signs
the bank or the company. If the secured notes are not retired until after
Albany, Jan. 25.— Roadside signs
the reorganization, as contemplated in more than 32 square feet in area
the extension being asked, the collat- within 100 feet from the road, and
eral would be recovered by the com- signs of dimensions greater than 25
pany automatically. Collateral includes feet by 12 within 300 feet would be
RKO studio properties and most of banned under the terms of bills inthe other going assets of the company.
troduced today by Senator Thomas
A. Desmond, of Newburgh, and Assemblyman Herbert Whitehall.

Slated

for

Feb.

Unpopular
Says

UA

4

in

Chief

keyed to that territory, Wir declared.
Wir covers Panama, Trinidad,
Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Salvador, Venezuela, Honduras, British Honduras and Jamaica.
Exhibitors in the area are gradually
adopting American showmanship
methods, with the result that grosses
are increasing. Wir said that 1937 was
U. A.'s best year in the territory, with
1938 also big, comparatively.
The entire section has about 300
theatres, with 87 in Venezuela, which
is the outstanding revenue producing
country. U. A. this year will distribute
between 36 and 40 features in the territory, including several Spanish language films.

France, Canada Ban
'March of Time' Reel
"March of Time" officials
yesterday revealed that their
reel "The Refugee— Today
and Tomorrow" has been
banned by France upon the
special order of Foreign Minister Georges Bonnet. No
reason was given by officials
at the Quai d'Orsay for the
action.
Also, the same reel was
ordered withdrawn from
Montreal theatres by the motion picture censors of the
Province of Quebec. The censor board holds a hearing today to determine whether the
subject will be banned permanently.
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►

O'BRIEN and Ed
IS C. F.Raftery
DENN
, attorneys for
ward
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair
banks, Sr., will leave Hollywood by
train today en route back to New
York following the United Artists
meetings on the coast. Maurice Silverstone, United Artists chief executive, is not expected to leave the coast
for several days yet.
•
Ralph Clark, managing director
for Warner in Australia, is stopping
at San Francisco for a week before
coming to New York to confer with
Sam E. Morris.

By SAM
Insiders9

SHAIN
Outlook
deal with Felipe Mier, Mexican

ndm ser
forvices are contract-bou
fil
VIVIEN LEIGH'S
y
en
rs,
ntl
to Aljoi
yea
sev
exander Korda and Selznick-Inal.
ion
s
nat
w
contract
Thi ne
ter
was arranged at the time it was
agreed she should play the role
of Scarlett O'Hara, in "Gone
With the Wind."
T T
An honor not frequently bestowed on the living has come to
Walt Disney. There will now
hang in the Metropolitan Museum of Art a Walt Disney
watercolor, one of the many
which went into the production
of "Snow White and the Seven

Walter J. Hutchinson, director
of foreign distribution for 20th Century-Fox, returned to his desk yesterday after being ill with the flu and
▼ T
an eye infection.
Dwarfs."
•
U. S. Internal Revenue exJames Roosevelt, Lynn Farnol,
perts are examining the coast
Ben Washer, Andrea Leeds, Jean
records
on the 20th Century-Fox
Hersholt comprise a United Artists
merger, for possible income tax
delegation which will go to Washinformation.
ington tomorrow to attend the PresiT T
dent's Birthday Ball.
•
United Artists, under the diHerbert T. Silverberg left for the
rection of Maurice Silverstone,
coast.
is most serious about its Spanish
•
language films for the coming
Ben Miggins and F. L. Harley,
season. The company is leading
20th Century-Fox executives in Euthe field in its endeavor with the
rope, are due here early next week
from studio conferences.
signing of a new three-picture
•
J. Cheever
Codwin, Universal
board chairman, has gone to the coast Allied Acts to End
by plane to join in the current production conferences at the studio.
5-Cent Admissions
•
Rube Jackter of Columbia has
Syracuse, Jan. 25. — Elimination of
gone
admissions in this territory
tion. to Florida for three weeks' vaca- five-cent
will be studied by a committee of New
•
York Allied appointed here today at
Lillian DaCosta, secretary to Al
first meeting of the organization's
Wilkie at Paramount, has left the the
regional unit.
Wickersham Hospital. She had the
The committee will report at the
flu.
unit's meeting Feb. 1. The next meet•
ing will be devoted also to the election
Sam Bischoff, Warner producer, of a regional secretary and the apand Mrs. Bischoff arrive today on
pointment of a grievance board of
the Champlain from a European vaca- three members to adjust exhibitor distion.
putes with the Buffalo exchanges.
•
Trade practice also will be discussed.
A. H. Blank and Mrs. Blank,
Rapleye Merriman, regional vicewho are in California on vacation, plan president
of the Syracuse unit, preto return to their home in Des Moines
sided. The unit comprises Central
about Feb. 10.
New York from Watertown to Bing•
hamton.
Al Sherman is moving to GreenE. Thornton Kelly, state executive
wich Village from Montclair.
secretary, discussed various matters.
•
Members expressed opposition to film
Joseph Friedman, Columbia's man- stars on radio programs. Action on
ager in the United Kingdom, may sail this question is expected at the next
meeting.
Saturday for London.
•
Raymond Blank has arrived in Para. Board Meet Today
New York from Des Moines. He will
Regular monthly meeting of the
sail tomorrow on a Caribbean cruise.
Paramount board of directors will be
•
George Trendle is in New York held today. Only routine matters are
from Detroit for conferences with scheduled for action, according to
company officials. Barney Balaban,
Barney Balaban.
•
president, will leave for a Florida vacation tomorrow.
O. C. Doering, Jr., of counsel to
the RKO trustee, has been confined to
Signs Midland Decree
his home with a cold.
•
Kansas City, Jan. 25. — Federal
Roy Disney arrived in New York Judge Albert L. Reeves has issued
the final decree in the reorganization
from the coast yesterday.
•
of the Midland Investment Co. which
Sam Eckman, M-G-M British di- owns the Midland Theatre and the
Midland Office Building.
rector, isdue Feb. 2.

producer. The Silverstone company is now assured of having at
least six such pictures. Fortunio
Bona Nova is making three.
▼ Ttalk around in
There is some
the trade that one of the better
known members of the U. S.
diplomatic corps may resign in
July, and sociated
thatwith he
asthewill
filmbecome
business,
in a capacity of mediator between
the industry and the Department of Justice.
▼ ▼
Shepherds of the trade have
something to think about in the
scant attention which the lay
press has given the industry in
regard to the difficulties with the
Italian Government. Not a paper
lifted its voice to cry out against
the unjustified discrimination of
the Rome regime against one of
the great American industries,
which literally was thrown out
of Italy. Worse still, the press
gave the event only passing notice in the form of wired dispatches, which, because they
emanated from Rome, had to be
wired in a manner which met the
Italian viewpoint only.

Mail

Predicts Survey Results
Editor of Motion Picture Daily:
You are to be commended on your
very able article on "The Problem of
Chance Games and Giveaways" as
published
in the Jan.
Motion
Picture
Daily of Monday,
23.
I believe a steady stream of artifc*^
covering the entire national situark-H
hammering at the subject would eventually bring results and open the eyes
of the exhibitors to the urgent need
of eliminating these rackets which are
now cluttering up the lobbies and
screens of our theatres.
I am quite sure that if the theatres
lead the way other organizations will
stop automatically or be forced to
either by public opinion or pressure of
local authorities.
J. J. O'Connor
Moloney Is First in
'Test Pilot' Contest
H. H. Maloney, Loew's Poli manager in Worcester, won first prize of
$70 in an exploitation contest on "Test
Pilot" sponsored by M-G-M.
Dave (Skip) Weshner and his associates atthe Warner Stanley, Philadelphia, won second prize, $35. Third
prize of $20 was won by Leonard
Worley, manager of the Madison,
Peoria.

Honorable mention was awarded to
Ray Brenner, Castle Theatre, Newcastle, Ind.; J. H. Kuefel, Miller,
Wichita, Kan.; Mort Berman, Orpheum, Springfield, 111. ; W. Jerry
Gerbracht, Ritz, Chariton, la.; Fred
Du-Art Suit Trial
Boucher, Logan, Altoona, Pa. ; Wally
Is Set for Feb. 6 Caldwell, Loew's Valentine, Toledo,
Trial of the suit of Du-Art Film and the Stuart Theatre, Lincoln, Neb.
Laboratories, Inc., and Arthur Gottlieb against Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. for $1,000,000 damages Grainger Unable to
was set for Feb. 6 by Federal Judge
Attend Ampa
Today
John C. Knox on request of Proskauer, Rose & Paskus, attorneys for
Ampa will have a substitute speakConsolidated.
er for James R. Grainger, Republic
Plaintiffs, who each seek $500,000, president, at the Astor today. Grainger will be unable to attend since he
charge the defendant with inducing
Universal Pictures Corp. and its sub- is conducting a district managers'
sidiary, U Film Laboratories, Inc., meeting on new season's plans.
Vicki Lester, RKO player, has been
to terminate a lease of Du-Art's en- added to the program, which includes
tire laboratory and equipment and an
employment contract of Gottlieb, as Leota Lane and Mickey MacDougal.
manager. Plaintiffs claimed that Consolidated loaned nearly $1,000,000 to
MOTION PICTURE
Universal as part of the deal.
DAILY
Reserve Decision in
(.Registered U. S. Patent Office)
MARfiN SAM
QUIGLEY,
and
Suit on Ticket Code Publisher;
SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice John A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
E. McGeehan has reserved decision on
Quigley
Publishing
Coman application of Michael Atlas and and holidays
pany, Inc., by
Martin
Quigley,
president;
Walter Friedman, trading as Acme Colvin Brown, vice-president and treasurer.
Publication office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
Theatre Ticket Office, to examine beRockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
fore trial James F. Reilly, executive Circle
7-3100. Cable addresss: "Quigpubco,
secretary of the League of N. Y. New York."
All contents copyrighted 1939
Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
Theatres, Inc., and Paul Dulzell, ex- by
Address all correspondence to the New York
ecutive secretary of Actors' Equity office.
Association.
Other Quigley publications : Motion
Examination is sought in connection Picture Herald, Better Theatres, Teatro
al Dia, International Motion Picture
with plaintiffs' suit to restrain en- Almanac and Fame.
forcement bythe League of the code
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts.; Boone
for sale of theatre tickets.
Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
Laemmle Joins Kohner
W. 1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
Williams, manager.
Hollywood, Jan. 25.— Ernst Laem- Hope
Entered as second class matter
23,
mle, former director and production 1938, at the post office at New York,Sept.
N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
executive, has joined Paul Kohner's
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
agency to concentrate on the handling Americas and
$12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
of writers.
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Chicago, Jan. 25— "This lawsuit is
a waste of time, and I am going to
suit,"
seek a dismissal of the entire
Robert Golding, a defense attorney in
the suit brought by independent exhibitors against Balaban & Katz and
major companies, told Federal Judge
Igoe at a hearing today.
Motion by plaintiffs to take the depositions before trial of Abe Kaufman and Morris Leonard, of B. & K.,
and exchange managers Clyde Eckhart, 20th Century-Fox, Phil Dunas,
Columbia, and Jack Osserman, RKO,
on Feb. 3 was granted. Hearing on
another motion to prevent the defense
from taking the depositions of plaintiffs was postponed to Feb. 10 when
Federal Judge Wilkerson will return.
In asking that the taking of depositions of plaintiffs be denied,_the petition charges that the examination is
being sought in bad faith, and is for
the purpose of annoying, embarrassing and oppressing witnesses. It is
alleged that disclosure of profit and
loss statements from plaintiffs' books
might result in defendants building or
acquiring neighborhood competitive
theatres. It was also charged that
John Balaban had stated some months
ago that if suits were brought he
would compel the disclosures and that
plaintiffs would be forced to pay increased film rentals.
In stating the grounds on which
he would seek a dismissal, Golding
argued that the plaintiffs have failed
to show "any special damages" and
that the complaint should be dismissed
File

Three

Motions

In Momand's
Action
Oklahoma City, Jan. 25. — Three
new motions have been filed by defendants in the $4,900,000 anti-trust
suit in which A. B. Momand, Shaw
nee, Okla., theatre operator is plaintiff
against the major distributing com
panies and several circuits operating
in Oklahoma.
Regal Theatres, Inc., filed a motion
denying all material allegations in the
amended bill of complaints. The
Griffith Amusement Co. filed a motion
asking that the plaintiff name the
companies in the complaint against
the Griffith company.
A motion to ask the plaintiff to
make the petition more definite and
certain asking for names of persons
referred to was filed by 20th Century
Fox, United Artists, Universal Film
Exchange, Loew's, Inc. and RKO.
Weeks

on Coast

Hollywood, Jan. 25. — George
Weeks, Monogram sales manager, has
arrived here from New York for a
series of conferences with Scott Dun
lap, production head, and W. Ray
Johnston, president.
Cinema Session Feb. 3
Final meeting of creditors in the
reorganization proceedings of Cinema
Magazine, Inc., will be held before
Bankruptcy Referee Peter B. Olney
Jr., at the Federal Court on Feb. 3

Halt

Stand

Pact

Florida
Sweethearts

Picketed!

Omaha, Jan. 25.— Picketing
of the Paramount here in opposition to the showing of
"Inside Nazi Germany"
brought a picketing of the
pickets in the evening. The
first pickets, opposing the
film, appeared at the matinee.
Opposition to the film earlier
caused seven members of the
sponsoring committee to withdraw. Members of the local
truck drivers' union then
picketed the picketers in
support of the film.

Allied

Hear

Won't

Adoption

(Continued from page 1)

exception of United Artists whose policy on cancellations is to be decided
independently of the trade agreement.
United Artists, while approving the
remainder of the proposals, does not
subscribe to the cancellation clause because its product is supplied by inde
pendent producers who have final say
on individual contracts covering the
pictures of each.
Distributors' attorneys may com
plete their revise of the trade draft
next week. They expect to hear from
Myers in the near future for final dis
cussions on what Allied regards as
essentials to any program which it
can approve.
Indications are that little, if any,
negotiating remains to be done as be
tween the distributor and exhibitor
representatives.
Company attorneys
will complete the bulk of the unfinished work on the proposals and
by the distributors'
after study
mittee, the finished
program maycomgo
out to exhibitor organizations in a
form which will not require further
negotiation. There is little probability at this time that the program will
be placed in effect before the 1939
'40 selling season, despite M. P.
T. O. A.'s urging of immediate action
All members of the distributors' negotiating committee except Abe Montague, are out of the city now and will
be for another 10 days to two weeks
Sidney R. Kent and William F.
Rodgers are in Florida.
George J
Schaefer, who -replaced Leo Spitz as
an alternate on the committee ; Ned
E. Depinet and Gradwell L. Sears are
in Hollywood.

Trust

Case

Jan.

31

Miami, Jan. 25. — First hearing in
the anti-trust action brought against
Paramount Enterprises, Wometco
Theatres and eight large distributors
by Herman Weingarten, local exhibitor,
eralis scheduled
Court here. for Jan. 31 in FedWeingarten, who operates two theatres in Miami Beach, asks triple damages of $432,000 in his action charging
violation of the anti-trust laws by the
defendants in the setting of admission
prices, releasing advertising, overbuying and unreasonable clearance.

'Cowboy'

Has

Strong

$8,500, Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Jan. 25. — "The Cowboy and the Lady," dualed with
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor," gave
Loew's strong business of $8,500 in a
relatively quiet week.
"Kentucky" was good for $6,000 in
its fourth week at the Circle and was
held for a fifth, longest run here in
more than 10 years. "Zaza" took
$5,000 at the Indiana. "Charlie Chan
in Honolulu" shared the bill.
Estimated takings for the week end19-20 :
"Parising Jan.
Honeymoon"
(Para.)
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
APOLLO— (1,100) (25c-40c) 7
week. Gross: $2,000. (Average,
Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"Down on the Farm" (20th-Fox)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7
week.
"Zaza" Gross:
(Para.) $6,000. (Average,

Section!

Newark's police commissioner issued a special permit to Manager William Phillips of Loew's State for a
special sweethearts section
during the showing of the
MacDonald - Eddy picture.
When the suggestion was
passed along to other Loew
managers, consensus of replies Huh
was "A. . sweethearts'
section!
. you should ft
see our balcony any night!"
Film

Exports

Total

$4,519,594 in 1938
(.Continued from page 1)
types of equipment dropped below
1937 figures.
Exports of sensitized unexposed 35
mm positive film totaled 132,573,556
feet, valued at $1,238,184, against 134,396,856 feet, valued at $1,362,736, in
1937; negative film amounted to 41,034,667 feet, valued at $1,086,493,
against 69,100,374 feet, valued at
$1,757,191.
Exports of unexposed film less than
one inch wide amounted to 44,011,816
feet, valued at $1,059,435, against
36,391,140 feet, valued at $759,979.
Silent Negatives Drop

days, 2nd
$3,000)

Golden reported exports of silent
negatives decreased 33.9 per cent in
footage compared with 1937, totaling
days, 4th 2,009,143 feet, valued at $95,344,
$4,500)
against 3,038,623 feet, valued at $113,689, while sound film dropped 11.4
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
INDIANA — (3,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: per cent to 1,498,012 feet, valued at
$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
$300,351, from 9,586,631 feet, valued
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
at $354,578.
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
Standard gauge 35 mm projector
LOEW'S— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$8,500. (Average, $7,000)
exports
were 1,070, valued at $382,"Devil's Island" (Univ.)
729,
against
1,625, valued at $449,142,
LYRIC— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. Stage:
in
1937.
Sub-standard
gauge projecFrankie Masters Orchestra, with Slim Timblin and vaudeville. Gross: $9,000. (Avertors numbered 25,866, valued at $754,822, against 21,327, valued at $662,750.
age, $8,000)
Exports of 35 mm cameras totaled
197, valued at $108,445, against 490,
Italy Will Carry Out
valued at $161,503 in 1937; substandard gauge cameras were 25,085,
Terms of Film Ban
valued at $688,706, against 39,435
Rome, Jan. 25. — Italy is deter- valued at $1,061,477.
mined to carry out the film monopoly
Recording sound equipment exports
to the letter, was the consensus following a four-hour session of offi- were valued at only $283,139, comcials on the subject today. Foreign
pared with $1,745,322 in 1937. Refilms will be bought only under terms
producing equipment was valued at
of the monopoly, it was decided.
$1,340,438, against $535,639, Golden
reported.

Johnston Assigned
Hollywood, Jan. 25. — For the
eighth consecutive year, John LeRoy
Brulatour Recovers;
Walter Wanger's publicity
Dewey
Investigating Johnston,
director, will supervise the making of
Jules Brulatour, who suffered a all pictures at the annual Academy of
gunshot wound Sunday night while Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
cleaning a loaded revolver, was re awards dinner.
ported ready to leave the Lenox Hill
Hospital yesterday. Meanwhile, Dis
trict Attorney
Thomas
E. Dewey
'Union Pacific* Special
asked his arrest for technical viola
Hollywood,
25. —given
Paramount's
tion of the Sullivan law for possession "Union
Pacific" Jan.
will be
a special
of a revolver without a permit.
showing in the Ak-Sar-Ben auditorium, Omaha, Neb., at the annual conthe Old Timers' Society of
Curtiz to Direct Short
the Unionvention ofPacific.
Hollywood, Jan. 25. — At his own
request, Michael Curtiz will direct his
Buys 'Marne' Rights
first short subject, "Sons of Liberty,'
Warners' historical picture based on
Variety Film Distributors have acthe life of Hyam Salomon, patriot who
quired rights for the United States
helped
finance the American Revolu
and South America to the French protion.
I duction "Heroes of the Marne."

Lewis

Takes

55th

St.

Operation of the 55th St. Playhouse,
one of the oldest foreign film houses
in the city, has been taken over by
Martin J. Lewis, manager of the
Fifth Ave. Playhouse and the Thalia,
and his partner, Hans Rosenwald. Sigmund Gottlober, of the Advertising
Guild, is also reported interested in the
deal.
To

File RKO

Claims

Federal Judge William Bondy yesthe application
of Lehman terday
Bros, granted
for leave
to file a claim
of
$9,098 and of the Lehman Corp. to file
a claim for $4,511 against RKO. Both
claims arise out of alleged disbursements made by the claimants for stock
transfer stamps on 10-year six per cent
gold debentures issued to J. & W. Seligman & Co. as depository.
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Censor

'James'

Smash
Hollywood

$39,600
L.A.

in

Previews

2

Theatres

"Persons
(Paramount)

Hollywood, Jan. 25. — "Persons in Hiding" is from J. Edgar Hoover's
book of the same name. That is, quite manifestly, the ace line of copy
for any showman's advertising campaign in behalf of the picture, the
public and the F.B.I., by reason of Hoover's fame as the man who knew
what to do about making crime unpopular. If they don't come in to see
this picture, billed in that fashion, there's no use in making any more
gang films.
Hoover's story, adapted for screen purposes by William R. Lipman
and Horace McCoy, is about people who get on the wrong side of the
law and hide out. It shows what happens to them, psychologically,
economically and, finally, physically. It shows how the F.B.I, men
proceed against criminals who transgress Federal laws and it depicts
both criminals and government agents as human beings instead of superwhy. men. All gangster films show that crime does not pay. This one shows
The pivotal character in the story is a young woman who wants luxury and, as a means of getting it, marries a thug she can dominate, coaching him to big-shot rating and acquiring, ultimately, a gang of followers.
Robberies ranging from gas station stick-ups to bank jobs lead to kidnaping and the attention of the F.B.I. Ways and means by which the
F.B.I, men bring the band to justice are explicitly presented.
Patricia Morison is outstanding in the difficult role of girl criminal
and Lynne Overman is quietly impressive as the F.B.I, man. J. Carrol
Naish gives his usual gunman portrayal. Edward T. Lowe produced
the picture and Louis King directed it, both in what impresses as the
manner Hoover would have ordered. "
Roscoe Williams
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."*
Code

Give

Management
Course
A course in motion picture theatre
management will be offered in Syracuse University's College of Business
Administration beginning in February,
with Harry Unterfort, manager of the
Syracuse RKO Schine Keith house, as
lecturer. Under arrangements made
with Dean Charles R. Raper, all
phases of theatre management from
booking, exploitation, theatre operation
and advertising will be covered in the
course.
Among guest lecturers scheduled for
the course are men from Schine's
home office in Gloversville and from
upstate RKO offices. No academic
credit will be given for the subject to
be known as "Theatre Management."
Syracuse University pioneered in 1934
with one of the first college courses in
cinema appreciation given by Prof.
Sawyer Falk, director of dramatic activities.
Ross Federal Changes
Ross Federal Service has made
management changes at three
branches. H. F. Henderson has been
named Chicago assistant branch manager. J. C. Page has been shifted
from Denver to head the St. Louis
office, with C. W. Graves the new
manager in Denver.

Ohio Passes "Mamlock"
Columbus, O., Jan. 25. — The Ohio
censor board has reconsidered and approved "Professor Mamlock," which
it had previously banned. The reversal followed a press campaign
against the
deletions
wereboard's
made. action. Certain

Only
in

17
1938

in Hiding"

of the

By PHILIP DE SCHAAP
Amsterdam, Jan. 25. — Censorship
in Holland during 1938 was less restrictive than during 1937. Last ye£\
whVi"
banned,thumbs
were turned
17 features
only1937
in
the censor
down 32 features. One action of the
board, the banning of the Dutch version of "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" for children under 14, met
with widespread public disapproval.
Even the Dutch Motion Picture Federation tried to alter the decision, but
without success.
American product during _ 1938
maintained its dominant position in the
Dutch market. Despite some press demands for protection of domestic production, no such restriction is planned
by the Government. The volume of
American product released here in
1938 showed little change from the
previous year. The most successful
film produced here in 1938 was a
Dutch version of "Pygmalion," directed by Ludwig Berger, and distributed by Filmex. The picture did
better than any importation. "Veertig
Jaren" ("Forty Years") dedicated to
Queen Wilhelmina's 40-year reign,
was also very successful, necessitating
51
largest number ever
used prints,
in this the
country.
The biggest money-making pictures
in Holland from the United States

Streets

(Universal)
Will

Rejected
Features

Los Angeles, Jan. 25. — "Jesse
James" was the real highlight of the
week here, taking an aggregate of
$39,600 at two houses, $17,600 at the
Chinese and $22,600 at Loew's State.
"Pygmalion" was still strong in its
fourth week, taking $7,000 at the 4
Star.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 25 :
"Jesse James" (20>th-Fox)
CHINESE — (2,500) (30c-75c) 7 days. Gross:
$17,600. (Average, $12,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
4 STAR — (900) (40c-55c) 7 days, 4th week.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $3,250)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (30c-65c) 5 days,
2nd week. Gross: $4,200. (Average, $6,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500) (30c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,600. (Average. $14,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (30c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,200. (Average, $7,000)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595) (30c -65c) 7 days.
Stage: Judy Canova, F. & M. revue, Rube
Wolf and his orchestra.
Gross: $18,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
"Fighting Thoroughbreds" (Rep.)
WARNER BROS. (Hollywood)— (3,000)
(30c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $11,600. (Average,
$14,000)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
"Fighting Thoroughbreds" (Rep.)
WARNER BROS. (Downtown)— (3,400)
(30e-65c) 7 days. Gross: $11,700. (Average,
$12,000)
Syracuse

in Holland

Hollywood, Jan. 25. — "Code of the Streets" has been designed to
attract the attention of the more impressionable adults and the kids. The
picture's appeal is to the second group. While grown-up players are
concerned, youngsters, especially Frankie Thomas, James McCallion anc
the Little Tough Guys, are the real heroes. They contribute convincing
performances, as do Harry Carey, Paul Fix, Leon Ames, Marc Law
rence and El Brendel, who handles the meager comedy contrast.
Save for Juanita Quigley, the Arthur T. Horman original screenplay
is a "men-without-women" story which leans heavily toward the melodramatic but in which there is a definitely appealing human interest
character. Both qualities are forcefully accentuated by Harold Young's
direction and they are further stressed by the character of production
detail.
By circumstantial evidence, Fix is convicted of murder, an injustice
which makes his younger brother, McCallion, and the members of his
slum hoodlum gang, more bitter enemies of the law. Because he voices
his opinion that Fix is innocent, detective Carey is demoted to a beat
walking job. This second injustice brings his son, Thomas, into the

during the year were: "100 Men and
a Girl," "Mad About Music," "That
Certain Age," "Life of Emile Zola,"
"The Road Back," "Conquest," "Firefly," "Prisoner of Zenda," "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," "Three
Comrades," "Test Pilot," "Robin
Hood" and "Hurricane."
French pictures are growing in popularity here, especially successful having been "Carnet de Bal," "Quai des
Brumes" and "La Grande Illusion."
American and French pictures are far
more successful here than German
product,
despite the adjacent location
of Germany.

The effort of the Motion Picture
Federation to bring about a reduction
in admission taxes during the year
met with little success, only a few
towns reducing the tax from 20 to
15 per cent. Theatre business generally showed an improvement in 1938
over 1937. In the three leading cities,
action. Allying himself with McCallion's gang, who at first believe in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The
him but later give him the works in realistic underworld fashion when
gross
all film theshowed receipts
definite of
increases.
they discover he is a cop's son, Thomas does prove to McCallion that Hague,atres
they have common interests to avenge. Playing at detectives, with young
An interesting decision of a RotterThomas making use of his scientific knowledge, they get incriminating
dam court held that the action of an
evidence on Ames. Unable to get police cooperation, they take the law exhibitor in cutting a picture below
into their own hands and, giving their victim a sinister third degree the length of the film when passed by
the censor board was not in violation
they
Carey.force from him a confession that exonerates Fix and reinstates of the law. It was held that with
G. McC
the elimination of some parts, a film
may still remain unchanged as to story
Running time, 71 mintes. "G."*
and continuity.
*"G" denotes general classification.

Play Suit Up Tomorrow
Final hearing to determine damages in the infringement suit brought
by Edward Sheldon and Margaret
Ayer Barnes against Moredall Realty
Corp., operators of the Capitol, will
be held tomorrow before Special Master Kenneth E. Walser. Plaintiffs
allege infringement of their play,
I "Dishonored Lady."

Art Direction Award
Plan Crime Sequel
Appointed
Hollywood, Jan. 25. — Jack Chertok, Committee
M-G-M subjects producer, is planning
Hollywood, Jan. 25. — Frank Capra,
a sequel to "They All Come Out," president of the Motion Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences, appointed
four-reel subject depicting federal
penal institutions. John C. Higgins, the following to the Art Direction
writer on the Crime Does Not Pay Award committee : Roland Anderson,
Lionel Banks, Perry Ferguson,
series
and on material
"They All
Out," Charles D. Hall, W. A. Horning, Jack
is gathering
for Come
the sequel,
which will deal with discharged and Otterson, Hans O. Peters, Bertram
Teitelbaum and Lyle Wheeler. J
paroled prisoners.
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'My

Heart'

Chicago
With

Is

$13,200

and

Previews

High

Chicago, Jan. 25. — -"There Goes
My Heart" stood out in a dull week
in the Loop, giving the Roosevelt
$13,200. "There's That Woman
Again" at the Garrick took $6,600, and
"Illegal Traffic" at the State-Lake
drew $13,500.
Unsettled weather cut into business
sharply.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 18-21 :
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,400) (35c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,500)
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage:
Balaban & Katz Revue. Gross:
$30,000. (Average, $32,000)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
GARRICK— (900) (35c-40c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,600. (Average, $6,500)
"The Great Waltz" (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Stage:
"Girlie Gambol"
$13,000. (Average,
$13,000) Revue. Gross:
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Billy House and Company. Gross:
$18,200. (Average, $19,000)
"There Goes My Heart" (U. A.)
ROOSEVELT— (1.300)
(35c-55c-75c) 7
days. Gross: $13,200. (Average, $11,000)
"Illegal Traffic" (Para.)
STATE - LAKE — (2,700)
(25c-35c-40c) 7
days. Stage:
Romo Vincent & Revue.
Gross: $13,500. (Average, $12,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c)
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $9,800. (Average, $15,000)

'Storm'

Hollywood

Weems

"The Lone
(Columbia)

Wolf

Spy

Hunt"

Thursday, January 26, 1939

Winds'
ade
Tr
San
Francisco

Hit,

$11,800

Hollywood, Jan. 25. — Comedy and melodrama are the principal ingredients whipped into "The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt." There's romantic
San Francisco,
Jan.$11,800
25. — "Trade
drew a strong
at tirx
interest, too, but the laughs and suspense are the qualities which give the Winds"
United
Artists.
The
Fox
bill
film its real entertainment value. Moving speedily, with glib dialogue
and cleverly conceived situations maintaining interest, the picture may be "Stand Up and Fight" and "Thanks
for the Memory," drew $18,500.
expected to hold attention and satisfy.
"Sweethearts" drew well, with $11,In the beginning, Warren William, playing the role of "The Lone 000 at the Warfield in its third week.
Estimated takings for the week endWolf," an ex-crook, establishes himself in legitimate business in Washington. At first his love for Ida Lupino and efforts to keep his
irrepressible daughter, Virginia Weidler, from being a detective, occupy "Secrets
a Nurse"
(Univ.)
ing Jan. of17-20
:
GOLDEN GATE— (2.850) (3Sc-40c-55c) 7
his mind. Soon, however, he is involved in a spy plot. Unable to get
Stage: vaudeville.
Gross: $14,200.
secret government military plans, an international gang of spies, headed days.
(Average,Winds"
$16,000)(U. A.)
"Trade
by Ralph Morgan, kidnaps the former safe-cracker to do the job. WilUNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (15c-35c-40cliam escapes, of course, and, joining the forces of law, with whom he has 55c-65c)
7 days. Gross: $11,800. (Average,
"Blondie"
(Col.) (Univ.)
"Dark Rapture"
many comedy brushes, succeeds in recovering the plans which have been $7,000)
stolen. Both Miss Lupino and Miss Weidler, as well as Rita Hayworth,
ORPHEUM — (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c) 7
have a lot to do in helping William round up the spies.
days. Gross: $7,500. (Average. $8,500)
Given quality production support, the performances of the principals "Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"Thanks For the Memory" (Para.)
are uniformly good, and competent support is contributed by Tom Dugan,
FOX— $18,500.
(5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
(Average, $17,000) 7 days.
Don Beddoe, Leonard Carey, Ben Weldon, Brandon Tynan and Helen Gross:
"Kentucky" (2ttth-Fox)
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (ZOth-Fox)
Lynd.
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (15c-35c-40c-55cBased on a Louis Joseph Vance story, the screenplay was by Jonathan
75c) 7 davs, 3rd week. Gross: $6,600. (AverLatimer. Peter Godfrey's direction manages to counterbalance melo- "Goingage, $7,000)
Places" (W. B.)
dramatic tension with comedy.
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (15c-35c-40c-55cRunning time, 65 minutes.
"G."*
G. McC. 75c)
7age,days,
week. Gross: $9,000. (Aver$13,000) 2nd (M-G-M)
"Sweethearts"
WARFIELD— (2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average. $13,000)
"Beauty for the Asking"
"Life Dances On" (AFE Corp.)
(RKO)
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days, 3rd
Hollywood, Jan. 25. — As the title somewhat indirectly suggests, this week. Gross: $850. (Average, $1,300)
"Prof.
Mamlock" (Amkino)
is a picture about the cosmetic and beauty parlor business and persons
LARKIN— (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
engaged therein. Possibly there are exploitation possibilities in that week. Gross: $700. (Average, $1,300)

circumstance, although the film, while in a mild way "exposing" long
profits to be made in the beautification industry, also makes a mild case
for the importance of beauty in romance. Names of the players prin- 'Cowboy' Rides to
cipally engaged in the picture are Lucille Ball, Patric Knowles, Donald
Woods and Frieda Inescort.
Kansas
City Snow
Produced by B. P. Fineman and directed by Glenn Tryon, the story,
Big Capital Gross
credited to five writers, is a somewhat indecisive account of what happens
Kansas City, Jan. 25. — Snow and
to Miss Ball, a beauty operator with a new face cream ready for market,
Capturing$13,000
foul weather didn't help first runs,
when
her
sweetheart,
Knowles,
jilts
her
and
marries
Miss
Inescort
for
which had a fair week. "The Storm"
and Ted Weems gave the Tower the her $10,000,000. Woods, an advertising man, gets Miss Inescort to
Washington, Jan. 25. — Despite a
best comparative showing, $11,800.
back Miss Ball's new cream, success of which makes everybody wealthier, two-day snowfall, "The Cowboy and
"Stand Up and Fight" and "The and a lot of misunderstandings occur before Miss Inescort divorces the Lady" took a good $13,000 at
GirlMidland.
Downstairs"
$11,300
Loew's Palace, while a return trip of
the
In itsgrossed
third week
at twoat Knowles and Miss Ball decides she really loves Woods.
The most interesting passages are those which present the gadgets and "Out West with the Hardys" did a
houses, the Esquire and Uptown,
practices of the modern beauty shop in operation. Some of these are splendid $6,100 at Loew's Columbia.
"Kentucky" continued to pull well.
"The Son of Frankenstein" held its
Estimated takings for the week end- fetchingly photographed. Acting throughout is formal, and an evident
own
at RKO-Keith's with $11,000.
effort to steer a safe course between condemnation and commendation
ing Jan. 17-19 :
Estimated
takings for the week endof the cosmetics industry is persisted in at entertainment expense.
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
NEWMAN— (1.900) (25c-40c) 5 days, 2nd
ing Jan.and
19 :Models Abroad" (Para.)
week. Gross: $3,100. (Average, 5 days,
Roscoe Williams. "Artists
"G."*
Running time, 65 minutes.
$5,600)
LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434) (25c-65c) 7
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
days. (Average,
Stage: Surprise
000.
$16,500) Party. Gross: $14,ESOUIRE— (800) (25c-40c) 7 days. 3rd *"G" denotes general classification.
week. Gross: $2,800. (Average. $3,000)
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243) (25c-40c)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
Saxe Estate Left to
Two "Wings" Screenings Return engagement, 7 days. Gross: $6,100.
MIDLAND— (4,000)
(25c-40c) 7 days.
(Average,
$4,200)
Gross: $11,300. (Average, $11,500)
Two special screenings of "Wings
His Three Children
Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
of the Navy" have been arranged in "The
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2.370) (25c-55c) 7
the Philadelphia area by Everett days.
"Comet Over Broadway" (W. B.)
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $11,500)
Milwaukee, Jan. 25. — Thomas E.
ORPHEUM— (1.500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Saxe, theatre circuit operator who Callow, in charge of Warner pub- "Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
Gross: $2,300. (Average, $5,000)
licity there. On Jan. 29, a Sunday
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836) (25c-40c) 8 days.
died Dec. 16, 1938, left his estate in
"The Storm" (Univ.)
FOX TOWER— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. trust for his three children, accord- morning breakfast for civilian fliers Gross: $11,000. (Average, $10,000)
Stage: Ted Weems & Orchestra. Elmo
"Say It in French" (Para.)
ing to his will, filed for probate in and former Armv and Navv aviators
Tanner, Ferry Como. Red Ingel, Parker
WARNERS' EARLE— (2.218) (25c-66c) 7
will
feature
the
film.
On
Feb.
2,
navy
Gibbs. Country Washburn, Orms Downes, County Court here.
days. Stage: Bob Crosbv & Orch. Gross:
Beverlv Bemis. Patsy Parker and Peggy
officials
will
see
the
film
at
a
testi$14,300.
(Average. $16,000)
A petition for admission of the will
Tavlor Trio. Gross: $11,800. (Average.
monial dinner to Rear Admiral Julius "Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
1:7.000)
to probate set the value of the estate
C. Townsend.
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,591)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"in excess of $5,000" but an inventory
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: $3,800. (AverUPTOWN — (2.000) (25c-40c) 7 davs. 3rd to
be
filed
later
is
expected
to
show
week. Gross: $2,900. (Average, $4,000)
it to be extensive. The heirs are
Universal Signs Fields
age, $4,000)
Catherine Saxe, Edward J. Saxe and
Hollywood,
Jan.
25.
—
W.
C.
Fields
Newsreel Contract Up
Goldwyn Signs Von Cube
Mrs. Harriet McSpadden. The will
has been signed bv Universal for anHollywood, Jan. 25. — Irmgard Von
other film. It will be produced by
Cameramen's Union, Local 644, has provides that the trust shall not be
requested the I. A. T. S. E. to take divided by the children until 10 years Lester Cowan after completion of Cube has been signed to a term writup the matter of negotiating a new after the death of John, the testator's "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man,"
ing contract by Samuel Goldwyn. The
brother.
contract with the newsreels here.
Paul Kohner Agency set the deal.
now in production.
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4Duke
And

of West
4Dr.

Point'

Meade'

Providence

PICTURE

Get

$11,000

Providence, Jan. 25. — In a week
when most of the downtown houses
slid off because of the competition of
the "Ice Follies," $11,000 was registered by "The Duke of West Point"
f^d "The Strange Case of Dr. Meade"
> _ / Loew's. "Grand Illusion," foreign
language film, did $7,000 at the RKOAlbee.
Estimated
takings for the week
ending Jan. 18-19 :
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
"The Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
LOEW'S
(25c-35c-50c)
days.
Gross:STATE
$11,000.— (3,230)
(Average,
$10,000.) 7
"Kentucky" (2ttth-Fox)
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,800. (Average, $6,500)
"Thanks For the Memory" (Para.)
"Illegal Traffic" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,100) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,200. (Average, $7,000)
"Strange Faces" (Univ.)
FAY'S — Gross:
(1,800) $6,000.
(25c-35c-40c)
days.
Vaudeville.
(Average,7 $7,000)
"Grand Illusion" (Foreign)
"Exposed" (Univ.)
RKO-ALBEE — (2,239) (25c-35c-50c) 7
days. Gross: $5,300. (Average, $6,000)
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
CARLTON— (1,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $3,250. (Average, $3,500)
"Gang Bullets" (Mono.)
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
Blanche Calloway stage show. Gross:
$4,400. (Average, $3,000)

Joan
Competition Stirs
Mexico Film Union
Mexico City, Jan. 25. — Competition for pictures produced
in Mexico from films in Spanish produced in Hollywood, is
beginning to alarm the national film
studio
workers'
union. The
labor
organization
is considering an attempt to
prevent Mexican players from
going to Hollywood to work
in Spanish pictures. However,
the lure of Hollywood salaries
is a formidable obstacle to
enforcement of the union's
plans.
Studios
36

Busy

New

on

Features

Hollywood, Jan. 25. — Thirty-six
pictures were before the cameras this
week, as nine finished and seven
started. Twenty-eight are in preparation, and 74 are being edited.
Started were : "Outside These
Walls," Columbia ; "The Hardys Ride
High," M-G-M; "The Mystery of
Mr. Wong," Monogram ; "Beau
Geste," Paramount; "They Made Her
a Spy," RKO ; "Rough Rider Patrol,"
Republic; "Rose of Washington
Square," 20th Century-Fox.
In addition to these, shooting were :
"Plane
No. 4," "Blondie Steps Out,"
'Frankenstein* Nets
"The Lady and the Mob," Columbia;
Fine $7,300, Buffalo 'Wuthering Heights," G o 1 d w y n ;
Buffalo, Jan. 25. — Everything but "Panama Cipher," Fine Arts ; "The
duals had tough sledding in this frost- Wizard of Oz," "I Take This
bitten community. The Lafayette took Woman," "Sergeant Madden," "Tar$7,300 with "Son of Frankenstein" zan in Exile," M-G-M ; "Union Pacific," "Man About Town," "Federal
and "Swing That Cheer." At the
Century, "Pacific Liner" and "Nancy Offense," "Invitation to Happiness,"
Paramount; "The Romantic Castles,"
Drew, Detective," pulled $6,600.
A touring troupe with "Kiss the "Picardy Max," "A Night in Ghost
Town," "They Made Her a Spy,"
Boys
Goodbye"
first rate
crowds. at the Erlanger drew RKO; "Man of Conquest," Republic;
Estimated takings for the week end- "Captain Fury," Roach ; "The Hound
ing Jan. 21 :
of the Baskervilles," "Alexander
Graham Bell," 20th Century-Fox;
"The Young in Heart" (U. A.)
BUFFALO — (3,000) (30c-55c) 7 days. "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man,"
Gross: $10,700. (Average, $12,000)
"Three Smart Girls Grow Np," "The
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c-50c) 7 days. Spirit of Culver," "Key Woman,"
Gross: $7,300. (Average, $7,500)
"East Side of Heaven," Universal ;
"Out West With the Hardys" (M-G-M)
HIPPODROME— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days. "Juarez," "Hero for a Day," "The
Gross: $6,400. (Average, $6,800)
Roaring Road," "Hell's Kitchen,"
Warners.
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
Finished were : "Romance of the
CENTURY— (3,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$6,600. (Average, $6,000)
Redwoods," Columbia ; "Dusty Road,"
"Fast and Loose," M-G-M; "Grand
"The Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Swing That Cheer" (Univ.)
Jury
Secrets," "Midnight," "The
LAFAYETTE — (3,300). (25c) 7 days.
Lady's from Kentucky," Paramount ;
Gross: $7,300. (Average, $6,300)
"The Lone Ranger Rides Again,"
"Higgins Family No. 2," Republic.
Patrons Get Cake and —
Columbia started one short subject
and
finished it during the week. Five
Mansfield, O., Jan. 25. — Warners'
Ohio is currently celebrating its 11th are being prepared, and 11 edited.
birthday anniversary, with stage show
and distribution of birthday cake and Brandt Plans Vaude
ice cream to patrons. Harvey Kibler,
In Flatbush Feb. 10
projectionist; Tom Fike, stage manager, and Rae Davidson, cashier, have
Brandt
circuit will put vaudeville
been with the house since it opened.
into the Flatbush Theatre, Flatbush,
on Feb. 10, according to present plans.
The combination policy may be exion"
"Illus
Gets
Mintz
tended to several other theatres in the
Robert Mintz has acquired the New
circuit shortly thereafter.
England
rights
on
"Grand
Illusion,"
distribution to be handled through
The circuit has been planning vaudeville for months. Delays have been
local offices of Imperial Pictures in
Boston and New Haven.
occasioned by inability to reach an
agreement with the stagehands' unions
on wage scales.
Small Signs Val Paul
Hollmwood, Jan. 25. — Val Paul,
formerly studio manager at Universal,
has been signed by Edward Small
Productions, Inc., as production manager.

Essick in Hospital
Cleveland, Jan. 25. — P. E. Essick
of the Scoville, Essick and Reif circuit, is at Charity Hospital.

Davis

Cleveland,

Hit

in

$23,500

Cleveland, Jan. 25. — Joan Davis
rolled up the biggest gross at the
RKO Palace last week of any "in
person" attraction playing the house
this season. The take was $23,500,
witli "Dramatic School" on the screen.
"The Son of Frankenstein" at
Warners' Hippodrome took top picture honors, garnering $12,000.
Weather was cold.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 20
: 3 days
"Blondie"
(Col.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.) 4 days
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c)
7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
"The Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
W A R N E R S' HIPPODROME— (3,800)
(30c-35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $12,000) School" (M-G-M)
"Dramatic
RKO
PALACE— (3,100) (30c-42c-55c) 7
days. Stage:
D'avis$15,000)
and vaudeville.
"Zaza"
(Para.) Joan
Gross:
$23,500.
(Average,

Woonsocket

HousesI I

Fail

to

License

Fee

Rise

Get

Rescinded

Providence, Jan. 25. — Attorneys for
six theatres in Woonsocket, R. L,
were unsuccessful in their attempt to
have Board
rescinded
last week's
action of
the
of Police
Commissioners
in ordering an increase from $12 to
$30 in the license fee paid weekly by
each house..
Judge
R. Higgins,
counsel
for
two
of John
the theatres,
quoted
Mayor
Felix A. Toupin, chairman of the
policeto commission,
as deal
sayingof: revenue
"We've
got
raise a great
and they (the theatres) can afford

to Itpayis it
better thanthatother
understood
the businesses."
police commissioners insisted they be furnished
statistics of seating capacities, net
receipts, the profits, the amount of
other taxes, and the percentages on
before they would decide
LOEW'S STATE— (3,500) (30c-35c-42c) 7 pictures
whether the new license rates are
days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $13,000)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
fair. "We said outright we wouldn't
42c)LOEW'S
7 days, STILLMAN—
2nd week. (1,900)
Gross:(30c-35c$3,500. do it," Judge Higgins said.
(Average, $5,000)
"The Vow" (Foreign Art Films)
CITY— (485) (35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: Stokowski to Direct
$1,300. (Average, $1,200)
Disney Film Music
Hollywood,
Jan. 25. — Plans for
'Carmen' Ban Lifted
making a feature length picture from
"The Sorcerer's Apprentice" are materializing. Walt Disney today took
Workers
By Mexican
Mexico City, Jan. 25. — The ban on up options on an agreement to have
"Carmen," imposed by the Confedera- Leopold Stokowski direct the music
tion of Mexican Workers, has been and make the recording with the Phillifted. The confederation had held
adelphia Symphony Orchestra. Deems
that the film, in Spanish and with Taylor will act as technical advisor
Spanish players but made in Germany, and narrator. Recording will start
was Nazi propaganda.
in April at Philadelphia.
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Personals

i

d thelanc
has joine
of
staff
e an_ free
ER,
BECKnouncer,
BOB
WNEW . . . Lou Bender, former
all-American from Columbia, will
start a new sport series over WHN
tomorrow, and will present as his first
guest Lou Little . . . Victor Van der
Lind, NBC general sales counsel, back
to the hospital for a second operation
on his hip . . . Constance Hope, press
agent to most of the opera and concert people, will be the mistress of
ceremonies on WHN's "Refugee
Theatre" broadcast tomorrow night.

Washington, Jan. 25.— President
Roosevelt's recommendations for revamping the F. C. C. continued to attract approval today as plans were laid
for Congressional action.
Chairman Frank R. McNinch of the
F. C. C. conferred today with Senator
Wheeler and Representative Lea,
chairmen of the Senate and House Interstate Commerce Committees, who
will be in charge of the legislation.
McNinch favors a three-man, rather
than a seven-man board. His views
and recommendations were attentively WLW
Superpower
heard, but it was made clear that the
new bill will be written by Congress
License Extended
and not by the F. C. C. or any member thereof.
Washington, Jan. 25. — WLWs
Support of the President's plan was experimental superpower license for
voiced today by Neville Miller, presi- 500,000 watts was extended today by
dent of the National Association of
Communications CommisBroadcasters, who declared there is the Federal
sion for another six months to Aug. 1,
need for adoption of clear and definite
pending a decision as to superpower
policies with respect to broadcasting.
policy.
McNinch's office said today he had
The extension was granted with a
"nothing to say" about the meetings
and that his statement of yesterday provision incorporated making it
subject to whatever action may be
approving the President's letter would
be the last thing he would have to say taken on the station's application for
of its permit, on which hearuntil he appeared before the congres- renewal
ings were held last summer.
sional meeting.
The committee in charge of the suIt is believed that the commission
will be reduced from seven to three
perpower investigation submitted a report some weeks ago recommending
members in the new setup. Reorganization will give the President oppor- against an extension of WLWs superpower permit.
tunity to name a new board, with indications that none of the present
members of the F. C. C. will be ap- FCC Permit Sought
pointed.
By Martinsville Co.
CAB Session Closes
Washington, Jan. 25. — Application for a construction permit for a
Without Policy Act new 1,420 kilocycle station, to operate
Toronto, Jan. 25. — The convention with 100 watts power night, 250 watts
of the Canadian Association of Broad- day, was filed with the Federal Communications Commission today by the
casters adjourned today without a decision on policy in relation to the Patrick Henry Broadcasting Company, Martinsville, Va.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and on
The commission also received applithe position of private stations to the
cations from Stations KINY, Juneau,
Federal Government with respect to
Alaska,
for an increase of power from
network speeches by individual citizens. Those subjects were left to a 250 to 1,000 watts and change of frequency from 1,430 to 740 kilocycles,
committee headed by president Harry
Sedgwick which will represent private and Station WJNO, West Palm
broadcasters at a conference with Beach, Fla., for an increase of night
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. gover- power from 100 to 250 watts.
nors and a radio committee of Dominion Parliament members to be held in
March.
Two
Companies
Join
Sue Healy on Contract
Tim Healy has been named defendant in a suit filed in the N. Y. Supreme Court by Jacques Koerpel for
$10,000 damages. Plaintiff asserts the
breach of a contract allegedly made
on July 14, 1937, whereby he was
hired for five years to act as booking
agent for the defendant for radio'
broadcasts on a 20 per cent commission basis. Employment was terminated, the complaint says, on July
29, 1938.

InTwo
Ed additional
East's companies
Program
have
signed for participation in Ed East's
program over WHN. They are A.
Goodman & Sons, placed by Al Paul
Lefton agency, and Steem Electric
Iron
Sales Co.,
Corp. through the Smith-Benny

CBC Drops Studio Plan
Montreal, Jan. 25. — Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., has dropped plans
to build a new $1,000,000 studio in
Outremont, because of opposition from
landowners. Another site for the
studio will be sought.

Revise KSAN
Programs
San Francisco, Jan. 25. — Complete
revision of program offerings on
KSAN will follow purchase of the
complete transcription catalogues of
McGregor & Sollie, Titan Transcription Co., and Mertens & Price.

the
Country

Albany

Charles Blanchard, NBC Red network singer, is again being heard
over WGY,
Schenectady. . . .
WTRY's program director will be
Al Parker, now heard over WSYR.
. . . Roy Schudt is inaugurating a new
sports program over WHAZ. . . .
Gren Rand and Sherb Herrick, who
shared the mike for Albany baseball
broadcasts last year under Wheatie
and Atlantic Refining sponsorship,
both
at the new
Elks'manager
dinner . for
Rabbitspoke
Maranville,
. .

Unconscious comedy during a tense
moment was provided by Ben Grauer
late Monday afternoon. Serving as
NBC special events announcer on the
tug which had been hired to meet the
Esso Baytown at sea, he began to
bellow: "Ahoy, Baytown! Ahoy, fc^ I
town!" in an attempt to stopV.iie
tanker and board her for an interview
with the passengers of the Cavalier.
Ben's hoarse bellowing must have
brought many a listener to his feet.
But the Baytown wouldn't stop and
Ben finally gave up the attempt. But
before signing off he was heard to
exclaim : "Hey, Art, for gossake toss
me a pair of gloves — my fingers are
freezin'
!" ("Art" was NBC engineer
Art Feldman.)

T
Newest WOKO program is "For ImFrom Bill Crouch in Chicago we
mediate Release," +on music.
learn that Louis Petyko, Tom Foy and
Des Moines
have
Buck Rash of the KRNT staff has Mary
formedAfflick,
a trio.WGN
Close executives,
guard is being
married Vail Peterson, a dancer . . . maintained to keep them off the air,
Betty Jean Lennart, of the "Sunshine according to Bill, as they just started
Club" on KRNT, has married studio taking music lessons a jew weeks ago.
engineer Ray Bates . . . Haydn Evans
T
has been named commercial manager
Fred Allen spent most of this week
of WNAX, Yankton, S. D. . . . Roland Peterson, formerly a member of writing a gag routine on "Gone with
the KSO-KRNT promotion staff, the Wind" for his "Town Hall Tonight" broadcast last night. At yesjoins Evans at the station.
terday's rehearsal a cautious agency
official decided it might be best to obPelletier to Start
tain permission to do the routine.
Whitney was called and he was
London Broadcasts Jock
horrified. Ditto Myron Selznick. A
Montreal, Jan. 25. — H. Rooney substitute routine was finished in time
Pelletier of CBC, now in England, to go on the air with the program.
and Lance Sieveking, of BBC, at
present in Canada on the producer exchange arrangement between the two 'Johnnie Presents'
big corporations will each go on the
Renewed
Over CBS
air shortly with their first work away
Philip Morris Co. has renewed its
from home.
Pelletier, from London this Sunday, contract for "Johnnie Presents" which
will begin its third year on CBS
will start a series, "London's Royal next month. The program is a halfPalaces," dramatizing the history of hour on Saturdays at 8 P. M. over
the old Hampton Court. Besides air- 54 stations. The Biow agency haning it to the English net, BBC will
dles the program.
short-wave it to Ottawa for the
A new weekly half-hour series will
Canadian coast to coast hookup.
start over CBS Feb. 18, sponsored
From Vancouver, Sieveking will
Dunn & McCarthy for Enna-Jetpresent his first Canadian airshow on by
tick Shoes. The program will be
Feb. 2, a dramatization of "Consider heard over WABC from 9 to 10
Your Verdict," Lawrence Hausman's P. M., with Budd Hulick as em cee,
Jimmy Shields as tenor, Ed Smalle's
play.
chorus
and & D'Artega
andagency.
orchestra.
Marschalk
Pratt is the
Foreign Station Unit
Is Organized Here
Basketball on KYA
Association of Representatives of
San
Francisco, Jan. 25. — AssociForeign Broadcasting Stations has
ated Oil Co. has signed to sponsor 22
been formed here by representatives of Coast Conference basketball games
commercial broadcasting stations in over KYA, and 11 more on KJBS,
other lands.
during the winter-spring season. ImThe new organization has as its ob- cluded. portant non-conference games are injective the dissemination of information on stations and their equipment,

rates, study of listeners' habits, market
KSFO
Gets Newscasts
data, etc. Members include All-American Newspaper Representatives, Inc.,
San Francisco, Jan. 25. — A fiftyAdditionally, contracts for an- Broadcasting Abroad, Ltd. ; Chalmers- two-week contract for three newscasts
nouncements over WHN have been
Inc. ; Conquest Alliance, and a week has been signed with KSFO
placed by Silver Pine Mfg. Co., Ortega,
Melchor Guzman Co.
by Peter Paul, Inc., maker of Mounds
through Dundes & Frank, Inc., and
candy, through Emil Brisacher and
Staff. Bob Garred will handle the
Oxo, Ltd., placed by Platt-Forbes, Fred Allen Renewed
Inc.
broadcasts.
For 2 Years More
Friends Joins Deane
Fred Allen, who has starred on
Friends Bros., Inc., has entered
"Town Hall Tonight" for BristolMyers Co. for a number of years, has participation in the Martha Deane
had his contract renewed for another series on WOR. The contract is for
two years. The contract was signed one year and is to take effect immediately. Ingalls advertising agency
yesterday.
Young & Rubicam handled the pact. placed the business.
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Theatres
Razed

Chilean

Only Meager Information
At Home Office Here

Drama
Theatre
To

Film

Denies

League

Bid

Negotiations

An invitation at this point would
be "premature," the guild said after
pointing out that any modification or
addition to the basic agreement would
have to be submitted to the league,
which is a party to the contract. Marcus Heiman, president of the league,
attended conferences about a year ago
but has not been invited since.
The league has under consideration
a plan for a central ticket agency to
take the place of the present method
of dealing with ticket agencies. A
committee will be appointed next week
to study the question. If adopted, the
new agency may be started before the
World's Fair opening, but the likelihood is that it will not begin before
next season. Twice before, the managers attempted to set up central agencies but both efforts failed.
Unions

Told

to

Negotiate Own Scales
Hollywood, Jan. 26. — Four studio
unions today were notified by International officials that they would have
complete autonomy in negotiating their
own wage scales. The move was seen
as indication that International did
not intend to take part in the
National Labor Relations Board proceedings due next Monday.

TEN

27, 1939

A Maps

Drive

Request of the N. Y. League of
Theatres to the Dramatists' Guild that
a representative of the League be invited to negotiations now being conducted with film companies has been
turned down by the Guild, it was
learned yesterday. The Guild took the
stand that discussions with J. Robert
Rubin, vice-president and general
counsel of Loew's, and Jake Wilk,
story editor of Warners, were informal.

Fanalozo, Penuco ; Tome, Tome ; Refineria, Penco ; Ferroviario, San Rosendo : Puren, Puren ; Imperio, Dante,
Esmeralda, Municipal, Colon, Apostadero Naval, all in Talcahuano ;
Teatro de la Cia ; Carboniferae,
Rialto, Aturo Pratt, Central, all in
Studio
Concepcion Province.
'March of Time9 Reel
Approved
in Quebec
Montreal, Jan. 26. — After being
ordered withdrawn from local houses
the "March of Time" reel "The Refugee— Today and Tomorrow" was rescreened for the Quebec censor board
and approved. It was reissued without changes.

Guild

JANUARY

AF

Washington, Jan. 26. — Securities and Exchange Commission tonight called upon
69 financial nouses to report
whether they took part in
direct placement of film or
other securities with institutional investors between Jan.
1, 1934, and Dec. 31, 1938.
Data to be reported will include names of buyers, prices
and commissions.

Quake

Arthur Ruszica, 20th Century-Fox
manager in Chile, was in the stricken
district of Chilian during the upheaval,
but escaped safely, according to word
received by the home office.
Foreign departments have expressed
fear for the safety of their staffs in
Concepcion. Cables sent to Chilear
offices in that city and Santiago have
mostly been unanwsered.
Theatres in the path of the earthquake follow :
Lontue, Lontue ; Universal Cinema.
Teatro Municipal, Palet, Imperio, all
in Talca or Talca Province ; Teatro
Municipal,
O'Higgins,
Coronel,
all in;
Chilian ; Teatro
Puchuco,
Coronel

FRIDAY,

SEC Checking Sales
Of Film Securities

in;

Twenty-five theatres were in the
area in Chile where the earthquake
struck Wednesday night. They were
mostly in Concepcion, Chilian and
Talca, sections which were virtually
razed.
Most of the theatres are believed
to have been completely destroyed, and
those not demolished were seriously
damaged, according to a cable received yesterday from Santiago by
Teatro al Dia, a Quigley Publication
for the Spanish language market.
Distributors' foreign departments
have received only meager information from their Chilean headquarters
in Santiago, which was not affected.
Several, including M-G-M, Warners,
Paramount and United Artists, had
branch offices in Concepcion. These
are believed to have been destroyed,
as only four buildings were left standing in the district. Two domestic film
companies' headquarters were destroyed.
Manager Escapes

YORK,

to

Chorus,

Plan

for

Organize
Show

CENTS

Neighborhood
Scales

Cut

by

Girls

Plans for a drive to organize chorus
and show girls were made yesterday
at a meeting of the American Federation of Actors in the Hotel Edison.
The drive is directed principally at
stage presentations in film houses and
night club shows.
Walter Winchell, who was made an
honorary member of the A.F.A., made
a short address in which he promised
his cooperation in the organizational
drive. The girls voted to call their
division the Walter Winchell Chapter.
Others who addressed the meeting
were Sophie Tucker, president, Ralph
Whitehead, executive secretary, Gus
Van and Harry Richman, members of
the council.
Harry Calkins, eastern organizer
of the A.F.A., is conducting negotiations with the Roxy, for a union
agreement covering the stage show.
On Feb. 3, the union will hold a meeting to discuss the establishment of a
hospitalization fund for members and
a system which will insure payment
of salaries to members.

Loew's,
Aim

RKO

to Meet Downtown
Underselling on
Weekend

Because in many instances the
neighborhoods are being undersold on
early-bird Sunday prices, in Brooklyn and Manhattan by downtown de
luxers, Loew's has decided to reduce
the Sunday morning price in several
of its city theatres and in some others
to meet weekend competition from
downtown under-scales, also on weekend nights. In some spots, the Saturday scale will be changed. RKO is
going
to follow Loew's
in this
and undoubtedly
will meet
therespect,
Loew
scales, it was said officially.
Loew's will cut five and ten cents
in nine Brooklyn and Manhattan theatres, along these lines, beginning probably Feb. 4 and 5. The extent of the
cut will be applied in accordance with
the particular theatre involved.
General Revision Seen
Loew's Ziegfeld to
The Loew and RKO changes may
Run Single Feature lead to a general revision of neighborhood scales in neighborhoods
Loew's _ will put the Ziesf eld, 54th affected.
St. and Sixth Ave., on a single feature
Houses involved are Coney Island,
policy, tentatively Feb. 9. At the same
Kings,
Oriental, Boro Park, 46th St.
time the night price will be cut from
50 cents to 40 cents in orchestra and and Alpine, all in Brooklyn, and the
balcony, with loges remaining 55 cents. Rio, Sheridan and 175th St. in Manhattan. All are second or third runs,
C. C. Moskowitz, Loew executive
the exception of the 175th St.,
in charge of New York circuit opera- awith
first run.
tions, said that if the policy is successSome will cut for opening hours,
ful, itmay
be extended
to "a few
other others for matinees and others for all
houses
on the
doubtful border
between
singles and doubles." These are situ- day Sunday. Top price in the group
ated similarly to the Ziegfeld with re- is charged by the Kings, which gets
50 cents on Sundays.
spect to run and competition.
"However, the majority of communities still are overwhelmingly in
favor of doubles," Moskowitz said.
The Ziegfeld has been experimentMany Notables See
ing with singles for six months, play'Gunga Din' Opening
ing them on the "short end" of the
week, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, with
Many notables of the stage
M-G-M shorts and newsreels.
and screen world were in the
audience which witnessed the
English Producers
opening
of Music
RKO's Hall
"Gunga
Din" at the
last
Ask Quota Increase
night. Among the guests of
W. G. Van Schmus, managing
London, Jan. 26. — English producdirector, were Katharine Hepers, at a meeting today, resolved to
burn, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
favor an increase in the quota. They
George Stevens, Joel Sayre,
declared that the present quota figthe Duchess of Leinster, Mr.
ures offer no protection.
and Mrs. Jack Whiting, Irving
The group is addressing the Films
Asher and Mrs. John Walker
Council set up under the quota act,
Hundey and Bruce Elmore.
making the point that an increase in
quota percentages is necessary.
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JEAN and Via Hers holt were
guests of honor at a cocktail party
given by Bland Johaneson of the
Mirror on Wednesday. About 40
were present, including the Lauritz
Melchiors, the Richard Bonellis,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Ole Olsen,
Patricia Ellis, Kate Cameron,
Wanda Hale, Dorothy Masters,
Rose Pelswick, Dan Walker, William Boehnel, Mrs. Jack McManus,
the Dick Hymans, Katharine Best,
Kenneth McCaleb, John Mosher,
Van Van, Warren Kelly and Capt.
Rhode Borge.
•
Joseph Seidelman, Universal vicepresident and foreign manager, is expected back from the coast Monday
and may sail for South America the
following day. J. Cheever Cowdin
and Nate J. Blumberg are not expected back in New York until later
next week. W. A. Scully starts a
vacation in Hawaii following the current production conferences at the
Universal studio.
•
Louis Brecker, owner of the Roseland Ballrooms, Gay Blades ice rink,
etc., gave a farewell party for Mr.
and Mrs. David Loew Wednesday
night. The Loews leave for the coast
tomorrow. Among the guests were
Jack Goetz, Leopold Friedman,
Joseph Rossthal, Mort Spring,
Oscar Doob, Arthur Gottlieb and
Mervin Ash.
John Barrymore, Marvin Schenck,
C. C. Moskowitz, Joseph Schenck,
Ed Churchill, Oscar Doob, Jack
Smith (film editor Journal), Neil
Agnew, Abe Lastfogel, J. R. Vogel,
John D. Hertz, Jr., E. L. Weise,
Dan Arnstein, Herbert Bayard
Swope, Stanton Griffis, at the
Louis-Lewis fight.
•
Monty Banks, 20th Century-Fox,
director, arrives today from the coast
and will sail with Gracie Fields tomorrow on the Champlain. Karl
Timberg and Donald Ettlinger,
writers, accompany them.
•
Ralph Rolan of RKO is in Washington on the "Gateway to Hollywood" talent search. With him are
Arthur Willi, Bryant Washburn
and Ralph Palmer.
•
Edward H. Griffith, Paramount
director who recently completed "Cafe
Society," arrived in New York yesterday for a three-week vacation.
•
John H. Rugge, president of M. P.
Laboratory Technicians, Local 702,
will marry Edna Stadel today. They
will honeymoon in the south.
•

By SAM
Insiders'
Short Takes
h
"Go
tedne atWit
d" of
the
star
theNG
TIWin
SHOO
Selznick-International Studios on the coast, at 11 A.M.,
yesterday.
T T
Only instance of its kind, so
far as we know, where a press
agent had a manager is in the
case of Terry Turner, who is
handling publicity for the San
Francisco Fair. The William
Morris office handled the Turner
deal.
▼ ▼
If Warner Bros, want George

M. Cohan to appear in "Three
Cheers for the Irish," the company has better let him know
about it. In Detroit, the other
day, the distinguished actor revealed he had absolutely no film
deal with anyone.
T
From W. M. T Gladish
we learn
that Harry Dahn of Toronto has
no word that Harry Weedon,
Odeon (Deutsch) Theatres architect, is coming from London to
launch a circuit in Canada. There
has been no correspondence between the two men.

Off

to

Feb.

10

SHAIN
Outlook
de atglo
honest deprican
diswonewith
edthe
of
tra tinction accord
THE
its leaders the other day, when
Karl Hoblitzelle, chief of the Interstate Circuit, was voted Dallas' most distinguished citizen.
Hoblitzelle is as distinguished
throughout Texas as he is in his
home town. He was given the
Linz cup, in token of the esteem
in which he is held. In citing
Hoblitzelle for the Linz award,
the committee commended him
for his great philanthropies and
particularly his work on behalf
of German refugees.

T T
Yes, Morris Helprin is going
into the production field.
T T
Manuscript of Thomas Wolfe's
"Look Homeward, Angel" will
be auctioned at the Hotel Delmonico on Feb. 19 under the auspices of the League of American
Writers and the Booksellers'
Guild. The manuscript, written
in ink and pencil, contains 350,000 words. Proceeds will go to
exiled writers and Friends of the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade.

Hearing on confirmation
RKO plan of reorganization was adjourned yesterday to Feb. 10 by Federal Judge William Bondy. Confirmation may be given then if consents already filed are not withdrawn.
Feb. 4 is the final date for withd^^l
vious
order. under Judge Bondy's'->-eof consents
Counsel for Irving Trust Co., trustee of RKO,
reported
at yesterday's
hearing
that the
conditions
set forth
in the order approving the plan, as to
publication and notice to creditors, have
been complied with. Feb. 10 was fixed
as the date for adjourned hearings at
the request of John Stover, attorney
for Ernest W. Stirn, who expressed
an intention of filing objections to the
the form and sufficiency of consents
and indicated that he might institute
further steps in opposing confirmation
at that time. Judge Bondy again
stressed the necessity of proceeding
"very slowly and very carefully," to
avoid reversals on appeal by the Circuit Court.
A petition asking that the maturity
date of gold
the last
RKO'sof
secured
notes $50,000
held byofBank
America be extended from Feb. 1 to
June 1 was filed in Federal Court by
the RKO trustee yesterday. Approval
by the court in the next few days is
expected.
Para.

Votes

Dividend

Regular quarterly dividends of
The

Newsreel

Contributions of dimes for the
paralysis campaign, fishing, fashions,
king and queen of films crowned and
various winter sports sequences are
included in the new issues of the newsreels. The reels and their contents
follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 40— March of
dimes. Boston fishing boats return. Rodeo
in Miami. Radium in test tubes. Tyrone
Power and Jeanette MacDonald elected
king and queen of films. Housing conditions in Indiana. New York night life.
Lew Lehr. Skooter-sled in Michigan. Mechanical boxer. Figure skating. Skijumping meet.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 238— Refugees in Spain. Ice-covered fishing fleet returns. Screen royalty crowned. Dimes
aid paralysis fund.
Naval maneuvers.

Parade

Bathing fashions. California ski meet.
Sportsmen's show in Chicago. Clyde
Beatty tames tigers.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 51— War in
Spain. Dimes pour into White House.
Birth controversy. Cat show in California.
Fire destroys Harlem church. Sea serpent
skeleton mystery. Anglers claim discovery
of fur-bearing trout. Veterans instruct
hockey hopefuls. Winter sports show. Ski
meet.
Louis-Lewis bout.
RKO PATHE NEWS. No. 55— Forestry
project. Ice harvest. Ft. Wayne housing.
Doris Duke mansion in Honolulu. Fashions. Chinchilla farm. Chilian fiesta.
Miami beach rodeo.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 740—
Paralysis drive continues. War in Spain.
Boston fishing fleet returns.. Anniversary
of tea in England. Children's fashions.
Skiing fashions.
show inBoxing
Chicago. Ski meet Sportsmen's
in Los Angeles.
in New York.

Barney Balaban, Paramount presiH. M. Richey, RKO director of
dent, leaves for Florida tomorrow for
theatre relations, is expected back in
New York this weekend from Dallas a month's vacation.
and intermediate stops.
Alexander Korda and Irving
Irving Mack, head of Filmack Asher sail for England on the ChamTrailer in Chicago, has left for his plain tomorrow.
•
first trip to Hollywood, despite 30
Edward Alperson is in Chicago
years in the business.
conferring with circuit officials concerning Grand National product.
Arthur Lee of G-B leaves for
•
Morris Epstein, Republic's New Toronto and Chicago tonight on the
York manager, left last night to join
Annabella
and
Jean Hersholt
leg of a business trip of indefiMrs. Epstein, who is spending the first nite
duration.
will
appear atMonday
the President's
Ball in
•
winter at Miami Beach.
Washington
night.
•
•
Joseph P. Kennedy, Ambassador
Sonja Hen ie has left for Florida to Great Britain, will address the
Alec Moss of Paramount is back
from Miami.
and a southern cruise. She will reN.
Y.
Financial
Writers'
Association
turn here late in February and then on Feb. 21.
•
go to the coast.
Lee Shubert and Sam Harris are
•
Edward Everett Horton, comedian in Florida.
Barney Balaban, Elmer Upton, in Paramount's "Paris Honeymoon,"
Dave Blum and Habry Melniker, arrived in New York yesterday from flu.Eileen Creelman is ill with the
Europe.
at Sardi's, for lunch, the other day.

Paramount's
share15oncents
$1.50 per and
preferred
per share first
on
its second preferred stock were declared directors.
yesterday by the
company's
board of
Dividends
are
of
1 toof stockholders
payableat April
record
the close
business March
15.
Edward

Cohen

Leaves

Edward Cohen, 20th Century-Fox
manager in Ecuador, leaves tonight
on the Atenas for Guatemala, from
where he will go to his headquarters
in Guayaquil. He has been here conferring with Walter J. Hutchinson,
director of foreign distribution, and
S. R. Kent, president.
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and terrific performances

by PRISCILLA
and
JEFFREY

LANE
LYNN

(The sweethearts of '4 Daughters')
ROLAND YOUNG • FAY
BAINTER • MAY ROBSON
Genevieve Tobin * Ian Hunter
Directed by William Keighley
Screen Play by Casey Robinson
From the Stage Play by MARK REED
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'Beachcomber'

'Kentucky'

in

Hollywood

Minneapolis
Does

$6,600

Minneapolis, Jan. 26. — Continued
mild weather and good product stimulated business to high levels in most
first run houses. In Minneapolis, best
grosser was "Kentucky" which got
$6,600 at the Orpheum, with "Sweethearts," after a week at the Orpheum,
being runner-up with a take of $5,200
at the Century. "A Man to Remember" came through with a handsome
$3,000 at the World.
In St. Paul, "Dawn Patrol" came in
with $5,300 at the Orpheum.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 19 :
Minneapolis :
"Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus" (RKO)
"New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
ASTER— (900) (15c-2Sc) 7 days. Gross:
$1,900. (Average, $1,500)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
CENTURY — (1,600 (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $5,200. (Average, $4,000)
"Heart of the North" (W. B.)
GOPHER — (990) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,300. (Average, $3,000)
"Kentucky" (ZOth-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,900) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $6,600. (Average, $4,800)
"Zaza" (Para.)
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 6 days. Gross:
$4,200. (Average, $4,400)
"Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $1,600)
St. Paul:
"Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c-40c) 9 days.
Gross: $5,300. (Average, $3,200)
"Zaza" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 6 days.
Gross: $3,700. (Average, $4,400)
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,100. (Average, $2,000)
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
"Law West of Tombstone" (RKO)
TOWER— (1.000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,800. (Average, $1,600)
"Orphans of the Street" (Rep.)
"Meyerling" (Malmar)
WORLD— (400) (25c-35c) "Orphans," 5
days.
"Meyerling,"
" 2 days. Gross: $600.
(Average,
$700)

'Fight'

at $10,800

Cincinnati's High
Cincinnati, Jan. 26. — Best comparative business in a week of heavy
snowstorms and traffic hazards was
done by "Stand Up and Fight," which
grossed $10,800 at the RKO Palace.
It was the only bill to do better than
average.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 19 :
"Zaza" (Para.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,800. (Average, $10,000)
"Down On the Farm" (20th-Fox)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-40c-60c) 7
days.
"Hollywood
$11,500. Stage:
(Average,
$12,000) Parade". Gross:
"Kentucky" (2ftth-Fox)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,150) (35c-42c), 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $5,200. (Average, $6,500)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
RKO' LYRIC — (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
RKO GRAND— (1,200) (25c-40c), 7 days,
5th week. Gross: $2,750. (Average, $2,750)
"White Zombie" (U. A. Revival) (4 days)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
(3 days)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (15c-25c). Gross:
$2,200. (Average, $2,450)
"Dawn Patrol" (W.B.)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (30c-40c), 7 days, 2nS
week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $6,500)

Previews

Strong
Best

"Nancy
(Warners)

Drew,

$8,300

Denver

at
Is

Gross

Reporter"

Hollywood, Jan. 26. — Second of the Warner "Nancy Drew" series,
Denver,comber"Jan.
— "The
Beachdid the 26.best
comparative
"Nancy Drew, Reporter," is a fast moving melodrama aimed directly
at adolescents. It again features the activities of Bonita Granville in business here, with $8,300 at the Denham in a generally good week. -r*
the title role, this time determined to win the daily newspaper's prize for
"Thanks
for Everything"
being the best amateur reporter. While doing so, she stumbles into the strong at the Denver, with a gross
solution of a murder and manages to bring the killers to justice, but not
of $11,500.
"Kentucky"
$4,500
its third week,
at the took
Aladdin.
before involving herself and her boy friend, played by Frank Thomas, in
Jr., in a series of hilarious, yet dangerous, episodes.
Estimated takings for the week endSupporting the juvenile pair are John Litel, Mary Lee, Sheila Brom- "Kentucky"
ing Jan. 25 (20th-Fox)
:
ley, Larry Williams, Betty Amann, Thomas Jackson, Dickie Jones, Olin
ALADDIN—
(1,400)
7 days,
week.
Gross:
$4,500. (25c-40c),
(Average,
$3,500)3rd
Howland and Frank Orth.
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
Bad Boy at the Circus" (RKO)
Kenneth Garnet wrote the original screenplay, based on the "Nancy "Peck's
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-40c), 7 days,
2nd
week.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $2,500)
Drew" stories by Carolyn Keene. William Clemens directed, under the
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
supervision of Associate Producer Bryan Foy.
DENHAM— (1,750) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
Winning with five others a journalism prize, Miss Granville com- Gross: $8,300. (Average, $6,000)
for Everything" (20th-Fox)
petes for a new honor by entering a contest on a daily paper as a "cub" "Thanks
DENVER— (2,525) (25c-35c-50c), 7 days.
reporter. She throws her assignment away, and covers an inquest, get- Gross:
$11,500. (Average, $8,500)
ting clues which eventually lead to the solution of the murder.
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
Running time, 67 minutes. "G."*
Vance King
ORPHEUM— (2,600) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
"Going Places" (W. B.)
"Sharpshooters" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $4,000.
"Dawn
Patrol" (Average,
(W. B.) $3,500)
"Four Girls in White"
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
{M-G-M)
RIALTO^-(878) (25c-40c), 7 days, 4th
week.
Gross: $2,000. (Average, $1,750)
Hollywood, Jan. 26. — As the title indicates, "Four Girls in White"
is a hospital story, of nurses in particular, and of surgery, doctors, illness
and insanity more or less violent, in general. The pall of grimness usuHaven
ally associated with hospitals and most film stories of the medical pro- 'Topper* New
fession, isheavy in this, but for occasional buoyant bits of comedy.
Winner with $6,200
The cast consists of Florence Rice, Una Merkel, Ann Rutherford,
Jan. 26. — Roger SherMary Howard, Alan Marshal, Kent Taylor, Buddy Ebsen, Jessie Ralph, menNewledHaven,
here with "Topper Takes a
Sara Haden, Phillip Terry and Tom Neal. Miss Merkel, Ebsen and Trip" and "King of the Underworld,"
Miss Ralph supply the comedy deftly, and the other characterizations
taking $6,200.
and grossed
"Road
at the "Zaza"
Paramount
are well done. Nat Levine produced this, his only effort on the M-G-M Demon"
lot before leaving recently.
Second week of "Stand Up and
Dorothy Yost wrote the adaptation of the original story by Nathalie
Fight" and "The Girl Downstairs" at
Bucknall and Endre Bohem. S. Sylvan Simon directed.
$4,800.
the College brought $2,500.
Miss Rice, anxious to marry well and leave the drudgery of nurses'
Estimated takings for the week endtraining, indirectly causes the death of an associate, Miss Howard, and
ing Jan. 20 :
is ostracized by her fellow students. Her plans for marriage to Taylor, "Stand
Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
a wealthy playboy, fail because her sister loves him. But she manages "The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
COLLEGE—
days, 2nd
to get back into the good graces of all because of her heroism during a week.
Gross: (1,499)
$2,500. (35c-50c)
(Average, 7 $2,500)
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
train wreck and a dam break.
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (2(Hh-Fox)
(Para.) (3,040) (35c-50c) 7 days.
LOEW-POLI—
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."*
Vance King "Zaza"
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
*"G" denotes general classification.
"Road Demon" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,800. (Average, $4,400)
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200) (35c-50c) 7
days. Gross: $6,200. (Average, $4,700)
'Beachcomber'
Big
Topper' Is $6,200
In Oklahoma
City
$8,500, Montreal
'Memory' Sets Pace
Oklahoma City, Jan. 26. — "Topper
Montreal, Jan. 26. — "The Beachat $9,300
In Omaha
comber," with a personal appearance Takes a Trip" was the best grosser
of Elsa Lanchester, was the standout here, with $6,200 at the Criterion in a
Omaha, Jan. 26. — "Thanks for the
here, bringing $8,500 to the Princess. generally slow week. "Stand Up and
dualled with "Spring Mad"The Dawn Patrol," as the solo fea- Fight," the only other film to do bet- Memory,"
ness" at the Orpheum, grossed a fine
ter than average, took $2,700 at the
ture at the Capitol, registered $10,000.
Tower.
Rain and snow hurt business. $9,300. "Stand Up and Fight," with
"Storm Over Bengal," took a good
week of "Sweethearts"
Third$7,000
Estimated takings for the week end- $6,700 at the Omaha in five days.
to the Palace.
brought
ing Jan. 19:
Estimated takings for the week endThe weather was excellent.
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
ing Jan. 21 :
Estimated takings for the week endCRITERION— (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 8 days.
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
Gross: $6,200. (Average, $5,200)
CAPITOL — (2,547)
(25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 "Ride
"Heart
of 18-19
the North"
(F. N.)
a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
ing Jan.
:
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $9,500)
"Annabel Takes a Tour" (RKO)
"Broadway Musketeers" (F. N.)
"Spring Madness" (M-G-M)
LIBERTY— (1,200) (20c-25c-50c) 7 days.
BRANDEIS— (1,200) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
LOEWS— (2,800) (25c-40c-50c) 7 days.
$2,400. (Average. $2,500)
Gross:
$4,500. (Average,
Stage:
Sylvia
Froos
and vaudeville. Gross:
"Sweethearts"
(M-G-M) $4,000)
"Going
Places"
(W.
B.)
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
"Secrets
of
a
Nurse"
(Univ.)
MIDWEST— (1,500) (25c-35c-40c, 5 days.
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
Gross: $2,700. (Average, $4,500)
"Mr. Doodle Kicks Off" (RKO)
OMAHA—
(2,200)
(25c
-40c)
2 days. Gross:
A3.000. (Average, $5,500)
ORPHEUM— (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days, "The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
2nd week. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $5,000)
PLAZA— (750) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd "Storm
"Stand Up
Fight" (Rep.)
(M-G-M)
OverandBengal"
week. Gross: $2,000. (Average, $2,300)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days, "Gangster's Boy" (Mono.)
OMAHA— (2,200) (25c-40c) 5 days. Gross:
3rd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $11,000)
STATE— (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
"Thanks For the Memory" (Para.)
$3,100. (Average, $3,500)
"The Beachcomber" (Para. )
$6,700.
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"Arrest Bulldog Drummond" (Para.)
"Spring Madness" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (3,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
PRINCESS— (2,272) (25c -35c -50c -65c) 7 TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross : $2,700. (Average, $2,500)
Gross: $9,300. (Average, $7,200)
days. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $7,000)
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Advertises

on Four

Years of Operation
Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 26.—
Wheeler Smith, manager of
the State at Monroe, N. C,
took a double-page ad spread
recently to tell about four
years of successful operation
of the State. Using a twopage display in the Monroe,
C, Enquirer, Smith
:=inted pictures of all connected with his theatre, including the janitor. He tied
in with other advertisers and
the paper looked like a theatre publication.
To Elect

Cinema

Lab

Directors on Feb. 10
Stockholders of Cinema Laboratories, Inc., of Hollywood, which was
recently reorganized through Federal
court action, will meet on the coast
about Feb. 10 to elect directors.
R. L. Wilhelm, who has been general
fiscal agent of the corporation for three
years, has kft for Los Angeles after
conferences here with a view to obtaining "picture management." The
company formerly was operated by
San Francisco stockholders.
Wilhelm said there were $180,000
in claims against the company, including $61,000 owed to J. E. Brulatour
for raw stock. Accounts receivable
are $120,000, with Grand National
owing $82,000.
The company formerly was known
as International Cinema Laboratory.
It has handled printing for Grand
National, Monogram and other companies. Several independent producers' negatives held by the laboratory
have been assigned to Producers'
Finance Corp. for liquidation.
Grainger

Leaves

PICTURE

on

Tour After Meeting
James R. Grainger, Republic president, left last night for a field trip
after
winding
district
meetings
at theuphome
officemanagers'
on new
season sales policies and product plans.
He will visit Montreal, and in
Toronto will confer with N. L.
Nathanson and Oscar Hanson, head
of Empire Films, Republic distributor
in Canada. From there he goes to
Detroit to confer with Sam Seplowin,
franchise holder there.
Plans for next season are understood to be almost set. Heck Everett,
southern district head at Charlotte,
left last night. Others are remaining.

'Tail

Spin' Air Tour
Starts Tomorrow

"Tail Spin" tour sponsored by
20th Century-Fox starts tomorrow
from Los Angeles, with four women
aviators and eight players flying to
New York by southern and northern
routes.
The flights will end here Feb. 7.
On Feb. 9 the company will give a
dinner in the grand ballroom of the
Waldorf-Astoria, followed by a
screening of "Tail Spin," for 300
army and navy officials, aviators and
newspapermen. Dick Merrill and
Tommy Tomlinson will speak at the
dinner, and Mayor F. H. LaGuardia
may attend.
Flying the southern route in the
tour are Betty Huyler Gillies and
Cecile Kenyon, aviators, and the
Brewster Twins, Alice Armand and
Iva Stewart, players, accompanied by
William Chambliss of the home office.
In, the party taking the northern
route are Ruth Nichols, Margo Bain
Tanner, aviators, and Lillian Porter,
Dorothy Deariiig, Joan Valerie and
Helen Erickson, players, with Jim
Johnson of the publicity department.
Delivery of prints of the film will
be made in 19 cities en route, with
receptions at each stop.

Mounties
To Aid

Forbidden
on Pictures

Toronto, Jan. 26. — Canada's
as
"out" are
are radio
far
as screen
boys and
glamor
concerned. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police will lend
its aid no more to the producers or authors responsible
for narratives depicting the exploits of the force, according
to official announcements by
the R.C.M.P. Commissioner,
because such cooperation
tends to cheapen the corps —
the Mounties must now run
down their prey without
thought of glorification on
the screen.

Stars

Will

Appear

At Benefit for NVA
Many stars of the stage, films and
radio will appear on the benefit program for the National Variety Artists
at the Alvin on Sunday, Feb. 19.
Among them are Billy Gaxton and
Victor Moore, Olsen and Johnson,
Molly Picon, Al Trahan, Eddie Garr,
Bill Robinson, "Fats" Waller, Sonya
Maranneaux Ballet and Ted Friend.
The affair is being sponsored by
George M. Cohan and James J.
Walker.

BVay
By

Grosses

Continued

Hit
Cold

Continued cold kept business away
from the box-offices along Broadway.
Evening shows were most affected.
"The Shining Hour" grossed an estimated $28,000 at the Capitol and was
replaced yesterday by "Stand Up and
Fight." At the Music Hall, "The
Great Man Votes" finished with an
estimated $62,000. Opening day business for "Gunga Din" was good.
First week of "They Made Me a
Criminal" at the Strand grossed an
estimated $40,000 and it was held
over. "Jesse James" continued as the
leading grosser with an estimated
$62,000 in its second week at the
Roxy, where it is continuing. Total
of 315,000 have seen the film since
its
opening.
Bullets" will open
at the
Central"Gang
Saturday.

Fight
Objectionable
Oklahoma
City Films
Oklahoma City, Jan. 26. — A committee to take steps to stop the showing of "objectionable" pictures here,
has been named by the board of managers of the Oklahoma City ParentTeachers Association.
IA and AFM
Refuse
The committee plans to call on
Mayor Martin to protest the showing
Opera on Tour Views
in the future of pictures similar to
Local offices of the American FedMorris Bischoff Dies
eration of Musicians and the I. A. T.
"Slaves in Bondage" which was shown
Santa Monica, Cal., Jan. 26. — for a week at the Rialto. "What we
S. E. refused to comment yesterday
on their future activities with refer- Morris Bischoff, father of Sam object to most is the theatre's advertising," Mrs. C. E. Hall, president,
ence to Opera on Tour, Inc. On Bischoff, Hollywood producer, died
Wednesday, N. Y. Supreme Court of pneumonia here today. He was a said. "This advertising was both in
retired real estate broker and con- the newspapers and in front of the
Justice Kenneth O'Brien granted an
tractor of Hartford, Conn.
injunction restraining the unions from
stopping their members from working
for Opera on Tour.
At the request of the musicians, the
theatre."
stage hands had refused to work for
the plaintiff. The company offers
road shows of opera with electrically
transcribed orchestral accompaniment.

Ampa
Hears Johnson
On WPA
Film Book
Leota Lane, one of the four Lane
sisters, Herman Bing, Dr. Oakley
Johnson of the WPA Writers' Project and Harold Leonard were guests
at the Ampa luncheon yesterday at
the Astor. Miss Lane, who will shortly appear at the Metropolitan Opera,
sang several numbers.
Dr. Johnson described the forthcoming three-volume reference work on
films which is to be published by the
Museum of Modern Art Film Library.
Schwartz Relected
The writers' project is handling the
preparation. Leonard is editor of
the work, first volume of which will
By Cleveland MPEA
Cleveland, Jan. 26. — Ernest be out in the spring.
Schwartz was unanimously elofcted
president of the Cleveland Motion
Win
3 Dec.
Picture Exhibitors Association for the Warners
sixth consecutive year. A. E. Ptak
Champions
in Herald
was reelected vice-president, M. B.
Three of the six "Box Office ChamHorwitz treasurer and George W.
pions" for December selected by
Erdman secretary. L. G. Baldwin Motion Picture
Herald and announced
and Frank Porozynski were elected
in
the
current
issue
of that publication
to the board of directors for three
years and Jack Shulman and Myer out today, are Warner pictures.
M-G-M contributes two and United
Kaplan for a year.
Artists the sixth.
Delay Association Meet
Meeting of the Motion Picture Associates at the Hotel Astor, scheduled
for yesterdav, has been postponed to
Feb. 3.

December "champions" are "Angels
with Dirty Faces," "Dawn Patrol"
and "Hard to Get," all Warners ;
"Out West with the Hardys" and
"Sweethearts," both M-G-M, and
"The Young in Heart," Selznick-U. A.

deft with cards,
as the mysterious Mr. Hatfield
his life
JOHN CARRADINE
gallant to ladies. Running away from a past no one could guess. And paying with
to balance unconfessed crimes with one good deed when the wilderness dealt death.
Directed by John f
Walter
Released thru United Art
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ESSENTIAL

FOR

SUCCESSFUL

THEATRE

AIR

OPERATION

CONDITIONING
by CHARLES

$4.00
POSTPAID

567 pages, dealing with air and its properties,
Elant load calculation, air distribution, grilles,
eating and dehumidification, fans, cooling coils
and air-washers, mechanical refrigeration processes and machinery, well drilling and well-water
cooling,
ice cooling,
storage refrigeration,

F.

H

BLUEBOOK

$6.25
POSTPAID

The 1938-39 edition is bigger
prehensive than ever before.
in scope, it contains over 1200
with vital facts and figures

RICHARDSON'S
of

tioning of all modern

projection

in any projection room emergency.

and more comInternational
pages crammed
covering every

ALMANAC

phase section
of the Motion
Picture Industry.
The Who's
Who
alone, includes
more than
12,000
biographies. Every exhibitor needs this annual
industry reference.
Edited by Terry Ramsaye.

ACCOUNTING
expenses. Guards against income tax troubles
and losses through errors. Thousands of exhibitors are using this ledger because it is easy,
self-operating and accurate. Order yours to-day.

Written by William F. Morris. Acknowledged
to be the best bookkeeping system for theatres.
Enables you to keep your accounts easily and

MOTION
SOUND

PICTURE

ENGINEERING

547 pages; illustrated; covers every practical
method and process in present-day sound
engineering. Leading engineers explain every
detail of apparatus and its arrangement, with

QUIGLEY
ROCKEFELLER

sound and

apparatus.
is a practical
"trouble reference
shooter,"
and
is crossIt indexed
for immediate

accurately, tabulating each day's receipts and

$6.50
POSTPAID

PROJECTION

PICTURE

THEATRE

$4.00
POSTPAID

A. FULLER
evaporative condensers and water saving devices and methods, unit coolers, automatic control, air cleansing and purification, and codes
and ordinances regulating installation. Book is
bound in cloth, has index system and psychrometric charts.

This is the revised sixth edition and is now in
its second printing. It includes 722 pages of
up-to-the-minute text, charts and data with detailed description of assembly, wiring and func-

MOTION

$3.25
POSTPAID

BOOKS

diagrams, tables, charts and graphs. This manual comes straight from the workshops of the
studios in Hollywood. It is indispensable to
everyone working with sound equipment.

BOOKSHOP

CENTER,

NEW

YORK

CITY
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Delays

Radio

Equipment

Adds

Beer

Ads

for

Montreal, Jan. 26. — Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s decision to ban
radio advertising of beers and wines
in the Province of Quebec has been
delayed.
With strong liquor ads banned on
the air throughout the Dominion, and
beer, wine ads ruled out in every other
province, Quebec has remained the
last stronghold of such promotion.
Campaigning on the part of the Quebec Temperance League and Cardinal
Rodrigue Villeneuve, Canadian head
of the Roman Catholic Church, eventually gained strength and late last
month local advertising agencies were
preparing for the stroke that would
wipe out one of the most remunerative
lines of their business. They had set
March 31 as the last date beer programs would be allowed on the air in
Quebec.
Major Murray of the CBC, however, now states that the board of
governors "is exploring the views and
sentiments of the interested authorities" and will consider the matter
when they meet in April.

House
Wide

Leaders
Radio

WRVA

Southeastern

Map

Inquiry

Washington, Jan. 26. — Representatives Connery and Wigglesworth,
who yesterday reintroduced their
resolutions for a House investigation
of the Federal Communications, today began rounding up support with
the view of turning the hearings into
an open forum on radio. Their aim is
to make the bill for reorganization
of the Commission a vehicle for an
investigation of the entire broadcasting situation.
Chairman McNinch of the F.C.C.
has begun writing the measure which
will be submitted next week to the
heads of the Senate and House Interstate Commerce Committees. The
new legislation will be in two parts,
the first to provide a new three-man
body and the second to set forth definite policies on superpower, ownership, etc., as set forth by President
Roosevelt.

WLW
in Operation
Cincinnati, Jan. 26. — Installation
of duplicate apparatus and automatic
switching equipment has reduced the
possibility of interruptions to WLW
broadcasts to one-twelfth of that previously existing, according to R. J.
Rockwell, technical engineer of the
Crosley Corp.
This is part of an extensive twoyear program of replacements and improvements of plant equipment, just
completed, which gives the station a
high-fidelity transmitter at nearby
Mason, O., which will extend the
fidelity of transmission considerably
beyond the standard required by the
F.C.C., Rockwell said.
WNYC
CBS

Ban

anner

Ogilvie
Plans

Says

Uses

BBC

Nationwide

WABC

WABC, local key station of CBS,
will broadcast the games of the New
York Giants and New York Yankees
baseball clubs, in a deal involving
sponsorship by three clients, who will
share the cost equally. Only the home
games of the teams will be broadcast,
exclusive of Sunday contests.
Participating will be General Mills,
Socony - Vacuum and Procter &
Gamble. It is believed that the games
will be shared by the clients on a
rotating basis. Reports indicate that
the managements of the Yankees and
Giants each will receive $100,000 for
the broadcasting rights to their 77
home games.
Socony-Vacuum and General Mills
for the past several years have been
radio's heaviest spenders for sports
broadcasts.
Meanwhile, a station for broadcasts
of the games of the Brooklyn Dodgers
still remains to be secured, although
rights to the games have already been
purchased jointlv by Socony-Vacuum
and General Mills. WOR has been
offered the deal but has refused unless
road and home games are included.
Taking only the home games, WOR
would have no income from its afternoon hours for half the summer.
NBC, it is understood, has taken
much the same stand as WOR and it
is likely the Dodger games will be
broadcast over one of the unaffiliated
New York stations, possibly WMCA
or WHN.

New

Quebec

Friday, January 27, 1939;

Television

Service

London, Jan. 26.— F. W. Ogilvie,
head of the British Broadcasting
Corp. declared today that there will
affecting telebe no change
vision sets forseriously
some years, but that
the television experimental days are
not yet over.
British Broadcasting Corp. is aiming at a nationwide television service,
he declared in an address at Alexandra Palace. The meeting was televised as part of a new sales campaign. C. O. Stanley, chairman of
the manufacturers' group, stated his
association had challenged manufacturers in the United States to a sales
duel, the winners to stage a dinner
which will be televised.
BBC has completed plans to increase the time of German news
broadcasts.

Improved coverage of the southeastern area is in prospect for CBS
time users, beginning this month in
Richmond, Va., and culminating with
the addition of a station in Asheville,
N. C, in June.
WRVA, Richmond, will begin operating: with 50,000 watts on Jan. 28,
a 10-fold increase in power, and
WWNC, Asheville, will rejoin CBS
as a member of the southeastern
group in June. Base rates for the
Asheville station will be $125 per
evening hour. Also, a new sales
policy will be inaugurated for this
group on Feb. 1. Thereafter stations
in the group will be available with the
basic network in a group of not less
than four stations in this territory.

Describe

Film

City

A new style of "documentary" radio
for planned on-the-spot transcribed
broadcasts involving editing and cutting methods of motion pictures is being planned
by WNYC, New York's
municipal
station.
WNYC's method resembles that of
film production in that it involves
"takes" and "retakes" and an editing
process. Now in production are a
number of programs that will afford a
radio picture of various municipal departments selected for test programs.
These include health centers, the Police training school, the Municipal
market and similar places.
Already completed is a recording of
a day spent in a neighborhood health

events staff in standing a dayal
sweptspeci
pier
a wind
long watchofon Mutu
al's
ORDEAL
awaiting the docking of the Esso
Baytown with the survivors f2^.the:
Cavalier has bedded the entire * ew
that worked the assignment. Air reporters Dave Driscoll and Al Josephy, and engineers MacKenzie
Reid, Charles Kibling and George
Brazee are those suffering from the
exposure.

▼

Most surprising factor to emerge
to date from the AFRA-AA battle is
the attitude of Frank Hummert, New
York head of the Blackett-SampleHummert agency. AFRA expected
the greatest opposition from him, but
he has been most conciliatory and in
all likelihood will be among the first
to sign the union's code. Hummert,
incidentally, has been one of the most
misunderstood men in the industry,
because he has preferred to keep
Joan Crawford
Will
himself apart from the profession.
Now, however, the rank and file are
Joan Crawford
appear in discovering what his few intimates
' Gateway'
in will
Appear
RKO's "Gateway to Hollywood" se- have knoztm all the while — that he is
ries, produced by Jesse Lasky, on am, utterly fair, reasonable and mmthe Feb. 5 broadcast. Also sched- biased gentleman.
uled for a radio appearance that same
▼
day is Loretta Young, who will play
New York network stations have
in the "Silver Theatre" over CBS.
tended to ignore local coverage in
the past, leaving that field almost exWould Join RCA Suit
clusively to the independents. CBS
Another application by a stock- is currently reversing that policy with
holder of RCA for permission to in- a new program and production setup
tervene as a plaintiff in the stockhold- for WABC which is proving itself.
ers' suits instituted in the N. Y. Su- Headed by George Allen, Dick Swift
preme Court against RCA, its offi- and Henry Untermyer, such procers and directors, Westinghouse
grams as Phil Cook's "Morning AlElectric & Mfg. Co., General Electric
manac," Charles Stark's "Oddities in
Co., American Telephone & Tele- the News" and John Allen Wolf's
Morning News" and the new
graph Co., was filed yesterday. The "Early
Budd Hulick stanza have been sold to
applicant, Herman Wangrow, is seek- local sponsors. Concentrating on
ing to intervene, as plaintiff in the three
community coverage and service,
stockholders' suits as holder of 100 WABC
is now featuring farm news,
shares of RCA common stock.
Mel Allen's sports programs, George
Perrine's "This Town Is Ours" and
Crosby on Guild Show
Ruth Brine's commentaries. The new
Bing Crosby, Hugh Herbert and CBS policy is bound to bring increased local activity on the part of
Jane Withers will be the principals
in the Screen Guild show over CBS other New York network stations,
resulting in improved service in the
Feb. 5. Gregory LaCava will direct eastern
area.
the broadcast.

Device

to

in
Area

LINES

T
This column is worth $1,000 today.
According to Billboard, mention of the
licity.
name of any radio performer in a
trade paper is worth $5 for the pub-

Heard on the air yesterday were :
U. S. Army Band (50 pieces), Fire
Dep't Band (35 pieces), "Pepper
center. Recorded were actual conver- Young's Family" (seven to the famsations between mothers, children and
ily), "Johnson Family" (six to the
nurses, and physicians and nurses. family), "Battle of the Sexes" (four
Several hours of material was re- to each sex), Lud Gluskin's orchestra (18), Allan Kent, Easy Aces (2),
corded. Whenever necessary "retakes" will be made of unsatisfactory "School of the Air" (22 at school),
scenes, and finally a narration will be Bob Hope, Ed G. Robinson, Claire
Trevor, Grand Duchess Marie, Gen.
written in.
This "documentary" method of radio Hugh S. Johnson,. Don Winslow of
is new to America, but it has been the Navy (and eight shipmates), Nick
used extensively by the British Broad- Kenny in comments, "Voice of Experience," Missing Persons News (14 misscasting
Corp.the
Themethod
FrenchandGovernment also
uses
at the
'em), Mr. Keen,
ing), "Just(eight
Plain ofBull-er-Bill,"
"The
present time a French unit is touring O'Neill's"
the United States, recording American Tracer of Missing Persons (nine m. p.
scenes and industries. The French staff
traced), Van Steeden's orchestra (16).
is being assisted by men from NBC
Pay-off line forms to the right,
and CBS.
Departments
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Games

NEW

Ban

N.Y.

Hinges

Case

in

Suit

in

on

Harlem

Will Guide Future
Course Here

Future of chance game elimination
in the New York metropolitan area
hinges on the outcome of a lottery
case involving the Jewel Theatre in
Harlem, which is to be heard in Special Sessions Feb. IS.
This was decided Friday at a conference called by License Commissioner Paul Moss and attended by
representatives of several halls, organizations and churches on Staten Island,
where the Commissioner had planned
to
inaugurate a test of the games'
elimination.
Commissioner Moss said that the
non-theatrical sponsors agreed to
abandon the games only if the lottery
charges in the Jewel Theatre case are
upheld. Operators of the 14 theatres
on Staten Island have agreed to discard the games if halls and churches
agree to do so.
The Commissioner declared he had
received commitments to eliminate
games from the American Legion,
operators of games in six halls, and
the Catholic and Ukrainian churches
and Temple Emanuel, but all hinge on
the Jewel case decision.
The Jewel hearing was originally
scheduled for last November and has
been postponed twice since. The previous date was Jan. 31.
Hill

Heads

YORK,

MONDAY,

Assign Crisis Role
To British Houses
London, Jan. 29. — Following conversations between
the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association and the British Home Office and other
Government departments, a
plan has been prepared which
outlines the role of the film
theatres of the country in the
event of any international
crisis involving England.
Although details are not
available, it is understood the
plan covers the part to be
taken by the theatres as
places of public assembly,
and the powers and duties of
the theatre personnel.

1938

Theatre

Building

Jobs

Decline

to 751

Total of 751 theatre construction
projects, including new theatres and
substantial remodeling, is reported for
1938 in the 37 states east of the
Rocky Mountains. In 1937 the total
was 884.
Value of theatre projects covered
by the analysis is $20,996,000, compared with $27,227,000 the year before.
Floor area involved dropped from 4,043,000 sq. ft. in 1937 to 2,719,000 sq.
ft. last year.
The figures are from the Dodge
(.Continued on page 10)
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CHARGES
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On

Fund

Put

Film

BY

CENTS

FACE

NLRB

Hearing Set for Feb. 13
on Complaints of
Screen Writers

Workable

Washington, Jan. 29. — Complaints
charging 10 studios with violation of
Income
Basis
the National Labor Relations "Act have
been issued by the N. L. R. B. A
hearing on the case has been called for
By SHERWIN A. KANE
Feb. 13 in Los Angeles. Named as
Hollywood's Motion Picture Relief respondents are Universal, Hal Roach,
Fund, which was given a modest be- Selznick International, 20th Centuryginning by Mary Pickford in 1921, Fox, Loew's, Warners, RKO, Columbia, Paramount and Samuel Goldwyn.
and has carried on through the interThe board charges failure to recogvening years largely through the
Screen Writers' Guild after
bounty of its friends, has achieved it wasnize thecertified
as bargainer. It is
within recent months a business-like allged that this constitutes an unfair
income plan which promises to care labor practice and further that the
for the thousands who receive assist- studios have "interfered with, coerced
ance from it annually without being and restrained" employes in exercise
of their rights under the Act.
faced at each year's end with a growEfforts to discourage membership in
ing deficit.
the Guild are alleged. Certain studios
Jean Hersholt, president of the also
are accused of threatening to close
Fund, who is visiting New York, tells
down if certain changes occurred in
■its story reluctantly. The last pub- the Guild organization.
licity the fund received resulted in new
applications for aid but uncovered no
The "plan
of interference"
included an agreement
with also
Screen
new donors.
The Fund was reorganized early Playwrights, it is charged, despite the
last year, with its management being fact that this group did not represent
turned over to a board of 33 trustees a majority of writers.
appointed by the various Hollywood
guilds and unions. Every Hollywood
employe earning $100 or more weekly Allied Sponsoring
is asked to give one-half of one per
(Continued on page 9)
Patriotic Trailers

Hearing
Radio

Impartial

Critics

Circle

On Block Booking
Washington, Jan. 29. — Block
booking legislation will be the subject
of hearings before a sub-committee of
Plans
'Best9 Awards
for
'38
the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, headed by Senator Lister Hill,
Awards indicative of the relation- standards in the relationship between
Ala.
ship between films and radio will be films and radio and will include a defiAt Senator Hill's office it was said made for 1938 by the newly organized
nition of professional standards for
today no date has yet been fixed for N. Y. Radio Film Critics Circle. One film commentators on the air. Weekly
hearings.
will be a citation to the best radio meetings will be held.
Membership eligibility is restricted
personality in films and there will be
commentators who have reviewed
one for the screen personality ad- to
films
for at least one year.
Giveaway Study
judged to have done the best work in
The Circle intends to issue a weekly
radio
during
the
year.
In this issue Motion PicSidney Kaufman of WQXR was digest of film programs. It will be
ture Daily publishes a third
named temporary chairman of the available to the film industry.
installment of a survey which
Charter members include : Radie
group at a meeting on Friday. De
it has made on chance games
Harris, WOR
(Mutual) ; Martin
Ward
Jones
o<
the
Radio
City
Music
and giveaways around the
Starr, WMCA (Intercity Network) ;
Hall
publicity
;taff
was
named
press
country. Earlier installments
representative. Election of permanent Sam Taylor, WHN ; Martin Weldon,
were published on Jan. 23 and
officers will tale place at a luncheon WINS ; David Lowe, WNEW ; Mrs
25. Motion Picture Daily inJames F. Looram, WBNX ; Sidney
meeting Thursday at the Edison.
vites reader comment on the
A code of conduct on the air is to Kaufman, WQXR; Mary Bryan,
subject. — Page 6.
be adopted at 'he next meeting. The WABC (CBS), and Frank Daniels,
code will be aimed to promote higher WVFW.

Allied States is sponsoring the production of a series of patriotic trailers,
which will be available to Allied members through the regional units. Each
will feature an outstanding living
American, a message or excerpt from
aandpublic
speech by the person featured,
the flag.
Production will be by National
Screen Service. The first is on President Roosevelt and is now in production. The trailer will feature an excerpt from the President's message to
Congress, stressing personal freedom
and religious liberty and the Bill of
Rights. The running time of the subeach. jects will not exceed three minutes
Allied's board has authorized the
production of the trailers, as a reminder to patrons of "the glory of
your country and the blessings of
American atcitizenship."
They will be
available
cost.
National Screen has also in production a series of patriotic trailers for
general distribution. The third, on the
bill of Rights, is being made.
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Purely

Personal

Today's

►

GEORGE P. SKOURAS, president
Skouras Theatres Corp., is ill at
his home in Greenhaven.
•
Max Cohen, assistant manager at
Universal's New York exchange, left
Friday for a two-week vacation in
Miami. Leo Abrams, branch manager, is expected today or tomorrow
from that resort. Ben Price, Universal salesman, left Friday for two
weeks.
•
Jerky Buchbinder, manager of the
Majestic in Perth Amboy, left yesMiami. terday for a month's vacation in
•
George Stroud, manager of the
Palace, Hamilton, Ont, placed first in
a Canadian contest for the best exploitation on "Love Finds Andy
Hardy." First prize for best comparative gross was won by N. J.
Duncan, Orpheum, Vancouver.
•
Walter Hoffman, manager of the
Park in Morristown, leaves Feb. 11
for a month in Miami.
•
Martin Licht, French film producer, sailed on the Champlain Saturday. Other passengers were Andre
Mertens, European representative of
Columbia Concerts Corp. ; Jacques
Erwin, French actor ; Ogden Nash
and Argentinita, dancer.
•
Don De Leo, who was featured in
"Desire to Live," has been signed to
appear in "Lying Lips," to start Feb.
6 at Biograph Studios, under the direction of Oscar Micheaux.
•
Wayne Morris and his bride, the
former Leonora Schinasi, flew in
from Havana over the weekend to attend the President's birthday ball in
Philadelphia.
•
Henry Hathaway has arrived to
confer with Douglas Fairbanks, Jri:
who will have the lead in "Knights of
the
will Round
direct. Table," which Hathaway,
•
Irwin Margulies of the M-G-M
home office legal staff, is the father of
a daughter, born to Mrs. Roberta
Margulies at Doctors' Hospital on
Friday.
•
Grace Moore was informed on the
eve of her performance of "Louise"
at the Metropolitan Saturday that she
had been made a member of France's
Legion of Honor.
•
Peter J. Rathvon has deferred his
departure for the coast indefinitely.
When he goes it will be on business
other than for RKO.
•
Mr. and Mrs. John Barrymore
have leased an apartment on Central
Park West.
•
Fred Ehrman of Lehman Bros,
leaves Feb. 10 on a visit to San Francisco.
•

By SAM
Insiders'
former who has been
RADIO and legit permuch sought for recently
by film companies to make pictures for them, got an offer of
$100,000 per film. It would have
been his first picture role. Yet
he rejected the offer.
At dinner that night he told
his wife he had turned down an
offer of $100,000.
"That was when two fools
met," she reproved.
"What
do you mean ?" the husband asked.
A

"Well — whoever offered you
$100,000 per picture is a fool,
and you were a fool for turning
it down."

T

T

A courageous independent company chieftain has given Hollywood something to think about
by ordering the main leader on
all his firm's product to be curtailed to include only the picture's title and the cast list. The
remainder of credits are to follow at the picture's end. His
order is predicated upon the fact
that credit listings, outside of the
cast, interest Hollywood mainly,
and not the cash customers;
T

SHAIN
Outlook
impressive tribute when such a
group rises unanimously to call
him a star.
T

T

When a picture comes in under
the budget, and particularly a
picture which was made in the
east, it is worth noting. That
picture is "One Third of a Nation," to be released by Paramount soon. Harold Orlob had
the film budgeted at $200,000,
but the final pay sheet shows
that there is still a part of the
money left in the treasury, with
the film completed.
T T
On the other hand, another
film which was completed recently here and which was budgeted
at $300,000, has cost $525,000.
That's worth mentioning also.
▼

T

A producer who is noted for
his broad eccentricities recently
amazed his fellow stockholders
by asking them to make him sole
trustee of their firm with sole
power to name the company
board. The shareholders recovered intime to vote down the

T

Not many young newcomers
to the screen can bow to such
plaudits as were conferred by all
of the New York film critics on
John Garfield for his work in
"They Made Me a Criminal,"
Warner Bros, picture. It is an

proposal.

T

T

"Gunga Din" is an achievement to make the industry proud.
We have seen it. It is one of
our truly great pictures. It has
man-sized humor, romance and
action.

which released "Moonlight Sonata" Court
Passes
Plan
starring Paderewski, sailed on the
Champlain
Saturday
for
London
and
Paris.
•
For Fox Liquidation
Murray Silverstone, United ArtCircuit Judge Martin T. Manton on
ists chief executive, is expected back Friday handed down a decision apin New York from the coast within
proving the proposed plan of liquidathe next few days.
tion of Fox Theatres Corp. submitted
by Milton C. Weisman, receiver,
Tina Kreisberg of M-G-M's pub- which will effectuate discharge of
licity department was married Satur- Weisman from his office and transfer
day night at the Essex House to of the assets of the company to two
trustees, to be appointed by Judge
Jonas Welfand.
•
Manton.
Eleanor Powell will attend the
Assets of the company were listed in
President's birthday ball in Wash- the proposed plan at $150,785 current
ington tonight and then head for the and $358,957 in investments in four
subsidiary companies, and a claim of
coast.
•
$7,500,000 against William Fox. LiaToy and Wing, Chinese dance team
bilitiare
es _
listed at $8,100,350, pluat the Strand, go on tour and will be a contingent claim of Fox for $7,married in San Francisco.
186,000. An eight per cent dividend on
•
allowed claims of $8,100,350 has beer
Ralph Clark, Sr., managing director for Warners in Australia, will
Judge Manton also handed down ;
arrive in New York Feb. 3 for home decision disallowing a claim of $250,office conferences.
paid. filed against Fox Theatres b
000
•
Myers & Keating, Jack Leo and Ha<Claire Trevor left New York Fri- over Capital Trust Co., as assignees
day for the coast after three week<^ of Alfred E. Fiegel. The claim, which
Joseph Seidelman, Universal vice- in New York.
had been based on a contract for the
•
solicitation of advertisements for the
president and foreign manager, arrives
in New York today from the coast.
Tom
Pozin.
assistant
booker
at
the
Fox
Weekly, had been previously dis•
allowed ina report of Special Master
Columbia New York exchange, is the
Courtland Palmer.
Sylvia Sanders of Sanders Films, father of a nine-pound boy.

Mail

Calls Survey Invaluable
Editor of Motion Picture Daily :
Your survey on the games situation
throughout the country provides us
here, in New York, with invaluable
material in our efforts to eliminate this
sore-spot on exhibition.
Es*
The I.T.O.A. is now cooperating VH
with city officials in their attempts to
purge the city of games and in fact,
we are making an intensive survey of
the New York area to ascertain exhibitors' exact feelings in the matter.
The sooner we can go back solely
to the business of showing motion pictures in our theatres, the sooner we
will see a new day in our industry.
Congratulations on a fine service.
Harry Brandt,
Pres., New York I.T.O.A.
Helprin Sails Feb. 10
For Talks with Korda
Morris Helprin sails for London
Feb. 10, on the Queen Mary. He is
going abroad for conferences with
Alexander Korda (London Films) in
connection with the latter's latest picture, "Four Feathers," which is now
being prepared for United Artists release. Helprin will be in London for
several weeks.
Henry T. Moore Dies;
Exhibitor in Tacoma
Tacoma, Wash., Jan. 29.— Henry
T. Moore, a motion picture exhibitor
for 33 years, died Thursday at Tucson,
Ariz. One of the outstanding figures
in the industry in the Northwest,
Moore had operated in Tacoma for 25
years. He was operator of the Rial to
and Lakewood here.
Mexico
Must

City
Pay

Houses
Tax

Daily

Mexico City, Jan. 29. — Daily payments of their municipal amusement
taxes is the new order of settlements
for local film houses. The civic
fathers say that day by day settlements spare the city treasurer and the
exhibitors headaches in auditing.
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Big

City

Theatres

Non-Theatrical

Competition
Leading

Is

Factor

Des Moines
Population, 146,000 ; four first runs,
average 1,600 seats, 25c-41c; 15 subsequents, 500 to 700 seats, 16c-26c.
Bank Night is the game here. All
first runs have it. Subsequents have
been running Bank Night the last
lour years.
Tri-States Theatre Corp. (A. H.
Blank) has all Des Moines first runs
and four of the subsequents and is
strong in the state. Of about 600
theatres in Iowa, all but a score have
chance games.
In Des Moines, Tri-States gives
away about $13,000 yearly, the independents about $6,000. The State Supreme Court ruled Bank Night not a
lottery, in a case involving a theatre
in Newton, la. Theatres say the games
pay, otherwise they would discard
them. Tri-States advertises the games
in newspapers, and stories of winners
are printed in newspapers the following morning. The independents advertise results of drawings.
Tri-States intends to continue Bank
Night, but some of the independents in
the state are beginning to lose interest.
The games are said to be a great
attraction in some small towns, and
the merchants are said to be for them
as they bring people to town. Myron
Blank, who, with others, controls
Bank Night rights in this area, claims
"50 theatres would have to close" if
it were not for Bank Night.
•
Denver
Population, 285,000; seven first runs,
12,453 seats; 25c-50c; 28 subsequents,
25,464, 10c-30c. Games have been
used here several years. All first
runs but the Orpheum, Denham and
Broadway have them. The City Council removed restrictions on theatre
giveaways a few years ago. Auto and
grocery giveaways are strong here.
Theatres claim games and giveaways
pay and will continue. Halls and some
churches have games and some dance
halls started them after they began
in theatres. Theatres last year gave
away about $87,000. Prizes are advertised in newspapers indirectly and
openly in a shopping paper since it
does not go through the mails.
Giveaways have been used here for
25 years. Harry Huffman, now city
$400,000 Given in
Conn. During 1938
In Connecticut during 1938,
it is estimated that $400,000
was distributed in theatres
and churches in the form of
cash prizes and giveaways.
Most of the theatres in the
state run giveaway nights
one or two evenings weekly.
Certain theatres give away
dishes for two days, others
just glassware, and still
others socalled beauty ware.

Condemn
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Use

By SAM SHAIN
Some exhibitors, particularly those in small localities, place so much
box-office value on chance games that it is a wonder they bother to play
pictures at all.
Big city and small-town exhibitors differ regarding the box-office
worth of such games.
The big city theatre operators, generally, condemn the use of chance
games to stimulate trade and would like to get rid of them. Most feel
that they are obliged to use chance games to attract trade because of
non-theatrical competition in this field. Denver is the exception.
Denver is one of the greatest giveaway cities of the country. The
Colorado city was among the first to give away automobiles, and today,
all but three first runs in Denver operate with some giveaway scheme.
Some Churches Have Quit Games
There are instances where churches, of their own accord, or by order
of ecclesiastical authority, have ceased to operate games. Theatre owners, in the main, however, seek accord from their competitors before
stopping the games.
In the wide open cities and towns, the chance games are considered
highly profitable, as in Reno and Kansas City, Mo.
Many exhibitors around the country claim that they were compelled
to adopt games because of the fact that churches, lodges and clubs went
heavily into the "bing-bango" business.
These are some of the findings of today's installment of the crosscountry survey on chance games and giveaways, by Motion Picture
Daily.
manager for Fox, has given away a
Ford a week for several years, together with cash awards most of the
time. During 1938 the Fox houses
gave away 52 Fords and about $60,000,
besides Grocery Nights.
Dave Cockrill's four houses dropped
giveaways last June. He gave away
about $20,000 last year. He feels they
hurt the big pictures.
•
New Orleans
Population, 550,000; four first runs,
12,000 seats, 26c-41c; 46 subsequents,
average 700 seats, 10c-16c. Games
have been used here about three years,
but only at subsequents. Exhibitors
do not like them, claim they do not
pay, and would be willing to eliminate
them if all agreed and if non-theatrical
places also discarded them. About onefifth of the lodges, churches and clubs
in the city run games, more than prior
to the introduction of games in theatres. There have been no attempts to
stop games, by law or otherwise. Exhibitors do not believe non-theatrical
places could be induced to stop them.
Newspapers take game advertising,
which is veiled to avoid violating
postal laws.
•
Kansas City

have Bingo games to any great extent. The exhibitors deny their
games encourage similar games in
clubs, lodges, etc. The local authorities are condoning the games, despite
the state officials' and courts' ban.
Exhibitors would use games extensively, as they once did, if they could
legally. They believe such stimulants
highly profitable. Newspapers did
carry "hidden" messages on the theatre chance games, but have since
banned them.
St. Joseph, Mo., in the Kansas City
territory, uses games. The Dubinskys,
who control the town, claim the games
"keep the theatres •open."
Newark

Population, 443,000; five first runs,
11,473 seats, 25c-55c; 33 subsequent
runs, ranging from 500 to 1,600 seats,
10c-35c. Cash games are taboo here,
but merchandise giveaways are prevalent, including Race-Reel, Bingo,
Lucky, Jumbo, etc. Twelve Warner
theatres confine giveaways to dishes.
The Terminal is the only first run
giving merchandise
premiums.
Exhibitors feel the giveaways
and games,
which have been in use two or three
years, encouraged Bingo and Lucky at
clubs and lodges, which have adopted
them extensively. Exhibitors feel that
Population, 400,000; five first runs,
the
non-theatrical places would con11,224 seats, 25c-40c top; 51 subsetinue the practice regardless of their
quents, 43,205 seats, 10c-35c. Chance own elimination. No attempt has been
games have been reduced here by the made to abandon or ban the practice,
state authorities. Only a half-dozen
theatres in the city still use them, and exhibitors plan to retain it, although they do not think it profitable.
and none of the first runs have ever
Newspapers accept premium ads.
•
adopted them. John McManus, manager
of
Loew's
Midland,
thinks
they
Jacksonville
are ruinous to the industry, locally.
Population, 150,000 ; three first runs,
Once strongly entrenched, games went
out of general vogue with the Post 35c-40c; five subsequents, 15c-25c;
Office ban on Bank Night and the total seating, 4,000. All theatres, including first runs, use games, which
Attorney General's and courts' ruling
have
been
in vogue six years. Exchance games. Ten-O-Win
against
hibitors have no idea of stopping them.
and Screeno are still used, as they are
said to get by the law. Estimated total Bank Night is biggest draw. Total
prize money given away in a year yearly giveaway is $10,000. Exhibitors feel games are profitable. They
here is $5,000, but it was much more.
are not advertised in newspapers.
This town is "wide open," and
Bingo parlors flourish, particularly in Lodge, club and church games are few.
the suburban shopping centers. The There has been no attempt to stop
churches and lodges, therefore, do not them.

of

Games

Denver

Major

Giveaway

In

Spot

theAlbany
NatiQii

Population, 135,000 ; four first runs,,!
8,800 seats, 35c-40c top ; seven sub-!
sequents,
seats,years,
10c-25c.
Games;!
have been 8,100
here four
including
at: I
two first runs. About $15,000 is given,

annually.
and games.
lodges antedated1
theatres inClubs
playing
Church 1I
authorities stopped games at churches I
in 1937. Exhibitors claim non-theatri- 1
cal games induced their adoption at
theatres and that clubs would not stop I
if theatres did. Exhibitors would stop I
them if others did. Exhibitors con- II
sider them profitable. Lodge prizes I
often exceeded $300.
TroyOne Bank Night I
pool at theatres totaled $2,100. Sub- J
terfuge ads are carried in newspapers. 1
A couple of theatres give dishes, but I
raise prices for the• premiums.
Population, 72,000 ; three first runs,
6,200 seats, 40c top ; five subsequents,
4,300 seats, 15c-25c. Games have been
used here about four years. No first
runs play them. Prizes total $6,500
annually. Churches had big weekly
Bingo games, but stopped on orders
of Bishop. Clubs have extensive games.
They preceded theatre games and
their volume is probably bigger now
than in 1935. Exhibitors consider
games profitable, but would quit them
if the clubs did. Despite the competition, theatres here have not used
games as much as corresponding cities.
Newspapers carry subterfuge ads, with
copy such as "Surprise Night" or "50
reasons why you should attend."
Reno, Nev.
Population, 22,000; two first runs,
2,400 seats, 25c-40c; two subsequent
runs, 1,500
seats,
15c-25c.
Theatres
started
games
about
six years
ago.
Now only one first run uses them,
playing Ten-O-Win, giving about
$1,500 a year. The theatre feels the
game is profitable. This is a "wide
open" town,
with gambling
countenanced.
Newspaper
takes chance
game •
ads. Clubs and lodges do not run i
games, as there are plenty of other
gambling
places.
The two second run
theatres offer
no prizes.
[This is the third of a series of articles surveying the giveaway situation
in the country. The next will appear
in an early issue.]

Poor

Films

Excuse

Called Poor Alibi
Harry Brandt, president of
the New York I. T. O. A., has
received a number of letters
from exhibitors in other
cities regarding elimination
of giveaways.
Some of the letters blame
poor product for the growth
of chance games, which
Brandt claims is just an alibi.
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ILoew's
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to Put
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Lower

Effect
on

in

9

Weekend

Revised admission scales effective
at nine Loew houses in Brooklyn and
Marw+tan, next weekend, have been
mao^riown by C. C. Moskowitz, circuit executive. RKO neighborhoods
will institute similar revisions.
The changes are designed to meet
comparable levels at de luxe first runs
in those zones. The cuts are five cents
in all instances but four, which are 10
cents. Prices include tax in the revised scale, which follows :
175th St. Theatre: Saturday, 5 P.
M. to close, and Sunday and holidays,
2 P. M. to close, loges, 50c (formerly
59c), orchestra and balcony, 40c.
Sunday and holidays, 12 to 2 P. M.,
loges 40c, orchestra and balcony, 30c
(formerly 40c). The latter two prices
formerly changed at 1 P. M. Monday
to Thursday evenings, new prices are,
loges 45c and orchestra and balcony,
35c. All other prices remain the same.
Rio Theatre: Saturday, Sunday and
holiday, evenings only, loges, 45c ; orchestra and balcony, 35c. Sunday and
holidays, 12 to 2 P. M., loges, 35c;
orchestra and balcony, 25c. Other
prices remain the same.
Sheridan Theatre : Sunday and holiday, 12 to 2 P. M., loges, 40c; orchestra, 30c (formerly 40c) ; balcony,
30c. Other prices are unchanged.
Alpine, Oriental, 46th St., Coney
Island, Boro Park Theatres: Sunday
and holiday, opening to 2 P. M., adults
30c.
Kings Theatre : Sunday and holiday,
opening to 2 P. M., adults 30c (formerly 40c).
Hearings

PICTURE

Concluded

MP

Relief

Fund

9

Put

Warner
Mexico

On

Workable

Basis

(.Continued from page 1)
cent of his salary to the Fund. In
the case of Screen Actors Guild members the contribution is compulsory,
irrespective of amount of salary
earned. This provided the backbone
of the fund until recently, when
arrangements were made with Gulf
Oil for a weekly radio program to be
created by the Screen Actors Guild,
with stars donating their services.
From this, the Fund will receive
$10,000 weekly for 39 weeks.
Minor sources of revenue come from
spontaneous activities. The sale of
Christmas cards designed by Shirley
Temple brought $5,000; a benefit polo
game netted $2,700 ; the Fund receives
10 or 15 per cent of the receipts of
benefit performances by Hollywood
professionals and, henceforth, it will
receive a 10 per cent share of the
industry's community chest contributions, which last year amounted to
$400,000 in Hollywood.
Of its expenditures of $325,000 last
year on all cases, $50,000 went to
more than 100 Hollywood "veterans"—
former actors, directors, writers — not
all aged, not all infirm, but all without
personal funds and without a chance
of ever again being employed. Some
of these are carried, with their families, year after year by the Fund.
Arrangements are now being made by
which producing companies will underwrite the cost of providing for such
cases through regular contributions to
the Fund, leaving its entire income for
the care of emergency and sick cases
and to create a fund for erection of an
aged actors' home. The latter purpose,
incidentally, was the one for which the
Fund was created originally, but day
to day cases perpetually diverted the
funds on hand so that no home has
been built yet.
Anyone who has worked in pictures
three years is eligible to receive
assistance from the Fund. Its $325,000
disbursement last year cared for more
than 2,000 cases ; represented an increase from $196,000 of disbursements
in 1937. Both years ended in the red.
The Fund is efficiently administered.
In recent years its operating costs
were reduced from 12 per cent to
nine per cent; yet it handles 65 to 70
cases daily, employs a staff of nine
social workers and retains a staff of

In
'Lettybefore
Lynton'
Hearings
Special Suit
Master
Kenneth E. Walser in the "Letty Lynton" infringement suit against Moredall Realty Corp., operator of the Capitol, were concluded Friday. Both sides
were given until Feb. 17 to submit
briefs.
Question involved is whether an exhibitor who plays an infringing picture must surrender all his profits to
the authors or merely that portion attributable tothe film. The defense con- physicians.
tends that its stage show policy, which
:was in force when the film was shown, Court Calls 7 Before
accounted for a substantial part of the
profits.
Trial of Tully Suit
William K. Howard, Bernard
Steele, president of Odessco ProducPlan Birthday Fete
tions, Inc. ; Al Wilkie and Robert M.
For Al Reid Feb. 8 Gillham, publicity and advertising directors of Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
Al Reid, general manager of Fabian John Bright, Robert Tasker and H.
Brooklyn Theatres, will be tendered B. Cruikshank were ordered on Fria birthday dinner by the employees of
day by Federal Judge Murray Hulbert
the Brooklyn Paramount, Fox and to submit to an examination before
Strand Theatres on Wednesday, Feb. trial on Feb. 3, on application of Jim
8. The following are in charge of Tullv. Tullv is suing Paramount.
arrangements : Tickets, Harold Fisher, Odessco and Howard for $50,000,
Charles Dowe and William Mcviolation of the New Yor1
Laughlin publicity,
;
Joe Lee, Sonny claiming
Civil Rights Law in the alleged
Schlenger and Teddy Trust ; enter- wrongful use of his name to advertise
tainment, Al Rogers, Bill Miller,
Charles Dowe and William McLaugh- the picture, "Home Town."
lin. Name bands and stars of stage,
Two Set for Selwyn
screen and radio will entertain. Delegations from Buffalo, Albany, SyraHollywood, Jan. 29. — Edgar Selcuse, Middletown, Schenectady. Newwill produce "Maiden Voyage"
ark, Paterson and Westfield will be and wyn
"The Kid from Texas" for
M-G-M.
on hand.

Sue

Operators

Union

Leaders

St. Louis, Jan. 29. — Charges of
gross mismanagement of union affairs
were made in a suit filed here Friday
by 19 members of Local 143, M. P.
& Projecting
Operators'
Union.
Named Machine
as defendants
were
John P. Nick, president of the local,
Clyde Weston, business agent, and
George E. Browne, president of the
I. A. T. S. E.
Petition alleges that $45,000 is missing from the union's treasury and asks
for return of the amount, ouster of
officials, and the appointment of a receiver. First hearing is set for Feb.
9 before Judge Ernest Oakley.

In 13- Week
Shown

Czar
Serial

Mexico City, Jan. 29. — Lie. Vicente
Lombardo Toledano, secretary general of the Confederation of Mexican
Workers,
labor
czarof and
former deanMexico's
of the law
school
the
National University of Mexico, makes
his bow as a movie scenarist. He has
ready for submission to Mexican producers a script entitled "A Fallen

Period

at $103,804

Warner Bros, and subsidiaries report net profit of $103,804 for the 13
weeks ending Nov. 26, 1938, after all
charges, as compared with a net operating profit of $1,685,599 for the corresponding period of the previous year.
Net operating profit for the quarter
before amortization, depreciation and
Federal taxes was $1,845,252.
Gross income for the period after
elimination of inter-company transactions was $25,418,166, compared with
gross income for the comparable quarter of 1937, adjusted to include two
companies not then consolidated, of
$27,395,762. Earnings for the 1938
quarter are equivalent to $1 per share
on the 103,107 shares of preferred
outstanding. Dividends in arrears as
at Dec. 1, 1938, amounted to $25.9875
ner share on the preferred.
Cash on hand at Nov. 26 amounted
to $5,681,072.
Canada

Mexico's Labor
Writes Film

Star."

Profit

Sees First

US Style Newsreels
Mexico City, Jan. 29. —
American style newsreels of
Mexican events are being
made here for the first time
by Salvador Fruneda and
Luis Manjarrez.

St. Louis

Net

Cuts

Newsreels

Duty

for

on

King

Toronto, Jan. 29. — The Dominion
Government will waive the imposition
of duty on sound trucks and sound
recording equipment of selected newsreel companies from the United States
preceding and at the time of the
Canadian tour by the King and Queen
of the British Empire. This concession will bring a saving of about $12,000 in customs payments on the motor
vehicle and equipment of a news unit.
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Averted

Agency

by

Action

Eleventh hour action by the American Association of Advertising Agencies in appointing a new committee to
confer with the American Federation
of Radio Artists appears to have
ended the immediate danger of a
strike in radio. The new committee is
empowered to act for 80 per cent of
the commercially sponsored network
programs, and beginning today, will
confer with AFRA without recessing
until a conclusion has been reached.
The signal to strike was to have
been given early yesterday morning.
The 4-A committee was appointed
late Friday and immediately approached AFRA with the offer to
arbitrate. Formation of the 4-A
committee was preceded bv a plea
from officials of CBS and NBC that
nothing be left undone to effect a
settlement. The new committee is the
first empowered to negotiate with
AFRA. A previous committee was
merely a fact-finding group and had
no power to reach an agreement.
Personnel of the committee includes
Chester LaRoche, vice-president of
Young & Rubicam, chairman ; J. G.
Sample, president of Blackett-SampleHummert ; John U. Reber, vice-president, J. Walter Thompson Co. ;
Chester B. Bowles, chairman of Benton & Bowles; W. B. Ruthrauff,
vice-president Ruthrauff & Ryan ;
Leonard T. Bush, vice-president.
Compton Co., and Don Francisco,
president of Lord & Thomas.
Sign New NBC Series
Wander Co. has signed for seven
NBC stations to air "Carters of Elm
Street," a new dramatic script series,
Monday through Friday from 12 to
12:15 noon. The seven stations included in the contract, effective Feb.
13, are WEAF, KYW, WRC,
WMAQ, KOA, KPO and KFI. The
Wander Co. also sponsors "Little
Orphan Annie." Blackett-SampleHummert is the agency.
Boys Name Smith, Cantor
Boys Athletic League of New York
City, polling its 50,000 members for
radio preferences, finds Kate Smith
and Eddie Cantor elected the air's
most popular performers, and the Lux
"Radio Theatre" and "Gangbusters"
the favorite programs. The stars and
shows all appear over CBS.
Toronto

Board

Lists

Broadcasting
Dont's
Toronto. Jan. 29.
— T h e
Toronto Board of Education
has issued a nrotest against
broadcasts which allegedly
are offensive to listeners-in
Offending programs are listed
by the board as those which
upset children, offer premiums, feature crime, are unpatriotic or Communistic or
Nazi in leanings and use ungrammatical language.

Talks Too Much
Because his address today
before the Reichstag will take
up at least two and one-half
hours, WABC and WOR, New
York key stations of CBS and
Mutual, respectively, have
cancelled plans to broadcast
Hitler's
speech.
York stations
willNBC's
carry New
only
a portion of his address.
webs, however, will feed
address to out-of-town
tions which may desire
feature.

No.
US

Dakota

Case

Court

March

The
the
stathe

in
27

Paramount's appeal to the U. S.
Supreme Court on the constitutionality of the North Dakota affiliated the
atre divorce law has been docketed
for hearing during the week of March
27. A decision would be probabl
within four to six weeks thereafter
depending upon the length of the high
court's recesses during the month of
April.
Paramount's attorneys, Simpson
Thacher & Bartlett, are now preparing
final arguments on the appeal, which
is regarded as one of the most significant legal cases affecting the industry
in many years.
RKO

Note

Extension

Authorized by Bondy
Federal Judge William Bondy on
Saturday signed an order authorizing
the Irving Trust, as trustee of RKO,
to execute a proposed agreement with
the Bank of America, Chemical Bank
& Trust Co. and RCA, extending the
secured notes of RKO and provisions
of a contract made on August 30.
1934, relating to the note, until June
1, 1939.

Monday, January 30, I93<

Columbia
For

Gets

Asher

Additional

Year

Irving Asher's deal to produce Columbia's quota films in England has
been extended for only one year.
Harry Cohn had sought a three-year
deal. Asher will make four multiple
quota films this year at Denham,
where he is associate producer for
London Films.
After conferences with Alexander
Korda, it was decided inadvisable for
Asher to tie himself up for three
years. Details of the pact remain to
be decided, and production plans are
yet
to be set. Asher sailed for London
Saturday.

s manColumbia'
, United
Friedman
Joseph
aging director
in the
Kingdom,
with Mrs. Friedman, also sailed.
Zanuck
Film

Sets

for Grade

Future
Fields

Monty Banks, 20th Century-Fox
associate producer, and Gracie Fields
sailed Saturday for London. Plans
have been approved by Darryl F.
Zanuck for Miss Fields' next film,
"Sally Goes to Town," a story of
shipbuilding in Scotland in which
Miss Fields will play the part of a
pub owner. One other Fields picture
will be made by Banks later in the
year. These two will be made at
Gainsborough (Gaumont British) studios, in addition to the eight or 10
quota pictures Gainsborough will make
for 20th Century-Fox.
Banks expects to return in June for
conferences
on Miss Fields' second
film.
Johnston

Is Honored

At Hollywood
Dinner
Hollywood, Jan. 29. — Employes
and executives of Monogram's west
coast anniversary
studio celebrated
Johnston's
25th
in theRay
business
with
a dinner and dance yesterday at the
Lakeside Golf Club at which Johnston
was guest of honor.
Guests included : Jackie Cooper,
Hyndman
Will Head
Boris
Karloff, Dorothy Reid, Ed FinSMPE
Unit in East
ney, Mr. and Mrs. Scott R. Dunlap,
D. E. Hyndman was elected chair- J. P. Friedhoff, Anne Nagel, Jack
man of the Atlantic Coast section of Randolph, John Trent, William Nigh,
the Society of Motion Picture Engi- E. R. Hickson, Mr. and Mrs. Bigelow
neers at a meeting at the Hotel Cooper and many others.
Pennsylvania. Other officers named
were George Friedl, Jr., past chair- Fisher Becomes
Head
man ; P. J. Larson, secretary-treasurer ;H. Griffin, governor for two
Of CBS Camera
Unit
years, and R. O. Strock, governor for
Michael Fisher of the Chicago
one year.
Times today will take up new duties
as head of the photographic division
of CBS. Fisher succeds Joseph McKorda Leaves; Will
Elliott, who resigned Friday.
Return Here in June
Fisher, until the past week-end, was
Alexander Korda sailed Saturday assistant city editor and photo division
on the Champlain. Korda will return head on the Times.
here in June to start on his American
Menjou with Jolson
producfion program for United Artists. Four others will be made at
Veree
Teasdale and Adolphe MenDenham. also for United Artists.
jou have been booked for an appearance on the Al Jolson show over CBS
on Feb. 7. Joan Blondell goes before
Bischoff Rites Today
fhe microphone of the Texaco Star
Body of Morris Bischoff, who died Feb. 8, also over CBS.
in Santa Monica, arrived in New
Mrs. Cora Mason Dies
York on Saturday, for burial today in
Hartford, Conn. He was the father of
Mrs. Cora L. Mason, 68, mother of
Sam Bischoff, Warner producer. Lat Frank E. Mason, NBC vice-president,
ter, just returned from six weeks in died Friday at the New York InfirmEurope, plans to leave for Hollywood arv for Women and Children. Funeral
tomorrow or Wednesday, accompanied services and burial will be in Canal
by Mrs. Bischoff.
Winchester, Ohio.

'38 Theatre
Jobs

Building

Decline

to 751

(Continued from patic 1)
Corp.
Reports Division of the F. W. Dodge
The year opened with theatre build
ing contracts worth $1,187,000^. In
February there was an upsw\f * to
March whichfollowed
was maintained
withoutin
$2,369,000,
by a drop*"
change in April. A further decrease
in May was followed by an increase in
J une to $2,881,000. At the close of the
half-year, 1938 and 1937 contractl
totals stood at $12,086,000 and $14,509,000, respectively.
The second half started with a;
sharp drop which was maintained ini
August and deepened in September to.
$1,266,000. October did not improve
the situation, nor did November. December dropped almost to the September level.
In the Southeastern states including
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, eastern
Tennessee and North and South Carolina, there was an increase in the valuation of theatre building contracts
from $2,142,000 in 1937 to $2,749,000
last year. The number of projects
advanced from 91 to 92 last year, and
the floor area increased from 357,000
sq. ft. to 378,000 sq. ft.
"Texas showed an increase in theatre building along with its brilliant
all around showing in the building
field during 1938," says Dodge Reports. "Contracts moved to $830,000
from
the
Floor areaspreceding
totaled year's
151,000 $680,000.
sq. ftl
compared with 141,000 sq. ft. for 1937.
Projects moved upward from 38 to
There was less activity elsewhere in
the areas surveyed. Metropolitan
New York and Northern New Jersey showed $2,520,000 in contracts for
1938, against $2,754,000 for 1937. The
number of projects was 45, against 61.
The floor area dropped to 269,000 sq.
ft. from 289,000 sq. ft.
MP

Review

Board

to

Hear GriMs, Dumont
Two broadcast addresses over
WNYC on television will feature the
fifteenth annual
of the Na40." ofconference
tional Board
Review of Motion
Pictures which will open Thursday.
Stanton Griffis, Paramount executive
board chairman, will talk on "Television— the Unknown Quantity" and
Allen B. Dumont will outline the
technical aspects of television.
Maurice Evans in
'Henry IV Tonight
Maurice Evans brings another Shakespearean revival
to Broadway tonight with the
opening of "Henry IV, Part
1" at the St. James. Evans
will play Sir John Falstaff,
and promises to portray the
character as a "gentleman,
not a drunk."
Mady Henry
Christians, Wesley Addy,
Edwards. Charles Dalton. Edmund O'Brien, Donald Cameron and others are in the
cast.
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British

Seek
Of
Aim

Bill

to

Wanger

Revision
Films

to End

Act

Confusion

Multiple

|Wins

on

Quotas

YORK,

TUESDAY,

Mention

Walter F. Wanger participated in a
contest on the question of "What Is
America's Greatest Need Today?"
broadcast as part of "America's Town
Meeting ofmention
the Air,"forandan received
first
honorable
essay which
he submitted. Housewives won the
first two prizes. The results of the
competition were broadcast last Friday
evening. Time limitation prevented
Wanger's essay from being broadcast.
Wanger came near losing out altogether, as Town Hall officials, apprehensive of being involved in a publicity
stunt, steered clear of the Wanger essay and very nearly discarded it, despite opinion among them that it was
one of the best entered. There had
been no restricting conditions attached to the essay rules.
But the Town Hall officials never-

May

Quits
Get

Roach;

RKO

Post

Hollywood, Jan. 30. — Milton Bren,
production head of Hal Roach Studios, will resign that post in two
weeks to accept a production berth
at one of two major studios seeking
his services. It is believed likely he
will join RKO.
Rren's parting with Roach is an
amicable one, the latter consenting to
release him from his contract.
R. I. Bill Permits
Plays on Sundays
Providence, Jan. 30. — An
amendment to the state law
governing Sunday shows in
Rhode Island, providing for
the presentation of legitimate theatre attractions,
has been introduced in the
State Senate.
Senator Henry R. DiMascolo (Rep.) who introduced
the measure, said he did so
at the request of "Providence
theatre men." The present
law on Sunday shows permits
films, vaudeville, automobile
shows and athletic events on
Sunday at the discretion of
the local licensing authorities.

Several innovations are being attempted by Universal in a bid by that
company for improved Latin American
trade relations, Joseph H. Seidelman,
vice-president and foreign manager,
reported yesterday on his return to
New York from production conferences at the studio.
Seidelman sails on the Gripsholm
today for a two-month tour of South
America during which he will hold
special screenings for leading exhibitors and local newspaper representatives in 10 cities. Included in the
screenings will be a specially produced three-reel picture with Spanish commentary consisting of scenes
from the leading Universal product
to be released throughout the Latin
American territory during 1939.
Scenes include skits by Deanna Durbin, Bins: Crosby. Charlie McCarthy.
W. C. Fields and others, all employ(Continued on page 7)

in

Air

TEN

31, 1939

Americanism

London, Jan. 30. — The Government
is planning the introduction in Parliament some time this year of a brief
bill amending certain sections of the
Films Act, it is learned from authoritative sources.
Revision of the quota law is believed to have been inspired mainly by
the existing confusion over the multiple quota clauses and undoubtedly will
have as its principal aim the clarification of certain paragraphs of these sections. Parliamentary procedure will
require presentation of even explanatory additions to the Act in the form
of an amending measure.
It is believed that the Board of
Trade already is working on details Universal Sets Out
of the amendment, although the pressure of Parliamentary business makes
introduction of the measure until after To Better Relations
April improbable.
With Latin America
Bren

JANUARY

Essay

Contest

theless were not taking any chances.
And, so they examined the content of
what he wrote, again and carefully,
but they found nothing, not even a
line, about Hollywood. This only increased their surprise. They went into production reports and discovered
that Wanger's latest picture was
"Stagecoach," directed by John Ford,
and then re-examined Wanger's essay
for fear there might be some reference
to the picture in it, which they might
have overlooked. However, there was
nothing in the essay even remotely
connected with the film.
Also they noticed that his entry was
on plain, white stationery, unadorned
by any printed reference to his business or occupation, and that the signature (Continued
was just plain
F.
on page"Walter
7)

Supreme

Court

Accepts

Para.

N.

Conn.

Senate

Blanket

Bill

in

Limits

Licensing

Hartford, Jan. 30. — An anti-Ascap
bill has been introduced in the State
Senate here by Senator Roy Enquist at
the request of Irving C. Jacocks, Jr.,
president of Connecticut M. P. T. O.
The bill would prohibit copyright
owners from associating or combining
for the purpose of issuing blanket licenses for public performance of their
works for profit "unless such association or its members shall make available to each user of such song within
the State the right to perform each
such song at a price established for
each separate performance of each

To this end, a list would be required
such filing
song."showing schedule of prices
for
for performing rights to each separate
performance for profit of each such
song contained in such list, together
with an affidavit of copyright owner of
such songs that price so stated has
been determined by such owner acting
for himself and not in concert or by
agreement with owners of other copyrights.
Suspend Ritzes for
A tax of three per cent of gross reRefusal to Work
ceipts is also imposed by the act for
Hollywood, Jan. 30. — Twentieth censes for public performance of their
Century-Fox today suspended the the privilege^ of selling or licensing
Ritz Brothers for alleged refusal to performing rights. In other major respects the bill is similar to anti-Ascap
report for work in a new vehicle, measures introduced or enacted in
other states.
"The Gorilla," which was to have
Other industry measures before the
started today. The studio announced
it would hold the Ritzes responsible Legislature here involve restriction
for damages caused by refusal to of Bingo games and compulsory employment oftwo men in the booth.
work.

Dakota

Case

Judge Thacher to Argue
Case for Companies
Washington, Jan. 30. — The U. S.
Supreme Court ruled today that it had
"probable jurisdiction" in Paramount's
appeal from a Federal statutory court
decision filiated
affirming
North law.
Dakota's aftheatre divorce
The ruling is a routine, technical
step, but brings the test of the significant state legislation a step nearer.
The Paramount appeal already has
been docketed for argument before the
(Continued on page 7)
All

Anti-Ascap

CENTS

Theatres

Suffer

In Chicago Blizzard
Chicago, Jan. 30. — Severest snow
storm in years tied up traffic and prevented thousands from reaching the
Loop, downtown business section here.
Many houses here cancelled matinees
and
business found most
houses evening
almost empty.
Opening however,
of "Jessehad
James"
the
Chicago,
more at than
2,000 patrons on hand for the first
show. Film delivery services sent
shipments by train, but roads were
being cleared rapidly.

U.S.-Reich

Interests

Compete in Ecuador
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Jan.
30.— With RCA and A. T. &
T. currently negotiating with
the Government for the installation of radio stations
and a radiophone service, the
German service
Government's
Trans-to
ocean
is offering
build a powerful station here.
The Germans are offering
newspapers a part of the
news service free, with an extremely low rate for the rest.
Local newspapers are being
contacted to gain the favor of
the press for the proposed
new German contract.
Transocean is the German
Government's official propaganda service and is already
supplying news material to
some other Latin American
countries. Further proposed
stations in Latin America
would supplement the proDaganda broadcasts from Berlin.
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Purely

Personal
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RSTONE,
RICE
MAUUnited
P. P.
JOHN
chief executive, CC.
ArtistsSILVE
y
• D.PETTI
A. was
amongof the
the M.
industr
is due back from Hollywood by the
nt'sgton
y
at the
Preside
Birthda
end of the week. He leaves the coast figures
ies in
Ball activit
Washin
last
"You must have made a lot of by train either today or tomorrow.
night.
•
•
money on 'Snow White,' " one of Roy
William A. Scully, Universal
Disney's interviewers remarked the
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal presiother day.
dent, isexpected from the coast at the general sales manager, and Mrs.
"Yea," Disney responded, "we've end of the week. J. Cheever Cowdin, Scully sail this week for Honolulu
bought back our business from the board chairman, may precede him east with the Sam Rinzlers and Joseph
by plane within a couple of days.
M. Seiders, who arrived in Hollywood
•
The statement probably supplies a
bank."'
yesterday
from New York. They will
fairly accurate idea of the collateral
George W. Weeks, general sales return about the middle of March.
•
involved in the financing of "Snow manager of Mongram, is due in New
White," one of the largest and the York from the coast Friday, with
Ed M. Saunders, M-G-M western
most extended single picture credits stopovers en route in Kansas City and division
manager, is spending two
Detroit.
to be arranged in film financing. Proweeks in Florida.
•
•
duction costs amounted to $1,600,000
and print costs (there were 789 color
Cresson E. Smith, southern and
Johnny Murphy of Loew's theatre
prints in existence at the last census) department
returned yesterday from western sales manager for RKO, reaccounted for another $700,000. The an Arizona and California vacation.
turned yesterday from a tour of the
•
financing arrangements extended over
20 branches in his division, in the
a period of four and one-half years,
Robert Gillham, Paramount ad- midwest, west and south, in connection
vertising and publicity director, leaves
during which "Snow White" was in
work, a credit term never before for Hollywood at the end of the week with the George J.• Schaefer Drive.
equalled on a single picture.
for an extended stay at the studio.
Leon Fromkess, treasurer of Mono•
The loan has been completely liquigram, arrived in town from the coast
dated long since.
Herbert Biberman, director, will vesterday with Mrs. Fromkess.
•
The Disney staff was more than address a peace meeting in Trenton
doubled during the period in which the
Bobbie
Robinson
of TWA is flying
tomorrow on "Hollvwood Goes for
picture was in work. The studio emeast with the "Tail Spin" tour spon•
ployed about 300 in 1934 and about
sored bv 20th Century-Fox.
900 in 1938. All were specialists in
•
Peace."
Joe Vogel, Leopold Friedman, Ossome definite phase of animated carAl
Pearce,
just
returned from
and Mort Spring of Loew's
toon production and, in order to keep were caronDoobthe
sick list yesterday.
Hollywood,
tendered
a
press cocktail
•
them busy after "Snow White" had
party yesterday afternoon in the Times
been completed, several shorts were
Kenneth Thomson, executive sec- Square studios atop the New Amsterkept in work simultaneously. Evendam Theatre.
retary of the Screen Actors' Guild, is in
•
tually, the Disney studio found itself
board meetings of the Assoahead of schedule for the first time in town for
ciated Actors & Artistes of America.
Fred Gropper of the Compton
its existence. It turned again to features,
•
agency
back at his desk after a siege
of grippe.
three of which are in work now and
J.
O.
Guthrie,
owner
of
the
Karo•
a fourth, which will make use of Leo- lyn, New London, O., leaves shortly
pold Stokowski and a symphony
L.
W.
Conrow,
president of Altec
Hollywood to study television deorchestra, will start during April. Of for
Service Corp., has returned to New
velopments.
•
those in work, "Pinocchio" will be the
York from a trip to Atlanta. G. L.
first to be completed, some time next
Monroe Greenthal of United Art- Carrington, Altec vice-president and
ists leaves for Miami today to prepare general manager, is back in the office
winter. Following it will be "Bambi"
and "Alice in Wonderland."
for the opening there Feb. 10 of after a two-week siege of flu.
Separate distribution deals will be
•
made for the features now in work. "Trade Winds." Harry Gold, eastern
Harry M. Warren of Central
division sales manager, leaves later in
Offers have been received from sev- ing.
States Theatre Corp., Des Moines, is
eral distributors already, Disney said, the week to be on hand for the open- in Tucson for three weeks with Mrs.
but arrangements are nowhere near a
•
Warren and their two sons.
•
final stage. Disney's short subject disEsther L. Golden of Loew's actribution deal with RKO expires next
Roger W. Clipp, manager WFIL,
counting
department
and
Milton
year. No renewal discussions have
Philadelphia, back to the Quaker City
Arnswalder of Eugene Picker's ofbeen held yet.
'
after
a brief visit here on business.
fice at Loew's will be married in May.
Disney will be in New York another 10 days.
Warner
Club to Hold
Pictures Named
for

In

Film

Rites

Are

Loans

Financing

Joe Rapf Rites Today
Art Direction Award
Hollywood, Jan. 30. — Funeral servHollywood, Jan. 30. — The followices for Joe Rapf, formerly M-G-M
ing productions have been nominated
supervisor of wardrobes, and brother
for the Academy Award for Achieveof Harry Rapf, M-G-M producer,
ment in Art Direction : "Adventures
and Arthur M. Rapf. of Rapf &
Rudin, N. Y. exhibitors, will be held of Robin Hood," "Adventures of Tom
here tomorrow. Rapf died yesterday Sawyer," "Alexander's Ragtime
Band," "Algiers," "Carefree," "Goldof heart disease.
wvn Follies," "Holiday," "If I Were
King," "Mad About Music," "Marie
Antoinette" and "Merrily We Live."
The first of a series of showings of
the picture before the direction awards
MITCHELL
MAY, Jr.
committee has been held. On the committee are William A. Horning, chairCO., INC.
man; Roland Anderson, Lionel Banks,
Perry Ferguson, Stephen Gooson,
•
Charles D. Hall, Bernard Herzbrun,
Jack Otterson, Hans Peters, Bertram
INSURANCE
Teitelbaum and Lyle R. Wheeler.
Specializing
Penn Newsreel Closes
in requirements of the
Penn
Newsreel theatre, opposite
Motion Picture Industry
Penn Station, which opened last fall
75 Maiden Lane, New York
with a news and short subject policy,
510 W. 6th St.
Los Angeles
and changed several weeks ago to a
revival policy, has been closed.

Annual Ball March 11
The Warner Club will hold its 10th
annual banquet and ball at the Waldorf-Astoria on March 11. On the
committee for the event are John
Holmes, president; A. W. Schwalberg,
Max Blackmail, Harry Mayer, T. J.
Martin, Harold Rodner, R. W. Budd,
S. S. Schneider, Jules Levey, F. L.
Gates, Stuart Aarons, Paul Lazarus,
Jr.. Irving Birnbaum and Ann Martin.
Plan

Seattle

Opening

Seattle, Jan. 30. — United Artists'
"Made for Each Other" will have its
world premiere here at Jensen- VonHerberg's Liberty on Friday. A
party of U. A. executives is expected
to be here for the opening.
Change

Raft

Film

Title

Hollywood, Jan. 30. — "The Gambler and the Lady" is the final title
for Paramount's picture with George
Raft formerly titled "The Lady's
from Kentucky."

Held

for

Shiffman

Funeral services for Harry Shiffman, 47, until recently head of ParLand Theatres, were held yesterday
afternoon at Riverside Memorial
Chapel. Dr. Nathan Stern, rabbi of
West
Endin Ferncliff
Synagogue,
officia('"^,.■
Burial was
Crematory^
Shiffman died in his sleep early Saturday morning of a heart attack at his
home, 25 Central Park West. Besides
his wife, Lucille Olive, surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Sylvia Hazen, Mrs.
Mildred Trilling and Mrs. Ruth Felder, and one brother, Irving, with Universal in Boston. George Trilling,
with the Si Fabian circuit, and Lee
law.
Hazen, an attorney, are brothers-inHe was general manager of ParLand (Sol Brill) circuit for 25 years.
A few weeks ago the Fabian circuit
acquired eight of the remaining Brill
theatres, on Staten Island, and it is
understood Shiffman had arranged to
join the foreign department of a major distributor.
Shiffman started with his uncle, the
late Sol Brill, at 14, as an assistant
projectionist in a penny arcade at 700
Broadway. In 1911 he became film
buyer for the Brill theatres, and later
became general manager. When Brill
died in 1931 Shiffman became president of the circuit, which included
houses on Staten Island and in Brooklyn, Manhattan,
Lakewood,
N. J. Port Jervis and
Zanuck, Johnson to
Answer Suit Queries
Darryl Zanuck and Nunally Johnson
were ordered yesterday to answer
written interrogatories in Los Angeles
in connection with an infringement
suit brought by Morgan Wallace and
Lawrence Shubert Lawrence against
20th Century-Fox. Federal Judge
Murray Hulbert granted the motion
at the request of the defendant. Suit
seeks an injunction, damages and an
accounting of the profits for alleged
infringement of the play, "Congratulations" in the film, "Thanks a Million."
MOTION
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Hollywood

Theatres

Previews

$39,500

Boston, Jan. 30. — "The Cowboy and
the Lady" dualed with "Smashing the
Spy Ring" at Loew's Orpheum hit the
high, taking $21,500. The same film
at Loew's State drew $18,000.
Next came "The Dawn Patrol"
and "Nancy Drew, Detective," at the
Metropolitan with $13,000 on a holdover. RKO Boston showing four pictures in a split week with vaudeville
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, finished with about $11,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 25-26 :
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
METROPOLITAN — (4,332) (25c-35c-40c55c) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $13*00.
(Average, $12,500)
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM — (2,907) (25c-35c40c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $21,500. (Average,
$13,000)
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
LOEW'S STATE — (3,537) (25c -35c -40c -55c)
7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $11,000)
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT — (1,790) (25c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,500)
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
FENWAY — (1,382)
(25c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $4,500)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,970) (2Sc-35c40c-55c) 6 days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,500.
(Average. $13,000)
"Exposed" (Univ.) (3 days with vaude.)
"Thevaude.)
Last Express" (Univ.) (J days with
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.) (4 days)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO) (4 days)
RKO KEITH BOSTON— (....) (20c-30c40c) Gross: $11,000. (Average, $10,000)

'James'
Top

$23,000
in

Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Jan. 30. — "Jesse
James" galloped off with a smash
$23,000 at the RKO Albee, the town's
biggest take in months.
"Paris Honeymoon" took $10,300 at
the RKO Palace, and "Say It in
French," aided by Blackstone the
magician, and "Red" Barber, WLW
sportscaster, on the stage, pulled $12,000 at the RKO Shubert. "Kentucky"
grossed a _ nice $5,000 at the RKO
Capitol in its fourth week.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 26 :
"Jesse James" (2ttth-Fox)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $23,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,300. (Average, $10,000)
"Say It in French" (Para.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,100) (35c-40c-60c) 7
days.
Blackstone, magician.
"Red"
Barber, Stage:
sportscaster.
Gross: $12,000.
(Average, $12,000)
"Kentucky" (2ftth-Fox)
RKO CAPITOL — (2,000) .(35c-42c) 7 days,
4th week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,200. (Average, $6,500)
"Zaza" (Para.)
RKO GRAND— (1,200) (25c-40c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $2,100. (Average, $2,750)
"Touchdown Army" (Para.) (2 days)
"Last Warning" (Univ.) (2 days)
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.) (3 days)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (15c-25c) Gross:
$2,100. (Average, $2,450)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S—
days. 2nd
week.
Gross: (1,500)
$3,800. (30c-40c)
(Average,7 $6,500)

Fisherman's
(RKO)

Is

,300 in Seattle
As Grosses Slump

t>y

Hits

Places'

Wharf

Seattle, Jan. 30. — "Going Places"
Hollywood, Jan. 30. — A charming picture of a father and son's
mutual devotion, set against the background of the San Francisco and "King of Alcatraz," at the Orpheum, took $6,300 to lead comparatively among film bills, in a week of
waterfront, is "Fisherman's Wharf," sixth of the Bobby Breen vehicles
to be produced by Sol Lesser's Principal Productions for RKO release. poor grosses generally.
/•*>-..
"Storm Over Bengal," with a st°P
It is a story of the Fisherman's Wharf, that little exploited area at the show
at
the
Palomar,
drew
down
foot of Taylor Street, whence each day hundreds of little fishing boats,
manned mostly by Italians, put out to sea.
$5,400, and "Trade Winds" and "Say
It in French," took $7,200 at the Fifth
Two of Hollywood's most astute scene stealers, Leo Carillo and Henry Avenue. The weather was rainy.
Armetta, are featured in the picture and live up to expectations as two
Fstimated takings for the week endof the Italian fishermen. Others in the cast are Lee Patrick, Rosina
ing Jan.
: Fight" (M-G-M)
Galli, who does an outstanding portrayal; Tommy Bupp, Leon Belasco, "Stand
Up27and
George Humbert and Slicker the Seal.
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
BLUE MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
The screenplay was written by Bernard Schubert, Ian Hunter and days,
3rd week. Gross: $3,300. (Average,
H. Clyde Lewis. Bernard Vorhaus directed. Vocal arrangements were "Trade Winds" (U. A.)
by Max Terr. Bobby Breen's songs were limited to three: "Sell Your $4,000)
"Say It in French" (Para.)
FIFTHGross:
AVENUE
(3Oc-40c-55c)
7
Cares for a Song," by Victor Young and Charles Newman; "Songs of days.
$7,200. — (2,500)
(Average,
$7,000)
Italy," by Frank Churchill and Paul Webster, and "Fisherman's "Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
LIBERTY— (1,800) (20c-30c-40c-55c) 7
Chanty," by Farlan Myers and William Howe. Outstanding is "Songs days,
2nd week. Gross: $3,100. (Average,
of Italy," an engaging arrangements of Italian songs familiar to Ameri"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
can ears.
$5,000)
MUSIC BOX— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
week.Places"
Gross:(F.$3,450.
The story isn't a vital film document, but is refreshingly told. Bobby 4th
"Going
N.) (Average, $4,000)
Breen plays the role of the foster son of Carillo who discovers, through
of Alcatraz" (Para.)
cruel relatives, that he is an adopted orphan. He runs away, but his "King
ORPHEUM— (2,450) (30c-40c) 7 days.
father finds him and explains the full meaning of his adoption and the Gross: $6,300. (Average, $6,000)
"Storm Over Bengal" (Repub.)
boy returns.
PALOMAR—
(15c-25c-30c-40c) 7
"Zaza"
(Para.) (1,500)
Vaudeville
headed by El Brendel &
Running time, 70 minutes.
"G."*
Vance King days.
Flo Bert. Gross: $5,400. (Average, $5,000)
"Road to Reno" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,750. (Average, $6,000)
"Boy Trouble"
(Paramount)
Hollywood, Jan. 30. — "Boy Trouble," a story of a man and his family
and two boys by adoption, has been designed for theatres which specialize in family trade. An expert blending of whimsical humor and pathos,
it is rich in entertainment quality and exploitation values.
The original story by Lloyd Corrigan and Monte Brice and the screenplay by Laura and S. J. Perelman have been soundly constructed to emphasize human interest. George Archainbaud directed his personnel with
intelligence. He never permits the production to become "hokey."
Charlie Ruggles, who hates boys, has long stifled his yearning for the
companionship and affection of a son. When circumstances contrive to
sink his spirits to a low ebb, his wife, Mary Boland, adopts Billy Lee on
approval and Ruggles finds it necessary to take waif Donald O'Connor
into his home. The kids make his home a bedlam and he would get rid
of the brats in any way possible. But even though the lads almost wreck
family pride, Donald is prevented from running away and, when Billy is
in danger of death, all the pent up father-son love in Ruggles' heart
makes him fight to retain guardianship of the children.
Ruggles turns in a fine performance, as do all the others. Ruggles'
recital of the 23rd Psalm brought forth a burst of appreciative applause.
Running time, 70 minutes.
Women

in the

"G."*

Wind

G. McC.

yy

( Warner)
Hollywood, Jan. 30. — This is the picture about the women's air derby,
world flyers and such, that the Hollywood columnists were talking about
a while back. It has Kay Francis at the top of the cast listing, playing
the top aviatrix, and such people as William Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom and Eddie Foy, Jr., in support. The coast-to-Cleveland race
by women flyers is offered as the big episode, although young Foy's
burlesque of Douglas Corrigan got more tangible reaction at the preview.
The story is about a sister of an invalided flyer who cajoles an amorous
air hero out of his plane so she can win the derby with it and buy expensive medical care for her brother with the prize money. An avaricious
blonde slows things up a while and the heroine finally flies another plane,
but wins both race and hero easily. The manner of acting, directing and
the like never leaves the audience in serious doubt about the outcome.
The film is a Bryan Foy number with Mark Hellinger acting as associate producer using a screenplay by Lee Katz and Albert DeMond,
based on a novel by Francis Walton. John Farrow directed.
Running time, 65 minutes.
"G."*
Roscoe Williams
*"G" denotes general classification.

'Trade

Winds'

Draws

$11,000, Providence
Providence, Jan. 30. — Box-offices
were not overworked here. "Trade
Winds" and "Burn 'Em Up O'Connor," bracketed at Loew's State, was
the strongest bill in town with $11,000.
"Fugitives for a Night," with a stage
show, brought $7,000 to the Albee.
Estimated takings for the week end"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
ing Jan. 25-26 :
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,230) (25c-35c-50c) 7
days. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $10,000)
"Heart of the North" (W. B.)
"Smiling Along" (2»th-Fox)
MAJESTIC—
(2,250) (25c-35c-50c)
7 days.
Gross:
$6,000. (Average,
$6,500)
"Say
It
in
French"
(Para.)
"Disbarred" (Para.)
STRAND—
(25c-35c-50c)
7 days.
Gross:
$4,000. (2,100)
(Average,
$7,000)
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
FAY'S— (1,800) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Vaudeville. Gross: $7,000. (Average,
$7,000)
"Fugitives for a Night" (RKO)
RKO-ALBEE— (2,239) (25c-35c-50c) Ozzie
Nelson-Harriett Hilliard on stage. 6 days.
Gross:
$7,000. (20th-Fox)
(Average. $6,000)
"Kentucky"
CARLTON—
7 days.
Gross:
$2,500. (1,526)
Average,(25c-35c-50c)
$3,500)
"Under the Big Top" (Mono.)
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
Vaudeville. Gross: $4,465. (Average, $3,000)
Dance Sessions Feb. 4-5
Reports on the past season and
plans for the coming year will be presented at the annual conference of
the American Dance Association,
which will be held at Mecca Temple
Feb. 4 and 5.
William

Bishop

to Wed

Chicago, Jan. 30. — William Bishop,
M-G-M exploiteer, who has been ill
for the past few weeks, leaves the
hospital next week to marry Evelyn
Ford, of Detroit, Feb. 4.
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Wanger's Essay on
Americanism
Wins
(.Continued from page 1)
no further idenWanger."
tification. There was
Clean Bill of Health

Well, he got a clean bill of health —
and his essay follows :
■ jLtt's a long time since WashingfsrFs frozen and starving and dauntless troops at Valley Forge were the
an people's practhe Americ
measureticalofdevotion
to democracy. What
America needs today is a rebirth of
that spirit, not in its warlike phase
but in its quality of a whole people in
motion, roused to conscious self-sacrifice .. . working together, not merely
talking, to serve the common good.
"We need a new understanding of
the priviliges, rights, and, above all,
the duties of American citizenship.
We need the kind of social and political understanding on the part of each
of us so that every citizen is ready
and willing to make the sacrifices required today for the preservation of
that liberty which has been won at
such great cost and which is the envy
of the world. We need a newer Americanism imbued with a truer patriotism— a patriotism that includes respect for the constitution, the government, the American people, and the
flag. Mere lip service to democracy
is not enough ; that what is needed is
devoted and self-sacrificing action."
Solution Must Be Found
Praise of our system is not enough,
it must be made to work, Wanger
wrote. A solution must be found for
the people's pressing problems ; the
farmer's, the housing problem, labor's
problem. Principally, he states, it
means looking at liberty not as a
pleasant abstraction, not as the freedom to do nothing, but as the living
instrument for achieving a richer life.

PICTURE

Supreme
Court Takes
Para. N. Dakota Case
(.Continued from page 1)
high court during the week
March 27.

California

Deny
Will

Unit

Gets

Independents

DropB&K

Suit

First

Prize

in Drive

of

Of National Theatres
Chicago, Jan. 30.— Jack Kirsch,
This is the most important case re- leader of the Allied T.O.A., denied
lating to theatre divorcement. Legis- today that independent exhibitors conLos Angeles, Jan. 30. — Arch
lation in other states hinges upon
templated withdrawing from the litiga- Bowles, manager of the northern Caliwhat disposal the U. S. Supreme
fornia division of National Theatres,
tion against B. & K. and major comCourt makes of this case.
panies. Kirsch asserted that funds for today received first prize of $5,000
The U. S. District Court of North attorneys' fees had been raised and in the circuit's third national drive.
the law suit will be carried
Rick Ricketson of Denver accepted
Dakota held that there was no evil that
through.
proved in the ownership of theatres by
the second prize of $3,000 for his
Morris Leonard, B. & K. counsel, Rocky Mountain division, and an
producing and distributing firms but
that the state had the right to legis- was excused from appearing for depo- award of $3,000 went to the Southern
sitions on Friday because he is leaving California division, headed by Charles
late on the subject. The firms involved
Skouras, which placed third. Spyros
contend that such legislation is uncon- on a South American cruise.
Skouras, head of National Theatres,
stitutional because it confiscates private property.
presented the checks.
Universal Expands
An additional $5,000 will be distribJudge Thomas G. Thacher of the
uted among the divisions, on the basis
New York bar, member of the firm
In Latin America
of circuit receipts during the drive goof Simpson, Thacher and Bartlett and
(Continued from page 1)
ing over par. The campaign ran 16
former Solicitor General of the United
weeks and ended Dec. 25.
ing
Spanish
dialogue.
Screenings
will
States, will argue the case in the Su- also include advance material on SpanDistribution of prizes was a feature
preme Court for all the companies.
ish language pictures being made for of the first session of a two-day meetParamount's attack on the constitu- the company by Fernando de Fuentes
tives.ing Skouras is holding here with divitionality ofthe North Dakota statute
sion managers and New York execucontends that it deprives the company in Mexico, and an adapted version of
first Gilbert & Sulliof its property without due process of "The vanMikado,"
to be screened, which
law, denies it equal protection under Universaloperetta
is distributing.
the law and is in violation of rights
Selznick Names Shapiro
The screenings will be held aboard
accorded the company under the Fed- ship at Havana, Cristobal, Callao,
Hollywood, Jan. 30. — Victor Manseral copyright laws. Paramount con- Valparaiso, Buenos Aires, Santos, Rio
field Shapiro today was appointed adtends that the law cannot be defended
vertising publicity director of Selznick
de
Janeiro,
Montevideo,
Trinidad
and
International starting tomorrow. He
by North Dakota either as an anti- Para.
monopoly statute or as a reasonable
In addition, Universal henceforth replaces Russell Birdwell who reregulation of theatres in the interest of
signed to head his own publicity firm.
public safety, health or morals, but is will make available virtually all of
intended to drive affiliated theatres out its studio facilities to its Spanish lanBands at Coast Fair
of business and leave the entire field
guage film producers, Seidelman said.
San Francisco, Jan. 30. — Three
This will include access to story mateto independent competitors.
rial, stock shots, music and other "name" bands, directed by John Scott
studio properties which might im- Trotter, Ray Noble and Gus Arnprove the quality or importance of the heim, will provide rhythms for the
Reilly Must Appear
product in the Latin American market. 1939 exposition opening Feb. 18.
In Ticket Code Case
James F. Reilly, executive secretary
of the League of N. Y. Theatres, was
ordered yesterday to appear for examination before trial by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice John E. McGeehan in connection with suit brought
to restrain enforcement of the ticket
broker code. Paul Dullzell, executive
secretary of Actors' Equity, will not
be required to testify, but must suban affidvit
with mitthe
code. of Equity's connection
No date for the examination has
been set. Acme Theatre Ticket Office
is the plaintiff.
Reilly yesterday designated the 14
members of the board of governors to
act as a committee to consider the
advisability of setting up a central
ticket office to be operated by the
League. William A. Brady was named
honorary chairman.

"The day is past when democracy
can be taken for granted. At home
and abroad its cunning and relentless
enemies are on the offensive. Its
great worth must be fully understood
by every citizen, and every citizen
must thereby be prepared to pay for
the privileges it confers by self-sac rificingly working to defend it. This
means more than merely sending a
check to a worthy cause; it means
more than conscientiously casting a
ballot once a year. It means we must
have a militant citizenrv, roused in
defense of our great democratic heri
tage, and working day by day, individually and cooperatively, to understand
the problems facing our country and
to solve them.
Judge

Greatest

Year

"The day of the free ride to free
dom is over. Our greatest need today
is to put
American citizenship,
through education and action, on a
'pay as you enter' basis."

Quiz Entries Feb. 11
Entries in the exhibitors' exploitation competition for the Motion Pictures' Greatest Year will be judged
Feb. 11 at a luncheon for the judges'
committee given by campaign headquarters at the Astor. The committee
M-G-M Promotes Five
includes trade paper representatives.
About 70 campaign entries have
Five members of M-G-M's Philadel
phia exchange staff have been pro been received, today being the deadmoted. Harry Bache has been made
line. They are from all types of theatres, and some are elaborate. Total
booker, Paul Farrow succeeding him
as poster clerk. Samuel Sculli suc- of $2,025 in prizes will be awarded, in
ceeds Farrow as night shipper. Wil- three classifications.
The Movie Quiz judges expect to
liam Fogarty has been made assistant
day shipper and James Cassidy week- complete their work in about 10 days.
end relief shipper. Gerard Hirsch, Prizes will be distributed to the 5,404
student salesman, has been sent to winners by the Chemical Bank &
Trust Co.
New Orleans as salesman.

THOMAS
MITCHELL as "Doc" Boone
teague. But he sobered up on
Temperance
irate
by an
enough to deliver a baby on the clay floor of a cabin. A
work in "The Hurricane".
"£T A
/~\ A
Walter Wanger'* O I A \J t V*. \J r\ V- II

. . hustled into the stage coach
nine cups of biack coffee long
performance to recall his great
Di ' • «*• by John Ford
R*i«s«d thrg unitod Artlrti

MOTION

PICTURE
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Club

'Jesse

Out

Hollywood

Way

Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Jan. 30. — The first
meeting of the new board of trustees,
called by Chief Barker Joseph John
Oulahan, moved to discontinue the
semi-resident classification. These
members will hereafter come under
the non-resident division, and transfers
will be made accordingly.
No change in initiation fee has been
made, but every new applicant will
hereafter be expected to contribute $15
to the charity fund. Membership dues
will henceforth be $12 a year for nonresident members.
A vote of thanks was extended to
H. J. Wessel, Joe Goetz, Operators'
Union, film companies, theatre supply
branches and others for their cooperation in connection with the shows for
shut-ins.
Paul Krieger was elected as the
sixth director in a postcard ballot
made necessary by the tie vote of
William Bien, Charles McDonald
and Krieger in the regular election.
Cleveland
Cleveland, Jan. 30. — Nat Holt,
RKO Great Lakes division manager,
has been appointed general chairman
for the annual Variety Club ball to be
held at the Allerton Hotel on Feb. 4.
The following committee heads have
been named by Holt : Col. Harry
E. Long, Loew division manager,
chairman of entertainment, with
"Duke" Clark, Paramount branch
manager, in charge of special events
and decorations and Manny Landers
in charge of music ; I. J. Schmertz,
20th-Fox branch manager, chairman
of ticket committee ; Frank D. Drew,
M-G-M branch manager, program
chairman.
Kansas City
Kansas City, Jan. 30. — Earl
Jameson heads the new house committee of the local tent, with aides
Les Durland, Russell Borg, Reuhen Finkelstein and Jack Shriner.
Chief Barker George Baker, who succeeded R. R. Biechele, made the appointments.
Frank Hensler and Charles
Shafer are chairmen of the committee which will present a $4-a-plate inaugural banquet and dinner dance for
incoming officers of the club at the
Muehlebach Hotel, Feb. 10.
Reel Theatre
16mm, Reel

Using
in Color

Rockefeller Center Newsreel Theatre is experimenting with a series of
16mm. color reels on local subjects.
The house is believed to be the first
to project 16mm. color and sound film
from standard booth equipment on a
standard size screen, \\y2 by 14^ feet.
Current reel, which runs three and
one-half minutes, is called "On the
Ice" and has shots of the Rockefeller
Center skating rink. The film must be
shot in bright sunlight is it tends to
become purple in insufficient light.
Three additional reels are planned,
"Rockefeller Center," "Speed Demons" and "New York in Color." If
successful, 16mm. projection equipment will be introduced into the three
other newsreel houses and football
games will be shot in color next ycar;

Hollywood, Jan. 30. — M-G-M will
soon put into production "Broadway
Melody of
1940,"No which
will star
Eleanor
Powell.
other member
of
the cast has been selected. . . .Deanna
Durbin's next vehicle* to follow "First
Love," will be "After School Days,"
the story for which is being written
by Stephen Morehouse Avery and
Frank Partos. . . . Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Lamour and Robert
Preston will get the top roles in
Paramount's "Tenderloin," from an
original story by Howard Emmett
Rogers and James Edward Grant.
A highlight of the plot will be the
sinking of the Titanic. ... A special
finale has been written for M-G-M's
"Broadway Serenade," to include
Louis Prima and his orchestra. . . .
Charles Barton, director, makes his
debut as an actor — in Paramount's
"Beau Geste."
+
Melvyn Douglas has been signed
by Paramount for the masculine lead
in "Air Raid." . . . Louis R. Lipstone, new Paramount music department head, has arrived to take up his
duties. . . . Dorothy Tree has been
set by Monogram to play opposite
Boris Karloff in "The Mystery of
Mr. Wong." . . . 20th Century-Fox
will place Sonja Henie, Don
Ameche and Rudy Vallee in "When
Winter Comes." . . . The firm of Max
Factor has the wig making contract
for "Gone with the Wind."
+
A virtual unknown, Patricia Morison, who made her film debut in
Paramount's "Persons in Hiding,"
has captured the feminine lead of
"The Magnificent Fraud," opposite
Lloyd Nolan. . . . RKO has signed
Joe Penner to an exclusive contract.
. . . John H. Auer has been given
production and direction responsibilities on Republic's "Hit Parade of
1939," which will star Phil Regan.
Manny Seff is writing the script.
. . . Connie Mack, veteran baseball
figure, has been signed by Warners
to act as technical advisor on "Hit
and Run," which Warners will make
this spring with Pat O'Brien, Wayne
Morris, Johnnie Davis, Jane Wyman and Ronald Reagan in the leading roles. The picture will tie in with
the centennial anniversary of baseball, which was first played at
Cooperstown, N. Y., in 1839.
+
Casting- — Evelyn Keyes, borrowed
from Paramount ; Laura Hope
Crews, Ann Rutherford, borrowed
from M-G-M, and Harry Davenport
to "Gone with the Wind," Selznick
International. . . . Frank Jenks to
"Key Women," Universal. . . . Joan
Fontaine to Republic's "Man of Conquest." . . . Paramount placements :
Ellen Drew, Al Shore and Sammy
Lee, currently platying at the Club
Casanova in New York, and Donald
MacBride to "The Gracie Allen Murder Case" ; Thomas Jackson and
Harold
to "Beau
Geste," star,
and
RosemaryHuber
Theby,
silent screen
to "Federal Offense." . . . Dorothy
Tree to "Confessions of a Nazi Spy,"
Maxie Rosenhloom to "Each Dawn
I Die," John Ridgely to "Hero for a
Day," and Sheila Bromley to
"Waterfront," all at Warners. . . .
Nat Pendleton to "Dr. Kildare's

Mistake," and Joe Yule to "They All
Come Out," both at M-G-M. . . .
Lionel Atwill and Wally Vernon
to "The Gorilla," 20th Century Fox.
+
Directors — Edmund Goulding will
direct Warners' "The Old Maid," with
Bette Davis and Miram Hopkins
in the principal roles. . . . William
Clemens draws the assignment on
"Nancy Drew, Trouble Shooter,"
Warners. . . . Roy Rowland will
direct "The Incurable Optimist,"
M-G-M short. . . . Howard Breth-

Smash

James'
in

Garnering

Is

Detroit,
$30,000

Jan. a30.stage
— "Jessie
at Detroit,
the Fox with
show, James,"
took a
big $30,000 to lead here. The Michigan drew $12,000 with "Paris Honeymoon" and "Off the Record." "StQ )
Up
and
Fight" at the United Artis./
brought $7,000.
Estimated takings for the week end-

ing Jan. of26 a: Nurse" (Univ.)
"Secrets
"Down on the Farm" (ZOth-Fox)
ADAMS— (1,700) (15c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$3,900. (Average, $5,000)
erton will guide Monogram's "Boys' "Jessie James" (ZOth-Fox)
Reformatory," starring Frankie
FOX— (5,000) (20c-65c) 7 days. Stage:
Darro. . . . "Fly Away Home" has Walter Dare Wahl, Tip, Tap & Toe, C.
been assigned Michael Curtiz at Ray
Smith,$10,000)
Elena Romay. Gross: $30,000.
(Average,
Warners.
"Paris
Honeymoon"
(Para.)
+
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
"Zaza" (Para.)
MICHIGAN— (4,000) (20c-65c) 7 days.
Contracts — 20th Century-Fox has
$12,000. (Average, $10,000)
extended the contracts of Joan Val- Gross:
erie and Mary Maguire. . . . Doris "Long Shot" (G. N.)
PALMS-STATE— (3,000) (20c-50c) 7 days.
Jordan and John Laing have been
given term acting contracts by RKO. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
RKO also has given a term writing "Stand
UNITED ARTISTS — (2,000) (20c-65c) 7
pact to Michael Kanin, brother of days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $10,000)
director Garson Kanin, and who
worked on the script with Jo
Pagano of "They Made Her a Spy."
He is currently on "The Second 'Kentucky,' 'Farm*
Do $13,200 in Omaha
Shot." . . . M-G-M has signed Mary
McCall as a term writer. . . . ParaOmaha, Jan. 30. — The dual of
mount has exercised an option on
"Kentucky" and "Down on the
Ellen Drew. . . . RKO has length- Farm" set the pace at the Orpheum
tract. ened Leigh Jason's directing con- Hre with $13,200. "Zaza" did a fair
$4,700 at the Orpheum dualled with
+
"Up the River." At the Brandeis
Titles — The final title of Warners' "Pacific
tion" didLiner"
$4,200. and "Girls on Proba"Smashing the Money Ring" will be
"Code of the Secret Service." . . .
Estimated takings for the week endWarners also has changed the title of
Liner"
"Blind Spot," featuring Humphry "Pacific
25-26: (RKO)
Bogart, Gloria Dickson and "Girlsing Jan.
on Probation" (F. N.)
(Para.) (1,800) (25c-35c-40c), 7 davs.
BRANDEIS—
Frankie Burke, to "Waterfront." "Zaza"
Gross:
$4,200. (Average,
$4,000)
. . . "Let Freedom Ring" is now the
title for the M-G-M's Nelson Eddy "Up the River" (20th-Fox)
vehicle, "The Dusty Road," formerly
OMAHA—
(2,200) $5,500)
(25c-40c), 7 days. Gross:
S4.700.
(Average.
"Kentucky" (2<tth-Fox)
called "Song of the West."
"Down on the Farm" (Zftth-FoxJ
ORPHEUM—
(25c-40c),
Gross:
$13,200. (3,000)
(Average,
$7,200) 7 days
Cincinnati Theatre
To

Return

to Films

Cincinnati, Jan. 30. — The RKO Pani Plans to Make
Shubert, which reopened the season
8 Mexican
Features
with straight films, and later reinstated a stage and screen policy, will
City, Jan. 30. — Production
revert to pictures after the bill for the of Mexico
12 features in the next year is the
for Alberto J. Pani, former
week
of Feb.
when Hilliard
Ozzie Nelson's
orchestra
and 3,
Harriet
will be program
minister of finance and a prominent
featured.
capitalist, who has returned to film
Stage shows have failed to increase production after several years absence
attendance sufficiently to justify their during which he got going a leading
local hotel.
continuance, the management reports.
Pani expects to start the first of his
new series in February.
'Suez' Mexican Record
Mexico City, Jan. 30. — A new high
for a picture was established by
"Suez" at the Cine Olimpia here, the
only house in this city that is directly
American operated. "Suez" garnered
$5,800 during the first week at a 40cent charge, the best business at the
theatre in 10 years. In the second
week, at 30 cents, the take was $4,200.
'Pygmalion'

Switched

Chicago,
Jan.goes30. into
— "Pygmalion,"
M-G-M
release,
the Apollo
theatre in the Loop starting Feb. 10.
The film was originally set for the
United Artists theatre but heavy
booking caused the change.

Cooperative Film House
Mexico City, Jan. 30. — A large film
house is to be a feature of the proletarian city the cooperative society of
planters and workers is to build at the
federal government-sponsored sugar
central at Zacatepec. Morelos state,
near here.
Gray Signed in Mexico
Mexico City, Jan. 30. — Lawrence
Gray, movie actor, has been engaged
by theS. Compania
de direct
Peliculas,
A., a new Mexicana
producer, to
its first film, which will have an
aviation theme.
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Warner
On

Statement

Manton's

Loan

Hollywood, Jan. 30. — Harry M.
Warner today issued the following
statement concerning the Judge Manton loan: "When I was in New York
last November, Mr. Gurfein of the
District Attorney's office interviewed
regarding the loan. At that time
VjF^'eely gave him all facts which I
&T5w in connection with it. The loan
was made out of personal funds, the
interest has at all times been paid
and the principal has been repaid excepting an amount of $10,000 which
is still owing. At the time the loan
was made, I did not know of the
existence of the Cinema patents case.
The first time I ever heard of the
case was when Mr. Gurfein mentioned it to me at Our interview.
Moreover, I have just learned that
the decision in the Cinema patents
case affirmed the decree of the District Court and was the unanimous
decision of three Circuit judges who
heard the appeal."
Loew

Stockholder

to

Appeal Court Ruling
Permission to intervene in the
Loew's stockholders' suit will be
sought in the N. Y. Supreme Court
today by Max Pakula, a stockholder.
Pakula contends that the decision of
Justice Louis A. Valente which exonerated Loew's officers and directors
was erroneous. He wishes to appeal if
the other plaintiffs fail to do so.
Motion will be opposed by Emil K.
Ellis, principal attorney for the stockholders, on the grounds that the action
has been pending for over a year and
that Fakula has done nothing in that
time. Appeal will depend, Ellis stated,
on certain technicalities in the judgment which will be submitted next
week. If Justice Valente's findings are
found satisfactory, no appeal will be
taken.
Studio

Unions

PICTURE

Move

For Local Autonomy
Hollywood, Jan. 30. — Representatives of major unions in motion picture production industry met today
to set up machinery to settle jurisdictional disputes, principally those affecting I.A. T. S. E. Business representatives oftwo locals agreed to adjust difficulties under which carpenters' and utility workers' locals engaged in a dispute with I. A. T. S. E.
locals over jurisdiction of the various
crafts, in accord with last week's return of complete autonomy to four
I. A. T. S. E. locals by the International executive board.

Page the Major
Cincinnati, Jan. 30. — George
Culpepper, nine-year-old
stage-struck Negro boy, missing from home for two days,
was found near the citv
limits of Middletown, O., 35
miles distant, propelling a
"scooter." On his back he
wore a placard: "Major
Bowes, New York, please."
He told police he had covered practically the entire 35
miles on his one-foot propelled conveyance.

Stanford
New

Air

Develops
Invention

Palo_ Alto, Jan. 30. — Stanford
University yesterday announced the
invention of a new radio instrument
by three young scientists. It is capable of producing a new type of radio
service which may speed television development and revolutionize the whole
field of ultra-short-wave transmission.
The new invention also is expected to
be a boon to aviation.
The development generates extremely short waves which not only have
great power but are easily controlled,
an impossibility with the usual ultrashort equipment. Its waves are so
short that they make a new approach
in minuteness toward the length of
light waves, and can be concentrated
and reflected like the beams of a
searchlight and just as easily. A single
wave, it is reported, can be made so
narrow that an airplane pilot could
follow it with utmost confidence to
a blind landing even under most hazardous conditions.

Miller
Radio

Audience

Warns

Air

Will

See 'Wings of Navy'
A radio audience will see
a preview of a feature film
and witness a regular radio
broadcast on Thursday at the
Kate Smith broadcast in CBS
Playhouse No. 2 on West
45th St. Warners will show
"Wings of the Navy" immediately following the broadcast.
The film will open its New
York run at the Strand Friday morning.
The stunt will mark the
first time a radio audience
will see a feature picture.
Idea for the showing was developed by Ted Collins, manager of Kate Smith. Mrs.
Isabel Turner of Warners
handled the idea for her company. George Brent, star of
the picture, will be heard on
the program in a dramatizature. tion of excerpts from the pic-

Must

Clean

Faces

House,

Regulation

San Francisco, Jan. 30. — A forecast that radio faces "governmental
regulation" unless it sets its own house
in order, and properly "regulates its
programs," was made by Neville
Miller, president of the National Association ofBroadcasters, speaking before the Advertising Club on his west
coast tour.
Miller declared radio must not be
used to attack religion, or to arouse
religious or racial ill feeling.
"The choice cannot be made by
wishful thinking, but by intelligent
fighting for the first interests of our
communities," Miller stated.
Miller also spoke to a special meeting of northern California radio men,
headed by Ralph Brunton, N.A.B. representative, who also is manager of
KJBS.

New CBS Educational
Series Starts Feb. 2
FCC
Calendar
CBS has completed negotiations
with the New York Board of Educa- 11 Quebec Private
tion for broadcasts of the CBS
Stations Organize
"School
of the Air" program to origiWashington, Jan. 30. — Federal
nate in the auditoriums of various
Communications Commission has New York high schools, starting
Montreal, Jan. 30 — Eleven private
stations in the province of Quebec
ordered hearings on a number of Feb. 2.
The innovation was hailed yesterday have banded together as the Private
broadcasting applications, among them
as a progressive step in educational Stations Association ostensibly to
the following :
broadcasting by Mayor LaGuardia of
Applications of Bellingham Broad- New York and U. S. Commissioner "further mutual benefits," but really to
form more solid opposition to the incasting Co., Inc., for a new 1,200- of Education Hugh Studebaker.
kilocycle station at Bellingham, Wash.,
stringent rulings
CBS will install a broadcasting unit
nadiancreasingly
Broadcasting
Corp. of the Cawith 100 watts night, 250 watts day; in the auditorium of a different high
Dissatisfaction with CBC has simC. T. Sherer Co., Inc., for a 1,200- school each week, and the students will
mered among the private stations for
kilocycle station at Worcester, Mass., provide the radio class.
some time. Chief reason for the sign
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
Cabarrus Broadcasting Co., for a
of unity among the private stations is
1,370-kilocycle station at Concord, Spitalny Defendant
believed
to be CBC's proposed ban on
beer advertising.
N. C, with 100 watts night, 250 watts
In Contract Action
Stations in the new association are
day; M. C. Reese for a 1,200-kiloA $46,000 damage suit has been filed CKAC, CHLP, CFCF, CHRC,
cycle station at Phoenix, Ariz., with
100 watts night, 250 watts day, and in N. Y. Supreme Court against Phil CKCV, CKCH, CJBR, CHLN,
W. B. Greenwald for a 1,370-kilocycle Spitalny by Henry Souvaine, Inc. CHLT, CKRN and CHNC. Officers
station at Topeka, Kan., with 100 Plaintiff claims that under a contract are Phil Lalonde, president; Narcisse
watts night, 250 watts day.
made May 1, 1936, he obtained a radio Thivierge, vice-president ; Alexandre
sponsor, General Electric Co., for Dupont, director, and Marcel LeAsk Power Increase
Spitalny's program, known as the febvre, secretary-treasurer.
Stations KSAM, Huntsville, Tex., "Hour of Charm." Payments of $200
for increase of day power from 1O0 a broadcast were made under the conFrank Beetson Dies
tract to the plaintiff, to the extent of
to 250 watts ; WJMS, Ashland, Wis.,
Hollywood, Jan. 30. — Frank C.
to operate a new station now building $4,000, according to the complaint, and
on 1,370 kilocycles, 100 watts ; KOVC, a balance of $46,000 is sought. Spitalny Beetson, office . manager for Edward
Small Productions, died today at
Valley City, N. D., for change of fre- has countered-claimed for $4,600, Huntington Hospital, Pasadena. He
quency from 1,500 to 1,340 kilocycles claiming this sum is owed him by the
had been with Small nine years.
and increase of power from 100 watts
night, 250 watts day, to 500 watts plaintiff.
night, 1,000 watts day; KTSW, Emporia, Kan., for extension of time
from day to unlimited; KPLT, Paris,
TeX, for extension of time from day
7kv
RCA
to unlimited ; WEAU, Eau Claire,
for any
Sounds as
Wis., for increase of power from
Designed
1,000 to 5,000 watts ; WHMA, AnnisPH0T0PH0NE
— and
ton, Ala., for extension of time from
it looks
good
as
day to unlimited; WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla., for change of frequency
MAGIC
VOICE
from 1,370 to 1,120 kilocycles and increase of power from 100 watts night,
regardless
theatreit looks
250 watts day, to 500 watts night,
of size.
of the
like a
1,000 watts day ; KFVD,- Los Angeles,
for increase of time to unlimited, and
KRBA, Lufkin, Tex., for increase of
million!
SCREEN
day power from 100 to 250 watts.
with
Rotary Stabilizer
The commission has received an application from the Brown County
PLUS SHOCK PROOF DRIVE
Broadcasting Co. for a construction
permit for a new 990-kilocycle, 1,000watt daytime station at Brownwood,
Tex.

"Captures full wallop of sensational
episodes!
Packed
with thrills and
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plenty
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Dramatist

Middleton Says It Will
Give Wider Field

Goldwyn

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

Rejoins

Producers' Assn.
Hollywood, Jan. 31. — Samuel Goldwyn last night rejoined the Motion Picture
Producers Association from
which he resigned about six
years ago. During the six
years, Goldwyn has worked
closely with the organization
but remained outside the
fold. The meeting considered
the present status of the
basic labor agreement, method of future bargaining with
the four studio locals which
were granted autonomy last
week, and future dealings
with the I.A.T.S.E.

Television will create an entirely
new market for the dramatist, George
Middleton of the Dramatists' Guild
declares in the bulletin of the Guild.
"The Guild does not want the American theatre to be exclusively controlled so that a play, without picture
possibilities, may have difficulty finding production elsewhere," he asserts.
Since 1926, when the first of three
MPTOA
Asks
basic agreements was signed, $11,199,566 has been paid to dramatists
for film rights. Of this sum, $1,440,650 has been paid since 1936 when
For
Speed
on
the third pact was signed.
Middleton states that even the man(Continued on page 7)
Conciliation
Chicago

Business

Immediate action by distributors in
setting up local boards to hear and
adjust trade practice complaints is
urged by the M. P. T. O. A. in a
bulletin sent to members yesterday.
Pointing out that cancellation, elimination of the score charge, non-forcing of shorts with features and other
phases of the proposed trade practice
program now in process of completion
can be made effective by distributors
at any time, the bulletin reminds exhibitors that it will not only take considerable time to establish the boards
(Continued on page 7)

Cut 50% by Storm
Chicago, Jan. 31. — Checkup on effects of yesterday's snowstorm shows
loop theatres suffered loss of about
50 per cent of their usual business.
Neighborhood theatres in thickly populated areas did surprisingly well as
thousands were unable to get transportation into the business district and
went to matinees and evening shows.
In districts where theatres are reached
by automobiles and street cars business was off 60 to 70 per cent. Average neighborhood theatre business
was off generally about 40 per cent.
Downstate cities Elgin, Aurora, Jo- Exhibitor
liet and Waukegan were hardest hit,
business being off 50 to 60 per cent.
20th-Fox Sues Ritzes
Hollywood, Jan. 31. — Twentieth
Century-Fox today filed suit in superior court for $150,000 damages and
costs against Al, Harry and Jimmy
Ritz for their alleged failure to report
for work.
Giveaway Study
In this issue Motion Picture Daily publishes a fourth
installment of a survey which
it has made on chance games
and giveaways around the
country. Earlier installments
were published on Jan. 23, 25
and 30. Motion Picture Daily
invites reader comment on
the subject. — Page 4.
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Statement
Murphy

U. S. Trust

N. Y.

State

CENTS

Bill

on

Action

Washington, Jan. 31. — Despite repeated statements by Department of
Justice officials that they are concerned
only with speeding up trial of the
Government's anti-trust suit against
the film industry, reports persist here
that Attorney General Murphy will
make an important announcement concerning the suit within the next few
days.
According to reports, Murphy conferred with a number of attorneys for
defendant film companies in New York
last week and is said to have been advised that an agreement is being
reached among defendants on questions of theatre acquisitions by producer-distributors, modification of
block booking, divorcement of affiliated theatres and procedure for the
lending of talent, out of which might
come the basis for a consent decree.
Queries to the Department of Justice tonight, however, failed to bring
any confirmation of reports that the
Attorney General would issue a statement and Department officials said
they know of no plan for public discussion of the film suit.

on
Tax
Urges
Amusements

Levy

Would Begin With
One Cent on 50

By RICHARD

CONNERS

Albany,billJan.
31. — That
housing
sponsored
by low-rent
Senator
Frederic Coudert and Republican Assemlyman Abbot Low Moffat, before the
present State Legislature, calls for ah
excise tax on theatre tickets, as one
of the means by which to raise funds
for their proposal.
All amusements would be affected
by
Coudert-Moffat
The
ratethe
of taxation
would bemeasure.
:
One cent on tickets costing 50 cents ;
two cents on tickets costing between
51 cents and $1 ; five cents on tickets
costing between $1 and $2, and 10
cents on tickets costing over $2.
Senator Phelps Phelps and Assemblyman Robert Crews are authors of
a bill, introduced Monday night, which
proposes to legalize gambling in New
York State and this will have a bearing on chance games and giveaways.
Phelps and Crews are also the
authors of a resolution now pending to
set up state-operated
lotteries.
This
(Continued on page
7)

Counsel for major companies met
yesterday at M. P. P. D. A. headquarters, but declined to discuss the 'Gunga Din' Headed
reasons for the meeting at its close.
Denial was made by several, how.ever, For
$95,000
Week
that
any
"understanding"
concerning
a
Despite extreme weather conditions
consent decree was in prospect.
for six days of the "Gunga Din" first
week at the Music Hall, the RKO picture stands a chance of doing $95,000
for the period. Last night the gross
Legislative
Plans
was about $85,000. Weather encountered by the picture included New
fork's coldest day of the winter and
three days of heavy rain turning to
Hinge
on High
Court
Appeals
snow.
"Paris Honeymoon" grossed an estimated $40,000 in its first week at the
cision may come too late for further
Plans of exhibitor organizations for
state legislation at the present ses- Paramount and was held over. "St.
state and national legislation hinge on sions.
Louis Blues" will start there on Feb.
the outcome of the Ascap and North
The Ascap appeal, taken by the
8.
The Roxy will hold "Jesse James"
Dakota divorcement appeals pending society from Florida and Washington,
for
four weeks and "Tailspin" will folwas argued two weeks ago before the
in the U. S. Supreme Court.
lowgo
on Feb.
the Friday
Navy"
will
into10.the"Wings
Strandof on
high
court
and
a
decision
is
expected
Allied States cannot shape its nanext
Monday.
Exhibitor
units
intend
tional legislative policy until the Suafter two weeks for "They Made Me
sponsor similar legislation in their a Criminal." "Gunga Din" will conpreme Court gives its decision in Par- to
Ascap.
tinue for a second week at the Music
amount's appeal on the North Dakota states, should the court decide against Hall.
statute which would separate theatre
New York Allied plans to introduce
operation from production and distriFifth week of "The Lady Vanishes"
bution. State units, which take their both divorcement and anti-Ascap bills grossed an estimated $7,800 at the
cue from the national board, are also in the state legislature. Allied officials Globe and is continuine. "Pygmalion"
feel that should the high court uphold drew an estimated $13,000 at the Astor
halted in framing legislative plans.
Should the North Dakota law be the anti-Ascap laws, the society may in its seventh week. "Grand Illusion"
upheld, Allied plans to introduce simi- decide to offer concessions to exhibi- will be held for a 21st week at the
tors, radio stations and other music Filmarte. "Federal Man Hunt" will
lar bills in other states without delay. However, this case will not be islation.
users in order to forestall further leg- open at the Criterion today, to follow
"The Girl Downstairs."
heard for several weeks and the de-
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Trailer-Made
National

Screen

Suit

Trailer-Made, Inc., filed a $300,000
damage suit yesterday in the U. S.
District Court against National Screen
Service Corp., charging National^ with
inducing five large theatre circuits to
breach their contracts with the plaintiff for supply of trailers.
Contracts running from three months
to one year between Trailer-Made
and Fox West Coast Theatres, with
200 houses; Fox Midwest Agency
Corp., with 109 houses; Fox Intermountain Theatres, Inc., with SO
houses; Skouras Theatres Corp., with
64 houses, and Warner Bros. Circuit
Management Corp., with 451 houses,
were all violated, the complaint asserted, either through inducement by
the defendant to supply trailers gratis
or below customary rates, or through
coercion and misleading statements.
The plaintiff asked for $100,000 for
loss of profits and an additional $200,000 because of alleged loss of prestige
and damage to its reputation. TrailerMade claims that the contracts with
the circuits were made within the last
few weeks.
The five circuits named are old customers of National Screen, having
been served by this company for many
years. National Screen has pending an
infringement suit against TrailerMade in U. S. District Court, filed in
December, and alleging appropriation
of music sound tracks.
Three

Face

Quiz

in

Argentine Tax Case
Fred Mohrhardt, Frederick L. Herron and Rodney F. Starkey were directed by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Aaron J. Levy to appear before
Arthur Israel, Jr., New York notary,
and answer written interrogatories in
support of a suit brought by Paramount Films Sociedad Anonima and
Paramount International Corp. to reduce alleged excessive tax assessments made by the Argentine Republic. Testimony will be sent to Buenos
Aires, where suit against National
Fisc, Argentine governmental agency,
is pending before Judge Edward Sarmiento to approve the financial setup between Paramount Pictures. Inc.,
and its subsidiaries dealing in foreign
trade. Paramount is claiming that the
taxes are unjustified.
YOU
LOS

CAN

BE

IN

ANGELES

TOMORROW

Eastern

Files

MORNING

k Fly the only Southern
Sunshine Route — favored by nature. No
change of planes. Delicious, complimentary
meals. Fare: $149.95; 10% saving on round
trips.
The MERCURY
The SOUTHERNER
Lv
5:10 p.m. Lv
10:45 p.m.
At
8:49 a.m. Ar
3:22 p.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS
Call your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and Rockefel*
ler Center, 18 W. 49th St.
AMERICAN
AIRLINES
THE AMERICAN STANDARD OF SERVICE
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Purely

Personal

Sam Eckman
Wilcox
Herbe
ine , Carroll
are due
andrtMadele
on the Normandie tomorrow. Marta
Eggerth and Jan Kiepura, European
players, also will arrive and sail Saturday on the same boat for a South
American cruise.

►

pubArtis
eats'Leeds
manager,Unite
and dAndr
licity
er,
Ben Wash
returned yesterday from Washington
Ball.attended the President's
Birthedavthey
wher

George Combs, former Congressman and now commentator on WHN,
Harry Black was feted by a group ill and unable to appear on the air
of friends at Jack's in Albany on his yesterday.
promotion to the Fabian home office in
New York. He is a former manager
William A. Smalley, Cooperstown
of the Palace in Albany.
operator
of the Smalley Circuit, has
ruary.
gone to Miami for the month of FebG. T. Stanton, technical consulting department manager of Erpi, left
yesterday for New Haven to attend
Morris Epstein, manager of Rea two-day conference on building
public's New York Exchange, left
technique.
Friday for a vacation
in Florida.
•
George V. Denny, director of New
York's Town Hall, is back in New
York after several days in Washington lining up speakers for the Town
Hall debates.
•
George Brent arrived in New York
yesterday from Washington where he
attended the President's Birthday
Ball.
Friday. He expects to fly to Bermuda

Philip Fox, Columbia branch manager in Albany, and Mrs. Fox are vacationing inFlorida.•
M. J. Siegel, president of Republic
Productions, may return to the coast
next weekend.

Elects

Pa.

Allied

Governors

Philadelphia, Jan. 31. — Allied of
Eastern Pennsylvania, which was retoday. cently organized, elected a board of
governors of 13 members at a meeting
Nine were elected from Philadelphia, with Morris Wax, Milton Rch
gasner, Ben Fertel to serve tl/
years ; Luke Gring, David Mildrwtf
and Columbus Stamper, two years, and
E. B. Gregory, Charles Stiefel and
Harry
Perlman,
one are
year.
town members
elected
Al Out-ofFischer
and Joe Conway for three years, and
Harry Fried and Henry Sork, two
About 60 attended the meeting, at
which E. B. Gregory was chairman.
years.
New quarters will be opened in three
weeks at 219 North Broad St.

s
ogram'
Monrict
t Dist
ing
Coas
Head
Hull
Hollywood, Jan. 31. — Mel Hulling,
San
of Monogram's
formerly
Francisco manager
exchange,
has been named

Cal Swanson of the J. Walter district manager for Monogram, covering the entire west coast. In disThompson agency is home ill with a
closing the appointment, George W.
severe cold.
Weeks, general sales manager, stated
that Hulling also will serve as home
Clarence Ellis of Pathe News is office representative on the coast.
Ed Schnitzer, eastern district manF. H. Butler will succeed Hulling
ager for Warners, left last night for in Pinehurst, N. C, shooting an archery short.
a brief visit to the Albany and Bufas manager of the San Francisco exfalo exchanges.
change. Previous to his association
Phil Regan, Republic player, starts with Monogram, Hulling was district
Adelaide Finch, Pathe News fea- tomorrow in the stage show at Loew's manager for Warners in Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
ture editor, will talk on fashions at State.
•
the Radio City Newsreel Theatre tomorrow night.
Bob Savini plans a trip to New
Hearing Set on Plea
Orleans.
•
For Pax Dissolution
Sydney Pickek, office manager of
Ed
Curtin
of
NBC
press
departN. Y. Supreme Court Justice Aaron
New York
exchange, is on
aRepublic's
short vacation
in Florida.
ment, is out ill.
J. Levy has directed a hearing on
March 10 before Referee Robert E.
Marley on an application of Elias I.
Ruth S. Lopert and Bessie
Lopert, to
Witkin
liquidate Pax Films, Inc.,
The
Newsreel
Parade
U. S. distributors of a number of
foreign pictures.
Petitioners, who claim to own 50
perform for charity.. K. of C. meet per cent of Pax stock, contend that
Chamberlain leaving Rome, testing men
in Boston. Pistol championships in Miami. a deadlock of the directors of the comof a high speed plane in Buffalo, Hu- Trotters on ice.
manitarian medal presented to Thomas
PARAMOUNT NEWS. No. 52— Fastest
to conpany has made it impossible only
alMann and the construction of the army plane tested. Czechoslovakia parliatinue business, and that the
ment
opens.
Einstein
presents
medal
to
distribution
and
dissolution
t
e
r
n
a
t
i
v
e
i
s
S. S. America in Virginia are the Thomas Mann. Camel caravan in Egypt. of assets.
chief news events covered in the new African girls don fancy hats. Rush completion of S. S. America. War in Spain.
issues. The reels and their contents
Horse racing on frozen lake. Monty Stratton
predicts
comeback. Glen Cunningham
MOTION PICTURE
follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 41— Franco's is track victor.
army advances in Spain. Chamberlain reRKO PATHE NEWS. No. 56— WPA
DAILY
turns to England. Mass rearmament in protests. Newly elected Chilean president.
England.
Liedown
strike
in
London.
HudS.
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America
under
construction.
Conson River freezes. S. S. America under
struction of St. Paul ice palace. High
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BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
Opened by Republic
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts.; Boone
In observance of its fourth anniverMancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
City public school system has pur- editor.
Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
sary, Republic starts its fourth saleschased its first sound film machine, a O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
men's and bookers' drive today, exW. 1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
tending to the end of April. Ex- 16 mm., and probably will buy others. Hope Williams, manager.
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23,
change staffs will seek individual It has been using over 90 silent machines, and more than 100 reels of 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
records, and prizes will be given by
under the act of March 3, 1879.
each exchange. Supervision of the film a day go out of the department
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies tOe.
for
educational
use.
drive is by district managers.
Fourth

Sales

Drive

Schools Add Equipment
Kansas City, Jan. 31. — The visual
education department of the Kansas

THOUGHT

FOR

with EDWARD ARNOLD • CHARLES COBURN • JOSEPH SCHILDK R AUT
Screen Play by Robt. E. Sherwood • Produced by Hunt Stromherg • Based on the
Theatre Guild Stage Hit and Pulitzer Prize Play • Directed by Clarence Brown
TODAY!
"Above: Typical ad from New York campaign"

This observation
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as "Idiot's Delight"
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to Coast:
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Legal

Opinion

Giveaway
Is

Marked

Court

Use
by

Actions

Boston and New England
Distributors of money games in
New England make almost fantastic
claims for their power to stimulate
business. But these claims are substantiated only partially by the exhibitors themselves.
Theatre managers say business
stands and falls by the product offered, and money prizes do not boost
the box-office appreciably. They admit, however, that business suffers
when the games are withdrawn bu.
their statements of decrease hardly approach the 30 to 40 per cent figure
claimed by the promoters.
Legal attempts to outlaw games in
Massachusetts have failed so far, but
several district attorneys have begun
new prosecutions. Violation of the lottery law is alleged. District Attorney Edmund R. Dewing is preparing
a test case in Middleboro by which
he hopes to ban the games from Plymouth and Norfolk Counties. He is
also preparing a test case against
Beano in fraternal halls. Most exhibitors and churches, clubs, etc.,
claim games are profitable.
In Maine, games have been banned
in the Portland area and in Augusta,
but have been upheld in Rockland
County, where a case was tried on
a complaint by a merchant.
O
Los Angeles
Population, 1,350,000; 10 first runs,
26,380 seats, 30c-65c ; 171 subsequent
runs, 135,161 seats, 10c-40c. Money
games and giveaways have flourished
here since their inception. The independent subsequents blame the situation on alleged control of product by
affiliated circuits.
Money games have been in vogue
since 1934-'35, but have fallen off in
the last few months. Grocery, dish
and pottery giveaways are strong.
This does not apply to first runs or
Fox West Coast, which have no games
or giveaways.
Clubs and churches have had games
for years, " and these antedated their
adoption by theatres. Exhibitors do
not believe if theatres abandoned
games the other places would follow
suit. The Elks lodge has a huge
giveaway annually, usually a car and
and cash prizes.
There has been no attempt by the
134,583 Attended
163 Cincy Games
In Cincinnati, during December, at 163 games of
Bingo, there was an attendance of 134,583 persons. This
is from a survey by Chief of
Police Eugene T. Weatherly.
The aggregate gross of these
games was $107,381. Capital
prizes, which are now rather
nominal, formerly ran as high
as $3,000.

Is

Varied

on

Chance

By SAM SHAIN
There has been considerable litigation, both civil and criminal, on the
question of chance games. Opinion as to their legality is varied. The
most usual way has been by criminal prosecution. Then there have been
suits by exhibitors (who do not have the games) over unfair competition.

Such plaintiffs have claimed they cannot compete with those who
operate games unless they themselves also operate games and thereby
violate the law.
In some jurisdictions such unfair competition suits have been upheld. On the other hand there is also considerable contrary court opinion. Those courts which have held that it is not unfair competition, even
though it may be violation of the law, have done so on the theory that
exhibitors using chance games are not misrepresenting.
SEEK TO REVOKE CORPORATE CHARTERS
There also have been prosecutions to revoke corporation charters of
those theatres which have used chance games, on the theory that such
chance games are lotteries and therefore illegal.
Since the adoption in 1821 by the State of New York of a constitutional prohibition of lotteries, all states except 12 have adopted similar
constitutional amendments prohibiting lotteries.
In the 12 states which do not have constitutional prohibitions, there
are statutes outlawing lotteries. Federal territorial dependencies also
nave such statutes, and the Federal Government, as all know, prohibits
che use of mails for lottery purposes, and also keeps them from radio
broadcasts.
What constitutes a lottery is a matter of legal opinion. It is generally
conceded that there must be three elements:
(a) A prize.
(b) Winner selected by chance.
(c) Legal consideration being given by participants for the right to
take part in the chance.
To circumvent the law chance games and lotteries will offer some
tree opportunity for a prize.
PROFIT MOTIVE HAS A BEARING
However, there are jurisdictions in the country which maintain that
the lottery is illegal, even if some get chances free, should other players
pay for participating. Profit motive could have a bearing, according
to some opinion, as one court has said:
"The fact that prizes are to be distributed will direct persons to the
theatre who would not otherwise attend. In this manner, those obtaining prizes pay a consideration for it and the theatres reap a direct
financial benefit."
Furthermore, it has been held also that the "legal consideration"
mere fact
which helps to constitute a lottery needn't be money. The theatre
to
that a participant registered for the game and entered the
constitute "consideration." In this inawait the announcement, may registration
book itself, in the lobby, was
stance the court ruled that the
a valuable mailing list.
But there are contrary opinions by jurisdictions in many states, including New York. All seem to be agreed, however, that wherever a
patron must pay in order to participate, it is a lottery.

authorities to stop games, but officials
insist that the law be complied with in
permitting persons on the outside to
on
play games. Exhibitors n differ
whether they would abando games if
all did so. F.W.C. made a step in this
direction six months ago. Some independents followed suit, but are revivays. Theatres
ing games and giveaw
have found it difficult to abandon the
practice while the opposition continues
it.
To avoid Post Office interference,
theatre ads which ads take
newspapervertise
money games by subterfuge,
such as "Play Tonight," "Surprise
ise giveaways
etc.d Merchand
Night,"
openly.
advertise
are
per cent of the unaffilileast
At ated
houses40in the Los Angeles area
have games or giveaways. An official
of an exhibitor organization said:
"When independent theatres have to
play product after F.W.C. and other
affiliated houses get through with it,
they must do something to attract
patrons. The independents cannot get

'previews' with the same facility as
the affiliated house. So they have

Games

Lotteries

Are

Prohibited
All

48

in

Statec

Buffalo
Until about four months ago, theatre men in this city of 600,000 confined
games to the 58 neighborhood houses.
None of the five first runs ever found
it necessary to adopt games, though 75
per cent of the outlying exhibitors
adopted
Bango,TheBingo,
Ten-O-Win
and Screeno.
practice
has been
in vogue here about 10 years.
Almost to a man, the subsequent
run operators, with 46,500 seats to fill,
say they would be glad to drop the
games,
"if everybody
did." Xavier
But former
Mayor else
Francis
Schwab took over the Gayety and
tried to run it as a Bingo emporium.
The district attorney stopped him.
Now he is running films at the house,
three nights a week, with a $500 Bingo
Catholic churches used chance
pot added.
games extensively until last fall, when
Bishop Turner banned them. Fraternal organizations retain them.
Theatres distribute about $3,600
weekly in prize money through chance
games. Vincent McFaul of the Shea
circuit, Nicholas Basil and Mrs.
George J. Gammel find no favorable
net after operating expense is deducted.
Theatre chance games are believed
to have stimulated similar schemes by
clubs and lodges. Exhibitors plan to
retain trical
games,
and so do the non- theasituations.
•
Caldwell, N. J.
Population, 6,000, has one theatre.
It runs Employment Night and Bingo,
jackpots runing from $40 to $500, two
nights a week. Cost to the theatre,
maximum of $2,500 a year. Churches
and organizations operate Bingo, but
not to the theatre's• discomfort.
Elizabeth
Population, 115,000; three first runs,
20c-40c; four subsequents, 15c-25c.
Three subsequents run games, two on
a fairly large scale. They feel games
have helped, and would not quit them
if they could. One first run gives
dishes three times weekly.

giveaways. It's not show business,
subsequents, the
butTwo
what Warner
can they do?"
[This is the fourth of a series of arForum in Los Angeles and the Huntticles surveying the giveaway situation
ington Park, have money games based
country.
The next will appear
on Keeno, three and two days a week, in
in the
an early
issue.]
respectively. Two first runs, the Fox
Wilshire and the United Artists, had
games and car giveaways some time
Drop Game Action
ago.
Thompsonville, Conn.
La Crosse, Wis., Jan. 31. —
Attorney General John E.
Population, 13,400; one theatre, 800
Martin
has disclosed that his
seats, 30c top. The house distributes
office has dropped its action
$1,300 yearly in cash games. It believes the games have boosted grosses
against the La Cross Theand will not discontinue them unless
atres Co., charging the Rivoli with conducting a pubcompelled by the authorities, who are
lic nuisance in Bank Night.
lenient in Connecticut. There are no
Martin said the reason was
non-theatrical games, except by the
to enable him to study the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, who colaw for himself to make a
operate with the theatre. The local
decision as to whether the
authorities have asked the operators
case was worth carrying on.
not to give the games wide publicity,
particularly outside the city or state.
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GLORIA DICKSON
ANN SHERIDAN •MAY ROBSON
Directed by Busby Berkeley • Screen Play by Sig
Herzig • From a Novel by Bertram Millhauser
and Beulah Marie Oix • Music by Max Steiner
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'Marry'

'Hardys'
Loop

High

Hollywood

Previews

Grosser

"Honolulu"
(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Jan. 31. — Comedy, music, dancing and picturesque proChicago, Jan. 31. — "Out West
duction settings and effects supply the entertainment values of "HonoWith the Hardy's" was the Loop
leader and grossed a neat $20,000 at
lulu." Primary name value is represented by Eleanor Powell,
Robert Young, George Burns and Gracie Allen. In support are Rita
the United Artists.
Ted Weems and his orchestra Johnson, Clarence Kolb, Jo Ann Sayers and Willie Fung. It is a
helped "Zaza" at the Chicago to Jack Cummings production which Edward Buzzell directed; music and
$32,800. At the Palace Tony Martin lyrics were composed by Harry Warren and Gus Kahn and Bobby Connelly and Sammy Lee arranged and directed the dance routines.
and "The Great Man Votes," were a
strong attraction with $21,000.
The
original screenplay by Herbert Fields and Frank Partos is light,
The weather was cold and unsettled
gay and frothy and should provide amusement for a wide audience secmost of the week.
tor. The hero, Young, plays a dual-identity role which makes for a
Estimated takings for the week end- complicated
story. He is a film star, worn out by the beatings which
ing Jan. 25-28 :
such luminaries are subjected to by worshipping admirers. He looks as
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
APOLLO — (1,400) (35c-55c-65c) 7 days. much like a certain Hawaiian business man as does his reflection in the
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,500)
mirror. He makes a deal to change places with him. The business man
"Zaza" Para.)
goes to New York to take the beatings. Young goes to Honolulu, falls
CHICAGO — (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Ted Weems
and Band. Gross: in love with dancing Eleanor Powell en route, is accepted as her fiance
$32,800. (Average, $32,000)
by Miss Johnson and is thrown into jail by her father, Kolb.
"Dawn Patrol" (W.B.)
Meanwhile Gracie Allen is funny, Miss Powell dances, instrumental
GARRICK — (900) (35c-50c-60c) 7 days.
and vocal music and spectacular production effects have their place in
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,500)
the general entertainment scheme. Young escapes his predicaments as
"Newsboy's Home" (Univ.)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days. his double comes home to reclaim Miss Johnson and, of course, Miss
Stage: Joy Hodges and Revue. Gross:
$16,300. (Average, $13,000)
Powell is made to realize that stars are not the egotistical snobbish creatures she thought.
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
PALACE — (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Tony Martin and Band. Gross:
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
$21,000. (Average, $19,000)
"Duke of West Point" (U.A.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,300) (35c-55c-7Sc) 5 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $11,000)
"Woman
Doctor"
"Blcndie" (Col.)
STATE-LAKE — (2,700) (25c-35c-40c) 7 (Republic)
days. Stage: Gangbusters Revue. Gross:
S14.800. (Average, $12,000)
Hollywood, Jan. 31. — Republic's "Woman Doctor" is aimed at the
"Out West With the Hardys" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c) great number of patrons who, on the nights they stay home, read maga7 da vs. Gross: $20,000. (Average, $15,000)
zines of the "true confession" type. Thus, the picture's appeal is mostly
to women, and it is a competent directorial achievement to this end.
"Woman Doctor," in which the chief role is played by Frieda Inescort,
is a story of a woman doctor, who because of devotion to her Hippocretean oath, almost loses the affections of her husband and her daughter.
Topper'
$6,000
Supporting Miss Inescort are Henry Wilcoxon, Claire Dodd, Sybil
On
Dual
Bill in
Jason, Cora Witherspoon, Frank Reicher, Gus Glassmire, Dickie Jones,
Joan Howard, Spencer Charters, Virginia Brissac. Sidney Salkow diMilwaukee
rected from a screenplay by Joseph Moncure March, based on an origSlump
inal by Alice Altschuler and Miriam Geiger.
Milwaukee, Jan. 31. — "Topper
Ad lines and exploitation angles are indicated by the synopsis. Miss
Takes a Trip" and "Pacific Liner," Inescort, as the doctor too busy to make a home for her husband and
grossing $6,000 at the Warner, was
the only bill capable of bettering aver- daughter, is divorced by Wilcoxon, but retains the custody of her
age in a week of heavy snow and daughter. The daughter, Sybil Jason, spurns her mother because of her
wintery blasts.
neglect, and runs away to her father, who by this time is attracted to another woman, played by Claire Dodd. The child is hurt in falling from
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 25-27 :
a runaway horse, and the mother operates on her while the child is being
"Blondie" (Col.)
flown to a hospital.
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
WISCONSIN — (3,200) (35c-50c) 6 days.
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
Vance King
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $8,000)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
*"G" denotes general classification.
"Road Demon" (2flth-Fox)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c -30c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,400. (Average. $5,000)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
RIVERSIDE — (2,300) (25c-30c) 7 days.
CEA
Urges Control
Stage: Original Hollywood Star Doubles in Legion Approves 7
Person. Gross: $4,000. (Average,. $5,000)
Of
Non-Flam
Shows
Of 8 New Pictures
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
London, Jan. 31. — The C. E. A. has
STRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
National Legion of Decency has apappealed to the Home Office Advisory
$3,800. (Average, $4,500)
proved seven of the eight films re- Committee for strict enforcement of
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
viewed and classified this week. Two the non-flam film show legislation.
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
WARNER— (2,400) (35c-50c) 7 davs. Gross:
were approved for general patronage, Evidence placed before the committee
$6,000. (Average, $5,000)
five were found unobjectionable for tended to show that unless there was
enforcement certain small exhibitors
adults, one objectionable in part.
might evade licensing by showing their
Win Injunction on
The films and their classifications films on sub-standard stock.
Iowa Theatre Name follows. Class A-l, Unobjectionable
London Power Cost Up
General Patronage — "Fisherman's
Waterloo, Ia., Jan. 31. — Rosenthal for
Wharf" and "Gunga Din." Class
Brothers, Inc., operators of Rosen- A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults —
London,
Jan. with
31. — London
exhibi-of
tors are faced
an increase
thal's Iowa here, have been granted "Four Girls in White," "Inside
7Vz per cent in the cost of electricity.
a temporary injunction to prevent the
Story," "Pardon Our Nerve," "Per- ing.
The increase is being imposed upon
Singer- Waterloo Corp., from using
sons in Hiding" and "St. Louis
the word "Iowa" in connection with Blues." Class B, Objectionable in all London users of power and lightthe Mort-Singer Iowa Theatre here.
Part— "Idiot's Delight."
With

$20,000

with

$16,500
San

Leads

Francisco

San Francisco, Jan. 31. — "Next
Time I Marry" was the best comparative grosser here, with $16,500( i
a generally slow week. "Trade WincIS*
was good for $9,000 in the second
week at the United Artists, and
"Paris Honeymoon" and "While New
York Sleeps" took $13,000 at the
Warfield.
Estimated takings for the week end"Nexting Jan.
Time24-27
I Marry"
(RKO)
:
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $16,500.
(Average,Winds"
$16,000)(U.A.)
"Trade
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (15c-35c-40c55c-65c)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,000.
(Average,7 $7,000)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
ORPHEUM
(2,440)(Average,
(15c-35c-40c-55c)
7
days.
Gross: —$8,500.
$8,500)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
FOX— (5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $17,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
ST. 7 FRANCIS
— (1,400) (15c-35c-40c-55c"Zaza"
(Para.)
75c)
days,
(Average,
$7,000) 4th week. Gross: $5,500.
"Disbarred" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT
— (2,740)
(15c-35c-40c-55c75c)
7 days. Gross:
$12,500.
(Average,
$13,000)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
7 WARFIELD—
days. Gross: (2,680)
$13,000. (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
(Average, $13,000)
"Life Dances On" (AFE Corp.)
CLAY Gross:
— (400)$800.(15c-35c-40c)
days, 4th
week.
(Average, 7$1,300)
"Grand Illusion" (World)
LARKIN— (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days, 6th
week (held over from previous run at Clay).
Gross: $900. (Average, $1,300)

'Jesse
Hit

James'
in

Big

Cleveland

Grossing

$19,000

Cleveland, Jan. 31. — "Jesse James"
at Warners' Hippodrome was verv
big with $19,000.
"Going Places" on the RKO Palace
screen with the Bill Robinson show
on the stage took $17,000. "The Son
of Frankenstein" finished its second
week downtown with $4,000.
Weather was very cold and streets
slippery.
Estimated takings for the week end"The ingSon
(Univ.)
Jan. of
27 Frankenstein"
:
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME — (3,800)
(30c-35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $19,000. (Aver"Goingage, $12,000)
Places" (W.B.)
RKO PALACE — (3,100) (30c-42c-55c) 7
days.
Bill Robinson
Sepia
Revue. Stage:
Gross: $17,000.
(Average,and$15,000)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
LOEWS
(30c-35c-42c)
days.
Gross:STATE—
$7,000. (3.500)
(Average,
$13,000) 7
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
— (1,900)
42c)
7 days. STILLMAN
Gross: $2,000.
(Average,(30c-35c$4,000)
"Grand Illusion" (World)
CITY (Average,
— (485) (35c-42c)
$1,400.
$1,200) 7 days. Gross:,
Fisher to Universal
Chicago, Jan. 31. — Abe Fisher,
formerly with Gaumont-British here,
is joining the sales staff of the Universal Exchange in Detroit.
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New

Shjowmanship

Will
Hub

Draw

Public

Exhibitors

Hear

Boston, Jan. 31. — A new technique
of showmanship is being developed
which will attract the 75 per cent of
Ibj^ public which does not today attend
1 Jtion picture
shows, H.relations
M. Richey,
director
of exhibitor
for
RKO, told the annual convention of
Independent Exhibitors of New England at the Statler tonight.
Richey said that only about 25 per
cent of the communitv is tapped at
present, but "with standardization of
the industry at an end" under the new
setup "a higher premium will be
placed on the initiative of individual
companies, theatres and distributors."
"I think," he said, "that this individual initiative will go right down the
line to each small element in the busines . —
-- — • ,
"There must be developed some
technique of selling the good pictures
to the public in order that pictures
that are high in production value, but
not necessarily high in box-office pull,
can be shown to a wider audience. . . .
As I tour the country I see renewed
evidence of the new blood that is coming into the business, doing things that
some people said were impossible."
Rogers

to Sail

for

Mayflower Parleys
Budd Rogers, general manager here
for Mayflower Productions, sails Saturday on the Aquitania. He will confer with John Maxwell, chairman of
Mayflower, and Erich Pommer and
Charles Laughton, managing directors,
oh distribution arrangements in America for "St. Martin's Lane" and "Jamaica Inn," which feature Laughton.
Mayflower's
production plans also
will be discussed.
Fleischer's 'Gulliver'
Will Open in Miami
"Gulliver's Travels," first full length
color cartoon feature by Max
Fleischer, will be completed in time
to open in Miami Christmas under
the Paramount banner. W. R. Lynch,
general manager of Paramount Enterprises, has signed a contract for
the feature which was produced in
the Fleischer Studio in Florida. The
Fleischer Studio moved south from
New York last September.
Sears,

PICTURE

Blumenstock

Two

Guilds

Back

Would

AFRA

Strike

Hollywood, Jan. 31.— Artists Managers Guild and Screen Actors Guild,
although at odds over the licensing
plan of the latter, today joined hands
in support of the American Federation
of Radio Artists should a strike be
called on commercial radio programs.
Both organizations voted to back
AFRA at meetings held last night.
Artists' agents hereafter will insist
that all future contracts signed in behalf of their clients with radio advertising agencies contain a clause nullifying contractual obligations in the
event of an AFRA strike.

Install Short-Wave
On Plane to Europe
Installation of short-wave
relay broadcasting equipment
on the Pan American Airway
Clipper No. 17 for use during
the ship's impending flight to
Europe has been completed
by Clyde Houlson, WABC
short-wave field technician.
Transmitter has 100 watts
power with a frequency range
of 1,600 kilocycles to 23 megacycles. Equipment was built
to specifications of the CBS
engineering department.

7
9-Foot

Marquee

Is Passed
Over

Veto

Bill

by Council
of Mayor

Limit on height of theatre marquee
signs in N. Y. City was restored to
nine feet yesterday when the City
Council passed the Keegan bill over
the Mayor's veto by a vote of 21 to 4.
Scores of orders, totalling approximately $350,000, according to labor
union estimates, for new marquee installations and renovations have been
delayed
by the of
existing
limit.
Restoration
the oldtwo-foot
limit which

existed prior to January, 1938, is expected to stimulate new installations
and remove uncertainties about signs
Para. Ready on '39
which have not conformed to the law.
British Production
Mayor LaGuardia vetoed the bill sevAlbany Bill Calls for
eral weeks ago on the ground that the
Tax on Amusements
London, Jan. 31.— Paramount will whole question of signs in the city
(Continued from page 1)
begin its 1939 British production at should be dealt with instead of passing
separate ordinances. The veto resulted
resolution will be afforded a public the Denham Studio this week.
"Peace in Our Time" will be the in a protest by labor unions.
hearing some time in February. The
David Solinger, attorney for the
lottery resolution must pass two suc- first feature to go into work. In the
cessive legislatures, however, while near future, "French Without Tears," Newsreel Theatres, who attempted to
the referendum bill on gambling can from the stage play of the same name, have the limit set aside in a test case,
will go into work shortly, under the said yesterday that the litigation would
be passed on to the public at once.
direction of Anthony Asquith.
be discontinued in view of the favorCrews is a Republican, from
able legislation.
Brooklyn. Phelps is a Manhattan
Democrat.
to Give MPT OA Asks Speedy
These legislators are the authors Television
of a big-city projectionist bill, which Market for Dramatist
purposes to compel two operators to
Conciliation Action
(.Continued from page 1)
a booth.
(Continued from page 1)
The State Health Department is
opposing the bill, which has the support of labor organizations, on
grounds that by the terms of the
bill, State Health Department projectionists would be barred from operating machines, despite their "great
amount of experience."
Nominations

Made

On Sound Recording
Hollywood, Jan. 31. — Nominations
for achievement in sound recording to
be given by Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences were announced today by John Aalberg,
chairman of the sOund recording
award committee. Selected by each
studio they are "Army Girl," Republic ; "The Cowboy and the Lady,"
United Artistsj "Four Daughters,"
Warners ; "If I Were King," Paramount; "Merrily We Live," Hal
Roach; "Suez," 20th Century-Fox;
"Sweethearts," M-G-M ; "That Certain Age," Universal ; "Vivacious
Lady," RKO; "You Can't Take It
With You," Columbia. Final selection
will be by a special committee of the
technicians branch of the Academy.

agers would not welcome film back- but that delays may be encountered
ing for the legitimate theatre unless before they begin to function. For
certain restrictions were laid down. these reasons it urges an immediate
After pointing out that peace is near start on the local boards.
in the long standing feud over the
The bulletin urges a combination of
basic pact, Middletown stated that both arbitration and conciliation methfilm rights should be purchased after
ods for the boards. It asserts that conciliation should be tried first and, if
open competitive bidding and after
it
fails,
there
should be recourse to
the play
had "its
stage
life has
in New
Yorkfullandlegitimate
on the arbitration. It admits of major flaws
in both methods, however, and sugWith reference to television and
gests no other line of procedure. The
radio rights, he points out that the bulletin lists the principal problems to
Guild has not been able to prevent be handled by the boards and unreasonable clearance, overbuying, cutsuch
road,"rights from passing with film
rights. "The Guild feels it is power- rate competition., non-theatrical comless to prevent this so long as novelpetition, designation of unsuitable picists and other writers, selling in the
tures, and forcing of shorts and feasame market, permit the inclusion of tures.
The bulletin estimates that 10,000
those rights in their picture sales. Few
authors realize it will be films, made theatres will be in a position to avail
from their initial creation, which will themselves of the 20 ner cent maximum cancellation privilege on conbe projected by television into the
tracts averaging less than $100 per
picture, and that another 4,000 will
qualify for the 15 per cent cancellation privilege on contracts averaging
homes."ure Ball Ticket
Pict
between $100 and $250 per picture.
To James Roosevelt This would leave about 2,500 theatres
entitled
to the 10 per cent cancellation right.
James Roosevelt, vice-president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, purThe bulletin reports that M. P. T.
chased the first ticket for the Annual
O.
A. leaders expect to see "no major
Motion Picture Ball from Franchot
changes
in principle" resulting from
Tone yesterday. The ball is being the current
rewriting of the distribugiven under the auspices of the Film
tors' trade practice proposals, but
Division of the Theatre Arts Commit- merely their simplification and clarification. Nothing is said about further
tee. Sponsors include Howard Dietz,
Lynn Farnol, Louis Nizer, Frances negotiations with the distributors when
Farmer, Katherine Locke, Lillian the revision of the distributors' draft
Hellman and Howard Barnes, Her- is completed, lending strength to the
ald-Tribune film critic. The ball will current impression that no more negotiations will be held.
be held at the Hotel Roosevelt on
Feb. 10.

Leave for New
York
Hollywood, Jan. 31.— Gradwell L.
Sears and Mort Blumenstock left tonight for New York after setting exCommittee
for
ploitation features for four Warner Name
releases. S. S. Schneider, Warner
Film Editors Award
financial expert, who came with Sears
and Blumenstock remains until later
Hollywood, Jan. 31. — The followin the week.
ing joint committee has been appointed
to
handle
the Motion
film editor
'awardArtsby and
the
Academy of
Picture
M. E. Comer ford Stricken Sciences: Anne Bauchens, Philip
Miami, Jan. 31. — M. E. Comer- Cahn, Frank Hull, H. J. McCord, and
ford is ill of pneumonia at his winter Gene Milford, representing the Acadresidence here. Frank C. Walker,
emy Film Editors Section, and EdGraner's Mother Dies
head of Comerford Enterprises and
ward Dmytryk, Desmond Marquette,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 31. — William
son-in-law of the stricken theatre man, Otto Meyer, Conrad Nervig, and
came here from New York today. Frederick B. Richards, representing Graner. Pittsburgh manager for Ross
Society of Motion Picture Film Federal Service, is mourning the loss
Comerford's condition was described tthe
Editors.
of his mother, Mrs. E. J. Graner, 75.
today as "improved".

Mrs. Randel's Funeral
Funeral services are to be held this
morning at the Riverside Memorial
Chapel for Rose Randel, mother of
Henry Randel, Brooklyn and Long
Island branch manager for Paramount.
Mrs. Randel died Monday.
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/Won of Mystery:
A strange whim,
something from
the past. ..forced
him to go on.
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Doctor: It took 12
cups of coffee to
sober him in time.
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Wife: "We most

'Curly" the Marshal:

go on, I've got to
find my husband."

Why did he release
his prisoner?
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man
. . . father of five ... I
insist we go back."
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Power

Off

Taken

Radio

Darryl

by

Zanuck

Action
Follows Protest
from Exhibitors
Twentieth Century-Fox yesterday
withdrew Tyrone Power from further
participation in the latter's starring
radio series, "Hollywood Playhouse,"
which is broadcast Sundays over
NBC, coast-to-coast. In an agreement
with Power's sponsor, the JergensWoodbury Co., the star will terminate his broadcasting after next Sunday. No other stars are mentioned.
Darryl Zanuck, in charge of 20th
Century-Fox production, stated the
move was made as a result of protests
from exhibitors about the excessive
appearances of film players in radio.
Such protests have increased for some
time past, but this marks the first instance of a studio heeding the complaints.

YORK,

THURSDAY,

Name Inspector on
G.B. Investigation
London, Feb. 1.— Board of
Trade has appointed Russell
Kettle to act as inspector to
conduct an investigation of
the affairs of Gaumont British.
The appointment climaxes
appeals for such an inquiry
made to the Board of Trade
by G. B. shareholders many
months ago, and is at odds
with a Board of Trade statement in Commons last session that the plan for an investigation had been suspended at the request of
shareholders.

SAG
Rise

to

Seek

for

Some

Extra

Groups

Screen Actors' Guild plans to obtain higher wage scales for certain
classes of extras in the spring, Ken"We have no quarrel with radio,"
neth Thomson, executive secretary, desaid Zanuck, "but there is great validclared yesterday. He declined to disity in the insistence of exhibitors
close what the demands would be.
throughout the country who contend
that they are severely injured because Efforts also will be made to "de-casualize" the ranks of the S.A.G. "Perthe air lanes are so crowded these
sons who now appear occasionally in
days with screen personalities. Not
the films as extras should be elimionly the theatres, but the stars themnated," Thomson explained. "The
selves are endangered because it is
so difficult to get adequate material field is overcrowded, and professionals
must be permitted to earn their living
for these air programs, especially without this type of competition from
(.Continued on page 41)

Rivoli Books 'Nation'
"One Third of A Nation," the
Harold Orlob production which Paramount isdistributing, has been booked
to open at the Rivoli Feb. 11, the picture's national release date. Picture
was re-cut recently, with several sequences shortened materially. Reediting delayed its release several
weeks.

TEN

2, 1939

BOARD

IN

Making
Mistake

2

the

SETUP

TO

Same

casuals."
Actors' unions in Los Angeles will
take the first steps toward closer cooperation within the next two or three
months when they will move into offices in the same building, Thomson
disclosed. Long an advocate of the
"one big union" theory in the Associated Actors & Artistes of America, he is in town for international
board meetings of the A.A.A.A. and
to assist the American Federation of
Radio Artists in their strike negotiations.
Thomson admitted that his first
enthusiasm for complete interchange(Continued on page 41)
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CENTS

DUE

MONTHS

Expect Conciliation Plan
To Act as Check on
Trust Actions

Twice

By SAM SHAIN
Winners of the Movie Quiz will
be announced on Feb. 20, at a gigantic, country-wide
— the biggest
of them "bank-nite"
all. There
will be $250,000 given away.

Zanuck's Statement

'Gunga Din' Grosses
$103,000 First Week
Improved weather conditions yesterday helped restore Broadway boxoffices to normal. "Gunga Din" did
excellent business yesterday and finished its first week there with an estimated $103,000. It is held over. At
the Capitol, "Stand Up and Fight"
drew an estimated $24,000 for the
week and makes way today for "Idiot's
Delight." "Pacific Liner" grossed an
estimated $19,000 for its 15-day run
at the Rialto.

FEBRUARY

Two million contestants, their
families and friends will be compelled to visit the theatre again
in order to find out whether they
have been successful in the colossal giveaway game. That they
have had to see 30 pictures in
order to make qualifying answers
in the Quiz is not enough.
It is on a Monday night, too,
that they are to be compelled to
go — the traditional off-night in
show business — when folks prefer
to stay at home.
The contest angle has been severely criticized and the campaign itself with its tremendous
cost has been under fire almost
from its inception, but just who
is to be taken in by this new and
ingenious method of awarding
ity.
the prizes is a matter for curiosIs it the public?
If the industry has benefited,
howsoever intangible that benefit
may seem to some, awarding the
prizes in the manner contemplated is making the same mistake twice, and wiping out
whatever gains there may be
claimed for the campaign.

IN this issue, Motion Picture Daily presents a section
dedicated to the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the
commencement in the film industry of W. Ray
Johnston, president of Monogram Pictures Corporation. Motion Picture Daily takes this occasion to
extend felicitations to him, to his company and
associates.

Local conciliation or arbitration
boards will be established nationally
in two or three months. By that time
the new selling season will be under
way. The distributors expect to have
a self-regulation system in work for
inclusion in 1939-'40 contracts.
Considerable of the litigation to
which the industry is now subject may
be avoided in the future, it is felt, if
a conciliation or arbitration system
is immediately set up. In 1938 there
were about 150 Federal court actions
by exhibitors charging anti-trust violations. Some of these were settled
without trial. At the present time
there are 140 suits pending.
The distributors feel that if the
aggrieved exhibitors had an industry
tribunal where their complaints could
be heard the number of such actions
would greatly diminish. This was the
experience during the life of the NRA
film code boards. An additional consideration is that such machinery
would create better relations between
exhibitor and distributor.
Wants Specific Rules
Meanwhile, Allied insists on specific rules and regulations on arbitration
before it consents to a self-regulation
program. Abram F. Myers, general
counsel, in Washington yesterday declared that he was greatly interested
in the M. P. T. O. A. suggestion for
immediate creation of local boards.
He refused to comment directly on
the M. P. T. O. A. proposal, but indicated that at some future time he
may have recommendations to offer
on arbitration.
"Allied has supported and adheres to
(Continued on page 41)

AFRA

Terms

Strike

Met;

Is Averted

American Federation of Radio Artists and the Committee for Advertisers
will sign a new pact today. Settlement
of their differences has been made.
There will be no walkout. AFRA
wins on all counts, it is understood,
except on the point of a closed shop.
NBC, CBS and Mutual, however,
are committed under existing contracts to a closed shop.
The accord was reached late last
night.
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RKO viceNED E. DEPINET,
president, is ill at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
•
George J. Schaefer is expected
back from the RKO studio early next
week.
•
Hank

Kaufman, manager of Columbia exchange operations, left New
York yesterday on a visit to all of the
company's
exchanges
in now
connection
with the annual
sales drive
under
way. He will be in the field until the
close of the drive, March 18.
•
Jean Hersholt will leave for
Hollywood tomorrow after spending
six weeks in New York with Mrs.
Hersholt. Hersholt's air program,
broadcast during his stay here, will be
resumed from Hollywood.
•
Harry

Moskowttz, Loew's construction head, had a birthday Monday. The family gathered at C. C.
Moskowttz's home at Kew Gardens
for a celebration.
•
Horton Smith, Jimmy Thomson,
Dick Metz and Ed Dudley, golfers,
are with the Pathe camera crew in
southern California making a Sportscope.
•
Frank C. Walker returned to
New York yesterday from Miami
after visiting there with M. E. Comerford, who is recovering from a serious
illness.
•
H. M. Richey, RKO theatre relations director, has leased a home in
Larchmont. Mrs. Richey arrives today from Detroit, their former home,
e
Robert Gillham, Paramount advertising and publicity director, leaves
for the coast today for a stay of indefinite duration at the studio.
•
Leopold Friedman, Loew's general
attorney, is back at his desk following an attack of the flu. Oscar A.
Doob is still out.
•
^ Irving Dashkin, manager of the
Savoy, Jamaica, has left on his annual
trip to the West Indies, where he will
spend February.
•

By SAM
Insiders'

rday it
whilegh yeste
FOR
lookead little
as thou
the Radio
City Music Hall was going
to have its face lifted immediately, for they began tearing down
the El structure in front of it.
However, it was discovered that
the flooring for the subway construction ofSixth Avenue would
not stand the weight of the cranes
used in the demolition. Therefore,
the Music Hall will have to wait
two months before the El structure can be removed. Work was
halted to wait on the subway job
s
and in will
the interim the
cade remain hidden. Hall' fa▼ T
Honolulu is beginning to rival
Florida and California as a vacation ground for motion picture
people. This week will see quite
a group of film and theatre men
treking towards the Hawaiian
shores. Recently Abe Montague,
Columbia Pictures sales chieftain,
was there. Now going are William A. Scully, general sales
manager of Universal ; Sam
Rinzler, Joseph Seider and Max
Cohen, local theatre magnates.
T T
When the film stars got back
to New York from Washington,
where they had gone to attend the
President's Birthday Ball, many
of them must have felt nonplussed. Their return here no
doubt was like an anti-climax
after the fuss and pleasure of being White House guests, and
there was no police escort waiting for them, here.
In Washington, over the weekend, screen satellites were a dime
a dozen. There were Andrea
Leeds, escorted by Ben Washer ;
Errol Flynn, Lili Damita, Eleanor Powell, Ralph Bellamy, Jean
Hersholt, Mitzi Green, George
Brent, Bruce Cabot, Annabella,
been named advertising and publicity
manager for the New Embassy.
•

Is

Board

Chief
Topic

SHAIN
Outlook
Paul Whiteman and Frank Fay.
And policemen flanked them all.
T
The Senator from Montana
kissed Miss Leeds as she posed
with him in a 10-gallon hat . . .
Miss Damita arrived with three
trunks and changed her clothes
every hour on the hour. . . . Fay
announced himself to all the
crowds because he insisted no one
recognized him. . . . Cabot was so
frightened he lost his voice every
time he was asked to speak. . . .
Eleanor Powell danced and Mitzi
Green sang 15 different times
within three hours and never at
the same place twice. . . .
Bellamy sent all the way to
Hollywood for a frock coat to
wear to the cocktail party on
Sunday — -and he was the only one
wearing the proper attire in all
of Washington. . . . Errol Flynn
beat the Roosevelt youngsters at
the trick of raising oneself off the
floor while sitting. They played
this game after lunch up and
down the White House corridors.
Several of the stars offered
Frank Fay 10 bucks for good
gags to tell at their personal appearances, butTFay
T wouldn't sell.

Television and the making of motion pictures will be the principal subjects under discussion at the 15th
annual conference of the National
Board of Review which gets under
way today. The three-day session
will be held at the Hotel Pennsvlvama.
Stanton Griffis, chairman of
executive board of Paramount will
speak on "Television, the Unknown
Quantity" and Allen B. Dumont, of
the Dumont Laboratories, will make
an address on "Technical Aspects of
Television." Both speeches will be
broadcast over WNYC starting at
11 :15 A. M.
The remainder of the program follows : 1 P. M. — Conference registration. 2:30 P. M.— "The Making of a
Motion
Picture,"
Dr. Russell
Potter ;
of Columbia
University,
presiding
"The Making of a Scenario," by Dudley Nichols; "The Research Worker's
Job" (speaker to be announced) ;
"Problem of Casting," by Marion
Robertson, eastern talent scout for
RKO ; "Designing of Costumes," by
Ladislaus Czettel, costume designer for
M-G-M ; "Music in the Motion Picture," bydirector
David ofMendoza,
former 8musical
the Capitol.
:1S
P. M.— Film course at N. Y. U. Therese Bonney, lecturer.
Tomorrow, 10 A. M. — "Community
Activities," a discussion by delegates.
2 :30 P. M. — Iris Barry, curator of the
Museum of Modern Art Film Library,
presiding ; "The Director's Work," by
Dudley Murphy ; "Camerawork and
Lighting" (speaker to be announced) ;
"Sound in Motion Pictures," by Reeve
O. Strock ; sound director, Eastern

In the Motion Picture Daily
on Monday, Nov. 12, there was
printed the fact that the film companies have agreed not to acquire
nor sell theatres without the
knowledge of the Government.
The companies which are defendants in the pending anti-trust suit
in New York agree to submit
day-to-day reports on theatre
deals to the Department of Justice.
Can it be that it is in regard to
this agreement that the Department of Justice is about to make

Service Studios ; "The Actor's Angle,"
by Franchot Tone ; "Montage and
Editing," by Slavko Vorkapich,
M-G-M. 8:30 P. M. — "Grand Illusion" at the Chanin.
Saturday, 10 A. M. — Junior session.
Demonstration of junior review activities and films made by 4-Star Clubs.
12:30 P. M. — 24th annual luncheon.
Langdon Post, toastmaster.

an "expected statement" ?

planning a dual opening of "Oklahoma
Kid" in Oklahoma City and Tulsa
Friday, March 3.

Houses

to Get

Quiz

Lists at Same Time
To enable exhibitors to announce

J. Real Neth, head of the Ohio circircuit bearing his name, is recovering
Quiz prize winners simultanefrom the broken leg he sustained when Movie ously
throughout the country on the
Phil Goldsmith of Cincinnati, he slipped on an icy pavement.
night of Feb. 20, it has been arranged
•
taken ill on a visit to the coast, is in
to deliver the lists to theatres at the
same time.
the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital,
John
Manheimer,
I.
T.
O.
A.
exHollywood.
Theatres governed by Eastern
ecutive
secretary,
is
reported
much
•
improved as a result of the Florida standard time will get the list at 8
P. M. ; Central, 7 P. M. ; Mountain,
_ A. C. Berman, Selznick Interna- sunshine.
•
6 P. M., and Pacific Coast, 5 P. M.
tional representative in London, arrives today on the Normandie.
Pete Lewis of the Film Board of Motion Pictures' Greatest Year head•
has asked theatres not to
Trade is home nursing an injured an- announce quarters
the names until an hour and
kle after another spill on the handball
Charles D. Prutzman, Universal
a half after the stated delivery time.
general counsel, is confined to his courts.
•
The lists will be delivered by local
home with a cold.
correspondents
of the Chemical Bank
Ruth Goodman, secretary to Ned
& Trust Co. Should exhibitors eligWillard McKay, film attorney, is E.
Depinet
at
RKO,
has
gone
to
ible to receive the list fail to receive
in Florida on a vacation of indefinite Florida.
it within a reasonable time, they can
duration.
•
•
it by telegraphing Motion PicA. Schimmel, Universal attorney, obtain tures'
Greatest Year in New York.
Juan Soto, Venezuela film pro- is confined to his home with the
Campaign headquarters suggest that
ducer, arrives today from Caracas.
the sealed envelopes containing the
grippe.
•
•
names of winners be opened on the
Harry Rice, former feature writer
Walter Wanger is expected in stage by the manager in the presence
for the Chronicle, San Francisco, has New York early next week.
of a public official.

Oklahoma Gets Opening
Hollywood, Feb. 1.— Warners is
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'James'

'Gunga

Hits
Hollywood

Big

Philadelphia, Feb. 1.— Worst
weather break of the year took its toll
but "Jesse James" garof business,
nered $19,000 at the Stanley.
The Ben Bernie stage show, together with $19,000.
"Off the The
Record"
the
Earle took
rest atwere
off.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 26:
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
ALDINE— (1,300) (40c-55c-65c-75c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,160)
"Going Places" (W.B.)
ARCADIA — (600) (25c-40c-55c) 6 days.
Gross: $1,300. (Average, 7 days, $2,800)
"Zaza" (Para.)
BOYD— (2,400) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Off the Record" (W.B.)
EARLE — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Stage: Ben Bernie and Band. Gross:
$19,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
FOX— (3,000i (40c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$13,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Artists and Models Abroad" (Para.)
KARLTON— (1,000) (25c-40c-5Sc) 7 days.
Gross: $2,800. (Average, $4,000)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
KEITH'S — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
STANLEY— (3,700) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $19,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Ambush" (Para.)
STANTON— (1,700) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,000)

'Stand

Los

$19,000,

Philadelphia

Up'

$19,000

Draws
to

Capital

Lead
Grosses

Din'

in

Preview

"Tail Spin"
(20th Century-Fox)

Angeles

Smash

Hollywood, Feb. 1.— As the title suggests, this is a picture about
aviation, particularly about competitive aviation as of the Cleveland air
races. The aviation in it is first grade aviation, at least from the layman's point of view, and there is a lot of it, including the Los Angelesto-Cleveland women's race. There are crackups, parachute drops and
power dives but no stunting. Alice Faye, Constance Bennett, Nancy
Kelly, Jane Wyman and Joan Davis are seen as competitors in the Cleveland competition. Charles Farrell, Kane Richmond, Wally Vernon and
Edward Norris carry the subordinated masculine interest.
In common with other aviation pictures, this one is at its best in the
air. The ground story relied upon to add interest to the air episodes
and fill the necessary spaces between them is a sketchy account of the

Is

$39,500

Los Angeles, Feb. 1.— "Gunga Din"
showed
way to other
fc^'n
with a the
sensational
grossbills
of in$3%3
in two theatres, taking $20,000 at trie
Hillstreet and $19,500 at the Pantages.
"They Made Me a Criminal" did
well, grossing $15,000 at the Warner
Hollywood and $16,000 at the War"Pygmalion"
$6,600nerinDowntown.
its fifth week
at the 4 drew
Star.
Estimated takings for the week endFeb. 1 : (ZOth-Fox)
"Jesseing James"
CHINESE— (2,500) (30c-75c), 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $9,700. (Average, $12,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
4 STAR— (900)
7 days,
week.
$6,600.(40c-55c),
(Average,
$3,250) 5th
"Gunga Gross:
Din" (RKO)

various young women's reasons for flying, a mild romance linking the
affairs of two of them slightly. There has been relatively little attempt
to make the human side of the picture more than a foundation for the
aerial exhibition Nancy Kelly and Edward Norris, who die in midHILLSTREET— (2,700) (30c-65c), 7 days.
picture after brief plot prominence, have the best of the dramatic op- Gross: $20,000.
(Average, $6,500)
"Jesse
James" (20th-Fox)
laugh
the
of
charge
portunities. Joan Davis and Wally Vernon are in
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500) (30c-7Sc), 7
department, which is also subordinated.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,300. (Average,
$14,000)
It's a Harry Joe Brown production, directed by Roy Del Ruth from "Gunga Din" (RKO)
an original screenplay by Frank Wead. It is expensively cast and pro- "Zaza"
(Para.) (3,000) (30c-65c), 7 days.
PANTAGES—
(Average, $7,000)
duced. Like all aviation pictures, it derives a certain exploitation time- Gross:. $19,500.
liness from the current general emphasis upon aviation as an institution.
PARAMOUNT— (3,595) (30c-65c), 4 days.
Stage: F. & M. revue, Rube Wolf and
Roscoe Williams his orchestra. Gross: $8,500. (Average,
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."*
$18,000)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
*"G" denotes general classification.
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD)—
(3,000)
(Average,(30c-65c),
$14,000) 7 days. Gross: $15,000.
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN)—
'James' Captures
(3,400)
(Average,(30c-65c),
$12,000) 7 days. Gross: $16,000.
0
,00
$11
,'
\James
Smash
$17,300 in
In Oklahoma
City
' Hardy s' $9,500 in
Two
K.C. Houses
Oklahoma City, Feb. 1.— "Jessea
James" set a smart pace here, with
Slow Montreal Week
gross of $11,000 at the Criterion.
Kansas
City,
Feb.
1.
—
"Jesse
"Kentucky" took a good $2,700 in a James" at two houses walked off with
Montreal, Feb. 1.— "Out West
return engagement at the Plaza, and a gross of $17,300. The picture took With the Hardys" grossed $9,500 as
$8,800 at the Esquire and $8,500 at the single attraction at the Palace.
"Nancy Drew, Detective" and "Heart
"Kentucky" brought $8,000 to the
of the North" were good for $2,700 the Uptown.
at the Liberty. Snow and rain hurt
and the second week of "The
A big snow and a big thaw didn't Capitol,
business to some extent.
bother first
"Jesse
James" but didn't help Beachcomber" registered $5,000 at the
other
runs.
Princess. A cold wave and considerEstimated takings for the week endable snow discouraged patronage.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 26 :
"Zaz
a"
(Para
.)
"Jesse James" (ZOth-Fox)
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 24-26 :
CRITERION — (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $5,200)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (25c-40c) 7 days. "Kentucky"
ing Jan. 28 (20th-Fox)
:
Gross: $7,800. (Average, $7,000)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W.B.)
CAPITOL—
(25c -40c
-55c -65c) 7 days.
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
Heart of the North" (W.B.)
Gross: $8,000. (2,547)
(Average,
$9,500)
LIBERTY — (1,200) (20c-25c-30c) 7 days.
ESOUIRE— (800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: "Say It In French" (Para.)
Gross:
$8,800. (Average, $3,000)
"Zaza" $2,750.
(Para.) (Average, $2,500)
LOEW'S — (2,800) (25c-40c-50c) 7 days.
"The Duke of West Point" (U.A.)
Stage:
Benny Meroff
and vaudeville.
MIDWEST— (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days. "Homicide Bureau" (Col.)
Gross:
$6,000.
(Average,Band$8,000)
"King Kong"
(RKO)
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,500)
MIDLAND
—
(4,000)
(25c-40c)
7
days.
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
Gross: $7,600. (Average, $11,500)
"It Happened One Night" (Col.)
) 7 days. Re- "The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
(25c-35c-40c
(750)
PLAZA—
turn. Gross: $2,750. (Average, $2,300)
ORPHEUM
(919) (25c-35c-50c)
7 days.
"Torchy Gets Her Man" (W.B.)
Gross:
$2,500. —(Average,
$5,000)
"The Duke of West Point" (U.A.)
ORPHEUM — (1,500) (25c-40c) 7 days. "Out West With the Hardys" (M-G-M)
STATE — (1,100) (20c-25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: $5,400. (Average, $5,000)
PALACE— (2,600) (25c -40c -55c -65c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $3,500)
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $11,000)
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
FOX TOWER— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. "The Beachcomber" (Para.-British)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd Stage: Revels of 1939, featuring Varsity
"Arrest Bulldog Drummond" (Para.)
week. Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,500)
Eight, 3 O'Connors,
Dare &(Average,
Yates, and
the
PRINCESS — (2,272) (25c-35c-50c-65c) 7
Bradfords.
Gross: $9,700.
$7,000)
days,
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average,
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
UPTOWN — (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $4,000)
$7,000)
Signs Order on RKO

Washington, Feb. 1.— "Stand Up
and Fight" did the best business of
the week, taking $19,000 at Loew's
Capitol. "Kentucky" was strong at
Loew's Palace with $13,500.
Two holdovers, "Paris Honeymoon"
and "Sweethearts" continued in the
profit column, the former pulling
$4,700 at Warners' Met, and the latter $5,000 at Loew's Columbia.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 26 :
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434) (25c-65c) 7
days.
$19,000. Stage:
(Average,"Bubblin'
$16,500) Over." Gross:
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243) (25c-40c)
3rd week, 7 days. Gross: $5,000. (Average.
$4,200)
"Kentucky" (2<Vth-Fox)
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2,370) (25c -55c) 7
days. Gross: $13,500. (Average, $11,500)
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
RKO- KEITH'S — (1,836) (25c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $10,000)
"Zaza" (Para.)
WARNERS' EARLE— (2,218) (25c-66c) 7
days. Stage: Chas. Kemper, Roxyettes.
Gross: $14,600. (Average, $16,000)
1938 Accounts Audit
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,591)
Federal Judge William Bondy has
(25c-40c) 2nd week, 7 days. Gross: $4,700.
(Average, $4,000)
signed an order authorizing the Irving Trust Co., as trustee of RKO, to
engage Price, Waterhouse & Co. to
audit the accounts of RKO for 1938,
Open "Missouri" in K. C. and to prepare consolidated statements and a detailed report of the
Kansas City, Feb. 1.— World
premier of "I'm from Missouri" will company and its subsidiaries for that
be held at the Newman here the mid- year. The order limits Price, Waterdle of March. Plans were discussed house to a maximum fee of $4,800 for
here by Theodore Reed, director of the work required. According to the
the picture ; Jerry Zigmond, manager Irving Trust a detailed report will
of the Newman, and Arthur Cole of facilitate the work of transferring
Paramount.
RKO's assets under the plan.

Toronto

Firm

Drops

Sales of 16mm. Films
Toronto, Feb. 1.— In the belief
that the distribution of both standard
and 16 mm. pictures by the same
company was opposed in business competition, Harry Price of Superior
Films, has disposed of the 16 mm.
branch of his independent establishment. The stock of narrow width features has been sold to General Films
which operates
nadian West. principally in the Ca-

Orders

Auction

3 Houses

on

in Conn.

New Haven, Feb. 1.— Sale at public auction of the Capitol, Palace and
Middlesex in Middletown on April 11
have been ordered by the Superior
Court of Middlesex County. Sale will
be conducted by William L. Hadden,
receiver.
Arthur Lockwood, M._ P. T. O. A.
board member, has been identified with
nership.
the operation of the houses in a part-
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of W. Ray Johnston's
in the film business

napoleon finished at Waterloo,
but W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram Pictures, began there. A
pioneer in motion pictures, there are
few executives in the film business
who have experience so varied. He
has been actor, producer, exhibitor,
editor, salesman. This year he celebrates the completion of 25 years in
the film industry.
Born in Bristow, la., on Jan. 2,
1892, Johnston was a member of a
large family. A year later, his
parents moved to Janesville, a small
town not many miles away. Young
Ray entered grammar school and
immediately became the leader of
his class. In high school, he was
an honor student, being graduated
cum lande, at the age of 16. But
the youngest member of the Johnston
family was not satisfied to rest on
his laurels. He had a driving force
which made him desirous of more
knowledge. His ambition was not
for the cornfields of the midwest.
He attended the Waterloo College
of Commerce. His business career
began concurrently with his search
for commercial knowledge. Outside
of class hours, he worked in the
mailing department of the Daily
Reporter, Waterloo's leading newspaper. Upon graduation from the
commerce school, Johnston was
given a letter of recommendation

circulation manager of the paper.
But after a brief fling in journalism,
he became secretary to the manager
of the Citizens' Gas and Electric
Company of Waterloo, later becoming secretary to a local banker whose
interests served to bring Johnston
to the secretaryship of the Vaughan
Land Co., the Western Realty and
Investment Co. and the Iowa Mausoleum Co., all of Waterloo. In the
latter company, at the age of 19, he
was placed in charge of 35 salesmen
and a construction crew of several
hundred men engaged in filling the
orders turned in for community
mausoleums throughout Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Minnesota.

Came

Through
With the celebration of his 25 years in the
film business. W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president,
announces that the new Monogram, but eighteen month old,
lived up to its l937-'38 program in the first year of reorganization and delivered
100 per cent of its product
to exhibitors. ... A sales
quota of $6,750,000 has been
set for the present year to be
met by the exchanges. This
amount is almost double last
year's figure.
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INDUSTRY

Telling the story
quarter-century

from the school's president as the
most "conscientious" student ever
enrolled at the school. Futhermore,
the president predicted great things
for his future.
Johnston became assistant to the
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Gets Into Film Business
■ But the Johnston ambition
could not find satisfaction in so
small a city. The chance came in
the person of a business acquaintance, Wilbert Shallenberger, an
executive of the Thanhouser, Mutual,
Majestic, New York Motion and
Keystone Film companies. A business associate of Shallenberger was
in need of a confidential secretary.
Johnston was offered the post. So,
in 1914, at the age of 22, the youth
pulled up stakes from the middle
west and travelled east to become
aide to Charles J. Hite, president of
the Thanhouser studios at New
Rochelle, suburb of New York.
In two months, Johnston had
mastered the trade language and
realized the colossal possibilities of
an industry still in its infancy. At
the end of this short time, he was
appointed treasurer of Syndicate
Film Co. which was organized to
distribute "The Million Dollar Mystery," the first of the notable serial
pictures and one of the most successful of them all. It represented
a negative cost of $80,000 and
grossed $1,000,000.
Made at the Thanhouser Studios
in 23 chapters as a 46-reel serial,
"The Million Dollar Mystery" had
as its star James Cruze, who now is
one of Hollywood's directors. To
promote interest in the film, the
studio launched a newsapeper contest requesting the fans to suggest
the final chapter. Production was
held up for three months until finally
a stenographer in Chicago came
through with a satisfactory ending.
It was Johnston who introduced
[Continued on next page]
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[Continued from preceding page]
Al Jennings, one-time Oklahoma
train robber and later Democratic
candidate for governor, to screen
audiences in the six-reeler, "Beating
Back." The success of this picture
aided Johnston's uninterrupted surge
upward in film circles.
Hite's interests carried beyond
production into exhibiton, and Johnknowledge
the industry
roundedston'sout
as aof result.
He was
was
assigned by Hite to supervise the
operation of two New Rochelle
houses which had been dipping into
the red far too long. He investigated, discovered that overhead was
too high for the calibre of features
being served the houses — that the
public,
even in 1915, was
for entertainment.
He "shopping"
made the
necessary adjustments and returned
to the home office with the two
theatres showing a profit.
Then an Actor — Briefly
■ But Johnston wanted more
knowledge. He wanted to learn all
ends of the business, so he went on
the payroll of the Thanhouser company as an actor for six months.
He succeeded, during this time, in
getting the actor's "slant" on production. It was during this brief
interlude that Johnston successfully
headed the first actors' organization
to better relations between employer
and employe in the motion picture
industry. But his thespian talents
proved no menace to the stars of the
day.
A few months later he was made
manager of the newly opened Thanhouser studio at Jacksonville, Fla.
In the summer of 1916, he returned
to New York to be assistant treasurer of Thanhouser and, later, president of Big Productions Film Corp.
In 1937, he joined W. E. Shallenberger, who, in the meantime, had
organized Arrow Film. Johnston
remained with this company for
seven years and eventually became
its vice-president and general sales
manager.
In January, 1924, Johnston
branched out for himself and organized Rayart Pictures. Through it,
he succeeded in turning a $10,000
stock investment into a business
gross of $1,250,000 by the time talking picture arrived in 1927. His
idea was to produce an annual schedule of 24 silent "westerns" to service
the thousands of exhibitors who
would need this type of product
while major companies were learning
the technique of sound and acquiring
equipment.
Johnston allied himself with Trem
Carr, a young California producer
who had been on the Hollywood
scene since 1922. Carr was in charge
of production while Johnston headed
business administration in New
York. Like Johnston, Carr hailed
from a small midwestern town,
Trenton, III, and was educated at
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Films

the state university. He became
vice-president of Rayart.
The venture was a success and,
when sound finally r.rrived Johnston
and Rayart were prepared. In 1931,
he called in the distributors of his
product, who were independent exchange men throughout the country,
and formed a cooperative organization known as Monogram Pictures,
patterned after the structure of the
old First National organization.
His production and distribution organizations were merged cooperatively to make and sell a talking
picture program of 28 features.
Franchise holders were named in the
new organization, each paying a prorata share of the cost of each picture
and holding a stock interest in the
parent company and sharing in its
profits.
The following year when the
company's franchise holders convened in New Orleans, the schedule
for the new season was increased to
32 features. In that year, 1932, its
distribution became world wide with
Pathe distributing in England and
Empire Films, Ltd., in Canada, and
various agents in other principal
countries throughout the world. In
the United States were 37 affiliated
Monogram exchanges, covering every
key city.
• Its- 1933 ' convention at AtlanticCity was attended by 100 delegates
who voted to increase the budget
cost of the season's schedule by, at
least one-third. During the year,
the company's
moved
from 723headquarters
Seventh Ave.wereto
new quarters in the RKO Building,
in the then newly opened Radio City.
Johnston was named to President
Roosevelt's code Authority of the
NRA. In four years, the man who
knew films from every angle, had
built a business geared to produce
and distribute 36 pictures a year.
For Himself Once Again
Late in 1935 Republic Pictures
was formed, with Johnston as j its
president and the Monogram exchanges serving as national distribution outlets. However, a year later,
he withdrew to reorganize Monogram Pictures Corp.
The Monogram identity had not
been lost in the merger that created
Republic and many features on the
Monogram schedule were in the
process of liquidation when Johnston
decided to go into business for himself once again. In August of 1936,
he revived Monogram on a more
ambitious scale than ever befqre.
Immediately he launched into the
problems of financing the new Monogram schedule, creating a new system of distribution.
From August, 1936, to March 24,
1937, while the use of the Monogram
name was being cleared, the company was called Sterling Pictures.
It is this new Monogram, startingproduction in the summer of 1937,
which has made such great strides
in a short period of time.

Johnston and Jack Hoxie in 1919

BEFORE

THE

ACE

OF

SPECIALIZATION
W. Ray Johnston was one of the
motion picture industry's pioneers.
He remembers the days when there
were no specialists — each member of
the old Thanhouser company in New
Rochelle, N. Y., was a "jack of all
trades," including Dame Nature.
That was in 1914, 1915 and 1916.
"If an unexpected snow descended
on the' studio," Johnston recalls, "the
scenario editor, who lived' next door,
would rush to the studio. By noon,
the company would be shooting on
a snow picture. Likewise, when
Long Island Sound froze over, a
quick scenario was rushed through,
called 'My Cousins from Labrador.'
Water Main Broke
"Later," he continues, "a water
main broke, flooding a side street in
New Rochelle over the curbs. A
story was rushed and the players, in
boats, made rescues from windows

afternoon, Jimmy played a game of
horse-shoes, betting the car against
$350. He lost. A few days later
he was informed that the agency had
changed its mind, since he already
had one of their cars and it had been
identified in the serial.
"In the next chapter of the film,
Jimmy arranged with the scenario
editor to have a scene where the car
broke down. In the film he attempted
to fix it when a farmer came along
asking- what was wrong with the
car. In a subtitle, Jimmy said,
'Everything. The darn thing never
did run right,' and walked out of the
scene. Thus he got even with the
agency for their failure to keep their
When a script contained a fire
scene, it was held on the shelf until
a real fire took place. Then the
promise." department rushed the
production
players to the fire and began shooting- on the film.

andIn rowed
down were
the streets."
those people
days, there
no such
thing as a "prop" department, a
wardrobe mistress, a makeup department. The actors supplied their
own clothes, applied their own makeup,, dressed their own hair, supplied
the "props" in a film. James Cruze,
now one of Hollywood's directors,
was star of "The Million Dollar
Mystery," the first of the notable
ful.
serials and one of the most successHe Bet the Car
■ "In the picture," Johnston tells,
"Jimmy played a young reporter,
and was using his own small car he
just had bought. Someone in the
press department told him he should
have received the car free for the
publicity he gave it in the picture.
Jimmy approached the agency on the
question and they agreed to give the
actor a new car. The following
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Optimism

Is

HONOR
Justified

by

Deed

BY W. RAY JOHNSTON

monogram's accomplishments in the 18
months since the company reappeared on the motion picture horizon justify the high optimism which my associates and I feel for
its future. A closely knit organization such as ours presents a
unified picture and a unified purpose. We know where we are
heading and we know, too, our limitations as well as our
possibilities.
Part of our optimism is due to the fact that Monogram's 36
exchanges already have five thousand accounts on their books,
representing an increase of seven hundred deals over last year.
Our sales quota of $6,750,000 for 1938-'39 exceeds by $2,500,000
the preceding season's figures. Likewise production budgets for
the current year have been increased $1,000,000.
Perhaps the greatest source of satisfaction is derived from the
knowledge that Monogram is currently operating in the "black."
We have not completely discarded our swaddling clothes and many
of the pains of infancy remain to be cured. However, I feel confident that exhibitors all over the United States who got on the
Monogram bandwagon when the company first announced its
reorganization program, feel that they have been amply repaid for
BY

EDWARD

A.

GOLDEN
Vice-Presiden1
Monogram Pictures Corp.

their^Bhfidence in us.
my purpose to justify again the faith which showmen have
alwliys vested in the brand name of Monogram and to exercise
vig'ilancjfct jail times that the product which we deliver will arrive
P?T^BPfe^ile and represent an increasingly high standard of
enUTtafi

WENTY-FIVE years is a long time in any business.
Twenty-five years in the motion picture business is actually much longer.
W. Ray Johnston entered motion pictures 25 years
ago, and during that time he has conducted himself and
his business in a manner which has won the esteem, respect and admiration of the entire industry.
He is not the kind of guy one can get close to easily.
He is not the kind of guy about whom one forms an
opinion in a hurry, but he has qualities which are appreciated bythose who revere manliness.
I have known Ray for most of those 25 years. I have
been closeiy associated with him for a third of that time.
Many times I have heard myself referred to as Johnston's
"stooge." Ordinarily "stooge" is a word which one
would
resent,
but stimulus.
to be his "stooge"
has beenhim
a great
honor and
a real
I have observed
in all
kinds of situations and under every conceivable circumstance, but have never seen him deviate from the ideals
and code of ethics which have guided his career and
which are so rare and so admirable that it is indeed very
gratifying to have an opportunity to pay tribute to them.
There is no double talk in his makeup.
Having been in close association with so many leaders
of our industry, and being thoroughly familiar with the
frailities of mankind, it is indeed a rare privilege to be
closely allied with this man — Ray.
The greatest tribute which can be paid to Ray Johnston iswitnessed by the fact that the men who were his
friends 25 years ago are still his friends.

MONOGRAMS
GROWTH

IN

With the creation of the new
Monogram 18 months ago, it was
necessary for W. Ray Johnston,
Monogram president, to turn an idea
into solid fact. In deciding to reorganize Monogram, Johnston realized that, in addition to studios in
Hollywood and a New York executive office, he would have to set up
a complete new distribution system
in the United States and Canada.
The exchanges that had been part of
the old Monogram had been absorbed
into Republic during his affiliation
there.
This task was accomplished in a
short period of time. Johnston lined
up branches in every key city to distribute Monogram product. In less
than two years a coordinated group
of 36 exchanges had taken shape to
handle the company's program of 42
feature pictures a year.
Thirty of these exchanges are
established strategically in leading
territories of the United States : east,
west, south, midwest and far west.
A complete coverage of Monogram
product, from first run deluxe theatres in kev cities, to the neighborhood

RAPID
2

YEARS

house in the smallest community, is
assured. Additionally, six leading
cities in Canada, including Toronto,
Calgary, Montreal, St. John, Vancouver, and Winnipeg, sell Monopictures.who are presidents or
The grammen
managers of these exchanges all meet
the high standard of requirements
set by Johnston. Leading citizens in
their own territorial regions, these
men are active in the civic affairs of
their communities also. Included
are such men as C. W. Trampe of
Milwaukee ; Ben Nathanson, Minneapolis ;Henri Elman, who recently
was candidate for mayor in Chicago ;
L. O. Ringler, Omaha ; Howard
Stubbins, Los Angeles ; John Mangham, Atlanta and New Orleans ;
Ben Welansky, Boston ; Ed Blumenthal, Dallas; F. E. Judd, Des
Moines.
Departments in other parts of the
company
grew to
justsuch
as rapidly.
ness increased
an extent Busithat
the number of home office employes
tripled and Monogram moved into
larger quarters in its Radio City
home office in New York.
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Entertainment
By SCOTT

Films

R. DUNLAP

from every present indication, Monog*,
is definitely headed for the top. Those at the helm of its activities
understand theatre conditions today and are producing pictures to
meet those conditions.
Monogram is building an organization of men which I consider
among the best in the field. Our aim is to continue to build up
the confidence of exhibitors, who already are showing their appreciation.
Exhibitors are quick to acknowledge that motion pictures claiming to be genuinely "box-office" are those containing down-to-earth
drama, conflicts that take place in every day life and to ordinary
people. Take that formula, add several excellent actors and you
have a box-office feature.
During the past two years, Monogram has gained prestige not
alone in Hollywood but throughout the country. That prestige
can be attributed to the fact that this company is conscientiously
trying to give the exhibitor entertainment.

BY

GEORGE

W.

WEEKS

General Sales Manager
Monogram Pictures Corp.

UTSTANDING circuits and leading independent
o
theatres have contracted for the Monogram product
because they know that the company has always met its
obligations to exhibitors and has given more than its
worth. All over the land, showmen have told me that
Monogram's "Boy of the Streets" and "Hoosier Schoolboy" have earned more money for them and have
delivered greater satisfaction to their audiences than
many of the socalled "super-epic" productions.
It is because of this square dealing which has always
characterized Monogram's relations with its clients that
exhibitors have without hesitation accorded us sizeable
increases when

signing contracts for the current Monogram program. They know that by supporting a company such as ours they are assured of a steady flow of
sound entertainment at rentals which make it possi ble for
them to realize a profit on their engagements.
The Johnston Jubilee campaign for playdates has won

a gratifying response from exhibitor friends. The fiveweek period from Feb. I to March 4 inclusive has been
set aside by the Monogram offices as a gesture
preciation for W. Ray Johnston on the occasion
25th anniversary in the motion picture business.
branch is actively behind the movement to have

of apof his
Every
all its

accounts play Monogram
during the Jubilee month.

pictures insofar as possible

I predict that Monogram

will continue to make sturdy

strides forward.
cious.

Its beginnings have been

most auspi-

Good authors and good saleable actors. That's the aim of Monogram. Already Monogram has on its contract list such outstanding
players as Jackie Cooper, Boris Karloff, Frankie Darro, John
Trent, Tex Ritter, Movita and Jack Randall.
With sales already showing a great increase over last year, I
have no doubt that Monogram will take the lead as the fastest
growing studio in the country.
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BY MADELEINE

S. WHITE

a

Three whole weeks working
a steel company . . . bah ! how
interesting .. . guess I'll look
that job in the film business I
heard about . . .

SECRETARY

for
uninto
just

Well, that was easy . . . three questions asked and told to report Monday morning . . . what a nice, quiet,
easy-going man that W. Ray Johnston is ! Wonder how being his
private secretary will be like, though,
after what the office manager told
me : "He's a prince of a fellow but
he talks very fast and he mumbles."
. . . Oh, well, I don't like the steel
business anyway . . . guess I'll take
a chance . . . first day all right . . .
feel a bit nervous but hope I can
stay . . . like this picture atmosphere
. . . much nicer than the steel busines . . . .
Gee,dumb
hope! the
doesn't"Arrow
think
I'm
He boss
dictated
advertising campaign" and I wrote
"aero advertising campaign" . . .
well, that's that Iowa accent ... I
can't be blamed for that . . . and he
dictated "Tudor Theatre" and I
wrote "two-door theatre" . . . it's
that accent again but I blush as he
reminds me that fire laws require
more than two doors for any theatre
... oh, well, it's only 1921 — I may
improve as time goes on . . . here
two weeks and now I sign the mail

\

. . . guess I've caught onto that
Iowa accent at last !
An appointment at last to screen
a picture for the Capitol Theatre
and I fall down on getting the print
there . . . why wasn't I exterminated
for
. . !. and he didn't even,
lose that
his one
temper
Why doesn't the boss start his,,
own company? . . . plenty of good
will and everything it takes . . .
1924 . . . Rayart Pictures Corporation, W. Ray Johnston, President
. . . nice !
Talking pictures . . . evolution
headaches. . . . good idea of the
boss' to keep on making silent pictures for the little theatres with no
dough for sound equipment . . .
Syndicate
canman
handle
'em.
WonderfulPictures
how that
can look
ahead . . . 1929 — Monogram Pictures
Corporation . . . still getting in the
boss' hair . . . but he's patient. . . .'
My word! . . . 1935 already! . . .
Talk of liquidating Monogram and
forming another company . . .why?
. it's 1937 baby
now
...Tempus
a brandfugit
new. . Monogram
is born . . . 1939 . . . how that little
guy is growing . . . he'll never be
any bigger than the boss himself
though . . he's the grandest boss
athey
secretary
could as
evergood
workbutfornever
. . .'
may come
any better ... a boss is only as
good as a secretary thinks he is.
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Vice-President and Director

W. RAY JOHNSTON
President and Director

SOL A. ROSENBLATT
Director

TREM CARR
Director

WILLIAM R. STEWART
Director
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GEORGE W. WEEKS
General Sales Manager

E. A. GOLDEN, Vice-President
In Charge Exchange Operations

O.
HENRY BRIGGS
Director

J. A. SISTO
Director

LLOYD LIND
Asst. to Sales Head

LOUIS S. LIFTON
Adv. and Publicity

LEON FROMKESS
Treasurer

J. P. FRIEDHOFF
Treasurer-Coast

J.S.HARRINGTON
Mgr.-Accessories

N. V. RITCHEY
Foreign Manager

BEN AGREN
Comptroller

CHAS. BIGELOW
Prod. Manager

J. REG. WILSON
Home Office

WM. PIERCE, JR.
Coast Publicity

E. B. DERR
Assoc. Prod.

KARL BROWN
Writer

ERNEST HICKSON
Technical Head

ED FINNEY
Assoc. Prod.

MADELEINE WHITE
Secretary

DOROTHY REID
Story Editor

SCOTT DARLING
Writer

R.SCHOENGARTH
Chief Film Editor

R. BETTINSON
Foreign Rep.

MARION
Writer

WILLIAM NIGH
Director
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associate
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"Tailspin
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INC.

PAUL

gang

MALVERN,

President

Dear

Mr.

Johnston:

I am

happy,

all of the

too, to wish

you

best.
JACKIE
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BEN WELANSKY
Boston, Pittsburgh

J. W. MANGHAM
Atlanta

Chicago
HENRI ELMAN

WM. ONIE
Cincinnati

L O. RINGLER
Omaha

WM.
Detroit B. HURLBUT

C. W. TRAMPE
Milwaukee

BEN NATHANSON
Minneapolis

carr scon
Oklahoma City

A. M. GOLDSTEIN
Seattle, Portland

M. CARMICHAEL
Charlotte

CARL HARTHILL
I ndianapolis

LESTER DURLAND
Kansas City

M. E. WIMAN
Memphis

ED KROFTA
Milwaukee

CHARLES WEINER
Minneapolis

SAM ROSEN
Philadelphia

MARK
PittsburghGOLDMAN

CECIL FARNES
Portland

W.
Salt McKENDRICK
Lake City

M. HARLAN
Detroit

ROBERT TAYLOR
St. Louis

HARRY
BACHMAN
Washington

ED BLUMENTHAL
Dallas

PHIL SHERMAN
New Haven

F. E. JUDD
Des Moines

MEL A. HULLING
San Francisco

BERKSON

LON T. FIDLER
Denver

NATE SCHULTZ
Cleveland

HARRY SPANN
New Orleans

HARRY
Buffalo

JOE FELDER
New York

JOHN
Dallas

FRANCONI

STEVE BROIDY
Boston

STARR

H. STUBBINS
L. A., San Francisco

:

ACTOR

MAKES

GOOD

CONSIDERING with friendly approbation the career of
success which brings Mr. W. Ray Johnston of Monogram
Pictures Corporation to his twenty-fifth anniversary in
the motion picture business, one is tempted to dally with the
reflection that while not a few of our industry's executives have
become unquestionably great actors, Mr. Johnston, uniquely, is
the actor who has become

a ranking executive.

He started, hand-

some two-and-twenty, in gallant roles in Thanhouser
Rochelle in 1914.
from

Broadway."

New

plays at New

Rochelle was then "just forty-five minutes

Since then, assuredly, our actor has "gone

to town."

from the
editorial page

of
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at

Monogram

supervisors

and

directors

still camera

at odd

caught

moments

by

in Hollywood

Al Herman, director, takes a moment

Lambert Hillyer, director

the

William Lackey examines a film script

to chat
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DISTRIBUTOR

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

JOSEPH FELDER, Manager
HARRY BACHMAN, Manager
630 NINTH AVENUE
922 NEW JERSEY AVENUE, N.W.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAMUEL
ROSEN, Manager
1241 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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WILLIAM
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RAY
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US
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TULSA

T. B. NOBLE'S STATE THEATRE
"GANGSTER'S BOY"— January

RIALTO THEATRE
"GANGSTER'S BOY"— January

WARNER'S LIBERTY THEATRE
"WANTED BY THE POLICE"— February
WARNER THEATRE

MAJESTIC THEATRE
"BAREFOOT BOY"— February

"BAREFOOT BOY"— February
"WHERE BUFFALO ROAM" — February
EVERY

KEY

TOWN

AND ALL CIRCUITS ARE
STANDARD,
SOUTHWEST
MONOGRAM
702 i/2 WEST

W.

IN

OKLAHOMA

RUNNING MONOGRAM
PICTURES, INCLUDING
THEATRES,
RALPH
TALBOT
THEATRES, ETC.
PICTURES

GRAND

AVE., OKLAHOMA

CORPORATION
CITY, OKLAHOMA

PITTSBURGH
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MONOGRAM
86 VAN
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PICTURES,
INC.
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president

MARK
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Texas

Salutes

Over

W. Ray Johnston

510 Texas Theatres

a direct tribute to Mr.
and to Monogram's

on his 25th

play Monogram
Johnston's

Anniversary

pictures, which

fairness and

is

leadership,

pictures!

Since Monogram's reentry into production and distribution in
1937, never before in exhibition history in Texas has any
company

grown

so fast.

Texas accounts include Interstate Circuit, Robb & Rowley Circuit, Jefferson Amusement Company, Griffith Circuit, and
other leading circuits and independent

theatres.

MONOGRAM

PICTURES

INC.

Texas Franchise Holders for Monogram:
ED BLUMENTHAL and JOHN L. FRANCONI

"Proud

W.

to Be

RAY

Part of Your

JOHNSTON

Congratulations

MONOGRAM
2071

Organization"
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Broadway

254 E. First South St.

Denver, Colo.
LON T. FIDLER, Pres.

Salt Lake City, Utah
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STILL

RAY

ASSOCIATED
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JOHNSTON
IN

1964
ON

HIS

GOLDEN

MONOGRAM

JUBILEE

PICTURES,

INC

3212 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
ROBERT

FROM

TAYLOR,

Mgr.

DIXIELAND,

SUH!

To your health and prosperity, suh!
(With a sparkling Dixie mint julep, suh!)

TO

COLONEL

W.

RAY

JOHNSTON

Your boys from the
CONE

WITH

THE

SALUTE

WIND

YOU,

COUNTRY

SUH!

The Southern contingent from way down South, in the land of cotton, have the
honor of joining the rest of the world, in their sincere congratulations, suh!
MONOGRAM

SOUTHERN
JOHN

CHARLOTTE, N. C.
W. G. Carmichael
Will Osborne
J. C. McLeroy
O. L. Barnett

EXCHANGES,

W. MANGHAM,

ATLANTA, GA.
P. H. Savin
Fred Mathis
Randall Bryan
Bill Collins

INC.

Pres.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
M. E. Wiman
Joe Jones
Harvey Rudisell

NEW

ORLEANS, LAr

J. Harry Spann
M. L. Stevens
Buford Styles

to

<3>

WHAT

MONOGRAM

PROMISES,

MONOGRAM

DELIVERS

*
Who

Is Responsible

W.

RAY

for This

Splendid

Performance?

JOHNSTON

In all his twenty-five years in this industry, he has never once
violated the confidence of a single exhibitor or business associate.

Monogram
Pictures,
inc.
BEN WELANSKY, Pres.
STEVE BROIDY, Mgr.
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"I know of no man in the motion
picture industry who in the conduct
of a substantial company enjoys so
much as does Mr. Johnston the good
will of all with whom he comes into
contact. He represents the efficient
company in a large field of activity,
competing fairly zvith all, delivering
first-rate product, punctilious in
satisfying the demands of the exhibitors and the public. He is a
credit to fair dealing and is the
epitome of honorable business relationships."
•
ED KUYKENDALL:
"W. Ray Johnston's 25 years of
constructive activity in the motion
picture industry reflect credit upon
Mr. Johnston and the entire motion
STAR

Boris

Karloff :

"James Lee Wong sends celestial greetings to W. Ray
Johnston on his Silver Jubilee,
and Boris Karloff thanks him
for the opportunity to be Mr.
Wong, Detective. For I certainly
do enjoy playing Wong, not
only because the character interests me intensely, but also
because all the Monogrammers
have been so congenial to work
with. ... A long life to Wong,
and

to

you,

Ray Johnston!"

picture industry. A fine character,
endowed by nature with a fine personality, he has brought credit to the
industry through his many activities
among those outside the industry as
well as within. Fair and frank in
his business relations, he is beloved
by exhibitors everywhere."
•
C. C. PETTIJOHN:
"So Ray Johnston has been 25
years
business.
see, that
means inhethe
started
back Let's
in 1914.
The
figures can't be right. Nobody with
his tireless energy, his zest for life,
his keen enthusiasm, is that old.
"But suppose the figures are correct. Then Ray's career has paralleled the career of the industry itself.
He is of that group which has been
responsible for the growth and development of this business from
humble status into the greatest
medium of universal entertainment
the world has ever known.
"He can be proud of his contributions to this progress.
"We are all proud of him. It is
because of felloivs such as Ray Johnston that motion pictures have come
to their present high state. With
men such as Ray Johnston to help
guide and lead, the• future is secure."
J. ROBERT RUBIN:
"Congratulations to W. Ray Johnston on his Silver Anniversary in
the motion picture business. He has
worthily participated in the progress
of our industry through the 25 years
of his activity in •its development."
GEORGE

CARROLL

pay

homage

R. B. WILBY:

"During W. Ray Johnston's 25
vears in motion pictures, the screen
^As, indeed, progressed far.
«r "When he started in 1914 there
were those who scoffed and said
that the 'flickers' were a passing
fancy.
"We can smile now at their direful predictions. But why were those
predictions so wrong?
"Motion pictures have developed
into the world's most popular entertainment medium because those who
gave them life were men of vision,
of courage, of wisdom, of talent.
The principal ingredient in pictures
is people.
"The men and women who do the
day-by-day work of the movies are
carrying forward this great tradition.
"There is the reason for the
screen's progress.
"Ray Johnston belongs to that
group which has contributed much
to this advancement.
"All in the industry are happy to
salute him on this Twenty-fifth
Anniversary."
•
SOL A. ROSENBLATT:

JOHN

Silver Jubilee Year

DAILY

WILL H. HAYS:

MONOGRAM

PICTURE
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silver
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jubilee
STAR

"I am especially glad that there is
a special issue of Motion Picture
Daily commemorating the 25th anJohnston's
connection niversary
withof W.this Ray
industry.
"What a fortune teller one would
have been who could have told that
that Thanhouser actor of a quarter
of a century ago would some day be
so honored !
"But excluding the acting, he has
been a fine asset to the industry. I
hope, again excluding the acting, that
he will be around for another 25
years doing just •as good work."
JACK COHN:
"Ray Johnston deserves congratulations, not only for the fact that the
industry is celebrating his 25th anniversary ofhis association zvith motion
pictures, but because, throughout all
those years, he has been steadfast in
his determination to maintain his
integrity and position as an important film executive.
"Those of us who know Ray
Johnston, as a friend and as an important figure in the film world, are
agreed that he has done much to
make motion pictures important to
all of us. And because he is deserving ofthe best, I am proud to
join all the others in the film zvorld
in wishing Ray Johnston good luck
— and many times 25 years of continued success in motion
pictures!"
•
LOUIS NIZER:
"Independent production and distribution tests the highest qualities
of an executive. Aggressiveness
must overcome uncertainty of market. Energy must overcome handicap. Ordinarily therefore, one encounters in this field high-tensioned
belligerent
men hardened by conflict.
"The exception is the paradoxical
figure of W. Ray Johnston — solid,
silent, patient, soft-spoken, unaffectedly dignified, sound, gracious and
unhurriedly efficient. These qualities
merge into one impression — integrity.
This
is the stamp of his character —
integrity.
"From intimate acquaintance with
him and his problems over a period
of 10 years, through adversity as

J. SCHAEFER:

"It is indeed a pleasure to send
congratulations, through Motion
Picture Daily, to W. Ray Johnston
on the occasion of the celebration of
his 25th anniversary in the motion
picture industry. Although still an
extremely young man, Mr. Johnston
is a veteran of our business with a
solid understanding of its every
phase. He has long been recognised
by exhibitors and the trade in general as an outstanding figure in
independent production and distribu-

27

Jackie

Cooper:

"I want to take advantage
of Mr. Johnston's Silver Jubilee
to thank him and Monogram
for two swell pictures and for
the fun of making them. . . .
Sincere congratulations to W.
Ray Johnston on his 25th year
in the motion picture business.
I only
that somethedaysame
I'll
be
ablehope
to celebrate
kind

of an anniversary."

ANNE

NAGEL

well as success, I attest to his complete sense of honor in obligation,
word and performance. The motion
picture industry is wealthier because
it owns the personality of W. Ray
Johnston. I extend to him congratulations wrapped in -admiration
W. J.
GELL:
and
respect."
"It gives me particidar pleasure to
add my note of congratulations and
good wishes to the many that Ray
deserves and is bound to receive on
the occasion of the 25th anniversary
of his association with the motion
picture industry. That Ray deserves
all the success he has achieved will
not be disputed. . . . I have never
met a more sincere and honorable
individual in the zvhole of the industry during the time I have been
connected with it. . . . All those
associated with Ray are justified in
feeling every sense of pride at
having a leader whose qualities as a
business man and as a human being
are so sterling.
"I cannot recall an occasion when
I have felt so delighted at being able
to congratulate anyone as on this
occasion. I hope Ray will live to
celebrate many more 25th anniver•
ABE MONTAGUE:
"It seems that I have known Ray
Johnston
saries." for practically all these 25
years as I happen to be one who had
the opportunity of doing business
with Ray back in the old state rights
days when McConville and Montague
operated a states rights exchange in
New England. Ray, then as now,
played the game only one way and
that was probably as honorable a
way as ever a man could play it.
"I appreciate the opportunity that
the pages of Motion Picture Daily
are giving me at this time to wish
[Continued on next page]
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B. E. HOFFMAN:
has been a pleasure to beCAREER
connected
[Continued from preceding page]
JOHNSTON'S
IS
LAUDED
with an industry which produces
an old friend a lot of success in his
"Congratulations on your twenty"Go Western"
such men as Ray Johnston.
every endeavor in the future, and
fifth anniversary in the film business. May you continue to add as
"I know of no one who is more
W. Ray Johnsgood health for many years so that
ton accepted Horace Greehighly
regarded
as
a
friend
and
a
you
have
in the past to the progress
he may continue in his chosen vocaley's advice, "Go West. Young
tion a fine, honorable and outstandbusiness associate."•
•
of the film industry."
Man," early in his executive * ~
film career and produced a 1 jl;
ing personality." •
PHIL BEDER:
P. S. HARRISON:
wide selection of western
JOHN H. HARRIS:
"Congratulations on your silver
films, starring outdoor per"In my an
opinion
Ray Johnston
anniversary. Best wishes for your
rendered
inestimable
service has
to
"My sincercst congratulations to
sonalities. Itwas Johnston's
continued success. Good health and
him on the celebration of his 25th
conviction, early in his career,
the independents, exhibitors as well
year in the movie industry. It is as distributors. But for his liberal
that there was a definite degood luck to you." •
mand for action films of the
because of leadership by men of Ray
principles, which have earned him
AND FROM ABROAD:
the high esteem of the independent
great west, which could be
Johnston's calibre that our industry
lias grown to its tremendous and
sold on the popularity of its
exhibitors, there zvould have been
"Congratulations on your silver
anniversary with the moving picture
powerful position in the ivorld of
stars. Among the stalwarts
no production of pictures by indetoday. He has alzvays been a leader
industry. Convinced that your capwho galloped to fame under
pendent producers •today."
and in the right direction. He is a
the Johnston helm are Tom
able and dignified direction will
definite asset to any business and zve
Tyler, Bill Cody, Bob Steele,
assure
Monogram
Pictures
a
future
J. MYER SCHINE:
Rex Bell, John Wayne, Bob
are better for having him with us.
full of artistic and commercial sucIt zvas a lucky day for the industry
Custer,
Tom Keene, Tim Mc"It is with genuine pleasure that
cess."— Enrique Gil, Distributor
I learn W. Ray Johnston is to be
when he decided to make the picture
Ritter. Coy, Jack Randall and Tex
General "Film," Buenos Aires,
honored on his 25th anniversary in
Argentina.
business his life's zvork. May I
the motion picture industry.
•
speak a little selfish wish, 'That he
stay in, the business to celebrate at
"During approximately the same
"Enthusiastic congratulations for
period, we have been busy building
ment of Monogram Picture Corpoyou
and Monogram. Always forleast his 50th year'."
•
ration, which under your wise and
an independent circuit of theatres
ward."— Hermanos Mcardi, San SalM. J. MULLIN:
effective
direction is making exand thoroughly appreciate the imvador, Salvador.
traordinary and firm progress, helpportant part he has played as a key
•
"W. Ray Johnston has been one
figure in independent production and
of the guiding lights in our great
ing to Pecchio,
a closerCuba
cooperation."
—
"Twenty-five years of cinema
distribution.
Adriano
Commercial
industry that owes such a monuactivity guarantee Monogram progFilm Co. S.A., Havana, Cuba.
"His vision and courage, and his
mental debt to pioneers of his foreress and entitle you to due admira•
splendid reputation for fair dealing,
sight and genius." •
tion,
affection,
respect."
—
Dr.
D.
"My heartiest congratulations and
have played no small part in his sucNarvaes and F. V eracoechea, CineDR. A. H. GIANNINI:
cess and we are proud to be assoto youMalmo,
and Monogram."
matografica Caracas, V enezuela.
—compliments
Lund Promoto,
ciated with him in the same inSweden.
•
"Ray Johnston is not only an energetic and efficient administrator zvho
•
"Please accept our regards and
has attained distinction in the motion
"My congratulations on your Silassurance of our friendship. Condustry."
E.
M.
LOEW:
picture industry, but above all he is
ver Jubilee year." — /. Liceaga,
gratulations."— Eduardo Laverdi,
Monogram, Mexico City.
Cia Distribuidora Films, Bogota,
"Congratulations on your Silver
a 'square shooter.' His gracious and
•
Jubilee and your contribution to the
generous personality has endeared
Colombia.
industry
for
the
past
25
years.
Best
•
"Heartiest congratulations to your
him to all of us." •
25
years. Magnificent achievements
wishes
for
continued
success."
"Congratulations to W. Ray JohnW. J. GERMAN:
•
in our industry. Always proud and
ston whose competitors continue
confident of your leadership and of
R. J. O'DONNELL:
"I think it is a grand thing that
praising him after 25 years in the
Motion Picture Daily is takingMonogram's continued forward
"Mr. Hoblitzelle joins me in exfilm industry." — Lynn Yost, Cristomarch. Send you my heartiest good
tending to you our congratulations,
due recognition of Ray Johnston's
bal, Panama.
25th anniversary in the motion pic•
best wishes and thanks for your outwishes
ture industry.
Wcttstein,for
Paris.the future." — Ernest
standing contribution to the motion
"To Mr. Johnston on the 25th an©
"I do not know of any man in the
picture industry over a 25-year
niversary in the motion picture inmotion picture field who is more
period. Few so richly deserve the
"You have achieved for Monodustry. We wish to express to you
entitled to such recognition.
hundreds of greetings and salutations
gram an envious record for quality
our sincere congratulations for the
"It has been my privilege to have
pictures in record time. Manila conwhich
you
will
receive."
evident
contribution
to
cinematograknown Ray since 1921, both person•
gratulates and wishes your continued
ally and in a business way, and it
phy and specially for the developSOL E. GORDON:
success." — M o files, Manila.
•
MONOGRAM
STAR
MONOGRAM
STAR
"Just a line from an old friend and
"Heartiest congratulations on your
customer zvho congratulates you on
25-year Jubilee. Expressing admirayour contribution to the advancetion your brilliant leadership. Best
ment of the picture zvorld on this,
wishes
for future and everlasting
your 25th anniversary in the inattachment to Monogram." — Gabriel
Talhami.
Societc Talhami Bros.,
Cairo, Egypt.

•
dustry."ALICOATE:
JACK
"Our felicitations to the genial

BORIS KARLOFF

W. Ray Johnston,
for hispictures.
25 years'
association
with motion
"In the independent field, of which
he has been a leader of both production and distribution, the road
has not always been easy. His record
is an open book, and, by their deeds
ye shall know them.
"The leaders of our industry, from
its first pioneering days to the present time, cannot be listed without
the name of W. Ray Johnston.
"Again, congratulation to him and
to Quigley Publications in honoring
him on this occasion."

"Best wishes for the next 25
years." Monopolc Films, Rotterdam, Holland.
"Heartiest congratulations on your
Silver Jubilee in motion picture
business. Have every confidence
future of Monogram under your able
leadership."
— South Africa CommerAfrica.
cial and Education
^ Film Services
Pty., Ltd., Johannesburg, South
"Best wishes, President Johnston."
— Jakob Pusset, W arsaiv, Poland.
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MONOGRAM
THE

WORLD

BY NORTON V. RITCHEY
General Foreign Manager
During the brief existence of the
new Monogram it has made remarkable strides towards spreading its
product throughout the important
markets of the world.
Monogram's distribution in England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales is
handled entirely by Pathe Pictures,'
Ltd., under the direction of W. J.
Gell. Pathe's distributing organization, with nine branches in the United
Kingdom, is recognized as the outstanding British sales setup in that
territory. It produces ample British
product to cover the quota requirements for the Monogram program.
Pathe, being associated with Associated British Pictures Corp., headed
by John Maxwell, is in a unique
position to obtain the best possible
playing time in Britain's leading
circuit, which includes nearly 500
theatres, all under the direction of
Maxwell. During the past season
the Jackie Cooper picture, "Boy of
the Streets," has proved to be one
of the outstanding grossers in the
United Kingdom.
On the Continent
"

Through its Paris office Monogram has established important distribution outlets through all of the
continental countries which remain
open at this time for trade. No
attempt has been made to do business with the various central European powers for obvious reasons.
Business in Belgium and Holland is
flourishing. The Scandinavian countries are turning in an excellent
revenue. Sweden is making the best
showing at the present time, but
Denmark, Norway and even Finland
are carrying their share.
The Near Eastern territories of
Egypt, Syria, and Palestine have
shown satisfactory results during
the past year and Monogram is
looking for considerably increased

JOHNSTON

PICTURE

DAILY

COVERS
MARKET

revenue for the 1939 season from
these markets.
Because of unsettled conditions in
Asia, very little has been done by
Monogram during the past year, but
it is looking for an improvement in
the general conditions which will
warrant their actively entering these
markets.
In the Philippine Islands Monogram Film Exchange of Manila was
organized in October of last year
and Monogram's 1937-'38 — 1938-'39
programs will be released there
before the close of the present year.
Manila's releasing schedule covers
seven Monogram productions each
month. In other words, they are releasing between 84 and 90 pictures
in 12 months.
In Australia and New Zealand all
distribution of the Monogram product is in the hands of British Empire
Films Pty., Ltd. In Australia and
Tasmania operations are handled by
Gordon Ellis, while in the New
Zealand territory R. Lyall Grant has
charge. Monogram's Jackie Cooper
pictures are particularly well received in the Australia and New
Zealand markets and in fact the
entire program is doing a very satisfactory business there.
South America Covered
H In South America, Central
America, and all the islands of the
West Indies, Monogram has established 100 per cent distribution. In
fact, there is not a single country
south of the Rio Grande which is not
playing Monogram productions. The
most recent acquisition to the fast
growing Monogram family of Latin
American distributors is Peru. This
was the only open territory until
recently, when one of the outstanding film figures of Lima closed a
contract with Monogram. Particular
efforts are being made to develop
our business throughout the Latin
American republics and a big year

Silver Jubilee Year

is being anticipated for 1939 in this
great market.
All the world loves and understands stories such as "Boy of the
Streets," "Gangster's Boy" with
Jackie
Cooper,
and "Barefoot
with Jackie
Moran.
A circus Boy"
story
such as "Under the Big Top" has a
ready market in every country. A
romantic action melodrama such as
"Rose of the Rio Grande" starring
Movita and John Carroll is excellent
for the South American countries.
All in all, Monogram is as well
known in foreign lands as it is in
this country and its business is increasing in a most satisfactory
manner wherever American pictures
are shown.
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Candid

Shots

Of Johnston
He'd rather fly on his trips

all over the country . . . he's
too long to be comfor
table in
a train berth.
He owns a • parrot by the,
name of Polly Boo Boo . ■
his white collie dog is Beauty. •
Although a chain cigarette
smoker, he never inhales and
refuses to smoke on Sundays
... tohe give
break,
says. his throat a
•
hates moving ... always arranges to be out of
town. Took a trip to New
England when he moved his
home from New York to
Larchmont. . . . Was in California both times his offices
were moved, from 723 Seventh
Ave. to Radio City and again
when they were moved from
the 20th to the 23rd floor.
He

Scott

Dunlap

Theatre-Born
Scott Dunlap, genial vice-president
in charge of production at Monogram, and boss of the studios in
Hollywood, grew up in the theatre,
and a love of show business is in
his blood.
Scotty's father was the financial
backer of the McCall Opera Company, which produced almost all of
the Gilbert and Sullivan Operas.
When young Scott evinced a talent
for the theatre, his father let him be
an actor, and the boy played with
many famous stage stars. He spent
several seasons in vaudeville, and
then in 1915 came to Hollywood and
the motion picture business as an
actor.
From acting Dunlap went into
assistant directing, and finally in
1918 joined Fox as a full fledged
director. He directed also for Pathe
and Universal, such pictures as "Object Alimony," "Hell Ship" and
"One Stolen Night."
Leaving Fox in 1928, Scotty became a talent agent, and later became associated with Frank & Dunness. lap as partner in the agency busiWhen the new Monogram was organized in 1937, Scott Dunlap joined
W. Ray Johnston to become vicepresident in charge of production for
the new company.

•
Is a pencil chewer . . . flute
fashion.
•
Although connected with
the industry most allied with
superstition
for 25 years, he
nothing.
himself is superstitious about
candy.
His

dietary

•

weakness is

•
He was valedictorian
of his
class on graduation from
Janesville High School in Iowa
... he still retains his certificate. But it must have
been too much for him, for
ever since he has had an
aversion to speeches.

Although he • has a natural
wave in his hair, he insists
upon his barber cropping it
close so the wave won't show.
He loves to • nibble on pop
corn and drink milk . . . claims
it's a hangover from his youth
in the corn belt of Iowa.

• upon driving
Always insists
his own car. When out-oftown visitors are shown the
city, he leaves the chauffeur
at home.

JACK RANDALL
MONOGRAM STAR

MOVITA
MONOGRAM

STAR

JOHN TRENT
MONOGRAM STAR

•
Figures that his eye glasses
cost him $200 a year. He
breaks or loses them on an
average of once a month.
•
Is one of biggest men in
motion picture industry . . .
six feet, six inches in stocking
feet and hat on.
•
Is never without a radio,
taking a portable set with him
country.
on his various trips around the
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$25,000,000
Again
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Charge

in

Debated

Paramount officers were served during the past few days in a stockHouse of Commons
holders' action which charges that
losses in excess of $25,000,000 were incurred by the company as a result of
London, Feb. 1.— Question of Gov- license agreements entered into with
ernment censorship again was raised
in the House of Commons yesterday Erpi and from mismanagement of the
during its reorganization and
by <=aoffrey Mander, who questioned company
since. The action has not been filed
thfVOJ)me Secretary on the relations
betr,een the British Board of Films in N. Y. Supreme Court yet.
The complaint alleges acts of misCensors and the Home Office.
management back to 1926. Plaintiffs,
The Home Secretary denied that
the Government department exercised Frank Jablow and Sam Acker, each
acquired 300 shares of Paramount
any control, either direct or indirect. However, he admitted the cen- stock in November, 1937. Their counsel, Pollock & Nemerov, were attorsor board does ask guidance from
neys of record in a recent stockholder
his department when the censor is in
doubt or difficulty, but declared that action against Loew's.
In its present form the complaint
such action seldom was necessary.
names 31 individual defendants, many
of whom are either deceased, no longer
associated with the company or no
Ohio Bill Would
longer residents of New York. Paramount Pictures, Inc., Paramount SerEnd
Film Censor
vice Corp., Erpi, Western Electric and
A. T. & T. are corporate defendants.
Columbus, Feb. 1. — Following
closely on the introduction of a bill
Rosenberg to RKO
in the Ohio legislature by Representative Harry J. Dworkin, Cleveland, to
Omaha, Feb. 1.— Joe Rosenberg
curb the power of the censors, pro- has left National Screen Service here
hibit censorship actuated by political to join the RKO sales staff, filling the
influence, and divorce activities of the
created by Freddie Horn's
censors from jurisdiction of the state vacancy
departure to G. N. as manager. Mike
government, a bill has been intro- Roth has taken Rosenberg's position
duced by Representative Wilford B. with National Screen.
Bixler, Akron, to abolish the state
censor board entirely.
The first measure is said to stand
Showing Foreign Films
some chance of enactment, but the
Philadelphia, Feb. 1.— Arcadia, independent downtown house, will show
second will not receive serious consideration bythe legislature, it is be- occasional foreign films. Abe Sabolieved.
losky operates the theatre.
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(.Continued from page 1)
when they must present something
new each week.

—

Silverstone

"Film companies spend thousands
of dollars and months of time preHollywood, Feb. 1.— United Artists
paring for the single appearance on the in 1938 had the greatest foreign gross
screen of any one of their stars. By receipts in its history, Maurice Silverits very nature, radio cannot exercise stone revealed today. The first comsuch care for the protection of a
pilation of figures, Silverstone said,
showed that 50 per cent of the complayer.
"The screen and radio can continue
pany's entire revenue came from
this in spite of foreign market
to help each other when they cooper- abroad,
restrictions on American films.
ate for mutual benefit ; but the situaSilverstone, who is staying here
tion today is such that unless stern
until next week to talk to John Hay
measures are taken, both must suffer." Whitney of Selznick International,
The New York office of Lennen &
Mitchell, the agency which produces who arrived yesterday, concerning
the Tyrone Power series, would not a possible future deal for release concomment on the situation yesterday.
tinuation of the latter's product, said
that the reason for the foreign gross
Mannradio,
Holliner,
the agency's with
director
of
left instructions
his increase of U. A. was its quality picsecretary that he would say nothing tures.
on the situation, but that possibly he
"Despite restrictions placed on
might today.
American films in foreign markets,"
said Silverstone, "the great increase
All Offer Stars
of U. A. grosses is a tribute to U.A.'s
The network schedules from Holly- quality policy. Ordinary American
wood are crammed with programs pictures are being shut out by quota
laws. Take England, for instance.
offering Hollywood players as attrac- Before quota restrictions American
tions. On CBS there is "Silver The- pictures had 95 per cent of the playing
atre" with guest players each week time. Now with American pictures
(this Sunday Loretta Young) ; "Gate- getting about 71 per cent of the playway to Hollywood," jointly sponsored
ing time, time allowed formerly to
by RKO studios and the Wrigley
ordinary American pictures goes to
Co., which presents a featured film
pictures. With a mateplayer each week (this Sunday Billie good rialBritish
increase in U. A. product quality
Burke) Latter
; and the
Screenwith
Actors'
series.
is laden
stars Guild
each for the 20th anniversary year we exbroadcast, as for instance the propect even greater grosses."
gram coming up, which will have
Bing Crosby, Hugh Herbert and SAG
to Seek Rise
Jane Withers, among others. On
For Certain Extras
Columbia's Sunday schedule also is
(.Continued from page 1)
the Old Gold program with Bob
Benchley, and the Ben Bernie pro- ability of cards among the various
The NBC Sunday schedule presents
gram.
the Jell-o program with Jack Benny,
Mary Livingstone, Kenny Baker,
Andy Devine; the Chase and Sanborn
hour with Don Ameche, Charlie McCarthy, Dorothy Lamour, and prominent Hollywood players in the dramatizationsand
;
"The Circle," a new
series which presents Ronald Colman,
Cary Grant, the Marx Brothers,
Carole Lombard.
Board

W.

Taken

Losses

Setup

Is Due

In 2 to 3 Months
(Continued from page 1)
the principle of arbitration of all industrial disputes," Myers said. "That
principle has been embodied, in principle, in the distributors' proposals. By
invitation
of the
distributors'
generalof
counsel, I am
attempting
a revision
the proposals, including the principles
and mechanics of arbitration."

units in the 4-A's had waned somewhat in the face of technical difficulties in working out a plan. "If a
union is too large," said Thomson,
"there is sometimes a danger that
democratic control of union affairs
goes from the membership to the paid
officials. Membership meetings on a
nationwide scale are difficult to arrange." Complete interchangeability
of cards would result in a serious
loss of revenue which could not be
offset by economies. If a higher dues
schedule were set up for all, it would
penalize actors, like film extras, who
have_ no intention of going into radio,
legitimate stage or other fields.
In Los Angeles, however, the
unions will move into quarters now
occupied by the S.A.G. where there
is room for them. It is expected that
savings will be made in rent, clerical
salaries and accounting services. Actors will not be comnelled to travel
from office to office to pay their dues
when they are employed in more than
one field.

Dallas, Feb. 1.— Allied States opposes conciliation, which is favored by
Universal Sessions
the M. P. T. O. A., and will wait until an agreement is definitely reached
Recess Until March
before consenting to the setting up of
Hollywood,
Feb. 1.— The series of
any boards, Col. H. A. Cole, Allied conferences between
Universal home
president, said here today.
"We will not consent to intangible office executives and studio heads will
boards without force or functions suspend temporarily Friday with the
departure of W. A. Scully, general
clearly defined," Col. Cole declared. sales manager, for Honolulu. Scully
"We want no conciliation and don't
know the meaning of the word after will return in March to open new
on the 1939-'40 program with
having tried it for 10 years and get- sessions
Nate J. Blumberg, company president.
ting nowhere."
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NBC

Billings

Jan.

for

$4,033,900,

Setting

New

Mark

Establishing an all-time high for a
single month, NBC gross revenue for
time sales during January amounted
to $4,033,900. It marks the first time
in the network's history that a $4,000,000 month has been achieved.
The previous high was recorded last
November, when the monthly billings
totaled $3,898,919.
The gain over January, 1938, when
the billings amounted to $3,793,516,
is 6.3 per cent. The Red network
accounted for $3,035,511 of the
month's total, with the Blue contributing $998,389.
Bill

in Del.

Restrict

Would
Trailers

Wilmington, Feb. 1.— Under a bill
introduced in the Delaware state legislature here, it would be unlawful for
any theatre to display any advertising, preview or trailer of more than
three minutes length unless proper notice is given to patrons. The measure provides that the notice be disprominently
in thein cashier's
window, played
on the
billboards
front of
the theatre and in all newspaper advertisements.
The bill, offered by State Senator
Paul R. Rinard, also would make it
unlawful for any theatre to cut into,
insert or display any advertisements,
preview or trailer in any newsreel.
Fines of $50 for a first offense and
$100 for a second are provided in the
bill.
$270,000

Tippett

Suit

Filed by Universal
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., yesterdav filed suit in N. Y. Supreme Court
for $270,000 damages and an accounting against John D. Tippett and Eugene T. Tippett, charging a "fraudulent plan" between the defendants and
Carl Laemmle, former president of
Universal, to split commissions on
contracts for the sale of film raw stock
to Universal. Argument of an application by the defendants to dismiss the
complaint will be heard today by Justice Samuel I. Rosenman.
In a suit for $600,000 damages for
breach of contract previously brought
by John D. Tippett, Inc., against Universal, Justice Aaron J. Levy, of the
N. Y. Supreme Court, yesterday vacated an order which directed John D.
Tippett to testify before trial.
Topeka's Admissions
Are Slashed Sharply
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 1.— First concerted break in film house admission
prices in this area has taken place
here. One theatre has gone from 40
to 25 cents ; two from 25 to 20 ; two
from 20 to 15, and one from 20 to
10 cents.
Cregier Funeral Today
Chicago, Feb. 1.— Funeral services
for Charles Cregier, inventor of a
talking picture device, will be held
tomorrow. Son of a former Chicago
mayor, Cregier had been in the city's
electrical department 42 years.

BBC

to Disregard

Hitler's Warning
London, Feb. L — British
Broadcasting Corp. has decided to pay no attention to
a warning by Adolph Hitler,
who, in his Reichstag speech
declared that "if broadcasts
sent from certain foreign
countries to Germany do not
cease we will soon end them."
BBC has stated it has no intention of discontinuing its
nightly news bulletins in German.

FCC

Thursday, February 2, 1939:

Syracuse
Bans

Allied

5-Cent

Unit

Tickets

Syracuse, Feb. 1.— Members of the
Syracuse Allied unit eliminated the
five-cent admission charge in this city
by mutual agreement at a meeting today. A minimum admission price of
ten cents was established.
E. Thornton Kelly, state executive
secretary, attended the meeting at
which among other business transacted
was the election of Sidney Grossman
as regional secretary. A grievance
committee will be elected at the next
meeting which will be the Thursday
after the third Monday in this month
and each month in the future.

Calendar
Ohio

Washington, Feb. 1, — Federal
Communications Commission has set
Feb. 9 as the date for hearings on the
applications of WSEI, Pocatello,
Idaho, for change of frequency from
900 to 600 kilocycles and increase of
night power from 250 to 1,000 watts,
and KPAC, Port Arthur, Tex., for
change of frequency from 1,260 to
1,220 kilocycles and extension of time
from day to unlimited.
It was announced also that a hearing would be held March 21 on the
application of the Southern Oregon
Broadcasting Co. for a new 1,310kilocycle, 100-watt station at Grants
Pass, Ore.
Would Change Frequency
The commission has set Feb. 2 for
oral arguments on the applications of
KSAL, Salina, Kan., for change of
frequency from 1,500 to 1,120 kilocycles and increase of power from 100
watts night, 250 watts day, to 500
watts night, 1,000 watts day; WFBR,
Baltimore, for a 10- to 100-watt satellite station at Frederick, Md. ; KFRO,
Longview, Tex., for change of frequency from 1,370 to 1,340 kilocycles,
extension of time from day to unlimited and increase of power from 250
to 1,000 watts, and WOMI, Owensboro, Ky., for change of frequency
from 1,500 to 1,200 kilocycles, and the
contesting applications of Citizens
Voice and Air Show and Provo
Broadcasting Co., for a 1,200-kilocycle
station at Provo, Utah, with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day.
The Commission also ordered hearings on the following applications for
new broadcasting stations :
Martin K. Calaway and Harry S.
Hooper for a 1,420-kilocycle station
at Marysville, Cal., with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day ; Coastal Broadcasting Co. for a 1,500-kilocycle station at Brunswick, Ga., with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day ; Grant Union
High" School District for a 1,370kilocycle, 100-watt daytime station at
North Sacramento, Cal., and Thumb
Broadcasting Co. for an 880-kilocycle,
1,000-watt daytime station at Brown
City, Mich.
Hearings were ordered on the applications ofWCOU, Lewiston, Me.,
for increase of day power from 100
to 250 watts; KGKL, San Angelo,
Tex., for increase of night power
from 100 to 250 watts ; WOC, Davenport, la., for authority to move transmitter from Davenport to Bettendorf,
la., change frequency from 1,370 to
1,390 kilocycles and increase power
from 100 watts night, 250 watts day,
to 1,000 watts; and WDRC, Hartford, for increase of night power from
1,000 to 5,000 watts.

Censor

Ordered

51 Deletions

in Jan.

Columbus, Feb. 1.— Ohio censors
reviewed a total of 621 reels in January, and ordered 51 eliminations.
"Professor Mamlock," previously rejected, was approved and passed with
certain deletions during the week of
Jan.
In 28.December, 494 reels were reviewed and 57 eliminations ordered.
Figures for January, 1938, were 451
reels and 24 eliminations.
Hold

Services

for

Schlaifer' s Mother
Hollywood, Feb. 1.— Funeral services for Rebecca Schlaifer, mother of
L. J. Schlaifer, western general sales
manager for U. A., were held here
yesterday. Charles Schlaifer, a grandson, and manager of the U. A. house
in San Francisco, attended the services.
Acme

Decision

Reserved

anner
LINES

of film
ratio
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New program popularity ratings
which will be released today will show
Kate Smith's series enjoying a jump of
more thun four points — an almost incredible gain. It's the highest rating
of any tured
program
she has ever been
feain, and incidentally
the vmM,
score marks the first time she has been
able to pass Rudy Vallee's ratings.
This fulfills an ambition as old as her
air career.
T
John Royal, NBC vice-president,
discussing the AFRA situation with
a group of radio scribes the other
evening, sidetracked to tell some experiences noted during a hectic strike
when he was managing the Hippodrome Theatre in Cleveland. The best
anecdote was this :
Saboteurs had been ruining the
clothes of patrons by tossing acid at
them, and Royal, frantic over paying
damages, called the police. A burly
cop came to the theatre, assured Royal
that his troubles soon would be over,
and entered the darkened house td
seek out the acid thrower. An hour
or so later he emerged with a hole
as big as a silver dollar burned in
the back of his coat.

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand A. Pecora yesterday reserved
decision on an application of James F.
Reilly, as executive secretary of the
League of New York Theatres, for an
▼
order directing Michael Atlas and
Walter Friedman, doing business as
Alec Woollcott was approached by
the Acme Theatre Ticket Office, to
a representative of one of the two
file a detailed statement of their comneva radio digest magazines who
seek for
to restrain
ment ofplaint.
the TheyCode
the sale enforceof New {sought permission to print a talk
Woollcott gave on the air. What
York theatre tickets.
the oii'lish-eyed writer told the mag
representative when he learned that
Contempt Ruling Put Off no payment zvas to be made for the
Decision was reserved yesterday by desired script must be imagined, not
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Ferdi- told.
nand A. Pecora on an application of
Recalled is the time we approached
the N. Y. State Labor Relations Woollcott to ask his permission to
Board to cite six Long Island theatre
a first-person article in his name
operators for contempt in allegedly write
for a radio fan magazine. {It was
failing to obey an order of the board the editor's idea, not ours). When he
to refrain from refusing to hire mem- heard what we wanted Woollcott
bers of Local 306 of the Moving Pic- pulled out his watch, glared at me and
ture Machine Operators' Union.
growled that we had just two seconds to "vamoose" his office. W e
made it in one.
New Broadcasting Firm
▼
Albany, Feb. 1.— Corporation papers have been issued to B. L. BerkFrank Gallup is the announcer on
ley, Inc., to carry on a radio broadthe
CBS script serial "Her Honor,
casting business. Isaac Clayman, OsNancy
James."
During scene,
rehearsal,
car Fishbach and Charles Klein, 521 at
the end
of a dramatic
the
Fifth Avenue, New York, are directors.
script stipulated "Music up and
under-Gallup quickly." So the organist burst into the strains of that
Radio Union in Mexico
old larruper
"Horses,
What
was really
called Horses."
for of
Mexico City, Jan. 29. — Mexican course was a few appropriate bars
radio performers are organizing a of music from the organist, then
union patterned after those in the immediate reading of a commercial
U. S. It is the first of its kind in Mex- by Gallup.
ico.
— Jack Banner
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Comerf

Passes
Rites
Heart

ord

at

71;

Monday

Attack

Industry

Fatal

to

Pioneer

Michael
E. Comerford, founder
of the Comerford Circuit and one
of the most widely known theatre
men in America, died late Wednesday
night son
in Memorial
JackHospital,
Miami, where
he was vacat i o n i n g with
members of his
immediate
family.
Funeral services will be held
at 9:30 A. M.,
Monday, in St.
Peter's Cathedral, Scranton,
Pa. The body
will arrive in
M. E. Comerford
Newark this
morning from
Miami and will be taken to Scranton
at once, where Mr. Comerford resided at 340 Wyoming Ave. for many
years.
A solemn high mass of requiem will
be celebrated at 10 o'clock in St.
Peter's Cathedral. Interment will be
in_ the Comerford Mausoleum in St.
Vincent's Cemetery at Plymouth, Pa.,
near here. Bishop William
J. Hafey,
Head of the Scranton Roman Catholic
Diocese, of which Comerford was an
outstanding layman and a leading philanthropist, will pontificate at the
mass.
Comerford was 71 years old. He
was taken ill about a week ago in
{Continued on page 5)

Rodgers

to Take Up
on Trade Pact
Work
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales manager, returned yesterday
from Florida. He was gone about three
weeks. Early next week he plans to
resume work on the proposed trade
practice program, which is being revised by distributors' counsel and
Abram F. Mvers, general counsel of
Allied.
Boyer to Replace Power
Charles Boyer will replace Tyrone
Power in the Jergens - Woodbury
''Hollywood Playhouse" series following Power's farewell appearance in the
program this Sunday.

YORK,

FRIDAY,

Is Awarded $25,000
For Fall in Strand
Pushed by a jostling crowd
of theatre patrons, Philemina
De Salvo tumbled over a 32inch railing on the mezzanine
of the Strand to the orchestra floor. Yesterday, a N. Y.
Supreme Court jury awarded
her $25,000 in damages against
the Stanley Mark Strand
Corp. after a four-day trial.
Justice John E. McGeehan
reserved decision on a defense motion to set aside the
verdict.

Advertisers
Give

AFRA

Closed

Shop

American Federation of Radio
Artists last night won a complete
victory. A new two-year contract was
signed providing for a 100 per cent
A.F.R.A. shop and major increases
in wages for all radio artists.
This contract was signed at an early
hour this morning. A.F.R.A. later
issued the following statement:
"A.F.R.A. and the Committee for
Advertisers, representing sponsors of
commercial network programs, jointly
announce the signing by NBC and
CBS of a two year agreement with
A.F.R.A. covering actors, singers and
announcers on national network pro-
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HAYS,

LOHR

SEEK

FILM-RADIO
Trammell
Washington
Watchful

Keeps
Eyes

CENTS

PACT
Returns

After

Studio Conferences
on New Entente

on

That recent trip to Hollywood by
Niles Trammell, NBC executive viceItaly's Film Move
president, was to confer with film production heads regarding possible formation of a code to promote friendWashington, Feb. 2. — Declaring
lier relations between the motion picthat the withdrawal of American disture and radio industries, it was
tributors from the Italian market, as learned yesterday at an informal
of last Dec. 31, does not involve the luncheon tendered by Major Lenox
Governments of the United States and R. Lohr, NBC president.
Trammell was sent to the coast by
Italy, State Department officials today
Lohr
following a visit paid the latter
refused to comment on the M. P. P.
by
Will
H. Hays, president of the M.
D. A. statement announcing comple- P. P. D. A.
tion of the
American
companies' withdrawal from
Italy.

Hays, the NBC president related,
visited Radio City several months ago,
It was said, however, that the State and in the general discussion that followed related several specific matters
Department has been watching the situation very closely ever since the cre- that had distressed members of his oration of E. N. I. C, the Italian film
distribution monopoly, last summer, ganization.
skit on a program by Irene Rich
and had been informed in advance hadA particularly
distressed Hollywood,
that, in view of their inability to reach
according to Lohr. The skit had burany satisfactory solution of the problesqued Hollywood production methlem, there was nothing American comods in such fashion as to show the enpanies could do except withdraw.
tire industry in a ludicrous light.
It is known that while the Depart- Moreover, the dialogue, instead of bement can take no steps to deal with
ing straightforward, was in dialect, it
the situation, it will insist that legal was stated.
rights of the distributors in Italy are
Activities
of theonHollywood
comrecognized. Other than this there is
(Continued
page 5)
The major scales follow: Actors: nothing the Department can do, since,
15 minute programs, $15 fee and $10 while it disapproves of government
grams."
for
rebroadcast; 16 minutes to 30 monopolies as restricting international
minutes, $25 and $12.50: 31 to 60 trade, it recognizes the right of all Berman
Urges U.S.,
minutes, $35 and $17.50 for rebroad- governments to conduct their affairs
casts. Rehearsal payments are $6 per as they determine best.
British Film Accord
hour first four hours ; $3 per hour
thereafter. Actors on five time a week
Collaboration and not competition
M. P. P. D. A. statement issued yesscript programs are guaranteed a
between
the United States and Engterday quoted Will H. Hays, who is
minimum of $105 weekly ; $100 weekly
land in production is the solution to
now
in
Hollywood,
as
saying
that
the
for four programs a week : $80 for
quota problems, in the opinion of A. C.
three programs per week. With re- American distributors "have taken the Berman, who was in charge of the
final
steps
necessary
to
submit
to
the
peat broadcasts, the guaranteed mini- Italian decree which forces them to Selznick International office in London
mum became $140, $125 and $100. reabandon entirely all their business in until it was closed last month.
spectively.
Berman arrived yesterday from
London
and plans to leave for the
as
of
Dec.
31,
1938."
Singers (soloists') : 15 minutes or Italy
It adds that the decree rendered all
less, $40, rebroadcast fee $15: 16 to
coast in about two weeks. He expects
contracts
of
the
American
companies
30 minutes; $50, rebroadcast, $17.50:
to announce a new connection shortly.
31 to 45 minutes, $60. rebroadcast. null and void and, as no exceptions to
He pointed out that it has been
$20: 46 to 60 minutes. $70, rebroad- the decree could be obtained, the com- proved that English studios can turn
panies
were
without
an
alternative.
cast. $22.50. Rehearsal fees are $5
Statement refers to the distribution out a high percentage of good films.
per hour.
Announcers: 15 minutes or less, contracts of RKO, Columbia, Univer- Of approximately 65 films made in
sal and United Artists with Italian England last year, about 10 were suc$15. rebroadcast. $10: 16 to 30 mincesses, while of some 500-600 made
agents.
Other companies operated their
utes: $25. rebroadcast, $12.50: 31 to
here in a year, only about 20 are real
^0 minutes. $35, rebroadcast, $17.50 own branches in Italy and were free
he declared.
to close them when the decree went hits,
Guarantees are given for announcers into
Berman
said that there is talk of a
effect.
working on steadv assignments as folStatement is conclusive of the higher quota against American comlows :five times a week, weeklv minipanies, and that this could be circum•niiin of $75. and $37.50 for ^broad- "united front" stand announced by disvented by closer cooperation in protributors following the Jan, 4 M. P.
duction between the industries of the
casts :six times ner week, $85 and
$42.50 for rebroadcasts.
P. D. A. board meeting,
two countries.
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AN, box office chamTOM GORM
pion of Chicago, has returned to
the Windy City after a few days of
conferences at the RKO home offices.
•
Arthur Loew, vice-president of
Loew's, and Laudy Lawrence, British
head, left yesterday for the coast by
car. Their trip was delayed by a cold
suffered by Lawrence. They return
in about a month.
•
George J. Schaefer, president of
RKO, and Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident, are due back in 10 days
from studio conferences. Depinet,
who is ill, is at the Beverly Wilshire,
Los Angeles.
•
Luise Rainer, Raymond Massey,
Lionel Stander and Orson Welles
will be among the auctioneers at the
sale of manuscripts for the benefit of
exiled writers at the Hotel Delmonico
Feb. 19.
•
Jan Kiepura, who arrived yesterday to appear at the Metropolitan
Opera, has made a film in Paris and
has two others scheduled. Marta
Eggerth, his wife, arrived with him.
•
Harold Kitterman, formerly with
Columbia, has been named Monogram
booker in Salt Lake City, replacing
Evelyn Nursener.
•
Charles Olajos, treasurer of Erpi,
will leave tomorrow by plane for coast
conferences. He will return in about
three weeks.
•
Robert T. Kane, head of 20th Century-Fox British production, returns
to England on the Conte di Savoia tomorrow.
•
Carlo Buti, Italian tenor and film
player, will arrive on the Rex next
Thursday for an American tour.
•
Gyula Kabos, Hungarian film star,
will arrive on the Paris next Wednesday for a visit in this country.
•
Rutgers Neilson, RKO publicity
manager, has returned to work after a
two-week siege of •the flu.
Ruth Goodwin, secretary to Ned
E. Depinet, went to Dallas, and not
to Florida.
•
Sam Dembow, Jr., has gone to
Miami Beach for a month's vacation.
George Kraska is vacationing in
Florida with Mrs. Kraska.
•
George Brent will return to the
coast tomorrow
Joe Shea left yesterday for California.

DuMont

Laboratories,
Bought- -Sold

Inc.

40 Wall Street
New York
Telephone: WHitehall 3-9060

By SAM
Insiders'

thisleday,
noted,
of
a coup
LETthat itwebe have
readers. We have an unquestioned responsibility to record
our observations, and we fulfilled this partly, yesterday, in
making comment upon the manner in which it is contemplated
to name the winners of the
Movie Quiz contest. Today, we
present the other side of the
question.
"Dear Sam:

•

"No one will be compelled to
go to the theatres on Monday
evening, Feb. 20, in order to find
out who winners of the $250,000 Movie Quiz Contest are, because we plan to release the
names of all the winners through
the different news wire services
on the night of Feb. 20, and it
was suggested to all the theatres
participating, that they release
a story Tuesday morning, giving
the names of all local winners.
"We have been in contact with
over 7,500 theatres participating
and there has not been one dissenting voice. The fact that this
'Announcement Night' may
bring additional business into the
box-office certainly cannot be objectionable toanyone who has the
interest of the exhibitors at
"Sincerely yours,
"HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
heart."
Administrator, Motion Pictures'
Greatest Year, Inc.

From one of the greatest public relations experts in the trade
we haveSamthe: following :
"Dear

"We knew the Movie Quiz
could not have the vitality of a
concentrated campaign.
But we

$2,979,943

SHAIN
Outlook
did know that the Quiz could
stimulate business in some parts
of the country, and it fulfilled
for the first three weeks. All in
all, considering what it was supposed to accomplish, the only
valid criticism of the campaign
was with the type of contest we
were to have.
"Perhaps we were trying to get
the last drop of business which
the public had to give. Why
not ?
"After all we had to go to the
little theatres for appropriations
as well as to the bigger operators and we had to give them
something approximating box-office promotion.
"We had to be diplomatic with
the trade and the press, and we
were. The press was gracious
and understanding and we received numberless commendatory
editorials. Many newspapers got
a new and friendly slant on the
trade.
"Which, of course, proves that
the gains of the campaign are
rather tangible. It is a fact.
Greater goodwill has been generated. This is something we
know.
"We know that unless we
build a Maginot Line of goodwill we will ultimately lose the
box-office. That thought was in
our minds when we started on

the campaign. W'e stuck to that
line of thinki
ng and set out to
obtain the fullest equation in
public goodwill in the quickest
possible time. We only had a
limited time in which to work.
"Even the radio saw our point.
"The newspapers saw it, too.
They were with us — so, the campaign had definite and actual
beneficial results.
"Amicus Curiae."

Net profit of $2,979,943 is reported
by Loew's,
Inc.,ended
and subsidiaries
for
the
12 weeks
Nov. 24, 1938,
first quarter
of after
the company's
year.
Profit is
all charges fiscal
and
compares with net of $2,917,409 for
the corresponding period in 1937.__^
The figure is equal after divif-\a<l
requirements on the $6.50 prefefred
stock of Loew's to $1.74 a share on
1,599,053 no par shares of common.
Snow

and

Rain

Cut

Broadway
Grosses
Snow and rain combined yesterday
to keep Broadway first run grosses at
a low level. Building service strike in
the garment section also kept many
from coming to the Times Square
area. More than 400,000 patrons have
attended the Roxy in the first three
weeks of "Jesse James." Third week
today.
gross was an estimated $47,500 and the
film goes into its fourth and final week
"They Made Me a Criminal" finished with an estimated $31,000 in its
second week at the Strand. "Wings
of the Navy" starts today. Eighth
week of "Pygmalion" attracted an estimated $12,500 to the Astor.
Sears, Blumenstock
Return from Coast
Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager for Warners, and Mort Blumenthal, eastern advertising and publicity head, will return to New York
today after a series of production and
sales conferences at the coast studios.
Plans for merchandising the spring
and summer product were made at the
talks with H. M. and Jack L. Warner,
Hal Wallis, Charles Einfeld and S. S.
Schneider.
Reserve Tippett Ruling
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Samuel I. Rosenman reserved decision yesterday on the application of
John D. Tippett and Eugene T. Tippett to dismiss a $270,000 damage
suit brought by Universal Pictures
Co., Inc., against them.

Arnold, Tydings Speak
Thurman W. Arnold, assistant U. S.
Conference at RKO
Attorney General in charge of the film
MOTION PICTURE
Herbert Wilcox, British producer anti-trust suit, spoke on "How Far
DAILY
releasing through RKO, arrived yes- Should Government Control Business"
terday on the Normandie to set details at the 127th annual dinner of the Eco{Registered U. S. Patent Office)
nomic Club of New York at the Astor
for future production under his co
'MARTIN
QUIGLEY,
and
last night. Senator Millard E. Tyd- Publisher; SAM
SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
operative arrangement with RKO.
A.
CRON,
Advertising
Manager.
ings
of
Maryland
also
discussed
the
He had planned to leave for the
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
coast today, but deferred the trip two question. There was a panel forum
with
Frank
A.
Vanderlip
and
others.
and
holidays
Quigley
Publishing
Comor three days to clear up a case of
pany, Inc., by
Martin
Quigley,
president;
Colvin
Brown,
vice-president
and
treasurer.
the flu. He was ill during the voyage.
Publication office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
In Hollywood he will confer with
Defer Copyright Meet
Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
George J. Schaefer, Ned E. Depinet
7-3100. All
Cablecontents
addresss:
"Quigpubco,
of copyright representatives Circle
New York."
copyrighted
1939
and Pandro S. Berman on Anna of Meeting
this and other industries gave over by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
Address all correspondence to the New York
Neagle's first American film under yesterday's session to a report by its office.
the RKO management. He will sign delegates to the recent Pan-American
Other Herald,
Quigley
publications:
an English player for the title role trade conference at Lima, thus post- Picture
Better
Theatres, Motion
Teatro
al
Dia,
International
Motion Picture
in "Kitchener of Khartoum," based
poning
further
consideration
of
proAlmanac and Fame.
on the life of Lord Kitchener, which
posed changes in the Federal CopyBUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
will start at Denham in April. The
right laws to the next meeting, Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts.; Boone
British War office is cooperating on March 2.
Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
the film.
editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
Miss Neagle is due in March to
W. 1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
Elsa Maxwell Signed
start on her American picture. RKO
Hope
Williams,
manager.
Entered
as second
class matter Sept. 23,
Hollywood, Feb. 2. — Elsa Maxwell 1938,
is still seeking an American title for
at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
has
signed
a
contract
with
20th
Centinder
the
act
of
March
3, 1879.
her "Sixty Glorious Years." The alSubscription rates per year $6 in the
tury-Fox.
Her
first
picture
will
be
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
ternative title of "Lady of Windsor"
has been discarded.
"Elsa Maxwell's Hotel for Women."
Wilcox
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Dies

at

Monday

(Continued from page 1)
Miami and was removed to the hospital last Sunday. Death was attributed
to a heart ailment and a minor form of
pneumonia. With him at the time of
his death were his wife, Mrs. Margaret Comerford his daughter and sonin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Fri(' "*\ and a nephew, Dr. Joseph Comt _yrd. Frank C. Walker, another
nephew, who has been executive head
of the Comerford Circuit since its
founder retired about five years ago,
had gone to Miami from New York
to visit Comerford earlier in the week
but returned here Wednesday after
the stricken man's condition showed
some improvement.
Comerford also is survived by a sister, Mrs. Matthew Cary, Scranton;
and a brother, John, Los Angeles.
Among his nephews are State Senator
Thomas Walker, Butte, Mont., the
Rev. Paul Cary, Scranton ; Sister M.
Helen Patricia, Carbondale, Pa., Mrs.
Mary Comerford Hansen and Mrs.
Doll Comerford Roosberg, both of Los
Angeles, and Attorney Matthew Cary,
New York.

' Jeremiah' Tonight,
'Money' Tomorrow
"Jeremiah," a translation
of the Stefan Zweig play,
opens at the Guild tonight.
It is a history of the Jewish
people and has a large cast,
of which 52 are principals.
Worthington Miner directed.
Heading the cast are Kent
Smith, Arthur Byron, Effie
Shannon, Alfred Ryder and
Hannam Clark.
Tomorrow, at the Booth,
"One for the Money" comes
to town. It is a revue by
Nancy Hamilton with songs
by Morgan Lewis. John Murray Anderson directed and
Gertrude Macy, Stanley Gilkey and Robert Cutler produced. Included in the cast
are Brenda Forbes, Miss
Hamilton, Ruth Matteson,
Grace McDonald and others.
erford also was associated financially
with Eddie Dowling in the production
of several pictures.
He was a civic leader in Scranton

and a director of the city's Chamber
of Commerce, and was active in charitable, fraternal and organizational
work. He was a leader of the Old
Headed Exhibitor Group
movement in PennsylComerford pioneered not only in Age Pension
vania and was the donor of a theatre
circuit operation but was head of one
of the first exhibitor organizations and for the Warm Springs, Ga., Foundation for infantile paralysis sufferers.
aided in the formation in 1920 of the
M. P. T. O. A. National headquarLeaders Pay Tribute
ters of that exhibitor's organization
continue to be located to this day in
"The death of Mike Comerford
Comerford's New York offices at 1600 means a public loss to the community
Broadway.
and a personal loss to each of his almost countless friends.
Born in Hecksherville, Schuylkill
County, Pa., in 1867, he attended pub"Mr. Comerford was part of the hislic school in Plymouth, Pa., and
tory of the motion picture industry.
worked in the mines and at other oc- He watched and helped it grow.
cupations inhis home town for some
"Constructive and able in business,
time. He then became a traveling useful and influential in civic affairs,
salesman for a food supply house. understanding and helpful in hi= relaHis first venture into show business
tions with his fellowmen, he is one of
was with a circus, of which he became those we shall ever miss and always
manager. He entered theatre business remember." — Will H. Hays.
in the early 1900's, establishing one of
the first motion picture houses in Philadelphia and in Baltimore, later ex"The death of M. E. Comerford was
tending his operations to Wilkes a shock to me and all of us who had
Barre, Scranton and elsewhere the pleasure of being associated with
throughout the anthracite region. In him at Paramount. Mike was a grand
later years he built or acquired houses fellow and a great showman. We shall
in many sections of southern and west- all miss him." — Neil F. Agnew.
ern New York, including Binghamton, Rochester, Oswego and also was
associated with the E. M. Fay The"There is no question but what the
atres in New England. The circuit passing
of M. E. Comerford is a great
numbers about 87 houses, in all.
loss to the industry. We will miss him
tremendously. While it never was my
Had Vaudeville Agency
pleasure to know him very well, I
The Pennsylvania exhibitor organi- knew him favorably for many years.
zation which he headed about 1916
His passing was a great shock. — Herman Wobber.
has since been absorbed by the present Pennsylvania organizations. He
had been first vice-president and a
trustee of M. P. T. O. A. since 1932.
"I was deeply shocked to hear of the
Paramount acquired an interest in death of M. £. Comerford. I knew
his theatre operations in 1928 but Mike Comerford for a period of over
failed to complete payments on the 20 years. He was a credit to the mo
properties and they were reacquired tion picture industry and he will be
by Comerford in 1933. Paramount, sorely missed." — James R. Grainger.
however, retains a minor residual interest in some of the Comerford oper
ations from the portion of the pay
"M. E. 'Mike' Comerford was a great
inspiration to me during the long num
ments which were completed.
In addition to his theatre opera- ber of years it was my privilege to
tions, Comerford founded and headed know him. His passing is not only a
Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency, Inc., great loss to the industry but also to
which held a prominent place in the many of his friends about whom he
variety world during vaudeville's hey- was always solicitous. My profound
day, booking many houses throughout sympathy to Frank Walker and every
the east in addition to his own. Com- member of his family. — Jules Levy.

Hays and Lohr Seek
Film-Radio Entente
(Continued from page 1)
mentators with radio programs was
still another subject of discussion.
Following the discussion with Hays,
Lohr dispatched Trammell to Hollywood where, with Don Gilman, head
of NBC's west coast activities, he
spent several weeks with the heads of
the various major studios. Trammell
returned to New York several days
ago, but has not yet completed his reports. In all likelihood NBC will
adopt several measures that may alleviate the situation, following the completion of Trammell's findings.
Lohr, queried on the withdrawal
from radio of Tyrone Power by 20th
Century-Fox, said that he knew nothing of the details of the matter, and
therefore could not offer comment. It
is his belief, however, that radio has
made many contributions to Hollywood and he hopes, he said, that some
time soon Hollywood will recognize
radio as a good friend and ally, and
not a rival.

Television

Widens

Para.

Field,

Tells

Review

Griffis
Board

Important additions to studio operations are expected by Paramount
officials to result from the development of television, Stanton Griffis,
chairman of the Paramount executive
committee, told the opening session
of the 15th annual conference of the
National Board of Review at the
Hotel Pennsylvania yesterday.
Paramount, which owns an interest
in the DuMont television laboratories,
expects that a heavy pencentage of
the televised programs during the
next few years will consist of motion
pictures, rather than direct photography, Griffis said. In consequence,

the company expects television "will
bring into being in the studios important new departments, both for the
Brandt Praises Zanuck
adaptation of old films to television
Harry Brandt, president of the I. T. programs and the production of new
O. A., yesterday sent a letter to Dar- specialty films of an entirely different
ryl F. Zanuck congratulating him on
his move in withdrawing Tyrone nature especially for television."
Adjunct to Newsreel
Power from the air. Brandt at the
same time called on other producers
"For the exhibitor," Griffis con"to use the same enlightened action."
tinued, "we see the televising of great
"Theatre business is not where it sports and
other current events as an
should be and we must clean our own
house in order to raise the business important adjunct to his newsreel prolevel," Brandt declared in the letter.
"One of the first moves should be picture stars for pictures."
'Tail Spin' Airavans
Hit Halfway
Mark
The two groups of famous women
fliers and studio starlets who are
winging their way across the country
to exploit 20th Century-Fox's "Tail
Spin," film glorifying women in aviation, have reached the halfway marks.
The southern group headed by Betty
Huyler Gillies
"Teddy"
Kenyon,
fliers, and
and Cecile
the Brewster
Twins, Alice Armand and Iva Stewart
from the studio have arrived at New
Orleans. The northern unit comprising Ruth Nichols and Margot Bain
Tanner, fliers, and Lilian Porter, Dorothy Dearing, Joan Valerie and Helen
Ericson from the studio are in Chicago. They leave the Windy City today and plan to make St. Louis, Detroit, Cleveland and Pittsburgh before
their
scheduled arrival in New York
Tuesday.
Each group delivers prints of "Tail
Spin" to the 20th Century-Fox exchanges in the cities visited. In every
city they have stopped the groups have
been feted by officials and at luncheons
and dinners sponsored by aviation enthusiasts.
Suit

of NVA
Against
AFA
Is Dismissed
Libel suit for $250,000 damages
brought by National Variety Artists,
Inc., against the American Federation
of Actors was dismissed yesterday by
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Samuel
I. Rosenman on the ground that the
complaint failed to state a cause of
action. Action was based on a letter
written to Sally Rand when she requested permission to appear at an N.
V. A. benefit.

The Paramount executive emphasized his belief that television "is the
friend of motion pictures and will be
the source of great profits to the industry." He attempted no forecast of
the time by which television will be
commercially feasible on a large
scale, although at one point in his
speech
he said that the sending and
gram."
receiving of programs in New York
City "will have become a commonplace within a few weeks." He said
"a fair guess" would be that from
30,000 to 100,000 receiving sets will
be manufactured and sold within the
coming year in the United States."
Sees Revenue Gain
Griffis, who is chairman of Madison Square Garden, related that the
Garden expects "a tremendously increased revenue" from the sale of television rights to its programs, nor
does it expect actual attendance to
be adversely affected by television,
as it has not been by radio broadcasts of Garden events. He implied
that exhibitors had no more to fear
from television than did the Garden.
"Television," he said, "will mean the
loss of no more motion picture business than has the development of
16mm. films — it will mean the gain of
tremendous
Allen B. business."
DuMont of the DuMont
Laboratories reviewed the history of
television and explained its functions
to the meeting. Like Griffis, he made
no prediction of the exact future of
the new science, describing that as
the job of a superman. However, he
said that it is anticipated that continued improvement towards increasing the range of transmissions, obtaining finer detail pictures of larger size
and greater brilliance, and simplified
apparatus will be realized.
The Review Board's conference continues through today, closing with an
annual luncheon tomorrow.
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Odeon

Talks

Unaffected by Quiz
London, Feb. 2.— Pending
the Board of Trade investigation of the affairs of Gaumont British, the negotiations looking to a merger beOdeon, the
Oscar
Deutsch tween
circuit,
and " G.
B.,
are continuing, it is learned
here.
The Board of Trade may
lemand that all books and
-documents be produced, and
may examine G. B. officers
under oath. The inspector's
report will be available to the
company and any applicants.
Board of Trade has the option of referring the matter
to the Director of Public
Prosecutions if such a step
is considered warranted.

Conference

Cancelled

Is

by Murphy

Washington, Feb. 2. — A severe
cold confined Attorney General Frank
Murphy to his home today and necessitated cancellation of a press conference at which it had been rumored he
would make an important statement
regarding the Department of Justice
attitude with respect to recent developments in the anti-trust suit against
the film industry.
Reports of the Attorney General's
intention to issue a statement, which
probably will be based on the agreement by producer-distributors to make
periodic reports of new theatre acquisitions while the New York suit is
pending, have been current since Attorney General Murphy's visit to New
York last week where he conferred
with counsel for some of the defendants.

Eckman
Cassell
From

Police

in Providence

Ban 2 Foreign Films
Providence, Feb. 2. — Capt. George
W. Cowan, police censor, has banned
"Professor Mamlock" and "AmphiHe actedonafter
films hadtryon." been
viewtheattwo
the foreign
Avon.
He said the films had not been approved by the National Board of Review. Legal action to obtain showing
of the films was promised by Amkino
for "Mamlock" and by Jack Meyers,
head of the Hub Film exchange, distributor of"Amphitryon."
AFA

to Seek

Bonds

Announces

Cinematography
List
Hollywood, Feb. 2. — Pictures
nominated by the Academy for the
cinematography award were "Army
Girl," Republic ; "Algiers," United
Artists ; "The Buccaneers," Paramount "The
;
Great Waltz," M-G-M ;
"Jezebel," Warners ; "Mad About
Music," Universal ; "Merrily We
Live," Hal Roach; "Suez," 20th Century-Fox "Vivacious
;
Lady," RKO ;
"Yon Can't Take It With You,"
Columbia
"The Young
Heart,"
Selznick.; Final
selectionin will
be
made by special committee.

Ruling

Be

Suit
Filed

on RKO

May

Not

for Month

Stockholders' action alleging the
loss of $25,000,000 by Paramount
through mismanagement over a period of 13 years may not be filed in
N. Y. State Supreme Court for a
month or more, attorneys for the two
plaintiffs, Frank Jablow and Sam
Acker, said yesterday. Action came to
light this week when several officers
of the company who are named defendants were served with summons
and complaint.
Lawyer for the complaining shareholders, who acquired their stock
about 14 months ago, said the action
would not be filed until after he receives the answers of the principal defendants to the complaint.

Color Film Shown
London, Feb. 2. — Dufay Chromex
has demonstrated at the Regal Cine- Reserve Decision in
ma, Marble Arch, examples of its
color films. The demonstration was
Delaware Games Suit
in sequel to the annual meeting of the
Dover, Del., Feb. 2. — Decision has
company presided over by John Cecil
Graham, formerly managing director been reserved in the Bank Night action brought here by Associated Enfor Paramount in the United Kingterprises, Inc., against the New Waldom, who recently joined the comler at Laurel, Del.
pany board.
Plaintiff charges breach of contract
and is suing for $5,000. Roland H.
Waller is alleged to have abandoned
Cease Production at
Denver Union Elects
Bank Night after a question as to its
Denver, Feb. 2. — New managers of legality was raised.
Gainsborough
Studio
:he film employes union include Lee
London, Feb. 2. — Gainsborough Cronk, Paramount, president ; EllsStudio has ceased production at the
Settle Denver Strike
20th Century-Fox, viceIslington plant. The personnel has presidentworth;Hays,Elmer
Finch, RKO ;
been transferred to 20th Century Pic- treasurer ; Elsie Wickstrom, National strike,
Denver,
drivers'
whichFeb.
tied2. —upTruck
film delivery
tures, the 20th Century-Fox British Screen, recording secretary ; Max Gil- service for a few days, has been
production subsidiary.
bert, Columbia, business agent ; Paul settled. During the strike films were
Work has started on "Where
Gundy, Warners, sergeant-at-arms.
shipped via express and mail.
There's
Will Hay.Fire," feature which will star
For Entertainer Pay
Membership of the American Federation voted yesterday at a meeting
at the Hotel Edison to empower the
executive council to exact bonds from
employers for payment of vaudeville
and night club entertainers. The meeting also voted a $50,000 Sophie
Tucker hospital fund and gave Ralph
Whitehead, executive secretary, a vote
of confidence.

Believes

Appeal

Application for leave to appeal to the Circuit Court of
Appeals from the decision of
Judge William Bondy which
approved and confirmed the
plan of reorganization of
RKO was filed yesterday in
the U. S. District Court by
H. Cassell & Co., holders of
$217,000 in 10-year six per
cent gold debentures of RKO.
Thirty errors allegedly committed by Judge Bondy in
confirming the plan, upon
which Cassell will attempt to
upset the decision, were listed in an assignment of errors
which accompanied the application.
Para.

Academy

Asks

Demand
Relief

for

Quota

is Growing

Demand for amelioration of the
British quota act, for the good of the
British industry is on the increase in
England, it was declared by Sam
Eckman, Jr., managing director for
M-G-M in the United Kingdom, on
his arrival yesterday on the Normandie.
Eckman pointed out that such influential leaders as C. M. Woolf,
head of General Film Distributors ;
Capt. Richard Norton of the Pinewood-Denham studio group ; Kenneth
Nyman, president of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, and
Herbert Wilcox, have all opposed "the
artificial quota," and, substantially,
call for "voluntary production" by
the British industry itself.
Act Called Mistake
"These statements are not made
lightly," Eckman said. "They point to
a definite and growing conviction
among the leaders of the British industry that the present quota act, or
any other act designed to subject
British production to foreign domination, is a grave mistake in itself and
a serious injustice to those who are
attempting
to build
self-sustainingBritish industry
on aa sound
and perReferring
to the agitation by British
manent basis."
labor groups for an increase in quota
as a remedy for unemployment, Eckman continued:
Would Give Few Jobs
"These groups are mistaken in believing that an increase in the quota
will end unemployment among the
rank and file of British film workers.
The contrary is true. Even if the
quota were raised to the highest point
permissible under the law, it would
give employment only to a relatively
few additional workers, chiefly in the
higher salaried categories, and in the
long run would inevitably hamper
still further the revival of voluntary
British production on a broad scale."
The solution lies in "the revival of
voluntary British production on a permanent and self-sustaining
Eckman added.
While 125 filmsbasis,"
were

produced in England in 1937 outside
the quota, not more than 30 such films
were made in 1938, and that is the
crux of the situation, he said.
Leading figures in the British industry and others realize where the
trouble lies, and this is a long step
House in Columbus
toward improving the situation, EckThe
Newsreel
Parade
man said. He declared he expressed
Reverts to Doubles
the sentiments not only of himself but
of all American managers in London.
Columbus, Feb. 2.— The RKO Maper flies over San Francisco fair. Hunting Eckman for three years was head of
jestic, originally playing double feaPresident
Roosevelt's
birthdayandceleHat fashions. Budge brothers in
brations in the
White House
in story.
tures, and subsequently switching to
tennis match.
Jockeys compete in Hia- the Kinematograph Renters' Society.
After a couple of weeks here, he
single bills, has reverted to the double the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, capwill leave for the coast, and he plans
ture the newsreel spotlight in the new 6 PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No.
53—
Snowfeature policy. The Grand, a sister
storm hits Northeast. National amateur
RKO house, also will play double fea- issues. Ice hockey, tennis and horse title drive begins. Huge clipper on shake- to sail in about a month. He is acdown cruise.
companied byMrs. Eckman.
tures sporadically.
racing are the leading sports events
RKO' PATHE NEWS, 57— Nation honors
covered. The reels and their contents
Roosevelt. portation.
Storm
halts
Chicago's
Process of
invisible
glass transmakKenneth Rites Held
follow :
Hot from Home
ing
is
demonstrated.
Open
golf
tournaMOVIETONE
NEWS,
No.
42—
Presiment.
Largest
transport
plane
in
flight.
Funeral services for Charles Kendent's Ball at the White House and Wal- Government opens war on rabbits. Bruins
Hal
Home confided to
dorf-Astoria. Snow storm in Chicago. and Americans in hockey match.
neth, for many years a salesman for
A-Mike
Vogel that a welder
New
Japanese
premier
takes
office.
Stamp
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 742—
Warners, 20th Century-Fox and exhibition. Aviation training school.
working on the destruction
Clipper plane aids aviation. Snowstorm
other companies in New York, were Spring styles. Flight of big clipper. Lew in
Chicago and Buffalo. Crown King
held here Wednesday. Jack Ellis, Lehr. Tennis match. Ice hockey. Ralph Bonias at St. 'Paul. Colonel Betista leaves
of the
Sixth heAve.
was
fired
because
gave "L"
his boss
Guldahl turns golf pro.
for Mexico. Pet crow. Scare-crow conJoseph J. Lee and other representathe
hotfoot.
test. Roosevelt speaks on Birthday. BirthNEWS OF THE DAY, No. 240— Chicago
tives of the Motion Picture Associ- blizzard.
Birthday Ball in New York.
day Ball in New York. Duck derby. Divates attended.
Roosevelt speaks at White House. Cliping exhibition.
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New

Films

Are

PersonnelMoves

Theatre
COLORADO SHIFTS
Denver, Feb. 2. — Changes made by
Dave Davis, manager of Atlas Theatres, all in Colorado, are : Walter
Jancke from the Rex, Brighton, to
the Granada, Monte Vista, succeeding Frank Brown, resigned ; Ray
Lounsbury, assistant, to manage the
Pioneer. Lamar, succeeding Harry
Moore, sent to Salida; Carl Smith
from the Gem, Golden, to the Rex,
Brighton ; Ralph Hamilton, new in
the business, at the Gem, Golden ;
Dick Jancke from the Jewel, Denver,
to Salida ; and George Sandstrom, recently at the Egyptian, Denver, to
manage the Santa Fe, Denver, succeeding Jack Kramer, who leaves the
organization and goes over to the
State as assistant manairer.
JAMES ADAMS NAMED
Oklahoma City, Feb. 2. — James
Adams, veteran Oklahoma City theatre manager, more recently connected with Paramount News, has
been named manager of the Warner
by B. F. Moore, general manager of
Standard Theatres, Inc. Adams has
served as manager of the old Lyric,
the Orpheum, now the Warner and
the Folly and the Victoria and Plaza
theatre, all in Oklahoma City.

DENVER CHANGES
Denver, Feb. 2. — Theatre changes
include the selling of the Magdalene,
Magdalene, N. M., by Mrs. Cora B.
Hayes to Mrs. Eleanor H. Graham,
who renamed it the Aragon ; G. Notrianni sold his Navajo, Denver, to
D. M. Nogro, and John C. Woods
has taken oyer the Cine, Espanola,
N. M., from Mrs. B. L. Riedel. Westland Theatres has moved headquarters from Denver to Colorado Springs.
FLA. HOUSE GOING UP
Plant City, Fla., Feb. 2. — Construction is now in progress on the
new theatre of the Sparks circuit here.
H. S. Baird Company, of Jacksonville, has the contract.
COLUMBIA

S. C. JOB

ON

Columbia, S. C, Feb. 2. — Work on
Columbia's first neighborhood- theatre,
to cost $23,000, has begun. The theatre, being erected by Palmetto Thecity. atres, Inc., will be the fifth for the
TO REMODEL IN VALDOSTA
Valdosta, Ga., Feb. 2. — Fitz here
will be renovated next month. The
seating capacity will be increased and
new projection and sound equipment
installed.

Garvin Transferred
Spartanburg, S. C, Feb. 2.— Dave
MO. HOUSE TO COWGER
Garvin, assistant manager of the
Carolina here, has been transferred
Kansas City, Feb. 2. — Gem at
to High Point, N. C, as manager of Richland, Mo., has been taken over
the Carolina. Bill Blackwell, assistant by Royal Cowger. Cowger is former
manager of the State here, succeeds manager of the Ozark at Eldon, Mo.
Garvin.
NEW OKLA. CITY HOUSE
"U" SHIFTS BLAKE
Oklahoma City, Feb. 2. — H. N.
Seattle, Feb. 2. — Foster Blake has Rummell, president of the Broadway
Owners Association, plans
been added to L. J. McGinley's local aApartment
first run picture house here.
Universal sales staff here, and will
cover the eastern Washington terriTO OPEN IN MISSOURI
tory. King Trimble has been named
to handle sales in the western part of
Kansas City, Feb. 2. — The Nu
the state.
Buffalo will be opened at Buffalo, Mo.,
shortly by C C. Rhodes, who runs
Mcknight transferred
the Roxy at Warsaw, Mo.
Toronto, Feb. 2. ■ — Thomas McBUYS IOWA HOUSE
Knight, former manager of the Bayview, Toronto, has been transferred
Exira, la., Feb. 2. — H. T. Carter,
to the Granada, Hamilton, Ont., by H. formerly operator of a theatre at State
T. Long, general manager of Hanson Center, la., has bought the Palace here
Theatres, Ltd. G. Beavis of Peter- from Ted White, who has operated it
boro has been named manager of the for the past five years.
Granada in St. Thomas, Ont.
REMODEL IN IOWA
MANAGERS MOVED
Northwood, la., Feb. 2. — RemodelDes Moines, Feb. 2. — Tri- States
ing' of the new Northwood here is
Theatre Corp., has promoted Henry almost
completed. It will seat over
Plude, manager of the Garden here, 400. It is owned by Nate Sandler of
to be house manager under Hal Sheri- Des Moines.
dan of the Paramount in Cedar
Rapids. Bob Leonard, formerly man- GRANVILLE HOUSE REOPENS
ager of the Uptown, will go to the
Granville, N. Y., Feb. 2. — The reGarden and E. L. Peterson, assistant
modeled Ritz, recently acquired by
manager of the Paramount here, will William Benton and Schine Entermanage the LIptown.
prises, Inc., reopened here with Benton and L. W. and J. M. Schine as
PAULSON SHIFTED
special guests.
Des Moines, Feb. 2.— L. C. Paulson, extra salesman at the Des Moines
PLAN CHARLOTTE HOUSE
20th Century-Fox exchange, has been
Charlotte,
N. C, Feb. 2. — Contransferred to the Denver office.
tract for the new Dilworth to be
erected for Carolina Theatres, Inc.,
BOOTH TO N. S. S.
has been awarded.
It will seat 525.
Cincinnati, Feb. 2. — Herman
NEW CANADA THEATRE
Booth, former manager for G. B. here,
has joined National Screen Service.
Kelowna, B. C, Feb. 2.— R. WhilSam Orshrey, former G. B. booker, lis and W. A. C. Bennett plan a
has been appointed Kentucky repre- $75,000 theatre and commercial block
here. The house will seat 1,200.
sentative for Big Feature Rights.

Changes

In

Work

on

Coast

TWO FOR NEW ORLEANS
Hollywood, Feb. 2. — Thirty-six
New Orleans, Feb. 2. — Iberville pictures were before the cameras this
Amusement Co. has obtained a permit week, as seven finished and seven
to build a motion picture house in La started. TwentyTthree are being prepared, and 76 are being edited.
Salle Street. It will seat 550 and will
cost $21,000. Work on the new Circle
Those started were : "The First
has been started. It is being built by Ranger," Columbia ; "Lucky Night,"
M-G-M; "The Gracie Allen Murder
Jadel Theatres Corp.
Case," Paramount; "Mexicali RotfX
NEW CHARLESTON HOUSE
Republic; "Gone with the Wir5!Py
Charleston, S. C, Feb. 2.— -The Selznick International ; "News Is
Riviera, Charleston's newest theatre, Made at Night," "Susannah," 20th
has been opened here by the Pastime Century-Fox.
In addition to these, shooting were :
Amusement Co. It will seat 1,400.
"Plane No. 4," "The Lady and the
OPEN COLUMBIA THEATRE
Mob," "Outside These Walls," ColumHeights," Goldwyn ;
Kansas City, Feb. 2. — Boone, Com- "Thebia ;"Wuthering
Wizard of Oz," "Sergeant Madmonwealth Amusement Corp. house
den," "Tarzan in Exile," "The Harin Columbia, Mo., has been opened.
dys Ride High," M-G-M ; "The Mystery of Mr. Wong," Monogram ;
GROVE TO INTERBORO
"Union Pacific," "Man About Town,"
Interboro Circuit has acquired the "Invitation to Happiness," "Beau
Grove, 600-seat house in Brooklyn Geste," Paramount ; "Picardy Max,"
formerly operated by Jacobs and "They Made Her a Spy," RKO ;
Kutinsky.
"Man of Conquest," "Rough Rider
Patrol," Republic; "Captain Fury,"
BKLYN HOUSE TO BRANDT
Roach ; "The Hound of the BaskerBrandt Theatres has taken over the villes," "Alexander Graham Bell,"
"Rose of Washington Square," 20th
operation
Brooklyn. of the Scott, Atlantic Ave.,
Century-Fox; "Juarez," "Hero for a
Day," "The Roaring Road," "Hell's
Kitchen," Warners ; "You Can't Cheat
FOREIGNS AT CINEMA
an
Honest Man," "Three Smart Girls
Foreign films are now being used at
the Cinema, Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn. Grow Up," "Spirit of Culver," "East
Side of Heaven," Universal.
House formerly played revivals.
Finished were : "Blondie Steps Out,"
Columbia ; "Panama Cipher," Fine
ROOSEVELT CLOSED
"I Take This Woman,"
Roosevelt Theatre, Roosevelt, Long Arts;
M-G-M; "Federal Offense," ParaIsland, has been closed.
mount; "The Castles," "A Knight in
Ghost Town," RKO, and "Key WoTAKE N. J. HOUSE
man," Universal.
Batin Amusement Co. (Sidney
Columbia, M-G-M, RKO and WarStern and Louis Baurer) have taken
ners are each shooting one short subject. Five are being prepared, and 11
over
the
operation
of
the
Rex,
Irvington, N. J.
are being edited.
COMET TO GULKIS
Operation of the Comet, Brooklyn,
has been taken over by Julius Gulkis.

'James'

OPEN IN MORRISTOWN
After being closed for about four
years, the Palace, Morristown, N. J.,
has been reopened by Morristown
Amusement Co. (Samuel Tanenbaum
and Sidney Bloomfield).

New Haven's Smash
New Haven, Feb. 2. — "Jesse
James" and "Vacation from Love," at
the Loew-Poli, in spite of almost zero

BUILD

KY. HOUSE

Murray, Ky, Feb. 2.— A $50,000
theatre is under construction by Leo
F. Keiler.

at $11,000

a fine $11,000.
drew "Going
weather, and
Island"
Places" "Devil's
at the
Roger Sherman took $5,700. At the
College, "Thanks for Everything" and
"While New York Sleeps" hit $2,500.
Estimated takings for the week end-

ing Jan. for
27 :Everything" (ZOth-Fox)
"Thanks
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
COLLEGE — (1,499) (25c-35c) 7 days.
WARNER OPENS FEB. 8
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,500)
"Jesse
James" (20th-Fox)
Wilmington, Feb. 2. — New $660,from Love" (M-G-M)
000 Warner here will open Feb. 8. "Vacation
LOEW-POLI — (3,040) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Lewis S. Black, present manager of Gross: $11,000. (Average, $8,000)
a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
the company's Aldine, will manage the "Ride
"Say It In French" (Para.)
new 1,800-seat theatre.
PARAMOUNT — (2,348) (35c-50c) 5 days.
Gross:
"Devil's $2,500.
Island"(Average,
(W.B.) $4,400)
FORM THEATRE FIRM
"Going Places" (W.B.)
Albany, Feb. 2.— C. & D. TheaROGER SHERMAN— (2,200) (35c-50c) 7
tres, Inc., Endicott, N. Y., has been days. Gross: $5,700. (Average, 4,700)
chartered here. Directors are S.
Howard Ammerman and B. Worth
Dittrich of Endicott and Frank P. Court Denies Ban on
Dittrich, Vestal.
Kansas City Pickets
NEW THEATRE COMPANY
City, Feb. 2. — Petition
Albany, Feb. 2. — Incorporation forKansas
an injunction to prevent picketing
papers have been issued to Kingsley of the Sun Theatre here by Local No.
Theatre Corp., with 200 shares of non 170 of the IATSE motion picture oppar value stock. Directors are P. A.
erators was dismissed in Federal disLewis, Josephine Langfelder and
trict court on the grounds of lack of
Florence Abramson, New York.
jurisdiction.
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Religious

Television
Launched

Series

Proving

Highly

Popular

Drive

Is

in England

London, Feb. 2. — Radio
manufacturers in England
have launched a widespread
and vigorous compaign to
popularize television.
Page advertisements have
been taken in the daily press
and on railway posters. The
sales slogan is: "Television
is here. You can't shut your

Montreal, Feb. 2. — Audience response to the special Canadian Broadcasting Corp. series of interdenominational religious broadcasts, "The Catheyes to it."
olic Hour" and the "Church of the
Air" has proved these programs to be
to Confer
the most popular of their kind ever McNinch
presented on Canadian airlanes and
has made their establishment as a Again with Wheeler
permanent feature almost certain.
The National Religious AdvisoryCouncil of CBC, comprising representatives ofthe major religious bodies
in Canada, was responsible for the inception of the broadcasts last October.
Time for these programs, 20 of
which have been presented, is given
free by CBC and services are all
voluntary. The programs, originating
in all parts of the Dominion, attempt
to provide a universal service of worship in which all may participate. In
the rural sections of the Dominion, it
has been noted, these broadcasts are
especially welcomed. If the present
response for them continues, CBC officials say, the programs will be made
a permanent feature of the national
network schedule.
Starts

Mutual

Testimony Tuesday
Testimony of Mutual network operations will begin Tuesday in Washington before the F.C.C. network investigation committee. Among those
now preparing to leave for Washington are W. E. Macfarlane, president ;
Alfred J. McCosker, chairman of the
board ; T. C. Streibert, vice-president ;
Fred Weber, general manager ; E.
M. Antrim, executive secretary-treasurer ;Miles E. Lamphiear, auditor ;
Andrew L. Poole, traffic manager, and
Adolph Opfinger, program coordinator.

On

'Radio Theatre' Plans
Day Program
Feb. 13
Lux Soap will essay its first daytime program since the "Radio Theatre" shifted from afternoon to its
present Monday night spot when on
Feb. 13 it will present a new dramatic
series over CBS, daily, from 2:15 to
2 :30 P. M. Repeats for the west coast
will be broadcast at 5 :30 P. M.
Program will be written by Edith
Meiser. However, the original story
line and title are by Cal Swanson, account executive at J. Walter Thompson Co., the agency handling the program, according to report. Tentative
titles are "Doctor Susan" or "Life and
Loves of Doctor Susan."
January

Gross

Rises to $2,674,057
Time sale billings for CBS facilities
during January amounted to $2,674,057. This represents a rise of 5.7 per
cent compared to the revenue recorded
for the preceding month, December,
when the volume was $2,529,060.

New

Legislation

Washington, Feb. 2. — Chairman
Frank R. McNinch of the Federal
Communications Commission today
said he plans to confer with Senator
Wheeler, chairman of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, on provisions of the new communications
legislation which he is drafting for
committee consideration.
McNinch said only the broad outlines of the measure would be discussed, and indicated he was still committed to the substitution of a threeman board for the present seven-man
commission.
In other quarters, however, sentiment is veering toward a five-man
board, on the ground that one member of strong personality would be
able to dominate a three-man board.
It is generally agreed that seven commissioners are too many for smooth
operation.
Attention of all stations was called
today by the F.C.C. to regulations
adopted last November requiring filing
of annual balance sheets showing the
financial condition of stations. Regulations require that statements be submitted by March 1 but the commission announced that, due to delay
in preparation of forms, the time this
year will be extended to March 15.
Five

CBS
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Commentators

Join Radio Circle
Five additional film commentators
have been added to the membership
of the Radio Film Critics Circle.
Thev are Gene King, WEVD ;
Mollie Steinberg, WABC ; Bert Child,
WBBC; Roger Wayne, WCNW, and
M. H. Warrenbud, WLTH. A total
of 15 New York stations have joined
the Circle.
Election of officers, adoption of a
code of ethics and other scheduled
matters were postponed to next Friday's meeting at the Edison. Sidney
Kaufman is temporary chairman.

Canada
Fair

to Salute
on

Air

NY

Sunday

Toronto, Feb. 2. — Canada will
accord a radio salute to the New
York World's Fair Sunday, when the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will feed
a special program to the NBC, CBS
and MBS networks across the United
States. It will originate in Ottawa,
Montreal, Kitchener and Toronto, featuring greetings by Hon. W. D.
Euler, Canadian Minister of Trade
and Commerce. The music program
includes the Mendelssohn Choir of Toronto,nadian
the band
of Guards,
His Majesty's
CaGrenadier
Montreal,
and the chimes in the Peace Tower of
the Parliament Buildings at Ottawa.

Issue
On

Assessments
N. Y.

Theatres

Tentative assessments on N. Y.
City theatre properties for 1939 have
been released. Unless protest is filed,
the assessments become permanent.
The list follows :

Manhattan
Center
$0)0.000
Music Hall and RKO Bldg
l¥$\m
Metropolitan Opera House
*°
Empire
o'-<j,000
Loew's State
4,250,000
Palace
1,350,000
Mayfair
1,950,000
French Casino
2,000,000
Roxy's
4,100,000
Ziegfeld
1,150,000
Carnegie Hall
2,000,000
New Amsterdam
1,050,000
Mutual to Air New
Times-Apollo
1,500,000
Street— Nora Bayes
900,000
"Smilin' Jack" Series 44th
St. James
640,000
Majestic
690,000
Sweets Co. of America will sponsor Booth -Shubert
1,200,000
Radio Playhouse No. 1. 490.000
a new series based on the "Smilin' Columbia
Golden
310,000
Jack" newspaper comic strip, over John
750,000
Mutual starting either Feb. 6 or 13, Imperial
Music Box
600,000
depending on clearance of time over Astor
1,750,000
stations WOR, New York; WGN, 40th Street Theatre
600,000
Globe
1,150.000
Chicago ; WAAB, Boston. The sched- Mansfield
425,000
ule is for three broadcasts a week, Biltmore
360,000
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Barrymore
'.
540,000
Milton Biow & Co. is the agency.
Strand
3,250,000
Forrest
410,000
General Baking Co. has contracted Ambassador
510,000
Gaiety
2,250,000
for
sponsorship
of the "Lone
series
over 10 stations
of the Ranger"
Mutual Rivoli
1,650,000
2,550,000
network. The stations are WHB, Capitol
Hollywood
1,150.000
WAAB, WTHT, WLLH, WABY, Guild
675.000
WHKC, WEAN, WTAG, WMAS
Al Jolson
1,350,000
1,035,000
and KTOK. Batten, Barton, Durstine Lincoln Square
Martin Beck
600,000
& Osborn placed the business.
The New Criterion
6,750,000
Rialto
3,250,000
370,000
Extend Foreign Coverage Playhouse
Windsor
435,000
2,400,000
London, Feb. 2. — British Broad- Winter Garden
Lyceum
545,000
casting Corp. is extending its foreign Cort
420.000
tions.
news broadcasts to all provincial sta- Belasco
565,000
Fulton
500.000
Vanderbilt
325,000
Henry Miller
475,000
Morosco
535,000
Broadhurst
475,000
FCC
Calendar
Hippodrome
3,200,000
Bronx
Grand
$1,090,000
Keith's Fordham
775,000
Washington, Feb. 2. — Federal Valentine
500,000
Communications Commission has Paradise
1,300,000
fixed tentative dates for hearings on
Brooklyn
broadcasting cases, as follows :
$1,725,000
Feb. 27: Application of WHLS, Albee
Paramount
3,0/0.000
Port Huron, Mich., for extension of Werba's
450.000
Strand
600,000
time from day to unlimited with 100
Majestic
300,000
watts night, 250 watts day.
Fox (Flabtush Ave. & Nevins St.) 3,930,000
March 14: Applications of WHDF, St. George (96-102 Pineapple St.) 187,000
Calumet, Mich., for extension of time Loew's Kings (Flatbush)
1,145.000
1.040,000
from specified hours to unlimited, and Loew's Metropolitan
Loew's
Melba
430,000
Copper Country Broadcasting Co. for Star
295,000
Tivoli
427,000
a new 1,370-kilocycle station at HanOxford
130,000
watts cock,
day.Mich., with 100 watts night, 250
April 3: Application of KGNO,
Dodge City, Kan., for increase of
power from 250 to 500 watts.
April 6 : Application of Edward J.
Doyle for a new 1,270-kilocycle, 500watt
N. Y. daytime station at Rochester,

April 7 : Applications of Vincennes
Newspapers, Inc., for a new 1,420kilocycle, 100-watt station at VinROM
A Will Picture
cennes, Ind., and Monocacy Broadcasting Co. for a new 1,140-kilocycle,
Program
Production 250-watt davtime station at Rockville,
Md.
Oklahoma City, Feb. 2.— KOMA
will soon begin production of a motion
April 18: Application of WJBW,
picture of a radio program showing New Orleans, for extension of time
the steps in production from the orig- from sharing to unlimited.
inal idea to the finished program.
The commission denied an applicaStudio personnel will take the pictures
tion of KLS, Oakland, Cal., for inand perform and the finished pictures
crease of power from 250 to 500
will be used for promotion work and watts, and denied an application of
will be shown in all Oklahoma City WRSP, Inc., for a new 1,500 kiloschools as an educational feature.
cycle station at Wisconsin Rapids.

Madison. Ridgewood
Keith, Flushing
Queens
Merrick, Jamaica
Valencia. Jamaica
Alden, Jamaica
Staten Island
St. George
Paramount
Commons

Tables

$ 642.500
788,000
875,000
1,100,000
483,000
$ 635.000
350.000
Film

Quota Act Questions
London, Feb. 2. — House of Commons today tabled questions on the
Films Act, Tom Smith asking a statement on the producer demand for increased quota percentages, and Harry
Day suggesting that a departmental
committee examine the allegedly unsatisfactory quota position, with a
view to the possible introduction of
amending legislation.
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Arnold
Divorce

Suit

Calls
Main

Objective

Discloses Agreement
File Theatre Deals

to

Gather

Comerford

for

Funeral

MONDAY,

League Asks Stand
On Dickstein Bill
League of N. Y. Theatres,
organization of legitimate
stage producers, is polling
its membership to determine
what stand to take on the
Dickstein bill, reintroduced
in Congress. The bill would
ban alien actors from appearing here. The league has opposed the bill in the past and
is expected to take the same
stand this year. In Albany,
the league is pushing a bill to
permit legitimate theatres to
maintain bars with a reduced
annual fee. It is contended
that such houses are open
only 24 hours weekly, for only
part of the year, and that a
reduced fee is in order.

Washington, Feb. 5.— In a statement issued late Friday by Thurman
Arnold, Assistant U. S. Attorney
General, in which was announced an
agreement on theatre acquisitions relative to the Government trust suit
against major companies, Arnold declared aprimary object of the suit is
to divorce production and distribution
from exhibition.
Indication that such an agreement
was formulated was published in Motion Picture Daily on Nov. 21, last.
{Continued on page 3)
92,816
Leaders

YORK,

Houses
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197

Consents

Withdrawals

Clears

IN

CENTS

37

MILLION

Increased
$78,398,492
From 1933, Census
Report

Shows

Washington, Feb. 5.— Motion picture production is shown by the United
Way for RKO
Plan States Census Bureau to be embarked
on a spending program outdoing even
Deadline for withdrawal of consents its best pre-depression efforts.
American producers in 1937 expendto the reorganization of RKO passed
ed $197,741,358 in making films, in
Saturday with no major withdrawals contrast to $119,342,866 in 1933 and
thus assuring confirmation of the $161,864,842 in 1935, it was reported.
plan. Only several minor creditors Thus is shown an increase in producfiled statements revoking consents
tion expenditure in four years of $78,398,492.
previously given.
Formal order of confirmation will
The Bureau's biennial survey of production showed : Sharp reduction in
be presented to Federal Judge William Bondy early this week together the number of producers from 129 in
with a list of proposed directors and 1935 to 83 in 1937; marked increases
ing.
details of a proposed underwriting in employment, from 19,037 persons in
agreement. Signature is expected on 1933 to 27,592 in 1935 and 34,624 in
Feb. 10, the date of the next hear- 1937, accompanied by almost doubled
payrolls, from
$71,343,941
(Continued
on paae in6) 1933 and
Ernest Stirn, holder of 1,234 shares
of unconverted Class A stock is expected to file his appeal this week.
W. B. Parleys Set

Total
in 1938
Scranton, Feb. 5.— Scores of industry executives from New York and
theatre men from all over the east are
Washington, Feb. S.— There were
expected to arrive here tonight and
early tomorrow to attend funeral ser- 92,816 motion picture theatres, both Review Board Meet Ends
vices for Michael E. Comerford in St. silent and sound, in 96 countries
throughout the world at the end of
National Board of Review wound
Peter's Cathedral at 9:30 Monday 1938. In 1937 there were 89,097 themorning.
up a three-day conference at the Hotel
atres, an increase of 3,719 theatres. Pennsylvania on Saturday with its
Comerford died in Miami Feb. 1,
after an illness of one week. Burial This is according to a survey by Na- 24th annual luncheon. Speakers at the
than D. Golden, chief of the Motion luncheon included Howard Dietz,
will be in the family mausoleum in
Picture Division, U. S. Bureau of M-G-M director of advertising and
St. Vincent's Cemetery, Plymouth,
Pa., near here. Bishop William J. Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
publicity ; Louis De Rochemont, of the
Wired theatres at the first of the March of Time, and Dudley Murphy,
Hafey of Scranton will pontificate at
year numbered approximately 66,362, director. Langdon Post was toastthe solemn high mass of requiem.
(Continued on page 6)
master.
Among the industry executives expected here for the services are Frank
C. Walker, nephew of the deceased,
who has headed the Comerford Circuit
for the past five years ; Ed KuykenAcademy
Awards
dall, M.P.T.O.A. president; Ed Fay, Annual
head of Fay Theatres ; Eddie Dowling,
theatrical producer ; Leon Netter,
Nominations
Are
Listed
Paramount; F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal, and others from New York.
Also many theatre operators from all
sections of this state and New York.
Hollywood, Feb. 5.— Nominations for the best performance by a supportfor the outstanding acting, direction
ing actress.
"Mankind has lost a man in every and writing awards of merit, from
All directors fulfilling the minimum
sense of the word in the passing of which will be selected by ballot the
qualifications for senior membership
M. E Comerford. His business ethics,
his charitable deeds and his actions winners in the eleventh annual compe- in the Screen Directors' Guild cast
tition of the Academy of Motion Pic- their ballots for the five nominees for
befit a great man. We have all lost
ture Arts and Sciences, were made the award on best direction.
a friend," declared Edward A. Golden, known here today. Auditors have comThose writers who fulfilled the
Monogram vice-president.
pleted the tabulation of thousands of qualifications for membership in the
votes, the deadline for which nomina- Screen Writers' Guild were invited to
RKO Cuts in 2 More
tions was Fridav at midnight.
participate in the selection of five
Class A members of the Screen Ac- finalists for the award on the best
RKO has cut the Sunday early bird
price from 40 cents to 30 cents at the
tors' Guild nominated five players for written screenplay, as well as five
Kenmore and Dyker in Brooklyn. the best performance by an actor ; five finalists for the trophy marking the
This coincides with similar revisions players for the best performance by best original motion picture story.
at nine Loew houses in Brooklyn and an actress ; five for the best performActors, (Continued
writers on
andpage
directors,
to3)
Manhattan on Saturday and Sunday.
ance by a supporting actor, and five

In South America
Plans have been completed by Karl
Macdonald, Warner supervisor for
Latin America, for two South American sales conventions, the first of three
days, scheduled to open today in Buenos Aires. Branch managers and salesmen will attend. Following the session
Macdonald will go to Chile, where the
office at Concepcion was demolished in
the recent quake, to arrange for new
The second
quarters.
place at Rio de
7 and 8. Arthur
ager for Brazil,
Walter

convention will take
Janeiro on March 6,
Abeles, general manwill be in charge.

W anger

Sues

Para, for $80,403
Suit for $80,403 against Paramount
Productions, Inc., was revealed on
Friday in the N. Y. Supreme Court
when Walter Wanger Productions,
Inc., the plaintiff, filed application for
an order directing Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount, Walter B.
Cokell, treasurer, Austin C. Keough,
secretary, and Fred Mohrhardt, controller, to testify before trial.
Plaintiff claims the monev is due
under contracts made in 1935, whereby it produced nine motion pictures
for Paramount for 25 per cent of
the net profits. Improper charges
were set up by Paramount in figuring
the profits, the complaint stated, and
at least $80,403 is still due.
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DAILY
Entries

N. Y.

in Quiz

Total

2,152,000

Total of 2,152,000 entries were received in the industry's $250,000
Movie Quiz contest, according to a
report made by Radio & Publications
Contest, Inc., to Motion Pictures'
Greatest Year campaign headquarters.
This is a return of about seven per
cent on the basis of approximately
30,000,000 quiz booklets distributed.
The campaign office estimates the return as close to 15 per cent, since it is
believed that the great majority of
contestants used two booklets, one as
a "work sheet." The contest started
Sept. 1 and ended Dec. 31.
The winner of the first prize of
$50,000 may be brought to New York
to receive the award, with newsreels
covering the presentation.
On Feb. 14 the exhibitors campaign
entries will be judged by a committee
after a luncheon at the Astor.
Radio & Publications Contests,
which handled receipt of the Movie
Quiz entries and the preliminary judging, has completed its work.
Golden

Inducts

New

4

Purely

Personal

WALTER
expected
in New WANGER
York from isthe
coast
today. John Leroy Johnston is scheduled to arrive with him.
•
Jack Warner, Jr., arrived Friday
from the coast with Gradwell L.
Sears and Mort Blumenstock. He
will remain in New York for some
time, working in the theatre, distribution and publicity departments of
Warners. He will later return to the
coast to join the studio in a production capacity.
•
Ben Miggins, 20th Century-Fox
manager in Continental Europe, and
F. L. Harley, British head, have arrived from the coast. They sail Friday on the Queen Mary. Hari.ey
spent the weekend in Philadelphia.
•
Corey Ford and Norman McLeod
left New York Friday for Hollywood
to return to their posts as writer and
director at the Hal Roach Studios.
•

►

Allied

Session

Plans

Each

Week

T CHEEVER COWDIN, Universal
»J • board chairman, is expected back
from the coast by plane today or tomorrow. Nate J. Blumberg, president, is not expected until the end of
the week and may leave for Florida on
aturn.
brief vacation shortly after his re•

New York Allied has scheduled one
meeting a week in some part of the
state. The Albany unit meets today,
Buffalo on Feb. 13, Syracuse on Feb.
23. The New York City members
will meet in the local office on
March 1.

William Weisman, vice-president
of WMCA. and Mrs. Weisman,
sailed Saturday on the De Grasse for
a West Indies cruise. Fred Coots,
song writer, also sailed.
•
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin will
leave Hollywood today for Miami to
complete the score of the feature

Monogram
Pictures
Recorded
in Paris
Sound tracks in French are being
recorded in Paris on many Monogram
productions, according to Norton V.
Ritchey, foreign manager. Local
talent in France is being used for the
French versions of pictures including
"Atlantic Flight," which has been
completed;
"Gangster's Boy" and
"Hoosier Schoolboy."
Due to quota
restrictions it is increasingly difficult
to get import permits, Ritchey said.

is sched'''
forThe
the annual
middle convention
of May. Place
of-(10r.r)
Mike Rosenberg, head of Principal meeting will be decided by the directors. It may be in an upstate city.
Theatres in Los Angeles, and Mrs.
Grievance boards of three members
Rosenberg sailed on the Normandic
are functioning in the various areas,
Saturday
for Sonja
a 24-day
SouthandAmerican cruise.
Henie
party with Buffalo leading in the number of
will board the boat at Nassau. So will disputes mediated. E. Thornton Kelly,
state- executive secretary, attends all
Lee, John and Mrs. J. J. Shubert. meetings.
Marc Connelly is also aboard.
•

Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales
Travels."
promotion
manager, is scheduled to length cartoon "Gulliver's
•
Associates Officers
speak before the Boston Advertising
F. Cremieu Javal, head of British
Some of the industry's outstanding Club Feb. 21.
•
Acoustics, is due here on the Queen
leaders started as "film peddlers" EdMary from England on Thursday.
ward A. Golden, vice-president of
•
Gabriel Pascal, producer of "PygMonogram, told the Motion Picture
isdue in New York from the
Associates when inducting the organi- coast by malion,"
plane tomorrow.
Joseph J. Lee of 20th Century-Fox
zation's new officers at a luncheon
•
and Sol Kelsey of the Snaper circuit
Friday at the Astor.
are in Florida.
Paul Wir, Central American man•
Sidney Kent, George J. Schaefer,
Harry Cohn, Louis B. Mayer, Al
ager for United Artists, is visiting relMargaret Clancy, secretary to
atives in Philadelphia.
Lichtman and many other topflight exSpyros Skouras, is vacationing while
•
ecutives at one time sold film to exSkouras is on the coast.
H. M. Richey of RKO was ill with
hibitors, Golden recalled. "And I'm
•
the grippe over the weekend.
proud
to
be
a
film
peddler
myself,"
Victor McLaglen will be the guest
he added, disclosing that he had joined
•
the Associates, the membership of
of Eddie Cantor on his broadcast toHarry Gold of United Artists was
which is largely salesmen.
night.
•
Harold Rodner of Warners praised in Washington over the weekend.
•
Ben
Washer
was in Baltimore
the organiaztion for financial assisttoday.the weekend and is due to return
ance given to the Will Rogers MemoJack Connolly left Friday for over
rial Commission, of which he is an ex- Palm Beach.
•
ecutive, and promised the reciprocal
cooperation of the commission in the
Ralph Ravenscroft, independent
Rudy Sanders, local exhibitor, is
in Florida.
MPA's charitable work.
producer, is in town.
Among other speakers were Jack
Ellis, president, and Emil Ellis, his
brother, who is an attorney. Herman Chance Games
Branson Sets Route
Ban
Bing, comedian, provided some laughs.
For Schaefer Drive
Besides Jack Ellis, officers inducted
Lifted in Syracuse
include : Morris Sanders, first viceBan on chance games at subsequent
Walter Branson, who heads RKO's
president ; Nathan Cahan, second vicecurrent George Schaefer Drive, will
president ; Morris Fraum, recording run theatres in Syracuse has been hold the following meetings this week
secretary ; Charles Penser, financial lifted by District Attorney Clarence with branch managers and their staffs :
secretary ; Saul Trauner, treasurer ; Unckless, who held that the games Today, Milwaukee, A. N. Schmitz,
Louis Kutinsky, sergeant-at-arms ; could not be legally halted.
branch manager ; Tuesday, MinneapoJoseph J. Lee and Nat Byer, trustees.
lis, L. E. Goldhammer, branch manThe Syracuse unit of New York AlDavid J. Kane continues as publicity
ager, and S. W. Fitch of Sioux Falls,
lied
was
instrumental
in
lifting
the
and promotion director.
H. Woolfe of Winnipeg, H. F. Taylor
New members are Max Fried, Al- ban, after conferences with Mayor of Calgary. Des Moines, Lou Elman.
fred Blumberg, Peter Saglembeni, Marvin. The Allied committee in- Wednesday, Kansas City, T. R.
Daniel Ponticello and Sherwood Maccluded Rap Merriman, regional vice- Thompson, branch manager and C. J.
Comber.
president ; George Smith, state direc- Dressel of Omaha. Thursday, Dentor, and E. Thornton Kelly, state exver, J. H. Ashbv. Friday, Salt Lake
ecutive secretary.
Grainger Due Today
City,
H. C. Fuller. Saturday, PortMayor Marvin on Jan. 1 instructed
land, Mark Cory. Branson is accomJames R. Grainger, Republic presi- the subsequents to discontinue games,
panied on the trip by Harry Gittleson.
dent, presided over a sales meeting in although he permitted them at the first
Pittsburgh over the weekend, attended runs, which play Bank Night. The
Silverstone Due Here
by James H. Alexander, franchise
holder, and his staff. He is due back first runs also have had "preview
Maurice Silvertone, United Artists
nights" when as many as four fea- chief executive, is expected in New
todav.
tures are shown plus chance games.
The 14 subsequents play games an av- York today from the coast. His deSchine Renews with Altec
parture from Hollywood was delayed
erage of twice a week, including
The Schine Circuit has renewed Bingo. Banko, Ten-O-Win and others. several days by conferences with John
sound service contracts with Altec
The Syracuse Allied unit has Hay Whitney, chairman of SelznickService Corp. for the coming year, adopted a resolution declaring that International, on a new distribution
covering 105 theatres. J. G. Selmser lawful games or giveaways are a deal. The conferences were not conclusive and are scheduled to be re"necessity"
at the subsequent runs in
negotiated for Schine, and Bert San- that
city.
sumed in another three or four weeks.
ford and A. J. Rademacher for Altec.

Rose, Molly Picon to
Be at Ampa
Thursday
Billy Rose, Molly Picon and Russell Patterson, artist, are already
lined
up forat Ampa's
luncheon meeting
Thursday
the Astor.
A new entertainment committee has
been appointed, consisting of Elias
Sugarman, Martin Starr and Vincent
Trotta. The committee plans a big
program for its initial effort.
Funeral

Rites

Held

For Mrs. Silverman
Funeral services for Mrs. Rachel
Silverman were held at the Temple
Emanu-El yesterday. Mrs. Silverman,
who died in her 95th year, was the
mother of the late Sime Silverman.
She is survived by two daughters,
Sallie and Ann; a grandson, Sydney,
publisher of Variety, and a greatgrandson, Sydney, Jr.
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B

Producers
Annual

Delay

Quota

Memo

London, Feb. 5.— English producer
group still has failed to reach an
agreement on a new memorandum
which it is planned to submit to the
Films Council on the quota situation,
despite long meetings.
^.^he crux of the problem is an ini>a**se in the quota figures. There is
a possibility the group also will ask
for an increase in the exhibitor quota
percentages, as well as distributors'
quota.
The producer group is still seeking
the inclusion in the organization of
American interests, and may modify
its policy to bring that about. However, the Americans continue to maintain acold attitude toward joining the
organization.
Morros

Planning

to

Import French Films
Hollywood, Feb. 5.— Boris Morros, former musical director at the
Paramount studio, is planning formation of a New York company to import and distribute French pictures.
He is due in New York tomorrow to
confer with Leon Siritzki, French producer-distributor, who will be interested in the new company.
Morros plans to handle about 26
French films annually for the North
and South American markets and may
remake some of them in English versions. One of the alliances in negotiation is with R. A. C, French producing and distributing company.

Loew's
Back

PICTURE

in Baltimore
to Film Policy

Loew's Century in Baltimore on
Friday reverted to a straight films
policy, with "Idiot's Delight," after
14 weeks of stage shows and pictures.
At the same time the night price
became 40 cents anywhere in the house
and matinees 25 cents. Previous scale
was 40 cents in balcony and 55 cents
in orchestra nights, and 35 cents
matinee.
Stage show was a 30-minute overture, with orchestra on stage and
dancing and singing acts. Business did
not increase sufficiently to continue the
policy plus the higher prices.
Bar 3 Col. Case Causes
The Appellate Division of the N. Y.
Supreme Court has dismissed three
causes of action in the stockholder's
suit of Betty Davis against Columbia
Pictures Corp., Jack and Harry Cohn,
Joe Brandt and six other officers and
directors of Columbia, on the ground
that the causes are barred by the statute of limitations. The high court in
its decision sustained the complaint as
to the remaining causes of action.
Col. Men Leave for Coast
Columbia home office executives left
New York over the weekend for the
studio where they will confer with
Harry Cohn, president, on new season
production plans. In the group are
Jack Cohn, vice-president ; A. Schneider, treasurer ; Abe Montague, general
sales manager, and Joseph McConville,
foreign manager. They will be at the
studio for 10 days or two weeks.

Academy

&

K

Suit

Refuses
Nominations

Witness

Awards
Are

to Testify

Listed

(Continued from patie 1 )
gether with all members of the AcadBest Director — Michael Curtiz for
emy, cast ballots for the nomination of
"Angels
With Dirty Faces" ; Norman
10 productions for the statuette on
Taurog for "Boys Town" ; King Vidor
production achievements.
The date for the annual Awards for "The Citadel" ; Michael Curtiz
Banquet has been set for Feb. 23, at (again) for "Four Daughters"; Frank
the Biltmore Bowl in Hollywood. Capra for "You Can't Take It With
Originally the banquet had been fixed
Best Screen Play — John Meehan
tentatively for March 9, but the date
and
Schary Frank
for "Boys
Town"
was changed by the committee in or- Ian Dore
Dalrymple,
Wead
and ;
der to make it conform more closely
You".
Elizabeth
Hill for "The Citadel";
to the period of the calendar year.
Julius J. Epstein and Lenort Coffee
The committee in charge of arrangement of the dinner includes : Mervyn for "Four Daughters" ; George Bernard Shaw for screen play and diaLeRoy, chairman; Basil Rathbone,
logue and W. P. Lipscomb, Cecil
Robert Riskin, Howard Estabrook, J.
LeRoy Johnston and Donald Gledhill. Lewis and Ian Dalrymple for adaptation of "Pygmalion" ; Robert Riskin
Nomination ballots were sent out on
Jan. 23, and the ballots for the final for "You Can't Take It With You".
Best Original Story — (Six nominavoting will be mailed on Feb. 10, to
tions because of tie) Irving for "Alexbe returned by Feb. 20. Price, Waterander's Ragtime Band" ; Rowland
house & Co. will tabulate the votes.
Representing the Academy on the Brown for "Angels With Dirty
awards committee are Frank Capra, Faces" ; John Howard Lawson for
president of the Academy and Screen "Blockade" ; Dore Schary and EleaGriffin and
for Frederick
"Boys Town"
; MarDirectors' Guild; W. S. Van Dyke nore
cella Burke
Kohner
for
and Estabrook. Screen Actors' Guild "Mad About Music" ; Frank Wead for
is represented by Gene Lockhart, "Test Pilot".
Charles Trowbridge and Reginald
Sound Recording — "Army Girl",
Denny
Screen Albert
Writers'
Guild and
by- Republic
Frances; the
Goodrich,
Hackett
; "The Cowboy and the
Sheridan Gibney, and the Screen Di- Lady", United Artists ; "Four Daughters", Warners ; "If I Were King",
rectors' Guild by John Cromwell,
Clarence Brown and George Marshall. Paramount ; "Merrily We Live", Hal
Darryl F. Zanuck, Jack L. Warner Roach ; "Suez", 20th Century-Fox ;
and Louis B. Mayer represent the pro- "Sweethearts", M-G-M ; "That Cerducer branch of the Academy, and
tain Age", Universal ; "Vivacious
Cedric Gibbons, Nathan Levinson and Lady", RKO ; "You Can't Take It
With You", Columbia. .
Joseph Valentine the technicians'
Art Direction
branch. Alternates are Walter Kingsford, Anatole Litvak, Henry HathaArt Direction — "Adventures of
way, George Oppenheimer, Gilbert
Gabriel, Melville Baker, Pandro Ber- Robin Hood", Warners ; "Alexander's
man, William LeBaron, Hunt Strom- Ragtime Band", 20th Century-Fox ;
berg, Hans Dreier and Vernon "Algiers", U. A.; "Carefree", RKO;
Walker.
"Goldwyn Follies", U. A. ; "Holiday",
Virtually every phase of production Columbia; "If I Were King", Paraactivity is included in the awards to
mount "Mad
;
About Music", Univerbe given.
sal ; "Marie Antoinette", M-G-M ;
"Merrily We Live", Hal Roach.
List of Nominations
Cinematography — "Army Girl", ReThe nominations follow :
U. A. ; "The Bucpublic "Algiers",
;
caneer", Paramount ; "The Great
Best Picture — -"Alexander's Ragtime Band", 20th Century-Fox ; "Boys Waltz", M-G-M ; "Jezebel", Warners ;
Town", M-G-M; "The Citadel", "Mad About Music", Universal ;
M-G-M; "Four Daughters", War- "Merrily We Live", HaL Roach ;
ner ;"Grand Illusion", World ; Jeze- "Suez", 20th Century-Fox ; "Vivacious
bel", Warner ; "Pygmalion", M-G-M ; Lady", RKO; "You Can't Take It
"Adventures of Robin Hood", War- With You", Columbia ; "The Young
ner ;"Test Pilot", M-G-M ; and "You in Heart", Selznick-U. A.
Can't Take It With You", Columbia.
Best Actor — Charles Boyer in "Al- New Haven Friends
giers"James
;
Cagney in "Angels With
Dirty Faces" ; Robert Donat in "The
To Honor Ben Simon
Citadel" ; Leslie Howard in "PygmalNew Haven, Feb. 5.— Ben Simon,
ion" Spencer
;
Tracy in "Boys Town".
manager of the 20th Century-Fox,
Best Actress
will be honored on his 20th anniversary at a testimonial dinner. Barney
Best Actress — Fay . Bainter in
"White Banners" ; Bette Davis in Pitkin, RKO manager, is in charge of
assisted by Thomas Don"Jezebel" ; Wendy Hiller in "Pym- the affair,
aldson, Lou Wechsler, Edward Ruff,
malion" ; Norma Shearer in "Marie
Antoinette" and Margaret Sullavan Morris Joseph, Tim O'Toole, John
Pavone, Earl Wright, Arthur Lockin "Three Comrades".
Best Supporting Actor — Walter wood, Sam Rosen and Irving C. JaBrennan in Kentucky" ; John Garfield cocks. Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager, will be toastmaster.
in "Four Daughters" ; Gene Lockhart in "Algiers" ; Robert Morley in
"Marie Antoinette" ; Basil Rathbone
Plan K. C. Jubilesta
in "If I Were King".
Kansas
City, Feb. 5.— Business
Best Supporting Actress — Fay Bainter Til "Jezebel" ; Beulah Bondi in "Of men' of Kansas City have voted toHuman Hearts" ; Spring Byington in stage another Jubilesta, expensive
"You Can't Take It With You" ; Bil- Municipal Auditorium show, in 1939.
lie Burke in "Merrily We Live" ; Last year the show lost approximatelv
Miliza Korjus in "The Great Waltz".
$50,000.

Chicago, Feb. 5.— Abe J. Kaufman,
B. & K. booker, called this morning to
give a deposition before Master in
Chancery McDonald in the independents' suit against B. & K. and the
major companies, refused to testify.
Rosenberg and Stein, defense counsel,
went before Federal Judge Igoe to
have Kaufman appear and testify. The
petition was granted and Kaufman was
ordered to appear.
B. & K. lawyers are preparing a
brief to be submitted to Federal Judge
Wilkerson stating why they think the
independents' case should be dismissed.
They claim special damages must be
shown and have not been shown to
date. A reply was filed today to the
petition filed 10 days ago asking limitation of questions in depositions
sought from plaintiffs.
Arnold

Calls

Divorce

Main Suit Objective
(Continued from page 1)
Arnold's statement declared that Justice Department plans to seek temporary injunctions against further acquisitions by producer defendants have
been dropped as a result of the agreement, whereby producers will notify
the department immediately of all
legally
sitions. binding commitments or acquiOn divorcement as a primary objective, Arnold declared that divorce
was intended "so that those who control the making and booking of motion
pictures will not also control theatres
in which they are shown.
"The view of the department on this
matter is that control of exhibition by
producers and distributors is in violation of the anti-trust laws. Any decree
of the court which may be rendered
will be binding upon the defendants in
their operations throughout the United
States as well as in the New York
Under the agreement, monthly reports will be filed by each producer
showing all changes in theatre holdings, theatres lost or disposed of, theatres acquired, and interests acquired
in
theatres,
showing the nature and
extent.
The department reserves the right to
seekarea."
a preliminary injunction following receipt of these reports, if it feels
the public interest so requires.
"Defendants engaged in the exhibition branch of the industry have represented to the department that they
are not now pursuing; theatre expansion programs and that they do not
intend to do so pending final determination of the case upon its merits,"
Arnold declared, and continued, "The
department is proceeding with the
case on its merits, looking toward its
trial and final decision. The foregoing
undertaking of the producer-exhibitors
is believed to afford the department
appropriate opportunity, in the meanwhile, to protect the interests of independent exhibitors and the public."
To Withdraw

Snow

White

Walt Disney's "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs" will be withdrawn in
the U. S. and Canada at the end of
April. RKO executives said it might
be reissued next year at this time.
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Review

'Sweethearts'

in

Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Feb. 5.— Affected by
weather conditions which swung
abruptly from sub-zero and blizzards
to mild weather, twin city grosses behaved erratically. A combination of
"Fibber" McGee and "Disbarred" at
the Orpheum for three days, followed
by four days of "Stand Up and Fight"
got $12,000. "Paris Honeymoon" at
the State took $5,600 while "A Man
to
at the World did $3,000
in Remember"
its second week.
In St. Paul "Kentucky" led at the
Orpheum with $4,000, "Paris Honeymoon" doing next best with a $3,800
at the Paramount.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 26 :
Minneapolis :
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
"Comet Over Broadway" (W. B.)
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,900. (Average, $1,500)
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
CENTURY — (1,600) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $2,400. (Average, $4,000)
"There Goes My Heart" (U. A.)
GOPHER — (990) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$3,100. (Average, $3,000)
"Disbarred" (Para.)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM — (2,900) (35c-55c) "Disbarred" and "Fibber" McGee, 3 days;
"Stand Up" 4 davs. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $4,800)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,600. (Average, $4,400)
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average. $1,600)
St. Paul:
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
ORPHEUM — (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,400. (Average. $3,200)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,800. (Average, $4,400)
"Blondie" (Col.)
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,900. (Average. $2,400)
"The Storm" (Univ.)
"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c) 7 davs. Gross:
$2,800. (Average, $1,600)
"Mayer'ing" (Pax)
WORLD— (400) (25c-35c) 7 days. Gross:
$900. (Average, $700)

Home
on the Prairie
(Republic)
"Home on the Prairie," Republic's latest Gene Autry feature, is
routine western fare, generally, but is somewhat handicapped by a rather
weak story. Aside from those moments when Autry is engaged in
song and strummin' his "gitar," the picture could conveniently do with
considerably more action.
Autry and his rotund side-kick, Smiley Burnette, are deputies in
the Animal and Agricultural Commission when a hoof-and-mouth disease breaks out in the herd belonging to Belknap, a rancher. Belknap,
fearing quarantine and ruin, plants several of the dead calves on the
ranch of a neighbor, Wheeler, to throw suspicion that the disease is located there. Autry, who is in love with Wheeler's daughter, Martha,
finally reveals where the guilt belongs.
For comedy relief, there are Burnette and, as something new in the
way of a pet, an elephant belonging to an itinerant medicine peddler.
With Autry and Burnette in jail and Wheeler's cattle about to be destroyed, the elephant wrecks the jail in the nick of time.
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
Jack Banner
■"G" denotes general classification.
92,816
Film

Was

1938

Houses

Total

(Continued from page 1)
a gain of 3,358 over the preceding
year's estimated total of 62,895.
The theatre census gives Europe
03,043 theatres, of which 37,578 are
wired, compared with 59,187 theatres
with 34,819 wired and operating a year
before. However, almost 50 per cent
of the European total is accounted for
by Soviet workers' clubs and halls,
largely with portable, silent equipment
for film exhibition. Obviously, these
are of virtually no consequence as a
market for American films.
In addition, the European total includes Germany's 6,500 houses (with
Austria and Sudetenland) ; where
American distributors encounter currency restrictions and increasing trade
complications ; Italy's 4,049 theatres,
which constitute a "lost" market for
American companies currently, and
Spain's 3,500 houses. The census
places British theatres at 5,300 ;
France, 4,600; Sweden, 1,907; Czechoslovakia, 1,305, and Belgium, 1,100. All
Confirm Dropping of
other European countries have less
British Labor Report than 1,000 theatres each.
United States is second numerically
London, Feb. 5.— Ernest Brown,
Minister of Labor, has indicated by with an estimated 16,228 theatres open
inference in the House of Commons out of a total of 18,410. The Far East
that the plan to publish the British accounts for 6,201 theatres ; Latin
Government report on labor condi- America, 5,239; Canada, 1,224, and
tions in the British film industry had Africa and the Near East, 881. Almost
been abandoned, as was forecast re- 50 per cent of the world's theatres are
cently.
still unwired, according to the census,

Production

in 1937

Cost 197 Millions
(Continued from page 1)
$104,429,588 in 1935 to $139,588,664 in
1937 ; heavily increased production of
shorts, and testing out of color films.
Reported was a total of 3,942 theatrical films, with negative cost of
$126,039,177, produced in 1937, compared with 1,094, costing $110,974,791
in 1935, and 1,059, costing $77,535,515
in 1933. Included in the first analysis
of theatricals attempted, showing production of features over 3,000 feet in
1937 as including 12 in color, costing
$8,777,149, and 1,087 in black and
white, costing $112,043,405, and 92
shorts in color, costing $1,194,095, and
2,751 in black and white, costing

$4,024,528.
Non-theatrical production negative
cost was $5,715,977 in 1937, against
$7,698,547 in 1935 and $4,744,354 in
1933, consisting of advertising and
newsreels costing $4,539,515, against
$4,939,964 in 1935 ; industrials costing
$855,782, and educational and other
films costing $320,680.
The Bureau reported also the expenditure of $33,074,784 on unfinished
productions, against $15,683,826 in
1935. Under the heading of laboratory
work, the report showed $8,218,421
spent for positive film against $6,046,071 in 1935 and $7,624,761 in 1933 ; receipts for work done for others of
$15,317,921 against $15,089,496 in
1935 ; receipts for other work done,
$3,467,947 against $1,818,139, and receipts for use of studio facilities,
Brown, queried in Commons, re- although no silent theatres are operat- $5,907,131 against $4,553,972.
fused to answer questions on the long
The report on distribution in the
ing in the U. S.
Latin America showed an increase industry showed 35 establishments lothreatened proposal for a searching
cated in California, 21 in New York,
inquiry into British film labor condi- with 5.239 open as compared with
tions, and reiterated expressions of 5,174 the preceding year. Of these, seven in Illinois and 20 in other states.
confidence in the value of collective 4,571 were wired as compared with
Los Angeles studios accounted for 30,agreements. He declared labor inter- 4,355 at the end of 1937. Brazil, with 405 of the total of 34,624 persons emests and exhibitors still are concluding 1,450 theatres, and Argentina with
ployed in 1937, half of whom were in
agreements.
1,021 are the only Latin American 24 studios in the City of Los Angeles
countries with more than 1,000 houses. and the remainder in 11 studios in Los
Mexico has 823 and the drop then is Angeles County, outside of the city.
Next "Moto" Retitled
Hollywood, Feb. 5.— "Mr. Moto in abrupt to Cuba's 375.
The Far East's 6,201 compares with
Set French Penal Film
Danger
Island"
the the
finalMoto
title selected for the
nextis in
series 5,796 the year before, representing a
National Pictures is completing an
gain of 367 theatres and an increase
featuring Peter Lorre.
of 927 wired theatres. Tapan led with adaptation of the French picture,
"Back to Devil's - Island/" - fDr^the
1,749 Africa
to Australia's
1,371:
Nearhouses
East American
market. E. M. Fadiman,
and
had 856
wired
Signed by M-G-M
Hollywood, Feb. 5.— Jo Ann Sayers against 763 the preceding year. Can- president of National, expects to have
has signed an extended term contract
ada's 1,224 are all wired houses and the version ready for release within
with M-G-M.
compare with 1.089 the preceding year. a few days.

$45,000
Boston

in

2

Houses

Boston, Feb. 5. — "Sweethearts,"
dualled with "The Girl Downstaif y,
was the standout bill here, taking %2Si\500 at Loew's State and $25,000 at
Loew's Orpheum, for a total of $45,500."The Great Man Votes" and "The
Lady Vanishes" was strong, with
$18,500, and "They Made Me a
Criminal" and "Mr. Moto's Last
Warning" took $17,000 at the MetroEstimated takings for the week endpolitan.
"Sweethearts"
ing Feb. 1-2: (M-G-M)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM—
(2,907) (Average,
(25c-35c40c-55c)
7 davs.
Gross: $25,000.
$13,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
"The Girt Downstairs" (M-G-M)
STATE—
(3,537)(Average,
(25c-35c-40c-55c)
7 LOEW'S
days. Gross:
$20,500.
$11,000)
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
"The Lady Vanishes" (G.B.)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,970) (25c-35c-40c55c) 7 days. Gross: $18,500. (Average,
$13,000)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (W. B.)
METROPOLITAN — (4,332) (25c-35c-40c55c) 7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average,
$12,500)
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT—
(25c-35c-40c-55c)
7
days.
Gross: $8,000.(1,790)
(Average,
$8,500)
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.)
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W. B.)
7 days. Gross: $6,0C0. (Average, $4,500)
"Little Orphan Annie" (Para.)
(3 days with
vaude.)
"Cipher
Bureau"
(F. N.)
(3
days
with
vaude.)
"Submarine Patrol" (20th-Fox) (4 days)
"Swing Sister Swing" (Univ.) (4 days)
RKO KEITH BOSTON— (3,200) (20c-30c40c). Gross: $8,000. (Average, $10,000)

'Delight'
Leads

$13,000
Providence

Providence, Feb. 5.— Business was
spotty
paired
Loew's
Wintry

here, with "Idiot's Delight,"
with "Homicide Bureau," at
State, leading with $13,200.
weather was of no help to

"They Made Me a Criminal" and
grosses.
"Going Places" drew a good $9,000 at
the Majestic.
Estimated takings for the week end"Idiot's
ing Feb.Delight"
1-2 : (M-G-M)
"Homicide Bureau" (Col.)
LOEW'S
(25c-35c-50c)
days.
Gross:STATE—
$13,200. (3,230)
(Average,
$10,000) 7
"They
a Criminal"
(W. B.)
"Going Made
Places"Me (W.
B.)
MAJESTIC— (Average,
(2.250) (25c-35c-50c)
7 davs.
Gross:
$6,500)
"Girls' $9,000.
School" (Col.)
"The Mysterious Rider" (Para.)
STRAND— (2.100) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $7,000)
"It Happened One Night" (Col.)
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" (Col.)
RKO-ALBEE — (2,239) (25c-35c-50c) 7
days. Revival. Gross: $4,500. (Average,
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
$6,000)
FAY'S — (1,800) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Vaudeville.
Gross:(U. $7,000.
(Average, $7,000)
"Trade Winds"
A.)
"Bum 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
CARLTON— (1,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $2,000. (Average, $3,500)
"Tough Kid" (Mono.)
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c -35c) 7 days.
Stage show. Gross: $3,900. (Average, $3,000)
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Signing

National Association of Broadcasters
on Friday made a last-minute effort to
stay the signing of the agreement between the American Federation of Radio Artists, advertising agencies, and
the networks, N. A. B. acted because
of apprehension that network affiliated
ions would be involved in the
t<^i eement.
Neville Miller, N. A. B. president,
late Thursday wired Edward Klauber
and Niles Trammell, executive vicepresidents of CBS and NBC, respectively, as follows : "Have been informed that NBC and CBS contemplate signing agreement with A. F. R.
A. Urge you to consider carefully
present and possible future effect your
action may have on affiliates and that
matter be discussed with affiliates before contract is signed."
The network's reply declared their
part was merely to advise in order to
make the contract as favorable as possible to advertisers and that they were
not directly involved. The agreement
does not affect affiliated stations, it
was said.
The entire membership of the
WABC chapter of the American
Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers has joined A. F. R. A.

Personals

i

of the New York
JACK
Post MILEY
has a neat yarn of Stan
Shaw's WNEW "Milkman's Matinee" in the current Ken . . . Fred
Weber, manager of Mutual, to Cleveland and Chicago on business the past
weekend, returning to New York today . . . Selznick-International Pictures has taken Tommy Dorsey's book,
"Love in Swingtime," for possible production as a musical for the fall . . .
Zasu Pitts has been signed for a guest
appearance on the Fibber McGee show
tomorrow . . . Maurice Dreicer, who
heads and produces several WRN
shows, has just returned from North
Carolina where he recuperated following a month's illness . . . Florence W.
Van Straten, daughter of Jacques Van
Straten, WHN comptroller, has received aDoctor of Philosophy degree
from New York University.

Radio Playguild, a producing unit, has been formed
here, to produce plays exclusively for the air. Playguild
is managed by a board of
three — Bob Miller, chairman
and production manager;
Palmer Thompson, actors'
representative, and Mel Elliott, actors' representative.
Arrangements have been
completed to present the
plays over the facilities of
WNEW.

Appropriation
In

Today,

Clarify

Bill,

Slated

FCC

to

Status

Washington, Feb. 5.— First indications of Congressional sentiments on
the situation in the Federal Communications Commission are expected to
be disclosed tomorrow with the reporting of the independent offices appropriation bill to the House and release of the testimony taken by the appropriations sub-committee two weeks
ago
when
Chairman
R. been
McNinch is understood Frank
to have

tivities. questioned regarding his acsharply
Rumors are current that the F. C.
Deal With Warners
C. appropriation for the year beginHollywood, Feb. 5.— Telecast Corp.
ning July, next, may be cut by the
of America, formed to act as national committee as evidence of its dissatisdistributors of transcribed air shows,
faction with the conduct of the comhas contracted to serve Warners. The mission.
initial Warner transcription series is
The bill will be taken up for consideration immediately upon its sub"Adventures of Uncle Jimmy," which
mission and critics of the radio body
is now in production.
Under deals now in negotiation, are expected to take advantage of the
Two Men Quit CBS
other producers along with Warners opportunity to voice their views when
Publicity Department will distribute through Telecast. Tele- the commission items are reached.
Wally West and Carl Lloyd of the
cast Corp. itself will not indulge in
During hearings on the bill last
publicity staff at CBS left the employ production except on a financing basis month all seven commissioners were
of the network on Friday. Plans of with outside producers in return for called before the committee, but it is
West and Lloyd are indefinite. Arthur distribution rights.
understood the questioning was conPeiies, New York newspaperman, has
fined to Chairman McNinch and Combeen engaged to replace Fouche on Ohio Broadcasters
missioner Paul A. Walker, whose hanSalute KVOA
Today
the press desk where he will be redling of telephone company investigaOn Its Joining NBC
sponsible for the gathering, writing
tions came in for criticism. McNinch
Elect Reinsch Head
A salute to KVOA, Tucson, on the and editing of material other than
is said to have been on the stand for
Dayton, Feb. 5. — J. Leonard several hours, most of which time was
occasion of its joining NBC as the that of the magazine department, Reinsch,
general manager of WHIO, devoted to defense of his activities and
168th affiliated station of the network which will remain in the hands of Ed was elected
president of the Ohio
will be broadcast today on the Blue at Sammis. Pedes' is the third appointrather than consideration of
Broadcasters'
Association at the an- policies
the commission budget.
4:30 P. M. Program includes adment made by Lou Ruppel, who renual meeting in Columbus, Also electdresses by Senators Harry Ashurst
cently became head of the CBS pubed were Vernon Prebble, general manand Carl Hayden and Representative
licity department.
ager WTAM as vice-president ; B. A.
John A. Murdock; musical salute by
Manring, assistant manager WHKC, Nebraska
Bill Asks
the NBC concert orchestra and selecLoft to Start New
as
secretary-treasurer.
Retiring
presitions by Thomas Thomas of the MetRadio Restrictions
dent is J. H. Ryan, vice-president
ropolitan Opera, KVOA operates full
WSPD.
Air Show Over WOR
Omaha,
Feb. 5.— A bill prohibiting
time on a frequency of 1260 kilocycles
any life insurance company, doing
Loft
Cand-'
Co.
will
scrap
its
presand 1000 watts power.
business in the state from owning or
ent script program on WOR and will
operating a radio station except in
Gets 'Secret
Arrangements
have been Agent'
completed furtherance of its own business has
present a new series titled "Well- NBC
Mutual Time Sales
Known People," which will be super- between NBC and the Radio Division been introduced in the Nebraska legisvised by John Chapman, columnist on of Heffelfinger Publications for NBC
$315,078 in January the New
lature by Senator Sam Klaver, Omaha.
York Daily News, and Irene
Klaver made no secret that the bill
Continuing to show marked in- Kuhn, newspaper woman and maga- to serve as sole agent for the sale and
world distribution of the program was aimed at the Woodmen of the
creases in billings, time sales at Muzine writer. Chapman will be preK-7 Returns." The pro- World Life Insurance Company, owntual for January grossed $315,078, an
sented Tuesdays from 7:15 to 7:30 "SecretgramAgent
ers of WOW. Klaver was denied a
will be produced and recorded
increase of 16.7 per cent compared to P. M., and Miss Kuhn on Fridays
in the New York studios of NBC. license for a local 100-watt station
here last year.
the network's billings for the same from 11 to 11:15 A. M. Weekly guest Deal was set by C. H. Pearson.
month a year ago, when the total was stars from the stage, Broadway and
$269,894.
the screen will be presented by each
Vallee and NBC Win
program conductor.
Rudy Vallee and NBC won a deciDaughter Put on Air
sion in the Appellate Division of the
FCC
Calendar
To Cheer III Mother
Georgia Station to
N. Y. Supreme Court when the court
Cincinnati, Feb. 5.— The
Join CBS March
15 unanimously affirmed a dismissal of
"human side of radio" was
a breach of contract suit brought by
demonstrated by WKRC, CoWRBL, Congress, Ga., will join the Ruvall Orchestra Corp., seeking $177,Washington, Feb. 5.— Federal
lumbia station for Cincinnati
Communications Commission has an- CBS network as a member of the 200 damages from Vallee. and $303,950
when the station learned that
nounced its schedule of hearings for south central group on March 15. from National Broadcasting Co.
the current week, as follows :
Mrs. Glenna Bristow, conOn the same day WBRK, Pittsfield,
fined to a local hospital for
Feb. 6 : Applications of Central Mass., will leave CBS to join the
Studio
seven months with a conBroadcasting Corp. for a 1,500-kilo- Mutual, Colonial and Yankee net- Plan New WHBC
tagious disease which procycle station at Worcester, Mass., with works.
Canton, Feb. 5.— A new studio and
hibited visits from her 12WRBL operates with a split power transmitter tower will be built by
100 watts power night, 250 watts day,
year-old daughter, was longand Kingston Broadcasting Corp., for of 100 and 250 watts, on 1,200 kilo- WHBC, Brush-Moore Newspapers
cycles. Its base rate will be $125 station, with completion scheduled for
hear the
a 1,500-kilocycle, 100-watt daytime
and ing toknow
howchild's
she voice,
was
station at Kingston, N. Y.
mid-June, after which the station will
per night hour.
progressing
with
her
music.
Feb. 7 : Application of Station
WBRK will be Mutual's 110th af- operate on 250 watts davtime. The
Arranging for installation
WFMD, Frederick, Md., for extension
present 100 watts will be used
filiate. It operates on 1,310 kilo- evenings.
of
a radioWKRC
at the had
mother's
of time from day to unlimited.
cycles, 250 watts daytime power, 100
bedside,
the
Feb. 9 : Applications of KSEI, watts at night.
daughter participate in Ruth
Pocatello, Idaho, for change of freLyon's "Woman's Hour," on
quency from 900 to 600 kilocycles and
which she was interviewed,
To
Air Tone
"Gentle
People"
Franchot
and
Sylvia
Sidney
Handles
Special
Events
increase of night power from 250 to
and played two of her
1,000 watts, and KPAC, Port Arthur,
mother's favorite piano selecCincinnati, Feb. 5.— Clair Weide- will do excerpts from their play "The
Tex., for change of frequency from naar has been appointed acting special Gentle People," as a highlight of the
tions.
Kate Smith program Feb. 9 over
1,260 to 1,220 kilocycles and extension events director of WKRC, CBS sta- CBS.
tion here.
of time from day to unlimited.
Telecast
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Niles Trammel Says No
Objections Raised
By JACK BANNER
Niles Trammel, NBC executive
Vice-president, declared yesterday he
could find no Hollywood studio executive who had any objection to film
stars appearing on the air, during
his recent visit. His trip, he said, was
an the
"inquiry"
call.
had film
been heads
sent
to
coast to
talkHe with

YORK,

TUESDAY,

Falling Waters Save
Ohio River Theatres
Theatres in the Ohio River
valley appeared out of danger
yesterday when reports indicated that head waters were
receding. Small river towns
in Kentucky and West Virginia were affected by the
Hood waters and many houses
in this area were compelled
to close when downtown business districts were flooded.
Business in almost all cities
along the Ohio was badly off,
with most of the population
going down to the river front
to watch the floods. RKO,
Loew's, Warners, Paramount
reported no damage.

regarding methods of promoting
Funeral
friendlier relations between the two Comerford
industries, following a visit which Will
Hays, president of the M.P.P.D.A.,
by 3,000
had paid to Major Lenox Lohr, NBC Attended
president.
Trammel, asked if he had discussed
By JOSEPH POLLEY
the star appearance matter with
Scranton, Pa., Feb. 6.— Sprinkled
Darryl F. Zanuck, who recently with- with national film, political and busidrew Tyrone Power from the air, said
ness executives, more than 3,000
he had, but warily refused to be drawn
crowded
Peter's Cathedral and
into any further details of his conver- overflowed St.
on its walks today for the
sation with Zanuck.
funeral of M. E. Comerford, son of a
Problems Discussed
mine worker who rose to own a circuit of 100 motion picture theatres
Problems affecting both industries scattered through New York and
were discussed, Trammell said, men- Pennsylvania.
tioning censorship, copyrights and
Bishop William J. Hafey, head of
labor relations as the "mutual prob- the Scranton Diocese, pontificated at
(Continued on page 3)
the solemn requiem mass at which a
nephew of Comerford, the Rev. Paul
(.Continued on page 3)
"Made
for
Other"
Each
[Selznick-U. A.]

Hollywood, Feb. 6. — "Made for
Each Other" is a story of a man
and his family. It is as appealing a
domestic comedy-drama as anyone
could desire. Never during the running time does it give audiences
occasion to erupt into excited applause. Audiences will not be in
a mood to tear up the seats upon
its conclusion. But, teeming with
down-to-earth human interest,
blending natural homey humor with
bits of seriousness that are part
of the real or imagined lives of almost every average American family and reaching a note of near
tragedy, the show has power to
provoke laughter and tears.
"Made for Each Other" comes
close to being the American family
entertainment ideal. A parallel for
everything that happens possibly
{Continued on page 3)
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Divorcement

Albany, Feb. 6.— Probability of a
two per cent sales tax in New York
Measure Would Affect 40
State looms larger each day as a comAffiliated Theatres
promise inthe fight on Governor Lehman's tax plans. Opponents of the
Topeka, Feb. 6.— A bill to prohibit
planned new taxes of $1 per $1,000 on
production or distribution companies
assessed realty value and one-fifth of from owning, operating or having an
one per cent on business turnover, are interest in the operation of theatres
declaring for the sales tax, and it is in Kansas has been introduced in the
believed the Republicans, in control liamson.
House here by Representative Wilof both houses, eventually will adopt
The measure is the third affiliated
the sales levy.
theatre divorcement bill to be proThere was an emergency one per
posed, although the North Dakota
cent sales tax in 1933, but Governor measure is the only one which has
Lehman has always opposed that form been enacted. A ruling on the constitutionality ofthe divorcement legisof taxation. A two per cent sales tax
lation is expected from the U. S.
would yield from $100,000,000 to
Court this spring in the
$120,000,000 annually, it is estimated. Supreme
Owners of theatre property have not North Dakota case. A divorcement
committed themselves on the real es- measure was introduced in the
tate tax. Officially it is estimated New Nebraska Legislature last month. No
York State theatre property would action has been taken on it yet.
Like Dakota Bill
yield from_ $800,000 to $1,200,000.
Public hearings will be held Feb. 22.
Williamson's bill is patterned after
the North Dakota law. It provides
WB to Push Wright Film a maximum fine of $10,000 and a year
Hollywood, Feb. 6.— Warners to- in prison for violations. There are
approximately 40 affiliated theatres in
day announced decision to push pro- the
state which would be affected by
duction on "The Story of the Wright enactment of the measure. All are
Brothers," dealing with the inception Fox). by Fox Midwest, a subsidiary
of aviation. Gary Cooper is being owned
sought for the leading role in the film of National Theatres (20th Centurywhich the company has been considerWilliamson, author of the bill, is
ing several years.
a representative of Wyandotte County,
which includes Kansas City, Kans.

Feet

of

Film

"Stagecoach

99

[Wcmger-U. A.]
In

Washington
's Archives
Washington, Feb. 6.— Officials of the history of many years ago, he
the National Archives found 610 said. The Archives has one picture
tons of film in the possession of the of the funeral of President McKinley,
United States when they surveyed several made during Theodore Roosevelt's administration, films of Admiral
sources of film for the Government's
permanent repository, it was dis- Byrd's several expeditions, pictures of
closed today.
the building of the Panama Canal and
picture of the destruction of the
In the Federal offices in the Dis- aHindenburg.
trict of Columbia alone, R. D. W.
While pictures received for the
Connor, Archivist, told a House Appropriations subcommittee during Archives are processed to some extent to preserve them, Connor urged
hearings on the Independent Offices
Appropriation bill, searchers found that an appropriation of some $275,000
17,700,000 running feet of motion pic- be provided for the purchase of equipment for making copies in practically
ture film, approximately 3,000,000 still
picture negatives and 5,500 sound re- permanent form. "Only partial preservation is possible with our present
cordings. Approximately 384,000 running feet of film have been acquired
he said. has gone into the
No other country
by the Archives, Connor stated, some equipment,"
of it official film but much comprising making of a film record to the same
extent as the program now under way
gifts from private sources.
Many of these pictures deal with in the Archives, he declared.

Hollywood, Feb. 6. — This,
Ladies and Gentlemen of the boxoffice, is a western after your own
hearts, the kind with which Tom
Mix, Bill Hart and Bronco Billy
Anderson used to please all the
people all the time, but beneficiary
of all the improvements the art-industry has accumulated since those
pioneer delineators of the American
pioneer rode the screen. This is,
without question, the biggest and
best such western Hollywood has
turned out since the screen became
self-conscious.
All the things that used to happen in the old fashioned westerns
happen again in this one, but they
happen here as if for the first
time, so(Continued
vigorouson page
and 3) fresh is
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Today's

Personal

►

"Vy
SCHMUS,
» » • G.ingVAN
director
of the managMusic
Hall, was confined to his home by
a cold yesterday but is expected back
at his desk this morning.
•
Myron Blank of Central States
Theatres Corp., Des Moines, and
G. Ralph Branton, business manager of Tri-States, have left for a
three-week motor trip to the south,
accompanied by their wives.
•
Emanuel Silverstone, Myer
Beck, Toby Jaedicker, Morris
Kinzler, Al Margolis, John O'Connor, Fred Meyers, Max Fellerman
and Nat Holt lunching at Lindy's
yesterday.
•
John Boles arrived yesterday
from Hollywood for a week's engagement at the Paramount, beginning tomorrow. He said he has no
film commitments, is free lancing.
•
J. Cheever Cowdin, Universal
board chairman, has returned from
the studio. Nate J. Blumberg, president, is expected in New York next
Monday.
•
Maurice Silverstone, United Artists chief executive, again extended
his stay on the coast. He now plans
to start east on Thursday or Friday.
•
J. J. Milstein, eastern representative for Edward Small, returned
yesterday after two weeks of production conferences at the studio.
•
David Palfreyman of the Hays
office attended the M.P.T.O. of Virginia convention in Washington yesterday. He returns tomorrow.
•
Mrs.
Anna
F. Samuels, wife
of Irving Samuels, president of the
Automatic Devices Co. of Allentown,
Pa., died recently in Miami.
•
George Schwartz of Consolidated
Amusement Enterprises has - returned
to his desk after being confined to
his home with a cold.
•
Louis Silvers, music director at
the 20th Century-Fox studio, has
arrived in town from the coast for
a week.
•
Morris Joseph, Universal New
Haven manager, has sailed for a 12day cruise to Nassau and Havana.
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INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St.
Los Angeles

By SAM
Insiders'
I "V ID your man get a good
I interview today ?" asked
a producer the other
day,
and wewe answered
besta
interview
can give: "The
you is
review of your picture."
In today's issue of this paper,
on page one, therefore, are two
reviews, each on an important
picture.
A short time ago a representative of the publicity department
of a major company approached
us with the remark : "How can
we get a review on the front
We answered: "By making
pictures worthy of outstanding
?"
page
There is no better news, in our
opinion,
notice." which a trade paper can
publish, than good reviews of
good pictures.

▼ T

Si Seadler informs us that
"Idiot's Delight," all through the
weekend and yesterday played to
standing room at the Capitol.
We, ourselves, tried unsuccessfully to crash that crowd Sunday
evening.
▼ T
And Sid Rechetnick, not to be
outdone, wants the world to know
that he thinks "Wings of the
Navy" has a chance of bettering
the "Dawn Patrol" grosses in
several pre-release spots.
T T
Our piece de resistance today
excerpts from an incomprises structive
address delivered before
the National Board of Review on
at the organization's
Saturdayluncheon,
annual
by Howard
Dietz, advertising and publicity
director of Loew's, Inc.
Dietz believes that contrary
to certain criticism, the film industry does not underrate its
mass audience.
"In fact," he says, "it can be
well demonstrated that the growth
of the film in the last 10 years,
during which time it has doubled
its audience, would rather suggest that the public is not only
getting what it wants, but more
of the public are getting to want
it. Not all those who are critics
work on newspapers. Each member of the public is also a critic,
even if he does not appear in
print.

T

"Had the industry underrated
the intelligence of its audiences,
these audiences would have rejected its films long ago. This
does not mean that movies should
not improve.
"Can Hollywood keep the vast
audience that it has gotten by
continuing to give it the same
thing with which it developed

SHAIN
Outlook
the audience ? In other words, is
a mere change of background
enough ? Must the same story be
told again, or must it be told differently, oris there a new one?
"That Hollywood is attuned to
this problem and has made its
own gradual improvement in the
work it does must come within
the definition of a progressive
attitude rather than a static one.
▼
"With regard to the crime
problem — the movies do not deal
with the crime problem, they deal
with crime itself.
"As to the
glorify war, I
the intention
glorify war.

charge that films
do not think it is
of producers to
In fact, quite the

Mail

Editor, Motion Picture Daily :
"I thing that one of the most outstanding pieces of work is the section
relating to Monogram Pictures Corporation, which appeared in Motion
Picture Daily Feb. 2. I think it is
so artistically and otherwise well gotten up and presented
that it represents
"Sincerely,
one
made ofby the
your finest
paper.presentations e*
"I certainly compliment you, and
continue to wish you well, as always.
"Sol. A. Rosenblatt."
New York, N. Y.
Editor, Motion Picture Daily:
"Do you know any reason why the
trade papers and, under their leadership, the lay press, continually refer
to 'the withdrawal of American distributors from the Italian market?'
You might as well refer to the withdrawal from Italy of trade unionism,
the Masonic order and non-fascist

"With regard to other changes,
opposite.
movies have been accused of boycotting the thought of contemporary events. Critics have pointed
to the difficulties encountered by
the film 'Blockade.' Regardless
of the issues, the facts remain-

"The facts, and you know them, are
parties.
that all companies were informed that
beginning on Jan. 1, 1939, they could
no longer trade independently in Italy,
either through their own distributing
offices or through agents and that all
future dealings would have to be with
the Government monopoly.

that ita was
producer
made
and
not the
film "Blockade'
producers
who interfered with it. Criticism
of this kind should be directed

"No, Sam, it "S
wasn't
incerelya strike but a
lockout and I think the , word 'withdrawal,' while gallant, is improperly
used and should be substituted by the

solely against those who are responsible, not against Hollywood.
T

word 'expulsion.'

"Yet the position of the film
with regard to broad, topical
questions must be examined carefully. First, the industry is an
international one. More important
than this, the lack of opportunity
for selecting an audience makes
the theatre a transient forum, enabling trouble to follow quickly
with controversy on the screen.
"As to foreign films, the best
of the foreign films are exceptionally good, but one must consider that the United States makes
400 films yearly, while the rest
of the world makes almost 2,000,
and yet the number of good foreign films which we get is comparatively small. American films
are the favorite films of 73 per
cent of the world audiences."
▼ T
Al Margolies, when asked yesterday how he felt after his first
day as head of the publicity department at United Artists, re"Myplied : first day back at United
Artists
gives me very much the
feeling of the boy who was taken
out of a progressive school and
sent to public school. When he
got home after his first day, his
mother asked him how he liked
public school as compared with
the private, progressive school he
had just left.
" 'Gee, Mom, it's great,' he
said. 'You don't have to fight
unless you wish to."

"David Blum."

New York, N. Y.
Ben

Washer

Assumes

Duties With Abbott
Ben Washer, formerly U. A. publicity manager, took over his new
duties yesterday as publicity chief
for the George Abbott productions.
Washer assumes the publicity job on
three Abbott hits, "The Boys From
Syracuse," "What a Life" and "The
Primrose Path." Tomorrow, a fourth
show, "Mrs. O'Brien Entertains," is
scheduled to open at the Lyceum.
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Awards

Decided

Heads

3

to

Today

Alex Manta, president, IndianaIllinois theatres; George C. Walsh,
president, Neto theatres, Newburgh,
N. Y., and Nat Holt, Cleveland district manager, RKO Theatres, are
among the out-of-town executives expected in New York this morning to
pj«;ticipate in the judging for the 1938
■^^gley Grand Awards, sponsored by
i^Jtion Picture Herald and Managers' Round Table. Over 40 industry
heads in distribution, exhibition and
advertising will serve on the committee meeting at the Hotel Astor at
noon today, according to the listing of
acceptances received by A-Mike Vogel.
At luncheon to follow the judging,
Merlin H. Aylesworth, publisher of
the New York World-Telegram, and
Martin Quigley will head the list of
speakers to be introduced by Terry
Ramsaye, editor, Motion Picture
Herald.
Entries to be judged for the 1938
Silver and Bronze Grand Awards will
be those which have earned the highest ratings over the four quarters of
the year's competitions.
Studio

PICTURE

Not

Opposed to Radio
(.Continued from page 1)
lems." He refused, however, to reveal
the specific nature of the conversations beyond saying they had been
"satisfactory." Also, he preferred to
keep private the names of studio leaders with whom he spoke.
Regarding complaints of exhibitors
that the appearances of picture players
in radio was hurting the box-office,
Trammell said he was a bit impatient
with such logic.
Good pictures, with sound stories
and production, and good names in the
cast, invariably do well at the boxoffice, he said. It is only the inferior
picture that does not draw, he said.
"We have the same analogy in
radio," he stated. "If we produce a
good program we get a good audience. The same theory holds for pictures."
Pictures and radio have much in
common and each industry has something the other can use profitably,
Trammell said. He acknowledged that
the presence of picture players on the
air enhanced radio programs, but on
the other hand, radio has done much
for motion pictures through radio exploitation, hesaid.
Out of his conversations in Hollywood, he said, he hoped would evolve
a common meeting ground for films
and radio. His findings will be reported to Major Lohr when completed, he said.

Hollywood

Previews
"Made
for

The players engaged in all this
do a handsome job. Grant Mitchell
as a drunken doctor, John Carradine as a professional gambler,
George Bancroft as a sheriff with a
code of his own and John Wayne
as a noble, straight-shooting young
outlaw etch out memorable characterizations. Sodo Berton Churchill
and Donald Meek. On the distaff
side, Claire Trevor portrays a girl
of the town effectively and Louise
Piatt has some high moments as
the woman the stork overtakes en
route.
The picture is at its very good
best while the stagecoach of the
title is rolling across such a stretch
of western plain as the camera
hasn't focused upon in easy memory, containing within its jouncing
interior six people embodying as
many vital and only coincidentally
related stories. The attack by
Apaches is climactic, the flight and
fight are thrilling, and the rescue by
cavalry is satisfyingly exciting. John
Ford is entitled to a vote of thanks
from the worldful of plain entertainment seekers he must have had
in mind when he made the picture.

s. "G."*
97 minute
Running time, Roscoe
ams
Willi
*"G" denotes general classification.

Settled

Disputes
by

At Agents'

"Stagecoach"
(Continued from page 1)
John Ford's swashbuckling direction, Dudley Nichols' unabashed
screenplay and Walter Wanger's
budgetary liberality. The Apache
pursue the stagecoach and the cavalry comes to the rescue, the wrongfully incarcerated young hero
shoots it out with three bad men
in the village street at dusk while
the population makes itself scarce,
the hero big heartedly forgives the
girl her shady past, the absconding
banker is caught, the slick gambler
turns out to have a heart of gold
and the sheriff sends the young man
who has suffered too much on his
way to Mexico instead of to jail.
Yes, it's all there, and a good deal
more besides, but it's never been
done this way, nor this well, before.

Studio

(Continued
from
Othe
r" page 1)
Each
could be found in every household.
Jo Swerling's screen play is an understanding digest of those events
and incidents.
John Cromwell's
direction made everything
seem real.
In the way the picture is acted,
Carole Lombard and James Stewart
are simply the prototypes of the
average American husband and
wife. The supporting cast, in which
Charles Coburn and Lucille Watson
are outstanding, are simply their
employers, relatives, neighbors and
associates. All seem to be living
their roles.

IATSE
Meeting

Hollywood, Feb. 6.— At a meetingtoday of business agents of virtually
every union engaged in motion picture
production and presided over by Aubrey Blair,
Screen
Actors' that
GuildI. executive, itwas
announced
A.
T. S. E. by arbitration had settled differences with machinists, carpenters
here.
and plasterers international locals
Business representatives of unions
renewed the pledge to settle differences amicably and with Blair acting
as arbiter in jurisdiction disputes.
Both he and other union executives

said the
studio
ment with
I. A. utility
T. S. employes'
E. would arguin all
probability be settled by the end of the
week. The move to adjust differences
followed closely recent return of complete autonomy by International to
Stewart's sudden marriage to
Miss Lombard is a shock to his I. A. T. S. E. Locals 37, 659, 695 and
mother, Miss Watson. The couple 683.
experience all the joys and sorrows
of married life. Miss Lombard has
mother-in-law trouble ; Stewart has 3,000 at Comerford
office difficulties. The advent of
Funeral in Scranton
(Continued from page 1)
the baby, of course, is a time for
happy celebration. But as things J. Carey, Wilkes Barre, was the
go wrong for Stewart, when his deacon. The body later was taken to
fortunes at home and in the office the Comerford Mausoleum at St. Vinare at lowest ebb, he does what lots
cent's Cemetery in Plymouth. Comerof other men have done or would
ford, who died in Miami last Wednesday night following a stroke, was
like to do — get drunk. Then the born in
Plymouth almost 71 years ago.
baby falls ill. Hard-shelled boss
Among
the notables attending the
Coburn proves himself a real friend ;
Miss Watson becomes the real kind services were Ambrose O'Connell,
Second Assistant Postmaster General ;
of mother and mother-in-law ; avia- Carl E. Milliken, M. P. P. D. A.;
tor Eddie Quillan makes a spectacu- Tom Connors and Ted O'Shea,
lar cross country dash with life M-G-M executives; Judge Larkin,
saving serum. Gripping suspense Rome, N. Y. ; Michael Killatt,
governs the sequences that lead to Oneida, N. Y. ; Joe Miller, Buffalo;
the baby's recovery. High humor William ("Dinty") Moore, New
is the quality ruling those in which York ; F. J. A. McCarthy, F. F. Murray and Al Herman, Universal ;
Stewart establishes himself as master of his own household ; those in George Swartz, Philadelphia.
Also Jules Levy, RKO general sales
which he metamorphoses from a
manager; Harvey Day, Educationalmouse to a man in the office.
International ; Edward Fay, Providence ;Eddie Dowling, New York ;
G. "G."*
McC. William Catoret, Rochester; Leon
Running time, 97 minutes.
Netter, Paramount executive ; D. M.
*"G" denotes general classification. Olmstead, New York ; J. R. Grainger,
Republic president.
There were no honorary pallbearers.
Six nephews of Comerford served as
Cassell Application -pallbearers.
OnRKOPlanDenied

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday denied the application of H.
Cassell & Co., holders of $217,000 face
amount of RKO debentures, for leave
Mayflower Pictures
to appeal to it from Federal Judge
Is Chartered in NY William Bondy's order approving the
Mayflower Pictures Corp., Ltd., of RKO reorganization plan. The application was denied on the grounds that
England has filed a designation state- an appeal could be taken by any RKO
Morros Here to Open
ment with the Secretary of State at
Foreign Film Offices Albany qualifying it to do business creditor as a matter of right.
According to the decision, Cassell
Boris Morros, formerly music direc- in New York. The statement shows
tor at Paramount studio, arrived yes- capital of £50,000 (approximately may apply to the District Court for
terday from the coast to set up an $250,000). Budd Rogers is the gen- permission to appeal under the Chandler Act without question of its right
eral manager in America.
organization for the release of French
films.
A designation statement was also to do so.
Indications are that the order for
He said he is negotiating with filed by Walt Disney Productions,
United Artists, RKO and 20th Cen- which superseded Walt Disney En- confirmation of the plan will be sent
terprises in name. Both companies out to all RKO creditors tomorrow in
tury-Fox for the remake rights to
some of the films he is acquiring. To- were originally incorporated in Los order that they will have had at least
day he will also confer with John E. Angeles. Disney Productions has au- two days notice of the order's prothorized capital of $2,000,000, shares
visions by the time of the next hearOtterson, head of Tri-National, which
ing, Friday, before Judge Bondy.
handles pictures from France.
valued at $10.

Dr.

EngeVs

Book

on

Dieting Is Published
Doctor William Engel, New York
physician and brother of the veteran
production executive, Joe Engel, has
written a book entitled, "Sensible
Dieting," which has just been published by Alfred A. Knopf. The book
is based on long experience and intensive study by Doctor Engel on the
subject of foods and their effects.
Many Hollywood personalities have
been patients of Doctor Engel.

Hoffberg
GetsCo.,'Ma
J. M. Hoffberg
Inc., Mere*
has acquired the American distribution
rights to "Mile. Ma Mere," starring
Danielle Darrieux, from Joseph Auerbach, French producer.
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Tax

of

5-15

Block

Cents
Chaplin

Asked

in N. Dakota

Film

Will

Start by March 15
Hollywood, Feb. 6.— Charlie
Chaplin has completed the
script for his forthcoming
film, "The Dictators," according to Murray Silverstone,
head of United Artists operations. Production will start
before March 15 and early
fall release is planned.
"The story is, naturally,
concerned with dictators, but
its primary purpose is to
make Silverstone.
people laugh,"
Chaplin
told
The film
will
open the fall season for U.
A., Silverstone declared.

Booking

Hearing

Opens

Bill
Soon

Quota
Will

Amendments

Be

Submitted

Washington, Feb. 6. — Plans for
hearings on block booking legislation
London, Feb. 6. — Board of Trade
are expected to be made within the this week is expected to present to
next few days at a meeting of the the Films Council amendments desubcommittee which has been put in
signed to adjust the alleged discrepcharge of the measure by Senator
ancies in the multiple quota proviWheeler
of
Montana,
chairman
of
the
sions of the Films Act.
tee.
Senate Interstate Commerce CommitA committee of the Cinematograph
Senator Ellison D. Smith of South will
Exhibitors'
considerAssociation
the reportalso
of this
the y">ek
( \
Carolina will be chairman of the sub- 'mittee named at the last General
committee, on which also will serve
Senators Alben W. Barkley of Ken- Council meeting on the quota. It is
oppose quota
the producer
detucky, Majority Floor Leader, and expected
mand forto
increased
percentages.
Matthew M. Neely of West Virginia,
author of the bill, with Wallace H.
White, Jr., of Maine, and Charles W.
Tobey lican
of members.
New Hampshire as Repub- Col. Asks Dismissal
Of Milton Spitz Suit
Columbia
Pictures Corp. has filed a
AAAA
Pledges Aid
motion in U. S. District Court seekTo Musical Guild
ing dismissal of the $500,000 infringement suit brought by Milton Spitz,
ActAssociated
the
of
support
Fullors and Artistes of America was
of "U-Spot-It,"
owner Pictures
copyrightMotion
Greatest
pledged at an international board against
Year,
Inc.,
the
major
companies, and
meeting yesterday to the American several other defendants.
Complaint
Guild of Musical Artists in the letstates
that
the
Movie
Quiz
is an inter's efforts to secure a contract with
Columbia Concerts Corp. and NBC
fringement of plaintiff's contest idea,
Artists Service, the artist manager and Columbia contends that it fails to
subsidiaries of the networks. Repre- state a cause of action and that plaintiff's game is a lottery. Federal Judge
sentatives ofthe Screen Actors' Guild, William Bondy will hear argument on
Actors' Equity, Chorus Equity, the
motion on Feb. 17.
American Federation of Actors, and
American Federation of Radio Artists stated that their branches would
take steps to endorse the action of Brandt Closes Deal
the A.A.A.A. The board also passed
a resolution congratulating A.F.R.A. With Alexander Film
on its success in recent contract neHarry Brandt, president of Brandt
20th-Fox Picketed
gotiations with advertising agencies. Theatres, and president of the I. T.
The board declared that attention to O. A. of New York, has renewed a
thte A.G.M.A. negotiations would be
contract for the third year for comBy Operators*
Operators'
Local 306 Local
yesterday the "paramount business for the next Co.
mercial films made by Alexander Film
posted a picket line in front of the
20th Century-pox; home office and
Movietone News '^fter calling out 'Tail Spin' Airavan
eight operators*
NSS Seeks Injunction
month."
Is Due Here Today
The dispute i;S over an alleged disNational Screen Service filed notice
missal of four-, men. The company
yesterday that
"Tail Spin" tour of four women and in the Federal Court
claims only two were fired and that
for a temporary injuncthe union had agreed to the dismissal, eight studio girls, which started from it willtionapply
against Trailer-Made, Inc., to
Los Angeles Jan. 28, winds up this
after negotiating),crease. aA 10 per cent in- afternoon at Newark Airport. The
use of plaintiffs' sound
restrain byalleged
the defendant. Application
The dispute has been in progress airavan stopped in 18 cities for re- tracks
with infringement
on
connecti
is in
for several weeks. The 20th Centuryof "Tail Spin" suit against Trailer-Made, Isidore
delivery
ceptions
and
Fox home office closed its projection prints to exhibitors.
Schwartz and Pathe Film Corp.
A dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria
room last Thursday. Another man
Thursday
night
in
honor
of
the
Ninety
was let out at the exchange. The com- Nine Club, organization of women
pany claims it has been overstaffed.
Two Trustees Named
air tour. will officially conclude the
A committee from the local is con- aviators,
tinuing negotiations i with W. C.
Milton C. Weisman and Kenneth
Michel, executive vice-president of
Stenrich were appointed trustees unSettle 20th-Fox Suit
der the plan for the liquidation of Fox
20th Century-Fox.
Corp. in an order of Circuit
Theatres
Suit brought by Edmund Benguiat
against 20th Century-Fox for alleged Judge Martin T. Manton, filed in the
Court yesterday. Weisinfringement of his play, "Take the U. S. man,District
as receiver, is directed to file a
Air," in the film, "Wake Up and
Live," has been settled in the N. Y. financial
of the60company'
ng within
days. s
situation
final accounti
Supreme
Terms of the settlement wereCourt.
not revealed.

Bismarck, N. D., Feb. 6. — Seeking
new sources of revenue, North Dakota
legislators, in session here, discussed
at a session of the House Committee
on Taxes and Tax Laws a proposal
to levy a flat tax on theatre admissions— five cents on tickets selling for
11 to 50 cents ; 10 cents for admissions from 51 cents to $1, and 15 cents
over $1.
Theatre owners countered with a
proposal to double the present sales tax
rate of two per cent — in other words, a
four per cent levy as compared to the
new plan which would run from 10
per cent almost to 50 per cent.
The latter tax, according to testimony of John Kennelly, Mandan, sec- Quiz Annoucement
retary of the North Dakota independent theatre organization, would make
Postponed to Feb. 27
serious inroads on theatre revenue.
Because of the large number of
When price levels are once established entrants being considered by the
in different communities, he said, any judges in the $250,000 Movie Quiz
variation, either upward or downward, contest, the date for the announcecuts the gross revenue.
ment of winners has been postponed
for one week, to Monday, Feb. 27.
Arrangements for forwarding to
Walter W anger Here;
each theatre a list of the winners are
Going to Dartmouth unchanged. The judges found that
Walter Wanger arrived in New they required more time to complete
York from the coast by train yester- the judging of the entires. The hour
day for conferences with Charles for the announcement on the Monday
Schwartz, his New York attorney, evening scheduled also remains unand will attend the Dartmouth Colchanged, any time after 8 :30. National Screen Service has prepared
lege Ice Carnival at Hanover, N. H.,
this weekend, where he will make a trailer with the new date, which
available at National Screen exbackground shots for his own "Winter is
changes.
Carnival,"
a
coming
production.
Two camera crews left for Hanover
yesterday morning. Bert Glennon is
in charge of the Wanger crew while
Frank Zucker and Ray Binger will
shoot some material for Samuel Goldwyn. Bill Kelly, who assisted Hal
Mohr on the William K. Howard production, "Back Door to Heaven," at
Astoria, leaves tomorrow to join Glennon. Also on the Hanover scene for
Wanger next weekend will be Otho
Lovering, editorial assistant ; Lowell
Farrell, assistant director of "Winter Carnival" ; Dan Keefe, production
manager ; Budd Schulberg, on script
assignment, and Percy Guth, comptroller.
Wanger, who returns to the coast
in about a week, said he expects to
start work on "Personal History" in
the near future. During a train-ramp
interview he expressed the belief that,
properly regulated, the radio appearances of stars could be turned to the
benefit of their films and of theatre
attendance.

Zeidman Here for Deal
B. F. Zeidman, independent producer, ishere from Hollywood to negotiate a state rights releasing deal
on 12 films he plans to make. It is
understood the Malcom Brown Laboratories are interested in the venture.
Invitje 1,600 to Preview
Hollywood, Feb. 6.— Sixteen hundred invitations have been issued for
Century-Fox's
of 20th the
the
"The preview
Little Princess,"
new Shirley Temple picture in color, Feb. 17,
at the Cathay Circle here.

'Love Some One*
To Open Tonight
"I Must Love Some One"
a play by Jack Kirkland and
Leyla Georgie, which traces
the careers of the Florodora
Sextette, opens tonight at the
diMerlin
Longacre.
rected andFrank
Kirkland
is the
producer. Included in the cast
are James Rennie, Martha
Sleeper, Harry C. Bannister,
Jean Casto, Charles Ansley
and others.
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in

Shows
$18,500

Washington, Feb. 6. — "Jesse
James" pulled a smash $18,500 at
Loew's Palace despite a week which
saw a galaxy of Hollywood stars descent upon Washington and take the
togw over.
hey Made He a Criminal," with
$16,500 at Warners' Earle and "The
Cowboy and the Lady" with $5,000
at Loew's Columbia, were runners-up.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 2:
"Thanks for Everything" (ZOth-Fox)
LOEW'S CAPITOL — (3,434) (25c -65c) 7
days. Stage: Roscoe Ates. Gross: $15,000.
(Average, $16,500)
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA — (1,243) (25c-40c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average,
$4 200)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2.370) (25c -55c) 7
days. Gross: $18,500. (Average, $11,500)
"The Lady Vanishes" (20th-Fox)
RKO-Keith's— (1,836) (25c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $10,000)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
WARNERS' EARLE — (2,218) (25c -66c) 7
days. Stage: Lionel Stander. Gross: $16,500. (Average, $16,000)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1.591)
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: $3,600. (Average,
$4,000)
N. Y. Bill to Exempt
Theatrical Agencies
Albany, Feb. 6.— Three new proposals to amend the labor law by
establishing state control and regulation of fee-charging agencies are in
the legislative mill, with one exempting theatrical employment agencies
outright. Assemblymen Ralph
Schwartz, James J. Lyons and Oscar
Garcia-Rivera are the sponsors, with
the Schawrtz bill specifying that the
article does not apply to theatrical
agencies "booking or contracting for
acts, artists or attractions" for radio
broadcasting or motion picture presentations."
The Lyons and Garcia-Rivera bills
exempt theatre circuits with 20 or
more houses and radio networks from
application of the employment agency
provision.
Legion Approves 8
Of 10 Films Viewed
National Legion of Decency approved eight of 10 films received and
classified this week. Five were found
unobjectionable for general patronage,
three unobjectionable for adults, and
two were found objectionable in part.
The films and their classifications follow.
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for General Patronage— "Hell's House," "Mr.
Moto Takes a Vacation," "Ranger's
Round Up," "Silver on the Sage"
and "Torchy Blane in Chinatown."
Class A-2, Unobjectionable for
Adults — "Gambling Ship," "Honolulu"
and "Made for Each Other." Class
B, Objectionable in Part — "Sunset
Murder Case" and "Tail Spin."
Rhoden on Jubilesta
Kansas City, Feb. 6. — Elmer
Rhoden, head of Fox Midwest Theatres, Inc., has been elected a member
of the executive committee of the
Jubilesta, big Municipal Auditorium
show held each fall.

'Citadel'
Operators

$13,500

Testify

In "Big" Nick Suit
St. Louis, Feb. 6.— Fifteen
members of the Motion Picture Operators' Union are
giving their depositions behind closed doors in their

To

Lead

Phila. Club

Meets

Philadelphia,
Feb. 6.held
— Showman's
Club
of Philadelphia
its first
meeting Saturday at its clubrooms in
the St. James Hotel. Dave Rosen
and Allan Lewis handled the entertainment. Over 200 attended.

Big

in

Montreal

San
Citadel"to
"ThePalace
Feb. at6.—the
al, take
Montre
raised
the

rega Trip"
Takes
"Topper
$13,500. istered
, while
$5,500 at the
Orpheum
suit to oust John P. "Big"
Loew's grossed $9,000 with Count
Nick, head of the local theatrical unions; Clyde Weston,
Berni Vici's stage unit and "The Mad
business agent of Local 143,
Miss Manton." "Young Dr. Kildare"
on a double bill at the Princess acand George Browne, LA.T.
counted for $6,500, and the Capitol
S.E. president, from control
of their union.
double bill headed by "There's That
Woman Again" grossed $8,500.
Secrecy in the examinaEstimated takings for the week endtions was requested of
Special Master Hyman Stein
ing Feb. 4 :
"There's That Woman Again" (Col;)
by William Dillon, attorney
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
for the defendants.
CAPITOL— (2,547)
(25c-40c-55c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $9,500)
"The Mad Miss Manton" (RKO)
LOEW'S— (2,800) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.
Stage:
Count Berni Vici's Stars Over
'James' $14,700
Broadway
and $9,000.
"Hello (Average,
Stranger" $8,000)
Schlepperman.
Gross:
"Topper Takes A Trip" (U. A.)
Omaha
Sensation
ORPHEUM— (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
"The Citadel" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $13,500. (Average. $11,000)
Omaha,
Feb.
6.
—
"Jesse
James"
smashed all records here, taking a "Young Dr. Kildare" (M-G-M)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
$14,700 gross for the week.
PRINCESS— (2,272) (25c -35c -50c -65c) 7
days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $7,000)
"Paris Honeymoon" dualled with
"Flirting With Fate" at the Omaha,
had a good run and was estimated at 'Criminal9 at $6,200
$8,200 for the week. "Son of Frankenstein" dualled with "Annabel Is New Haven Leader
Takes
a
Tour"
drew $4,200 at the
Brandeis.
New Haven, Feb. 6. — Second week
of "Jesse James" and "Vacation from
Estimated takings for the week end- Love" at the College took $4,300. At
Feb. 1-2:
the Roger Sherman "They Made Me
"Son of Frankenstein" (20th-Fox)
a Criminal" and "Swing That Cheer"
"Annabel Takes a Tour" (RKO)
and
BRANDEIS— (1,800) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days. grossed
"Idoit's Delight"
$6,200.
"Burn 'Em
Up O'Connor"
took $9,000
Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)
at the Loew-Poli.
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
"Flirting with Fate" (M-G-M)
Estimated takings for the week endOMAHA— (2,200) (25c-40c) 5 days. Gross:
ing Feb. 3 :
$8,200. (Average, $5,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
"Jesse James" (ZOth-Fox)
"Vacation from Love" (M-G-M)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
ORPHERUM — (3,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
COLLEGE— (1,499) (35c-50c) 7 days, 2nd
Gross: $14,700. (Average, $7,200)
week. Gross: $4,300. (Average, $2,500)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
LOEW-POLI— (3,040), (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,000)
'Idiot's Delight9 Is
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Freshmen Year" (Univ.)
$13,500 Cleveland
PARAMOUNT— (2,348) (35c-50c) ty2 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,400)
Cleveland, Feb. 6. — "Idiot's De- "They Made Me a Criminal" (W.B.)
light" was tremendous at Loew's State "Swing That Cheer" (Univ.)
with $18,500.
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200) (35c -50c) 7
"Off the Record" on the RKO Pal- days. Gross: $6,200. (Average, $4,700)
ace screen with an all-star stage show
featuring Roger Pryor, Ann Sothern
and Eleanore Whitney took $18,000.
"PacificWeather
Liner" was
drewfair.
$4,000 at the
Allen.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 3 :
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c)
7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,800)
(30c-35c-42c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
RKO PALACE— (3,100) (30c-42c-55c) 7
days. Stage: Roger Pryor, Ann Sothern,
Eleanore Whitney. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $15,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,500) (30c-35c-42c) 7
days. Gross: $18,500. (Average. $13,000)
"Four Girls In White" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1.900) (30c-35c42c) 7 days. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $4,000)
"South of the Highway" (Scandinavian)
CITY— (485) (35c-42c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,200. (Average, $1,200)

'James'

Francisco

With

$21,000

San Francisco, Feb. 6. — Two pictures were standouts in an otherwise
poor week. "Jesse James" drew $21,000 at the Fox and "Fisherman's
Wharf" pulled $17,500 in its world
premiere at the Golden Gate.
"Son of Frankenstein" dualed with
"Swing,
Sister, Swing" for $8,200 at
the Orpheum.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 31-Feb.
"Fisherman's
Wharf"3 : (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
days.
Stage:
Gross: $17,500.
(Average,
$16,000)Vaudeville.
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (15c-35c-40c55c-65c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $5,500.
(Average, $7,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $8,200. (Average, $8,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
000)FOX— (5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $21,000. (Average, $17,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"Torchy Blane In Chinatown" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740) (15c-35c-40c-55c75c) 7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average, $13,"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"Thanks for the Memory" (Para.)
ST. 7 FRANCIS—
(1,400) (15c-35c-40c-55c75c)
days,
Gross: $5,200.
(Average,
$7,000) 3rd week.
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
WARFIELD— (2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
7 days. Gross: $10,500. (Average, $13,000)
"Unfinished Symphony" (G. B.)
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$875. (Average, $1,300)
"Tales from the Vienna Woods" (Zwicker)
LARKIN— (390) (15c-35c-40c)
7 days.
Three Firms Chartered
Albany, Feb. 6. — Three new film
companies incorporated here include
Juno er,Films,
by Edward
I. SingLillien Inc.,
Schwartz
and Nat
H.
Karper; United Screen Associates,
Inc.,
by and
IrvingState
KleinPalace
and Harvey
Kirlan,
Corp., N.
by
Marie Caputo, Harriet Cohen and
Julian Buchbinder.
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Case
For

Is Confirmed
FCC;

Demand

Inquiry
Renewed

Washington, Feb. 6. — Radio matters occupied the attention at both
sides of the Capitol today, with the
Senate confirming President Roosevelt's renomination of Norman S.
Case for another term on the F. C. C,
while, in the House, Representative
Wiggles worth (Rep.), Mass., renewed
his demand for Congressional investigation of the Commission.
"No one can read the provisions of
the act without realizing its objectives
have not been reached," Wigglesworth
declared, asserting there is "mounting
evidence" of virtual monopoly by
NBC, CBS and Mutual, _ "fostered
practically by Government itself."
The Massachusetts Congressman attacked the Commission for permitting
continued transfers of licenses at
prices far in excess of their value,
criticized Chairman McNinch for his
"purge" of F. C. C. personnel, and
charged that the Telephone Co. investigation was one-sided.
Taking up, one by one, all of the
matters before the Commission, he
said it has developed no national communications policy, no standards for
programs and no position on newspaper ownership, and declared Congress should investigate the entire
situation.
Announcers

at KPO

Bid
AFRA's
Reject
San
Francisco, Feb. 6. — NBC announcers at KPO-KGO have voted
down a proposal to affiliate with the
American Federation of Radio Artists.
The mikemen decided they were "better off" as members of the web's
"house union" here, Associated Radio
Employes, which provides for higher
commercial fees and base salary schedules than those sought by A.F.R.A.
NBC announcers here are paid $25
for announcing a commercial while the
local A.F.R.A. is seeking $15 for each
commercial, plus $5 for rehearsal.
Pilot Sets Newscast
Pilot Radio Corp. will sponsor a
new commercial on WOR for one
year, beginning Feb. 28, featuring
transradio news broadcasts by Arthur
Hale. The schedule is for Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, from 11 to
11:15 P. M. Austin & Spector set the
deal.
Plan Television Lab
A television testing laboratory is
being constructed by the National
Radio Union Corp. When completed
the laboratory will be placed at the
disposal, free of charge, to radio set
makers in the design and manufacture
of their sight receivers.
WIND
to CBS
Chicago, Feb. 6. — Independently owned station
WIND will join the CBS
network shortly, according to
report. Ralph Atlass operates WIND and WJJD. His
brother, H. Leslie Atlass, is
head of the CBS Chicago division.

FCC

Appropriation

Dropped

from

►

Radio

t
n'W
C w Wo
FC
WL
Rene

Bill

Washington, Feb. 6.— Funds to
continue the Federal Communications
Commission beyond June 30, next,
were today eliminated by the House
Appropriations Committee from the
independent offices appropriation bill,
in which the money needs of the radio
agency normally would be carried.
The committee explained that F.C.C.
funds will be considered in a subsequent appropriation bill, and have
been omitted from the independent offices bill pending action by Congress
on the President's recommendations
for reorganization.
The appropriation bill was submitted to the House today simultaneously with release of testimony taken
during consideration of the measure
by the appropriations subcommittee,
which showed that while the F.C.C.
fund was eliminated, members of the
commission were questioned regarding the needs of the commission.
Members of the Appropriations subcommittee incharge of the bill questioned Chairman McNinch extensively
regarding his activities since becoming
head of the F.C.C. and interrogated
Commissioner Paul A. Walker regarding the $1,500,000 telephone company
investigation on which, it was disclosed incidentally, a final report
will
be
July 1. . submitted to Congress before
Practically all of the controversies
which have rocked the commission in
the past year were called to Chairman
McNinch's attention by committee
members, who were particularly interested in last summer's "purge" of
personnel, the monopoly investigation
and the new setup established by the
chairman to expediate the handling of
cases coming before the commission.

Personals

i

ent and
er
general
viceER,manag
M. SANG
IOTT
ELLpresid
, s accepted anship
of WQXR
radio censor invitation to discushas
at the New York Society for Ethical
Culture on Thursday. . . . Walter
Huston cast for the Vallee program
Thursday. . . . Gene Autry, now in
New York, will guest appear on the
"Tune Up Time" program Feb. 16.
. . . Gene Trace, formerly WLW, now
program director of WMBD.
+
Jo Ranson, radio editor of the
Brooklyn Eagle, has been signed by
Loew Theatres to produce stage
quizzes in Loew Houses. Plan will
get its try out Feb. 15 at the Borough
Park Theatre in Brooklyn . . . Tommy
Riggs will leave for Hollywood
March 4 for six weeks of broadcasting
from that point.
Pedroso to W3XAU
Nicholas Pedroso has been appointed Latin American program director of W3XAU, Philadelphia international station affiliated with CBS.
He formerly was public relations
counsel for several U. S. firms trading
in South America.

FCC

Calendar

Washington, Feb. 6. — Federal
Communications Commission will
hear oral argument Feb. 16 on the
following broadcast cases :
Applications of Orville W. Lyerla
for a new 1,310-kilocycle station at
Herrin, 111., with 100 watts night, 250
Urge Cooperation of
watts day, and WJBL, Decatur, 111.,
Broadcaster, Dealer for change of frequency from 1,200
San Francisco, Feb. 6. — Northern to 1,310-kilocycles, extension of time
to unlimited and inCalifornia Broadcasters' Association from sharing
of day power from 100 to 250
has adopted a resolution urging great- watts; creaseWBOW,
Terre Haute, Ind.,
er cooperation among radio dealers
and manufacturers and broadcasters. for change of frequency from 1,310
Plan calls for dealers to use greater to 1,200 kilocycles; WJBC, Bloomingamount of radio advertising to sell ton, 111., for extension of time from
sets, and to lend window display space sharing to unlimited ; WEBQ, Harrisfor radio programs. The idea was burg, 111., for extension of time from
suggested by Edward M. Kirby, sharing to unlimited ; KFVS, Cape
Mo., extension of time
N.A.B. public relations director, dur- Giardeau,
from
sharing
to unlimited, and KTBS,
.ing his recent visit here with N.A.B.
President Neville Miller.
Shreveport, La., for change of frequency from 1,450 to 620 kilocycles
and increase of day power from 1,000
De Luxe Lab Closes
to 5,000 watts.
Other hearings also were scheduled
WPA
Film Contract by the commission, as follows :
De Luxe Laboratories has obtained
March 7 : Applications of Panama
a Government contract for printing City Broadcasting Co. for a 1,200WPA films, calling for an expendi- kilocycle station at Panama City, Fla.,
ture up to $10,000 during 1939. This with 100 watts night, 250 watts day,
is a renewal of a contract held by and KRSC, Seattle, for increase of
De Luxe last year, when the Govern- power from 250 to 1,000 watts.
ment ordered about $3,000 worth of
March 21 : Applications of Southern Oregon Broadcasting Co. for a
printing. Bulk of the work, including
production, is handled by Pathe News. 1,310-kilocycle, 100-watt station at
Grants Pass, Ore., and KFJZ, Fort
Worth, for change of frequency from
Fair Film Music Done
1,370 to 930 kilocycles and increase
Recording of music and choral se- of power from 100 watts night, 250
quences for the New York World's watts day to 500 watts.
Fair film has been completed by RCA.
March 27: Applications of SpartanSound tracks of the Andre Kostelanburg Advertising Co. for a 1,370etz orchestra and a chorus of 40 voices kiolcycle
station at Spartanburg, S. C,
were made in the Fox Movietone
and WSUI, Iowa City, la., for inNews studios. Fred Waller and Warcrease of power from 500 watts night,
ren Murray were the producers. 1,000 watts day, to 1,000 watts night,
R. B. Austrian was in charge for RCA. 5,000 watts day.

Superpower
Washington, Feb. 6.— F. C. C. tonight brought to an end experiments
in superpower, announcing decision to
sion of
its 500 kilowatt
deny
application
of WLW experin.
for ff ' ~\nal■
authorization.
The commission's decision will be
effective within the next few days, following issuance of a formal order and
In announcing the decision, the
opinion.
commission stated WLW "had failed
to sustain the burden of showing that
special authorization requested is necessary in order to accomplish a proposed program of experimentation
which will offer promise of substantial
contribution to radio art."
Chase

and

Sanborn

Again Rated Highest
New agency ratings show the
Chase and Sanborn Hour to retain its
ranking as the most popular show on
the air. Jack Benny's program is second; Lux Radio Theatre is third,
and
fourth.the Bing Crosby program is
Remaining rankings of top shows
are Major Bowes following the Crosby Hour;
and
Burns
and Rudy
Allen Vallee's
in a tieprogram
in the next
position
; and show
Kate Smith's
program,
the
M-G-M
and Edward
G.
Robinson's
"Big
Town"
series
all
bracketed in eighth place.
Howard, Shelton Signed
Tom Howard and George Shelton,
who substituted for Pick and Pat on
the U. S. Tobacco series for two
weeks while the latter vacationed,
have been signed to replace the latter
team of the CBS program.

Delay Expected in
Radio Legislation
Washington, Feb. 6.— New
radio legislation will not be
introduced in Congress for a
week or 10 days, it was indicated today by Senator
Wheeler (Mont.), chairman of
the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, who, with
Senator Wallace White
(Maine), last week conferred
with
Ninch. F.C.C. Chairman McIt was disclosed that McNinch will not write the bill,
but will merely prepare a
memorandum outlining what
he believes should be done.
Senator Wheeler himself is
expecting to write the legislation.
Differences of opinion as to
the best way to proceed with
reorganization of the F-C.C.
already are manifesting themselves at the Capitol, leading
to possibilities that the legislation will not be finally enacted until next year unless
they can be compromised.
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YORK, WEDNESDAY,

20th-Fox, Republic
Will Close Monday
20th Century-Fox and Republic will be closed Monday,
in celebration of Lincoln's
Birthday.
Paramount,
and Universal
will shut Loew's
down
at 1 P.M. RKO will be open
all day and United Artists,
Columbia and Monogram are
still undecided.
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NBC

Seeks

Writers

With

Experience

Films

for

in

1 INominations
(i
To

RKO

Slated

Sales

CENTS

Board

Television

NBC is going after writers with
film experience, for television. The
network also is making strong bids
for plays and original stories for telecasting. This is being done, of course,
in anticipation of the beginning of
regular telecasting, this spring in connection with the opening of the
Silver
stone
World's Fair. The NBC firm will be
on television, at least two hours weekly, when that begins.
Officially, there is only discreet siAnd
Roach
Set
lence to be gotten from NBC, regarding these new developments.
It is understood that several scores
of
stories have already been pur'39
Program
chased, including a full-length play
Hollywood, Feb. 7. — Maurice Silby Susan Gaspal. The price isn't
verstone, operating head of United known.
Artists, Hal Roach and the Security
NBC additionally is engaging a
First National Bank of Los Angeles staff of writers with film experience
have completed details of a financing to adapt stories into shooting form
arrangement, believed sufficient to for television.
meet the producer's fullest production
requirements. This bank financed
Roacharound
last year.
Roach's program will Universal to Start
cost
$5,000,000.

Associated Actors and Artists of
America voted yesterday that none of
its branches may accept into membership persons other than entertainers.
The international board ruled that it
would refuse per capita payments from
branches which extended their jurisdiction to non-entertainers.
Although no explanation for the ruling was forthcoming it was reported
that it is directed primarily against
the American Federation of Actors,
which has jurisdiction of night club,
vaudeville and circus performers.
The A.F.A. has included circus
roustabouts and other non-performers
in its membership in the past.
Whether yesterday's ruling was
directed at- this alone, or whether
branches have been considering similar extensions of jurisdiction could
Silverstone, following completion of
not be learned, but the order bans
this transaction, is preparing to leave
any further inclusion of any but en- the coast. He departs tomorrow, after
tertainers inthe ranks of the A.A.A.A.
winding up product conferences with
all of the U. A. producers.
The U. A. operating chief is pleased
Late Flashes
with the Roach roster of six pictures
which are scheduled for the 39-40 program of the Silverstone company.
Paramount Gets 'Carters'
Roach
is personally directing "CapHollywood, ■Feb. 7.— Paramount
tain Fury." He follows this with the
has made another deal with Charles R. "Water Gypsies ;" Donald Henderson
Rogers to film "Our Neighbors — The Clarke's "The Housekeeper's Daughbesides "Roadshow" and a film
Carters." Rogers is now making withter ;"Margaret
Sullavan. Two more
"The Star Maker" for Paramount.
The former story is an original by Hardy-Langdon pictures are tentatively scheduled with same cast as in
Renaud Hoffman.
"It's Spring Again."
Roach's studio will shut down for
Schenck En Route East
five or six weeks between completion
Hollywood, Feb. 7.— Joseph M. of "Captain Fury" and start of "WaSchenck, chairman of the board of
ter Gypsies."
20th Century-Fox, left the coast today
and is due in New York on Friday.
Joseph Moskowitz is accompanying News Guild Trying to
him.

Impartial

Drive

Feb.

Judge
New

Bondy

Today

Due

Directors'

to Get

Names

New

board of directors of reorganized RKO will consist of 11 memterms. bers appointed to serve for two-year
Indications are that the names of
the new directors will be offered to
Federal Judge William Bondy today
or tomorrow, in order that the court
may have an opportunity to make
whatever suggestions it wills at the
scheduled hearing on Friday.
Regarded as logical selections for
the board are the following:
Representing management — George
J. Schaefer and Ned E. Depinet.
Representing RCA — James G. Harbord and Lunsford P. Yandell.
Representing Rockefeller Center —
W. G. Van Schmus and Dr. Beardsley
Ruml.
Representing
Atlas
Corp.12)and Leh(Contmued
on page

26

Universal will inaugurate a charges
and playdate drive on Feb. 26, running
for eight weeks to April 22. F. J. A.
McCarthy, eastern division manager,
and William J. Heineman, western
division manager, will be the honored
sponsors of the drive. Cash prizes
will be awarded for the three winning
offices in the east and the three in the
west.
This marks the first time Universal
has honored its division members in
a sales drive. The campaign was
originated by A. J. O'Keefe, west
coast district manager, and Harry D.
Graham, southern district manager,
James J. Jordan has been appointed
western captain of the drive and Tom
Murray western captain by Nate
Blumberg, president.
Among the releases during the drive
Organize Newsreels
Newspaper
Guild
is
conducting
a
Knopt Resigns from M-G
period will be "The Son of Frankenorganizational campaign among
stein," "You Can't Cheat an Honest
Hollywood, Feb. 7.— Edwin Knopf, quiet
the newsreels here in an effort to Man," "Three Smart Girls Grow Up,"
story department head of M-G-M, has unionize all employes who are not
with Deanna Durbin, and "East Side
resigned. The resignation becomes
effective Feb. 28. Knopf had headed under the jurisdiction oi other unions. of Heaven," with Bing Crosby.
Principal efforts are directed toward
the company's story department for editors, contact men and clerical emlast five years.
ployes.
Paramount Newsreel has had a unit Ampa to Hear Jane Cowl
Center Extras Get Raise of the Guild for some time. Efforts to
Jane Cowl, stage star, will head the
As a result of action by Actors' obtain a contract there were unsuc- Ampa's program at its luncheon meeting at the Astor tomorrow. Jean
Equity, Sam H. Harris and Max
cessful several months ago, but some
Gordon, producers of "The American pay raises were secured. Guild lead- Rodney, production director of "Outers feel that if units are organized in
ward Bound," is also scheduled to apWay," which is current at the Center,
pear, in addition to Billy Rose, Molly
150 extras in the play get a $3 weekly all the reels, chances of obtaining conraise.
Picon and Russell Patterson.
tracts may be more successful.

Disney,

M-G-M

Lead

Award

Nominations

Hollywood, Feb. 7.— Walt Disney
and M-G-M led in the number of
representatitions in the nominations
for the short subjects awards of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. Because of a tie five
nominations were made in the cartoons division intsead of the usual
three. Nominees are "The Brave
Little Tailor," "Mother Goose Goes
Hollywood," "Ferdinand, the Bull,"
and "Good Scouts," all Disney
(RKO),
and "Hunky
and Spunky,"
Max
Fleischer
(Paramount).
In the
one reel subject division the nominations are "The Great Heart" and
"That Mothers Might Live," M-G-M
and "Timber Toppers," 20th CenturyFox. Two reel subject, "Declaration
of Independence" and "Swingtime in
the Movies," Warners, and "They're
Always Caught," M-G-M.
Giveaway

Study

Motion Picture Daily in
this issue publishes the fifth
of a series of articles in a
survey of chance games and
giveaways throughout the
country. Motion Picture
Daily invites reader comment
on the subject. — Page 6.
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Actors'ofEquity
with the
League
New will
York meet
Theatres
on
Feb. 17 for discussions on the workings of the Code of Fair Practice
which the League enacted at the beginning of the season. The meeting
will consider the failure of ticket broker code. Also under consideration
will be the League's promise to attract
the suburban trade by having earlier
curtains and establish a central tele
phone information service.
Equity sought the meeting in order
to clarify these questions before the
opening of the World's Fair. Considerable dissatisfaction has been engendered with reference to the ticket
broker situation and Equity is considering making demands that the whole
question be clarified. The board of
governors of the League will meet tonight to consider the establishment of
a central ticket agency.
YOU

LOS

CAN

BE

4

Head

Hollywood, Feb. 7.— Association
of Motion Picture Producers last
night reelected Joseph M. Schenck as
president, and Frederick W. Beetson
as executive vice-president and secretary for another year. Edgar Mannix, Samuel Goldwyn and Y. Frank
Freeman were added to the board of
directors.
Jack L. Warner and Mannix were
named first and second vice-presidents,
respectively, at the annual session,
which was featured by an address by
Will H. Hays, M.P.P.D.A. president.
Schenck named an executive committee consisting of himself, Jack Warner, Goldwyn, Freeman, Mannix and
Harry Cohn, presumably to act as a
steering committee in handling nego
tiations with the various talent groups,
and replacing the functions of the
committee formerly headed by Darryl
F. Zanuck, who withdrew because of
the press of business. The labor situ
ation as pertaining to the Screen Di
rectors' Guild and the I.A.T.S.E. was
discussed generally, but no action was
taken.

Equity

Variety

IN

Purely

Personal

HERBERT
WILCOX, partially
recovered from a severe cold, is
en route to the coast for conferences
with George J. Schaefer and Ned E.
Depinet. He may be back in New
York in about two weeks.
•
Harry Brandt, I. T. O. A. president, returned yesterday from Washington where he addressed the M. P.
T. O. of Washington convention.
•
Harry Edington is in town for a
brief visit most of which will be spent
looking at the Broadway show shops.
•
Ruel Williams, formerly Ross
Federal manager in Washington, was
injured in an automobile collision at
Warrenton, Va., while en route to take
over the Los Angeles branch. He
spent two days in the hospital.
•
Al Reid, general manager of Si Fabian Theatres, will be tendered a
birthday party tonight following the
last performance at the Brooklyn Paramount.
•
Austin C. Keough, Paramount vicepresident and general counsel, is confined to his home with a cold.
•
Louise Campbell left Hollywood
yesterday for Chicago to be with her
father on his birthday, Thursday.
•
Charles Einfeld is scheduled to
leave the coast Friday for a stay of
10 days in New York.
Sam Brody of the Music Hall publicity staff has returned from Florida.
•
Carlos Israels goes to New Orleans on Friday.

'Lady Vanishes' Sets
Record of 9y2 Weeks
"The Lady Vanishes" is being held
at the Globe until March 1, when it
will complete a run of 9yt> weeks.
This is the record for the house.
Previous run record at the Globe

►

The

*»^^
Fly the only Southern
Sunshine Route — favored by nature. No
change of planes. Delicious, complimentary
meals. Fare: §149.95; 10% saving on round
trips.
The MERCURY
The SOUTHERNER
5: 10 p.m. Lv
10:45 p.m.
A*
8:49 a.m. Ar
3:22 p.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS
Call your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.
AMERICAN
AIRLINES ~%
THE AMERICAN STANDARD OF SERVICE

Newsreel

Chilean earthquake and the fall of
Barcelona, in addition to the Ohio
floods, are featured in the latest newsreel issues. Millrose track meet in
New York heads the list of sport subjects used. The reels arid their contents follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 43 — Earthquake in Chile. Fall of Barcelona. Ohio
Valley floods. Army bomber carries supplies to Chile. Best dogs picked in Boston.
First runrupletsofborn "train
of tomorrow."
Quad-is
in Texas.
Princes Ann
christened. Millrose meet in New York.
Ice skating races. California oarsmen in
training. National ski jumps. Lew Lehr.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 241— Franco
takes Barcelona. Chilean earthquake. Ohio
River overflows. Army maneuvers in Virginia. Millrose games at Garden. Schmeling arrives from Germany. National ski
jumps.
»

April

23

H. M. Richey, director of theatre
relations for RKO, is lining up a large
eastern delegation for the fifth annual
banquet of the Variety Clubs, to be
held Sunday, April 23, at the Book
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit. The banquet
will conclude the national convention,
which will open a day earlier.
Invitations have gone out to v^j
following: Will H. Hays, C. C.
Pettijohn, Dave Palfreyman, of the
Hays office ; Sidney R. Kent, Herman
Wobber, W. C. Gehring, William
Sussman, 20th Century-Fox; Al
H. M. Bessey, secretary-treasurer Lichtman,
W. F. Rodgers, E. W.
of Altec Service Corp., has left New
Aaron,
T.
J.
Connors, E. M. Saunders,
York for a month's• visit to the coast.
E.
K.
O'Shea,
J. J. Maloney, M-G-M ;
Louis D. Frohlich and Herman Barney Balaban, Neil Agnew, Joe
Finkelstein of Schwartz & Froh- Unger, Allen Usher, M. A. Milligan,
lich are en route to Arkansas on Paramount; Nate J. Blumberg, W.
A. Scully, F. J. A. McCarthy, W. J.
Ascap legal business.
•
Heineman, E. F. Gomersall, J.
Cheever Cowdin, Universal ; H. M.
Clarence Hill, assistant to Wil- Warner, Gradwell L. Sears, Roy
liam Sussman, 20th Century-Fox
eastern division manager, attended the Haines, Robert Smeltzer, Warners.
Also Maurice Silverstone, Harry
testimonial dinner to Ben Simon in
Buckley, Harry Gold, L. J. Schlaifer,
New Haven last night.
United Artists ; Abe Mantague, Harry
•
Cohn, Columbia ; E. W. Hammons,
Norman Elson, Brandt circuit dis- Edward
Alperson, Grand National ;
trict manager, will leave next weekend
for Miami by car with Mrs. Elson. George J. Schaefer, Jules Levy, E. L.
McEvoy, Nat Levy, Ned E. Depinet,
They will be gone • 17 days.
RKO; J. Meyer Schine, Louis W.
Ed O'Shea, district manager for Schine, George V Lynch, A. J.
M-G-M, will leave Feb. 19 for a two- Kearney, M. J. Kallett, John A.
Nolan, M. A. Shea, Major Louis
week vacation in Miami.
•
Lazar, Harry Kalmine, M. A. Silver.
Mrs. Stanley J. Mayer, wife of
the 20th Century-Fox Des Moines ex- Washington
Leads
change manager, is convalescing after
an operation.
In Johnston Drive
•
Monogram
's Washington enchange
Helen Feltman, bookkeeper at is in the lead
at the end of the first
Columbia's New York exchange for week of the W. Ray Johnston Silver
the past seven years, has resigned.
Jubilee Drive. The Dallas and Cincinnati branches are in second and
third places, respectively.
Rites for Hartman

Will Be Held Today
Funeral services for Jacob Hartman, retired film man, will be held at
2 p.m. today at Central Synagogue,
55th St. and Lexington Ave. He was
80 years old and the oldest member
of the Motion Picture Associates.
was held by "The Lost City," independent film, which went eight weeks.
Hartman died Monday morning folThis was in 1935.
lowing ashort illness. He was a contact man for Universal in New York
"The Lady Vanishes" will be followed by Warner's "Devil's Island," some years ago. Survivors are his
featuring Boris Karloff, which is pen- widow, Regina Frisch Hartman, and
ciled in for four weeks.
a son, Siegfried F., an attorney.

MORNING

Scheduled

Meet

enjoying
who are
thosesunshine
AMONG
time
at this
the Florida
are Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Elkeles, N. M.
Schenck, Willard S. McKay, Major Albert Warner, Mr. and Mrs.
Allan Jenkins, Sonje Henie, Steve
Lynch, Meyer Schine, Major John
Zanft, Frank Orsatti, Eddie Mannix. Mr. and Mrs. Leo Spitz, Mr.
and Mrs. Barney Balaban, Peggy
Fears, Rudy Vallee, Harry RichLANDA.
man, Abe Lyman, Veloz and Yr>•

ANGELES

TOMORROW

Club

Parade

PARAMOUNT NEWS. No. 54 — Rains
cause flood in Ohio. National Board of Review convenes. Col. Batista arrives in
Mexico. Royal wedding in England. Rush
work of rehabilitation in Chile. Quadruplets
born. Utilities war ends. U. of California
crew makes bow. Wes Ferrell wins golf
title. Millrose meet.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 58 — Rebel
army enters Barcelona. Earthquake in
Chile. Texas quads interest nation. Skiers
compete for National titles. Maria of Savoy
weds in Italy. Waiters on skates in Miami.
Millrose games.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 743 —
Army maneuvers. Destroyers launched in
New Jersey. Batista arrives in Mexico.
Explosion in cement plant. Wedding in
English castle. Quadruplets born in Texas.
Floral modes in New York. Dog show in
Boston. Oarsmen prepare for coming
season. Millrose track meet. Ski meet in
St. Paul.

Isaac Nathanson Dies
Toronto, Feb. 7.— Word has been
received here of the death in Los Angeles of Isaac Nathanson. He was the
brother of N. L. Nathanson, president
of Famous Players Canadian Corp,
and Henry L. Nathanson, general
manager
of Regal Films, Ltd., Toronto.
MOTION
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Business

Called

Healthier

Without

Games

By SAM SHAIN
North
Dakota
Chance games and giveaways have been prohibited by law in many
sections of the country. In places where games were banned after being
prevalent there will be found two schools of opinion regarding the value
Entirely
Free
Increasing
in
of the games to the box-office.
In some sections the laws preceded the games, and it is one of the
Of
All Games
facts
brought out by this cross-country survey of chance games and
Chicago
Area
giveaways by Motion Picture Daily that in such territories where the
games have been operated in violation of the law, the opinion is that the
Rhode Island
Chicago
Money games have been stopped by
picture business is healthier without the games. The fact continues unPopulation, 3,678,000 ; 10 first runs,
changed that in larger cities games are condemned and that in smaller
General, but only in the20,500 seats, 25c-75c; 304 subsequent cities exhibitors like to have them. Also another fact which is still the Attorney
atres. They are permitted at churches
runs, 298,336 seats, 10c-S5c. City of- unchanged is that first runs generally shun the games, while subsequents charity.
and clubs because they are played for
ficials stopped chance games at the- use them.
atres in December, 1936, after they
Providence banned Bank Night in
NORTH DAKOTA LAWS RIGID
were used for about five years. Giveaways are on the increase.
it was Later
permitted
elsewhere in the state.
a District
North Dakota has such rigid laws against lotteries that even premiums 1936, though
Theatre games took a sharp upturn
Court
judge
upheld
the
game,
being
about three years ago. About 70 per cannot be given away by merchants. That state is free of chance games
cent of the subsequents used them, and it is worth noting that the picture business is described as being quite influenced by a Vermont decision
but few first runs. It is estimated that healthy — healthier than in any other northwest state.
which claimed "no lottery existed." In
May, 1938, the Attorney General ruled
In Chicago, the gateway to the west, it is estimated there was once that
from $500,000 to $750,000 was given
all such games were a racket, and
away annually. Bank Night, Screeno from $500,000 to $750,000 given away annually in chance games. These the ban
has stuck. There are cases
and other lures were played. Exhibi- games were stopped in December, 1936. Giveaways, however, are re- pending in the courts involving game
tors say business has been off 20 per
ported on the increase. Apparently the chance games proved more at- distributors and exhibitors which may
cent, since games were banned, attritractive than the present giveaways, for exhibitors claim business is off decide the legal question.
buting the drop almost entirely to the
Prior to the ban, most Rhode Island
elimination. However, it appears 20 per cent since the games were banned. Churches, clubs and lodges
theatres
had games for about three
had
chance
games
in
Chicago
before
the
theatre
adopted
them.
doubtful that many theatres would
years.
Since
they were stopped, exIn
Indiana
the
games
are
held
to
be
hitting
a
new
high.
resort to games again, even if perhibitors say grosses have dropped.
mitted.
South Dakota theatres indulge extensively in giveaways. Minneapo- They claim merchandise giveaways are
About 20 per cent of the churches,
lis and St. Paul do likewise.
not as good.
clubs and lodges in the city had chance
Both first runs and subsequents in
TACOMA
EXHIBITORS
OPPOSED
games before theatres adopted them,
Providence had games, with an averbut there was no noticeable increase
On the other hand, in Tacoma and surrounding territory, where the
age of $1,300 given way annually at
in the number of such games or the
law enforcement authorities have stopped the games, the exhibitors are each house. Most played Bank Night
size of prizes after they were intro- so opposed to such stimulants that it is felt they would not resume games and some Screeno. Church and club
duced in theatres. Since the games
games antedated theatre games, but
were banned in theatres, they have in- even if the authorities approved. Churches and clubs in this section of there was no noticeable effect when
creasd at other places. There is no the country have games.
theatres adopted them or after they
San Francisco is declared to be a little Reno when it comes to games.
prospect that they will be dropped.
There has been no general protest
were dropped. Games at the non-thefrom merchants or others about the Here, as in other big cities, the first runs won't have the games, but viratrical places have become a "habit,"
tually
all
other
runs
use
them.
•
games hurting their business.
since they are considered "legal"
Shifting back to the east, we find that in Rhode Island the sentiment and
when
played
for charity, they will conIndications are that money games
tinue. Merchants favor them in the
will continue to be beyond the reach is about the same as in Chicago, and that giveaways are not as good box- small towns because they bring people
of professional promoters for another office stimulants as money games ; and that since the money games were
•
six months or so, at least.
banned grosses have dropped. Non-theatrical places have the games. in. San Francisco
The coming city election may change They get by under the guise of charity.
Population, 635,000; nine first runs,
things this spring but until then it is
19,100 seats, 15c-75c; 69 subsequent
doubtful if any new games will be
started in theatres. Several games are
68,688 seats, 10c-55c. San FranAt present some downstate Illinois are first runs. Prices range from 10 runs, cisco
is a "little Reno" when it comes
within
use
theatre
for
theatres
and surrounding towns, in cents to 50 cents. No first run has
being prepared
money games in theatres. The first
the next few weeks if they can get some instances, run Bank Night. ever used money games, nor do they to
runs
shun
them, but virtually all
want them. However, virtually every
approval from city officials.
About 50 spots are doing so now al- suburban or subsequent house outside others use games. They have been
though this is supposed to be in vioused about five years. Total given
lation of the state law. In Indiana of the "loop" indulges in some form away annually is estimated at $200,000,
Bank Night is hitting a new high in of money giveaway. Most prevalent
Milwaukee Bingo
including cash and merchandise giveis Bank Night, followed by Screeno. aways.
business, reports show.
Warrant Is Issued
Beer joints throughout Minneapolis
clubs, etc., exceed theatres
feature trick-titled money games pat- in Lodges,
the number of games by 10 to 1,
Milwaukee, Feb. 7.— Deterned after the theatre games.
according to Dan McLean, manager of
mand for action by law enNorthwest
Minnesota Amusement Co., Paraforcement officials against
the New Embassy, Market St. grind
affiliate and the Northwest's
While Minneapolis, St. Paul and dominantmountcircuit,
Bingo from various exhibidoes not permit its house. McLean advertises "world's
tors here has resulted in a
surrounding areas are lush fields for managers to advertise Bank Night in greatest
Ten-O-Win game," and gives
warrant by the police dechance games, the state of North Da- newspapers, thus protecting all con away $100 at a time. He has stickers
partment against August
kota, in the same distribution territory, cerned from possible Postal law vio- advertising the game pasted on windshields and other places.
lations.
is free of the practice.
Gieldon, charged with oper•
ating a Bingo game under
North Dakota has such stringent
Giveaways are prevalent in South
Johnstown, N. Y.
the name of a church group,
lottery laws that merchants cannot Dakota.
in violation of a city raffles
Population, 12,000; two first runs,
even give away premiums. Thus,
ordinance.
Bank Night has been a raging conmoney games have never been introtroversy inWisconsin, with an alleged 1,450 seats, 10c-25c. Smalley's, first
At the same time, Deputy
duced in theatres, with the result that theatre lottery case recently tried at run, uses Bank Night and Screeno two
District Attorney George A.
picture business in North Dakota is LaCrosse. A tearsheet from the Su- nights a week, with $300 given weekly.
Bowman has referred to the
As in Gloversville, games have been
healthier than in any other state in the
perior Evening Telegram shows six used here about three years. They
attorney general's
office
inNorthwest,
according
to
circuit
extheatres
in
the
town,
with
only
one,
formation regarding Guest
have boosted business and net club and
ecutives. "Theatre managers in North the Superior, running a money game. lodge competition, Smalley says. No
Night, a policy of drawings
Dakota are fully able to capitalize upwith cash or bottle goods as
ads are permitted in the papers, but
on picture possibilities with resultant
the award, offered by various
the patrons know the giveaway nights.
box-office successes more in evidence
East Orange, N. J.
taverns, and a complaint
Authorities are lenient. The Strand
than
neighboring
states,"
circuit
against the Hollywood, neighPopulation, 75,000 ; one first run, does not use stimulants.
head in
says.
The strict
laws aand
the
borhood house, where Manafact theatres have no chance game 1,658; one subsequent, 900, 15c-25c.
ger Bert Nathan is conduct[This is the fifth of a series of arcompetition to contend with are re- First run has no giveaways. Second
ing Prosperity Club, a giverun plays Lucky once a week, costing
ticles surveying the giveaway situation
garded as important factors.
away.
in the country. The next will appear
In the Twin Cities, there are ap- the theatre about $2,500 a year. The in
an
early issue.]
proximately 100 theatres, of which 12 manager hopes to abandon it.
Giveaways

Are
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Subjects
Hollywood

"Buck Rogers"
(Universal)
Death-ray guns, trips to the planet
Saturn, de-gravity belts, and other
scientific devices which apparently will
be known to man in the year 2438,
feature Universale new 12-chapter
serial. Buster Crabbe assumes the
<rip of Buck Rogers, noted comic strip
=A, and Jackie Moran is his pal,
Buddy.
Judged on the basis of its first three
chapters, "Buck Rogers" should have
a strong appeal for the juvenile trade
and should lend itself readily to exploitation. Buck and Buddy are found
in a state of suspended animation 500
years hence. They find the earth ruled
by a gangster leader, and join forces
with Constance Moore and Montague
Shaw to restore justice. In an effort
to gain allies, a trip to Saturn is
undertaken.
Fortunately, it appears that our
progeny five centuries hence will have
the same lusty love of fist fights,
shooting and excitement which entertains the present generation. As a result, "Buck Rogers" will probably
prove a first class attraction for the
present crop of youngsters. Running
time, 21 mins. each episode. "G."*
"Paramount

PICTURE

Pictorial,

P8-6"
(Paramount)
Nairobi, capital of Britain's Kenya
Colony in Africa, makes an interesting camera subject. It is a cosmopolitan center in the heart of the dark
continent. Other topics are the gadgets required to keep an expensive
race horse in trim and Stan Shaw's
"Milkman's Matinee" over a New
York radio station. The latter is well
handled. Running time, 10 mins.
"G."*
"Peaceful Neighbors"
(Min tz-Co lumbia )
An unusual and engaging color
cartoon which should attract considerable comment. Following a dispute
over land, two rival broods of hens
declare war. An armament race is
followed by war. After several battle
scenes, two doves manage to restore
peace by loading the cannon with
candy and flowers. A broad bit of
satire with plenty of lively animation.
Running time, 8 mins. "G."*
"How to Sub-Let"
(M-G-M)
Robert Benchley once more shows
his genius for mismangement. Left in
charge by his wife with instructions
to sub-let their apartment, Benchley
interrupts his Sunday morning nap to
conduct prospective tenants through
the rooms. Mishaps pile up with the
gas range exploding as a climax.
Benchley is funny. Running time, 8
mins. "G."*
"March of Time, No. 6"
(RKO)
Taking its keynote from the convening of Congress, the latest issue
of "March of Time" traces the trends
of popular reaction to Government
policies in "State of the Nation:
1939." As usual the reel is well
placed and the subject is graphically
portrayed. Editors of the Fortune

Preview

'Jesse
Denver

James'
Smash

"Forged Passport"
With
$13,500
(Republic)
Hollywood, Feb. 7. — "Forged Passport" is a melodrama based on
the United States Immigration Service, and action centers about the
Denver,
Feb.in 7.sensational
— "Jesse fashion,
James"
into town
border station near San Diego. Paul Kelly, June Lang, Lyle Talbot rode
and Billy Gilbert head the cast, with Cliff Nazarro, Maurice Murphy, drawing $13,500 at the Denver. The
Christian Rub, John Hamilton, Dewey Robinson, Bruce MacFarlane, combination of "Idiot's Delight" and
"Vacation from Love" at the OrIvan Miller and Frank Puglia supporting.
pheum took a good $12,000.
It is not an unusual story, nor is there any novel twist to it.
"Kentucky" did $4,000 in its second
Credited with the original story are James Webb and Lee Loeb and
at the Aladdin, and "The
for the screenplay, Franklin Coen and Loeb. John H. Auer acted both week
Beachcomber" grossed $6,200 at the
Denham in its second week.
as associate producer and director.
Kelly, immigration inspector, is discharged for breach of conduct
Estimated takings for the week endwhich resulted in the murder of a young man mistaken for him. He
ing Feb. 1 :(2<tth-Fox)
"Kentucky"
plots with Gilbert to find the killer and reopen the latter's cafe, closed
ALADDIN— (1,400) (25c-40e) 7 days, 2nd
by Mexican authorities who are unable to solve the mystery. Pretending week.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)
to engage in the smuggling racket, Kelly solves the crime, gets the girl "Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
and reenters the immigration service with a promotion.
"Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus" (RKO)
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 days,
Running time, 64 minutes. "G."*
Vance King 2nd week. Gross: $1,500. (Average, $2,500)
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
*"G" denotes general classification.
DENHAM— (1,750) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $6,200. (Average, $6,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
DENVER— (2,525) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
features a five-year-old boy and
poll are shown at work collating ex- which
his sister, aged six, is an amusing bit. Gross: $13,500. (Average, $8,500)
pressions ofpopular opinion on vari- Songs are contributed by J. Harold "Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
ous New Deal policies. Interspersed
"Vacation From Love" (M-G-M)
among shots of citizens from various Murray, the Eight Virginians, Texas
ORFHEUM— (2,600) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
walks of life expressing their differing Jim Lewis and his Lone Star Cow- Gross: $12,000. (Average, $8,000)
and Lillian Carmen. Bob
of the Underworld" (Univ.)
opinions, are diagrams showing the Parker boys,
does a novelty rope and tap "King
"Arizona Wildcat" (20th-Fox)
results of the polls. Howard Coonley,
dance. A fair musical. Running
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
president of the National Association
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)
of Manufacturers, ends the reel with
"Thanks For Everything" (20th-Fox)
a plea for support of a cooperative time, 19 mins. "G."*
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
and labor. Audiindustry
(878) (25c-40c) 7 days, "Thanks
plan toenceaidreaction
should be favorable. "Inside the White House" forRIALTO—
Everything"
after(Average,
a week at$1,750)
the Denver. Gross: $1,500.
(Columbia)
Second in the series of insights into
Running time, 17 min. "G."
the workings of the nation's capital
provides
a view
of the Selected
president's
residence and
his offices.
for 'Trade
"Penny's Picnic"
Winds'
Is
(M-G-M)
portrayal are the historic East, Green,
Prudence Penny puts the men on a Blue, Red and Oval Rooms and the
Good
for $13,400
camping trip to shame by preparing an executive offices. A highly interesting
elaborate meal in the open while the subject which should please. Running
masculine efforts succeed only in burnKansas
City Gross
ing the food and the cooks. Done in
"G."*
mins.
10
time,
whet
to
color, it is realistic enough
Kansas City, Feb. 7. — "Jesse
the appetite of the audience. The "Cops Is Always Right"
James" continued to make the best
menu consists of fried fish, baked corn (Paramount)
showing in its second week, with
on the cob, biscuits, vegetables and,
$5,300 at the Esquire, and $5,500 at
Quite
amusing
is
this
Popeye
cartoon. The sailor becomes embroiled the Uptown, and was held at the two
as dessert, biscuits with berries and
whipped cream. Pete Smith describes with a traffic officer and helps Olive
Big money went to "Trade
how it's done. Running time, 10 mins. Oyl with her spring cleaning. Both theatres.
"G."*
result in difficulties, but Popeye proves Winds" and "Spring Madness" at
he is a law abiding citizen by locking Loew's Midland, where the pair garnered for
$13,400.
"Paris
Honeymoon"
himself up in jail. Running time, 7 was good
$8,600
at the
Newman.
"I'm Just a Jitterbug"
Estimated
takings
for
the
week
end(Universal)
It will take a jitterbug to extract
31 -Feb. 2 (Para.)
:
mins. "G."*
"Parising Jan.
Honeymoon"
entertainment from this Walter Lantz "Ski
Girl"
NEWMAN— (1,900)
(25c-40c) 7 days.
cartoon. All it has to recommend it is ( Warners)
Gross: $8,600, (Average, $7,000)
Ski enthusiasts will find plenty of "Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
its accompaniment of swing music
ESQUIRE— (800)
(25c -40c) 7 days, 2nd
and appropriate lyrics. Characters meat here, in thrilling shots of in- week.
tricate turns and twists of slalom "Trade Gross:
from cartoons and fables come to life
Winds"$5,300.
(U. A.)(Average, $3,000)
racers. The final sequence shows a
Madness" (M-G-M)
to join in the "jam session" which, woman skier in a long downhill run, "Spring
MIDLAND— (4,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
cartoona
in
of course, takes place
$13,400. (Average, $11,500)
ist's workroom. After seven minutes amid the beauty of mountain slopes. Gross:
"The Lady Vanishes" (G. B.)
of it, a cuckoo emerges from a clock Running time, 10 mins. G*
"Annabel Takes A Tour" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (1,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
and, probably personifying a theatre
Gross: $3,300. (Average, $5,000)
audience, machine-guns the jitterbugs
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
into silence.
"Unusual Occupations"
FOX TOWER — (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
As indicated, there is no originality (Paramount)
Mack, Three Smart Girls. Herin either story or animations and the
Topics include a young lad who de- Stage:bertTed
Taubler, Lynn Lawrence, Rascals of
livers
one
copy
of
the
London
Times
Rhythm, Stuart Sisters, Annette Franc,
slight merit of this cartoon hinges
Lita Corti,
and $7,000)
the Jitteron its musical accompaniment. Run- every morning, the customer being Jack Murray,
bugs. Gross: $6,800.
(Average,
King George ; a woman who makes "Jesse James" (2»th-Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
flowers out of feathers ; a string colning time, 7 mins. "G."*
lector instructor
;
who teaches drum- week. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $4,000)
majoring; Lucien Littlefield, actor,
"Wild and Bully"
who is adept at screen makeup; Buck
( Universal)
Dual at Dayton House
Six rather pleasant variety acts Jones, who builds and collects motor
cars.
It
is
in
color.
Running
time,
make up this Mentone musical. An
Dayton, O., Feb. 7.— The RKO
"thrill" pictures, has inaugurated a
entertainment program at a dude
double bill policy of the same type
ranch provides the background. The
"G."* ganeral classification.
mins.denotes
Skating Carters, a roller skating act 10*"G"
product.
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Wednesday, February 8, 1939
'James'

'Delight'
Good

Is

Philadelphia, Feb. 7.— Despite incessant rain, "Idiot's Delight" gained
a winning $20,000 at the Boyd. The
Earle got $21,000 with Tommy Dorsey on the stage and "Flirting with
Fate" on the screen.
. "The Beachcomber" got a fair $10,000 at the Aldine. "They Made Me a
Criminal" drew $12,500 at the Fox.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 3 :
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
ALDINE — (40c - 55c - 65c - 75c) 7 days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average, $8,160)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
ARCADIA— (600) (25c-40c-55c) 9 days.
Gross: $3,100. (Average, 7 days, $2,800)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
BOYD— (2,400)
(40c-55c-65c)
7 days.
Gross: $20,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Flirting with Fate" (M-G-M)
EARLE— (2,000) (25c-40c-55c)
6 days.
Stage: Tommy Dorsey Band. Gross: $21,000. (Average. $14,000)
"They Made Me A Criminal" (W. B.)
FOX— (3,000) (40c-55c-65c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,500. (Average $14,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
KARLTON— (1,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $2,300. (Average, $4,000)
"Topper Takes A Trip" (U. A.)
KEITH'S — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,100. (Average, $4,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
STANLEY— (3,700) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average,
$14,000)
"Disbarred" (Para.)
STANTON— (1,700) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,800. (Average, $7,000)

As

Previews

$30,000

Philadelphia

'Stand

Hollywood

Chicago

"Yes,
{Warners) My

Darling

Daughter"

Buffalo

$9,000
Slumps

Buffalo, Feb. 7. — "Stand Up and
Fight" drew $9,000 at the Great Lakes,
and was the only film to do better
than average in a poor week, hampered by frigid weather. "Zaza" took
a fair $9,600 at the Buffalo.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 28 :
"Zaza" (Para.)
BUFFALO — (3,000) (30c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,600. (Average. $12,000)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,000. (Average. $7,500)
"Say It in French" (Para.)
"Disbarred" (Para.)
HIPPODROME— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,900. (Average, $6,800)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
"Comet Over Broadway" (W. B.)
CENTURY — (3.000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,600. (Average. $6,000)
"Storm Over Bengal" (Rep.)
"Blondie" (Col.)
LAFAYETTE — (3,300) (25c) 7 days
Gross: $5,500. (Average, $6,300)
Dismissal Is Upheld
Dismissal of a $50,000 plagiarism
suit brought by William La Varre
against Warners has been upheld in
a decision handed down bv the Appellate Division of the N. Y. Supreme
Court. The complaint had been dismissed bv Justice Timothy A. Learv
after a six-day trial in January, 1938.
Set Editing Nominees
Hollywood, Feb. 7. — Following pictures have been nominated for the
Academy Award for Film Editing- :
"The Adventures of Robin Hood,"
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "The
Great Waltz," "Test Pilot" and "You
Can't Take It With You."

With

Snow

$48,000

Hollywood,

Feb. 7.— The Warner program at the preview of this
picture states, "Mark Reed's daring stage hit reaches the screen unmarred by the translation, improved by ambitious motion picture staging." Showmen offering the film to their customers might toil long and
fruitlessly in search of a more accurately informative line of ad copy.
"Stage hit" it undeniably was, on Broadway, and "daring" it was and is.
Neither can there be a question about the "ambitious motion picture
staging," for the production presents such accomplished performers as
Fay Bainter, Roland Young, May Robson, Ian Hunter and Genevieve
Tobin in support of Priscilla Lane and Jeffrey Lynn. Further, it is
directed by William Keighley from a screenplay by Casey Robinson, and
Benjamin Glazer acted as associate producer.
The picture, like the play, deals with the doings of a modern family,
to wit : Miss Lane and Lynn plan an unchaperoned pre-nuptial weekend.
Miss Bainter, her mother, objects momentarily but consents when the
daughter reminds her of her own youthful liberalism. Hunter, the father,
learns of the project after the youngsters have left and sets out to bring
them back. But Miss Robson, the grandmother, who declares in favor
of shotgun weddings, arranges to head off pursuit. The youngsters have
their weekend, without carnal incident, but the young man is quite disturbed, on their return, to learn their adventure has been no secret to
the family. He is for calling the whole thing off, but the daughter meets
him at the boat with a marriage license and all ends formally.
The film is of the kind that used to be called risque, later came to be
known as sophisticated and, still later, smart. Its humour is of the kind
sophisticated and/or smart adults pay as much as $5.50 a seat to see on
Broadway stages. Naturally, therefore, it is not children's entertainment.
Running time, 82 minutes. "A."*
Roscoe Williams
A" denotes adult classification.
"Cafe Society"
{Paramount)

Up'

Beats

Hollywood, Feb. 7. — Faster, fairer and funnier than most films
satirizing modes and manners of the moment, "Cafe Society" affords
the uninitiate an insight into that for which it is named, and keeps the
topic pleasant. With a nice roster of names for the marquee — Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, Shirley Ross, Claude Gillingwater and
Paul Hurst, to name the tops — the film is first rate entertainment.
The production is appropriately glossy as to finish, glib of dialogue,
and definite, without being serious, as to point. Half a dozen nicely
separated speeches attend to the matter of defining the various meanings
of the word society. The knowing will identify some of the characters
with contemporary New Yorkers. Readers of syndicated columns will
chuckle at details the uninformed may pass over. For the most part,
though, the picture is simply a lively comedy, diverting, amusing and
credible, with Shirley Ross singing a good song by Burton Lane and
Frank Loesser in the middle of it.
The screenplay, an original by Virginia Van Upp, is about a rich
young woman who marries a ship news reporter to win a bet from a
columnist. Her grandfather persuades the couple to pretend to be

Chicago, Feb. 7. — "Jesse James"
rode into the Loop last week and/-^
a snowstorm, but did a smash $V_ ll
The Oriental with a new double
W
feature-vaudeville
policy did $14,800,
000.
and the State-Lake did $12,000 with
"Sharpshooters."
"ZaEstimated
za" (Para.)takings for the week ending Feb. 1-4:
APOLLO— (1,400) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,600. (Average, $6,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Happy
Felton
and Band. Gross:
$48,000.
$32,000)
"Devil's (Average,
Island" (W.
B.)
GARRICK—
(35c-40c-50c)
7 days.
Gross:
$5,200. (900)
(Average,
$6,500)
"Mysterious Miss" (Rep.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Stage:
(Average,Vaudeville
$13,000) Revue. Gross: $14,800.
"Heart of the North" (W. B.)
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage:
Ozzie Nelson and Band. Gross:
$16,200. (Average. $19,000)
"Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
R O OGross:
S E V $3,300.
E L T— (Average,
(1,300) (35c-55c-75c)
days.
$11,000) 3
"Sharpshooters" (20th-Fox)
STATE-LAKE— (2,700) (25c-35c-40c) 7
days. Stage:
$12,000.
(Average,Vaudeville
$12,000) Revue. Gross:
"Out West with the Hardys" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1 ,700) (35c-55c-75c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,300. (Average, $15,000)

'Idiot's

Delight' Does

$19,000,

Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Feb. 7.— "Idiot's Delight" was the top grosser here, giving the RKO Albee $19,000.
"Jesse James" had a smash second
week with $7,300 at the RKO Capitol,
and
"Kentucky"
continued
strong held.
in its fifth
week, pulling
$3,600

at the RKO Grand. "Son of Frankenstein" did nicely with $10,800 at the
RKO Palace.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 2:
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c), 7 days.
Gross: $19,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,800. (Average, $12,000)
"Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-40c-60c) 7
happily wed, on the theory that happy marriages don't make news, and
headed by
Billy
of course the ultimate annulment agreed upon never occurs. Miss Carroll, days.
House. Stage:
Gross: Vaudeville
$10,000. (Average,
$12,000)
Miss Ross and MacMurray swap punches under various circumstances "Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
RKO CAPITOL— (2.000) (35c-42c) 7 days,
before the happy ending is arrived at.
2nd week. Gross: $7,300. (Average, $6,500)
"Paris
Honeymoon" (Para.)
It's a Jeff Lazarus production directed by Edward H. Griffith and
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days, 2nd
an altogether satisfying all-purpose attraction.
week.
Gross:(Htth-Fox)
$3,500. (Average, $6,500)
"Kentucky"
Running time, 82 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
RKO GRAND— (1.200) (25c-40c) 7 days,
5th week. Gross: $3,500. (Average. $2,750)
*"G" denotes general classification.
"The(2 Strange
Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.*
days)
"Federal Man Hunt" (Republic)
(2 days)
Houses in Mo. Paid
"Torchy Gets Her Man" (W. B.)
Ernest Gal Starts
(3 days)
RKO (Average,
FAMILY— $2,450)
(1,500) (15c-25c) Gross$385,140 Sales Levy $?.300.
Film Company
Here
"Off
the
Record"
(W.
B.)
St. Louis, Feb. 7.— Of the $20,Ernest Gal, Hungarian producer,
000,000 collected in 1938 by the state $4,500.
KEITH'S—
(1,500)
(30c-40c)
7 days. Gros*(Average, $6,500)
has organized Ernest Gal Film Pro- of Missouri under the two per cent
ductions here. The company plans to sales tax, $385,140 was paid on entertainment admissions. Of this
start production soon on an American
film with a Hungarian theme, and amount $303,086 was paid by theatres
Sign Stagehands'
Major
circuits here havePact
signed
also will distribute several films made and motion picture houses.
On this basis all classes of theatres contract renewals with the Stagehands'
by Gal in Hungary. In 1916 Gal es$15,150,000 gross business in the Union, Local 1, I. A. T. S. E. Contablished Corvin Film Co. in Buda- did
state in 1938.
tracts will run until February, 1940.
pest, with Alexander Korda.
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Malice
Demand
On

PICTURE

Charged
for

Gaumont

in

Inquiry
British

London, Feb. 7.— Allegations that
malice on the part of certain parties
was behind the demand for an investi
gation of Gaumont British affairs
were made today in the House of
Commons, during questioning of
Oliver Stanley, president of the
Board of Trade, by Tom Williams.
Stanley admitted he had received
representations from a G. B. director
alleging malice, but had not regarded
it as essential to publish the list of
shareholders who had applied for the
G. B. inquiry. He emphasized the im
portance of safeguarding minority
stockholders in their right to apply
for an inquiry without fear of the dis
closure of their identities.
Stanley also was questioned relative
to the alleged failure of the Films Act
and the need of amendments. He de
clared the machinery was sufficiently
elastic to permit of adjustments in
quota, and claimed the act provided for
the production of good films. In an
swer to a declaration that American
producers are cutting production,
Stanley said he saw no evidence of a
decrease in American production as a
permanent policy.

'Mrs. O'Brien' Is
Tonighfs Opening
Another George Abbott
show, "Mrs. O'Brien Entertains," is set for opening tonight at the Lyceum. Written
by Harry T. Madden, the play
deals with inter-racial marriage among New York's immigrants in the pre-Civil
War period. Included in the
cast are Margaret Mullen,
Harry Shannon, Marie Brown,
James Lane, Walter Kinsella
and others. As usual, Abbott
directed.

Pascal
Of

to Film

Amelia

Life

Earhart

Gabriel L. Pascal, British producer,
has arranged with George Palmer
Putnam, husband of the late Amelia
Earhart, to make a film in Hollywood on the flier's life, possibly next
year. Leopold Stokowski is working
on the musical theme for the film.
Wendy Hiller, or Greer Garson,
may play the Earhart role.
Pascal arrived from the coast yes
terday by plane and will sail Friday
on the Queen Mary to confer with
George Bernard Shaw, who is com
pleting the script on his "Doctor's Di
Dramatists Guild
lemma." Pascal expects to return to
Hollywood late this month when work
Finishes Pact Draft
on the shooting script will begin.
Sidney Fleischer, attorney for the
Pascal has no release beyond "DocDramatists' Guild, has completed the
tor's Dilemma," which M-G-M will
first draft of written modifications to distribute.
He prefers to negotiate individual deals.
the minimum basic agreement between
the dramatists and legitimate stage
Greer Garson, Roland Young, C.
producers. The draft, details of which Aubrey Smith, Cedric Hardwicke,
were not made known, sets forth terms Paul Lukas and Jean Cadel, who is
upon which film companies which back
in "Spring
at the
legitimate stage productions n.ay pur- appearing
Morosco, will
be in theMeeting"
film.
chase the motion picture rights prior
Following, Pascal plans to make
to actual production of the play.
The new draft is the first definite Shaw's "Major Barbara," and then
will start "Devil's Disciple," which is
indication that months of negotiations scheduled for production in Hollyare nearing fruition. It will be turned
wood, probably for M-G-M release.
over to J. Robert Rubin, vice presiRex Cole has been named Pascal's
dent and counsel for Loew's, for con- business manager.
sideration. Rubin is fxper'ed back
from Florida in the lattei part of next
11 Nominations
Due
week.

N. Y. Allied Appoints
Grievance Committee
Albany, Feb. 7.— New York Allied
yesterday named a regional grievance
committee comprising Kingsley Ryan
of Ausable Forks, Leonard Rosenthal
of Troy, George Thornton of Saugerties. Mrs. A. M. McNamara was
elected secretary.

To RKO
Board Today
{Continued from page 1)
man Bros. — Floyd B. Odium, Peter
J. Rathvon, Fred Ehrman and Walter
Peterson.

Representing RKO's unsecured
creditors — Lawrence Green.
Rathvon is held to be the choice for
chairman
of the new Members
RKO company's
finance committee.
of the
committee in addition to Rathvon are
expected to be Yandell, Ehrman and
Ruml. Harbord's name is mentioned
Projectionists Confer
as a possible choice for chairman of
the
board.
Projectionists' Local 306 met with
Proposed
members of board must
W. C. Michel, executive vice president of 20th Century-Fox, yesterday be approved by the court. Names of
to discuss dismissals of several opera- board members may go to the court
tors. The union has been picketing in along with the order for confirmation
protest and has called out operators of the reorganization plan and proemployed at the home office and
posed terms for underwriting by AtMovietone News.
las Corp. of $1,600,000 of new common stock to be offered for sale to
unsecured creditors and, secondly, to
Columbia Party Feb. 25 present RKO common stockholders at
Columbian Club, company organiza- a price per share to be approved by
tion of Columbia Pictures, will stage the court.
its ninth annual dinner and dance at
While confirmation of the plan on
the Waldorf-Astoria Feb. 25. George Friday is a possibility, it is not genHall and his orchestra head the enerally expected in reorganization circles until later.
tertainment bil .
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anner

Quigley Judges Meet
To Study Campaigns
At the Hotel Astor, yesterday, the
29 industry judges of the 1938 Quig
ley Awards met to examine and study
the campaigns of the entries earning
the highest ratings during the four
quartersThis
of the
year'sevent
competi
tions.
is anpast
annual
con

LINES
B
The Chase and Sanborn Hour,
which last year stirred up listeners

with the broadcast of Mae West's
"Garden of Eden" skit, on Sunday
offered a dramatization which left tl^>
ducted byPicture
Managers'
Round
Motion
Herald,
underTable
direcof listener — and we know some otiv.*/
— under the poisoned impression that
tion of A-Mike Vogel.
the
hero of the action was a narcotic
addict.
The judges'
verdicts
will
be
announced in the next issue of Motion
Picture Herald.
The dramatization was titled "Next
A luncheon to the judges was given Time We Live," and featured Barbara
by Martin Quigley following the ex- Stanwyck and Don Ameche. The acamination of the campaigns. He intion briefly was this : Ameche, a newstroduced Vogel, who outlined briefly
paper writer, marries Miss Stanwyck,
the changes in the method of judging a college girl. The marriage takes an
the campaigns, as compared with pre- unhappy turn and Ameche sets out on
vious methods.
assignments which take him to foreign
Guest of honor was Merlin H. lands. Later, Miss Stanwyck follows
Aylesworth, publisher of the New the trail of her husband and catches
York World-Telegram. Aylesworth, up with him in Switzerland where he
former head of RKO and NBC, spoke is ill.
on the similarities in purpose of radio,
The script glossed over the nature
films and newspapers. He urged that of his illness, and this omission of
film critics be more considerate of
fact coupled with the meaningful diathe picture industry and more tolerlogue that followed provided the reprehensible overtones of narcotic addictastesant and
in understanding
entertainment. of the public's tion.
He urged those who make films not
The master script here described
to attempt to use their art for partisan Ameche as barely able to speak. Upon
the entrance of his wife he said:
purposes.
Among those at the luncheon were :
"Right hand coat pocket — glass amAl Adams, Republic Pictures ; Maupule—break itin two" and the wife
rice A. Bergman, Columbia; Harry replying "Oh my
— why didn't you
Buckley, United Artists; Oscar A. tell me? Whydearcouldn't
I have
Doob, Loew's Theatres ; Lynn Farnol, guessed? You're sick." A later reference was to a sanitarium where
United Artists; Ed Fay, Fay Theatres Monroe
;
Greenthal, United Art- Ameche had been a oatient.
We know there was no intent to
ists; John LeRoy Johnston, Walter
Wanger Co.; Morris Kinzler, Irving imply narcotic addiction. The original story on which the script was
Lesser, Roxy; Louis Lifton, Monogram; Charles E. McCarthy, Twen- based had the husband suffering from
tieth Century-Fox; Frank J. Mc- tuberculosis. In avoiding the evil of
Carthy, Universal; S. Barrett Mc- talking about tuberculosis on an enCormick, RKO-Radio ; Harry Mandel,
tertainment program, the producers
RKO-Radio, Alex Manta, Indiana- carelessly committed a greater evil.
Illinois Theatres ; Arthur L. Mayer,
Rialto; Dan Michalove, National
Jack Banner
Theatres; Alec Moss, Paramount;
Leon D. Netter, Paramount; John
Wanger, Niebuhr and
J. O'Connor, RKO-Radio; Louis
Pollock, Universal; Si Seadler,
Phelps at Town Hall
M-G-M; Milton Silver, National
Producer Walter Wanger
Screen ; George C. Walsh, Netco Thewill enter
the ssion
America's
atres ;Gordon S. White, Grand NaTown
Hall discu
s on
tional ;Herman Wobber, Twentieth
Feb. 16. He will speak on
Century-Fox, and Terry Ramsaye,
the part the motion picture
editor, Motion Picture Herald.
industry has played in improving twentieth centur
mankind. Other participantsy
in the talk include William
'St. Louis Blues' to
Lyons
Phelps of Yale; Reinhold Niebu
Open at Paramount
hr, professor of
"St. Louis Blues" opens today at
Applied Christianity at Union
Theological Seminary and Dr.
the Paramount with Vincent Lopez
Harlow Shapley, astronomer
and his orchestra heading the stage
at Mt. Wilson Observatory.
show. Second week of "Paris HoneyTitle of the discussion is
moon" grossed an estimated $30,000
"Has Twentieth Century
there. "Boy Slaves" will also start
today at the Rialto.
Civilization Improved Man"Son of Frankenstein" grossed an
The talks will be broadcast
estimated $25,000 at the Rivoli in its
over the NBC-Blue network
first week and will continue there unand will be short-waved also.
til Friday when "One Third of a
Wanger was invited to
Nation" opens. Sixth week of "The
participate
in the Town Hall
Lady Vanishes" attracted an estimeeting yesterday, and gave
mated $7,800 to the Globe. "Wings
his
immediate acceptance.
kind?"
of the Navy," "Gunga Din" and
Recently Wanger won hon"Idiot's Delight" are doing first rate
orary mention in the Town
business and are all held over. "Made
Hall
for
his essay contribufor Each Other" will go into the
tion
of
"What
Is America's
Mupic Hall on Feb. 16. "Grand
Illusion" will be retained for a 22nd
Greatest Need?"
week at the Filmarte.
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NBC

Seeking

Film
On

Television
to

NBC's television department has
made definite approaches to practically all of the major motion picture
studios to effect tieups for televised
showings of feature length and short
subjects pictures on the RCA-NBC
television schedule, which is to begin
regular operations shortly after the
opening
of the New York World's
Fair.
Because no deals have been completed as yet, the network's television
heads are reluctant about discussing
the progress and present state of the
film negotiations. It is officially asserted, however, that all studios have
given evidence of keen interest in
showing some of their product before
the television lens. Studios approached thus far, it is learned, include 20th Century-Fox, M-G-M,
Warners and Gaumont-British. Latter
company has had previous experience
in television, last year permitting the
televised showing of its picture, "Return of theof Scarlet
an
audience
several Pimpernel"
hundred into the
NBC-RCA television studios.
Acknowledgment of definite tieups
with several studios may be expected
within the next month or so, it was
said at NBC yesterday.
7 Nominated

THURSDAY,

Petti john Is Visitor
At the White House

Tieups

Has Made Approaches
All Larger Studios

YORK,

for

Thalberg Award
Hollywood, Feb. 8. — Samuel Goldwyn, Joseph Pasternak, David O.
Selznick, Hunt Stromberg, Hal B.
Wallis, Walter Wanger and Darryl
F. Zanuck, last year's winner, today
were nominated for the Irving G.
Thalberg Memorial Award of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences. The award is given for "the
most consistent high quality of production achievement by an individual producer, based on pictures he has personally produced during the preceding
year."
Members of the special nominating
committee appointed by Frank Capra
of the Academy to name candidates
for this award are Pandro S. Berman,
Harry Cohn, Y. Frank Freeman,
Samuel Goldwyn, Louis B. Mayer,
Hal Roach, Joseph M. Schenck, M.
J. Siegel, Walter Wanger, Jack L.
Warner and Cliff Work. Ballots for
final voting will be mailed Feb. 10.

Washington, Feb. 8.— Visitors at the White House today included Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the
M. P. P. D. A.
The purpose of the visit
was not made known, but
presumably it was designed
to acquaint President Roosevelt with the latest developments in the international
film situation.
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First

Quarter

For

Universal

Reach

TEN

CENTS

Net
May

$200,000

Rodgers

Gets

Proposals

of

Allied
on Pact
Universal was in»the black for the
first quarter of its current fiscal year,
the period from Nov. 1 to Feb. 1, fol- Distributors' Counsel to
lowing aprofitable three months, comprising the final quarter of the fiscal Study Recommendations
year ended Nov. 1, last. Profit for
that quarter is estimated at $200,000.
Allied States' proposals on the inProfit for the first quarter of the curplan of self-regulation of trade
rent fiscal year will be nominal, but practicesdustrywere
received in New York
will compare with a loss of almost yesterday by William F. Rodgers,
$400,000 for the same quarter last
Schaefer
Says No
chairman
the The
distributors'
tiatingofcommittee.
proposals negowere
Operations for the past consecutive prepared by Abram F. Myers, board
Deal with Gordon
six months are the first in more than chairman.
year.
10 years that Universal has been in
At sel,theMyersrequest
of distributors'
counthe black for a like period. The comundertook
a revision of
the
arbitration provisions in the draft,
financial
statement
is
On
2 B'way Plays scheduledpany'stoannual
be released in about 10
including the principles and mechanics
days. Indications are that it will show of arbitration and the field to be covHollywood, Feb. 8. — "No deal has a loss of around $550,000 for the 12
ered. Allied had demanded specific
been closed." This is George Schaef- months ended Nov. 1, last, compared
rules
and
regulations with an ener's reply to an inquiry concerning re- with a loss of approximately $1,200,forcement provision.
ports that RKO had closed with Max 000 for the preceding year.
Will Be Studied
Gordon, Sam Harris and Harry Goetz
for purchase and filming of two
Indications are that the proposals
will be studied by attorneys for the
Broadway plays, "The American Creditors Receive
Way" and "Abe Lincoln in Illinois."
distributors, who will report to the
The latter play was produced by the
negotiating committee on them some
RKO
Confirmation
Playwrights' Company.
time next week. No procedure beyond
"The American Way" is reputed to
that immediate likelihood has been
Order providing for confirmation by
have cost more than $300,000 to produce.
mapped out yet. However, it is asFederal District Court of RKO's
sumed by distribution executives that
Gordon has been mentioned as desir- the
plan was sent to credi- in the event the Allied proposals
ous of purchasing the Lincoln play reorganization
tors of the company yesterday.
are practical and do not materially
and selling that play with "The AmerDespite the fact that the distribu- alter the basis of the plan already
tion
of
the
order
meets
the
required
ican Way" for pictures under a plan
whereby Gordon, himself, would go two-day minimum notice which would agreed upon with other exhibitor organizations, they could be added to
along with the transaction in a pro- permit signing of the order tomorrow
the
plan
without
further exhibitorducer capacity.
by Federal Judge William Bondy, distributor negotiations.
This Gordon-Goetz plan had been there is little expectancy of that hapIf, on the other hand, they maproposed to several film firms, inpening until a later date.
terially affected any understandings
Nominees of the principal creditors already reached by exhibitors and
cluding RKO. Terms which were demanded by the Gordon group were for membership on the reorganized
distributors, new negotiations would
considered too high by certain of
(.Continued on page 4)
company's board of directors will be
these companies. Among the firms in- presented to Judge Bondy at tomorvolved were Warners and Pararow's hearing. As reported in Motion
mount.
Picture Daily yesterday along with
Max Gordon had been associated the names of the leading nominees for
Duties of Freeman,
with the RKO studios once before, for the RKO directorate, the board will
he Baron Explained
a short time only, in a special produc- consist of 11 members named for twotion capacity.
Hollywood, Feb. 8.— To disyear terms.
pel rumors concerning their
respective positions at the
Paramount studio, Y. Frank
American
Films
Get
Most
Freeman and William LeBaron
made the following statements at a dinner to company
executives here:
Freeman: "Production is a
in India
Time
Of Playing
full time job and it is not my
American films get the bulk of the masses were incited to demonstrate by
playing time in India's 1,000 theatres, agitators and casualties resulted when
but the Hindus resent their being de- patrons entering the theatre were atpicted as villains, it is reported by
tacked. There was also widespread
Herbert H. Cooper, Calcutta film im- picketing.
Film business is prosperous in
porter, who has arrived for business
deals.
India, which is an undeveloped market
As an instance of the natives' grow- for independent distributors, according
ing national consciousness, when to Cooper. American product is more
(Continued on page 4)
"Drums"
played in Bombay, the

LeBaron: "There is absolutely no conflict between the
position of Mr. Freeman and
anyone
in the of
studio."
Other else
meetings
studio
executives are planned for
regular intervals in the studio cafe.
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Moss

Planning

Games

No

Ordinance

among New York exhibiReports
tors that License Commissioner Paul
Moss intends to sponsor an ordinance
banning chance games are denied by
the Commissioner.
He also denied that his department
might seek the introduction of a bill
in the state legislature to abolish
money giveaways.
The fate of chance games in Greater
New York, he reiterated, will stand
or fall on the outcome of the Jewel
Theatre lottery case in Special Sessions Court Feb. 15.
If the decision is against chance
games, Commissioner Moss will have
a legal weapon. Otherwise, he will
continue to seek a voluntary agreement among exhibitors, churches and
clubs, the chances for which do not
appear bright.

Kansas

Measure's

Passage Uncertain
Kansas City, Feb. 8.— Theatre executives in this vicinity are unable to
estimate the strength behind the affiliated theatre "divorce" bill introduced in the Kansas legislature late
last week. No predictions of the measure's chances of defeat or passage are
available.
The measure, introduced by Representative Blake Williamson of this
city, would become effective Jan. 1,
1940. It makes unlawful the operation
in the state of any theatre "owned,
controlled, managed or operated in
whole or in part by any producer or
distributor ... or in which any . . .
producer distributor has any interest."
The bill makes a condition of lawful theatre operation that the person
operating the house shall file with the
secretary of state within 30 days after
date of the act's becoming law, and
annually thereafter on or before Jan.
15, an affidavit that the theatre is not
owned, controlled, managed or operated by a producer or distributor.
Failure to file the affidavit or other
violation of the law is a misdemeanor
carrying a maximum fine of $10,000
and/or a year's imprisonment.
Lord

Baldwin

Fund

Collection $160,000
London, Feb. 8. — Total receipts of
the Lord Baldwin Refugee Fund collections in stage and screen theatres
in England amounted to $160,000. The
share contributed by film houses totaled $140,000.
Mountbatten

Lunch

Attended by Zukor
London, Feb. 8.— Adolph
Zukor, Paramount head of
foreign activities, today met
the Duke of Kent, Lord Louis
Mountbatten and other Admiralty and Treasury officials,
and representatives of the
Royal Naval Film Corp. at a
company luncheon at the
home of Lord Mountbatten.
David Rose and John Hicks
also were present.
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Purely

Personal

S CHARLES EINFELD, Warner
. director of advertising and publicity, arrives Monday from the coast.
•
Humphrey Bogart, Warner star,
and his wife, Meyo Methot, will arrive in New York tomorrow for a
two-week vacation. He will go to
Oklahoma City March 3 for the premiere of "Oklahoma Kid."
•
Harlan Thomson and Robert
Florey, producer and director for
Paramount, respectively, are in San
Diego in search of a location for
scenes in "The Magnificent
Fraud."
•

►

S, TechKALMU
RT president,
DR. HERBE
nicolor
arrives
from
London on the Queen Mary today.
Other passengers are I. CremieuJaval, head of British Acoustics
Films ; Vincent Sheehan, author of
"Personal History," and Henry
Sherek, London theatrical producer.
•
Vyvyan Donner will make a personal appearance at the 6 P. M. performance today at Rockefeller Center
Newsreel Theatre, in connection with
her latest color Movietone short on
fashions.
•

Hollywood Satire
Will Open Tonight
"Stars in Your Eyes," a
musical satire of Hollywood,
bows in tonight at the Majestic. The book is by J. P.
McEvoy, with lyrics by Dorothy Fields, and songs by Arthur Schwartz. Ethel Merman, Jimmy Durante, Tamara
Toumanova, Richard Carlson, i 1?
Mildred Natwick and others ^ 7
are in the cast. Joshua Logan
directed and Dwight Deere
Wiman produced.

Preferred

Dividend

Set by U.A. Circuit
RKO legal deRegular
quarterly dividend of $1.25
Joffe,
who
is
Norman Nielsoh, RKO office manager in Omaha, is the father of a boy
publicity depart- a share on the five per cent preferred
stock has been declared by United
born at the Methodist Hospital,
for a Miami vaArtists Theatre Circuit, Inc., direcOmaha.
tors. The dividend is payable March
•
15 to stockholders of record March 1.
Gus Eyssell, assistant managing
The directors reelected all officers,
Watterson R. and Mrs. Rothdirector of the Music Hall, is back in acker leave Saturday on the Nieuw
as
follows : Joseph M. Schenck, chairtown and will return to his desk today. Amsterdam for an extensive South
man of the board and president ; Lee
•
American cruise.
Shubert,
Dennis F. O'Brien, vice pres•
Kenneth Thomson, executive secidents; William P. Philips, vice-president and treasurer ; Bertram S. Naythe coast
Screen Saturday.
Actors' Guild, reGertrude Studdert, personnel direc- fack, secretary, and A. M. Georger,
turnsretarytoofthe
tor for B. & K. in Chicago, is recov•
comptroller.
ering from an appendicitis operation.
Al Adams, Republic advertising
•
and publicity head, was out with the
Phil Dunas, Columbia district Wilmington
Catholics
grippe yesterday.
manager in Chicago, is back at his Take
Decency
Pledge
desk after an illness of three weeks.
Lou and Bernard Brandt are due
•
Wilmington, Feb. 8— Catholics of
back Monday from a three-week vacathe Diocese of Wilmington took the
tion in Florida.
Rex Cole is here from the coast.
Legion of Decency pledge to refuse to
patronize films harmful to faith and
morals at all church masses in every
CEA
Will Oppose
Appeal Granted in
city church on Sunday. Priests who
Collins- Metro Suit administered the pledge emphasized
Federal Judge William Bondy yes- that 90 per cent or more of the films
Quota Increases
terday granted leave to Dolores Lacy at present are good pictures, providLondon, Feb. 8. — Cinematograph Collins, as administratrix of Jimmy
ing clean entertainment.
Exhibitors' Association today threat- Collins, to appeal to the Circuit Court
ened strong opposition to producer of Appeals from an order of Judge
and employe demands for increases Alfred C. Coxe, which dismissed the
Ask Disney Dismissal
in the quota percentages, declaring first count of a complaint against
Application will be made today to
that quota comment is premature at M-G-M Pictures Corp., M-G-M Dis- N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Ferdithis time.
nand Pecora by Walt Disney Protributing Corp., Loew's, Inc. and CulIt was determined that Western
ductions, Ltd., to dismiss a $300,000
ver Export Corp. Suit charges inElectric contracts will not be renewed
against it and fRCA
suit
damage
book, name,
"Test Pilot,"
in
until service charges are reduced.
the film of fringement
theof a same
and asks
Mfg. Co., brought by Adriana Caselotti, who impersonated Snow White
for $1,000,000 damages.
in the picture, "Snow White and
Minneapolis Journal
the Seven Dwarfs."
Chicago House Ends
Poll to 'Snow White9
Duals After Survey
Minneapolis, Feb. 8. — Bette Davis
MOTION PICTURE
in "Jezebel," Spencer Tracy in
Chicago, Feb. 8. — Double features
"Boys Town" and Walt Disney's are a thing of the past at the Esquire,
DAILY
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
by the H. & E. Balaban Cirwere the winners in the 1938 Critics operated
cuit. Following a survey of patrons,
(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
of America Poll of the Minneapolis the theatre management has deterMARTIN QUIGLEY, Editor-in-Chief and
SAM SHAIN, Editor; JAMES
Journal. Critics from all 48 states,
mined that the majority prefer a sin- Publisher;
A.
CRON, Advertising Manager.
1,021 in all, cast ballots.
gle feature and short subjects, accordPublished daily except Saturday, Sunday
ing to Elmer Balaban.
and holidays by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., Martin Quigley, president;
Grant RKO Appeal
Colvin Brown, vice-president and treasurer.
Publication
office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
Leave to appeal to the Circuit Court
Regent Is Reelected
Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
of Appeals from the order of Federal
Albany, Feb. 8. — New York As- Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
sembly and Senate have unanimously New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
Judge William Bondy, which approved the plan of reorganization of reelected William Leland Thompson by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
Address all correspondence to the New York
RKO, has been granted to H. Cassel of Troy to the 12-year term as a mem- office.
ber of the Board of Regents. The
& Co., holders of $270,000 in 10Other Quigley publications: Motion
year six per cent gold debentures, by board hears appeals from film censor Picture
Herald, Better Theatres, Teatro
decisions
in
the
state.
al
Dia, International Motion Picture
Judge Bondy.
Almanac and Fame.
BUREAUS: — Hollyivood: Postal Union
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone
House Goes to Duals
Raise $100,000 Fund
Mancall. manager: William R. Weaver,
Chicago, Feb. 8. — More than $101,editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
Hammond,
Ind.,
Feb.
8.
—
Warners'
500 has been raised by the amusement Paramount here has adopted double O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
1 : cable address, Quigpubco, London ;
division of the Jewish Foreign Wel- features as a regular policy. The W.
Williams, manager.
fare Drive here, according to Jack Paramount has been showing single Hope
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23,
Kirsch, chairman. The $100,000 quota bills for years, but business conditions 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
will be exceeded by at least $15,000 are such theatre executives state that under the act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
to $25,000, it is expected.
duals will be more advantageous.
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copiei 10c.
Lou Joffe of the
partment and Mrs.
Peggy Foldes of the
cation. ment, leave Saturday
•
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Screen

Actors'

Terminates
With

Equity

Night

New

York

Previews

Owners

Dues

Screen Actors' Guild yesterday
terminated its special contract with
Actors' Equity under which the Guild
has been paying a portion of the dues
received to Equity when the latter's
members came into the Guild's jurisdiction. Announcement of the termination, which will become effective in
November, was made jointly by Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of
the S. A. G., and Arthur Byron,
Equity president, and contained many
protestations from both that the agreement was "amicable."
Equity will lose approximately $12,000 annually, or about 15 per cent of
its present income. Heretofore, the
Guild has paid over $18 for each
Equity member whose Guild dues were
$30 or more, and $15 for other Equity
members. Payments will continue unchanged until May 1, will be reduced
somewhat until November, and then
will cease entirely. After November,
membership cards will be interchanged
on the same basis that exists between
all other branches of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America.
Consider Increase
Branches of the Associated Actors
& Artistes of America are considering
a proposal passed by the international
board to increase annual per capita
contributions to the parent body from
a flat $1 per member payment to seven
per cent of total income from dues.
Despite the resolution barring nonentertainers, the American Federation
of Actors will continue to enroll nonperformers in the circus field. Arrangements will be made to pay the
per capita tax for such members direct to the A. F. of L. Voting privileges at the A. A. A. A. will be curtailed, but otherwise the present A. F.
A. set up will not be changed as nonentertainers are grouped separately
and controlled by a different governing body. American Federation of Radio Artists officials stated that the ban
will not affect them.

Bank

Kansas-Missouri

Guild

Contract
on
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Upheld

In Wisconsin
Ruling
Milwaukee, Feb. 8.— Police Chief
Joseph T. Kluchesky's attempt to obtain warrants against 21 local theatres
since last January on charges of
violating the lottery law in connection
with playing of Bank Night received
a setback with the announcement by
John E. Martin, newly elected attorney general, that the games do not
constitute a lottery.
Martin held that so many "reasonajble doubts" arise in attempts to
prosecute Bank Night operations that
juries have voted acquittal in every
case. He said legislative action would
be necessary to dispel the doubts.
The local police department is continuing, however, the drive against
bingo promoters who stage their games
in the name of charitable and church
organizations. As a result of this
campaign, August Gieldon, one promoter, was fined $25 by Dist. Judge
Harvey L. Neelen and another was
given a suspended sentence upon his
promise to discontinue the games.

Ascap

"King of the Turf"
{Small-United Artists)

Here is a picture that will appeal to all, whether they are interested in
horse racing or not. Adolphe Menjou, as Jim Mason the trainer who
drank himself from the top of the heap to the gutter, makes it an all
round picture, ably abetted by Roger Daniel, a 14-year-old, who will
be heard from unless all signs fail. As Goldie, a runaway who loved
horses more than his home in Westchester, Daniel brings Mason back on
top, after a series of exciting episodes centering around the Gold Cup,
which Goldie wins with Red Gold, Mason's "two-buck" horse.
Although racing is the theme, there is a deeper note, which, less
ably
handled than it was by the adept Menjou, would have been almost
a sermon to runaway boys. It gives the other side of the picture, which the
boy, seeing only the glory of his great adventure, does not see. Dolores
Costello, stalwart trouper that she is, helps Menjou mightily
in keeping
the story from sermonizing too strongly while putting over the wise
advice to runaway boys or prospective runaways.
Although the "big race," in which Goldie wins for Mason, is the
highlight ofthe picture and is packed with all the thrills that have filled
so
many real classics of the turf, the really great scene is one between
Menjou and Daniel. In it Menjou, simulating drunkenness, tries to
Goldie go back to his mother by pretending to enter into a double make
cross
with a bunch of track gamblers. Menjou, in his quiet way,
puts it over
while Daniel reaches real heights for a boy of 14. So
smoothly do the
two work together, however, and so gripping the scene that
there is no
question of stealing it.

"King of the Turf" should be box-office, without questi
on.
Running time, 88 minutes. "G."*

"Navy Secrets"
(Monogram)

Monogram, like a number of other studios, follows the recent spy scare
newspaper headlines and from printer's ink abstracts a likeable story
titled "Navy Secrets." Fay Wray and Grant Withers play the leads.
The spy ring is after the secret naval papers that disclose the construction of the navy's latest range finder. Naval intelligence traces the leak
in the navy's plans to Jimmy, a petty officer who is put in the brig.
Steve, of the intelligence division, played by Withers, is detailed to the
case and meets Jimmy's girl, whom he suspects of being in league with
the plotters. Enters romance and quite a bit of excitement,
ultimately
concluding with the capture of the coterie of spies.
There is much striving to carry through until near the end the impression that Fay Wray is really one of the spies and not an intelligence
officer, but if audiences are fooled that will be their fault.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."*
Jack Banner

Ready

for

Licensing

'Idiot's

Delight'

Gets

Defer

Legislation

Kansas City, Feb. 8.— Directors of
the Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association have voted to defer the introduction of anti-Ascap legislation in
both the Kansas and Missouri legis^
tures until the constitutionality of sua/
legislation has been passed upon by the
U. S. Supreme Court.
Litigation involving the constitutionality of anti-Ascap measures enacted
by Florida and Washington is before
the high court now with a decision expected in the near future.
Bills patterned after existing antiAscap legislation have been prepared
by the K. M. T. A. and are in readiness for introduction in the legislatures of both states, said Frank Cassil,
president of the exhibitor association.
Rodger s Gets

Allied

Proposals
on 1) Pact
(Continued from page
have to be held. There is also the
possibility that proposals may be rejected as impractical.
However, it is understood that
Myers' proposals are confined principally to means of arbitrating trade
practice complaints between exhibitors, or between exhibitors and distributors. Inasmuch as the rules and
procedures of arbitration are well established byboth common and statutory law there is little or no possibiliity that the Allied proposals will
affectadopted.
the plan basically, even if they
are
The surmise is that Myers may
have essayed alternatives, other than
the established court judgment route,
for enforcing arbitration rulings.
Distributors are prepared to incorporate as much of the trade practice plan as possible in their new
season contracts and to cooperate at
the earliest possible date in establishing local boards to give effect to those
sections of the plan which are not
tracts.
logically a part of exhibition conU.S. Films

*"G" denotes general classification.

Will

Get Most

of

Playing
Time
in 1)India
(Continued
from page

popular than English or Indian. The
country has a well developed film industry, with several studios in Bombay and Calcutta turning out native
films, which usually are heavy melodramas, often with a religious theme.
It is not unusual for domestic films
to run 20 to 40 weeks at a theatre,
but their distribution is limited.
The Hindu masses, largely illiterate, are avid film fans and may see a
picture two or three times. They like
slapstick, and Laurel and Hardy films
Circuit Holds Meet
are
grossers. Norma Shearer and
Kansas City, Feb. 8.— Common- LuisebigRainer
are popular.
wealth Amusement Corp. is holding a
Cooper heads the Herbert Cooper
two-day conference on exhibition mat- Enterprises and Commercial Film Ads
ters at the Hotel President here to- in Calcutta. He is conferring with
day and tomorrow. C. A. Schultz, his New York representative, S. R.
head of the company, is presiding.
London Television Move
Kunkis, and is seeking independent
product for the Indian market.
London, Feb. 8.— It is reported that
Settle 20th-Fox Strike
a London screen television theatre is
about to sign a contract for broadcasts
Projectionists' Local settled its dis- Joe Brandt Critically III
with the approval of the British
pute with 20th Century Fox yesterday
Los Angeles, Feb. 8. — Joe Brandt,
Broadcasting Corp. This may mean and the operators returned to work. who underwent an operation for rethat the ban on cinema television Details of the settlement were not moval_ of a tumor, was reported in
made known.
will be lifted.
a critical condition late last night.
Of Hollywood
Agents
Hollywood, Feb. 8.— The Artists
Managers Guild and Screen Actors
Guild have virtually completed negotiations for licensing of Hollywood
agents and only one more point remains to be cleared, Bert Allenberg,
executive secretary of A. M. G., said
today. The controversial point in the
19-point program is length of contract.
It is expected complete agreement will
be worked out with return of Lawrence Beilenson, S. A. G. attorney, and
Kenneth Thomson, S. A. G. secretary,
from New Y^rk.

$60,000 at Capitol
"Idiot's Delight" grossed an estimated $60,000 in its first week at the
Capitol for one of the biggest weeks
at the house in some time. It is definitely slated for a three-week run and
may go four. At the Music Hall,
"Gunga Din" drew an estimat
500 in its second week and edwill$86,be
held for a third.
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Watch

James

Ride

Out

Hollywood

Hollywood, Feb. 8. — Twentieth
Century-Fox and the Ritz Brothers
Milwaukee, Feb. 8. — "Jesse have made up, and the Ritzes have reported for work in "The Gorilla" . . .
James" was the week's best bet with
GeorgeHeO'Brien
$9,500 at Fox's Wisconsin. Only other aRKO
new has
termsigned
contract.
has threeto
);t»se to clear average was the Riveron his old deal to do be— 4 where the "Strange Case of Dr. more forepictures
the new contract goes into effect.
Meade," and Stanley Morner, local . . . Irene Franklin has been cast in
lad, on the stage, grossed $6,000.
The Little, after being dark for two "What's a Fixer For," RKO's Lee
weeks for installation of sound equip- Tracy vehicle . . . Charles Barton,
veteran director and assistant director,
ment, grossed $3,000 with "Pagliacci."
Estimated takings for the week end- has turned actor, and signed to a longterm contract by Paramount. He is
ing Feb. 1-3 :
working in "Beau Geste" at present.
"Thanks for Everything" (RKO)
. . . Paramount has purchased "City
"Disbarred" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-S0c) 6 days. Gross: Mother," original story by Robert
$4,000. (Average, $5,000)
Bren and Gladys Atwater . . . For
"Jesse James" (ZOth-Fox)
the
first time, Mickey Rooney will be
WISCONSIN— (3,200) (35c-50c) 7 days.
given solo star billing, this time in
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $8,000)
"Pagliacci" (G. B.)
LITTLE THEATRE— (1,098) (35c-50c) 7 M-G-M's "Huckleberry Finn" . . .
days. Gross: $3,000.
Warners' is planning "American
"Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
Family," picture which will have the
RIVERSIDE-(2,300)
(25c-30c) 7 days. same principals, John Garfield, PrisStage:
Stanley Morner.
Gross: $6,000. cilla Lane, Rosemary Lane, Gale
(Average, $5,000)
Page, Jeffrey Lynn, May Robson,
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
Claude Rains, Dick Foran and
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
STRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 4 days. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $4,500)
Lola Lane, as +"Four Daughters."
"Topper Takes A Trip" (U. A.)
Harry Barris has been signed for
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
STRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 3 days. Gross:
$1,500. (Average, $4,500)
aat featured
role .in. ."Some
Likewill
It Hot,"
Paramount
Warners
make
"They Made Me A Criminal" (W. B.)
"Going Places" (F. N.)
WARNER— (2,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. another series of pictures — "Old and
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
Young King Brady," in which the
principal roles will be those of a veteran homicide squad detective and his
policeman son who believes in scienChase Sells 14,600
tific crime detection. Ronald Reagan
Shares of 20th-Fox has been cast as the son. The stories
Washington, Feb. 8. — Disposition will be written by Scott Littleton,
by the Chase National Bank of 14,600
shares of the 20th Century-Fox common stock it is holding in escrow, in
a series of transactions through De- 'James' $12,000
cember, has been reported by the
Securities and Exchange Commission
In Indianapolis
in its semi-monthly summary.
At the close of the year, the bank
Indianapolis, Feb. 8. — "Jesse
reported, it still held 222,158 shares of James" was a smash at the Indiana
common and 671,916 shares of 20th with $12,000. Ted Weems' Band on
Century-Fox preferred.
the stage and "King of the Underworld" on the screen turned in a
The only other year-end film stock
transactions reported in the first of two strong $12,000 at the Lyric. "They
summaries for December were the Made Me a Criminal," dualled with
Blane in Chinatown" at the
disposition of 100 shares of Loew's "Torchy
common by Isidor Frey, New York, Circle, took $5,200.
director, reducing his holdings to 200
Estimated takings for the week endshares, and the disposition of 400
ing Feb. 2-3 :
shares of Trans-Lux Corp. common "Pacific Liner" (RKO)
by Robert L. Gordon, New York, di- "Fighting Thoroughbreds" (Rep.)
APOLLO— (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
rector, who still retained 500 shares $2,000.
(Average, $3,000)
at the end of the year.
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W.B.)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W.B.)
CIRCLE -(2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,200. (Average, $4,500)
Play Price Cuts in
"Jesse James" (ZOth-Fox)
Phila. Film Threat
INDIANA— (3,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$12,000. (Average, $5,000)
Philadelphia, Feb. 8. — Film house "Duke of West Point" (U.A.)
operators are disturbed about a new "There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
LOEW'S— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
form of competition from the legiti- $6,000.
(Average, $7,000)
mate theatres, two of which recently
"King
of
the Underworld" (W. B.)
have adopted a $1 top policy all over
LYRIC — (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. Stage:
Ted
Weems
band plus vaudeville. Gross:
the house, selling the seats on a first$12,000. (Average, $8,000)
come, first-served basis.
When the stunt was tried two
weeks ago with "What a Life" at
Du-Art Suit Settled
the Locust, it was believed to be
Suit for $1,000,000 damages brought
merely a box-office stunt. The following week, "The Women" adopted by Du-Art Film Laboratories, Inc.,
the practice at the Forrest.
and Arthur Gottlieb against ConsoliFurther competition loomed with
dated Film Industries, Inc., has been
the Federal Theatre, now producing settled before Federal Judge Harold
at the Walnut, reducing the box-office P. Burke. Terms of settlement were
top from $1.50 to 75 cents. If the not revealed. Complaint had alleged
lower prices become the rule, show- that Universal had been induced to
men look for an effect on down-town breach its contract with Du-Art and
film trade.
Gottlieb.

Way

'Paris Honeymoon'
Leads
in Seattle,
Grossing

former
attorney's
investigator who district
has turned
writer, and
John
Kraft . . . Universal is grooming another child. It's Gloria Jean Dean,
10 years old, who will be featured in
"The Underpup," from an I. A. R.
Wylie story adapted by Grover
Jones. Supporting her will be Nan
Grey and Juanita Quigley. Joe
Pasternak, because of his success
with the Deanna Durbin pictures,
will produce "The + Underpup."
Lupe Velez will start work next
month in "The Girl from Mexico," at
RKO. The picture, a comedy with
music, will be directed by Leslie
Goodwins. The original story was
written by Lionel House, who with
Joseph Fields did the script . . .
William Wyler has taken an option
on "Prelude to Freedom," story of the
Thomas Jefferson administration written by John Huston and M. L.
Gunsberg. Huston did research on
the subject for a period of seven years.
Paul Kohner handled Huston's end
of the deal.
+
Ione Reed, Hollywood stunt girl
injured in a studio mishap, spent three
months in bed recovering from her
hurts. To while away the time, she
wrote a book, "Stunt Girls," which
Putnam has accepted . . . Wilfred
M. Cline, veteran of the color cameras, has been set to handle color photography with Lee Garmes on "Gone
with
tional. the Wind," Selznick Interna-

Seattle, Feb. 8. — "Paris Honeymoon" and "Tarnished Angel" at the
Paramount was the leader here with
$7,600. "Idiot's Delight" grossed a
good $7,900 at the Fifth Avenue, and
"Dark Rapture," dualled with "Little
Orphan Annie" at the Palomar, with
a stage show, took $5,800. Weather
was generally cold and rainy.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb.Winds"
3:
"Trade
(U. A.)
"Say It in French" (Para.)
BLUE
MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days, 2nd week, from Fifth Avenue. Gross:
$3,100. (Average, $4,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"While New York Sleeps" (ZOth-Fox)
FIFTHGross:
AVENUE—
(2,500) (30c-40c-55c)
7
days.
$7,900. (Average,
$7,000)
"The Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
"The Little Adventuress" (Col.)
LIBERTY— (1,800)
(20c-30c-40c-55c) 7
days.
"Going Gros:s
Places"$3,150.
(F. N.)(Average, $5,000)
"King of Alcatraz" (Para.)
— (950)
days,
2ndMUSIC
week. BOX
Gross:
$3,000.(30c-40c-55c)
(Average, 7$4,000)
"Thanks for Everything" (20th-Fox)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (2,450)
(30c40c) 7 days.
Gross:
"Dark $5,900.
Rapture"(Average,
(Univ.) $6,000)
"Little Orphan Annie" (Para.)
PALOMAR— (1,500) (15c-25c-30c-40c) 7
days. Vaudeville headed by Keene Twins,
Vic & LaMarr. Gross: $5,800. (Average,
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
$5,000)
"Tarnished Angel" (RKO)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,600. (Average, $6,000)

'Idiot's

'DelighV

$7,600

Delight'

$14,600

Leader

in Buffalo

Buffalo,
Feb.at 8.the
— "Idiot's
earned
$14,600
Buffalo. Delight"
The Great Lakes played "They
Made Me a Criminal" to $8,400. As
the only dual in town, "Newsboys'
Home" and "Prison Break" took
$8,300 at the Lafayette.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 4 :
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
BUFFALO' — (3,000) (30c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,600. (Average, $12,000)
"The Made Me a Criminal" (W.B.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,400. (Average, $7,500)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
HIPPODROME— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
(Second week). Gross: $4,000. (Average,
"Dawn Patrol" (W.B.)
$6,800)
CENTURY— (3,000) (25c) 7 days (Second
week). Gross: $4,500. (Average, $6,000)
"Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
"Prison Break" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE — (3,300) (25c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,300. (Average, $6,300)
I.T.O.A. Suit Withdrawn
Suit brought by the I. T. O. A.
on behalf of Newsreel Theatres, Inc.,
to compel Local 306, the projectionists' union, to arbitrate under the
1937 contract, has been withdrawn in
the N. Y. Supreme Court. The dispute was settled about a month ago
by a new contract between the union
and Newsreel Theatres.

At

$12,000

Fast

Detroit

Sets
Pace

Detroit, Feb. 8. — Heavy snow cut
box-office takes here, but "Jessie
James" at the Fox, in its second week,
was still doing well, with $20,000 plus
a stage show. The United Artists did
$12,000 with
nicely, taking
Delight."
The Michigan
took "Idiot's
$10,000
with a dual bill of "The Cowboy and
the Lady" and "Ambush." At the
Palms- State, "Stand Up and Fight"
and
500. "Federal Man Hunt" drew $16,Estimated takings for the week ending Feb.Liner"
2:
"Pacific
(RKO)
"Annabel Takes a Tour" (RKO)
ADAMS— (1,700) (15c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$3,600. (Average, $5,000)
"Jessie James" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,000) (20c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Stage: Walter Dare Wahl, Tip, Tap & Toe,
C. Ray
Smith, $20,000)
Elena Romay. Gross: $20,000.
(Average,
"Ambush"
"The Cowboy(Para.)
and the Lady" (U. A.)
MICHIGAN— (4,000) (20c -65c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $10,000)
"Stand
Fight"(Rep.)
(M-G-M)
"Federal UpManandHunt"
PALMS-STATE— (3,000) (20c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,000) (20c -65c) 7
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $10,000)

Norma Shearer on Air
Norma Shearer, who appears infrequently on the air, has been obN. J. Allied to Meet
tained by J. Walter Thompson for an
New Jersey legislative matters will appearance on a forthcoming Lux
be discussed at a luncheon meeting of Radio Theatre dramatization. Story
Allied of New Jersey at the Lincoln and a definite date for her appearance
remain to be decided.
at 12 :30 o'clock next Tuesday.
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Edington

Plans

Studios

4

Annually for "U"
Harry Edington plans to produce
four pictures annually for the next 10
years for Universal release, he stated
yesterday.
He has organized Famous Pictures
as his producing company and all of
its activities will be centered on the
Universal lot. "Atlantic Cable" will
be the first production to go into work.
A script is now being prepared by
Dennison Clift in London and production is scheduled to start about May 1.
"Paris Streets,"
original
aTwo
romance
of stories,
the Latin Quarter, and
a South Sea Island drama, will follow.
Edington will be in New York for
another week to look at current
Broadway plays and to interview talent. He said that he had given "no
thought" yet to casting any of his productions, the first of which will be for
release next fall.
Studios

Give

Denial

To Writers' Charges
Los Angeles, Feb. 8.— Major studios have entered denials to N.L.R.B.
charges that they violated the Wagner
act in refusing to bargain collectively
with the Screen Writers Guild.
They ask for a bill of particulars
and that charges of coercion and intimidation of SWG members be
stricken out. The answers were filed
with Bernard Alpert, N.L.R.B. special attorney, who will start hearings
next Monday.
The defendants question the constitutionality ofthe provision on the authority of the N.LR.B.
'Stagecoach' to Have
4 Special Openings
Special programs will be arranged
for the Atlanta, Providence, Dayton
and Cleveland openings of Walter
Wanger's "Stagecoach" as a result of
arrangements completed yesterday between Harry Gold, United Artists
eastern sales manager, and Joe Vogel
of Loew's.
Loew's theatres in the four cities
will close on the afternoon of March
2 and reopen that evening for special
premieres of the picture. Similar arrangement will be followed in Buffalo
at the Great Lakes, March 3, under
arrangements completed with Vincent
McFaul. World premiere of the picture will be at the Lincoln, Miami,
tomorrow night.
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Hollywood

"The Three Musketeers"
(20th Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Feb. 8. — "The Three Musketeers," by Alexander Dumas,
has been made into a motion picture several times, but never like this.
Taking the original characters, and adding some of its own, 20th Cenutry-Fox placed the three Ritz Brothers in the picture, along with Don
Ameche, Binnie Barnes, Lionel Atwill, Gloria Stuart, Pauline Moore,
Joseph Schildkraut, John Carradine and others and present "a musical
comedy version." The result is a hilarious conglomeration of antics,
based mostly on the Ritzes, which had the preview audience completely
unnerved.
Don Ameche as DArtagnan and the Ritzes as three lackeys who
steal the uniforms of the three musketeers contribute performances entirely in keeping with the mood of the piece. There is suspense, and
action aplenty, however, and the burlesque of the Dumas classic is an
excellent peg on which to hang an exploitation campaign.
The screenplay was written by M. M. Musselman, William A. Drake
and Sam Hellman, with Sid Kuller and Ray Golden contributing special
material. Allan Dwan directed, under associate producer Raymond
Griffith.
Getting the real musketeers drunk, the Ritzes steal their clothes and
aid Ameche in his adventures of saving the Queen of France from
embarrassment at the hands of Cardinal Richelieu. The plot is carried
out in musical comedy fashion, with heavy accent on the burlesque.
Running time, 72 minutes.
"G."*
Vance King
*"G" denotes general classification.
Brandt

VOICE

Meet

To Talk Legislation
Industry representatives have been
called to a meeting by Harry Brandt,
I.T.O.A. president, to discuss the
legislative situation in New York
State.
The meeting was to have been held
yesterday in Brandt's office in the
Globe Theatre Building, but was deferred, probably until next week, because of the illness of J. H. Waiters,
RKO attorney. It is understood an
attempt will be made to consolidate
forces to combat adverse legislation.
Those invited are : Bernard S. Barr,
attorney and I.T.O.A. member ; Harry
G. Kosch, New York Allied counsel ;
Mevin Albert of counsel to the
I.T.O.A. ; Clark Brown, Paramount
attorney ; Al Burns, Century circuit ;
Louis Frisch, Randforce ; Leopold
Friedman, Loew's general attorney ;
Willard Patterson, Warners ; C. C.
Pettijohn, general counsel of the Hays
office ; A. Gordon Reid, Fabian circuit ;
George Skouras and Louis Weber,
attorney for Skouras theatres ; Monroe Stein, Cocalis circuit, Norman
Steinberg, 20th Cent.-Fox attorney.
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20th-Fox

Manager

Heard in B&K
Suit
Chicago, Feb. 8.— Plaintiffs in the
anti-trust suit against B. & K. and
the distributors here today took depositions from Clyde W. Eckhart,
20th Century-Fox branch manager, before Charles McDonald, master in
chancery.

38

Now

Films

Have
Shooting

Hollywood, Feb. 8. — Thirty-eight
pictures were before the cameras this
week, as 11 started and nine finished.
Twenty-three are in preparation, and
69 are being edited.
Started were : "Prairie Night," Col"Trigger Smith," Monograra^
"Some umbia;
Like It Hot," Paramou§;»
"What's a Fixer For?" RKO; "Stat"
ley and Livingstone," "Charlie Chan
in Reno," 20th Century-Fox ; "Risky
Business," "Murder in the Surgery,"
Universal ; "Confessions of a Nazi
Spy," "Each Dawn I Die," "Nancy
Drew, Trouble Shooter," Warners.
In addition to these, shooting are:
"Plane No. 4," Columbia; "Wuthering Heights," Goldwyn; "The Wizard
of Oz," "Sergeant Madden," "Lucky
Night," "Tarzan in Exile," "The
Hardys Ride High," M-G-M ; "Union
Pacific," "Man About Town," "Invitation to Happiness," Beau Geste,"
"The Gracie Allen Murder Case,"
Paramount; "Man of Conquest,"
"Mexicali Rose," Republic; "Captain
Fury," Roach ; "Gone with the Wind,"
Selznick International ; "Hound of the
Baskervilles," "Alexander Graham
Bell," "Rose of Washington Square,"
"Susannah of the Mounties," "News is
Made at Night," 20th Century-Fox;
"Three Smart Girls Grow Up,"
"Spirit of Culver," "East Side of
Heaven," Universal ; "Juarez," "The
Roaring Road" and "Hell's Kitchen,"
Warners.

Finished were: "The Lady and the
Mob," "Outside These Walls," and
"The First Ranger," Columbia; "The
Mystery of Mr. Wong," Monogram;
"Picardy Max," "They Made Her a
Spy,"
RKO; "Rough Rider Patrol,"
Examination was routine and conRepublic;
"You Can't Cheat an Honcerned the 20th Century-Fox deals and
est Man," Universal; "Hero for a
the way clearance schedules were set
Day," Warners.
up. Due to the illness of Joseph RoColumbia and M-G-M each is shootsenberg, counsel for the plaintiff ining one short. Four were finished.
dependents, postponement will be Three are being prepared, and 14 are
sought Friday when a hearing is
scheduled by Judge Wilkerson. Taking being edited.
hearing.
of
depositions will continue after the
Electrical Research

Ampa Luncheon Today
Paul Lazarus, Jr., will preside at
the Ampa luncheon today in the absence of Ralph Rolan, president, who
is in New Orleans. Billy Rose, Jane
Cowl, Molly Picon, Russell Patterson
and Jean Rodney will be the guests.
Declare Roxy Dividend
Board of directors of Roxy Theatre, Inc., has declared a quarterly
dividend of 37K cents per share on
the outstanding preferred stock, payable March 1, 1939, to stockholders of
record Feb. 15.
Form

Theatre

Company

Dover, Del, Feb. 8.— First National Theatres Corp. has been formed
here to engage in the business of
theatrical proprietors. The company
listed capital of 1,000 shares of no par
value.
Rhoden's Father Dies
Kansas City, Feb. 8.— Funeral
services for C A. Rhoden, father of
Elmer C. Rhoden, president of Fox
Midwest Theatres, Inc., were held yesterday in Omaha. He was 79.

Reduction

Permitted

Dover, Del., Feb. 8. — Certificate of
reduction of capital from $5,000,000
to $1,000,000 of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., has been issued by the
Secretary of State at the request of
T. Kennedy Stevenson, president. The
reduction returns $4,000,000 from capital to surplus and restores the capital set up which existed prior to February, 1929.

Report
Plans

Free State
Film Subsidy

London, Feb. 8. — Irish
Free State Government is
reported considering a film
quota or state subsidy on
production. The Department
of Industry and Commerce
and an Irish exhibitor group
has met to compile a memorandum to aid the Government's study of the situation.
The Minister of Industry
and Commerce is said to be
sympathetic toward the formation of an Irish production industry.
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WMCA
Mutual's

In
in

Profit
Was

'38

$24,710

Washington, Feb. 8. — Mutual
Broadcasting System last year had a
gross revenue of $2,272,661 and, at
the end of the year, a balance above
expenditures of $24,710, the F.C.C.
Monopoly Committee was told today
by Miles E. Lamphier, auditor.
Completing the presentation of statistical evidence, Lamphier said that
the affiliated stations taking Mutual
commercial programs get back an average of 45 per cent of their card
rates, which figures at 60 per cent
before agency commissions.
Mutual salesmen get most of the
money paid by affiliated stations, receiving two of the three and one-half
per cent which the stations contribute,
in addition to their salaries.
The committee tomorrow will delve
into the operating practices of the network, to be explained by Fred Weber,
general manager.

Patriotic

Hotels

to

Pay Broadcast Fee
Chicago, Feb. 8.— After a bittter
battle of more than a year, A. S.
Kirkeby, managing director of the
Drake and Blackstone Hotels, has
decided to pay the $100 weekly
charge demanded by the broadcasting
stations and will permit bands in his
hotels to broadcast.
This move is the first in some
months on the part of a downtown
hotel to agree to pay the $100 weekly charge made for broadcasting.
Other hotels are expected to follow
suit shortly. The outlet for the Drake
and the Blackstone will be over
WBBM-CBS.

NBC

Warner

anner

to Hold

Coast
Television to L. A.
San Francisco, Feb. 8.— NBC will
confine its television experiments on
the Pacific Coast to the Los Angeles
area, and is not now contemplating
television tests here, according to Don
Gilman, NBC's vice-president in
charge of the Pacific Coast, in addressing more than 500 radio dealers
and distributors here.
Gilman declared that the high cost
of installing television broadcast equipment, plus the cost of operation and
production, would restrict television to
densely populated centers for some
years to come.
Offer Sample Program
Sample programs of "People, Just
People," _ new series featuring Zoe
Beckley in
chats about famous personalities, will be sent to approximately
400 stations within the next few
weeks. A preview of the new series,
transcribed by Radio Productions,
Inc., was given in New York yesterday. Production is by World Broadcasting Studios.
Stirton in NBC Post
James Stirton, of the NBC offices
here, has been appointed head of the
Artists Bureau of the Central Division of NBC in Chicago, starting
Feb. 15.

Series

Calendar

To Revoke
WW's
Permit on March

LINES

WMCA has completed a deal with
Warner's Hollywood station, KFWB,
for interchange of programs of a design that strike at the infiltration of
foreign doctrines in America. At
WMCA.it was frankly admitted that
the interchange of programs has
propaganda as its only purposepropaganda of Americanism.
Over KFWB, Warners has been
presenting a series titled 'America
Marches On," with screen stars playing the principal parts. The series
will be aired in New York by special recordings, oyer WMCA and
the Inter-City network each Sunday
at 7:30 P. M., beginning this week.
In addition, WMCA will short-wave
the series to Europe and South America over its experimental international
transmitter W2XQO.
In exchange, WMCA will give
W. B. recordings of programs the
station produces here, including a new
series titled "Persecution Must End."

FCC
Chicago

and

Net
B

uted
attrib
ZANUofCKTyron
e Powwithdrawal
RYL
DARthe
er from the air to complaints
of exhibitors regarding the excessive
appearance of motion picture players
in radio. Some quarters place the
blame on the sponsor's insistence that
a "middle commercial" be inserted in
the dramatizations. We think our
guess as good as any advanced thus
far. Tyrone, we feel, wanted to get
out of his radio contract because (1)
it was profitless to him, what with
paying his studio $2,000 of the $4,000
he received weekly, plus deductions
he paid two agents; and (2), his pic
ture work — witness "In Old Chicago,'
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Suez,"
"Marie Antoinette" and "Jesse James"
— left him so little leisure time that
his radio work, enacted on Sundays,
became drudgery impossible to toler
ate even for twice the money he was
getting.

1

Washington, Feb. 8— The F.C.C.
has fixed March 1 as the date for the
revocation of WLW's 500,000-watt experimental permit.
In issuing its formal opinion and
order, the commission held the station
needs no permit to carry out. its
program of experimentation, fli j

of that
much such
quire
high program
power anddoes
such no*Jt„phases
as do can be handled by its experimental station, W6XO, which is authorized to operate midnight to 6
A. M. with 100 to 500 kilowatt power.
WLW's super-power permit
originally issued April 17, 1934, was
and
had been continued at intervals since.
The present case was precipitated Jan.
20, last, when the commission ordered
hearings on application for renewal
Pending is the station's
cation
for amendment of regulationappli
s limiting
maximum power to 50 kilow
atts in

°^er
500-kilowa
to tt
obtaioperat
n a ion.
regular license for

CBS
Net for 1938
Network news and special events
staffs worked the all-night shift
Put at $3,541,700
Monday waiting for the flash that
an armistice had been declared in
Preliminary consolidated income
Spain. The same vigil will be
statement of CBS for the year 1938
maintained while the situation con
tinues as it is.
shows a net profit for the period of
$3,541,700, compared to the net profit
of $4,297,600 for the 12 months of
To WOR's studio the other night
Network's gross income from time
came a bee keeper and 2,340 of his
sales for 1938 amounted to $27,345bees for an appearance on the "Fa- 397,
contributed by 83 firms sponsormous First Facts" show. The bees
broke loose a few minutes after the
ing programs over its facilities and by
lucky studio audience had departed amittee
numb
s. er of political campaign comand there was the devil to pay. Not
The board of directors of the netas much, however, as the time some
work yesterday declared a quarterly
years ago when Al Pearce presented
a goat on his program. The goat, un- cash dividend of 25 cents per share
mannerly creature, panicked the entire on the present Class A and Class B
studio audience, which almost resulted stock of $2.50 par value. The dividend
in having the program cut off the air. will be paid tomorrow to stockholders
And not to be overlooked is Fred of record as of Feb. 24, 1939.
Allen's recent unhappy experience
with a talking parrot. At rehearsals Paley Sale of
CBS
the bird chatted wildly with Fred, but
come broadcast time it would freeze
Stock Is Reported
up and not emit even a squawk. Fred,
Washington, Feb. 8.— Disposition
being obstinate, scheduled the bird on in
December of 5,000 shares of Columhis series for eight consecutive weeks,
bia Broadcasting System Class B
with results always the same — the bird
stock
would talk his fool head off at re- directo by Samuel Paley, Philadelphia,
r, and similar disposition of 200
hearsals and maintain rigid silence on
the air. The sponsor finally put an shares of the same stock by William
S. Paley, board chairman of CBS,
end to the booking of the bird.
was reported today by the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
At the close of the year, the CBS
Now^ that the A.F.R.A. pact has report to the commission showed,
been signed, lengthy radio rehearsals Samuel Paley held 12,000 shares of
wjll_ comediction ofto
end. head
That'swho
the shall
pre- Class A and 23,000 shares of Class
an anagency
B stock and William S. Paley held
he _ nameless. Radio rehearsals up to 20,530 shares of Class A and 340,526
this point have been leisurely, long- shares of Class
B direct and 87,980
drawn affairs, but with rehearsal pay- shares
company.of Class A through a holding
ment set at $6 an hour, a speedup will
be instituted.
— Jack Banner
3 New Programs

Washington, Feb. 8. — Federal
Communications Commission has ordered hearings held on the applications of KOH, Reno, Nev., for
change of frequency from 1,380 to
630 kilocycles and increase of power
from 500 to 1,000 watts; WREN,
Lawrence, Kan. for authority to move
to Kansas City, Mo., with transmitter
southwest of Kansas City, Kan ■
WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla., for
increase of night power from 100 to
250 watts ; WCSC, Charleston, S. C,
for increase of night power from 500
to 1,000 watts, and KROY, Sacramento, for extension of time from day
to unlimited.
The Federal Communications Commission also has assigned tentative
dates for hearings on broadcasting
matters, as follows :
Feb. 20: Applications of Albemarle
Broadcasting Co. for a 1,370-kilocycle
station at Elizabeth City, N. C, with
100 watts
night, for
250 increase
watt's day,
and
WLAC,power
Nashville,
of
power from 5,000 to 50,000 watts.
March 14: Applications of Copper
County Broadcasting Co., for a 1,370kilocycle station at Hancock, Mich.,
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day;
Enrique Abarca Sanfeliz for a 580kilocycle station at San Juan, P. R.,
with 1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts
day; United Theatres, Inc., for a 580kilocycle, 1,000-watt station at San
Juan, P. R., and WHDF, Calumet,
Mich., for extension of time from
specified hours to unlimited.
March 24: Application of Birney
Imes for a 1,370-kilocycle station at
Columbus, Miss., with 100 watts night,
250 watts day.
March 27 : Applications of Spartanburg Advertising Co., for a 1,370-kilocycle station at Spartanburg, S. C, Howe
to Air Lytell
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day;
Program
Nationally
and WSUI, Iowa City, la., for increase ofpower from 500 watts night,
Lewis Howe Co., which for a num1,000 watts day, to 1,000 watts night,
ber of months has been sponsoring
5,000 watts day.
Bert Lytell in a series heard locally
March 28: Applications of Law- over WJZ only, has contracted to air
rence J. Heller for a 1,310-kilocycle the program nationally over a hookstation at Washington, with 100 watts uo of 42 stations of the Blue network.
night, 250 watts day, and WFBG, Al- The effective date for the network
toona, Pa., for extension of time from start is Feb. 17. H. W. Kastor is the
sharing to unlimited.
agency.

Signed for W ABC
Three new programs have been sold
for sponsorship on WABC. Bosco Co.
will sponsor a news series at 9:15
A. M. Mondays and Saturdays;
Packers Tar Soap Co., starting Feb.
28, will sponsor Mel Allen in a sports
series Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6:15 P. M., and Community
Optician Co. will sponsor "Montana
Slim" in a Monday, Wednesday and
Friday stint at 9:15 A. M.
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In

All

Tax

Ads
Fight

Retaliate as Government
Refuses Reduction
By PIERRE AUTRE
Paris, Feb. 9. — Paris exhibitors,
since yesterday, have stopped all advertising in newspapers and on posters, with neon and other luminous
types of outdoor displays as a retaliatory measure against the new Government taxes.
The action followed the failure of
an investigation by financial experts
on the tax situation as affecting Paris
film houses to bring about a satisfactory result. The Government expressed itself unwilling to reduce the
present tax schedule, over which the
Paris exhibitors recently closed all
theatres for several days.
New Municipal Taxes
New municipal taxes have been collected in Paris for the past week, and
are being made retroactive to Jan. 1.
The exhibitors decided to halt all advertising and to boycott Government
officials and Cabinet Ministers in the
newsreels in an effort to get relief
from the tax burden.
It is considered of little use for the exhibitors to close again since the Government has promised if necessary to
reopen both the Gaumont and Pathe
theatre circuits, which, being in bankruptcy, are under Government control. The Government also threatened to expel all foreign exhibitors
and producers.

WB TO FILM COMMANDMENTS
Hollywood, Feb. 9. — Warners today announced intentions of making a
series of short subjects based on the
Ten Commandments. Gordon Hollingshead will start shooting the onereelers in April. The initial subject
will be "Thou Shall Have No Other
Gods Before Me."
POSTPONE GUILD HEARING
Hollywood, Feb. 9. — Hearing of
complaints against 10 producers,
charged with failure to bargain collectively and coercion, brought by
Screen Writers' Guild today was postponed from Feb. 13 to week of Feb. 20.
GNProduction
Are

Rushed

Producers

Plans
as

Two

Hold

Out

Hollywood, Feb. 9. — Grand National rushed production plans today
as two producers were holding out
three completed pictures from delivery and the distributor company has
only three completed pictures being
made ready for release at present.
Holding out are Phil Goldstone, on
two "Renfrew of the Royal Mounted"
pictures and Dr. Eugene Frenke, who
(.Continued on page 4)

Jane

Limerick

Flashes
Are

Stop

TEN

10, 1939

Burhorn,
Late

Houses

Cowl,

Impartial

Quigley

Winners

Award

for

Distributors
Set
For

Burhorn, in the 1938 competitions,
won the Class "E" Silver Plaque in
the first, third and fourth quarters.
In the second quarter he was awarded
the Citation
Merit. the
Limerick's
award
record ofincluded
Silver
Plaque in Class "D" for the first
quarter, plus the Citation of Merit
for the best entry regardless of classification inthat quarter, while serving
as manager of the Yale, Cleburne,
Texas, also a Griffith unit. In his
present post, Limerick won the First
Mention in the third quarter and the
Citation of Merit in the fourth.
This marks the second time in the
Awards history
(Continuedthaton the
page Indiana-Illi4)

Rose

Next

Week

1938

John Burhorn, manager of the
Gayety Theatre, South Chicago, a
unit of the Indiana-Illinois circuit,
was awarded the Silver Award Plaque
in the 1938 competition for the Quigley Grand Awards, given annually for
exploitation excellence by the Managers' Round Table of Motion Pichire Herald.
The 29 industry executives who
acted as judges in the contest awarded
the second prize, the Bronze Grand
Award, to George Limerick, city
manager of the Griffith Amusement
Co., Enid, Okla.
Award Records

Billy

CENTS

Pay

Genius"
to "Film
Tribute
approach
what
the theatre is trying to
"Film genius" — and especially the
Bernstein Leaving on
do,"
she
said.
"Such
films offer comexploitation branch — reSouth America Cruise industry's
petition to the stage. But the screen
ceived a pat on the back from two
still has far to go to push the theatre
David Bernstein, vice-president and persons in other divisions of show
business at the Ampa luncheon at
treasurer of Loew's, leaves tomorrow the Astor yesterday.
Rose described film press agents as
on the Nieuw Amsterdam for a 46Jane Cowl, stage actress, said "direct descendants of Barnum," more
day South American cruise. This is
a combination pleasure and business she wished the legitimate theatre were versatile, than the night club and
trip, and he intends to confer with the blessed "with some of your brains." legitimate exploiters.
"I don't want to go to Hollywood
company's distribution heads and the- Billy Rose — introduced as "the
atre managers in several cities.
world's greatest showman" — declared because I don't want to tin my mitt,"
declared. "Most of the plays on
Among the cities where stops will that when it comes to showmanship he
Broadway
out." are shoddy, produced by
be made are Havana, Cristobal, Cal- the film industry can give Broadway
cards
and
spades.
Both
said
they
men who don't know their business.
lao, Valparaiso, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and Nassau. The boat is due had received Hollywood offers, "with- Hollywood has the greatest show
back late in March.
out too much by
pressure."
Introduced
Paul Lazarus, Jr., minds
Jean anywhere."
Rodney, production director
Ampa vice-president, Miss Cowl de- of "Outward Bound," talked about
scribed the American theatre as the
the company's "command performance"
No Paper Monday
most vital in the world, "not excepting before President Roosevelt in Washington recently. Molly Picon got a
Soviet Russia." She thinks the drama
On Monday, a legal holiday
should deal with social commentary, big hand with a couple of numbers.
in observance of Lincoln's
but admitted she is "politically Martin Starr introduced Miss Cowl.
Birthday, Motion Picture
Russell Patterson, illustrator, took a
Daily will not publish.
" 'The Informer' is the greatest pic- bow. The attendance was larger than
minded."
ture Ihave seen, and films like that usual.

Pact

Meet

Committee Will Confer
With Abram Myers
Representatives
of the distributors'
trade
practice committee
and their
counsel will meet with Abram F.
Myers, Allied States general counsel,
in New York next week to attempt to
reconcile differences between the two
groups.
The lawyers' drafting committee is
to meet today to consider Myers' revisions of the distributors' proposals
and his suggestions on arbitration
principles, mechanics and procedure.
Myers has made many suggestions, including changes in phraseology. The
general committee is also studying
Myers' recommended changes.
About 90% Agreed
The distributors and Allied are
about 90 per cent agreed on the proposals. Only a few serious differences
remain. Myers has not taken an arbitrary stand in his revisions and has
suggested alternatives.
Next week's meeting with Myers is
not expected to finalize an agreement,
and negotiations will continue. However, Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president and chairman of Allied's negotiating committee, is to report to his
group by March 1 and the distributors
hope to make considerable progress
toward an agreement within the next
two weeks.
Robert Perkins, Warner counsel, on
behalf of the committee, extended the
invitation to Myers to submit his written revisions.
Expect KAO
Net for
1938 to Be $900,000
Keith - Albee - Orpheum, principal
RKO theatre subsidiary, is expected
to show net profit of approximately
$900,000 for the year 1938. Result
compares with a profit of $1,300,887
for 1937. The annual report, not yet
complete, will be ready about March 1.
There has been no resumption of the
negotiations for acquisition by RKO
of the M. J. Meehan preferred stock
interest in K-A-O, which were discontinued about a year ago. Indications are, however, that discussions
will be renewed shortly after confirmation of the RKO reorganization plan.
Ideal setup in so far as new RKO corporate purposes are concerned would
be to have the entire dividends from
K-A-0 applicable to parent company
requirements.
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Insiders9
By SAM

and Leo
BERNSTEIN
DAVE
Friedman at a Loew table at
Sardi's yesterday. Also Mort Spring,
Dave Blum, William Melniker,
Oscar Doob and Ernie Emerling.
•

enu
nge
Revcki
al is che
Internpartment
THE
the methods of buying
selling of the 1936 and
heavyweight championship
films.

Herbert T. Kalmus, president of
Technicolor, arrived last night on the
Queen Mary. He will remain in New
York two or three weeks and then go
to the coast.
0

T

Sylvia Sidney and Dudley Murphy will be honor guests tomorrow
at a luncheon given by the M. P.
Committee of the Department of Secondary Education of the National
Education Association at the Town
Hall Club. The committee has prepared a study guide for use with
"One Third of a Nation."
e
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales
promotion manager, will speak at the
convention luncheon of the Paper
Makers Advertising Association
luncheon Feb. 20 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
•
Rodney Toups, manager of Loew's
State, New Orleans, yesterday observed his 20th anniversary with the
circuit. He started at the old Crescent in the Louisiana city.
•
Joseph M. Schenck has postponed
his planned visit to New York indefinitely. Joe Moskowitz, Schenck's
eastern representative, arrives here
from the coast this morning.
•

De-o
int
and
1937
fight

▼

We understand that George
Bernard Shaw has written to
Gabriel Pascal that the bard's
film career depends upon the producer.
Certainly that can be called
bestowing the royal palm. Pascal
himself is a person who wants to
his :"artistic freedom" —
retain
and he says
"I could never make a good
picture if I had a long term commitment. Icould never tie myself down to Hollywood's factory
T T
system."
Producers and distributors may
claim they dislike the star rating
of pictures, such as is used by the
N. Y. Daily News.
However, after every opening,
the telephone lines to Kate Cameron, chief critic of the News,
and her associates, always buzz
with calls from nervous publicists who are eager to know in
advance of publication what rating their particular picture has
been given.
Of the "six best" films in Jan-

Its Foreign

Staff

Outlook
SHAIN
uary, the News critics granted
the four-star rating to five. The
lone dissenter was "Trade
Winds." This picture got three
and a half stars. The five fourstar films were "Gunga Din,"
"Jesse James," "The Great Man
Votes," "Heart of Paris" and
"The Green Hell."

Columbia has designated its annual
sales campaign as the "International
Personal Testimonial
Campaign"
and
dedicated
it to its foreign
personnel.
The campaign will open Feb. 27 and
continues through the week ending
May 27.
Three separate divisional units have
been set up. They are European Division, comprising England and the

T T
"Get off the earth !"
It is the fiendish cry of the dictators to 9,000,000 men, women
and babes, of all creeds and races
— the contribution of communism
and Nazism to 20th Century
civilization. These victims of

continent, with Joseph Friedman a' "''s
head;Australasia
Far Eastern
com^11ing
and Division,
the Orient,
with
Cecil Mason and J. B. Albeck at its
head, and the Latin American Division, comprising all Central and
South America, with Charles Roberts
at its head.
The home office committee with J.
A. McConville, foreign manager, as
chairman, includes Arnold M. Picker,
Jack Segal, Joseph Lev. Herman
Golden, A. Suarez del Rivero and
Clarence J. Schneider, who will coordinate the activities of the various
branches and divisions in the cam-

bigotry and oppression are violently dispersed for crimes they
did not commit, and they are left
to wander over the world without anchorage of citizenship.
Where can they go ?
Sam Sax, of Warner Bros., has
compiled a series of clips into
a significant subject which treats
with this problem, sympathetically and with dignity. It is a
short which is in keeping with
the U. S. spirit— with freedom
and Americanism. Well edited
and with fitting comment by
Dwight Weist it is worthy of any
screen. A song, "My New
Homeland," by Irving Caesar
and Leo Edwards, hymns the
hope of a brighter day for the
wanderers.

paign.
Grainger
For

Off

Atlanta

Today
Meeting

J. R. Grainger, president of Republic Pictures, leaves at noon today for
Atlanta, to attend a sales meeting
there scheduled for over the weekend.
Grainger recently attended similar
meetings at Pittsburgh, Toronto and
Detroit. He is expected to return to
New York Wednesday.
NY

Allied

Board

Grievance

Meetings

Set

New York Allied's regional grievance board in Albany will meet the
first
Mondav of each month. The next
N. H. Exhibitors to
meeting is March 6. Mitchel Conery
Meet on Bingo Bill of Ravena presides at the sessions.
E. Thornton Kelly, state executive
New Haven, Feb. 9.— Exhibitors
will hold a general meeting at the secretary, will attend a meeting of
the Buffalo unit on Monday.
Hotel Garde on Tuesday for the purMrs. Scott Rites Today
pose of discussing the "charity" Bingo
bill which is assigned for hearing in
Mrs. Deane Scott, widow of Harry
Hartford next Thursday. The meet- Scott, died Wednesday. The funeral
ing will be preceded by luncheon. will be held privately from the Walter
Organizations are attempting to legal- B. Cooke Funeral Parlors today.
ize Bingo for socalled charitable purposes. One such bill would restrict
the amount of prizes for any given
MOTION PICTURE
evening, while another would substitute merchandise for cash.
DAILY
(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
MARTIN SAM
QUIGLEY,
and
Publisher;
SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
Paramount executive committee, will
A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
The
Newsreel
Parade
return to New York from Boston toPublished daily except Saturday, Sunday
day, where he has been on a brief
and holidays by Quigley Publishing Combusiness trip.
pany, Inc., Martin Quigley, president;
•
Colvin Brown, vice-president and treasurer.
silver
skates.
Pick-a-back
diving
in
Publication
office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
World-wide events, Spanish refu- Florida.
Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
Harry Ham, London manager for
gees arriving in France, a forest fire
7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
Myron Selznick, sails today on the
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 55— Tragedy Circle
and graduation cereSpain. Kaiser celebrates 80th birthday. New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
Queen Mary. Lee Ephraim, stage in Australia
monies in Buenos Aires are subjects in
by
Quigley
Publishing Company, Inc.
Monkeys cured of pneumonia. Sale of Address all correspondence
producer, also sails.
to the New York
Valentine cards boom in London. Former office.
of
chief
importance
shown
in
the
new
•
boxers
now
work
in
restaurant.
Russian
issues of the newsreels. The reels Prince in Florida. Lily Pons discusses
Other Quigley publications: Motion
Will H. Hays is expected in New and their contents follow:
Picture Herald, Better Theatres, Teatro
climate in Florida.
Fight story.
al
Dia, International Motion Picture
York from Hollywood on Monday.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 44— Refugees
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 58— Fire in Almanac and Fame.
He has been away a little over a in France. Cadets graduate in Argentina.
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
Airplane sale controversy. ArElks stranded by snow. Forest fire in Australia.
month.
gentine military cadets graduate. Spanish Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone
Australia. Shoe styles. New York silver
•
Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
skates. Swimming exhibition. Patty Berg refugees in France. Secretary Perkins de- editor.
Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
nies charges. Silver skates tourney.
wins golf tournament. Diving show. Lew
Federic Stephani, M-G-M pro- Lehr.
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
ducer, will arrive Sunday from the
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 744— W. i: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 242— Air Spanish refugees. Senator Nye speaks. Hope Williams, manager.
coast for a New York visit.
Kelly
graduation. Army formation
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23,
pilots graduate. Air maneuvers. _ Impeach- flight. Field
•
Military college graduates in Buenos 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
ment
hearing
of
Secretary
Perkins.
Spanish war victims flee to France. Italian Aires. Pageant in Florida. Silver Skates under the act of March 3, 1879.
James R. Grainger among those royalty wedding. Spring hat styles. Open derby in New York. Swimming competiSubscription rates per year $6 in the
tion. Dog racing in Miami.
golf championship match.
New York
lunching at the Astor yesterday. .
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copie» 10c.

Walter Ward and Charles Powers, stage juveniles who made their Single Bills Begin
film debuts in RKO's "Boy Slaves,"
attended the Broadway premiere of
At Loew's Ziegfeld
Single bills policy made its bow at
the picture at the Rialto.
•
Loew's Ziegfeld yesterday with "Trade
Winds." Gilbert Marbe, manager, said
Ned E. Depinet, RKO vice-presi- business was better than usual and
dent, is expected back in New York patrons' comment favorable.
from the studio on Monday. George
The current bill will be followed by
J. Schaefer may remain on the coast "Dawn Patrol" on Tuesday for two
another week.
days. This is a Warner film. Warner
•
pictures will go into the Ziegfeld as
Maurice Silverstone, United Art- second runs in the zone, following the
ists chief executive, will arrive in RKO houses. Night price was reduced yesterday from 50 cents to 40
New York from the coast by train
on Sunday. He has been away about cents, with loge tariff remaining 55
cents.
five weeks.
•
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Screen Play by Robert E. Sherwood • Produced by Hunt Stromberg
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(another friendly hit from M-G-M,
the friendly company)
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Cremieu-J aval
On Acoustic

Here
Action

New

Ian Cremieu-Javal, a director of
British Acoustic Films, Ltd., arrived
RKO
Board Today
last^ night on the Queen Mary to testify inment
theactions
company's patent infringeagainst RCA Mfg. Co.
RKO creditors' nominees for the and Erpi. Trial is scheduled to start
board of directors of the reorganized
in U. S. District Court in Wilmington
company will be presented for Federal on Tuesday.
court approval at the hearing before
Also here as a witness for the plainFederal Judge William Bondy this
tiff is Arnold Poulsen of Copenhagen,
afternoon.
one of the inventors who assigned
While some last-minute changes in sound equipment patents to British
the list of nominees are possible, logi- Acoustic.
cal selections for the new company's
The two cases will be consolidated.
board, as reported earlier in Motion Additional testimony against RCA is
Picture Daily, include George J.
possible. Trial will be before Judge
Schaefer and Ned E. Depinet, presi- Nields.
dent and vice-president, respectively ;
The defendants deny infringement
James G. Harbord and Lunsford P.
Yandell of RCA ; W. G. Van Schmus and that the plaintiff's patents are
valid. British Acoustics is a wholly
and Dr. Beardsley Ruml of Rockefel- owned
subsidiary of Gaumont British
ler Center ; Floyd B. Odium, Peter J.
has Maurice Ostrer as chairRathvon and Walter Peterson of At- and
man.
las Corp.; Fred Ehrman of Lehman
The actions are based on devices for
Bros., and L. Lawrence Green, attorney, representing unsecured creditors. feeding film through sound heads at a
The possible last-minute changes constant speed. The British company
may supplant Odium or Peterson with asks that the American companies be
S. Boyd Hatch of Atlas Corp., inas- enjoined from manufacturing and dismuch as those two are represented as
tributing equipment using the mechannot having given definite assurances
ism, which allegedly infringes Britthat they will serve. Other possible
ish Acoustic's patents. An accounting of profits and damages is asked.
changes are the addition to the board
of Charles L. Stillman, treasurer of
Time, Inc., and the replacement of Dr.
Ruml by Hugh Robertson. Aside from W. B. Plans Cut in 3
these three possibilities, however, no
Philadelphia Houses
changes in the proposed membership
Philadelphia, Feb. 9.— Three first
of the new board are anticipated in
run Warner houses in the downtown
reorganization circles.
section here will cut their 68 cents
Confirmation of the plan of reorganization isnot expected to be given tops to 57 cents on Feb. 24. Houses
are the Aldine, Stanley~and
by JudgethoughBondy
today's
hearing,
al- affected
the courtat may
indicate
orally
Boyd. The Fox will stay at the 68cent
level
but will use stage shows
that the plan will be confined within a
reasonable length of time. Likewise, featuring name bands and vaudeville.
Atlas Corp. will not submit the pro- The Earle will drop its stage show and
posed terms of its agreement to un- go into the second run class.
At the same time, the Palace, on
derwrite $1,500,000 of new RKO common to the court until later, presuma- Market St., will return to first runs.
bly not until after the plan has been Warner de luxe neighborhood houses
have taken some of the downtown
confirmed.
trade away and declining grosses at
the downtown theatres caused the cut,
Women
Fliers See
it was reported.
'Tail Spin' Preview
Ninety Nmers Club, an organization
of women fliers, were guests of honor
at a dinner and preview screening of
"Tail Spin" at the Waldorf-Astoria
last night. Fliers and players who
flew across the country delivering
prints were also present. Several of
the aviators spoke with Charles McCarthy, 20th Century-Fox advertising
and publicity director, acting as toastmaster.
Approximately 300 army and navy
officials, aviators and newspapermen
attended. The dinner climaxed a series of receptions across the country
as the fliers delivered prints of "Tail
Spin" en route.

Metro Signs 3 Writers
Hollywood, Feb. 9. — M-G-M has
awarded new writing contracts to
Jacques Deval, Ernest Vajda and Joe
Laurie, Jr. Deval will do an adaptation of "Balalaika," and Vajda will
adopt the Broadway play, "ExcurFilm Company Formed
sion."
Albany, Feb. 9. — Queens Plaza
Amusements, Inc., Queens, has been
incorporated with 100 shares of no
par value stock. Directors are Jennie
Suozzo and Dominick Suozzo, and
Frank Moscato.

National
Proposed

Friday, February 10, 1939
Board

Zanuck

in Canada

Myers

Film

Montreal, Feb. 9.— A national film
board to review Government film activities isproposed in the report of
John Grierson, British official brought
here to study ways of advertising
Canada in motion pictures.
The board would consist of nine
members with a salaried commissioner
at its head. It would be advisory and
its first function would be to survey
the film situation and outline plans for
films for use both home and abroad.
It is understood that films will be
made to illustrate development of
Canadian activities. Government film
distribution would be centralized.
Burhorn,

Limerick

Win

Quigley Awards
(Continued from page 1)
nois circuit and Griffith Amusement
have been represented in the Grand
Awards.

Power

Lauded
for

by

Taking

from

Radio

Darryl F. Zanuck's act in removing i
Tyrone Power, 20th Century- Fox star,
from the air is "a great forward step,"
the producer has been informed by
Abram F. Myers, Allied States chairman of the board.
A telegram Myers sent to th^u? >
ducer reads :theatre
"May we
in behai±J?of
independent
owners
express
our sincere appreciation of your courageous leadership, fairness and consideration in seeking to prevent screen
stars from appearing on the radio.
"This association and its regional
affiliates have long opposed the practice as grossly unfair to the exhibitors
who pay large film rentals and then
must play the pictures in competition
with free shows by the same stars on
the air.

"To illustrate how serious the practice is,gross receipts on Sunday someThe tries29included
judges
the contest
times equal from 60 to 80 per cent of
: Al ofAdams,
Republicen- ;
the
gross
for the week and when an
Maurice A. Bergman, Columbia ;
paying 40 per cent for a picHarry Buckley, U. A. ; Oscar A. exhibitor
ture on that day plays in opposition to
Doob, Loew's ; Lynn Farnol, U. A. ; the same star on the radio he can
Ed Fay, Fay Theatres ; Harry Gold- scarcely make his expenses. You have
berg, Warner Theatres ; Monroe taken a great forward step and deserve
Greenthal, U. A. ; John LeRoy Johnston, Wanger ; Morris Kinzler ; Irv- and have our hearty thanks."
ing Lesser, Roxy ; Louis Lifton,
Monogram; Charles E. McCarthy,
GN Production Plans
20th Century-Fox; Frank J. A. McCarthy, Universal ; S. Barret McRushed;
2 Hold
(Continued from
page 1) Out
Cormick, RKO; Harry Mandel,
RKO ; Alex Manta, Indiana-Illinois
Theatres ; Arthur L. Mayer, Rialto ; recently finished "Exile Express."
Dan Michalove, National Theatres ; Goldstone is refusing to turn over the
Alec Moss, Paramount ; Leon D. Net- negative and prints because of differences over contracts. Frenke since
ter,
; John Universal
J. O'Connor,
RKO Paramount
; Louis Pollock,
; Si previewing the Sten picture last week
Seadler, M-G-M; Milton Silver, National Screen Service ; George C. has refused to turn prints and negatives over to G. N.
Walsh, Netco Theatres ; George W.
Weeks, Monogram ; Gordon S. White,
Jack Skirball, production head of
Grand National ; Herman Wobber,
G. N., is planning to put into production three pictures before March 15,
20th Century-Fox.
he said. The first two are "So This
Is Prosperity" and "Just Like Robin
Hood." The third is untitled. SkirStirn Asks Hearing
ball declared Arcadia Pictures, headed
On RKO
Objections by Norman Haskell, would make
Ernest W. Stirn, holder of 1,234 r'Everything Happens to Ann," "Mirashares of Class A common stock of
cle on Main Street" and an untitled
Baer western by March 15.
RKO, yesterday filed in the U. S.
Goldstone's difficulty with G. N.
District Court a notice to the Irving
Trust Co. of his objections to the may be ironed out amicably this week
filing of any claims with it by se- through conference of attorneys with
cured creditors and stockholders of Sam Wolf representing the producer.
RKO after Sept. 28, 1934, and peti- However, on the Frenke deal it is reported the producer is seeking a new
tioned the court for a summary hearoutlet for his picture.
ing of his objections.

Tully Must File Data
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert yesterday directed Jim Tully to file a
Anderson CEA Guest
detailed statement of his complaint
'Wings of Navy' Gets
London, Feb. 9. — Sir John Ander- against Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
son will be the guest of honor at the
$48,000 at Strand
Productions, Inc., and Wilannual dinner of the Cinematograph Odessco
liam K. Howard. Tully seeks $50,000,
"Wings of the Navy" finished its
first week at the Strand with an es- Exhibitors' Association, which will be charging wrongful use of his name to
timated $48,000 and will continue held some time next month.
promote the motion picture, "Home
there. At the Roxy, "Jesse James"
grossed an estimated $37^500 in its Ostrer May Televise Bout
fourth week. The four-week run atLondon, Feb. 9. — It has been offitracted approximately 520,000 patrons.
Graham May Head Lab
cially confirmed that the Ostrer
Brothers have obtained the approval
"Tail Spin" opens today.
London, Feb. 9. — John Cecil GraTown."
"One Third of a Nation" will have of the British Broadcasting Corp. to
ham, former managing director of
its premiere at the Rivoli tonight. televise a prize fight from Harringay Paramount in England, is reported to
The ninth week of "Pygmalion" at on Feb. 23. A large screen will be have been appointed chairman of the
used.
Denham Laboratories.
the Astor drew an estimated $12,500.

Injunction Granted
Failure to fill in the blanks after
the words, "Clearance-Run," on the
exhibition agreement and reliance instead _.on theinwords
available,"
has resulted
a legal"assnarl
in the
Queens County Supreme Court. Yesterday, Supreme Court Justice Daily
granted an injunction to Jupo Amusements, Inc., operator of the Polk,
Jackson Heights, L. I., against 20th
Century-Fox to restrain the latter
from continuing a week's clearance in
favor of the Colony, operated by Evadne, Inc. (Harry Brandt). Question
of a permanent
will set
be decided after trialinjunction
which was
for
March 6.
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"Honolulu"
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showman's
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country
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great.

it's oh

so

nice!

box-office!

Everywhere!

language,
down-to-earth
entertainment,
ft >*y
(It even beat a 5-year record in Honolulu itself I)
QUESTION:

"Why

are the waves

wild on the beach at Waikiki?"
ELEANOR POWELL. ROBERT YOUNG"
IEORGE BURNS &.GRACIE ALLEN. Original story and screen play by Herbert Fields
and Frank Partos. Music and lyrics by Harry
Warren ckGusKahn. Directed by Edward
duccdb^a^Cummin,

ANSWER: "Honolulu."
{anotherthefriendly
from M-G-M,
friendlyhitcompany)
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'Delight'

PICTURE

in

Hollywood

Previews

Minneapolis
Hits

$10,000

"Convict's
(Monogram)

Code"

'Gunga

Din'

Boston

Smash

With

$32,000

Hollywood, Feb. 9.— "Convict's Code" tells a well planned story. It
Minneapolis, Feb. 9. — "Idiot's De- does so in interesting fashion by making use of a good balance of dialogue
action, through tightly knit suspense and by developing an unusual
light" did a strong $10,000 at the and
romantic interest.
State, with "There's That Woman
The story is a melodrama. It concerns efforts of Robert Kent, who
Again" at the Century grossing $4,600
as runner-up. Running in its third has been framed into a jail sentence, to discover and avenge himself upon
week. "A Man to Remember" came those responsible. On parole, but considering himself more a prisoner
tfrllgh with a take of $3,600.
ji. Paul's Winter Carnival ruined than stone walls and iron bars had ever made him, Kent is employed by
Sidney Blackmer. While the audience understands that Blackmer is the
attendance there. "Jesse James" at the
Orpheum was strong, however, with a man who had victimized Kent, he is unaware of the situation. While trying to trace witnesses who had testified against him, Kent falls in love
take of $8,500. _
Estimated takings for the week end- with Blackmer's sister, Anne Nagel. Baffled at every turn, watched by
ing Feb. 3 :
Blackmer's henchmen, Kent jeopardizes his liberty by participating in a
Minneapolis:
robbery engineered by convict Carleton Young in return for a pledge that
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
Young will name the man. From him, Kent learns that Blackmer is his
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
ASTER— (900) (15c-2Sc) 7 days. Gross: objective. Then he has a greater problem. Avenging himself on Black$1,500. (Average, $1,500)
mer would bring unhappiness to Miss Nagel. The problem is solved by
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
CENTURY — (1,600) (25c-40c) 7 days. Blackmer who, shot as he saves Kent from being killed, writes a confesGross: $4,600. (Average, $4,000)
sion exonerating the boy. While Kent is re- jailed for violating his parole,
"Going Places" (W. B.)
GOPHER— (990) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: Miss Nagel works valiantly to get a pardon on the strength of her broth$3,200. (Average, $3,000)
er's confession.
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
It
is well written by John Krafft and intelligently directed by Lambert
ORPHEUM — (2,900) (25c -40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,800)
Hillyer. Competent support is contributed by Victor Kilian, Norman
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
STATE (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: Willis,
Strang. Carelton Young, Maude Eburne, Ben Alexander and Harry
$10,000. (Average, $4,800)
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
$3,500. (Average, $1,600)
St. Paul:
*"G" denotes general classification.
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $3,200)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"The Adventures
of Jane Arden"
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days. ( Warners)
Gross: $6,500. (Average, 4,400)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
Hollywood, Feb. 9. — All the exciting elements that are parts of action
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,000. (Average, $2,000)
melodramas have been included in "The Adventures of Jane Arden."
Most of them, of course, are old stuff. Yet there is enough that is either
"Heart of the North" (W. B.)
"Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus" (RKO)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross: new or has been given a fresh treatment, so that the sum total is an en$2,000. (Average, $1,600)
tertaining picture.
"Mayerling" (Malmar)
A
familiar
plot, easy to follow and understand, is the basis of the proWORLD— (400) (25c-35c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $700. (Average, $700)
duction. A willful yet resourceful girl reporter gets herself into a peck
of trouble and brings trouble to all who come within her orbit. Setting
out
to solve a mysterious murder case, she, in turn, becomes the willing
Wilmington
Theatre
and then unwilling tool of a gang of jewel smugglers. The killers and
Opened by Warners
smugglers turn out to be the same parties. First result of the girl's acWilmington, Feb. 9. — New $660,tivities isthe kidnapping of her editor. Meanwhile she becomes the cap000 Warner Theatre opened here last
tive of the man she started out to capture. Stage for the exciting action
night with all the gala trimmings of
and suspense laden climax is set when news of the editor's escape reaches
a Hollywood premiere, including lob- the
killer-smuggler and his hostage. In typical melodramatic fashion
by broadcasts. The latest addition the editor
flies to the rescue.
brings the total of Warner houses here
Backgrounds for the story are New York, aboard ship and Bermuda,
to six. Lieutenant Governor Edward
W. Cooch, Mayor Walter W. Bacon which make for picturesque settings. Adapted from a newspaper carand Powers Gouraud, Philadelphia
toon strip of the same title, "The Adventures of Jane Arden" features
radio commentator, were the speakers. Rosella Towne in the title role and presents William Gargan, James
Those present included Joseph H. Stephenson, Pierre Watkin, Peggy Shannon, Dennie Moore and Bennie
Bernhard, general manager of Warner Rubin as principal supports.
Theatres ; Ted Schlanger, Warner
In writing the screenplay, Vincent Sherman, Lawrence Kimble and
Philadelphia circuit head; Jack L. Charles Curran concentrated on thrill action, yet did not neglect the
Warner, Jr., A. J. Vanni, zone manager John
;
L. Mulhall, district man- necessary love interest or comedy contrasts . Terry Morse's direction
ager : and Attorney General James balances everything nicely.
Morford. The house is managed by
Running time, 60 minutes.
"G."*
G. McC.
Lewis S. Black.
*"G" denotes general classification.

Oklahoma City, Feb. 9.— Grosses
were generally off here, with "They
Made Me a Criminal" doing fair busithe Criterion. "Jesse
James"ness,in$4,600
theatsecond
week took $3,350
at the Tower.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 2:
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
CRITERION— (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: Rapture"
$4,600. (Average, $5,200)
"Dark
(Univ.)
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.)
LIBERTY—
(20c-25c-30c)
7 days.
Gross:
$2,200. (1,200)
(Average,
$2,500)
"The Birth of a Baby" (Special)
MIDWEST—
(1,500) (25c-35c-40c)
6 days.
Gross:
$3,800. (20th-Fox)
(Average,
$4,500)
"Kentucky"

Stevenson to England
T. K. Stevenson, Erpi president, New York Managers
sails for England on the Queen Mary
today for a month's visit at the offices of Western Electric, Ltd., in
Shifted
Loew's
circuit has by
made Loew's
the followLondon. The trip is his first to Europe
ing promotions and transfers in New
since becoming president of Erpi. He York : Sam Rennis from Ave. B to
plans to return on the Queen Mary Post Road ; Charles Mayer, Brevoort
March 9.
to Ave. sistant
B ;at the
Ed O'Connor
asBrevoort ;becomes
Lawrence
Stark, Broadway to Spooner ; RegCollege Opens Today
inald Forsyth, Post Road to Apollo;
Century Circuit will add another Sydney Kain, new assistant at Broadway. Ralph D. Schwartz, Spooner,
house when the College, 1588 Flatis on leave of absence.
bush Ave., Brooklyn, opens today.

Discards Stage Shows
Cincinnati, Feb. 9.— Stage shows
have been dropped from the RKO
Shubert, the house again showing
straight films, on a grind basis.
Matinee prices will be 35 cents, with
the evening rate, 42 cents, including
tax.

CEA

Asked

for New

Statement
on Quota
London, Feb. 9.— Board of Trade
has intimated that the statement of the
Cinematograph
Associa-of
tion relative to theExhibitors'
quota provisions
the Films Act, is unsatisfactorily inadequate. The board has asked, therefore, for a new statement, indicating
unequivocally and more specifically
and completely, the exhibitor organization's attitude toward the quota provisions.

Boston, Feb. 9. — "Gunga Din" and
the "Walt Disney Revue" took a terrific $32,000 at the Keith Memorial.
"Jesse James" and "While New York
Sleeps" took $27,000 at the Metro"Sweethearts" and "The Girl Downpolitan.
stairs" dualing at Loew's State and
Orpheum took $14,000 and $18,000, respectively for the were
secondgood,
week.
and "Disbarred"
with"Zaza"
$13,500 Fenway.
at the Paramount and $7,500 at
the
Estimated takings for the week ending February
8-9 :
"Gunga
Din" (RKO)
"Disney Revue" (RKO)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,970) (25c-35c40c-55c)
$13,000) 7 days. Gross: $32,000. (Average,
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
"While New York Sleeps" (Z0th-Fox)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332) (25c-35c-40c55c) 7 days. Gross: $27,000. (Average,
$12,500)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM— (2,907) (25c-35c40c-55c)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,000.
(Average,7 $13,000)
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
"Zaza"
LOEW'S(Para.)
STATE— (3,537) (25c-35c-40c-55c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average,
$11,000)
"Disbarred" (Para.)
"Zaza"
(Para.)
PARAMOUNT—
(1,790) (25c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days.
Gross: $13,500.
(Average, $8,500)
"Disbarred" (Para.)

FENWAY— (1,382)
(25c -35c -40c -55c) 1
days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average,
$4,500)
"The Long
Shot" (G. N.)
"Tough(3 days
vaude.)
Kid" with
(Mono.)
(3 days with vaude.)
"Just (4Around
the Corner" (20th-Fox)
days) (W.
"The Sisters"
B.)
(4 days)
RKO Gross:
KEITH BOSTON-(3,200) (20c-30c40c).
$8,000. (Average, $10,000)
'Criminal'
In

$4,600

Oklahoma

City

PLAZA— (Col.)
(750) (25c-35c-40c) 7
"Blondie"
week.
Gross: $1,200. (Average, days, 2nd
$2,300)
7 days.
STATE$2,450.
— (1,100)
(20c-25c-40c)
Gross:
(Average,
$3,500)
"Jesse James" (2ftth-Fox)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,350. (Average, $2,500)
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Replace
Asked

in

FCC
Bill

Washington, Feb. 9. — Creation of
a three-man communications commission to take over all functions of the
present F. C. C, is provided in a
measure introduced in Congress today
by Senator Wheeler of Montana,
chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Committee, in charge of radio legislation. The bill embodies the ideas
of Chairman Frank R. McNinch who
has held several conferences with the
Senator since President Roosevelt's
letter recommending reorganization of
the F. C. C.
No provision is made for the transfer of any present F. C. C. commissioners to the new body. The president may nominate them if he wishes,
however.
All three members are to be appointed, initially, to serve two, forr
and six years, respectively, and thereafter six years, at $10,000 a year.
The entire existing staff would be
placed on a temporary basis for the
first 60 days of the new commission,
giving opportunity for such reorganization as may be desired. All present
duties of the F. C. C. would be transferred to the new body, Senator
Wheeler explaining that the measure
amending the Communications Act
will be introduced later, and the new
commission would be given the same
freedom as the present agency to divide the work among the commissioners.
New positions provided for in the
bill include an administrative assistant for broadcasting to be under the
direction of the chairman, and a new
research official to study listener response, complaints and similar matters.
The bill is expected to be taken up
at the next meeting of the committee,
and probably dates will be set for
hearings.
Nicholas Quits RCA
For Farnsworth
Unit
E. A. Nicholas, vice-president in
charge of licenses for RCA, has resigned to become president of the
Farnsworth Television and Radio
Corp.
The newly reorganized Farnsworth
Corp. plans to purchase the plant of
the Capehart Co. plant at Fort Wayne,
Ind., and the facilities of the General
Household Utilities Co., Marion, Ind.
Financing will be provided through
a stock offering. The company will
file with the S.E.C. a registration
statement covering 600,000 shares of
$1 par stock. E. H. Rollins & Son,
Inc., will head the underwriting syndicate. The Farnsworth company will
manufacture television and radio sets.
Philo T. Farnsworth will be a vicepresident and director of research.
Mexico Bans Loudspeaker
Mexico City, Feb. 9. — Police have
clamped down on the use of radio
loudspeakers by political spielers as it
was found these broadcasts often provoked riots.
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Failure

to

Get
Outlets
ROSE will be the com—
mentator on Sunday's "This Is TWO
a weekt
television
ofNBC
is whathours
RCAwill attemp
" show.
_ . Bud
. . is
YorkArle
New and
this spring and summer from the
ne Franc
will
Hulick
World's Fair grounds — about five
Washington, Feb. 9. — The Mutual
's "Peo- months operations in all. That's a Broadcasting System is losing ground
guest apear on Bob Hawk
ple's Rally" next Monday. . . . Bert
-r
Lebhar, director of sales for right modest schedule . . . yet, accord
because of its inability to obtain ase
ing to what Major Lohr tells us,
the sured outlets in principal markets, the
WMCA, is the father of a girl,
n
cost of maintaining thatn
modest schedborn to Mrs. Lebhar on Wednesaely a half-mil- F. C. C. monopoly committee was told
ximat
will
ule
be
appro
B
today by General Manager F^ed
day. . . . Ted Granick of Mutual is in
(aulion dollars. Perhaps now you'll un- Weber.
Beth Israel Hospital recovering from
sion
Weber
explained
that
in
many
awrwhy
derstand
televi
still
an appendicitis operation. . . . Jack rounded that well-known corner. hasn't able markets all stations with adequate
Hasty, radio and film script writer,
T
coverage are tied up with other nethas been engaged by NBC to write
Radio
band
leaders
are a progresworks, if they can take Mutual protelevision shooting scripts. . . . Mel
grams at all must use them on hours
sive lot, always on the lookout for a
new
noveltv
instrument
which
can
be
Allen leaves the CBS "Swing Club"
not taken up by other chains and only
sessions next Saturday and will be re- exploited as a particular feature of with a provision for cancellation on 28
ur.
paced by Dan Seymo
their bands. But the P'i-P'a has them days' notice. Philadelphia, Kansas
City, Cleveland, Birmingham, Provifrustrated. They not only can't spell dence
and Omaha were among the
or pronounce P'i-P'a, they can't play cities cited by the Mutual official. As
AP
Now
Permits
it. P'i-P'a, if you're curious, is a
stringed instrument of the Orient, in- a result, advertisers have deserted Mutroduced here recently by the Chinese tual in favor of other chains, and the
Broadcasting
of
network last year had fewer advercompany
Eveningforin playing
Cathay."it
tisers than in 1937.
There are of35"An
techniques
The witness explained that only 42
properly,
and
only
the
Toscaninis
of
News
Dispatches
China can play it.
cities have three or more full time
▼
stations, even including locals with inadequate coverage, and only 31 have
Associated Press is now allowing its
From W. R. Hiller, a theatre man- four or more
stations.
news to be broadcast. Service to NBC
ager in Marshall, Minn., comes a note
One
result
of
the situation, Weber
was begun yesterday morning, and approving the withdrawal of Tyrone
within a few days CBS also will be Power from the air. Hiller says the pointed out, is that because of the inability to guarantee coverage during
broadcasting AP news dispatches.
practice should be adopted by all the
best hours, Mutual stations which have
While it has been known in the producing companies.
no other chain affiliations find it necestrade for some weeks that such a deal
they (the
don't think
sary to find local accounts for much
its"Ifhurting
the producers)
theatre business,
just
was inmentprospect,
yesterday'sAs developcame as a surprise.
late as get an earful of this," he writes, and time which would be valuable to national advertisers. He emphasized he
last evening the Associated Press had encloses an editorial from a local
no statement on the matter, and at newspaper which appeals to the people was not complaining of other networks, but merely was trying to bring
NBC it was merely acknowledged that not to use electric razors, vacuum
the network now was broadcasting cleaners and other electric devices out a situation which kept Mutual adAP news.
during the evenings, so that people vertising down and slowed expansion.
O. S. Gramling, executive assistant can enjoy their radio programs at
to Kent Cooper, head of the AP, made home.
However, along in his letter, Hiller Broadcast Engineers
the deal which brings America's oldest and largest news organization into lays his finger on the real core of the
the radio fold. It is the last to come
Meeting in Columbus
film vs. radio controversy. "Judging
in, United Press and International from the big majority of product reColumbus, Feb. 9. — Approximately
100 men from all sections of the U.S.
News Service having entered the radio
leased
since
Jan.
1,
I
can't
say
that
field some years ago. Gramling is in I blame them (the people) from stay- and Canada are here attending the
Canada and is not expected back for
annual two-week conference of
ing at home with their free radio en- second
broadcast engineers, sponsored by the
at least a week. Until his return, it is
tertainment," hestates.
T
understood, AP will maintain an ofOhio State University. Radio transficial silence.
mitter problems and television are the
Fred
Waring's
current
radio
proFirst intimation that the AP would
gram will not be renewed beyond chief topics under discussion.
There will be a panel discussion on
make its news available to radio folits present contractual period. It's
lowed collapse of the Press Radio Bu- the shortest radio run Waring ever "Standards of Good Engineering" by
reau, which virtually ceased operations has had — 26 weeks.
Andrew W. Ring, assistant chief en— Jack Banner
about six weeks ago. Press Radio was
gineer for the F.C.C., and a lecture
demonstration by Dr. J. O. Perrine,
formed some years ago to end network
competition with the news services.
of A. T. & T., on "Waves, Words and
Loew in Air
Press Radio bulletins were provided WHN,
by AP, UP and INS in especially
Contest on Picture
edited radio form.
McGeehan Appointed
AP, however, is not now editing its
a tieup with Loew's Theatres
news for radio. It comes to NBC in forIn the
Martin
J. McGeehan is newly appicture "Dramatic School,"
straight newspaper style, and at the WHN is broadcasting a dramatic conpointed head of the Milwaukee office
network it is rewritten for the ear. At
test with participants consisting of stu- ofWires."
Radio Sales, Inc., of CBS. He sucdents representing 43 New York City
CBS it was said that negotiations
ceeds Victor Giebish in the post.
there with AP are virtually concluded, High Schools. Each school has
and that service will begin within the selected one student to act the role
of one of the characters in the picture.
next .few days.
WNEW
to Double
It was said last night at NBC that The students will broadcast over
the A. P. will furnish news to NBC WHN in scenes from the picture for
Power of Station
as a public service as it had been doing prizes of $1,000 in free scholarships to
WNEW of New York will
through the Press Radio Bureau. It a dramatic academy. Judges include
begin
operating with 5,000
is furnished without remuneration and Jane rice
Cowl,
Robert
Morley
and
MauEvans.
watts power on Monday, the
is put on the air by NBC twice a day.
F. C. C. having granted its
request
for an increase to
Kemp to Return to CBS
double its present power.
Griffin Shoe Polish Co. has signed
Drops NBC
Affiliation
The same day, incidentally,
marks the beginning of the
WWNC, Asheville, N. C, has noti- to return Hal Kemp to the CBS airfied NBC, with which it has been
station's fifth anniversary of
this_ spring
in Kemp
the "Time
to
affiliated for some years, that its affili- Shine" waysseries
in which
was feaoperations.
ation with the network will terminate
tured last spring and summer by the
same sponsor.
as of April 1.
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Measure

$50 to $1,000

By RICHARD CONNERS
Albany, Feb. 13.— Proposal to tax
theatres controlled by circuits of three
or more at a rate of $50 to $1,000 each
has been introduced by Assemblyman
L. Bennett and is now under consideration by the Committee on Taxation.
The proposal is hidden in a bill to tax
chain "stores."
Although the bill is titled and refers
only to the licensing of stores, Section
8 defines stores to include theatres.
The scale of license fees proposed
starts with $50 each for "stores" in
excess of two and not more than five,
and goes up to $100 each for six to
10, $250 each for 11 to 25, and $1,000
each for 26 or more.
The bill requires all "stores" to be
licensed annually, and violation is
made a misdemeanor punishable by a
fine of from $25 to $100. Each day of
operation without a license is a separate offense.

Myers

YORK, TUESDAY,

Comments

Commenting on the Supreme Court decision in the
Dallas case, Abram F. Myers,
general counsel of Allied
States,
"You willof realize the said,
consequences
this
ruling as applied to numerous conditions imposed on
independents. . . . The Supreme Court probably has
given independents an effective weapon for their protec-

tion."
20th-Fox
New
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North

Dakota

Sales

Set

Policy

Price

CENTS

Control

Divorcement
By
Law

If Signed,
High

Copyright
Held
Illegal

Repealed
Will Forestall

Court

Action

Bismarck, Feb. 13. — The North
Dakota legislature voted over the
Will

TEN

14, 1939

weekend to repeal the state's affiliated
theatre divorcement law. The statute
will become non-existent if Governor
John Moses signs the repeal bill.

U. S. Supreme Court So
Rules in Texas Case
Washington, Feb. 13. — U. S.
Supreme Court today affiirmed the
verdict of the Texas District Court
in the Dallas antiEtrust suit, holdingmajor distributors, the Interstate Circuit and Texas Consolidated Theatres
to have violated the Sherman Act in
restrictive contracts with subsequent
run theatres. Texas Consolidated
Pictures. is a subsidiary of Paramount
Theatres

If the repeal gets the Governor's
signature there will be no action by
The decision was by a five to three
the U. S. Supreme Court on the con- vote, Justices Roberts, McReynolds
stitutionality ofthe theatre divorce- and Butler dissenting. Justice FrankNew season's sales policy of 20th
furter did not participate.
Century-Fox will be set at a conferment law. In legal parlance, the matence of home office executives and disMajority
opinion, delivered by Juster would become "moot" or of "no
trict managers at the Park Central
tice Stone, in commenting upon the
Hotel tomorrow. Problems relating consequence" and would be dismissed agreement which the Government
to
balance
of this season's
selling by the high court, which was scheduled charged distributors made with the
willthealso
be discussed.
The meeting
to hear arguments on the law next
two circuits, said, "It taxes credulity
may last two days.
month. Late Saturday a resolution to believe that the several distributors
Herman Wobber, director of distri- was introduced in the house urging would, in the circumstances, have acbution,
will presideon and
pro- Governor Moses to veto the repeal bill.
cepted and put into operation with sub(Continucd
pane outline
4)
stantial unanimity such far-reaching
changes in their business methods
without some understanding that all
were to join, and we reject, as be20th- Fox Completes
Zanuck
Seeks
Restriction;
yond the range of probability, that it
Cosmopolitan
Deal
was the result of mere chance.
Los Angeles, Feb. 13. — A two-year
"Purpose and ultimate effect of each
Will
Drop
Air
Show
producing and release deal between Metro
of its (Interstate's) contracts with
20th Century-Fox and Cosmopolitan
distributors was to restrain its comreconsider and allow the series to rehas been completed. Four to six picpetitors intheatre business by forcing
main on the air until the end of June, an increase in their admission price
tures will be released by the former,
Hollywood, Feb. 13. — Darryl
which will obtain the rights to Cos- Zanuck, it became known here, is at which time the series would nor- and compelling them through double
mopolitan stories.
mally leave the air for the summer feature restriction to make their enworking out fianancial and contract
readjustments with 20th Century-Fox period. It is believed that M-G-M
tertainment less attractive, and to prestars which will empower the studio will give the request for such an
clude distributors for specified time
Amalgamated Studio
to limit and control their radio activi- extension some serious thought.
William F. Rodgers, general sales from replacing pressure of restrictions
ties. Although no statement is forthIs Bought by Rank
coming, itis known that the studio is manager of M-G-M in making known
London, Feb. 13. — J. Arthur
contemplating the radio retirement of his company's action, said : "Since our
Rank, head of General Film
Don Ameche, who currently is heard business is with the exhibitor, M-G-M
Distributors (C. M. Woolf)
to Make
each Sunday on the Chase & Sanborn in fairness to them is taking this step Monogram
and of the recently merged
to discourage radio participation by its upon them,'1
Hour.
54 Films This Year
Pinewood - Denham studios,
Also in progress are revisions of
has purchased Amalgamated
—
"
contracts under which other name staMyers
rs. Approves Warmly
Studios at Elstree. The deal
players
have
been
free
to
accept
a
Washington,
Feb. 13. — Abram F.
Hollywood,
Feb.will
13. —consist
Monogram's
was consummated with Mc1939-'40
program
of 30
specified number of air stints during Myers, Allied general counsel, warmly features
and 24 Westerns, W. Ray
Alpine & Sons, former ownspecified hours.
approved the withdrawal of the Johnston said today. This is four
ers of the property, immediHeeding the rising volume of . ex- M-G-M series. He said : "Metro's
ately following the expiration
hibitor protest since radio log listings withdrawal from radio will be ac- more than last year's schedule.
of the lease and purchase
claimed by exhibitors who have been Budgets have been increased for the
took
on
the appearance of a Hollyoption on the studio held by
paying
steadilv
increasing rentals for top 18 features.
wood "blue book," M-G-M will terRetained in next year's program will
Paul Prod.,
Soskin's
minate its "Good News" radio pro- the doubtful privilege of playing star
kin
Ltd. company, Sospictures
in
opposition
to
the
same
stars
be
the "Mr. Wong Detective" series
Disposition of the property
Boris Karloff, the Frankie
gram.
Metro's first decision was to end the on the free- air. The metamorphosis featuring
was the subject of consierable
Darro series and the Tailspin Tommy
series on March 30, and officially re- now gradually taking nlace is vastly
advance speculation, local reJohnin Wayne
reisleased astatement to this effect. How- encouraging to those who have looked sequence.
ports havine had the Governsues will beEight
included
the western
ever, there is a good chance that the to the dav when motion pictures, freed
ment, John Maxwell and Oscar
program may not go off the air on of the heritage of pickpocket opporDeutsch. among others, negoJohnston will attend the board of
tunism, would take its rightful place group.
that date, for it is known that Benton
tiating for the studio.
& Bowles, the agencv handling the as America's greatest and most typical directors meeting Wednesday and the'
annual stockholders meeting March 1.
series, has asked the film company to
At Meet

Tomorrow

industry."
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\\T RAY
JOHNSTON, Mono* ' •gram president, arrives tomorrow from the coast.
•
Roy Disney left New York for the
coast over the weekend after a twoweek visit here with Hal Horne.
•
Jose Schorr of the Columbia publicity department assisted Dr. William Engel with the rewrite of his
book,
"SensibleFeb.
Dieting,"
which Knopf
is
publishing
20.
•
Bill Saal of Republic is on the
coast handling the publicity on "Men
of Conquest."
•
Mickey Rodney arrived Sunday
with his mother for a two-week vacation.
•
Toby Gruen of National Screen
and Bill Sussman of 20th CenturyFox and their wives have returned
from a cruise to Rio.
•
Don Eddy of the 20th Century-Fox
studio publicity department is here
with the "Tail Spin"
• air tour crew.
Max Cohen, sales manager at Universal's New York exchange, is expected back today from a Florida vacation.
•

Billy Gilbert's original screen
story, "Three Men and a Girl," has
been acquired by M-G-M.
•
Walter Wanger has joined the national committee sponsoring the benefit concert tour of Mischa Elman,
violinist.
•
Walter J. Hutchinson, director
of foreign distribution for 20th Century-Fox, left Saturday for Miami,
to return next Monday.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Quigley
sailed Saturday on the Washington
for California.
•
Ralph Ravenscroft has returned
to the coast.
•
Ed Reed, manager of Strand,
Providence, back home after brief
vacation in New York.
•
James Mulvey, William Powers,
Jules Levy at the Plaza Grill for
lunch the other day.
•
James Roosevelt lunched with
Ambassador Joseph P. Kennedy
Friday.
•
Merlin
Hall
Aylesworth has
gone to Florida for several weeks.
•
Edward P. Curtis, sales manager
of the motion picture division of Eastman Kodak, left over the weekend for
Hollywood.
•
Howard Dietz was out of town
over the weekend.
•
Will Hays has arrived in New
York from the coast.
•
Ned Depinet has returned to New
York from the west,

InsidersBy
'SAM
M-G-M, the friendly company

issue
there
nt
is an accou
in this
er page
anoth
of Metro's cancellation of
its "Good News" radio program.
Most significant in connection
with this is the statement of William F. Rodgers :
"Since our business is with exhibitors, M-G-M, in fairness to
them, is taking this step to discourage radio participation by its
ON

Rodgers speaks specifically for
Metro,
stars." but he is representative of
the entire industry of which he is
an esteemed leader. By his statement he sets forth a policy which
is in keeping with the tradition of
his firm, M-G-M, "the friendly
company." Also, as Rodgers is
chairman of the distributors' committee on trade practice reform,
his statement is doubly significant.
Have you ever watched the
traffic cop at 5th Ave. and 39th
St. ? He sings his orders to
drivers and his signal to stop
traffic is a sonorous "No," with
appropriate gesture. His deadpan
would make Buster Keaton blush.
And if you take our suggestion
and walk down 5th Ave., and find
that this bluecoat baritone is
silent or that he is not there,
make believe you are a Metro
scout and get a warming glow
from the crouching lions in front
of the Public Library.

Those Metro boys had conceived an interesting campaign
for "Huckleberry Finn."
Cradled in a conventional berry
container and labelled appropriately, "it's the berries" is a direct
mail booklet from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer containing reproductions of the national magazine
campaign for "Huckleberry
Finn." Booklet is die-cut in
volume form with character head
of Mickey Rooney, his name and
the picture title on the cover.
Copy claims a reader circulation of more than one hundred
million in the publications carrying the "Finn" displays. These
include Colliers, Saturday Evening Post, Popular Mechanics,
American, Newsweek, Red Book,
Time, Look, Good Housekeeping, Young America, among
others.
T

T

Oscar A. Doob, advertising
head of the Loew theatre end,
can take a bow for his unique
bulletin series on "Pygmalion,"
which was circulated among
critics in cities and towns where
Loew operates.
These snappy,

SHAIN
Outlook
chatty, breezy pamphlets were
prepared along personal lines, in
a manner which prompted several of the critics to pick the
subject matter for publication in
their columns. These comments
attained great proportions and
soon Doob was carrying on a
personal correspondence with the
critics through their columns
which ended on the day that the
picture opened in the respective

spots.

T

T

And now, a vvord for United
Artists — the Silverstone company is apparently contemplating an increased magazine advertising schedule, supplementing its newspaper campaign.
During the current season, under
Lynn Farnol's direction, U. A.
used extensive magazine advertising campaigns in behalf of
Alexander Korda's production
of "Drums," the Hal Roach picture, "Topper Takes a Trip,"
and the
Walter Wanger film
"Trade Winds."
A big campaign is under way
for Samuel Goldwyn's production "Wuthering Heights." Full
color pages will be used
in
Ladies Home Journal, McCalls,
Cosmopolitan, Saturday Evening
Post, Collier's, Life and American Weekly. The first insertions
will appear late in March and
early April.
Later, in the spring, an ambitious campaign on the Alexander Korda production of "Four
Feathers," concentrating on the
weeklies and color gravure to
make the most use of the Sudan
settings, photographed in color,
will be launched by United
Artists.
T

T

Distinct service to the cause
of human liberty and the justification for democracy in the
troubled world of today was rendered by the National Broadcasting Company in a Sunday
broadcast, whose significant and
self-explanatory title was "Freedom, theedLiving Tradition."
Arrang
by Ernest Boyd, the
half-hour program, through the
subtle device of two average
men arguing the value of listening to "the same old stuff" on
Lincoln's Birthday, offers excerpts from famous addresses of
history. All, despite the dates
of their rendition, strike the note
of liberty and freedom, spoken
by Patrick Henry, Edmund
Burke, Thomas Jefferson, Daniel
Webster, Louis Kossuth. The
program concludes with the now
notable rendition of the Gettysburg address by Charles Laughton.

Departs

U. S. Survey

A. Umansky, the well known
Paris theatre operator who has been
in America for the last six weeks
studying American exhibition conditions and possible outlets for French
day.
pictures, sailed on the Paris Satur-

His survey of industry condif^es
in the principal cities of the east ..-as
convinced him that there is a much
broader market in this country for
French pictures than has yet been
explored. The reception which he
found had been given by the American exhibitor and public to "Grand
Illusion" and "Heart of Paris" particularly and other important French
productions leads him to believe that
foreign pictures, French pictures in
particular please a sector of the
American public more than many
American pictures. He compares that
sector with the sector of the French
public which accepts American pictures. He feels, therefore, that the
possibilities for French pictures can
be extended by intensive exploitation
and distribution to many more sections of this country.
Umansky expects to return to New
York within the next few months
with definite plans for French picture
distribution.
Einfeld

Arrives

for

New York Conference
S. Charles Einfeld, director of publicity and advertising for Warner
Bros., arrived in New York over the
weekend from the coast. He plans to
spend three weeks here in conferences
with eastern executives. Discussion
will center around the advertising program for Warner product which is set
for release in the next few months.
A number of special exploitation
campaigns will be mapped for the immediate future. Next season's
will also be considered in theproduct
talks.
Cohn od,
Quits 20th-Fox
Hollywo
Feb. 13.— Alfred A.
Cohn, who joined the 20th CenturyFox staff a year ago, has resigned to
accept a post with another studio
shortly to be announced.
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5 and

10

Circuit

Graham

Newsreel
Is Planned

A circuit of small theatres showing
16 mm. newsreels and shorts is projected by a company known as 5 and
10 Movies, Inc., which has been incorporated at Albany. Among officers of the company will be Hickman Price, Ruth Maizel and Ruth
M. Stohlberg of Cranford, N. Y.
The company derives its name from
the fact that it plans to charge five
cents children's admission and 10 cents
for adults.
Price is in charge of the New York
office of DeVry Corp., manufacturer
of 16 mm. projection and recordingequipment. DeVry has been planning
a national 16 mm. newsreel and other
subjects for exhibition in theatres
especially built for the purpose.

Tuesday, February 14, 1939
Here

Feb.

17

"Picture Week" Is
Planned in Mexico

F or Duf

Mexico City, Feb. 13.— As
the "week" proposition has
become a Mexican institution,
domestic movie producers are
completing details for the
celebration of national motion picture week, during
which only made in Mexico
pictures will be exhibited.
They have told the government, in asking authorization
for this celebration, that
such a week will stimulate
interest in home productions.

John Cecil Graham, formerly managing director for Paramount in
Great Britain, arrives Feb. 17 from
London to confer with P. M. Hamilton, president of Dufaycolor Co.
Graham recently joined Dufay
Chromex in England as a member
of the board. He is believed to be
one of the designees of the British
company on the board of Dufaycolor,
which on Jan. 1 ceased to be a Dufay
Chromex subsidiary.
Col. Leslie R. Naftzger, attorney,
also will represent the English company on the Dufaycolor board. Naftzger sailed Saturday on the Paris for
Paris and London, where he will report on the American reorganization
to Dufay Chromex. He was vicepresident
subsidiary. of the former American
Denham Laboratories in London,
affiliated with Denham studios, denies that Graham has been appointed
its chairman.

20th-Fox

to Set

New

Season Sales Policy
(Continued from page 1)

ay color Parley

duction budgets for 1939-40, which will
reach a new high. Much of the boost
is due to labor costs, increased and
Wins on Tax Appeal new taxes, purchases of story material
and other factors.
New Orleans, Feb. 13. — The
S. R. Kent, president, will discuss Bush in Lachmann
Southern Amusement Co., Inc., Lake
Charles, La., does not owe $2,124.22 the company's plans and the responsibilities of the domestic sales organizain income tax deficiences claimed by
Place at 20th-Fox
tion in view of developments abroad.
the government for 1935, it has been
Rodney Bush, in charge of national
Division
managers
will
hold
individual
ruled by Charles P. Smith, member
meetings with district heads on Thurs- cooperative advertising for 20th Cenof the board of tax appeals. The com- day.
tury-Fox, has been appointed special
pany, operator of 10 motion picture
exploitation representative by Charles
Audited
standings
of
branches
in
the
theatres in Louisiana, held that it 1938 Kent Drive will be announced E. McCarthy, director of advertising
was entitled to deduction of 3 per cent
discussed for the 1939 drive. and publicity.
for depreciation of theatre buildings andIn plans
Bush succeeds Marc Lachmann, who
addition
to Kent and Wobber,
in figuring income on which tax was
resigned Friday. He left for the coast
the
home
office
will
be
represented
by
due. Government attorneys held the
the following : Truman H. Talley, Sunday. It is understood that Lachcompany was entitled to only 2 per
mann prefers an assignment that will
cent
deduction
for depreciations. Felix A. Jenkins, Charles E. McCar- permit him to spend more time with
thy; Division Managers William J.
his family on the coast.
Kupper, William Sussman and WilWilliam Chambliss, who has been
N. F. Censor Bans
liam C. Gehring; William J. Clark,
assistant
to Lachmann, continues unshort subjects sales manager; Martin
der Bush.
Moskowitz, assistant to Wobber : Jack
"Darling Daughter"
The film version of "Yes, My Bloom, contract manager, and Roger
Darling Daughter" has been banned Ferri, Clarence A. Hill, Edwin H. Miggins, Harley Sail
by the New York State Board of Collins, Theodore Shaw and Sam EpAfter Long US Visit
Censors. Warners have made an ap- stein.
peal to the State Board of Regents
The foreign department will be repBenjamin Miggins, 20th Centuryat Albany. The film is an adaptation
resented byWalter J. Hutchinson, di- Fox manager for Continental Europe,
rector of foreign distribution; Irving and Francis L. Harley, British manof the play of the same name by
Mark Reed which was produced on Maas, service manager and assistant
aging director, sailed Friday on the
Broadway in 1937. It was scheduled to Hutchinson, and Leslie F. Whelan.
Queen
They were
here several Mary.
weeks and visited
the coast.
District managers from the field will
to open at the Strand next Friday.
Southern

Amusement

include Tom H. Bailey, Boston; Edgar Moss, Philadelphia ; G. A. RobVorkapich Signed by
erts, Cleveland ; Harry G. Ballance,
Atlanta ; Ward E. Scott, Kansas City ;
for 'Dilemma'
Pascal
Slavko Vorkapich, formerly with F. A. Levy, Minneapolis, and James
Toronto. Branch ManM-G-M, has been signed by Gabriel P. O'Loghlin,
agers Harry H. Buxbaum of New
Pascal, British producer, to do the
York and Clyde W. Eckhardt of Chimontage work on "Doctor's Dilemma."
cago will attend.
Pascal sailed Friday on the Queen
Mary to confer with Bernard Shaw on
the script of the film and will return
shortly to complete the shooting script Two Unions Picket
in Hollywood. The film will be made
Wilmington
House
in England, for M-G-M release.
Wilmington, Feb. 13. — The New
Rialto Theatre is being picketed by
Deny Star Suit Dismissal members of Local 473, International
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Sam- Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
uel I. Rosenman on Friday denied an
projectionists'
acapplication of Mogull Bros., Inc., and and the
tion follows
the walkoutunion.
of fourTheunion
Charles and Leo Mogull, to dismiss
who charged the manthe complaint of Star Safety Film, projectionists
agement refused to negotiate a new
Inc., which seeks $17,000 damages,
charging the defendants with receiv- agreement.
ing and converting 3,000,000 feet of
film allegedly stolen from the plaintiff.
S chine Gets 3 in Rochester
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 13. — Schine
Starts Dual Policy
Circuit has acquired three neighborhood houses from A. A. Fenyvessy
Cincinnati, Feb. 13. — RKO Family, heretofore playing single bills with at a reported price between $600,000
three weekly changes, has gone to a and $700,000. The deal gives the
double feature policy, changing Sun- Schine Circuit 10 neighborhood houses
days and Thursdays. The 15 and 25- here. Fenyvessy still retains the Litcent admission scale remains the same.
tle and the Capitol.

Seeing them off when the boat
sailed were Walter J. Hutchinson,
foreign director ; Truman Talley,
Edmund Reek, Irving Maas, Les
Whelan,
Ed Thorgersen and- Lew
Lehr.

RKO
13

to

Seems
RKO

Board
15

of

Now

Likely

board of directors will be increased from the originally contemplated 11 members to a probable^f 3

to 15,counsel
it was indicated
H. C.propoRlthfaby,
for Atlas byCorp.,
nent of the RKO reorganization plan,
at the hearing before Federal Judge
William Bondy last Friday.
Last-minute changes in the personnel of the new directorate, which were
reported in Motion Picture Daily
of Feb. 10, prevented submission of the
list of directors to the court at Friday's hearing. As soon as the list has
been completed it will be filed with the
Federal court and notice published in
the N. Y. Law Journal. This may
occur within the next 10 days. Meanwhile, the next hearing on the reorganization proceedings was set for
Feb. 27 by Judge Bondy. There is
every reason to believe that the order
confirming the RKO reorganization
plan will be approved by the court at
that time.
Although no explanation of the lastminute changes in the personnel of the
new board was offered at Friday's
hearing, it was reported that the insistence of Time, Inc., a large RKO
creditor, and of the independent stockholders' committee for representation
on the board brought about the delay
and opened the possibility of having a
board of more than 11 members.
Rickaby made the statement that
"12 or 13 of the probable directors'
names are well known" and then advanced the suggestion that in the event
Atlas Corp. does not itself assume the
underwriting of the $1,500,000 of new
RKO stock, whatever firm does undertake the underwriting may ask for
and merit representation on the board.
Rickaby said that he had expected to
have the
list the
of directors'
names
in completed
readiness for
court on
Friday, but aside from stating that it
"is not the fault of the lawyers that
we haven't," he offered the court no
explanation for the delay.
He informed the court that the

holders of two-thirds of RKO's stock
and two-thirds of its debentures, presumably referring to Atlas Corp., Lehman Bros., RCA and Rockefeller CenDeny Disney Dismissal
ter, "are in agreement" on their nominees for the board, but that other inN. Y. Supreme Court Justice Berterests are not. Rickaby urged the
nard Shientag on Friday denied the
court
to
confirm the plan on Friday
application of Walt Disney Producwithout
having
received the names of
tions, Ltd., to dismiss a $300,000 damage suit brought against it and RCA the directors and their connections,
Mfg. Co. by Adriana Caselotti, the and officers of the new RKO, but
voice of Snow White in "Snow White Judge Bondy, refusing, held that to
do so would be an evasion of the
and the Seven Dwarfs."
Chandler Act. The court ruled that
publication
of the confirmation notice
M-G-M Field Shifts
should be made prior to the Feb. 27
M-G-M has made the following hearing and that on that date he would
shifts : Ralph Landsnaes, student consider the earlier objections to the
booker, to booker at the Albany ex- approval of the plan together with
change Kenneth
;
Gilmore and Morris new objections before signing the order of confirmation.
Zell, checkers in Kansas City and
Washington, respectively, to checking
supervisors in the same territories.
Affirm Select Writ
Production Unit Formed
Albany, Jan. 13. — Colbruck Productions, Inc., has filed incorporation
papers with the Secretary of State.
Belle Feldman, Jacob Soroka and
Mignon Jauss are listed as directors.

Denial of an injunction against Select Attractions, Inc., Leo Malchin
and Charles Swarzza, to restrain exhibition of the picture, "The Glory of
Faith," was affirmed by the Appellate
Division
Saturday. of the Supreme Court on
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Kate
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Editor
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Inspired by RUDYARD KIPIINC'S Poem
Screen Play by Joe/ Sayrt and Fred Guiof
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acclaim
"Ten

"A great show... has powerfully potent charm that cannot help but attract patronage."— Kate

of

Best":

Cameron,

n. y. Daily News

.."A disarming and enchanting film . . .Story told with such warmth and such a sure sense of screen values that you will be
laking a mistake to miss it."— Howard

Barnes, n. y. Heraid-Tribune... "A noteworthy picture ... Has a simplicity which

endearing, and it builds up to a climax which reduces one to tears."-- Bland johaneson, n. y. Daily Mirror... "A picture
with its heart in the right place . . . Engaging performances lift it now and again into charm, pity and tenderness."— b. r, c, New

Yor k Times .. ."like a breath of fresh air on a sultry evening... As fine and

engrossing an entertainment as the screen has offered in months/'— wuiiam

Boehnei, n. y. Worid-Teiegram

..."A real picture — a tender, rollicking comedy with all the drama it needs. Might have been written originally with just its present cast in mind."— Eileen Creeiman,

n. y. Sun . . ."Has both charm and humor . . .

adroitly fashioned and thoroughly enjoyable . . . well worth seeing."— Rose Peiswick, n. y. journal

& Amer-

ican ..."Yesterday's premiere audience charmed ... packs a wallopy appeal and divine sense of humor...
Barrymore puts forth magnificent performance."

v

— Irene Thirer, N. Y. Post
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CITY

MUSIC

HALL

ATTRACTION

NOW

PLAYING

RUNS

COAST

FIRST

TO COAST

iSkvu/
CD

PETER

H0LDEN ■ VIRGINIA

Katharine Alexander
MacBRioE
• directed By garson kanin . produced By cliff reid • mm m, er joHN tw

WEIDLER

• donald

Irene
Park

Dunne,
Avenue

loving

ease

as

Terry

lady
and

McKay,

of leisure

luxury

. .

. . play-

ing at life in the worldfs gay
places! . . Charles
Boyer, as
the

reckless,

dashing,

ible Michel Marnay.

irresist. interna-

tional lover, carefree
breaker!

. . these

two

off their feet by a
would not be denied!
What
—

a situation

lor drama,

heart—

swept

love
....

for burning

conflict, hope

that

romance!
and

heart-

break jewelled in settings of richness
such

as to arouse

the secret dreams
What

Stars, Story, Director,

of

Box-office!
Production
Ele- !
money

with.
MARIA
LEE

OUSPENSKAYA

BOWMAN

ASTRID

ALLWYN

MAURICE

MOSCOVICH

SCREEN PLAY BY DELMER DAVES AND DONALD OGDEN STEWART
DIRECTED

BY LEO McCAREY

At last
DRAI

couple who

made

dancing

great international pastime! . . .
Irene, the fashion-plate girl who
wore the first bobbed hair;
Vernon, the Beau Brummel

whose

rhythmic feet were stilled in
war-torn skies... Tender romance,
4

high-hope, laughter, heart-throbs
and fight against odds! . . . Fred
and Ginger re-living the sensations of the first Castle Walk,
the Tango, the Maxixe, the Texas
Tommy!

— the most

thrilling

dancing of the Astaire- Rogers
careers— to the haunting hit
melodies of the exciting times...
All the

glory that made

the

Castles the most talked-of figures
of their brilliant day make this
THE BIG STANDOUT SHOW FOR
TOP

GROSSES

THIS

YEAR!

GINGER

ASTAIRE*
ROGERS
THE
STORY
OF

TEMPORARY

TITLE)

EDNA

MAE

WALTER
LEW

OLIVER

8RENNAN

FIELDS • ETIENNE GIRARDOT
JANET BEECHER
PANDRO
CHARGE

S. BERM AN IN
OF PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY
H. C. POTTER

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
GEORGE HAIGHT

V-

v I (rr S'l <•
0

v

comro

lj$mi

Tiii«|"

Corrigan
Receptio
Parade

Never in modern times has the imagination of the world
been so quickened as it was by "Careless" Corrigan's
greatest of all do-or-die deeds ! . . . Overnight he became
dear to the heart of every man, woman and child with a
drop of red blood in his veins . . . Now he's on the screen,
with his smile, his "crate," his life, his flight -woven
into a drama of such excitement, such speed and thrill
and ready exploitability as to stamp this great picture
THE NUMBER ONE SHOW SENSATION OF THE SEASON!

DOUGLAS

in
t**^

P
fr3

0

CO

M

1

H

ROGERS

Wilh production completed on the Asiaire-Rogers "Castles"
show, Ginger begins work on her greatest straight dramatic
role since "Stage Door.". . . Here she has a stage play full of
emotional fire ... A romance rich in heart-hitting situations
and

bristling dialog! . . . The

story of a girl with

loveliness! . . . and too little love! ... a girl who

too much

dared

to face

the guns of scandal with another woman's baby in her arms!
. . . An exciting change of pace for Ginger . . . another big
show

coming

up

for YOU!
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'Delight'

PICTURE

Angeles

Los Angeles, Feb. 13. — "Idiot's Delight," paired with "While New York
Sleeps," was the leader here, taking
tf=fc,200 at the Chinese and Loew's
at the former and $19,^te,
400 at $16,800
the latter.
"Gunga Din" continued strong in its
second week, with $15,700 at the Hillstreet and $15,100 at the Pantages.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 8 :
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500)
(30c-75c)
7 days.
Gross: $16,800. (Average, $12,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
4 STAR— (900) (40c-55c) 7 days, 6th week.
Gross: $5,800. (Average, $3,250)
"Gunga Din" (RICO)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (30c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $15,700. (Average.
$6,500)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"While New York Sleeps" (ZOth-Fox)
LOEW'S
STATE— (2,500) (30c-75c) 7
days. Gross: $19,400. (Average, $14,000)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (30c-6Sc) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $15,100. (Average, $7,000)
"Zaza" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595) (30c-65c) 5 days.
Stage: F. & M. revue. Rube Wolf and his
orchestra. Gross: $10,500. (Average, $18,000)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (Hollywood)— (3,000)
(30c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,400.
(Average, $14,000)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W.n)—B.)(3,400)
WARNER BROS. (Downtow
(30c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,500.
(Average, $12,000)

'Gunga Din' High
Denver Take with

Hollywood, Feb. 13. — Bob Burns
will portray the role of the famed
"Casey Jones," based on the traditional railroad men's song. Julien
Josephson will write the screenplay
and George Arthur will produce the
Paramount picture . . . Based on a
recent "America Marches On" program, "Mr. Martin Comes Home,"
will be produced by Warners as a tworeel patriotic short subject. Irene
Rich, John Litel and Gabriel Dell
will have the leading roles . . .
Clarence Muse, Negro singer and
actor, and Langston Hughes, colored poet and writer, have been
signed by Sol Lesser to prepare
music and story for "Way Down
South," which will be a Bobby Breen
vehicle. Bernard Vorhaus, who will
direct it, also is preparing for "Snow
Train," to be an Irene Dare vehicle
to be produced by Lesser.
+
M-G-M is preparing to do remakes
of "Within the Law" and "Penthouse." Ruth Hussey will have the
top role in the former, and Walter
Pidgeon, Virginia Bruce and Leo
Carrillo go into the latter . . . Jean
Arthur has been signed for the
feminine lead of "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington," at Columbia. Frank
Capra will produce and direct from
the Sidney Buchman script . . .
Harry Sherman was injured during
a fall from his bicycle. Thirty-five
stitches were taken in his scalp, and
he suffered a dislocated shoulder.

New

York

C as tin g — Donald O'Connor to
"Campus Dormitory," Paramount . . .
John Carroll, Pat Flaherty,
Charles Moore and Melissa Sierra
have been added to the Columbia film,
"Plane No. 4," to star Jean Arthur
and Cary Grant . . . Harry Bailey,
Edward Earle, William Arnold and
Harry Strong have been cast in
Columbia's new serial, "Flying GMen," which features Robert Paige,
Richard Fiske, James Craig and
Lorna Gray.
+
Ruth Hussey,
Sidney Blackmer,
Johnson, Paul
Gargan, Lynne

Paul Cavanaugh,
John King, Rita
Kelly, William
Carver, Samuel

Hinds,
added. . to. The
"Within
Law"
at
M-G-M
same the
company
has cast Frances Mercer, Herbert
Mundin, Frank M. Thomas, Edward Brophy and Tom Kennedy in
"Penthouse." . . . "Ice Follies of 1939"
has added Lewis Stone, Bess Ehrhardt, Lionel Stander, Charles D.
Brown, Truman Bradley . . . Loraine Johnson has joined the cast of
"Dr. Kildare's Mistake," M-G-M.
+
Betty Blythe added to "Captain
Fury,"
. . . Milesin
Mander HalandRoach
CecilfilmKalioway
"Wuthering Heights," Samuel Goldwyn picture . . . Joan Bennett and
Warren William cast in "The Man
in the Iron Mask," Edward Small
production.

Preview
ft

Gross

of

$13,700

Denver, Feb. 13.— "Gunga Din" was
very strong here, grossing $13,700 at
" in its
James,
"Jesse
Orphe
the
, was
second
weekum.
at the
Aladdin
good
oon"
"Paris
for
.
Denham
at theHoneym
$8,700
a good and
drew $5,000,
Estimated takings for the week
ending Feb. 8 :
"Jesse James" (U. A.)
ALADDIN— (1,400) (25c-40c), 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average. $3,500)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"Vacation From Love" (M-G-M)
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-40c), 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average,
$2,500)
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
DENHAM— (1,750) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $8,700. (Average, $6,000)
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
DENVER — (2,525) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,500)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,600) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $13,700. (Average, $8,000)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c -40c), 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)
"Kentucky" (20th-Fox)
"Adventure in the Sahara" (Col.)
RIALTO— (878) (25c-40c), 7 days, "Ken$1 .750) tucky," 3rd week. Gross: $2,000. (Average.

. . . one-third
(Orlob-Paramount)

of a nation.

. .

". . .one-third of a nation. . ." poses a social problem which faces the
country. This problem is presented bluntly and with considerable vigor.
But the film's structure is scarcely that of a dramatic photoplay.
Taking its cue, as did the WPA Theatre play, from which it is derived, from President Roosevelt's speech about the underprivileged, the
film depicts the filth, the low moral standards and the fire danger which
lurk in obsolete dwellings. It is told, however, episodically, with little
emotional appeal and only the thinnest of plots. Whatever its appeal

as a social document — and the picture's subject presents a direct challenge which almost certainly will attract considerable comment from
the press — as entertainment, it offers little.
The story deals with the efforts of Sylvia Sidney, a tenant of the
slums, to induce her landlord, Leif Erikson, to tear down old houses and
build new ones. Her brother, Sidney Lumet, is crippled as a result of
a fire. Erikson, without knowing that he owns the building where the
fire occurred, undertakes the hospitalization of the lad. When he learns
that he is the owner, however, he decides to remedy tenant conditions.
In this effort he is blocked by his sister, Muriel Hutchinson, and his
business manager, Percy Waram. A second fire, in which the boy dies,
decides the issue and the picture ends with Erikson tearing down the
old houses and building new ones.
The boy's hatred for the slums is personalized in interesting fashion
when he speaks to the house and the latter's answers in human fashion.
It is unfortunate that most of the dialogue is given over to explanatory
speeches of the economic problems involved. The film, by virtue of its
novelty, should draw in the first runs of the larger cities. Whether it
Col. Purchases Novel
Columbia has purchased the screen will draw in other houses is questionable.
Myron McCormick is well cast in one of the supporting roles, as the
rights to "The Tree of Liberty," a
new historical novel of America, to be "leftist" friend of Miss Sidney. Harold Orlob produced, Dudley Murpublished Feb. 27 by Farrar & Rinephy directed and Oliver H. P. Garrett wrote the screenplay.
hart. Elizabeth Page, the author, is
said to have worked five years on the
Running time, 76 minutes. "A."*
novel, which covers the period in
*<'A"
denotes adult classification.
American history from 1754 to 1808.
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STORIES FROM

ALTEC FILES

Nat M. Williams,
General Manager of the
Interstate Enterprises
Thomasville, Ga.

Survey

Prevents

Serious

Blaze

Theatre

in

in South

THOMASVILLE, GA.— "Not satisfied with
making his regular inspections of the
sound equipment in our theatres, our
Altec inspector, L. W. McClung, took it
upon himself to make all our people 'fireextinguisher conscious.' He personally
made a survey of extinguishers in the
Rose, Mode and Ritz in Thomasville, the
Pine in Pelham, Ga., the Ilex, in Quitman, Ga., and the Shaw and Roxy in
Quincy, Fla.," said Nat. M. Williams,
General Manager, Interstate Enterprises.
"Within less than a week after McClung made his survey, we had a fire in
the Shaw Theatre, at Quincy, Fla. The fire
was put under control with a minor loss,
but if McClung hadn't made that survey,
it could have resulted in a serious property loss, to say nothing of the possibility
of panic among the patrons.
"What the Altec man did wasn't part
of his work, but such extra and unsolicited
service certainly makes for an exhibitor's
peace of mind."
The regular inspections of an Altec Service
inspector guard your theatre against emergency breakdowns. Without obligation, let
the Altec inspector in your locality explain the advantages of an Altec Service
Agreement. Write to—

250 West 57th Street, New York City
THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION
OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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Pope
By

B&K

Memorialized

All

Networks

►

Radio

in
Personals

Broadcasts

Special

<

AFRA Code Effective
American Federation of
Radio Artists fair code and
wage scale went into effect
at 12:01 A. M. Sunday morncies. ing, with over 50 major agen-

Hollyof the
KER
DANNY woodDAN
pson
er Thom
J. Walt
office and Lou Silvers, musical
Agencies which got their
contracts to A.F.R.A. just in
director of 20th Century-Fox, left for
time to make the deadline
the coast Saturday on the Century
include Young & Rubicam,
after spending 10 days in New York
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
. . . Henri Diamant-Berger, French
broadcasting official and former moOsborne, Erwin-Wasey and
McCann-Erickson.
tion picture director, who has been
here for several months recording the
American scene for broadcasting via
At 12:20 A. M., Friday, NBC got transcriptions in France, sailed for
first word out of Rome by presenting Mary
Euro.pe on Saturday on the Queen Compromise
Seen in
Philips R. McKenzie, who described
Studio Union Dispute
the scene in the Eternal City. At 8
Hollywood, Feb. 13. — Negotiations
anA. M., Friday, NBC broadcast
Committee
to Rule
are under way toward a compromise
other program from Rome, with Msgr.
Ralph Hayes. Rector of the American
Radio Critics Circle under which I. A. T. S. E.'s minority
faction headed by Jeff Kibre would
College in Rome, calling upon the
Radio Critics Circle, meeting Fri- withdraw changes of company unionworld for universal prayer. At 10 :30
at the Edison, decided not to
ism against international officers of the
A. M. the network presented the Vati- elect dayofficers.
The group, consisting I. A. and producers in the N. L. R. B.
can City station on the air with the
first official announcement describing of film commentators on the air, will proceedings. Kibre is said to be seekby an executive commiting a bargaining contract for four
the circumstances of the Pope's death. be governed
tee of three, with one member with- I. A. T. S. E. locals covering wages
At noon MacKenzie was again predrawing and a new one named every and hours as well as maintaining all
sented from Rome ; at 7 P. M. a
two months.
the other benefits of the basic studio
special program presenting three archagreement from which the 1. A.
Present governing committee con- labor
bishops, Edward Mooney of Detroit ;
sists of Gene King, WEVD ; Sam withdrew.
Amleto Cicognani of Vatican City and
John J. Mitty of San Francisco. On Taylor, WHN, and Sidney Kaufman,
Kaufman is also chairman. 'Maml
Saturday NBC presented Bishop Em- WQXR.
ock' Is Banned
met Walsh of Charleston, and later
Next Friday's meeting will be at
Station
WNEW.
The
group
plans
during the day Cardinals Mundelein
announce an award for outstanding By Providence Board
and Dougherty, followed by Msgr. to
service.
"Professor Mamlock," Soviet film
Fulton J. Sheen and the Most Reverdistributed in this country by Amkino
end Michael J. Curley, Archbishop of
Corp., has been banned in Providence.
Baltimore and Chancellor of Catholic
Ralston Will Replace
The picture was rejected a week ago
University. At intervals throughout
by the Inspector of Entertainment in
Sunday and Monday NBC maintained
that city but after protests, Amkino
Mix Purina
with
a comparable schedule to the above.
Ralston
Co. 'Insiders'
is cancelling the was granted permission to show the
Tom Mix series it has been present- film before the Board of CommisPapal Legate on CBS
ing on NBC for the past several
sioners which, however, upheld the inCBS presented, among others, Papal years. The show will leave the air
Legate Archbishop Cigonani ; a musi- March 24, but prior to its leavetak- spector.
"Professor Mamlock" recently was
cal tribute by the CBS Symphony ; ing, Ralston Purina will replace it bound in Chicago and the entire state
Secretary Wallace and Bernard Ba- with a new series titled "Inside Stor- of Ohio but after legal action the
ruch in addresses from Washington ;
ies." Latter will bow in March 7 ban was lifted.
and addresses from various newspaper and will be heard Tuesdays at 8
correspondents from Rome, including P. M. on the Blue.
Boris Morros Sails to
Cecil Brown of INS and Renaldo
Cortezi of the New York Times Rome
WMCA
broadcast an interfaith
Confer with Siritzky
Bureau.
memorial to the Pope Saturday from
Boris Morros sailed Friday on the
Presented over Mutual throughout 8 to 8 :30 P. M. The Catholic tribute
Queen
Mary for Paris to confer with
the weekend were Archbishop Amleto, was presented by the Rev. Dominick Leon Siritzki,
his associate in a new
Bishop Stephen J. Donahue, Alfred E.
company
which
plans to distribute
J.
Fiorentino,
pastor
of
St.
Dominick's
Smith, and others.
Church. Dr. David B. De Solapoole, French films here.
On Saturday from 2:15 to 2:30 Rabbi of the Portuguese Synagogue in
Morros intends to select a number
P. M. WOR-Mutual had a special New York, represented the Jewish of films, including some which would
broadcast from the Rex, as Cardinals people in their memorial tribute, while be suitable for remake in Hollywood.
George Mundelein, William O'Con- the Protestant tribute was delivered Siritzki, who is interested in Paris
nell and Dennis Dougherty left for the by Dr. Christian F. Reisner of the theatres and production, was expected
Papal elections at Rome.
Broadway Temple Church.
to come here, but plans were changed.
Morros expects to leave France on
the Queen Mary Feb. 18.
Special programs and prayers in
memory of Pope Pius XI were broadcast by the networks and all local independent stations following receipt of
word of the death of the Pontiff,
which was flashed on the air first by
NBC at 11:41 P. M., Thursday. CBS
and
Mutual followed NBC's flash by
six minutes.
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MAGIC

VOICE

the SCREEN

Ask your representative for details.
Designed for any theatre —
regardless of size.

of

Suit

Put

Off

Hearings
to March

7

Chicago, Feb. 13. — Hearing on all
pending motions in the independents'
suit against B. & K. and major companies has been postponed by Federal Judge Wilkerson to March 7, at
which time prior proceedings will be
reviewed and future action outlined.
Taking of depositions was postpongp
until after the hearing date because V:
the illness of Joseph Rosenberg,
plaintiff's attorney. The Government
contempt action against B. & K. and
the majors will be heard by Federal
Judge Woodward on Friday.
Notables

at

Miami

See 'Stagecoach' Open
Miami Beach, Feb. 13. — The opening of "Stagecoach" at the Lincoln
Friday night brought out a large
audience of celebrities and socialites.
Fred Beebe staged a rodeo in front
of the theatre which attracted a crowd
of 5,000 and which was put on the
air. Among the celebrities and socialites in the audience were Nicholas M.
Schenck, Mr. and Mrs. Damon
Runyon, George Ade, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Ames, Leah Ray, Leo Spitz,
Eddie Saunders, Barney Balaban,
Mr. and Mrs. Sailing Baruch, Abe
Hallow, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Wolfson, Major Albert Warner, Sheila
Barrett, Abe Lyman, Joseph E. Widener, Mr. and Mrs. P. A. B. Widener,
Veloz and Yolanda, Stroud Twins,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Meyer, Cross
and Dunn, Barry Devine, Joe E.
Lewis, Hy Gardner, Joan Abbott,
Raye and Naldi, Sonny Werblin,
Reinald Werrenrath, Meyer Schine,
William Danforth, John Fisher and
Frank Stearn.
Committee
Fair

Temple

Named

as

Sponsors

Among those
serving on
a laymen's
sponsoring
committee
appointed
by
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia for the
Temple
Religion
at thevice-presiWorld's
Fair are of
Frank
C. Walker,
dent of the Comerford circuit ; David
Sarnoff, Mrs. William S. Paley, Herbert Bayard Swope, Stephen P. Callaghan, Henry R. Luce, Arthur A.
Ballantine, Frank Vanderlip, Grover
A. Whalen and William J. Donovan.

Robert Hage Is Dead
Funeral services were held on
Saturday for Robert Hage, former
member of the editorial staff of Motion Picture Daily and the old
WHKC
Starts Forum
Motion Picture News. Hage died
Columbus, O., Feb. 13. — KHKC,
being stricken with pneulocal Mutual affiliate, has inaugurated Feb. 9 after
monia. He was 51 years old and
a legislative forum, to be aired by R. resided at Bogota, N. J. He was an
S. French, production manager, from editorial employe of a Bergen, N. J.,
7 :4S to 8 P. M.
newspaper at the time of his death
and had been employed on Chicago
Television Unit Formed
newspapers and the N. Y. Sun. He
Albany, Jan. 13. — United Televi- was also a publicity man for the old
sion and Appliance Corp. has been in- First National Pictures and for Universal for a time.
corporated here with Rose Meyer,
Naomi
Grunes
and
Sylvia
Teidor
as
directors.
Hold Imhof Rites
Funeral services were held in MilNovarro in Mexico
waukee on Saturday for the father of
Mexico City, Feb. 13. — Ramon No- Joseph H. Imhof, M-G-M office manager there. He died Wednesday.
varro is reportedly arranging to organize apicture production company
John Dembeck, father of John
here for making films in Spanish. He
Dembeck, Jr., M-G-M booker in Detroit, died Friday.
is to do most of his own directing. '
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NEW

you can see it better, of course. In

the stronger light you

can

see more

details of pattern and

construction.

clearly the

This simple illustration explains the favorable
reaction of patrons to High Intensity projection,
now found in more than one third of the theaters

enables

patrons

white light

to see all pictures more

TO

THE

WINDOW?

and color features in more

accurate hues than is

possible with low intensity projection.

In daylight

you see its true color.

in this country. This stronger, snow

SUIT

Simplified High Intensity projection gives two
to three times

as much

screen

intensity. Yet

more

as low
that

one

extra

light on the projection
it costs so little

admission

per show

will

pay the difference. Ask your dealer's salesman
to show you the book, "Yes — But What Will

clearly
It Cost?"
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7'fce words "National" and "Suprex" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

I0NAL CARBON
COMPANY,
INC.
Unit of Union Carbide MM and Carbon Corporation
CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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NEW

Companies
Ask
In

to

Rehearing
Dallas

Case

Outlawing of Clearance
Is Seen Possible
That major distributors and Interstate Circuit will petition the U. S.
Supreme Court for a reargument of
the Dallas anti-trust case appeared
certain yesterday as film attorneys
read implications
in the
high court's
decisions
which they
believed
might
revolutionize industry production, distribution and exhibition practices.
Among the possible results of the
court's majority opinion, some attorneys hold, is the outlawing of clearance between theatres. A first study
of Justice Stone's ruling at a meeting
of industry attorneys yesterday developed the impression that if the court,
as may be the case, ruled that distributors cannot legally enter into any
agreement with one exhibitor which
affects the operations of another,
clearance might easily be included
within the scope of the decision. Obviously, without clearance, the entire
distribution, exhibition and price structure of the industry collapses.
Decision Far Reaching
All attorneys were agreed that the
Supreme Court decision goes far beyond the considerations involved in the
Interstate (Paramount) case itself,
which is the right of a distributor and
exhibitor to contract to show certain
pictures at a designated minimum admission in a first run which will not be
shown below other designated scales in
a second run, or on a double feature
program.
A majority of attorneys indicated
that a rehearing effort is advisable,
as well, because of the emphatic tone
of the court's dissenting opinion, which
held that the majority ruling was "unjustified." Attorneys also favor a re(Continued on page 3)
Fleming

to

Direct

'GoneWiththeWind'
Hollywood, Feb. 14. — Victor Fleming has been borrowed from M-G-M
by Selznick International to replace
George Cukor as director of "Gone
With the Wind." Cukor will work
with Fleming for a week to familiarize him with the material.
Cukor early this week withdrew
from the film as a result of differences
of opinion on several points in the
story.

To Exempt Theatres
From NY Chain Bill
Albany, Feb. 14. — Apprised
by Motion Picture Daily that
his chain store bill also apparently affected theatre circuits, Assemblyman Louis
Bennett today declared he
had no intention striking at
them. Viewing the definition
of thenett"stores"
section, Bensaid his intention
was
merely to protect small merchants from the inroads of
chain store competition.
Bennett informed Motion
Picture Daily an amendment
eliminating theatres from
provisions of the article will
be forthcoming. The bill sets
license fees on multiple
stores.

Air

Will

Continue

Without
Stars,

Picture

Says

Royal

FEBRUARY

TEN
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ALLIED

PACT

MAY

Myers
men

Hints

ON

RULING

at Protest

Action

on

Divorce-

InterRepeal; Justice Department
ested; New Bill Offered in Missouri

By SHERWIN A. KANE
An intimation that Allied States may withdraw from the industry's current
trade practice negotiations by way of retaliation for the efforts to repeal
the North Dakota affiliated theatre divorcement law was given by Abram F.
Myers, chairman of the board and general counsel of Allied, in Washington
yesterday.
Meanwhile, the Department of Justice has interested itself in the North
Dakota legislature's action in voting for repeal of the divorcement law last
weekend, it was revealed at Bismarck yesterday by Oscar Hagen, speaker
of the house, who last Saturday branded the adoption of the repeal measure
within a week after its introduction as "peculiar."
Hagen withheld
his signature
from the repeal
bill yesterday
in
Hearing
Open

By JACK BANNER
British Acoustics
Radio will be found at the same old
stand doing business in the same old
way following the withdrawal of the
Action on Patents
last motion picture player from the
air, is the way that John Royal, NBC
vice-president in charge of programs,
Wilmington, Feb. 14. — Improved
views the current Hollywood agitamechanism infeed infringement
filmpatent
projector
tion against allowing further appearvolved in the
suit
ances of screen players on the air.
brought by British Acoustics Films
There wasn't any spleen in the way against RCA and Erpi, was described
Royal, made that statement. In factj
Kolisch, counsel for the plainhe acknowledged that screen stars by Paul
tiff, as the hearing opened before
have helped make the airways attrac- Judge
here today.
John P. Nields in district court
tive, but nonetheless he made it clear
that he feels radio will be able to carry
The plaintiff asks an injunction reon without serious damage to its prostraining RCA and Erpi from use of
grams or audience if the worst hap- the device for feeding film through
pens and Hollywood permanently bars the projector at constant speed. Kofilm stars from working on the air.
lisch explained the function of the
mechanism embodying patent^ improveNo Showdown Seen
ments, which he said the plaintiff was
Neither is the current agitation the granted in 1926 and 1935. It is
showdown between radio and Holly- charged the sound apparatus of RCA
wood that some sources believe it to and Erpi use inventions on which the
be, in the opinion of Royal, who plaintiff is said to hold patents.
British Acoustics, wholly owned
doesn't believe such a showdown ever
will arrive because none is called for subsidiary of Gaumont British, asks
(Continued on page 3)
a perpetual injunction and damages.
Merrel E. Clark outlined the defendants' case as the hearing adjourned.
Schaefer and Wilcox
Leave for New York
Hollywood, Feb. 14. — George J.
Schaefer, president of RKO, left by
train for New York tonight after several weeks here conferring on production. He is accompanied by Herbert
Wilcox, British producer, who was
here to line up production on his next
film for RKO.

QUIT

DEALINGS

DAKOTA

CENTS

Buffalo Bill for Para.
Hollywood, Feb. 14. — Harry Sherman,willproducing
release,
make a for
film Paramount
on the exploits
of Buffalo Bill. He has purchased
two stories from Capt. Frank Winch,
long associated with the Indian
fighter.
script. Harrison Jacobs is doing the

with tion
thethatexplanahe had
been informed
that Department
of Justice inves"are here
inquiring tigators
into
the
situation." In
ada house
resolutiondition,urging
Governor John
Moses to veto
the repeal bill
was "allowed to

Abram Myers

rest," pending developments after
ably reported by having been favorjudiciary R.com-R.
mittee at Bismarcktheyesterday.
Scholl, author of the resolution, asked
the house to withhold action on it for
the time being.

May Renew "Fight"
Myers, in his Washington statement, attributed the North Dakota divorcement law repeal move to affiliated company interests.
"That and other activities behind
our backs," he said, "while we have
been engaged in the trade practice negotiations make us wonder whether
we had better not cage the dove of
peace and renew the fight. We are
not well enough manned to cover both
fronts and it will have to be one or
In reply
the Allied
ment it was topointed
out leader's
in some statetrade
the
other."that the resolution adopted
quarters
by Allied's board of directors at its
Washington
meeting
last 3)month re(Continued
on page
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Regents to Review
Warner Film Today

Purely

Personal

►

Oscar Doob,
MARJORIE FORD,
Mort Spring, Lou Irwin and
Dave Blum at Sardi's yesterday for
lunch.
John Lodge returns today on the
Champlain with Mrs. Lodge (Francesco Bragiotti) and their two children. They will return to France in
two weeks, where Lodge has film commitments.
William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager of M-G-M, was fighting the
grippe yesterday.
Tyree Dillard, Loew attorney, returned to work yesterday, having recovered from the flu.
•
Si Seadler leaves for the coast Friday. He will be gone three weeks.
•
Joseph R. Kleckner, president of
Motiograph, is here from Chicago.
Herbert (Tex) Rickard, advertising
director for the company, has returned
to Chicago.
•
Oscar Micheaux has started direction of the first of three features at
the Biograph Studios, with Nelson
H. Minnerly in charge of recording.
•
Mort Blumenstock, eastern advertising and publicity head for Warner's,
suffered a broken ankle over the weekend.
•
Frank Drew, M-G-M manager in
Cleveland, leaves this week with Mrs.
Drew for two weeks in Florida.
•
Edward H. Griffith, Paramount
director, has returned to the coast.
•
Frank McReown and Harold
Keittle, Detroit and Dallas branch
managers for Ross Federal, and Harold Lund, Pittsburgh, eastern district
supervisor, were home office visitors.
•
Densmore A. Ross, general manager, Ross Federal Service, is vacationing in Miami. Frank X. Miske,
controller, has left for a two-week
West Indies cruise.
YOU
LOS

CAN

BE

IN

By SAM
Insiders'

ment
ished if thenotGove
bernastond
WE werewoul
not as much surprised by the fact that the U. S.
Supreme Court decided in its
favor in the Dallas copyright
case as the Dallas people and the
major companies were in finding
that the verdict was against them.
It was a close call, in our opinion,
for both sides.
T T
Let us tell you that Darryl
Zanuck was never more sincere
about anything than he is at this
time about taking film stars off
the air.
T T
So turesthey
don't want double fea?
So they don't like long shows?
Well, Harry MacDonald, manager of the RKO Albee in Providence, experienced a tumultuous
night finding out the answer,
about a week ago. It was during the week ending Feb. 1, when
the Albee was showing a double
bill,
One
Goes
On

comprising "It Happened
Night" and "Mr. Deeds
totheTown."
closing night of that

program the house also presented
a spelling bee, a weekly event,
in conjunction with a broadcast.
The last show started at 5 :38
P. M. with "It Happened One
Night." Altogether the show ran
until 8 :50 P. M. and customers
who had come in after 7 o'clock,
therefore, waged a sitdown in the
house, according to report, when
the show closed at 10:45 and
they had not had the opportunity
of seeing "It Happened One
MacDonald had to show the
film, but we are not sure whethNight."
er he found the right answer.
T T
We

like the modesty of Maurice Silverstone, operating head

SHAIN
Outlook
of United Artists who, when
informed by his publicity department that the press had been invited to interview him upon arrival from the Coast on Sunday
morning, wired the department
head not to trouble the newspa-

New York will see Warners' "Yes,
My
Darling
Daughter"
"The
Puritan,"
a French
productionandreleased
here by Lenauer International, for the
purpose of reviewing a decision of
Irwin Esmond, chief censor, who
banned the films. Susan Brandei*|
George
and Gordon Knfl
Bell will J.hearRyan
the appeal.

pers on thatSilverstone
morning, Lincoln's
Birthday.
felt that
many of the boys would prefer
to have the holiday to themselves,
rather than to get up early to
meet the train. Also, since it was
a holiday, the newspapers might
be short-handed at that early
hour, and he preferred not to
cause them inconvenience.

The sub-committee of three will report their findings to the 12 members
of Board of Regents at the monthly
meeting on Feb. 24. In the past, it
has been customary for the board to
uphold the decision of the committee.
Argument on the appeals probably
will follow immediately after the
screenings in order to have a final
decision before the end of the month.
W arners, in an appeal from the banning of "Yes, My Darling Daughter,"
argued that dialogue modification
would eliminate the objections to the
picture. A brief submitted by Esmond
cited
the film for encouraging trial
marriages.

T T
Some of those who have been
privileged to participate in the
trade practice conferences have
handled their responsibilities
carelessly. Certain things which
have been done are such as to
suggest a deliberate and premeditated attempt to sabotage the
self-regulation plans.
Confidences have been violated
and it has done the business no
good. Constructive action by
those who were sincere in giving their time and devoting their
efforts to industry reforms has
been discouraged.
Individuals on both sides may
be at fault. We are not taking
sides. However, we do see the
spark of impatience crackling in
Abram Myers' statement made in
Washington, yesterday. He may
be right or he may be wrong —
but that is something else, again.
He implies strongly that Allied is prepared to walk out on
the trade practice conferences.
Perhaps Myers knows things
others do not know. Does he mean
that the dead end of the selfregulation road has been
reached ?
This possible implication is
bolstered by the fact that Allied's board, some weeks ago, resolved to go ahead with its
corrective legislation, regardless.

ANGELES

TOMORROW

MORNING
The

Newsreel

The death of Pope Pins is the leading event in the newsreels. The reels
and their contents follozv:

Sunshine Route — favored by nature. No
change of planes. Delicious, complimentary
meals. Fare: $149.95; 10% saving on round
trips.
The MERCURY
The SOUTHERNER
Lv
5:10 p.m. Lv
10:45 p.m.
At
8:49 a.m. Ar
3:22 p.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS
Call your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.
AMERICAN
AIRLINES
THE AMERICAN STANDARD OF SERVICE

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 45— Pope
Pius passes. Cardinals leave United States
to attend rites. Fire on oil tanker. Medals
awarded by Mussolini. Pursuit plane
crashes. Ceremony on Nile. Ambassador
Kennedy sails. Benes welcomed to NewYork. Skating fashions. Lew Lehr. Winter carnival. Skating at Saranac Lake.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 243— Millions
mourn Pope. Cardinals sail for Rome.
Tanker burns off Rhode Island coast. Plows
clear snow-bound highways. Benes arrives in New York. Justice Brandeis resigns. Beauty contest. Dartmouth winter
carnival. Gymnastics.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No. S6-Pope

Albany, Feb. 14. — Three members
of the Board of Regents tomorrow in

Parade

Pius dies in Vatican City. U. S. Cardinals
leave for Rome. Snow drifts block traffic. Coast guard rescues tanker crew.
Secret bomber crashes. Flood in England.
Ski champ arrives from Austria. Winter sports carnival.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 60— World
mourns death of Pope Pius. Mayor LaGuardia greets Benes. Avalanche in Utah.
President urges Florida canal project. Winter carnival at Dartmouth. Scientist defies gravity. Notre Dame vs. N. Y. U.
basketball game.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 749—
U. S. Cardinals sail for Rome. Fire destroys oil tanker. Army pursuit plane
crashes. Benes arrives in New York. Minister of Brazil arrives in Jersey City. Huge
snow drifts in Oregon. Snow slide in
Utah. Lion quintuplets in Rochester. Hat
styles. Ice skating races.

The Virginia state censor board has
passed the film in its entirety, with no
cuts made.
$100,000 of Rogers
Fund for Paralysis
Will Rogers Memorial Commission
has allocated $100,000 of funds to be
raised during the Will Rogers National Theatre Week in April to the
National Infantile Paralysis Foundation. Major L. E. Thompson of RKO.
chairman of the drive, stated that he
expected that the number of participating theatres would be increased over
last year's total of 6,019.
Today Major Thompson will outline his plans for the campaign to the
heads of five major circuits and New
York exhibitors. Tomorrow he presides at the Rockefeller Center
Luncheon Club for distributors' sales
managers. Friday he will be host to
Will H. Hays and film trade paper
publishers.
Rosenblatt to England
Sol A. Rosenblatt will sail on the
Queen Mary Feb. 25 for England on
a business trip.
MOTION
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May

Pact

Quit

Negotiation

(Continued from pane 1)
dedicated Allied to a continuance of
its legislative and court activities regardless of its participation in the
trade practice negotiations and of their
outcome.
"If that resolution can be intereted as meaning that Allied had
aged the dove of peace' or abandoned, even temporarily, its 'fight,'
Myers' statement might have some
meaning," one spokesman said. "First,
however, one must assume that he is
right in attributing the repeal move to
the distributors. I don't believe that to
be true."
Reaction of home offices and industry law firms to the North Dakota
repeal move was varied. Some expressed satisfaction over the news ;
some disappointment, in that if repeal was consummated a test of the
divorce legislation in the U. S. Supreme Court would probably be delayed for another two or three years.
These saw repeal as no answer to the
problems raised by divorce legislation,
but merely a postponement of determination ofits legal status. The former group saw repeal of the North
Dakota law as making possible a test
of divorcement legislation in some
other state where existing theatre
affiliations might offer a more favorable legal test for the interested production and distribution companies.
Bill Offered in Missouri
Kansas City, Feb. 14. — An affiliated theatre divorcement bill has been
introduced in the Missouri legislature
by Representatives Turner and Smart
of this city. The measure is the third
to be introduced during the current
legislative season, the bill in this state
having been preceded by the introduction of similar measures in the Nebraska and Kansas legislatures.
The Missouri measure is almost
identical to the Kansas bill. It would
prohibit the operation or ownership
of theatres by producer-distributors,
and if enacted would become effective Jan. 1, 1940. The operator of
a theatre would be required annually
to file an affidavit with the secretary
of state declaring that the theatre is
not owned or controlled by such interests. Violation would be punishable
by a fine of not more than $10,000
and one year imprisonment.
Similar Moves Predicted
Industry officials in New York commenting yesterday on the introduction
of a theatre divorcement bill in the
Missouri legislature, predicted that
similar moves would be made in many
other states during the next few weeks
in the event the North Dakota divorce
law is repealed.
It was pointed out that many states
have had divorce legislation in readiness for introduction as soon as the
U. S. Supreme Court ruled on the legality of the North Dakota statute,
which it is scheduled to do this spring.
Repeal of the North Dakota law
would undoubtedly bring about the
immediate introduction of the prepared
bills, it was said.
Some of the states in which theatre
divorcement legislation is believed to
be waiting for introduction are Arkansas, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota and Indiana.
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Air
'Little Foxes'

Brings

Plays' Total to 32
Opening tonight at the National of "The Little Foxes"
brings the total of legitimate
stage shows current on
Broadway to 32. The latest
offering, by Lillian Hellman,
deals with the industrialization of the south at the turn
of the century. Herman
Shumlin produced and directed. Included in the cast
are Tallulah Bankhead, Patricia Collinge, Frank Conroy,
Charles Dingle, Lee Baker
and others.

Will

Seek

Rehearing

In Dallas Trust Case
(Continued from page 1)
hearing inasmuch as Justice Frankfurter, a new member of the court,
did not participate in the hearing or
the five to three decision.
Interstate Declines Comment
Dallas Feb. 14. — Interstate Circuit
officials declined to comment here todav
cision.on the U. S. Supreme Court deCol. H. A. Cole, president of Allied
States,
said that
that the
he Texas
was "gratified"
and
recalled
Allied organization instigated the suits.
"While my information is not definite," he said,
"it is believed
each
individual
contract
between that
circuits
and any one distributor is illegal. The
ramifications of that principle of law,
if established, when applied to certain
practices in our industry, notably
clearance, should cause some thought
among industry leaders."
Heartens Chicago Exhibitors
Chicago, Feb. 14. — Independent exhibitors here were heartened by the
U. S. Supreme Court decision in the
Dallas Interstate Circuit case in view
of the anti-trust suit they have pending in Federal court here against B.
& K. and the distributors. Counsel for
the independents believe the decision
will affect the local case. Counsel for
the defendants think otherwise.

To

Judge
Quiz

Exhibitor

Entries

Today

Entries in exhibitors' Motion Pictures' Greatest Year campaigns will
be judged by a committee this afternoon following a luncheon at the Astor
called for 12 :30 o'clock. Winners of
15 prizes totaling $2,100 will be decided.
Judges include Will H. Hays, Martin Quigley, Jack Alicoate, Red Kann,
Charles Lewis, Jay Emanuel, A-Mike
Vogel and Roy Chartier.
Pollock

to Coast

Friday

Lou Pollock, Universal eastern advertising and publicity manager, leaves
for the coast by plane Friday to confer
with John Joseph, advertising and publicity director, on a special campaign
for "Spirit of Culver." Picture may be
re-titled prior to release. Pollock will
return to New York Feb. 23. Sidney
Davidson will be in charge of the eastern department during his absence.

Will

Continue

Without

Film

Stars

(Continued from page 1)
and because both industries have
much to offer each other.

Wage and Hour
Bill
Offered
in Albany

Albany, Feb. 14. — A wage and
hour
bill
designed commerce
to regulatehasindustries
in intrastate
been
If Hollywood has made contributions to radio, radio in turn has done
introduced in the New York State legeverything possible to help Hollyislature by Senator Philip Kleinfeld
Royal's
He refers
to thewood, infact
thatopinion.
numerous
radio and Assemblyman Oscar GarciaRivera. The proposed law follows
players have been used to good boxoffice advantage by Hollywood ; the closely the Federal enactment and provides for a 25 cents per hour minimum
persistent mention that pictures receive
1939, 30 cents to Ocon the air ; and time that is granted up to October,
tober, 1941, 35 cents to October, 1943,
gratis
casions. to Hollywood on many oc- and a 40-cent minimum thereafter.
Employment of children under 14 is
Time to Hollywood
forbidden. Employment between the
"Whenever an important picture ages of 14 to 18 is placed under the
Wage and Hour Adopens in Hollywood or New York, regulation of the
ministration. Effect on theatres is unradio puts the fanfare of the opening
certain and would depend on a ruling
on the air, yet you don't find us doing for classification
of theatres as a service industry.
a similar job when an important musical or dramatic show opens on
Urge NY Sales Tax of 2%
Broadway," he said, and added, "For
three years we presented Elza ShalAlbany, Feb. 14. — Senator John
lert, a film critic, whose job was to McNaboe
has introduced a bill urging
plug Hollywood and its players and
a two per cent gross sales tax with
nine-tenths of the proceeds to be
"Has Hollywood ever presented turned back to municipalities.
anybody to boost radio?" he asked.
product."
N. J. Allied Commends Zanuck
Moore Is Shifted to
Allied of New Jersey members,
Post in Pittsburgh
meeting at the Lincoln yesterday,
Oklahoma City, Feb. 14. — B. F.
adopted a resolution commending Dar- (Dinty) Moore, general manager of
ryl F. Zanuck's action in withdraw- Standard Theatres here, has been
ing Tyrone Power from the air and transferred to Pittsburgh as general
his intention to keep other 20th Cenof Warners' 24 theatres
tury-Fox stars from radio perform- manager
there. He is due in Pittsburgh in
ances.
about a week.
The luncheon meeting was well atStandard Theatres include theatres
tended. George Gold of Newark,
pooled by Warners, Paramount and
president, reported on the national the Joseph Cooper interests. Moore
Allied board meeting in Washington
be succeeded here by Walter B.
recently. The members applauded will
Shuttee, former general manager, who
the U. S. Supreme Court decision in has been assisting Moore.
the Interstate circuit case. The first
Leonard Schlesinger, Warner viceof Allied's planned series of pa- president, is here from New York to
triotic trailers, produced by National
effect the change. Moore will go to
Screen, was screened.
New York this week to confer with
The next meeting will be an allJoseph
general manager of
day session, including a luncheon, Warner Bernhard,
theatres. He came to OklaMarch 3, at Newark.
homa City last September from New
York, where he was general manager
of
Warner N. Y. metropolitan
theatres.
G.N. Gets
Hollywood,
Feb.'Express'
14. — Eugene
Frenke today turned over the negaMissouri Bill Would
tive and prints of "Exile Express,"
starring Anna Sten, to Grand NaHalt Standing Room
tional, terminating a dispute over
contracts for release arrangements.
Kansas City, Feb. 14— Theatremen, supply houses and architects are
watching the bill in the Missouri
Fiedlers Bankrupt
legislature, which would revise the
Los Angeles, Feb. 14. — Arthur and rules governing theatre building, and
Richard Fiedler, former New York would prohibit the sale of seats when
chemists, today filed in U. S. District there is only standing room.
An amendment to the statute on
Court here a petition in bankruptcy
listing $598,180 liabilities and $100 construction and arrangement of public buildings, the bill provides for a
assets. Several film companies and
laboratories were listed as creditors. four-foot-wide aisle centrally located
in a house over 20 feet wide.
Arthur Loew on Coast
Meet on Bills Friday
Hollywood, Feb. 14. — Arthur M.
Discussion of the New York state
Loew, vice-president of M-G-M in
charge of foreign activities, and Laudy legislative situation will be held at a
Lawrence, continental European man- meeting Friday afternoon called by
ager, arrived today for several weeks Harry Brandt, president of the I. T.
of conferences. They are accompa- O. A. The meeting will be in Brandt's
office in the Globe Theatre Building.
nied by their wives.
Independent and affiliated circuit heads
and attorneys have been invited.
Col. Signs Frank Lloyd
Hollywood, Feb. 14. — Frank Lloyd
has been engaged by Columbia as proHollywood
, Feb. 14.—
To Remake
"Disraeli"
Warners will
ducer-director on"The Tree of Lib- remake "Disraeli" with Claude Rains
erty," new American historical novel in the title role originally played by
acquired bv the company prior to publication.
George Arliss.
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'James'
With

Theatre
High

$15,000

Clocks

Milwaukee, Feb. 14.— Because mothers complain that
their children do not return
from the theatre at designated times, Alderman John
Kalupa proposes to amend the
theatre licensing ordinance
to make it mandatory that
houses install an illuminated
clock at least 15 inches in
diameter.

'Honolulu'

$12,000

In Providence

Lull

'Gunga

Din'

Big $22,000,
Providence, Feb. 14. — A dual of
"Honolulu" and "Adventure in SaIn Twin
Cities
Philadelphia
hara," led the field here, with $12,000
at Loew's State, in a week of generally slow grosses.
Minneapolis, Feb. 14. — "J esse
"The Son of Frankenstein" and
Philadelphia, Feb. 14. — "Gunga
James" was best comparative grosser
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" took Din" took a neat $22,000 at the Stanin Minneapolis with a strong $10,000
$7,500 at the Majestic. The weather
ley. "Delight" pulled up strong/^i
was favorable.
grossed $17,000 at the Boyd. V f,s
at the State. "Cowboy and the Lady"
at the Orpheum was runner-up with
Estimated takings for the week endMorgan
anddrew
Band,$16,500
with "Blondie"
on
the
screen,
at the Earle.
$5,000, while "Idiot's Delight" in its
ing Feb. 8-9(M-G-M)
:
second week at the Century did a neat
"Honolulu"
Estimated takings for the week end$4,500.
'Wings of Navy'
"Adventure in Sahara" (Col.)
ing Feb. 9 :
LOEW'S STATE— (3,230) (25c-35c-50c) 7 "The Beachcomber" (Para.)
In St. Paul, "Jesse James" came
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $10,000)
Good
for $8,500
through with a good $5,000 in its
ALDINE— (1,300) (40c-55c-65c-75c) 5 days,
"The Lady Vanishes" (G. B.)
2nd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, 7 days,
second week at the Orpheum.
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
RKO-ALBEE — (2,239) (25c-35c-50c) 7 $8,160)
Estimated takings for the week endMilwaukee
Gross days.
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $6,000)
ing Feb. 9 :
ARCADIA— (600) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
"The Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
Gross: $2,200. (Average, $2,800)
Minneapolis :
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W. B.)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (25c -35c -50c) 7 days.
"Ride a Crooked Mite" (Para.)
BOYD— (2,400)
(40c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
Milwaukee, Feb. 14. — "Wings of Gross: $7,500. (Average, $7,000)
"Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
"Blondie"
(Col.)$17,000.
week. Gross:
(Average, $14,000)
"Blondie"
Blues" (Para.)
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c) 7 days. Gross: the Navy" proved the week's best "St. Louis (Col.)
$2,000. (Average, $1,500)
grosser with $8,500 at the Warner.
EARLE — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 6 days.
STRAND— (2,100) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days. Stage:
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
Russ Morgan band. Gross: $16,500.
CENTURY — (1,600) (2Sc-40c) 7 days. Second money went to "Honolulu" Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)
(Average, $14,000)
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,000)
and "Vacation from Love," which "Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
"St.
Louis
Blues" (Para.)
FAY'S — Gross:
(1,800) $6,500.
(25c-35c-40c)
days.
"Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
Vaudeville.
(Average,7 $6,500)
FOX— (3,000) (40c-55c-65c-75c) 7 days.
GOPHER — (990) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: grossed $7,800 at Fox's Palace.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Jesse James" in its second week at
$3,000. (Average, $3,000)
Me (W.
a Criminal"
(W. B.)
"Going Made
Places"
B.)
the Wisconsin collected $8,000, while "They
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W.B.)
"Cowboy and the Lady" (U. A.)
KARLTON— (1,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
ORPHEUM— (2,900) (25c-40c) 7 days. "The Last Warning," and vaudeville
CARLTON—
(1,526)
(25c-35c-50c)
7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $4,000)
Gross:
$3,000.
(Average,
$3,500)
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $4,800)
was good for $5,500 at the Riverside.
"Jesse
James" (20th-Fox)
"Shadows Over Shanghai" (G.N.)
"Jesse James" (ZOth-Fox)
KEITH'S— (2,000)
(25c-40c-55c)
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days. Gross:
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
Estimated takings for the week end- Vaudeville.
(Average,
$4,000) 7 days.
Gross: $3,800. (Average, $3,000) "Gunga $3,800.
$10,000. (Average, $4,400)
Din" (RKO)
ing Feb. 9 :
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
STANLEY— (3,700) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c) 7 days. Gross: "Grand Illusion" (M-G-M)
Gross: $22,000. (Average, $14,000)
$3,000. (Average, $1,600)
LITTLE THEATRE— (1,098) (35c-50c) 7 Anderson
Is
Named
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
clays. Gross: $4,000.
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
STANTON— (1,700) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
St. Paul:
To
RKO
Sales
Post
Gross: $4,300. (Average, $7,000)
"Vacation from Love" (M-G-M)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
Richard Anderson has been named
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 8 days. Gross:
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd $7,800.
(Average, $5,000)
week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $3,200)
by
Jules Levy, general sales manager,
"The Last Warning" (Univ.)
Knopf Joins Goldwyn
"Cowboy and the Lady" (U.A.)
RIVERSIDE
—
(2,300)
(25c-30c)
7
days.
to
a
post at the RKO home office, in
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days. Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $5,500. (AverHollywood,
14. — Edwin
charge of the physical distribution of Knopf, who last Feb.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,400)
week resigned as
age, $5,000)
RKO
Pathe
News,
working
with
"There Goes My Heart" (U.A.)
Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross: "They
"Going Places" (F. N.)
Harry Michalson, short subject sales story department head at M-G-M,
$2,200. (Average, $2,000)
STRAND—
(1,400)
(35c
-50c)
6
days.
Gross:
production
manager,
and Sid Kramer, manager joins
staff onSamuel
March Goldwyn's
1.
"Disbarred" (Para.)
$3,000. (Average. $4,500)
of the print and negative department.
"Comet Over Broadway" (W.B.)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
Anderson has served in the sales deWARNER — (2,400) (35c-50c) 7 days.
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $5,000)
partment ofvarious companies, and as
'Turf Opening Feb. 21
TOWER— (1,000) (25c) "Disbarred" and "Jesse James" (ZSth-Fox)
sales
manager
of
Hearst
International
"Comet" 3 days. "New York Sleeps" and
United Artists will hold the preWISCONSIN— (3,200) (35c-50c) 7 days.
"Marry" 4 days. Gross: $1,600. (Average, 2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,000) Newsreel. He also was associated
$1,600)
miere of "King of the Turf" at the
with Universal Newsreel.
Lincoln, Miami Beach, on Feb. 21.
"The Lady Vanishes" (G.B.)
WORLD— (400) (25c-35c) 7 days. Gross:
$800. (Average, $700)
Akron's 1TO Elects
Ploenes President
Dismiss Bennett Suit
Who
Will
Give
Me
a Break?
Akron, Feb. 14. — Al Ploenes has
Federal Judge John C. Knox has
been
elected
president
of
the
Akron
dismissed a $100,000 damage suit of
Richard Bennett against the Westover Independent Theatre Owners AssociaYears ago, when motion picture palaces were known as "nickelodeons"
succeeding Robert C. Menches.
Hotel, Inc., for alleged negligence, Othertion,officers
and Projectionists were called "Crank-turners", I got mixed up with an
elected were Park
enterprising Ex-Clothing Store manager, who left a small Wisconsin town
based on a finding that Bennett himto open a Film Exchange in Chicago. In almost no time at all exhibitors
self had caused his injuries, through Belden, vice-president; R. C. Wahl,
secretary-treasurer.
his own negligence.
far and wide knew him as "Uncle Carl".
The organization voted to try to
With him I learned about the various branches of our business . . . Diseffect changes of policy, including
tribution .. . Exhibition . . . Production and neglect. Eventually I blospushing back the availability for 15somed forth with an idea to "revolutionize" the Motion Picture industry
Now Available
cent houses whenever the 25-cent and
. . . SIXTEEN MILLIMETER MOVIES. And then the storm broke. "This
20-cent houses are set back from the
"JUBILEE"
crazy guy," they said about me, "is trying to shake the foundations of our
break date ; elimination of five-cent
business." Trade papers carried banner heads like this: "Are Home Movies
POPE PIUS EPIC
children matinees on condition that
a Box Office Menace?" Threats were made against any producer who
dared to support this 16mm. guy.
first
runs
charge
15
cents
for
children
Full sound, six-reel feature,
matinees ; elimination of the 10-cent
I lived through the turbulence of trail-blazing days, encouraging those
early bird show.
late Pontiff's life from birthwho believed in me, keeping alive their faith. With what material gains
place to Vatican. English
to
myself isanda story
in itself. But how this "crazy" scheme of mine has
developed
is developing!
dialogue except that Pontiff
I
still
have
unlimited
faith in 16mm. films as an industry in itself, that
Ten English Firms
speaks in Latin and Italian
can
help
rather
than
hinder
the natural development of the professional
which is later translated.
Defaulted on Quota
motion
picture
as
a
business
and
a money-maker. But it's an old, old story.
Catholic Legion endorseThe pioneer is out on a limb. Even as Daniel Boone! Remember him?
London, Feb. 14. — Oliver Stanley,
ment. Never-before-shown
president of the Board of Trade, reToday I am in the unbelievable position of "starving or going to
ported in the House of Commons that
work". I prefer to work. I still have health — mental and physical — and
rituals, processions, appearenergy to burn. But where is the man or men who will give a break to
10 distributors defaulted on their quota
ances, Sistine Choir.
a real old-timer who still has a hop to his fast one.
obligations during the year ended
March 31, 1938, and 71 exhibitors in
Write — Wire — Phone
the year ended Sept. 30, 1938.
JULIUS SINGER
KING COLE FILM SERVICE
Stanley, under questioning, again
203 East 26th Street
declared that he is satisfied with the
240 West 73rd Street, New York, N. Y.
New York City
Films Act, claiming that so far great
Telephone: SUsquehanna 7-1260
LExington 2-9850
progress has been shown as a result
of it in the production of good films.
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'Blues'

First

Week

Hits

$41,000

Gross

First week of "St. Louis Blues"
I grossed an estimated $41,000 at the
Paramount, and will be held for a second week. "Son of Frankenstein," in
its second week at the Rivoli, drew
an estimated $11,000. "One Third of
a Ration," which opened at the Rivoli
Cvc^riday, will be followed by "You
ULi t Cheat an Honest Man" on
Feb. 18.
"Off the Record" will replace the
censored
"Yes, My
at the Strand
as Darling
the nextDaughter"
feature.
"Three Musketeers" will follow one
week of "Tail Spin" at the Roxy.
"Made for Each Other" will go into
the Music Hall tomorrow and "Mutiny of the Elsinore" will start at the
Criterion today. "Grand Illusion" is
held over for still another week at the
Filmarte.
W.

B. Releasing

Last

Two for Cosmopolitan
Warners are currently releasing
"Wings of the Navy" and "Going
Places" as the last of its Cosmopolitan
Productions under the commitment
which expired at the end of last year.
As with the new releasing deal with
20th Century-Fox, the Warner contract called for a maximum of six pictures a year bearing the Cosmopolitan
trademark. First three films under
the new deal will be "Hound of the
Baskervilles," which is completed ;
"The Life of Alexander Graham Bell,"
now shooting, and "Lawyer of the
West,"
will feature Henry
Fonda inwhich
the lead.
Twentieth Century-Fox is the third
distributor to affiliate with Cosmopolitan since the latter started production
about 12 years ago. The first was
M-G-M, which released Cosmopolitan
films for about seven years. M-G-M
has retained the Hearst newsreel.
Schaefer

Drive

PICTURE

Led

By New York Branch
The New York exchange, Bob
Wolff manager, took the lead for the
first week in the RKO George
Schaefer Drive. Los Angeles, N. P.
Jacobs manager, was in second position with Salt Lake City, where H. C.
Fuller is branch chief, third. The
southeastern district, headed by H. M.
Lyons, lead the seven districts in the
United States and Canada. New
Haven, Barney Pitkin, manager,
headed the March of Time contest;
New Orleans, P. M. Baker manager,
topped the Disney Division, and Atlanta, where G. C. Brown is manager,
headed the Short Subject contest.
To Ask Jury Trial
In Game
Case Here
Harry G. Kosch, counsel for Max
A. Cohen's Jewel Theatre in Harlem,
will today apply for a jury trial for
the defendants in the lottery case
against the theatre. This case is regarded by License Commissioner Paul
Moss as a decisive test of chance
games in New York and his future
course will depend on the outcome.
Kosch will ask for transfer of the
case from Special Sessions to General
Sessions. If the motion is granted, a
jury trial may be held in about two
months, at the earliest. The motion
will be heard by Judge Koenig.

Lebhar Head
'Good News' Won't Go Name
Off Air Until July 1
Of Sales at WHN
M-G-M has advanced the cancellation date of its current radio series,
Bert Lebhar, sales manager of
"Good News," from March 30 to July
has joined WHN as vice1. The additional 13-week period was WMCA,
arranged by mutual agreement of the president in charge of sales, effective
The vice-presidency is
studio and General Foods Corp. in aimmediately.
new office at WHN. Herb Pettey
order to allow time for the sponsor's is the station's director.
revision of its air show during the
summer season.
William F. Rodgers, Metro general Shaw
Vice-President
sales manager, states that since the
Heads WMCA
Sales
original announcement of the withdrawal of the program, the company
Donald Shaw, formerly an executive of the McCann-Erickson agency,
has been in receipt of hundreds of
commendatory telegrams from exhibi- has been appointed vice-president in
tors.
charge of sales and general manager
of WMCA by Donald Flamm, president of the station. Shaw will assume
Montreal Radio City
his new office Feb. 20.
Another appointment made yesterIs Planned by CBC
day by Flamm is Charles Stark, forMontreal, Feb. 14.— A radio cenmerly of CBS and various agencies,
ter that will rival Radio City will be to the post of WMCA sales manager,
erected here by the Canadian Broad- succeeding Bert Lebhar.
casting Corp., following a land grant
just made to CBC by the City of MonEdwards to WHN
treal of 100,000 square feet in the central uptown sector of the city.
Fred Edwards, former news comWork is expected to begin shortly.
mentator at WKRC, has joined the
The job is expected to be completed announcing staff of WHN. In addiby May, 1940. The city was prompted
tion to his station background, Edto make its land grant in the belief
wards previously was in charge of
that the erection of a "radio city" radio production at the Pan-American
would bring $500,000 a year in sal- Exposition.
aries and other expenditures to Montreal.
WCNW
in Manhattan

Max

Gordon

NBC
Of

in

to Aid

Production

Television

Series

Max Gordon, Broadway producer,
has been engaged by NBC to advise
and assist in the production of television programs. He will, however,
continue his theatre production activities, in addition to serving NBC.
Gordon will work closely with John
Royal in the production of a series of
programs now being planned for televising in connection with the network's regular schedule of television
operations, which will go into effect
with the opening of the World's Fair.
It is believed that several of Gordon's
stage plays
will beAmong
offered the
in the
television schedule.
Gordon
productions are "Pride and Prejudice,"
"Roberta," "Design for Living,"
"Dodsworth" and currently, "The
American Way."
KSJC to NBC
KSJC, Sioux City, la., will switch
from CBS to NBC on Sept. 24, bringing the total of NBC affiliates to 169
stations. KSJC has 5,000 watts power
during the day, 1,000 watts at night,
and is associated with the Sioux City
Journal.

Sign NBC Contracts
Glenn Darwin and Felix Knight
WCNW,
Brooklyn
station,
is
openSaphier Business to
ing studios in Manhattan to serve its have signed management contracts
New
York City clients. All sales and with the NBC Concert Division. The
Be Acquired by MCA
production will be handled from the singers have been under NBC manageBusiness and personnel of James L.
ment but the concert section operates
Saphier, independent radio producer New York studios, as well as audi- independently of the radio department.
and artists' representative, will be ob- tions-.
sorbed by Music Corp. of America on
March 1. Saphier will handle radio
talent sales for MCA from the west
coast, but will retain personal management of Bob Hope for radio.
¥OU
CAN'T
BE
NEUTRAL
Saphier will leave for the coast Feb.
24. James L. Stirton, who has been
ISSUE
managing Saphier's New York office,
leaves for Chicago Feb. 15 to become
head of the NBC Artists' Bureau
there.
Legion Approves 8
Of 9 New Pictures
Nati inal Legion of Decency approved eight of the nine films reviewed
and classified this week. Four were
found unobjectionable for general
patronage, four for adults, and one
was found objectionable in part. The
films and their classifications follow.
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for General Patronage — "A d ventures of
Huckleberry Finn," "Famijen Andersson," "Homicide Bureau" and "Texas
Stampede." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults — "Beauty for the Asking," "Code of the Streets," "Off the
Record" and "You Can't Get Away
with Murder." Class B, Objectionable in Part — "School for Husbands."
Examination Is Asked
Warners will ask for an examination before trial of Booth Tarkington
in the U. S. District Court on Friday,
in connection with the author's suit to
restrain exhibition of "Penrod and
His Twin Brother."
Para. Names Blaydon
London, Feb. 14. — Richard Blaydon has been appointed to supervise
Paramount British productions.
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NEW

Features

On

20tn-Fox

New

Schedule

48 from Hollywood and
Four from England
Twentieth Century-Fox is planning
52 features for 1939-'40. Of these,
48 will come from the Hollywood
studios and four from England.
In the current season the company
is releasing 52 Hollywood-produced
features and one from England. The
decrease of four American films
planned for next year is to give greater emphasis to British production.
Four Groups Planned
The proposed cancellation provision
of 10-15-20 per cent was taken into
account in lining up the new program.
The production budget will exceed any
previous year's, it is understood,
largely due to increased costs.
Two Grade Fields pictures made in
England are scheduled for next year.
The shorts will include 52 one-reelers,
as currently, as well as Movietone
News.
Selling of the new season program
is under way on a small scale in some
territories, but will not start nationally until after the sales convention
(Continued on page 3)
Fox

West

Coast

Goes

Back to Giveaways
Hollywood, Feb. 15. — Fox West
Coast has returned to giveaways. At
resumption of the drawings a Packard sedan will be the prize.
Virtually every subsequent and
neighborhood house in F. W. C.
chain is participating in the car and
cash drawings thi week for the Arch
Bowles drive, two prizes of $500 each
being given tonight by fourteen
houses in Cullen Espy's district.
In other districts "Jallopy Nights,"
in which second hand cars are giveaway prizes are being held. In about
four weeks "Charles Skouras Homecoming Week" will be held and a new
series of giveaways is planned.
Survey Concluded
Motion Picture Dailif in
this issue publishes the concluding installment of the
survey on the use of chance
games and giveaways
throughout the country.
Motion Picture Daily invites
reader comment on the situation.— Page 6.

YORK, THURSDAY,

Metro Sales Meet
Set for March 19
M-G-M will hold a national
sales convention beginning
Sunday, March 19, in Chicago,
according to present plans.
Business sessions will start
on Monday for three days.
The meeting may be at the
Congress Hotel, but this is
not certain.
William F. Rodgers, general sales manager, had
planned to go to the coast
for conferences with studio
officials on the new season's
lineup, but may cancel or
postpone the trip.
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Campaigns

"Greatest

DAKOTA

TRUST

Chosen

Year"

CENTS

SUIT

Justice Department Seen
Seeking a Showdown;
Early

Signing

Due

Washington, Feb. 15.— Repeal of
the North Dakota divorcement law, if
approved by Governor Moses, will
strengthen the Department of Justice's
intention to press the Government's
New York anti-trust suit against major companies to a showdown, it was
indicated here today.

E. V. Dinerman, RKO Theatres,
Cincinnati ; Loew's Poli Theatre,
Bridgeport and S. E. Schwann, Granada Theatre, Lawrence, Kan., won
first prizes in their respective groups
The action of the North Dakota legFlu Epidemic Cuts
for the best exploitation campaigns in
islature was vigorously condemned by
connection
withTheMotion
Picture's
department officials. The traditional
Greatest
Year.
first
prize
was
Grosses in Chicago
wall of silence was broken with the
statement : "It looks very funny to us
Other winners, chosen by a commitAbout 25 Per Cent
tee
of
advertising
representatives
from
and
we do not like it at all."
$500.
While the department has no direct
all major companies and trade publi- interest in the North Dakota law, the
cations at a luncheon at the Astor yesterday were :
constitutionality of which is to be arChicago, Feb. 15. — The flu epibefore the Supreme Court next
demic, which has reached such proporFirst group : Second, Wally Cald- month,guedthe
divorcement question is a
tions that closing of the city schools
well, Loew's Valentine, Toledo ; third,
is being considered, has cut theatre William O'Donnell, representative In- major issue in the New York suit and
terstate Circuit, San Antonio; fourth, is the main objective of the Governgrosses about 25 per cent during the
last few days.
ment's action against the film industry.
Messrs. Stallman, Glase Peters and
A survey of office personnel Keaney, Promotion Committee, Readthroughout the city revealed that one
Early Signing Indicated
ing; fifth, Charles Taylor, Buffalo
out of every five employes. is confined Theatres, Buffalo.
Bismarck. Feb. 15. — Early action
to his home with either a severe cold
Second group : Second, Frank Shaf- by Governor John Moses on the bill
or influenza.
fer, Harrisonburg Theatre, Harrison- repealing the theatre divorcement law
Reports of physicians and hospitals
burg, Va. ; third, George F. Sharp,
show that most of the cases are not a Fox Wilson Theatre, Fresno, Cal. ; was indicated by the remark of
Speaker Oscar Hagen of the House
severe form of the flu. On the other
fourth, J. David Jones, Kerasotes Thehand the rapid increase in cases has
atre, Springfield, 111. ; fifth, R. E. Eng- that the Governor would sign "before
made it necessary to consider precauland, Virginia Theatre, Charleston,
From the chief executive the meastionary measures. Theatres, as pub- W. Va.
ure goes to Senate President Jack
lic gathering places, of course, are
Third group: Second, Alvin Sloan,
for his signature. A resolufeeling the effects of the contagion Washington, N. J.; third, Robert E. Patterson
Friday."
tion in the house asking the Governor
(Continued on page 3)
most sharply.
to veto the measure died in committee.
Reports of a Federal investigation
of the circumstances surrounding the
hurried passage of the repeal measure
Seen
Approval
for
Demand
were discounted here. U. S. District
Attorney P. W. Laurier of Fargo,
who is in Bismarck, would make no
comment.
Use
Film
Ad
Discouraging
Sponsored advertising films of 200
feet or more must obtain a Hays office seal as a condition to showing in
theatres operated by member companies. The move is intended to discourage the use of ad films in theatres.
A ruling approved by Hays office
directors recently stipulates that such
films must comply with the Advertising Advisory
Council's with
code the
andwords
that
the code
seal, together
"This is an advertisement" appear in
the front title frames.
It applies to films advertising a commercial product. Comparatively few
will be submitted for approval, it is
believed, as the majority made for
theatre use are about 90 feet in length.

It is estimated that possibly 10,000 theatres in the United States show shortlength ad films.
Producers or advertisers may submit scripts and descriptions in_ advance for approval by the Advertising
Advisory Council, headed by Lester
Thompson in New York. The code,
which heretofore has governed only
film companies' advertising and accessories, provides for good taste, bans
profanity and vulgarity and among
other things pledges the advertiser to
"truth, honesty and integrity." _
A Hays office spokesman said the
ruling is intended to prevent "the
pawning off of advertising films as
entertainment."

Al Jolson

Quits

Air

Program
March
14
Hollywood, Feb. 15. — Al Jolson
goes off the Lifebuoy program following the March 14 show, it was announced today by Jolson and the
Ruthrauff and Ryan agency.
It was said to be an amicable
agreement over dissolution of the
Jolson contract so that "Jolson may
fulfill a long felt desire on his part to
appear in a new type of radio program which he has had under consideration for some time."
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File Appeal Notice
From RKO
Decision
Copia Realty Corp. and Fabian Operating Corp., holders of contingent
claims against RKO, filed notice of
appeal in the U. S. District Court yesterday from the decision of Judge
William Bondy which approved the
plan. Appeal was taken from those
provisions which dispose of claims of
contingent creditors.
Judge Bondy yesterday directed
Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee, to
advertise in the Daily Nezvs Record
notice of the hearing on Feb. 27. The
notice must state that confirmation of
the plan will be considered on that
date and that the hearing may be adjourned without further notice.
Pathe

Plan

Approval

Is Slated for Today
Approval of the new plan of liquidation for Pathe Film Corp. is expected today when stockholders meet
to vote on the proposal. Pathe officials indicated yesterday that proxies
from more than the required twothirds of the stock had been received
and that approval is assured.
Although the name for the new
company has tentatively been fixed as
the Pathe Laboratories, Inc., this may
be changed when the board of directors meets after the stockholders'
meeting.
Monogram

Financial

Statement Out Friday
Regular monthly meeting of the
board at Monogram voted yesterday to
send out the annual financial report
to stockholders on Friday. The report will be considered at the stockholders' meeting on March 1.
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president, returned yesterday from the
coast where he set plans for the 1939'40 production schedule.

WPA
4

Purely

Personal

EC. GRAINGER, general manager
• for the Shea Theatrical Enterprises, left yesterday for a two-week
tour of the company's Ohio and Pennsylvania theatres.
Frederick Ullman, Jr., vice-president in charge of operations for RKO
Pathe News, has returned from a
three-week visit to Hollywood, during
which he conferred with George
Schaefer and Ned E. Depinet on the
1939-'40 product.
•
_ Sam Eckman, M-G-M managing
director in Great Britain, and Mrs.
Eckman leave tomorrow for the
coast, where he will confer with Arthur M. Loew.
•
Arthur Jacobson, head of Paramount's talent department, will leave
Hollywood Saturday on his first crosscountry tour in search of talent.
•
Fr ank C. Walker is entertaining
his brother, Senator T. J. Walker
of Butte, Mont., who came east for the
funeral of M. E. Comerford.
•
Jack Goldhar, U. A. district manager, isvisiting the Chicago exchange
and will go on to Milwaukee and other
cities in his territory.
•
Sam Rinzler of Randforce and Joe
Seider of Prudential Playhouses are
in Honolulu on a vacation.
Kansas City School
Films Not Competing
Kansas City, Feb. 15. — Kansas
City school system will not compete
with exhibitors through showing of
entertainment films. This assurance
was given E. E. Webber, Jr., presi
dent of the I. T. O., by Rupert Peters
director of the visual education department of the Kansas City, Mo.
school board.

►

Will

Plays

Present

at Two

Fairs

Federal Theatre Project of the
WPA will operate legitimate stage
theatres at the World Fairs in New
*JJOSEPH
New YorkM.is SCHENCK'S
still indefinite. trip
He to
is York and San Francisc
o, according to
at present at the 20th Century -Fox
studio.
Equity,
organ will
of be
Actors'
Equity. official
Performances
con•
tinuous from 11 A. M. to 11 P. M.
Mickey Rooney, accompanied by and will average 45 minutes
per perLes Peterson of .the M-G-M studios formance.
Admission of 25 cents will b&rj,
will leave for Florida within the next
few days.
charged. At the San Francisco Faitf
•
a 250-seat house will be used whil(S*
Jack La Rue arrived on the Cham
in New York the auditorium will be
plain yesterday. Also Mr. and Mrs. about twice as large. Actors' unions
John Lodge and G. Maly, Hungarian have_ waived insistence on full union
conditions in order to permit the
•
player.
shows. These will probably be the
Paul Wir, U. A. manager in Pan- only legitimate stage productions at
ama, sailed yesterday with Mrs. Wir the Fairs with the exception of condensed versions of Shakespearean
following a month's vacation in New
York.
plays which are scheduled to be put on
•
Schless, who operated a simiSam Oppenheim, chief projectionist by J.larT.concessio
n at the Chicago Fair.
for RKO, and Mrs. Oppenheim have
returned from a Miami vacation.
Moore to Pittsburgh
•
W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M general
In Next Two Months
sales manager, was down with larynB. F. "Dinty" Moore, who has been
gitis yesterday.
•
working in Oklahoma City for Standard Theatres Corp., goes to Pittsburgh
Mok Sanders of 20th Century-Fox
is expected back today from a Florida within the next two weeks to work
vacation.
under Harry Kalmine, Warner Theatre zone manager, according to an
Kenneth Clark of the Hays office announcement from the home office
is recovering from the grippe.
yesterdav.
Mrs. David Sarnoff sailed yesterday for a West Indies cruise.
Sam
Florida.

Shain

leaves today for

Hear

2 Witnesses

in

British Acoustics Suit
Wilmington, Feb. 15.— First witnesses were called today in the patent
infringement suit brought by British
Acoustics against RCA and Erpi.
They were Paul J. Larson, former
RCA research manager, and Arnold
Poulson, joint inventor of a projection
Deny Restrainer on
machine which was entered as eviFather Hubbard
Film
dence in the suit. He told of demon
Occasion for exhibitors' anxiety was
Albany, Feb. IS. — N. Y. Supreme the purchase of 16 mm. sound equip- strating his machine to Erpi engineers
Court Justice Schenck has denied an
ment by the school board for the first in 1927. Larson explained the device
injunction to restrain Father Hub- time. The equipment was bought for used by Erpi and RCA to feed films
into a projector at constant speed and
bard, the "glacier priest" from show- experimental purposes, Peters said,
how they operated prior to the
ing a film with his lecture here at and would show entertainment films related
Poulsen invention.
Chancellor's Hall.
only occasionally at school assemblies,
The opinion of the court is consid- and then not at an admission.
ered highly significant in that conMove for Dismissal
cerns the use of public property by
non-profit and religious organizations.
Celebrates 25th Year
In Operators'
Suit
Application
will be made today
to
Des Moines, Feb. 15.— Celebration
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Timothy
of the 25th anniversary of the en
Spitalny Called in Suit
Phil Spitalny, orchestra leader, was trance of E. J. Tilton, franchise A. Leary by Empire State Motion
Picture Operators Union, Inc., and its
directed yesterday by N. Y. Supreme holder of Republic Pictures for the officers and directors, to dismiss for
states
of
Iowa
and
Nebraska,
into the
Court Justice Timothy A. Leary to
appear for examination before trial, film business will take the form of a lack of prosecution a suit brought
on application of Henry Souvaine. Silver Jubilee Drive during March, against them by twelve members of
the union to restrain collection of asInc., plaintiff in a $46,000 breach of April and May.
sessments bythe union. Justice Leary
contract suit brought against Spitalny
will also be asked to vacate a temfor commissions for allegedly securing
Stern Offers Paintings
porary injunction secured by the plainGeneral Electric Co. as sponsor for
tiffs in 1933, which has restrained the
Sam
Stern,
former
art
director
for
Spitalny's radio program, "Hour of
union to date from assessing its memWarner Pittsburgh theatres, now with bers.
Charm."
20th Century-Fox, has contributed
several paintings to the Motion Picture Refugee Fund.
Lab Union Confers
Palmer to Hollywood

Jackson

Due

Tuesday

Jerome Jackson,
head of Warners'
production
at Teddington
studio, London, is due Tuesday on the lie de
France for conferences with Sam E.
Morris, vice-president in charge of
foreign activities. Future quota production will be lined up.

'Pygmalion' Out Mar. 10
"Pygmalion" will be nationally released on March 10. M-G-M reports
the film has been a success in all its
special engagements including that at
the Astor where it opened early in
December.
Seymour Kennedy Aide
James W. Seymour, former screen
writer and motion picture executive,
sailed_ yesterday on the President
Harding
for London where he will be
an attache at the American Embassy.
MOTION
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A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
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office.

Other Quigley publications : Motion
Picture Herald, Better Theatres. Teatro
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BUREAUS: — Hollywood : Postal Union
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts.; Boone
Mancall. manager; William R. Weaver,
Montreal, Feb. 15.— Hamilton Pal- editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
Laboratory Technicians' Union,
Local 702, conferred yesterday with
manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
mer, amember of the Canadian Broad- O'Neill,
W. 1: cable address. Quigpubco, London;
Consolidated Film Industries and De Billboard Bill in Albany
Hone
Williams,
manager.
casting
Corp.
traffic
department
at
ToLuxe Laboratories on a proposed conAlbany, Feb. 15.— Another billEntered as secand class matter Sept. 23,
ronto, has left on a two-month trip to
tract. Richard Walsh, I. A. T. S. E.
board measure setting- up a regula- Hollywood to act as technical adviser 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
vice-president, was present at the netory committee and license fees has for M-G-M in the production of under the act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
been introduced in the State Senate.
gotiations on behalf of the union.
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
'Hands Across the Border."
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Situation
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Postpone
Of

Screening

(Darling

Daughter

Lohr

to Leave

for

Troubles

Americus, Ga., Feb. 15. —
Hollywood
in Week
After the city increased the
Scheduled screening of "Yes, My
annual license on his theatre
Daughter" before three memLenox R. Lohr, NBC president, will
Albany, Feb. IS. — Designed to Darling
bers of the N. Y. Board of Regents
from $100 to $250, J. M. Moreliminate the confusion existing in
leave
for Hollywood next week, with
gan went to a Council meetNew York State statutes in relation was postponed yesterday until next
stopovers in various cities en route, to
week
at
the
State
Office
Building.
The
ing
to
lodge
a
vigorous
proto admission of children under 16
test.
consult with managers of NBC stawithout parents or guardians, a bill film will be viewed and the appeal of
He listened for two hours
tions. While in Hollywood he is exWarners
from
the
decision
banning
has been introduced by Assemblyman
pected
to consult with film studio ofthe picture will be heard prior to the
to other plaints
business
William J. Butler.
ficials on the current unsettled filmabout taxes,men's
then comleft
board meeting on Feb. 24. This will
At present, one statute permits chil- permit the committee to report its findradio situation, although no confirmawithout asking .a reconsideration. Later, he explained to
dren to enter theatres during the day
tion on this can be obtained from his
ings
to
the
meeting
which
is
expected
councilmen.
(without parent, guardian or otherwise to give its decision on that date.
office. Starting date of the trip re"You fellows have enough
mains indefinite.
authorized persons, providing matrons
Albert S. Howson, Warner censor
troubles of your own without
are on duty. Still another section conAlfred H. Morton, vice-president
hearing any protest from
flicts and sets a penalty for children director, who prepared the briefs, dein charge of NBC owned and operclared
that
the
film
is
a
picturization
ated stations, will make the trip with
entering places of amusement unacof a successful stage play with objeccompanied.
Lohr.
tionable features removed. He pointed
out that the picture represents a con- MPPA
Publicity
siderable investment and that "certain
'Tobacco
Road' Put modifications of dialogue will tend to
2 Big Film Unions
further eliminate much of the objecCommittee
Named
On After Film Show
In Mexico End Row
tion thereto." Yesterday the committee saw "The Puritan" which was also
Mexico City, Feb. 15. — The two
o Road" banned by Irwin Esmond, chief censor.
me." Feb. 15. — Kyle Palmer,
of "Tobacc
company
Hollywood,
nting with
labor unions that control the Mexican
is Road
experime
a solution to the
Tom
Pettey
and
Gabe
York
of
the
long standing films vs. legitimate stage
Association of Motion Picture Pro- film industry, the Federation of Cinefeud out of town. Since most of the
Workers andEmployees,
the Naducers, have been named by Will Hays
tional Unionmatographic
of Studio
former legitimate houses are now used 52 Features on New
as a committee to coordinate public have finally made peace after a long
for motion pictures, midnight perform20th- Fox Schedule relations and public information con- row that hampered production and
ances of "Tobacco Road" are given in
(Continued from page 1)
cerning, the industry in Hollywood,
the film houses after the last screening.
caused the boycotting of some pictures.
There have been half-a-dozen such in Chicago, April 15 to 17. It is un- with the industry's national affairs.
derstood the features will include four
Functions of the committee will in-*
performances. The last one, on MonThe peace pact is seen as assurday, was at the Paramount, Toledo. groups, one of eight, one of 16 and two elude closer cooperation with studio
ing uninterrupted work by the studios.
department
heads,
interdepartmental
Producers are so jubilant that alAt $1.65 top, the show played to stand- of 12.
activities in the association and dising room and nearly reached a $4,000
ready predictions are being made that
S. R. Kent, president, and Herman ity.
semination ofinformation on local and
gross. Curtain went up at 11 :20 P. M. Wobber, director of distribution, will
this will be Mexico's biggest movie
year. Estimated production for
meet with Darryl F. Zanuck at the national problems and industry activ- output
1939 production runs from 65 to 70
CBC Initiates New
studio on March 16 to complete defeatures and about 25 or 30 shorts.
tails of the program and budget.
International Series
Ask for Transfer of
Kent gave a picture of the com'Each Other' Opens
Toronto, Feb. IS. — The Canadian
pany's world-wide position and WobJewel Lottery Case
Broadcasting Corp. has inaugurated a
ber discussed sales policies at a meetAt Music Hall Today
series of international exchange proJudge Koenig in Special Sessions
ing
of district managers and home of"Made for Each Other" opens today
grams from Paris. The programs will
fice executives at the Park Central yesterday took under advisement motion of Harry G. Kosch, counsel for at the Music Hall after a three-week
be presented over the Canadian net- Hotel yesterday. Others who spoke
work in cooperation with the official were Charles E. McCarthy, director of the Jewel Theatre, Harlem, to trans- run for "Gunga Din." The latter
fer the lottery case against the theatre grossed an estimated $80,000 in its
French radio system every two weeks. advertising and publicity ; Truman H.
to General Sessions for a jury trial.
Talley, producers of shorts and Briefs were submitted by Kosch and third week. At the Capitol, "Idiot's
Delight" drew an estimated $44,000
Movietone News, and Harvey Day of
Crosley Builds at Fair
in its second week and will be held
the
District
Attorney's
office.
Cincinnati, Feb. 15. — The Crosley Terry Toons.
The case was continued in Special over for a third.
Corp., operating WLW, WSAI,
Sessions Continue Today
Sessions to March 15 pending deterW8XAL and W8XNU, is erecting a
Finish Scott Western
The sessions will continue today at
mination of the defendant's motion.
This makes the fourth postponement
building at the New York World's
Fair grounds to cost over $1,000,000, the home office, with Wobber and di- of the action, which is regarded by city
"In Old Montana," musical western
vision managers discussing problems
according to Powel Crosley, president.
Scott, has been comofficials as pivotal in the chance game starringpleted Fred
under the direction of Raymond
The structure will house the com- with the district heads.
situation here.
K. Johnston. Picture is a C. C. Burr
Home office executives at yesterpany's products including "Reado," a
production and will be released by
facsimile apparatus.
day's meeting were Division Managers William Sussman, W. C. Gehring 15 'Greatest Year'
Spectrum Pictures.
Ames Has His Own Office and William Kupper ; William Clark,
Winners Are Chosen
Would Tax Stations
(.Continued from page 1)
Ronnie Ames, formerly with Fred short subjects manager; Felix Jenkins, Sam Epstein, Clarence Hill,
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 15. — A
Waring and more recently with RockFerri, Martin Moskowitz, Bryant, Capitol Theatre, Rock Hill, Senate bill would levy a $100 annual
well-O'Keefe, has opened his own Roger
Irving
Maas,
Les Whelan, Ted Shaw, S. C. ; fourth, Henry A. Brownlee, tax on radio stations. It was referred
management and public relations office
Ritz & New Theatres, Russellville, to the Committee on Revenue and
here. Currently he is supervising the E. H. Collins and Jack Bloom.
Ark.; fifth, Hollis Wood, Brawley Taxation.
return to the air of the Bert Lown
Theatre, Brawley, Cal.
orchestra.
The other cash prizes were : Sec/. T. O. A. Sees Few
ond, $100 ; third, $50 ; fourth, $25, and
Lantz to Have His
fifth,
$25.
Del Ruth Named
Film Stars on Radio
Among those who attended the
Own Yearly Awards
Hollywood, Feb. 15. — Charles R.
Few film stars will be on radio pro- luncheon and participated in the judgRogers has replaced David Butler,
Hollywood,
Feb. 15.— Walter
grams during the season starting next
ing were Red Kann, Box Office ; Alec
Lantz
is inaugurating
his
originally set to direct "The Star fall, it was predicted at a meeting of
Moss,
Paramount
;
Jack
Alicoate,
Maker," with Roy Del Ruth.
own
yearly
awards
for
his
the I. T. O. A. yesterday at the Astor. Film Daily; Si Seadler, M-G-M;
employes who aid him in
Harry Brandt, president, told of the
Chick Lewis, Showmen's Trade RePlan Dillinger Film
making versal
cartoons
for and
Uni-a
steps by studios to keep talent off the view; Monroe W. Greenthal, United
release. Lantz
Hollywood, Feb. 15. — Warners is air. Darryl Zanuck and M-G-M were Artists ; Barret McCormick, RKO ;
selected committee are lookplanning a picture based upon the ca- commended.
Emanuel, Exhibitor; Maurice
reer of John Dillinger, late Public
David Weinstock again heads the Jay
ing at last year's product to
Bergman, Columbia ; Lew Lifton,
select winners in the animaEnemy No. 1. George Raft is being- committee for the organization's an- Monogram ; Jack Harrower, Film
tion, background, story,
nual "movie ball" to be held March 18
sought for the killer's role.
music and other divisions of
Lester
Thompson,
Hay's
Ofat the Astor. Charles Goldreyer is Daily
cartoon making.
five ; ;Roy
Chartier,
Variety
; Arch
serving
as
chairman
of
the
program
Awards, bronze statuettes,
'Don,' 20th-Fox Tieup
Reeve, 20th Century-Fox ; Arthur Jeffrey, United Artists ; Sid Davidson,
will be given to the winners
Twentieth Century-Fox again has committee.
It was reported that committees of Universal ; Sid Singerman and Harold
at a company dinner.
made a tieup with "Uncle Don," who
conducts a children's series on WOR, the I. T. O. A. and Local 306 are still Franklin, Motion Pictures Greatest
to entertain winners in a radio contest. negotiating new terms for operators.
Year.
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Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's, once said that there was
nothing wrong with the business which good pictures cannot cure, and
in closing the cross-country survey on games and giveaways by Motion
Picture Daily we leave you his thought.
Motion Picture Daily's purpose in conducting this survey has been
only one of service to the industry. All the views that were available
have been sought, and all the views that were obtainable have been presented. We hope that this study of chance games and giveaways has
given the industry a clear and concise picture of that situation and its
effect around the country.
Perhaps the motion picture producers and distributors and the leading
exhibitors as well should take aggressive steps to bring an end to this
practice. It certainly is not showmanship.
CALLED PERNICIOUS HABIT

per cent of independent exSeventyhibitors inthe
New York metropolitan
area using games say they would
eliminate them if others did the same.
This. is according to a survey conducted by the I. T. O. A. A total of
150 replies was received to a questionTake the view of Harry Arthur, of St. Louis, for instance. He
naire, from heads of small circuits and
describes chance games and giveaways as a pernicious habit.
individual theatres.
Of the total of 73 per cent using
"The practice of giveways becomes a pernicious habit," he says, "and
games, 83 per cent said that the stimu- concentrates the business on the nights that there are giveaways, withlants improved business at once, but
out improving the weekly or monthly or annual takes, and it resolves
64 per cent find that the games are no
down merely into a matter of expense without any real improveitself
longer a business getter. Ninety per
ment at the box-office over a period of time."
cent have competition from Bingo in
churches and halls in their vicinity.
hibitors enough about games, so there
likely. Organizations give expensive
See Public Tiring
premiums, such as automobiles or the is no danger of the idea spreading
Seventy-nine per cent of those re- cash equivalent.
Olympia, 25 miles from Tacoma,
plying believe the public is tiring of
Elsewhere in New Jersey: Bloomgames and 70 per cent believe that field has two theatres, both operating has money games, but this does not
their theatres would be better off money games — Stake, Bankroll, affect Tacoma business.
In Yakima, where games are used,
without the lures. They find games Screeno and Employment Night. The
some
exhibitors say they are not
are not profitable, considering the ex- managers feel the games help busi- worth
here."while.
pense and increased competition.
ness and say they run them to meet
•
Sixty per cent reported that busi- competition from non-theatrical cash
ness falls off on nights when money games. The public, in this section
Rochester
is not given away.
wants "more for its money," and turns
The I. T. O. A. believes the replies out
Local houses give away about $20,heavily on game nights, which cost
000 in Bingo and Bank Night prizes
represent a fair cross-section of senti- each house about $5,000 a year.
•
ment in Greater New York, although
per yeai . By and large, they are willno replies were received from RKO,
ing to quit the games, and would do so
Houston
Loew's, Skouras and other major cirOn June 14, 1937, money games if it were not for the competition from
cuits. However, these circuits are on went out of Houston theatres. State church Bingo parties which offer bigger prizes than the theatres. One
recordtion ifas
favoring
games' elimina- legislation, plus State Supreme Court
others
do thethesame.
ruling on test cases, brought about church, on Friday nights, offers $1,000
in cash, plus a Florida trip, plus $150
the ban. The theatres had been givBayonne
in door prizes, plus $200 special prizes
ing
away
about
$30,000
in
this
city.
Population, 96,000 ; two first runs, An estimate on what happened to
"free parking for 2,000 cars — "
3,861 seats, 25c-3Sc; four subsequents show business after games were —andplus
advertises all this in heralds. Attendance of more than 6,000 is not
runs, ranging from 700 to 1,450 seats, banned shows that first runs (which
15c-25c. Only subsequents have money also played Screeno and Bank Night) uncommon. Another church plays to
games, Bingo and Lucky, with between had a drop of 15 per cent ; subsequent 4,000, also on Friday nights. To
$4,000 and $6,000 given away annually. runs only five per cent. But only half accommodate crowds, a nearby school
Non-theatrical chance games are ram- this loss is charged to the elimination was transformed into a Bingo casino,
pant, with many organizations running of games, and the theatres seem to get with a P. A. system. Many of the
them, jackpots running as high as
along very well without the stimulant. prizes are promoted, but most are
$1,000 a night. . Non- theatrical games The state laws still permit prizes in cash.
•
would continue if the exhibitors
of skill," such as Quiz prostopped them. No attempts have been "games grams,
Gloversville, N. Y.
state places a 20 per
made to stop any of the cash games, cent tax onbut the
the prizes.
Population,
24,000; two theatres,
and merchants apparently have made
•
no protests. Exhibitors would be glad
24,000
seats;
25c-40c.
Both theatres
Tacoma and Territory
are owned by the Schines. Games have
to stop them if they all could at the
Population, 110,000; five first runs, been played several years, ever since
same time, as they believe they are
unprofitable, but such a move is not 5,485 seats, 25c-35c; 12 subsequent Bingo came into vogue at clubs and
runs, 7,500 seats, 15c-25c. While the- lodges. Theatres felt they had to meet
atre business in Tacoma is normally the competition. Games have boosted
below grosses in most cities of com- attendance, but the managers say the
Lottery Acquittal
parable size, theatre owners here are attraction is wearing off. They conopposed to games.
sider the games profitable, as they
Is Ordered in KY.
When chance games were sweeping bolster weak attractions. Newspapers
Owensboro, Ky., Feb. 15. —
the country about four years ago, an have banned chance game ads, and
Judge Charles H. Wilson in
attempt was made to start them here. police have advised managers against
Hopkins Circuit Court at
The county attorney stopped them be- heralds, etc. The only advertising is
Madisonville ordered acquitfore they had a chance to become es- via trailers, lobby announcements and
tal of the Crescent Amusetablished. All exhibitors believe they window cards.
ment Co., charged with vioare better off without such stimulants.
a
lating the state lottery law
They say they will not start them even
by conducting Bank Night at
Utica
if the authorities approve, unless they
the Earlington. Judge Wilson
are
forced
to
by
competition.
Money
Population, 105,000; three first runs,
directed the judgment be
games are run by clubs and churches 6,600 seats, 40c top ; 10 subsequents,
taken to the Court of Apto a limited extent, but not sufficient 9,000 seats, 10c-25c. First runs and
peals for review. Judge Wilto hurt theatres.
others have games, which have been in
son has held unconstitutional
Ned Edris, general manager of John vogue more than three years. Prize
the act excluding theatres
from the state lottery law.
Hamrick's _ Tacoma theatres, said : money totals more than $15,000 yearly.
"The experience of other operators in Lodges, churches and clubs have large
the Northwest has taught Tacoma ex- scale games, but not more than before

Tenn.
Tax

Games
Bill Asks
for Bank

5%
Night

Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 15. — Governor Cooper's revenue bill received
committee approval in a revised form,
after administration leaders split into
two camps over a gross receipts levy
applicable only to theatres operating
Bank Night.
committee's
finala
draft,
the levyInontheBank
Night was
defeat for the Cooper proposal. However, other committee revisions were
with approval of the chief executive.
The original revenue bill, introduced in both houses and set for final
legislative action, increased from 3 to
4 per cent, the gross receipts tax on
theatres with the exception of those
operating Bank Night, which were
to be taxed at 5 per cent.
House Speaker O'Dell presented an
amendment, with administration approval restoring the normal gross receipts tax to 3 per cent. In addition
O'Dell proposed that theatres operating Bank Night pay a 6 per cent tax
instead of the proposed 5 per cent.
Milwaukee

Theatres

Support New
Game
Milwaukee. Feb. 15. — Milwaukee
County independent exhibitors who
were unsuccessful in their attempts to
secure a voluntary discontinuance of
theatre games, have endorsed another
game which offers $1,000 weekly in
cash prizes.
The game provides for weekly
registering in the stores of cooperating
business houses with drawings each
Saturday night, and proxy nights on
Mondays and Thursdays. Cost to
merchant and exhibitor is $1 per week
each, and it is hoped to enroll all
theatres in Milwaukee County in the
The plan has been copyrighted by
John S. Barber of this city and it is
proposed to expand it on a nationwide
plan.
scale.
theatres adopted them. Games are
considered profitable, because of nontheatrical opposition. Exhibitors would
quit games it others did. One lodge
gave $7,500
in occasion.
prizes and Couple
an auto-ot
mobile on one
theatres give dishes, raising admisiums. sions for those that want the prem•
Clifton, N. J.
Population, 55,000 ; one first run,
1,000 seats, 25c-35c; one subsequent
run, 1,657 seats, 15c-25c. First run
does not have giveaways. Subsequent
has had giveaways five years, and
"wishes it didn't have to." Churches,
and even poolrooms, run big gambling
games, and the theatre must compete.
/. C. Clemmons Retires
Beaumont, Texas, Feb. 15. — Joe
C. Clemmons, president of the Jefferson Amusement Co. since its organization in 1918, has retired from
active operation of the circuit. Sol
E. Gordon, chairman of the board and
partner of Clemmons, has become
president. Clemmons will remain as
| director.
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two

will start serially in the Saturday

Evening Post February 25th and will be published subsequently in book form. Those
familiar with Kelland's work feel certain
that ARIZONA is destined to be the mosttalked-of novel of the year.
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'Topper'
$9,900
Kansas

PICTURE

DAILY

Captures
in

a

Hollywood

Fair

City Week

Kansas City, Feb. 15. — Big money
went to "Topper Takes a Trip" and
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" at Loew's
Midland in a quiet week. The double
did $9,900. "Jesse James" did $4,500
at the Esquire, and $4,600 at the
Uptown. Weather was warm till the
last day of the week.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 7-9 :
"They
Made Me
a Criminal"
NEWMAN
— (1,900)
(25c-40c)(W. 7B.) days.
Gross: $6,400. (Average, $7,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
ESOUIRE— (800) (2Sc-40c) 7 days. 3rd
week. Gross: $4,500. (Average. $3,000)
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M) days
MIDLAND — (4,000) (25c -40c) 7
Gross: $9,900. (Average, $11,500)
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
"Tarnished Angel" (RICO)
days
ORPHEUM— (1.500) (25c-40c) 7
Gross: $3,800. (Average, $5,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
Fun :
FOX TOWER— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7', days.
Stage: Sid Page & His _ Pages of 000)
Lathrop Bros. & Virginia Lee, Everett
Sanderson & Nanon, Bob Oakley, and Billy
Papon. Gross: $7,000. (Average,
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $4,600. (Average, $4,000)

Huckleberry

Previews

Finn

'Gunga
Din'
$30,500
Big
For

Chicago

(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Feb. 15. — Mark Twain's "Huckleberry Finn" is an old
story. Large book sales, however, attest its modern popularity. Mickey
Rooney likewise is an old favorite, but a new star. Together the pair
form a powerful name combination on which to base exploitation.
The story has not been modernized. As it comes to the screen, it
follows the spirit of Twain's fiction classic of life along the Mississippi
three quarters of a century ago. It merely makes use of elements that
have proved their entertainment and commercial value time after time.
Humor and pathos, comedy and melodrama, a threat of tragedy and
spectacle are its substance.

M)
Chicago,
15. — and
"Gunga
swept
into theFeb.
Palace
came Din"
near
breaking records with a gross of
"Idiot's Delight" at the United
$30,500.
Artists was another smash attraction,

with $24,400. "Tailspin" at the Roosevelt and "Ride A Crooked Mile" at
the State-Lake were strong.
Estimated takings for the week ending- Feb. 8-11 :
days,
Several chapters, not all the book, are used. But from the time "Huck" "Out West with the Hardys" (Mdays.
APOLLO— (1,400) (35c-55c-75c)
runs away until he returns to save slave "Jim" from being lynched Gross:
$6,200. (Average, $6,500)
audiences find many occasions to laugh and there are a few incidents that "Jesse James"
(20th-Fox)
will affect their more sympathetic emotions. Intervening episodes have
CHICAGO— (4,000) 3Sc-55c-75c)
2nd week. Stage: Happy Felton
Band.
"Huck" and "Jim" meeting "The King" and "Duke" and "Huck" and Gross: $30,000. (Average, $32,000)
"The
Lady
Vanishes"
(G.B.)
"King" reenacting the ridiculous "Romeo and Juliet" burlesque. "Huck"
GARRICK—
(35c -40c
-50c) 7 days.
saves two girls from being cheated out of their inheritance, breaks with Gross:
$5,800. (900)
(Average,
$6,500)
Drummond"
"Jim." But when "Jim" saves his life after he has been bitten by a "Arrest
"Western Bulldog
Jamboree"
(Rep.) (Para.)
snake, "Huck" inspires "Captain Brandy" to make the memorable river
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-50c) 7 davs.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue.
Gross: $13,200.
boat dash up the Mississippi to save "Jim" from the mob bent on "Gunga
(Average,Din"
$13,000)
(RKO)
lynching. These are but the highlights; there's a wealth of sustaining
material.
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Chester Hale Girls & Revue. Gross:
Rex
and
Finn"
"Huckleberry
$30,500.
(Average, $19,000)
convincing
and
natural
a
Rooney is
Ingram's conception of the slave part is an accomplished bit of acting. "Tail Spin" (20th-Fox)
ROOSEVELT — (1,300) (35c-55c-75c) 7
Walter Connolly and William Frawley, the clowns of the show, supply days.
Gross: $11,800. (Average, $11,000)
their
In
humor.
inherent
the
with
along
"Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
the hokum comedy that goes
'Blondie' and NTG
STATE-LAKE — (2,700) (25c-35c-40c) 7
respective roles Elizabeth Risdon, Clara Blandick, Victor Kilian, Jo
days. Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross:
Ann Sayers, Lynne Carver and Minor Watson do much to make the $13,200. (Average, $12,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
$9,500, Montreal
production interesting and entertaining.
UNITED ARTISTS— (1.700) (35c-55c-75c)
spirit
the
improve
to
attempt
no
made
Butler
Hugo
7 days. Gross: $24,400. (Average, $15,000)
In the screenplay
Montreal, Feb. 15. — "Blondie" and
stage vaudeville, the latter an N. T. G. of the original, and neither did Richard Thorpe, who directed.
G. McC.
unit, nushed Loew's to the top with
Running time, 90 minutes. "G."*
$9,500^
99
"Thanks for Everything" and "AdTrade
Winds' in
venture in Sahara" at the Princess acSilver on the Sage
Detroit Blows
a
counted for $7,000, while "Stable{Sherman-Paramount)
mates" took $8,500 at the Princess.
Estimated takings for the week endGale at $15,000
ing Feb. 11 :
Hollywood, Feb. 15. — "Hopalong Cassidy," "Windy" and "Lucky"
"Zaza" (Para.)
ride and shoot again in "Silver on the Sage," Harry Sherman's latest
"Disbarred" (Para.)
for Paramount release — a Clarence E. Mulford story. It is
production
CAPITOL — (2.547) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7
Detroit, Feb. 15. — Eddy Duchin's
days. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $9,500)
typical of their previous efforts which set William Boyd as a leading band on the stage, with "The Great
George
"Blondie" (Col'.)
Man Votes," gave the Fox $20,000.
western star in the opinion of exhibitors. Supporting Boyd,
LOEW'S— (2,800) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.
Ruth The Michigan did nicely with "Trade
Burton,
Frederick
Ridges,
Stanley
are
Hayden
Russell
and
Hayes
Stage:
"Glamorous
Girls of 1939."
Gross: N.T.G.'s
$9,500. (Average,
$8,000)
Rogers, Jack Rockwell, Roy Barcroft, Ed. Cassidy, Sherry Tanzey, Winds" and "Burn 'Em up O'Connor"
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
for $15,000. Second week of "Idiot's
Jim Corey, Wen Wright and Bruce Mitchell.
"Women in Prison" (Radio)
ORPHEUM— (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
When rustlers steal a herd of Bar 20 cattle, the trio sets out to round Delight" gave the United Artists
Gross: $2,500, 2nd week. (Average, $5,000)
Estimated takings for the week endthem up, and encounters a gambling-rustling band the two leaders of $10,000.
"Stablemates" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days. which provide alibis for each other through disguises. Boyd obtains
ing Feb. 9 :
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $11,000)
work as a card dealer and breaks the disguise mystery, and eventually "Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
"Road Demon" (20th-Fox)
"Thanks For Everything" (RKO)
the rustlers are brought to justice.
"Adventure in Sahara" (Col.)
ADAMS— (1,700) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
PRINCESS — (2,272) (25c-35c-50c-65c) 7
The screenplay was written by Maurice Geraghty. Lesley Selander run. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $5,000)
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)
"The
Great Man Votes" (RKO)
directed, with J. D. Trop as associate producer.
FOX— (5,000) (20c-65c) 7 days. Stage:
Vance King Eddie Duchin. Gross: $20,000. (Average,
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
$20,000)
'Delight9 Captures
"Trade Winds" (U.A.)
"G"
denotes
general
classification.
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
Hit
$12,200, Omaha
MICHIGAN — (4,000) (20c-65c) 7 days.
Gross:
$15,000.(Para.)
(Average, $10,000)
Omaha, Feb. 15.— "Idiot's Delight"
"Disbarred"
dualed with "His Exciting Night" set
"I Am a Criminal" (Mono.)
Equity Council Sets
the pace at the Omaha with $12,200.
Completing Polish
PALMS-STATE— (3,000) (20c-50c) 7 days.
"Jesse James" at the Orpheum for
$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
ood
Film in Hollyw
Experimental
Meet Gross:
"Idiot's
Delight" (M-G-M)
the second week took $9,300. "The
Council of Actors' Equity will hold
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,000) (20c-65c) 7
Hollywood, Feb. 15— Alvin Wy- a special
Great Man Votes" drew $4,300. Good
Friday to consider days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average.
weather helped.
koff, supervising director in charge committee meeting
recommendations for special
Estimated takings for the week end- of production for Polish Pictures, Inc.,
$10,000)
is here putting final editing touches rules for experimental tryout and coing Feb. 8-9 :
operative groups. A meeting between
Hold Para. Seattle Meet
to "The Peasant's Wedding," first of
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
four all-Polish pictures the company the League of N. Y. Theatres and
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (F. N.)
Seattle, Feb. 15. — A regional conBRANDEIS— (1,800) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days. proposes to make this year in color. Equity to consider the ticket situation
ference of Paramount executives and
Gross: $4,300. (Average, $4,000)
has
been
postponed
to
Feb.
24
because
territorial sales staffs was held in
"The Peasant's Wedding" and the
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
other three will be distributed in Po- both organizations are defendants in
"Flirting with Fate" (M-G-M)
OMAHA— (2,200) (25c-40c) 2 days. Gross:
Morris
here.
land and in Polish colonies in the a suit to enjoin enforcement of the Manager
In attendance
were Segel's
Divisionoffice
Manager
$2,400.
United States and South America. present ticket code and the trial is Charles Regan ; District Manager
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
Material used will be based on na- expected to come up this week.
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.)
George Smith ; Segel and the local
In an effort to regulate rehearsal branch
tive culture and folk lore. Most of
OMAHA— (2,200) (25c-40c) 5 days. Gross:
staff, Al Anderson, George
$12,200. (Average, $5,500)
the interiors were shot in Buffalo, time, the Council has voted to make
DeWaide,
Lon Stang and Glen Broger
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
with exteriors being filmed in Holly- the director of a stock company re- from Portland, and Glen Haviland
"Swing Sister Swing" (Univ.)
sponsible, along with the manager, for from Spokane.
ORPHEUM— (3,000) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
wood. Wyckoff is making his head- overtime payments.
week. Gross: $9,300. (Average, $7,200)
quarters at Talisman studios here.
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Progress Reported
In Color Television

Royalty

Arrangements have been completed
by the three nationwide networks,
CBS, NBC and Mutual, and by the
official Canadian network, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., for cooperative
coverage of the visit to Canada and
the United States of King George
and Queen Elizabeth of Great Britain.
The royal couple is expected to
spend from May 15 to June 15 on this
continent, and the radio plans, while
still tentative, will include practically
daily broadcasts along their route.
CBC will feed programs to the networks in this country, and when the
royal visitors cross to the United
States, the three networks here will
return the service.
Chase

Radio

Sanborn

Leads WTMJ
Poll
Milwaukee, Feb. 15. — Chase &
Sanborn program rated four firsts in
the Milwaukee Journal's ninth annual
radio poll conducted among listeners
of WTMJ. Listeners rated this program their favorite. Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy their favorite comedians, Don Ameche their favorite master of ceremonies and Nelson Eddy
their favorite concert singer.
Kay Kyser rated first among dance
orchestras ; Bing Crosby topped the
men's popular singer classification ;
Deanna Durbin the girl popular singer ;
Jeanette MacDonald the favorite feminine concert singer and Don Wilson
best studio announcer. "Radio Theatre"
was named the best liked dramatic
program, "Vic and Sade" most popular serial story and "The Lone
Ranger" the outstanding children's
program.

Personals

4

anW post
R,nedWNE
has retur
nouncer,NNE
to his
PAUL BRE
after an illness of three weeks. . . .
"
ler influ
Bettyis Wink
of enza.
the "Girl
Alone
cast
ill with
. . . Tim
and
Irene will be the guests on Tommy
' prog
ge
RiggsCoha
Feb. 25.
Georthe
n ram
M.
has been
book.ed. . for

London, Feb. 15. — Unusual
results are said to have been
achieved in color television
by the Baird system. It is
reported the latest developments show great progress
over previous demonstrations
of the process. Experiments
are being carried on with the
greatest secrecy.

Walter O'Keefe show Feb. 23. . . . Reported that Ripley will be back on the
air with a network show shortly. . . . Coast Fair Will See
Columbia Pictures has asked for a
New RCA
Television
presentation of the radio serial, "Her
San Francisco, Feb. 15. — High
Honor Nancy James," withbilit
a y.
picture definition
electronic television will
based on the strip as a possi
have its first public showing on the
+
Pacific Coast at the Golden Gate ExHal Kemp returns to New York
position here. RCA has completed
after a belated honeymoon when he construction of a special television
opens at the Paramount Feb. 22 . . . building which will house the studios
Tony Martin, the screen singer, is in and viewing rooms, in addition to
town for an appearance with Kemp at regular broadcasting studios and radio
the Paramount . . . Harold Oxley, facsimile.

manager
Jimmie
Lunceford's
to
Chicagoof for
one week,
leavingband,
this
morning . . . Florence Eldridge, who
FCC
Calendar
collapsed early this week, has recovered sufficiently to make her scheduled appearance with Fredric March
in scenes from "The American Way"
Washington, Feb. 15. — Federal
on Kate Smith's show tonight . . . Communications Commission has anNBC will feed the opening of the San
nounced its schedule of broadcast
Francisco World's Fair to WHOM
hearings: for the current week, as
follows
. . . Vivian Brown, secretary to Al
Simon of WHN, will celebrate a
Feb. 16: Applications of Orville W.
birthday Saturday . . . Ginger Rogers,
Lyerla for a 1,310-kilocycle station at
Rosalind Russell and Adolphe Men- Herrin, 111., with 100 watts night, 250
jou
"Stage
to the watts day, and WJBL, Decatur, 111.,
Lux will
Radiobring
Theatre
on Door"
CBS Monday
for change of frequency from 1,200 to
night.
1,310 kilocycles, extension of time
from sharing to unlimited and increase
of day power from 100 to 250 watts;
CBS Gets Report on
WBOW
Terre Haute, Ind., for
Rural Air Listeners change of frequency from 1,310 to.
1,200 kilocycles; WJBC, BloomingHooper-Holmes Co. has completed ton, 111., for extension of time from
a survey for CBS of the preferences
of radio listeners in rural areas. The sharing to unlimited; WEBQ, Harrisburg, 111., for change of frequency
WOR
Had 1,140,1 7 13
study was patterned after the recent from 1,210 to 1,310 kilocycles and
Letters During '38 study of rural radio ownership and extension of time from specified hours
WOR's mail for 1938 has been listenership financed by CBS and to unlimited; KFVS, Cape Girardeau,
tabulated at 1,140,713 letters. The NBC and directed by the Joint ComMo., for extension of time from specimittee on Radio Research.
breakdown shows that 778,702 comfied hours to unlimited, and KTBS,
munications were in response to comHighlights of the CBS report,
Shreveport,
La., for change of fremercial broadcasts and sustaining which consisted of 10,273 personal inquency
from
1,450 to 620 kilocycles
shows netted 172,618.
terviews include the following :
and increase of day power from LJ)00
The same programs that win the
5,000 watts.
most urban listeners, Major Bowes, to Applications
Gulf Signs Jack Berch
for increases in power
Jack Berch has been signed for a Kate Smith, Eddie Cantor, etc., are have been received by the commission
series of 32 transcriptions for the Gulf leaders on the farm as well ; 87 per from three broadcasting stations.
An increase of night power from
Refining Co. The discs are to be re- cent of those interviewed listen regularly to CBS in the evening; 72 per 1,000 to 5,000 watts was sought by
leased to 65 stations. Young & Rubi- cent listen
to
CBS
in
the
daytime.
cam represented Gulf.
KGIR, Butte, Mont., while WBRE,
Wilkes-Barre, asked for an increase
of night power from 100 to 250 watts,
NBC
Signs Rockwell
and WFOR, Hattiesburg, Miss., reNelson Eddy to Get
To Bolster Blue Net
quested an increase of day power from
Choir Honor Medal
NBC is instituting a campaign to 100 to 250 watts.
The commission on March 2 will
build up its Blue network, and the first
Providence, Feb. 15. — Nelhear
oral arguments on the applicamove
in
this
direction
is
the
booking
son Eddy, who got his singtions of the South Nebraska Broading start in church choirs
of "Doc" Rockwell in a new series
casting Co. for a 920-kilocycle station
here, will be awarded the
titled "Doc Rockwell's Braintrust."
The network plans to book a series of at Hastings, Neb., with 1,000 watts
Hagan Gold Honor Medal of
All Saints Choir tomorrow.
elaborate sustaining shows, and after power night, 5,000 watts day, which
The choir has awarded the
building them up, offer them to adver- is affected by the application of
medal to its alumni only three
tisers as a merchandising unit. Sup- KROC, Rochester, Minn., for change
from 1,310 to 920 kilotimes in its 80 years of existporting Rockwell will be Allan Roth's of frequency
cycles and increase of power from 100
30-piece orchestra and a 14-voice
ence. The star's father, Wilwatts night, 250 watts day, to 500
liam D. Eddy of Pawtucket,
choir. The program begins Feb. 21.
watts night, 1,000 watts day; and J.
who sang with Nelson in the
All Saints Choir years ago,
Samuel Brody for a new 1,310-kiloGeorge Jessel Signed
cycle station at Sumter, S. C, with
will receive the medal in his
100
watts
night, 250 watts day, which
George
Jessel
has
been
signed
for
a
son's behalf. Nelson was a
new local radio series, to be heard is affected by the application of WIS,
boy soprano in his All Saints
over WJZ Wednesdays from 7:30 to 8 Columbia, S. C, for a satellite station
days.
P. M. for 20 weeks starting March 15. at Sumter, to operate on 560 kiloPedlar and Ryan is the agency.
cycles with 10 to 100 watts power.
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stations are prevented from
ted
associa
k's rk
a networ
carrying
a netwo
public
OFTEN
service feature because of some locally important program or a local
commercial commitment. To insure
a wider distribution than is now possible— with an eye to the F.C.C.— m
NBC has adopted a new policy ancT»
is now permitting delayed acetate
broadcasts of such features. Associated stations may now ask for recordings of such network service programs they are unable to carry because of the local situation. The platters, after the local broadcasting, are
shippeded.back to NBC, where they are
destroy
▼
Boake Carter will make his first
network appearance in a long while
zvhen he takes the affirmative in a debate on "Should the U. S. Have
CompulsoryRally"
Armyprogram
Service?"
the
"People's
overin Mutual Feb. 19. Stanley High, who
should know better, recently wrote in
the Saturday Evening Post that Boake
had been "purged" from the airways.
▼
Franchot Tone, now appearing in
"The Gentle People" on Broadway,
was booked for a guest appearance
on Cal Tinney's "If I Had a
Chance" Tuesday night. Troubled
because he had but about 10 minutes between curtain and air time,
Tone staged a rehearsal Monday
night, when, with the aid of a
"mickey mouse" police car, he made
the dash from the stage door to
Radio City. The rehearsal showed
the trip could be made with about
two minutes to spare, and so he
kept his air date.
T
The Parkyakarkuses are expecting
a blessed event, and if it's a girl
Karkus.
Parky swears he'll name her Sidonia▼
America's Town Meeting reports
a run on tickets from folks in film
business for tonight's debate in which
Walter Wanger will participate. Calls
for tickets have come from United
Artists, Warners, M-G-M and Paramount.
▼
Bob Ripley will return to the air in
March for the Royal Cola Co., over an
NBC network, it is believed.
—Jack Banner
Margaret Anglin on Air
Margaret Anglin, well known
Broadway actress, has been engaged
to do a new radio series for the R. L.
Watkins Co., through a booking by
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. Miss Anglin's series, a dramatic serial script,
will be
"OrphansMondays
of Divorce,"
and
willtitled
be offered
from
7:30 to 8 P. M. on the NBC Blue,
starting Feb. 20. The new program
replaces
the
same "Alias
client. Jimmy Valentine" for
Southard Joins CBS Unit
Paul E. Southard has joined the
American Record Corp., new CBS affiliate, and will serve in an executive
sales capacity. He was formerly merchandise specialist for RCA Victor.
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Canadian

Film

Complaints
Sharp

in

Decline

Arbitration
Cases Less
Than Half of 1930
Toronto, Feb. 16. — Cases filed before the motion picture industry's arbitration boards in Canada have declined more than half since 1930. In
that year, at peak, there were 553
cases filed, against 238 for 1938.
The decline was general, all zones
except Montreal and one other showing a reduction in complaints for 1938.
In Montreal 36 more cases were filed
last year than were entered in 1937
Value of Claims
The value of the 238 claims filed in
1938 was $92,158.46 for the whole
Canadian trade. The number of cases
settled before arbitration was 71, having a total value of $18,330.06. The
number of awards after arbitration
was 121 and the total value of awards
was $42,941.21. Four claims, having
a value of $1,833.50, were dismiss vl
while the number of claims pending
at the end of 1938 was 42, with an
aggregate value of $28,103.85. Incidentally, there were 41 pending
claims at the end of 1937 so that the
score on this point is practically equal
in a comparative sense.
Ontario theatres constituted more
than one-quarter of all film theatres
in the Dominion and the number of
claims filed at Toronto last year was
64, or slightly more than one-quarter
{Continued on page 5)

'Each

Other'

YORK,

FRIDAY,

FCC Reorganization
Attacked in Senate
Washington, Feb. 16.— Proposed substitution of a threeman board for the present
F. C. C. was attacked in Congress today by Senator Wallace H. White of Maine, who
said that when the Wheeler
Bill for F. C. C. reorganization is studied, "it will
meet with the general condemnation it deserves."
The Senator directed an attack at Chairman McNinch
of the F. C. C, declaring the
Wheeler bill reflects McNinch's ideas and makes no
changes in the legal framework, with which President
Roosevelt said he was dissatisfied.

NBC
Be

Television
Available

Film

to
for

Exploitation

C. W. Farrier, NBC's television coordinator, said yesterday that the network's television facilities will be open
to film producers to exploit their product by means of short versions of outstanding features. Time will be limited to about 10 minutes per feature.
No charge will be made.
NBC is scheduled to start regular
daily television broadcasts April 30,
coincidentally with the opening of the
World's Fair. RKO has made a 10minute condensation of "Gunga Din,"
which will be the first film to be televized in this manner. Broadcasts,
which will be by W2XBS atop the
(Continued on page 5)
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Pathe

Is U.A.

Plan

Voted;

Impartial

to

CENTS

Planning

Form

Expansion
New

in

Company

Foreign
Laboratories

Corp.

to Be

Includes

Set Up in 10 Days

Latin

France,

Field
America,

Australia

New financial setup for Pathe Film
Murray Silverstone, executive head
Corp. was approved by a vote of 398,- of United Artists, yesterday declared
the intention of his company to main093
to 5,869
at a special
meeting
yesterday.
Understockholders'
the plan a
tain its international policy by boostnew corporation will be organized to ments.ing its foreign production commitbe known as Pathe Laboratories, Inc.,
With 40 to 50 per cent of the world
which will operate the film laboratories. Du Pont Film Manufacturing revenue coming from the world market, said Silverstone, United Artists
Corp. stock will thus be held separately and dividends from this stock plans to foster inter-American film
will not be subject to depletion from trade relations by sponsoring the production of at least eight and probably
possible operating losses from laboratories.
10 features in the Spanish language
O. Henry
president,would
de- for Latin-American release this year.
clared that theBriggs,
new company
Also, U. A. plans to back "to the
be incorporated within the next 10 limit"
the provisions of the Australian
days. A deal with RKO is pending, as quota law and has an understanding
is a deal for the purchase of the Inter- with Cinesound studio in Sydney, affilnational Cinema Laboratories on the
iate of Greater Union Theatres, for
coast. If purchased, Pathe will make the production of one or more feano investment. Thomas P. Loach,
vice-president and treasurer, was
elected to the board of directors to
replace Gerdon Wattles after the
meeting.
Film deals with both World Fairs
are proving profitable, the meeting was
told, and sales are expected to reach
$200,000. Pathe is selling small
viewers together with films showing
scenes of the fairs.
Yesterday's meeting was marked by
many minority protests against the
details of the plan. Bernard Reis, accountant, who started injunction proceedings against the first plan in December, stated that he was considering
similar action.

tures.

Seeking French Films

In addition, the company is negotiating for French films for release in
France and French territory.
Besides the British Empire, which
gets Alexander Korda's films through
U. A., United Artists' foreign policy
is concerned with attracting trade in
Latin America. This is in conformity
with the general policy of the United
States in Pan-American relations.
In addition to production commitments with Felipe Mier of Mexico
(Continued on page 5)
Censor

Measure

Opens

With
$13,000
Day
Big first day business marked the
opening of "Made for Each Other" at
the Music Hall yesterday. At 4 P. M.
an estimated $4,500 had been taken at
the box-office, with $13,000 indicated
for the day. Second week of "Wings
of the Navy" grossed an estimated
$39,000 at the Strand. "Off the Record" starts there today.
"Three Musketeers" goes into the
Roxv this morning. "Tailspin" attracted an estimated $35,000. At the
Astor, "Pygmalion" held up well in
its 10th week with an estimated $13,000, slightly better than the figures
for the two previous weeks. "Honolulu" will open on Wednesday at the
Capitol, instead of Thursday, in order
to take advantage of the holidav trade.
"Cafe Society" also will start Wednesday at the Paramount.

W anger
Have

Says

Been

Films,

Aid

Films and radio have made a major
contribution to the improvement of
mankind in the present century, Walter Wanger declared in a symposium
at Town Hall last night on "Has 20th
Century Civilization Improved Mankind?" The discussion was aired
over the NBC-Blue network.
Participating with Wanger in the
discussion were William Lyon Phelps,
professor of English Literature at
Yale ; Harlow Shapley, director of the
Harvard Observatory, and Reinhold
Niebuhr, professor of Applied Chrisnary.
tianity at Union Theological Semi-

to

Radio

Mankind

Radio and motion pictures have improved mankind by giving ears and
eyes to the public on a scale big
enough to cope with major new issues,
Wanger declared. Discussing the
screen, he said : "During our century
the motion pictures have put the present generation in close touch with distant people and great events. The public today is aware of forces and circumstances affecting them which in
earlier times they could not visualize
nor understand. The newsreels are far
in the lead in this service, and the
benefits of the film in science and education are already recognized."

Due

in Delaware

Dover, Del., Feb. 16. — A film censorship bill for Delaware, authorizing
judges of juvenile courts to pass on
questionable films and limiting the
length of previews, has been drawn up
for presentation in the legislature here
in the next few days.
Exhibitors would have to submit
films to the judges for study upon application offive or more persons in a
community alleging the picture unfit.
Sale, leasing and exhibition of films
disapproved by judges as obscene, indecent, unmoral, anti-religious or
which might debase or corrupt the
morals of youth are prohibited in the
proposed
The billmeasure.
also provides no preview
could be shown for more than five
minutes. Fines of $25 to $100 are provided.
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in
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Ten developments were cited in a
report on motion picture progress in
the last year made by the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America. They were :
The industry's self-regulation, community cooperation, quality and size of
audiences, box-office reactions to finer
pictures, relations with schools, universities, libraries, churches and social
workers, plus "a finer technique in
photography, color and music," and
"the sweep of interest in American
pictures."
The report was made by the M. P.
P. D. A. through its Community Service Department, of which Mrs.
Thomas G. Winter, in Hollywood, is
chairman. It is going forward to 18,000 persons who review, rate or otherwise study pictures for social, educational, religious and civic organizations.
Plaintiffs

Close

'Princess'

Film

in

British Acoustic Suit
Wilmington, Feb. 16. — Ian Cremieu-Javal of London, managing director of British Acoustic Films, was
the closing witness today as the plaintiffs rested in the patent infringement
action against RCA and Erpi in the
U. S. District Court. He told of
filing certain documents in this country just prior to issuing orders directing the institution of the litigation.
Paul J. Larson, former RCA research manager, and now patent consulting expert for Warners, explained
the funetions of various patents on
a film feeding mechanism through
sound head projectors and described
various patents.
Edward W. Wente of Bell Telephone Laboratories, research physicist
in charge of research investigation,
was the first witness for the defendants. Wente described various United
States patents involving film feeding
mechanism on a dozen exhibits entered
in evidence by the defendants and
traced the film action through various
types of projection equipment involved
in the suit.

i

Purely

Personal

T ROBERT RUBIN, M-G-M gen»J
. eral counsel, returns today from
Florida.
A. J.
manager,
office for
branches,
drive.

Herman, Universal district
is visiting the Philadelphia
a few days, as well as other
in connection with the sales

•
Gus W. Lampe, city manager of
the RKO Schine Circuit in Syracuse,
is in Florida.
•
Roy Haines, eastern and Canadian
sales manager for Warners, returns
today from a brief business trip to
New Haven.
•
Walter Reade of Reade Theatres
has left for a Florida vacation. He
will return about March 1.
•
Walter Huston was tendered a
luncheon at the Town Hall Club yesterday in honor of his 37th year on
the stage.
•
William Santarsiero, secretary of
Empire State M. P. Operators' Union,
returned to his desk yesterday after a
week's illness.
•
William Feinberg. secretary of the
Musicians' Union, Local 802, returns
from Miami Monday.
•

►

Uses

Trailer

Herald

Rating

Shirley Temple's designation as one
ent of of the leading box-office stars in the
HUR BYRON, presid
ART
Actors' Equity, celebrates his 50th Motion Picture Herald', exhibitors'
year as an actor Tuesday. Theatre polls
of the last four years is feaiah," in
Guild and
of "Jerem
in a special trailer on "The
ing, will
which
he isthenowcastappear
give Little tured
Princess," now available from
.
him a backstage party
that
evening
20th Century-Fox.
•
The trailer, which is in color, as
Frank Rubel,
manager
of the
Pioneer Theatre Corp., Des Moines, is the film, opens with a reproduce ~-1
and Mrs. Rubel are due next week
Sos"
followed preof the ofcover
three ofof Fame,
Miss Temple's
from a six-week California vacation. fadeins
vious films and scenes from the cur•
rent picture. It runs about 400 feet.
Tony Martin, on leave of absence
"The Little Princess" will have its
from 20th Century-Fox studio, arrives world premiere at the Memorial in
Monday for a two-week personal ap- Boston on Feb. 22. National release is
March 17.
pearance at the Paramount.
•
Bob Donohue of RKO Pathe has
returned from shooting winter carnival Will Rogers Week
and Olympic shots in Hanover, N. H.,
To Open April 20
and Lake Placid. •
April 20 has been set by Major L.
Tex Ritter, Monogram western E. Thompson as the opening date for
star, has extended his personal ap- the Will Rogers National Theatre
pearance tour for two weeks in Geor- Week. Luncheon for sales heads of
distributing companies was attended
gia and Florida. •
yesterday by Jules Levy, RKO ;
Nate Sandler, Iowa theatre oper- Eddie Aaron, M-G-M; Alfred
ator, and Lionel Wasson, Central Schwalberg, Warners ; Rube Jackter,
States publicity head, are vacationing Columbia ; Frank McCarthy and Wilin California.
liam J. Heineman, Universal, and
•
Harry other
Buckley,
U. A.
Today, an-at
luncheon will
be tendered
Larry O'Reilly and Joe Walsh
the
Rockefeller
Center
Luncheon
Club
are making an RKO Pathe short
on aviation stunts, for. release next to Will H. Hays and publishers of the
trade press.
month.
•

George Wasson, 20th Century-Fox
Grainger Starts Tour
C. Z. Zern has been appointed man- attorney on the coast, returned last
ager of the Kansas City district of night after conferences with E. P.
James R. Grainger, president of ReAltec Service Corp.
public Pictures, left last night for a
ney.
•
Kilroe, home office copyright attor- four-week tour to set opening dates
•
on "Man of Conquest" in 30 key cities
Donald R. St. John of the Jam
Handy editorial staff in Detroit has
the premiere at the MajesJoseph Losey is producing a three- following
tic, Houston, April 6. Grainger will
color
animated
short
for
exhibition
at
been shifted to the company's New
stop in Chicago en route to Seattle
York production unit.
the World's Fair. •
and
15. the studios, returning by the
•
Irving Berlin has returned to the southern route. He is due back March
Morgan Kaufman will spend a
month in Florida. He left New York 20th Century-Fox studio from
Phoenix.
last week.
Sunday
Local Option
Is Voted in Vermont

Johnson

Leaves

Ad

See 'Daughter' Feb. 23
Date for the screening of "Yes, My
Darling
Daughter"
members of the
N. Y. before
Board three
of Regents
was set yesterday for Feb. 23 at 12 :30
P. M. at the State Office Building
here. The full board will meet the
next day in Albany to consider the
appeal of Warners from the order
banning the film.

Job with 20th-Fox
James Johnson has resigned from
Montpelier, Vt., Feb. 16. — Towns
and cities have been granted the right the 20th Century-Fox advertising department, effective today. On Monday
to decide by local vote whether mo- he joins Batten, Barton, Durstine &
tion pictures and other amusements Osborn as an account executive.
Dismiss Empire Action
Johnson was with 20th CenturyN. Y. Supreme Court Justice Tim- shall be permitted on Sundays. If approved by local vote, all amusements Fox a year and a half, in charge of
MOTION PICTURE
othy A. Leary has dismissed the suit
of 12 members of the Empire State in the city or town may start at 6 press book publicity. His post will
P.M. with the exception of baseball be filled by Ferd Zeigler, assisted by
Motion Picture Operators' Union, which may start at 2 P.M. An elec- Rose Nations, both of the advertisDAILY
Inc., against the union and its officers
tion may be obtained by petition.
(Registered
U. S. Patent Office)
and directors, for failure to prosecute.
ing department.
MARTIN
QUIGLEY,
and
Dismissal of the suit vacates a temPublisher; SAM SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
porary injunction restraining the union
A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
from levying certain assessments
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
against members.
and holidays by Quigley Publishing ComThe
Newsreel
Parade
pany, Inc., Martin Quigley, president;
Colvin Brown, vice-president and treasurer.
Publication office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
Thomas Sike Dies
Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
show. Female jockey race. Sea Bis- Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
Included in the contents of the new Dog cuit
Mansfield, O., Feb. 16. — Thomas
injured.
New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
H. Sike, 54, for 11 years stage man- issues of the newsreels are the Pope
PARAMOUNT NEWS. No. 57— Haynes by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
ager of Warners' Ohio, died at his Pius rites celebrated throughout the awarded Flying
Fair Dog
dio- Address all correspondence to the New York
rama. JusticeCross.
BrandeisWorld's
retires.
home following a brief illness. He ivorld; Lincoln Day dinner; Flying show. Requiems
for Pope Pius. Kaiser office.
Other Herald,
Quigley
publications
was a charter member of the Stage Cross medal awarded; and a diorama celebrates birthday. Baseball school. Yacht Picture
Better
Theatres,: Motion
Teatro
race in Miami.
Sea Biscuit is beaten.
al
Dia,
International
Motion Picture
Employes' Union. His wife, a son for the New York World's Fair. The
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 61— Bomber
and Fame.
and three daughters survive.
reels and their contents follow:
returns from Chile. Lincoln Day dinner. Almanac
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
Ski -plane makes inaugural flight. Final Life
MOVIETONE
NEWS,
No.
46—
Mercy
Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone
fliers to Chile return. New York dog
paid to Pope. Baseball school.
Clarence Hake Due Here show. World's Fair diorama. Lincoln homage
Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
New York in miniature. Hotel for unem- editor.
Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
D'ay dinner.
Fashions Bobsledding
in hats. Lew
ployed. Bobsled tryouts.
Clarence Hake, 20th Century-Fox Sea
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
Biscuit loses.
at Lehr.
Lake
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No.
746—
managing director in Australia, is due Placid. Female jockey race.
Rites celebrated for Pope. Hoover speaks W. 1 : cable address, Quigpubco, London ;
Williams, manager.
in Los Angeles March 18 on the
dinner. Medal awarded to mercy flier. Hope
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 244— Rites at
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23,
Fair diorama. Dog show. Sailboat race
Monterey, en route to New York for for Pope Pius. Airmen hail fliers. Hoover in
Miami. Bobsled tryouts. Sea Biscuit 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
speaks at dinner. Diorama for New York
conferences with Walter J. Hutchin- World's Fair. Bobsled run in Lake loses. Female jockey race. Tony Ga- under the act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
son, foreign head.
Placid.
Baseball school in Mississippi. lento in Florida.
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
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This statement will appear as an advertisement in the leading newspapers of America.
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Films

Shooting

Now
on

Are
Coast

Hollywood, Feb. 16. — Thirty-nine
pictures were before the cameras this
week, as five finished and six started.
Seventeen are in the final preparation
stages and 64 are being edited.
Started were : "Maiden Voyage,"
"Ee/.ithouse," "The Kid from Texas,"
,%thin the Law," M-G-M ; "They
ivJrae Her a Spy," RKO ; "American
Family," Warners.
In addition to these, shooting were :
"Plane No. 4," "Prairie Night," Columbia ;"Wuthering Heights," Goldwyn ; "Wizard of Oz," "Sergeant
Madden," "Tarzan in Exile," "Lucky
Night," M-G-M; "Trigger Smith,"
Monogram ; "Union Pacific," "Man
About Town," "Invitation to Happiness," "The Gracie Allen Murder
Case," "Some Like It Hot," "Beau
Geste," Paramount ; "What's a Fixer
For?" and "They Made Her a Spy,"
RKO ; "Man of Conquest," Republic ;
"Captain Fury," Roach ; "Gone with
the Wind," Selznick International ;
"Alexander Graham Bell," "Rose of
Washington Square," "Susannah of
the Mounties," "News Is Made at
Night," "Stanley and Livingstone,"
"Charlie Chan in Reno," 20th Century-Fox"Three
;
Smart Girls Grow
Up," "East Side of Heaven," "Risky
Business," "Murder in the Surgery,"
Universal ; "The Roaring Road,"
"Hell's Kitchen," "Confessions of a
Nazi Spy," "Each Dawn I Die,"
"Nancy
W arners. Drew," "Trouble Shooter,"
Finished were : "The Hardys Ride
High," M-G-M; "Mexicali Rose,"
Republic ; "The Hound of the Baskervilles," 20th Century-Fox ; "Spirit
of
Culver," Universal, and "Juarez,"
Warners.
Columbia and RKO are each shooting on a short subject. Four are being prepared at M-G-M and 14 are
being edited.
Fifteen

Receive

PICTURE

New

Contracts on Coast
Hollywood, Feb. 16. — Fifteen
actors, writers and directors were
either given new contracts or extensions of their old ones this week.
Warners- 4ed with the greatest number, signing Jane Bryan, Maxie Rosenbloom, John Litel, players ; William
Keighley, director ; and Charles Tedford, Lawrence Kimble, James Hilton,
Jonathan Finn and Maurice Leo,
writers.
M-G-M has given contracts to Jo
Ann Sayers and Rand Brook, players ;
Henry C. Potter, director, and Brown
Holmes, writer.
Columbia has signed Rose Stradner, European actress brought over
here by M-G-M. Her first picture at
Columbia -will be "Blind Alley," with
Chester Morris, Joan Perry; and
Ralph Bellamy.
Billy Cook, youngster at Paramount, has been given a contract extension and a featured role in "Invitation to Happiness,", starriug Fred
MacMurray and Irene Dunne.
Increases Capital
Albany. Feb. 16.— Mobile Voice,
Inc. has increased its * capitalization
from $75,000, in $20 shares, to $100,000, with 980 shares of preferred stock
at $100, and 2,000 shares of common
at $1.

FCC
Rooney May Make
Picture in England
"Mickey Rooney at Eton"
may be M-G-M's next British
production, starring Rooney
in the part of an American
youngster who attends the
select English school. Possibilities will be discussed
when Ben Goetz, M-G-M
studio executive in England,
arrives here in March.

Appeal Is Filed on
Order in RKO
Case
Appeal from an order of Federal
Judge William Bondy which waived
physical presentation of securities in
the RKO reorganization was filed by
Ernest W. Stirn, Class A stockholder, in the U. S. District Court yesterday. Stirn contends that bondholders and stockholders were required to present their securities before consenting to the plan and that
Judge .Bondy was without authorily
to dispense with this requirement. He
is expected to file his appeal from
the
row. order approving the plan tomorIrving Trust Co., RKO trustee, ived
a petition vesterday for a further interim allowance of $85,000. It has
previously received $155,000. William
J. Donovan, attorney for Irving Trust,
asked $95,000. He has previously received $245,000. The present applications cover services rendered from
Oct. 1, 1937 to Sept. 30, 1938.
Stirn argues that he was the only
security holder who filed his claim
properly and that all consents to the
plan are invalid.

On

9
Issues
Station

Forms
Reports

9,470,900

Own

sets were

Families

Report

Shows

549,312, while seven years is the average number of years radio families
have owned those sets. Radio families
owning an auto-radio, the committee
reported, number 1,269,101.
Rural listening habits were found
to be as follows :
Average weekday (Monday through
Friday), 8,438,572 listeners; Saturdays, 8,315,450; Sundays, 8,163,916.
Average hours of daily use of radio,
based on all sets owned, were 4:47,
and, based on sets in use some time
tabulated at during the total day, 5 :18 hours.

Findings
in the
Joint
Committee's
study
of rural
radio
ownership
and
use, containing data on actual rural
Ownership of receiving sets, their locations in terms of geography and economic groups, and similar statistics,
were released yesterday by the committee, whose work is underwritten by
CBS and NBC.
The study discloses that there are
9,470,900 rural radio families, as comlies. pared to 17,195,600 urban radio famihome radio

Abbott in WNEW
Deal
Producer George Abbott has signed
with AVNEW for spot announcements
in behalf of his stage plays on the
station's "Milkman's Matinee" program. Additional contracts recently
placed with the station are for the
Charles E. Hires Co. and Rodney
Benson, Inc.

Rural

Radios,

Deal

for

CBS

Purchase

Washington, Feb. 16. — Distribution of forms on which broadcasting
World
Unit
stations are to report their 1938 finan- Of
cial situation was disclosed today by
the
F. C.15. C. Reports must be filed by
March
Reports that CBS contemplated the
New forms will call for all infor- purchase of the World Broadcasting
mation covered by the 1937 report, to- System, major electrical transcription
gether with the general balance sheet, company, were substantiated yesterday
showing the investment both in broad- when William S. Paley, president of
casting and non-broadcasting property, CBS, disclosed that contracts for the
liabilities including debt, and net purchase have been signed.
worth.
After a period of examination, and
In addition to station reports, chains contingent upon the working out of
in the near future will be required to several corollary agreements, CBS
render similar reports for network op- will acquire control from Percy L.
eration.
Deutsch, president of World, who will
New forms requiring additional data continue with the transcription comwill be used for 1939 and, in order that
pany in the same capacity.
licensees may devise necessary records
The deal when comnleted will mark
for compiling information, will be dis- the second important industrial purtributed as soon as completed to save
chase by CBS, the network having restation operators the necessity of an- Corp. cently acquired the American Record
alyzing their books for a full year
when the time comes to file returns.
Paley said that although World and
American Record Corp. would use the
same studios and equipment, the two
To Hear U. A. Trust
companies would be operated as separate subsidiaries of CBS.
Suit Motion Today

Government's
examine trial
officers of Unitedmotion
Artiststo before
in the anti-trust suit comes up for
hearing in the U. S. District Court at
10 :30 A. M. today. Although the new
Federal Court rules have made pretrial examinations much easier to obtain, the present Government motion
is regarded as unusual in legal circles
here because U. A. has not yet filed
its answer to the complaint.
The Government bases its plea on
on two grounds : first, that U. A. is
the only defendant which has already
Shift Cosmopolitan Film asked for dismissal of certain portions of the complaint and has indi"Alexander Graham Bell" will be
cated that it will move for dismissal
the first Cosmopolitan production
under the agreement with 20th Cen- of the entire bill, and second, that
U. A. is the only defendant which
tury-Fox instead of "The Hound of
the Baskervilles." "The Return of the refused to answer a Government questionnaire sent out prior to the suit.
Cisco Kid" has been substituted for
O'Brien,
Driscoll
Raftery, attorneys
the Doyle film. "Lawyer of the West" for U. A., will& argue
that these
has been retitled "Young Mr. Lingrounds are not sufficient.

Cairns to New York
coln."
Toronto, Feb. 16. — John Cairns,
guest producer of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. from Australia, will
leave for an inspection of the major
studios in New York following the
presentation on Feb. 22 over the Canadian network of the comedy drama,
"The Resignation of Mr. Bagsworth."

Sign

Disaster
Unit

Emergency

Set

by Crosley

Cincinnati, Feb. 16. — A disaster
organization, approved by James D.
Shouse, vice-president of the Crosley
Corp., in charge of broadcasting, has
been formed here by which WLW,
WSAI and W8XNU automatically
become an integral part of Red Cross
emergency relief work, and would
continue to broadcast with remote
equipment, even if the studios might
be destroyed in a major disaster.
Station personnel would be turned
into an emergency organization on
less than one hour's notice. In an unusual catastrophe, the studio and remote control announcers, newsroom
staff, program, traffic, telephone, public relations, network broadcast and
technical departments would be required to report immediately, and shift
to a duplicate 12-hour basis. Coordination of WLW and WSAI with the
Red Cross would be through a liaison
staff headed by Joseph Reis, educational director, with Herbert Flaig,
nate.
special events director, as an alterRadio

Group

Named

For Catholic Drive
Bradley Kelly of King Features has
been named chairman of the radio
committee
the for
Cardinal's
Committee of the of
Laity
1939. Selections
for the committee thus far include
Al Cormier, formerly WINS ; Dave
Driscoll of Mutual, Frank Dunham
of NBC, Floyd Gibbons and John B.
Kennedy ; Alfred J. McCosker, president of WOR ; Louis Ruppel and
Elliott Stuckel of CBS, and Andrew
Burke. The group will solicit special
gifts in connection with the 1939
Catholic Charities Appeal.
RKO

Pathe

to Move

Los Angeles, Feb. 16. — RKO
Pathe's branch office, recently established at the RKO exchange here, will
move to 8611 Sunset Blvd., Beverly
Hills, March 1.
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Strike

NEW

Threat

Directors'
By
Guild
Averted
Producers Get 3 Weeks
To Come to Terms
Hollywood, Feb. 19. — Threatened
"drastic action" of the Screen Directors' Guild was averted for three
weeks as a result, of two meetings
Friday.
At the first meeting, between Frank
Capra, president of the guild, and a
producers' committee, an amicable
settlement of a two-year-old dispute
over a bargaining contract was promised.
Threat of a walkout was averted at
the second meeting, that of the guild
board of directors. 'It was decided to
give the producers three weeks in
which to come to terms over two
points — wages and working conditions of assistant directors and unit
managers. The resolution adopted at
this meeting had threatened "drastic
action up to and including a strike."
Schenck Issues Statement
Following the producer session,
Joseph M. Schenck, president of the
A.M. P.P., issued a statement which
said :
"The relationship between directors
and producers is most cordial. Negotiations which have been in progress
are being continued with full expectation that an agreement satisfactory
to all concerned will be concluded
within a few weeks. There has been
thorough discussion of all points and
we expect to reach an understanding
which will be not only fair to direc(Continucd on pane 4)

Schaefer,
Revising

Wilcox
Program

YORK,

MONDAY,

Estimate 20th-Fox
Net at $7,200,000
Net earnings for 1938 by
20th Century-Fox will be
$7,200,000, it is estimated. The
figure will be more than
$1,000,000 under the 1937 net
of $8,617,114. First half of 1938
netted $3,419,658, with an appreciable increase in the final
quarter.
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SPEED

TRUST

MURPHY

6,108

Theatre

Deals

Closed

Bill

Chicago, Feb. 19. — Federal Judge
Woodward on Friday granted in part
the motion for a bill of particulars
sought by B. & K. and major company
defendants
trust suit. in the Government's antiThe court also ordered quashing of
subpoenas which had been served by
the Government on major company
officials and circuit executives.
The ruling makes it almost necessary for the Government to reveal its
case as virtually all important information sought by the defense must be
shown in the bill. Robert L. Wright,
assistant U. S. Attorney General entered a strong protest, but was overruled.
The court gave the defense 20 days
to answer after the bill of particulars
is filed.
See

FEBRUARY

Week

Final draft of the proposed trade
practice program is expected to be
completed
the distributors' committee thisby
week.
It will be subject to further changes
in conference with Abram F. Myers,
Allied States general counsel. The
committee is attempting to reconcile
his version with the draft previously
submitted. Additional changes are
expected to be minor.
The completed draft will go before
exhibitor groups for adoption probably without further conferences with
the distributors. Exhibitor action may
be taken in about 10 days.

Readjustment of the cooperative
producing arrangement between RKO
and Herbert Wilcox is being worked
out between George J. Schaefer, head
of RKO, and the British producer.
Both arrived Friday from the coast,
where Schaefer spent three weeks on
his first trip to the studio. He said
Columbia Heads Due
the new season's program is in work.
The original agreement between
To Reach N Y Today
Wilcox and RKO called for a new
Columbia executives, including Jack
company, Imperator Radio Pictures,
Ltd., to produce two to four films a Cohn, president ; A. A. Schneider,
year for RKO release. Production treasurer ; A. Montague, general sales
will be in England and Hollywood. manager, and Joseph A. McConville,
Anna Neagle, who is to make a film foreign manager, arrive today from
in Hollywood under the deal, is due the coast where they planned the
the end of March.
company's future program.

By

Monogram

Monogram has closed 6,108 theatre
deals for its current product to date
and had an operating profit for November and December, 1938, of $37,132,

CENTS

SUIT,

DEMANDS
Bondy Giving Precedence
To Consideration of
Pending

Motions

In response to a request by U. S.
Attorney General Frank C. Murphy,
Federal Judge William Bondy will
devote the major portion of his time,
beginning today, to consideration of
pending motions in the Government
anti-trust suit against major companies. The request was made known

Friday at a hearing on a Government motion for examination before
trial of the United Artists group of
defendants.
Contents of the letter were not
made public but in the conversation
between Judge Bondy and Paul Williams, special assistant attorney general, it was disclosed that Murphy
had written to the court requesting
prompt disposition of the motions
For ations
thein 1937-'38.
year ended Dec. 31, 1938, which were argued in November.
the company and its wholly-owned Judge Bondy consulted senior Judge
subsidiaries reported an operating John C. Knox and received permission to give the Government suit
loss of $180,861. Johnston, in ex- precedence. In response to a direct
planation of the loss, declared that
the depressed business conditions of question from the bench, Williams responded that no criticism of the court
the year, "particularly severe upon was intended by the letter. Motions
the motion picture industry," were a under consideration since November
handicap to a new enterprise in its are requests by all defendants for bills
of particulars and a motion by U. A.
first year's operations.
Advantageous deals have been to strike out portions of the comclosed for the distribution of Monogram product in 34 foreign countries,
Friday's motion, on which decision
was reserved, was brought by the
comprising most of the important ter- plaint.
ritories where a market for Ameri- Government to examine before trial
can films exists, Johnston reported. A. H. Giannini, George J. Schaefer,
This is a marked improvement over Harry D. Buckley, Arthur W. Kelly,
(Continued on page 4)
the previous year, when deals were
obtained with only eight foreign
(Continued on pane 4)
US Asks Moses
to

W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president, points out in his annual report
to stockholders.
The report shows an increase of
several hundred accounts for the 1938'39 program and an improvement in
dollar volume of more than 30 per
cent in deals covering the same situ-

20th-Fox

Sales

Meet

May Be Held Earlier
National sales convention of 20th
Century-Fox originally planned for
April 14 to 16, may be held the first
week in April. It will be in Chicago.
Decision is to be made on whether
salesmen and bookers will attend.
Darryl F. Zanuck is scheduled to
make 28 of the 48 features to come
from Hollywood in 1939-40. Sol M.
Wurtzel will make 20. In 1938-39
Zanuck is making 24 and Wurtzel 28.
First new season film, "Stanley and
Livingstone," is in production.
The company will finance 100 per
cent the eight films to be made bv
Gainsborough in England. Four will
be released here.

Weigh
Divorcement
Bismarck, Feb. 19. — U. S. Attorney General Frank Murphy has asked
Governor John Moses to give the matter of signing the theatre divorcement
repeal measure serious consideration.
Interest of the Federal Government
in the North Dakota bill for repeal
which was passed last week has been
evidenced by the presence here of
U. S. District Attorney Lanier of
Fargo. Action of the legislature may
have a bearing on the U. S. antitrust suit pending in New York.
The measure has been signed by
Speaker Hagen of the House and Senate President Patterson. If the Governor neither signs nor vetoes the
measure it automatically becomes law.
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SEADLER of M-G-M planed
out Friday for the studio. He
will join the other cowboys at the
B-Bar-H ranch for a vacation. M.
Lincoln Schuster will come out later. Seadler returns in three weeks.
•

SI

J. P. O'Loghlin, Canadian district manager for 20th Century-Fox,
planned to enter the hospital for an
operation on his return to Toronto
from the New York home office meetings.
•
Ed Fay held a party for native son
George M. Cohan at the Biltmore
after the opening of "I'd Rather Be
Right" in Providence
Friday night.
•
Paul Strand, director and photographer of "The Wave," will be honored Washington's Birthday at a
dinner given by the Committee for
Pan American Democracy.
•
Robert E. Russell, manager of
Loew's Poli, New Haven, has completed 20 years with the circuit. He
started as assistant auditor with the
late S. Z. Poll
•
William Sistrom, producer of the
"Saint" series for RKO, sailed Saturday on the Aqnitania for London,
where he will produce "The Saint in
London."
•
Vyvyan Donner will begin tomorrow a three-day shooting schedule on
the third of the series of "Fashion
Forecasts" in color for 20th CenturyFox.
•
Sam Eckman, M-G-M manager in
England, left Friday for the studio
with Mrs. Eckman.
They plan to
sail for London in three weeks.
•
Joe Vogel, Tom Connors and R.
J. O'Donnell of the Interstate Circuit left over the weekend for Florida. They may stay three weeks.
•
Patrick Murphy has been placed
in charge of the recently reopened
Jam Handy sales contact offices in
Washington.
•
Arthur A. Lee, G. B. vice-president, is due today from Miami. He
was expected to stop off in Wilmington en route.
•
Lou Pollock, Universal eastern
advertising director, is due back
Thursday from the coast. He left Friday.
•
Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th Century-Fox director of foreign distribution, isdue today from Florida.
•
Margaret Leczer, secretary to W.
F. Rodger s at M-G-M, has returned
from Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
•
E. M. Saunders, M-G-M division
manager, returns today from a Florida vacation.
•
Sir Adrian Baillie, associate of
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., is in Palm
Beach.
•
Dave Palfreyman is recovering
from the effects of a tooth extraction.

ceived the Comerford residence here
Scranton, Feb. 19. — Under the will
of M. E. Comerford, late theatre cir- with furnishings, personal property
cuit owner, Frank C. Walker, a ne- and automobiles.
Marial Comerford is to receive real
phew and naestate
at 116 South Hyde Park Ave.,
t i o n a 1 treasurer of the
West Scranton, which consists of a
lot and two dwellings. She also is to
Democratic party, is
receive a one-ninth share of the residuary estate.
given full power
to continue and
Comerford's nieces and nephews are
to benefit substantially by his will. He
manage the
directed that a one-ninth share of the
Comerford
interests.
residuary estate be awarded, share and
In the will,
share alike, to his nieces and nephews
filed for probate
who are children, of his deceased sishere Friday, the
ter, Ellen Comerford Walker. A
similar share is to be divided among
personal property is valued at
the nieces and nephews who are children of Comerford's other deceased
Frank Walker
"over $100,000."
brother, Patrick J. Comerford.
Realholdings,
e s tate
A one-ninth interest is also to be
included in personal property, are divided, share and share alike, to the
nieces and nephews who are children
valued at "over $10,000."
Two of the principal beneficiaries of Comerford's deceased sister, Mary
in the will, executed July 27, 1934, Comerford Collins.
have died since then. They were AnBrother Gets Ninth
drew Comerford, a brother, and M.
One-ninth shares in the residuary
B. Comerford, a nephew. The latter
had been one of the most active ex- estate also were bequeathed to a
ecutives in the Comerford enterprises, brother, John Comerford, Los Anwhich included 100 motion picture
geles, Comerford's only surviving
theatres.
brother, and to Comerford's sister,
Comerford directed that all his stock Margaret Carey, of Scranton, the only
in the Penncom Corp. go to Walker, surviving sister. He bequeathed a
vice-president and general manager of monthly annuity of $125 to his brother, Andrew, who died less than six
Comerford Theatres Co., and another
months ago in Los Angeles, after the
nephew, the late Michael B. Comer- will was executed.
ford, who formerly held the position
The will contains a clause wherenow occupied by Walker. Michael B.
in Comerford stated that while he anComerford, who was vice-president of
the company for 15 years, died on Dec.
ticipated "no obstruction
the amicable administration
of myto estate,
any
2, 1935, of injuries incurred in an
auto accident.
beneficiary of the will who contests
The will provides that the stock be its validity will be divested of benefits
sold at the end of 15 years and the and his or her share paid into the
proceeds paid into the residuary esestate."
tate for distribution to the residuary residuary Can
Name Trustee
legatees. The trustees are emoowered,
The executors, Frank C. Walker
if they deem it wise, to dispose of
the stock prior to the expiration and the late Michael B. Comerford
of the 15-year period fixed in the were authorized to convert any of the
real estate or personal property into
will.
cash at their discretion. Walker, under
Widow and Daughter Named
Other principal beneficiaries under the will, is given full power "to continue and manageto my
and
the will are the widow, Margaret was empowered
namebusiness,"
a substitute
Comerford, and a daughter, Mrs. trustee for the Penncom stock trust
fund in event of death.
Marial Comerford Friday.
In addition to an outright bequest
The will was witnessed by Attorneys Nathaniel H. Cowdrey. Edward
of $5,000 to be paid immediately, Mrs.
Comerford was bequeathed one-third W. Warren and Reese H. Harris, all
of the residuary estate. She also re- of Scranton.

Reward

San Francisco, Feb. 19. —
Joseph O'Connor, manager of
the State, has been given a
three-month leave of absence
and a trip to Europe, as a
reward for 20 years of service
with Golden State Theatres.
During his absence the State
will be managed by Bert
Kennerson
of office.
the circuit's
San Francisco
V

Syracuse
Raise

Theatres

Price

Levels

Minimum price levels have been increased at Syracuse theatres as a result of an agreement reached between
the RKO Schine and Loew first runs
and the independent subsequents.
The independents are pledged to discard five-cent admissions and charge
a minimum of 10 cents, with no attempt to circumvent the scale through
passes,
or
other rebates,
means. tokens, two-for-ones
The first runs have agreed to increase children's admission from 10
to 15 cents. The city- wide agreement
is effective Thursday.
The agreement was worked out by
J.
O'Connor,
head of and
RKOJoseph
theatres
andJ. Schine
executives
R.
Vogel of Loew's. Three Schine thehouse. atres will be effected and one Loew
Schine theatres have also abandoned
the practice of showing two preview
films with two program features on
change nights. The four-feature attraction was offered once weekly. The
local New York Allied unit filed a
complaint with the Department of
Justice through Harry G. Kosch, Allied state counsel, but the practice was
discontinued by the Schine circuit becould fore
act.the Department's investigators
Allied

Units

to Meet

Allied of New York's Buffalo unit
will meet today at the Statler Hotel
and the Syracuse unit will meet
Thursday. E. Thornton Kelly, state
executive secretary, who has been vacationing inMilwaukee and Chicago,
will attend both meetings.
MOTION

PICTURE
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Bills

Industry

About 20 bills affecting the industry directly or indirectly have been
introduced or are planned for introduction in the New York legislature.
This was disclosed at a meeting Friday of theatre representatives and
attorneys to discuss the situation.
The meeting was called by Harry
Brandt, I. T. O. A. president. Pending legislation was analyzed and the
conference agreed that exhibitors in
the state must be on the alert to prevent additional burdens. Additional
meetings will be held during the legislative session.
With a higher budget called for
by Governor Lehman, it was pointed
out that theatres are in danger of being saddled with additional taxes.
About a half dozen tax measures affecting theatres or real estate are in
the hopper, including a ticket tax and
sales and turnover levies. There are
also bills for two operators in a booth
and measures to license engineers and
other theatre employes, among others.
Attending the meeting were J. H.
Walters, RKO theatres attorney;
Dave Palf reyman, Hays office ; Arthur
Israel, Paramount; Melvin Albert,
I. T. O. A. attorney; Harry G.
Kosch, New York Allied counsel ;
Louis Frisch, Randforce ; Archie
Weltman and Mike Rosen, Loew's ;
Norman Steinberg, 20th CenturyFox; Frank Phelps, Warners; Al
Reid, Fabian circuit ; Harry and Bernard Brandt and Lionel Toll, I.T.O.A.
James F. Reilly, executive secretary
of the League of N. Y. Theatres, has
stated that his organization would
fight any legislation designed to increase taxes on admissions. Frank
Gillmore, president of Associated Acttors & Artistes of America, declared
that the legislature "was trying to
tax the theatre to death," and that all
member unions would fight the bill.

Admissions Are Affected
Albany, Feb. 19.— Two per cent
gross sales tax proposed by Senator
McNaboe includes facilities which are
defined to include "admission to any
place of amusement, or entertainment,
and/or performances of any kind or
character, and hotel and club accommodations." Aretail sale is held as
the person or persons who, among
other things "furnishes services and/or
facilities."

Examination

Sought

In Newburgh
Action
Application will be made today to
Federal Judge Edward Conger by
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., Paramount Pictures, Inc., Joseph Lee,
George Walsh, Eugene Levy and
Netco Theatres Corp. for an order
directing four officers of Orange
County Theatres, Inc. and Miller &
Sherry Enterprises, Inc., to testify
before trial.
Applicants, with RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., and United Artists Corp.,
are defendants in a suit for $225,000
damages brought by Orange County
Theatres, which charged violation of
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act in distribution of pictures in Newburgh
N. Y.

Is Only

Play
Opening This Week
Only legitimate stage opening scheduled for this week
is "Miss Swan Expects" which
bows in at the Cort tonight.
Written by Sam and Bella
Spewack, it is a story about
the publishing business with
a ghost writer and his rattle-brained wife as the central figures. Spewack directed
and William Harris, Jr. produced. Included in the cast
are John Beal, Peggy Conklin,
Ann Andrews, Joyce Arling,
George Nash, John Williams
and others.

Avert

Strike

Threat

Of (Contin
Directors' Guild
ued from page 1)
tors and producers but will be beneficial to the industry as a whole."
The guild statement said that the
producers, through the A.M.P.P.,
have written a letter recognizing the
guild as constituted and accepting all
"points in the guild's original pro
gram with the exception of two which,
they assure us, can be brought to a
successful conclusion if we grant
them three weeks' time."
The statement ended with : "Accept
ing this as a declaration of good faith,
the board of directors has granted

On

Schine

Company

Rochester

Babb Joins Schine Circuit
Kroger Babb, advertising director
for Filmack Trailer Co., Chicago, has
resigned to join the Schine circuit,
assigned to the northern Ohio territory, with headquarters in Mt. Vernon, O.
Trust

Actors

Units

Gloyersville, N. Y., Feb. 19.
Schine Enterprises have completed the
setup for the operation of the four
Rochester theatres acquired from AlbertA.
_ Fenyvessy, creating a new
subsidiary, Schine Rochester Corp.
Managerial changes brought about
by the deal send Edmund C. Brandhorst into the Madison, Lee Stern to
the West End, Wallace P. Folkins to
the
Lake and Joseph Klein to the
Monroe.

Speed

Associated

Suit

Murphy
(Continued from Demands
page 1)

Loyd Wright, Harry J. Muller, Mary
Pickford, Dennis F. O'Brien, Edward
C. Raftery, Charles Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks, Samuel Goldwyn, Walter
Wanger, David O. Selzniek, Alexander Korda, Hal E. Roach, Edward
Small and Fortunio Bona Nova. In
addition, examination is sought of
the secretaries and principal officers
of United Artists Corp., Walter
Wanger Productions, Selzniek International Pictures, Inc., Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., London Film Productions,
Ltd., Douglas Fairbanks Pictures
Corp., Albion Films, Ltd., Hal Roach
Studios, Inc., Edward Small ProducCompanytions,
. Inc. and the Mary Pickford

Reject

TMAT

Bid

Informal inquiries by the Theatrical
Managers, Agents & Treasurers
Union to the Associated Actors & Artistes of America, parent body of
actors' unions, for affiliation have been
rejected, it was learned Friday. The
A.A.A.A. passed a resolution two
weeks ago in which non-actors f05 e
'4ne
memberson
barred from
hipthatand
T.M.A.T.
was rejected
ground.
International board of the A.A.A.A.
will meet today to outline procedure
in the investigation of the American
Federation of Actors which was requested by Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary, in response to charges.
Later in the week, a committee will
meet to study changes in rules for
interchangeability of cards between
members of the various branches of
the 4 A's. Committee consists of the
executive secretaries of the branches
.
Graham

Is Appointed

To Duf ay color Board
John Cecil Graham, former managing director for Paramount in
Great Britain, has been appointed to
the Dufaycolor Co., Inc., board here
as a representative of Dufaycolor
Chromex of England.
Graham is vice-chairman of the
British company, which formerly was
the parent of the American corporation. Col. L. R. Naftzger is the
other Dufay Chromex member of the
Dufaycolor board. Graham arrived
Friday on the Aqititania.

this
request."at the producer confab,
Present
which Capra addressed, were Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer, Samuel Goldwyn,
Hammons
on Coast
Jack Warner, Y.
Warner,
Harry
Frank Freeman, Pandro S. Berman
Although both sides were in agreeTalks
For Program
ment that the Government would be
and J. R. McDonough. Studio attor
entitled
to the examination after it
neys present were Mendel B. Silber
Grand National's status and production program will be disclosed by
submits its bill of particulars and the
berg, Walter K. Tuller, Henry Herz
E.
W.
Hammons, president, on the
Preston, Edwin J. defendants serve their answers, Benbrun, Herbert
coast with Jack H. Skirball, producLoeb and Alfred Wright.
jamin Pepper, of O'Brien, Driscoll &
tion head, and
Raftery, attorneys for U. A., con- of Fine Arts, Franklyn Warner, head
contributing producer.
tended that the attempt at the present
Hammons arrives on the coast today
time was premature. He asserted
that after IS years of investigation from New York and expects to re6,108 Theatre Deals
turn next Monday. A decision on
by the Government of the industry,
Closed by Monogram
no violations of anti-trust laws in the whether there will be any Educational
(Continued from page 1)
shorts will be made during the conproduction end of the business by U.A. ferences.
countries. Pathe Pictures, Ltd., has had been alleged in the complaint.
Refused Answers in 1936
exercised an option to extend its disConsolidated Film
tribution of Monogram product in
Williams stated that the examination
Great Britain through the 1940-'41 was made necessary by the U. A.
Meeting March 23
season at more favorable terms, ac refusal
to answer a questionnaire sent
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
cording to the report.
Johnston plans to leave for the out in 1936. He said that the effort of which H. J. Yates is president, will
by U. A. to strike out portions of
coast about March 1 to conclude con
stockholders'
ferences with Scott R. Dunlap, vice the complaint would be countered with hold
offices.meetingat the company
March its23 annual
president in charge of production, on athemotion to amend the complaint if
The company has declared a diviexamination revealed the necesdend of 25 cents on the $2 cumulative
the 1939-'40 program.
sary facts.
preferred
stock, payable March 15 to
Louis Frohlich, of Schwartz & stockholders
of record March 1, leavFrohlich, attorney for Columbia, and
ing arrears of about $7.
Set "Ballerina" Contest
Louis Phillips, of Phillips & Nizer,
Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn, attorneys for Paramount, both joined
Walter Lang Is III
distributors of "Ballerina," have in- the opposition although neither comaugurated acontest for the best letter
pany is sought to be examined. FrohHollywood, Feb. 19.— Due to illlich declared that other defendants
on "What I Liked Best in Ballerina,
ness, Walter Lang has withdrawn
and Why," in conjunction with Lcn- might be bound by testimony of wit- from the direction of the Shirley Temtheric and Dance Magazine. A trip to
nesses in the proposed examination.
Paris is offered.
ple film, "Susannah of the Mounties"
Phillips urged the court to delay the at 20th
Century-Fox. William Seiter
inquiry until after the bill of particu- has replaced him.
lars motion is decided.
Judge
Bondy appeared to be of the
Engel Joins Selzniek
opinion that under the new rules all
Hollywood, Feb. 19.— Sam Engel examinations should be granted with "Spring"
Hollywood, Now
Feb. 19—"Zenobia"
Title of the
tomorrow will join Selzniek Interna- liberality. There are approximately forthcoming Hal Roach picture has
tional as an associate producer to 700 pages of briefs and affidavits to
changed from "It's Spring
make three pictures a year. He for- be studied on the earlier motions, he been
Again" to "Zenobia." Billie Burke,
merly was with 20th Century-Fox said, and indicated that all would be Alice Brady, Oliver Hardy and Harry
decided together.
and recently with Paramount.
Langdon are featured.
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Moves

'Each
Hollywood

JOINS ROYAL CIRCUIT
San Francisco, Feb. 19. — Jack
Daley, display manager at the Capital,
has resigned to handle all advertising
and promotion for the Royal Amusement Co., Ltd., Honolulu, operating
theatres in the Hawaiian Islands.
GINSBURG TO N. H.
New Haven, Feb. 19. — Lewis S.
Ginsburg, with United Artists in New
York for the past six years, has been
appointed salesman for this exchange
territory, following Reville Kniffen's
resignation.
WARFIELD MANAGER
San Francisco, Feb. 19. — Richard
Warfield, treasurer at the Fox has
been appointed house manager at the
Warfield.
TOMPKINS IS MANAGER
Chicago, Feb. 19. — Charles Tompkins has been named manager of the
newly remodeled Vogue in East Chicago. The Indiana-Illinois circuit operates the house, which has been completely renovated and refurnished at
a cost of $75,000.

Other'

Previews

SHIFTS IN DENVER
Denver, Feb. 19. — Harry Golub,
former manager of the Orpheum, has "Let Freedom
Ring"
taken over and is operating the Yacht (M-G-M)
Club, night spot. C. A. Mulock has
Hollywood, Feb. 19. — They don't quite wave the American flag to
resigned as manager of the Bideawee.
wind
"Let Freedom Ring." A different but just as effective gag to
Julian Guttierrez succeeds him. Ken- put theupcustomers
in a mood to stand up and cheer is adopted. The robneth Richards, Granada manager, has
ber
barons
have
been
foiled, Nelson Eddy's stirring, stump speech has
§cvilt:0 California on a vacation. Si
Go ™ has gone from the Rex to the taken care of them ; then Virginia Bruce starts to sing "My Country
Granada and George Milton is man- 'Tis of Thee," Eddy picks it up, Victor McLaglen joins in, the all-nation
mob of immigrant railroad builders who have come to America in search
aging the Rex.
of freedom and the chance to pursue happiness, and the pioneer settlers,
KANSAS CHANGES
roar the lyrics, at which point the preview audience stood up and cheered.
Kansas City, Feb. 19. — Homer
entertainment from first to last, "Let Freedom Ring" also is
Ellison, who has been in Denver for as Popular
subtle a bit of good-Americanism propaganda as could be imagined.
National Screen, has been appointed
salesman in western Kansas. Ted Vested interest, land-grabbing railroad builders who dignify their depredations bycalling them "progress," are robbing the common people,
Stiles, who has been auditor for the
W. D. Fulton group of theatres, has farmers, ruthlessly. Lionel Barrymore's common people are powerless
been appointed as office manager for to arrest dynamic Edgar Arnold's blackjacking. Then the hero of the
National. Bill Grant has been named masses, Eddy, comes home. Instead of immediately becoming an avengas assistant manager of the Fox
ing angel, he turns into what looks like a traitor to his own cause.
Waldo.
Barrymore disowns him, his girl, Miss Bruce, loathes him, his comedy
SHIFTED BY PAYETTE
Washington, Feb. 19. ■— John J.
Payette, general zone manager for
Warners, has named Nelson Smith
manager, and Earl Heatwole, Raymond Bu r c h, James Thompson,
George Page and Eugene Wilson assistant managers of various theatres
in the circuit.

5

stooge, Charles Butterworth, can't figure him out, and he becomes
Arnold's singing jester. But Eddy publishes papers that sow the seeds
of discord among Arnold's plug-uglies. He beats the tar out of and
knocks sense into McLaglen's head when that worthy tries to stop him.
Invading Arnold's stronghold, Eddy delivers his "America first, last and
always" oration, Miss Bruce begins "America," everybody joins the
chorus and the villain slides out of the picture.
Basically, the picture is Actionized history with music. It's brimful
of powerful exploitation potentialities in story, moral, production and
personnel values. In preparing the original screenplay, Ben Hecht merely
availed himself of the a-b-c's of photoplay writing. Jack Conway directed.
Running time, 85 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man"
{Universal)
Hollywood, Feb. 19. — Jokes, funny gags, situations and lines are
the entertainment substance of "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man." Buffoonery, W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy are its
exploitation substance. There isn't much of a story, and little need for
one in a picture in which entertainers of the caliber of the trio are permitted full swing.
Fields owns a threadbare circus. The performers are never paid off.
The sheriff is always a second too late to plaster an attachment on it.
Fields and McCarthy have a feud ; Fields berates and ridicules him,
tosses him to the alligators, gives him a black eye. Charlie harasses Fields
no end. He has his own stooge, Mortimer Snerd. Bergen falls in love
with Fields' daughter, Constance Moore, but she, sacrificing love for the
prospect of a rich marriage that would help her father, runs out on
her swain. Fields, with more jokes and gags, makes hash of the wedding
plans, turns the reception into an hilarious turmoil, and the stage is
set for the girl to marry Bergen.
Producers like to boast that this or that venture is a "laugh a minute"
show. It looks as though Universal and producer Lester Cowan have
such a phenomenon here. Everything that happens is nonsensical. It
is easy to picture spectators yowling and howling with glee when the
show is generally released.
Although George Marion, Jr., Richard Mack and Everett Freeman
are credited with the screenplay, Charles Bogle an alias for Fields,
wrote the story, and of course Bergen wrote his own material. George
Marshall directed.
G. McC.
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."*

for

$14,000

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Feb. 19. — Benny
Goodman's band, with "Mr. Moto's
Last Warning" on the screen counted
for
gross at clicked
the Earle.
"Made
for $25,000
Each Oother"
handsomely
at the Aldine with $14,000.
"Wings of the Navy" took $14,000
at the Fox. "Idiot's Delight" hit
$11,000 for its third Boyd week.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 16 :
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
"Zaza"
(Para.)
ALDINE
— (1,300)
(40c -55c$8,160)
-65c -75c) 7 days.
Gross:
$14,000.
(Average,
ARCADIA — (600) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $1,900. (Average, $2,800)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
BOYD — (2,400) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (ZOth-Fox)
EARLE — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 6 days.
Stage: Benny Goodman orchestra. Gross:
$25,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
FOX — (3,000) (40c-55c-65c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $14,000)
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
KARLTON— (1,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $2,200. (Average, $4,000)
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
KEITH'S — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $2,400. (Average, $4,000)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
STANLEY — (3,700) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
STANTON— (1,700) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,000)

4Gunga

Din'

$19,500

Draws

to

Lead

Capital's Parade
Washington, Feb. 19. — "Gunga
Din," with $19,500 at RKO-Keith's,
stood out in the week's business. Gross
was nearly double any recent take for
the theatre.
"Honolulu," at Loew's Capitol, took
an excellent $21,000. "They Made
Me A Criminal" did a nice $4,800 in

return engagement at Warners'
Metropolitan.
a
Estimated takings for the week end"Honolulu"
ing Feb. 9 (M-G-M)
:
LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434) (25c-65c), 7
Blue Barron & orch. Gross:
days. Stage:
$21,000.
(Average, $16,500)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
FRIEDEL TRANSFERRED
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243) (25c-40c), 7
days,
3rd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average.
Kansas City, Feb. 19. — George
Friedel has been transferred from the
$4,200)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
20th Century-Fox exchange here,
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2,370) (25c-55c), 7
where he has been a booker two years,
*"G" denotes general classification.
days, 2nd week.
Gross: $11,500. (Averto Oklahoma City as head booker,
"Gunga
Din" (RKO)
age,
$11,500)
mount and David Freeman into
succeeding W. T. Clark, resigned.
RKO-KEITH'S — (1,836) (25c-55c), 7 days.
has been promoted to the Aldine, succeeding Lewis S. Black, promoted to Strand, both in Syracuse. Freeman Gross: $19,500. (Average, $10,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
STEWART G. N. MANAGER
the new Warner. Sidney Munter, Ar- replaces Walter League who is to
WARNER'S EARLE— (2.218) (25c-66c), 7
Cincinnati, Feb. 19. — Cy Stewart
cadia, will replace Kirsh at the Queen, manage Schine's Palace, Auburn.
days. Stage: Sylvia Manon & Co. Gross:
has been appointed manager of the while the Warner district office will
$15,500. (Average, $16,000)
HIGH POINT, N. C, SHIFTS
local Grand National branch, succeed- supervise the Arcadia with Stanley
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1.591)
High Point, N. C, Feb. 19. — Joe
ing Nick Schaefer, who recently re- Zebrowski, assistant manager of the
Edmondson, formerly manager of the (25c-40c), 7 days. Gross: $4,800. (Aversigned to devote his time to the house, remaining in that capacity.
Carolina theatre, has been transferred
Shirley and Family, Covington, Ky.
age, $4,000)
to the Paramount theatre as manager
SCHINE SHIFTS
MOVE WARNER MEN
Frisz to Cooperative
Gloversville, Feb. 19— Pat Mc- there. Dave Garvin assumes manCleveland, Feb. 19. — Ray Frisz has
Wilmington, Feb. 19. — Changes in Gee, formerly with Paramount in New
agement of the Carolina theatre succeeding Edmondson. Charles Connor, resigned as booker for the Schine cirthe management of Warners' Aldine, England, has joined the Schine organicuit in the Cincinnati territory to join
Queen, and Arcadia here have been
zation and is being sent to Syracuse former assistant manager of the Paramount,
is
being
transferred
to
the
new
made by Zone Manager A. J. Vanni.
Cooperative
Theatres of Ohio as third
manage Schine's Eckel. Harold Center.
Richard V. Kirsh, Queen manager, to
booker
of
the
organization.
Paraof
manager
as
in
goes
Reaves
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'Winds'

Hits
Hollywood

in

$27,000

Boston, Feb. 19.— "Trade Winds"
Meade"
and "The Strange Case of Dr.
grossed $27,000 to lead first week
takes, with $17,000 at Loew's Orpheum and $10,000 at Loew's State.
"Gunga Din" and "Disney Revue"
grossed a strong $22,500 in its second
week at the Keith Memorial, and
"Jesse James" and "While New York
Sleeps" took a big $19,000 in the second week at the Metropolitan.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 15-16 :
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
"Disney Revue" (RKO)
KEITH
MEMORIAL— (2,790) (25c-35c40c-55c), 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $22,500. (Average, $13,000)
"Jesse James" (Zftth-Fox)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332) (25c-35c-40c55c), 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $19,000.
(Average, $12,500)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
"The Strange Case of Doctor Meade" (Col.)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,907) (25c-35c40c-55c), 7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average, $13,000)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
"The Strange Case of Doctor Meade" (Col.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537) (25c-35c-40c55c), 7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average,
$11,000)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT — (1,790) (25c-35c-40c-55c).
7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average, $8,500)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
FENWAY— (1,382)
(25c-35c-40c-5Sc), 7
days. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,500)
"Newsboys'
Home" (Univ.) (3 days with
vaude.)
"There's
Thatvaude.)
Woman Again" (Col.) (.'
days with
"Angels
(4 days)With Dirty Faces" (W. B.)
"Sharpshooters" (20th-Fox) (4 days)
RKO KEITH BOSTON— (3,200) (20c-30c40c). Gross: $9,500. (Average, $10,000)

'Criminal'
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Frisco

Din'
High,
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Does

and Friend"
Husband
Wife,
(20th
Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Feb. 19. — No tumultuously emotional triangle, this, but
often a tumultuously laughable comedy of manners superimposed upon
the three-cornered relationship denned in the title but never treated
seriously in the film. Loretta Young, Warner Baxter and Binnie Barnes
are the three named in the title, in that order, with Miss Barnes turning
in the slightly better of three good performances. George Barbier,
Eugene Pallette and Helen Westley are the others principally concerned.
Associate producer Nunally Johnson wrote the screenplay from James
M. Cain's novel and Gregory Ratoff directed the picture in his lighter
and better technique. The story is about a married man whose wife
thinks she can sing and a famous soprano who, discovering that he
owns a concert calibre voice of his own and is also a personally desirable person, convinces him that the way to cure his wife of musical
aspirations is to become a great singer, under her intimate sponsorship.
A number of amusing complications ensue, after which the picture ends
happily with husband and wife deciding the Met is not for them.
Baxter gets a chance to unbend and is his old self in the film. Miss
Barnes dominates every scene she's in. Miss Young gives her standard
performance. Musical numbers by Samuel Pokrass, Walter Bullock and
Armando Hauser, as well as bits from standard works, are worked into
the picture naturally.
Appeal of the humour is to the intellect rather than the diaphragm,
yet broad enough for general appreciation. The operatic sequence which
occurs near the end had a preview audience in stitches.

Hits

$23,500

San Francisco, Feb. 19. — "Gunga
Din" beat the drum here to the tune
of
$23,500.
Duke
of aiXne
(°5 et
Point"
garnered"The
a good
$8,200
United Artists.
"Jesse James" drew $15,000 in its
second week at the Fox, and "St.
Louis Blues" and Tom Sawyer, Detective," at the Warfield, was good
for $11,000.

Estimated takings for the week end"Gunga
ing Feb.Din"
7-10:(RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $23,500.
(Average, $16,000)
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
UNITED7 days.
ARTISTS—
55c-6Sc)
Gross:(1,200)
$8,200.(15c-35c-40c(Average,
$7,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average,
$8,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
days,
2ndFOX—
week.(5,000)
Gross:(15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
$15,000. (Average, 7$17,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
Running time, 75 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams "Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT
— (2,740)
75c)
7 days, 2nd
week. (15c-35c-40c-55cGross: $7,000.
"Devil's
(Average, Island"
.113,000 (W. B.)
"The Saint Strikes Back"
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
(RKO)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400)
Gross: $5,700.
Hollywood, Feb. 19. — Second of the Leslie Charteris "Saint" stories 75c) 7 davs, 2nd week. (15c-35c-40c-55c(Average, $7,000)
to be transferred to the screen by RKO, "The Saint Strikes Back" is a "St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
comedy melodrama built to a smashing climax. It presents George
"Tom Sawyer, Detective'1(15c-35c-40c
(Para.) -55c-75c)
D— (2,680)
Sanders as the new "Simon Templar," replacing Louis Hayward, 7 WARFIEL
(Average, $13,000)
$11,000.
Gross:
days.a Smile"
who appeared in the first of the series. Supporting him are Wendy "With
(Pathe Cinema)
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
Barrie, Jonathan Hale, Jerome Cowan, Neil Hamilton, Barry Fitzgerald,
$1,200. (Average, $1,300)
Robert Elliott, Russell Hopton, Edward Gargan, Robert Strange, Gil- "The Singing Blacksmith" (New Star)
bert Emery, James Burke and Nella Walker.
LARKIN — (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days.
The name of Leslie Charteris as a detective fiction writer is not one Gross: $800. (Average, $1,300)
to be ignored by exhibitors in presenting this picture. He is one of the
most widely read contemporary authors of detective fiction. His style
is ably transferred to the screen by John Farrow, the director of the
picture, and John Twist, who wrote the screenplay. Robert Sisk produced the picture under the supervision of Lee Marcus.

'Topper'
Seattle

Best
on

in
Dual

Scene of the action is San Francisco, where "The Saint" goes to
deal out his justice to criminals. Entangled in the meshes of law and
Grossing $8,400
underworld is a pretty girl, whom he helps. The girl is the daughter
Cleveland
Films
of a police officer, discharged because of alleged bribery and since deSeattle, Feb. 19.— "Topper Takes
ceased. In the girl's battle to clear her father's name, "The Saint" is a Trip," dualled with "Ride a Crooked
Cleveland, Feb. 19. — "They Made instrumental, and he solves the mystery.
Mile," was the best comparative film
t.
Me a Criminal" took a good $12,000
Running time, 64 minutes. "G."*
Vance King grosser with $8,400 at the Paramoun
at the Warner Hippodrome. "Jesse
Sally Rand on the stage of the PaloJames" did $4,800 in a third week at
the
mar, with
taking
money, on
the heavy Faces"
drew "Strange
screen,
the Allen, and "Idiot's Delight" took
Six
Gun
Rythm
$6,500
Stillman.in its second week at Loew's (Grand National — Arcadia)
"Jesse James" was strong at the
$11,000.
Fifth Avenue with $8,700.
Hollywood, Feb. 19. — Plot formula for westerns with music is rigidly
"Professor Mamlock," originally
banned, then approved in the state,
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 10 :
grossed an unusual $4,300 at the City followed in "Six Gun Rythm." None of the old production ideas have
been
slighted.
Football
players
aiding
the
ex-football
player
in
the
round
Theatre.
"Paris Honeymoon" (Para.)
"Tarnished Angel" (RKO)
up of the bad men is the only touch of novelty.
Estimated takings for the week endBLUE MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
A juvenile attraction, the show is too "primary school" to be of much days,
ing Feb. 10 :
2nd week. Gross: $3,600. (Average,
interest to adults. Everything that happens is easily anticipated and $4,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
"Jesse
James" (20th-Fox)
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c) 7 days, 3rd only the occasional bits of comedy, the interluding musical numbers and
week. Gross: $4,800. (Average, $4,000)
the climatic thrill action chase and battle have much entertainment merit. days.
FIFTHGross:
AVENUE—
(30c-40c-55c)
$8,700. (2,500)
(Average,
$7,000) 7
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
Coming home to the west, football star Tex Fletcher learns that his "Made For Each Other" (U. A.)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME — (3,800)
LIBERTY — (1,800) (20c -30c -40c -55c) 7
(30c-35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $12,000. (Aver- father, who has disappeared, is suspected of being in cahoots with rustlers days.
Gross: $6,250. (Average, $5,000)
age, $12,000)
and murderers. Simultaneously, he meets and is snubbed by the girl "Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
"White New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
RKO
PALACE— (3,100) (30c-42c-55c) 7 with whom he is eventually to fall in love, Joan Barclay. From then on,
BOX— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
days. Stage: Blackstone and vaudeville. everything is as it has been hundreds of times before. Tex wins the girl 2ndMUSIC
week. Gross: $4,300. (Average, $4,000)
Gross: $17,500. (Average, $15,000)
to his side, proves that her brother, Bud McTaggert, is not the murderer "They Made Me a Criminal" (W.B.)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,450) (30c-40c) 7 days.
LOEW'S STATE— (3,500) (30c-35c-42c) 7 which the rustlers have made him believe he is, and with the aid of his
$5,700. (Average, $6,000)
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $13,000)
football playing mates, who arrive in the nick of time, cleans up the Gross:
"Strange
Faces" (Univ.)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
desperadoes as a desert dust storm rages. Sam Newfield produced and
PALOMAR— (1,500) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1.900) (30c-35c- directed.
Vaudeville and Sally Rand in person.
42c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (AverGross: $11,000. (Average, $5,000)
age, $5,000)
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."*
G. McC. "Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
"Professor Mamlock" (Amkino)
"Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
CITY — (485) 35c -42c. 7 days
Gross
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (30c -40c) 7 days.
$4,300. (Average, $1,200)
'G" denotes general classification.
Gross: $8,400. (Average, $6,000)
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$9,200
Big
"Fast and Loose"
Leader
Denver
(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Feb. 19. — Fast is a good word for it, but there's nothing
loose about "Fast and Loose." There are as many laughs in it, and
Denver,
Feb. 19.here,
— "St.with
Louisa Blues"
there's mystery, melodrama and suspense enough to satisfy anyone. was
the leader
smash
There's a provocative brand of husband-wife love which undergoes the gross of $9,200 at the Denham. "Gunga
torture of womanly jealously when it seems that a bit of sly philandering Din" took a strong $6,700 in its second
is being practiced. Glib dialogue lines (which should make punchy ad week at the Orpheum, while "Jesse
copy) tumble over one another. Nearly every situation is clever. The James" and "Little Adventuress" drew
acting, in which a lot of players who know what to do with the ball well nigh $4,500 at the Paramount,
the former film in its third week.
when they get it are featured, is a round-up of finished performances. "Tail Spin" garnered $6,500 at the
Smart enough for the smartest, "Fast and Loose" nevertheless has the Denver.
happy quality of being plain and simple enough to hold anyone.
Estimated takings for the week endA new pair of stars and a complete new supporting troupe is used,
ing Feb. 15 :
yet the story is a follow-up to "Fast Company." Robert Montgomery "Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
ALADDIN— (1,400) (25c-40c), 7 days after
and his wife, Rosalind Russell, are in the rare book business. Amateur
at $3,500)
the Denver. Gross: $1,500. (Avdetective work is his sideline. Quickly the pair is involved in a case a week erage,
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
that requires the exercise of Montgomery's crime-solving talents. What "Vacation From Love" (M-G-M)
starts out as a family scandal involving the disappearance of a rare
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-35c-40c), 7
volume soon turns into the investigation of a rare manuscript forgery days, 2nd week. Gross: $2,000. (Average,
$2,500)
and leads to mysterious murder. While the theme shuttles between "St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
Field Organization
DENHAM -(1,750) (2Sc-35c-40c), 7 days.
comedy and melodrama, Montgomery solves the riddle, but not before he Gross:
$9,200. (Average, $6,000)
For Rogers Week
has a number of brushes with the law, gangsters, his wife, who believes "Tail Spin" (ZOth-Fox)
Exhibitors will be enrolled through that something more exciting than professional duty is throwing him
DENVER—
(25c-35c-50c),
Gross:
$6,500. (2,525)
(Average,
$8,500) 7 days.
a field organization for Will Rogers into the company of an exotic feminine suspect, and another murder is "Gunga Din" (RKO)
National Theatre Week, which will committed.
ORPHEUM— (2,600) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $6,700. (Average, $8,000)
be observed beginning Thursday,
Montgomery and Miss Russell handle their parts with skillful finesse. "Jesse James" (ZOth-Fox)
April 20.
So do the members of the support, especially Ralph Morgan, Reginald "Little Adventuress" (Col.)
Will H. Hays, guest of honor at a
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c), 7 days.
luncheon given by Major L. E. Owen, Etienne Girardot, Alan Dinehart, Jo Ann Sayres, Joan Marsh, "Jesse
(Average.James,"
$3,500) 3rd week. Gross: $4,500.
Thompson at the Rockefeller Center Anthony Allen, Tom Collins and Sydney Blackmer. Harry Kurnitz' "There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
Luncheon Club on Friday, approved original screenplay and Edwin L. Marin's direction are top notch.
"Pirates of the Skies" (Univ.)
the plans outlined by Thompson
RIALTO— (878) (25c-40c), 7 days. Gross:
Running time, 75 minutes. "G."*
G McC. $1,750.
(Average, $1,750)
covering
this
year's
campaign.
Thompson is chairman and A. P. Waxman
*"G" denotes general classification.
director of the campaign.
Winds'
at $6,000

London, Feb. 19.— All British production organizations have been invited to send two delegates each to
a conference to be held in a week to
discuss the formation of a new body
which will be representative of every
phase of production.
vjipse invited include the Film
Gi JTTp of the Federation of British
Industries, the National Association of
Theatrical and Kine Employes, the
Screenwriters' Association and the
directors' group.
ters'
the Screenwri
Wallace
unitBryan
claims
much of
support
for the new
move, and has indicated that he is
certain of the election of a committee
and the framing of organization policies. Presumably such a new organization would replace the now dormant
Film Group of the Federation of British Industries, producing organization.

New

Admission

Tax

New
York
Preview
Bill Is Up in Ohio
Columbus, Feb. 19. — Representative William Glass of Youngstown,
has introduced a bill in the House
Prison Without Bars
which would authorize political subdivisions tolevy a two-cent tax on ad- (Korda-UA)
missions from 15 cents to $1, with a
Set in a girls' reformatory a few miles from Paris, "Prison Without
similar impost on each additional $1. Bars" presents a moving appeal for kindlier treatment for inmates of
The measure is designed to raise an such institutions. An interesting love story, with the superintendent and
estimated $4,000,000 for relief pur- one of the girls forming the two feminine ends of the triangle, is interposes.
twined with a plea for reform.
Ohio exhibitors now pay a three
The
opening
scenes show the prison ruled with a rigid discipline by
per cent tax based on gross business.
Martita Hunt, who gives an excellent portrayal. After complaints,
Edna Best obtains the appointment as new superintendent in order to
be near her finance, Barry K. Barnes, prison physician. Despite the
'Mikado9 Opening in
Toronto Sets Record efforts of the old staff to block changes, Miss Best institutes many imToronto, Feb. 19. — "The Mikado" provements.
The reform of one of the girls, Corinne Luchaire, is effected by Miss
opened here at the Uptown to a record
The girl is made assistant to Barnes and the two fall in love.
Best.
gross for the day, in spite of a temThere
follows the dramatic struggle of the two women, one the jailer
perature of seven degrees below zero.
Leading figures in Canadian govern- and the other the jailed,, for the love of the doctor. When Miss Best
ment, business and society circles at- discovers the true situation, however, she arranges a pardon for the
tended the opening of the film of the
girl, who follows Barnes to his new post.
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta.
Alexander Korda produced and Irving Asher was asociate producer.
The film, which is released by Uni- Brian Desmond Hurst directed and Arthur Wimperis wrote the scenario.
versal, will have its national release
Ed Greif
in the United States and Broadway
Running time, 80 minutes. "A."*
opening shortly.
¥"A" denotes adult classification.
Pennsylvania

Censor
Passage
of Mo. Bill
Ohio
Bill On Theatres Unlikely
Tax Exemption
City, Feb. 19. — Following
Columbus, Feb. 19. — Owners of a Kansas
hearing in Jefferson City, Mo., the
smaller theatres in Ohio were support- House bill relating to the location of
ing a measure introduced in the legis- aisles in theatres and adding a clause
lature which would exempt them from which makes the sale of seats when
the house is full a misdemeanor, is not
paying the 2.7 per cent unemployment
compensation tax unless they_ have expected to come to a vote.
Attending the hearing was R. R.
employees. All indusorare more
eight tries
included in the bill.
Biechele, Kansas-Missouri Theatres.

Theatres

Approves
Harrisburg, Pa.,'Daughter'
Feb. 19. — Pennsylvania State Censor Board approved Warner's "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" without ordering any cuts,
on Friday. The film has been approved
also in Chicago and Virginia. In New
York, an appeal from an order banning the picture will be heard Thursday with a final decision expected
Friday.

Back

In

Oklahoma

City

Oklahoma City, Feb. 19. — "Trade
Winds" grossed $6,000 at the Criterion
to lead here, in a week of only fair
business. "Son of Frankenstein" drew
$4,500 at the Midwest, and "Jesse
James"
took $2,600 in its third week
at the Tower.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 9 :
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
CRITERION— (1.500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross:
"Pacific$6,000.
Liner" (Average,
(RKO) $5,200)
"Arrest Bulldog Drummond" (Para.)
LIBERTY— (1,200) (20c -25c -30c), 4 days.
Gross: $1,500. (Average, $1,800)
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (ZOth-Fox)
"Down on the Farm" (20th-Fox)
LIBERTY— (1,200) (20c-25c-30c) 3 days.
Gross: $850. (Average, $700)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
MIDWEST— (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,500)
"The Birth of a Baby" (Special)
PLAZA — (750) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $1,150. (Average. $2,300)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
STATE— (1,100) (20c-25c-40c)
7 days.
Gross: $3,100. (Average, $3,500)
"Jesse James" (ZOth-Fox)
TOWER— (1.000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days. 3rd
week. Gross: $2,600. (Average, $2,500)
Hear

Appeal

of RCA

In Licensing Action
Dover, Del., Feb. 19. — Argument on
an interlocuby RCA
an appeal
tory decree
of thefrom
late Chancellor
Josiah O. Wolcott reserved by the
eluded and decision has been conThe decree was
Supreme Court here, brought by the
granted in the suit
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. . to
a
enjoin RCA from terminating
licensing agreement whereby P.S.B.
had use of basic radio patents owned
by RCA.
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Radio

Television
Asked

Houses
Personals

Philadelphia, Feb. 19. — There will
be a general switch in personnel affecting most first run Warner houses
when price reductions and policy
changes go in effect next Friday.
Maurice Gable, manager of the
Earle, will move to the Boyd. Stanley
Banforth goes from the Boyd to the
Earle. William Israel switches from
the Stanton to the Palace and Elmer
Hollander moves from the Palace to
the Stanton.
All houses will reduce top scale
from 68 cents to 57 cents except the
Fox, which goes into a stage show
policy. The Fox will have a top of
68 cents with a balcony price of 57
cents.
This week the Earle goes out of
stage shows and will play second run
pictures, the first to be "Jesse James."
The Stanton will get a higher grade
of product and the Palace, formerly
third run, will become first run.
At the Fox the first film with stage
show, starting Friday, will be "Trail
Spin." Artie Shaw's orchestra heads
the stage show. First film under its
new policy at the Stanton will be
"Fast and Loose" and the Palace's
first will be "Boy Slaves."

i

Permit

ES

N
LI

by Crosley

Washington, Feb. 19.— The
Crosley Co., operators of
WLW, Cincinnati, has asked
authority of the F. C. C. to
construct a 1,000 watt television station in Cincinnati.
Another construction permit for a television station
of 50 watts power was asked
by Owen Franklin, of Eaton,
Ohio.

o viceradiBarto
n,
ident PRY
Batten,
at OR,
presUR
ARTH
Durstine & Osborn, to Minneapolis. .. . John Chapman, Daily News
columnist, whose program is heard on
WOR, will have Humphrey Bogart as
ay'seybroado
TuesdDors
on my
his studi
will
. Tom
cast. . . guest
broadcast his Raleigh-Kool cigarette
on's Birthdaytrefrom
prog
in
Thea
the Stanley
of ingt
stage Wash
the ram
Pittsburgh. . . . Doris Rhodes, the
CBS singer, booked for a week at the British Groups
to
Palace Theatre in Chicago, starting
March 3. . . . Zasu Pitts will be guest
Witness
Telecast
on the Fibber McGee program tomorrow night.
London, Feb. 19. — The entire English Television Advisory Committee
will attend the Baird telecasting by
Lanny Ross Host to
Thursday.
relay at Marble Arch Pavilion next
10-Year Air Players
Present will be representatives of
Lanny Ross gave a luncheon at the the
General Post Office, British
Waldorf Friday for radio players and
Broadcasting
and the public.
executives who have been in broad- Five B. B. C.Corp.,
cameras will be used
casting 10 years or more. Ross wants in the telecast, which will be relayed
to sponsor a club for radio people
who have been in the business for at from Harringay, and transmitted to
Alexandra Palace. It will be reproleast a decade.
duced on a screen 15 by 12 feet.
Among those present were Frank
Scophony
has indicated its intention
Munn, Graham McNamee, David
showing telecasts on a large screen
Ross, Ben Bernie, Mark Warnow and of
B. A. Rolfe. Also David Butler of at the Leicester Square Odeon in the
Arguments
Heard on General Foods, William Baker of near future.
Conn. Bingo Measure Benton & Bowles, Niles Trammell,
vice-president of NBC ; CBS Reenacts Prize
Hartford, Feb. 19. — Stressing the executive
Frederic Willis, assistant to William
innocence of the game, its "family S. Paley, president of CBS, and Program
from WCCO
recreation" aspect, and its value as a
source of revenue to organizations, Johnny Johnstone, publicity director
Reenactment of the "The March of
The radio columnist vet- Minnesota," chosen by the jury of the
seven state Senators and representa- of WOR.
erans were represented by Ben Gross Annual Advertising Awards as the
tives, the Mayor of Stamford, and
many representatives of organizations of the News, Orrin Dunlap of the best radio program of 1938, was
declared in favor of legalizing Bingo Times and E. L. Bragdon of the Sun. broadcast Saturday in a special profor religious, charitable, fraternal,
gram over CBS. The rebroadcast originated at the CBS station, WCCO
volunteer fire and police organizations Wente Testifies in
in
Minneapolis,
where the series has
at a public hearing before the Judiciary Committee of the legislature.
British Acoustic Suit been heard over a state network under the production of Batten, Barton,
Opposing the bills to bring back
Wilmington, Feb. 19. — Erpi took Durstine & Osborn. The broadcast
Bingo were representatives of several photographs
of the original Poulsen
churches, the Connecticut Council on Peterson projection machine when it was in connection with Advertising &
Social and Labor Legislation, Federa- was brought to America in 1927 by Selling Magazine's awards to advertising agencies for meritorious work.
tion of Men's Bible Classes, and the Arnold Poulsen of Copenhagen, joint
Chamber of Commerce. Walter Lloyd inventor of improved film feed mechof the Allyn Theatre, Hartford, and anism.
Powell for Jolson
Harry L. Lavietes of the Pequot, New
Dr. Edward W. Wente of Bell
Hollywood, Feb. 19. — Dick Powell
Haven, spoke of the unfair discrimina- Telephone Laboratories, so admitted has
been selected by Ruthrauff &
tion against theatres in allowing under cross examination in the patent
Ryan
the successor to Al Jolson
games for certain organizations only, infringement litigation brought by Brit- on theas Lifebuoy
program, starting
although theatres were large taxpayish
Acoustic
Films
against
RCA
and
March 21. Holdovers on the program
ers.
Erpi in Federal Court here Friday. include Martha Raye, Parkyakarkus
Wente admitted Erpi took photographs of the mechanism when the and Lud Gluskin's band.
File Final Briefs in
projector was in the Erpi laboratories
on demonstration.
Erpi Has New Phone
'Lynton' Suit Today
Erpi
has developed a new portable
Under cross examination by SamFinal briefs in the "Letty Lynton"
uel R. Darby, Jr., Wente described telephone which gets its power from
suit brought by the authors, Edward an arrangement to overcome sprocket
the speaker's voice. It is claimed to
Sheldon and Margaret Ayer Barnes, high speed flutter of the Kellog patent be
designed most effectively for use
against Moredall Realty Corp., oper- mechanism. He described the film ac- in studios, on location, for newsreel
ators of the Capitol, will be filed today
tion as the result of tension and
tions. in theatres and similar situawith Special Master Kenneth E. Wal- shrinkage in various patents including work,
ser. Preliminary briefs filed last week Kellog, Edison and Bradford patents.
follow the same lines as those pre- The
hearing was adjourned until
Nellie Revell Returning
Monday.
sented in the suit against M-G-M
Nellie Revell returns to the air in a
where the authors recovered a subnew series of interview programs next
stantial judgment.
Friday at 12 noon over the NBC Blue
The Capitol contends that profits Missouri Measure
network. Her new series will be called
from the exhibition should not be
Asks Censor Board "Meet the Artist," and will be pregiven in their entirety to the plaintiffs
sented each Friday.
but should be apportioned. No preKansas- City, Feb. 19. — A bill procise figures for apportionment have
viding acensorship board was introVan Loon in Series
been presented by the defendants but
duced in the Missouri legislature
the brief suggests that profits from Thursday. The measure, offered by
Hendrik
Willem Van Loon will inthe stage show be deducted either on Samuel C. Hagden of Kansas City,
augurate a new series of commentaries
the basis of relative cost or time con- calls for a three-man board to be over NBC on Feb. 19 at 4:15 P. M.
sumed with reference to the remainder appointed by the Governor at a salary He will be heard Sundays at the same
of the show.
of $4,000 each yearly.
time thereafter over the Red network.

sented this week
works haveAward
askeds
ACADEMY
to cover the affair. The
mittee has turned down

and the netbe pred
towill
be allowe
Awards Comthe radio re-

quests, which leads us to the th£Ui Jit
r as has
, only
that
is been
knownbroadc
my affair
ast '-^ne
Acadeinsofa
...

by NBC in 1932.
Oscar, Oscar, who got the Oscars
in 1932? If you give up, here are the r
statistics : For the best work n
by e
an
actor, a tie between Wallyn
Beery for
a
his "The Champ"B
and Fredric March
for "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Helen
Hayes got her sculpture for her work
in "Sin of Madelon Claudet." That
year one of the Academy's rarely
granted "special awards" went to
Walt Disney The
for his
"Mickey producMouse"
animations.
outstanding
tion was M-G-M's "Grand Hotel."
Best director was Frank Borzage for
megaphoning
Girl." "Mr.
fish" was the "Bad
outstanding
short,Swordmade
by Mack Sennett ; best performance in
comedy was by Laurel and Hardy ;
best
Frankstory
Burke's
"Bad adaptation
Girl" ; bestwas
original
was
Francis Marion's "The Champ" and
the best photography of the year was
in "Shanghai Express."
T
Apt is the title of the picture that
will be shown at Lociv's State while
Rudy Vallee holds dozmi the stage bill.
Name of the picture is "Stand Up and
▼
In another six weeks NBC-RCA
will be getting some stiff competition for television headlines. At
that time television broadcast experiments will begin for CBS.
Fight."
▼
One of the major advertising agencies is experiencing an odd kick-back
as a result of accepting the A.F.R.A.
code and wage scales. This agency has
been paying its actors more than the
A.F.R.A. scale asks for, and several
of the sponsors are now demanding to
know why the agency has been tossing coin about needlessly.
T
Gretchen Davidson in the CBS
"Aunt Jenny" programs, now enjoying a unique fame along radio row.
Gretchen also appears in the stage play
"The American Way," and she's the
onlyricgirl
March.in the cast who kisses FredT
Daughters of two local radio
editors will participate in Wednesday's "March of Games" quiz series
over CBS. The youngsters are Pat
Kenny, 10, daughter of Nick of the
Mirror, and Justine Ranson, pride
of Jo of the Brooklyn Eagle.
— Jack Banner
Holland

Suit Dismissed

Federal Judge William Bondy on
Friday dismissed the suit of Ralph
Holland, Majestic
doing business
Holland's,
against
Radio as
& Television
Corp., RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.,
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Richard D.
Scandrett, Jr., Minor W. Tuttle and
Walter Shalaire, for failure to state
a cause of action. Suit was for
$300,000, for alleged monopolistic
practices.
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Penn.

Theatre

Circuit
Held

Levy

Invalid

Tax Unconstitutional,
Ruling in Test Case

Is

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 20. — Circuit
theatre and chain store tax which imposed graduated levies of $1 to $500 on
circuit houses throughout the state
was declared unconstitutional by the
Dauphin County Court in a test case
today. About 40 corporations joined
in the litigation to restrain collection
of the tax, with theatres represented
by Warners and several affiliated companies.
In addition to finding the entire tax
invalid, the court ruled that in the case
of theatres it was impossible to determine who was to pay the tax "because of the intertwining of their interests." The court distinguished the
Pennsylvania constitution from that of
other states where chain taxes have
been upheld. Under the Pennsylvania
constitution all taxes must be uniform. The court ruled that the act,
(Continued on page 3)

YORK,

TUESDAY,

Lords to Discuss
Screen Situation
London, Feb. 20.— On March
8, the British House of Lords
will discuss a motion concerning the serious condition
of
the British production industry.
The motion has been presented by Viscount Bridgman, who is chairman of the
Denham Laboratories.

Paris

Win
Tax

Houses

Fight

for

Reduction
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TEN
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CENTS

BILL

DAKOTA

Repeal Measure Becomes
Law with Signature
of Gov. Moses

Retroactive

Bismarck, Feb. 20. — Governor John
Moses has signed the bill repealing
the theatre divorcement act.
The Governor officially had notified
In Sales
Deals
the legislature at 4 :S0 p. m. his decision to sign the measure.
Passed
10 days ago the measure had
Sales of 1939-'40 contracts to ex- been signed
at once by Speaker
hibitors being made in advance of
Hagen
of
the
House and Senate
adoption of an industry trade practice President Patterson.
If the Governor
program will be subject to the terms had not signed or vetoed it before
of the pact, on a retroactive basis.
Company executives are prepared midnight it would automatically have
to conform new season contracts to become law.
Bill Sponsored by Allied
the terms of the agreement immediately on its adoption.
The Governor's action removes
Meeting of the distributors' drafting divorcement from the statute books
committee with Abram F. Myers, Al- and voids the appeal pending in the
lied States general counsel, is ex- United States Supreme Court.
pected in New York early next week.
The North Dakota measure which
It has been delayed a few days by
separates theatre ownership and opthe lawyers' study of his suggested
eration from distribution and producrevisions and the preparation of a new
tion was sponsored by Allied in 1937.
draft.
Its repeal has a direct bearing on the
(Continued on page 3)
Offered as Final Draft

By PIERRE AUTRE
Paris, Feb. 20. — Paris exhibitors
won their fight against drastic increases intheatre taxes over the weekend when, after a hearing of industry
representatives, Finance Minister Paul
Reynaud forced the Cabinet to adopt
a decree reducing state taxes on
Paris houses from 20 to 25 per cent.
The theatres immediately reestablished their advertising, which was
withdrawn in retaliation, following the
In presenting the new draft to
recent imposition of new taxes. The Myers, the distributors will take the
Columbia
Plans 56
Journal Offciel published the decree position that it is the final one. The
yesterday, with one-month tentative same information will be given to the
For Next Season application, starting March 1.
The decree establishes lower state M. P. T. O. A. and unaffiliated exhibitor groups when the draft is subColumbia will produce about the tax rates and declares that new Paris
mitted to them. No meetings with
same number of pictures next season municipal taxes cannot exceed half of these groups are scheduled.
as it has scheduled for the current the state tax rate. At the same time
Field staffs of 20th Century-Fox
season, Jack Cohn, vice-president, said Reynaud asked exhibitors to increase are being advised of the proposed
yesterday on his return to New York admissions by 20 per cent on seats terms of the agreement by district
from three weeks of conferences at under 20 francs, and warned the infollowing an outline of dethe studio on new season product.
dustry that the measure for virtual managers, velopments by S. R. Kent, president,
(Continued on pane 3)
(Continued on page 3)
Columbia has 40 features and 16 westerns scheduled for production this season.
Cohn was accompanied east by Abe
Montague, general sales manager ;
Little
Princess
Joseph McConville, foreign sales "The
manager, and Abe Schneider, treas- [20th Century-Fox]
urer, all of whom participated in the
Hollywood, Feb. 20. — Considered from the standpoint of its audience
conferences with Harry Cohn, Columbia president, at the studio. Phil value, "The Little Princess" is about as fine a piece of entertainment as
Dunas, Columbia branch manager at anyone could desire. Looked at from a commercial angle, with box-office
Chicago, joined the home office execu- leader Shirley Temple starred, it's a showman's exploitation show of
tives there and accompanied them to unusual merit. Rich in story, production and personnel values, human
New York for sales conferences.
interest, pitched to a sentimental and sympathy-provoking keynote, is
Cohn reported that decision had the basis of the show's entertainment. All its drama, romance, musical
been made at the studio to increase the
features and score, pathos stemming from threatened tragedy, even the
(Continued on page 3)
spectacular fantasy sequence and the manner in which color has been
applied, are designed to accentuate the fundamental premise.
Intelligently produced, and directed by Walter Lang to induce the
No Paper Tomorrow
desired reactions, the picture combines imagination with realism, yet
Motion Picture Daily will
always is in harmony with the spirit and character of the Frances
not be published tomorrow,
Hodgson Burnett novel of childhood serio-whimsey from which it was
Feb. 22, in observance of
adapted. Screenplay writers Ethel Hill and Walter Ferris wisely made
Washington's Birthday.
no attempt to alter the original. In the title role, Shirley is the little
(Continued on Page 3)

Paramount
Retirement

Weighs
of Bonds

Paramount is weighing several
plans for the retirement of the final
$4,500,000
of theandcompany's
per
cent debentures
adoption six
of one
of several plans under consideration
may occur
mediate any
future. time within the imRetirement of $5,000,000 of the issue
was fulfilled yesterday in accordance
with the aqtion authorized by the
company's board of directors last December. Payment of principal amount
plus interest to date was made out
of the company's cash reserve, which
was augmented some time ago by a
$1,500,000 loan from a Chicago bank.
Yesterday's retirement saves Paramount $300,000 annually in interest
charges. It leaves a balance of $4,500,000 of the six per cent debentures
still outstanding, plans for the retirement of which are now being studied.
A tive
meeting
execucommittee ofmayParamount's
be held Thursday
in lieu of the monthly board meeting
scheduled for that day, due to the absence from the city of a number of
board members. Stanton Griffis, executive committee chairman, plans to
leave for Florida early next week, following the return to New York of
Barney Balaban, Paramount president.
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$74,000

Campaign

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount
and
easter
ES,
HAIN
president, returns to New York ROY
r forn Warmanage
sales
Canadian
ners, left yesterday for a brief tour
next Sunday from a Florida vacation. |
•
of exchanges. Before his departure,
Walter Wanger leaves Thursday Haines conferred with Robert
night for the coast, with John LeRoy Smeltzer, central district manager.
•
Johnston, his publicity representative.
Geraldine Kuykendall, daughter
•
of the M. P. T. O. A. president, will
be married March 7 in Columbus,
Jerry
Jackson,
Warners'
tion chief
in England,
arrivesproductoday Miss., to Edward Keaton.
•
with Mrs. Jackson on the He de
France.
Fay Gillis of U. A. received some
•
front page publicity yesterday as a reGabriel L. Hess of M.P.P.D.A. has
sult of an encounter with a burglar.
•
recovered from an attack of the grippe.
•
D. C. Kennedy, manager of the
Austin C. Keough of Paramount M-G-M Des Moines exchange, and
was confined to his home again yes- Mrs. Kennedy are spending three
weeks in Florida and Cuba.
illness. terday with a recurrence of his recent
•
•
Ed Schnitzer, eastern district manA. J. Herman, Universal district
ager for Warners, returned from Boston over the weekend.
manager, left yesterday for Washing•
ton to install B. B. Kreisler as acting
branch manager and confer on plans
John Hartigan, European commisfor the playdate drive, which will start
sioner for the World's Fair, arrives
Feb. 26. .
on the lie dc France today. Also
•
Emil Boreo.
•
Slapko Vorkapich has been given
honorable mention for his modernistic
Gilbert Miller is due Saturday
home in a contest conducted by House from Palm Beach.
•
Beautiful.
•
John W. Gassner, play reader for
Mae West is expected in New the Theatre Guild, is conducting a play
York from the coast Monday. Miss writing course, including films and
West starts a personal appearance radio, at Hunter College.
e
tour March 21 at the Fox in Brooklyn.
Victor Milner, Paramount camera•
is en route to New York by boat
Al Herman, district manager for for a man,vacation.
•
Universal, is due back from WashOklahoma Board Named
ington Thursday.
Oklahoma City, Feb. 20. — The
•
Richard Cohen, son of Max
family of the late Will Rogers was
Betty Field, New York stage play- Cohen, N. Y. sales manager for Uniconsulted in the selection of a new
versal, will celebrate his Bar Mitzvah
er, will report to the Paramount studio
( )klahoma Will Rogers Memorial
Feb. 25 in conjunction with the 17th
Commission by Governor Phillips.
March 20 for a part in "What a wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Named to the board were : N. G.
•
Cohen.
Henthorne, chairman ; Lew Wentz,
•
Gene Towne, screen writer, is in
Walter Harrison, Dr. J. C. BushyArthur Lee is expected back in
coast, at the Waldorfhead, W. E. Sunday, W. E. Halsell town
Life."from Hethe expects
day.
Astoria.
to
be
here
two
New
York from Florida on Thursand Will Rogers, son of the late hu- weeks.
morist.

Thirty-two exchange managers have
been enrolled as zone chairmen for the
Will Rogers National Theatre Week
campaign. On each zone chairman's
committee will be the branch managers of all other distributing companies in the territory, also representatives of the five major circuits, leading
independent exhibitors, executives of
local Variety clubs, newspaper editors and trade paper representatives.
Zone chairmen are as follows :
Albany, Philip Fox; Atlanta, John
Ezell ; Boston, Morris Wolf ; Buffalo,
Sydney Samson ; Charlotte, Robert J.
Ingram ; Chicago, Jack Osserman ;
Cincinnati, Edwin Booth ; Cleveland,
Frank D. Drew ; Dallas, Doak Roberts ;Denver, Wayne C. Ball ; Des
Moines, Moe Levy ; Detroit, Frank
Downey ; Indianapolis, George T. Landis ; Kansas City, William Warner ;
Los Angeles, Clayton T. Lynch ;
Memphis, James Rogers.
Also for Milwaukee, Arthur N.
Schmitz ; Minneapolis, Harold Johnson ; New Haven, Lou Wechsler ;
New Orleans, Harold Wilks ; New
York City, Harry H. Buxbaum ;
Oklahoma City, Ralph B. Williams ;
Omaha, Al Mendenhall ; Philadelphia,
Harry G. Bodkin ; Pittsburgh, Harry
Seed ; Portland, Louis Amacher ; St.
Louis, John E. Garrison ; Salt Lake
City, Charles Walker ; San Francisco,
Dennis J. McNervy; Seattle, Lawrence J.McGinley ; Sioux Falls, Sherman Fitch and Washington, Sam Galanty.

Honor C. C. Moskowitz
Hammons
to Fill
C. C. Moskowitz was honored by
his district managers of the Loew circuit yesterday at a birthday luncheon
at the Astor. Guests included Leopold
Alperson's
Hollywood,
Feb. 20. — E. W.Post
HamFriedman, Isador Frey, Marvin
mons, head of Grand National, said
Schenck, Harry Moskowitz, Oscar A.
Doob, Michael Rosen, John Murphy today he would within ten days name
and Ernest Emerling. District man- a successor to Edward L. Alperson
agers on the committee included
George Schenck, Dominic Barrecca, who resigned over the weekend as
Seymour Mayer. W. A. Downs, Eu- vice president and general sales manager and that G. N. probably would
gene Meyers, S. H. Meinhold, Eugene
Picker, Maurice Seidlitz, Harry Kara- deliver all of its promised product this
sik, Charles Moss and Larry Beatus. season. Hammons said he was negotiating with a well known industry
figure
to
take Alperson's
the announcement
would be post
made andin
New York.
Meanwhile Arcadia Pictures, proMITCHELL
MAY, Jr.
ducing subsidiary of G. N., headed by
Jack Skirball, announced it would
CO., INC.
put three additional pictures into production by March 15. One already
is shooting. Alperson, Skirball and
Hammons were in conferences today.
INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
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Los Angeles

Other'

Hits

in 5 Days

"Stagecoach" is due at the Music
Hall
after
finishes
its "Made
currentFor
run.Each
The Other"
latter
has grossed an estimated $74,000 in
its first five days and will be held for
a second week. At the Rivoli, "One
Third of a Nation" finished a onert
week run with an estimated $15,000. ^ ht
On Wednesday three new films will
start, "Honolulu" at the Capitol,
"Cafe Society" at the Paramount, and
"Four Girls in White" at the Criterion. "Devil's Island" will bow in
at the Globe Saturday after nine
weeks
for "The
Lady Vanishes,"
which grossed
an estimated
$6,000 last
week. "Champs-Elysees" (Tri-National) will have its American premiere at the Little Carnegie Monday.
"Grand Illusion" will start its 24th
week at the Filmarte. "The Lone
Ranger," now playing at the Criterion,
has been booked for the Loew metropolitan circuit. The Astor, where
"Pygmalion" is in its 12th week, will
open its doors at 8 A. M. on Washington's Birthday.
NY

Allied

to Elect

A Grievance Board
Syracuse, Feb. 20. — Election of a
three-member grievance board and
discussion of adjusted minimum price
scales at Syracuse theatres are on the
agenda for the local New York Allied
unit
meeting at the Hotel Syracuse
Thursday.
The grievance board will adjust
complaints of local members with the
distributors. The Syracuse Allied unit
includes 90 members in a territory extending south to Binghamton and
north to Watertown.
Clark Wins Award
Philadelphia, Feb. 20. — James P.
Clark, president of Horlachers and a
member of the Delaware River Bridge
Commission, tonight was awarded the
first
scroll byasthe
Clubwhoof
Philadelphia
the Showmen's
industry man

did the most for the city in 1938.
James Keeney, Philadelphia columnist, made the award, the President
To Investigate AFA
Associated Actors & Artistes of Allen Lewis presided. The award is
America named a committee of five planned as an annual affair.
to investigate the affairs of the
American Federation of Actors yesMOTION PICTURE
terday. The investigation was ordered
at the request of Ralph Whitehead,
DAILY
executive secretary of the A.F.A. Mrs.
(Registered
U. S. Patent Office)
Florence Marston, eastern representaMARTIN
QUIGLEY,
and
tive of the Screen Actors' Guild, will Publisher; SAM SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
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'Buffalo'
Birthday Puzzle
Tonight the Moskowitz
family will gather at the Kew
Gardens home of C. C. Moskowitz, Loew executive, to
celebrate the 75th birthday of
"Mom" Moskowitz, mother
of Joe and Martin of 20th
Century-Fox and C. C. and
Harry
of screen
Loew's. a Itnew
was film,
decided to
1 *but a booking problem arose.
Should it be an M-G-M film
from Charlie's company or
should Joe provide it, from
20th-Century-Fox. A flip of
the coin decided. It will be
"Wife, Husband and Friend,"
by courtesy of 20th CenturyFox and Darryl Zanuck.

The Little Princess
(Continued from page 1)
princess come to life. Similarly the other principal characters, Richard
Greene, Anita Louise, Ian Hunter, Mary Nash, Arthur Treacher, Miles
Mander, Sybil Jason and Cesar Romero are as natural as life.
"The Little Princess" is a father-daughter story. London is the locale
and the time coincides with the outbreak of the Boer War. The sequences in which motherless Shirley parts from her father, Hunter,
before he leaves for the front, will long be remembered. In an exclusive
girls' school, conducted by Miss Nash, Shirley is treated as a little
princess, but her only real friends are Miss Louise and Greene, whose
romance she promotes ; Treacher and Miss Jason, a slavey. Word comes
that Hunter has been killed and his fortune confiscated. Thereupon the

little girl, becoming victim of Miss Nash's bigoted persecutions, but not
believing her father dead, starts searching hospitals for him. A slavey
herself now, she finds Miss Jason a sympathetic companion. But only in
RKO
Order Hearing
the kindness of gruff Mander and Romero, and in the moments when
Is Fixed for Feb. 27 she dreams, her fairy fantasy, does she find happiness. Her searches
Federal Judge William Bondy, in of the hospitals bring gayety to wounded soldiers, but disappointment to
an order filed in the U. S. District her. Wounded and ill, able only to murmur his daughter's name, Hunter
Court yesterday, fixed Feb. 27 for a is returned to London. Regulations threaten to halt Shirley's search,
hearing to determine whether the Irv- but Queen Victoria (Beryl Mercer), breaking red tape, grants her permission to continue. In sequences marked by nerve-wracking suspense,
ing Trust Co., as trustee of RKO,
Shirley finds her father and the reunion effects a miraculous cure.
will be compelled under the rules of
Thereupon the promise of a joyful new life dawns for the little girl.
the court to notify over 20,000 stockLittle Princess" is high caliber entertainment with equal appeal
holders and creditors of RKO of ob- for"The
adults and children.
jections filed by Ernest W. Stirn,
holder of Class A stock of the comRunning time, 95 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
pany.
*"G" denotes general classification.
Application for the hearing was
made by Irving Trust in a petition
which stated that Stirn had objected
Paris Houses Win
Trade Pact Is Made
to Judge Bondy's extending permission to creditors to file claims by
Tax Reduction Fight
Retroactive in Deal
(Continued from page I)
modifying a previous order and dis(Continued from page 1)
pensing with the necessity of physical
Government control of the film induspresentation by claimants of certifi- aud Herman Wobber, general sales
try, hanging fire for several years,
cates of stock and debentures before manager, at last week's sales meeting
here.
will be introduced soon. The measbeing beard.
Division and district heads have
Stirn yesterday filed notice of apure was prepared by Minister of Nabeen asked to send "sample problems"
tional Education Jean Zay.
peal from Judge Bondy's decision ap- to Felix Jenkins, company counsel, for
proving the plan with minor modifica- his legal interpretations under the proMain provisions of the bill include
tions. This is the third appeal filed
creation
of a state organization to
posed
agreement.
The
problems
infrom the approval of the plan itself.
clude those affecting sales and exhibi- direct collect percentage and taxes
tors' privileges on cancellations, playoffs and the like. Also the mechanics from exhibition, distribution and proPenn. Theatre Circuit of the proposals as they would affect
ductionreorganization
;
of production ;
limitation
of
theatre
bills,
eliminatsales
and
bookings
and
the
classificaLevy Is Held Invalid
tion of releases.
ing double bills ; tax on clubbing. The
(Continued from page 1)
Company executives will insist that
which imposed a $1 tax for one store any agreements made between buyer last two provisions would be especially harmful to American interests,
to $500 for each store over 500 in the and seller be clearly defined and in
chain, was an invalid classification and writing. Salesmen will be instructed and are seen as contrary to the
Franco- American trade agreement.
confiscatory.
to determine the facts of the requirements of each situation, including all
It is expected the Government virGov. Arthur H. James declared that
tually will control the Gaumont and
the question of an appeal will depend economic factors. Future earnings posPathe companies, including circuits
on the advice of Attorney General
sibilities ofeach situation will be an- and
studios.
alyzed more thoroughly.
Claude T. Reno. The act was passed
"You are about to enter what I
in 1937 to raise $1,500,000 for school
believe will be healthier distribution
teachers' salaries. Collection of the
tax had been restrained by a tempo- and an even better understanding be- Col. Sued Over 'Exposed'
A plagiarism suit for $250,000 damrary injunction which was made perexhibitor,"
Wobber tween
has distributor
informedand
his field
force.
ages was filed yesterday in the U. S.
manent today.
"We want to adhere to every phase District Court against Columbia Pictures Corp. by Gerald K. Rudulph.
of any agreement made by the indusColumbia is charged with pirating the
Columbia Plans 56
scenes, dialogue and action of the
try committee."
plaintiff's counting
play,
An are
acFor
1939-from'40
'Pompadour' to Metro
and an"Exposed."
injunction also
(Continued
pageSeason
1)
Hollywood, Feb. 20.— M-G-M has
sought.
number of high-budget pictures on
film rights to "Madame
next season's program as a result of acquired
operetta by Rudolf
the signing of Frank Lloyd, Wesley Pompadour,"
Schanzer and Ernst Welisch, originColumbians to Dance
Ruggles and Mitchell Leisen. Monally produced on the New York stage
tague reported that no change in the in 1924.
Stage, screen and radio personalities are listed among the guests of the
company's
short
subject
output
is
exColumbian Club for its ninth annual
pected next season and that in all
probability 126 shorts will again be Illinois Theatres Reopen
dance, Saturday night at the Waldorfscheduled. McConville said Columbia
Chicago, Feb. 20. — Theatres in Astoria. Among those invited are
would increase its Spanish-language Champaign and Urbana reopened to- Sophie Tucker, Tony Martin, Robert
releases with several pictures to be
night after being closed three days on Morley, Director John Brahm, Dolly
Haas and Henny Youngman.
made in Argentina next season.
account of the flu epidemic.

Opening

An addition to this week's
openingsfalo!" atwill
"Off to Bufthe beBarrymore
tonight.
Written
by
Max
Liebman and Allen Boretz, the
comedy deals with an effort
to revive vaudeville. Melville
Burke directed and Albert
Lewis iscludedthe
Inin the producer.
cast are Joe
Cook, Hume Cronyn, Elizabeth Love, Otto Hulett, Matt
Briggs and others.

Divorcement

Bill

Signed
In page
Dakota
(Continued from
1)
Government's anti-trust suits against
major companies in New York.
FBI Probes Situation
Washington, Feb. 20. — Agents of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
are probing events leading up to the
passage of the bill to repeal the North
Dakota affiliated theatre divorce law
herethetoday.
by
state legislature, it was learned
At the Department of Justice it was
revealed that a number of complaints
against passage of the repeal bill have
been received from North Dakota officials as well as independent exhibitors, and that agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation were sent to
Bismarck from Washington to investigateused.
charges that "pressure" tactics
had been
At the same, time, as reported
earlier, the Department of Justice
wrote Governor Moses that the situation was of considerable importance to
the Federal Government and that repeal of the North Dakota divorce law
"moot." make the Supreme Court case
would
Guild

to Expand

Charges

Hollywood, Feb. 20. — Bernard Alpert, special attorney for the N.L.R.B.,
here to conduct the Board case against
major producers charged with coercion
and intimidation of writers and failure
to bargain collectively with the Screen
Writers Guild, said today new comwith "more
would beplaints
issued
by thespecific
Board. data"
N. S. Suit Hearing Today
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe will
hear application today of TrailerMade, Inc., Pathe Film Corp. and
Isidore Schwartz for an order directing National Screen Service to file a
detailed statement of its complaint
against the applicants.
London House Drops
London, Feb. 20.— A drop of $2,400
in the vilion,
year's
of for
London
PaLtd., is profits
accounted
this year
by the chairman, Walter Payne, on
the ground that there were not enough
outstanding
films to meet the theatre's
demands.
Unions Ask Dismissal
Hollywood, Feb. 20. — Sound Technicians Local 695 and Studio Photographers Local 659 of I.A.T.S.E.
today filed with the N.L.R.B. here
a petition to dismiss charges of company unionism against international
and major producers.
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'Honolulu'
'Gunga

Din'

$10,000

Theatre

Best

in

Cincinnati

for

CHAKERES TAKES THREE
Springfield, O., Feb. 20. — Chakeres
Minneapolis
Theatres, Inc., has taken over the
1,000-seat Virginia and the recently
completed Louvee, with 600 seats, at
Minneapolis, Feb. 20. — "Gunga Wellston, O., from the Guilfoyle
Din" was the leader here with a
also Bell's
Operaat
strong $10,000 at the Orpheum in a Amusement
House, with Co.,
750 seating
capacity,
generally good week. Runnerup was Hillsboro, formerly operated by Donald Evans.
"Wings of the Navy," with a take of
$7,000 at the State.
In St. Paul, "Stand Up and Fight"
BOUMA TO BUILD
did best, with $4,000 at the Orpheum.
Pocahontas,
la., Feb. 20. — Jack
endweek
Estimated takings for the
Bouma, operator of the Rialto here,
ing Feb. 16 :
has purchased a lot and plans to start
Minneapolis:
the erection of a $25,000 theatre by
"King of the Underworld" (W.B.)
April 1.
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c) 7 days. Gross:
HAMRICK REMODELS
$1,500. (Average, $1,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
CENTURY— (1,600) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd Music
Seattle,
— John
Box Feb.
here 20.
will
close Hamrick's
soon for
week. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,000)
"Off the Record" (W.B.)
to undergo complete reGOPHER — (990) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: three weeks furnishing,
renovating and redecorating.
$3,200. (Average, $3,000)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
ORPHEUM — (2,900) (25c-40c) 8 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $4,000)
HECHT ADDS SEATS
"Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
Harry K. Hecht of the Hecht Cir$7,000. (Average, $4,400)
cuit is remodeling the Plaza in Pat"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c) 7 days, 5th week. erson, N. J., at a cost of $50,000. An
additional 500 seats will bring the
Gross: $1,600. (Average, $1,600)
total to 1,200.
St. Paul:
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
ALTERING THEATRE
ORPHEUM — (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,200)
Harry Donniger who recently ac"Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
quired the Pastime, Union City, from
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days. James Binco has started alterations
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,400)
on the house, to cost $30,000.
"Off the Record" (W.B.)
RIVIERA — (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $1,600)
GETS BROOKLYN HOUSE
"Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
"Service De Luxe" (Univ.)
Abe Levy of the New United TheTOWER— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
atres has acquired the Model, 540$2,000. (Average, $1,600)
seat
house in Brooklyn, from Louis
Dreiling.
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-30c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $700)
BUILD IN PAINESVILLE
Painesville, O., Feb. 20. — Work
has started on a new 1,000-seat theatre here which Abe Schwartz and
'Tough Guys' and
Jack Shulman will build at an estiApollon
$8,500
mated cost of $150,000.
Milwaukee

Changes

$12,000

Gross

Milwaukee, Feb. 20. — "Little
Tough Guys in Society" and Dave
Apollon and his revue were top
grossers with a $8,500 take at the
Riverside. Cold and snow held down
grosses at other houses.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 16 :
"Grand Illusion" (M-G-M)
LITTLE THEATRE— (1,098) (35c-50c) 7
days. 2nd week. Gross: $3,000.
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
"Smashing the Spy Ring" (Col.)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300) (25c-30c-40c) 7 davs.
Stage: Dave Apollon Revue. Gross: $8,500.
(Average, $5,000) .
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
STRAND — (1,400) (35c-50c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Off the Record" (W.B.)
WARNER— (2,400) (35c-50c) 6 days. Gross:
$4,600. (Average, $5,000)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
WISCONSIN - (3,200) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,400. (Average, $8,000)

TAKES OHIO HOUSE
Delta, O., Feb. 20.— Lyric Theatre
in the future will be operated by K.
W. Norwine, owner of the building,
who did not renew the present lease
with Fred Schram.
PLANS KANSAS HOUSE
Kansas City, Feb. 20. — Art Pugh,
exhibitor at Fredonia, Kan., is building another house there. He operates
the White Way in Fredonia.
VAUGHAN SELLS HOUSE
Kansas City, Feb. 20. — W. Lee
Vaughan has sold the Art, in Kansas
City, Kan., to E. E. Jameson and Sam
Abend of Film Delivery. Jameson and
Abend have leased the house to the
Jayhawk Corp.

EAST COLUMBUS REOPENS
Columbus, O., Feb. 20. — The East
Columbus, neighborhood house, closed
for installation of new sound equipment and seats, has reopened under
management of Harry Rothstein. The
house has been redecorated.
FOX MIDWEST GETS PLANTS
Kansas City, Feb. 20. — Fox Midwest Theatres will install refrigeration
and cooling plants this spring in the
Grand, Duquoin ; Strand, West Frankfort, and the Illinois, Jacksonville, in
Illinois ; for the Gem, Topeka, and the
Lincoln, Kansas City.
KC ART TO FINKELSTEIN
Kansas City, Feb. 20. — Rube Finkelstein took over the Art Theatre,
Kansas City, Kan., Feb. 1, from
Charles Vaughan.
CHESNEE,

S. C, GETS

HOUSE

Chesnee,
S. C, Feb.
5.— has
Chesnee's
first
motion picture
theatre,
opened
under the management of George
Ward.

Cincinnati, anFeb.
20. — "Pygmalion,"
inaugurating
all-film
policy at the
RKO Shubert, came through with
"Honolulu" garnered $12,000 at the
$12,500.
RKO Palace, and "Wings of tJ^
Navy" did $11,000 at the RKO All«|
"Jesse James" at the RKO Gratra^
took $3,200 in its fourth week.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb.of 16-18
:
"Wings
the Navy"
(W.B.)
RKO ALB EE — (3,300) (35c -42c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $10,000)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
RKO $12,500.
SHUBERT—
(2,150) $12,000)
(35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross:
(Average,
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
RKO CAPITAL— (2,000) (35c-42c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $5,200. (Average, $6,500)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W.B.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $3,300. (Average, $6,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
RKO
GRAND
— (1,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
4th
week.
Gross:
"Disbarred"
(Para.)$3,200. (Average, $2,750)

"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
RKO $1,300.
FAMILY—
(1,000) $1,400)
(15c-25c) 4 davs.
Gross:
(Average,
"Arizona Legion" (RKO)
"Convict's Code" (Mono.)
NEW KNOXVILLE HOUSE
RKO $1,000.
FAMILY—
(1,000) $1,150)
(15c-25c) 3 days.
Knoxville, Tenn., Feb. 20. — Peer- Gross:
(Average,
less Enterprises, Inc., is erecting a "Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (30c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
new theatre here, the fifth in the Peer$4,500. (Average, $6,500)
less chain.
YONKERS HOUSE TAKEN
McLean Theatre, Inc. (Herman
Miller), has taken over the operation
of the Cameo, Yonkers.
BRIDGE THEATRE CLOSED
The Bridge Theatre in St. Nicholas
Avenue, Manhattan, has been closed.
NEW OPERATOR OF PELHAM
New operator of the Pelham, Pelham, N. Y., is Pelham Picture House,
Inc. (Joseph Carbone and Jack Fink).
TAKE MINEOLA HOUSE
David Krassner and Herman Sellack will assume operation of the
Williston, Mineola, L. I., on Feb. 18.
TO BUILD AT LATONIA
Cincinnati, Feb. 20. — Louis
Weithe, who owns the Darby and
Latonia at nearby Latonia, will build
a 600-seat house there at an estimated
cost of $75,000.
LEASE N. J. HOUSE
Metro, Fort Lee, N. J., has been
leased by Donfree Theatres Co., Inc.,
Harry Doniger, president. The deal
was
arranged by Berk & Krumgold
brokers.

650-seat Victor, neighborhood, built in
1912, and operated for several years by
Abram Fox. George Fraker, manager
of the Salem, Dayton, O., will be in
charge.
TAKES KANSAS THEATRE
Kansas City, Feb. 20. — Dan Hennessy has purchased the Rialto,
Marysville, Kans., from Lee Sproule.
George Hayob has reopened the remodeled Marylou at Marshall, Mo.
ONTARIO HOUSE BOUGHT
Toronto, Feb. 20. — Theatre Holding
Corp.tre interests,
Ltd., comprising
the Allen
theahas purchased
the Royal
at Parry Sound, Out. The manager
will be Sydney Burton of Port Colborne.
REMODEL IN CLEVELAND
Cleveland, Feb. 20. — Main, closed
for three years, has been remodeled.
Charles Gottlob and Sam Fain own
the houses. William Bennett has been
appointed house manager.
OPEN

FLORIDA

HOUSE

first
film theatre
by
Chesee,
Fla., has
Feb. been
20. — opened
Chesnee's
George Ward of Inman.

THEATRE REMODELED
HOWARD CLOSES
The Howard, Howard Beach, L. I.,
San
Francisco, Feb. 20. — Princess
has been closed.
in the Mission district has been remodeled at cost of $12,000.
OPENS IN COLORADO
REOPEN BRONX HOUSE
Kansas City, Feb. 20.— State, a
KLOCK TAKES HOUSE
R. & N. Amusement Corp. (Philip
new house, has been opened in Ft. Smith) will reopen the Bronx, 440
Kansas
City, Feb. 20. — Glen
Collins, Colo., by L. C. Snyder, who East 149th St., Bronx, shortly.
Klock,
who
operates the Klock at
operates the Mainstreet at Oakley,
Neodasha, Kan., has taken over and
Kan.
TAKES OVER ROSE
will remodel the Peoples at Fredonia,
Marilyn Amusement Corp. (Max Kan., formerly owned bv Arthur
NEW MEXICO CITY HOUSE
Suderov) has taken over the opera- Pugh.
Wins Tax Refund
Mexico City, Feb. 20.— The numtion of the Rose, 182 W. 102nd St.,
Indianapolis, Feb. 20. — Circle
ber of active film houses in the Fed- Manhattan
PLAN DUNBAR, W. VA., HOUSE
eral District, which includes this city,
Theatre Co., owner of the house's real
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 20. —
estate, was granted a refund of has been increased to 68 with inaugurBUYS OHIO HOUSE
Lester K. Rosenfeld, owner of the
$2,553.22 on its Federal income tax
ation of the Cine Alhambra, seating
Columbus, O., Feb. 20. — Garden Best theatre in Kanawha City and the
payments for the fiscal year ending 4,500, and owned and operated by Amusement Co., of which W. C. Ches- Dunbar theatre in Dunbar, is planning
last June 30.
Cines Modernos, S. A.
brough is president, has purchased the to erect a second theatre in Dunbar.
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'Wings'

' Honolulu'

Hollywood

Previews

$13,500Reats
"Let Us Live"
(Columbia)
Hollywood, Feb. 20. — Henry Fonda is seen here as a taxi driver
sentenced to death for a murder he didn't commit and Maureen O'SulliSan Francisco, Feb. 20. — "Gunga van plays the girl who tracks down the real murderer in time to prevent
^ain" drew $16,000 in the second week her sweetheart's electrocution. Ralph Bellamy
and
at the Golden Gate for best gross dur- the other
Baxter play
two principal roles. The picture was directedAlan
by
Brahm
ing Fiesta Week, preceding the open- from a screenplay by Anthony Veiller and Allen Rivkin John
based on a
ing of the exposition. All theatre takes
suffered due to pre-exposition activi- story by Joseph F. Dinneen.
ties.
Although considerable suspense is built up while the clock ticks off
"Tail Spin" and "Girl Downstairs" the condemned
wait for execution, the picture differs in story
had a fair $15,000 at the Fox, while development onlyman's
slightly from previous productions predicated on the
"Honolulu," paired with "Mr. Moto's same state of affairs. The film is entirely different, however, in that the
Last
Warning" took $13,500 at the dialogue spoken by its principal characters is made to constitute an outParamount.
spoken indictment of police methods, judiciary procedure and organized
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 14-17:
society's handling of the crime problem generally.
The story, relying heavily on coincidence, has Fonda mistakenly
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) / identified by eye-witnesses of a murder, convicted on circumstantial
days, 2nd week. Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: evidence supported by this identification and sentenced to death. Miss
$16,000. (Average, $16,000)
"The Duke of West Point" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (15c-35c-40c- O'Sullivan sets out to find new evidence and induces Bellamy, a police
55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,200. official ordered to other duties, to resign his job so that he can aid her.
(Average, $7,000)
They save the taxi driver in spite of officialdom's indifference, but he is
"Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
"The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.) , an embittered man and the ending is happy only in the sense that it is
ORPHEUM — (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c) 7 not tragic. There is much denouncing of prevailing crime detection and
days. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $8,500)
prosecution methods the while.
"TaU Spin" (ZOth-Fox)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
FOX— (5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $15,000. (Average, $17,000)
*"G" denotes general classification.
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (2ttth-Fox)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (15c-35c-40c-55c75c) 7 days. Gross: $13,500. (Average,
$13,000)
"Twelve Crowded
Hours"
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
ST. FRANCIS — (1,400) (15c-35c-40c-55c- (RKO)
75c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $4,700.
Hollywood, Feb. 20. — An excitingly told crime melodrama, "Twelve
(Average, $7,000)
"Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
Crowded Hours" is a riot of action and suspense in which Richard Dix
portrays the role of a New York crime reporter engaged in bringing to
"Nancy Drew, Detective" (W.B.)
WAR FIELD— (2,600) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) justice members of a policy racket gang. It is unfolded with a minimum
7 days. Gross: $10,500. (Average, $13,000)
of waste effort, tribute to the screenplay of John Twist, the direction
"With a Smile" (Pathe Cinema)
CLAY — (400) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd of Lew Landers, and production efforts of Robert Sisk. A story by
week. Gross: $900. (Average, $1,300)
Garrett Fort and Peter Ruric formed the basis.
"People of Bergslagen" (Europa Films)
LARKIN — (390) (15c-35c-40) 7 days.
Supporting Dix are Lucille Ball, Allan Lane, Donald MacBride, Cyrus
Gross: $850. (Average, $1,300)
W. Kendall, John Arledge, Granville Bates, Bradley Page, Dorothy Lee,
Addison Richards, Murray Alper, John Gallaudet and Joseph de Stefani.
Outstanding among the capable performances is that of Kendall, who
4Gunga' $10,000
brings to the screen a new development of the menace business in his
role as the policy racket head.
Indianapolis Hit
The picture opens with a montage sequence showing New York at
Indianapolis, Feb. 20. — "Gunga nightfall. Among the figures is a woman in black skirt, black lace stockings and black shoes leaving her rooming house. After establishing shots,
Din" did a powerful $10,000 at the
Indiana and was held. Excellent was the story opens with Dix attempting to effect a reconciliation with Miss
"The Beachcomber" at the Circle, Ball, whose brother, Allan Lane, was sent to prison principally because
with $5,500. "Jesse James" did nicely of Dix' expose stories. After four murders occur, Dix traces the crimes
for $2,500 in its third week at the
Apollo. Weather was cold.
to Kendall and is held prisoner by the gang leader. Kendall's plan to
Estimated takings for the week end- kill him and Miss Ball is defeated and the gang leader goes to his death
with three of his accomplices. The film ends with another montage
ing Feb. 17 :
sequence
showing that it is 12 hours later, and members of the preview
"Jesse James" (Zftth-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 days, 3rd audience snickered when the same woman shown earlier, and still unweek. Gross: $2,500. (Average, $3,000)
identified, returns home with a more languid walk.
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
Vance King
Running time, 65 minutes. "A."*
$5,500. (Average, $4,500)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
*"A" denotes adult classification.
INDIANA— (3,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average. $5,000)
"Trade Winds" (U.A.)
"The Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
McClelland's Wife Dies
LOEWS— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: Wisconsin Daylight
$6,800. (Average. $7,000)
Toronto, Feb. 20. — Myrtle Irene
"The Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
Saving
Bill
Is
Killed
McClelland,
wife of Ronald McClelLYRIC— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. Stage:
Gaieties, featuring Benny Ross, Maxine
Madison, Feb. 20.— Schlabach bill
land, pioneer suburban theatre owner,
Stone, California Varsity Eight, Steve which would have legalized daylight
Evans, Jean Florian, Mattison Rhythms. saving time has been killed in the died here after a short illness. McGross: $7,500. (Average, $8,000)
Clelland isthe owner of the Capitol
State Assembly. Although this meas- here, which is operated by Famous
ure, adverse to theatre interests, has
Arrested for Games
been disposed of, others affecting the Players.
Cincinnati, Feb. 20. — William E. industry have been introduced.
Dodds, manager of the Imperial,
Club in New Quarters
Assemblyman Harold A. Lytie has
neighborhood unit of Associated Thea- introduced a measure to legalize stateToronto, Feb. 20. — -New club premtres, has been arrested on charges of sponsored lotteries, while another
ises and office facilities have been
displaying lottery tickets and conduct- measure has been introduced giving obtained by the Independent Theatres
ing a game of chance. The theatre county boards the right to license or
Association of Ontario on the eighth
was operating Bank Night, with prizes prohibit slot and pin ball machines.
of $1 to $5, both of which police
It is apparent that money raising floor of the Hermant Building here,
luncheon meetings will be held
officers confiscated, with other evi- bills will receive favorable hearing where
in the future.
dence.
in this session because of the increasFrisco

Hits

at

Slump

$33,000
L.A.

in

2

Houses

Los Angeles, Feb. 20. — "Wings of
the Navy" was the big grosser here,
taking a total of $33,000 at two houses,
$15,500 at the Warner Hollywood and
$17,500 at the Warner Downtown.
"The Beachcomber" took $19,500 at

and "Pygmalio
the
the
week at n"
its seventh
$6,300 in t,
drew Paramoun
Four Star.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 15:
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M)
CHINESE— (2,500) (30c-75c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,900. (Average, $12,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
FOUR STAR—
(900) (Average,
(40c -55c) 7$3,250)
days, 7th
week.
$6,300.
"Gunda Gross:
Din" (RKO)
HILLSTREET — (2,700) (30c-65c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $6,500)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE
— (2,500)$14,000)
(30c-75c) 7 days.
Gross:
(Average,
"Gunga $13,400.
Din" (RKO)
PANTAGES—
(3,000) (Average,
(30c -65c) 7$7,000)
days, 3rd
week.
Gross: $6,900.
"Beachcomber" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (3,595) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Stage: F. & M. revue, Rube Wolf and his
orchestra. Gross: $19,500. (Average, $18,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
WARNER
BROS.
(HOLLYWOOD) —
(3,000) (30c$14,000)
-65c) 7 days. Gross: $15,500.
(Average,
"Wings of the Navy (W.B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) —
(3,400)
(Average,(30c-65c)
$12,000) 7 days. Gross: $17,500.

'Honolulu'
Of

$7,200

Seattle

Gross
Leads
Theatres

Seattle,
Feb.Last
20. — Warning"
"Honolulu" took
and
"Mr.
Moto's
$7,250 at the Paramount to lead here
in a rather slow week. "Made for
Each Other" drew $5,300 at the Liberty, and "Little Tough Guys in
Society" and "The Lady Objects" did
$5,200 at the Palomar. The weather
was bad.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 17 :
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
"Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
BLUE MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $3,900. (Average, $4,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,800. (Average,
$7,000)
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
(1,800)$5,300.
(20c-30c-40c-55c)
days,
2ndLIBERTY—
week. Gross:
(Average, 7$5,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
days,
3rdMUSIC
week. BOX—
Gross:(950)
$3,400.(30c-40c-55c)
(Average, 7 $4,000)
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM — (2,450) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,700. (Average, $6,000)
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
"The Lady Objects" (Col.)
PALOMAR — (1,500) (15c-25c-35c-40c) 7
days. Vaudeville headed by Cirinello &
Fortunello. Gross: $5,200. (Average, $5,000)
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT—
(3,050) $6,000)
(30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross:
$7,200. (Average,

Change "Kildare" Title
Hollywood, Feb. 20. — "Calling Dr.
Kildare" has been selected as the final
title for the film known as "Dr. Kildare's Mistake."
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Kissing in Mexican
Theatres Now Legal
Mexico City, Feb. 20.— Kissing in theatres here is now
quite all right and police who
used to have a fine time with
arrests now have to stand by
and take it, for the old law
that made kissing in public a
misdemeanor, punishable by
fines, has been annuled.
The law was killed when
the police department found
that some policemen made a
racket of shaking down kissers they caught in the theatres and other public places.

Legion Approves 13
Of 14 New Pictures

National Legion of Decency approved 13of the 14 films reviewed and
classified this week. Five were found
unobjectional for general patronage,
eight unobjectionable for adults and
one objectionable in part. The films
and their classifications follow. Class
A-l, Unobjectionable for General
Patronage — "Adventures of Jane
Arden," "The Headlys at Home,"
"Home on the Prairie," "Pride of the
Navy" and "Thundering West." Class
A.-2, Unobjectionable for Adults—
"Cafe Society," "Fast and Loose,"
"Lone Wolf's Spy Hunt," "One
Third of a
" "Stagecoach,"
"Star ReporteNation,
r," "Twelve Crowded
Hours" and "Woman Doctor." Class
B — Objectionable in Part — "Never
Say Die." Special classification was
given to "The Will of the People
(Spain vation
Fights
with the obserthat it isOn)"
a documentary film
containing propaganda for the Madrid-Valencia Government in Spain.
Warners' "Yes, My Darling Daughhas been
place
d onin by
the the
"C" Naor
condeter"
mned
classi
ficati
tional Legion of Decency. The Legion
said that the film, "throughout the
greater portion of
its length, maintains
an attitude contrary to the fundamental concepts of marriage, morals
and parental authority."
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Warner

in

Attack

On "Foreign Isms"
Los Angeles, Feb. 20.— Speaking
Hollywood, Feb. 20. — Forty-four
pictures were before the cameras this
to some 1,400 Warner Club members
week, an increase of five over last
and guests at the Biltmore Bowl here
Saturday night, Harry M. Warner
week's total. Eleven started, and six
finished. Eighteen are being prepared,
warned company employes that some
and 65 are being edited.
of their own number were sympathetic
Started were "Blind Alley" Colum
to "foreign isms."
bia; "Calling Dr. Kildare," "A Hun
dred to One," M-G-M ; "Streets of
ceed
against
any such
inHe vigorously
urged company
personnel
to pftL1?'
New York," Monogram ; "The Magdividuals and to notify him of "unnificent Fraud," Paramount ; "Sorority
American manifestations" noted.
Jackie Cooper acted as master of
House," RKO ; "Lone Star Bullets,"
ceremonies for an elaborate show. This
Republic; "Police School," "The Gorilla," 20th Century-Fox ; "Gantry the
was the Warner Club's annual dinner
Great," "'Waterfront," Warners.
dance.
In addition to these, shooting were .
Inju
ry
Prev
enti
on
"Plane No. 4," Columbia ; "Wuthering
Defense Finishes in
Heights," Goldwyn; "Wizard of Oz,"
Stressed by Court
"Tarzan in Exile," "Lucky Night,"
Oklahoma City, Feb. 20.— It is the
Action by Acoustics
"Maiden Voyage," "Penthouse," "Kid duty
of
theat
re
propr
ietor
Wilming
s
to
ton, Feb. 20. — Defense
exerc
ise
from Texas,"
"Within
the Law,"
rested today in the patent action of
M-G-M;
"Union
Pacific," "Beau a high degree of care to prevent injury to their patrons, the State SuBritish Acoustic Films against RCA
Geste," "Man About Town," "Invitapreme Court has ruled.
tion to Happiness,"
"Grade Allen
and ERPI, calling Dr. Edward W.
It upheld a jury verdict of District
Wente of Bell Telephone Laboratories
Murder Case," "Some Like It Hot,"
Paramount; "Fixer Dugan," RKO; Judge George H. Giddings awarding
as the closing witness. The litigation
is now in its fifth day before Judge
"Man of Conquest," Republic; "Cap- $1,750 to Mrs. Nova Hughes of Oklahoma City for injuries received when
tain Fury," Roach ; "Gone With the
John
P. Neilds.
Wind," Selznick ; "Alexander Graham she fell ,„ the Liberty in Oklahoma
Wente explained modification of the
Bell," "Rose of Washington Square," City May 29, 1935. Mrs. Hughes
various arrangements on patents in"Susannah of the Mounties," "News contended that Standard Theatres
volved inthe action. Paul J. Lawson,
Is Made at Night," "Stanley and Corp. was negligent in not having
Warner patent expert, was called in
Livingstone," "Charlie Chan in Reno," adequate lighting equipment so that
rebuttal by the plaintiffs and described
20th Century-Fox;
"Three Smart she could see the "jump off" when she
the
action of the rotary stabilizer.
Opposition Grows to
Girls Grow
Larson compared film passage on
Up," "East Side of left her seat.
Heaven," Universal;
"The Roaring
Kansas Chain Taxes other patents with British Acoustics
Road." "Hell's Kitchen," "Confessions Kill
New Game Plan
Kansas City, Feb. 20.— Farm and and pointed out where on another
of a Nazi Spy," "Each Dawn I Die,"
patent the padroller was on the side of
labor
leaders of
s have joined
''Nancy
Budding
Drew,
Trouble Shooter,"
in Toronto with chain stores Kansa
the
sprocket instead of in the cusin opposing passage
."American Family," Warners.
place on top. He testified
^
Toront
o,
Feb.
20.—
of
Concilia
the chain store tax bill by the leg- there wastomarydiffere
tion
Finished were: "Prairie Nights," Committee
nce between the free
islature. The opposition was exColumbia; "Sergeant Madden," Trade, Film of the Toronto Board of
Section, has succeeded in
pressed at a hearing of the taxation loop and resilient loop, one of the
M-G-M; "Trigger Smith," Monogram; "They Made Her a Spy," stamping out a form of giveaway committee of the legislature in To- principal points involved in the litiRKO; "Risky Business," "Murder in which was new in the Toronto theatre
field, consisting of a coupon which
Due to an opinion of the Kansas
the Surgery," Universal.
gation.
M-G-M is shooting two, and War- entitled the recipient to obtain two ad- peka.
Supreme Court that a theatre admis- Fift
een New Houses
mission tickets for the price of one
ner one short subject. Five are being
sion ticket constitutes a commodity,
within a stated time. The committee or a sale at retail,
prepared, and 17 are being edited
Planned in Ontario
it is considered
threatened to obtain cooperation from possible that the bill, if
passed, would
Toronto
, Feb. 20.— No less than 15
the film exchanges when the two ex- affect theatre groups operating in
the new theatres are under construction
Iowa Unions Fight
state.
hibitors involved came to an agreeor about to be started in various secment with the conciliation board to
Bill to Stop Games
tions of the Province of Ontario, large
Des Moines, Feb. 20.— Theatre drop the stunt.
Seek 'Dodge' Opening
and small cities being included in the
unions in Iowa are lined up in opHollywood, Feb. 20.— Resolution of list.
Calls Game Lottery
position tothe bill pending in the Iowa
Two theatres are projected in the
the Kansas state legislature and a
Oklahoma City, Feb. 20.— The scroll containing 10,000
House to abolish chance games.
City of Toronto, Cornwall and St.
signatur
es
George Hartnett, I.A.T.S.E. secre- itate attorney general has branded as were presented
to Harry M. Warner, Catharines while one new house is
tary, says 22 locals in 18 Iowa towns a lottery a socalled "shoot
preside
nt
of
Warners
, and Jack War- under way in the following centers :
-the-wheel"
offer assistance to exhibitors if they scheme used in an Ardmore, Okla.,
ner,
vice-pres
ident,
wajth a request Port Colborne, Leamington, Tillsonwant to fight the bill. The unions feel theatre to select a prize winner from
that
"Dodge
City"
be
given its world burg, Sudbury, Glencoe, Oshawa,
that merchants benefit on nights when among its patrons. The lucky num- premiere at Dodge City,
Kirkland Lake, Brantford and OshKan.
theatres run chance games, attracting
ber was selected by shooting at a
awa. Five of the new theatres will
trade to the towns, and have better spinning wheel containing the numbe circuit units.
Turn
esa
Plea
Deni
bers.
ed
than usual Saturday business.
Application by the six Turnesa
brothers, golfers, for a jury trial of
Receipts Tax Proposed
their suit against Pathe News, Inc
Kansas City, Feb. 20.— Repeal of
RKO and R. H. Macv & Co, was
cent sales tax and subdenied
yesterday by Federal Judge the two per
7&w
stitution of a gross receipts tax of
RCA
John
C.
Knox.
The Turnesa brothers from 5 to 15 mills per dollar on all
Sounds as
charged the defendants with advertis- business operations would
Designed
be accomfor any
ing a golf
good as
in a motion picture
PH0T0PH0NE
plished inKansas if a bill introduced
consent.
without theirball
in the legislature becomes law. Reps.
it looks
Malone, Moore and Kessler of Wi— and
chita introduced the measure.
MAGIC
Would Tax Carnivals
VOICE
theatreOklahoma City, Feb. 20.— Merton
regardless
it looks
Munson, state senator, is preparing
of size.
of the
Drop K. C. Vaudeville
a bill which would bar carnivals exlike a
Kansas City, Feb. 20.— Poor busicept for payment of $100 a day license
ness has caused the Fox Tower to
fee. He said he would introduce such
million!
SCREEN
a measure in the present session of discontinue weekly vaudeville and
films, effective March 2. The house
with Rotary Stabilizer
the Oklahoma legislature.
will substitute a policy of playing an
PLUS SHOCK PROOF DRIVE
occasional "name" band when availRiley on Television
able, and will play better films than
have been the rule the past year under
^
Tom
L.
Riley
has
been
shifted
to
the
NBC television program staff.
the policy of elaborate stage shows.1
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Rehearing

Washington, Feb. 20. — Application of the Crosley Corp. for a rehearing on the order voiding WLW's
super-power experimental permit was
denied today by the Federal Communications Commission. The Crosley petition specified 10 points of alleged
error on the part of the commission,
all of which today were held groundless as a basis for reconsideration.
The commission also refused a request for a stay of effective date of
the order revoking the experimental
license until such time as WLW has
exhausted other avenues of opposition.
The commission held that "granting
of special experimental authorization
is a function which Congress has committed solely to the commission" and
"it would be idle for the commission
to postpone the effective date of its
decision, since there are no remedies
open to the petitioner other than upon
application to this commission."

To

Convention

Personals

wasH. born
A DAUG
to Mrs. Will
wife
Yolen,SaturdayHTER
of the New York representative
of Tom Fizdale, public relationist. . . .
Jan Savitt's orchestra signed by Decca
for recordings, Consolidated Radio
Artists setting the deal. . . . Ignace
Paderewski arrives here today on the
lie de France. . . . Hildegarde returns to the air Wednesday in the
"99 Men and a Girl" show, the first
regular series for her in over a year
and a half.

Washington, Feb. 20.— Annual
convention of the National Association
of Broadcasters will be held in the
east, rather than in San Francisco, the
N.A.B. has decided. Washington or
Atlantic City will be the place, with
the meeting date set for June.
The change in the convention meeting place was made because of in
adequate facilities in San Francisco
because of the fair in that city, and
because the industry feels that the
convention should be held in or near
Washington because of the Congressional radio situation.

B
ftTT/HITE BANNERS," a radio!
of that
this
y y seller
serial book
adapted
from title,
the best
week will be offered to clients for
five-a-week sponsorship. The serial
has already received the sanction of

many
o«Mizations ofin the
the leading
U. S. as women's
the perfect
type
of radio broadcast for juvenile and
adult listeners. Among the organizations sanctioning the program — which
will be produced under the supervision
of Dr. Lloyd C. Douglas, author of
"White Banners," "Magnificent ObPhilco Will Market
session," "Green Lights" and othersTelevision Talks Are
are General and State Federation of
Television Receivers Women's
Clubs, National Education
Planned by the BBC
A limited number of television re Association, General Federation of
London, Feb. 20. — A discussion ceiving sets will be manufactured and Churches, Motion Picture Appreciaseries on television has been scheduled offered for public sale beginning in
tion Groups, Boy Scouts and Girl
by B.B.C., with Howard Marshall in May by the Philco Television and Scouts, Legion of Decency, and
the chair. First of these broadcasts Radio Corp. The sets are being timed Daughters and Sons of the American
went over the air late last week, with for sale with the start of regular tele"White Banners" is bevision here. NBC and CBS will Revolution.
Denis Johnson, playwright and proing handled for radio by the T. W.
ducer, and Mrs. Wyndham Goldie, operate regular television schedules Radio Productions, Inc.
television critic, taking part.
Atlantic Will Air
the regular
operationtelevision
of the World's
Points raised were that television during
T
Fair, and
also is
Life is like that, CBS publicity boss
Yale Grid Contests was entirely different from the film scheduled to begin shortly in SchenecLou Ruppel will learn this morning
tady, Milwaukee and Los Angeles.
Atlantic Refining Co. has signed or the theatre, largely because of its
when he opens his mail. Ruppel
intimacy, that it is intended to be seen
again to sponsor play-by-play broad- at the home fireside and that, whereas
proudly stated in a recent CBS press
casts of the 1939 Yale football
News Drama
Series
release that the first broadcast ever
schedule, through WNAC and the the development of the screen has been
To Start on Mutual to be heard from Albania would be
Yankee network, starting Oct. 7. spread over 25 to 30 years, the decarried by his network Feb. 21. Yesvelopment of television will be comHandled through N. W. Ayer & Son,
"Front Page Parade," a new series
terday, NBC publicity director Clay
pressed
within
the
next
five
years.
the broadcasts will be heard over
of dramatic reenactments of the day's Morgan, signing himself "yours for
WNAC, WTIC, WEAN, WTAG
news, and featuring Peter Grant, will
greater accuracy, wrote a letter to
WICC, WSAR, WNBH, WLLH,
KSAN
Expands News
begin a Monday, Wednesday and Fri- Ruppel reminding " him that NBC, on
WNLC, WSPR, WATR, WFEA
San Francisco, Feb. 20. — KSAN
day schedule over Mutual starting March 27, 1937, aired a program of
and WLNH. Yale's games with Col- is undertaking extensive news cover- Feb. 27. Series will be sponsored by folk music from Albania.
umbia, Perm, Army, Michigan, Dartage, with purchase of International Richman Bros., through a placement
Mutual is yet to be heard from.
mouth, Brown and Princeton will be News Service and signing of a 52- by McCann-E
rickson.
covered.
T
From 7:30 to 7:45 P. M., the proweek deal for sponsorship by ProgresFrom an unimpeachable source it is
gram will be aired over WLW, WGN
sive Optical Co. Two announcers,
broadcasting 20 five-minute programs KSTP and KXOX, and from 6:30 to learned that the Capitol Theatre beApprove ROM A Sale
ginning this spring will feature a treOklahoma City, Feb. 20.— Sale of daily, will be aided by two "reporters" ' 45 P. M. over WHK, WSPD, and
mendous symphony orchestra in its
checking
local
stories,
to
augment
WCAE.
KOMA to J. T. Griffin, Muskogee, INS coverage.
pit. The symphony plan won out over
Okla., on condition no protest is filed
a stage band policy because of diffiin the next 30 days, has been approved
New Show on WEAF
culty the Capitol foresees in booking
Radio Firm Formed
by the Federal Communications Compopular stage bands, ivhat with the
Runs for IS Weeks Paramount, Strand and Loew's State
mission, according to Raymond RamAlbany, Feb. 20.— National Telesey, manager. Sale of the station was
vision Company, Inc., radio broadcast"Names Make News," a new local now having first call on the swing
announced last November by Hearst
ing business, has been chartered by series featuring George Hicks speak- units. A permanent conductor will
Radio, Inc., which will operate the David H. Jackman, R. J. Gorman and
ing of people who make headlines, preside over the Capitol's symphony,
station until the transfer becomes final. Edwin
E. Lindgren,
New York. began yesterday over WEAF for 13 but famous guest conductors will be
weeks. Series will be heard Mon- called in from time to time. First
days, Wednesdays and Fridays, spon- famous guest conductor the theatre is
sored by Morris Plan Bank. Gotham after is Stokowski.
Advertising Co. placed the contract.
Renewed for another eight weeks on
First television broadcast of a commercial program will be etherized
the air is "Dog Heroes," sponsored
over WJZ by the Modern Food Process Co. Clements & Co. is the agency. before
Sunday, the
Feb.camera.
26, with The
Amosday'n' before
Andy
the blackface team will offer their special half-hour program from the
NAB
Arranges for
World's Fair grounds. The television
Congress Talk Discs Fair.
show will also come from the World's
Washington, Feb. 20— The National Association of Broadcasters has
Seems to us that somewhere we've
^S^
S
M
L
M
NT
made
arrangements with Radioscrip- been reading something about motion
WA
tions, a recording organization in picture studios withdrawing their stars
Washington, to record talks by Con- from the air. But we must be wrong,
s
gressmen or Senators, at a price of for now it appears that Warners are
expres
to produce a program titled
$3.50 per program, including mailing about
for members of the N. A. B. who are "Let's Go Hollywood," which, with
interested in this type of program. John Garfield and the "Dead End
The N. A. B. has long been queried Kids," will be offered over KFWB,
by member stations for a service simi- Warners Hollywood station, and by a
lar to this.
"feed" to approximately eight stations
^
nue
Ave
k
ar
for ^;Vp
of the Don Lee California network.
2*u
Ageney,
Ford Motor Co. is to sponsor the
Yocum Joins Compton
west coast show.
Trell Yocum has resigned as manMoreover, we hear that this same
SS
E
ager of the new business department program may be offered cooperativeR
P
X
E
of Young & Rubicam to become
a coast-to-coast network, with
executive vice-president and director thely over
starting date set for early in
of the Compton agency.
March.
— Jack Banner
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Gross

Up

$2,00

0,000

In

Last

Year

Cowdin Reports Revenue
Total $20,190,117
Universal' s gross revenue increased
more than $2,000,000 during the fiscal
year ended Oct. 29, 1938, J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman of the board, informs the company's stockholders in
a letter accompanying the annual
financial report. Gross for the year
amounted to $20,190,117.
Loss for the year was reduced to
$591,178, after all charges, including
depreciation and amortization of fixed
assets in the sum of $269,232, compared with combined net loss for the
year ending Oct. 30, 1937, of $1,084,998, after all charges, including depreciation and amortization of fixed
assets in the sum of $370,286.
Credit for Improvement

Revisions of Trade
Pact Draft Finished
Distributors' counsel have
completed revisions of the
proposed trade practice program in light of the recommendations submitted by
Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel.
General sales managers of
the major companies will
complete consideration of the
draft by tomorrow, it is expected, and a meeting with
Myers is scheduled for next
week. The present draft represents the program substantially as it will be put
into effect.

"Big"

Nick,

Indicted

on

Weston
Extort

Charges in St. Louis
St. Louis, Feb. 22. — Clyde A.
Weston, local business agent of the
I.A.T.S.E. operators' union, and John
Cowdin's letter to stockholders P. (Big) Nick, union leader, were indicted here today for alleged extortion
credits the improvement in gross revof
$7,000
in 1937 from theatre owners.
enue last year to "improved sales poliNick
was
indicted jointly with
cies and methods" under William A.
Edward
M.
Brady
a month ago,
Scully, distribution head ; to "better
charged
with
extorting
from
quality product" since inauguration of exhibitors in 1936 under$10,000
threats of
Cliff Work's studio regime, and to
"the entire new management under ruinous increases in operators' salaries.
Weston was immediately arrested
the leadership of Nate J. Blumberg,
and
released on $25,000 bond. Nick, at
president." In noting the improvement Cowdin points out that it was liberty on a similar bond in the first
accomplished in less than one year case, was reported out of the city.
{Continued on page 6)
W.

B.

Plans

15

in

K-A-0

Board

McCaffrey
England This Year
Warners plan 15 films in England
this year, according to Jerome Jackson, managing director of the Teddington Studios, who arrived Tuesday
night on the lie de France. This compares with 11 last year.

Elects
Member

John
J. McCaffrey
of the
firm
of Best
& McCaffrey
was buildingelected
a director of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Corp. to fill a vacancy existing since
the death last December of Peter J.
Maloney, a representative of the M. J.
Meehan investment interest. Election
occurred at a meeting of the K-A-0
board, Tuesday.
Last year's schedule included two
The board declared a dividend out
double quota films and it is planned
of
operating surplus of $1.75 per share
to increase the number in this classification and triples may be included. on the seven per cent cumulative convertible preferred of K-A-0 for the
Primarily the Warner program has quarter ended
June 30, 1936, payable
concentrated on single quota films at April 1, next, to holders of record on
a minimum expenditure of $75,000 on March 15.
labor alone. The cheapest Warner
film cost about $120,000. Max Miller
is Warners' big star in England.
Alice Faye Off Air
Jackson has been in charge at Teddington almost a year. This is his
Hollywood, Feb. 22. — Darryl F.
first visit here in two years. He will Zanuck completed negotiations with
remain three or four weeks for con- Alice Faye and rewrote her contract
ferences on the new program with rescinding the clause which gave her
Sam E. Morris, vice-president in the right to make eight radio appearances a year.
charge of foreign activities.
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Acts

to

Kill
Rehearing

Dakota
U.S.

Litigation

Supreme

CENTS

in

Dallas

of

Appeal

Court

A motion to dismiss the litigation
involving the constitutionality of the
North Dakota affiliated theatre divorce
law will be made by counsel for ParaMonday.mount in the U. S. Supreme Court on

To

Be

Sought

Interstate, Consolidated
Plan Petition

The motion will be made on the
Feb. 22. — Interstate Circuit
ground that repeal of the statute by andDallas,
Texas Consolidated Theatres dethe North Dakota legislature has made
cided today to petition the U. S. Supreme Court for a rehearing of the
the
Supreme
Court
case
"moot"
or
of
no consequence. Granting the motion
appeal
from
the Dallas Federal court
and dismissal of the case is automatic
decision holding its admission-regulatin instances of this kind.
ing contracts with distributors to be
illegal. The Supreme Court affirmed
Test in 1942 Seen
the lower court decision last week.
Industry attorneys are agreed that
John R. Moroney, of counsel for
ending of the North Dakota case
Karl
and R. J. O'Donnell,
makes any final test of state theatre heads Hoblitzelle
of the two theatre operating dedivorce legislation highly unlikely befendants, said that a separate motion
fore 1942. Bills similar to the North for a rehearing will be filed in the
Dakota statute are pending in Ne- Supreme Court in the near future.
braska, Missouri and Kansas, but,
even if enacted during the current
legislative sessions, would not become
operative until next Jan. 1. The various legal processes necessary to bring
a case testing the constitutionality of
the statutes before the Supreme Court
would require another two years.

Counsel for distributor defendants
in the Dallas case have not formally
decided yet to ask the Supreme Court
for a rehearing but expect to make
their decision early next week. However, there is little doubt that a reargument will be sought, particularly
in viewcisionof
the theatre
defendants'
to make
a separate
motion defor

Industry opinion is that the Government anti-trust suit pending in Federal court here will have been disposed
of before another state divorce statute reargument.
Defendants have until March 13 to
is enacted and tested. Because of De- file their petition.
partment of Justice statements during
the past week that repeal of the North
Dakota statute would have a direct
bearing on the anti-trust suit, home Joe Brandt
Dies;
office opinion holds that the Department anticipated a Supreme Court deFormer
Col. V. P.
cision upholding the constitutionality
of the law which it would use as a
(Continued on page 6)
Los Angeles, Feb. 22— Joe Brandt,
veteran industry figure, died this
afternoon at his Beverly Hills home
North Dakota Senate following a long illness. He was 56
years old. Besides his wife, he is survived by a son, Jerrold Thurston.
Gets New
Film Bill
Joe Brandt was born in Troy,
Bismarck, N. D., Feb. 22.— With
N. Y. in July, 1882. After graduaon the Governor's
tion from high school there he atink scarcely
the
signature
to a billdryrepealing
the North
tended New York University from
Dakota theatre divorcement act, a new which he held a bachelor of literature
day. appeared in the legislature yester- degree. He was admitted to the bar
bill
in 1906.
The measure, introduced in the
Brandt entered the motion picture
Senate, provides that no new_ motion field in 1908, when he became secrepicture theatre may be established in
tary to Carl Laemmle. Previous to
a community where one is already op- that he had been with the Hampton
erating except by express permission Advertising Agency and had served as
of the licensing authority of the state, New York representative of Billboard.
which would be the attorney general. He also was advertising manager of
Also before the legislature are the Dramatic Mirror.
With Carl Laemmle he was instrumeasures providing for a five-cent admental in forming Universal Pictures
mission tax and for a gross transactions tax which, as applied against Corp., of which he was general mantheatres, would amount to two per
ager. In 1921
he resigned
(Continued
on page and
6) formed
cent.
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Miami

Crowd

Sees

4Cafe Society' Open
Miami, Feb. 22.— With the tourist
season at its peak, Manager George
Hoover of the Sheridan, Steve Lynch s
ace house here, gave Paramount's
"Cafe Society" a brilliant opening here
last night. It was the third world
premiere spotted at the house this season, and topped the others in its guest
list of picture, stage, social, business
and political personalities.
Among those noted in the audience
were Barney Balaban, E. J. Sparks,
S. A. Lynch, Leo Spitz, Herman Robbins, Major Albert Warner, Myer
Schine, Joseph Ungar, John Hertz,
Sam Shain, Hal Halperin, Frank
Rogers, Damon Runyon, Bob Hall,
Larry Schwab, Williard McKay, Ernest Morrison, Hubert Lyons, Henry
Needles, Sheila Barrett, Ed Sullivan,
Iter Winchell, Hal Danson, Ralph
linger. Leo Robbins, N. L. Nathanu./, Mrs. Joe Vogel, Sam Buchwald,
Allen Cross, Henry Dunn, Harry
Richman, Max Fleischer, Dave
fieischer, Phil Reisman, Percy
Elkeles, Mrs. Le Clair Harling, E. B.
Coleman, Joe E. Lewis, Jack Dempsey
and Hannah Williams.
'Wife, Husband'
Set
For Roxy Tomorrow
"Wife, Husband and Friend" opens
tomorrow at the Roxy to follow "The
Three Musketeers." "Cafe Society"
started at the Paramount yesterday.
Second week of "St. Louis Blues"
grossed an estimated $30,00(J. Final
six days of the three-week run of
"Idiot's Delight" attracted an estimated $26,000 at the Capitol. "Honolulu" opened there one day early in
order to take advantage of the holiday
trade. "Off the Record" will hold over
for a second week at the Strand.
Schlaifer

Concluding

Six-Week
Sales Tour
Jack Schlaifer, western general
sales manager for United Artists, will
conclude a six-week tour of his territorv with a visit to Chicago on Saturday, where he will attend the opening
of "Stagecoach" at the Roosevelt.
Schlaifer left San Francisco on
Monday and will stop oft" at Salt Lake
City en route to Chicago. He will return to New York early next week.
YOU
LOS

CAN

BE

IN

Academy
Will Make
Its
Awards
Tonight
►
Personal
4 Purely
Hollywood, Feb. 22. — Trophies indicative ofpreeminence in the various
sal
d phases of production technique will be
arrive
J. BLUMBERG, Univer
E ent,
ewski
NATpresid
Pader
Jan
ce
Igna
again has postponed his
Tuesday night on the He de France
tomorrow
the anreturn to New York and may remain for his first American broadcast, presented
nual Awards
Banquet night
of theatAcademy
at the studio for another week.
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
• lue.
Sunday, over NBC-B
to be held in the Biltmore Bowl.
John Burhorn, Quigley Award
H. M. Richey of RKO is suffering
Nominations, five in some cases and
Silver Plaque winner, and manager of six in others, already have been rngde
from a turned ankle.
the Gayety in East Chicago, is down for those who will receive the Xjij;
with the flu which has been creating
Herbert Wilcox plans to sail for havoc in the Windy City.
demy palm
actnX's,
•
support
and as
bestthein best
otheractor,
branches
of
England Saturday on
• the Queen Mary.
the industry. Representatives of all
Albert Sindlinger, advertising and
activities connected with motion picRoger Ferri and Bill Chambliss
promotion director of the March of
tures take part in the selections. The
of 20th Century-Fox were in Boston Time, has returned to New York after
committee
in charge of the dinner inyesterday for "The Little Princess" a business trip to Chicago.
cludes Mervyn LeRoy, chairman ;
•
opening.
Robert Riskin, HowGloria Swanson is due today on BasilardRathbone,
Estabrook, J. LeRoy Johnston and
Elliot Nugent, director of Para- the Queen Mary. •
Douglas Geldhill.
mount's "Never Say Die," is in town
for a brief visit.
Art
Schwartz,
stationed
at
the
•
Warner studio for the Music Publish- Quarterly Meeting
Spyros Skouras is due tomorrow
ers Holding Corp., • is in town.
from the coast where he conducted a
Of Equity March 24
Jack Osserman, Chicago RKO exdivision managers' meeting and surNext will
quarterly
change manager, has returned after a Equity
veyed Fox West Coast theatres. He
be heldmeeting
March of24 Actors'
at the
Miami vacation.
Hotel Astor. The meeting will select
is accompanied by John Healy, as•
sistant.
a nominating committee which will
•
Henry Sherek and the Hon. Mrs. name candidates for the 10 vacancies
Sherek sail today on the lie de
Lou Pollock, Universal eastern ad- France for London. Another who will in the council and a third vice-presivertising and publicity director, is due
dent. Other officers' terms do not exon board is Florence Walton,
pire until next year. A meeting
back from the coast by plane today. be
dancer.
•
scheduled for tomorrow with the
League of N. Y. Theatres to discuss
Jack Kirsch, president of Allied of
Illinois, addressed the Kiwanis Club
Larry O'Reilly, RKO Pathe the theatre broker code has been postcameraman, has been certified by
poned one week because both organizaof
Indiana
Harbor Picture
Tuesday
on "Thein United Airlines as having flown more
tions will be required to be in the
Value
of Motion
Theatres
N. Y. Supreme Court to defend an
than 100*000
•
three
aviation miles
shorts.while working on injunction suit brought by Acme
a Community."
•
Ticket Service.
Louis de Rochemont, producer of
Morris
Hadelman
of New Haven
the March of Time, and Thomas
Orchard, associate producer, have re- has been forced to postpone his south- 20th-Fox Sales Meet
turned to New York. Orchard was
ern trip because of• illness.
in Pittsburgh, de Rochemont visited
Planned for April 3
Florida.
Ted Fleischer of Interstate, New
•
Annual
sales convention of 20th
Haven, has returned from a West Indies cruise.
■
Century-Fox
is scheduled to start
Jack Sichelman, assistant to Herman Wobber at 20th Century-Fox, is
j Monday,
April 3, for three days.
Richard Carlson, United Artists, ■ Preparations for the meeting will start
due Monday from Florida.
•
player, will speak oyer WNYC to- jnext week.
Sam Dembow, Jr., has returned
Herman Wobber, director of disnight at 6 :30 on "The Motion Pictures
tribution, left Tuesday for Florida
from a Florida vacation.
jwith Mrs. Wobber. He and S. R.
I Kent, president, will confer at the stuMerit Pictures Moves
jdio March 16 with Darryl,-F. Zanuck
the new season's production budget
Merit Pictures Corp., formerly *on
and other plans.
Mutual Motion Picture Distributors,
Following the Chicago convention,
has taken larger quarters in the Film
Center Building.
j Kent, Wobber and Walter J. Hutchinjson, foreign director, will, go abroad
I for European meetings.
'Unmarried' Is New Title

and Censorship."
Set 216 'Darling' Dates
Warners have set 216 simultaneous
bookings for "Yes My Darling
Daughter"
weekend. National release is on this
Saturday.
House Changes Policy
Hartford, Feb. 22. — Lenox Theatre has changed, its policy from two
to three changes a week.

22. — for
"Unmarried"
hasHollywood,
been set as Feb.
the title
the Paramount picture formerly known as
"Night Spot Hostess."

ANGELES

TOMORROW

MORNING

Sunshine Route — favored by nature. No
change of planes. Delicious, complimentary
meais. Fare: $149.95; 10% saving on round
trips.
The MERCURY
The SOUTHERNER
Lv
5:10 p.m. Lv
10:45 p.m.
Ar
8:49 a.m. Ar
3:22 p.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS
Call your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.
AMERICAN
AIRLINES
THE AMERICAN STANDARD OF SERVICE
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The

Newsreel

Spanish loyalists fleeing into
France, the opening of the San Francisco Exposition ■and an asylum fire, in
Quebec arc nezvs highlights included
in the new issue of the nezvsreels. The
reels and their contents follozu:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 47— War
devastates Spain. Air raid defense - in
England. Ships collide off French . coast.
Fire in Quebec asylum. Frisco fair opens.
Roosevelt in Florida. Aquacade for New
York World's
Girl parachutist
comeback.
OpenFair.
golf tournament
in .Newin
Orleans. Golden Gloves in Washington.
Boxing in Miami.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 245— Windstorm in California. Fire destroys Quebec
asylum. Loyalist army flees to France.
Coast Fair opens.
Girl 'parachutist
risks
comeback.
Mardi Gras
in New Orleans.
Figure skating. Dempsey - Willard, Miami.

Parade

MOTION

PICTURE
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LY
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MARTIN SAM
QUIGLEY,
and
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Martin
Quigley,
president;
Colvin Brown, vice-president and treasurer.
Publication office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
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NEWS, Fire
_ No.
58— San Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
Francisco
Fair opens.
in Quebec.
Roosevelt leaves for vacation. Shotgun Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
1 pellets found in pond.
Benes arrives in New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
jChicago.
Girl makes parachute jump. by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
Address all correspondence to the New York
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Death of races
Pope in PiusMiami.mourned Ice incarnival.
Rome. office.
: Dempsey and Willard meet in Miami.
Other Herald,
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Picture
Better
Theatres. Motion
Teatro
I RKO PATHE NEWS. No. 62— Hospital al Dia. International Motion Picture
j fire in Quebec. Golden Gate Exposition Almanac and Fame.
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
Spanish-loyalists
in France.
I[opens.
tary Wallace
speaks in Iowa.
Nazi Secremeet; ing at Madison Square Garden. Boxing in Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts.; Boone
Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
i Florida.
editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL. No. 747— O'Neill, manager. London : 4 Golden Square,
Frisco Fair ORenst Mardi Grass in New W. 1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
Orleans. Spanish refugees in France. Air Hope Williams, manager.
raid shelters in. -.England. Aviator breaks
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23,
record. Benes ._ajfc!Chicago University. Fire 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
in .Quebec. Rooag'Jelt in Key West. Horse under the act of March 3, 1879.
Paris.
racing in Florida. "Roller skating derby in
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Variety

FULL

Cincinnati

INFORMATION
REGARDING

NEW

AIR

DEFLECTOR

and

APERTURE

COOLING

UNIT

another
MONEY-MAKING
and
MONEY-SAVING

IMPROVEMENT
for

REAR

Club

SHUTTER

MECHANISMS
MANUFACTURED BY
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR
CORPORATION
88-96 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK. N.Y.
DISTRIBUTED BY
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
COMPANY
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Hollywood, Feb. 22. — Claudette
Colbert and James Stewart will be
starred in "It's A Wonderfud World"
at M-G-M. W. S. Van Dyke will
direct. . . . Edith Fellows has been
borrowed from Columbia by Warners
for the top role for "Gantry the
Great," story about the famed blind
horse. . . . Samuel Goldwyn is planning a picture about the diaster to
the British flying boat, Cavalier, and
has signed Guy Trosper and Ben
Grauman Cohn to do the story. It
will be titled "Thirteen Go Flying."
. . . "The Hidden Staircase" will be
the fourth picture in Warners' "Nancy
Drew" series. . . . Paramount has
purchased
"CityandMother,"
by
Robert Bren
Gladys original
Atwater.

Jesse Ralph and Florence Rice to
"The Kid from Texas" ; Laraine
Johnson and Lana Turner to the
next "Dr. Kildare" feature ; Rand
Brooks to "Babes + in Arms."
Directors— Edward

H.

Griffith

Cincinnati, Feb. 22. — New resident
members : Dewey H. Long, Winfred
Guenther, Douglas Browning and
Herbert L. Flaig, all of WLW, and
Harry Hater, sports promoter.
Farewell party given for Max
Stahl, former U. A. branch manager,

who
ville,will
Ind.pilot the new Rita, at ShA'vVwill guide Paramount's "Are HusBernard Brogan, new steward, rebands Necessary?" . . . John Farrow
placing Bernard True, now stationed
has been assigned to RKO's "Sorority at local Paramount branch.
House" and Jack Hively, "The Second Shot." . . . Edmund Goulding is
set for "The Old Maid" and "All Milwaukee
This
and at
Heaven,
Too," . Bette
Davis
vehicles
Warners.
. . Elliott
Milwaukee, Feb. 22. — Sam ShurNugent works next on "The Cat and man, M-G-M exchange manager, has
been elected barker of the Variety
the Canary" at Paramount. . . . Busby
here, succeeding Charles
Berkeley is preparing for "Babes in Club
Trampe. Other officers are Oscar
Arms" at M-G-M.
+
Olson, assistant president ; Frank
. . . Harry Barris goes into "Some
secretary.
Mantzke, treasurer, and Ben Miller,
Like It Hot," Paramount. . . . StanChanges — Paramount has set
ley Morner, protege of Mary Gar- as Title
the definite title of the George
den, has been given a Warner conDirectors named are H. J. Fitztract and his screen name changed to Raft picture "The Lady's from Kengerald, Jack Painter, Olson,
Dennis Morgan !
tucky." Ithad been temporarily called Miller, George Levine, Richard
+
"The Gambler and the Lady." . . . scheinbaum, mantzke, jack
Ruth Hussey and Dennis Republic has changed "Bloom on the
Jack Lorentz, ShurSage" to "Western Jamboree." . . . Frackman,
O'Keefe draw the top roles in M- Fine
man,
Frank
Fisher, E. J. WeisArts,
releasing
through
Grand
feldt
and
Trampe.
G-M's "The Kid from Texas." . . .
National,
has
changed
the
title
of
Geraldine Fitzgerald will play the
lead opposite Errol Flynn in War- "Panama Cipher" to "Panama Pa- Omaha
ners' remake of "The Sea Hawk."
. . . George Raft will replace John
Omaha, Feb. 22.— Standing 1939
committees for Tent No. 16, the local
Garfield in "Each Dawn I Die," at
Warners. James Cagney will be 'Gunga Din' a $14,000 Variety Club, have been named by
starred. . . . Another Cagney vehicle Smash
in Providence Harry J. Shumow, M-G-M, chief
this spring will be the long delayed
barker.
Chairmen are John J. Gillin, Jr.,
Providence,
Feb. 22. — "Gunga Din"
"John Paul Jones," based on the life
trol."
of the American naval hero. . . . and "Jesse James" got most of the WOW
manager, membership ; Joe
Universal will make seven pictures of business. The former, at the RKO- Jacobs, General Outdoor Advertising
the outdoor action type teaming Andy Albee, took $14,000. "Jesse James" Co., entertainment and publicity ; Sam
Devine and Dick .Arlen. Ben carried the Majestic to a profitable Epstein, Epstein Theatres Corp.,
Pivar will produce. . . . RKO is
Estimated takings for the week end- house; S. J. Francis, American Disseeking to sign Jean Hersholt for $11,500.
tributing Co., finance, and Eddie
Shafton, Heart of Variety.
ing Feb.Din"
15-16:
a series of pictures based on the "Dr. "Gunga
(RKO)
Christian" radio program. . . . The
Canvassmen named are Roy PalmRKO -A LB EE — (2,239) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
studio this week acquired the film Gross:
$14.C0O. (Average, $6,000)
quist,
Earl Perkins, A. Menden"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
hall, Joe Jacobs, Morrie Cohn, D.
rights
Charteris
"Saint"
stories.to . 21. .Leslie
Humphrey
Bogart
and
MAJESTIC—
(2,250)
(25c-35c-50c)
7
days.
V. McLucas, Joe Rosenberg, W. J.
Gross: $11,500. (Average, $7,000)
Foley, and Walter Green.
John Litel will be featured in War- "Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
"Federal Manhunt" (Rep.)
ners' "Escape from
Alcatraz."
+
LOEWS(Para.)
STATE — (3,230) (25c-35c-50) 7
"Zaza"
days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average. $10,000)
Washington
Casting — Paramount placements :
Una Merkel to "Some LikeTt Hot"; "Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
Washington,
Feb. 22.has
— Chief
BarSTRAND — (2,100) (25c-35c-50c) 7
ker A. E. Lichtman
appointed
Steffi Duna to "The Magnificent Gross:
$7,000. (Average, $7,000)
days.
Fraud" ; Louise Campbell to "What "The Arizona Wildcat" (ZOth-Fox)
the following committees :
FAY'S — (1,800) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Membership : Carter T. Barron, A.
a Life" ; J. Carrol Naish to "Island Vaudeville.
7 days. Gross: $6,000. (Average,
of Lost Men" ; Juanita Quigley to
Julian
Brylawski, Samuel N.
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
"Are Husbands Necessary?" Heather $6,500)
Wheeler, Harry N. Lohmeyer,
Charles H. Olive and Nathan
Thatcher to "Beau Geste." . . . War- "Adventure in Sahara" (Col.)
ner assignments : James Stephenson
CARLTON— (1,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days. Golden.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,500)
and Grace Stafford to "Confessions "Thanks for Listening" (Ambassador)
House: Edward Fontaine, Francu
PLAYHOUSE — (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days. Kemp Mohler, Harry Bachman
of a Nazi Spy" ; Claude Rains to Vaudeville.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,000) Fred Rohrs and Harry Brown.
"American Family" ; Grant MitFinance : Sidney B. Lust, Edward
chell to "Sons of Liberty" ; Marie
Fontaine and Hardie Meakin.
Wilson
to
"Waterfront"
;
Bonita
Tenn.
House
Passes
Granville and Frankie Thomas to
Executive: John J. Payette, Sa
"Battle of City Hall"; Ila Rhodes
A. Galanty, Harry N. Lohmeyer
Sunday Shows Bill Samuel M. Flax and Angelo Ratto
to "Hell's Kitchen" ; Victor Jory to
"Each Dawn I Die." . . . Virginia
Nashville, Feb. 22. — The bill to
Sports and Promotion : Sam
Weidler draws a featured role in allow municipal governments to leGalanty,
Carter T. Barron an
Harry
Brown.
"What's a Fixer For?" at RKO.
galize Sunday shows has passed the
+
Tennessee House. Rep. Haynes was
Publicity : Hardie Meakin, Nelson
James Ellison and Anne Shirley voted down when he moved for an Bell,
Andrew R. Kelley, Tony
amendment to have Knox County Wakeman,
Art Brown and Bill
will be teamed in RKO's "Sorority excluded from the bill. House Leader
House." ... At the same studio,
Hoyle.
Lucille Ball draws the feminine
Welfare : Rudolph Berger, George
Ragon led the opposition to the prolead in "The Second Shot." . . . Joyce
posed amendment.
A. Crouch, Sidney B. Lust, Fred
Bryant has been given the lead oppoKogod and Charles C. Schulman.
site Jack Randall in Monogram's
Frank Pearlman Dies
"Trigger Smith." . . . M-G-M roles :
Reginald Owen, Billie Burke,
Chicago, Feb. 22. — Funeral services
Quits Post at RCA
Walter Connolly and Samuel S.
were held here for Frank P. PearlKansas City, Feb. 22. — Dale NeisHinds to "Maiden Voyage," which man, who has been with National
features Robert Young and :Anna- Theatre Supply here for some time. wander, for the past year district manager here for RCA, has resigned to
bella ; James Burke and Sidney Pearlman died suddenly of a heart
general manager of the Interbecome
.
- .
Blackmer
to- "Within
the Law"; attack.
state Supply Co., St. Louis.
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Short

Subjects

MANY
Hollywood

"The

PICTURE

Lone

THEATRES

Preview

HAVE

Ranger

Rides Again"
(Republic)
"Trapped in the Sky"
New series of adventures of "The (Columbia-D armour)
Lone Ranger" has been fashioned by
Hollywood, Feb. 22. — Topical and timely as today's headlines,
Republic to follow the original series,
the new episodes bound together under "Trapped in the Sky" also is a different kind of spy hunt story. No love
interest or comedy is included, but the melodramatic materials used have
the title of "The Lone Ranger Rides
been given an up-to-date treatment. Jack Holt is starred and the supporting cast features C. Henry Gordon, Ralph Morgan, Katherine De
sfhe story of any serial is not as
fAin."
important as the action, plus the dex- Mille, Paul Everton, Sidney Blackmer, Regis Toomey and Holmes Herterity in building up the suspense to- bert.
ward the end of each chapter. In
The plot departs from formula and so does its development and denouethese departments the new serial holds
ment. An electrically driven plane, powered by remote control, which
up well, a judgment based on viewing the government has an option to purchase, crashes in an experimental
the first two instalments, "The Lone flight. Army officer Holt is convinced that sabotage, inspired by alien
Ranger Returns" and "Masked Vic- intrigue, is responsible for the disaster. Arranging to be discharged in
tory." Chief Thunder Cloud, as
Tonto, is the only important holdover disgrace, he sets out to find the plotters. His first two leads, Miss
from the previous Lone Ranger serial. DeMille and Lebedeff, are mysteriously slain, but their deaths lead him
The new "Lone Ranger" is Bob to a clue. Permitting himself to be trapped by Gordon and Blackmer, at
Livingston, and supporting him are
Duncan Renaldo, Ralph Dunn and J. whom all suspicion point, he learns that the plane's inventor, Herbert
had sabotaged. While secret service agents take care of Gordon and
Farrell MacDonald. Jinx Falden pro- Blackmer, Holt, after escaping them, lures Herbert into another plane
vides the romantic interest. Running
and forces a confession from him. Naturally, the new plane, which has
time of each episode, 20 mins. "G."* great military value, is preserved for the U. S.
Today's news events, the preparation the country is making for de"Music Through the
fense and the talk about secret plans, are exploitation material that can
Years"
(Paramount)
Jan Garber and his orchestra dip into
the past decade and come up with
an annual favorite for each of the 10
years. Lee Bennett and Phyllis Kenny
contribute several vocal choruses.
Some of the old time favorites are
"Louise," "Here Comes Cookie,"
"Melody from the Sky" and "Thanks
for the Memory." A pleasant return
to the days before swing. Running
time, 11 mins. "G."*
"Soup to Mutts"
(Universal)
The canine world stages an amateur
entertainment at which an applause
machine determines the prize awarded
to each performer, for the basis of
this Walter Lantz cartoon. A cat, in
disguise, enters the competition and
wins the grand award of several gross
of hot dogs, but loses his disguise
while making a getaway. The resultant riot leaves the cat victorious, anyhow.
Reel is only mildly amusing. It is
lacking in originality and humorous
situations. Running time, 7 mins.
"G."*

be used in connection with publicizing "Trapped in the Sky."
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."*

INSTALLED

EQUIPMENT

G. McC.

"G" denotes general classification.
with the youngsters at nine, the efforts
of the Scout movement to develop
charatcer and self-reliance are shown.
How the Scouts operate and their
assistance to the community in times
of emergency are also portrayed. The
reel urges support of the movement
and shows how the Scouts are taking
hold in England and France. The
issue unquestionably will attract interest and has many exploitation
angles. Running time, 19 mins. "G."*

"Land of Inca Memories"
(Paramount)
Ancient landmarks of the Peruvian
and Bolivian highlands, native life,
the flaura and fauna, are ably photographed in color. There are strange
contrasts of modern life against a
backdrop of the Inca terrain. Produced by Palmer Miller and Curtis F.
Nagel.

Running time, 10 mins. "G."*

"My Friend the Monkey"
(Fleischer-Paramount)
Latest of the Betty Boop cartoons,
"Paramount Pictorial
this has little to offer. An organ
grinder's monkey starts playing with
(Paramount)
A Mexican rodeo, a display of Betty's pup, Pudgy. The monkey succeeds in besting Pudgy and the latter
plumed birds, and the manufacture of
P8-7" are shown in this pictorial. finally gets rid of him. Betty then
accordions
that she has purchased the
Done in color, this subject will hold announces
interest for accordion fans. Running monkey as a playmate for Pudgy.
time, 9 mins. "G."*

E-7
PROJECTOR
and

★

★★★

Running time, 7 mins. "G."*

"Pudgy in Thrills and
"Once Over Lightly"
(M-G-M)
"Customers Wanted"
A gay burlesque on the big college (Paramount)
(Fleischer-Paramount)
Betty Boop and her pup, in this
football games. All the elements are
Popeye and Bluto set up rival penny present — the hero is on the suspended Fleischer cartoon, go in for winter
arcades and the only customer they list because the villain hid the exam sports. A complication develops when
Chills"
can attract is Wimpy, who takes ad- papers, the crowd roars and the home a "screwball" character becomes
vantage of the competition by seeing team is losing. However, the schools romantic. But he saves Betty and
both shows on credit. The rivals start involved
are barber colleges and the Pudgy when the ice gives way. The
to fight and Wimpy ends up by col- big game is a shaving contest. Billy artists make Betty do a Sonja Henie.
lecting admissions to the battle. Not Gilbert is the coach. It will produce
Running time, 7 mins. "G."*
up to par. Running time, 7 mins. "G."*
laughs. Running time, 19 mins. "G."*
"Hold Your Breath"
"March of Time"
(Paramount)
(RKO)
"The Great Heart"
Grantland Rice Sportlights contribTwo highly interesting subjects, (M-G-M)
ute another underwater novelty. This
"Mexico's New Crisis" and "Young
of great sacri- time it is a submarine track meet
portrayal
A moving
Tom
fice.
Neal
takes
the
role
of
America," make up the current reel.
with sprint races, relays
Handling of the controversial aspects Father Damien, a Catholic missionary complete
shot-put, parallel bars, high jump
of the Mexican political scene is deft, who undertook the treatment of lepers
hurdle races and cheering
and gives a fair presentation of both on Molokai Island. The lepers re- tug-o-war,
sections. The shots, taken with an
Father
until
viewpoints. This portion combines elesented his presence
ments of a travelogue with a political Damien himself contracted the disease. underwater camera, are spectacular
and amusing. Worthwhile. Running
dissertation on Mexico's socialistic The treatment of this story is tactful
experiments.
and understanding, but the subject is
mins. "G."*
The latter part of the reel is de- gruesome. Running time, 11 mins. time,'G"10 denote
s general classificati on.
voted to the Boy Scouts. Beginning "G."*

THE

PERFECT

BLENDING
SIGHT

and
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SOUND

PLEASED
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MEANS
BETTER
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Allied

Considering

National

Policy

on

Myers
Slow

Says
Up

Hub

Majors

Legislation

Q B.
Planes'
Called
O. Contribution

London, Feb. 22. — Columbia's "Q Planes" which was
Washington, Feb. 23. — Abram F.
produced by Irving Asher,
Myers, Allied general counsel, charges
was shown here last night
that the distributors have used "maAllied States is considering a naand
is an appreciable contribneuvers" deliberately to slow up litiution to the British box-ofgation
and
legislation
against
the
"divorcement"
on state
tional policy
fice. It is a breezy treatment
legislation
in view
of the repeal of the major companies.
of a dramatic action story
North Dakota statute.
Alyers at the same time withheld
which deals with secret
comment
on
the
signing
of
the
North
planes stolen by enemy
The organization's policy was to
await determination of the North Da- Dakota "divorcement" law repeal bill
agents.
Ralph Richardson
kota law by the U. S. Supreme Court. by Governor John Moses. He degives
a
jaunty,
amusing charApproval of the measure by the high
clared he could not say how the situacterization ofa secret servcourt would have resulted in numerous
ice agent.
ation would affect Allied's legislative
similar bills, it is believed.
program or its trade practice negotiaThe film is a double quota
tions.
picture, as the production
"Divorcement" legislation, however,
In a bulletin sent to Allied memhas been introduced in the present
cost was $225,000.
Flanagan
bers it was charged that Allied has
legislatures of Missouri, Kansas and
Nebraska. Allied has no units in these been hampered in its legislative efstates.
forts by major distributors and the
It is reported that Allied of the Hays organization. Further, the statement says, the repeal of North Da- Universal Gross Up
Northwest plans to sponsor a "divkota's theatre divorcement law was
orcement" bill in the Minnesota legis- accomplished
by the aid of a powerful
lobby.
lature before long.
$2,000,000
in 1) Year
(Continued from page
New York and New Jersey Allied
units are among organizations which
after the new management was desigWarners
Will Add
nated. His letter states that the final
deferred decision on "divorcement"
sponsorship pending Supreme Court
quarter
of the fiscal year resulted in
Prints in New
York
action. New York Allied is expected
a profit of $161,929. In addition, it
to make a decision after the return of
Warners have agreed to put 10 ad- is learned that the first quarter of the
ditional prints in circulation in the current fiscal year ended Jan. 30 also
its president, Max A. Cohen, from a
Honolulu vacation next month.
New York area on big pictures. The
decision follows a conference between operations
resulted in have
a profit.
been Thus
in theUniversal's
black for
Ed Schnitzer, eastern district man- the past six consecutive months.
ager, and A. W. Schwalberg, in
National Biscuit to
Extend British Deal
charge of exchange operationst with
Build Fair Theatre Leon Rosenblatt and Julius Charnow
Cowdin also reports that Universal's
An air-conditioned 266-seat film representing the I.T.O.A.
agreement
General
utors was with
modified
as ofFilm
Jan. Distrib1, last,
Independent
subsequents
had
comtheatre will be erected by the Naplained that the lack of prints on big to reduce the cost to Universal of
tional Biscuit Co. for the forthcoming- attractions was delaying bookings. The
New York World's Fair. A Walt matter was discussed at an I.T.O.A. distribution of its product in Britain
by General Film. In addition, the
Disney short in color, "Mickey's Sur- meeting recently.
agreement was extended for an undisprise Party," and "Round the Clock
closed period. Cowdin also reported
With the Cues," a short produced by
Wilding Picture Productions, will be Gene Murphy
to Take that Universal's revenue from Canshown to the public gratis. Walter
had "substantially
increased"
under adaits
distribution arrangement
O'Keefe, on the screen, will introduce
New
Loew's Position there with Empire Films, Ltd., and
the program which will be run conGene Murphy, who has been handtinuously. Running time of the bill
ling Loew's newspaper publicity in that continued improvement is exwill be 15 minutes.
New York, has been promoted to the
The report shows total current and
out-of-town division in a newly cre- pected.
ated position. He will handle work working assets, exclusive of foreign
Illinois Allied Sets
previously in charge of Art Schmidt, subsidiaries, of $9,866,282, of which
who on March 1 will leave for con- $1,003,566 is cash. Total current liabilElection on March 2
ities are listed at $5,284,530, including
tacts with Loew managers and newsChicago, Feb. 22. — Allied Theatres
notes payable to banks amounting to
papers in the field.
of Illinois will hold its annual elecPhil Laufer, in charge of publicity $1,450,000, secured by negatives and
tion March 2. Jack Kirsch is presi- for Loew's Criterion, succeeds Mur- other collateral ; $624,960 of demand
dent. The death of Aaron Saperstein,
phy as general newspaper contact and notes; $1,000,000 in funded debt just
last July, resulted in Kirsch being takes over publicity for the State.
extended for one year to Feb. 18,
named to fill the unexpired term.
1940 ; unsecured notes payable, amountThree new members have joined
ing to $365,381, and accounts payable
and sundry accruals of $1,807,742.
the group. They are the Gem, oper- Joe Brandt Dies;
ated by Stanley Neske ; the Park,
Was
Col. V. P.
owned by Charles Stern, and the Irv(Continued from page 1)
ing operating by Sam Halperin. This
Two Companies Formed
makes a total of 167 theatres in the his own company, the C. B. C. Sales
Co., which became Columbia, in partAlbany, Feb. 22. — Incorporated
Chicago area now in Allied.
nership with Harry and Jack Cohn. here have been Famport Productions,
Brandt was vice-president of Colum- Inc., New York, by Geraldine Weiss,
bia. Harry Cohn purchased his in- Bessie L. Maarsen and Rose Lader,
Spanish Dancer Signed
terests in 1932.
and Transtudio Recording Corp.,
Mexico City, Feb. 22. — Asuncion
Offices Brandt had held included the Buffalo, by Marjorie M. Baird,
Granados, Spanish dancer who has presidency of World Wide Pictures James W. Gillis, Jr., and Harrison
performed in New York, has been and vice-presidency of Educational. D. Bogardus.
signed to play the lead in a Mexican He headed Nuovo Mundo, U. S. distributor of Italian motion pictures.
film, "Mujeres y Toros" ("Women
Ampa Meeting Put Off
and Bulls") which is to be produced Soon after retirement from this post
by Molina Font.
in 1935 he went to the coast and was
Ampa's for
regular
inactive in business since that time.
scheduled
todayluncheon
has beenmeetingcalled
off because of the mid-week holiday.
On RKO Pathe Feature
A meeting will be held next Thursday,
Lab Talks Continue
instead,
at the Astor.
RKO Pathe has engaged Baron
Another meeting between M. P.
Carl von Ripper to wo<-'' on its forth- Laboratory Technicians' Union, Local
coming feature length film, "Unknown 702, and De Luxe Laboratories and
NBC Series Off Soon
Patriot." Von Ripper, who spent seven Consolidated Film Industries was held
months in a German concentration Tuesday to discuss terms of a pro"Terry and the Pirates," sponsored
camp, will work on the reenactment of
posed contract. Further conferences
over
NBC by Bowey's, Inc., leaves
Nazi activities for the film.
will be held next week.
the air as of March 22.
Divorcement

Bills

Ad

Motion

Club

Marks

Picture

Day

Boston, Feb. 22. — Film and theatre
men turned out in force Tuesday for
a "Motion Picture Day" luncheon of
the Boston Advertising Club at the
Statler. Leon J. Bamberger, RKO
sales promotion manager, was the
principal speaker. Harry Browning,
advertising and publicity director -for
Mullin & Pinansky Theatres, arrakjVj 1
the event.
Seated at the main table were Maurice Wolfe, M-G-M branch manager;
Ross Cropper, RKO manager; Frank
Howard, who exhibited the first film
in Boston in 1897 ; Charles W. Koerner, New England division manager
for RKO theatres ; Oliver M. Drummond, president of the club ; Joseph
H. Brennan, secretary of Allied
T.O.A. of Massachusetts ; William
Erbb, Paramount manager ; Edward
Canter, treasurer of M. & P. Theatres ; George Jones, manager of
Loew's Orpheum, and Browning,
Bamberger and Mrs. Bamberger.
Others included Joe Dipesa, Loew
publicity director; Fred Greenway,
manager, Loew's State ; Jack Saef,
Paramount and Fenway publicity director ;Marty Glazer, assistant publicity director, Metropolitan Theatre ;
Jack Granara, Keith publicity director ;Joe Ehrlich, Keith assistant
publicity director, and Joe Carroll,
United Artists office manager.
_ Bamberger
discussed the
value of
direct
mail advertising
to salesmen,
exhibitors and the public. During the
past year, 50 individual mailings were
sent to exhibitors, some of them in a
number of languages. Largest list
ever used included 185,000 names. One
list contains the names of 8,500 influential key people who have promised
to publicize a film if they like it. One
group of 16 organizations which is
reached through the mails has a total
membership of 36,211,395.

Para.

Acts

Dakota

to

Kill

Litigation

(.Continued from page 1)
precedent in the trial of its anti-trust
suit here. The Department recently
emphasized that theatre divorcement
is the keystone of its pending action.
Industry attorneys see the repeal of
the North Dakota law as advantageous in that it makes possible a test
of such legislation where theatre ownership by producers and distributors
is on a different basis than it is in
North Dakota. They point out that
another state may afford an example
of partial or less than controlling interest in theatres by producers-distributors, which would offer different
legal considerations than those of
North ownership
Dakota, where
Paramount's
theatre
is 100 per
cent.
U. S. Continues Inquiry
Bismarck,
D., from
Feb. 22.
ReverberationsN.continued
the— theatre
divorcement repeal measure as P. W.
Lanier, United States District Attorney at Fargo, issued a statement that
Department of Justice Agents are
continuing an investigation here of the
repeal bill circumstances.
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Operators
Ask

PICTURE

for

in Mexico

Crosley

Radio

Ratification

World

Air

Pacts

Mexico 'City, Feb. 22. — Ratification
of international radio agreements as a
patriotic action and a means of
smoothing out misunderstandings between Mexico and some other countries, is urged upon the Senate in a
memorial from the Association of
Mexican Radio Station Operators.
Lack of an agreement on radio broadcasting has caused many conflicts between American countries, particularly
about the limitation of the channels in
which the stations can operate, the
petitioners assert. This causes overlapping of broadcasts and much interference, itis said.
Several arrangements exist for radio
operation of mutual benefit, the association points out. Enforcement of
these pacts depends on Mexico's ratification of the agreements. Mexico's
96 active stations (there are five inactive) have been assigned the use of
150 channels by the international
pacts, but conditions now obtaining
only permit Mexican stations to use
106 channels, it is contended.
It is urgent that Mexico ratify international radio agreements, as apart
from assuring- elimination of conflicts
with other countries it will develop air
functioning in Mexico and afford
greater employment, the association
argues.
Rebuttal

►

Heard

in

Wilmington
Action
Wilmington, Feb. 22. — British
Acoustics Films, subsidiary of Gaumont British, has built approximately
10,000 projection machines embodying
the Pulsen-Peterson patent for improved feed film mechanism, Arnold
Pulsen of Copenhagen, joint inventor
of film feed patents, testified in rebuttal in the patent action against Erpi
and RCA yesterday.
About three-quarters of the licensees of acoustic machines were built
under the first Poulsen-Peterson patent and 25 per cent under the second,
he sajd. Of the licensees under the first
patent all employed spring press
jockey roller between translation point
and main drive sprocket except one
Swiss firm. Poulsen testified.
Paul J. Larson, in rebuttal, examined photographs of defendants' equipment and testified the equipment did
not bring about a constant speed past
the translation point, one of the vital
points involved in the litigation.
Levy Files Appeal
In Paramount
Suit
Robert S. Levy, Paramount-Publix
bondholder, has filed an appeal in the
Appellate Division of the N. V.
Supreme Court from a dismissal of
his complaint against Chase National
Bank, debenture trustee, and Columbia
Broadcasting Co. and William S.
Palev. Levy, who claims that sale of
CBS stock by Paramount-Publix was
improper, brought suit five years ago
to set aside the sale. His suit was
dismissed when the lower court decided that his complaint failed to state
a cause of action. Samuel Zirn represented the plaintiff in the argument of
the appeal.

On
Personals

F.C.C.

Stay

Decision

anner
LINES

i

Tucker,
SophieRoss
Y VALLE
RUDJames
, Lanny
BartonE,
and
the Merry Macs are the latest
additions to the roster of stars who
will participate in Monday's midnight
benefit performance to be given at the
Casa Manana for the aid of the Refugee Children's Non-Sectarian Commit e . . . . Margaret Sangster, network author, has sold six stories on
radio to Good Housekeeping, all for
publication this spring and summer.
. . . Ruth Yorke is back on the air
after an illness of two weeks. . . . Gertrude starts the first of a series of
gs
bookin
next week.on the "Good News" show
March 6 Hearing Set
On RKO
Allowances
Application of Irving Trust Co., as
trustee of RKO, and William J.
Donovan, as attorney for Irving
Trust, for interim allowances of
$85,000 and $95,000, respectively, has
been set down for hearing on March
6 by Federal Judge William Bondy.
Allowances will cover the period of
one year from Sept. 30, 1937, Irving
Trust previously having received
$155,000 and Col. Donovan $245,000.
Directs

Asks

4 to Appear

In Newburgh
Action
Federal Judge Edward Conger has
directed Isaac Miller, Philip Sherry,
Mrs. F. Sussman, Conrad Fontaine,
officers of Orange County Theatres,
Inc., and Miller & Sherry Enterprises,
Inc., to appear for examination before
trial on application of 20th CenturyFox, Paramount, Joseph Lee, George
Walsh, Eugene Levy and Netco Theatres Corp.
Applicants, with RKO and United
Artists, are defendants in a $225,000
Sherman anti-trust suit brought by
Orange County Theatres, which
charges restraint of trade in distribution of films in Newburgh, N. Y.
Universal Is Sued
Wilhelm Karol has filed a damage
suit in N. Y. Supreme Court against
Universal for $60,000, allegedly due
for services rendered in procuring
two contracts. Karol bases his action
on contracts allegedly made between
Universal and Giuseppe Domenico of
Rome, which gave Domenico exclusive rights to distribute Universal pictures in Italy. Universal obtained an
extension to answer to March 13.
Kane Suit Revealed
Suit against Robert T. Kane and
New World Pictures, Ltd., by Samson
Raphaelson was revealed in N. Y.
Supreme Court when Justice Bernard
L. Shientag vacated service of papers
on the ground that no jurisdiction of
the defendant could be obtained in
the United States.

'Zero' on Lux Program
Three Cagneys and Stuart Erwin
will reenact "Ceiling Zero" on the
Lux "Radio Theatre" over CBS Feb.
27. The Cagneys are Jimmy, his sister Jean, and Mrs. Bill Cagney, the
former Boots Mallory.

Washington, Feb. 22. — Its appeal
for reconsideration rejected, the Crosley Corp. yesterday appealed to the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals
from the F.C.C. decision revoking the
super power permit of station WLW,
asking a stay of the order to allow
continued use of the 500-kilowatt
power until the case is finally decided.
The appeal was prompted by a
sense of "duty to ourselves and to the
listening public" Powell Crosley, Jr.,
president of the company, said, and
the use of super-power by WLW has
caused no harm but has clearly demonlisteners.strated that high power is of benefit to

usually large demonstration
ay ring
ant unof
resul
as a for
Sund
this
prepa
is
CA
WM
Fritz Kuhn's appeal to picket the
WMCA premises this weekend. CBS
and Mutual, previous targets for kj^Jilar demonstrations, also may be prcketed again this weekend. NBC thus
t butbeen
n-d
far hasn'strators,
tagge
maybybe demo
Cityued
Radio plag
this Sunday.
T
Friends of George Burns and Grade
Allen, and officials at the Young &
Rubicam advertising agency arc
breathing easier since issumice of the
last tzvo Crossley reports, which show
the Burns & Allen program improvTalent Volunteers
ing its rating. It ivas feared their
On Sunday Program program zvould lose popularity because
of the difficulty encountered recently
Stage and screen stars will donate by the couple. George and Grade
their talents in a special broadcast have been penalised in one respect,
Sunday over CBS in observance of however. They had a booking for a
the eleventh annual meeting of the
National Conference of Jews and shot
on has
the cancelled
Lux "Radio
Theatre,"
but Lux
the booking.
r
Christians' Brotherhood Day. Edwin
C. Hill will be the M.C. and Fredric
Associated Press copy, because
March and Florence Eldridge will
give excerpts from their current play it isn't being edited for air purposes, isbersome
proving
cumto handlesomewhat
in the radio
"The American Way." American
Federation of Musicians is contribut- news rooms. Nary a rumble from
ing a 50-piece orchestra, to be con- the networks, however, they're that
ducted by Mark Warnow.
happy to house the AP tickers.
T
It has commenced. The other day
Alexander
Returns
this column carried a note from NBC's
With Hour Program
Clay Morgan to CBS's Lou Ruppel in
A. L. Alexander, originator of the which Morgan chided Ruppel for taking credit for CBS in broadcasting the
banned "Good Will Court," will return to the air tomorrow via WHN
first program ever to be heard from
in a new one-hour program called Albania. Morgan averred that his
"Arbitration Board." Program will be web aired a show from that country
broadcast at 9 P. M. It will be pat- back in March, 1937.
winged messenger to this pillar
terned along the lines of "Good Will onByTuesday
came a stoutly worded
message from Ruppel. The column
pauses to don front-line trench reRipley Confers on Show
galia ere jotting down the Ruppel
Bob Ripley and executives of BatCourt."
ten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn are in text.
Here another
'tis :
"What,
crisis? I should
Columbus, Ga., conferring with offi- think that Clay Morgan learned from
cials of the Nehi Corp., on a format the last one. He should have read
for the radio program starring Ripcopy more carefully. You had it
ley, which Nehi will place on the air my
right this morning, Jack. We said :
over CBS early this spring. B. B. D. 'First to be heard.' Clay said NBC
& O. officials at the conference are
Albanian program first. AirRoy Durstine, president of the agency ; aireding an
and being heard are two different
Sam Harned, account executive, and
Otherwise how do we acNed Midgely of the radio department. things.
count for the reviews giving year-end
laurels to Kaltenborn. Shirer and
McGuire Joins World
There was more from Ruppel, in a
Mason McGuire, formerly with N.
W. Ayer & Son, has joined the New similar vein, but enough has been reYork sales staff of World BroadcastMurrow?"produced to get on record the gist of
ing System. McGuire formerly was Ruppel
Morgan
coming up.
's rebuttal.
director of radio of the agency's Chi— Jack Banner
cago office, and later radio executive
in charge of the Kellogg account.
Plan New York Airing
Book Club Has Series
Entire cast of the Chase and SanBook-of-the-Month Club is returnborn hour, comprising Don Ameche,
ing as sponsor of a series of concerts Dorothy Lamour, Edgar Bergen and
from Carnegie Chamber Music Hall, Charlie McCarthy, Donald Dickson
broadcast over WQXR. The contract and Robert Armbruster. will come to
was placed with WQXR through New York from Hollywood in March
Schwab & Beatty Inc.
with two broadcasts scheduled to come
from here, March 12 and 19.
NSS Handling Trailer
Trailer in color on "The Little
Cupp Opens Offices
Princess," 20th Century-Fox Shirley
Garrett Cupp, for many years a theTemple picture, was produced by and
atrical and film advertising and pubis being released nationally by Nalicity
executive, has established Gartional Screen Service, which handles
rett Cupp Associates. Lawrence
20th
Century-Fox trailers. It runs Bradbury, Allan Ramsay and Doug229 feet.
las Cupp are associated with him.
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Over 10% of 5,400 Prizes
To Be Allotted in N. Y.

Impartial

Data

't Take

Tracy,

It

With
Win

Davis

Los Angeles, Feb. 23. — Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
made its 11th annual Awards for outstanding cinema achievement before an
audience of 1,250 at the Biltmore Bowl
tonight. Spencer Tracy and Bette
Davis, both previous winners, were
honored for the best performances.
Columbia's "You Can't Take It With
You" was designated the outstanding
motion picture of the year.
Tracy was cited for his work in
M-G-M's "Boys Town." Last year
he was similarly honored for his acting in "Captains Courageous." Miss
Davis, who won in 1936 for her role
in "Dangerous," was voted the award

Almost every house which participated inthe Movie Quiz contest in
the Metropolitan area is expected to
have a winner when the results are
announced Monday night. Slightly
more than 10 per cent of the 5,400
prizes will be distributed, here. With
approximately 450 theatres in this city
participating, the overall average is
slightly more than one to a house. A
total of approximately 7,000 theatres
joined in the contest. The rest of the
country will share the remainder of
the prizes on almost a geographical Atlas Corporation
basis. Greater interest and a larger
number of entries from New York
in RKO
and California apparently account for Investment
the greater number of winners from
those localities.
Increased
$700,000
Plan Special Ceremonies
Atlas Corporation's investment in
Broadway and neighborhood houses RKO
increased by approximately
here are planning special ceremonies $700,000 to a total of $3,884,014 since
for the opening of the envelopes containing the names of winners. In- April 30, last, the investment company's annual report, issued yesterday,
creased attendance is generally expected at the late shows. Most houses revealed. At the same time the investment corporation reduced its_ holdhave been featuring a special trailer
ings in Paramount securitities slightly,
and large lobby displays to call atten- although market value of the fewer
tion to the announcement night. Paramount holdings as of Dec. 31,
Loew's, RKO and Century Circuit
was greater than that of the
have called attention to the night in last,
Paramount securities held on April 30.
their weekly news bulletins. Managers
No other film securities are listed in
have been instructed to obtain local
figures to open the official envelopes. the Atlas portfolio as of Dec. 31.
The Atlas holdings of RKO securiLoew's
plans
to station
bands attention.
in front
(Continued on page 4)
of
several
houses
to attract
First run houses have included the
date in newspaper ads. Danton Walker,
Daily News columnist, will make the Fine Arts Asks GN
announcement from the stage of the
Capitol, Ted Friend, of the Mirror,
For Financial Data
will appear at the State, and Dave
Vine, old time vaudevillian, will do the
Los Angeles, Feb. 23. — Franklyn
honors at the Palace.
Warner, head of Fine Arts Pictures,
producing for Grand National, has
told E. W. Hammons, G. N. presiLondon Flocks to See
dent, that Fine Arts would produce
no more pictures for the distributor
First Televised Bout
until satisfied as to the physical and
financial capabilities of G. N.
London, Feb. 23. — About
2,200 packed the Marble Arch
The producer has six scripts prePavilion, Tatler and Monpared and no starting dates set. Fine
seigneur Theatres tonight for
Arts have 26 scheduled to produce for
the televised large screen
G. N.
broadcast of the Boon-DanaAll possibilities of Fine Arts backhar fight. Queues lined up
ers going to the financial aid of G. N.,
long before the hour and
have disappeared. Warner declared,
crowds rushed the police coraccording to reports, that when G. N.
dons. General opinion was
shows bona fide guaranty of physical
that the broadcast was effecand financial steadiness to distribute
tive.
pictures properly Fine Arts would
continue to make pictures.

You,

of

CENTS

Myers

'

Awards

this year for her role in Warners'
"Jezebel."
The Irving G. Thalberg Memorial
Award, presented for the first time
last year, went to Hal B. Wallis, associate executive in charge of production at Warners, for consistent high
quality of production. Frank Capra
received the award for the best

Incorporated
In
Final

Trade
Draft

Discussed

Seven-Hour
Many of the
by Abram F.
counsel, have
the final draft

Pact
at

Session

recommendations made
Myers, Allied general
been incorporated in
of the proposed trade

achievement in directing for "You
Can't Take It With You."
George Bernard Shaw won the palm
sel.
program by distributors' counfor the screen play and dialogue of practice
The attorneys for the companies
M-G-M's "Pygmalion" and with him
were W. P. Lipscomb, Cecil Lewis have gone as far as they can in draftand Ian Dalrymple for the adaptation.
ing proposals. The draft was thorDore Schary and Eleanore Griffin,
oughly discussed at a seven-hour meet(Continued on page 4)
ing of company sales heads, executives and attorneys yesterday at the
Astor. S. R. Kent, president of 20th
Scale Revision Seen ing.
Century-Fox, and William F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales manager,
who are chairmen of the distributors' committee, attended the meetBy Chicago Circuits
As

Price

War

Looms

Myers' suggestions have been
viewed by attorneys as being substanChicago, Feb. 23. — Admission
tially a restatement of what had already been drawn up. The new
prices in Loop theatres may be revised
shortly as the result of a series of phraseology of many of the clauses,
individual meetings being held by lois expected to meet Allied's
cal circuits to consider price changes however,
approval. Myers is due here for a
in an effort to improve Loop prices. conference on the program next week.
Indications are that early bird prices Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied,
may be extended to 3 P. M. which also may be in New York late next
was the deadline in depression days.
Current policy of changing prices al- week.
most every day in accordance with
Nick Hearing Delayed
business is being investigated.
Currently Loop business is at a low
St. Louis, Feb. 23. — Hearing on
ebb because of flu, cold weather and charges against John P. (Big) Nick
Lent. This has resulted in B. & K., was today postponed until Saturday
RKO and Jones, Lineck & Schaeffer to permit his attorneys to file a motion for a writ of prohibition in the
and Essaness increasing their competitive efforts for business.
State Supreme Court.
First gun in the possible price war
was fired when Woods Theatre of
Essaness
the
Loop. inaugurated triples, first in
RKO Board Now IB
RKO's new board of directors will consist of 13 instead
of the 11 members originally
Discuss
Retirement
planned.
Decision
increase the board
was to
agreed
upon yesterday following
Of Paramount
Bonds
conferences of reorganization principals on demands of
Proposals for the retirement of the
independent stockholders and
finalcent
$4,500,000
of due
Paramount's
six
per
debentures
in 1955 were
discussed yesterday without final action being taken at a meeting of the
company's executive committee, of
which Stanton Griffis is chairman.
The meeting took the place of the
February board meeting scheduled for
yesterday, which was not held because
of the lack of a quorum.
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, returns to New York Sunday
from a Florida vacation. Griffis plans
to leave for Florida next Wednesday.

Time, Inc., an unsecured
creditor with a claim of
about $1,250,000, for representation on the board.
As a result of the decision,
names of the new board
members are expected to be
agreed
upon for
overpresentation
the weekend in time
to Federal Judge William
Bondyuled for
atMonday.
the hearing sched-
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Clearance

Production Code AdRG, Universal
Washington, Feb. 23. — Study of JOE BREEN, ministrator,
J. ,BLUMBE
plans to leave New NATE
to leave
is scheduled
president
the possible application of the Supreme York today for Hollywood. He the coast by train today, arriving in
Court's
in the Interstate
cir- stopped off here for conferences with New York Monday morning. He has
cuit casereasoning
to restrictions
on exhibitors
Will H. Hays following a vacation in been at the studio for more than a
generally is urged by Abram F. the West Indies.
month.
Myers, Allied general counsel, in an
•
•
organization bulletin. He indicates
Lou
Pollock,
Universal
eastern
F. Alvarez Coto, vice-president and
that clearance may be affected.
advertising and publicity manager, was general manager of Peliculas Cubanas,
"Regional associations should re- confined to his home with a cold after arrived yesterday from Havana with
view carefully all complaints made by
returning from the coast by plane yes- prints of his last two features.
members during the last several years terday.
•
relative to restrictions of all kinds
•
written into their contracts or imposed
Wayne Morris, Warner star, and
Arthur Lee of G. B. returned to
upon them by distributors at the behis bride, the former Leonora Schihest of the chains or other prior run New York yesterday from Florida.
nasi, left yesterday by automobile
•
to return to the coast. The trip is
exhibitors," Myers says.
"The commonest restriction imposed
David Mannes' autobiography, expected to take two weeks.
on independent exhibitors is that of
•
"Music Is My Faith," has been purRobert Shapiro of the Paramount
chased by M-G-M for a film. Mannes
clearance or protection."
Myers believes the Interstate de- is a music critic.
Theatre staff, is the father of a 7^cision recognizes the principle of clear•
pound boy, a second son, born yesterance in agreements between an inday to Mrs. Shapiro at the Swedish
John Stone, associate producer for
dividual distributor and exhibitor as
20th Century-Fox, has arrived in New Hospital.
to the time of his run, while barring York for a brief vacation.
•
concerted action.
•
Slavko Vorkapich leaves for the
He continues : "The decision also
Amanda Ledesma and Alberto coast today to do montage for an
seems to preclude agreements or conVila,
Argentine players, are due soon RKO Pathe film. In June he will
spiracies between individual distributors and individual prior run exhibi- en route to Hollywood to appear in leave for London to work on a Gabriel Pascal film.
tors to impose protection on subse- Ramos Cobian Spanish language
•
films
for
20th
Century-Fox
release.
quent run exhibitors. The majority
•
Richard Collet, manager of the
opinion does not say so in so many
words, but it would be hard to disEddie Dowling spoke on "The The- D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., sails on the
tinguish such a restriction in principle
atre of the Future" at the Advertis- Queen Mary tomorrow.
from the restrictions involved in the
•
ing Club luncheon yesterday.
•
Interstate case."
John F. Kennedy, son of AmbasCharles E. McCarthy, 20th Censador Joseph P. Kennedy, sails totury-Fox advertising and publicity dimorrow on the Queen Mary to join
Regents See Revised
rector, and Rodney Bush, exploita- his family.
tion manager, are due Monday from
Version of 'Darling*
coast after a week of studio conWarners yesterday presented a re- the
ferences.
Jack Cummings, M-G-M produc
er, left yesterday for the coast after
•
vised version of "Yes, My Darling
a vacation here.
Daughter" to a committee of the N.
Ruth Greenfield, secretary to
Y. Board of Regents in an appeal Abe
Schneider, Columbia treasurer,
from the ban of Irwin Esmond, chief
H. M. Richey, director of theatre
censor. The committee will make its and associated with the company for relations for RKO, leaves Monday
recommendations to the full board at 13 years, was given a farewell party
at the Diamond Horseshoe by about for a short stay in Philadelphia.
a meeting in Albany today, when a 90
•
Columbia officials and employes
decision is expected.
A. C. Berman leaves for the coast
Regents refused to comment on the last night. She resigned to devote
in two weeks.
revised film. Albert S. Howson and herself to her home.
Stanleigh Friedman represented WarNorma Shearer III
ner's arguments and Charles A. Brind,
Fay Plans Vaudeville
Jr. represented Esmond. Today's
Hollywood,
Feb. 23. — N o r m a
Frank
Fay
will
introduce
a
vaudemeeting also will decide the appeal on
ville revival show, March 2, at the Shearer was compelled to cancel
the ban of "The Puritan."
St. Theatre. Perform- plans to attend the Academy Award
Meantime, "Yes, My Darling Forty-Fourth
ers slated include Smith and Dale, dinner because of a streptococcic inDaughter" has opened in several spots Eva Le Gallienne, Chester Hale girls,
fection of her throat. Her condition
with grosses exceeding "Four Daugh- Elsie Janis and others. Fay will act is not serious but she entered a hosters"' and "Brother Rat." On Wed- as master of ceremonies.
pital for treatment.
nesday, the Strand, Hartford, drew an
estimated $2,165, the Roger Sherman,
New Haven, an estimated $2,131, the
Warner, Bridgeport, an estimated
$1,792 and the Warner, Memphis, an
The
Newsreel
Parade
estimated $1,554.
Helprin Sailing Soon
Morris Helprin, press representative here for Alexander Korda, will
establish his headquarters on the coast
after returning from London in about
six weeks. He sails for England
March 3 on the Normandie to arrange for the London preview of
"Four Feathers," a print of which
he will bring back with him. Korda
is not expected to come here to establish his new production headquarters in Hollywood until about June 1.
/. E. Schoonover Dies
Omaha, Feb. 23.— J. E. Schoonover, Aurora, Neb., exhibitor, died
after a long illness. He operated the
Mazda there before turning it over to
his son, Harold Schoonover,

First pictures of Rome paying
tribute to Pope Pius are shown in the
new issues of the newsreels. The
sportsmen's shoiv in New York is the
chief sports subject included. The
reels and their contents follow.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 48— Rome pays
tribute to Pope. English royalty attends
ceremony
in Scotland.
king plays
tennis. King
ChristianSweden's
of Denmark
sails
yacht. Robot talking machine. Mayor
Kelly inspects Chicago subway. New night
club on Broadway. Premiere of "Little
Princess." Lew Lehr. Sportsmen's show in
New York. Polo star dies in spill. Surfboat
riding in Australia.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 246— Cavalry
maneuvers in Texas. Major-General Arnold
speaks. Carnival in France. Algerian lottery. Rome pays homage to Pope Pius.
Robot speaks at San Francisco fair. Sportsmen's show. Children learn to skate.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 59— Lottery

Show

on

Holiday

10-20%

Rise

Washington's Birthday provided one
of the best holiday grosses in several
years, a boxoffice checkup revealed
yesterday. Managers along Broadway
estimated gains over previous years at
from 10 to 20 per cent. Start of the
Lenten season failed to affect thg;
drawing
power ofgrossed
current attractio^1^
"Cafe Society"
an estimaieu
$13,000 on opening day at the Paramount. The film is also doing an excellent business at the Sheridan,
Miami and the United States, Paterson. "Made for Each Other" finished
its first week at the Music Hall with
an estimated $105,500 and is held over.
At the Strand, "Off the Record" drew
an estimated $42,000 and is also held.
"The Three Musketeers" attracted an
estimated $43,500 to the Roxy. "Wife,
Husband and Friend" starts today. "I
am a Criminal" goes into the Central
Saturday.
"Persons
in Hiding" is due
at
the Criterion
Wednesday
.

Sam

Hacker

Resigns

From Republic Post
Sam Hacker, assistant to Morris
Goodman in the foreign department of
Republic, has . resigned. He joined
the company four years ago, first as
manager of the contract department.
He previously was in charge of Columbia's contract department for five
Another resignation is that of Jose
Losada, in charge of foreign pubyears. licity. Foreign language translations
will be handled at the Consolidated
Film laboratory at Ft. Lee hereafter.
N. J. Allied to Meet
Exchangemen and others will attend a steak dinner to be held by
New Jersey Allied next Thursday, at
7 P. M. at the Tavern, Elizabeth and
Meeker Aves., Newark. The dinner
will wind up a meeting of the organization which will start with a luncheon at 1 P. M.
Yiddish Film to Open
"Mothers of Today," Yiddish dialoguepicture
_ Esther
withField,
English
subtitles,
featuring
will be
given
its world premiere at the Clinton,
downtown, Monday night.
MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY
(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
MARTIN QUIGLEY, Editor-in-Chief and
Publisher; SAM SHAIN, Editor; JAMES
A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
festival in Algeria. Susan B. Anthony an- and holidays by Quigley Publishing Comniversary ceremony. Machine speaks at
pany, Inc., Martin Quigley, president;
Golden Gate Exposition. Final rites for Colvin Brown, vice-president and treasurer.
Publication office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
Pope. Feathers grow on rabbit. Paderewski
arrives in New York. Non-sinkable swim Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
suits. Bathing suit fashions. Skeet shoot- Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
ing match. Umpires prepare for coming New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
season.
by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
Address all correspondence to the New York
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 63— Rome office.
mourns Pope. Speed construction of ChiOther Herald,
Quigley
publications:
cago subway. British royalty reviews
Better
Theatres, Motion
Teatro
troops. Mechanical voice box duplicates Picture
al
Dia,
International
Motion Picture
human speech. Paderewski arrives in New Almanac and Fame.
York. Benes welcomed to Chicago. Lottery
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
pageant in Algiers. Life-boat crews race in
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone
Australia.
Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 748— Pius editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
dies in Rome. Plane factory in California. O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
Planes for France in New York. National W. 1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
Defense week in New York. Chinese New Hope Williams, manager.
Entered as secend class matter Sept. 23,
Year's.
of Sweden
and Denmark
France. Kings
Maneuvers
in Texas.
Carnival in
in 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.,
France. Robot telephone in Coast Fair. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Motorcycle
Miami.singing.
Sportsmen's
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
show
in Newstunters
York. inBathtub
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copiea lOe.
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Atlas
To

Adds

RKO

$700,000

Investment

ties include $2,169,850 principal
amount of six per cent debentures with
a Dec. 31 market valuation of $1,594,840; $135,776 of six per cent debentures, market value $99,795; 310,412
shares of common, market value
$737,229, and 17,400 shares of common, market value $41,325. Increase
in debentures since April 30 was $113,000 principal amount and $85,000 market value. Holdings of common remained the same but depreciated about
$92,000 in market value.
The Atlas Paramount holdings consisted of 4,300 shares of first preferred
wtih a market value of $442,900 on
Dec. 31, compared with 6,000 shares
valued at $444,035 last April 30, and
5,000 shares of second preferred valued
at $65,000, compared with 5,100 shares
valued at $42,712 on April 30.
The Atlas annual report states that
on completion of the RKO reorganization itwill receive for its present holdings $2,786,600 of new RKO preferred
stock; 381,928 shares of new common
and 327,812 common stock option
warrants. It states that no income
was received from its RKO investment
during 1938 but that it incurred expenses of several hundred thousand
dollars incident to the RKO reorganization.
In addition, Atlas lists holdings of
$1,106,000 of RKO past due gold notes
and an unsecured claim against RKO
of $1,254,626 principal amount.
The Atlas report listed gross assets
of $66,509,941 on Dec. 31, equal to
$12.44 per share of common, or an increase of about 20 per cent over the
preceding year. Dividends in 1938
amounted to $1,688,801 on the common and $1,403,415 on the preferred.

'Union Pacific9 Opens
In Omaha
on April 21
Omaha, Feb. 23. — Opening of Cecil
B. DeMille's "Union Pacific" here in
three first run theatres simultaneously
April 21 will be preceded by a civic
parade and dinner which 6,000 are
scheduled to attend. Plans for the
opening and selection of the date were
arranged at a two-day conference at
which were present Robert M. Gillham, Paramount publicity and advertising hejid; Cliff Lewis, west coast
advertising head; Terry DeLapp, studio publicity director ; William H.
Pine, associate producer; Ted Emerson of Tri-State Theatres and E. C.
Schmidt assistant to the president of
the Union Pacific.
Mass.

Friday, February 24, 1939

Governor

to

Give Quiz Winners
Boston, Feb. 23. — Gov. Leverett
Saltonstall will announce the winners
of the $250,000 Movie Quiz contest at
three leading Boston theatres next
Monday night.
The governor will appear on the
stagestan and
of the
Loew's
the MetropoliKeithState,
Memorial
between
8 and 8 :45 P.M., and will read the list
of winners to the audiences. If the
winners are present when their names
are read they will be presented with
certified checks at once.

'Can

't Take

Tracy,

It

Davis

{Continued from page 1)

With
Win

You,
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Awards

Employment
Introduced

Bill Is
in Ohio

Columbus, Feb. 23. — A bill has
been introduced in the Ohio legislature by Representative Denver A.
Ford, seeking to exempt from the state
unemployment compensation law any
employer having less than eight persons in his employ. If passed, the
bill would relieve many small theatres
from paying the 2.7 per cent tax now
imposedpersons.
on all employers of threetfji'r
more
Ohio theatres now are covered by
the state law if they have from three
to seven persons employed, but are
exempt from the Federal statute
which covers only employers having
eight or more persons in each of some
20 different weeks of any calendar

men and 65 photographers covered the
event. The newsreels were also well
represented. A neon representation of
"Oscar," symbol of Academy distinction was the principal decoration.
Although the Research Council of
the Academy, after considering a large
number of technical developments
found that "none indicated such outstanding value to the entire industry
as to merit a major award," honorable mention was granted to John Aalberg and the RKO-Radio sound department for the application of compression to variable area recording in
motion picture production. Honorable
mention also went to Byron Haskin
and the special effects department of Toronto House Sets
the Warner studio for pioneering the
development and for the first prac- year. $21 Stock Dividend
tical application to motion picture proToronto, Feb. 23. — Marcus Loew's
duction of the triple head background
Theatres,
operating
Loew's the
in
downtown Ltd.,
Toronto
and leasing
projFollowing
ector.
is a list of the various Uptown to Famous Players Canadian
divisions and the winners in each Corp., has declared a dividend of $21
classification:
per share on the seven per cent preBest Production
ferred stock payable March 31 to
"You Can't Take It With You."— stockholders of record, March 18.
Columbia
This amount comprises the regular
Best Actor
quarterly dividend of $1.75 and a reduction of $19.25 on arrears which
Spencer
M-G-M Tracy in "Boys Town." — stood at $38.50 at the end of 1938, the
Best Actress
current distribution taking care of one
Disney Takes Another
half of the cumulative deferred payBette Davis in "Jezebel." — Warner
ments. Balance of the arrears is exThat constant winner in the cartoon
Best Direction
pected to be further reduced during
short subject class, Walt Disney, took Frank Capra for "You Can't Take It 1939.
With You."— Columbia
another prize for RKO's "Ferdinand
the Bull." M-G-M was cited for
Best Supporting Actor
"That Mothers Might Live" in the Walter Brennan in "Kentucky."— 20th May End IATSE Charge
1,000 feet or less category, and WarCentury-Fox
Hollywood, Feb. 23. — In a hearing
ners, in the 1,000 to 3,000 feet classiBest Supporting Actress
in the National Labor Relations Board
fication, won with "The Declaration
today Jeff Kibre, chairman of the
Fay Bainter in "Jezebel." — Warner
Best Original
of AIndependence."
motion picture technicians committee
number of special awards for outstanding contributions were granted. Dore Schary and Eleanore Griffin for offered to withdraw charges of collusion between international officers of
"Boys Town."— M-G-M
Harry M. Warner, president of WarBest Screen Play
the
IATSE
and producers on condiner Bros., received a scroll in "recognition that the international officers be
tion of patriotic service in the produc- George Bernard Shaw, W. P. Lipscomb, Cecil Lewis and Ian Dal- divested of control over the Hollytion of historical short subjects prewood film locals, the right of membersenting significant episodes in the
rymple for
ship of the studio locals to deal with
Art"Pygmalion."
Direction — M-G-M.
early struggle of the American people
their employers on all matters and
removal of all international officers in
forDeanna
liberty."Durbin and Mickey Rooney Carl Weyl for "The Adventures of office.
Robin Hood."
Warner
Film— Editing
were given miniature statuettes for
their "significant contribution in bring'Princess' Opens Big
ing to the screen the spirit and per- Ralph Dawson for "The Adventures
of Robin Hood." — Warner
sonification ofyouth and, as juvenile
Sound Recording
Boston, Feb. 23. — "Princess for a
players, for setting a high standard of
T. T. Moulton for "The Cowboy and Day" exploitation stunt was used,
ability and achievement."
among others, by Bill Chambliss of
the Lady."
— Golcjwyn-U. A.
Cinematography
20th Centurv-Fox, for the opening of
"Snow White" Recognized
Little Princess" at Keith's
In addition to his first prize in the Joseph Ruttenberg for "The Great "The
Memorial yesterday. Gross of $1,600
cartoon field, Disney received his secWaltz."—Thalberg
M-G-M Award
was reported for the Tuesday midond special award. It was for "Snow Hal B. Wallis
night preview, with $4,600 for Wed—RKO Short Subjects
White and the Seven Dwarfs" (RKO)
nesday. This is big for the house.
which
was
"recognized
as
a
significant
screen innovation which has charmed
(Cartoon)
millions and pioneered a great new Walt Disney for "Ferdinand the Bull."
W. E. Hall Injured
entertainment field for the motion picMason,
O., Feb. 23.— W. E. Hall,
(1,000 Feet or Less)
ture
cartoon."
operating
the
Dream, suffered a conA placque was given to Oliver M-G-M for "That Mothers Might
cussion and body injuries when his
Marsh and Allan Davey for color
automobile skidded and overturned
(1,000 to 3,000 Feet)
near Sharonville, O. Physicians at
cinematography in M-G-M's "SweetWarners
for "The Declaration of In- Blair Hospital, Lebanon, where he
hearts." Another placque went to
Gordon Jennings for special effects in
was
taken, said his condition is not
serious.
Original Musical Score
Paramount's "Spawn of the North,"
dependence."
to Farciot Edouart for transparencies,
Live."
and to Loren Ryder for sound effects Eric Wolfgang Korngold for "The 'Din' in England Tuesday
Adventures ofScoring
Robin Hood." — Warin the same film.
ner
A scroll was awarded to J. Arthur
"Gunga
Ball, who recently resigned as vice Alfred Newman for "Alexander's willLondon,
open in Feb.
England23. —next
TuesdayDin"at
president in charge of research for
the
Gaumont,
Haymarket,
under the
Ragtime Original
Band." — 20th
SongCentury-Fox
Technicolor, for "his outstanding conpatronage of the Duke and Duchess
tribution tothe advancement of color." Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin for of Gloucester. A 10-week run is set.
Frank Capra acted as master of
"Thanks for the Memory" in "Big General release in England is dated
ceremonies. More than 200 newspaper
Broadcast of 1938." — Paramount
for Sept. 18.
who wrote "Boys Town," were honored for the best original motion picture story.
For the best supporting roles, Walter Brennan for his work in 20th Century-Fox's "Kentucky" and Fay Bainter in "Jezebel" were honored. Named
for the best achievement in art direction was Carl Weyl for his contribution to Warners' "The Adventures of
Robin Hood" and Ralph Dawson, who
did the film editing on the same film,
also drew a first prize.
T. T. Moulton, who did the sound
recording in the Goldwyn-U. A. "The
Cowboy and the Lady," carried off top
honors in his class, as he did last year
for "Hurricane." Joseph Ruttenberg's
cinematography in M-G-M's "The
Great Waltz" was declared the best.
Three music awards were voted.
Eric Wolfgang Korngold won with
the best original musical score in "The
Adventures of Robin Hood." The
scoring of "Alexander's Ragtime
Band" brought an award to Alfred
Newman. "Thanks for the Memory,"
which was heard in Paramount's "Big
Broadcast of 1938," won a prize for
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin for the
best original song.
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Allied
►

Directors

on

Trial

Ends; Argument
Set
Wilmington, Feb. 23. — Trial in the
patent infringement litigation brought
by British Acoustic Films against
RCA and Erpi, involving two patents
for improved film feed mechanism
through sound head projectors, has
concluded before Judge John P.
Nields in United States District
Court. Court set April 7 as the date
for argument, March 6 for filing
plaintiff's briefs and March 25 for
defendants' briefs.
Concluding plaintiff witnesses called
in rebuttal were Ian Cremieu-Javal,
managing director of British Acoustic; Arnold Poulsen of Copenhagen,
joint inventor of film feed patents involved in the suit, and Paul J. Larson, patent expert for Warners.
Acme
Agency Action
Is Sent to Referee
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Samuel H. Hofstadter yesterday sent the
suit of Michael Atlas and Walter
Friedman, doing business as Acme
Theatre Ticket Agency, against the
League of N. Y- Theatres, Inc., and
Actors' Equity Association for hearing to a referee to be named on Monday. Action is to enjoin the defendants and theatre owners from enforcing the Theatre Code of Fair Practices, adopted last year.
James F. Reilly, executive secretary
of the league, Paul Dulzell, executive
secretary, and Alfred Harding, head
of the editorial department of Equity,
were present at the hearing.
Orders Details Filed
Charles H. Lehman and William A.
Graham, investment brokers, and
plaintiffs in a suit for $205,370
against Monogram and J. A. Sisto &
Co. have been directed by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand A. Pecora to file a detailed statement of
their complaint. Plaintiffs seek commissions allegedly due for raising
$3,807,412 for Monogram.
Subpoenas Quashed
Chicago, Feb. 23. — Federal Judge
Woodward today quashed subpoenas
served upon 20th Century-Fox and
Loew exchange officials in connection
with the Government contempt suit
against B. & K. and major companies.

Censor

Offered
Personals

Acoustic

Film

Radio

Pact

Dallas, Feb. 23.— Meeting of Allied's directors, scheduled by March 1
to act on the proposed trade practice
program, may not be held but a wire
poll may be taken instead.
Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president
and chairman of its negotiating comp-^Jee, plans to leave Saturday for
^..shington, announcing there how
the vote of the directors will be taken.
He expects to be in New York in a
week or 10 days and will confer with
directors of eastern regional units.
Cole is keeping informed of the
progress of the program by telephone
calls to New York and Allied headquarters inWashington.
Allied's
policy ofon the
divorcement
legislation in view
North Dakota
repeal is to be. determined by the
directors.
British

PICTURE

Measure

George Brooks.
Independent-Schine
Peace Pleases Allied
Syracuse, Feb. 23. — Restoration of
harmony between independent exhibitors in Syracuse and the Schine houses
was hailed at a meeting of the local
New York Allied unit here today.
E. Thornton Kelly, state executive
secretary, cited the elimination of four
features and the increase to 15 cents
of children's admissions at Schine
houses and the return of cash games
at independent theatres.
The independents have in effect a
10-cent price minimum. A membership application and check were returned to a local exhibitor after the
committee reported violation of the
minimum price agreement.
Frank Allen, of the Solvay, Jack
Karp, of the Cameo, and M- Pearlman, of the Cameo, Binghamton, were
named to a regional grievance board.
The meeting discussed shortage of
prints and pending legislative bills.

Wilmington, Feb. 23. — Under a
bill offered in the state legislature
films to be shown before persons under 18 can be censored and juvenile
court judges are empowered to censor
such films. Limiting trailers to a
total of five minutes also is provided
in the measure.
Other provisions of the bill include
a ban on the sale, lease, loan or exhibition of any films which have been
disapproved by judges unless eliminations suggested by them are made.
Exhibitors shall refuse admission to
persons under 18 where pictures which
have not been approved by the judges
are being shown.
Another provision calls for submission to judges for study any film
which five or more persons of any
community have declared to be unfit
for exhibition.
Iowa

Measure

Outlaw

Explains

in Delaware

i

IRA HERBERT has been named
assistant to Bert Lebhar, newly
appointed vice-president in charge
of sales at WHN. . . . Other additions
to the sales staff at WHN include
Irving Raskin and Cecil Hackett, former members of the WMCA staff.
. . . Tony Gale, arranger-composer of
the Jack Miller band heard on the
Kate Smith hour, lost his mother this
week. . . . John Jager, WNEW head
announcer, is doing the commercial
announcements
on the
Jack"of
show over WOR,
under"Smilin'
the name

Zanuck

Chance

Would
Game

Des Moines, Feb. 23. — Representative John S. Heffner has introduced
in the Iowa House a bill to redefine
"lottery" under Iowa law so as to include any scheme, plan or device in
which chance plays any part. The bill
would outlaw Bank Night, suit clubs,
etc., and
would also
include
affairs as church
benefits
wheresuchgoods
are raffled off and other events where
automobiles are given to holders of
lucky tickets, or Bingo games.
Another bill, introduced in the
House by Representative Judd, would
levy 10 cents a ticket state tax on
all admission tickets for Bank Night.
Senator A. E. Augustine of Oskaloosa has introduced a film censor bill.
The bill would create a state board
of motion picture censors composed
Process Projection
of nine persons appointed by the
Report Is Released Governor for three-year terms at not
Hollywood, Feb. 23. — R e s e a r c h more than $4,500 salary annually.
Council of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences has issued
Cagney Earnings in
a report
the council's
tions on on
process
projectionrecommendaequipment.
1938 Were $234,000
The committee in charge of the
Washington, Feb. 23.— James
study was appointed in March, 1938,
with Farciot Edouart of the Para- Cagney earned $234,000 from Warmount studios as chairman, and held
ners in 1938 and ranked as their high13 meetings. The report combines the
est paid star. Kay Francis, in second place, earned $224,000 in 1938
views of approximately 50 experts in
the field of process projection, it was which was $15,000 more than she
explained.
earned in 1937. Cagney's 1937 earnings were not listed.
Harry Cohn, Columbia president,
Air Conditioning Bill drew $182,020 in salary during the
year. The figures were revealed by
Will Affect Theatres the statements filed by Warners and
Albany, Feb. 23. — Proposal that an Columbia with the Securities & Exair conditioning law be established to
change Commission.
license contractors engaged in the construction, installation, alteration, maintenance and repair of air conditioning C.E.A. Unit Forms
systems will affect theatre plants.
Independent Group
The bill has been introduced by
Senator William Condon, Yonkers
London, Feb. 23. — London and
Republican and chairman of the Sen- Home Counties Branch of the Cineate Labor and Industries Committee
matograph Exhibitors' Association
and Assemblyman Francis McCaffrey, yesterday formally
launched a new
New York Democrat.
committee of independents within the
branch. The formation of the new
group is entirely within the scope of
Plans Columbus Film
the organization's constitution, it is
Paris, Feb. 23.— Abel Gance,
out.
French producer, plans a feature based pointed
Exhibitors, concerned over the teleon the life of Christopher Columbus.
vision situation, will ask the General
Having obtained permission from the Counsel of the C. E. A. to appoint an
Spanish authorities, he will shoot ex- active and expert committee and deteriors on Spanish soil.
mand regular reports.

Policy on Stars'
Air Appearances
Washington, Feb. 23. — Policy of
20th Century-Fox on film star broadcasts is stated by Darryl F. Zanuck,
production chief, in a letter to Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
which appears in an organization
bulletin.
In reply mending
to a wire
from withdrawing
Allied comZanuck on
Tyrone Power from the air, the producer said :
"The interests of the exhibitors are
20th Century-Fox's interests. It has
ever been our policy to follow a
course which strengthens those who
show our pictures, for in so doing we
are adding to our own strength.
"We shape our pictures and our
players toward the furthering of this
purpose. The appearance of motion
picture stars on the air endangers
their prestige and their drawing power
unless they are supplied with the finest
kind of material. It is difficult for
radio to supply this material when it
has to be rushed into dramatic form
and presented after a brief rehearsal.
Even after long deliberation and expense it is a difficult task, as the
studios can attest from production experience.
"You can rest assured," Zanuck informed Allied, "that in the future, as
in the past, our cooperation will continue to be regulated in a way that
will protect our players, the exhibitors
and our company."
New

Canada

Houses

Totaled 102 in 1938
Toronto, Feb. 23.— According to
Canadian trade records for the calendar year 1938, the number of new
theatres in the country was 102 while
change of ownership was registered in
the case of 75 theatres.
Greatest construction was reported
from the Prairie provinces where 49
theatres were opened during the 12
months, with 16 new houses listed in
Ontario; 15 in the Province of Quebec ;18 in the Maritime Provinces and
four in British Columbia.
The number of theatre sales in the
Winnipeg-Calgary territory totaled 51,
or more than two-thirds of the
country's theatre transactions. Change
of ownership of 11 theatres took place
in the Province of Quebec ; nine were
sold in Ontario, and two each in
British Columbia and the Maritime
Provinces. The number of theatres in
Canada at the end of December was
1,351.
'Yank at Eton* for M-G-M
Hollywood, Feb. 23.— M-G-M today placed
"A Yankschedule
at Eton"andon will
its
English
production
star Mickey Rooney and Freddie Bartholomew inthe film. John Considine
will produce.
Set 'Oklahoma' Opening
Warners will stage the premiere of
"Oklahoma Kid," starring James
Cagney, in Tulsa and Oklahoma on
March 3, and plan to use two houses,
the Orpheum and Majestic, in Tulsa.
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DONALD CRISP • Directed by LLOYD BACON
Music by Max Steiner • Screen Play by
Warren Duff. Robert Buckner and Edward
E. Paramore • From an Original Story by
Edward E. Paramore and Wally Klein
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Warner

48

36

Plans

Next

Will

Year;

Be

'A'

Sales Convention Here
March 13 and 14

on

Warner plans for its 1939-'40 production call for 48 full-length pictures.
Of these 36 will be "A" productions,
with 12 "B" feature films. The program calls for release of two outstanding pictures each month during the
new motion picture year which begins
in September.
In view of the fact that production
plans have been completed for the new
season, following recent conferences on
the coast and in New York, the company has set the date for its annual
national and Canadian sales conference for March 13 and 14. It will be
held at the Waldorf-Astoria, according
to the announcement by Gradwell L.
Sears, general sales manager.
Early Date Set
Setting of the early date, Sears
said, was the result of efforts to carry
on the impetus of company activities
which now are at the highest peak in
the history of the company.
Production of a substantial number
of shorter features of a higher quality
is being planned to meet the possibility
of gradual elimination of dual features,
which Warner believes to be inevit(Continued on page 6)
Edwards,
Get

GN

Saphier
Sales

Posts

Hollywood, Feb. 26. — E. W. Hammons, president of Grand National, has
named Sol Edwards as sales manager
for all territory east of Chicago and
Morris Saphier to handle sales west of
the Windy City. Edwards, New York
circuit manager, will make his headquarters in New York, and Saphier,
now handling Los Angeles and San
Francisco, will have headquarters in
Los Angeles and Chicago.
Hammons' action follows the resignation of Edward Alperson last week
as vice-president and general sales
manager.
Seeking additional deals for product
to distribute Hammons has extended
his stay on the coast to this week. He
would not disclose the nature of the
pending deals but said he hoped to
straighten out the G. N. release schedule before his return to New York.
Economy measures, including layoff
of some exchange salesmen, are being
enforced to curtail expenses until pictures are delivered, Hammons said.

YORK,

MONDAY,

Quiz Winners to
Get Word Tonight
Officialdom from governors
down will be on hand to open
envelopes containing the list
of Movie Quiz winners tonight. Names of winners will
be kept secret until the last
moment and then will be announced simultaneously from
coast to coast. News services
will not receive the lists until
sufficient time has elapsed to
permit film houses to make
the first announcements. The
checks will be mailed March 1.
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Conference
Tomorrow

Set
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for
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TEN

CENTS

Four

to

Kibre

CompleteRKO
Proposals to IATSE
Hollywood, Feb. 26. — Representa- Directorate
tives of I. A. T. S. E. and the studios
with attorneys will meet Tuesday with
Dr. Towne Nylander, regional N. L. Nast, Eberstadt, Durell
R. B. director, to discuss terms of the
and Parsons Added
settlement proposed by Jeff Kibre,
I. A. T. S. E. minority leader, to drop
Conde Nast, publisher ; Ferdinand
charges of company unionism and Eberstadt, investment broker ; Thomas
other Wagner Act violations against P. Durell, investment broker, and
producers and I. A. T. S. E. Inter- John E. Parsons, attorney, were added
national.
to the proposed list of members of
On
Thursday
Kibre
made
a
series
reorganized RKO's board of directors
Baird
Plans
to
of proposals which included, among on Friday, completing the list of 13.
The remaining nine members of the
other things, recognition of local
organizations as collective bargaining board were reported in Motion Picture Daily on Feb. 8. They are
Put
Television
agencies and acknowledgment by producers that the Wagner Act had been George J. Schaefer, president; Ned E.
violated.
Depinet, vice-president; Floyd B. Odium, chairman of the board; N. Peter
In U.S.
Market
Rathvon, chairman of the finance committee W.
;
G. Van Schmus, Lunsford
U.S. Test Set Today P. Yandell,
James G. Harbord, L.
Lawrence Green and Frederick L.
Baird Television, which is financed
Ehrman.
in part by Gaumont British, may man- On Anti-Ascap Laws
ufacture both theatre and home teleMallard Proposed for Post
Constitutionality of anti-Ascap legisvision receivers, under its own patIn
addition to the officers named,
ents, in this country, according to Ian
lation pending in state legislatures
Javal, commercial director for Baird, throughout the country may be deter- William Mallard has been proposed
mined today by the U. S. Supreme for secretary and treasurer or assistant
who is investigating the practicability
of the move during his current visit Court in decisions expected to be treasurer of the reorganized company.
The nominations have the approval
handed down in tests of the Florida
here from London.
of a majority of the RKO creditors
The Baird theatre receiving equip- and Washington anti-Ascap laws.
ment might be marketed here for
Virtually all of the anti-Ascap legis- and security holders but must be' approved also by the Federal court. Fedlation either enacted or currently be$5,000 to $7,000 if the company's own
fore state legislatures is patterned
eral Judge
William on Bondy
(Continued
page 6) will hear
factory was established in this country, Javal said. Equipment has been after one or the other of the state
measures on which the court is due to
installed in G. B.'s three West End
houses in London, the Tivoli, Tatler rule. These include Nebraska, Montana and Tennessee, where the bills
and Marble Arch Pavilion, where for
Form
the first time in television history a have become law, and Arkansas, Wilcox, RKO
North Dakota and Connecticut, where
sporting event
of national
(Continued
on page 6) interest — action on them is pending.
Imperadio
Pictures
Imperadio Pictures, Ltd., will be
formed with joint RKO and British
ownership as the new producing comSchaefer
Refutes
W anger
pany for Herbert Wilcox, the latter
said prior to his departure for England
Saturday on the Queen Mary.
RKO and the British interests each
On
Propaganda
on
Screen
will have three directors on the board,
"The motion picture producer," he including George J. Schaefer, RKO
George J. Schaefer, RKO president,
and Wilcox. Dr. A. H.
in a statement issued over the week- stated, "should have the right to make president,
politically controversial pictures if he Giannini will be the seventh and
end, took issue with Walter Wanger's chooses to do so, but he should make neutral member of the board, and will
contention that the industry's produc- them with his own money and show act as chairman.
tion code discourages the honest hand- them in his own theatres. If he chooses
Imperadio will produce several picling of modern social and political
tures in Hollywood as well as three or
problems. The statement was directed to be a propagandist for any cause he
four in England annually. The first
has
that
right
but
he
has
no
right
to
at newspaper reports of a speech delivered by Wanger at a luncheon use his stockholders' money for that will be made in Hollywood with Anna
purpose, unless they are aware of and Neagle, who sails from England in
meeting last week.
in accord with his ideas ; but they or about two weeks, to be starred. The
Schaefer's statement pointed out he have no right to foist personal
new company's first production abroad
that there is nothing in the production code which denies anyone the opinions upon the paying public under will be based on the life of Lord Kitchener and will be made with the coopportunity to make a patriotic film, the guise of entertainment.
operation of the British Government.
"That
the
motion
picture
could
be
a
but that when propaganda or controPhil Rei sman, RKO foreign manversial themes are disseminated under tremendous instrument for propaganager, also sailed. He will be away
the guise of patriotic films, the probda no one (Continued
can deny,"on conceded
page 6) Schae- about two months.
lem becomes a different one.
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Personal

►

MICHEL, executive viceWC.
• president of 20th-Century-Fox,
returns today from a Florida vacation.
•
John Hicks, Jr., vice-president in
charge of Paramount' s foreign department, is scheduled to arrive in Brussels today, Amsterdam tomorrow, Berlin on Wednesday and then to Copenhagen.
•
Cresson E. Smith, western and
southern sales manager for RKO left
over the weekend for Palm Beach.
•
assistant to
Trumbull,
Walter
Will H. Hays, is recovering at his
home from a severe attack of the flu.
•
Phil Reisman sailed Saturday on
the Queen Mary for England and the
Continent, for an eight-week trip of
inspection.
•
Harry A. Ross, president of Ross
Federal, returns from
Miami today.
•
Leo Abrams, Murray Ginzberg,
Phil Winnick, Erwin Hodes, Norman Arenweld, David A. Levy, Joe
Katsch, Harry Thomas, Nat Price,
Jules Liggett among those present at
Max Cohen's 17th wedding anniversary celebration Saturday night.
•
Al Herman, district manager for
Universal, left Saturday for a 10-day
West Indies cruise.
•
Bob Wolff, New York branch
manager for RKO, is confined to his
home with the grippe.
•
Cagney has been commisJamessioned a colonel
on the staff of the
Governor of Oklahoma in connection
with the dual premiere of "The Oklahoma Kid," in which Cagney is
starred at Tulsa and Oklahoma City
March 3.
•
Harold Lloyd arrived Friday from
the coast for a combination business
and pleasure visit. He has no picture
plans.
•
Bill Sussman of 20th-century Fox
is in Boston.
•
Arthur Jacobson, talent scout for
Paramount, is in town from the coast
with Mrs. Jacobson. They are at the
Waldorf and expect to remain about
three weeks.
•
Joseph I. Breen, Production Code
Administrator, left over the weekend
for the coast. The Breens returned a
week ago from a West Indies cruise
marking their 25th wedding anniversary. They are stopping off in Philadelphia en route west.
•
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. terminates
a long vacation when he returns to
Hollywood tomorrow.
•
Frank X. Miske, Ross Federal
controller, is back from a Caribbean
cruise.
•
Bernard Simon is the new publicity
head for the New York Federal Theatre Project, succeeding Ted Mauntz.

Insiders'
By SAM
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MIAMthe
country is also the
winter capital of show business.
Not only the President, but show
people, too, and visiting newspaper personages, give this area
much of the glamour which it
radiates and much of the prestige
which it enjoys as a colorful
recreation center.
It is the height of the season
right now. As this is being written among those who are in town
are Nicholas M. Schenck, Barney
Balaban, Edwin L. Weisl, Herman Robbins, Leo Spitz, Harry
Ross, Ted O'Shea, Major Albert
Warner, Dan Arnstein, Morgan
Kaufman, Herbert Bayard Swope,
Al Greenfield, Harry Thomas,
Marty Mullins, Hal Home, Percy
E. Elkeles, Hal Halpern, M. H.
Aylesworth, Walter Winchell,
Jack Wheeler and Dan Arnstein,
to list a few.
Also here are John Harris, Ike
Libson, Arthur Willi, Ralph
Rolan, Myer Schine, Willard
McKay and Louis Sobol.
Exhibitors from every part of
the country flock here. Many of
them are retired.
T
If not stopping over, passing
through here for other overland
spots or to points in the West
Indies, by sea, are many others.
Joe
O'Donnell
and
Tom Vogel,
Connors Bob
arrived
a few days
ago and went on to the West
Indies.
It's a great spot when the
weather is good — but a cold spell
like that which blew in the other
day and remained for more than
48 hours scares the sunlight
hours out of everybody and a
mad exodus begins, but stops just
as quickly when the sun breaks
out again.
This is the biggest season in
the
andzenith.
right now
the city's
season history,
is at the
To
picture what this means try to
envision a district of which the
normal population may run to
about 150,000, suddenly swelled
in the quick time of 12 weeks to
500,000 persons.
It is estimated that at this
time, the floating population or
tourist crowd here is no less than
320,000.
V
Thousands from show business
here, working or playing.
It's a sucker town, of course,
and during the season, that is,
December, January and February, the grosses are automatic for
everybody.
Down here they are crazy
about Bingo and gambling is
wide open. The Bingo games
begin at midnight, not so much in
deference to the theatres or legiti-

Outlook
SHAIN
mate business but so as not to
affect the dog races adversely.
Actually the Bingo stuff is. a lure
to get the patrons into the more
standard forms of gambling,
which run through the night.
There are as many as 10,000
persons playing Bingo nightly in
the public gambling places here,
according to native estimate.
The eames are ballyhooed as
"non-profit" but actually the
grand prize is never shared
singly. The winner always has a
"partner." That "partner" works
for the house. So that must be
the house percentage. But the
crowds go for it just the same.
Hialeah Park is running, and
on its biggest Saturday to date,
with races which included such
horses as War Admiral, Stagehand and Bull Lea for drawing
cards, the track played to 26,000
persons and a handle of $700,000.
At Santa Anita opening day,
in the heart of the film colony,
the handle is said to have been
$1,000,000. That's just by way
of comparison.
T
February, of course, is the bigNow
everything is sky high,
gest grosser.
including food. A good dinner
will cost between $3.50 and $5
per person. At some places like
the Croydon Arms you can do
all right for a moderate sum. In
fact, this hotel, which is one of
the newer spots, is among the
finest here and its rates are
favorable.
The night clubs are strictly
sucker spots and overrated. Joe
Lewis at the Continentale gives
the most for the money and he
plays to a packed house nightly.
Lewis is that kind of an entertainer and most popular.
T
Theatres here, at this time, of
course are going high. There
are some new independents here
and many pictures which would
not be permitted by authorities up
north get a big play here. The
circuits are strictly single standard. They do not countenance
twin-billing.
It's a 12-week business season
here and you live off that which
you can get in December, January and February.
Prices jump 300 per cent over
November to February and go
down 90 per cent under the prevailing December rates in May
for the benefit of Alabama and
Georgia tourists, who. come here
in May and romp about at the
rate of around $10 per week for
two persons, where now the minimum mayofrun
$150 for two.
Most
theto laundries,
nearly*
evervbody admits, are mostly
atrocious, especially during the

Kansas

Is

Senate

for

Law

in

Sent

toi

Passage

Topeka, Feb. 26. — The Kansas
affiliated theatre divorcement law was
recommended for passage by the house
on Friday. The measure now goes
to the Senate.
Introduced in the legislatui£j||ess
than two weeks ago by Represere itive
Williamson of Kansas City, Kas., the
bill was reported out of committee
promptly with a recommendation for
passage. The house, in passing it, acted
almost as promptly. If passed by the
senate and signed by the governor, the
measure would become effective next
Jan. 1. It is similar in all basic respects to the North Dakota affiliated
theatre divorcement law which was
repealed recently, and to the divorce
bills pending in the Missouri and
Nebraska legislatures.
Fox West Coast will be the only
circuit affected by the law in the event
of its enactment. Thus, a different
legal test from that offered by the
North Dakota measure might develop,
inasmuch as 20th Century-Fox owns
only 42 per cent, or less than a controlling interest, in its theatre operating company, whereas Paramount, the
only producer-distributor affected by
the North Dakota law, holds a 100
per cent interest in its affiliated theatres in that state.
height of the season. Rates are
high and many find it advisable
to send their linen home rather
than trust it to local cleaners.
One of the most genial hosts of
this city is W. R. Lynch. But
then, theatre folk everywhere are
the finest hosts.
On a nice sunny day, in Biscayne Bay, you can see the pennants flying from Commodore
Robbins' boat, the Jacknjill II, or
Stanton Griffis' luxurious yacht,
the Northwind, on which Barney
Balaban is stopping, and Leo
Spitz's impressive craft, the
Caroline.
Along with other craft in the
bay they are nice to look at, but
it is much more enjoyable being
on them, under steam.
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January
Up

to

Tax

Total

$1,564,134

Washington, Feb. 26. — Admission
tax collections in January of $1,564,134 have been reported by the Internal Revenue Bureau.

Warners

Plans

In 1939-40

48
Season

(.Continued from page 1)
able. The short subjects will be 2,000
to 4,000 feet, along the lines of "The
Declaration of Independence," "Give
Me Liberty" and "Lincoln in the
White House," historical shorts in
color now being released by the com-

Although the month's receipts were
$456,000 under the $2,020,376 reported
for December, the bureau announced, pany.
they were some $210,000 above the
Company plans call for the production of 12 or more of these short subJanuary, 1938, revenue of $1,353,415.
January was the first month since
In conclusion the announcement on
last March in which collections ex- jects.
ceeded those of the corresponding the sales convention said that Warners, believing in independent action
period of the preceding year.
For the first seven months of the has, however, given sympathy and encouragement tothe recent trade praccurrent fiscal year, the bureau retice conferences.
ported, collections amounted to $11,878,708, a loss of $928,724 compared
The company, said the statement, "is
with the $12,807,432 collected in the firm in the conviction that by maincorresponding period a year ago.
taining the highest standards in all
Collections in the Third New York branches of production and distribu(Broadway) district totaled $447,840,
tion, and taking a definite step toward
compared with $617,721 in December the elimination of so heavy an indusand $339,074 in January, 1938.
try incubus as the present double bill,
All of the loss from December was it is justifying its place in the motion
in box-office collections, it was disclosed, the total dropping to $361,464 picture world."
from $551,291.
Other collections in the district
were : free or reduced rate admissions, Four More Named
$6,820 against $3,626 in December;
To RKO
Directorate
tickets sold by brokers, $20,909 against
(Continued from page 1)
$10,558; tickets sold in excess of established price, $466 against $1,338; objections to the proposed directors
permanent use or lease of boxes and and officers at a hearing scheduled for
seats, $43 against $1,300; admissions this afternoon. Objections to confirmato roof gardens and cabarets, $58,138
tion of the RKO reorganization plan
against $49,608.
will be heard by the court at the same
time. Formal confirmation of the plan
by the court is not expected until
Press Reaction Less
later.
Favorable in 1938
Odium's tenure as board chairman
a limited period only folPress comment pertaining to the in- may be for
reorganization. He will be
dustry and its affairs was six per cent available lowing
to the new company in an
less favorable last year than it was in advisory capacity on general policy
1937, despite the staging of the $1,- matters. Rathvon will be chairman of
000,000 promotional and newspaper the finance committee, other members
advertising campaign, according to an of which will be Yandell, Ehrman and
analysis of news, editorials and col- Parsons.
umnists' material made bv the M.P.Dufell is an investment broker assoP.D.A.
ciated with White, Weld & Co. and
represents Time, Inc., holder of about
Salesmen, Bookers to $1,250,000 of unsecured RKO notes.
Eberstadt, president of the investment
Attend 20th-Fox Meet company bearing his name, is a former
Salesmen and bookers will attend director of RKO Radio Pictures Corp.
the national sales convention of 20th He is chairman of the RKO stockCentury-Fox in Chicago, April 3 to 5.
holders' protective committee, and is
Herman Wobber, distribution head, its representative on the board.
Conde Nast, head of the publishing
who is vacationing in Florida, is due
at the studio March 13 for pre-conven- firm, is an Atlas representative. Partion conferences.
sons, associated with the law firm of
Morton A. Levy, district manager Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Robat Minneapolis, has been named leader
erts, is a representative of Rockefeller
of the seventh annual Kent drive, Center.
which will start in August.
A. M.

P. A. to Honor

Johnston Thursday
A. M. P. A. will pay tribute to
W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram Pictures, who is celebrating his
25th year in the industry. On the entertainment program will be Helen
Westley, Bert Frohman and Charlie
Cantor. After the entertainment a
closed business meeting will be held
to elect a nominating committee which
will select a slate of officers for the
coming year.

Funeral

Services

for

Brandt
Wednesday
Rabbi William F. Rosenblum, of
Temple Israel, will conduct the funeral
services for Joe Brandt, first president of Columbia Pictures, Wednesday
at 2 P.M. at the West End Funeral
Chapel, 200 W. 91st Street. Interment
will take place in the Westchester
Hills Cemetery, Westchester County.

Moss Closes Corona House
License Commissioner Paul Moss
on Sunday closed the Granada in
'Prison' Opening Set
Corona for staging "jitterbug" dances,
American premiere of "Prison With- which the Commissioner says is illegal
film theatres. License was suspended
out Bars" (Korda-U. A.) has been set in
for one day.
*or Friday at the State, Detroit.

National
Allied

Pact

Report

Is Due Wednesday
Wednesday is the deadline
for a report by Allied's trade
commit
practic
rs.
of directo
boardating
tee to ethenegoti
inThe committee was so l
structed at the nationa
board meeting in Washington
last month. Indications are
that the votedeadline for a directors' on the latest draft
may be extended.

Film

Will

Deals

Start

in March

National Theatres will start negotiations on 1939-'40 film deals next
month. J. J. Sullivan, Fox West Coast
film buyer, is due March 7 for his
annual session with William Powers,
chief buyer.

Spyros Skouras, operating hear! of
National Theatres, who arrived «|eiday from the coast, said that film paying will get under way slightly later
this year than usual.
The giveaways at Fox West Coast
houses, revived after several months,/
Baird Plans to Make
are only in connection with drives and
will not become permanent, Skouras
Television Sets Here said. Policy on chance games and
(Continued from page 1)
giveaways is an individual one with
the British lightweight championship the division managers.
While on the coast Skouras dis—was
presented to paying theatre
cussed with Darryl F. Zanuck the
patrons last week.
situation of film stars on the air and
informed
been
had
he
said
Javal
that reception was good in the theatres declared that it is high time the industry realized this competition cuts
and lasted 75 minutes. He said that
the houses played to capacity at $5 a deeply into box-office grosses. He inseat. The championship fight was radio.
dorsed Zanuck's action in withdrawing
broadcast to the theatres by the British Tyrone Power and Alice Faye from
Broadcasting Co. and reproduced on
Baird's 15 feet by 12 feet theatre
screen, said to be the largest in the Lift ' Daughter' Ban;
world. As a result of the success of
Strand Opening Big
that initial commercial theatre televiGaumont
N. Y. Board of Regents on Friday
sion offering, Javal said,
British has decided to equip its entire
lifted
the censorship on "Yes, My
circuit with television receiving apDarling
Daughter" which had been
paratus as rapidly as transmitting banned by Irwin Esmond, chief cenfacilities permit.
sor, and the film went into the Strand
The Baird representative, who has Saturday to big business, with eight
viewed television demonstrations in shows given in the day. The board
New York, asserts that England is approved a revised version which was
Thursday. before a committee of three
considerably farther ahead in tele- screened
vision use than the rest of the world.
He said that reception of programs
At the same time, the appeal of
had been reported in England at dis- Lenauer International Films from Estances of 90 miles, whereas reception
mond's ban of the French film "The
up to 25 miles is considered good here. Puritan" was dismissed. Grand National Films entered the highly active
Baird expects televisoin to supplement theatre programs, rather than censorship situation by appealing from
compete with them, he said. The ex- Esmond's ban of "Sunset Murder
pectancy in England is that theatres
will be able to offer an hour of television in place of a second feature,
with the television program consisting Hilgers to Succeed
either of actual events or special proEverett at Republic
ductions.
H. H. (Heck) Everett has reJavaJ said that Baird is negotiating
for a Broadway theatre in which to
signed as southern district sales manager for Republic. Clair Hilgers,
demonstrate its theatre television respecial
Case." sales representative in the
the World's
during
ceiving equipment
Fair. Baird
leases
its theatre
tele- south, will succeed him. Everett has
vision equipment, but sells its home held the post for two years. The territory embraces Atlanta, Tampa, New
receiving sets outright.
Orleans, Charlotte, Memphis, Dallas,
Oklahoma City and Little Rock.
Schaefer Refutes
Atlanta.
Hilgers will make his headquarters in
Theory of W anger
(Continued from page 1)
fer, "but that it has kept itself practically free from misuse and has stuck
to its primary
of furnishing
entertainment isa job
tribute
to the common
sense and integrity of the industry as
a whole.
"The right of free speech and a free
press is a fundamental of our democracy and this constitutional right can
and should be interpreted to include a
free screen. But the privilege of a free
screen carries with it the responsibility
of preserving it. If a producer chooses
to use the motion picture instead of
the newspaper, the pamphlet or other
media for the expression of his ideas,
that is his right and I would be the
last to deny it, but this privilege does
not include the right to smuggle
propaganda to those who have paid
their admission price for entertain-

Yates

Due

Friday

for

Product, Sales Talks
Herbert Yates is due to arrive at
the coast Friday for conferences with
M. J. Siegel, Republic studio head, for
conferences on next season's product
and sales plans. Yates, who left New
York Wednesday, is making several
stops enroute.
Allyn Butterfield, former executive
of RKO Pathe News, has joined Republic as a producer.
RCA Declares Dividends
Dividends on First Preferred and
"B" Preferred of 87^ cents and $1.25
respectively were declared by Radio
Corporation
of America at the regular
Friday.
meeting of the Board of Directors

— .
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Large

Crowd

Attends

Columbia
Club Party
Several hundred members and
guests attended a dinner dance of the
Columbian Club at the Waldorf-Astoria Saturday. Columbia executives
present included Jack Cohn, A.
Schneider, A. Montague, J. A. McConville, Louis J. Barbano, Rube
Jackter, Maurice A. Bergman, Louis
Weinberg, Louis Astor, M. J. Weisfeldt, Leo Jaffe, M. Wormser, Leonard S. Picker, David A. O'Malley,
Irving Moross, Frank McGrann, Hortense Schorr, Hal Hode, H. J. Takiff,
C. W. Sharpe, H. L. Smith, F. L.
Weber, William G. Brennan and Ben
Schwalb.
Others present were Eugene Picker,
Oscar Doob, Marvin Schenck and
Charles C. Moskowitz of Loew's ;
Fred Meyers and J. J. O'Connor of
RKO ; Louis Notarius and Robert M.
Weitman of Paramount ; Russell
Downing and Gus Eyssell, Music
Hall ; Jack Shea, William Barry and
M. A. Shea, Jr., Shea circuit; D. J.
Chatkin, Monarch Theatres, and Louis
Schine, Schine Circuit.
Cohn

Stock

Renew

Radio

Shots

mediEarly advertising through the
um of television will take the form
of talking picture shots, broadcast
from motion pictures, according to the
Van Sant, Dugdale Co., Baltimore advertising agency, which has just issued an article titled "Television in
1939."
This television advertising will be
comparable to the transcribed spots of
radio, or the one minute shorts used
for motion picture advertising.
However, before advertising actually reaches television, the agency
states, the F.C.C. must remove current restrictions against commercialism of television, and sales of television sets to the public must become
general.
"A big audience must be assured to
justify the cost of producing programs in which the advertising story
will be seen as well as heard," the
pos"But atelevision's
agency states.
sibilities for showing
product in use
and dramatizing the benefits which it
brings will be tremendous."
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RIS agency has
MOR
IAedM Vinc
WILL
ent Lopez and orbook
chestra to appear at the Capitol
Theatre, Minneapolis, during the week
of March 24 . . . Art Tolchin, WHN
salesman, the father of a boy, named
John Robert . . . Sam Elman, commercial manager of WATR, Waterbury, in town for the past several
days on business, back to the station
today . . . Jimmy Saphier, having
liquidated his talent agency here, to
Hollywood to take up new duties . . .
Dot Hass of the Fanchon & Marco
office, pulls out of New York in a
few weeks for Hollywood, with the
Al Pearce troupe, which resumes
broadcasting from the west coast on
+
April 3.

Lasky

Show

Chicago, Feb. 26.— Wrigley
has signed the Jesse L.
Lasky-RKO "Gateway to
Hollywood" radio show for
another 13 weeks. The program is heard Sunday nights
over CBS and is tied in with
an RKO talent search. Lasky
is master of ceremonies.

Jergens

Renews

2

on NBC
Programs
Andrew Jergens Co., sponsoring the
"Hollywood Playhouse" and Walter
Winchell's series over NBC, has renewed both programs for 13- week
periods, the renewal starting April 2.
"Hollywood Playhouse" presents
Charles Boyer on Sundays from 9 to
9:30 P. M., and Winchell is heard
Elliott Nugent, Paramount director, from 9:30 to 9:45 P. M. Boyer recently succeeded Tyrone Power as
on Dave Loew's
as a guest
will appearTrack"
"Sound
program
over the star of the "Playhouse" when the
WNEW tonight at 7:30 P. M. . . . latter was withdrawn from radio by
Irving Mansfield, publicist, will wed Darryl Zanuck, of 20th Century-Fox.
Renewed for one year on NBC are
Jacqueline Susann Anril 2. Miss Susann formerly appeared in "The Wom- "Fibber McGee & Molly," , the renewal starting April 11. Program is
heard Tuesdays from 9 :30 to 10 P. M.
on the Red network. Needham, Louis
Theatre Is Exempted & Brorby is the agency. Sponsor is
the S. C. Johnson & Son Co.
In Ban
on Gambling
Ward Baking Co.'s "Jane Arden," a
en." O., Feb. 26.— Police Chief E.
Troy,
script show presented MonJ. Smick has issued an order that all dramatic
days through Fridays from 10:15 to
gambling, including Bank Night as 10:30 A. M. on the Blue, is renewed
operated by individuals and pools must for another 13 weeks, through the
stop immediately or arrests will Sherman K. Ellis agency.
follow.
The order specifies, however, that
Bank Night conducted by the Mayfair New Station at Troy
theatre is considered legal, and will
not be interfered with.
Approved
by F.C. C.
Troy, Feb. 26.— WTRY, 1,000-watt
part time station to be inaugurated
Conn. House Rejects
here this summer, can proceed with
construction,
according to an F.C.C.
Two Bingo Measures
ruling. WTRY plans its main studio
Hartford. Feb. 26. — Two house in the Proctor Theatre Building and
bills, one asking for the return of
Bingo for charitable organizations, the its transmitter at Boght Corners. Station is to be operated on a 950-kiloother limiting grand prizes to $25,
cycle frequency, during daylight hours.
have been rejected. 'Four other bills Pending in District of Columbia U. S.
along the same lines remain to be con- Court of Appeals is litigation begun
sidered. The measure providing for by WOKO and WABY of Albany,
two men in an operator's booth, de- for review of the F.C.C. license to
feated six times, will be heard again WTRY.
in Judiciary Committee tomorrow.
Reverse GB Suit Ruling
The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court on Friday reversed a decision of N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
William T. Collins, which had directed Arthur A. Lee, as president of
Gaumont-British Pictures Corp. of
America, to testify before trial and to
aid the plaintiff, Regal Distributing
Corp; and Kayart Theatres Corp. in
framing- a complaint against the
American
and English Gaumont-British Co.

Is Reported
by SEC
Washington, Feb. 26. — Acquisition
by Harry Cohn, Hollywood, Columbia
Pictures president, of 41 shares of the
company's common stock and 1,719
voting trust certificates, through a
stock dividend, has been reported by
the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The report showed that Cohn also
acquired 30 voting trust certificates
through a stock dividend for the Joan
Perry account.
A report filed by Henry R. Win- Paramount Suit En joined
throp, New York, showed that he held
N. Y. Supreme Court Tustice Samuel I. Rosenman on Fridav issued a
no equity securities in Loew's, Inc.,
when he became a director Jan. 18.
temporary injunction against Ben
Blumenthal, restraining him from
prosecuting a suit previouslv brought
Gets Spanish War Film
hv him in England against Paramount
"The Will of A People," a new Pictures, Inc.. for alleged failure to
Spanish war feature, ! will be dis- •^numerate. Blumenthal in the sale of
tributed byGarrison Films. The pic- Paramount-controlled theatres there.
ture is now in its third week at the Earlv trial on the question of a
perBelmont.
manent injunction was ordered.

I

LINES
B

a CBS announcer to get a job
JOHN LANG recently resigned as
with RKO as a film actor. He's
been given a part in "Fixer
just
nouncer.
Dugan" . . . that of a radio anRichard Haydn, comic in the
Noel Coward musical "Set to
Music," just signed for radio by
John Reber of J. Walter Thompson. Look for him to appear in
the Chase & Sanborn program.
T
Hildegarde is an awfully nice young
lady, and she sings well in that new
Raymond Paige show on CBS, but
the agency handling the program is
making her appear foolish — in the way
they introduce her on the air. On
the initial program a choir sang "Hildegarde We Love You" as she stepped
to_ the mike for her first song, and
this was followed by a bumptious announcement that "99 men pat down
their hair and straighten their neckties as Hildegarde steps to the microphone." Nothing so ridiculous has
been heard on the air since Jeanette
MacDonald some seasons back coyly
advised the radio audience "not to
catch cold" on the Vicks program.
▼
A bit of comedy relief can be
squeezed sometimes from even the
most serious of situations. Recently
the
pabers experience
conveyed Virginia
terrifying
when her Verrill's
car ran
wild down a narrow California mountain road, ending in a crash that sent
Virginia and her two passengers to a
hospital. The passengers were a Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Zimmerman, who had
gone to Hollywood tp recover from
nervous breakdowns.

T
Campbell Soup Co. is discontinuing
the Edwin C. Hill "Human Side of
the News" broadcasts, but not for the
usual reasons. It's a personal affair
between the artist and sponsor.
T
An unusual setup has been completed for the Orson Welles program
on March 3. The broadcast will bring
its three principals in from three cities
on two continents. Welles will fly into
New York from Boston, where he is
currently appearing in a stage play ;
Lifson on 'Music Half
Albert Lifson & Sons have signed a Mary Astor will fly to New York
year's contract for three 10-minute from Hollywood especially for the
broadcast; and Gilbert Frankau,
periods
per week
"Music Hall,"
throughontheWNEW'S
Louis F. whose book "Royal Regiment" is providing the dramatization, will be piped
Herman agency. Borden Farm Prod- over from
London.
ucts and China Clipper Restaurants
— Jack Banner
have placed spot schedules with the
station.
Muzak Gets Fratkin
Fredric Fratkin, the noted violinist, has organized a 35-piece orchestra.
First assignment of the unit is to
record for Muzak. The conductor was
formerly leader of the Boston Symphony and at one time conducted the
Capitol Theatre orchestra.

Crummit Sued on Song
Trial of the suit of Adelina Francis
Ryan against Frank Crummit and
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
started on Friday before Federal
Judge Samuel Mandelbaum. Plaintiff
seeks $50,000 damages, claiming radio
infringement of words of her song,
"Her Old Spanish Shawl" in defendant's song, "The Gay Caballero."

Extend Kate Smith Talks
CBC to Air Roosevelt
Kate Smith's series of noonday
Montreal,
Feb. 26. — Canadian
talks, three days weekly on CBS, will
be jextended beyond March 31, end of Broadcasting Corp. will carry President Roosevelt's address to Congress
the original 26-week period. The series
is sponsored by Diamond Crystal Salt on March 4, over its coast-to-coast
network.
Co., through Benton & Bowles.

Congratulations,
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'Honolulu'
2

L. A.

in
Hollywood

Houses
u

Hits

$33,000

Winner

Take

Previews

All

(20th Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Feb. 26. — "Winner Take All" is one of those compact
little
pictures in which there is a lot of entertainment. It is a prize fight
lu"
"Honolu
—
26.
Feb.
,
Los Angeles
and "Four Girls in White" showed story and the several fights featured, which are the source of action and
the way here, taking $33,000 in two excitement, make for a full quota of thrills. There is also a surprising
houses, $14,400 at the Chinese and amount of legitimate and appealing love interest and a goodly serving
of comedy. There are no outstanding names in the cast, but the players
$18,600 at Loew's State.
"Pygmalion" continued strong, with featured, particularly Tony Martin, Gloria Stuart, Henry Armetta, Slim
$6,000 in its eighth week at the 4 Star.
Kane Richmond and Robert Allen, handle their assign"Wings of the Navy" drew $11,500 at Summerville,
ments capably.
Warners' Hollywood and $12,400 at
Warners' Downtown, in the second
Discovering Martin packs a wallop, Allen induces him to become a
week.
fighter under his management. The lad is eager for a try at the sport
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 22:
because it will afford him opportunity to repay benefactor Armetta's
many kindnesses and help him raise funds for his fraternal organization.
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
Winning a series of fixed bouts, Martin believes he is a real fighter.
"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
CHINESE — (2,500) (30c-75c) 7 days. Meanwhile a sports reporter, Miss Stuart, who has been attracted to
Gross: $14,400. (Average, $12,500)
Martin, smells a rat. Threatening to expose the fraud only earns her
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
4 STAR— (900) (40c-55c) 7 days, 8th week. the enmity of Martin. However, when he is knocked cold in his first
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $3,250)
days, honest match, the boy who has gone high-hat sees things in a different
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
HLLLSTREET— (2,700) (30c-65c) 5
4th week. Gross: $5,800. (Average, $6,500) light, and Armetta, who has bet on him, loses the lodge money. Re"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
pentant Martin thereupon puts himself under Miss Stuart's management
"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
and begins a new prize ring drive which finally carries him to the top.
LOEW'S
STATE-(2,500)
(30c-75c) 7
days. Gross: $18,600. (Average. $14,00(1)
Jerry Cady's original story, which was adapted by Frances Hyland
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (35c-65c) 5 days, 4th and Albert Ray, gets away from trite formula in many instancces. Otto
Brower directed.
week. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $7,000)
"Beachcomber" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595) (30c-65c) 7 days,
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
2nd week. Stage: F. & M. revue. Rube
Wolf and his orchestra.
Gross: $15,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
Off the Record
WARNER
BROS.
(HOLLYWOOD) —
(3.000) (30c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$11,500. (Average. $14,000)
( W arners)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) —
Hollywood, Feb. 26. — Despite the presence of Pat O'Brien, Joan
(3,400) (30c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$12,400. (Average. $12,000)
Blondell and Bobby Jordan, a "Dead End" kid, in the cast, "Off the
Record" tells a hard to believe story which is somewhat hard to believe.
The whole thing might be described as a rehash of any number of
'Gunga' $15,500 Is
newspaper yarns and the same amount of underworld yarns.
Buffalo Sensation
The girl reporter is in love with the editor whose only love is the
news,
any kind of news. They play tricks on each other. Then she
Din"
"Gunga
—
Buffalo, Feb. 26.
hit the jack-pot here, with $15,500 at uncovers a racketeer story that makes a young lad its innocent victim.
the Great Lakes.
Along with his older brother he goes to jail while the big shot goes
"Honolulu" took $12,600 at the free. To undo the injustice, the girl persuades the editor to marry her
Buffalo. A Century dual, "Fisherman's Wharf" and "The Law West of so that they can become the youngster's guardians and get him out of
jail. They do. She thinks the youngster is great, an opinion which her
Tombstone,"
clicked for $7,000.
Weather was bad.
husband does not share, but he does get him a job as a candid camera
Estimated takings for the week end- photographer. Thereafter there's a whole lot to do about the older
ing Feb. 18:
brother breaking jail, dying after killing the man for whom he took the
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
rap ; the younger getting embroiled in a supposed gem robbery, pawning
BUFFALO— (3,000) (30c-55c) 7 days. his camera and reporting a scoop story that sets him in right with his
Gross: $12,600. (Average, $12,000)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c -50c) 7 days. father by adoption who can't understand why he didn't appreciate his
Gross: $15,500. (Average, $7,500)
wife's good judgment long before.
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
"Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
HIPPODROME — (2,500) (25c -40c)
days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,800)
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
"The Law West of Tombstone" (RKO)
Panama
Patrol
CENTURY— (3,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$7,000. (Average, $6,000)
{Grand National-Fine Arts)
"Mr. Wong, Detective" (Mono.)
"The Romance of the Limberlost" (Mono.)
Hollywood, Feb. 26. — Straight melodramatic fare, involving Oriental
LAFAYETTE— (3,300) (25c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,100. (Average, $6,300)
spies and their designs upon the Panama Canal fortifications, is Fine
Arts' fifth picture for Grand National release, "Panama Patrol." It is
Girden Buys Chaloner
the second of the series of films based on the Government's cipher
William M. Girden, realty investor, bureau in Washington.
has purchased the Chaloner, 55th St.
In the top roles are Leon Ames and Charlotte Wynters. Supporting
and Ninth Ave., Manhattan, from the them are Adrienne Ames, Weldon Hayburn, Abner Biberman, Sidney
Central Savings Bank. William
Yoost will continue to operate the Miller, John Smart, Donald Barry, Hugh McArthur, William von
house. Modernization of the theatre Brincken, Frank Darien and Paul McVey. Charles Lamont was associate producer and director. The original screenplay was by Arthur
is planned. It is a 1,568-seat house
with an assessed valuation of $315,000. Hoerl, based on characters created by him and Monroe Shaff.
Ames, an Army major, stumbles across an Oriental spy ring intent
Mexicans for Own Films upon stealing the secrets of the Panama Canal defense region. With
Mexico City, Feb. 26. — Mexicans the aid of his secretary, Miss Wynters, and Weldon Hayburn, a subordinate, he manages to trap them after a series of daring adventures.
exclusively must be employed by all
The Orientals are identified by language and mannerisms as Chinese.
who would make pictures in Mexico
on Mexican themes, the CinematoRunning time, 70 minutes. "G."*
Vance King
graphic Artists and Employes Union
has ruled.
"G" denotes general classification.
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$12,800

Chicago,
Feb. 26.
— "Pygmalion"
topped
the Loop
attractions
with a
$12,800 gross at the Apollo whg|,is
almost twice the normal figure, ^k-nis
was
in face
of a severely.
"flu" epidemic that cut
theatre
grosses
"Gunga Din" at the Palace scored
heavily in the second week. The Garrick with "Jesse James" and the U.A.
with "Idiot's Delight" also did well.
Estimated takings for the week end"Pygmalion"
(M-G-M)
ing Feb. 15-18
:
APOLLO— (1,400) (35c-55c-75c), 7 days.
Gross: $12,800. (Average, $6,500)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c), 7 days.
Stage: erage,
B &$32,000)K Revue. Gross: $24,000. (Av"Jesse James" (20th -Fox I
GARRICK— (900) (35c-40c-50c), 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $6,500)
"This Exciting Night" (Para.)
"North of Shanghai" (20th-Fox)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-50c), 7 days.
Stage:
Dixie
with
Revue.
Gross:Dunbar
$13,500. & George
(Average,Givot
$13,000)
"Gunga Din"
(RKO)
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c), 7 days,
2nd week.
Stage: Chester Hale Girls &
Revue. Gross: $23,200. (Average. $19,000)
"Topper Takes a Trip" (M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT—
(1,300)(Average,
(35c-55c-75c).
days.
Gross: $9,800.
$11,000) 7
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W. B.)
STATE -LAKE— (2,700)
(25c-35c-40c,
7■
days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross:
$11,300. (Average, $12,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c),
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,200. (Average, $15,000)

Each

Other'

at

,000, Montreal
Montreal, Feb. 26. ■ — "Made for
Each Other" made the best showing
with $6,000 at the Orpheum.
"The Lady Vanishes," after a sevenweek run at the Toronto Eglinton,
drew $7,000 to equal par on a double
bill at the Princess. "Paris Honeymoon" and "Dark Tourney" registered
$8,500 at the Capitol, and "Jesse
James" took $9,500 at the Palace.
Weather was unfavorable.
Estimated takings for the week end18 :
"Parising Feb.
Honeymoon"
(Para.)
"Dark Journey" (British)
CAPITOL—
(25c-40c-55c-65c)
7 days.
Gross:
$8,500. (2.547)
(Average,
$9,500)
"Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
LOEW'S — (2,800) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.
Stage: Dave Schooler and Show of Shows.
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $8,000)
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
ORPHEUM — (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average. $5,000)
"Jesse James" (ZOth-Fox)
PALACE— (2.600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,500. (Average. $11,000)
"The Lady Vanishes" (G.B.)
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
PRINCESS
(2,272)(Average,
(25c-35c-50c-65c)
7
days.
Gross: —$7,000.
$7,000)
Dunlap, Carr Arrive
For Monogram
Meet
Three Monogram executives are
scheduled to arrive in New Yorktoday. They are Scott R. Dunlap.
vice-president in charge of production,
and Trem Carr, member of the board
of directors, here for the annual meeting of stockholders on Wednesday.
Third due to arrive today is George
W. Weeks, sales manager, returning
to the home office from Florida.
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ACADEMY

OF

AWARDS

SCREEN

ACHIEVEMENT

Have
Been
Industry's Own
High
Court
restricted to Academy members,
TL
IT
L ^ ITTLE OSCAR" is 11 years
4 og old.
who totaled 358, including 100 acIn
tors, 76 directors, 52 producers, 56
the years of his growing up he has crowned as many technicians, 68 writers and six executives in a special classification.
kings and queens and has knighted
numerous others with an accolade
Douglas Fairbanks, first president of the Academy, appointed the
of recognition that has resounded
from Hollywood and Vine around following to the first Awards of
the world.
Merit committee : Cedric Gibbons,
The awards of the Academy of chairman ; Sid Grauman, Bess
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Meredyth, J. Stuart Blackton, Richard Barthelmess, Henry King and
for distinguished achievement in
film creation are part of the his- David "Wark Griffith.
tory of the industry. And to the
Janet Gaynor for "a distinctive
chronicles of Hollywood they have
performance" in "Seventh Heaven,"
added a noteworthy chapter of their "Street Angel" and "Sunrise," and
own.
Emil Jannings, for his work in
The variety and number of "Way of All Flesh" and "The Last
awards and certifications given to Command," received the first gold
films and their makers have mul- statuettes symbolic of the honors.
tiplied greatly in the last decade,
Borzage Won in 1928
but the Academy selections remain
Directing
awards that year were
the high tribunal and last word.
During the 11 years, the Academy won by Frank Borzage and Lewis
competition has recorded and ac- Milestone, for "Seventh Heaven"
claimed the notable progress of the and "Two Arabian Nights," rescreen art and science, as judged spectively.
Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corp.
by the workers themselves.
Restricted to Members
received the first "best picture" accolade, for "Wings," which also
When the Academy was formed won for Roy J. Cameron an award
in May, 1927, by producing work- for "engineering achievements."
Fox Film Corp. won a trophy
ers, actors, directors, writers, technicians and production executives,
"for the artistic quality" of "Sunone of its avowed purposes was to :
rise." A special award went to
"Encourage the improvement of the Charlie Chaplin "for his versatility
arts and sciences of the profession and genius in writing, directing and
... by Awards of Merit for dis" awards,
Circus.'first
'The other
producing
There were
tinctive achievements."
Voting on the first Awards of for writing, adaptation and art diMerit, for the 1927-'28 season, was i rection, and two for cinematogAcademy

Award:

BEST

RECORD

PICTURE

"You Can't Take It With You" — Produced by Columbia, directed by Frank
Capra, screenplay by Robert Kiskin, based on the stage play by George
S. Kaufman and Moss Hart.

of

Merit

in

Decade
of Film
History
Award, "for the most consistent
and high quality of production
achievement by an individual producer." It was won by Darryl F.
Zanuck of 20th Century-Fox. A
committee of 12 appointed by Frank
Capra, Academy president, chose
the winner and Douglas Fairbanks,
Sr.,
Academy's offirst
leader,
made the
the presentation
the trophy,
a likeness of the late and well beloved Thalberg himself. This year
the sculpture was presented to Hal
B. Wallis of Warners.
Third Time for Capra
This was the third time a Frank
Capra-directed picture took the
award. He won in 1934 with "It
Happened One Night" and in 1936
with "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town."
It was the second time Spencer
Tracy had been honored, a role in
"Captains Courageous" having won
for him in 1937.
Walt Disney has been honored by
the Academy seven successive
years. ceivedThat's
a record.
He for
rehis first awards
in 1932,
the creation of Mickey Mouse and

And there were 19 honorraphy.
able mentions.
Exemplifying the turn of the
screen-mute but not inglorious — to
the era of sound and speech were
first "firsts" to Warners' "The Jazz
Singer" — a special award to mark
an epoch in film history — and to
Joseph W. Farnham as "best title
writer." Title writing subsequently was recognized by the Academy
as a lost art and forgotten science.
The early awards were chosen
upon "careful consideration, judgement and decision by a competent

the first color cartoon, "Flowers
and Trees." This year it was for
Ferdinand
the Bull."
Shirley Temple
received a special
prize of a miniature statuette in
1934, and last year Edgar Bergen,
on behalf of Charlie McCarthy, accepted awooden
Perhaps
the most"Oscar."
unusual feature
of this year's awards is the one to
Bernard Shaw for the best screen

play. "Pygmalion" was his initial
piece of writing for the screen.
Mr. Shaw, who has always maintained that Hollywood scenarists
are office boys, says he is not surhim.
prised by the honor conferred on
board of judges."
The rules,
classifications and method
of selection
have undergone an evolution, enlargement and a broadening through
the years. The balloting has been
"democratized." This year 12,000
Bette
Davis,
Warnerr' star
workers, members of the Guilds
of 'Osca
Birth
and creative crafts, had a voice in
whose ebel"performance
in Acad"Jezthe selections. For the first time,
won for her the
emy
Award
for
the
best
the voting for the 1937 awards was
achievement by an actress
thrown open to include not only
during 1938, also has the
members of the Academy but also
unique distinction of having
non-members with "established qual— quite unconsciously — given
ifications in all branches of prothe famed "Oscar" the name
he bears.
In 1935 Miss Davis earned
Procedure Changed in 1931
the best actress award for
Included in the innovations which
duction."
her performance in the pichave become firmly established was
ture, "Dangerous."
Before
the
accustomed
glittering
throng
a change in procedure, in 1931,
she stepped forward at the
whereby the nominations and final
Awards banquet, accepted her
selections were by secret ballot. The
golded statutette,
Academy in that year ruled that
appraisingly: and remark"final balloting shall be in sealed
"So this is Oscar."
And "Oscar" it has been
envelopes not to be opened until
ever since.
the night of the awards banquet."
Last year the Academy added the
Irving
G.
Thalberg Memorial
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AWARD

ROSTER
BEST

Prod

Of

Their

by

Ballot

Fellows

Eleven years of preeminence in the
world of the motion picture, year by
year, in the various phases of activity
which go to make up a _ completed
motion picture, are here listed. The
awards started in 1928 and with several alterations and additions in
classification, have remained virtually
the same since the inception. The
listing follozvs.
PRODUCTIONS
"You Can't Take It With You"— 1938
"The Life of Emile Zola"— 1937
"The Great Ziegfeld"— 1936
"Mutiny On the Bounty"— 1935
"It Happened One Night"— 1934
"Cavalcade"— 1933
"Grand Hotel"— 1932
"Cimarron"— 1931
"All
1930Quiet on the Western Front" —
"Broadway Melody" — 1929
"Wings"— 1928
"Sunrise"— 1928
ACTRESSES
Bette Davis— 1938
Luise Rainer — 1937
Luise Rainer — 1936
Bette Davis— 1935
Claudette Colbert— 1934
Katharine Hepburn — 1933
Helen Hayes— 1932
Marie Dressier — 1931
Norma Shearer — 1930
Mary Pickford— 1929
Janet Gaynor — 1928
ACTRESSES— SUPPORT
Fav Bainter— 1938
Alice Brady— 1937
Gale Sondergaard — 1936
ACTORS
Spencer Tracy — 1938
Spencer Tracy— 1937
Paul Muni— 1936
Victor McLaglen— 1935
Clark Gable— 1934
Charles Laughton— 1933
Fredric March— 1932
Lionel Barrymore — 1931
George Arliss — 1930
Warner Baxter— 1929
Emil Jannings — 1928
ACTORS— SUPPORT
Walter Brennan— 1938
Joseph Schildkraut — 1937
Walter Brennan— 1936
SHORT SUBJECTS
(hi 1936 the awards were reclassified under these headings : Color,
Cartoons, Subjects of 1,000 to 3,000
Feet, Subjects 1,000 Feet or Less.)
1,000 TO 3,000 FEET

11

Victor Milner— 1934
Charles Bryant Lang, Jr. — 1933
Lee Garmes — 1932
Floyd Crosby— 1931
William Vander Meer and Joseph T.
Rucker— 1930
Clyde De Vinna— 1929
Charles Rosher and Karl Struss — 1928
ART DIRECTORS

ACTRESS

u c tionLeaders

Chosen

FOR

YEARS
BEST

ACTOR

Carl Weyl— 1938
1937 Goosson and Paul Murphy —
Stephen
Richard Day— 1936
Richard Day— 1935
Cedric Gibbons and Frederic Hope —
1934
William S. Darling— 1933
Gordon Wiles— 1932
Max Ree— 1931
Herman Rosse — 1930
Cedric Gibbons— 1929
William C. Menzies— 1928
RECORDINGS
T. T. Moulton (Goldwyn)— 1938
United Artists CGoldwyn)— 1937
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — 1936
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1935
Columbia — 1934
Paramount — 1 933
Paramount — 1932
Paramount— 1 93 1
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — 1930
ADAPTATIONS

Bette Davis
"Tortoise and the Hare" — 1934
"Three Little Pigs"— 1933
"Flowers and Trees" — 1932
Color
"Penny Wisdom"— 1937
"Give Me Liberty"— 1936
Comedies
(Before 1936)
"How to Sleep"— 1935
"La Cucuaracha" — 1934
"So This Is Harris"— 1933
"Music Box"— 1932
Novelties
{Before 1936)

George Bernard Shaw, W. P. Lipscomb, Cecil Lewis and Ian Dal—1936
rymple—Reilly
1938 Raine, Heinz Herald
Norman
and Geza Herczeg — 1937
Sheridan Gibney and Pierre Collings

"Wings Over Mt. Everest"— 1935
"City of Wax"— 1934
"Krakatoa"— 1933
"Wrestling Swordfish" — 1932
DIRECTORS
Frank Capra — 1938
Leo McCarey— 1937
Frank Capra — 1936
John Ford— 1935
Frank Capra — 1934
Frank Lloyd— 1933
Frank Borzage — 1932
Norman Taurog — 1931
Lewis Milestone — 1930
Frank Lloyd— 1929
Lewis Milestone— 1928
Frank Borzage— 1928
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Joseph Ruttenberg — 1938
Karl Freund— 1937
Tony Gaudio — 1936
Hal Mehr— 1935

—1933
Dudley Nichols— 1935
Robert Riskin— 1934
Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heerman
Edwin Burke — 1932
Howard Estabrook — 1931
Benjamin Glazer — 1928
FILM EDITORS
Ralph Dawson— 1938
Gene Havlick and Gene
1937

Spencer Tracy
Frances Marion — 1932
John Monk Saunders — 1931
Frances Marion — 1930
Hans Kraly— 1929
Ben Hecht— 1928
SONGS
"Thanks for the Memory"— 1938
"Sweet Lelanie"— 1937
"The Way You Look Tonight"— 1936
"Lullaby of Broadway"— 1935
"The Continental"— 1934
MUSIC SCORING
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"— 1938
"One Hundred Men and a Girl"— 1937
"Anthony Adverse"— -1936
"The Informer"— 1935
"One Night of Love"— 1934
SPECIAL AWARDS
Walt Disney— 1938
Harry
Warner—
1938 M.Durbin
Deanna
and 1938
Mickey Rooney —

Melford —

Ralph Dawson — 1936
Ralph Dawson— 1935
Conrad Nervig — 1934
ORIGINALS
Dore
1938 Schary and Eleanore Griffin—
—1936 A. Wellman
William
and Robert
Carson — 1937
Sheridan Gibney and Pierre Collings
Charles
1935 MacArthur and Ben Hecht —
Arthur Caesar — 1934
Robert Lord— 1933

PRODUCER

DIRECTOR

SCENARIST

Hal B. Wallis

Frank Capra

George B. Shaiv

Mack Sennett, Edgar Bergen's
"Charlie
McCarthy," Museum of
—1936
Modern
Arts Film Library, W.
Howard Greene— 1937
March of Time— 1936
W. Howard Greene and Hal Rosson
David Wark Griffith— 1935
Shirley Temple— 1934
Walt
1932 Charles Chaplin,
WarnerDisney—
Brothers,
Roy THALBERG
Pomeroy — 1928PLAQUE
Hal B. Wallis— 1938
Darrvl F. Zanuck— 1937
CARTOONIST

"The
1938 Declaration of Independence" —
"Torture Money"— 1937
"The Public Pays"— 1936
1,000 FEET OR LESS
"That Mothers Might Live"— 1938
"Private Life of the Gannets"— 1937
"Bored of Education" — 1936
Cartoons
"Ferdinand the Bull"— 1938
"The Old Mill"— 1937
"Country Cousin" — 1936
"Three Little Kittens"— 1935

IV alt Disney
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Off

Decision
RKO

Plan

Indicates He Will Approve
12 of Directors
Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday at the RKO hearing reserved
decision on a formal motion of Col.
Hamilton C. Rickaby, attorney for the
Atlas Corp., proponent of the plan of
reorganization, to finally approve the
plan.
At the same time he indicated he
would approve all the directors named
with the exception of Ferdinand Eberstadt. The court considered an objection to Eberstadt, president of F.
Eberstadt & Co., investment bankers,
and chairman of the RKO stockholders' protective committee, raised by
the independent stockholders' protective committee, based on a contention
that he would not satisfactorily represent interests of stockholders.
Bondy adjourned hearings until
March 13 with the understanding that
suggestions be submitted to him for a
fair method of choosing the thirteenth
director. Judge Bondy stated that in
all likelihood he would approve the
plan before March 13 and would overrule certain "technical objections" to
confirmation raised by Ernest W.
Stirn, holder of Class A stock, and
H. Cassell & Co.
Chief objection to the confirmation
of the plan was made by Nathan Ros(Continued on page 5)

YORK,

TUESDAY,

To Honor Johnston
Friends and associates of
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram
president, are arranging a
testimonial dinner in honor
of his 25th anniversary in the
industry. The dinner is scheduled for early in May at the
Astor.
Johnston will be guest of
honor at the Ampa luncheon
at the Astor on Thursday.
On the dais with him will be
Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in charge of production,
and Trem Carr, production
executive.

Warners
"Devil's
Threat

Withdraw
Island"
of

on

French

Warner offices were hopeful yesterday that the withdrawal of "Devil's
Island" would placate the French Government and that threatened reprisals
would not take place. French embassy officials, in the absence of official
information that the film had been
withdrawn, stated in Washington yesterday that all Warner product would
be banned from France for two
months.

FEBRUARY

TEN CENTS

28, 1939

PACT

IMPELLING

SALES

Divorcement
Is

Bill

Introduced

Washington

MEETINGS

in

House

Seattle, Feb. 27.— An affiliated
theatre divorce bill has been introduced in the Washington legislature
Cecil A. Gholson of
Representative
by
Yakima.
The bill is similar to the North
Dakota measure which was repealed
recently. Its official title is "An act
operation
prohibiting
ture theatres
which of
are motion
owned picor
controlled, directly or indirectly, by
distributor."
any film producer
enacted,
it would or affect
Warners,If
which operates three theatres in the
state.
It is understood that introduction
of the measure had been delayed in
anticipation of a ruling by the U. S.
Supreme Court on the constitutionality of the North Dakota theatre
divorce law, but when that law was
repealed it was decided to file the bill
at Similar
once.
measures are pending in the

of "Devil's
shooting
DuringthetheFrench
Island"
Consul
in Los
Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri legisAngeles had filed a protest on the latures.
subject of the picture. Warners withdrew the film Saturday from Washington and New York. At the Globe, Nylander Replaced
on Broadway, the last minute withIn NLBR
Hearings
drawal led to some confusion, includHollywood, Feb. 27. — Aaron War"Blackwel
that by
a report
Anti-Ascap
Measure
had ingbeen
rejected
the N.l'sY. Island"
censor.
ner, regional director of N.L.R.B. at
"Blackwell's Island" was passed by Denver, arrives here tonight to replace
Is Filed in Kansas the censors yesterday without cuts or Dr. Towne Nylander, suspended after
deletions. Due to the sudden withbeing charged with statements detriTopeka, Kan., Feb. 27. — An antidrawal of "Devil's Island" Albert S.
mental to the board's interests. SusAscap bill has been introduced in the Howson, Warner censorship chief, repension ofDr. Nylander will not delay
Kansas legislature by Representative
various cases affecting motion picture
"Blackof
screening
special
quested
a
Nickell of this city.
well's Island." Because of the con- industry scheduled for hearing shortly,
The bill is understood to have the
(Continued on page 5)
it was said today.
support of broadcasters, and is similar
to the anti-Ascap measures in other
states. It would require filing with
the secretary of state a description of
Announced
Winners
each musical composition for which Quiz
performing rights are to be sold or
licensed within the state. The list
Enthusiasm
Mild
Creates
would give prospective users of such
copyrighted material information regarding rights of copyright holders in
Business was only slightly better in
order to "avoid committing innocent neighborhood houses in New York last
infringements."
night when winners in the industry's
Quiz contest were anMovie
$250,000
No High Court Decision
nounced. Campaign headquarters
The U. S. Supreme Court failed to pointed out that it was the first Monday in Lent.
hand down the expected and past-due
Audience reaction was varied at
decisions yesterday on the constitutionality of the Florida and Washington Broadway first runs. Comments inanti-Ascap laws.
dicated that many thought the win-

ners should not have been notified in
advance. Generally applause was
polite but apathetic.
There were about 650 prizes in
Greater New York, including 240 in
Brooklyn. The announcements created
only mild interest.
Announcement of winners took place
in 7,200 theatres
(Continnedthroughout
on page 5) the coun-

W.

B., M-G-M, 20th-Fox
Lead in Trend to
National Parleys

Radical changes in distribution expected because of the impending adoption of a trade practice program have
prompted distributors to call national
sales conventions this year. Some of
them will be weeks earlier than usual.
The trend heretofore has been to
small annual sales meetings because of
few changes in company sales policies
from year to yeaf. Most of the companies last year had regional meetings,
with only branch and district managers in attendance at some of them.
Three Already Set
year's field
conventions
be held
forThis
the entire
staffs. will
Already
set
are three national conventions. Warners will be first with a national and
Canadian sales conference in New
York, March 13 and 14. M-G-M will
follow with a conclave in Chicago,
March 19 to 21. Twentieth CenturyFox
will meet April 3 to 5, also in
Chicago.
RKO is planning a national convention in June, to be held in New York.
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales manager, is due to leave for
(.Continued on page 5)

Pennsylvania
Circuit

Tax

Plans
Appeal

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 27.— Attorney General Claude T. Reno of Pennsylvania, has recommended to Gov.
Arthur H. James that an appeal be
taken to the State Supreme Court
from the Dauphin County Court decision recently, declaring the tax on
circuit theatres and chain stores of the
state, imposed under an act of 1937, to
be unconstitutional.
Governor James previously had intimated that, if the Attorney General
advised it, he would carry the question through the higher courts so that
the status of the act could be finally
established.
The levy was graduated from $1 to
$500 tres
according
number and
of theaor stores toin the
a group,
was
expected to yield the state $1,500,000
a year. The county court decision
permanently enjoined the Department
of Revenue from collecting the tax. A
previous temporary injunction had
banned collections pending the outcome of the litigation, except from
companies that were not parties to the
court action.
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BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount
president, was back at his desk
yesterda
followin
a month'sGriffis,
vaca. gStanton
tion inyFlorida
chairman of the executive committee,
leaves tomorrow to spend a month in
Florida.
•
Charles E. McCarthy, 20th Century-Fox advertising and publicity director, and Rodney Bush, exploitation manager, returned from the coast
yesterday.
•
Roy Haines, Warners' eastern and
Canadian sales manager, has left on a
trip to the Pittsburgh, Washington
and Philadelphia exchanges, which
trip follows visits to central exchanges,
from which he returned yesterday.
•
Holland Estill yesterday joined
the 20th Century-Fox advertising department in charge of press book advertising. He succeeds Christy Wilbert, promoted to handle cooperative
advertising and theatre contacts.
•

Insiders'
By SAM

SHAIN
Outlook

IAMI BEACH, Feb. 27.
— Nothing can be taken
M
for granted here — not
even the weather. There was no
sun for three days last week.
Miami
in a fog.was as chilly as London

the party were Ed Weisl, Bar
ney Balaban, Leo Spitz, Marty
Mullins, Sam Pinanski, Morgan
Kaufman,
Dan
Arnstein and
George Seymour.
They returned at night, in
time to catch the world premiere
of "Cafe Society," at the Sheridan. Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt
and the Lord Mayor of Portsmouth, England, also were at the
opening.
Someone asked one of the fishing party how he enjoyed the
fishing, and he replied:
"We spent $50 to go fishing
and caught 40 cents worth of

. Prentiss Gilbert's death, in
Berlin, the other day, earned
only a tiny inside paragraph in
the local newspapers.
Most of the showmen are still
here despite the weather.
We ran into John Harris, of
Pittsburgh, outside of the Roney
Plaza, the other day.
At dinner, the other night, we
saw Mr. and Mrs. Barney Balaban, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L.
Weisl, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Spitz,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wobber,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Warner,
Morgan Kaufman, Dan Arnstein and George Seymour. If
it were to have happened up
north, we'd be getting merger rumors.

Ben Kalmenson, Warners' southern and western sales manager, returned yesterday from the company's
branches in Chicago, Denver and Kansas City.
•
Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager in New Haven, and Mrs.
Shaw are celebrating their 15th wedding anniversary in New York tomorrow.
•
Norman Elson, Brandt circuit district manager, returned with his wife
from a Florida vacation yesterday.
•
Jack Slchelman, assistant to Herman Wobber, 20th Century-Fox sales
head, returned yesterday from Florida.
•
Major Paul P. Devlin has severed connections with Andre de LaVarre with whom he produced the
"Screen Traveler" series. Devlin
plans to produce and distribute a new
series of travel subjects.
•

An idea of what kind of films
some of the independents play
around here are: "Unashamed,"
a nudist film; "Professor Mamlock" and "Motherhood."
T
Train or plane accommodations
homeward-bound are hard to get,
unless reserved much in advance.
We understand that there is a
waiting list of 150 for one train
today, and 48 for another.
Thanks to George Hoover, who
operates the Sheridan for S. A.
Lynch, and whose personality
pretty clearly outweighs a northerner's influence, we shall be
to entrain for New York able
this
week, instead of in April.
Some of our northern friends
went fishing the other day, down
in the Everglades.
Included in

George V._ Lynch, chief film buyer
for the Schine circuit, has returned
from Florida with his daughter, Caroline.
•
P. K. Thomajan, recently with the
Motion Pictures' Greatest Year drive,
has been named copy chief of the
Blackstone Co.
•
Mike Rosenberg, head of Principal
Theatres in Los Angeles, and Mrs.
Rosenberg, return today on the Norniandie from a 24-day South American
cruise.
•
John Brahm, Columbia director,
and his wife, Dolly Haas, are visiting here.
•
Nancy Carroll replaces Martha
Sleeper in "I Must Love Someone"
at the Longacre.
•
Evelyn Koleman, secretary to Al
Adams at Republic, is back from a
Havana vacation.
•
John Barrymore and his wife,
Elaine Barrie, started rehearsals yes-

terday of "My Dear Children" at the
Ethel Barrymore Theatre.
The play
is scheduled to open in New York late
in April after a five-week tour.
•
Lewis E. Gensler has acquired the
rights to "Saturday Night," play by
Vicki Baum and Benjami
n Glaser,
which he will produce in October.
•
Budd Schulberg and Maurice
Rapf, screen writers on Walter
Wanger's "Winter Carnival," have
returned to the coast after three weeks
at Dartmouth gathering material.
•
Elissa Landi opened at the Maplewood Theatre, Maplewood, N. J., last
night in "Rebellion in Shadow."
•
Don Ameche is expected in New
York next week for a three-week vacation. He recently completed work
in "The Story of Alexander Graham
Bell" for 20th Century-Fox.
•
Sonja Henie and her mother arrive today on the Normandie from a
South American jaunt. Others on
board are Marc Connelly and Lee,

T
Jesse
Block
of
Block & Sully
is here.
On Monday, at the Floridian,
Arthur
fish." Willi and Ralph Rolan
examined more applicants in that
RKO-Jesse Lasky-Wrigley radio screen test contest.
We saw our first dog race the
othera star.
night. It rates less than
half
We had the pleasure of guesting aboard the luxurious schooner
of Commodore Herman Robbins,
the Jacknjill II, in Biscayne Bay
the other day with Harry Bernstein and other friends aboard
and we participated in saving a
marooned speedboat belonging to
Lou Davis.
Friends up north will be happy
to learn that Mrs. Robbins, wife
of the commodore, is regaining
her health speedily, after several
weeks' illness.
Bob O'Donnell, Tom Connors
and Joe Vogel are expected here
next week. Mrs. Bob O'Donnell
is here to meet her husband and
is spending the week at Palm
Beach.
John and Mrs. J. J. Shubert. Miss
Henie will leave immediately for the
20th Century-Fox studio.
•
Dan Cummings, stage manager at
the Paramount, New Haven, is in a
Hartford hospital following an auto
accident.

Gains

Expectancy of rapid improvement in
theatre attendance during the next few
months is widespread among western
and midwestern exhibitors, L. J.
Schlaifer,
United Artists'
western general sales manager,
reported
yesterday
tory.
on his return to the home office from
a six-week business tour of his terri-

Schlaifer said that theatre rer

B

...n"^
have been
the 15keyto cities
in
the year
cent below
20 pervisited
ning
ago level. Sickness, which reached
epidemic proportions in some sections,
has been so widespread this winter
that it is one of the leading causes
of decreased theatre attendance,
Schlaifer said. Severe weather conditions in the midwest and west have
also had their effect on the box-office.
With these factors eliminated and improvement ingeneral business conditions beginning to be evidenced, exhibitors are confident of an early upturn, he said.
Schlaifer _ spent some time at the
United Artists studio conferring with
the company's producers and looking
at new product. Among the company's important forthcoming releases
are Samuel Goldwyn's "Wuthering
Heights," Hal Roach's "It's SpringAgain" and Edward Small's "Man in
thePlans
Iron Mask."
for
company's annual
sales meetings the
have not been set ye;t.

Robert Gleckler Dies
Hollywood, Feb. 27.— Robert P.
Gleckler, veteran actor, died at his
home yesterday after a brief illness.
Gleckler, who was 52, started on the
stage in 1910 and began his screen
career in 1928. He had a role in
"Gone With the Wind." Gleckler is
survived by his widow and three children.

Norma Shearer Better
Hollywood, Feb. 27.— Condition of
Norma Shearer was described by Dr.
Joel_ Pressman, her physician, as
considerably improved today. Miss
Shearer has been in the hospital since
Wednesday suffering from a streptococcus infection of the throat.
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Ignace Jan Paderewski, 78year-old Polish pianist, made
one film, and that's enough
for him, he confided when
arriving the other day from
France. "I had a not very
pleasant experience," he said,
while making "M o o n 1 i g h t
Sonata." The numerous retakes disturbed him.

47

New

Features

Enrollment of independent theatres
Hollywood, Feb. 27. — Forty-seven
for Will Rogers National Memorial
pictures were before the cameras this
Week, starting April 20, is ahead of
week, as nine pictures were started
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 27— Two bills last year, according to Major L. E.
and six were finished. Fifteen are
introduced in the Kansas legislature Thompson, chairman of the drive.
being
edited. prepared, and 68 are being
deal with censorship. One, by Repre- Circuit cooperation is, of course, assentative Smith, would do away with sured.
Started were : "Everything Happens
the Kansas State Board of Review,
Total enrollment for 1938 was
to
Anne," Arcadia-Grand National ;
and eliminate film censorship from the 6,019 theatres, of which 3,548 were
state entirely.
"Missing Daughters," Columbia ; "It's
independents. There were also 2,471
The other bill increases the powers circuit theatres, as follows: Para- Nashville Sees Films
"Frontier
Express,"
"Street M-C"
of [ tJa
Wonderful
World,"
of the board, and raises fees from
mount, 1,295; National Theatres,
$1 per reel, copy or original, as at 508; Warners, 441; Loew, 123, and First Time on Sunday ing Men," Republic ; "Return of the
Cisco Kid," 20th Century-Fox; "The
present, to $25 a reel, copy or orig- RKO, 104.
Nashville, Feb. 27. — Nashville saw Family Next Door," "Big Town
inal. Introduced by Senator HackIndependent theatres enrolled last the first Sunday motion pictures in its Czar,"
Universal ; "The Man in the
ney, it would make films available to year, by territories, were: Albany,
history last past week-end. The City Iron Mask," Small.
In addition to these, shooting are :
municipalities and schools "at the same 80; Atlanta, 75; Boston, 178; Buffalo, Council recently approved Sunday
rate" as sold to theatres, depending 133; Charlotte, 68; Chicago, 120; films by a vote of 15 to 11.
"Plane
No. 4," "Blind Alley," Coon the size of the town and building.
Cincinnati, 92; Cleveland, 158; CoGov. Prentice had earlier signed a
lumbia "Wuthering
;
Heights," Gold"The persons submitting the same
lumbus, 12; Dallas, 137; Denver, 84; state bill which allowed films on Sunwyn; "The Wizard of Oz," "Lucky
(films) will not require the purchase Des Moines, 24; Detroit, 56; Indianday in municipalities by vote of a Night," "Maiden Voyage," "Pentof any other film being offered or any
apolis, 78; Jacksonville, 17; Kansas majority of a municipal governing
house," "The Kid from Texas,"
block booking, but will allow the per- City, 121 ; Los Angeles, 151 ; Memphis, body. Previously Chattanooga and
"Within the Law," "Calling Dr. Kilson who desires to use the said film 90;
Milwaukee, 56; Minneapolis,
to buy it independent of any other New Haven, 61 ; New Orleans, 60; Memphis had circled the state law by dare," "A Hundred to One," M-G-M ;
158 ; having special laws passed in the "Sorority House," RKO ; "Man of
film," the bill reads. It also gives New York, 538; Oklahoma City, 68; legislature. A four-fifths majority in Conquest," "Heroes of the Desert,"
the board of review power to super- Omaha, 25; Philadelphia, 264; Pitts- the Nashville City Council was hereRepublic ; "Captain Fury," Roach ;
vise exhibition and contracts in relaburgh, 171; Portland, 32; St. Louis,
tofore necessary for allowing films in "Gone with the Wind," Selznick;
tion to films it reviews.
the
capital.
70; Salt Lake City, 35; San Antonio,
"Rose of Washington Square," "Su20 ; San Francisco, 159; Seattle, 44;
sannah of the Mounties," "Stanley
Sioux Falls, two, and Washington,
111.
High Court to Hear
and
Livingstone,"
"Police
School,"
"The Gorilla," 20th
Century-Fox;
Iowa Fight Picture
Fairbanks Tax Plea
"Three Smart Girls Grow Up," "East
Measure to Senate
Washington, Feb. 27. — U. S. Su- Aisner to Produce
Side of Heaven,"
Universal
Kitchen,"
"Confessions
of ;a"Hell's
Nazi
preme Court tomorrow will hear
Des
Moines,
Feb.
27.—
House
bill
French
Films
Here
arguments in the appeal of Douglas
Spy,"
"Each
Dawn
I
Die,"
"Nancy
that would legalize the showing of
Fairbanks from the Ninth Circuit
Robert Aisner, French film pro- prizefight pictures in motion picture Drew, Trouble Shooter," "Family
Court of Appeals decision affirming
ducer, yesterday disclosed plans to
has been placed on the Sen- Reunion," "Gantry the Great," "Wathe contention of the Commissioner start production here of four films theatres
terfront," Warners.
ate calendar with recommendation for
of Internal Revenue that refunds annually. He expects to start his first
Finished
were : "Tarzan
in Exile,"
M-G-M;
passage. The bill repeals three sec"Fixer
Dugan,"
RKO;
made in connection with the redemp- in about four weeks. His company
tions of the 1935 code that prohibited
"Alexander
Graham
Bell,"
"News
Is
tion of bonds by Elton Corp., to which will be known as Heraut Films.
the showing of fight pictures in Iowa.
Made at Night," "Charlie Chan in
Fairbanks had transferred all his interests in nine motion pictures, were
Reno," 20th Century-Fox; "The
erroneous.
Roaring
Warners.
M-G-M Road,"
and RKO
each are shootIn his appeal Fairbanks attacked
of Grosses
the lower court decision, which held Total
ing
a
short
subject.
M-G-M
finished
from
146
two and Warners one. Four are bethe redemption of bonds to be a sale
ing prepared and 16 are being edited.
or exchange of capital assets and the
ruling that he must pay income tax
Houses
Reaches
$1,393,100
on the gain from the redemption at
5-6.
Book Short on Pius XI
Major theatre grosses in the key otherwise since the week ending Tan.
normal and surtax rates instead of the
Guaranteed Pictures has released a
cities
of
the
country
aggregat
ed
$1,tax rate on net capital gains.
393,100 during the week ending Feb.
The following tabulation shows the one-reel subject, "Pius XI, Pope of
16-17, according to the Motion week-by-week aggregate of first run Peace," which has been booked by the
Picture Daily tabulation.
theatres in key cities from Sept. 8-9, entire RKO metropolitan circuit.
Legion Approves All
The total for the week compares 1938, to Feb. 16-17, 1939, with the Three American Cardinals, Cardinal
Of 11 New
Pictures with $1,494,600 for the week ending number of theatres included each Mundelein, Cardinal Dougherty and
Feb. 9-10, and $1,469,400 for the pre- week, covering the period virtually the
Cardinal
film. O'Connell are also seen in
National Legion of Decency apweek. However, the latest from the beginning of the current
proved all of the 11 films reviewed tabulatioceding
n indicates the highest total
No.
and classified this week. Six were
Gross
Theatres
138
found unobjectionable for general
Refuse Theatre Permit
patronage and five unobjectionable for Sept. 8- 9
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 27.— City com$1,572,099
1,407,481
adults. The films and their classifi- Sept. 15-16
137
mission will withdraw a building percations follow :
Sept. 22-23
13a
mit
recently
issued for a $25,000 the1,382,059
1,398,438
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for Sept. 29-30
atre in the Government St. vicinity.
137 '
1,519,793
General Patronage : "The Little Prin- Oct.
Property owners insisted the street
Oct. 13
6- 7
.'.' 138
137
-14
should be maintained by the city for
cess," "Let Freedom Ring," "Nancy Oct. 201,429,288
residences.
138
1,430,924
Drew, Reporter," "Secret Service of Oct. 27-21
28
1,394,023
140
the Air," "Society Smugglers" and Nov. 3- 4
1,353,407
142
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man."
1,386,939
Renews Film Franchise
Class A-2, Unobjectionable- for
10-11
' 143
141
Nov. 1718
1,323,918
Dallas, Feb. 27. — Renewing its
Adults: "Dark Victory," "King of Nov. 2425
141
1,283.153 long-standing franchise with Oscar
the Turf," "Saint Strikes Back," Dec.
11,461,730
2
142
"Three Musketeers" and "Wife, Husproducer of all-Negro feaDec. 8-9
1,275,136 Micheaux,
140
band and Friend."
tures, Sack Amusement Enterprises
Dec. 15-16
1,159,371 will be exclusive distributors of his
134
Dec. 22-23
139
three new features in the south and
1,041,911
1,562,044 west.
Dec. 29-30
150
RCA Unit Net Up 11%
151
1,829,822
Net profits of RCA Manufacturing Jan. 5- 6, 1939
145
Co. in 1938 were 11 per cent more Jan. 12-13
1,372,400
146
than in 1937 in spite of a 12 per cent Jan. 19-20
Set 'Oklahoma' Dates
1,368,322
1,345,715
145
Warners' "The Oklahoma Kid" has
decline in the subsidiary's total sales Jan. 26-27
:
147
1,469,400 been scheduled to open in 104 key
volume during the year. Revenue from Feb. 2-3
1,494,600 cities prior to its national release date,
147
RCA activities in radio communica- Feb. 9-10
146
tions and patent licensing declined in Feb. 16-17
1,393,100 March 11. New special release dates
include the Strand, New York.
1938.
(Copyright, 1939, Qitigley Publishing Company, Inc.)
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Announcement
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Mild

Interest

(Continued from page 1)
try and was limited to houses which
contributed to the campaign.
Winner of first prize of $50,000 was
Mrs. Elizabeth Benincasa, San Francisco housewife who appeared at the
Fox in that city to hear the good
news.
p. Second prize of $25,000 went to
iLaura Carpenter, 70, of Barbert.UPbhio.
in
Akron. She was notified at Loew's
There was a total of 5,404 prizes.
In addition to those mentioned there
were two of $10,000, five of $5,000 and
five of $2,000, ten of $1,000, 40 of $500,
40 of $250, 300 of $100 and 5,000 of
$10.
The contest was part of the industry's $1,000,000 Motion Pictures'
Greatest Year campaign. It started
Sept. 1 and ended Dec. 31.
Winners were determined by correct
answers to 25 questions on films which
the contestants were supposed to see
and a 50-word essay on the film which
they liked best.
Loew's, RKO and other circuits put
on special stunts and many had local
dignitaries to make the announcements.
Winners were notified by letter two
weeks ago by campaign headquarters
and told to attend a certain theatre
last night. They were not informed
of the amount they won. Managers
of the theatres also were notified.
Checks will be mailed tomorrow by
the Chemical Bank & Trust Co.
Newsreels took pictures of the winners last night with their comments.

PICTURE

DAILY
Pact
Announce Winners
In Canada Houses

5
Is Impelling

Sales

Conventions

Toronto, Feb. 27.— Movie
Quiz winners were announced
tonight in about 550 theatres
in the Dominion.
Unexpected complications
arose in several situations.
At Port Colborne, Ont., the
only theatre, the Strand, was
recently destroyed by fire
and special arrangements had
to be made for the local announcement. At Hamilton,
Ont., the name of a theatre
had been changed and instructions had to be sent to
the bank representative to
deliver the list to the renamed house.
Theatres advertised the
event well in advance.

(Continued from page 1)
the studio on Thursday to set the new
program with Al Lichtman, vice-president, and others. There had been a
possibility that Lichtman would come
east, but plans were changed.
Rodgers will go to the Chicago convention from the coast. The conclave
will be at the Palmer House. The
meeting will open with discussions on
the first day between district and
branch managers. The general convention will start the second day, Monday, continuing through Tuesday, with
home office executives, district and
branch heads, salesmen and exploitation representative in attendance.
Rodgers will preside.
Four Separate Parleys

Bondy
Puts Off His
Decision on RKO
Plan
(Continued from page 1)

Later M-G-M will have separate
sectional meetings for office managers,
bookers, auditors and checking service
staffs. At least four such meetings
ing.
will be held, with Alan T. Cummings,
chief of exchange operations, presid-

enberg, attorney for Cassell, who insisted that Atlas should submit its
proposed underwriting agreement for
raising $1,500,000 for the new company, before consummation. The Atlas Corp. contended that under the
plan an agreement need only be submitted before actual consummation of
the plan. Judge Bondy took this question under advisement. John Stover,
attorney for $tirn, argued that a formal petition for confirmation was
necessary, and also reiterated his general objections to the plan. Judge
Bondy particularly praised the choice
of W. G. Van Schmus.
Earlier in the hearing the Irving
Trust Co. stated that an agreement
Cleveland Fans Cool
Cleveland, Feb. 27. — Cleveland had been reached with Rockefeller
Center whereby the number of shares
fans were cool to $3,520 local awards which
the Center would receive had
with usual Monday business account
winners notified in advance. Everett been reduced from 415,000 to 400,000
because of a waiver by RKO of cerSteinbuck, manager of Loew's State,
tain claims which it had against the
presented E. R. Morrison, machinery Center.
salesman, with $1,000 as the biggest
Cleveland winner. Mrs. Laura Carpenter, seventy, of Barberton, was
presented with $25,000 by Manager (Cafe Society' Brings
Jack Flax at Loew's Akron.
Paramount
$55,000
"Cafe Society" is proving a strong
Boston Gets Winners
attraction at the Paramount and is
Boston, Feb. 27.— Due to the ill- expected to finish its first week there
ness of Gov. Leverett Saltonstall, his with $55,000. At Miami Beach, a fourSecretary of State Frederic W. Cook, day engagement at the Sheridan atannounced tonight the local winners of
tracted an estimated $46,000.
the $250,000 movie quiz contest. A
in its 12th week at
gathering of the local prize winners the"Pygmalion,"
Astor is continuing to draw. An
was held at the Metropolitan.
estimated $13,000 was taken at the
box-office in its 11th week. "Grand
Illusion" will be held for a 25th week
Columbia Will Film
at the Fihnarte. "Crisis" will have its
premiere at the 55th St. PlayLife of Alfred Nobel world house
March 13. The Warner circuit
Hollywood, Feb. 27. — Columbia is in Philadelphia and the Brandt and
planning to make a film based on the Skouras circuits in New York have
life of Alfred Nobel. Peter Freuchen
has been assigned to the task of gath- booked "Ballerina."
ering material for the picture. He is
now in Europe interviewing various
members of the Nobel family in his Study Is Continuing
search for data on the life of the donor
On Trade Pact Draft
of the international prizes which bear
Distribution executives continued
his name.
their consideration of the latest lawyers' draft of the proposed trade pracAlcatraz Is Filmed
tice program at a session at the Astor
Hollywood, Feb. 27.— First shots of yesterday afternoon. The meeting
Alcatraz Prison ever taken by a mo- lasted more than three hours. William
tion picture company will be used in F. Rodgers was chairman.
A delay is apparent in shaping up
M-G-M's "They All Come Out," fourreel subject based on the federal penal final details of the program before subsystem.
mission toexhibitor organizations.

Republic appears to be an exception
to the general trend on conventions
this year. Because it is deemed advisable to keep sales forces in the field
to concentrate on, "The Man of Conquest," Republic's biggest picture to
date, there be no national meeting.
Regional sessions for franchise holders, branch and district heads and
salesmen will be held, probably in
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and
New Orleans.

Javal

May

Television

Join

Time

Reel

US

Talent

London, Feb. 27. — Ian Javal, commercial director of Baird Television,
reportedly will conduct preliminary
negotiations during his current visit
to America for the services of American radio and sports personalities for
television programs to be supplied to
British theatres.
Among those likely to be contacted
by Javal are Bing Crosby, Grace
Moore, Eddie Cantor, Rudy Vallee,
Benny Goodman and Joe Louis.
Indications are that a definite working agreement between British Broadcasting Corp. and Gaumont British has
resulted from the success of last
week's television program in three of
G. B.'s West End theatres. The arrangement isbelieved to include an
exchange of talent and films for television programs, and is expected to
result in reduced costs.
Baird is enlarging its factory and
increasing production of sets.
Queried yesterday on the London
report, Javal said that the matter of
negotiating for American talent for
British theatre television programs
had been discussed prior to his departure from London but that since
his arrival here he had received no
authorization to proceed with the assignment. He is awaiting instructions
from London before opening negotiations, he said.
Warners

Two

Seek

Withdraw

'Devil's Island' Film
(Continued from page 1)

James L. Wolcott and Alan Brown
have been appointed to the staff of troversial nature of the film, howthe March of Time. Both come from
ever, the reviewers declined to grant
Hollywood posts, Wolcott having been approval in the absence of Irwin Esmond, director of the board. Upon his
with 20th Century-Fox and Brown at
the M-G-M studios.
return, the seal was granted and it
will start at the Globe tomorrow.
On Saturday, "Yes, My Darling
Starts Shorts Group
Daughter" went into both the Strand
Milton Schwarzwald has started and the Globe with both houses doing
capacity business. At the Strand, the
production at Eastern Service Studios film grossed an estimated $30,000 in
on
a new group
"Nu-Atlas"
and its first three days, and an estimated
"Mentone"
musicalof shorts
for RKO
$6,000 at the Globe. Tenth week of
and Universal release.
"The Lady Vanishes" at the Globe
drew an estimated $7,500.
Bruce

Made

Producer

Shift Trans-Lux Policy
Hollywood, Feb. 27. — George
Bruce, Edward Small Productions
Boston, Feb. 27. — Trans-Lux Thewriter, has been made a producer by
atre, which has been featuring newsSmall. He will handle the production reels and shorts, has started a policy
of first run features, news and shorts.
of "My Son, My Son."
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'Delight'

at

$44,000

for

2 Hub

Houses

Boston, Feb. 27. — "Idiot's Delight," coupled with "My Son is a
Criminal" at Loew's Orpheum and
State took a terrific $44,000, $25,000
and $19,000 respectively.
The third week of "Gunga Din" and
the Walt Disney Revue with "The
Little Princess" and "Charlie Chan in
Honolulu" playing the seventh day
took $18,500 at Keith Memorial.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 21-22 :
"Gunga
Din" (RKO)
(RKO) (6(6 days)
days)
Disney Revue
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox) (1 day)
"Charlie
(1 day) Chan in Honlulu" (20th-Fox)
KEITH MEMORIAL — (2,790) (25c-35c40c-55c) 3rd week. Gross: $18,500. (Average, $13,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
"Ambush" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN — (4,332) (25c-35c-40cSSc) 7 days. Gross: $14,500. (Average,
$12,500)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"My Son Is a Criminal" (Col.)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM— (2,907)
(25c-35c40c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $25,000. (Average,
$13,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"My Son Is a Criminal" (Col.)
LOEW'S
STATE
— (3,537)
55c)
7 days.
Gross:
$19,000.(25c-35c-40c(Average.
$11,000)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
"While New York Sleeps" (ZOth-Fox)
PARAMOUNT — (1,790) (25c-35c-40c-55c)
7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $12,000. (Average,
$8,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
FENWAY — (1,382) (25c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $7,500. (Average.
$4,500)
"Arizona Legion" (RKO)
"Convict's Code" (Mono.)
RKO KEITH BOSTON— (3,200) (20c-30c40c) 6 days with vaude. Gross: $12,000.
(Average, $10,000)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (ZOth-Fox)
SCOLLAY — (2,500) (25c-35c-40c-50c) 7
days, 3rd run. Gross: $7,000. (Average.
$5,500)

Hollywood
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'Honolulu

' Is

Denver's

Lead

Previews

Blondie Meets the Boss
(Columbia)
Hollywood, Feb. 27.— ENTERTAINMENT, in capital letters, is
the essence of "Blondie Meets the Boss," second of Columbia's features
taken from the popular King Features Syndicate comic strip. Seventyone minutes of unadulterated comedy, the picture at its Hollywood preview evoked more laughs per 90 feet of film than any picture within
recent memory. To say that a continual gale of laughter swept the
theatre would be merely reporting a fact.
The characters familiar to hundreds of thousands of newspaper
readers — "Blondie," (Penny Singleton), "Dagwood," (Arthur Lake),
"Baby Dumpling," (Larry Simms), "Daisy," the dog, "Mr. Dithers,"
(Jonathan Hale), — romp through the substantial story to fashion an
offering palatable to all types of patrons.
In addition to the evident exploitable assets of "Blondie Meets the
Boss," there is in the story a topical angle — "Dagwood's" accidentally
winning a jitterbug contest. The Kay Van Riper-Richard Flournoy
story was adapted by Flournoy, and directed by Frank R. Strayer.
Robert Sparks was associate producer.

With

$11,500

Denver, Feb. 27. — "Honolulu" on a
dual with "Burn 'Em Up O'Connor"
at the Orpheum, led with |1 1,500. "St.
Louis Blues" took $7,200 in its second
week at the Denham, and "Son
Frankenstein" and "Torchv Blai( Ji
Chinatown" drew $4,500 at the Paramount.
A sudden cold snap and severe
blizzard hurt business to some extent.
Estimated takings for the week endFeb. 22 (20th-Fox)
:
days,
"TailingSpin"

ALADDIN— (1,400) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
"Gunga Gross:
Din" $2,500.
(RKO) (Average. $3,500)
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average,
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
$2,500)
—
(1,750)
(25c-35c-40c)
7
"Dagwood," resigning in a huff because the boss would not give 2ndDENHAM
week. Gross: $7,200. (Average, $6,000)
him a vacation, is replaced on the job by "Blondie." He becomes in- "Made For Each Other" (U. A.)
DENVER— (2,525) (25c-35c-50c) 7
nocently involved in what appears to "Blondie" as a scandal, and Gross:
$8,000. (Average. $8,500)
days.
domestic strife ensues. However, all is explained to the satisfaction "Honolulu"
(M-G-M)
of all, with "Dagwood" unconsciously winning a jitterbug contest and "Burn 'Em Up O'Conner" (M-G-M) days.
ORPHEUM
(25c-35c-40c)
"Blondie"
inadvertently ruining a business deal, which turned out for Gross:
$11,500.— (2.600)
(Average,
$8,000) 7
the
best.
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
Blane in Chinatown" (F. N.)
Running time, 71 minutes.
"G."*
Vance King "Torchy
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $3,500)
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
"Crime Takes a Holiday" (Col.)
RIALTO— (878) (25c-40c) 7 days; "Jesse
7 Was a Convict"
(Republic)
James" 4th week. Gross: $2,500. (Average,
Hollywood, Feb. 27. — "I Was A Convict" tells a highly imaginative $1,750)
story. The basic plot deals with a criminal's regeneration, but the several counter-plots hung upon it take spectators through a welter of
melodrama, romance and comedy. These, instead of accentuating the
'Gunga Din' $16,500
force and appeal of the basic idea, detract from it.
Convicts Barton MacLane and Horace MacMahon plan to kidnap Cincinnati
Leader
income tax evader Clarence Kolb after their release from jail and hold
him for ransom. To protect their own game, they frustrate a jail break
Cincinnati,
Feb.the27.RKO
— "Gunga
engineered by jail birds Ben Weldon and John Harmon, who have a pulled
$16,500 at
AlbeeDin"
for
the outstanding gross of the week.
similar idea. They earn the enmity of them and Kolb's snobbish rela"Huckleberry Finn" had a smash
tives when he announces that he is going to take them into his business.
Only daughter Beverly Roberts looks kindly upon MacLane, who uses $14,000 at the RKO Palace, and "Four
gangster tactics to whip recalcitrant customers into line. Comedy and Girls in White" continued strong with
on a moveover week at the
romance have their moments before the return to melodrama. The family $2,750
RKO Grand. The weather was the
(t
plans to put Kolb in a sanitarium, but he is a willing victim to a Mac- coldest of the winter.
Other" Hits $9,000
Lane-MacMahon "kidnap" plot. However, released convicts Weldon
Estimated takings for the week endHaven and Harmon stage a real kidnapping, but MacLane foils that to earn
High in New
ing Feb.Din"
23-25(RKO)
:
"Gunga
New Haven, Feb. 27. — Second Kolb's eternal gratitude, win the girl, become general manager of the
RKO
ALBEE—
(3,300) (35c-42c) 7 days.
week of "Gunga Din" and "Pardon business and laugh at the snobs who are exiled out of Kolb's life.
Gross: $16,500. (Average, $12,000)
Robert Andrews wrote the original from which Ben Markson and "Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
Our Nerve" at the College took
$4,000. "Made for Each Other" and Roberts did the screenplay. Aubrey Scotto directed.
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $10,000)
"Strange Case of Dr. Meade" played
"Pygmalion"
(M-G-M)
Running time, 63 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
the Loew-Poli for $9,000.
RKO' SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-42c) 7 days,
The Paramount grossed $5,500 with
2nd
week. Gross:
$7,900. (Average, $12,000)
"Honolulu"
(M-G-M)
"St. Louis Blues" and "Mr. Wong,
Mystery
Plane
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (35c-42c) 7 days,
Detective."
2nd week. Gross: $4,700. (Average, $6,500)
Estimated takings for the week end- (Monogram)
"Arizona Wildcat" (20th-Fox)
ing Feb. 24:
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Hollywood, Feb. 27. — "Mystery Plane" is the kind of action picture
which exhibitors like. Spectators will see a lot and not have to listen Gross: $2,300. (Average, $6,500)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
to too much, but everything has significance and is understandable.
"Pardon Our Nerve" (20th-Fox)
RKO GRAND— (1,200) (30c-40c) 7 days.
week. Gross: $2,750. (Average. $2,750)
COLLEGE— (1,499) (35c-50c) 7 days, 2nd
Ex-aviator John Trent, Milburn Stone, Marjorie Reynolds, Jason 2nd
week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $2,500)
"Mr.
Moto's
Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
"Little
Pal" (Monogram)
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
Robards, Peter George Lynn (a promising newcomer), Lucien LittleRKO
FAMILY—
(1.000) (15c-25c) 4 days.
"Strange
of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
LOEW-PCase
OLI— (3,040) (35c-50c) 654 days. field and Polly Ann Young are featured. The production is based on Gross: $1,200. (Average. $1,400)
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,000)
Hal Forrest's widely published cartoon strip, "Tailspin Tommy." Paul "North of Shanghai" (Col.)
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
Headleys at Home"
Schofield
and Joseph West prepared the screenplay and George Wagg- "The
(Big Feature Rights)
"Mr. Wong, Detective" (Mono.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348) (35c-50c) 8 days. ner's direction succeeds in developing much action.
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (15c-25c) 3 davs.
Gross: $5,500. (Average, $4,400)
Gross: $1,000. (Average, $1,050)
In the prologue, Tommy Bupp idolizes war-hero and barn-storming "Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
"The Lady Vanishes" (M-G-M)
plane stunter Lynn and sets him up as his model. Years pass and Trent
KEITH'S— (1.500) (30c -40c) 7 days. 2nd
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2.200) (35c-50c) 7 and Stone have invented a revolutionary electrically controlled bomb week. Gross: $3,400. (Average, $6,500)
days. Gross: $4,100. (Average, $4,700)
releasing device. The test proves successful and in this sequence the
sensational three-mile tail spin drop is the thrill feature. Foreign power
Red Cross Net $5,910
agents with whom Lynn is associated want the invention and kidnap
Campaign of the Motion Picture
Spectrum Gets 'Marne'
Spectrum Pictures Corp., have ar- Trent, Stone and Miss Reynolds in order to force divulgence of the Group in the 22nd roll call of the
ranged with Variety Film Distributors secret. But the trio make an escape via plane and the exciting air N. Y. Chapter of the American Red
to handle distribution in the United chase culminates when Lynn deliberately crashes the pursuing plane. Cross raised $5,910, according to final
States of "Heroes of the Marne."
Running time, 60 minutes.
"G."*
G. McC. tabulations. W. G. Van Schmus, diRaimu, leading French film actor, is
of thegroup.
Music Hall, was chairthe star.
man ofrectorthe
*"G" denotes general classification.
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Loew's to Play
National Anthem
Loew circuit nationally
falls in line this week by
playing the national anthem.
Theatres hereafter will open
and close with a trailer
flashed on the screen including words of "The Star
Spangled Banner," also Old
Glory waving and a choral
rendition of the song. Audiences will be asked to join in
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'Musketeers,'
Hollywood

Preview

Is $13,000
"Spirit of Culver"
(Universal)

in

Minneapolis

Hollywood, Feb. 27. — Showmen hitching their box-offices to the
ascendant star of Americanism-on-the-screen may go as far as they
Minneapolis, Feb. 27. — Major
like in advertising "Spirit of Culver" as a film that looks upon patriot- Bowes Revue on the stage, with "The
ism through the eyes of youth and finds it glorious. The youthful eyes Three Musketeers," gave the Orprincipally concerned are those of Jackie Cooper and Freddie Barthe State
was runnerup
$7,500.
pheum
a strong
$13,000. with
"Honolulu"
tholomew, which see the matter differently at first but identically at the at
"Gunga
Din"
in
its
second
week
at
singing.
finish, and the names of Andy Devine and Henry Hull are also avail- the Century did $5,500.
jjj^ie
able for marquee use. Culver Military Academy is, of course, the
In St. Paul,
principal scene.
Paramount
came "Gunga
in with Din"
$6,500.at the
4IT Studio Talks
Estimated takings for the week endThe picture, directed by Joseph Santley from a screenplay by Naing Feb. 23 :
thaniel West and Whitney Bolton, opens in 1932 with Cooper an
Due This Weekend
Minneapolis:
embittered boy of the breadlines. An American Legionnaire, Devine,
learns he is the son of an outstanding war hero and obtains for him "Tom
Sawyer,
(Para.)
"Sunset Trail" Detective"
(Para.)
Final conferences on Universal's a Culver scholarship. Gradually Bartholomew, his roommate, and the
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c) 7 days. Gross:
new season production plans will get spirit of Culver convince him there is virtue in patriotism and he $1,500.
(Average, $1,500)
under way at the studio this weekend becomes popular in the school. Then his supposedly dead father, who "Gunga Din" (RKO)
with the arrival there from Honolulu
CENTURY—
(1,600) (Average,
(25c-40c) 7$4,000)
days, 2nd
believes himself a deserter, returns, the boy learns his identity and runs week.
Gross: $5,500.
of W. A. Scully, sales head.
F. J. A. McCarthy, eastern sales away from school to be with him. He is overtaken by his comrades "Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
GOPHER—
(990) $3,000)
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
manager, and W. J. Heineman, west- and Devine, who brings a War Department order clearing the father $3,800.
(Average,
ern sales manager, are en route to of disgrace, in time to return to Culver without penalty and complete "The Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
the coast to participate in the discus- his course.
ORPHEUM — (2,900) (35c-55c) 7 days.
Major
Bowes Revue. Gross: $13,000.
sion. Nate J. Blumberg, Universal
The film is at its best when Cooper and Bartholomew are working Stage:
(Average,
$4,800)
president, who returned to New York
"Honolulu"
(M-G-M)
yesterday after a month at the studio out their mutual adjustments. Interest relaxes somewhat during hyperSTATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
and in Palm Springs, will be in touch melodramatic treatment of the fatherly angle, then tightens toward $7,500.
(Average, $4,400)
the
finish.
It
is
strong
in
juvenile
and
family
appeal
and
eminently
with the meeting by telephone. Cliff timely.
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
Work and Matthew J. Fox, studio
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c) 7 days, 6th week.
Gross: $1,500. (Average, $1,600)
heads, will participate.
Running time, 90 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has been
St. Paul:
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
signed to star in "The Sun Never
*"G" denotes general classification.
ORPHEUM —(Average,
(2,000) (25c-40c)
7 days.
Sets," which Rowland V. Lee will
Gross:
$3,200)
"Gunga $4,000.
Din" (RKO)
produce for the new season's schedule.
Blumberg was enthusiastic on the
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
forthcoming releases, which include 'Each Other' $13,000
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,400)
Honest' at $7,500
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
"Spirit of Culver," "Three Smart
Lead in Providence
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
Indianapolis High $2,200.
Girls Grow Up" and "East Side of
(Average, $2,000)
Heaven." "Culver" will have its
Din"
"Gunga
—
27.
Feb.
"King of the Underworld (W.B.)
Providence,
world premiere in Washington Thurs- business held up to $8,000 in the secIndianapolis, Feb. 27.— "You Can't "Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
day night, before an audience of high
TOWER(Average,
— (1,000)$1,600)
(25c) 7 days. Gross:
ond week at the RKO-Albee. "Made Cheat an Honest Man" gave the Cir- $1,600.
Army, Navy and Government officials. for Each Other," teamed with "The
cle a lusty $7,500. "Honolulu" was "A Man to Remember" (RKO)
These releases will be supplemented
at Loew's
with
$8,600.
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" at Loew's powerful
WORLDGross:
— (400)
days, 2nd
Grosses suffered
from the
inroads
of week.
$1,600. (25c-35c)
(Average.7 $700)
by "The Mikado," and special adver- State, led the field, garnering $13,000. influenza.
tising campaigns are being mapped for Good Washington's Birthday business
all four productions.
helped all around.
Estimated takings for the week endEstimated takings for the week endLoew Stockholders
ing Feb. 24:
ing Feb. 22-23 :
"The Plainsman" (Para.)
Moss Warns
of Stage "Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
Hold Meeting Today
"Waikiki Wedding"
"The
Lone
Wolf
Spy
Hunt"
(Col.)
APOLLO—
(1,100)
(25c-40c)
7
days.
Gross:
Show in Film House
Election of directors is the major
LOEW'S STATE — (3,230) (25c-35c-S0c) 7 $2,500. (Average, $3,000)
business scheduled for the annual
"You
Can't
Cheat
An
Honest
Man"
(Univ.)
License Commissioner Paul Moss days. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $10,000)
"Gambling Ship" (Univ.)
stresses that film theatres cannot have "Gunga Din" (RKO)
meeting of Loew's, Inc. stockholders
CIRCLE— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: at
RKO-ALBEE— (2,239) (25c-35iC-50c) 7 days,
11 A. M. today at the home office.
(Average, $4,500)
stage shows without obtaining a spe- 2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $6,000) $7,500.
"Gunga
Din"
(RKO)
cial license.
All
directors are scheduled for re"Tail Spin" (20th-Fox)
INDIANA
days, 2nd
Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
week.
Gross:— (3,200)
$4,000. (25c-40c)
(Average, 7 $5,000)
election. They are: George N. ArmsHe suspended the license of Skouras' "Charlie
MAJESTIC — (2,250) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days. "Honolulu" (M-G-M)
Granada in Corona, L. I., for 24 hours, Gross:
by,
David
Bernstein, Isidor Frey, Leo$7,000. (Average, $7,000)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
beginning Saturday midnight, because "Ambush" (Para.)
pold
Friedman,
John R. Hazel, AlexLOEW'S—
(2,800)$7,000)
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
of an unlicensed stage show. The "Woman Doctor" (Para.)
J8.600.
(Average,
ander Lichtman, Charles C. MosSTRAND — (2,100) (25c-35c-S0c) 7 days. "Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
kowitz, William A. Parker, J. Robtheatre had scheduled a "jitterburg" Gross: $5,200. (Average, $7,000)
ert Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck,
LYRIC— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.^ Stage:
dance team, then canceled it for a 12- "Off the Record" (W.B.)
Happy Felton Orchestra, with Lucienne & David Warfield and Henry R. Winscene Italian play. Commissioner
FAY'S — (1,800) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days. Ashour; D'are & Yates; Louise Dunne &
Moss ruled this a violation.
Vaudeville. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $6,500) Lorraine; Ken Nealy; Marty Snerd. Gross: throp. Winthrop was elected by the
board in January to fill a vacancy.
$7,800. (Average, $8,000)
The Commissioner says that under "Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
CARLTON— (1,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
The directors are scheduled to meet
the law film houses can only present
a band, vocal music and lectures and Extended first-run. Gross: $3,500. (Avertomorrow
to reelect officers.
Harrisburg
House
Sold
age. $3,500)
recitations by performers in street "Convicts
Code" (Mono.)
clothes. If performers wear costume,
HARRiSBiuRo, Ra., Feb. 27. — The
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
a stage license must be obtained. The Vaudeville. Gross: $3,200. (Average, $3,000) Victoria, one of the oldest film houses Patent Suit Charges
here, has been sold by Wilmer & Vinpurpose is to comply with fire prevencent Theatres and the property will
tion requirements, among others.
RCA
Trust Violation
be converted to stores. W. & V. will
Suit
for
$1,500,000 treble damages
reopen the recently renovated Rio
French 'Snow White'
for alleged violation of the Sherman
which
has
been
dark
several
months.
To Try Band Policy
Coming to US Soon Another W & V. house, the Colonial, Anti-Trust Act, for an accounting for
Flatbush, 1,700-seat house in Brook"Snow White and the Seven which operates on a firm run policy alleged patent infringement and for
an injunction has been filed in the
lyn operated by Brandt Theatres, will Dwarfs," in French, will be released will be renovated shortly.
U. S. District Court against Radio
inaugurate a band policy about March shortly in the U. S. This is the first
Corp. of America by the International
17. A "name" band and a few acts time an American made film has been
Form Supply Company
of vaudeville will be featured. If this brought back and redistributed in a
Carrier Call & Television Corp. Plaintiff claims to be owner of a patent
is successful, a similar policy will be foreign language. Many scenes had to
Atlanta, Feb. 27. — Paul A. King,
installed in four other houses of the be reanimated in making the French formerly of National Carbon Co., and relating to a "two-way intercommunisame circuit, the Audubon, Windsor, film the title of which in French is J. Howell, have organized the Capitol
cating
for by
power
Carlton and Park Lane.
legedlysystem
infringed
RCA.circuits," alCity Supply Co., Inc., here.
"Blanche Neige et les Sept Nains."
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Plans

Building

Of'ListeningGroups'
With Education
Unit
Montreal, Feb. 27. — Following the
lead of BBC and broadcasting systems
in several European couritnes, the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., shortly
will start to promote "Listening
Groups" among the radio public of the
Dominion.
Working hand in hand with the
Canadian Association for Adult Education, CBC is urging its listeners to
form themselves into small groups
"not exceeding thirty in number," for
the purpose of community hearing and
studying of suggested programs.
Schools, offices, neighborhoods, and
associations offer ample opportunity
for the formation of a listening group.
Such groups should elect a leader and
secretary, then register themselves
with the CBC.
The leadership of the group, CBC
points out, is the keynote of the
scheme, and in view of this "the
Canadian Association for Adult Education isprepared to offer, this season
or next at least, one experimental
course of training for listening group
leaders. Such a course would require
attendance five nights a week for two
successive weeks." The education,
they point out, would be free and
would be accompanied by printed material. At the end of the course successful leaders would receive a certificate.

►

anner

Radio

LINES
Personals

i

l manag
generaback
ZUCK
STAinNChica
go ER,
for CRA,
in er
the
Windy City today after a weekend in New York . . . Charlie Barnett's orchestra records for NBC
March 2 . . . James O'Neill, former
AP writer in New York, now with
KYA in San Francisco, on the news
staff . . . Paul Whiteman back to
New York tomorrow from a threeweek road trip, and after making a
broadcasting will leave for Texas and
a 10-day engagement at the Fort
Worth Rodeo. . . . Lou Ruppel, CBS
publicity director, left for Chicago
yesterday, and will be gone a week.
FCC

Ends

Plan

on

Temporary
Licenses
Washington, Feb. 27. — Abandonment of the practice of issuing temporary license renewals to stations
against which program complaints are
pending was revealed today by the
F.C.C. which hereafter will grant
regular licenses to such stations, which
will be revoked if the charges are substantiated.
The commission explained the
change was ordered because of the average of 50 complaints received weekfound "frivolous"
and ly,3060 per
per cent
cent are
insubstantial.
Only about five complaints a week
are found to justify investigation and
P&G
Plans Sixth
it was felt the stations should not be
Show over CBS Net put on a temporary basis merely because of the receipt of complaints not
Procter & Gamble will place its
sixth network program on the air yet studied.
over CBS when a new dramatic script
series, "Manhattan Mother," starts on NAB
Seeks Data to
the network March 6. Program will
be heard Monday through Friday from
Revise Program
Code
9:15 to 9:30 P. M., over a hookup of
Washington, Feb. 27. — National
10 stations. It is believed that the Association
of Broadcasters has asked
network will be greatly enlarged members to send to headquarters a
shortly after the inception of the se- copy of their program code to be
ries. Pedlar & Ryan placed the ac- used in revising the N. A. B. Code
count.
of Ethics.
Procter & Gamble programs now on
Neville Miller, N. A. B. president,
CBS comprise "Rise of the Gold- will appoint a committee, representabergs," "Life Can Be Beautiful,"
tive of a cross-section of the industry,
"Road of Life," "This Day Is Ours," to study the question of program codes
and the film comment of jimmy Fid- and practices and report to the next
ler.
N. A. B. convention.
Coleson

Radio

Head

At Coast Exposition
San Francisco, Feb. 27. — Robert
Coleson, former radio director of the
San Diego and Dallas expositions, has
been appointed radio program chief
at the Golden Gate International Exposition here by Arthur Rowe, supervisor of broadcasting activities.
Named as Coleson's aides are Jack
Lyman, formerly of KPO, in charge
of all special events, and Jack Joy,
formerly of KEHE, Hollywood, as
production manager.
Renew Kyser Program
American Tobacco Co. has signed
a renewal for 13 more weeks of broadcasting by Kay Kyser on the "Musical School of Knowledge," broadcast
Wednesdays from 10 to 11 P. M. on
the NBC Red network, plus WHN.
Lord & Thomas is the agency. The
renewal becomes effective April 5.

Forms Lecture Bureau
To promote program listening via a
speakers' platform. WHN has organized a lecture bureau with speakers
to be made available to schools, colleges, clubs and organizations to talk
on various phases of radio. The
bureau consists of Al Simon, station
publicity director, who formerly lectured for Loew theatres ; commentators Maurice Dreicer, George Combs,
Miles B. Dawson, Henry Gladstone
and Charles T. McCarthy.
Goldstein Takes Tavern
Bob Goldstein, radio executive now
at WMCA, has purchased a controlling interest in the Tavern, well known
Broadway restaurant. Goldstein will
operate the restaurant with Paul Harrom, owner of several radio stations,
and will _ continue his duties with
WMCA,
Tavern. in addition to operating the

about
hingcoveri
d in
ng
somet
planne
to tell
ED NBC
ASKwhat
the election of the Pope, Abe
Schechterj the network's special events
director, replied : "Nothing definite
planned, save that we intend to
Forewarned
smothe
White. r CBS."

is forearmed, Paul
▼

IATSE
To

Group

Enjoin

Acts

Officers

! Hollywood, Feb. 27. — Membership
of Technicians Local 37 has been split
into two groups, each seeking control.
On Saturday James E. Shaw, minority
leader, obtained a temporary injunction restraining officers of the local,
whom he said had been illegally
elected, from spending organization
funds except for operating expenses.
Assailing the group led by Jo )
Carpenter, president, and Jeff li
he sought a receiver, charging that
money was being spent without a
proper accounting. Kibre has filed
charges of company unionism against
the I.A.T.S.E. and producers with the
N. L. R. B.

Lever Bros, penalized Bums & Allen recently by cancelling a booking
for their appearance on the Lux Radio
Theatre, scheduled for last month. But
now Lever Bros, have booked the
comedy team to work on the Lifebuoy
show March 14, when Al Jolson will
York Allied Will
make his farewell appearance in this New
show.
Meet Here Tomorrow
T
Sensing a dramatic story in the fact
that not a single newsreel crew showed
up at the World's Fair grounds yesterday to shoot the television performance of Amos 'n' Andy, we called the
various newsreel houses to ask the explanation for what appeared to be a
deliberate boycott. The story collapsed
in the investigation, for it developed
that the newsreel outfits had been erroniously
informed
by the that
World's
Fair publicity
department
the
stunt, which had been washed out on
Sunday because of the rain, had been
postponed indefinitely.
▼
A beautiful new Steinway was
procured for Paderewski for the
Sunday concert on the "Magic
Key" program.
its newness, the piano Because
did not ofmeet
with
the approval
of Paderewski's
per-a
sonal piano tuner,
who obtained
hard strip of rubber Sunday morning and proceeded to bang away
solidly at every key, shaking the
instrument all out of pitch. He
then tuned the instrument to his
own satisfaction.
T
In response to one announcement on
the air, asking listeners if they'd like
to see the revival of "House of Rothschild," Sam received
Taylor, more
WHN's
commentator,
than film
400
requests — more than he ever has received for any other picture.
— Jack Banner
Muni to Be on Air Mar. 5
Paul Muni will make one of his rare
radio appearances on the Screen Actors Guild program March 5 in a
dramatization titled "Bridge of
Mercy," written by Norman Reilly
Rainey, author of the "Tugboat Annie" stories. Muni will be supported
by
Josephine
Hutchinson,
Lionel
Atwell and George
Irving.
George
Cukor will be in charge of the broadcast.
Mrs. Crosley Dies
Cincinnati, Feb. 27.— Gwendolyn
Aiken Crosley, 48, wife of Powell
Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley
Corp., operators of WLW, WSAL
W8XAL and W8XNU, died suddenly
at Sarasota, F'a-. yesterday, while
Crosley was en route to the resort
city. A son, and a daughter, Mrs.
Robert Jennings, whose husband is
head of the radio department of the
Kastor agency, survive.

State legislation, film stars' appearances on the air and the trade practice situation will be discussed at a
meeting of the local unit of New York
Allied
the organization's
the
Newat Amsterdam
Theatreoffice
Build-in
The meeting is called
for ing
1 P.tomorrow.
M.
In the absence of Max A. Cohen,
state president, E. Thornton Kelly,
executive secretary, will preside. Kelly
returned yesterday from conducting
meetings upstate.
A meeting of the Albany Allied unit
is scheduled for next Monday. The
Buffalo unit will met March 13 and
there will be a meeting in Syracuse
on March 23.
Price

Will

Publicize

Screen Guild Hearing
Hollywood, Feb. 27. — Paul Price
has been hired by the Screen Writers
Guild to handle publicity in its battle
with producers over collective bargaining. Nation-wide coverage of
events leading up to and during the
hearings is planned.
Hearings on the complaints against
the studios of Wagner Act violations
will get under way on the coast next
week before representatives of the
N.L.R.B. In its publicity campaign
the Guild will stress the fact that
many script writers are paid less than
technical workers.
Mae

West

Is on

Way

East for Deal Talks
Hollywood, Feb. 27. — Plans for her
film company having been held up
temporarily, Mae West has left for
New York with her business manager,
They will
considerJames
other Timony.
deals, including
personal
appearances and possibly a New York
World's Fair concession. Miss West
has been unable to come to terms for
a release deal on her Empire Pictures Corp., which some time ago announced a program of eight pictures
a Mrs.
year. Brandt in for Rites
Mary Brandt, widow of Joe Brandt,
first president of Columbia Pictures,
arrived from the coast yesterday for
the funeral services for her late husband. With her were Jerry Brandt,
a soil and Lillie Brandt, sister of the
deceased. The funeral will take place
morrow.
at the West End Funeral Chapel to-
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iiitts

Starts

Czech

Trade

Suspended
Inquiry

Into

IATSE

Fund

Investigates 2 Per Cent
Levy on Studio Local

YORK,

FRIDAY,

Treaty

'Love
Has

Affair'
$95,000

at Hall

Washington, March 23.—
U.S. State Department tonight announced the suspension of the Czech reciprocal
trade treaty, to which the
motion picture agreement is
a supplement.
The action was purely formal, the Administration having last week classified the
former Czech areas as German-controlled and goods
therefrom as German in
origin and not eligible for
the concessions formerly
given Czecho Slovakia.

Syracuse, March 23. — Independent
exhibitors in New York state were
urged to be vocal in their demand for
clearance reforms at a meeting sponsored by New York Allied at the Hotel Syracuse today. Max A. Cohen,
president, discussed the Supreme
Court's decision in the Interstate
(Texas) case and declared it means
that "the independent exhibitor has a
right
live." was attended by repreThe tomeeting
sentatives ofabout 100 theatres. H.
M. Richey, director of theatre relations for RKO, was a guest speaker
and pictured a bright outlook for the
(Continued on page 6)

All

But

24, 1939

OPEN

TEN

WAY

Three

RETURN

Ontario
To
Of

Seek

Exhibitors
Elimination

Protection

Plan

"Sergeant Madden" goes into the
Capitol today following "Shining
Hour," which finished the week with
$24,000. "You Can't Get Away With
Murder," with Jimmy Dorsey and his
band on the stage, starts today at the
"Oklahoma Kid."
replacing
Strand,
The
latter
drew $34,800 in its final
week. "Bulldog Drummond's Secret
Police" follows the current "I Was a
Convict" at the Criterion March 30.
"Concentration Camp" at the Waldorf
will be held for a second week starting tomorrow.

Die

U.S.

in

Film

Albany

Albany, March 23. — Only three
bills bearing on the motion picture
industry survived the week in the legislature. Among the hundreds killed
in the final report of the Assembly
standing committee were many that
directly affected the film business.
The measures surviving were the
Crews' projectionist. In amended
form it was set on the Assembly calendar for Tuesday. Another was the
Butler bill on admission of children
and the third was the Webb measure
providing a referendum by villages o,n
Sunday shows.
Among the measures killed were
those for regulation of fee-charging
employment agencies. However, the
Ostertag bill along this line was re-

TO

Kelly
On

ITALY

Reveals Proposal
Return; Given
To E. N. I. C.

By AL FINESTONE

A plan to permit American companies to operate in Italy has been submitted to the E.N.I. C, Italian film
Toronto, March 23. — A move has
monopoly,
on
been launched among independent exhibitors ofOntario for the total elim- behalf of the
ination of clearance in feature book- distributors, it
ing contracts and the replacement of is disclosed by
Arthur W.
the present "protection" system with
a policy of priority rentals governed
largely by the geographical location Kelly,
dent of
United
vice-presand admission scales of theatres and Artists in
the availability of prints but without
the prescribed periods of time before charge of forsubsequent bookings. The latter would
eign distribube scheduled in quick sequence as soon
tion, who reas first release had been arranged.
turned yesteron the
Queen dayMary
May Be Given April 4
after
five
months
. Intimation has been made that the abroad.
proposal will be presented at the next
Arthur Kelly
There
is unregular meeting of the Independent
rest throughout
Theatres' Association, which is scheduled to be held in Toronto on April Europe, he said, and the Hitler steamroller kills off film business wherdethe aformal
4, when,mands itwill is
ever it penetrates. However, with
be expected,
outlined and
course of
theaction defined.
week,"
"crisis and
the exception
France
England
in the
atre business of
Toronto film officials assert that has
not been affected appreciably.
clearance, which has long been _ an
The proposal to reopen Italy to
accepted tradition of theatre operation,
has proved an expensive function, American companies, which withdrew
that it has served to bring financial Jan. 1, was submitted by an intermedidistribthat theand
provide
loss to exhibitors and reduced rental
ary.utorsIt would
do business
as before,
that
revenue to the exchanges and that it
(Continued
on
page
6)
(Continued on page 6)

Bills

Week

"Love Affair" finished its first week
at the Music Hall with a strong $95,000 and is being held. Second week
of "The Little Princess" at the Roxy
attracted approximately $33,000.
"Hound of the Baskervilles" starts today. "Pygmalion" at the Astor grossed
an estimated $10,000 for the 15th week.

FOR

CENTS

by U. S.

Los Angeles, March 23. — District
Attorney Buron Fitts injected himself
into the fight between officers of Studio Technicians Local 37 and I.A.T.
S.E. officers today by launching an
investigation of the International's recent two per cent assessment against
its members which, Fitts said, "definitely smacks of methods employed by
NY
Allied
Asks
eastern racketeers."
Fitts questioned Frank Strickling
and John Gatelee, representatives of
Drivd
George Browne, I.A.T. S.E. president, Reform
who took over the local last year and,
later, questioned Local 37 leaders.
On
Clearance
Prosecution May Follow
Afterwards, Fitts said : "I have instructed Russell Parsons, my deputy,
to go into the situation thoroughly
and, if the evidence warrants, to institute prosecution. Workmen and employes for the last two or three years
have complained about this two per
cent assessment levied on their salaries
as dues. They further allege this entire amount was taken east and no
accounting made and, in fact, refused.
"I must say that two per cent assessment definitely smacks of methods
employed by eastern racketeers in
other industries and businesses. To my
mind, it is a gross injustice on men
(Continued on page 12)

MARCH

Impartial

Committee

Republic

Contracts

Above

$7,000,000

Republic is showing a profit and
has unplayed contracts amounting to
more than $7,000,000, H. J. Yates,
president of Consolidated Film Industries, told stockholders at their
annual meeting yesterday. A year
ago at this time the figure was about

ferred to the Rules Committee and
may come up later.
All but one of the many bills imposing restrictions and heavy taxation
Republic's
estimated
He first
profit for the
1939 quarter
as
on outdoor advertising died in com- $6,000,000.
mittee. The Todd bill is still alive.
and said that a profit was
$150,000,
Among the tax bills eliminated was shown in the final quarter last year.
that of Assemblyman Bennett calling Unliquidated product totals $4,742,173.
for a levy on theatre circuits. AntiYates answered many questions condiscrimination bills of Assemblyman
investment and
in
Butler and Giordano also went by the Republic,cerning
its Consolidated's
chief subsidiary,
board.
Consolidated's operations. Lou Atz,
Another important measure dropped Consolidated's auditor, shared the
in the Senate but which it is believed brunt of the questioning. About 50
will be revived is that providing the stockholders were present.
transfer of theatre ticket agency regAtz declared
Consolidated's
position that
is much
improved,
ulation to the License Commissioner current
(Continued on page 12)
in New York City.
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and

A.M.G.
Guild
On

in Agreement

Licensing

Pact

Hollywood, March 23. — Artists'
Managers' Guild and the Screen Ac
tors' Guild have reached a virtual
agreement over the S.A.G. plan for
licensing talent representatives, with
the final point, that of length of the
actors' managerial contract, settled.
A compromise effected will limit all
agency pacts with actor clients to
three years, and the board of directors of the A.M.G. at a meeting last
night signified its approval. The
A.M.G. had wanted contracts limited
to five years' duration, and the
S.A.G. members sought a one-year
limit.
The master contract between the
A.M.G. and S.A.G. will be for five
years. This pact is in the process of
being drafted in its final form by attorneys for both organizations for
approval by the respective memberships. The executive committee of the
associate members of the A.M.G. also
attended the A.M.G. board meeting
and expressed confidence in the negotiations.
Signs Order for UA
Bill of Particulars
Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday signed the order directing the
Government to file and serve its bill
of particulars upon United Artists in
its anti-trust suit. United Artists was
authorized to serve its answer 20 days
after receipt of the bill. The order
also provides that if the Government
has insufficient information as to any
of the items in the bill, it may state
so and furnish the information when
it obtains it, in no event later than
30 days before trial. The order contained a provision denying United
Artists' application to strike out a
number of allegations in the complaint.
Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum
today will hear the Government's application to strike out names of certain of the defendants who have severed connections with the majors and
to substitute others. The present motion is confined to individuals connected with Loew's, Inc., United Artists and Paramount. No opposition
to the applications is expected.
Lichtman

Benefit

Actors'

Back

from

M-G-M
Convention
Al Lichtman, M-G-M vice-president,
arrived yesterday from Chicago, where
he attended the company's sales convention. He will spend some time
conferring with Nicholas M. Schenck,
president, before returning to the
coast.
Sam Eckman, British head ; J. A.
Gove, sales development manager, and
Herb Morgan, shorts publicity head,
also arrived from the convention yesterday. William F. Rogers, general
sales manager, T. J. Connors and
other executives are due tomorrow.
To Address N. H. Union
New Haven, March 23. — Dr. Morris Rothschild will be the guest
speaker at the meeting of Film Exhibit Workers Union, Local B-41, on
Monday.

4

Purely

Personal

MAURICE SILVERSTONE is
scheduled to leave the coast tomorrow for New York, arriving here
Tuesday. Charles Schwartz arrives
by train today.
•

►

For

Arranged

Yeshiva

School

SIR
BAILLIE, associate
W. G. Van Schmus, managing diof ADRIAN
Douglas Fairbanks,
Sr., and
rector of the Music Hall, as chairman
Lady Baillie, sail on the Queen Mary of the dinner committee, has set the
today. Also Noel Coward, Bela program for the dinner to be given by
Lugosi and Winthrop W. Aldrich, the Motion Picture Industries on
board chairman of the Chase National April 2 at the Hotel Astor to raise
Bank.
Lynn Farnol, United Artists ada scholarship fund for refugee stu•
dents at Yeshiva College.
vertising and publicity director, is
expected back from the coast by plane
Speakers
will include James RooseRobert M. Gillham, director of
this weekend.
velt, Louis Nizer, Dr. Nelson Pf
•
advertising and publicity for Paramount, left the coast last night for Mead, president of the College of tf 1
Bela Lugosi, here for a short visit, New York. He plans to return west City of New York, and Dr. BernardRevel, president of Yeshiva College.
was host to interviewers at the Wal- the first week in April.
dorf yesterday.
The dinner represents the first effort
•
•
of the film industry to aid the college.
William Dieterle, Warner direcMembers of the sponsoring commitMatthew J. Fox, Universal vicetor, and Mrs. Dieterle, visiting here,
tee for the dinner include: Neil Agpresident, is expected in New York will be weekend guests at Princeton,
from the studio in the near future for N. J., of Prof. Albert Einstein. new, Jack Alicoate, Jack Cohn, Ned
E. Depinet, Maurice Kann, Sidney R.
a brief visit.
They are old friends.
•
Kent, Abe Montague, Charles C. Mos•
Nizer, John J. O'ConJack Cohn, Columbia vice-presiVaughn Glaser, New York stage kowitz,nor,Louis
Martin Quigley, William F.
dent, returns to New York this week- actor, has arrived at the Paramount
Rodgers, J. Robert Rubin, George J.
end from a Florida vacation.
Schaefer, Gradwell L. Sears, Murray
•
studio for work in• "What a Life."
Silverstone, George P. Skouras, SpyAbe Montague, Columbia general
Alfred Guarini, European scenar- ros Skouras.
sales manager, and Rube Jackter,
ist, is at the Paramount studio workassistant sales manager, return to New
ing on the script of "Madam Mys- Vedis Is Formed
York Monday from a sales meeting in
to
tery," to star Isa •Miranda.
New Orleans.
•
Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales Handle French Films
Bareud Broekman, president of
James R. Grainger, Republic presi- manager, currently touring Warner
dent, accompanied by Jack Bellman, exchanges, leaves Milwaukee today Vedis Films of France, in conjunction
eastern sales manager, left yesterday for Minneapolis and after a brief stay with B. J. Gottlieb, has formed
for New Haven and Boston to set the- there will visit Des Moines.
Vedis Films, Inc., with offices in the
RKO Building.
•
atre dates for "Man of Conquest."
They return Monday.
Broekman is the producer of the
Errol Flynn terminates an eastern
•
and southern vacation this week when musical, "Three Waltzes" with
Carl Hoff, radio band leader, com- he returns to the studios for work in Yvonne Printemps and Pierre Frespleted a musical short yesterday at "The Knight and the Lady" for War- nay, which will be distributed in the
ner Bros.
the Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn.
United States 'by Vedis. In addition,
•
Vedis will distribute "Alert in the
•
Mediterranean" with Pierre Fresnay,
Tullio Carminati, stage and
Jean Berliner of Grand National which was awarded the grand prize
screen star, has returned to New in New Haven is recovering after of the French industry as the best
York from six weeks in Palm Beach, an operation.
•
picture of 1938; "Women's Prisons,"
Havana and Charleston.
with Viviane Romance, and "Quad•
rille," with Sacha Guitry.
Mel
Heymann
of
M-G-M's
pubMr. and Mrs. A. H. Blank of Des
licity department is due Monday from
Moines have gone to Hot Springs, a Florida vacation.
•
Ark., for two weeks.
Plan 'Kiddie Musical'
Warners plan to make another
•
Ben Schwalb, producer and direc- "kiddie musical" this year, with the
tor of Columbia shorts, has resigned. cast selected in auditions of talented
Max Roth, Republic Midwest district head in Chicago, is on a tour of He plans to vacation for several
youngsters. A group of more than
the Des Moines territory.
months.
100 New England children were auditioned recently at the Vitaphone studio
in Brooklyn. Two of the group were
Para. Signs Colman
Markey's Mother Dies
Hollywood, March 23. — Mrs. EuHollywood, March 23. — Para- chosen.
gene L. Markey, mother of Gene
mount today signed Ronald Colman
MOTION PICTURE
Markey, 20th Century-Fox associate to star in "The Light That Failed."
producer, died at her Beverly Hills rect.
W.
A.
Wellman
will
produce
and
dihome today.
DAILY
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Editor; JAMES
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PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 67— Camera Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
in Italy. Stop Hitler alliance urged.
White House staff being fingerprinted weds
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New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
and events current in Europe are high- exposition. Murder trial in France. by
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Hearing

on

S.W.G.

Way
Charges

Put

Monday

After

Off

Of
Clash

Enlarging on the points of disagreement between the Guild and producers, Charles Brackett, head of the
S.W.G. negotiators, said the producers had offered a straight ten-year
bargaining agreement without oppor
tunity for revisions. The Guild had
demanded a pact tenure of three years
with option of continuing for six
months after that, he said.
According to Brackett the producers offered a 70 per cent Guild shop
for the first two years of the contract
and 80 per cent for the next eight
years. The Guild, he said, had asked
a straight 80 per cent Guild shop for
the life of the pact.
Another major point of disagreesaid, was the Guild's
ment, Brackett
insistence
that writers while off salary should be completely free to write
and own their material. Producers
flatly refused to grant this concession,
he said.
Points of Agreement
Points on which both sides were
agreed, according to Brackett, were:
Vacations with pay for writers
making $150 weekly or less. Setting
arbitration and conciliation machinery as to the contract and as to relations of the individual writer to the
producer. Complete jurisdiction by
S.W.G. of credit disputes with producers having the right to submit an
original draft of credit setups. Promise of producers not to make a wide
salary cut without getting consent of
S.W.G. Two-week limit on minimum
layoff period for contract writers.
The following S.W.G. committee
was named to investigate the possibility of labor affiliation: Julius Epstein, Melville Baker, Robert Rossen,
Frances Goodrich and Leonard Janofsky, guild attorney.
Facing

for

Return

Reform

Urges

Campaign

to

Hollywood, March 23— Hearing
on the Screen Writers' Guild charges
of Wagner Act violation by producers
was put over until Monday by Trial
Examiner James Batten after a clash
today,
T
j c
The clash started when Leonard b.
Janofsky, Guild counsel, said that hope
of agreement had faded entirely due to
the producers' attitude.attorney for the
Homer Mitchell,
producers, declared that they felt an
agreement could be arrived at and
asked for additional time.
Points of Disagreement

Majors

Opened

Allied

New

Chicago Trust Suit
Chicago, March 23. — Another suit
charging restraint of trade, monopoly
and asking treble damages was filed
in federal court here today, and assigned to Judge Wilkerson, against
eight major film companies, Balaban
& Katz and Sam Myers Theatres.
The suit was filed by Frank Ford,
operator of the Stadium in Evanston,
through attorneys Jacobson, Merrick,
Nierman and Silbert. Plaintiffs demand a jury trial. Clearance system,
block booking, admission prices and
double features cause a loss of $1,000
weekly, the Ford complaint states.
The defendants have twenty days to
answer after being served.

U.

S.

Films

to

Italy

Against
(Continued from page 1)
they pay a license fee to the monopoly.
The fee would be based on a percentage of the gross or a flat sum per
year. It would be large and probably
take the place of the increase in credits which accumulate in Italy because
of the currency embargo.
As the currency situation improves
in favor of Italy, the yearly fee would
be gradually reduced. The amount of
the reduction would be gauged by the
foreign exchange situation, on a yardstick which would be determined by
the amount of exchange available. The
amount of the reduction probably
would be set by the banks.
Balance Would Be Clear
This arrangement would permit the
companies to take out a large part of
their current revenues, probably 50
per cent, which would be free and
clear of all restrictions. The currency restriction now is greater.
None of the American companies
are operating in Italy, Kelly said.
The majority have dismissed their
staffs but some are still functioning
for liquidation of paper.
While in Paris, Kelly discussed the
situation with E.N.I.C. officials, who
were en route to Berlin to buy product. They made no overtures, but
stated their belief that the American
companies fail to understand Italian
economic conditions which led to the
monopoly. The E.N.I.C. attitude is
that Italy's move was not intended to
deprive the Americans of their business but that the rising bank balances
must be controlled because of the lack
of exchange. However, they are not
willing to pay the American companies what their films would normally
earn, but made offers equivalent to
about half of the potential profits.
To Reopen Spain's Market
Italians may take over film distribution in Spain. An Italian group is
there now attempting to set up a
distributing organization which would
include American product.
The Spanish people believe the
Civil War will end in three months.
This market will be open to American distributors. Since the outbreak
of the war almost three years ago,
only one company has sent new films
into Spain, the others reissuing product they had on hand at the start of
hostilities.
The Loyalist Government has controlled film distribution, even to the
extent of rental percentages, while the
Franco territory has been open. While
some production will be resumed in
Spain, American
product will be
Crites Patent Trial On
Trial started yesterday before Federal Judge Mortimer W. Byers in
the patent infringement suit brought
by Virgil C. Crites against Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc., Albert A.
Radtke, Leonard Day, Thomas J.
Martin, Radtke Patents Corp. and
United Research Corp. Suit charges
infringement of a patent providing
"methods of and means for optically
recording and reproducing sound."
An injunction and accounting of
profits are sought.

Clearance

(Continued from page 1)
needed to complete requirements. Distributors may anticipate good business,
unless the country comes entirely industry if exhibitors settle their differences with the distributors.
within the Rome-Berlin axis, Kelly
Cohen said that the independent exindicated. Offices have been mainhibitors can exert influence to end untained in Madrid and Barcelona durfair practices, and that his organizaing the war, but there is a complete
embargo on currency.
tion has fought to keep the trade ^"^cJ
negotiations alive so that di^ ;;;s
In Germany and the Baltic coun- tice
need not be settled by expensive litigatries of Lithuania, Estonia and Lat- tion.
via, while American films are permitted, amajority must be German. time
Richey,
his the
talk,cancer
said: of"If
the
comes inwhen
chaos,
Norway also takes a percentage of
which
seems
to
be
eating
at
other
deGerman films.
partments of the industry, finally
Kelly went from here to South touches Hollywood and the production
Africa, then to England and covered branch, exhibitors, whether indepenthe Continent by plane. In South
dent or not, will face a situation that
Africa, U. A. has an understanding will make problems of 'what is proper
with 20th Century-Fox whereby both clearance,' 'how many can be sold in
companies will supply product to a a block,' 'who is going to do it to
group of independent theatres in op- who,' etc., seem like a harmless skin
position to Consolidated (SchlesingHe declared the distributors want
er). There are about 10 theatres in
suburban Johannesburg now being adjustments speedily made in industry
serviced. Other theatres in key situ- relations, and that "if the rank and
ations have been built and are file of exhibitors could become suffiplanned with local capital.
ciently vocal, these reforms would be
French Costs Up
putRichey
into effect
said immediately."
he is convinced there
French production is still booming,
rash."
must
be
clearance
and that "the averbut costs have risen greatly. Because
age exhibitor," must realize that the
of their success, players are demand- problem is his as well as the dising increases, and no picture now
tributors'. He urged a scientific study
costs less than 3,000,000 francs and of the controlling factors justifying
some as much as 5,000,000. Stars clearance, either through an impartial
demand 500,000 or 600,000 a picture. survey or through the activities of arbitration or zoning and clearance
It is Kelly's belief that an increase boards.
in the British quota, as demanded by
Cohen urged defeat of the Crews
the labor groups, will not solve the
bill
requiring two men in a booth.
unemployment situation. . Producers
Committees headed by Mitchell
will continue to make a limited number of big-budget films rather than Conery, Ravena ; Rapley P. Merriman,
many cheap ones. The Government, Syracuse, and H. Lorence, Buffalo,
were appointed to aid in plans for the
he return.
said, does not want the "quickies" annual convention to be held at the
to
Hotel Astor, New York, May 23 to
"D and P" is the name of the hold- 25.
ing company which is operating the
Denham and Pinewood studios in
London, under the joint managing Ontario Battle on
directorship of Capt. Richard NorClearance Is Begun
ton. Following the policy in effect
(Continued from page 1)
at French studios and independent
studios here, the producers can get is a general detriment to the business
as a whole. The claim has been made
studio credits, up to 25 per cent.
Alexander Korda Productions has that clearance is much to blame for
fact that, although the number of
just finished "Four Feathers" and has the
set the premiere for April 18 at the theatres in Canada has increased from
Odeon. It is set for delivery here in 800 to 1,300 since 1930, the receipts
of film exchanges have dropped from
August. Others are "Over the
Moon," with Merle Oberon, to be de- $9,000,000 to $7,500,000 per year in
livered here in September or Octo- the same interval, the average annual
film rental per theatre having dropped
ber ;and four for 1939-'40, including
from
approximately $11,500 in 1930
"Thief of Bagdad," another Merle
to
$5,000
in 1938.
Oberon, Kipling's "Jungle Book,"
One trade executive declared that
then "Lawrence of Arabia," which
will be costly. There is a possibility some exhibitors were paying more for
that this picture may be deferred for score charge alone in 1930 than they
can afford to pay now for score and
a while.
rental charges combined, because film
programs are stale before they can
book them. The waste in studio adCanada's Film Board
vertising and first run exploitation beMeasure
Advanced
cause of the delay in subsequent runs
Ottawa, March 23. — The measure is regarded as an important economic
to create a National Film Board factor in that the loss of publicity for
passed a second reading in the Senate neighborhood engagements weeks and
and was referred to committee. Under months later counts as a failure gainst
the bills several Government depart- the film business as a whole in which
ments will be consolidated. As the circuits, independents and exchanges
measure stands there would be only all suffer eventually.
one salaried official in an eight-man
Independent exhibitors are organizboard. The others would be given
ing to lay their claims before the Movtraveling expenses and allowance
ing Picture Branch of the Board of
would be made for temporary em- Trade for a reconsideration of the entire clearance structure.
ployes when films are in production.
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U.A. to Open Branch
Office in Netherlands

'Honest

Man'

If the additional funds are not provided now, the inauguration of the
expanded anti-trust drive will be delayed until after July 1, when the appropriation for the coming fiscal year
becomes available. That appropriation— the department has asked for
$1,530,000 as compared with $780,060
for the current year — has yet to run
the gamut of the appropriation committees of House and Senate, which
are committed to a policy of economy
which so far has resulted in several
million dollars being lopped off every
money bill presented. Indications are
that, while the anti-trust division will
be given an increased fund, the additional money may not be as much as
Arnold requests.

With
$23,300
By PHILIP de SCHAAP
Amsterdam, March 23. — Alex ZomAll eyes are on Hitler in the present European situation, and since no erplaag, former manager of Tobis
one knows what he will do next, the Film here, has been named United
Chicago
Best
newsreel coverage situation presents Artists manager in Holland. Up to
a problem, declared Sir Gordon Craig,
head of British Movietone News, on now, U. A. distribution has been hanChicago,
MarchMan"
23. —won
"You
Can't
dled by Loet C. Barnstijn at the Cheat
arriving
yesterday on the Queen
the gross
honMary.
ors inan
the Honest
Loop with
a $23,300
Hague, who represented the company
for many years. Before the U. A. at the Palace. The State-Lake with
He said, however, that Movietone office opens, however, arrangements "Off the Record," took a strong $13,News in England and Europe gener- must be made with the Dutch Motion 500. "Wings of the Navy" at the
Roosevelt drew $14,000.
ally is prepared for any eventuality.
with which negoSir Gordon will remain three or Picture Federation,
"Pygmalion" in the fifth week at
tiations are in progress. H. Daudey
four weeks and attend the 20th Cen- has replaced Zomerplaag in the Tobis the Apollo pulled $7,900. The weather
was cold most of the week.
tury-Fox sales convention in Chicago,
starting March 30. This is his first
A new board of the federation has
Estimated takings for the week endtrip here in 10 years.
been established, including distribuing March 15-18:
"Pygmalion"
(M-G-M)
He will discuss plans with Truman
post. tors and exhibitors. A. Hamburger,
APOLLO
— (1,400) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days, 5th
H. Talley, Movietone chief, who re- president of the federation, and C. S. week. Gross:
$7,900. (Average, $6,500)
turned yesterday from a two-week va- Roem, vice-president, represent the "Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
cation in Florida. The newsreel will
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
managing board of the general federa- Stage:
Harriett Hoctor and Ethel Shutta.
hold staff meetings in conjunction
tion, and A. de Hoop is secretary.
Gross:
$29,200. (Average,
$32,000)
"Cafe
Society"
(Para.)
with the 20th Century-Fox convenJ. Kroonenberg, one of the veterans
tions in Paris and London in May.
of the business in Holland, and manaGARRICK— (900) (35c-40c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)
R. Sutton Dawes, 20th Century- try. ger of Universal's agency here, has "Love from a Stranger" (RKO)
Fox sales manager in the United celebrated his 25th year in the indus- "I Am a Convict" (W.B.)
ORIENTAL — (3,400) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Kingdom, also arrived. He will disStage: Vaudeville Revuve. Gross: $13,300.
The
biggest
hit
of
recent
months
in
(Average, $13,000)
cuss new season's plans with Walter
J. Hutchinson, director of foreign dis- Amsterdam has been "Boys Town," in "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
its
ninth
week
at
the
Corso
Theatre.
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
tribution, and attend the Chicago conStage: Chester Hale Girls & Revue. Gross:
vention.
A six-year exhibition fight in the $23,300.
(Average, $19,000)
town of Tegelen has ended. Six years "Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
ago the Scala was closed in protest
ROOSEVELT— (1,300) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Allocate Film Funds
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $11,000)
when the municipality refused to per- "Off
the Record" (W. B.)
mit children below the age of 18. Only
STATE-LAKE — (2,700) (25c-35c-40c) 7
Of Agriculture Dept.
now have negotiations been satisfac- days. Stage: Hal LeRoy
and Revue.
Washington, March 23. — Motion
torily concluded between the Dutch Gross: $13,500. (Average, $12,000)
picture activities of the Department M. P. Federation and town authori- "Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c)
ties, and the theatre reopened.
of Agriculture during the coming fis7 days. Gross: $10,900. (Average, $15,000)
cal year were financed today by the
House Appropriations Committee, in
reporting the Agricultural Supply bill
for 1940.
The extension service of the department was given $79,000 for motion
AMERICA
- FIRST, LASTALWAYS!
pictures, the same as for the current
year. The fund, however, is used for
films of educational value to farmers
The guns have ceased firing.
and not for propaganda purposes, thus
escaping the criticism that has been
leveled at motion picture activities of
The Alamo has fallen!"
other agencies.

Jubilesta

Urge

Request

to

Senate

Washington, March 23.— Refusal
of the House Appropriations Committee to approve an immediate additional fund of $70,000 for expansion of
the anti-trust division of the Department of Justice will be countered by
by Assistant Attorney Genappeal
»n
eral Thurman Arnold to the Senate
Appropriations Committee when _ the
deficiency bill including _ the item
reaches the upper house, it was disclosed here tonight.
Much of the money which the department seeks would be devoted to
immediate initiation of about 10 film
cases which already have been blocked
out.
In his testimony before the House
Appropriations Committee, Arnold explained that the 10 film cases, a suit
involving shoe machinery and certain
other prosecutions have been planned
by the department for institution as
soon as necessary additions to the
staff can be made. He did not give
the committee any details of the motion picture situation, other than to
say he thought the cases should be
undertaken at once.

in K. C. Is

Dropped
This Year
Kansas City, March 23. — Jubilesta,
eight-day Municipal Auditorium show
held each fall for the last three years,
will not be held in 1939, the executive
committee of the Jubilesta has decided.
While the committee gave as cause
for its action the scarcity of talent due
to the two World's Fairs, a deficit in
the big show the last two years probably had something to do with it. The
show gave exhibitors serious competition.

Dropping

of

Mo. Liability Bill
Jefferson City, March 23. — A
measure introduced a week ago by
Representative Donnelly in the Missouri House, which relieved the owner
of a broadcasting station of liability
for defamatory statements made by
political candidates, has been recommended to be dropped by the legislature's revision committee.

Fight Bingo in Texas
Galveston, Texas, March 23. —
Closing of Bingo games along the
Saving Time in Toronto
Galveston beach front has been asked
Toronto, March 23. — Toronto City of law enforcement officers by the
Council has adopted Daylight saving Galveston Ministerial Association, in
this year from April 30 to Sept. 24, letters sent by the Rev. Burton Ridthe period being one week less than in
dle, chairman of its committee on law
1938. Announcement was made that and order. Officers were reminded
86 cities and towns of Ontario and such games are in violation of the
Quebec will observe Daylight Saving law. In addition to the protest against
for varying periods, ranging from nine Bingo, Sheriff Biaggne stated he had
to 22 weeks.
been receiving letters urging him to
close film houses on Sundays.
William Elliott Dies
Block to Warners
Detroit, March 23. — William M.
Elliott, 63, manager of the Palms State
Kansas City, March 23. — Ernest
Theatre here, died in Harper Hospital Block, Universal salesman here sevfollowing a brief illness. Funeral will
eral years, has gone with Warners in
be in Indianapolis.
the Omaha territory.

*

MAN

OF

CONQUEST.*

RICHARD
DIX as Sam Houston '• Gail Patrick
as Margaret Lea • Edward Ellis as Andrew Jackson
• A Republic Picture
Joan Fontaine as Eliza. Allen
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'Each

'Love

Other'
Hollywood

Hits

$10,200,

Affair'

Preview

At

$29,000

in

"On Trial"
2 L. A.
Spots
(Warners)
Hollywood, March 23.— Melodrama, as it always was, again is
the
Los Angeles, March 23.— "Love
substanc
e of this version of Elmer Rice's play, "On Trial." Only a few
San Fkancisco, March 23. — "Made minor moderni
zing changes have been made in story structure. The Affair," paired with "The Last Warnfor Each Other" took a strong $10,200
ing" cleared a sensational $29 000 ^
at the United Artists. "Wife, Husband story is reenacted intelligently and with conviction. The performances two houses, $13,000
at the Hillstreet
of
John
Litel, Margaret Lindsay, Janet Chapman, Edward Norris and
and Friend," paired with "Persons in
and"Py$16,000
at the Pantages.
commend
are
William
Larry
s
able.
gma
lio
n"
garnered $5,700 in( $
Hiding," drew well at the Fox with
$16,000.
Repetition of the often told story is hardly necessary here. It might
fth week at the 4 Star and '.'The
"Pygmalion" ended four weeks at be said, however, that use of the flashback technique, in which occur- twel
Oklahoma Kid" and "The ,Adve
ntures
the St. Francis with a good $6,200,
rences are acted instead of described, makes for better understanding.
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" Litel, on trial for murder,
the Warner
Arden"
Hollygros
wood
$13,$15,00
sed and
300 at
refuses to cooperate with his counsel, Norris °^
0
at the Warner Downtown.
and "My Son Is a Criminal" ended or make any effort
to
defend
himself.
With
three weeks at Orpheum with $7,600.
the prosecutor tearing the
Estimated takings for the week endEstimated takings for the week end- suspect limb from limb, Norris pulls a surprise by calling Litel's daughing March 22:
ter, Miss Chapman, and wife, Miss Lindsay, to testify. The child's eviing March 14-17 :
"Wife,
nd and Friend" (20th-Fox)
dence, later substantiated by her mother, absolves Litel and traps the
ArizonaHusba
Wildca
"The Flying Irishman" (RKO)
t" (ZCth-Fox)
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850) (35c-40c-S5c) 7 real thief and killer, Williams.
days. Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $13,500.
$9,000.
(Average,
$12,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
(Average, $16,000)
Don Ryan's screenplay preserves the melodramatic content of the *O^IN?aSE~(2'502)
«>c-7Sc) 7days. Gross:
original, further stressed by Terry Morse's direction.
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
4
STAR-(
900)
(40c-55c
) e,
10 days.
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,200) (15c-35c-40cweek. Gross: $5,700. (Averag
$3,250) 12th
Love Affair" (RKO)
Running time, 65 minutes.
"G."*
55c-65c)
7
days.
Gross:
$10,200.
(Average,
g
McC
$7,000)
"The Last Warning" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET-(2,700)
*"G" denotes general classification.
(30c -65c) 7 days
"You Can't Cheat An Honest Man" (Univ.)
Gross: $13,000. (Aver
age, $6,500)
"My Son Is a Criminal" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c) 7
Wife,
d
Friend" (20th-Fox)
days, 3rd week. Gross: $7,600. (Average,
ArizonaHusban
Wildcat"and(20thFox)
$8,500)
LOEW
S
STATE.
-(2,50
0)
(30c-75c) 7 days
Gross:
$10,800.
(Avera
"Love Affair" (RKO) ge, $14,000)
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (20th-Fox)
"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
Out
Hollywood
"The Last Warning" (Univ.)
FOX — (5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Way
Gross: $16,000. (Average, $17,000)
PANTAGES - (3,000) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,000.
"Let Freedom Ring" (M-G-M)
ge,
"Never
Say Die"(Avera
(Para.) $7,000)
"4 Girls in White" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740) (15c-35c-40c-55cduce,
and Brian Marlow is writing
PARAMOUNT-(3,595) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Hollywood,
March
23. — King
75c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,800. (Av- Vidor
will direct the postponed the script . . . Lucien Hubbard's Stage: F. & M. revue, Paramount Theatre
erage, $13,000)
orchestra
$12,500. (Average, $18,000)
first M-G-M picture, "6,000 Enemies," "The OklahoGross:
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
ma Kid"
(W.B.)
M-G-M picture, "Northwest Passage," starring
Walter Pidgeon and Rita
ST. FRANCIS — (1,400) (15c-35c-40c-55c- instead of W.
S. Van Dyke,
"The Adventures of Jane Arden" (W B )
75c) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $6,200. (Av- originally scheduled
Johnson
and
featurin
Nat
Pendleg
to guide the
WARNER
erage, $7,000)
BROS.
(HOLLYWOOD) $14,000) 7 days. Gross: $13,300.
(3 000) (30c-65c)
ton, starts _ in a few weeks. George (Average,
Robert Taylor- Spencer Tracy- Wal"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
B.
Seitz
will direct the prison yarn . . . "The Oklahoma Kid" (W.
lace Beery vehicle. Van Dyke is
"Secret Service of the Air" (W. B.)
B.)
Bert Wheeler is being considered by
WARFIELD^(2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
Adventures of Jane Arden" (W B )
7 days. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $13,000)
busy on preparations for "The Return Warners for the top role in a football "The
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) "The Story of a Cheat" (Gallic)
of the Thin Man."
Shooting on
(30c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $15,000.
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd "Passage" starts in April . . . Harlan story, "Lighthorse Harry." Fred (3,400)
$12,000)
(Average,
week. Gross: $850. (Average, $1,300)
Hobbs has replaced Vern Parten on Niblo, Jr., is writing the screenplay.
"Two Hearts in Waltz Time" (Zwicker)
LARKIN— (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd the Paramount publicity staff. Parten
+
week. Gross: $750. (Average, $1,300)
will devote his time to radio writing
Walter Wanger has purchased an
. . . David O'Brien has been set for
original by Myles Connolly, "House
the masculine lead in the "girl west- Across
the Bay," story of the wives 'Pygmalion' Draws
erns" Coronado is making for Grand and sweethe
Personnel
Moves
arts of men imprisoned in
National release.
The titles of the
Alcatraz. It will be made with four $5,500 in Oklahoma
next two are "Covered Trails" and top players
in the
roles, but
Oklahoma City, March 23. —
"Stagecoach
Westward" . . . Para- no casting has beenleading
NAME MILLS MANAGER
announced . . . "Pygmalion" at the Midwest
the
mount
lias
purchased
"Danger
Signal,"
John
Garfiel
d
is
set for the lead role local grosses with $5,500, in aledweek
Toronto, March 23.— Lloyd C. best seller by Phyllis Bottome, as a
Mills, manager of the Centre, London, vehicle for newcomer Patricia Mori- in "For Benefit of Mankind," Warner of fair weather. "The Oklahoma Kid"
Ont, has been appointed manager of son. Henry Hathaway will direct. tale of "legal racketeering" . . . Jack took $1,800 in the second week at the
+
Chertok is planning an M-G-M short
the Elgin, Ottawa, succeeding J. J.
and "You Can't Cheat an
based on the life of John Peter Tower,
Paul, who has gone to the Royal,
Honest Man" drew $1,300 at the
Joe
E.
Brown's
first
picture
under
Zenger,
original
defender of a free Plaza in the second week.
Welland, Ont.
his deal with Columbia will be "Spook press in America. It will be titled
Estimated takings for the week endHouse," from the Robert Flournoy
QUITS HANSON POST
16: -M)
ng
Printed.
Be
Couldn't
that
Story
"The
" "HonoMarch
stage play. Robert Sparks will prolulu" (M-G
Toronto, March 23. — George F.
CRITERION (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Law has resigned as chief booker for
Gross: $4,500. —(Average
Pass Bill in Kansas
, $5,200)
company's
Falls
and
Rivoli
here,
suc"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
Hanson Theatres Corp., operating a
ceeding Fred Minor, who has been
"Arizona
Legion" (RKO)
group of theatres in Ontario.
To End Tax Tokens
transferred
to theWis.
circuit's home office
LIBERTY
(1,200) (25c-30c) 3 days.
in
Racine Lake,
Gross: $1,000. — (Average,
$1,500)
Topeka, Kan., March 23. — State
"Tbrchy Blane in Chinatown" (W. B.)
Senate
"U" SHIFTS SHERMAN
has
passed
a
bill
doing
away "Pardon Our Nerve" (20th-Fox)
SHARTIN IN SEATTLE
LIBERTY — (1,200) (25c-30c) 4 days.
Indianapolis, March 23. — William
Seattle, March 23. — William S. with sales tax tokens, effective July Gross: $850. (Average, $1,000)
Sherman, formerly of New York, is Shartin, former manager of Warner 1. The Governor is expected to sign "Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
new office manager and head booker exchange in Minneapolis, has taken the
MIDWEST — (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
bill. Collection of the two per
of Universal here. P. J. Fortune, for- over management of the local branch. cent sales levy will be by pennies in Gross: $5,500. (Average, $4,500)
"You
Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
mer office manager, is on the sales
a bracket system, yet to be worked
PLAZA— (750) (2Sc-35c-4€c) 7 days, 2nd
staff now.
week.
ADD TO BOOKER DUTIES
out by the legislature.
"Let UsGross:
Live" $1,300.
(Col.) (Average, $2,300)
The
State
Affairs
Committee
of
the
Chicago, March 23. — Al Raymer is
STATE$2,500.
— (1,100)
(20c-25c-40c)
7 days.
now booker of features and shorts for House has killed a bill to legalize Gross:
RHOADES IS BOOKER
(Average,
$3,500)
"The
Oklahoma
Kid"
(W.
B.)
the
Indiana-Illinois
Circuit,
following
horse racing and pari-mutuel betting.
Oklahoma City, March 23. — H. J.
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
transfer of Mel Bleiden, former
Rhoades, manager of the accessory the
week. Gross: $1,800. (Average, $2,500)
shorts
booker,
to
manage
the
Capitol
department of the Republic exchange
here, has resigned to become booker in Hammond, Ind.
Plans Open Air House
New Oklahoma House
for Southwestern Theatres, Inc.
Pan American Plans 3
New Haven, March 23.— MiddleMarcha theatre
23.— ShipMexico City, March 23. — Pan town is to have an open air theatre, manDurant,
Bullard Okla.,
has opened
on
MANAGERS SHIFTED
American Films, with headquarters which is expected to be in operation the location of the old Metro, formerChippewa Falls, Wis., March 23. here and of which Joaquin Pina is about June 1. Joseph Adorno, operaly operated by Robb & Rowley, which
— Alfred L. Balow has been named president, will produce three features
tor of Middletown's three downtown allowed the lease to expire, and which
houses, is the builder.
manager of the Minor Amusement in Spanish, for release in the fall.
operates two other houses in Durant.
San

Francisco
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Institutional
Metro Reel Release
Refused in Holland
Amsterdam, March 23. —
Request of M-G-M that
News of the Day, newsreel
which it releases, be approved for distribution in
Holland, has been rejected
by the Dutch Motion Picture
Federation, because there are
already five newsreels distributed in this country.
They are Paramount News,
two Dutch reels, Polygoon
and Profilti, and a French
reel, Eclair-News.

Inquiry

Is Started

On IATSE
Funds
(Continued from page 1)
and women working for a living with
families to support to be compelled to
pay two per cent of their salaries in
addition to their regular dues for the
privilege of working. This office will
stop such practices if it lies within
ourThepower."
two per cent assessments were
established on order of the International's executive board. They applied to all members of I. A. locals in
the United States and Canada. Purpose of the levy, according to union
officials, was to finance organization
and expansion work.
First such assessment was made in
1936 and continued until late in the
year. The second was made effective
about Feb. 8, 1937, and continued to
Dec. 11, the same year.
Strickling issued a statement tonight denying that $1,000,000 had been
collected from the local in two per
cent assessments. He said the amount
was closer to $110,000. He insisted
the standard receipt form had been
issued to members.
Farmers' & Merchants' National
Bank has petitioned the Superior
Court for a receiver to the local's deposit of $85,176, to protect the bank's
interest in the controversy.

Beer
►

Programs
Permitted

Friday. March 24, 1939

Will

CBC

Radio

Facsimile

Be

by CBC

Will Begin

Personals

4

Work

Ottawa,
March 23.—
dian Broadcasting
Corp.Canawill
begin tions
experimental
operawith radio facsimile
here tomorrow when a broadcast will be made from Station CBO to the Parliament
Buildings as a test.

Montreal, March 23. — L. W.
Brockington, chairman of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., disclosed
that CBC will permit "strictly institutional programs" sponsored by
brewers in Quebec.
Although the ban on beer advertising will go into effect planned on
April 1, CBC temporarily will permit
sponsors to continue broadcasts under rigid regulations. Two advertising announcements per program will
be allowed and these must be limited
to naming the sponsor. Continuities
must also be submitted to CBC for

unsigne
has nt
the
joint
ofd MuS geme
KENmana
PIC
JANE der
sic Corp. of America and Sam
Lyons . . . Fred Weber, Mutual general manager, off to Cincinnati . . .
Ted Enns, national sales representative for KSO, KRNT, WMT and
WNAX is en route to New York on a
business trip . . . Hal Kemp and his Television Permijf
crew will carry CBS and Mutual
wires from the Waldorf when they
Weighed
by F.C.C.
open there March 29. That night, incidentally, is Kemp's birthday.
Washington, March 23. — Television transmitter permits asked for

approval.
Institutional programs will be allowed, one CBC governor stated, to
avoid the necessity of calling on the
Federal Department of Justice to
rule on the corporation jurisdiction in
this matter, and also as a temporary
measure to judge public reaction.
This decision is the result of a threeday session here in which the CBC
governors met delegates from the
brewers, artists, independent stations
and advertising agencies.
The demand by independents for the
right to form their own chain and to
experiment with television and facsimile broadcasting met with refusal
as the corporation reviewed rulings
presented recently to the House of
Commons Radio Committee at Ottawa, in which these matters were
placed entirely under the wing of
Government radio.

N.A.B.

stitute conspiracy to influence the operations and policies of independent
subsequent runs in the same measure
that the high court held that conspiracy
entered into the Interstate Circuit
contracts which affected the admission
scales and program policies of indeterritory. pendent subsequent runs in the Dallas
Meanwhile, attorneys for major
companies are continuing their efforts
to find a means for peaceful settlement
of the union's, demand.
Further meetings between the company attorneys and I. A. officials are
scheduled for early next week. If the
negotiations fail the I. A. has been
authorized by Local 306 members to
call a strike.

Kibre Compromise Seen
Hollywood, March 23. — The National Labor Relations Board today
moved to effect a compromise over
charges of company unionism and
bribery brought against producers and
I.A.T.S.E. International by Jeff
Kibre, head of the minority group of
Studio Technicians Local 137. Aaron
Warner, Acting Regional Director of
the board, brought those involved in Aisner Will Confer
the charges together in a conference.
The result was that both sides will reOn French Measure
port back on March 30 with plans for
Robert Aisner, head of Heraut Film
an amicable settlement of the dispute. Corp.,
French producer who plans
a series of American features, will
Distributors Wary
confer with Premier Daladier of
Distributors fear that were they to France on the proposed film regulation
comply with the current demands of
the I.A.T.S.E. and Local 306 not to bill sponsored by Minister of Eduservice non-I.A.T.S.E. theatres with New York
cation Zay,office.
according to Aisner's
film, that they might be making themAisner sailed for Paris last Saturselves subject to damage suits for vioday, to return here April 5. It is inlation of the Clayton monopoly act.
dicated that he will submit suggestions
Lawyers who have been interviewed
compare the situation with the Inter- for amendments and modifications of
state case recently determined adverse- the drastic terms of the Zay measure.
ly by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The I.A.T.S.E. demand is that the
Lien on Miss Hopkins
distributors include a clause in their
new season contracts which will stipuLos Angeles, March 23. — Miriam
late that the company will not sell to Hopkins has been named in an income
theatres in which other than I. A. pro- tax lien here for $26,806 in 1937, filed
jectionists are employed. Such an in Federal Court by the Collector of
agreement, attorneys state, would con- Internal Revenue.

Committee

Writing New Code
National Association of Broadcasters committee on code practices met
here yesterday at the opening of a
three-day session to rewrite the association's standards on program code
and practices, for presentation and
ratification at the N.A.B. convention
this summer. Last N.A.B. code was
written in 1935.
The committee yesterday drew up
preliminary drafts covering the stand
to be taken on children's programs,
religious programs, and policies on
news and gossip columnists on the air,
with particular stress on the latter as
it applies to Hollywood commentators.
Remainder of the session will be devoted to discussions on the same subjects, with a possibility that a tentative statement covering the recommendations made at the meetings will
be issued at the conclusion of the
discussions.
Attending the meeting are Neville
Miller, N.A.B. president; Ed Kirby,
N.A.B. press relations director ; Samuel R. Rosenbaum, Edgar Bill, Paul
Morency, Herbert Hollister, Karl

by the Crosley Corp. and Don Lee
have been referred to the television
committee of the F. C. C, with Commissioners Craven, Brown and Case
sitting in the hearing.
Crosley Corp. has asked for authority to use the channel 50,000-56,000
kilocycles with aural and visual power
of 1,000 watts unlimited time. Don
Lee Broadcasting System has requested frequencies 42,000-56,000 kilocycles
with aural and visual power of 1,000
watts, unlimited time. The Crosley
station would be erected in Cincinnati
and the Don Lee station in the vicinity of San Francisco.
Republic Contracts
Above $7,000,000
(Continued from page 1)
largely due to the sale of American
Record
Corp. to CBS
for about

$700,000
in cash. that Consolidated is
Yates disclosed
completing a deal to lend Edward
Small, United Artists producer,
$150,000 in return for an exclusive
printing contract. Universal's note
for $1,000,000, which was due within
the last 90 days, has been extended
Wyler
and
Earle
Glad.
At
yesterday's
meeting also were Niles Trammel of another year and may be renewed an
NBC, Edward Klauber of CBS and additional year.
Ted Streibert of Mutual.
Questioning
brought out $2,500,000,
that Republic owes Consolidated
of which $500,000 is current. Consolidated has a $750,000 investment in
Jules Levy Starts West
Jules Levy, RKO Radio general Republic stock, owning 48 per cent,
sales manager, left for Hollywood directly and indirectly; Consolidated
sales to Republic in 1938 were
offistudio Levy
to confer with
yesterday
cials on forthcoming
product.
$1,081,910, compared with $1,033,043
will stop over in Chicago en route in 1937; instructions have been issued
west and will make other key city to Republic to limit prints and get
50 bookings per print.
stopovers on the return trip in conQuestioned, Yates said his salary
nection with the company's current
George Schaefer sales drive.
is $75,000 a year from Consolidated,
with none from Republic or other
subsidiaries. He said several stockholders have submitted recapitalizaRadio on 'Pacific* Train
tion plans and that something may
The F. C. C. has issued permission
for the installation of a short-wave be worked out soon.
transmitter aboard train on which CeRalph Poucher, vice-president, esticil B. DeMille will tour the country
mated Consolidated's first quarter
profit as about $258,000, against
to ballyhoo his latest picture, "Union
Pacific." More than 30 cities will be $166,125 in the corresponding 1938
visited. Broadcasts will be made period, both before taxes, though
from the train as it approaches each sales increased only about $200,000.
visit, with local stations picking up J. W. Coffman, in charge of producand rebroadcasting the programs.
tion, described increased technical
efficiency at the plant largely offsetting higher labor costs.
Merle Oberon on Air
The stockholders gave the officers
Merle Oberon will fly east next a vote of confidence and reelected
week to preview scenes from her four directors for three years, as
scheduled. The directors met later
new Kate
picture,
"Wuthering
Heights,"
on and reelected the officers.
the
Smith
show March
30.
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Set

Pact

This Week,

2-Year

Fight

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH

Dallas
20th-Fox

Decides

Decision

to

Rejoin British KRS
London, Feb. 28. — Francis
L. Harley, managing director
for 20th Century-Fox in England, disclosed here today
that his company has rejoined
the Kinematograph Renters'
Society, organization of British distributors.
The withdrawal of the
American company last spring
from the British distributing
organization centered about
the controversy over grading
of films in "A" and "B" classifications by the K.R.S.

Factor

in

Views

Film

on

Censorship

Film censorship and its effect on the motion picture
art will be discussed by
Harry Brandt, president of
the I.T.O.A.; Chester M.
Bahn of Film Daily, Pete
Harrison, publisher of Harrison's Reports, and Terry
Ramsaye, editor of Motion
Picture Hlerald, on Martin
Starr's motion picture forum
program over WMCA this
afternoon at 4 P. M.

New

Suits

Stockholder
Files

Pact

Film

Action

Negotiation

Possible effect of the Supreme
Court's decision in the Dallas antitrust case on trade practices generally
is a factor in the drafting of an acceptable reform program.
The court's interpretation of contractual limitations, by inference on
clearance and other matters, has given
new direction to the deliberations by
industry lawyers and sales managers.
This is understood to have delayed the
completion of the program, though the
distributors' committee has been in almost constant session since Monday.

Against

CENTS

Trade

Hollywood, Feb. 28. — Indications
are that a contract with producers for
directors' assistants and unit managers
will be signed this week. Frank
of the directors'
Capra,W.president
S. Van Dyke and Howard
guild,
Hawks are scheduled to meet with a
producers' committee made up of E.
J. Mannix, Y. Frank Freeman and Earnings
of
Myers Parley Put Off
Pandro S. Berman in a conference
Because
of the delay, the scheduled
predicated on the recognition of the
conference
with
Abram F. Myers, genS. D. G. as bargaining agency.
Loew
Ahead
eral
counsel
of
Allied, has been deAt a meeting last night the board
ferred. Allied directors' meeting to
of directors of S. D. G. completed
vote on the program will not be called
Of Last Year
until after the conference with Myers
plans for the final negotiations looking toward the adoption of the pact.
in New York. The board meeting
Only one item remains to be settled,
had been scheduled by March 1.
that of wages and hours for assistant
William F. Rodgers, general sales
Earnings of Loew's, Inc., are rundirectors and unit managers.
ning better than last year, it was manager of M-G-M, is due to leave
Signing of the pact will end almost
(Continued on pacie 3)
two vears of negotiations. The direc- stated by J. Robert Rubin, vice-president, after the annual stockholders'
(Continued on page 3)
meeting at the home office yesterday.
For the 28 weeks ending March 17,
Anti-Ascap
1938, Loew's reported a net of $6,487,- Dakota
Drama
Guild Pact
678, equal to $47.75 on the preferred
Bill Recommended
and $3.76 on the common before provision for surtax.
Revision Studied
In the first quarter of 1938-'39, the
Bismarck, Feb. 28. — North Dacompany added $500,000 to reserve out
kota's anti-Ascap measure was recomJ. Robert Rubin, vice-president of of earnings. It is understood that an
mended for passage by the Judiciary
Loew's, will begin consideration today additional $500,000 will be taken for Committee of the House here today.
of proposed modification of the basic reserve in the current quarter.
The bill has already been adopted by
agreement between legitimate stage
Dividend action on the common the Senate.
producers and the Dramatists' Guild. stock is due at a directors' meeting
Principal provisions of the measure
The draft, which was prepared by today, when Nicholas M. Schenck,
include a three per cent tax on gross
Sidney R. Fleischer, attorney for the
president, and all other offices are earnings of music licensing organizaguild, has been considered by other scheduled for reelection.
tions operating within the state and
representatives of film companies and
The stockholders' meeting was at- the requirement that such organizaan early conference of all parties is
tended by about 60, including some
tions maintain lists of their copyexpected after Rubin completes his
(Continued on pane 3)
righted numbers on file in Bismarck.
study.
If agreement is reached, Hollywood
financing is expected to re-enter the
Broadway legitimate stage scene.
Justice Department
Considering
To Air

TEN

1, 1939

Industry

Washington, Feb. 28. — Department of Justice officials said today
they are considering bringing new suits against the film industry.
No decision as to whether or not actions will definitely be filed has
been reached yet, however.
It was revealed that the department has received "a good many"
complaints concerning exhibition practices and that the desirability of initiating new court cases has been under consideration
for some time. If the department decides to move further against
the industry, it was indicated that at least two and possibly more
suits will be instituted.
Repeal of the North Dakota affiliated theatre divorce law and
other recent occurrences within the film industry are understood
to have strengthened the department's determination to intensify
its campaign against the major film companies.

Against

Loew

Conspiracy in Forming
20th Century Charged
Wilmington, Del., Feb. 28.— Bill of
complaint in a stockholder's suit
brought by Arnold Herrmann, Loew
stockholder, was filed in Chancery
Court today. The action charges conspiracy and fraud on the part of
Loew's, Inc., and its officers and directors in the formation of 20th Century Pictures, Inc. (now 20th CenFox Film national,Corp.)
and Selznick InterInc.
Besides Loew's, Inc., other defendants named were David Bernstein,
Isadore Frey, Leopold Friedman, William A. Phillips, J. Robert Rubin,
Nicholas M. Schenck, David Warfield,
David Loew, Arthur Loew, Louis B.
Mayer, Darryl F. Zanuck, Joseph M.
Schenck, William F. Goetz, J. E.
Searle, J. R. Hazel, George N. Armsby and William A. Parker.
Gist of Complaint
Complaint alleges that Zanuck and
George Arliss were induced to enter
the employ of 20th Century, that
money and talent was loaned to the
new company and that a competitor
was built up. Relief sought is a preliminary and permanent injunction restraining the transfer of 20th Century-Fox stock; sequestration of all
Loew stock in the name of defendants ;that all 20th Century-Fox stock
in name of defendants be declared the
(Continued on page 3)
Near
Of

End
Fox

in Probe
West

Coast

Los Angeles, Feb. 28. — A twoyear investigation of an alleged monopoly of film product by Fox West
Coast in this territory will be concluded within two weeks, according to
Harold Collins, special U. S. assistant attorney general, who with Albert J. Law has been conducting the
intensive
of the circuit's
activities sinceprobe
the issuance
of a consent
decree about eight years ago.
Collins said that the finishing
touches are now being put on the reof the investigation's
results,
which port
included
a study of the records
of all major film exchanges here. The
report will be sent to Washington in
two weeks, Collins said.
The recent illness of Law delayed
weeks.
the wind-up of the probe for several
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To

Trailers

Advertise

Films

Monogram

i

Purely

Personal

CHARLES SKOURAS, head of
Fox West Coast, and Mrs.
Skouras and their daughter Marjorie, arrive March 9 from an extended trip abroad.
•
Mrs. Gussie Brandt, mother of
the Brandt brothers, was honored on
her 71st birthday at a luncheon at
Lindys yesterday. The party was
given by five sons, Harry, Bill, Lou,
Bernard and Al, and Ruth Jacobs
and Bella Heyman.
•
W. J. Gell, managing director of
Pathe Pictures, Ltd., British distributor of Monogram films, has been
named a Commander of the British
Empire by King George VI.
•
Sonja Henie, who arrived from a
cruise to Rio yesterday, leaves tomorrow or Friday for the coast, to start

Paramount is considering plans for
producing special trailers for the exexploitation of its product by means
of television, according to a statement issued yesterday by Neil Agnew, vice-president in charge of distribution.
Utilizing the sepia tint film which
Paramount believes to be better
adapted to television purposes than
the standard black and white, the trailers would be produced as entertainment vehicles as well as sales media,
it was said. They would be of greater
length than the usual theatre trailers,
it is planned. First experiments with
the trailers may be within the next
few weeks on the Allen DuMont Television Company's transmitter at Montclair, N. J. Paramount is financially
in "When
Winterduring
Comes."
interested in the DuMont company. Monday
She reduced
eight pounds
the
Transmitters in other sections of the 24-day
trip.
•
country may be employed later, according to the Paramount statement.
Humphrey
Bogart and his wife,
No arrangements for commercial Mayo Methot, left New York yesterday for Oklahoma City, where "The
television programs have been ap• open on Friday.
proved yet by the Federal Communi- Oklahoma Kid" will
cations Commission. Opinions differ
George Stevens, director of "Gunga
as to whether or not a semi-entertainDin," left yesterday for Hollywood
ment trailer would be approved for after
a six-week vacation in New
television broadcasting under existing York.
restrictions.
•
At the present time there are 19
Mel Berns, in charge of the RKO
transmitters licensed throughout the studio makeup department, is en route
country, most of which are maintained
to Hollywood after a New York vacasolely for technical experimentation tion.
or scientific study. Several are owned
•
by midwestern universities, such as
Lionel Toll of the I.T.O.A. is
Purdue and the University of fowa.
Current estimates place the number chairman of a Joint Distribution Committee dance for refugee relief Saturof home television sets in use in this
day at the Roosevelt.
country at less_ than 2,000. RCA,
Philco and Zenith, however, plan to
put moderately priced sets on the New Pathe Officers
market this spring, which may give
considerable impetus to sales of home
All Former
Officials
sets during the months following.
Officers of the newly formed Pathe
Laboratories, Inc., are all former offiBill Exempts Theatres
cials of Pathe Film Corp. O. Henry
Albany, Feb. 28. — Assemblyman Briggs is president of the new comLouis Bennett today amended his chain
pany T.
; P. Loach, vice-president and
store bill in the New York legislature treasurer ; A. W. Miller, vice-presito exempt theatres specifically, by cutdent ;M. M. Malone, secretary, and
ting that word from the definition. K. G. Fraser, assistant treasurer.
Bennett indicated to Motion Picture
Pathe Laboratories was organized
Daily some time ago that he intended
to
continue the old company's laborato exempt theatres.
tory business under the approved plan
for
liquidation
of other company assets.
YOU CAN BE IN
LOS
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DEMROW, general
GEOR
manager of National Screen
salesGE
Service, is due back from the coast
next Monday. He left the coast about
10 days ago, but is making several
stops at exchanges en route.
•
Bobby Breen, who recently completed "Fisherman's Wharf" for RKO,
has started a two-week personal appearance tour in conjunction with the
picture.
Maria
Ouspenskaya, dramatic
school conductor, has returned to New
York
following completion
of her
work in "Love Affair" for RKO.
•
L. W.
Service
Detroit,
business

Conrow, president of Altec
Corp., leaves tomorrow for
Chicago
and the coast, on a
trip.
•
Charles La Torre, featured in
"Hooray for What," and Don De
Leo, are a new team in "The Notorious Eleanor Lee," in production at the
Biograph studios under the direction
of Oscar Micheaux.
•
Lillian Gish, Sophie Tucker,
Rudy Vallee, Ethel Waters and
Eddie Dowling scheduled to appear at
the first annual benefit for the Saratoga Springs Foundation March 5.
•
Lester Hutcheon, city manager in
New Philadelphia, O., for the Shea
circuit, is recovering from an illness
at the Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh.
•

MORNING

The

Charles

Schafer

Dies

Youngstown, O., Feb. 28. — Charles
W. Schafer, 69, treasurer of the State
Theatre, died at his home here after
a brief illness. His widow and two
sons survive.

Newsreel

Sino-Jap conflict again is shown in
the newsreels. An Army equipment
demonstration, Secretary Morgenthau
discussing the Neiv Deal, and the
A.A.U. track meet in New York are
~k Fly the only Southern
*
ft included. The reels and their conSunshine Route — favored by nature. eNo
tents follow:
change of planes. Delicious, complimentary
MOVIETONE
NEWS, Tornado
No. 49— ruins
Sky de-in
meals. Fare: §149.95; 10% saving on round
fense demonstration.
trips.
North Carolina. Chinese cities bombed.
Morgenthau speaks. . Golf championships.
The MERCURY
The SOUTHERNER
in South
Girl archLv
5:10 p.m. Lv.
10:45 p.m. Sonjaers inHeme
YankeeAmerica.
Clipper ends
cross
Ar
8:49 a.m. Ar
3:22 p.m. country Florida.
trip.
Clipper
takes
off
for
China.
FOR RESERVATIONS
Lehr. A.A.U. meet. Yachting. BaseCall your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580. Lew ball
players
training. Horse racing in
Ski injumps.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and Rockefel- Miami.
ler Center, 18 W. 49th St.
NEWS OF THE DAY. No. 247— Ships
collide at sea. Yankee Clipper arrives in
Maryland.
Demonstration of artillery deAMERICAN
AIRLINES
fense. Japanese bombers in action. Dewey
THE AMERICAN STANDARD OF SERVICE
speaks. Morgenthau in address. Academy

Meet

Orleans

in

in May

Monogram will hold its sales meeting in New Orleans during the first
week of May. Final decision on the
production
the 1939-'40
season willschedule
not be for
completed
until
then. Present plans are to produce
about 30 features and 16 weste
Monogram will not go into Eit=^oh
production next season, Scott R.-^unlap, vice-president in charge of production, declared. Dunlap and W.
Ray Johnston, president, may go
abroad in the fall, but there is no
intention of altering the present setup
for the production of quota films.
"Murder in the Big House," from
an
Father
O'Neill,
willoriginal
be theby next
bigPatrick
production
by
Monogram. It will start shooting in
April. Dunlap, who came to New
York Monday with Trem Carr, member of the board, for the stockholders' meeting today, will leave Friday
with Johnston for the coast.
Today's meeting will consider raising the number of members of the
board from seven to nine to permit the
inclusion of Leon Fromkess, treasurer,
and Norton V. Ritchey, foreign sales
manager. New employment agreements for Johnston and Dunlap, election of a new board, and change of
the fiscal year to end in June instead
of December will also be voted upon.
Jack
To

Warner,

Attend

Wallis

Sales

Meet

Jack L. Warner, vice-president of
Warners in charge of production, and
Hal B. Wallis, production executive,
will
attend thehere
company's
sales convention
March 13 national
and 14.
Tony D'Algy, Argentine film direcWarner arrived Monday from the
tor, is here from Buenos Aires.
coast, while Wallis is due soon. Harry
M. Warner, president, has decided not
to come east.
Aisner Prepares First
Between now and the convention
"Made in France" will be the first Jack Warner will sit in on conferences
of four films to be produced here by on new season plans with Gradwell L.
Robert Aisner, French producer. All Sears, sales chief ; Carl Leserman,
four will have English dialogue and
Charley Einfeld and Mort BlumenAmerican casts. Shooting will start stock.
in four weeks.

ANGELES

TOMORROW
VIA

New

Parade

Award winners. International A.A.U. meet.
Outboard racing. Santa Anita Derby.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 60— Yankee
Clipper ends test flight. Clipper flies to
Honolulu. Aircraft weapons inspected. Hines
trial. Loyalist camp in France. Motorboat
race. Prince of Naples celebrates birthday.
5\ S. Lillian sinks. Track meet in New
York. Giants and Dodgers in training.
Army beats Navy in basketball.
RKO fense
PATHE
NEWS, Concentration
No. 64— Army camp
dedemonstration.
in France. Hines found guilty. Miners
stage sitdown strike. Outboard races. Hopkins and Morgenthau discuss New Deal.
Army
vs. Navy basketball game. Santa
Anita Derby.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 749—
Academy Award winners. Morgenthau
speaks.
Lillian
wrecked
at sea.
Clipper takes5".off5\ for
China.
Yankee
Clipper.
Boy giant. Army equipment. Autos race
on . ice. A.A.U. meet. Outboard race.
Miami races.

Alster Quits Randforce
Samuel Alster, manager of the
Randforce Kinema, Brooklyn, has resigned, effective March 2.
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Dispute

(Continued from page 1)
for
the
coast tomorrow, and S. R.
Hollywood, Feb. 28. — Partial tenKent, 20th Century-Fox president, will
tative agreement over terms of set- leave
at the end of the week. It is
tlement suggested by Jeff Kibre,
presumed
that the program will be in
I.A.T.S.E. minority leader, under
substantially
completed form by then.
which he would drop charges of comA delay occurred originally when
pany unionism against producers and
I.A.T.S.E. International officers, was Myers was invited to submit suggestions. Three weeks elapsed between
p,r"77))ed
todayandat A.a Brigham
conferenceRose,
be- Allied's board meeting in Washington
t\\—
i Kibre
attbv.iey for I.A.T.S.E. Local 37, and in January and the distributor comproducer attorneys.
mittee's receipt of his version of a
In a closed session with William draft.
R. Walsh, N.L.R.B. attorney, and
Since then the distributors' committee has been attempting to devise
Dr. Towne Nylander, suspended Regional Board director, confreres re- specific arbitration rules which would
portedly agreed upon continuance of cover clearance, overbuying and other
closed shop conditions, permitting phases.
stewards of four I.A.T.S.E. locals on
While the Supreme Court decision
lots and establishment of grievance in the Texas case did not deal with
machinery to settle disputes.
clearance, the inference is that the
These conditions would accrue to courts are taking jurisdiction on the
I.A.T.S.E. locals under autonomous question. However, since clearance
setups recently granted by Alliance was not an issue in the case, the quesInternational.
tion will not have judicial determinaThe demand of Kibre for return of
tion until brought before the court
$3,000,000 allegedly illegally collected squarely.
by the International from members of
four locals here was discussed but no
decision was reached.
Earnings of Loew's
Ahead of Last Year
(Continued from page 1)
Stockholder Brings
company executives, and routine business was transacted without a hitch.
Against
Suit{Continued
from pageLoew's
1)
There were no questions from the
property of Loew's ; accounting for all floor and no reference to the recent
alleged misappropriations and damages
minority stockholders' suit which refor allegedly improper loaning of talsulted in favor of Loew officials and
ent ;and somewhat similar remedies directors.
with reference to Selznick InternaOf 1,780,215 shares of common stock
tional.
outstanding,
1,100,000 shares were repHerrmann is alleged to hold 300
resented, and almost the entire amount
shares of common and 100 shares of
was voted to reelect the directors.
preferred stock. His New York coun- Rubin presided and Leopold Friedsel is Nathan Ende and his Wilmington solicitor is Ivan Culbertson.
retary. man, general attorney, served as sec-

NBC

Stenographer

Movie Quiz Winner
Helen Bernard, NBC stenographer, learned yesterday
she was a winner of a $1,000
prize in the Movie Quiz contest. Miss Bernard joined
the network some months
ago, coming from Syracuse.
She is- receiving the prize
money from the RKO-Keith
Theater in that city.

Director

- Producer

Pact Signing Is Set
(Continued from page 1)
tors' guild has been waging a battle
during this time for recognition as a
bargaining agency.
Another significant meeting held last
night was that of the board of the
Screen Writers' Guild. Preparations
were made for the opening next week
of the hearing before 'the N.L.R.B.
of the guild's charges of Wagner Act
violations brought against producers.
S. W. G. already is certified by the
N.L.R.B. as a collective bargainingagency. Negotiations for a contract
failed when producers would not rescind the bargaining contract signed
two years ago.
This contract is not recognized by
the S. W. G. The guild holds that
the contract >was signed with the
Screen Writers' guild, which it claims
is a company union.
Agency Plan Prepared

At yesterday's meeting the S. W. G.
put the final touches on the 19-point
agency franchise plan. Later this week
a guild committee headed by Kenneth
Thomson will meet with representatives of the Artists' Managers Guild
to thrash out one disputed point.
Harold
J.
Cleary
and
Jay
M.
Eisen"Absurd," Declares Rubin
The contested clause is one relating
berg were elected inspectors of electo the limitation to one year of talent
tion for the ensuing year.
J. Robert Rubin, Loew's vice-president, when informed of the suit, said :
managerial contracts, asked by the
"It is utterly absurd." Leopold Friedguild. Agents contend that a one-year
man, general attorney, described it as
limit would be unfair to them as they
Form Peck Television
"fantastic."
Albany, Feb. 28.— Incorporation of would not have proper time to develop
the Peck Television Corp. with au- ^»'id realize on new personalities.
Chicago Fund $106,000
thorized capitalization of $1,000,000 in
Chicago, Feb. 28.— Jack Kirsch, dollar shares, has been authorized by
Allied president and chairman of the Secretary of State Michael F. Walsh. ITOA Meets Today
Jewish Foreign Welfare drive here, Directors are William H. Peck, Herhas reported that $106,000 has been
man Chaityn and Florence Weiss.
On Anti-Censor Bill
raised in the amusement division. The
Harry Brandt has called a special
quota was $100,000.
luncheon meeting of the I. T. O. A.
Mexico Approves Pact
Mexico City, Feb. 28.— The Mexi- in the Astor today to frame a bill
Lasky in Chicago
can Congress has approved the agree- that would end the existence of New
Chicago, Feb. 28. — Jesse L. Lasky
ment for the granting of facilities for York's eighteen-year-old censor
is here conferring with Wrigley offi- production
of educational and peace board.. Brandt said he knew at least
cials concerning the Lasky-RKO radio
propaganda
films made at the Inter- thirty State Senators who would be
program Sunday nights on CBS. He
American peace consolidation conven- willing to introduce the bill in the
will leave Thursday for the coast.
tion at Buenos Aires in 1936.
Legislature.
Bingo Profits
Trenton, Feb. 28. — In 42
weeks the Elks Lodge in
Plainfield netted profits of
$2,400 from Bingo games, run
in competition with local
theatres. The State Board of
Tax Appeals has turned down
the lodge's plea for tax exemption because the games
were for charity. The board
ruled that profits from "regular and continued" Bingo
games open to the public are
taxable.

Quiz
Off

Awards

Went

Like

Clock,

A

Franklin

Declares

Nation-wide announcement of the
5,404Movie
winners
the industry's
$250,000
Quizincontest
was completed
with almost clock-like precision Monday night, despite the thousand and
one details involved, according to Harold B. Franklin, manager of Motion
Pictures' Greatest Year campaign.
Yesterday he began to breathe a
little more freely. He still has considerable work, but plans to close the
campaign office in the RKO Building
in about two weeks.
Delivery Fairly Smooth
Delivery of fairly
the winners'
accomplished
smoothlylists
by was
the
Chemical Bank & Trust Co. and correspondents. The banks handled about
6,000 deliveries, other agencies taking care of another 1,000.
There were numerous problems, including theatres burned down, changes
of ownership, renamed theatres, and
so on. Also, there were many repeats and duplications, some by enname. trants who used variations of the same
Another problem was to weed out
those who under the rules were not
eligible for prizes. The campaign office is requesting affidavits from recipients of prizes of $1,000 or more
declaring that they are not connected
with the industry directly or indirectly.
Announcement Response
Response to the Quiz announcements
as reported from key cities follows :
Cincinnati — "All houses capacity for
quiz. Public reaction enthusiastic.
Sentiment favorable to quiz."
Philadelphia. — "Only local reaction movie quiz results last night
was criticism expressed by many exhibitors over handling prize situation.
Alleged wrong winners were assigned
wrong theatres, causing much confusion. Business in downtown theatres felt no increase. Neighborhoods
"Blizzard greeted)' Movie
gotOmaha
better— results."
Quiz winners. Helped grosses some
but bad weather ruined chances. Orpheum had sneak prevue at midnight
"Texas quiz awards made
as Dallas
added— attraction."
in heaviest dust storm of year. Attendance at Interstate's 16 theatres
Kansas City — "Snow storm prevented Movie Quiz awards. Exhibitonlyorsfair."
long ago unsold
on benefits."
Indianapolis
— "Although
announcements were ballyhooed no increase in
attendance. Nobody booed, either."
Harrisburg — "Local managers report a coldness and indifference to
Movie Quiz awards as announced

N.T.S. Booklet Out
National Theatre Supply Co. has issued a 40-page illustrated booklet on
three air conditioning methods, air in
motion, washed air and chilled air.
The manual is available to theatre
owners on request.

Baltimore, Feb. 28. — Frank
Boucher, vice-president and general
manager of the new Linden here, has
resigned, effective March 1. Boucher
will take a short vacation and may
join the Schine organization.

Capital Is Increased
Albany, Feb. 28. — Tri-National
Films, Inc., has increased its capitalization from 100 shares to 2,000 shares,
no stated par value, according to papers filed with Michael F. Walsh, Secretary of State.

Lombard, Stewart Set
Carole Lombard and James Stewart Mexico French Films Up
will
"Tailored
Toni"CBS
for
the co-star
Screen inGuild
show by over
Mexico City, Feb. 28. — Imports of
March 12. Edward Everett Horton French pictures this year are estimated
and Spring Byington also will appear at 64, the highest to be brought into
Mexico in any 12 months.
on the program.

Frank

Boucher

Quits

last
night."
General

Sets

Dividend

London, Feb. 28. — General Theatre
Corp., Ltd., has declared a dividend
of nine per cent, less tax, on the ordinary 1939.
shares for the year endingMarch 31,
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Claim Is Approved
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesterday approved an agreement under
which Paramount-Publix Corp. settled
two claims totaling $1,388,368, filed
against it by the City Bank Farmers
Trust Co., under assignment from the
Prudence Co., Inc., for $500,000.
The deal provided for payment of
the claims by participation of the City
Bank in the reorganization plan,
through issuance by Paramount to it
of $250,000 in 20-year six per cent
sinking fund debentures, and 2,500
shares of cumulative convertible six
per cent first preferred stock of $100
par each.
Agreement was made by Paramount
on Jan. 9, 1939, with Hiawatha Co.,
St. Petersburg Enterprises, Inc., Associated Amusements, Inc., a subsidiary
of Paramount, and Prudence Bonds
Corp., and covers the settlement of
the claim which arose from leases held
by Paramount on theatres in Jacksonville and St. Petersburg, Fla. Settlement of the claims previously had been
approved after hearings by Referee
John E. Joyce, and Judge Coxe's
order
cision. confirms Referee Joyce's de-

British

Preparing

World' s Fair Film
London, Feb. 28. — Colonial Empire
Marketing Board and the Colonial
Office are backing a film to be made
by Strand Films to be shown at the
New York World's Fair. The film
will publicize British Government administration in such outposts as
Malaya, the West Indies, Ceylon,
Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda.
Alexander Shaw is directing.

FLOWEK^JESUS
SAINT

THEREf

E s/LltlEUX

Shea
by

Men

Grainger

E. C. Grainger, general manager
of Feiber & Shea, has returned from
a two-week trip to the field, where
he affected several management
changes.
Joe Shagrin, with the Shea circuit
25 years, has resigned as city manager in Youngstown to go into exhibition for himself. He was in charge
of two theatres in a pool with a Warner house.
Shagrin has taken over the Foster
in Youngstown, O., which he will operate independently. Jack Hynes,
manager in Bradford, Pa., succeeds
him.
Other shifts are : Forney Bowers,
from Marietta, O., to Bradford, Pa.,
where he will supervise the Shea,
Grand and Lyceum ; Duke Prince,
Oj'pheum, McKees Rocks, Pa., to Ohio
and Strand, Marietta ; Vincent Choate,
from Shea's Paramount, Newport,
R. I., to the Orpheum, McKees
Rocks ; Al Foley, assistant manager in
Ashtabula, O., to Newport in two
weeks ; Dan Gilhula, State and Cort,
Cambridge, O., to Paramount and
Strand, Fremont, O., and W. O.
James, Fremont to Cambridge.
Ohio

Town

Insurance

Prohibits
on

Games

Zanesville, O., Feb. 28. — Theatre
Bank Night insurance is illegal here
under a new city ordinance designed
to eliminate the sale of "protection"
on such winnings. Meanwhile the
council has passed an ordinance taxing
the Bank Night proceeds of local theatres.
British

Benevolent

Fund Faces Deficit
London, Feb. 28. — Cinematograph
Trade Benevolent Fund last year expended more money in relief than it
received in income.
The upkeep of "Glebelands," its rest
home, costs $75,000 a year. A garden
party has been arranged for June 10
to raise funds for "Glebelands."
Take "Flower" Rights
Sunray Films have sold New York
territorial rights on the English talking version of "The Little Flower,"
to Principal Film Exchange. William Grande of Pittsburgh has acquired distribution rights for western
Pennsylvania, where it already has
been booked by the Warner, Notoupolis and Mannos circuits.
A

LITTLE

&

Shifted

Games

Des Moines, Feb. 28— A bill to
legalize Bank Night and at the
same time obtain revenue for old-age
pensions has been introduced in the
Iowa legislature by Rep. William N.
Judd, Clinton Republican.
Under the provisions of Judd's
measure, a tax of 10 cents would be
levied on each ticket sold by any
theatre or other place of amusement
offering any gift or prize. Proceeds
from this tax would be paid into the
old-age pension fund.
Judd estimated that $3,000,000 annually would be realized from this
this source.
Settlement

Feiber
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GREAT
PICTURE
FOR THE LENTEN SEASON
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
THE ONLY AUTHENTIC

English Talking Picture
OF THE ENTIRE LIFE OF SAINT
THERESE OF THE CHILD J.ESUS
TESTIMONIALS
"A fine and beautiful piece of work." —
Jean Cardinal Verdier, Paris.
"For those communities in which Cloistered and Monastery have been shown
with success, this production should do
equally as well ... a deeply beautiful
and
reverent
offering. . . . " — Showmen's
Trade
Review.

"... THERE IS MORE UNITY HERE THAN IN EITHER
'CLOISTERED' OR 'MONASTERY' . . . "-Commonweol
SUNRAY FILMS, INC., 220 West 42nd St., New York

Build

Theatre

Quota

for

Refugee Children
London, Feb. 28. — A special
film theatre for the use of
European refugee children is
to be built and equipped by
Odeon at Richborough, Kent.

CEA

Seeking

Cuts!

Unaffected

By U.S.

Trade

Pact

London, Feb. 28. — Oliver Stanley,
president of the British Board of
Trade, declared today in the House of
Commons under questioning by Admiral Taylor that there has been no
undertaking on the part of the British
Government, concerning the Films

Act, given in connection
Anglo-American
trade pact. witl^.'ie
The trade agreement between the
United States and England was signed
recently, and at the time there was
London, Feb. 28. — A new effort to some speculation as to its affect on
obtain a reduction in the entertain- the Films Act, with its quota proviments tax is being made by the Cine- treaty. sions relative to American films. Apparently, the Films Act was not reExhibitors'of Association,
which seeks amatograph
reduction
the levy on
ferred to in the drafting of the trade
seats costing up to nine pence, to a
halfpenny.
In

Admission

Tax

A written appeal has been submitted
to Sir John Simon, Chancellor of the
Exchequer, reminding him of his
promise last year that the entertainment tax would be the subject of a
full review by his department prior to
the introduction of this year's budget.
No Parliamentary campaign will be
launched. The potential benefits to
employment will be cited in favor of
the reduction.

Branson, Gittleson
Back from RKO
Trip
Walter Branson, captain of the
RKO George Schaefer sales drive, and
Harry Gittleson, editor of the company's house organ, returned yesterday from a tour of exchanges which
included 38 field units in the United
States and Canada.
The two were away about one
month, during which time Gittleson
Col. District Heads
put out the house organ from the
field. Following conferences at the
Meet Here Tomorrow
home office, Branson will start on a
Columbia's district managers will second tour of RKO branches on behalf of the drive.
hold a two-day meeting with home office officials here beginning tomorrow.
Forthcoming product will be discussed
with Abe Montague, general sales Tippetts Are Denied
manager, presiding at the sessions.
All Columbia district managers will
Dismissal in *U9 Suit
Legalversal
sufficiency
the against
suit of John
Uniattend. They are Sam Galanty, midPictures Co., ofInc.,
eastern ; Carl Shalit, central ; Jerome
Safron, western ; Sam Moscow, south- D. and Eugene T. Tippett for $270,ern; Phil Dunas, midwestern, and Nat 000 alleged secret profits has been upheld by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Cohn, New York division manager. Samuel
I. Rosenman. He denied the
In addition, Harry Weiner, Philadel- request of the defendants to dismiss
phia branch manager, and Harry Rog- the complaint. Suit claims profits
ovin, Boston branch manager, will at- were made on contracts for the sale of
tend.
film raw stock awarded to defendants
From the home office, in addition to
on
which, it is charged, Carl Laemmle,
Montague, will be Rube Jackter, Louis former
president of Universal, split
Astor, Lou Weinberg, Max Weisfeldt, commissions with the defendants.
Leo Jaffe, Maurice Grad and George
Justice
ruled
thatthat
Uni-it
versal didRosenman
not have to
allege
Josephs.
Cooper Will Conduct
Acme
Ticket Hearing
Morris Cooper, Jr., attorney, has
been designated by N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Samuel Hofstadter to
conduct hearings on the suit of
Michael Atlas and Walter Friedman,
doing business as Acme Ticket Agency, against the League of N. Y. Theatres, Inc.,ciation.
andThey Actors'
Asso-to
seek an Equity
injunction
restrain enforcement of the code for
the sale of theatre tickets on the
ground of alleged conspiracy to create
a monopoly. Hearings will start in
the near future.
Early Trial Ordered
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Aron
Steuer ordered early trial of the suit
of Jewish Court of Arbitration, Inc.,
against Jewish Radio Service, Inc.,
Voice of Brooklyn, Inc., also called
WLTH Radio Theatre, and Samuel
J. Gellard, and set aside a previous
order settling the action. Plaintiff is
asking for an injunction to restrain
alleged wrongful use by the defendant
of the radio title "Jewish Court of
Arbitration" in broadcasts.

paid $270,000 over and above the actual value of the film raw stock purchased.
Try Out Stage Ballet
Chicago, Feb. 28. — Chicago Theatre is trying a new stage show idea.
Dropping the straight vaudeville
policy momentarily the theatre is
using the Littlefield Ballet as the sole
stage attraction. Public reaction to
this type of entertainment has been
very good.
CEA

Dinner

March

14

London, Feb. 28. — Annual meeting
and dinner of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association will take place
March 1 at Grosvenor House. Sir
John Anderson, Lord Privy Seal, will
be guest of honor and principal
speaker.
Two Companies Formed
Albany Feb. 28. — New companies
chartered here include Risa Amusement Corp., by Joseph G. Hall,
Charles P. Liff and Shirley Scott,
and Elbow Theatre, Inc., by Blanche
Mahler,
Vera Mergentime and Rose
Ritter.
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New

Rate

Card

A new rate card inaugurating discounts for volume time sales was issued by WMCA yesterday, effective
March 1. The new card, conforming
to the standard rate practices of major
stations, maintains
WMCA's basic
rate structure of $650 per hour.
Qjscounts, which are intended to
en'^rage radio time buying in greater ®lume, range from 2^ per cent to
15 cvnt on weekly billings upward of
$250 per week.
Consecutive periods
upward of 26 weeks are subject to
additional discounts of from five to
10 per cent.
Dismiss Crummit Suit
Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum
after trial has dismissed a $50,000 suit
against Frank Crummit, radio singer,
and Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, brought by Adelina Francis
Ryan. Plaintiff had contended that
the words of the song, "The Gay
Caballero" infringed upon her song,
"Her Old Spanish Shawl."

►

Radio

Blind

Personals

<

orhead ofofthetheWilAN,department
FISHMchestra
liam Morris agency, has returned from Chicago . . . Orchestras
just signed with the William Morris
agency include Bob Grant, Pinky
Tomlin and Spud Murphy . . . Lamb's
Club ping pong doubles champs, including Jack Whiting and John Colt,
s
vanians
are
. . . Waring,
tournamentPennsyl
current Waring'
in a playing
incidentally, has turned song writer
and will shortly introduce "The Song
The Fred
. . attend
tune . to
his Miami
the Thing,"
Is
hs are in
the
Hufsmit
funeral of Hufsmith's father . . .
Benny Goodman opens at the Lyric in
Indianapolis March 3.
ED

NBC

Using

Allen

in

Issue

Radio

Paper in Braille
Cincinnati, Feb. 28. — One of
the most unique papers in
this section of the country is
the Braille Radio News, published by the Clovernook
Home for the Blind at Mt.
Healthy. Blind girls, transcribing from dictaphones,
punch dots by machines into
metal plates to form Braille
characters. A girl with normal vision proofreads with a
blind girl, and two blind girls
proofread the entire Braille

NAB,
Set

Lang- Worth
Deal

on

Music

Washington, Feb. 28.— The N. A.
B. and Langlois-Wentworth have
agreed to join forces in providing
tax-free music for the broadcastingindustry. Lang-Worth Features Programs, Inc., is to take over the N.
A. B. Bureau of Copyrights contracts,
calling for 100 recorded hours of taxfree music. Twenty hours already
have been provided, with the remaining 80 to be supplied from the LangWorth library at the bureau price of

$10Langan hour.
Worth then is to supply an
additional 200 hours over a period of
two years, to bring the total to 300
hours. The 200 new hours are to be
sold at $10 an hour, plus increases
resulting from a new A. F. of M.
contract. It is understood that the
Take NBC Thesaurus
price will be less than $15 an hour.
The additional 200 hours are to
NBC Thesaurus Service department
has signed six new clients, and eight include a substantial percentage of
stations have renewed their contracts new, original dance music with lyrics.
for the transcription service. New Recording of new material will be
subscribers are KVWC, Vernon, under the supervision of an advisory
Tex.; KVOA, Tucson, Ariz.; committee of broadcasters. N. A. B.
WEBR, Buffalo; WCOL, Columbus, will work with Lang-Worth on the
O. ; KDON, Monterey, Cal., and entire program.
VP3PG, Georgetown, British Guiana.
Renewing stations are WFLA,
Disney to Broadcast
Tampa ; KZRM, Manila, Philippines ;
Walt
Disney will give a talk on
WOMI, Owensboro, Ky. ; WAIR,
"Stimulating
the Child's ImaginaWinston-Salem ; WOW, Omaha ;
tion" on a special NBC program saWCSH, Portland, Me., and WSGN,
luting the opening of National ChilBirmingham.
dren's Week, over the Red network
at 7 :30 P. M., Monday, March 6.
Permission is granted by
pages. radio publications to
leading
use program listings and
other material.

Midnight Show Test
To test audience reaction to a big
program at midnight, NBC for the
next 10 weeks will air the regular
midnight repeat of the Fred Allen
FCC
Calendar
"Town Hall Tonight" program, over
WJZ. The series always has had a
midnight repeat program, but for west
coast listeners only.
Washington, Feb. 28. — BroadcastIf reaction is favorable, it is being license of KUMA, Yuma, Ariz.,
lieved NBC will attempt to sell a prehas been revoked by the Federal
tentious program during the late eveCommunications Commission, effecning and early morning hours. No
tive April 1.
charge is being made to BristolThe commission's order of revocaof the Allen protion explained that, among other rea- Myers, gram,sponsors
sons for its action, it appears that over WJZ. for the free midnight airing Power Break Hits WABC
Jack Stapp Quits NBC
Albert H. Schermann, holder of the
A break in the power circuit cut
Jack Stapp, assistant to production
station's license, made false statements
WABC off the air yesterday for 55 director John Carlyle at CBS, has reunder oath in an application for re- New Serial Will Be
minutes during the afternoon, from 2
signed to become program director at
newal to the effect that he was in
to 2:55 P.M.
WSM,
NBC station in Nashville
actual control and operation of the
Put on 10 Stations
station, whereas in fact E. B. Sturdivant was, and at all times since FebOmaha, Feb. 28. — "The Jangles,"
ruary 1,1934, had been in actual con- a serial sponsored by J. C. Penney
Co. over WOW here, will be aired
trol and operation.
New hearing date set by the com- over 10 stations starting April 1. Jetmission was March 27, when testimony tabee Ann Hopkins, writer and star
will be taken on the applications of the of the story, will leave for New York
Spartanburg Advertising Co. for a March 13 where she will assemble a
new cast.
1,370-kilocycle station at Spartanburg,
The serial, under a different name,
Pa., and Cabarrus Broadcasting Co.
for a 1,370-kilocycle station at Con- will be broadcast by electrical transcription over the additional stations
cord, N. C, both with 100 watts night,
IN
MEMORY
250 watts day, and WSUI, Iowa City, under Penney stores sponsorship. It
has
had
a
26-week
run
as
a
test
here.
la., for increase of power from 500
watts night, 1,000 watts day, to 1,000 Pedlar and Ryan, New York, are
handling the account.
watts night, 5,000 watts day.
A new station at Atlantic City was
sought by the Neptune Broadcasting
Corp., to operate on 1,500 kilocycles Ornato to Produce
OF
with 100 watts power night, 250 watts
Television Pictures
day. A station at Fort Lauderdale,
Century Television Corp. has been
Fla., was proposed by Tom M. Bryan,
to operate on 1,370 kilocycles with formed here to produce motion picOUR
DEAR
FRIEND
tures for television. Joseph Ornato
100 watts night, 250 watts day, and the
Mollin Investment Co. proposed a heads the firm. The organization is
station at Palm Springs, Cal., to oper- to 'begin immediate production on a
ate day only on 1,200 kilocycles with series of comedy shorts featuring children, with a similar series planned for
100 watts power.
The commission has set hearings television transmission when televised
JOSEPH
BRANDT
March 2 on applications of KROC, programs are made available to the
Rochester, Minn., for change of fre- public. Casting for the first production is to begin this week.
quency from 1,310 to 920 kilocycles
and increase of power from 100 watts
night, 250 watts day, to 500 watts
night, 1,000 watts day; South Ne- 'Buck Rogers' to Return
braska Broadcasting Co. for a 920"Buck Rogers," at one time heard
kilocycle station at Hastings, Neb., as a live network program, will rewith 1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts
turn to the air in April as a tranday; J. Samuel Brody for a 1,310scribed series under the sponsorship
kilocycle station at Sumter, S. C, of Joe Lowe Corp. The series will
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day, be written and directed by Jack JohnCOLUMBIA
PICTURES CORPORATION
stone of the Biow agency, and will be
and WIS, Columbia, S. C, for a 10
to 100 watt satellite station at Sum- broadcast over WOR and about 90
ter, S. C.
other stations.
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McWONO

GRANT

WITHERS

DOROTHY
CRAIG

TREE

REYNOLDS

Directed by WILLIAM NIGH
Associate Producer WILLIAM LACKEY
Screenplay by Scott Darling • Based on
the "James Lee Wong" series in Collier's
Magazine written by Hugh Wiley
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Dissension
F.C.C.

Flares

in

Ranks

Again

McNinch Voices Stinging
Attack on Craven
Washington, March 1. — Long
smoldering dissension in the Federal
Communications Commission burst into flame today with a stinging attack
on Commissioner T. A. M. Craven by
Chairman McNinch, prompted by the
newspaper display given Craven's
minority report on complaint procedure, issued in connection with the commission's decision Monday to abandon
the policy of placing stations on a
temporary basis when complaints were
received.
Charging Craven with having indulged in a "stump speech and flag
waving" in his report, in which he
urged the commission to avoid all implications ofcensorship, McNinch assailed him for having "by implication,
attacked the intelligence, integrity and
motives of the other six commissioners, to execute a grand stand play of
devotion to free speech and opposition
to censorship."
The chairman declared no important change is to be made in the procedure for handling complaints, only
10 per cent of which are worthy of
consideration, and he pointed out that
Craven, in the opening sentence in his
report, expressed agreement in principle with the commission majority.
In the only two cases in which the
commission has been attacked on censorship ground — Mae West and "Beyond the Horizon" — Craven was a
party toNinchtheasserted.
commission's actions, Mc500

at Joe
Funeral

Brandt
Services

Funeral services for Joe Brandt,
veteran industry figure for many
years identified with Columbia Pictures, who died Feb. 22 on the coast
at 56, were attended by 500 at the
West End Funeral Chapel yesterday
afternoon. Among the mourners were
many who had been associated with
Brandt in his 30 years in the industry.
Services were in charge of the Pacific Lodge of Masons, of which
Brandt was a member, and were conducted by Paul Gulick and Pete Siebel. Jack Colin, vice-president of
Columbia, was marshal.
Rabbi Louis I. Newman of Rodeph
Sholom Temple, in his eulogy, spoke
of Brandt's activities in the industry
in the pioneering days and referred to
(Continued on page 11)

I.T.O.A.

YORK,

THURSDAY,

Demands

Censor Law Repeal
Repeal of the New York
censor law is demanded in
a resolution adopted at a
meeting of the I.T.O.A. yesterday at the Astor. Milton
C. Weisman, the organization's counsel, was instructed
to draft a bill for repeal
which will be introduced in
the legislature. The legislative committee consisting of
Bernard Barr, chairman,
George Rudnick and Rudolph
Sanders, was authorized to
enlist the support of all exhibitors in the state.
The resolution declares
that censorship is not necessary or advisable and is an
undue burden on exhibitors.
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SHARPENING

INDUSTRY

Weeks

Is Named

Vice-President
Sales

CENTS

as
for

of Monogram

George W. Weeks was named vicepresident in charge of sales by Monogram's board of directors following
the annual stockholders' meeting at the
company's offices yesterday. Leon
Fromkess, treasurer, and Norton V.
Ritchey, foreign sales manager, were
added to the board which was increased from seven members to nine.
W.
Ray
Johnston was reelected
Figure
Para/s
president, Scott R. Dunlap, vice president in charge of production, Edward
A. Golden, vice president in charge of
'38
Earnings
exchanges, Fromkess, treasurer, Hugh
G. Davis, assistant treasurer and Ben
S. Agren, comptroller.
At $4,096,000
Fiscal year was altered to end June
30 instead of Dec. 31, and the date
Paramount's earnings for 1938 were of the stockholders' meeting was
estimated by the company yesterday changed to the first Wednesday in
The next report will be renat $4,096,000. The figure compares October.
dered for the six months ending June
with net profit of $6,670,103 for the
30, 1939, and annually thereafter. In
preceding year.
addition to Fromkess and Ritchey, the
Estimated earnings for the final board will consist of Johnston, Dunlap,
1938 quarter were $2,220,000, or more
(Continued on page 11)
than half the indicated net for the entire year. The estimate for the last
quarter includes $340,000 representing 'Mamlock'
Is First
net capital and non-recurring income,
and $87,000 profit on purchase of
to Get Seal
Amkino
Paramount debentures. However, it
(.Continued on page 11)
An Amkino film has been given a
Production Code seal for the first
New Dividend Puts
time. "Professor Mamlock" was
screened for Hays office officials in
Loew Total at $1.50
the east recently, and the seal was issued after two minor deletions were
Regular quarterly dividend of 50
cents a share on the common stock made, one of a scene involving a girl
was declared yesterday by directors of and the other a brutal third degree
Loew's, Inc.,of payable
March14.31Thisto scene. The film deals with Nazi perstockholders
record March
secutions.
Amkino had never applied for a
brings the current fiscal year's dividends to $1.50, compared with $2 for code seal before. Its application in
the corresponding period year before. this instance was due to the attitude of
The directors reelected all officers, affiliated circuits that they cannot book
as follows : Nicholas M. Schenck, the film without a seal.
In confirming that a seal had been
president ; David Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer ; Arthur M. Loew, issued, Carl E. Milliken, secretary of
first vice-president ; J. Robert Rubin, the M.P.P.D.A., said this indicated
Alexander Lichtman, Edgar J. Man- merely that "Professor Mamlock"
nix, Sam Katz, Edward A. Schiller, conformed with all the standards of
vice-presidents ; Leopold Friedman, the Production Code and that this has
secretary; Benjamin Thau, Isidor "nothing to do with approval or disFrey, H. Helborn, assistant secrethe negotiating
theme of thefor
picture."
Amkinoapproval ofis
eight
tariesJesse
;
T. Mills, comptroller and
films
from
American
major
companies.
assistant secretary; Charles C. Moskowitz, Charles K. Stern, Nicholas The last purchase here was of CharNayfack, Len Cohen, R. Lazarus, aslie Chaplin's "City Lights" and "Modsistant treasurers.
ern Times," in 1936.

ATTACK
To

File Additional Suits
For Local Violations
Of Trust Laws

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, March 1.— New suits
to be brought against major film companies by the Department of Justice
will not interfere with the pending
New York anti-trust suit or Secretary
of Commerce Hopkins' program for
improved Government-business relations, itwas said here today.
Department of Justice officials, while
refusing to discuss their plans in detail, indicated that new prosecutions,
said in some quarters to number as
many as 10, will deal specifically with
the situation in particular territories
and will involve alleged infringement
of anti-trust statutes, each violation of
which may be made the subject of a
separate prosecution.
Continue "Trust Busting"
The Administration's new program
of business encouragement will not go
to the extent of condoning monopolistic practices or anti-trust violations,
and no abandonment of its "trust busting" camnaign and enactment of new
monopoly statutes is being considered.
On the contrary, the anti-monopoly
drive may be further intensified next
summer when the Department of Justice gets the increased funds it is asking for_ its ation
anti-trusofficials
t division.
Administr
believe that

will be advanced
recovery (Continued
on page more
11) quick-

Neb. 'Divorce' Bill
Dies in Committee
Lincoln, Neb., March 1.—
Nebraska's theatre divorcement and film regulation bill
was killed
in legislative committee today.
Farley Young, deputy county
attorney, attacked the proposals as inimical to the industry as a whole. He said
it would put film distribution
under supervision of the
State Railway Commission
and require each film ex_
change to pay $1,000 annually
and $1 per reel, and that the
costs of about $20,000 annually would be passed on to the
exhibitors.
Affiliated theatre divorce
bills are pending in Missouri
and Kansas.
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►

JOHNSTON, MonoWRAY
• gram president, with Scott
R. Dunlap, production head, and
Trem Carr, production executive,
leave tomorrow for the coast to set the
new season's progra• m.

Stanton Griffis left for Florida
yesterday.
Harry Buxbaum
Beach today.
•

leaves for Palm

Leo Robin who, with Ralph Rainger, won the Academy award for the
the
s for
"Thank
song for
n. Memory," is
here
a short
vacatio
•
Helprin, Alexander
Morris
Korda's publicity representative here,
sails tomorrow on the Normandie.
•
Nat Cohn, Columbia branch manager ; Moe Fraum and Seymour
Schussel, salesmen, vacationing in
Florida.
•
Boris Morros arrives tomorrow on
the Aquitania from • Paris.
H. M. Richey, director of theatre
relations for RKO, is due today from
Philadelphia.
•
Al Hatoff, assistant house manager at the Roxy, is the father of a
girl, Rochelle Barbara.
•
Del Cambridge and Ben Hill,
United Artists publicity men, _ in
Oklahoma City this week on exploitation.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Reade re
turned from Miami yesterday.
•
Sol Trauner, manager at Colum
bia's
Jack
HattemNew ofYorkthe exchange,
InterboroandCircuit
leave tomorrow for a two-week Miami
vacation.
•
Rex Ingram has returned to New
York from the coast, where he ap
peared in M-G-M's "Huckleberry
•
Finn."
Sam Shain has returned to New
York from Miami.
Bruce Lockhart is here from London with a couple of film scripts.
•
Edward Arnold will arrive tomorrow for a vacation.
•
G. L. Carrington, vice-president
and general manager of Altec, is en
route to Detroit and Chicago on busi
ness.
•
Bert Turgeon, booker for Standard
Theatres, in New York on booking
deals.
•
Elliot Nugent has shortened his
vacation in New York to return to
Hollywood today for Paramount's
"The Cat and the •Canary."
Carolyn Barrett, receptionist at
the United Artists home office, is convalescing at St. Luke's Hospital fol
lowing an operation,

Insiders'
By SAM
tern
route
es thplavia
ne, Eas
EN Air
March
Linnor
1.— With three railroad
tickets in our pocket and reservations on two additional trains, we
finally decide to return north by
plane. Our friends who were to
have returned with us changed
their minds so frequently that we
finally found ourselves going
back alone and by air.
We had to protect ourselves
amply in order to make sure that
we would get back north and not
get stuck down here for another
two weeks. You can't take anything for granted here, as we told
you before.
Just as we think that we are all
set, we learn from the E.A.L. officials that the chances for getting
through to Newark are not good
and that we might have to ground
at Charleston. What would happen from there nobody knows !
But we take the plane anyway because we've already turned in our
railroad tickets. And we meet
Ralph Rolan, of RKO, whom we
are
trip. glad to see. It is an eventful

It hails and rains all the way
after we leave Jacksonville. Before this, at West Palm Beach the
plane is held a few minutes for a
woman passenger hurrying to
catch a boat in New York for
Europe. The plane now is fully
occupied. Near Jacksonville we
experience only a few bumps and
the weather is warm and fine. It
was 108 degrees in West Palm
Beach.
The passengers are hungry before reaching Charleston as most
of them didn't have time for
lunch. Fortunately, at the suggestion ofthe flight steward, none
of us ate. Just about when we
are thinking of eating the ship
starts rocking on up-and-down
air currents. By this time it is
cold in the cabin. Some of us
have our legs wrapped in blankets. The plane is doing acrobatics !We think the Flying Yacopis and the Three Marx
Brothers are doing a joint act.
The rain is smashing against
the window panes and on the roof
of the plane. One passenger remarks that he remembers riding
this way on a roller coaster as a
child, but he is putting it mildly
because at the very moment the
plane shakes so strongly that we
are tangled up in the blankets,
pillows, hats and other pieces
falling from the upper compartments of the plane. Everything
except the passengers goes topsy
turyy. The lunches that we were
anticipating eating turned over
too, and were almost lost.

Outlook
SHAIN
Of course everybody came up
smiling. A moment later we put
our hands up to our face and neck
and we feel a cold sweat up and
down our back. The plane makes
Charleston on time ! Here the
the ship is grounded until it is
certain the weather ahead improves. This is where we eat, and
we are glad that we can do so.
All other planes that day had
been cancelled and the only plane
going through was the one going
south to Miami, which took off
just about the time we left for
Charleston.
We remain in Charleston about
a half-hour before word is given
that it is safe to go on to Richmond. There is only a 300-foot
ceiling at Washington and Newark is zero — Zero !
The plane is off to Richmond
and gets there a half-hour late.
Some of the passengers are wondering whether they'll get home
at all that night. If anybody is
worried he doesn't show it. Captain R. C. Young visits with the
passengers and when we meet
him we know if anybody will pull
us through, he will ! He has
flown nearly 9,000 miles. The
lunch is okay.
Ralph Rolan is disturbed because he wants a change of clothing and a few hours in the office
before going on to Chicago for
the RKO-Lasky-Wrigley radiofilm screen test finals.
▼
We learn now that we had a
29-mile tail wind from Charleston and that our plane is traveling at the rate of 204 miles an
hour. That brings a smile to
Rolan's face. Just before Richmond we are told we would get
through to Washington but it
isn't certain whether we could go
beyond Washington. That tail
wind helps us reach Washington
only 15 minutes late, which gives
you an idea of how fast we were
traveling from Charleston. We
are told we could have some
lunch in Washington — that we
would remain there for about 45
minutes or longer. While Rolan
and we are having a glass of buttermilk at the Hot Shoppe, Carroll Hyde, the flight steward,
comes in to tell us we can now go
on to Newark.
▼
The plane is delayed 45 minutes when we leave Washington
for Newark and the weather is
still pretty blue. About 20 minutes of riding and we are sailing
on the end of a 70-mile tail wind.
The plane is traveling 240 miles
an hour !
The plane, under the command
of Captain Young, sails into
Newark only 15 minutes later
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than scheduled time and probably
breaking the passenger record
from Washington to Newark,
making that trip in 55 minutes.
We thank Captain Young for the
wonderful ride, as we learn our
Tone to get
ship was the only
through to the north this day.i
Swell piloting, we say !
And so we are here, and glad
to be back !
The exodus from Florida hau
begun
earnest as we left Miami
Beach in
today.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Spitz probably will be back in New York
in about two weeks. Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Weisl, Mrs. Hal
Home, Morgan Kaufman and
Burt Seymour leave Friday. Dan
Arnstein already has gone. Perhaps by this time Mr. and Mrs.
Willard McKay also have left.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton C. Rickaby went north several days ago.
Arthur Willi has gone. Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Robbins, the Herman Wobbers, Major and Mrs.
Albert Warner and John Harris
are staying on.
▼
If we go to Florida again it
seems to us we will go in March
or December. Those who know
this part of the country claim that
is the best time to be down here.
It costs less and the weather is
good. Also, the chances of getting a real rest are better than
when this area is jammed with
people as in the peak month of
February, or in January.
Florida is no place to keep pace
with friends. Time is too short
for that.
We are told the Florida season
officially ends on Saturday.
That's the big racing day at Hialeah Park and apparently the season follows the Hialeah trend.

Oakie's Mother Dies
Hollywood, March 1.— Mrs. Evelyn Offield, mother of Jack Oakie,
died last night while being taken to
a hospital after having suffered a
paralytic stroke.
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(Continued from page 1)
lv by eliminating monopoly wherever
and in whatever form it is found. They
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Nickelodeon
In Lounge

'Darling9
Nights
of Hotel

Madison, Wis., March 1.—
Park Hotel cocktail lounge
here has announced "Nickelodeon Nights," a new entertainment program featuring
old silent films. Films to be
shown
"The Tramp,"
and aninclude
Our Gang
comedy,

explain that the new policy of cooperation is aimed at removing tax bur.—3,is and other handicaps on legiti"Love My Dog." The hostelry
is assessing a new cover
^QJite industry.
charge in connection with the
It is held that there is room for
showing.
both big and little business but that
giant corporations must not encroach
upon the field of the independent with
SAG Agrees to Lend
a view to stifling competition.
Music Guild $5,000
Los Angeles Suit Hinted
Screen Actors' Guild has agreed to
Department of Justice officials have lend the American Guild of Musical
declared that if any ground for a suit Artists $5,000 to aid the latter's orcampaign. Actors' Equity
is found as a result of an investigation has agreed ganizational
that when the American
of alleged monopoly in the Los An- Federation of Radio Artists starts to
geles area, such action will be brought. return loans, priority will be granted
to A.G.M.A. At present, A.F.R.A.
The two-year probe is nearing com- owes Equity and S.A.G. $18,000 each
pletion and a report is to be sent to and $5,000 to A.G.M.A.
Washington in two weeks.
It is understood that A.G.M.A. will
New York distributor comment is
return
loan to S.A.G. as
that the anti-trust suit pending here is soon asthethepresent
money is received from
in the nature of a test case and that A.F.R.A.
and that S.A.G. demanded
the Government never gave any assur- that the priority be granted. A.F.R.A.
ance that it would discontinue bringwould not say when they
ing other suits where an alleged wrong officials
would
start
repayment.
may be found.
The Government's suit against B.
& K. and major companies in Chicago was brought considerably after RKO's 'Abe Lincoln'
the New York action. This is the
Deal Not Completed
only other Government suit pending
Deal between RKO and Max Goragainst film interests.
don, who purchased the film rights
to "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," by Robert E. Sherwood, for a reported price
500 at Joe Brandt
of $275,000, has not been completed
and details will not be available until
Funeral
Services early next week. The play will end
its Broadway run in the early sum(Continued from page 1)
mer with both Sherwood and Rayhis energy and that his associates
mond Massey, star of the play, going
called him "a human dynamo." Rabbi to Hollywood. Plans for a road company have been cancelled, but there is
Newman also spoke of Brandt's love
of his family, devotion to his religion, a possibility that the play may be re •
and his sense of humor.
sumed in the fall.
Cantor Joseph E. Wolfe of Temple
Israel, where Brandt was a member,
and the Pacific Lodge quartet assisted
in the services. Burial was in the Scully to Set Plans
family mausoleum at Westchester Hill
For Universal Meet
Cemetery at Mt. Hope.
Plans for Universal's annual sales
A large representation from Columbia Pictures at the funeral included meeting will be completed by W. A.
Jack Cohn, A. Montague, Joseph A. Scully, general sales manager, on his
McConville, Rube Jackter, Lou Wein- return to New York about the middle
berg, Lou Astor, Max Weisfeldt, Hal of next week from new season product
Hode, Max Seligman, Al Seligman, conferences at the studio.
Leo Jaffe, Mort Wormser, Dave
The final product conferences get
under
way today with Cliff Work,
O'Malley, Hortense Schorr, Sam Liggett, George Josephs, B. Birnbaum, studio head; Matthew J. Fox, viceMilton Hannock, John Kane, R. Phil- president; F. J. A. McCarthy, eastern
pott, Ben Morris, F. Deitsch, Hannah sales manager, and W. T. Heineman,
Kass, Rose Slaten, Ruth Greenfield, western sales manager, participating.
Mimi Levenson, Rose Hand, Catherine Heineman will make a tour of his
Phelan, Betty Stearns, Etta Levoff, western offices following the conferFan Melman, Fay Rothman, Fred Izzo ences.
and Henry Straus.
Among others were Joseph H. Gallagher of Associated Publications, who CEA, Stevenson to
was associated with Brandt 35 years
Talk Erpi Charges
ago in the Hampton Advertising
Agency ; Jules Levy, John C. Flinn,
London j March 1.— Officials of the
Harry G. Kosch, Charles Rosenzweig, Cinematograph Exhibitors' AssociaP. A. Powers, Sam Sax, Harry
tion will meet with T. Kennedy StevWeiner of Philadelphia, Sam Stern,
enson, president of Erpi, now here, tomorrow to discuss service charges.
Dave Chatkin, A. P. Waxman, Sol
The C.E.A. has recommended to its
Bornstein, Sol Edwards, Charles
Schwartz, J. Kerner, Jeanne Dress- members that they refrain from reier, Charles Zenker, Morris Levy, M.
newing their Erpi contracts, but concessions are expected. Stevenson,
A. Schlesinger, Joseph Cohn and Myer
Beck.
however, has made no promise of cuts.
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Hits

In Chicago,

Snag
Omaha

"Yes, My Darling Daughter" struck
two more censorship snags, in Chicago
and Omaha, yesterday. Albert S.
Howson, Warner censorship director,
wired instructions to the exchanges for
cutting the film into the same version
which was passed by the N. Y. Board
of Regents here and expects to have
both passed.
In Chicago, where the film was set
to open at the Chicago tomorrow, it
was passed for adults only. However,
the exchange voluntarily postponed the
opening date one week and will seek
a general audience permit.
Mayor Dan Butler of Omaha called
a snecial meeting of the City Welfare
Board to consider the film. It was
due to open at the Brandeis today.
The board unanimously disapproved
the picture. The legitimate stage version is now in rehearsal there and will
open at the Community Playhouse.
The board will view a cut version of
the play today.

'38 Para.

Earnings

Put at $4,096,000
(Continued from page 1)
does not include $445,000 in dividends
received from subsidiaries in excess of
Paramount's net interest as a stockholder in the combined earnings for
the quarter, such excess representing a
partial distribution of share of earnings of previous quarters. Results for
the quarter compare with a loss of
$26,000 for the corresponding 1937
quarter, after deducting $795,000,
representing the amount of dividends
received from non-consolidated subsidiaries inexcess of Paramount's net
interest as a stockholder, the excess
representing a partial distribution of
share of earnings of previous quarters.
The $4,096,000 estimate for the year
includes $260,000 representing net
capital and non-recurring income,
$332,000turesprofit
on purchase
of debenof Paramount
Pictures
and
$1,215,000
interest as representing
a stockholderthein company's
the combined undistributed earnings for the
year of its
partially
non-consolidated
subsidiaries.owned
The 1937
net
of $6,670,103 includes $625,000 representing Paramount's interest as a
stockholder in the combined undistributed earnings for the year of pararies. tially owned non-consolidated subsidi-

Trade

Pact

Allied

Vote

by

Is Indefinite

Meeting of Allied's directors to vote
on the distributors' trade practice proposals is indefinite, due to delay in
submitting the final draft. Instead of
a meeting, the directors will be polled
on the proposals by mail.
The authority of Allied's negotiating committee, headed by Col. H. A.
Cole, who is also Allied president, expired at midnight last night. The
directors had instructed the committee
to make a final report on the negotiations by March 1.
A statement issued by Allied headquarters in Washington declared:
"The distributors are free to submit
any further proposals to the general
counsel (Abram F. Myers) who will
forward them by mail to the directors
for such action as they may see fit to
Rodgers, Kent Leave Tomorrow
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales manager, and S. R. Kent,
20th Century- Fox president, who are
take." * of the distribtuors' commitmembers
tee, plan to leave tomorrow for the
coast.
The committee has held daily sessions this week in an attempt to complete adraft for submission to exhibitor organizations for approval. At a
meeting yesterday were Austin C.
Keough, Paramount counsel; Abe
Montague, Columbia general sales
manager; Gradwell L. Sears, Warner
sales head; Tyree Dillard, M-G-M
attorney, and Rodgers.
Weeks

Named

Sales

Head
of Monogram
(Continued from page 1)
O.
Henry Briggs, Sol A. Rosenblatt,
William
Rhinelander Stewart, J. A.
Sisto and Trem Carr.
Proposal to increase the salaries of
Johnston and Dunlap by $200 weekly
and to take two annual options on the
exclusive services of each after their
present contracts expire in March,
1942 was withdrawn. Johnston pointed
out that Monogram was now operating in the black, and that sufficient
proxies were on hand to approve the
increase but that Dunlap and he had
decided "to decline, with thanks, to
accept such increase at this time."
"The consideration which militates
against the acceptance of the increase
by us is naturally the interest of one
who organizes a new company and
seeks to see it grow into a strong,

After deduction of $1,186,074 for
dividends on the company's first and
second preferred, the remaining $2,- healthy organization," he said.
909,926 of estimated 1938 earnings
represent $1.18 per share on the comAmpa Honors Johnston
mon.
Johnston's
anniversaryat
in W.theRay
industry
will 25th
be signalized
the Ampa luncheon meeting today at
Huck Finn' on Today; the Astor. Also on hand will be Scott
R. Dunlap, production chief, and
'Stagecoach' at Hall Trem Carr. Entertainment will be
"Huckleberry Finn" opens today at provided by Adrienne Ames, Helen
the Capitol and "Stagecoach" bows in Westley and Bert Frohman. A nominating committee will be elected to
at the
Music Hall.
"Honolulu"
grossedat
an
estimated
$26,000
in eight days
choose officers for the next year.
the Capitol. Second week of "Made
for Each Other" at the Music Hall
Norma Shearer on Air
drew an estimated $71,000.
Norma Shearer will essay her first
In its first week at the Paramount,
"Cafe Society" attracted an estimated full-length role for the microphone
when she appears in the Lux Radio
$53,000. "Blackwell's Island" opened
to excellent business at the Globe yes- Theatre dramatization of "One Way
the day. terday with an estimated $3,000 for March
Passage,"
6. opposite William Powell, on
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Okla.

Independents

Plan

Buying

Pool

Oklahoma City, March 1.— -Formation of an equipment and product
buying pool by independent Oklahoma
exhibitors is under way to meet the
purchasing power of large circuit theatre operators in the state. Leaders
g^g*he organization remain anonymous
fQIl the ranks of independent exhibitors are more solidly lined up for the
idea.
Rumors have circulated in film circles here for a year that several dissatisfied independent exhibitors are
quietly working on an organization
along the lines of Allied. It would be
independent of the Oklahoma M. P.
T. 0., which, it has been charged by
some exhibitors, is controlled by the
large theatre operating circuits in the
state.
Dissatisfaction has been expressed
by several small exhibitors on the
variations of film rentals paid in towns
of similar size and payment of varying prices for theatre equipment. The
group is reported to be collecting information regarding these alleged
practices.
A representative from the Department of Justice at Washington has
agreed to come to Oklahoma City in
the next month if an audience of at
least fifty exhibitors bearing complaints can be brought together to meet
in Oklahoma City. The meeting place
has been selected and efforts are being
made to get ISO exhibitors to attend
the meeting.
It is definitely known that a nucleus
of exhibitors are toying with the idea
of forming an Allied organization in
Oklahoma with help promised in organization from outside Allied organizations.
S chines

Take

PICTURE

Over

Palace in Syracuse
Gloversville, N. Y., March 1.—
Home office of the Schine circuit has
confirmed acquisition of the Palace,
Syracuse, which becomes a unit of
RKO-Schine circuit. James P. McAllister ofBoston, goes in as manager
under Gus Lampe, Syracuse zone
manager. The rest of the Palace staff
remains intact.
Erie Wright, manager of the Glove
here, goes to the Paramount, Syracuse, with Frank Boucher of Baltimore coming in at the Glove. Harold
Raives was named manager of the
Granada, Buffalo, in order that Harry
Goldsmith, can devote all his time to
his district manager duties. Donald
Rich has taken over management of
the Palace, Watertown, with Francis
Lattin going to the Strand and Pontiac, Watertown, as temporary manager while Clint Dadson is in Florida
on vacation.
Reorganization

Plan

Myers Is Invited to
Census Conference
Washington, March 1.—
Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied, tonight was
invited by Secretary of Commerce Harry Hopkins to attend conferences March 14
and 15 for consideration of
improvements in the census
of distribution which is to
be made next year.
Three conferences are to
be held, each dealing with
different phases of the 1940
census, at which industrial
representatives will be asked
to submit recommendations
as to what information
should be collected. The census of distribution will cover
the film industry, of which
Myers was the only representative invited to the conference.

See

Action

Against

Bingo in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, March 1.— A likelihood of further warrants against
Bingo operators is seen as a result of
Municipal Judge Max W. Nohl's
action in directing a guilty verdict
against August Gieldon, after the
Bingo game promoter had appealed
from a District Court conviction
under the raffle law.
Gieldon, who sponsored games for
a fraternal group whom he paid $25
for the use of their names, according
to police, was fined $15. Previously
he had been fined $25 in District
Court.
To date, the police department has
been unsuccessful in its attempts to
obtain warrants from either the city
or district attorney's offices against
church and fraternal groups holdingBingo parties. Among the warrants
sought is one for the Ritz, north side
neighborhood theatre, which Michael
Brumm has turned over two nights a
week to the local parish for Bingo.

Exhibitors

Fighting

Conn. Operator Bill
Haetford, March 1.— About 100
exhibitors appeared at the public
hearing on the two-men-in-a-booth
bill before the Judiciary Committee
yesterday, appointing as their spokesmen in opposition to the bill Arthur
Lockwood of Middletown, Joseph
Reed of Washington Depot, John Hess
of Mossup, Al Robbins of Hamden,
George LeWitt of New Britain,
operators in the smaller situations
which would allegedly be most affected.
Exhibitors pointed out that power
to order changes in theatre operation
in the interests of safety is vested in
the State Police in this state, and that
legislation is unnecessary. Operators'
union officials insisted on the safety
angle of employing two men in each
booth. Thomas Fitzsimmons, New
Haven attorney, also spoke in favor
of the bill, which has been entered
unsuccessfully many times before.

Filed by French Co.
A proposed plan of reorganization
was filed yesterday in the U. S. District Court by the French Motion Picture Co., Inc., which provided for payment of 15 percent to general creditors
on their claims filed and allowed. The
Breen Back on Coast
plan also provides for full payment of
wage claims and taxes, and for the
Hollywood, March 1.— Joseph I.
ratification of all executory contracts. Breen, head of the Production Code
Petition under Section 77B of the Administration, arrived here today,
Bankruptcy Act was filed by the com- following a month's vacation in "Jamaica and New York.
pany on Feb. 19, 1938.
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Quota
By

Is Studied
Films

Council

London, March 1. — British Films
Council, named under the Films Act,
met today and considered the labor
and producer proposals for increases
in the quota percentages. The group
also considered memoranda from the
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association and Kinematograph Renters' Society on the quota, the former opposing demands for quota increases.
During January and February, 10
features were registered under the
quota, of which two were listed as
triple quota, three as double quota
and three under the exhibitor quota.

Performing
Society

Rights

and

Conclude

C.E.A.

New

Pact

London, March 1. — Following protracted negotiations between the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
and
the Performing
RightsAssociation
Society prior
to the tract
termination
society's conon April 5, ofantheagreement
has
been reached on the terms of the new
contract.

The Performing Rights Society, under the new agreement, will maintain
the present scale of fees until 1941,
but will reduce the discount for early
payments from 10 per cent and seven
and one-half per cent to five per cent.
Heffner to Appeal
The society sought increases in the
Mass. Game
Ruling scale and the C.E.A. countered with
a demand for reductions and the use of
Dedham, Mass., March 1.— After arbitration. The pleas of the C.E.A.
losing a case to test the legality of that business has been poor led to the
Bank Night in Superior Court here, maintenance of virtually the same
Roy Heffner, Jr., manager of the terms as in the expiring agreement.
Keye in Middleboro, declared his intention to appeal to the State Supreme
Patchen in Ad Post
Court.
Heffner was arrested in January
For Standard
Group
for promoting and setting up a lottery in connection with Bank Night
Oklahoma City, March 1.— Resignation of Douglas George as director
at the Middleboro during a drive begun by District Attorney Edmund L. of advertising and publicity for Standard Theatres Corp. has resulted in
Dewing to outlaw Bank Night, Beano
and other money games from Plym- several changes in personnel.
outh and Norfolk Counties.
E. A. Patchen, manager of the Midhas returned
his advertisingpost. west,
Spence
Pierce,to manager
of the
Acme
Ticket Action
Tower, has replaced Patchen at the
Goes to Trial Monday Midwest. Robert Busch, manager of
the Plaza, has been placed in charge of
Suit of the Acme Ticket Agency the
Tower.
against the League of N.Y. Theatres
and Actors' Equity to enjoin enforceOrder in Chaplin Suit
ment of the ticket brokers' code will
go to trial before Referee Morris
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesCooper, Jr. in the Bar Association
terday ordered the president and secBuilding Monday.
retary of Film Sonores Tobis, SoEquity and the League will get to- ciete Anonyme to testify before trial
gether tomorrow for that much post- concerning its suit against Charles
poned meeting on the code at the As- Chaplin, Charles Chaplin Film Corp.
tor. The feeling at Equity has been and United Artists Corp. Plagiarism
that the code has not met exceptations of "A Nous La Liberte" in defendand that the producers have failed to
ants' film, "Modern Times," is
make ticket buying more convenient. charged.
Troy, O., Bans Games
Troy, O., March 1.— Three Bank
Night pools, involving three theatres
here, which have been operating for
several months, have been hit by a
general ban on gambling ordered by
Police Chief E. J. Smick. Banned
were such games of chance as punch
boards, race track books, numbers and
pools of any kind.

N.T.S. Sets Meeting
National Theatre Supply will hold
the second of three district sales meetings this weekend at the Palmer
House in Chicago. First meeting was
held in New York last week ; the last
will be held on the coast March 11.
Executive personnel and district sales
managers will attend. Walter Green,
president, will preside.
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Bill Would
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Nur

Radio

of Air
Fights

Personals

<

L,, direc
DALNBC
y for
ns
returtor
publicitRAN
of E
WAYN
today from a short vacation in
Providence. . . . Jack Benny has postponed his scheduled appearance on the
Lum and Abner show to March 10
because of film commitments. . . . Ben
Bernie has been signed for an indefinite stay at the Hotel Astor Roof starting in July. . . . Harold Oxley, manager of Jimmie Lunceford, to Memphis
by plane yesterday. . . . Charles Boyer
and Florence Rice will do an adaptation of RKO's "Flight from Glory" on
the "Hollywood Playhouse" next Sunday. . . . Frank Lepore leaves the
NBC information division to become
television stage manager. . . . Billy
Card, formerly of the networks, has
joined the radio staff of the World's
Fair,g. and will work under John S.
Youn

Albany, March 1.— A measure introduced here by Senator J. D.
Schwartzwald of New York would
make it a misdemeanor to incite and
promote racial and religious hatred
and hostility through mediums which
include the use of theatres or through
the facilities of broadcasting stations.
Other bills introduced include one
by Assemblyman Frank McCaffrey
which would prohibit bands or orchestras connected with public schools,
colleges or institutions from furnishing music at functions not connected
with the institutions, and another to
make it unlawful for bands composed
principally of civil service employes
to furnish music at any function not
connected with a public department or
bureau. Backing of the American
Federation of Musicians and the
State Federation of Labor is claimed
for the McCaffrey bills.
Crosley Reports '38
Net Profit of $84,901
Cincinnati, March 1. — Crosley
Corp., operating WLW, WSAI,
Mutual
Billings in)
W8XAL and W8XNU, also manufacturing radio receiving sets, electric reFebruary $276,605
frigerators and other appliances, report for year ending Dec. 31, net profit
Time sale billings for the month of
February totaled $276,605 at Mutual, of $84,901, after depreciation and Federal taxes, equal to approximately 16
an increase of 9.2 per cent over the
billings for the same month last year, cents a share. This compares with net
loss of $376,914 in 1937, of which
which were $253,250.
Billings for the first two months of $343,314 was due to flood and fire loss
this year totalled $591,683, an increase in January. Net sales for the year
of 13.1 per cent over the income of were $12,991,319, compared with $18,the first two months of 1937. Latter 735,450 for 1937.
Current assets as of Dec. 31, were
was $523,144.
$5,170,989, and current liabilities,
$1,112,496. On Dec. 31, 1937, current
Adam to Air Fight
assets and liabilities were $5,739,463
Adam Hat Stores will sponsor a and $1,812,808, respectively. Cash is
blow-by-blow account of the fight in listed as $466,363 as of Dec. 31, 1938,
Madison Square Garden between compared with $186,951 at the end of
Nathan Mann and Buddy Knox on 1937.
Friday, over the NBC-Blue, starting at 10 P. M. Sam Taub and Bill
Stern will share the mike assignment.
Change Dial Format
Cincinnati, March 1. — Format of
Radio Dial, local weekly listing daily
programs and other data, has been
changed to a smaller size and carries
24 three-column pages. Edna Silverton has been named editor.
Plan New CBS Concerts
New series of concerts will begin on
CBS March 10 and subsequent Fridays from 10:30 to 11 P.M. The
CBS Symphony will be under the baton of Howard Barlow.

Radio's Gain Seen
In Poll of WTJM
Milwaukee, March 1.— Four
DUt of every six WTMJ listeners declared themselves as
believing that radio is improving in response to the
station's ninth annual radio
poll.
Among those who declared
themselves as believing that
radio is slipping were those
who complained of too many
serial stories and too many
commercials on fifteen-minute programs.

Ticket

Selling

Ends

On Refugee Art Fund
Ticket selling ended yesterday for
the drawing of works of art sponsored
by the Motion Picture Art Fund for
German Refugees. The ticket committee iscollecting the proceeds from
exchanges throughout the country and
stresses that all collections must be in
its hands by March 10 in order to have
stubs registered for the drawing which
will take place March 15. Collections
should be delivered to the committee
at Room 1258, Paramount Building,
New York.
To Air Baseball Games
San Francisco, March 1. — All
games in which the San Francisco
Baseball Club appears during the coming season will be broadcast over KGO
for the second consecutive year, under joint sponsorship of Goodrich Tires
and General Mills. Ernie Smith will
describe the games played here at Seal
Stadium, and will recreate contests
played out-of-town through use of
telegraphic reports.
Menser Leaves NBC
Chicago, March 1.— C. L. Menser,
program manager of NBC's central
division, has resigned to open a Chicago office for the Gardner advertising agency. He has been with NBC
10 years.

Fur

Fuehrer!

Radio-Rundfunk, Yorkville
recording company, took 22
12-inch sides of the recent
Bund meeting in Madison
Square Garden. None has
been distributed and it is believed that they will be sent
to Germany. WMCA asked
for part of the recording but
the request was turned down.

Lasky

Urges

Screen

Radio ,

Cooperation

Film
On

Censorship
WMCA

Hit

Forum

Censorship took the count on Martin Starr's Motion Picture Forum,
broadcast over WMCA and the
Inter-City network yesterday afternoon, when three industry commentators had finished airing their views on
the
rightfilms.
of the
d~ ' tcior ban
The authorities
verdict wasto u\
mous.
Participating in the program were
Chester B. Bahn, Film Daily editor;
Pete S. Harrison, publisher, Harrison's Reports, and Harry Brandt,
president, I.T.O.A. Excerpts from
their observations follow.
Bahn : "There are those who urge
film censorship as a morals watchdog.
"Industry self-regulation long ago settled the morals question far more
satisfactorily than 57 assorted brands
of state and municipal censorship ever

Hollywood, March 1. — "The answer to the film-radio problem is for
the films to make use of what radio
offers in the way of unearthing new
talent," says Jesse L. Lasky, who conducts the Wrigley-sponsored "Gateway to Hollywood" program over
CBS in cooperation with RKO.
"Radio should be an ally, not an
enemy of films. Our program shows could hope to do."
Harrison : "Official censorship is a
the benefits that can be derived from
hindrance to the producers of enterradio
by intellige
cooperattalent,
ion." it is
tainment. Were the censors dramaIn addition
to nt
dramatic
tists the matter would be different.
understood Lasky will seek singers
and dancers if the program is given Then the producer would not feel
a second renewal by Wrigley. It handicapped for he would know that
was recently renewed for 13 weeks.
his work would be judged by experts."
Brandt : "Censorship is vicious, vile
Chicago, March 1.— Auditions for and harmful. It is never constructive.
the Lasky-RKO radio program will It is a bogey to the people involved
be held here all day tomorrow, with in the making of motion pictures. It
violates the right of the public to see
Arthur Willi of RKO in charge.
what it wants it wants."

Censor

Committee

Directors' Guild in
Of NAB
Reported
Meeting on Contract
Hollywood, March 1.— The Screen
In New York last night it was reported that the National Association Directors' Guild committee, headed by
of Broadcasters had formed an 11- Frank Capra, and producer represen-maTi censorship committee. Lenox
tatives tonight hold a second meeting
Lohr and Edward Klauber were said over proposed bargaining contract for
to be members.
directors' assistants and unit managers. It was reported the confreres
will discuss the plea of S.D.G. for
inclusion in the pact provision that
directors be retained by studios for
FC C
Ca lendar
the duration of cutting of pictures
following the completion of snooting.
'U'
Adjusts Scale
Washington, March 1.— Application for a new 1,200-kilocycle, 100watt broadcasting station has been
filed with the Federal Communications
Of OMce
Workers
Commission by the North Shore
Universal has agreed to an increased
Broadcasting Co., Salem, Mass.
scale of wages and widely adjusted
Also filed with the commission was working conditions for home office eman application for an increase in the
ployes as a result of negotiations durnight power of WSGN, Birmingham,
ing the past few days with the Amerfrom 100 to 250 watts.
ican Federation of Bookkeepers, Stenographers and Accountants, Local No.
The commission announced that on
March 29 it will hold a hearing on 20940. Final negotiations have not
the application of the Northwest been concluded yet, however, although
Broadcasting Co. for a 1,370-kilocy- it is understood that all but one of
cle station at Fort Dodge, la., with the union's demands have been met.
100 watts night, 250 watts day, and
on April 10 would hear the applicaTo Aid Rogers Fund
tion of M. C. Reese for a 1,200-kiloBranch managers of all major comcycle station at Phoenix, Ariz., with
panies yesterday were designated a
100 watts night, 250 watts day.
committee to canvass exhibitors in
On April 25, hearings will be held the metropolitan area for contributions
on the contesting applications of En- to the Will Rogers National Memorique Abarca Sanfeliz and the United
rial Week. Designations were made
Theatres, Inc., for a 580-kilocycle, by Harry Buxbaum of 20th Century1,000-watt station at San Juan, P. R. Fox, who is chairman of the drive for
Hearings have been ordered on the this zone.
applications of John R. Pepper for
a 1,310-kilocycle station at GreenCombs Show Sponsored
ville, Miss., with. 100 watts power
George H. Combs, Jr., commentator
night, 250 watts day; the Gazette Co.
the "Editorial Slant of the News"
for a 1,420-kilocycle, 100-watt station on
at Cedar Rapids, and KINY, Juneau, at WHN, is now sponsored by St.
Alaska, for change of frequency from Joseph's Aspirin three times weekly.
1,430 to 740 kilocycles and increase Contract was placed by Lake-SpiroCohn, and is for 52 weeks.
of power from 250, to 1,000 watts.
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Decision

By SHERWIN A. KANE
Decisions not to petition the U. S.
Supreme Court for a rehearing of the
Dallas anti-trust case were arrived at
yesterday by principal defendants in
the action and their counsel.
The decision to accept the high
court's ruling that the special film
contracts regulating admission prices
and program policy are in violation of
the anti-trust laws reverses the earlier decision of the Texas theatre operating defendants to file separate petitions for a rehearing. Those theatre
defendants, Interstate Circuit and
Texas Consolidated Theatres, joined
in the decision of the distributor defendants to accept the high court's ruling without further contest.
The Texas theatre defendants were
represented here by Karl Hoblitzelle
and Attorneys John Moroney and
George Wright, who came from Dallas to discuss the advisability of seeking a rehearing of the case.
Distributor defendants had weighed
the possibility of seeking a rehearing
over the past two weeks but had made
no decision up to yesterday. The time
in which they might formally petition such a hearing will not expire
until March 13, although attorneys
stated yesterday's decision is final.
Distributors Finish
Final Trade Draft
Final draft of the distributors' proposals for a trade
practice program has been
completed by the distributors' committee. The draft
was turned over to the lawyers' drafting committee yesterday, and the final touches
will be put to it next week.
A conference may be held
with Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel, in New York,
next week, or the proposals
may be submitted to all participating exhibitor organizations at the same time.
Robert Perkins of Warners
is chairman of the drafting
committee. Members include
Tyree Dillard, M-G-M; I.
Levenson, Warners ; Austin
C. Keough, Paramount, and
others.
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to Set

Aside
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Exclusive

UA

Releasing Contract; Silverstone
Refutes All Contentions
United Artists is opposing Samuel Goldwyn's action to have his present exclusive producing and releasing contract with the company set
aside and his former pact which permitted him to distribute through
other companies reinstated. The
action
was
instituted late
Wednesday with the service of
a summons and complaint on
Edward
C. Raftery, United
Artists secretary.

Republic grossed $7,373,972 in 1938,
an increase of $1,089,981, or 17.4 per
cent over the 1937 world gross. Exhibition contracts written in 1938 aggregated $8,966,140, an increase of
$1,987,093 or 2Sl/2 per cent over 1937.
In Hollywood yesterday GoldThis is disclosed in the annual rewyn persisted in declaring that
port to stockholders of Consolidated
he had no knowledge of the lawFilm Industries, Inc., by Herbert J.
suit and referred all questioners
Yates, president. The report shows
to his attorneys here.
Consolidated's net earnings for the
Goldwyn's current contract is
calendar year 1938 as $616,696.94, after
an exclusive
releasing agreeall charges, including depreciation and
ment with United Artists and
Federal taxes. This compares with a
has until 1945 to run. The fornet of $605,755 for 1937.
M. Silverstone
mer contract which he seeks to
Sam Goldwyn
Consolidated's earnings are equivalent to $1.54 per share on the 400,000 have reinstated required him to deliver only two pictures per year to
preferred shares outstanding, com- United Artists and permitted him to contract with other distributors for
pared with earnings equivalent to the release of whatever additional product he completed.
$1.51 per share in 1937.
An interesting sidelight on the acAll Loans Paid Off
tion is the disclosure by company officials that United Artists agreed to reThe company has paid off all its Change in Directors
lease Goldwyn from his contract if he
bank loans, having liquidated loans
would
relinquish his stock interest in
Is Forecast
of $1,050,000 last year, and has im- Of RKO
the
ary. company, but Goldwyn rejected
proved its net current asset position.
There will be a change in the direc- this proposal. The offer was made to
This resulted from the sale of Ameritorate of RKO. It is understood that Goldwyn at the annual meeting of
can Record Corp. to CBS in De- the principal parties in interest have United Artists stockholders in Janucember, 1938, from which Consolidated derived net proceeds of $690,100. decided to make the change affecting
Ferdinand Eberstadt. The matter, of
Goldwyn's action is by himself and
The report states that when Con- course, will have to be approved by
solidated acquired the record com- Federal Judge William Bondy, and his personal corporation, Samuel
pany in 1930 it was in anticipation what his decision will be nobody Goldwyn, Inc., against United Artists
of the continued use of discs for knows.
Corp. as defendant. It asks a declarasound films, but for some years past
tory judgment
underArtists
nonIn
the
meantime,
Ernest
W.
Stirn,
exclusive placing
contract to him
United
(Continued on page 3)
Class A stockholder of RKO, filed
ground that his existing exfurther objections to confirmation of on the clusive
contract has been breached as
the
RKO
plan
of
reorganization
and
Supreme Court Gets
a result of alleged special concessions
against designations of Floyd B. Od- granted by United Artists to Dougium as chairman, and N. Peter Rathlas Fairbanks, Sr., and Alexander
Dakota 'Divorce' Plea von and
Conde Nast to the board of Korda.
Motion to dismiss the action attackThe company denies all of the
ing the constitutionality of the North directors
las Corp. as representatives of the At- charges in the complaint, which was
Dakota affiliated theatre divorce law,
by Max Steuer despite the
Stirn contends that Atlas holds prepared
which was repealed recently, was filed
fact that Goldwyn recently appointed
in the U. S. Supreme Court yesterday. large interests in Paramount Pictures, Richard Dwight to be his New York
The motion, which is expected to and that conflicting interests will pre- counsel on the termination of a long
vent complete loyalty to RKO. Stirn association with Charles Schwartz.
come before the court on Monday,
asks that the decision of the Federal objected to a confirmation of the plan
A statement on the action issued
statutory court upholding the consti- because, he said, it had not been prop- yesterday by Maurice Silverstone,
tutionality ofthe measure be reversed
erly approved by two-thirds of the
United Artists' chief executive, intiand the case remanded with directions stockholders and creditors.
mates that the suit may be an afterto the lower court to dismiss the case
The fact is that Atlas has no interest
in
Paramount
except
insofar
as
math
of the rejection by United Artas "moot." Motions such as these are
owning certain stock of the company
ists
of Goldwyn's
deordinarily granted by the court automand forstockholders
the establishment
of a voting
matically as they come before it un- for investment. Odium left Para(Continued
on
page
3)
mount's board two or three years ago.
opposed.
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Jack Warner, Harry Gold, Grad
Sears, S. Charles Einfeld,
Buddy Morris, William F.
Rodgers, Monroe Greenthal, Ed.
Saunders, Sidney Phillips, Charles
Stern, Russell Holman and John
Byram at the Astor yesterday for
lunch.
William Scully, Universal general
sales manager, is on the coast following a Honolulu trip and is due back
here next week. Notes on other
Honolulu visitors : Max A. Cohen is
in Los Angeles and due here next
week; Joseph M. Seider is expected
back in New York March 12; Sam
Rinzler left Honolulu yesterday for
Los Angeles and will return here
about the middle of March.
•
Morris Helprin, American advertising and publicity representative for
Alexander Korda, who was to have
sailed for London on the Normandie
today, has postponed his British visit
for about a month.
•
Walter Gross, Paramount attorney, and Leonard Goldenson of the
Paramount theatre department, returned to New York yesterday from
vacations in Miami.
•
Sol Gordon, southwest circuit operator, left for Baltimore yesterday en
route back to his Beaumont, Texas,
headquarters following a Caribbean
cruise.
Gilbert
Miller,
producer, and
Mrs. Miller sail on the Normandie
today for London.
Also aboard will
be George White and Claire Luce.
•
George
Bricker
and William
Dover have sold an original story,
"American School Teacher," to RKO
as a starring vehicle for Bob Burns.
•
Wessel Smitter's novel, "F.O.B.
Detroit," which is to be produced by
Paramount, will have its first foreign
printing in London soon.
•
G. Ralph Branton and Mrs.
Branton have returned to Des
Moines from a three-week vacation in
Florida.
•
W. T. Richardson, theatrical producer, and Adrian Stello, Hungarian
playwright, arrive today on the Manhattan.
•
Eddie Carrier of William R. Ferguson's exploitation staff at M-G-M
has returned from a southern assignment.
•

Insiders'
— By SAM
—
— — —

S s suit
N'
LDWYArt
inst Uni
ist
GOted
apagaEL
SAMU
parently culminates a personal unrest which has marked his
relations with the company for
several years. Just as the company is reaching for the top,
there comes this suit.
In California recently, Goldwyn asked the stockholders of the
company to make him sole trustee
of the firm, with sole power to
name the company board, as was
indicated in this column on Jan.
30, which request the shareholders turned down.
Some time ago, it is said,
Goldwyn indicated to friends
that it was his determination to
make James Roosevelt president
of United Artists. The fact is
that to elect anybody other than
Maurice Silverstone president of
United Artists would require 100
percent approval of the stockholders. The recent stockholders' meeting in California indicated clearly that Goldwyn had
only his own vote to exercise.
▼
There is no controversy between Goldwyn and Silverstone.
Goldwyn, with Alexander Korda,
was instrumental in putting Silverstone at the head of United
Artists. Silverstone's control of
operations and his authority are
complete.
Goldwyn's issue is with the
company. He opposed the profitsharing plan of United Artists
which was approved by the
shareholders.
This controversy may result in
Goldwyn leaving the firm. If he
does other men of established
merit no doubt will replace him.
One of these might be Ernst
Lubitsch. Another is a front
rank producer now completing a
term with a major firm.
T
Samuel Goldwyn is an individualist who must have his way.

The

Outlook
— —
— —
SHAIN —

That is the foundation of his success.
Samuel Goldwyn is a great
producer — one of the best. His
pictures mean much to United
Artists. His services are in demand and he probably can write
his own ticket elsewhere. His
terms always have been high.
▼
The following incident reveals
the man. It occurred early in
Goldwyn's career. The president
of a firm where Goldwyn was
employed was informed one
morning by his secretary that
Mr. Goldwyn wanted to see him.
"Who is Mr. Goldwyn?" asked
the president.
The secretary replied that Mr.
Goldwyn was the prize-winning
salesman of the firm, whereupon
the president said of course he
would see his best salesman.
Mr. Goldwyn entered the president's office and after having
seated himself, opened with a demand that he be given a partnership in the firm. The president
was amazed and wanted to know
by what right did Goldwyn demand a part of the business. And
Goldwyn answered :
"There's no harm in asking, is
T

there ?"
Some of the finest manpower
the industry possesses, such as
Joseph Schenck and Darryl Zanuck, left United Artists because
of differences with Samuel Goldwyn. Al Lichtman, Dr. A. H.
Giannini and George J. Schaefer
also left on account of Goldwyn.
Now there is a new Goldwyn
incident.
When Maurice Silverstone entered United Artists the season
was pretty well spent. In a few
weeks that followed Silverstone,
Harry Gold and Jack Schlaifer
worked themselves almost into a

Newsreel

The newsreels, for their new issues,
have no outstanding news events.
Skiing, baseball players in training
Tom Gerety of M-G-M's publicity and the semi-finals of the Golden
department has returned from Florida, Gloves are sporting items inclitdcd.
where he recuperated from an illness. The reels and their contents follow :
•
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 50-Cardinals
gather in Rome. Golden Gate Exposition.
Gloria Rich of Republic's "Dick Girls ski in bathing suits. Movie Quiz
winners. British aviators land on plane
Tracy"
Broadwayserials
Strand.is appearing at the carrier. Lew Lehr. Ski jumps. Golden
Glove bouts. Baseball practice.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 24S— Women
Binnie Barnes arrives in New take
highest Quiz prizes. Ice jams strait.
LaGuardia buys first New York fair ticket.
York voday for a short vacation.
Britain
trains air pilots. Monkey island in
•
Puerto Rico. Male beauty contest. Dog
Mae West is at the Sherry-Nether- derby in Idaho. Olympic ski meet.
land.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 61— Amuse-

Parade

ments attract crowds at Frisco fair. American cardinals arrive in Rome. Test snow
equipment. New Jersey bank fails. Establish monkey colony. Chicago Cubs in trainAmateur boxing
"The
Mikado"ing.moves
to New tournament.
York.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 65— New York
fair
nears ends.
completion.
"Greatest
film drive
Issue permit
for goatYear"
milk
farm. Baseball players train in California.
Skiing in New Hampshire. Pilots land on
plane carrier. Ski meet in Alps. Golden
Gloves bouts.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 750—
Movie Quiz winners. Controversy over
Hainan Island. Seamen learn to fly. Street
car mishap. Adding machine solves problems. Two wheel auto demonstrated. Human punching bag in Texas. Baseball players prepare for coming season. Dog derby.
Ski championships in Oregon. Golden
Glovers box in New York.

collapse to get the company's
program sold, and they did.
Under Silverstone, United Artists reached out and obtained
several topnotch producers to
expand its program and its work.
Eddie Small and Hal Roach
joined banks
thealso firm.
FairdecidedDouglas
to return
to
Coming forward this year with
production.
such pictures as "Trade Winds,"
"Made for Each Other," "Stagecoach" and "Wuthering Heights"
strongly.
expected,
u
ahrJ1.'1
the companyIt isis moving
course, that Goldwyn will deliver the pictures for which he
has contracted.
The domestic income under the
present administration has been
on the increase for some time
past. The company is definitely
on the upbeat. Operations have
been simplified and overhead
costs reduced.
From the first of the year experts estimate United Artists
to have grossed approximately
$4,500,000.
Foreign operations are maintaining astrong pace established
during 1938, doing about $2,000,
000, which is equal to that done
in 1938, or thereabouts. The 1938
domestic income of the company
was approximately, or over,
$13,000,000, and the firm's net
earnings are estimated to be running at about $2,000,000 on a
yearly basis.
Kent,
For

Wobber
Coast

Leave
Meetings

S. R. Kent, president of 20th Century-Fox, leaves tonight for the coast
to set gramdetails
the new season's
in studioof conferences
which prowill
be attended by Herman Wobber, sales
head, and production executives.
Kent will stop over in Tucson about
a week before proceeding to Los Angeles. Wobber left last night from
Miami and will meet Kent in Tucson.
The meetings are scheduled to begin
March 16, in advance of the sales convention April 3.
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Goldwyn

(Continued from page 1)
trust for the company, with either
himself or his designee as the sole
trustee. The proposal was made at
the meeting in Beverly Hills last
month and was rejected as "ridiculous" by the other stockholders of
the company. They are, in addition to
Goldwyn, Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Alexander Korda and
^"Vles
was at to
thatcancel
time
ii.d.
the Chaplin.
offer wasIt made
Goldwyn's contract if he would relinquish his stock and step out of United
Artists entirely.
Goldwyn has been dissatisfied with
the status quo in United Artists for
some time, however. It was this dissatisfaction that led him to undertake
with Korda the one time proposed
purchase of the Pickford, Fairbanks
and Chaplin stock holdings for control of the company 18 months ago.
He is known to have complained frequently that as the most active producer among the company's owners,
his share of profits should be correspondingly larger. This contention
led to a general reduction of the company's distribution charges against its
producers and also to the adoption
of a plan by which United Artists'
producers participate in bonus payments in accordance with the earnings
of their individual productions.
Goldwyn's current stand, apparently, has alienated the support of
Korda, who heretofore has been alligned with Goldwyn on virtually all
matters of important company policy,
as against the usually opposing camp
of Pickford, Fairbanks and Chaplin.
Silverstone's comment on the Goldwyn action follows :
Silverstone Statement
"Mr. Goldwyn has brought an action against us asking the court to
cancel his present exclusive contract
and to reinstate his previous nonexclusive contract.
"Mr. Goldwyn bases his claim upon
three grounds : first, that we have
breached our contract with him by
consenting to the formation by Mr.
Korda and Mr. Fairbanks of separate
producing companies to facilitate the
production of pictures by them for release through us. Mr. Goldwyn claims
that this consent, given to two of our
stockholders, constitutes a breach of
his contract since such consent was
given over his objection.
"The second ground is that under
Mr. Korda's contract with our company, Mr. Korda must render his
services exclusively to us. Mr. Goldwyn claims that Mr. Korda has become interested in other pictures in
England with our acquiescence and
that this constitutes a breach of
Mr. Goldwyn's contract.
"No Ground for Claim"

$5,000,000
Sales

Budget
Higher

Meeting

Judges

3

Named

Burkan

Essay

for
Test

Told

A committee to judge the best of
40 prize-winning essays submitted in
the first annual Nathan Burkan
Columbia's new season production Memorial competition, sponsored by
budget will be increased by $5,000,000 Ascap, was named yesterday by
over the current season's budget to Thomas B. Robertson, chairman of
of "A"in the Patent, Trade Mark and Copya larger
provide for
pictures
which
are to number
be included
right section of the American Bar
the 1939-'40 schedule, district sales
managers of the company were told
Each of the essays was the winner
at their meeting here yesterday by Ass'n.
Abe Montague, Columbia general sales in a preliminary contest by students in
40 American law schools on the submanager.
ject of copyright law. Edward A.
Indications are that the increase in Sarggy,
attorney for the Copyright
the company's "A" product next sea- Protection Bureau and chairman of
son will be accounted for by the addi- the copyright committee of the Amerition to its producers' roster of Frank
Bar Ass'n, was named chairman
Lloyd, Wesley Ruggles and Mitchel of thecan judging
committee. Other memLeisen, who will share the top asbers are Stephen P. Ladas, New
signments with Frank Capra, Howard York ; Edward S. Rogers, Chicago ;
Hawks and Rouben Mamoulian. The
Dr. Louis Charles Smith, Washingcompany plans to acquire other new
ton. D. C, and Prof. John H. Wigproducer-directors for the new season, more, Chicago.
the meeting was told. Lloyd's first
assignment is "Tree of Liberty" ;
Ruggle's is "Arizona," and Leisen's Loew Salaries Total
is "Our Wife."
Promotion of J. H. Jacobs, former
salesman at the Minneapolis exTotal $13,832,846
of $13,832,846 was paid
172
change, to branch manager at Omaha,
for to '38
succeeding I. M. Weiner, resigned, studio executives, producers, superviswas announced.
ors, actors, writers and cameramen by
Loew's in 1938. The report was filed
with the S.E.C. and contained the
names of all receiving more than
Legion Changes Its
$20,000. Nicholas M. Schenck, president, received $351,042; Louis B.
Rating on 'Darling' Mayer, vice president in charge of
Cut version of "Yes, My Darling production, $893,300; and J. Robert
Daughter" was yesterday given a Rubin, vice president, $493,230. The
classification of partly objectionable year ended Aug. 31, 1938.
instead of condemned by National
Legion of Decency. Classification was
changed upon assurances from Jack L.
Warner, vice-president in charge of Director, Producer
production, that only the revised verPact Agreement
Set
sion would be shown throughout the
country. Still objectionable, according
Hollywod, March 2.— The Screen
Directors Guild and producers early
to the Legion, are "indications of a
light treatment of marriage and par- Thursday morning reached agreement
ental authority, and allusions that fun- on a bargaining contract for directors,
damental moral standards are change- assistant directors and unit managers.
Final papers will be drawn by attorneys for both sides and presentation to members of the S.D.G. and the
thereby giving him control of the Association of Motion Picture Procompany.
able."
ducers for ratification will be made
"The remaining stockholders of the next week. Details of the pact were
company considered this demand not revealed.
ridiculous and they unanimously and

promptly turned down Mr. Goldwyn's
proposal.
"The stockholders thereupon offered
Mr. Goldwyn's
tractto cancel
and to release
him from conall
further obligations thereunder, if he
would turn back to the company his
stock interest therein for which he
had made no monetary payment. This
proposal Mr. Goldwyn turned down.
"In the opinion of the company the
suit has no merit whatsoever and will
be vigorously resisted.
"The suit will not have the slightest
effect on the company or its operations, or on the important program of
"The third ground is the claim of
Mr. Goldwyn that this company per- pictures which it is now releasing
will release in the coming 1939mitted Mr. Korda to dispose of cer- and
'40 season.
tain of his pictures in war-stricken
Spain directly, instead of through our
"The company will adhere to its
company.
established policy of keeping its doors
"There is no foundation whatsoever -wide open to all producers of merit
in any of Mr. Goldwyn's contentions. 'whose pictures will be given the same
"At the last meeting of our stock- effort and opportunity as given to its
holders, Mr. Goldwyn demanded a present producers, Such pictures will
voting trust of which he or his be distributed on the merit plan of
designee would be the sole trustee, I distribution now in effect."

Republic Gross In
'38 Was $7,373,972
(Continued from page 1)
the business has been confined largely
to phonograph records.
ed's
to Consolidat
In the treference
investmen
in Republic,
the report

Proposed
4 Abe
In

Closing

Lincoln'

Stage -Film

of

Cited
Row

Cancellation of the Broadway run
of "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," Robert
E. Sherwood's play, because of the sale
of film rights, is regarded in Dramatists' Guild circles as lending weight
to the argument that release dates and
production
interfere with theschedules
legitimatefrequently
stage. Despite
the fact that large audiences would be
attracted during the World's Fair, the
play is scheduled to close in the early
summer. Plans for a road company
have been abandoned.
There is an active group within the
Guild, composed largely of the more
established playwrights, which believes
that the first concern should be the
preservation of the legitimate stage.
This group backed the present basic
agreement which led to the withdrawal
of film company backing from legitimate stage productions.
Proponents of this point of view
contend that, although the death rate
has been high, Broadway has had an
unusually large number of productions this season. This fact is cited to
prove that backing can be obtained
from other than film sources. It is
felt that when film money enters the
scene, comes
the secondary.
legitimate stage angle bePrecautions to prevent cancellation
of the Broadway run are made doubly
important by the fact that the proposed modification provides that the
purchase price depends on the length
of the run. Although both sides are
agreed in principle, legal minds are
still uncertain of the formula which
will prevent a play's run from being
cut short.
M-G-M

to Give

Suit Data

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Pictures
Corp. was ordered yesterday by N. Y.
Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand A.
Pecora to submit agreements covering
acquition by Leo Feist, Inc. of musical
rights
to "Rio byRita"
andF."Kid
Boots"
for
inspection
Edgar
Bitner,
and
the estate of Leo Feist, plaintiffs in
a suit for $44,250 apiece against
M-G-M. Suit is for alleged balance
due under a deal transferring control
of Leo Feist, Inc. to M-G-M, which
has counterclaimed for $128,000
against the plaintiffs.

a net profit therefrom of $533,574.
Other income totaled $300,953. Dividends paid on the cumulative participating preferred stock amounted to
$400,000 during the year. On Dec. 31,
1938, the consolidated earned surplus
was $3,584,199.
Total assets are listed as $11,453,states that the" number of theatres
531, and current liabilities $544,970.
playing Republic films is "very sub- Total current and working assets as
stantially inexcess" of a year previDec. 31, 1938, are listed as $5,076,ously. In 1939 the company will re- at
ceive a larger share of the gross in 656. Assets also include secured notes
the United States, Canada and the maturing after 1939 due from Motion
British Isles as a result of a revision
Picture
Co. and "Universal"
real
estateRealty
and mortgages,
$1,000,000;
of agreements with franchised distributors. On the basis of these revisions properties and plants, $4,054,362; cash
surrender value of life insurance,
and
1938have
gross,
the company's
share the
would
increased
$448,928 $127,799 ; investments in securities of
over the amount it actually received other companies, $902,100; prints aiiid
in 1938, according to the report. Sub- negatives, $233,436; goodwill, patents,
stantial progress will be reflected dur- deferred charges, $64^176.
$1, and prepaid '' expenses and
ing the current season, the manage- etc.,
Dividend arrearages on the 400,000
ment feels.
shares of preferred stock, at $7 a
Consolidated's net sales and royal- share, are $2,800,000.
ties in 1938 totaled $8,799,875, with
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U.

Screen

S.

Drops

March 2. — IntensiWashington,
fied nationalism in various parts of
the world during 1938, leading to restrictions on imports and protection
and subsidization of home industry
have led to a decline in American
product's domination of the world
screen. The decline is from 70 per
cent to 65 per cent.
This is the conclusion in a review
of the foreign film markets during
1938, prepared by the Motion Picture
Division of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, of which Nathan D.
Golden is chief.

Features

Hastings, Neb., March 2.— A
basketball tournament will be
held on the stage of the
Rivoli here March 8-10, according to Orville Rennie,
manager. Four teams will
compete. Games will be
played each night between
the first and second features.

Theatre
In Iowa

Total

Off

Trade

7

Area

Omaha, March 2. — Only a slight
decrease in the number of theatres in
the Omaha trade territory of Nebraska, southwest Iowa and southwest
South Dakota, has been evident the

past
year,
according to the territory's
theatre
guide.
There were 302 theatres in NeThe "troublesome" quota system apbraska in 1939 as compared to 309
pears to show a tendency to spread,
in 1938. The Iowa territory remained
the review points out, and foreign ex- the same, 131 houses, with 44 for
change controls and censorship were 1938 and 1939 in the South Dakota
continuing problems during the year, area.
although with few major changes.
Fifty-four of the Nebraska houses
Specifically cited are the new quota
laws in England, the drastic Italian are closed, the same number as a year
ENIC decree, and the extension of ago. There was a decrease from eight
five in the number of closed houses
Nazi power over Austria and part of to
Czecho-Slovakia, which resulted in in Iowa.
virtually shutting American product
out of those areas.
Sunday Pictures Bill
Market Far from Lost
Offered in Delaware
Of the Italian decree the review
Wilmington, March 2. — A bill to
legalize Sunday motion pictures was
says : "This strictis
something
new
in
reions. Itis the first time that a introduced in the Delaware legislature
foreign government has gone into the today. The measure applies to cities
business of distributing motion pictures over 25,000 population and sets the
for
outward purpose
for shows Provision
to open at also
2 o'clock
the afternoon.
is madein
The therestrictive
tendencyof isprofit."
seen time
spreading in those countries which for ratification of the measure by voters after passage.
look to Germany for economic assistance.
Actually the bill is designed for Wilmington as it is the only city which
The European market for American
product, however, is far from being comes under the population provision.
lost, the review indicates, and cites This is the second Sunday show bill
England, France, Belgium, Denmark, introduced at the present session.
the Netherlands, Finland, Norway,
Poland and Sweden.
Fagan to Circuit
Despite the lifting of the ban on
Kansas City, March 2. — BreckenAmerican film imports to Japan to ridge Fagan, assistant manager of the
permit the entrance of 200 films dur- Electric in Kansas City, Kan., has
ing 1938, after a 13-month prohibition, resigned to go with the Intermounthe review points to predictions that tain Theatres at Salt Lake City as
legislation is being drafted for intro- utility man. Al C. Dumont succeeds
duction in the Japanese Diet, conven- him.
ing this month, which will provide for
rigid control over all phases of the and the trend seems to be against
Japanese film industry.
American importations.
The new quota provisions in New
The review strongly recommends
South Wales, Australia, also are cited. that to offset the restrictions abroad,
American companies must emphasize
Must Emphasize Quality
above all else the contrast in quality
The review points out that the Latin between American and foreign product.
American market, with its 5,239 potential theatre outlets, is receiving "It is unwise to try to export medifilms." American companies
closer attention from American com- should ocre
send only their choice films to
panies, ina move to offset the restric- the foreign market, it is suggested.
tions in other parts of the world. It
During 1938 foreign production tois recommended that American comtaled approximately 1,706 features,
panies produce in Hollywood Spanish- compared with 1,809 in 1937. The Far
dialogue films, with stage favorites and Near East led in production, with
brought from South America. Ameri- 967 features, Japan accounting for 575
can companies will have Spanish and India for 200. Production in
language films to carry other Ameri- Europe fell off sharply in 1938, the
can product, now often relegated to report shows. In 1938 all European
the background.
countries produced a total of 609 feaIt is recorded that American product
tures, Germany leading with 137, foldropped from a showing of 70 per cent
lowed by France, 122; England, 85,
of the total in Peru in 1937 to 49 per Russia, 51, Italy, 47.
cent in 1938, because of the increase
Latin American production jumped
of Spanish-language films. The ex- bv 40 features, with 130 produced in
ception to Latin American growth is 1938, compared with 90 in 1937. Mexcited as Argentina, where new reico led, with 60, Argentina following
strictive film legislation is pending, with 50.

Scophony

Weighing

Plans

American

for

Television

Circuit

Branch
At

Managers
Warner

Meet

Headed by Jack L. Warner, vicepresident in charge of production,
Warner coast and home office executives, in addition to district and branch
London, March 2. — Scophony television and Monseigneur newsreel thea- managers, will attend the annual convention March 13 and 14 at the Waltre groups are working on plans for a dorf-Astoria.
circuit of probably 15 theatres seatin from the coast is Hal
ing 400 each in the United States. B.Expected
Wallis,
associate executive in
New York and Chicago are mentioned charge of production.
Gradwell L,
among key cities where theatres may
be established, equipped for Scophony Sears will preside. Other exec^'j
tives attending the meet are Mc
television reception.
jor Albert Warner, Charles Einfeld,
Sol Sagall, Scophony managing di- director of advertising and publicity;
rector, plans to leave for the United
States this month and Jack Davis, Carl Lesermaii^ assistant general sales
head of Monseigneur, may arrive in manager; Joseph Bernhard, vice-president and general manager of Warner
April. Sagall was in New York sev- Theatres; Sam E. Morris, vice-presieral weeks ago and attempted to indent in charge of foreign distribution;
terest financing in his proposals.
Joseph Hummel, general foreign sales
manager ; Jacob Wilk, story editor ;
Norman H. Moray> Vitaphone sales
'Oklahoma* Openings
manager ecutive
; Sam
production
exof the Sax,
Brooklyn
Vitaphone
In Name
State Today
Studios ; Roy Haines, eastern and
Oklahoma City, March 2. — War- Canadian sales manager; Ben Kalmenners' "The Oklahoma Kid" will have son, western and southern sales manager Mort
;
Blumenstock, in charge of
its dual premiere here at the Criterion advertising and publicity in the east.
and in Tulsa at the Orpheum tomorAlso attending from the home office
row. Wiley Post Park here has been are A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor of
made into a pioneer camp for a bar- exchanges ; Arthur Sachson, head of
becue to precede the premiere. A pa- the playdate department; H. M.
rade to the theatre will follow. Hum- Doherty, auditor of exchanges ; Stanphrey Bogart, featured in the film, is
ley Hatch, advertising accessories sales
here for the opening and yesterday manager; I. F. Dolid, assistant to
Norman
Moray.
was the guest of Governor Phillips at
a special screening in the executive
District and Branch Heads
mansion. At Tulsa the opening will
be preceded by a luncheon at which
District and branch managers atmen who figured in the early days of
tending the convention are :
Oklahoma will be guests. Both openEd
Schnitzer,
eastern district manings will be broadcast.
ager, with headquarters in New York,
and branch managers : Paul S. Krumenacker, Albany; N. J. Ayers, Boston ; Charles Rich, Buffalo ; John
Coast Fair Sets Day
Pavone, New Haven ; Harry Decker,
New New
York-Brooklyn
; Harry Hummell,
Jersey.
'Bell'
For Zanuck's
Hollywood,
March. 2. — March
29
R. Smeltzer, central district manhas been proclaimed as "20th Centuryager, with headquarters in WashingFox Day" at the San Francisco
ton, and branch managers : A. ShmitWorld's Fair as a tribute to Darryl ken, Cincinnati ; H. J. Ochs, CleveZanuck's "Story of Alexander Graham
land;F. E. North, Detroit; W. G.
Bell." The film will be the first to Mansell, Philadelphia ; Harry Seed,
be shown at the Fair and there will
be a special preview on March 29 at Pittsburgh ; F. W. Beiersdorf, Washthe Fair grounds with a special train ington.
Rud Lohrenz, midwest district manbringing Hollywood correspondents as
ager, with headquarters in Chicago,
guests of the company and Fair.
and branch managers : T. R. Gilliam,
Chicago ; A. W. Anderson, Des
Miones ; Fred Greenberg, Indianapolis;R. T. Smith, Milwaukee; C. K.
Catholic Alumnae
Olson, Minneapolis ; E. D. Perkins,
Laud Warner Films Omaha ; Hall Walsh, St. Louis.
Fred M. Jack, southern district manHarry M. Warner is lauded by the
ager, with headquarters in Dallas, and
motion picture department of the In- branch managers : R. L. McCoy, Atternational Federation of Catholic
lanta ;John A. Bachman, Charlotte ;
Alumnae for his patriotic service in
Doak Roberts, Dallas ; William Warproducing historical films. Specificner, Kansas City ; W. O. Williamson,
ally mentioned are "The Declaration Jr., Memphis ; L. Conner, New Orof Independence," winner of the 1938
leans ;J. O. Rohde, Oklahoma City.
Academy Award, and "Lincoln in the
W. E. Callaway, west coast district
manager, with headquarters in Los
White House."
Angeles, and branch managers : E. A.
Bell, Denver; N. H. Brower, Los AnKirsch Is Reelected
geles V.
; Stewart, Portland ; William
F. Gordon. Salt Lake City ; Henry
By Allied of Illinois Herbel, San Francisco ; Al Oxtoby,
Seattle.
Chicago, March 2.— Jack Kirsch
Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district
was reelected president of Allied of
Illinois at the annual meeting today. manager, with headquarters in Toronto, and branch managers : L. Geller,
Van Nomikos was reelected vice-president along with all other officers and Calgary ; M. J. Isman, Montreal ; L.
directors. At the meeting there was McKenzie, Saint John ; Jos. Plottel,
; I. Coval, Vancouver ; G. A.
a discussion of the proposed trade Toronto
Simmons, Winnipeg.
practice agreement, led by Kirsch.
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Los Angeles, March 2.— "Yes, My
Darling Daughter" on a dual with
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" grossed
$33,300 at two houses, taking $17,000
at the Warner Hollywood and $16,300
fK. the Warner Downtown.
"St. Louis Blues" did $19,000 at
the Paramount, and "Pygmalion" continued strong, taking $6,100 in its
ninth week at the 4 Star.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 1 :
"Made For Each Other" (U. A.)
"Pardon Our Nerve" (ZOth-Fox)
CHINESE — (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,300. (Average, $12,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
4 STAR— (900) (40c-55c) 7 days, 9th week.
Gross: $6,100. (Average, $3,250)
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
HILLSTREET — (2,700) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,300. (Average, $6,500)
"Made For Each Other" (U. A.)
"Pardon Our Nerve" (20th-Fox)
LOEWS
STATE — (2,500) (30c-75c) 7
days. Gross: $10,900. (Average, $14,000)
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,100. (Average, $7,000)
"St. Lotus Blues" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595) (30c-65c) 7 days.
Stage: Maxine Sullivan, F. & M. revue.
Smith Ballew and orch. Gross: $19,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) —
(3,000) (30c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $17,000.
(Average, $14,000)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) —
(3,400) (30c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $16,300.
(Average, $12,000)
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Best
Gross

Milwaukee, March 2. — "Gunga
Din" was tops in an otherwise quiet
week, grossing $10,000 at the Warner. "Idiot's Delight" collected $8,500
at Fox's Wisconsin.
"Monastery," at the Little, was
strong, grossing $4,100.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 22-23 :
"The Three Musketeers" (HHh-Fox)
"Say It In French" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 6 days. Gross:
$4,300. (Average, $5,000)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
WARNER — (2.400) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Monastery" (S.R.)
LITTLE THEATRE — (1,098) 7 days.
Gross: $4,100.
"Pride of the Navy" (Rep.)
"Federal Man-Hunt" (Rep.)
RIVERSIDE — (2,300) (25c -30c) 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
STRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,200. (Average, $4,500)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
WISCONSIN — (3,200) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $8,000)
Cooper, Niven Signed
Samuel Goldwyn has signed a new
contract with Gary Cooper calling for
exclusive services of the actor. Contract of David Niven was superseded
by a new one running for seven years.

Hollywood, March 2. — "The Moon
and Sixpence," one of W. Somerset
Maugham's earlier novels, is being
prepared for Edward G. Robinson at
Warners . . . Coronado Pictures is
preparing "Covered Trails" and
"Stagecoach Westward" for early production and release by Grand National.
Arthur Hoerl wrote the original
screenplays for both. They are musical westerns featuring girls . . .
"Madame Mystery" will be Isa Miranda's next for Paramount. It is
from an original, "Tempted," by
Frank O'Connor. George Fitzmaurice will direct the picture, based
on international intrigue in the diamond mines of South Africa . . .
Paramount has purchased Rene
Fueloep-Miller's book, "Triumph
over Pain," story of Dr. William
Morton, Boston dentist who discovered anaesthesia. Arthur Hornblow
will produce, with Henry Hathaway
directing the Preston Sturges script.
+
Harry Sherman has borrowed
Tito Guizar for "The Double Dyed
Deceiver," the next Hopalong Cassidy story starring William Boyd
. . . Freddie Bartholomew and
Jackie Cooper, co-starred in Universal's "Spirit of Culver," will be teamed
again in "Flying Cadets," story of
American youth in aviation. Whit"Culver"
wrote the Grayson
who Charles
ney Bolton,and
screenplay,
are writing the original screenplay
which Burt Kelly will produce.
+
Warners has purchased "The Lady
with Red Hair," story of the life of
Mrs. Leslie Carter, for Bette Davis.
First Miss Davis must make "The
Old Maid," "All This and Heaven,
Too,"
and "TheWarner
Knight property
and the Lady"
. . . Another
being

"You Can't Take It with You," has
been signed by Samuel Goldwyn,
and will appear in "The Restless
Age," which will feature Jascha
Heifetz . . . Kay Francis returns
to the screen in RKO's "Memory of
Love," starring Carole Lombard . . .
RKO has purchased "The Day the
Bookies Wept," original story by
Daniel Fuchs, as a vehicle for Joe
Penner . . . Another RKO purchase
is "Timber Stampede," original by
Bernard McConville for a George
O'Brien vehicle . . . M-G-M has
signed Louise Pratt to play opposite
Melvyn Douglas in "A Hundred to
One." Leslie Fenton is directing
and Edward Chodorov producing.
+
Louise Campbell has been signed
by Charles R. Rogers for the lead

' Underworld'
Chicago

With

High

$14,400

Chicago, March 2. — "King of the
Underworld" and "Pride of the
Navy" at the Oriental, plus a stage
show, took $14,400, in a week of
spotty grosses generally.
"Swing, Sister, Swing," at the
State-Lake, with vaudeville, did $13,000,
"Gunga
the third
week and
at the
PalaceDin"
drew in$19,200.
Estimated takings for the week end-

ing Feb. 22-25
:
"Pygmalion"
(M-G-M)
APOLLO — (1,400) (3Sc-55c-75c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $7,200. (Average, $6,500)
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
CHICAGO — (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Paul Draper and Revue. Gross:
$23,800. (Average, $32,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
opposite
Crosby
Paramount's
"The StarBing
Maker"
. . . in
Jackie
Moran
GARRICK — (900) (3Sc-40c-50c) 7 days.
and Marcia Mae Jones, both 14, have Gross: $6,600. (Average, $6,500)
Underworld"
"Pride of
of the
the Navy"
(Rep.) (W.B.)
been signed by Monogram to co-star "King
in a series of four pictures on the
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
1939-'40 program . . . Ann Sheridan Stage: Benny Baker with Revue. Gross:
(Average,
draws the feminine lead in "Battle of $14,400.
"Gunga Din"
(RKO)$13,000)
City Hall," which will feature the
— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days,
"Dead End" kids . . . Douglas Fair- 3rdPALACE
week. Stage: Chester Hale Girls &
banks, Jr., has been signed to ap- Revue. Gross: $19,200. (Average, $19,000)
pear with Basil Rathbone in Uni- "St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
ROOSEVELT — (1,300) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
versal's "The Sun Never Sets," a
high budget production of the British Gross: $8,500. (Average, $11,000)
consular service.
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Univ.)
STATE-LAKE — (2,700) (25c-35c-40c) 7
days. Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross:
$13,000.
(Average,
"Honolulu"
(M-G-M)$12,000)
'Each Other9 Draws
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c)
7 days. Gross: $11,200. (Average, $15,000)
Big $13,000, Buffalo

Buffalo, March 2. — "Made for
Each Other," playing the Buffalo, Mitzi Green
and
earned $13,000. "Gunga Din" wound
up
second week at the Great Lakes
"Blues"
witha $7,500.
$16,500
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 25 :
pushed for production is "The Ad"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
ventures
of
Don
Juan,"
in
which
ErWashington
Lead
rol Flynn will have the title role.
BUFFALO — (3,000) (30c-55c) 7 days.
$13,000. (Average, $12,000)
The story is by Bess Meredyth. Her Gross:
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
Washington, March 2.— A return
husband, Michael Curtiz, will diGREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c-50c) 7 days,
rect the picture from a script by Ro- 2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $7,500) engagement of "Honolulu" drew
in White" (M-G-M)
$5,000
Loew's
lead.
Most ofat the
otherColumbia
first run tohouses
land Leigh . . . Humphrey Bogart's "Four Girls
Bulldog Drummond" (Para.)
first romantic lead will be in Warners' "Arrest
were
off.
HIPPODROME— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
"The Old Maid." +
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,800)
Loew's Capital took $16,500 with
"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
Mitzi
and "St. Louis Blues."
Richard Dix is suffering- from
CENTURY— (3,000) (25c) 6 days. Gross: "Gunga Green
Din" drew $8,000 in the third
broken bones in his right hand, the $5,000.
(Average $6,000)
week at the RKO Keith.
of a Nurse"
fractures having occurred during too- "Secrets
"Long Shot"
(G.N.) (Univ.)
Estimated takings for the week endenthusiastic Indian fighting in ReLAFAYETTE — (3,300) (25c) 6 days.
public's "Man of Conquest" . . . Ra- Gross: $5,500. (Average, $6,300)
Feb. 23
:
mos Cobian has left for New York
"St. ing
Louis
Blues"
(Para.)
LOEW'S
CAPITOL—
(3,434) (25c-65c) 7
to deliver "Los Hijos Mandan," to
days.
Stage: $16,500.
Mitzi Green,
Count
20th Century-Fox and meet Amanda 'Honolulu'
Vici.
Gross:
(Average,
$16,500)Berni
Is Omaha
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
Ledesma and Alberto Vila, ArgenLOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243) (25c-40c) 7
tine stars, arriving en route to Hollywith $11,800 days.
Smash
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $4,200)
wood to make two films for Cobian
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
. . . George Sanders sails March 10
LOEW'S PALACE — (2,370) (25c-55c) 7
Omaha, March 2. — "Honolulu," days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,500. (Average.
for England to play the title role in
dualed with "Disbarred," set the pace $11,500)
RKO's "The Saint in London," to be here with $11,800 at the Orpheum. "Gunga Din" (RKO)
made in London. William Sistrom
RKO -KEITH'S — (1,836) (25c-S5c) 7 days.
Gross:(Col.)
$8,000. (Average, $10,000)
will produce . . . Columbia by April "Made for Each Other" with "Sub- 3rd
"Letweek.
Us Live"
marine
Patrol"
hit
$9,300
at
the
1 will have three big pictures in work.
WARNER'S EARLE— (2,218) (25c-66c) 7
Omaha. "Gunga Din" ran solo for
They are "Good Girls go to Paris, $7,800 at the Brandeis. Grosses were days. Stage: Gus Van & Minstrel Show.
Gross:
$15,000. (Average, $16,000)
Too," starring Melvyn Douglas and good despite cold and snow.
"King of the Underworld" (W.B.)
starWife,"
"Our and
Estimated takings for the week endBlondell;
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN — (1,591)
Joan ring
Cary Grant
Loretta
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: $3,800. (Average.
ing Feb. 22-23 :
Young, and "Mr. Smith Goes to
$4,000)
Din" (RKO)
Washington," to be produced and di- "Gunga
BRANDEIS—
(1,800)
(25c-35c-40c)
7
days.
rected by Frank +Capra.
Gross: $7,800. (Average, $4,000)
Three Firms Chartered
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
"Submarine Patrol" (20th-Fox)
"Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bulldog
Drummond"
Albany, March 2. — New companies
OMAHA— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: chartered
is the tentative title for the next in
here include Prescott
(Average, $5,500)
the Paramount series featuring John $9,300.
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
Theatre Corp., New York ; Levar
Howard and Heather Angel . . . "Disbarred" (Para.)
ORPHEUM — (3,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. Model Theatre Corp., New York, and
Margot Stevenson, for two years
English Films, Inc., New York.
the feminine lead of the stage play Gross: $11,800. (Average, $7,200)
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Time

7.2%

Sales

in February

Gross

All Networks

Up
Specials on Pope
Released by Reels

to

All newsreels, with the exception of Movietone News,
made tion
upof Cardinal
specials onPacelli
the elecas

of $3,748,695

Pope, yesterday, and they
were sent out by plane for
exhibition today. Movietone
fortunately designated Cardinal Pacelli as the leading
candidate and did not feel
that a special was necessary
under the circumstances. Although it is understood that
all reels have prepared for
speeding the films from the
Vatican, none would disclose
the actual plans.

Continuing to show uninterrupted
increases in business, time sale volume
for February at NBC grossed $3,748,695, an increase of 7.2 per cent. CBS's
February billings, on the other hand,
show a decline of 5.2 per cent for the
month.
Of the $3,748,695 NBC February
gross, the Red network accounted for
$2,823,497, and the Blue for $925,198.
Last year's February gross was
$3,498,153.
Cumulative total for the two months
of this year for NBC is $7,782,595,
an increase of 6.7 per cent compared
to the cumulative total for the period
last year, of $7,291,569.
February billings at CBS totaled
$2,541,542, a decline of 5.2 per cent
compare'd to the total recorded in
February of 1938, which was $2,680,335, Cumulative total for the months
of January and February are $5,215,595, a decline of 6.2 per cent compared
to the total for the same period last
year, of $5,560,280.
Mutual's February billings, as indicated here yesterday, amounted to
$276,605, an increase of 9.2 per cent
for the month. Cumulative billings
for Mutual totaled $591,683, a rise of
13.1 per cent.
Three

Minnesota

Stations

to NBC

Three 100-watt Minnesota stations,
to be known as the Minnesota network, will become affiliated with NBC
on Monday. The three stations are
KYSM, Mankato ; KROC, Rochester ;
and KFAM, St. Cloud.
Until the termination of the affiliation with WWNC, Asheville, N. C,
on April 1, and KOIL, Omaha, on
April 29, NBC stations, with the addition of the Minnesota stations, will
total 173. WKBO, Harrisburg, Pa.,
was announced as a new NBC station on Wednesday.
KYSM operates on 1,500 kilocycles
and is owned by the Southern Minnesota Supply Co. KROC operates on
1,310 kilocycles, under ownership of
Southern Minnesota Broadcasting Co.
KFAM operates on 1,420 kilocycles
and is owned by the Times Publishing
Co., publishers of the Times-Journal
in St. Cloud.
Sold only as a group, the stations
may be used as supplementaries on the
basic Blue or Red networks. The
group rate will be $120 per hour.

N.

J. Allied

Backs

Block Booking Bill
Endorsement of the pending Neely
anti-block booking bill was voted by
resolution adopted by Allied of New
Jersey at an all-day meeting at the
Tavern in Newark yesterday. A copy
of the resolution will be sent to the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee which is to hold hearings on the
measure.
Members decided to support the
"Committee of 56" in Hollywood
which is conducting a campaign for
reaffirmation of American principles.
The committee's declaration will be
made available to New Jersey patrons
for patriotic
signing. The
firstisofbeing
Allied's
series
of
trailers
shown
in
members' theatres.
A letter from Darryl F. Zanuck was
read thanking the organization for
commending his stand on film players
on the air. George Gold presided at
the meeting. The next meeting will
be in Camden.
Cole,

Allied

Head,

Word
Within

Flash

of New

Pope

One

Minute

Johnston
At Ampa

Honored
Luncheon

By AL FINESTONE
"Monogram
Day"
at Yesterday
the Ampa was
luncheon
at the Astor.
One of the largest turnouts of the
season was on hand to honor W.

First word that a new Pope had
been elected was broadcast virtually
simultaneously by all three major networks, at a few seconds after 11 :30 Ray Johnston, president of the company, on his 25th anniversary in the
A.M. yesterdayj
Mutuala beat
ad- business.
vances the claim although
that it scored
On the dais, in addition to the guest
by broadcasting the news one full
of
honor, were Scott R. Dunlap, ~y_ceminute
works. ahead of all other national net- president in charge of production ^rr,TThe first announcement was sent to ward A. Golden, first vice-presio^nt ;
the three networks direct by HJV, Helen Westley, who is appearing in
the Vatican City radio station, with George Abbott's "The Primrose
Frohman,
enthe Vatican City announcer, in vari- Path" ; Berttertainer,
and Paul vaudeville
Lazarus, Jr.,
ous languages, describing the white
smoke signal drifting from the roof of Ampa vice-president, who presided.
Johnston Reminisces
the Sistine Chapel. At 12:08 P.M.
all three networks simultaneously
The Monogram executives spoke
broadcast the naming of Eugenio Car- briefly, Johnston reminiscing of his
dinal Pacelli as Pope Pius XII, the
days as an actor at the Thanfirst statement revealing which of the early
houser studios in New Rochelle.
Cardinals had been named as the Pope.
Miss Westley, introduced by LazaPrevious announcements had been
rus as "the backbone of the Theatre
merely to the effect that a decision Guild and one of the legitimate thehad been reached by the Cardinals.
atre's most colorful
characters,"
scored
CBS stated it was on the air with a hit when
she started
off by saying,
the first flash at 11:30:32 A.M. At "I'm no good without my lines and
11:58 W2XE, CBS short-wave station, broadcast the news around the
greatest love for motion
I "I
havehaveno the
lines."
world. NBC's Red and Blue net- picture people; they bought my farm
works carried their first bulletin at
for me," she said. "Film fans sit in
11 :30 :28, and began short-waving over the balcony when they go to the
W3XAL and W3XL at 11:30:46.
legitimate theatre, and that's where
Mutual's claim is for 11 :30.
All the local independent stations the
applause
always
I'm toglad
to be
back on
the starts.
stage and
be
followed the networks by approxiworking for George Abbott, but I'm
mately one minute.
keeping
one indulged
eye on Hollywood."
Then she
in some kidding
with Johnston which brought down
Sears Promotes Two
the house.
Committee Named
As Branch Managers
Frohman started the proceedings by
Promotion of two salesmen to
branch managers is announced by singing a couple of songs. He apGradwell L. Sears, Warner general
pears in William K. Howard's "Backsales manager.
Members
elected the following
door to Heaven."
Sid Rose of Chicago takes charge
of the Omaha branch. He replaces seven-member committee to nominate
Earl Perkins, who joins the Minneap- Ampa officers for the ensuing year :
olis sales staff. William Shartin, Vincent Trotta, chairman ; James A.
Minneapolis salesman, is promoted to Cron of Motion Picture Daily,
Seattle manager, replacing Al Ox- Martin Starr, Gordon S. White,
Monroe Greenthal, Lou Lifton and
toby, resigned. The changes are effective immediately.
Rutgers Neilson. Election of officers is scheduled for April 13.

In N. Y. Next Week
Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president
and chairman of its trade practice
negotiating committee, is due in New
York next week. He has scheduled Ohio Censors Make 16
a meeting with New Jersey Allied
Cuts from 594 Reels
directors for March 13.
He will also meet with New York
Columbus, March 2.— The Ohio
Allied directors, the date to be de- censors reviewed a total of 594 reels
termined. He is holding similar con- in February, from which 16 eliminaferences with other eastern units.
tions were ordered. There were no
eliminations for the week ending Feb.
17.
This compares with 621 reels reRodgers Off to Coast
viewed, and 51 eliminations ordered in
To Set New Program January, 1938, and 533 reels with 18
eliminations in February, 1937.
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales manager, leaves for the
coast tonight to complete details of 20th-Fox Sets Dividends
Cash dividends of 37^ cents a share
CBS Suit Deposition Set the 1939-'40 program with Al Licht- on preferred stock and 50 cents on the
man, vice-president, and other executives. He will remain there two weeks, common were declared yesterday by
CBS and Pickford-Lasky Producthen attend the sales convention in 20th Century-Fox for the first 1939
tions, Inc., defendants in a $250,000
Chicago, starting March 19, over quarter. Both are payable March 31
plagiarism suit pending in California, which he will preside.
to stockholders of record March 15.
yesterday filed notice in U. S. District
Court that depositions of Lynn Farnol,
Elect Madeleine White
M.H.P. Hoffman, Jr., Dies
Jo
M'ilward
and York
Mrs. on
Milward
Madeleine S. White was reelected
be taken
in New
March will
13.
Hollywood, March 2. — M. H. Paul
The suit is based on a claim by Cyril Hoffman, Jr., 29, son of M. H. Hoff- secretary of Monogram at WednesCharles Maison who charges infringeman, now associate producer at Reday's meeting. Her name was inadvertently omitted by Monogram from
ment of a script used on Pickford's home. public, died today at his Hollywood its announcement
of the elections.
program.

Para,

to Send

Train

As 'Pacific' Stunt
Hollywood, March 2. — Paramount
plans to send out a train consisting of
an 1860 locomotive and cars hauled
by a modern streamliner as exploitation on Cecil B. DeMille's "Union
Pacific." The train will visit 33 key
cities, starting April 17 and finishing
its tour back in Hollywood about
May 10.
The film will have its premiere in
Omaha April 21. Cliff Lewis, Jack
Dailey, Alec Moss and Carl Kreuger
of the Paramount advertising department will go out ahead of the train to
set newspaper advertising and arrange
for its arrival at each city.
Increases

Vaudeville

Boston, March 2. — Because of favorable response to the return of
vaudeville at the RKO Keith, Ben
Domingo, manager, has added another day of stage shows to the
weekly schedule. Vaudeville will be
shown four days, Thursday through
Sunday, instead of three days.
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Goldwyn
Deliver

for

Despite

Has
For

Will
UA

Suit

Approved Contracts
Last Three Pictures

Distributors

YORK,

MONDAY,

Study

Resumption in Spain
Distributors are looking forward to resuming operations
in Spain. Prior to reestablishing its distributing organization, with headquarters at
Barcelona, 20th Century-Fox
has instructed William Morgan, manager in France, to
make a survey of Nationalist
territory. Skeleton staffs have
been maintained in Loyalist
and Insurgent territory.

Definite assurances have been had
that Samuel Goldwyn will deliver the
three remaining pictures on his current season's United Artists release
schedule regardless of the action instituted last week by which Goldwyn Ostrer
Seeks
seeks to have his current contract
with the company cancelled.
Goldwyn has approved contracts
Hookup
which have been made with exhibitors B.B.C.
for all three remaining pictures. They
are "Wuthering Heights," "The Real In
Television
Glory" and "Restless Age." The
contracts are three-way agreements
with Goldwyn, United Artists and the
exhibitor accounts, it was pointed out
London, March 5.— Gaumont British has advanced proposals for an
by company officials.
ambitious
television expansion proattorney,
s
Goldwyn'
Max D. Steuer,
returned to New York from Florida
gram by British Broadcasting Corp.
(.Continued on page 6)
under which G B theatres would be
permitted to receive the programs in
return for G. B. and Baird cooperaAlbany Is Skeptical
tions. tion in the operation of the new sta-

Repeal
Albany, March 5.— Legislators on
atCapitol Hill minimized the remark
tributed to Harry Brandt, I.T.O.A.
head, that "he knew 30 Senators who
bill."
would introduce a censor repealGoverSentiment was that if former
nor Al Smith, a foe of film censorship
for 20 years, could make no headway, men in the industry itself could
hardly expect to achieve repeal of
the law which set up the Motion Picture Division under the Department
of Education.
Chances of the enaction of any censorship legislation obviously are slim,
with both houses controlled by upstate
Republicans. Sentiment in the territory north of the Bronx is and has
been in favor of a checkmate as evidenced by the overwhelming defeat of
the many censor repeal bills.
Former Governor Smith made a
censorship in the Constitufight ontional
Convention as late as 1938,
after having recommended its abolition in five successive annual mes'20s.
in the only
legislaturemustered
sages to the Governor
The former
32 votes for an amendment to the
measure intended to give the screen
the same "freedom of press and of
speech" as that enjoyed by newspapers.
In view of the meeting held by theatre men in New York, legislators expect a censor repeal bill to appear
in both houses, under the sponsorship
of metropolitan introducers.
On

Censor

The proposal was advanced by
Maurice Ostrer, G. B. head, and seeks
B.B.C. financing for the establishment
of a maximum of 12 new provincial
television broadcasting and relay stations, to cost $250,000 or $300,000
each. Baird's technical resources and
G. B.'s talent facilities would be available to B.B.C. in construction and operation of the stations, by way of return.
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Kent
Cites Possibility
That Pact May Be
Called Illegal

The fact that there has been no
indication from the Government as to
its attitude on the proposed trade pracDue
In Dakota
tice program, is disturbing to the conferees on the pact, even now with the
program apparently in final drafting
Bismarck, March 5. — Governor stages after eight months of work.
Moses within the next few days will
S. R. Kent, president of 20th Century-Fox and chairman of the dissign the North Dakota anti-Ascap
law which was passed by the legislatributors' trade practice committee, referred to this before leaving for the
ture just prior to its adjournment.
The measure imposes a gross tax of coast Friday night. Traveling with
three per cent on the earnings of the him was William F. Rodgers, M-G-M
society in the state.
general sales manager and a member
One minor amendment was adopted of the committee.
Kent said there have been a numby the House prior to passage, clariber of disturbing factors which have
fying the language of the bill to eliminate any possibility of the secretary had a bearing on the writing of an
of state' office being obliged to bear acceptable program the latest being
the cost of furnishing lists of copy- the Supreme Court's decision against
righted musical compositions required the principal distributors in the Dallas anti-trust case.
by the law. The Senate will concur in
this clarification and the bill then will
U. S. May Upset Plans
go to the Governor.
It is conceivable, he said, that there
might be other occurrences which
S. Supreme Court's
on The
the U.
constitutionality
of thedecisions
Florida would interfere with the planned program or even prevent putting it into
and Washington anti-Ascap laws are
expected in Washington today. The effect.
It is possible, he declared, that the
decisions, considered past due in that
other cases heard at the same time Government may decide it illegal for
were disposed of several weeks ago by the eight major companies to get tothe court, are expected to have a bearand "upset
the whole
thing."
In viewgether,of
the anti-trust
hurdle
and
ing on all present
of anti-Ascap
measures.
These types
include
Nebraska, lacking Government
(Continued onassurance,
page 6) it canMontana and Tennessee laws.

Of

Studios

NLRB

MARCH

Impartial

Ascap

Fail

Law

20th-Fox

to

Hearing

Set

Hollywood, March 5.— Attempts to say in this matter. Any statements
sound out the sentiment of producers that have been made were made merely to becloud the issue." He referred
Screen Writers'
and
Guildmembers
toward ofthethesettlement
of the to reports of secret sessions.
Bernard Alpert, special N.L.R.B.
long standing dispute over collective
here to conduct the board's
apparently have failed. Un- attorney
case in the hearing of charges of failbargaining
less the situation changes suddenly,
ure to bargain collectively and intimidation of guild members by studios,
hearing of the N.L.R.B. charges of
Wagner Act violation against major said the hearing has not been postponed. He said he probably will reproducers will go on as scheduled tomorrow.
quire two weeks to present the board
No official statement was issued position before the special trial examiner, reported to be William R.
relative to sessions reportedly held
Ringer.
Alpert has met with Leonard
during the week between representatives of the guild and producers. How S. Janofsky, guild attorney, and producer attorneys, to make stipulations
ever, Charles Brackett, guild presi- concerning
evidence already in the
dent, in a formal statement, said, "The records from previous guild hearings.
Screen Writers' Guild has nothing to

to Make

Only 2 in England
All of the 52 films scheduled by
20th Century-Fox for 1939-MO will be
made on the coast. There will also be
two
land. Gracie Fields films, made in EngIt had been reported that the company would schedule 48 Hollywood
films and four from England.
S. R. Kent, president, left Friday
night for studio meetings on the new
program. Herman Wobber, sales
head, who has been in Miami, joined
him Saturday in Chicago. They will
return shortly before the sales convention, to be held in Chicago April
3 to 5. Wobber may stop off there
on his way back to supervise preparations. About 250 will attend.
Kent said that the new production
budget will
be set on
in page
the 6)
studio cori(Continued
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Australian
Chiefs

Sales
Due

Here

Distribution policies for Australia,
in view of the recently enacted regulations, will be the subject of conferences here late this month when
Australian sales heads arrive. The
new films act in New South Wales,
including 25 per cent cancellation and
a production quota, have raised new
problems.
Three managing directors sailed
Friday from Sidney on the Monterey
and are due in Los Angeles March
20. They are Bernard Freeman,
M-G-M ; Harry Hunter, Paramount,
and Clarence Hake, 20th Century-Fox.
Norman Bede Rydge, managing director of Greater Union Theatres and
affiliated production-distribution interests, and Dan Carroll, Australian exhibitor, were scheduled to sail on the
Monterey. Rydge has never been in
this country before. He is a supporter
of the new film legislation.
Raloh H Clark, Warner Australian
head, arrived two weeks ago. He will
remain until after the company's sales
convention here, March 13 and 14.
Allied' s Albany Unit
To Meet Tomorrow

4

Purely

ALFRED HITCHCOCK, English
director, arrives here on the
Queen Mary Thursday, accompanied
by Mrs. Hitchcock, his daughter,
Patricia, and Joan Harrison, his
production assistant. After a brief trip
to Florida, he will go to the coast to
make his first American film.
•
Col. Harry E. Long, Loew division
manager,
and Nat
Holt, RKO
Great Lakes
division manager in
Cleveland, are both
• ill with the flu.
Earle W. Hammons, EducationalGrand National president ; Jack Skirball, his production representative,
and Paul Edwards, eastern sales
manager, were in Chicago yesterday
with Morris Safir, western manager,
and James Winn, Chicago branch
manager. They are expected here today or tomorrow. •
Haskell Masters, United Artists
Canadian sales manager, is mourning
the death of his mother, who was
killed in an automobile accident in
Miami Beach last year.
•

Grace Fischler, secretary to Monroe Greenthal, director of exploitation and trade paper advertising of
Albany, March 5.— New York Al- United Artists, has been married to
lied's Albany unit will meet for a Fred Russell-Smith.
luncheon discussion of legislative and
•
other matters at the Hotel Ten Eyck
here tomorrow. Mitchel Conery, who
Vera Zorina, star of the stage
operates the Conery circuit in Scho- show, "I Married an Angel," has been
harie and Albany counties, will pre- signed by Warners for the lead in the
side.
screen version of "On
• Your Toes."
The recently named grievance board
will make its first report, and there
Jerome Jackson, Warners producwill be a report by the clearance
chief in England, is due today
committee of the Albany region. E. from tion
a Florida vacation.
Thornton Kelly of New York, state
executive secretary, will speak on
national Allied developments. From
League, Equity Hold
here he will go to Syracuse on organization matters.
Ticket Code Parley
Meeting between League of New
Board Is Named
for
York Theatres and Actors' Equity to
discuss the ticket brokers' code took
Pathe Laboratories place
Friday at the Hotel Astor. Two
Members of the board of directors joint committees will be appointed to
of the recently organized Pathe Lab- give further consideration to the
oratories were designated on Friday. problem. Herman Shumlin, producer,
They are O. Henry Briggs, president ; will head the committee for legislation
T. P. Loach, vice-president ; A. W. to enforce the code. Another group
Miller, vice-president, Robert M. Mc- will study the workings of the present
Kinney and Robert R. Young. All code and make recommendations for
but Loach and Miller were members improvements. Members of the committees will be designated later this
of the board of Pathe Film Corp.
Stock of the Pathe Laboratories week.
will be distributed to Pathe Film
stockholders March 29 to stockholders
of record on March 13. The distribu- Cobian Here with His
tion is on the basis of one share for
each 50 shares of Pathe Film held.
First Spanish Film
Scrip will be issued for fractions of
Ramos Cobian has arrived from the
a share.
coast with the negative of the first
Spanish language film he made for
20th Century-Fox. Three more are
Dreifuss Moves East
scheduled, for distribution in Latin
Arthur Dreifuss, producer of one- America.
reel Music Hall Vanities for ColumAmanda Ledesma and Alberto Vila,
bia, will transfer production from Argentine players, who will make two
Hollywood to New York. Shooting films for Cobian, arrive today from
date for eastern production is set for Buenos Aires.
the week of March 20 with Nick
Lucas, Vince Barnett and Mazzone
Troupe in the cast. Dreifuss will di- Fund Drawing March 16
Executive committee of the Motion
rect and Nathaniel Shilkret will supervise_ the music. The New York Picture Art Fund for German Refustaff includes Harry Engel, William
gees has decided that the drawings
C. Kent, Lou Strauss and Elizabeth for the contributed art work will be
Meyer. Kent is the only Hollywood held at the next Ampa meeting at the
holdover.
Astor on March 16.
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Hays Observes 17th
Year in Screen Post

ALEC
MOSS,
Davis,
Jack
.Warner,
TomOwen
Gerety,
Maurice
Bergman and Lou Brandt at lunch
Friday
at Nick's Hunting Room
the
Astor.
•

at

Tom Connors of M-G-M, Bob
O'Donnell of Dallas and Joe Vogel
of Loew's are due Sunday from a
three-week
and Havana. trip to Miami, Kingston
•
Karl Hoblitzelle, head of Interstate Circuit, and John Moroney, his
attorney, left New York over the
weekend for Dallas.
•
Sonja Henie left New York Saturday for the 20th Century-Fox studio
to begin work on "When Winter
•

Will H. Hays observed his
17th anniversary in the industry yesterday. M.P.P.D.A.
was organized with Hays as
president on March 5, 1922.
The 17th annual meeting of
the M.P.P.D.A. board is
scheduled for March 27. All
present officers are to be rfTh
elected and no changes in th^
directorate are anticipated.

Spring Meeting of
National This Week

Annual spring conference of National Theatres division heads with
home office executives will be held
here Thursday and Friday. Spyros
Arthur "Bugs" Baer, Journal Skouras, operating chief, will preside.
New season buying and general opAmerican
Comes." columnist, with Mrs. Baer
erating policies are scheduled for disand their two children, sailed Saturcussion. The meeting also will conday on a West Indies
cruise.
•
tinue discussions started at a conference in Los Angeles a few weeks ago.
Lloyd Lind, assistant to George W.
Attending
will be Charles Skouras,
Weeks,
general sales manager at
Fox
West
Coast
head, who arrives
Monogram, left Saturday for a two- Thursday from Europe
; Arch Bowles,
week tour of midwest exchanges.
•
San Francisco ; Rick Ricketson, Denver ; E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City ;
Antonio Romano, manager of Associated Theatres in Providence, has Harold J. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee,
and Frank Newman, Seattle.
returned after 10 days in Miami.
•
J. J. Sullivan, Fox West Coast film
George Tobias has been signed by buyer, arrives today from Los AnM-G-M to an acting contract.
geles and will sit in. Mike Rosenberg
of FWC is here and may remain for
the meeting.
Samuel Carlisle, Warner comptroller, isin Florida.
•
Morros Closes Deals
Truman H. Talley, Movietone
For 20 French Films
News
Florida. producer, is vacationing in
Boris Morros obtained commitments
abroad on approximately 20 French
productions which may be brought
Detroit Leading in
over for distribution here by his newly
formed film importing company, he
RKO
Sales Campaign stated following his arrival in New
Detroit RKO exchange, of which York on the Aquitama.
Morros said he looked at 41 features
J. Sharkey is manager, is leading at
the close of the fourth week of the which were screened for him in
RKO George Schaefer Drive.
Paris and that his selections will be
The Albany exchange is in second made from among the lot. He said
place, managed by Bernard Kranze, that some of the imports may be remade here for the American market,
and ficeN.
Jacobs'
Los The
Angeles
ofis in P.
third
position.
western
district, headed by Harry Cohen, has while English titles will be superimposed on others.
taken the lead in the billings race
between the seven districts, including
Canada.
MOTION PICTURE
'Wife, Husband'
$42,000 at the

Gets
Roxy

"Wife, Husband and Friend"
grossed an estimated $42,000 in its
first week at the Roxy and is held
over there. "The Little Princess" will
follow it Friday. 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter" drew an estimated $45,000
at the Strand, and is also held over.
At the Astor, "Pygmalion" grossed
an estimated $12,000 in its twelfth
week.
Col. British

Staff Meets

Joseph Friedman, Columbia managing director for Britain, and Max
Thorpe, sales manager for England,
conclude a three-day sales meeting of
day. company's British sales forces tothe
The company's American district
managers wound up a two-day sales
meeting at the home office over the
weekend.
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Mexico
Build
of

Moves

to

Up Production

Domestic

Films

Exhibitors in Mexico showing
domestic films now receive a substantial rebate in taxes, as a result of
a move by the Government to foster
local production, according to Juan
manager of the AssoPezet, general
ciation of Motion Picture Producers
of Mexico.
Pezet left Saturday for Mexico
City after a week in New York during which he arranged with Mier
Bros. for world release of his latest

"El Cobarde," featuring
ion,Soler.
productdo
Fernan
Blames Block Booking

Pezet said the Government was
compelled to act in the interest of
domestic producers because of "block
by American
methods" used
bookingutors
which resulted in 23
distrib
Mexican films undated up to last October. American companies adopted
block booking to counteract the
competition from domestic studios, he
said.
"This protective measure on the
he continued,
the Government,"
part ofresulted
in 16 of the undated
"has
films being shown up to December.
In Mexico, however, we realize that
we must work hand in hand with
Hollywood, at least for the time being, because of the limited output of
our studios."
In Pezet's opinion 90 per cent of
the Mexican filmgoers prefer Spanish
language pictures, and, accordingly,
the local industry is striving to increase its output.
Distribution Plan Formed

The Mexican industry is organizing a distribution system for Latin
America, the main purpose being to
stimulate Argentine production which
would be acceptable in Mexico, thus
meeting the growing demand for Latin American product.
Pezet believes that the distribution
of Mexican films by American producers isharmful to the local industry.
The average Mexican film, he says,
grosses from 40,000 to 50,000 pesos
(approximately $13,000 to $17,000)
when handled by American distributors, whereas on being sold direct the
gross may be as much as 100,000 to
150,000 pesos _($33,000 to $50,000).
This, he claims, is due to the fact
that the American distributors do not
push Spanish language films, merely
using them as a means of selling their
own programs.
Engel on Television
RCA-Victor has placed Francis H.
Engel in charge of coordinating anc'
planning sale of television home receivers, which RCA will place on the
market in this area early this spring
Engel has been with the company for
the past 16 years in various capacities.

Cukor to Direct 'Women'
Hollywood, March 5. — George
Cukor will direct Norma Shearer in
M-G-M's production of "The
Women," adaptation of Clare Booth's
Broadway play.

See No

Increases

In Quota Figures
London, March 5. — It is reliably reported here following the meeting of the Films
Council, set up under the
Films Act, that an increase in
the quota percentages is
highly unlikely.

Unit

and

Seat

In Wisconsin

Tax

Up

Senate

Fisher women
Des Moines, March 5. — Don
Allen, manager of the Des
Moines theatre, discovered
that local women know how
to fish when he installed
poles, hooks and a can of
worms in the lobby on the

Madison, Wis., March 5— A unit
and seat tax on circuit theatres has
been introduced in the senate. It provides a $5 tax on each theatre in a
opening
day offered
of "Huckleberry
circuit up to five houses ; $10 on each
Finn," and
a guest
in a circuit of six to 10 and increases
ticket to every woman that
up to $100 each in circuits of 80o
baited a noon
hook and
with3 p.m.
a worm/
houses or more.
between
In tl
Goldwyn
Will Deliver
Although the levy applies only in
all, 150 woman had baited
Wisconsin theatres outside the state
hooks and more were coming
For I) A Despite Suit
when the time was up. Not
belonging to a Wisconsin circuit are
(Continued from page 1)
a woman missed.
counted in fixing the tax. The seat
over the weekend but said he had no
tax runs from one cent a seat on cirstatement to make regarding the accuits having five or less houses up to
tion. Goldwyn, when asked tor a
15 cents a seat for the largest cir- 20th-Fox to Make
statement in Hollywood last week, re- cuits.
ferred his questioners to Steuer. The
Another theatre tax measure is reOnly
2 in
latter, however, invited reporters tu
(.Continued
from England
page 1)
ported ready for introduction in the
examine the summons and complaini assembly.
It calls for a five per cent ferences. An increase of 10 or 15 per
which had been served on Edward C.
levy on gross receipts of theatres.
cent over the current season's figure
Raftery, United Artists' secretary, lasi
has been discussed. Darryl F. Zanuck
week. This was done, apparently beis planning a possible 27 or 28 for next
cause the Goldwyn people leei thai Trade Program
Held
year, the balance to be made by Sol
the statement on the suit issued last
To Depend
on U. S. M. Wurtzel. Of the current product,
week by Maurice Silverstone, United
Zanuck
(Continued from page 1)
for
28. is down for 24 and Wurtzel
Artists' chief executive, did not carry
their viewpoint.
Aside from the causes of action not be said with certainty that the
Kent, Wobber and Walter J. Hutchinson, director of foreign distribution,
program clared.
will However,
go into
effect,
Kent hope
dehe
expressed
touchedment, upon
in Silverstone's
the complaint
incorporatesstatethe that local arbitration or conciliation will attend Paris and London conventions in May. Kent and Hutchinson
"Silverstone plan" of distribution boards could be set up by early sum- will sail for Rio de Janeiro for a
charges and bonus scales in effect bemer. A definite date for the start ot
tween the company and its producers. operations is impossible to predict ai South American convention, which
will signalize greater attention to be
Goldwyn was the only United Artists this time, but may be about June 1.
given to Latin America. A sales
partner who opposed the adoption oi
The distributors' drafting commit- meeting will also be held in Trinidad.
the plan, which has been in ettect one
tee of lawyers, headed by Robert Per- This will be Kent's first contact with
year and has two more years to go.
kins of W arners, is completing its ver- the Latin American market.
The plan follows.
sion of what is expected to be the
"Maybe there is something in South
adopted program. Since many of the America that we can give and get
"Silverstone Plan"
suggestions on terminology submitted
in return,"
said forces
Kent. will hold
American distribution charges are by Abram F Myers, Allied general back
Movietone
News
25 per cent on individual leatures counsel, have been incorporated, the meetings in conjunction with the varicommittee has scheduled a meeting
ous conventions. Truman H Talley,
grossing up to $750,000. The follow- with him in New York this week.
ing bonus refunds apply on pictures
head of shorts and newsreel producgrossing more than that sum : two
Maximum Concessions
tion, will attend the European sesper cent on grosses from $750,000 to
sions.
$1,000,000; three per cent on $1,000,The proposals will be presented to
000 to $1,250,000; five per cent on participating exhibitor organizations
$1,250,000 to $1,500,000; seven and without further conferences with the
Change 'Pacific* Date
one-half per cent on $1,500,000 to $1,- distributors. They are expected to . Paramount has changed the date of
750,000, and 10 per cent on grosses convene their negotiating committees the premiere of "Union Pacific" in
Omaha to April 28. It previously
over that amount.
and boards of directors for a final had
been set for April 21.
British distribution charges are 25 vote.
per cent on a picture grossing less
Kent expressed the belief that the
than $300,000, with a two per cent present draft result of the rewriting
refund on a gross of $300,000 to $400,- of several previous drafts, represents
TheatreChanges
000; three per cent on $400,000 to the maximum concessions that the
$500,000; five per cent on $500,000 major companies are economically able
to $600,000 ; seven and one-half pei to offer.
ROSENBLOOM TAKES ART
cent on $600,000 to $700,000 and 10
"We
could
not
do
any
more
and
Art,
Bronx, is now operated by the
per cent on a gross over $700,000.
.
Risa Amusement
Corp. (Joseph RosAn additional schedule of refunds is hope to stay in business," he added. enbloom)
"I feel that all distributors will enbased on the grosses of all of the picdeavor to live up to the program. I
tures delivered during an entire season
ACME TO JACOBS
by each United Artists producer. On know that 20th Century-Fox will."
Ecma
Theatre Corp. (Max Jacobs)
Selling of 1939-'40 contracts will
American distribution the refund is
has taken over the operation of the
proceed
pending
adoption
of
a
protwo per cent on combined grosses oi
gram, as the principles affecting can- Acme, Brooklyn.
from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000; three
cellations, score charge and other
per cent from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 ;
TAKES N. J. HOUSE
points have been agreed to by the disfive per cent from $4,000,000 to $5,000,tributors. The new terms will apply
St. Cloud Amusement Corp., Frank
000 ; seven and one-half per cent from retroactively to contracts made prior C. Walker, president, is now operat$5,000,000 to $6,000,000 and 10 per to adoption.
ing the Liberty, Bernardsville, N. J.
cent for more than $6,000,000.
BRONX REOPENS
In England the combined grosses
refund is two per cent on $800,000 $9,000,000 to $10,000,000 and five per
The Bronx has been reopened by R.
&
N. Amusement Corp. (Philip
to $1,200,000; three per cent on cent on all over $10,000,000.
Smith).
The total of all classifications of
$1,200,000 to $1,600,000; five per cent
on $1,600,000 to $2,000,000; seven and these additional payments is limited
SMITH
OPENS HOUSE
per cent of the annual profits of
the 50company.
one-half per cent on $2,000,000 "to $2,- to
North English, la., March 5.—
400,000 and 10 per cent for over $2,400,000.
The complaint also shows that the Vance Smith has opened his new OrIn addition, there is an "over-rid- "favored nation" clause of the United pheum here. The theatre seats 400.
ing" refund based on the world played Artists' producers' contracts was modiTO REMODEL IN CONN.
fied to permit the company to arrange
and earned figures for each producer's
product. This provides for a two per special distribution terms on pictures
Windsor Locks, Conn., March 5.—
abroad and not intended for Rialto here will be closed early in
cent refund on revenue from $8,000,- produced
000 to $9,000,000; three per cent on distribution here.
June for complete renovation.
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'Pygmalion'

Hollywood

Philadelphia
$19,000

Hit

Philadelphia, March 5.— "Pygmalion" topped the list with a strong
at the Boyd. The same fig$19,000
ure was scored at the Earle by Eddy
Duchin and his band on the stage and
"The Great Man Votes" on the
screen. This is the last stage show
at the Earle, the house having gone
to second run films.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 23 :
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
ALDINE— (1,300) (40c-55c-65c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,160)
"Tempest" (Tri-National)
ARCADIA — (600) (25c-40c-5Sc) 7 days.
Gross: $3,200. (Average, $2,800)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
BOYD— (2,400) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$19,000. (Average $14,000)
"Great Man Votes" (RKO)
EARLE — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 6 days.
Stage: Eddy Duchin and orch. Gross:
$19,000. (Average. $14,000)
"Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
FOX — (3,000) (40c-S5c-65c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,500. (Average, $14,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
KARLTON— (1,000) (25c-40c-55c) 9 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, 7 days, $4,000)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
KEITH'S — (2,000) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3,700) (40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $14,000)
"My Son Is a Criminal" (Col.)
STANTON— (1,700) (25c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $7,000)

'Idiot's

Delight'

$12,800

in Spite

at
of

Kansas
City Cold
Kansas City, March 5.— Big money
went to "Idiot's Delight," which took
$12,800 at Loew's Midland with "The
Strange Case of Dr. Meade." "Gunga Din" in the second week at the
Orpheum took $7,900. Weather was
cold, with two snow storms, hurting
business.
Estimated takings for the week ending- Feb. 21-23:
"Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (25c-40c) 7 days.
$6,300. (Average, $7,000)
"Tail Spin" (20th-Fox)
ESOUIRE— (800) (25c-40c) 9 clays. Gross:
$3,500. (Average, 9 days, $3,600)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
MIDLAND— (4.000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,800. (Average, $11,500)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (1,500) (2Sc-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $7,900. (Average, $5,000)
"Newsboy's Home" (Univ.)
FOX TOWER— (2,200) (25c -40c) 7 days.
Stage: Aunt Jemima, etc. Gross: $6,000.
(Average, $7,000)
"Tail Spin" (20th-Fox)
UPTOWN — (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,800. (Average, 9 days, $4,800)

"The
(RKO)

Flying

'Gunga

Previews

Irishman"

Hollywood, March 5.— Borrowing extnesively from the March of
Time technique. RKO has put the life story of Douglas Corrigan on
film realistically and without ostentation. An off-screen narrator tells
a good deal of the story, in somewhat the crisp manner of the March
of Time narrator, and a steady-eyed camera follows Douglas Corrigan
and the professional actors much as a newsreel camera covers a news
incident. The effect of all this is to make the picture seem, in unusual
degree, a factual biography of a plain young Irishman who succeeds in
a bold adventure.
Director Leigh Jason has not attempted to make an actor out of Corrigan. The aviator speaks his lines simply for the most part, displays
embarrassment in spots. The acting of importance is turned in by Paul
Kelly, playing a shell-shocked flier ; by Robert Armstrong, Donald MacBride and Dorothy Peterson, with J. M. Kerrigan doing a forceful hit
early in the story.
The screen play by Ernest Pagano and Dalton Trumble starts with
Corrigan as a boy fascinated by airplanes and takes him through years
of personal sacrifice to the purchase of his own plane and the ultimate
flight to Ireland. Reference is made to incidents occurring during this
while, the Lindbergh hop, the Hawks and Turner dashes and the Howard Hughes circuit. In this respect, as otherwise, the production is
almost documentary in manner. No romance is attempted.
Scheduled for release on St. Patrick's Day, "The Flying Irishman" is
just about the picture people buying tickets to see Doug Corrigan act out
his life story may be expected to expect.
Running time, 75 minutes. "G."*
"Society
(Universal)

Roscoe Williams

Smugglers"

has Miss Hervey obtain a job in the office. A "T"-man is substituted
for one of the contest winners, and he, after uncovering a plot to smuggle diamonds by hiding them in secret compartments, is killed aboard
ship. Foster runs down the ring just as the girl is about to be killed.
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."*
*"G" denotes general classification.
CEA

Demands

Cut

In Rates from Erpi
London, March 5.— Cinematograph
Exhibitors Association officials have
met with T. Kennedy Stevenson, president of Erpi, to discuss the C.E.A.
demand for service charge reductions.
The exhibitor group asked a 25 per
cent cut in rates for 1939.
Present were Ken Nyman, C.E.A.
president, and delegates representing
the entire country. They indicated an
Erpi in Simplex Deal
agreement had been reached among
International Projector Corp. has themselves for a boycott, and broached
named Erpi as exclusive distributor a plan for collective purchases and refor two models of Simplex projector,
placements. Stevenson offered no atin Brazil, China, Malay States,
tempt at immediate conciliation. It is
Straits Settlements, Siam, French expected that unless concessions are
Indo China, Borneo, Sarawak, Neth- offered, the C.E.A. General Council
erlands East Indies, Australia and probably will advise members to make
New Zealand.
contracts outside of Erpi.

$8,300

High

For

Seattle

Seattle, March 5. — "Gunga Din"
and "Torchy Blane in Chinatow/i"
took
a strong
lead Navy'
h< '
"Jamboree"
and $8,300
"Pride to
of the
plus vaudeville at the Paramount took
§5,100. Rest of the grosses were
weak, despite mild weather.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 24:
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
BLUE MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $3,400. (Average,
$4,000)
"Tail Spin" (2ttth-Fox)
"The Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
FIFTHGross:
AVENUE—
(2,500) (30c-40c-55c)
6
days.
$5,600. (Average,
$7,000)
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
LIBERTY— (1,800) (20c-30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
3rd
week. Gross:
$4,600. (Average, 5,000)
"Honolulu"
(M-G-M)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
MUSIC BOX— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 4 days,
2nd
week. Island"
Gross:(W.B.)
$1,800. (Average, $4,000)
"Devil's
"Off the Record" (W.B.)
ORPHEUM (Rep.)
— (2,450) (30c-40c) 5 days.
"Jamboree"
Gross:
$3,900. (Average, $6,000)
"Pride of the Navy" (Rep.)
PALOMAR — (1,500) (15c-25c-30c-40c) 7
days.
$5,000) Vaudeville. Gross: $5,100. (Average,
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W.B.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,300. (Average, $6,000)
'Huck

Hollywood, March 5. — Universal "Society Smugglers" is a crime
melodrama involving Treasury Department operators, diamond smuggling, secret compartments in luggage, a death at sea, and fairly paced
action. It comprises competent fare in its budgetary niche.
Heading the cast are Preston Foster, as the Treasury Department
unit head; Irene Hervey, as his fiancee-assistant; Walter Woolf King,
as the ring's leader ; Fred Keating, as his sleight-of-hand aide ; Regis
Toomey, another "T"-man, and Frank Jenks. Supporting are Clay
Clement, Frances Robinson, Raymond Parker, Milburn Stone, Doris
Rankin and Harry Hayden.
Joe May directed from the screenplay by Arthur T. Horman and Earl
Felton. Ken Goldsmith was associate producer.
Suspecting the heads of a luggage firm sponsoring a contest, prizes
for which are trips to Europe, of being engaged in smuggling, Foster

Vance

King

Din'

Finn9

Draws

$15,000, Providence
Providence, March 5. — "Huckleberry Finn," on a dual with "Four
Girls in White" at Loew's State,
grossed $15,000 to lead the town.
"The Three Musketeers" and "Inside Story" took $7,800 at the Majestic, and a stage show at the Playhouse
helped "Renegade Ranger" to draw
Estimated takings for the week end$4,100.
ing March 1-2Finn"
: (M-G-M)
"Huckleberry
"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.230) (25c-35c-50c) 7
days.
"Gunga Gross:
Din" $15,000.
(RKO) (Average, $11,000)
RKO -ALBEE— (2,239) (2Sc-35c-50c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $6,000)
"The Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
"Inside Story" (20th-Fox)
MAJESTIC — (2,250) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,800. (Average, $7,000)
"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
"Boy Trouble" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,100) (25c-35c-50c) 6 davs.
Gross: $3,800. (Average for 7 days, $7,000)
"Pardon Our Nerve" (20th-Fox)
FAY'S — (1,800) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Vaudeville. Gross: $5,800. (Average, $6,500)
"Made For Each Other" (U. A.)
"Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col'.)
CARLTON— (1 ,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Extended run. Gross: $3,500. (Average,
$3,500).

'Navy Wings' With
$10,000 Omaha
High
Omaha, March 5. — "Wings of the "Renegade Ranger" (RKO)
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
Navy" dualled with "King of the
Underworld" set the pace at the Stage. Gross: $4,100. (Average, $3,000)
Orpheum with $10,000.
"Huckleberry Finn" did well with
a take of $8,000 at the Omaha, dualled DuPont's Expansion
with "Burn 'Em Up O'Connor."
Brings Two Theatres
Estimated takings for the week endSeaford, Del., March 5. — Seaford,
ing March
:
with a population of only about 3,000
"Gunga
Din"1-2(RKO)
BRANDEIS— (1,800) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days. persons, will have two new theatres
costing approximately $200,000. The
Gross: $4,100. (Average, $4,000)
Schine circuit and T. W. Ayres, owner
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
of the local Palace, each plan one.
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
OMAHA— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
Construction by the duPont Co. of
$8,000. (Average, $5,500)
a new $8,000,000 nylon plant here,
"Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
which will employ more than 1,000
"King of the Underwold" (W.B.)
ORPHEUM — (3,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. persons, is believed the reason for the
new theatre building.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $7,200)
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'Topper'

Hub
Big

"Blackwell's Island"
( Warners)
"Blackwell's Island," a composite of crime and prison films, is an
excitingly presented story of prison conditions as they allegedly existed
Boston, March 5.— "The Little on New York's island penal colony some years ago, during the incarceration there of the notorious Joie Rao. Although Warners disclaim any
(l^%incess," dualed with "Charlie Chan
'- =? Honolulu," at the Keith Memorial, plot relation of the film to fact, it is obvious that the studio has dipped
drew a strong $26,500.
heavily into the Rao expose to make this film.
Smash was "The Beachcomber"
Because crime and prison stories are a never ending cycle in Hollyand "Boy Trouble" with $19,000 at
wood, patrons will find nothing startlingly new about- the story of
the Metropolitan. "Idiot's Delight"
and "My Son Is a Criminal" did well "Blackwell's Island," but they should like its exciting pace and the
in the second week, taking $28,000 at
honest performances. "Blackwell's Island" is sound melodrama throughLoew's Orpheum and State, $16,000
out, and as such it is certain to please.
and $12,000, respectively.
The
story concerns a protection racket mob and its leader ; a newsEstimated takings for the week endpaper reporter whose expose leads to the imprisonment of the mob; the
iii<r March 1 :
incredible taking over of the prison by the racketeering crew, followed
"The Little Princess" (Zflth-Fox)
by the inevitable rioting of the inmates and the tacking on of a prison
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
KEITH MEMORIAL — (2,790) (25c-35c-40c55c) 8 days. Gross, $26,500. (Average, sentence that lands the mob leader truly behind prison bars. There is
$14,000)
some romance, of course, but it is incidental.
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
John Garfield plays the crusading newspaper reporter engagingly.
"Boy Trouble" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN — (4.332) (25c-35c-40c- Rosemary Lane is the girl and Stanley Fields plays with gusto the part
55c) 7 days. Gross, $19,000. (Average, of the mob leader.
$12,500)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."*
Jack Banner
"My Son is a Criminal" (Col.)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM — <2.907) (25c-35c*"G" denotes general classification.
40c-55c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross, $16,000.
(Average, $13,000)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
"My Son is a Criminal" (Col.)
LOEW'S
(3,537)Gross,
(25c-35c-40c55c)
7 days,STATE
2nd —week.
$12,000. "Champs
Elysees"
(Average, $11,000)
{Pathe Cinema-Tri National)
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
Sacha Guitry, using the famous Parisian Champs Elysees as a take"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (1,790) (2Sc-35c-40c-55c)
off point, outlines a history of France. With fine gusto, Guitry com7 days. Gross, $9,500. (Average, $8,500)
ments freely and with rare good humor on politics, philosophy, manners
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
and whatever else strikes his footloose fancy.
"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
FENWAY — (1,382) (25c-3Sc-40c-55c) 7
As is usual in Guitry films, it is a personal vehicle. Besides writing
days. Gross, $6,500. (Average, $4,500)
"I
Am
a
Criminal"
(Mono.)
and
directing, he acts as commentator and plays four bit parts. Depend(4 days with vaude.)
ing heavily as it does, upon his remarks, the film loses some of its charm
"The
Headleys
at
Home"
(Imp.)
(4 days with vaude.)
unless one has a working knowledge of French. The job of titling has
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.) (3 days)
been
done well, and genuinely catches the spirit of the comment but they
"His Exciting Night" (Univ.) (3 days)
RKO KEITH BOSTON— (3,200) (20c-30c- are so profuse that much of the excellent character portrayals and pho40c). Gross, $8,500. (Average, $9,000)
tography are lost.
"The Cowboy and the Lady" (U.A.)
"Disbarred" (W.B.)
"Art Theatre" audiences should enjoy it. Patrons at the Little CarSCOLLAY — (2,500) (25c -3 5c -40c -50c) 7
negie in New York applauded heartily and left the house still chuckling.
days. Gross, $7,500. (Average, $5,500)
The history starts before the Revolution, when Champs Elysees was
a path cut through the forest, and continues to the present day. Superimposed isa story of royal loves ending with the last generation, which
'Gunga Din' $8,000
has the blood of Louis XV, Marat, the revolutionary leader, and
Napoleon. Guitry plays a schoolmaster, Louis XV, the latter's son and
In Oklahoma
City grandson, and Napoleon III. Lucien Baroux, as the Marquis de ChauOklahoma City, March 5. — "Gunga ville, gives an amusing performance.
Din" was the leader here, taking
Running time, 89 minutes. "A"*
Ed Greif
$8,000 at the Midwest. The weather
*"A" denotes adult classification.
was very bad for grosses, with sleet,
snow and cold.
"Idiot's Delight" grossed $5,000 at
Warner
Previewing
the Criterion, and "Tail Spin" took
•Delight' $11,000
$1,900
/Made
Each week
Other"atdrew
New
Features Here
$3,500. in
the for
secon
the
d
State.
Best in Montreal
Warners are planning advance previews of new films in the New York
Estimated
ing Feb. 23 : takings for the week* endarea
while
Jack L. Warner, vice-presiMontreal, March 5. — "Idiot's Dedent in charge of production, is here
light" at the Palace rated high with
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
CRITERION — (1.500)
new season plans and to attend the
(25c-35c-40c).
"The Great Man Votes" and on
clays. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,200) 7 $11,000.
sales convention on March 13 and 14.
for
accounted
Marry"
I
Time
"Next
"Devils' Island" (W. B.)
$7,000 at the Princess.
"Comrt Over Broadway" (W. B.)
The first such preview was of "Dark
LIBERTY — (1,200) (20e-25c-30c), 4 days.
Estimated takings for the week end- Victory" at RKO Proctor's in New
(Average. $1,800)
Gross: $1,700.
Rochelle Wednesday night. Warner,
ing Feb. 25 :
"Pirates of the Sky" (Univ.)
S. Charles Einfeld and others from
"Tail Spin" (20th-Fox)
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
UBERTY-O.200)
the home office were present, and
(20c -25c -30c), 3 days. "Up the River" (ZOth-Fox)
Gross: $650. (Average, $800)
CAPITOL— (2.547) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days. Warner commented that audience reGross: $7,000. (Average, $9,500)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
action was favorable. A similar preMIDWEST — (1,500) (25c -35c -40c), 8 days. "Secrets of An Actress" (W.B.)
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $4,500)
LOEW'S — (2.800) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.
view
is planned for "Confessions of a
Stage: Ann Sothern, Roger Pryor and
"Tail Spin" (ZOth-Fox)
PLAZA— (750) f25c-35c-40c), 7 days, 2nd vaudeville. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $8,000) Nazi Spy" in about three weeks.
week. Gross: $1,900. (Average. $2,300)
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
ORPHEUM — (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 davs.
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
STATE— (1,100) (20c -25c -40c), 7 days, 2nd 2nd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $5,000) Mexican Staffs Get Raise
week. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $3,500)
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2.600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
"Sweethearts" (M-G-M)
Mexico City, March 5.— Exhibitors
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c), 3 days Gross: $11,000. (Average, $11,000)
Gross: $600. (Average, $2,500)
of Durango City have granted their
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
"Three
Loves
Has Nancv" (M-G-M)
employes a wage increase of 50 peTOWER-(l
.OOO)
(25c-35c-40c), 4 davs
PRINCESS — (2.272) (25c-35c-50c-65c) 7 cent.
Gross: $800. (Average, $2,500)
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)
With

Runs

$26,500

in

With

Frisco
$11,500

San Francisco, March 5.— "Topper
Takes a Trip" drew an excellent
$11,500 at the United Artists, running
counter to a general box-office recession due to the exposition's opening.
Also
was "Pygmalion"
at
$9,800 instrong
the opening
week at St.
Francis. "Gunga Din" ended three
weeks itable
at the
$13,500.Golden Gate with a credEstimated takings for the week end"Gunga
ing Feb.Din"
21-24(RKO)
:
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
days, 3rd week. Stage: vaudeville. Gross:
$13,000. (Average, $16,000)
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (15c-35c-40c55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $11,500. (Average,
$7,000)
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
"Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
ORPHEUM — (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $7,200. (Average, $8,500)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
"Ride a Crooked Mile" (Para.)
FOX— $16,800.
(5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
Gross:
(Average, $17,000) 7 days.
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (ZOth-Fox)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (15c-35c-40c-55c75c)
7 days,
(Average,
$13,000)2nd week. Gross: $9,500.
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
ST. 7 FRANCIS—
(1,400)$9,800.
(15c-35c-40c-55cS7.000)
75c)
davs. Gross:
(Average,
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W.B.)
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD—
(2.680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
7 days.
Gross: $11,000.
(Average, $13,000)
"With a Smile" (Pathe Cinema)
CLAY — (400) (15c-3Sc-40c) 5 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $400. (Average, $1,300)
"If War Comes Tomorrow" (Amkino)
LARKIN — (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $900. (Average, $1,300)
'Beachcomber'
$14,000
To

Lead

Hits

in Detroit
the

Field

Detroit, March 5. — Holdovers cut
down the take here this week with
the
keeping
takingFox$19,000
plus "Gunga
a stage Din"
show and
and
the United Artists taking $9,000 on
"Honolulu" in its second week.
"The Beachcomber" and "The
Duke
of West
at the Michigan
did nicely
withPoint"
$14,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 24 :
"Little Tough Guys" (Univ.)
"Youth Takes a Fling" (ZOth-Fox)
ADAMS— (1,700) (15c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
FOX— (5,000) (20c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Stage: Lamberti. Trixe, Motter and Davis,
16 Dansonettes. Gross: $19,000. (Average,
$20,000)
"The Beachcomber" (U.A.)
"The Duke of West Point" (U.A.)
MICHIGAN — (4,000) (20c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $10,000)
"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
"Pride of the Navy" (Rep.)
"Lone Ranger" (serial) (Rep.)
PALMS-STATE— (3,000) (20c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS-(2.000) (20c-65c) 7
days. 2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average,
$10,000)
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Divorcement
Due

to

Pass

In Kansas

This

Law
Senate
Week

Kansas City, March 5.— Passage
of the Kansas affiliated theatre divorcement law appears to be a certainty when the measure comes before
the Senate early this week for a vote.
The bill, which was introduced by
Representative Williamson of this city,
was reported out by the Senate Judiciary Committee late last week with
a recommendation that it be passed.
The measure was passed by the
House a week earlier.
If enacted as expected, the law
would become effective next Jan. 1.
It would apply only to Fox Midwest,
the only affiliated circuit operating in
the state.
With the repeal of the North Dakota affiliated theatre divorcement law
and the failure of the Nebraska legislature to act on a proposed measure,
the only other divorcement laws pending at this time . are in Washington
and Missouri.

Imperadio
Entirely

Monday, March 6, 1939

Backing
American

London, March 5. — Phil Reisman.
foreign chief of RKO ; Herbert Wilcox, British producer, and Ralph
Hanbury, head of RKO in England,
outlined at a press luncheon plans for
RKO British production.
Wilcox stated the financing for his
new company with RKO, Imperadio,
is coming exclusively from America,
with the Bank of America involved
in the financing. He said there will
be an exchange of personnel and publicists with Hollywood. Anna Neagle
probably will make a film with Cary
Grant, he said.
Reisman declared RKO will distribute Howard Futter productions. RKO
will produce here "The Saint in London," one of a series, for which William_ Sistrom is here from the coast
making arrangements, and for which
George Sanders is expected shortly to
play the starring role.
CEA Report Scores
Circuit Domination
London. March 5. — Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Association, in its annual
report, notes the difficult problems
arising from the "parasitic" development of the predominant circuits and
the shortage of product.
The report declares that the
Films Act is workable and satisfactory, and attributes the decline
in British production to the independent producers. The organization reports asurplus for the year, and discusses television, overbuilding and the
dual problem among small exhibitors.
Signs for RCA Service
Prudential circuit, operators of 25
houses in Brooklyn and Long Island,
has renewed service contracts with
RCA Photophone, Morris Seider, Prudential executive, and W. W. Jones,
RCA's New York service executive,
negotiated the contracts with Edward
C. Cahill, RCA service manager.

Hollywood

Preview

Page Bob Weitman!
In the Hunting Room of
the Astor Hotel the other
day,
a lad,
Brandt,
said: pointing to Lou

"So, you're the fellow who
"Never Say Die"
played three films on a single
(Paramount)
Hollywood, March 5.— Wrapping a multiplicity of potently humorous
"That's nothing,"
shot back
afternoon
at your theatre."
situations around an innately funny story idea, and trimming the whole
Brandt. "I'm going to double
feature stage bands, soon
with sparkling dialogue, Producer Paul Jones has turned out a fast, flippant film that is sure fire for laughs. It had a preview audience at the
c
downtown Paramount holding its sides for practically the entire running
time.
Bob Hope is a millionaire hypochondriac in the screenplay by Don So. Africa Building
Hartman, Frank Butler and Preston Sturges from William H. Post's
play, and Martha Raye is a Texas lass betrothed to Alan Mowbray, bankrupt nobleman, who marries Hope to protect him from the matrimonial Boomed
by 20th-Fox
designs of Gale Sondergaard, champion pistol shot, in the belief that he
Some 20 theatres are under construction in South Africa, as a result
has only a month to live. Promising to provide financial satisfaction for
all dissatisfied parties, in his will, Hope and bride go on a mock honey- of 15-year franchises offered by 20th
moon in the mountains with Andy Devine, Miss Ray's true love from Century-Fox.
The houses are being built by local
Texas, going along to keep an eye on the bride-in-name-only and await
capital,
with the exception of a 2,200Hope's demise. When it turns out that Hope is not going to die, copious seat theatre
in Johannesburg in which
confusion ensues, including a pistol duel between Hope and Mowbray
20th Century-Fox will have a $200,that is as funny as any equivalent length of footage — and it's quite a 000 investment. This will be the cirlength — ever filmed.
cuit's flagship and cost more than
Elliott Nugent's direction is distinguished, bringing back to the screen
that has lacked it too long his superb comedy touch. Miss Raye has one $1,000,000.
South African Consolidated Thesong number, by Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin, and there are no other
atres, its
from which
withdrew
product 20th
aboutCentury-Fox
a year ago,
departures from straight comedy.
are building and modernizing several
Running- time, 80 minutes. "G."
Roscoe Williams
theatres. Consolidated Theatres are
the dominant interests in South Af*"G" denotes general classification.
rica, owned and controlled by I. W.
and M. A. Schelsinger.
Dismissal Is Upheld
15 Contracts Signed
In Para.-Publix Suit Wisconsin Bill Asks
Dismissal by N. Y. Supreme Court
In 5 Coast
Studios
Theatre Prizes Ban
Justice Salvatore A. Cotillo of a complaint of Robert S. Levy, as bondHollywood, March 5.— Fifteen new
Madison, Wis., March 5.— The
contracts or extensions were given
holder of Paramount-Publix Corp., Paulson bill to outlaw the offering of
which
had
attacked
transactions
of
ofthis week by five studios, Warners and
prizes to induce people to attend
Paramount each signing five pacts
ficers of Paramount, Columbia Broad- theatres, taverns or halls, has been
with talent.
casting System, Inc. and certain banks, introduced in the senate here.
The bill fixes a minimum penalty of
Paramount signed Edward H. Grif- was unanimously affirmed on Friday
fith, director, to a straight two-year by the Appellate Division of the Su- six months in jail or a $500 fine or
term ; Ellen Drew, actress, and
preme Court without opinion.
office law
reMarian Spitzer, writer. Charles R.
Paramount-Publix Corp., Chase Na- both. The
cently ruledattorney
that thegeneral's
state lottery
tional
Bank
of
the
City
of
New
York,
is confusing as to its effect on Bank
Rogers, producing for Paramount release, signed Fay Bainter and 13-year- as trustee of 5^4 per cent sinking Night and pointed out that juries in
old Linda Ware.
fund gold bonds of Paramount, eight several cases nave refused to convict
Warners signed to new pacts, or other banks and 23. officers and inextended old ones : Julie Stevens,
dividuals had been named defendants defendants
tery law. prosecuted under the lot20-year-old Little Theatre actress ; in the suit, which sought to remove
Marie Wrixon, actress ; Wolfgang the Chase Bank as trustee, and
Reinhardt, assistant to Henry Blanke ;
charged misconduct between Para- Authorities Seeking
Max Steiner, composer, and Frankie
mount-Publix officers and the bank.
Montana
Games
Ban
Thomas, actor.
In addition, the complaint asserted
M-G-M has hired two writers, that Columbia Broadcasting System
Missoula, Mont., March 5.— The
Harry Ruskin and Robert Thoeren.
first attempt to stop games in Monhad
illegally
acquired
from
ParaRKO extended the contract of Garmount the 50 percent stock interest
tana was made when Prosecuting Atson Kanin, director.
which Paramount had in Columbia
torney Edward Dussault filed a comMartin Spellman, 12-year-old play- Broadcasting System, and had deplaint in Federal Court here asking
that the Fox-Missoula Theatre Corp.
manded return of the stock.
er, has been given a five-year contract
calling for four pictures a year by
be restrained from conducting Bank
Monogram.
Night or any other alleged lotteries.
M-G-M to Ask Dismissal
A hearing will be held for the deApplication by M-G-M Pictures
Milwaukee
Houses to
fendants to show cause why the reCorp. and M-G-M Distributing Corp.
straining order should not be
Seek Singles Return will be heard in the N. Y. Supreme
Court today to dismiss a suit for fail- granted.
Milwaukee, March 5.— At a meeture to prosecute brought by Robert
ing attended by representatives of 63 Brister and Harry T. Bliven, for an
of Milwaukee county's 76 theatres a injunction and accounting against
do"Gil"Mika
majority of those present voted for the M-G-M. Suit charged plagiarism of
Playe
Members
of See
the D'Oyly
Carte
bert andrs
Sullivan
troupe
yesterday
elimination of early bird admissions
and return to a single feature policy. the title of the plaintiff's play, "Pent- saw Universal's color film of "The
house," in the motion picture of the Mikado" at the Chanin Auditorium,
A majority also voted for one straight same name.
prior to the departure of the players
admission price on Sunday. E. F.
on their return to England.
Maertz was named chairman and Ray
A. Tesch of the Independent TheWrestler Sues Universal
atres Protective Association secretary
Complaining of an infected neck
for further meetings.
caused in a hanging scene staged by Chicag
Chicago,
March 'Daugh
5. — ter'
Censors
o Gets
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., Boris
Plaza Theatre Sold
Demitroff, a wrestler, has filed suit granted a general permit to "Yes, My
Darling
Daughter"
Friday.
The asfilm
revised
in the same
manner
in
Margaret L. Browning has bought for $25,000_ in the N. Y. Supreme was
the Plaza Theatre at 42-44 East 58th ant.
Court, naming Universal as defend- New York. The previous version had
been licensed for adults only.
Street. The price was $300,000.
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Ban

on

Quebec

In

March

31

Beer

Ads

Set
by

CBC

Training

Takes Spot on Y/HN
Television Training Corp. has entered into a 13-week contract with
WHN for a weekly five-minute spot,
with Huber Hoge & Sons handling
the account.
Christian Radio Home Association
has contracted for 52 weeks with
WHN for broadcasting of a daily 15minute program known as the "Christian Radio Home Hour," a half-hour
program on Sundays known as the
"Bible School of the Air" and a onehour Sunday program known as the
"Back Home Hour." The account
was placed direct.
CBC

High

FCC

Calendar

►

Reorganizing

Radio

for

Brockington, chairman of the board
of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., set the date in a statement before the radio committee of
the House of Commons.
The move takes beer and liquor
ads from the air entirely. Hard liquor
ads had been banned previously
throughout the Dominion and the
provinces have dropped beer programs one by one. About six air
shows will be affected in Quebec.
The corporation's action is attributed to pressure by the Quebec Temperance Union and the Catholic
Church.

New

11

DAILY

Ottawa, March 5.— Beer advertising will be banned on the air in Quebec after March 31.
last Decempredictedwhen
action, official
t^^hisbecame
L. W.

Television

PICTURE

Power

Plant to Open April 8
Ottawa, March 5. — Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. expects to open its
new high power station at Sackville,
N. B., April 8. CBK, another CBC
unit at Watrous, Sask., will be ready
June 1, it is reported. The two new
stations will raise the population coverage to 85 per cent from a figure of
60 in 1936. CBC also has asked
Government aid in building a 1,000watt station at Windsor, Ont.
Quiz Series on NBC
Mars, Inc. will sponsor a new quiz
series titled "Dr. I. Q." over a split
NBC network, beginning April 10.
Contract is for 13 weeks, through the
Grant advertising agency. Stations
which will carry the program are :
WOWO, WENR, WLS, KWB.
WTCN, WREN, WOW, WEBC,
KANS and the midsouth, northeast
and Red mountain districts.
CBS Will Air Life
Of Marie Dressier
Life of Marie Dressier,
motion picture comedienne
who died in 1934, will be
dramatized on the "Cavalcade
of America" broadcast next
Monday, March 13, over CBS,
from 8 to 8:30 P. M. Agnes
Moorehead will impersonate
the famous actress.

Washington, March 5. — Federal
Communications Commission has set
a lengthy series of hearings on broadcasting applications, as follows:
March 6 : Applications of Martinsville Broadcasting Co., for a 1,420kilocycle station at Martinsville, Va.,
with 100 watts power night, 250 watts
day : and Niagara Falls Gazette Publishing Co., for a 1,260-kilocycle,
1,000-watt day station at Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
March 7 : Applications of Panama
City Broadcasting Co., for a 1,200kilocycle station at Panama City, Fla.,
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
and KRSC, Seattle, for increase of
power from 250 to 1,000 watts.
March 16: Application of Colonial
Broadcasting Corp., for a 1,370-kilocycle station at Norfolk, Va., with
100 watts night, 250 watts day.
March 22 : Applications of Copper
Country Broadcasting Co., for a 1,370kilocycle station at Hancock, Mich.,
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
and WHFD, Calumet, Mich., for extension of time from specified hours
to unlimited.
April 3 : Applications of KGNO,
Dodge City, Kan., for increase of
power from 250 to 500 watts, and
KOVC, Valley City, N. D., for change
of frequency from 1,500 to 1,340 kilocycles and increase of power from 100
watts night, 250 watts day, to 500
watts night, 1,000 watts day.
April 10 : Applications of M. C.
Reese for a 1,200-kilocycle station at
Phoenix, Ariz., with 100 watts night,
250 watts day, and KRBA, Lufkin,
Tex., for increase of power from 100
to 250 watts.
April 11 : Applications of W. B.
Green wald for a 1,370-kilocycle station
at Topeka, Kan., with 100 watts night,
250 watts day, and KTSW, Emporia,
Kan., for extension of time from day
to unlimited.
April 24: Application of WQDM,
St. Albans, Vt, for extension of time
from day to sunset at Cleveland.
April 26: Applications of C. T.
Sherer Co., Inc., for a 1,200-kilocycle station at Worcester, Mass., with
100 watts night, 250 watts day, and
KSAM, Huntsville, Tex., for increase
of power from 100 to 250 watts.
April 28 : Applications of Coastal
Broadcasting Co., for a 1,500-kilocycle
station at Brunswick, Ga., with 100
watts night, 250 watts day, and WOC,
Davenport, la., for change of frequency
from 1,370 to 1,390 kilocycles and increase of power from 100 watts night,
250 watts day, to 1,000 watts.
May 1 : Application of WHA, Madison, Wis., for change of frequency
from 950 to 670 kilocycles, extension
of time from day to unlimited and increase of power from 5,000 to 50,000
watts, requesting the facilities of
WMAQ, Chicago.
May 2: Application of WCOU,
Lewiston, Me., for increase of day
power from 100 to 250 watts.

Of
Personals

Theda Bara, "vamp" of the silent
film days, will make a guest appearance on the "For Men Only" show
tomorrow over NBC. . . .Lud Gjuskin
has won an option renewal as band
leader on the Dick Powell show. . . .
Tom Howard played host at a birthSaturday for his air partday
ner,party
George Shelton.

Warns

Against

Stations

Profiteering

Ottawa, March 5. — Warning that
legislation would be proposed to halt
alleged profiteering by private radio
stations was given by Leonard Brockington, chairman of the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. mons
before
a special House of Comcommittee.
Brockington told the committee he
had reason to believe there were men
coming before it who were making
tremendous profits on radio and that
they were
to makeonnew
demands andplanning
launch attacks
C.B.C.
in an effort to increase their profits.
Denying that the board ever had
been swayed by political consideration,
Brockington said that he was not
aware of any political pressure at any
time and if there was any it would be
resisted.
Network

for

Program

Faces

Seen

<

ral
geneork
al netw
Mutuon
WEB
EDger,
Chicago
toER,
FRmana
business for one week . . . Ronnie
A.mes back to his agency and publicity office on Saturday after a week
in Miami. . . . Hal Oxley, manager
of Jimmie Lunceford, returns tomorrow from Memphis. . . . Charles Parker replacing Morris White in the Duke
Ellington band. . . . Eugene Katz of
the Katz agency back in town after
several weeks away + on business.

CBC

FCC

Warner
Delay

Warners' program, "Let's Go
Hollywood,"
scheduled
to start10,coastto-coast on Mutual
on March
may
not be heard over the network on that
date, sors
duefor the
to anprogram.
inability to obtain spon-

Off

for

Year

Washington, March 5.— Delay in
reorganizationmunications
of the
Federal
Commission
until Comnext
year is seen here as a possibility as
several factors combined to make
Congressional action this session
doubtful.
Approval of the Administration bill
introduced by Senator Burton K.
Wheeler of Montana, providing for a
three-man board, is seen as virtually
impossible in the face of charges that
it was drafted by Chairman McNinch
with a view to securing full control
of radio and the implications of such
control in the 1940 elections.
Even more important, however, is
the practical certainty that if the bill
is taken up, it will be made the vehicle
for a thorough investigation of the
F.C.C. with possibilities that it may
develop the first major scandal of the
New Deal. Disclosures of a sensational nature, such as have been promised by members of Congress pressing
for a probe, would be highly unpalatable to the Administration at a time
when it was marshaling all its forces
for a Presidential campaign.
Such support as Chairman McNinch
has had is rapidly being dissipated by
his constant quarrels with his fellow
members on the commission, the latest
of which occurred last week when he
attacked Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven for warning the -commission
against censorship.
Meanwhile, the commission is confining itself to routine activities, unable to reach a clean-cut agreement on
any of the major problems with which
it is involved. The tempo of the
radio monopoly probe has slowed
down, and while more than 500 exhibits and thousands of pages of testimony have been collected, investigation
of network operations has not yet been
completed, with little chance that complainants against conditions in broadcasting will be reached for some
weeks and no chance whatever of a
report being made to Congress this
session.

Air Salute to WIRE
Salute to WIRE, NBC station in
Indianapolis, will be broadcast by the
"Let's Go Hollywood" currently is network on Wednesday on the installation of a new plant and transmitter.
being
Warners'
station,broadcast
KFWK, over
Hollywood,
and own
the Built by RCA, the new plant includes
California Don Lee network, where laboratories for television and facsimile experiments. Show will be
it is sponsored by the Ford dealers of
that state. It was planned to extend aired at 1 1 :30 P. M.
the programs coast-to-coast over Mutual on a participation basis, and accordingly the Redfield- Johnstone
Mistaken Identity
agency has been contacting clients in
Mutual accidentally got a
cities where Mutual stations are lofree coast-to-coast plug for
cated. To date, however, only a handful of clients have been obtained.
its network over NBC at
12:30 A. M. Saturday. At
There is a remote possibility that the
that hour NBC switched for
show will go network on schedule, but
in the event that more clients are not
Renew 'People's Rally'
a pickup from WLW, the
"People's Rally," quiz series, has lined up the inaugural date will be
Crosley station, which is a
been renewed for another four weeks
member of both NBC and
deferred,
or
the
plan
altogether
abanon Mutual, effective April 2. The doned.
Mutual. Through a mistake
show thereafter will be off the air
in monitoring, WLW thought
for the summer months, but contracts
it still was on Mutual, and
already have been signed for its return
the announcer came through
Ruppert Show Off Soon
to Mutual in the fall. Mennen & Co.
with the Mutual identifica"Relaxation Time," series spontion on the NBC line.
sponsors the series, through the Keisesored by the Ruppert Brewing Co. on
wetter agency. Network embraces 11 NBC, fades from the air with the
stations.
broadcast of March 21.
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Probe
Radio

Sought

White Seeks Inquiry
Influence on FCC

of

Washington, March 6. — An investigation by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to ascertain whether censorship has been practised by the Administration inits dealings with the
Federal Communications Commission
has been asked by Senator WallaceWhite, of Maine.
In a resolution introduced in the
Senate, White, chief critic of the
Wheeler bill for reorganization of the
F. C. C, seeks a probe to determine
if the Administration has influenced
broadcasting and activities of the radio
commission. In addition he asks ;

YORK,

TUESDAY,

Fred Allen Refuses
Two Picture Offers
Fred Allen, one of the most
popular personalities on the
radio, has turned down two
offers to make a picture this
summer. The offers were by
RKO and Paramount. Last
summer Allen made a film
for 20th Century Fox.

Cole

Urges

Abolition
All

of

Clearance

MARCH

Alger
RKO
'38

TEN

7, 1939

Sought
Board
Net

for

Warners

CENTS
Get

Place;

$173,578

$6,000,000
For

George W. Alger, well known New
York attorney who served for two and
one-half years as special master in the
RKO reorganization, is being sought
by reorganization groups for the board
of directors of the new RKO company.
If the nomination of Alger is approved by the Federal court, which
it must be before it is final, he would
replace Ferdinand Eberstadt, whose
name was withdrawn last week when
it met with objections from a group
of independent RKO stockholders. Alger, who is, of course, thoroughly
conversant with RKO and its reorganization affairs as a result of his association with it, would go on the board
as a neutral representative.
If Federal Judge William Bondy
approves the nomination it will complete the RKO board of directors, as
he previously indicated his approval
of the other 12 proposed directors.
RKO's net profit for 1938 is estimated at $173,578 by Irving Trust Co.,
RKO trustee, Judge Bondy was advised yesterday by O. C. Doering, Jr.,
of counsel to the trustee. The figure,
as yet unaudited, compares with a net
of $1,821,165 for 1937, but was recorded in the face of a loss of approximate! v$480,176 for the first half of
1938.
The disclosure of earnings was made
in connection with the application of
Irving Trust for interim allowances of
$85,000 for reorganization services
and of Donovan, Leisure, Newton &
Lumbard, trustee's counsel, for $95,000
for services. Judge Bondy reserved
decision on both applications.

By AL FINESTONE
Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied
States, yesterday urged the abolition
of all clearance between prior and
subsecment runs. His view is that the
Supreme Court decision in the Dallas
anti-trust case affects clearance.
"thorough
and
complete"
inquiry
into
the F. C. C.
"Judge Roberts, in his dissenting
opinion, put the finger on the situaOther Points Stressed
tion," he added.
Other points stressed in the resoluAllied is now "indifferent" to a
tion were whether other government trade practice program, Col. Cole said,
departments have influenced the pol- but if the distributors submit proicy of the F. C. C. and whether the
posals to exhibitors, the Allied Board
commission or any other government may consider them. Col. Cole declared
agency has influenced stations.
that since the repeal of the North Dakota theatre divorcement statute, AlConcentration of station ownership
lied has decided that further negotiaalso is made the target of the Maine
tions on a trade practice program are
senator and he asks that the investigation go into the extent also of the "neither desirable nor necessary."
Col. Cole said that Abram F.
ownership or affiliation of newspaMyers, Allied general counsel, has no
pers with stations.
Finally the resolution seeks infor- plans to come to New York for a
mation on the desirable length of the conference with the distributors' trade
practice drafting committee.
term of broadcasting licenses.
Regarding
clearance, Col. Cole
(Continued on page 3)
H amnions, Creditors Meet
Hollywood, March 6.— E. W. Hammons, Grand National President, said Courtland
Smith
to Study
tonight following a meeting with
creditors and Loyd Wright, trustee
for the company, that G. N. was
Television
for M.P.P.D.A.
proceeding along orderly lines and
that creditors were cooperating for
the best interests of the concern.
sults of the study will, of course, be
Hammons expects to leave Friday for
Courtland Smith has been retained
available to all member companies.
New York.
Rubin
Robert
J.
and
by Will H. Hays
to make a study for the industry on
Smith's appointment is indicative
the current status of television and its of the industry's determination to acrelation to production and exhibition.
quaint itselftentifully
television's
poIATSE Fights Suit
alities, as waswith
urged
by Motion
Smith will serve as chairman of the Picture Daily
on Nov. 9.
Hollywood, March 6.— I.A.T.S.E. M.P.P.D.A.'s television committee.
Smith was the first secretary of
International intervened today in a suit
He will serve as consultant and
brought by James E. Shaw to restrain liaison for the industry in television M.P.P.D.A. Later he became an assistant to William Fox, where he asalleged illegal disbursement of organ- matters. His survey of television and
ization money, contending Shaw should its relation to the industry was begun
sisted in the development of soundnot have sought court relief without last week. While no deadline for its on-film. He started the first talking
first utilizing machinery of the I.A.T. completion has been set it is likely that newsreel in the U. S., and also opened
S.E. constitution. Judge Wilson put at least a preliminary report will be the first newsreel theatre in this counover until tomorrow arguments on prepared for the annual meeting of
try. About 18 months ago he resigned as president of Pathe News.
Shaw's application for a receivership. the M.P.P.D.A. on March 27. Re-

Refunding

To Complete
6%

Payment

on

Debentures

Warners have arranged for a secured loan from three banks for a
maximum of $6,000,000 in order to
complete its debenture refunding. Of
$29,400,000 six per cent debentures due
on Sept. 1, 1939, only $7,032,000 has
not been deposited for exchange.
The company
anticipates
that additional debentures
to be deposited,
plus earnings and the bank loan, will
be sufficient to cover the amount outstanding. Undeposited debentures will
be paid off in cash on maturity. The
new bonds will mature in 1948 and
will bear the same rate of interest.
The bank credit agreement is with
the New York Trust Co., Guaranty
Trust Co. of New York and the Continental Illinois National Bank &
Trust Co. of Chicago. That such an
arrangement would be made for the
amount of $6,000,000 was reported in
Motion Picture Daily on Jan. 18.
Agreement Filed With SEC
The loan matures in varying
amounts each six months beginning
April 1, 1940, and ending April 1,
1944, if the maximum amount is borrowed. Proceeds will be used only
for the purchase of retirement of debentures. "Therefore," the company
states, "the greater the number of
debentures deposited the less necessity
there will(Continued
be for theon company
pat/c 3) to avail

Goldwyn

Discards

Plans for Air Film
Hollywood, March 6. — S amuel
Goldwyn has scrapped plans to film
"Thirteen Go Flving" after informal
objections were received from Assistant Secretary of State George S. Nessersmith. The story dealt with a plane
disaster at sea and was said to have
evoked protests from aviation companies.
20th-Fox

Convention

Moved Up to March 31
National sales convention of 20th
Century-Fox has been advanced to
March 30 and 31 and April 1, due
to a conflict with the Jewish holidays. Passover starts April 3, when
the three-day convention previously
was scheduled to begin. The conclave will be held at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago.
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Stopover

Purely

Personal

►

CE BERGJOSEPH M0SK0WITZ, MAURI
MAN, Harry Goetz, Marcus
Heiman, Charles Alicoate, A. P.
Wax man, Hal Horne, William
Fitelson, Louis Weinberg, Charles
Paine, Jack Goetz, J. J. Milstein,
Lou Brecher and Arthur Gottlieb,
at Bob Goldstein's Tavern for lunch
yesterday. #
Jack Chertok, head of M-G-M
shorts production, leaves today with
Mrs. Chertok for a visit with relatives in Atlanta. They arrived from
the coast over the weekend.
•
Dan Carroll, Australian exhibitor,
is due in Los Angeles March 20 from
Sydney and will come to New York
to confer with officials of Paramount,
whose product he plays.
•
Oscar Shanken, assistant at the
Dixwell Playhouse, is the father of a
girl, born to Mrs. Shanken, daughter
of Selig Fishman of Fishman Theatres.
•
Albert Lewin, producer for Paramount, has returned after a two-month
vacation abroad, and will remain in
New York until the end of the month.
•
Lloyd Lind, assistant to George W.
Weeks, general sales manager for
Monogram, is on a tour of Midwestern offices. He will be gone 10 days.
•
Arthur M. Loew, vice-president of
Loew's ; Laudy Lawrence, European
manager, and Sam Eckman, British
head, have returned from the coast.

Insiders'
By SAM
being
ty of
sibiliand
ponant
resort
glamorTHEan imp
ous personality weighs
heavily upon the shoulders of the
extremely youthful Mickey Rooney. We were fellow passengers
aboard a train en route to Miami.
He impresses us as being an extremely smart young man. That
night, visiting with us, he asked :
"Why do columnists write
"
ruths?
h unt
sucHe
was
disturbed
about some

of the things that had been printed about him during- his New
York visit.
Mickey is only 18. Perhaps as
he grows older and his work
takes him to greater fame, he will
have learned about newspapers
and newspaper men.
▼

T

You can traverse the Roaring
Forties in Times Square every
day for years and not see all that
is there. How many, do you
think, among the old-timers, or
even those who are new to the
Main Stem, ever take notice of
the dwelling adjoining the Astor
Hotel at 44th Street, or know
who lives there, if anybody? It
has stood there for years.
T

T

Tex Ritter, Monogram western
star, returned to Hollywood over the
weekend after a personal appearance
tour of the southwest.
•
E. J. Cheatham of Kansas City has
gone into partnership with James
Foland in operating the Independent
Supply Co. there.
•
Harold Winter has been named
district manager in Kansas City of
RCA Manufacturing Co., succeeding
Dale Neiswander.
•

Nightly rushing across the
crosstown streets you might see
between the hours of 9 and 11
a distinctively dressed, grayhaired gentleman in black and of
medium • height, rushing in and
out of the legit theatres. He has
been doing this for years. He is
the program man who clocks
every show in order to check the
number of programs to be printed
for the following day.

Haskell Master's mother died last
week, in Florida, from injuries received in an automobile accident,
e
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dietz are
among patrons sponsoring a movement
to popularize the ballet.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Jules E. Brulatour
have sailed for a short cruise.

Ben Washer thinks that legit
actors are a more vital kind than
those who are in films. Marjorie
Ford takes this view also. They
point out this essential difference between 'the two — the legit
actor has to do so much himself,
whereas the film actor has much
of his work prepared for him by
others.
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T
And speaking about the legitimate stage — may we tell you that
we have discovered a pretty good
barometer on how to tell whether

Outlook
SHAIN
the plays are doing well or not —
by watching the business done at
Sardi's restaurant. The night
time trade at this spot tells all.
▼
Does it seem strange to you
that what may be only a fair single day's gross
at onemight
of the
Broadway
film houses,
be
a profitable weekly figure for certain plays ? Some shows may require only $6,000 on the week,
and yet $10,000 is considered
only a fair single day's gross at
the Radio City Music Hall.
T T
Let us get off the legitimate
track now.
Elsewhere in this issue, Col.
A. H. Cole urges the abolition of all clearance, basing
his views on the recent U. S.
Supreme Court ruling in the
Dallas case. However, among
company lawyers there seems to
be a prevailing opinion that the
recent U. S. Supreme Court decision in the Interstate Circuit
case of Dallas cannot be construed as invalidating clearance
schedules, as such.
T
Undoubtedly there was a time
when the distributor-defendants
were not certain as to the exact
effect the high court's ruling
might have on clearance schedules. There was some apprehension that the ruling might serve
to invalidate such schedules. If
that were so it would upset the
basic price structure of the industry. Apparently this apprehension
stemmed from the dissenting
opinion which was expressed by
Justice Roberts. In his opinion
it was asserted that if the ruling
were carried to its logical conclusion, the Supreme Court decision invalidating contracts
which affect the playing terms of
a subsequent run, would also invalidate clearance schedules.
T
Attorneys seem to believe that
Justice Roberts' interpretation
is an extreme view, which brings
about a result not intended by the
court. It is felt that if the court's
decision has an effect on clearance, whatever that effect may be
will be determined by specific actions brought subsequently, and
in which the Dallas decision
might be cited as a precedent.

After

in Chicago

Jack L. Skirball, Grand National
production head, arrived yesterday
from the coast after a stopover in
Chicago for a meeting of company executives.
E. W. Hammons, president, delayed
his departure from the coast, where he
has been lining up production, but is
expected this week.
Sol Edwards, eastern sales mana|, .,
who attended the Chicago meeting, is
making a swing of exchanges. Skirball expects to return to the coast in
about 10 days. Very little of a definite
nature on the company's future plans
will be known until Hammons completes current production and financing
negotiations on the coast.
Funeral

Services

for

Alfred S. Krellberg
Funeral services for Alfred S. Krellberg, well known film and theatrical
attorney, will be held at the Riverside
Memorial Chapel, 76th St. and Amsterdam Ave., at 10 A.M. today. Krellberg died Sunday in the Mt. Sinai
Hospital after an illness of several
months. He was a member of the firm
of Krellberg & Fitzsimmons and specialized in film and tax law. He was
36, and is survived by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Krellberg; a brother,
Sherman
Florence. ; and two sisters, Mary and
limes' Mother Dies
Mrs. Eleanor A. Shoup, mother of
Hiller Innes, assistant manager of
Paramount's New York production
department, died yesterday. Funeral
services will be held today at Campbell's Funeral Parlors, and burial will
be
at
Arlington
National Cemetery tomorrow.
Pathe Split March 29
One share of Pathe Laboratories
will be distributed for each 100 shares
of Pathe Film stock on March 29.
The directors may distribute another
share for each 100 within the next
two Arears as provided in the plan.
'Feathers'
Alexander
Feathers" will
don on March
uted by United

on March

20

Korda's film, "Four
be previewed in Lon20. It will be distribArtists.
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studios today to complete 1939-40
under the act of March 3. 1879.
product plans after attending company The organization last week started to
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Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
meetings in New York.
bring about repeal of the statute.
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Seeks

Dismissal

Dakota

Divorce

of

Plea

Washington, March 6. — Dismissal
of the North Dakota affiliated theatre
divorcement appeal was asked of the
U. S. Supreme Court today by
Thomas D. Thacher, counsel for Paramount and other defendants in the
hacher explained that with repeal
of the state divorcement law by North
Dakota the case became moot. The
Supreme Court ordered a 10-day stay
in the action to give the state an opportunity to reply if it desired to do
so. Except for the repeal the case
would have come before the court on
appeal by Paramount late this month.
The Supreme Court again yesterday
failed to hand down its decisions in
the Washington and Florida antiAscap legislation cases. The rulings,
considered past due, are expected to
decide the constitutionality of state
anti-Ascap laws.

Allied

Unit

Votes

to

Fight

Famous

- Canadian

Omaha, March 6. — Jimmy
Morgan, 220-pound cowboy
singer over WAAW here,
brought his listeners out of
their chairs recently when he
suddenly shouted over the

Trust

Agreement

Bills

Albany, March 6. — Allied of New
York members in the Albany region
today voted to contact their legislators
to protest adverse bills pending in the
legislature.
Resolutions were adopted against
the McNaboe sales tax, Coudert-Moffat theatre impost, Ehrlich- Wicks stationary engineer measure and the
Crews-Phelps bill for two men in a
booth.
There were no complaints heard by
the grievance board, though subsequent run protection will be discussed
at the next meeting. Representatives
of 35 theatres were present. E. Thornton Kelly, state executive scretary, returns to New York on Wednesday.
C. F. I. Will

'Hot' Music

at Albany

Elect

4

Directors March 23
Four directors of Consolidated Film
Industries are slated for reelection for
terms of three years at the annual
stockholders' meeting March 23.
They are Edward C. Dearstyne,
who on Feb. 10 held 900 preferred
W. E. Counters CEA
shares and 1,770 common: Herbert J.
Yates, Jr., holding 7,782 preferred and
Service Slash Fight 202 common ; Joseph L. Aller, 500 preferred and 2,117 common, and Richard
London, March 6. — Western Electric has written to the Cinematograph W. Altschuler, listed as owning four
common shares.
Exhibitors'
Association
recent
discussion
on following
reduction the
of
No other business is scheduled for
service charges, asking another meet- the meeting, which will be held at
ing in a week.
11 A.M. at the company's headquarThe note makes no direct reference
ters, 1776 Broadway. Stockholders of
record
as of March 2 will be entitled
to the service charges, but offers an
extension of the loan period on new to vote for the directors.
sets and conversions. The C.E.A.
has indicated it will meet again with Australian Manager
Western Electric officials, but insists
Of Columbia Is Due
that service charges remain the primary problem.
Cecil F. Mason, Australian manager
for Columbia, is expected in New
York within the next few months to
WB
Gets $6,000,000
discuss recent Australian film legislation and its effects on sales and opFor Refunding
Plan
erations of American companies. He
(.Continued from page 1)
will be accompanied by J. W. Bergher,
itself of the maximum amount of the
Columbia's manager for Japan.
Ralph Clark, Warner Australian
bank credit."
A copy of the loan agreement was manager, has been here for the past
filed yesterday with the Securities & few weeks and Paramount, M-G-M
Exchange Commission.
and 20th Century-Fox Australian
The company states that $19,266,000 managers are en route here.
principal amount of debentures have
been deposited under the plan of ex- MacDonald
Presides
change. The company has purchased
At Warner Rio Meet
in the open market $471,000 principal
amount of certificates of deposit which
Rio de Janeiro, March 6. — Karl
are to be used for sinking fund pur- MacDonald of New York, Warners'
poses for the proposed new deben- Latin American district manager, is
tures. Since Sept. 1, 1938, the com- here presiding at a meeting of the
pany has also purchased in the open company's Brazilian branch managers.
market $3,102,000 principal amount Warners have eight offices in Brazil.
of debentures, of which $1,700,000 have
The meeting will wind up Wednesbeen retired and the remaining $1,402,day. MacDonald will then return to
000, which are held in the treasury, Buenos Aires, where he recently conwill be retired in due course.
ducted ameeting, and will visit company offices in Chile, Peru, Ecuador
Earnings Run Higher
and Panama. He will return to New
After allowing for the foregoing" York about May 1.
purchases, there remain outstanding
an aggregate of $25,827,000 of certifiHelprin Sailing on
cates of deposit and debentures.
The company estimates that the
Saturday to London
earnings for the quarter ending Feb.
Morris Helprin, advertising and
25 will be more than for the cor- publicity representative for Alexander
responding 1938 quarter, when profit of Korda, sails on the Queen Mary Sat$1,139,018 was shown, after all charges
urday for London, where he will conother than Federal surtaxes on unfer with Korda. He probably will
distributed profits.
be gone for several weeks. Korda
The deadline for depositing deben- and Helprin, with studio officials, will
tures for exchange is March 15. This discuss advertising plans for forthmay be extended at the discretion of
coming Korda pictures, among which
the directors.
is "Four Feathers."

microphone,
"I'm afire," during his broadcast.
Morgan
fooling,
either,
for hiswasn't
guitar, rubbing
against his corduroy trousers,
had ignited a packet of
matches in his pocket. He
put out the fire and proceeded with his program.

Sunday
Put

Off

Show
in

Action
Ontario

Toronto, March 6.— Ontario is not
going to have a wide open Sunday
after all, at least for another year.
Prior to the opening of the legislature, Gordon Conant, Provincial Attorney General, formally announced
that, as the "many representations to
the Government to permit some
recreations on Sunday are quite recent and there has not been sufficient
time to fully consider the requests,
no action will be taken by the Government atthis session to change present Sunday laws." The cabinet has
agreed, it is understood, that any re1940. vision would have to stand over until
The question of permitting Sunday
shows and sports actually was
broached some months ago but, since
that time, many religious bodies had
protested against the proposal and the
churches had become well organized
in their opposition to easing the Sunday prohibition. It was Conant himself, backed by Premier M. F. Hepburn, who had referred openly to a
possibility that the Sunday laws would
be revised because they were now
considered antiquated. Recently, however, the Federal House of Commons
had passed a measure to amend the
Criminal Code providing for imprisonment for directors of corporations
or employers who required any workers to do more than emergency or
necessary acts of labor on Sunday
anywhere in the Dominion.

With

Para.

Expires

Toronto, March 6. — The voting .
trust agreement between Paramount
and Famous Players-Canadian Corp.
which was established 10 years ago
to exercise stock control of the latter company expired today. No new
trust agreement will replace it but
control of the Canadian company is
not affected, regardless.
The voting trust held 189,000
shares of Famous Players-Canadian
common. Most of this was, and remains, in the control either directly
or indirectly of Paramount. Members of the trust were Adolph Zukor,
N. L. Nathanson and I. W. Killam,
the latter a Montreal financier. Zukor
withdrew as chairman of the board of
Famous Players-Canadian some time
ago. There are no plans for the
election of a successor to Zukor at
this time. Nathanson, of course, continues as head of the Canadian comNathanson is due back from a Florpany.
ida vacation in a week or 10 days to
complete arrangements for the annual meeting of the company, to be
held toward the end of March.

Cole

of

Allied

Urges
A bolition of Clearance
(Continued from page I)

said: "We will have something to
take the place of the present system.
But I am in favor of no clearance
whatsoever. I believe it is feasible for
a, subsequent run to start playing a
picture immediately after the prior
run isance throug
in betweehn. with it, with no clear-

"The Supreme Court's decision
means that you cannot control a subsequent run. My position is that if we
took pictures in a given locality and
ran them through the various runs,
there would be more revenue for all
concerned. This has been demonstrated in some situations, affiliated
circuit and independent alike.
"It has also been shown that protection, insofar as receipts rre concerned, means little or nothing to the
Scotch Angered
by
first run. Protection as now practiced
is used to further a monopoly and is
Fair Film Rejection
not a good business practice."
London, March 6. — Rejection of
"Through Negotiating"
films made by an official Scottish committee by the British Council selecting
Col. Cole said that Alfred's trade
pictures for the New York World practice
negotiating committee was
Fair has provoked a caustic protest disbanded on March 1, in accordance
from John Grierson, documentary with a mandate from the
directors,
pioneer and member of the Films for
and that Allied is "through negotiatScotland Committee.
ing." Any plan submitted will not be
Said Grierson, "Pretty or unpretty considered by the directors until their
Scottish faces have been good enough meeting at the annual convention in
to build half the British Empire. The Minneapolis, probably late in May. He
forthrightness which the English Com- blamed the distributors for being dilamittee do not think decorative enough
tory in completing their proposals.
has been Scottish vitality, character,
The
Allied president has been conand history, and the upturned noses of
ferring with regional Allied boards
the soft and genteel south cannot can- since leaving Dallas
10 days ago. Tocel out a line of it. This intolerable
day he plans to be in Philadelphia and
situation must be redressed."
be in Baltimore on Thursday.
The chairman of the British Council will
He will return here for a meeting with
Committee, Philip Guedalla, has re- the New Jersey Allied board next
plied that Scottish achievements in
economic and social reconstruction did Monday and will be in Boston the following day. A meeting with the New
not seem to him large enough nor imYork unit's directors is tentatively
portant enough to include in Britain's scheduled for March 16.
official picture.
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For

May

Cash

Bank

Paid

Night

Omaha

Sue

Pizor Praises Air
Policies of Zanuck

as

Prizes

Tallahasse, Fla., March 6.— Consideration isbeing given here to possible suits to collect for the state all
money paid or offered as Bank Night
prizes during the past two years. Attorney General George C. Gibbs has
reported that under a law passed in
1895 his office is required to investigate lotteries for the purpose of collecting the forfeits, -Mid has instructed
every State Attorney to investigate
the probability of collection and to
render a full report.
Whether the suits will be brought
against the prize winners or the exhibitors will depend on the recommendations in the reports. Prizes won prior
to two years ago cannot be collected
as they are banned by the statute of
limitations. The action follows two
Supreme Court decisions rendered
Jan. 20 which declared that Bank
Night was a lottery.

Philadelphia, March 6.—
Lewen Pizor, president of
the U.MP.T.O., has sent a
telegram to Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th Century-Fox production
head, commending him for
his policy pearances
on on the
filmair.
stars' ap"Grand constructive movement in withdrawing stars
from radio," the wire says.
"Box-office will have less
competition, thus stamping
again your cooperation with
exhibitors."

Tuesday, March 7, 1939
Passes

Stage

Version of 'Darling'
Omaha, March 6. — The Omaha
welfare board, which banned the film
version of 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter" at the Brandeis here, has
approved the stage version to be presented by the Omaha Community
Playhouse.
Action of the board followed a preview of the stage play. Members of
the board said their action was governed by the fact that the stage play
would not be shown to youngsters and
minors and that only season ticket
holders would be admitted.
Harlan, la., Approves Film

Harlan, Ia., March 6. — 'Yes, My
Darling
Daughter,"
banned
the film
version in
Omaha has
been inapproved
Arnstein's $2,000,000
by
three
local
ministers
and
their
Suit on Songs Starts
Trial of the suit of Ira B. Arnstein wives and members of the City Council and their wives "without excepfor $2,000,000 damages, an injunction
and accounting against Warner Bros.
The film also will open in Norfolk,
Pictures Co., Inc., Ascap, National
Neb.,
this week without any censorBroadcasting Corp., Columbia Broadship troubles.
casting System and a number of individuals and music publishing houses,
started before Federal Judge Edward Clearance
Case Suit
tion."
A. Conger yesterday in the U. S. DisOrder in Breen Suit
Settled Before Trial
trict Court. Complaint charges
William D. Shapiro, vice president
plagiarism
of
some
50
songs
allegTest suit brought by Jupo Amuseof Bobby Breen Productions, Inc., was
edly composed by Arnstein in songs
ments, operators of the Polk, Jackson
ordered yesterday by N. Y. Supreme written,
published and broadcast by Heights, against 20th Century-Fox to
Court Justice Aaron J. Levy to tes- the defendants.
determine validity of clearance terms
tify before trial in a suit brought by
was settled before it reached trial in
Israel, Harry and Larry Abelson,
the Queens County Supreme Court
Stage Union Pact Set
doing business as L. Abelson & Son,
which sought $22,798 from Bobby
Broadway legitimate stage houses yesterday. The settlement involved
Breen Productions. Plaintiffs, cloth- have tentatively agreed on terms with adjustment of clearance schedules.
Jupo (Frank Moscato) signed a
iers, claimed breach of a contract Local 54, Building Service Employes'
licensing the use of the name and pho- Union, for a contract covering port- contract with 20th Century-Fox but
tograph of Bobby Breen.
ers and cleaners. The League of the blanks following the words "Clearance Run" were left blank, the exN._ Y. Theatres is polling its membership
for
approval
of
the
pact
and
the
change relying on the words "as availM-G-M Suit Dismissed
able." Subsequently, the Colony
union will meet today to vote on it.
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
( Brandt) over
was the
granted
clearance
Polk. one
In week's
a preCharles B. McLaughlin yesterday disliminary motion, Justice Pete Daly
missed for failure to prosecute a S W G Hearing Recesses
plagiarism suit of Robert Brister and
Hollywood, March 6. — Hearing of ruled that the failure to fill the blanks
Harry T. Bliven against M-G-M Pic- N. L. R. B. complaints against major after the words "Clearance Run" required the company to furnish product
tures Corp. and M-G-M Distributing producers over alleged failure to barCorp. Plaintiffs had charged the
gain collectively with the Screen Writ- without clearance to any other house.
plagiarism of the title of their play,
ers' Guild recessed today until tomorrow to give special trial examiner
"Penthouse," in a film of the same
James C. Batten time to study the Cincinnati Manager
case.
Convicted for Game
Ask Test Before Trial
Cincinnati, March 6.— W i 1 1 i a m
Yates Reaches Coast
Application will be made today to
Dodds, manager Imperial, neighborthe N. Y. Supreme Court for an order
Hollywood, March 6.— Herbert J.
hood unit of Associated Theatres, ardirecting W. G. V an Schmus, as presi- Yates arrived today at Republic sturested for promoting a game of chance
dent, and Fred A. Cruise, as manager
dios to put the final touches on "Man and possessing lottery tickets when he
of Radio City Music Hall Corp., to of Conquest" and several other studio operated Cash Night, was convicted
testify before trial. Lillian L. David- matters. Reports that Yates' visit by Municipal Judge Clarence E.
son, nlaintiff in a $50,000 suit for al- would be followed by personnel Spraul, fined $5 on each charge,
leged injuries, claims that she was changes were discounted by studio granted a 30-day stay of execution to
sources.
hurt by spectators on April 1, 1937.
appeal, and released on $50 bond.
Police Sergeant William Stath, in
the theatre when Dodds announced the
drawing of a $25 capital prize and 10
$1 awards, made the arrest. Dodds
Ask your Photophone representative about the sensational
has indicated his intention of appealing the case.
4 Brokers

\
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Testify

In Ticket Code Suit
Trial of the suit brought by Acme
agency to restrain enforcement of the
ticket brokers' code started yesterday
before Referee Morris Cooper, Jr.
League of New York Theatres and
Actors' Equity are defendants.
Four brokers testified yesterday that
they were compelled to sign the code.
Witnesses were Walter Friedman of
Acme, Joseph Keith of Leblang-Gray,
LouisWilliam
Ringerheim
of Louis
and
McBride.
The Cohn's,
trial is
expected to last all week.

Rydge Is Due from
27
Australia March
Norman Bede Rydge, managing director of Greater Union Theatres in
Australia and affiliated interests, is due
in New York March 27 on his first
visit to the United States. The purpose of his trip is to confer with S.
R.
president
of 20th
Fox,Kent,
and other
company
headsCenter--re^.v .ing tion
the
distribution-exhibition situain Australia.
Rydge, who also heads British Empire Films, a distributing organization, and Cinesound Productions, was
the chief sponsor of the new films act
in New South Wales which imposed
greater restrictions on American distributors, including a 25 per cent cancellation privilege and a production
His interests, which are influential
quota. the New South Wales Governwith
ment, are willing to recommend amelioration of the law provided Greater
Union and affiliated theatres are given
a greater share of American films.
Greater
troubles
date
from Union's
the timeproduct
its pool
with
Hoyts was dissolved, in June, 1937.
Hoyts is the dominant circuit. It is
controlled by National Theatres
(Skouras).
Has 60 Theatres
Greater Union has 60 theatres, plus
others in affiliation. Its product consists of Universal, Republic, Monogram and second choice of other maj or
product after Hoyts. The circuit, however, gets a good share of M-G-M
pictures,
in conjunction
with Metro's
own six theatres
in Australia.
Greater Union finds this an insufficient supply of big pictures for its three first
runs in Sydney and others.
The division of major company
product has long been a problem in
Australia and has been a factor in
arousing feeling against the American
companies which has led to restrictive
legislation.
The Greater Union interests believe
that something may be accomplished
by having
Rydge come
here for personal discussions
with executives
of
20th Century-Fox, which controls
Hoyts
Theatres.indirectly through National
On Boards of 15 Companies
Rydge is on the boards of 15 companies, and is considered a financial and
business leader in Australia. Other
than film interests, he is connected
with a chain of hotels, banking and investments and mercantile companies
and nal,
publishes
Business
Joura monthly.Rydge's
He became
managing
director of Greater Union and affiliated companies when the pool with
Hoyts was disbanded.
Capt. Harold Auten, Greater Union
representative here, will leave March
15 for Los Angeles to meet Rydge on
his arrival march 20 on the Monterey.
File Acoustic Briefs
Plaintiff's briefs in the Wilmington
patent infringement suit brought by
British Acoustic Films against RCA
and Erpi were served upon defense attorneys yesterday. Final briefs will
not be completed before April 5, with
argument set for April 7 before Federal Judge John P. Nields. The action involves two patents covering improved film feed mechanisms through
sound head projectors.
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PARAMOUNT!

"CAFE
SOCIETY"
It's new . . . it's news . . . it's the screen's
first story of the glamorous "400" of
the night clubs. With a big -name cast
headed by MADELEINE
CARROLL,
FRED MacMURRAY, SHIRLEY ROSS.
Directed by Edward

"THE

H. Griffith.

BEACHCOMBER"

CHARLES LAUGHTON'S
triumphant
comedy of romance in the South Seas —
now blazing a box-office trail from coast
to coast. A Mayflower picture with
Elsa Lanchester, produced

and directed

by Erich Pommer.

"MIMIQHT"
. . . CLAUDETTE
DON

AM

EC HE

COLBERT

and

head the prize cast of

the season in "Midnight," the prize
romantic comedy of the year. With
JOHN

BARRYMORE,

Francis Lederer,

Mary Astor, Elaine Barrie. Directed by
Mitchell Leisen.

"SUDDEN
MONEY"
Hilarious story of sweepstakes winners, sure
to get big money. With a hand-picked
comedy cast, built for laughs, including
Charlie
Charles

Ruggles, Marjorie Rambeau,
Grapewin, William Frawley.

Directed by Nick Grinde.
n
AKIM
made

TAMIROFF,

whose

roles have

screen history, delivers his best

performance as Frank Baturin, strong man
of a city of sin. With Anna May Wong,
J. Carrol Naish. Directed by Nick Grinde.

u

m

r icy HI MISSOURI

« . . Starring the one and only
BOB BURNS . . . and topping
"The Arkansas Traveler" in every
department. With GLADYS
GEORGE, Gene Lockhart and
Samson, the only mule ever So
spend a night in a Turkish bath.
Directed by Theodore Reed.

TO HEAVEN"
DOOR
BACK
The first of the much - heralded, longawaited Bernard Steele eastern presentations .. . already winning the plaudits of
the critics. "Hit as box-office melodrama.

"NEVER
SAY DIE"
The laughs come fast and furious
when MARTHA
RAYE
and
BOB HOPE go on a funny-honeymoon...with ANDY DEVINEalong
as chaperon, and Alan Mowbray

as

A triumph!" says Hollywood Reporter.
With Wallace Ford, Stuart Erwin,
Patricia Ellis, Aline McMahon. Produced

jealous lover. Gale Sondergaard and
Ernest Cossart round out a perfect

and directed

cast.

by William

K. Howard.

Directed by Elliott Nugent.

Cccrt

»•

■*

_

v

«iCECIL

B. DeMILLE'S

PACIFIC"
UNION
The BIG picture you've been waiting
for; with a cast of thousands, headed
bv BARBARA
STANWYCK
and

c

THE

LADY'S

. . . GEORGE

FROM

RAFT

and

ELLEN
DREW, beautiful
KENTUCKY"
star of "Sing You Sinners"
and "If I Were King" in a
heart -pounding, pulse -racing
story of the turf . . . with
Hugh

Herbert and ZaSu

Pitts

in support. It's one for the
money... sure to lead the field.
Directed by Alexander Hall.

UNMARRIED
. . . Paramount
stars BUCK

M

showmanship

JONES,

popular of cowboy
his first dramatic

most

stars, in
role. A

hard-hitting action drama
of down-to-earth folks, with
HELEN
TWELVETREES
and DONALD

O'CONNOR,

kid star of "Sing You Sinners."
Directed by Kurt Neumann.

"HOTEL

IMPERIAL"
Glamorous, exciting

ISA MIRANDA, in her first
American screen role ... costarred with RAY MILLAND
in a powerful drama of strange
adventure and strange people
behind

the gates of Hotel

Imperial. With Reginald
Owen, Gene Lockhart and
J. Carrol Naish.
Robert Florey.

"STOLEN
ELISABETH

Directed by

LIFE"
BERGNER,

the magnificent . . . the incomparable .. . the first dramatic
actress of our time — in her
greatest triumph ... a picture
for every woman in America,
and the men they bring with
them to your theatre! A
Paramount release, produced
and directed by Paul Czinner.
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Minneapolis

'Stagecoach'
Big

Hollywood

$18,800

Preview

u

My Wife's Relatives
(Republic)
Hollywood, March 6. — "My Wife's Relatives" is amusing entertainment for family theatre audiences. A domestic comedy, the picture is
Chicago, March 6.— "Stagecoach" loaded with those elements in characterization, dialogue, situation and
r-=iibled into the Loop to garner action commonly appealing to the common people. Some of the enter^ijl,800 which is the best business the
tainment offered is homey, human humor; some of it is hokum. The
Roosevelt has had in months.
combination,
however, makes for a laugh-provoking show.
"The Girl Downstairs," with vaudeville at the State-Lake, grossed a neat
The Gleason family, James, Lucille and Russell, is featured in "My
$13,200 while "The Lone Wolf Spy Wife's Relatives," which is the second episode in the "Higgins Family"
Hunt" and "Gambling Ship" at the series. The trio is given exceptionally good support by Harry DavenOriental, plus vaudeville, showed a
port, Maude Eburne, Mary Hart, Henry Arthur, Purnell Pratt and the
"Pygmalion" con- minor members of the cast.
$14,200.
profit at
tinued to do big business in a third
Trouble comes in bunches for Gleason after he loses his job with
Apollo and "Gunga Din" candy-maker Pratt. Pratt tries to break up the romance between his
the
at
week
closed a profitable run at the Palace.
Estimated takings for the week end- son, Arthur, and James' daughter, Miss Hart. Plumber son, Russell,
ing March 1-4 :
almost wrecks Pratt's home while he tries to fix a leaking sink during a re"Pwgmalion" (M-G-M)
ception. Grandpa Davenport is at his wit's end trying to keep out of widow
APOLLO— (1,400) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average,
Eburne's clutches. An installment collector trying to get payments on
,500)
a ring vexes harassed Gleason no end. Going into the candy business
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
on
his own, Gleason's real tragedy comes when it is believed that the
Stage: Littlefield Ballet. Gross
$26,600. lost ring is hidden in a candy bar. A big reward is offered for its re(Average, $32,000)
turn and business booms phenominally to put the man on easy street.
"The Beachomber" (Para.)
days.
GARRICK— (900) (35c-40c-50c)
But Davenport, who would do anything to save his son-in-law from his
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)
"Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
creditors, would willingly be a martyr to Miss Eburne's romantic ambitions, only to be saved from her by the whole family, who go through
"Gambling Ship" (Univ.)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-40)
days. a wild chase to rescue him.
Stage: Bill Anson with Revue. Gross
200. (Average, $13,000)
Humor is the essence of Jack Townley's screenplay, just as it is the
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
$14,spirit
of the original story written by Dorrell and Stuart MacGowan.
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days, 4th
week. Stage: Chester Hale Girls & Revue. Gus Mein directed.
Gross: $18,800. (Average, $19,000)
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
"Stagecoach" (U. A.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,300)
(35c-55c-75c) 7
days. Gross: $17,500. (Average, $11,000)
*"G" denotes general classification.
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
STATE-LAKE— (2,700) (25c-35c-40c) 7
days. Stage: 3 Stooges and Revue. Gross:
Cameramen Dance April 1
$13,200. (Average, $12,000)
James J. Walker, Henry Youngman,
'Gunga Din' Does
"Let Freedom Ring" (M-G-M)
Milton Berle, Harry Hershfield and
UNITED ARTISTS — (1 ,700) (35c-55c-75c)
7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $15,000)
Jay C. Flippen will be masters of
$10,000, Montreal ceremonies for the tenth annual dance
and entertainment of the Press PhoMontreal, March 6. — "Gunga . Din"
at
the
Palace
scored
$10,000
Attographers' Association, to be held at
'Other' $13,000
tendance atall theatres was adversely the Astor Hotel,
April 14. Tickets
affected by rough weather, influenza are priced at $2.75.
Cincinnati High and Lent.
"King of the Turf" opened at the
Clark Buys Exchange
Cincinnati, March 6. — "Made of
"Pride
with
bill
Oklahoma
City, March 6. — W. T.
double
a
on
Orpheum
Each Other" garnered high money
the Navy" and the result was a Clark has resigned as head booker of
with $13,000 at the RKO Albee. "Fast of
hold-over following a gross of $5,000.
the 20th Century- Fox exchange here
and Loose" did well with $6,200 at
"St. Louis Blues" and "Boy Trouble" to operate the Crescent Exchange.
Keith's, "Gunga Din" did $5,600 on brought
$7,000
to
the
Capitol.
a moveover week at the RKO Lyric,
Estimated takings for the week endand
Finn" pulled
$5,500
ing March 4 :
on a"Huckleberry
second downtown
week at
the
RKO Capitol.
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
Trouble" (Para.)
Estimated takings for the week end- "Boy
CAPITOL — (2,547)
(25c-40c-55c-65c) 7
ing March 2-4:
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $9,500)
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c), 7 days. "Little
LOEW'S— (2,800) (30c-40c-60) 7 days.
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $12,000)
Stage: Benny Davis and Stardust Revue of
1939. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $8,0(0)
"Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
RKO PALACE— (2.700) (35c-42c), 7 days. "King of the Turf" (U. A.)
Gross: $8,700. (Average, $10,000)
"Pride of the Navy" (Rep.)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-42c), 7 Gross:
(Average, $5,000)
days, 3rd week. Gross: $4,900. (Average, "Gunga $5,000.
Din" (RKO)
$12,000)
.PALACE— (2,600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $11,000)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (35c-42c), 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average, "Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
"Down on the Farm" (20th Cen.-Fox)
$12,000)
PRINCESS— (2,272) (25c-35c-50c-65c) 7
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
days. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $7,000)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c), 7 days,
2nd week. Gross : $5,600. (Average.
$6,500)
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
Capitol in Waterhury
RKO GRAND—(1,200) (25c-40c), 7 days,
♦
3rd week. Gross: $2,400. (Average. Locks Out Operators
$2,750)
"Pride of the Navy" (Republic)
Waterbury, Conn., March 6. —
"Fighting Thoroughbreds" (Republic)
Union operators were locked out of
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (15c-2Sc), 4 days. the Capitol, when the management
Gross: $1,300. (Average, $1,400)
e»9-y claimed that Local 304 had failed to tvt
-Wr'lte
'""i*^
°oltS°
„eeb
"Pirates of the Skies" (Univ.)
v^ye
l ^ £ g S S
"I Am a Criminal" (Monogram)
with "capable" opRKO FAMILY— (1,000) (15c-25c), 3 days. provide theerators.house
A
non-union
employe
has
to
Gross: $1,000. (Average, $1,050)
been substituted. The union charges
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
t
s
la
breaking of a contract which expires
KEITH'S—
(1,500) $6,500)
(30c-40c), 7 days. Gross:
$6,200.
(Average,
Sept. 1, and is picketing the house.

Chicago

Gives
Good

Hit

to

,re»s

e«t

'Heart'
$7,500

Minneapolis, March 6. — The Twin
City
Variety
Club'stosaleaid
of $26,000
theatre
tickets
Europeanin
refugees caused box-office receipts to
drop here last week. The tickets were
good for any theatre in the Twin
Cities Feb. 27 through March 2. "The
Young in Heart" at the State was the
only show to do above average, taking $7,500.
In St. Paul, "Honolulu" did best
with $3,800 at the Paramount.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 2 :
Minneapolis:
"Ambush" (Para.)
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,400. (Average, $1,500)
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
CENTURY— (1,600) (25c-40c) 7
Gross:
$4,000)
days.
"Pacific $3,500.
Liner" (Average,
(RKO)
GOPHER— (990) (25c-40c) 7 days.
$2,500. (Average, $3,000)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM—
(2,900) (25c-40c)
7 days.
Gross:
$3,200. (Average,
$4,800)
"The Young in Heart" (U. A.)
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$7,500. (Average, $4,400)
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c) 7 days. 7th
week. Gross: $1,400. (Average, $1,600)
St. Paul:
'They Made Me a Criminal" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (2Sc-40c) 7 days.
Gross:
$3,000.(M-G-M)
(Average, $3,200)
"Honolulu"
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,800. (Average, $4,400)
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
RIVIERA — (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $2,000)
"Persons in Hiding" (Univ.)
"Swing, Sister, Swing" (Para.)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,200. (Average, $1,600)
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD
— (400)
7 days.
week.
Gross:
$1,200.(25c-35c)
(Average,
$700) 3rd
Fire Destroys House
China Grove, N. C, March 6. —
Grove here was destroyed by fire
which originated in the boiler room.
Damage was put at $30,000.
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'Honolulu',
Captures
Kansas

Dual

$12,500
City

High

Kansas City, March 6.— In spite
of a heavy snowstorm and cold
w.eather, plus two nights of the Kansas
City Philharmonic at the Music Hall,
"Honolulu" and "The Lone Wolf Soy
Hunt"
did $12,500
Other bills
suffered.at Loew's Midland.
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man"
took $3,200 at the Uptown and $2,900
"The Beachcomber"
Esquire.
at thea good
took
$8,400 at the Newman.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 1-2:
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
NEWMAN— (1,900)
(25c-40c) 8 days.
Gross: $8,400. (Average, 8 days, $7,600)
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
ESQUIRE— (800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,900. (Average, $3,000)
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
"The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
MIDLAND— (4,000)
(25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $11,500)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (1,500) (25c-40c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $4,700. (Average, $5,000)
"The Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
FOX TOWER— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Stage: Jack Fulton, Jay & Lou Seller, Alphonse Berg, John Gallus, Natalie Kahn.
Gross: $7,100. (Average, $7,000)
Albany

Film

Still in

Bills

Committee

Albany, March 6. — None of the
bills affecting the motion picture industry have as yet been reported out
of committee in the New York State
legislature, although the Bennett
measure affecting chain stores has
been amended to exclude theatres, and
the Phelps-Crews two-men-in-abooth bill is likely to be amended in
the next week.
Still very much alive and active,
of course, are the tax bills, since the
1939-'40 budget and its consequent
taxation measures to defray approximately $415,000,000 have yet to be
voted on or even agreed upon. Until
the tax bills have been voted, theatre interests will not know if they
are to be subjected to a sales tax, the
$1 per $1,000 real estate property assessment valuation or the many other
forms submitted in pending legislation.
Assemblyman William J. Butler's
bill to clarify the existing confusion
in the admission of children under
16 years has been amended to eliminate any picture opposition and no-"
has definite support from the exhibitors. At present, one section of the
law empowers the admission of children without parents or otherwise authorized persons, while still another
makes it a misdemeanor for such permissive action. The Butler bill follows the Ehrlich bill of 1937 and has
the
support
of children's
aid societies
as well
as that
of exhibitors.
Stuart

Tuesday, March 7, 1939

Appointed

to

Salt Lake City Post
Salt Lake City, March 6. — Herschel Stuart is coming here in the
position of booker and buyer for the
Fox (Skouras) theatres. He will
work out of Salt Lake, covering the
National Theatres affiliates of Utah,
Montana and Idaho. Stuart has been
stationed in Denver up to the time of
his present assignment.

Hollywood

Previews

' Stagecoach9
$13,000

for

"The Ice Follies of 1939"
Philadelphia
(M-G-M)
Hollywood, March 6. — Three-quarters of "The Ice Follies of 1939"
is a romantic drama that follows a prescribed formula. Joan Crawford
Philadelphia, March 6. — Top
and James Stewart are directly involved. Lew Ayres is concerned in
about the same extent as spectators sitting in the bleachers at a ball grosser
was atArtie
Shaw's
" Tail Spin"
the Fox,
whichband
brou^]J
game. The other quarter of the picture is an elaborate and picturesque
in
$27,500
for
the
first
stage-screen
combination in months at the theatre.
presentation of the spectacular "International Ice Follies" in which Bess
Ehrhardt, Roy Shipstad, Eddie Shipstad and Oscar Johnson, plus a "Stagecoach"
got a strong start at the
Aldine with $13,000.
chorus of skating beauties, are featured. This part has been photoThe Palace took $5,000 with "Boy
graphed in color. In it the show's most meaningful entertainment and Slaves."
The Earle, back to a straight
exploitation possibilities are to be found. A fraction of the picture's picture policy of second runs, got
entertainment and showmanship worth is represented by Miss Crawford's vocal solo.
$10,000
with takings
"Jesse James."
Estimated
for the week endThe Stewart-Crawford-Ayres ice skating team breaks up and so does
ing March 2 :(U. A.)
"Stagecoach"
the Stewart-Crawford marriage. In a year, Miss Crawford becomes the
ALDINE—
(32c-42c-57c)
Cinderella girl of the films and Stewart thinks up the idea of a three- Gross:
$13,000.(1,300)
(Average,
$8,160) 7 days.
rink skating circus. When Miss Crawford announces her retirement "Tempest" (Tri-National)
from the screen at the moment of her greatest triumph, the lovers get
ARCADIA— (600) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $1,800. (Average, $2,800)
together again and Stewart is hired to produce his "Follies" in pictures. "Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
Ensues the episodes in which the whole routine of the noted skating
BOYD— (2,400) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days, end
show is presented. Also comes the moment when Miss Crawford sings. week. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $14,000)
A Harry Raff production, the picture is based on a story by Leonard "Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
EARLE^-(2,00O)
(26c-32c-42c)
7 days.
Praskins, who collaborated on the screenplay with Florence Ryerson and Gross:
$10,000. (Average, $8,000)
"Tail Spin" (20th-Fox)
Edgar Allen Woolf. Reinhold Schunzel directed.
FOX — (3,000) (32c -42c -57c -68c) 7 days film,
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
6 days stage.
Stage: (Average,
Artie Shaw
Orchestra. Gross: $27,500.
$16,000)
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
KARLTON — (1,000) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days.
"The
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
(Columbia)Lady and the Mob"
OF THE NAVY" (W. B.)
Hollywood, March 6. — Fay Bainter is the lady of the title, and the "WINGS
KEITH'S— (2,000) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days.
mob is made up of Warren flymer and a hand-picked half-dozen even Gross: $3,000. (Average, $4,000)
tougher mugs, if that be possible. The lady is a rich and eccentric "BOY SLAVES" (RKO)
PALACE— (1,000), 26c-42c, 7 days. Gross:
matron in stiff black alpaca who meets a band of "protection" racketeers $5,000. (Average $4,500)
on their own terms and rids her city of them in a merrily melodramatic "Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3,700) (32c-42c-S7c) 7 days.
yet sharply pointed sequence of head-on engagements. No previous Gross:
$14,000. (Average, $14,000)
picture save possibly "A Slight Case of Murder" has treated of crime "Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
and criminals in quite this way. This one, besides placing the principal
STANTON— (1,700) (26c-32c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,500. (Average, $7,000)
plug-uglies on the side of law and order, takes time out in midpicture
for powerful delivery of some well written lines on the subject of Americanism and the precise meaning of citizenship. The film kept a preview
audience in high spirits throughout.
with
Miss Bainter's performance, keystone of the picture, is precisely the 'Pygmalion'
sort of thing Columbia would have ordered if it had been known in
$6,800 Is High in
advance that she was to win the Academy award and come, thereby, into
Milwaukee
Slump
immediate box-office demand. Naturally, this circumstance gives the
production extra marquee value. Ida Lupino, Henry Armetta, Harold
Huber and Lee Bowman are other principals in the picture, but Miss
Milwaukee, March 6. — "P y gBainter is steadily before the camera from start to finish and mainspring malion"
took $6,800 at Fox's Palace
of the story development.
in eight
Din," week,
held
over
at the days.
Warner"Gunga
for a second
The screenplay by Richard Maibaum and Gertrude Purcell, from a
was
pulled
after
four
days
in
favor
of
story by George Bradshaw and Price Day, is intricately plotted and
roundly supplied with humorous dialogue. The plot itself is much too "Yes, My Darling Daughter" and
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man,"
complicated for expedient synopsis, although utterly coherent as preand
put into Fox's Strand. Lent and
sented. Associate producer Fred Kohlmar and director Ben Stoloff have offices.
the flu caused trouble at the boxachieved a remarkable result in keeping an essentially gangster story
consistently funny without sacrifice of moral connotation.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 2 (S.
: R.)
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams. "Monastery"
LITTLE THEATRE— (1,098) (35c-50c) 7
*"G" denotes general classification.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $2,000.
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 8 days. Gross:
Refuses
to
Set
Date
$6,800.
(Average, $5,000)
Legion Approves 10
"Gambling Ship" (Univ.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300) (25c -30c) 7 days.
For B&K
Suit Trial
Of 11 New Pictures
Stage:
Hollywood
(Average,
$5,000) Hi-Lites. Gross: $4,000.
National Legion of Decency apChicago, March 6. — Federal Judge "Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
proved 10 of 11 films reviewed and
classified this week.
Holly, after "pre-trial" conference to- "Smiling Along" (20th-Fox)
STRAND— (1,400) (35c -50c) 4 days. Gross:
day with attorneys in the suit of the $1,200.
(Average,
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for Gen"Gunga
Din" (RKO)$4,500)
eral Patronage — "Bulldog Drum- Gary Theatre Company against BalaSTRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 3 days. Gross:
mond's Secret Police," "Code of the ban & Katz and Warner theatres and $2,000.
(Average, $4,500)
Cactus," "North of Shanghai," "Out- major companies, refused to set a "Gunga Din" (RKO)
WARNER— (2.400) (35c-50c) 4 days. 2nd
law's Paradise," "Rolling Westward" trial date. He suggested depositions
and "The Spirit of Culver." Class be taken before the date for trial is week. Gross: $1,800. (Average. $5,000)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults —
Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
set. It is understood the independents' "You
"Blackwell's Island," "Everybody's suit
WARNER— (2,400)
(25c-50c)
3 davs.
against B. & K. may be postponed Gross:
$2,500. (Average, $5,000)
Baby," "King of Chinatown" and
"Tailspin" (20th-Fox)
again
when
the
hearing
comes
up
to"Oklahoma Kid." Class B, ObjectionMoto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
morrow before Federal Judge Wilker- "Mr.
able in part — "Yes, My Darling
WISCONSIN— (3,200) ( 35e-50c) 7 days.
Gross:
$7,000. (Average, $8,000)
son.
Daughter."
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'Musketeers'
Stage

Show

$16,000,

PICTURE

DAILY
with
Garner

Cleveland

Out

'Huckleberry'
Hollywood

Hollywood, March 6. — Republic
has purchased a "Big Town" broadcast script by Paul Schofield and
Cleveland, March 6. — "The Three signed him to do the script, and an
Musketeers," with the original Crazy
Show on the stage, pushed the RKO original, "Bowery Boy," by Sam
Fuller. Fuller will do the treatI2alace into the lead with $16,000.
ment on his story . . . Next patriotic
$ "IfcKing of the Underworld" at the short at Warners will be "Bill of
Xuen took $4,300. "Topper Takes a
Rights," featuring John Litel and to
Trip" at Loew's State drew $10,000. be
directed by Crane Wilbur from a
Warners' Hippodrome, with the sec- Charles Tedford script . . . Milton
ond week of "Gunga Din," came
Bren's first picture for M-G-M will
through with $12,000.
"Five Days," featuring Robert
Estimated takings for the week end- be
Young and Rosalind Russell.
ing March 3 :
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.) days.
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c), 7
Gross: $4,300. (Average, . $4,000)
David A. Bader of the Literary
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME — (3,800) Corp. of America has acquired the
(30c-35c-42c). 7 davs, 2nd week. Gross: remake film rights of Charles Ben$12,000. (Average, $12,000)
nett's "Blackmail," which was the
"The Three Musketeers" (ZOth-Fox)
RKO PALACE— (3,100) (30c-42c-SSc), 7 first talking picture to be produced in
days.
"A $15,000)
Crazy Show." Gross: England . . . Warners is planning
$16,000. Stage:
(Average,
"Wish You Were Here," story of an
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
trailer camp, with Jane Bryan,
LOEW'S STATE— (3,500) (30c-35c-42c), 7 auto
Marie
Wilson and Dennis Morgan
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $13,000)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
. . . At the same studio, Bonita GranLOEW'S
ville and Frankie Thomas are ten42c),
7 days,STILLMAN—
3rd week. (1,900)
Gross:(30c-35c$4,800.
(Average, $5,000)
tatively set for "Five Little Peppers
"Mamele" (Green Film Co.)
one of. . .the
novels has
by
CITY— (485) (35c-42c), 7 days. Gross: Midway,"
Margaret Sidney
Paramount
$1,100. (Average, $1,200)
signed William Holden, 20-year-old
community playhouse actor, for "What
CBC
Set to Cover
+
!"
Life
a
Paramount has purchased "The
Arrival of Royalty
World on Parade," original by Endre
Quebec, March 6. — Vast broadcast- Bohem, and "The Honorable Uncle
ing coverage of the arrival of King Lancy," novel by Ethel Houston . . .
George and Queen Elizabeth in Canadian waters and at Quebec is now
being prepared by Canadian Broad- British Producers
casting Corp. A commentator and a
broadcast crew are to board the
H.M.C.S. Sagucnay when it meets
And
Lab Workers
H.MS. Repulse off Newfoundland
May 13. The night before the Royal
couple arrive in Quebec, CBC will
Reach
Wage
Pact
broadcast a show as the Repulse
passes up the St. Lawrence, and a
London, March 6. — An agreement
special broadcast will be aired of the
disembarkation at 9:30 A.M. May 15. between production employers and
technician employes has been reached
Two flying; broadcast units will fol- in
Great Britain, with the objective of
low the Royal party and give daily
summaries of events over the Empire regulating wages and working conditions of laboratory workers. Fourteen
network. At Ottawa the network will
cover the unveiling of the memorial to laboratories, employing approximately
the war dead by the King, and the 1,000 technicians, are covered by the
laying of the corner stone of the new agreement, which is the first of its
kind in the industry, inasmuch as it
Supreme Court by the Queen. Ad- is a collective pact covering an entire
ditional plans are now being formu- section of workers in one field.
lated.
The agreement was negotiated by
the Film Production Employers' FedCarnation Signs for
eration, formed with the object of entering into an understanding with the
New
Series on WOR
unions, and by the Association of Cine
Carnation Milk Co. has signed for Technicians, authorized body reprea new series on WOR and starting
April 3 will present Arthur Godfrey tories. senting workers in studios and laborain a program of song and informal
The agreement will operate for two
talk, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri- years, and provides, when necessary,
days from 9 to 9:15 A.M. Erwin
for setting up a joint committee of
Wasey & Co. is the agency.
Another new WOR sponsor is the seven members, with a chairman appointed by the Ministry of Labour.
Ruppcrt Brewing Co., which has.
signed a 52-week contract for the
presentation of Stan Lomax in a
sports series starting April 1. Lomax
To Air 'Drummond'
will be heard Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Radio Attractions has acquired raSaturdays from 7 to 7:15 P.M. Lendio rights to the H. C. (Sapper) Mcnen & Mitchel is the agency.
Neile "Bulldog Drummond" stories,
A renewal, for four weeks, is by and will begin immediate preparations
Pinex Co., sponsoring Arthur Con- to produce the stories in transcription
nolly in Transradio News talks Tues- form. Radio Attractions has completdays and Thursdays from 4 to 4:15
ed production
of the
"Fu Manchu"
P.M. The renewal is effective March series
and is now
producing
a series
7. The Russell M. Seeds agency of transcribed programs based on the
placed the extension.
"Hopalong Cassidy" stories.

Way

Leads

Denver

Production having suspended about a
year ago, "Maximilian," story of
Mexico during Maximilian and Carlotta's ill-fated reign, is being completed by Miguel C. Torres. Medea
Novara, Conrad Nagel, Lionel Atwill, Guy Bates Post, Evelyn
Brent head the cast. The film is
assertedly being sponsored by the
Mexican Government, which cooperated in its making. It will be released
in both English and Spanish languages.

With

'Pygmalion' $11,000
New Haven Leader

$7,100

$12,000

Denver, March 6. — "Huckleberry
Finn" and "Pacific Liner" at the Orpheum led the town with $12,000.
"Stagecoach" ran a close second with
a strong gross of $11,000 at the Denver. "Made for Each Other" took
$4,000 in the second week, at the Aladand "Cafe Society" drew $6,500
at thedin,Denham.
Estimated takings for the week endAmong Errol Flynn vehicles being March 1 :
for Each Other" (U. A.)
ing prepared by Warners is "Burning "Made
ALADDIN— (1,400) (25c-40c), 7 days, 2nd
Daylight," from the Jack London week.
Gross: $4,000. Average, $3,500)
vehicle . . . Fred W. Kane, unaffili- "Honolulu"
(M-G-M)
ated producer, has purchased a story,
"Burn
'Em
Up
O'Connor" (M-G-M)
"Include Me Out," by Ralph Passer
(1,100) (25c-40c), 7 days,
and Lyford Moore . . . Paramount is 2ndBROADWAY—
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $2,500)
"Cafe
Society"
(Para.)
rushing "Air Raid" into early proDENHAM— (1,750) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
Fred MacMurduction, substituting
$6,500. (Average, $6,000)
ray for Melvyn
Douglas in the role Gross:
"Stagecoach" (U. A.)
opposite Madeleine Carroll, due to
DENVER— (2,525) (25c-35c-50c), 7 days.
Douglas' unavailability. Jeff Laza- Gross: $11,000. (Average, $8,500)
rus will produce and Edward H. "Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
Griffith will direct . . . Also on "Pacific Liner" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,600) (25c^35c-40c), 7 days.
Paramount' s early production schedule Gross: $12,000. (Average, $8,000)
is "Dr. Cyclops," a mystery picture. "Off the Record" (W. B.)
Dale Van Every will produce^ and "Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2.200) (25c -40c), 7 days.
Ernest B. Schoedsack will direct.
Tom Kilpatrick wrote the original Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)
"Son of Frankenstein" (Univ.)
story . . . Inez Courtney, ill, was re- "Homicide Bureau" (Col.)
RIALTO— (878) (25c-40c), 7 days, "Son of
"One
of M-G-M's
cast by
the One"
2nd week. Gross: $2,500.
Hundredplaced into
Gladys Blake Frankenstein,"
(Average, $1,750)
Con"Full
. . . RKO has purchased
fession," story by Leo Birinski of
4Huck Finn' Does
prison life.

Haven, March 6.— "Pygmalion" and "My Son is a Criminal"
at the Loew-Poli. "You
took $11,000
Can't Cheat an Honest Man" and
"The Mysterious Rider" took $6,900 at
the Paramount. At the Roger Sherg Daughter"
My Darlin
man, "Yes, Drew,
Reporter," plus a
and "Nancy
midnight show, drew $7,000. The
second week of "Made for Each
Other" and "Strange Case of Dr.
Meade" at the College added $2,600.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 3 :
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
"Strange
Case (1,499)
of Dr. (35c-50c)
Meade" (Col.)
COLLEGE—
7 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $2,600. (Average, $2,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
"My
Son Is a Criminal"
(Col.)
LOEW-POLI—
(3,040) (35c-50c)
7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $8,000)
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
"The Mysterious Rider" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348) (35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,900. (Average, $4,400)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
"Nancy Drew — Reporter" (W. B.)
ROGER SHERMAN — (2,200) (35c-50c) 7
days, and midnight show. Gross: $7,000.
(Average, $4,700)
New

Form

Wire

Broadcasting

Dover, Del., March 6. — Wire
Broadcasting, Inc., has been formed
here to deal in all forms of entertainment with a capital of $300,000 and
16,000 shares of no par value. The
incorporators are David H. Jackman,
Edwin E Lindgren, and George V.
Reilly of New York.
Danzig

in WPA

Unit

Frank tinuityDanzig
WNEW's
constaff has of
joined
the Federal
Theatre Radio Division as assistant
continuity editor.

To

in

Seattle

Capture

Lead

Seattle, March 6. — "Huckleberry
Finn," on a dual with "Dramatic
School" at the Fifth Avenue, took
$7,100.
;'Gunga
Story," did
$7,200 Din"
in the with
second"Inside
week
at the Paramount.
"Flirting With Fate" and "Mysterious Miss X" at the Palomar, with
vaudeville, took $5,200. Weather was
Estimated takings for the week ending March 3 :
"Jesse James" (20th-Fox)
good.
BLUE
MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days.
4th week, from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $3,400. (Average, $4,000)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
"Dramatic School" (M-G-M)
FIFTHGross:
AVENUE—
(30c-40c-55c)
7
days.
$7,100. (2,500)
(Average.
$7,000)
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
LIBERTY—
(1,800)
days.
4th week.
Gross:(20c-30c-40c-55c)
$4,100. (Average, 7
$5,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (2,450) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,200. (Average, $6,000)
"Flirting with Fate" (M-G-M)
"Mysterious Miss X" (Repub.)
PALOMAR
— (2,500)
clays.
Vaudeville
headed (15c-25c-35c-4()c)
by Pepito. Gross: 7
$5,200.
$5,000)
"Gunga (Average.
Din" (RKO)
"Inside Story" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT — (3,050) (30c -40c) 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $7,200. (Average, $6,000)
Vera Scott on Program
Vera Scott, mezzo soprano, is replacing Rachel
Carley on the
"Manhattan
"Merry-Go-Round,"
while
the
latter vacations for eight weeks.
Lyons Toothpowder sponsors the program, through Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
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Another
F.C.C.

Decision

of

Is Reversed

Washington, March 6. — The
United States Court of Appeals today
found another F. C. C. decision "arbiand reversed its
denial trary
ofandacapricious"
construction permit to the
Courier-Post Publishing Co. for a
1,310-kilocvcle station at Hannibal,
Mo.
Remanding the case to the commission, the court held that the appellant sustained the burden of proving the public need for a local station
in Hannibal, contrary to the commission's findings.
WOR

to Broadcast

All Dodgers Games
WOR has signed to broadcast the
road and home games of the Brooklyn Dodgers, it will be announced this
morning by the station. Socony Vacuum Co. and General Mills Corp. will
sponsor the broadcasts jointly. The
same sponsors signed some time ago
to broadcast the home games only of
the Yankees and the Giants.
Deal between the station, clients
and the Dodgers club had been held
up the past few weeks because of
WOR's insistence that broadcasts of
both home and road games be included
in the contract. The station won its
point yesterday and the contract was
closed.
Contract becomes effective this Saturday with the beginning of the spring
exhibition tour of the Dodgers. Highlights in the exhibition schedule are
to be broadcast through the spring,
followed by the full schedule of home
and road games. Road games will be
covered by wired accounts of the play.
Red Barbour is to handle the mike.
SMPE

Will

Discuss

Television at Meet
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
will devote a complete evening session
to discussion of the part that television
will play in Hollywood, during the
spring convention of the Society.
The final meeting of the .convention,
on April 21, will be completely dominated by television, with reading of
papers on from
the subject
by leadingauthorities
all sections
of the
country. Presiding at the television
meeting will be Lorin Grignon, chief
transmission engineer of Paramount.
Is Preview Commentator
Colorado Springs, March 6. —
Vance Graham, radio commentator,
has been appointed chief commentator
of the Alexander Preview Co., organized to produce trailers. Graham was
with KOA, Denver, for six years before joining Alexander Film Co. Last
fall he went with KSFO, San Francisco and recently returned to Colorado.
H or met to Have Show
George A. Hormel Co. has signed
to sponsor an as yet unselected series
over CBS starting April 3, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 11 to
11 :15 A.M. The series will be broadcast over 21 stations, originating at
KNX, Hollywood. Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn placed the business.

Tuesday, March 7, 1939

Networks
CBC Will Control
Canada Television
Toronto, March 6. — Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
through Chairman L. W.
Brockington, has stated that
broadcasting of televised
programs in the Dominion
will be only as a public utility under the control of the
CBC.
Television is not yet feasible in Canada, he pointed
out, because of the present
short-range of transmitters
and the high cost of the
equipment, the expenditure
involved for one vision station being in the neighborhood of $500,000. Encouragement is being given to television research but the CBC
had taken steps to prevent
the exploitation of the public.

Colman,

Grant

May

Resume
'Circle' Roles
With Bob Colwell and Tiffany
Thayer now in Hollywood supervising
the writing of the scripts of the J.
Walter Thompson-produced and Kelthere loggis& Son-sponsored
every prospect "The
that Circle,"
Ronald
Colman and Cary Grant will return
to the program shortly according to
agency word here. Both actors recently withdrew from the show, alleging that the material was not satisfactory to them.
Colwell and Thayer, the latter the
well known
agency's
chief
writers, novelist,
and witharethethescript
now
under their direction negotiations are
under way to return Colman and
Grant to the show.

Pope's

Will

Air

Coronation

Networks will stay on the air
throughout the night to brins' to listeners here a description of the ceremonies attending the coronation of
Pope Pius XII on Sunday morning,
March 12. The coronation ceremonies
will begin at 3 :30 A.M. and continue
through 6:45 A.M. (9:30 A.M. to
12:45 P.M. Rome time.)
CBS, NBC and Mutual are now
arranging for programs with which to
fill the gap between the usual closing
time andmoniesthe
beginning of the cerefrom Rome.

Philco's
Show
WillVisio
n Sets
Today
Philco's
newwillportable
home televis-at
ion receiver
be demonstrated
the Savoy Plaza Hotel today. Feature
of the demonstration will be a beauty
contest.
Today's demonstration stems from
the recent tests of the Philco portable
transmitter in Miami which, according to reports, reproduced images on
the screen of the Philco receiver with
excellent clarity and depth of tone.
Philco will have ready in May a limited number of television receivers for
the public in New York and Philadelphia, in which areas regular television
broadcasts will be available this spring
and summer. Later the sets will be
sold in Milwaukee, Los Angeles and
Schenectady, where television transmitters will be placed in regular operation at an early date.
Silvey
For

Is Due Here
Listener Study

anner

B

LINES

resunder
reasons, captufor
much
able
standmore
SION,
TELEVI
printed space than facsimile
broadcasting, but there is little doubt
that facsimile is far nearer public
presentation than the video sci#^k
Much ado is being made of the Thfo
hours of television programming per
week that RCA will attempt this
spring and summer (for an audience
that will be negligible), whereas little
attention has been paid to the spectacular success that the St. Louis PostDispatch has made in facsimile.
The Post-Dispatch
the transmission of news and began
photographs
by
wireless less than three months ago,
and today is broadcasting, without fuss
or bother, a nine-page daily edition.
Each page of the Post-Dispatch
radio paper is four standard newspaper columns wide. Three pages are
devoted to regular news, one to sports
and one to regular radio news ; three
are picture pages (regular half-tones)
and the final page is a typewritten
resume
day's This
market
reportsof
and
late of
newsthebriefs.
amount
news, together with the picture pages,
is transmitted in two hours and 15
minutes. On a recent test a picture
was on the air 30 minutes after it
had been taken.
T
The Post-Dispatch facsimile station
is one of the eight in the country experimenting inthe science — locally we
have WOR. All save the St. Louis
station, however, are broadcasting on
standard wave lengths, and as a consequence are restricted to broadcasting only from the time their regular
radio broadcasting is done, usually
shortly after midnight, until the hour
the regular broadcasting day begins,
usually about 6 A.M. Because the
Post-Dispatch is using the facilities
of its short-wave station, W9XZY, it
can
broadcast at any time of the day
or night.

R. J. E. Silvey, head of the listener
research of British Broadcasting Corp.
is en route to the United States and
Relieved on Libel Canada to study listener research
methods in both countries. Here he
Helena, Mont., March 6.— Gov- will 'make a special study of the new
ernor Ayres has signed a bill which research project being financed by the
▼
relieves radio broadcasting stations of Rockefeller
From Vance King in Hollywood,
Foundation, and which is
liability for libel in connection with
received word of what ocversity. carried out by Princeton Uni- we've just
broadcasts of material over which they being
curred when George Fisher tried a
have no right of censorship.
sneak broadcast of the recent Academy Awards presentations. . The
Transamerican Moving
Academy bars broadcasts of the preNew WOR Deals Set
sentations— only once, in 1932, were
Transamerican Broadcasting and
National Pattern Co. has signed Television Corp. has leased quarters they covered, by NBC. Fisher, film
and Wesson Oil Co. renewed, Martha larger than it now occupies and in commentator for Don Lee- Mutual,
Dean on WOR, one year each. Other April will be located in the Aeolian sneaked into the radio control room at
new business at WOR includes a Building. A section of the studio the Biltmore Hotel, and picked up
year's renewal of the transcribed thrice space will be devoted to research and Frank Capra's voice as he opened the
session, broadcasting it over KHJ.
weekly "Heart of Julia Blake" series experiment in television programming.
by the Armstrong Packing- Co., and a
NBC people, hearing the KHY emanation, excitedly called the hotel and
year's
renewalFarm
of announcements
Charles Smith to CBS
the Sheffield
Products Co. for
protested. Academy folk and the hoCharles H. Smith has joined the
tel management,
into thefollowing
control NBC's
room call,
and
research division of CBS, coming from rushed
Goodyear Renews Show
WQXR where he was engaged in pulled the chair from under the radio
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., similar work. Another new member of technician, successfully stifling the
the CBS research staff is Ben H. Hol- program. The Academy has sent a
sponsoring the "Goodyear Farm and lander.
hot letter to Willett Brown, KHY
Radio News" on the Blue network,
has renewed the program for 13 weeks,
manager, asking him to explain Fisher's attempt at the broadcast. Fisher,
effective March 27. Arthur Kudner New Star Program Ready
it is recalled, is the same commentator
is the agency. Program is sponsored
Star Radio Programs, Inc., has just who "reported" on Mutual that the
over a series of zones, and the reof Windsor would be offered the
newal covers Zones 1 and 2.
released promotion on its latest fea- Duke
industry.
post
of
"czar" of the motion picture
ture "The Woman's Radio Journal,"
a new script show which starts March
— Jack Banner
13 on stations throughout the country.
Borden Placed on WHN
Montana

Stations

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,
fur the Borden Farm Products Co.,
has placed a spot schedule with WHN.
Similar schedules with this station
have been placed for Adam Hat
Stores and Raydence, Inc.

BBC

Executive

Due

London, March 6.— With the object of studying, American television,
Gerald Cock, B.B.C. television director, will visit New York shortly.

Name

Thompson

Agency

J. Walter
Thompson's
branch
has been
appointed Australian
to handle
all radio advertising for the clients
of Lintas, Ltd., in the Commonwealth.
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3 Loew's Officers
Exercise Options

Long

Loew's yesterday reported
to the N. Y. Stock Exchange
that Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident in charge of production, J. Robert Rubin,
vice-president, and David
Bernstein, treasurer, have
exercised options for the purchase of 66,666 shares of common stock at $40 a share, a
total of 22,222 shares each.

Permits

Washington, March 7— As the
F.C.C. started on the last lap of the
network study today, Elliott Roosevelt,
son of the President, urged legislation
giving broadcasters permanent licenses,
good so long as they operated in the
public interest. Roosevelt, president
of the Texas State Network, declared
the present short-term licenses make
it impossible for small stations to be
developed since banks and other lending agencies will not give financial aid
to concerns which might be forced out
practically overnight. Fiof business
nancial stability, he said, will not be
achieved until long term licenses are
provided.

Charges "Loose Talk"
The situation is further aggravated by
"loose talk" of trafficking in licenses,
he said, declaring the F.C.C. should
distinguish between persons obtaining
licenses to construct a station with no
it and those who unidea of operating sting
in good faith and
dertake broadca
later find it necessary or desirable to
dispose of the station.
Accelerating the monopoly hearings,
the F.C.C. today disclosed its inten-of
tion of winding up the investigation
networks this week, in order that on
March 14 it might receive testimony
from interested organizations and individuals on what is wrong with
broadcasting.
Among those slated to testify next
week are the American Civil Liberties Union, the American Guild of
Musical Artists, the C.I.O., Independent Radio Network Affiliates and
the National Committee on Education
by Radio.
Working

Clearance

WEDNESDAY,

Urged

Elliott Roosevelt Offers
Plan at Hearing

Allied

YORK,

on

Upstate

Adjustment of clearance in the Albany exchange zone will be made
shortly, New York Allied has been advised, following complaints filed with
the distributors. Allied recently appointed an Albany committee to investigate affiliated theatre protection over
subsequents.
The Buffalo unit's grievance commitee is working on the protection
situation in Buffalo and Rochester, and
relief for independents is being asked.
A special report on this will be given
at a meeting in Buffalo next Monday.
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to
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TO
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CONTRACT

in

Surprise Offer Comes
as N.L.R.B. Hearing
Opens

Effect

CENTS

Despite

on

Coast

Hollywood, March 7.— In a move

which caught the Screen Writers'
Guild by surprise, major producer
attorneys
today agreed at a hearing
Pennsylvania
Bills
before the N.L.R.B. trial examiner
the S.W.G. as an exProvide
for Three
Industry's trade practice program to recognize
clusive bargaining agency for film
will be put into effect regardless of
the attitude of Allied States or any writers and to negotiate "to the best
New Theatre Taxes
of its ability" a basic contract.
other exhibitor organization.
As the hearing of N.L.R.B. charges
The program may be presented
of Wagner Act violation opened beweek by the distributors' drafting
fore Examiner James C. Batten,
Harrisburg, Pa., March 7. — Bills this
committee of lawyers, who received
proposing three new taxes on theatres the completed draft from the sales Homer Mitchell, attorney, delegated
by producer counsel as spokesman,
have been introduced in the lower managers' committee last week.
Terms of the concessions to be of- placed the producers on record as dehouse of the legislature. One is a
sirous of having harmonious relations
fered to exhibitors are set. The only
revival of the admissions tax and the
with
talent,
as recognizing the S.W.G.
change that may be made after the
other two affect Bank Night. As- program is submitted to exhibitor as an exclusive bargaining agency for
semblyman Edwin Winner, chairman groups is in terminology. The dis- all film writers, and as asking for opportunity to work out an agreement
tributors do not propose to make any
of the ways and means committee, has
with the Guild.
introduced a bill to revive a one cent further concessions.
Committee Is Named
Some of the final terms, such as
tax on each 25 cents, or fractional
cancellation
and
arbitration,
will
be
portion thereof, of admissions for
Mitchell named as a producer atamusements. A similar law, in force incorporated in the 1939-'40 contracts.
torney committee willing to meet with
for two years until repealed as of
Study License Agreements
writer representatives : Mendel SilberJune 1, 1937, yielded between $7,000,berg, George Cohen, Alfred Wright
A study of license agreements now and
000 and $8,000,000. The bill requires
himself.
in
use
has
been
begun
by
home
office
a report of admissions before the 10th
In
addition, he disclosed for the
of each month for the preceding legal departments with a view to simfirst time that the producers last night
plifying
and
shortening
the
contract
month's receipts. Penalties range from form.
appointed Darryl F. Zanuck, E. J.
$100 to $1,000. Taxes_ would be applied
The move is being undertaken as Mannix and Hal B. Wallis as a proto unemployment relief.
(Continued on page 4)
Assemblyman Ruben E. Cohen has part of the industry trade practice
proposed a tax of 15 per cent of the program now nearing its completion.
The demand for a simple and concise
prize money for Bank Night in theaRosenform
of license agreement was inM.
Samuel
tres. Assemblyman
field has introduced a bill requiring
cluded in the trade practice sugges- Justice Department
tions of the M.P.T.O.A. and unaffilia $100 fee for Bank Night in theatres
and a $15 fee for churches, clubs and fall. ated regional exhibitor groups last Waits DakotaReport
lodges.
Washington, March 7.— PreliminIt is understood that all large distribution companies have agreed to
ary reports on the enactment and re(Continued on page 4)
Fan Magazine Evils
peal of the North Dakota divorcement
law have been received but the final
Hit at Coast Lunch
report has not been submitted and is
Hollywood, March 7. — Recent Republic Abandons
not expected for some time, it was
Plan for Air Show learned today at the Department of
abuse of studio courtesy by fan magazine writers and photographers, resultHollywood, March 7.— With the arDepartment officials said also that
ing in the publication of misleading
rival today of James R. Grainger, Re- Justice.
public president, at the studio to join investigation of the Los Angeles situamaterial detrimental to motion piction is still going on and a report is
tures and personalities, was cited as a Herbert J. Yates, who arrived yesternot
expected
for a considerable period.
day,
it
was
made
known
that
the
reason for tightening restrictions on
No intimation was given as to the
company definitely has dropped its
press correspondents by publicity di- plans to produce a radio program.
use to be made of the report on the
rectors in all Hollywood studios_ at a
North Dakota incident, when received,
luncheon conference at Association
The expressed opposition of exhibibut
it was suggested the material
tors
to
the
appearance
of
film
players
headof Motion Pictures Producers
quarters this noon. Kyle Palmer, on radio programs was indicated as therein might be found of value in
chairman of the AMPPA public rela- the reason behind the decision to aban- connection with suits which might be
don consideration of the air show idea. brought against the motion picture intions committee, addressed the gatherThe
program had been proposed by
g
maintainin
of
e
importanc
the
several ofconsideration.
which are underon
ing
stood todustry,
be under
a proper relationship with the public. CBS, with no sponsor designated.
AlliecTs
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Warner's
Refunding
Plan Filed with SEC

4

Purely

Personal

HE arrives here tomorrow from the coast for a twoWashington, March 7. — Warners DON AMEC
will mortgage its studio and theatre week vacation, going to Boston March
properties for the $6,000,000 loan it 10 for the celebration of the anniversary of the telephone. He has just
has arranged from three banks to complete its $29,400,000 debenture refund- finished "The Story of Alexander
ing. This is disclosed in a statement
-Fox.
filed with the Securities & Exchange Graham Bell" for • 20th Century
Commission.
Nate Sandler, independent theatre
As security, Warners will pledge all operator in Des Moines, and L. A.
of the assets of the Stanley Co., New Wasson, publicity head for Central
England Theatres and First Theatre States Theatres, have returned from
Corp. and, when the borrowing a three-week California vacation.
•
reaches $3,000,000, will give a mortgage on the Burbank studio.
Dorothy Lamour is due tomorrow
The agreement under which this ar- from the coast for a month, including
rangement isto be carried out will a two-week personal appearance at the
run until Sept. 1. The loan matures Paramount, starting March 22.
•
in varying amounts each six months
Margaret
Rawlings
and Godfrey
beginning April 1, 1940, and endingApril 1, 1944, if the maximum credit Tearle arrive today on the Paris.
is borrowed. The money is to be
furnished by the New York Trust They are principals in "The Flashing
Stream" which will open on BroadCo., Guaranty Trust Co. of New York way.
and the Continental Illinois National
•
Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago.
Edgar Bergen and "Charlie McFiling of the plan was merely for
Carthy," arrive in New York tomorthe purpose of keeping the S.E.C. inrow from the coast, accompanied by
the
entire
cast of his radio program.
formed of the company's operations
and does not require S.E.C. approval,
•
it was said.
Ruth Schwerin of the Monogram
publicity staff is at home recuperating
T. B.Noble Honored
after having been at the French HosOklahoma City, March 7.— Busi•
ness associates of T. B. Noble, Jr., pital.
president of State Theatres, Inc., opZane Grey, author, will appear in
erating the State and Pix here, pre- the forthcoming "Fisherman's Pluck,"
ing.
sented Noble with motion picture Paramount
short concerning trout fishcamera and a projection machine,
•
marking his second year as State
Theatres head.
T. K. Stevenson, president of Erpi,
is due from England on the Queen
Mary tomorrow.
Lab Talks Continue
•
Laboratory Technicians' Union, LoMartin
G.
Smith,
president of the
cal 702, has started negotiations with
I.T.O.
of
Ohio,
is
due
this week from
Producers' Laboratories and Mecca Toledo.
Film Laboratories in addition to negotiations now pending with Consolidated and DeLuxe laboratories. Meeting with Consolidated is set for today. Herbel Will Succeed
B & K Sets Dividend
Chicago, March 7.— Balaban &
Katz declared a dividend of 50 cents
a share on common voting trust certificates, payable March 31 to holders
of record March 15. This is the first
disbursement since a dividend of $4 on
Dec. 14, 1937.
YOU
LOS

CAN

BE

IN

HICKSis,
W. manager,
JOHN eign
from England next
and one-half months
•

►

ountto forParamled
sail
schedu
week after two
abroad.

Joseph P. Kennedy, Ambassador to
Great Britain, has been designated by
President Roosevelt to represent him
at the coronation of Pope Pius XII
in Rome next Sunday.
W. A. Scully, Universal general
sales manager ; F. J. A. McCarthy
and W. J. Heineman are expected
back from the coast this weekend.
Bert Lahr has arrived from the
coast after having finished work in the
M-G-M
film,
Wizard
Oz."
He
will be
here"The
a week,
thenofreturn
to the coast.
•

MORNING

* Fly the only Southern
Sunshine Route— favored by nature. No
change of planes. Delicious, complimentary
meals. Fare: $149.95; 10% saving on round
trips.
The MERCURY
The SOUTHERNER
^v
5:10
p.m.
Lv
10:45 p.m.
At
8:49 a.m. Ar
3:22 p.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS
Call your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.

AMERICAN
AIRLINES ^
THE AMERICAN STANDARD OF SERVICE

Say Die' Will
at Para. Today

"Never Say Die" will open today at
Paramount. "Spirit of Culver" bows
in at the Rivoli. "The Saint Strikes
Back" at the Rialto, and "Fast and
Loose" at the Criterion. Tomorrow,
"Let Freedom Ring" goes into the
Capitol and Friday's openings are
"Little Princess" at the Roxy and
"The Oklahoma Kid" at the Strand.
"Love Affair" will follow "Si p.coach" which is being held over aTMe
Music Hall. French version of "Snow
White itsandAmerican
the Seven
Dwarfs"at will
have
premiere
the
Waldorf April 8. Following a 26week
run for "Grand Illusion," the
Tuesday.
Filmarte will get "Crossroads" next
Secondan week
of "Cafe
grossed
estimated
$38,000Society"
at the
Paramount. Last 11 days of "You
Can't Cheat
an Honest
Man"
attracted an estimated
$16,000
at the
Rivoli.

Art Schmidt of Loew's publicity is 'Dodge City9 Into
on a two-week field trip contacting
circuit managers and newspapers.
300 Spots On April 8
"Dodge City," Warners' color speMr. and Mrs. Edwin E. Weisl
cial,
be given
day and date
leasewill
on the
Easter a weekend,
April re-8,
have returned from Florida.
in 300 cities. This was decided yesterday by company executives after the
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Holden of At- film was screened.
It had been originally planned to
lanta announce the birth of a daughrelease the film late in April, but the
ter, Linda Lee.
executives determined that it should
Humphrey Bogart has returned to be a holiday attraction instead. S.
City.
the Warner studio from Oklahoma Charles Einfeld, director of advertising and publicity, is planning a big
•
campaign.
World premiere will be held in
Wallace Beery, in town from the Dodge City, Kan., on March 27, in
the nature of a civic event.
coast, is at the Waldorf-Astoria.
•
Lenox R. Lohr, president of NBC,
is
visiting in Hollywood from San
Francisco.

Kent

and

Wobber

in

Hollywood
for Talks
Hollywood, March 7. — Sidney R.
Kent, president of 20th Century-Fox,
Albany Bill Aims to
and Herman Wobber, general sales
manager, arrived at the studio today
Lohrenz in Chicago
Curb Discrimination for
several days of conferences with
Henry Herbel, San Francisco
Albany, March 7.— Under a meas- Joseph M. Schenck, board chairman,
branch manager for Warners, is slated
ure sponsored by Assemblyman Wil- and Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president
to succeed Rud Lohrenz as midwest
liam J. Butler, persons claiming they in charge of production.
district manager with headquarters in had been discriminated against in theThe group of executives will discuss
Chicago. Lohrenz will be promoted
atres, hotels and the like would have new season's product and sales plans
to a larger district and will have head- the power to file civil action. Butler, for the new season.
quarters inKansas City.
who is author of the measure to clarify
The transfers are scheduled to take the legal admission law, seeks to add
place after the sales convention here a new section to the civil rights law
MOTION PICTURE
next week.
to achieve his end.

ANGELES

TOMORROW

'Never
Open

The

Newsreel

Congress celebrating its 1 50th anniversary in Washington, Mrs. Roosevelt christening the Yankee Clipper
and the launching of a new battleship
in England constitute the major news
coverage in the latest issues of the
newsreels. The reels and their contents follotv:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 51— Congress
celebrates birthday. Franco reviews fleet.
British warship launched. Girls travel in
rickshaws. Coeds with Vice-President Garner. Mrs. Roosevelt christens clipper.
Cards
training. Widener cup race. Santa
Anita inhandicap.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 249— Roosevelt and Hughes talk to Congress. Pacelli elected Pope. Franco enters Barcelona. Britain launches newest battleship. Mrs. Roosevelt christens new clip-

Parade

per. Cunningham
Santa Anita
handicap. wins two-mile title.
PARAMOUNT NEWS. No. 62— Yankee
Clipper is christened. Hotel fire in Halifax. Coeds on educational trip. Plane designer dies in crash. Netherlands royalty
enjoying vacation. Roosevelt and Justice
Hughes address Congress. Baseball players
in training. Cunningham wins two-mile
race. Stagehand loses Widener handicap.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 66— Roosevelt
and Hughes at Congress anniversary.
Franco reviews troops. Rickshaw race.
Cunningham beats Don Lash. Clipper
christened by Mrs. Roosevelt. Santa Anita
and Widener races. Dodgers in spring
training.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 751— Anniversary ofCongress. Battleship launched
in England. Ghandi on hunger strike.
Yankee Clipper christened. Fire destroys
Halifax hotel. Easter hat styles. Iceboating. Rickshaw races. Santa Anita
derby.
Cards prepare for coming season.
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Writers
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(Continued from page 1)
ducer committee willing to negotiate
with writers.
After a conference between Bernard
Alpert, special N.L.R.B. attorney
handling the Board's case, Leonard
Janofsky, attorney for the S.W.G.,
and Mitchell and other producer attorneys, itwas agreed that two weeks'
time was needed to negotiate conditions of the contract.
At the close of arguments, Examiner
Batten recessed the hearing until tomorrow morning at which time he
said he would "set a time, place and
conditions" of negotiations between
the S.W.G. and producers.
The S.W.G. issued the following
statement at the end of the day : "We
are very glad in the interests of peace
and harmony in the industry to grant
this short recess. We hope, however,
that we shall not once again be disappointed as to the producers' desire
to grant us in reality an exclusive
bargaining right to which we are
entitled under provisions of the Wagner Act."
Directors' Guild Accord
Hollywood, March 7.— Members of
the Association of Motion Picture
Producers early today approved virtually all details of the bargaining
agreement
with the Screen Directors'
Guild.
Joseph M. Schenck, president of the
A.M.P.P., stated, following the session: "With a few exceptions which
we believe can be readily adjusted,
the producers and screen directors are
in accord."
Results of the discussion will be
presented by the producer representatives to the guild's negotiating committee, headed by Frank Capra.
Schenck appointed Al Lichtman to replace E. J. Mannix on the producer
committee because of the illness of the
latter. Other producer representatives
are Y. Frank Freeman and Pandro S.
Berman.
C.E.A.

Protesting

PICTURE

Para.
In Mexico, Too!
Mexico City, March 7.— A
personal tax the Mexican
government has enacted has
the film industry agog. It is
an income levy of five per
cent that must be paid by
everybody who makes money
from the exploitation of pictures. Mexican producers
have asked for a repeal of
the tax, which they assert is
"ruinous."
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LY
Will

3 Pomnier

Release
Pictures

London, March 7.— Erich Pommer
disclosed today that Mayflower Productions, in which he is associated
with Charles Laughton, have completed "St. Martin's Lane" and "Jamaica Inn," and will start "The Admirable Crichton" in June.
All three will be released throughout the world, with the exception of
Great Britain, by Paramount, and all
will count for the Paramount quota
under the reciprocity clauses of the
Jewel Games
Case
Films Act. . With the exception of
M-G-M's release of "Pygmalion" they
are the only British films thus acSet for Jury Trial
quired so far. Paramount this year
Test case on chance games involv- distributed "The Beachcomber," a
ing the Jewel Theatre, Harlem, will Mayflower picture.
Budd Rogers, general manager in
go before a grand jury and if indictments are voted the hearing will be the United States for Mayflower, leaves
tomorrow on the lie de France, after
before a jury in General Sessions.
Judge Morris Koenig in Special conferences and will arrive in New
Sessions yesterday transferred the York on March 14. He is bringing
case from his jurisdiction to General
him a print of "St. Martin's
Sessions, as requested by Harry G. with
Lane." Associated British will conKosch, attorney for the defendants.
tinue to distribute the Mayflower prodLicense Commissioner Paul Moss had
uct in Great Britain.
opposed the transfer and sought a
trial by a three-judge court.
Kosch, who is also counsel for New 'Honest Man' Smash
York Allied, contended that the case
$13,200 for Buffalo
involves valuable property rights, that
the decision would be far-reaching in
Buffalo, March 7.— "You Can't
Cheat an
Honfest
earned' a
its effect and that exceptional cir- smash
$13,200
forMan"
the Lafayette.
cumstances of public interest are af- "Pygmalion," at the Hippodrome, ran
fected. The case is expected to deter- a fine second at $12,900.
mine the legality of chance games in
"Jesse James" came back to the
New York and is said to be the first Century
and grossed $7,700.
of its kind to go before a jury here.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 4 :
Premiums
of Ticket
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
BUFFALO — (3,000) (30c-55c), 7 days.
Broker Are Reduced Gross: $11,800. (Average, $12,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
GREAT
LAKES — (3,000) (30c-50c), 7
Average ticket brokers' premiums
Gross: $6,400. (Average, $7,500)
has been reduced from $1.25 to 50 days.
(M-G-M)
and 75 cents, William Deutsch, of the "Pygmalion"
HIPPODROME — (2,500)
(25c-40c), 7
Associated Theatre Ticket Agency, days. Gross: $12,900. (Average, $6,800)
"Jesse
James"
(ZOth-Fox)
testified before Referee Morris Cooper,
CENTURY— (3,000) (25c), 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $6,000)
Jr., yesterday. Referee Cooper is con- $7,700.
ducting hearings on the suit of Acme "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,300) (25c), 7 days.
Ticket Agency to enjoin enforcement Gross:
$13,200. (Average, $6,300)
of the ticket brokers' code.
James F. Reilly, executive secretary
of the League of N. Y. Theatres, was Leaves for Alaska
the principal witness. He testified that
With 130 Features
his organization had received $11,942
from the 3}4 cents tax on each ticket.
Seattle, March 7.— Harold W.
Since the code went into effect ticket Griffin, operator of the Dillingham
sales reported varied between 10,000 at Dillingham, Alaska, has left here
and 25,000 weekly.
with a two-year supply of films (130
full length features).
Dillingham, largest village in the
Delay Chicago Suit
Bristol Bay region, has a nightly show
Hearing to April 18 for its 1,200 summer population, and a
weekly show for the 200 residents who
Chicago, March 7.— Hearing in the remain in the village during the winter
anti-trust action of local independent months. In addition to being the only
theatre operators against Balaban & exhibitor in the region, Griffin trades
Katz and major distributors, scheduled in general merchandise, furs and
for today, was postponed until April licensed liquors.
18 by Federal Judge Wilkerson. The
postponement was at the request of
Movie Quiz Agency
both parties involved.

Increase in Quota
London, March 7.— Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Association, in a statement on the quota as presented to the
Films Council, opposes quota increases. The organization admitted
the distributors have made a genuine endeavor to produce quality films,
and lamented the complete absence of
independent production.
The_ association insists there is a
necessity for extra films produced independently, and foresees a decrease
Hamilton Dividend
in imports certain to follow increased
quotas. The statement hints at the
Toronto, March 7. — Hamilton
possible need to ask the Films Council United Theatres, Ltd., has declared a
to retain the present exhibitor quota dividend of $1.50 a share on seven per
of IS per cent.
cent preferred stock on account of accumulations, payable March 31 to
holders of record on March 15.
Si Seadler at Studio
Hollywood, March 7.— Si Seadler,
Belmont to Legitimate
advertising manager for M-G-M, has
arrived at the studio during his regu- _ Belmont, in Manhattan, former legilar vacation trip west for an annual
timate house until recent years, when
inspection of product and executives films were installed, will return to
conferences which are expected to con- legitimate fare March 16 with "Please,
tinue the rest of the week.
Mr. Garibaldi."

Sued for $100,000
Claiming to have conceived the idea
of the Movie Quiz, Edward J. Pfeifer
yesterday filed a $100,000 damage suit
in the N. Y. Supreme Court against
Donahue & Coe, Inc., agency that handled the advertising for the Quiz, and
Edward J. Churchill, its president.
Donahue & Coe, according to the
filed complaint, received the idea from
the plaintiff in June, 1938, and then
disclosed it to several major producers.
The plaintiff declared the defendant
received over $1,000,000 in advertising business.

U.M.P.T.O.
On

Lower

Survey

Taxes

Philadelphia

for

Houses

Philadelphia, March 7.— A survey
by the U.M.P.T.O. may bring about
reduced real estate assessments on
Philadelphia theatres. The organization also plans to engage publicity^-^n
to
aid members
theatres
"i^d
promotion
or in whose
assisting
in putting
over product.
The board of managers will hold a
luncheon meeting at the BellevueStratford Hotel on Thursday. Analysis of current and future product,
sales terms, modification of clearance
and other matters are on the agenda.
A clarification of Federal and state
court decisions as affecting theatres in
this territory is being prepared and
will be made available to members.
The organization's program also includes acampaign urging members to
maintain contact with their representatives in the state legislature and Congress on legislation and to become
active in the local Chambers of Commerce and other community groups.
U.M.P.T.O. is cooperating in the
Unitedning Campaign,
with members
trailers and making
pledges. runPact

to Go

in Effect

Despite
(ContinuedAllied
from page Stand
1)
the shortening and simplification of
their exhibition contracts providing
acceptable means of making the desired changes are found. This work
has been assigned to company attorneys who are now engaged in a search
for means of eliminating excess verbiage while retaining the full force of
the contractual terms.
To Retain Essentials
Changes in the contracts depend
entirely on the outcome of the attorneys' study, according to company
officials. Essential parts of the contracts will not be sacrificed, naturally, but if simplification can be
achieved otherwise all companies stand
ready to approve the shorter forms.
The view of Allied officials that the
proposed program does not represent
the remedy for all exhibitor-distributor problems and the statement of Col.
H. A. Cole, president, that his organization is "indifferent" whether a program is adopted or not will have no
bearing
distributors'
to
make on
the the
program
effective. intention
When Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel, will meet with the drafting committees is indefinite. Myers
may not meet with the committee until
after the return of W. F. Rodgers,
M-G-M general sales manager and
chairman of the working committee,
who is in California.
Branson

Off Tomorrow

Walter Schaefer
Branson, Drive
captainforces,
of RKO's
George
will
leave tomorrow on his second tour of
exchanges in the U. S. and Canada.
Harry Michalson will accompany him
on the visit to 38 branch offices.

ng'
Omaha, March
7.— A'Darli
cut version
Passes
Omaha
of
My Darling
has
been"Yes,
aooroved
by the Daughter"
City Welfare
Board here after it was banned in its
original form last week.
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DAILY

Reviewing

"A Small Town Idol"
(Vitaphone)
Included in this reissued comedy
are such old favorites as Ben Turpin,
Phyllis Haver, Ramon Novarro,
Charlie Murray, Louise Fazenda,
Andy Clyde, and the Mack Sennett
Beauties. Turpin is the home boy
soon to wed the towr's belle. But the
villain leads the town's folk to believe
he is to marry a screen star and the
victim is ostracized. Turpin invades
Hollywood, becomes a screen hero,
and returns home, only to be victimized again. Turpin finally is vindicated. The short should be appreciated byany audience. Running time,
20 mins. "G."*
"The Champagne Music
of Lawrence Welk"
{Paramount)
Lawrence Welk makes his screen
debut in the latest of the Headliner
series. In a night club setting and
smartly introduced, the musical features Lois Best and Parnell Grina
singing popular tunes with Welk playing the accordeon. A sequence of
"When Paw Was Courtin' Maw" is
superior to the usual short musical
routine. Running time, 10 mins. "G."*
"Stranger

Than

Fiction,

59"
(No.
Universal)
Here is a nicely' arranged array of
oddities — the substance of which, however, is slightly under par. The reel
is comprised of : Wood, lighter than
cork ; Charlie the Mystic, a strange
person with strange ideals ; music used
to speed peach picking ; a miniature
railroad; a playhouse erected to fulfill
a promise made to a deceased daughter; a pipe that filters practically all
nicotine ; and a frame of an old airplane used to stir up air for protection
of trees. Running time, 9 mins. "G."*

"Porky's Movie Mystery"
( Vitaphone)
After a series of crimes committed
in a Hollywood studio by the invisible phantom, Porky, as Mr. Moto,
is called in. From a deserted island
comes the famed detective and after
much ado the villain is captured. The
insertion of appropriate action sequences from feature pictures adds to
the enjoyment. Running time, 7 mins.
"G."*

"Mechanix

Illustrated,

No. 3"
( Vitaphone)
This subject reveals the precision
necessary in various trades. Subject
matter includes the making of shotgun shells — from the raw metal to the
finished product, and a group of sharpshooters displaying their skill ; making^ artificial flowers, a tedious occupation ;and the process of makinggold leaf used for decorating purposes.
Director Ira Genet is to be commended for this, a fine contribution to
the short subject field. Running time,
10 mins. "G"*

the

Latest

in

Short

Subjects

pictorially than for its story. The "Stranger Than Fiction,
picture was produced in England by
Alberto Cavalcanti. Running time,
(Universal)
A good selection of strange facts. is
24 mins. "G."*
found in this short. Feminine (f:';l
covers a seven-mile route tv»"i;e
'Robin Hood Makes Good' carrier
daily. An architect molding animals
( Vitaphone)
and other statues from cement. A
This Merry Melody in color con- privileged
cat has his own walk from
No. 60"
cerns three squirrels who decide to
enact the adventures of Robin Hood. house to yard. A man pulls a car
with a piece of wood gripped between
The smallest of the three is appointed his
shoulder blades. Running time, 9
the villain of the story and is maltreated by the others. At that point
Running time, 19 mins. "G."*
the big red fox appears. The little
squirrel saves the day. The short is "That's Africa"
mins. "G."*
average animated cartoon fare. Run- (Paramount)
"The
Sporting Irish"
(Paramount)
A journey across the vast desert
This, the newest of the Sportlight
ning time, 7 mins. "G."*
areas of Africa, this short is interesting. Margaret and Lawrence Thaw
series, shows ancient sports and pastravel across the Sahara and witness
times of Ireland which have aroused
"Going
(Universal) Places, No. 60"
the strange customs of the natives,
nationalration isinterest.
Tedamusing.
Husing'sSports
narconcise and
The "Tweetsie," classified as one of including a primitive dance, symbolic
in the reel include horse-jumping by the world's most unusual railroads, is of appreciation of the gifts tendered
cavalry ; hurling, similar to ice hockey featured in this subject. The train's to a tribe by the travelers. Running
as played in this country, and street 68-mile daily jaunt and the service
rendered to hillfolk along the route
bowling. Running time, 10 mins. "G."*1 will be enjoyed. Steel, in various time, 10 mins. "G."*
forms of ancient armor, as exhibited "The Magic Bean"
in a steel plant, completes the reel. (Universal)
Here is a new version of the Jack
"Always
Kickin'
"
(Fleischer-Paramount)
and
the Beanstalk fable which doubt"G."*
mins.
Hunky and Spunky, the donkey Running time, 9
less will please the younger element.
team, appear in another color cartoon,
Baby mouse plants the bean, climbs
Hunky attempts to teach Spunky how "High Peril"
the stalk and encounters Giant mouse.
to kick with his hind legs. Spunky ( Vitaphone)
The cartoon ends in a motion picture
wanders off, however, and tries to
In this, the newest of the "Your
make friends with a flock of birds by True Adventure" series, Floyd Gib- studio where the story is being "shot."
bons narrates the tale of a young
singing, making a nest and trying to
Running time, 7 mins. "G."*
fly. Later, he endears himself by kick- steeplejack assigned to repair a dam- "Russ Morgan and
aged
smokestack.
While
on
a
high
ing a vulture and makes friends with
the birds. It is fair. Running time, scaffold the lad is sunstruck, causing
temporary insanity endangering him- ( Vitaphone)
self and his fellow workers. The lad His Orchestra"
7 mins. "G."*
Russ Morgan's rendition of popular
is finally overtaken by the author of
songs
with Gloria Whitney and Carothe story. Suspense is strong through"Snow Falls"
Clarke vocalizing are featured.
out the short. It is above average. The lyn
(RKO Pathe)
Paradise Girls dance a specialty
number with the maestro at the piano.
Skiing, a timely subject featured it'
this Sportscope, is followed from th« Running time, 12 mins. "G."*
Morgan and Miss Whitney and Miss
awkwardness of the novice to thf
Clarke
perform in a likeable manner.
"Blue
Grass"
grace of the expert. The spills of the
(RKO
Pathe)
former and the consistency of the latThoroughbred race horses are Running time, 10 mins. "G."*
ter are amusing and entertaining, respectively. Running time, 10 mins. raised, broken in and finally trained "Pilot Boat"
"G."*
in this Sportscope. A War Admiral- (RKO Pathe)
Seabiscuit match race, described by
Government boats patrolling New
Clem McCarthy, is full of suspense York's spacious harbor, as pictured in
"Paramount Pictorial,
should hold special inand exciting. Man o'War is shown this Reelism,
terest for the masculine audience. The
as he relaxes "on the farm." Runningmanner in which huge liners are
(Paramount)
P8-8"
"G."*
mins.
No.
guided into port makes for interestThe process of making gold leaf is time, 10
ing material. Running time, 10 mins.
shown, described by Alois Havrilla.
"G."*
"Circus
Co-ed"
From the original gold bar, thousands (Paramount)
of the leaves are produced, entirely by
A school for the training of young- "Gold"
hand. The obstacles which confront girl
circus performers is the subject
the herder as he drives his sheep to of this Paramount Paragraphic. (RKO Pathe)
Mining of the precious metal by
pastures provided by the Government, Methods of teaching and the results
over the Great Divide, complete the obtained by the faculty of the unusual the prospector of a century ago is
short in interesting fashion. Running school constitute a good short. Bud compared with the commercial enterprise which gold mining is today. The
Hulick narrated. Running time, 10
time, 10 mins. "G."*
Sierra Nevada mountains in the background of each sequence add to the
photographic value of the short, filmed
"North Sea"
mins. "G."
(Lenaucr International)
Places, No. 59"
This subject is something of a nov- "Going
in sepia. Running time, 10 mine "G "*
(Universal)
elty in that it has been done by nonIndian lore and craftsmanship which "Bow Strings"
professionals and is a reenactment of have long since passed into oblivion is (RKO Pathe)
an actual mishap to a Scotch fishing- the lead subject of this issue. BoilingIn this Sportscope, champion archvessel in the North Sea. Crippled by bark, basket weaving and the making
ers display their skill with smooth
a storm and with its radio swent away, of false faces are shown in a unique execution. A golfer vs. archer match,
the vessel was at the mercy of the seas manner ; the audience is taken to
sporting venture, in addition
for 48 hours, at the end of which Egypt. A religious ceremony, art and ato unique
a series of seemingly impossible
time its crew succeeded in completing architecture of ancient Egypt and an shots should be enjoyed. Running
repairs on its engines and radio at the Egyptian shrine are included. Graham
very moment that it is found by a McNamee, narrated. Running time, 9
*"G"10 denotes
general classification.
rescue ship. It is more noteworthy
mins. "G."*
time,

"Bank Notes"
( Universal)
Theatre Night in a bank is the
theme for this Mentone musical. Gus
Van, head of the bank, acts as master
of ceremonies. The revue is comprised
of : Minor and Root, dancers ; the
Three Wiles, a novelty dance routine ;
the Barton Harp Quintet, harpists ;
Bernice Parks, popular singer ; Ruth
Daye, tap dancer ; and the Five Ames
Sisters, acrobatic dancers. Van's singing and quipping add zest to the short.

mins. "G."*
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Gift

PICTURE

of Monogram

Options

'Honest

Reported

Washington, March 7.— Acquisition by gift of 16,629 options for
Monogram Pictures common by Trem
Carr, Hollywood director, and 16,629
options by Scott R. Dunlap, Hollywood officer, and disposition by gift of
H, &> options by Sol A. Rosenblatt,
ISLjS York director, have been reported by the Securities and Exchange
Commission in a summary of January
transactions.
In addition to the options obtained
by gift, the report showed, Carr acquired 6,194 by purchase, giving him a
total of 22,823, and Dunlap acquired
a similar number, giving him a total
of 22,823. The transaction reported
by Rosenblatt wiped out his holdings
of options, but he still held 1,000
shares of Monogram common. The
only other transaction reported for the
company was the acquisition of 274
options by Madeline S. White, New
York officer.
The S. E. C. summary, also showed
acquisition of 100 shares of Loew's
common by Henry R. Winthrop, New
York director, and the sale of another
I, 000 shares of 20 th Century-Fox
common by the Chase National Bank,
reducing its holdings to 221,158 shares.
Reports received on Trans-Lux
Corp., showed the acquisition of 300
shares of common by Percival E.
Furber, New York officer, giving him
a total of 1,500 shares, and 500 shares
by Leslie E. Thompson, New York
director, making his holdings 3,500
shares.
Acquisition of 2,000 shares of
Warner Brothers common was reported by Jack L. Warner, who held,
at the close of January, 90,060 shares
of common, 14,884 shares of preferred
and 1,183,000 six per cent debentures.
Buying Pool
Of 32 Ohio

Formed
Theatres

Columbus, March 7. — Product buying pool has been started here with
the formation of Theatre Service,
Inc., a non-profit Ohio corporation.
Nine exhibitors, operating 32 houses
in four Ohio cities, formed the pool.
Temporary headquarters are in the
Grand Theatre Building, Columbus.
Virgil A. Jackson has been elected
president, F. W. Rowlands, vice-president, Max Stearn, secretary-treasurer,
W. C. Chesbrough, C. A. MacDonald,
Jackson, Rowlands and Stearn,
trustees. The owners and the houses
involved are Chesbrough, who operates the Alhambra, Champion, Drexel,
Empress, Garden, Grandview, Hudson,
Northern, Piccadilly, Pythian and
Victor of Columbus, the Classic,
Mecca and Salem of Dayton; MacDonald, who operates the Arlington,
Cleve, Southland, Thurmania and
Westmont of Columbus and the Ada
of Ada ; Jackson, who operates the
Goodale, Uptown and Wilmar of
Columbus, and the Avon of Cincinnati Rowlands,
;
who operates the
Columbia, Main and Parsons of Columbus.
Also included are Stearn, operator
of the Southern, Columbus ; Frank
Ferguson of the Avondale, Columbus ;
Al Taylor of the Dixie, Columbus ;
Lee J. Hofheimer of the Indianola,
Columbus, and W. C. Pullin of the
Linden, Columbus.

With
REOPEN IN BRONX
Dale, West 233rd St., Bronx, has
been reopened by the Cocalis circuit.
DEMOLISH CIRCLE
Circle, 1825 Broadway, closed for
several years, is being demolished.
CONTINENTAL TO OPEN
Continental, 1664 Broadway, is expected to reopen April 8.
REOPEN IN MT. VERNON
Operating on a weekend schedule,
the Plaza, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., has
reopened.
SET BROOKLYN HOUSE
Randforce Amusement Corp. (Samuel Rinzler & Louis Frisch) will open
a new house at 595 Clinton St., Brooklyn, when construction is completed.
OPEN IN GOSHEN
Neiholdt Bros, have opened a new
house, the Goshen, in Goshen, N. Y.
NAVARRE TO OPEN
After alterations have been completed, the Navarre, Brooklyn, will
reopen.
RENAME ROOSEVELT
Roosevelt, Roosevelt, L. I., has been
renamed the Nassau.
HIGHLAND CLOSED
The Highland Auditorium, Highland, N. J., has been closed.
PURCHASE THEATRE
I. T. Berg and Charles Friedman
have purchased the stock of 954
Marcy Corp., operator of the Art,
Brooklyn, from Harry Kutinsky and
Morris Block.
Action
Aimed

in Wisconsin
at Bank

Night

La Crosse, Wis., March 7.— Judge
Robert S. Cowie has been granted
authorization, as a private citizen, to
institute an action seeking to abate
Bank Night in La Crosse as a public
nuisance.
The action, according to papers
signed by Circuit Judge Emery W.
Crosby, Neillsville, will be brought in
the name of the state of Wisconsin,
and gives Judge Cowie authority to
start proceedings against the La
Crosse Theatres Co., Welworth Theatres, Inc., and operating
"any other
corporation
or individual
a lottery,
gift

INTERSTATE TO BUILD
Canton, O., March 7. — Interstate
Theatres, Inc., and Mrs. Mena Flieshman have purchased a site at Woodsfield, O., for a new theatre.

Man'

$11,500

Frisco

Leader

"You
, March
Francisco
San Cheat
Can't
an Honest
Man,"7.— paired
REOPENS IN IOWA
Eddyville, la., March 7. — F. C. with "My Son is a Criminal,"
Mooney of Ollie, la., has reopened grossed a strong $11,500 at the Orthe Bonzo. The theatre had been pheum. "Topper Takes a Trip" drew
$8,100 in the second week at the
closed for some time.
United Artists.
"Pygmalion" drew well at $8,500 in
REOPEN IN KANSAS
the second week at the St. Francis,
Johnson, Kan., March 7.— Liberty and "The Great Man Votes," at
here, which has been closed for six Golden Gate, took $10,500.
months, has been reopened by P. D.
Estimated takings for the week endHogue.
ing Feb. 28-March 3 :
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
MIDWEST TAKES HOUSE
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
days. Stage: vaudeville.
Gross: $10,500.
Kansas City, March 7.— Fox Mid- (Average, $16,000)
west Theatres has assumed operation "Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
of the Ismo, Coffeyville, Kan., where
UNITED7 days,
ARTISTS—
(1,200)Gross:
(15c-35c-40c2nd week.
$8,100.
it also operates the Tackett and the 55c-65c)
(Average, $7,000)
Midland. The Ismo had been operated "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
by the Moran & Iseley circuit of "My Son is a Criminal" (Col.)
Oklahoma City.
ORPHEUM
— (2,440) (Average,
(15c-35c-40c-5Sc)
7
days.
Gross: $11,500.
$8,500)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
BUILD IN FLORIDA
"The Arizona Wildcat" (20th-Fox)
FOX — (5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Tarpon Springs, Fla., March 7. — Gross:
$16,000. (Average, $17,000)
Work is to begin at once on an 800- "The Beachcomber" (Para.)
seat
theatre,
in
the
Taylor
Arcade
"Boy Trouble" (Para.)
Building.
PARAMOUNT
— (2,740)
(15c-35c-40c-55c75c)
7 days. Gross:
$12,000.
(Average,
$13,000)
BUYS IN OKLAHOMA
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
Maysville, Okla., March 7.— -C. S.
ST. 7 FRANCIS—
days, 2nd (1,400)
week. (15c-35c-40c-55cGross: $8,500.
Rose has purchased the Rex here from 75c)
(Average, $7,000)
Bill Jensen,
who
has
gone
to
California to live.
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
"Pardon Our Nerve" (20th-Fox)
(2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
7 WARFIELD—
days. Gross: $13,800.
(Average, $13,000)
TAKES GIBBON HOUSE
"3 on a Weekend" (G. B.)
Gibson, Neb., March 7.— C. J. King,
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c) 9 days. Gross:
Council Bluffs, la., has taken over 750. (Average, $1,300)
management of the Gibbon. Elva "Edge of the World" (Pax)
LARKIN — (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Jackson formerly operated the house.
Gross: $600. (Average, $1,300)
Sunday Film Bill in
Delaware Dropped
Dover, Del., March 7.— Bill to permit Sunday films in Delaware after
2 P. M. and providing for referenda
in cities and towns on the issue, was
stricken from the House calendar in
the Delaware legislature today by Representative Henry M. Canby of Wilmington.
The statewide proposal brought
more protests than any other bill
presented to the 1939 General Assembly. Another bill in the Senate
would legalize Sunday films after 2
P. M. in cities and towns over 25,000
population, providing it is ratified by
the voters of the municipalities. Wilmington would be the only city affected, under the population provision. With protests also pouring in to
members of the Senate on this bill,
many members have expressed the
opinion that it will not pass.

'Musketeers'
Goodman
$33,000,

on

and
Stage

Detroit

Detroit, March 7.— "Three Musketeers," with Benny Goodman and his
band on the stage of the Fox, drew a

smash $33,000. "Wings of the Navy"
and "Nancy Drew, Reporter," at the
Michigan, took a strong $13,000.
"Huckleberry Finn" grossed $10,000 at
the United Artists.
Estimated takings for the week ending March
"Gunga
Din"2 :(RKO)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
enterprise, game or scheme of chance
ADAMS— (1,700) (15c-40c) 7 days, 2nd run.
called Bank Night in the city of La
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
The complaint specifically mentions
FOX— (5,000) (20c-65c) 7 days. Stage.
Benny
Crosse."
the
Rivoli, Riviera, Hollywood and
(Average,Goodman
$20,000) and band. Gross: $33,000.
"Wings
of
the Navy" (W. B )
Strand. It is expected that the case
"Nancy Drew, Reporter" (W. B.)
will be tried during the regular April
MICHIGAN — (4,000) (20c-65c) 7 days.
term of the circuit court for La
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $10,000)
Crosse County.
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
"Convicts Code" (Mono.)
Two previous attempts to obtain Rapf Favors a Little
PALMS-STATE— (3,000) (lSc-50c) 7 days,
convictions against the La Crosse
2nd run. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
Propaganda
for
U.
S.
"Huckleberry
Finn" (M-G-M)
Theatres Co. and Welworth TheaUNITED ARTISTS— (2,000) (20c-65c) 7
New Orleans, March 7.— Harry days.
tres, Inc., were unsuccessful when cirGross: $10,000. (Average, $10,000)
cuit court juries returned verdicts of Rapf, M-G-M producer, now here,
not guilty. Early in January another says that he is in favor of a little
action was started against the La patriotic propaganda for motion picture audiences. Asserting that the
Arthur
Mayeribute
and Joseph
Burstyn
Crosse company, alleging that Bank
a"
"Kati
To Distr
Night is a public nuisance. This action film business is international, he de- have acquired American distribution
clared that truthful propaganda is the rights to "Katia," produced by E. A.
was dismissed Jan. 25 by County
Judge Roy V. Ahlstrom on motion of presentation in other countries of pic- Algazy in France and starring
tures of the U. S. A. as it is.
Danielle Darrieux.
Attorney General John E. Martin.
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Radio

Units
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Fight

Beer

Ad

anner

Radio

Bass

Ban

Montreal, March 7. — Radio labor
circles and private broadcasters are up
in arms over the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. announcement that beer and
wine ads must cease on the air by
April 1. The Association of Private
Radio Stations of Quebec has wired
its complaint to Gladstone Murray,
general manager of CBC, and on
Thursday representatives of the Musicians Guild and the American Federation of Radio Artists, Montreal local,
will go to Ottawa to register their
complaints.
Ratification of the ruling banning
wine and beer radio advertising will
be fought March 19 when the Board
holds its annual meetingGovernors
of
March
19. Such a move will kill 30
programs involving a quarter million
dollars in salaries annually to musicians, artists, script writers and producers. A gathering of such workers
here yesterday under AFRA and
Musicians Guild sponsorship resulted
in drafting of protests which will be
presented the Prime Minister and
Quebec members of the House.

Personals

4

I, well known
RION
and writer, has joinagent OVIC
press BERC
ed the New York staff of Tom
Fizdale's publicity office . . . Jimmy
Rich, WNEW copyright editor, has
been added to the staff of organists at
t's
Barne
. Charl
. . for
Radio City
t ormoun
for
the iePara
chestra booked
two weeks starting March 22 . . .
Jack Maxey, manager of WRTD,
Richmond, in the city for a week on
business . . . Joan Bennett will be the
on the latter's
Halehy 10.
Jack Marc
guest
Wonderof show

Henry Dagand and Irving Strouse
have arranged a combination management and publicity service. . . . Benny
Goodman will broadcast his "Caravan" from the stage of the Stanley
in Pittsburgh March 14. . . . Gene
Krupa will be heard from the College
Inn via NBC beginning March 11. . . .
Claire Heyer, ad manager of KGIR,
Butte, in New York for several days
of business. . . . Also here on station
business for short stays are Bill Fay
of WHAM, Rochester, and Bill Pape,
Philco's Television
manager of WALA, Mobile. . . .
Sets Demonstrated Helen Hayes booked for a guest appearance on Sunday's Chase and SanPhilco's portable television transmitborn show, the first of the two broadter and new receiving sets for the
casts to come from Manhattan.
home were demonstrated in New York
The
yesterday at the Savoy-Plaza.
receivers, which will be placed on the
New York market early in May have Report Purchase of
a five-inch screen and will sell for
"A" Shares in CBS
between $150 and $175 a set.
Washington, March 7.— AcquisiAt the demonstration yesterday, the
tion in January of 10 shares of Cotransmitter was placed in one room
lumbia Broadcasting System Class A
and in an adjacent room the broadcast was viewed on the screens of the stock by Prescott S. Bush, New York,
receivers. The pictures were quite director, has been reported by the
and Exchange Commission.
clear. The receiving sets are for tele- Securities
Other transactions in Columbia
vision only and are not combined with
radio sets.
stocks reported were the disposition of
700 shares of Class A by Isaac D.
The transmitter's small size gives Levy, Philadelphia, director, reducing
it distinct advantages over other television transmitters according to Philco his holdings to 62,500 shares, and disposition of 235 shares of Class B by
engineers which will enable broadcasts
of certain kinds of programs larger Leon Levy, Philadelphia, director, reducing his holdings to 44,177 shares.
sets will have to forego. Engineers
Reports from officers of Crosley
said it has already been successfully
tested on golf courses, beauty contests Corp., showed the acquisition in December of 963 shares of common by
and general outdoor events. The entire apparatus is mounted on wheels Powel Crosley, 3d, his only transaction of the year in Crosley securities,
and is easily moved about.
bringing his total holdings to 13,652
shares, and acquisition of 300 shares
Eastern Finals of
by Charles R. Dolive, Cincinnati,
officer.
'Gateway' Tomorrow
New York regional eliminations of
Jesse Lasky's "Gateway to Hollywood" talent quest will be held at the
Hotel Roosevelt tomorrow, in conjunction with a luncheon for the press
and eastern heads of RKO, which,
with the Wrigley Co., is sponsoring
the talent quest. Tomorrow's session,
marking the end of the first 13 weeks
of the quest, also marks the finals for
all major cities east of the Mississippi.
Present at tomorrow's ceremonies
will be Ralph Rolan and Bryant
Washburn, latter the eastern talent
scout for the series.

Slocum

of CBS

Goes

Chimes

Okla.,onMarch
JoeMuskogee,
B. Mathews,
duty 7.—
one
evening announcing in his
dignified manner, paused to
give the time announcement.
To give the listeners added
"time" impression he made
the
remark,
the
soundusual
of the
musical"atchime
it
will be streaked
exactly 8his
o'clock."
Mathews
hand
up to the chimes suspended
from the wall, and found the
chimes were gone! He
skipped around to the grand
piano at the far end of the
studio, tinkled a key, and out
poured a rumbling bass.

NBC
Preparing New
Television Promotion
First television booklet dealing with
the science solely from an advertising
viewpoint is now in production at
NBC and will be mailed this week to
more than 5,000 agencies and clients.
Compiled by E. P. H. James, the network's sales promotion manager, the
book summarizes the present status
and future of television as an advertising medium.
Features of interest to advertisers
in the booklet are that the cost of
production remains the greatest problem to be solved; that NBC, while
not planning any immediate sale of
television time, is following the policy
of creating as much program variety
as possible in order to build up a fund
of experience of future value to advertisers ;that the addition of sight to
sound will give more than twice the
flexibility of present day sound broadcasting for commercial purposes and
can be expected to be many times as
effective in actual sales appeal.
WHN

Also

Will

Air

Dodgers' Ball Games
Play-by-play descriptions of the
Dodger baseball games will be carried by WHN, in addition to WOR,
according to a contract signed yesterday for the double Manhattan coverage. As in the WOR instance, Socony- Vacuum, General Mills and
Procter & Gamble will sponsor the
games over WHN.
The WHN schedule calls for descriptions ofall spring training games,
home and road games during the entire regular season, as well as coverage of the Dodgers' night games, the
latter over WHN only, and not on

WOR.
To Washington
Unit Close Contracts for
Bill Slocum of the CBS press de4 New
WJZ
Shows
partment inNew York has been transferred to Washington where he will
Contracts for four new programs
serve as publicity director of the CBS over WJZ have been closed. W.
Washington Bureau.
L. Douglas Shoe Co., will sponsor a
Other staff changes set by Lou Rup- "man on the street" series Mondays
pel, new CBS publicity chief, finds through Fridays from 5 :45 to 6 P.M.,
Paul Glenn shifted from general pro- for 13 weeks starting March 27,
gram publicity to that of handling spe- through N. W. Ayer & Son. Breakcial events press relations ; Jim Kane
stone Bros, has purchased participation in the "Woman of Tomorrow"
taking up Glenn's former assignments, and Hal Davis succeeding Kane series, through McKee & Albright;
Fifth Avenue Coach Co. for five weeks
on the night trick.
Patt in WKRC
Post
will sponsor a series of talks on home
Cincinnati, March 7.— James M.
economics, Wednesdays, starting next
Patt, CBS midwest director of special
Amos 'n Andy to CBS
week, through the World Wide Adevents, today was named director of
vertising Corp., and Gruen Watch
Amos 'n Andy will transfer from
soecial events and public affairs for
Co.'s
time
signals will be continued
to CBS in April. Campbell's
WKRC by William A. Schudt, Jr., NBC
Soups is sponsor. Ward Wheelock for another year, through a placement
general manager of WKRC.
was agent in the deal.
by McCann-Erickson.

LINES
B

been worrying about the bogey
have
e folklywho
picturprobab
MOTION
of television
will be
interested in the answer RCA has just
written to the question "What will be
ion's effect on motion etpictures ?"
televis
It appears in
a new pamphl
on
vision which will be issued this week,
and it reads :
"Certain types of motion pictures
will fill an important function in television programs, and this should expand, rather than limit, the film market. Partly because people enjoy the
mass psychology of a theatre audience,
and partly because the broadcasting of
full-length features is limited, television offers little competition to the
Or in other words, yes, but then
T
again, no.
Listeners have been complaining to
cinema."
NBC, and network engineers have
been trying to do something about the
interference WEAF is receiving from
a station in Havana which, like
WEAF, operates on▼ 660 kilocycles.
Hollywood producers may be doing something to curtail radio appearances of their players — but not
this Sunday. On CBS alone, eight
screen players will parade before
the Sabbath mike — Carole Lombard,
Stewart,
EverettJimmy
Horton,
SpringEdward
Byington,
Shirley Ross, Lee Tracy, George
Raft, Bob Benchley.
▼
There's a report that because most
of the sustaining budget is being
poured into "This Is New York," CBS
will scrap the "Saturday Night Swing
Sessions." Just wait till the jitterbugs hear about this, if it be true.
T
Look for Milton Berle to step into
the Pepsodent setup as the replacement
for Bob Hope. The deal has been
closed and merely azvaits announcer
ment.
Progressive WOR is essaying
something new in a stunt called
"delayed broadcasting." Because
mid-evening commercial commitments make it impossible for New
York stations to broadcast the college basketball games in Madison
Square Garden, WOR will send
Stan Lomax to the games to make
recordings of the play, and at midnight will present the platter on
the air. If fans signify apDroval,
WOR may broadcast a full schedule.
T
The C.I.O. has been pamphleting
the NBC page and guide staffs.
Jack Banner
Bartley Shepard Aide
Robert T. Bartley of the Securities
and Exchange Commission has been
named executive secretary to John
Shepard, 3rd, president of the Yankee
network. Bartlev will start his new
duties at the close of this month.
Previously, Bartlev was director of
telegraph division of the F.C.C.
NBC Capital Increased
Dover, Del., March 7.— National
Broadcasting Co. has increased its
capital stock from 50,000- to 100,000
shares, no par value, the Delaware
Secretary of State has reported.
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Film-Radio

'Feud'

Is

Only

Talk,SaysLohr
Two Run
Parallel, He
Avers in Coast Talk
Los Angeles, March 8. — The
"feud" between radio and motion pictures because of protests of exhibitors
over the presence of film stars on programs is "just so much newspaper
talk," Major Lohr, president of NBC,
declared here today. Lohr is on a
transcontinental tour of cities where
NBC has stations.
Films and radio are parallel entertainment mediums of mass appeal, he
declared, and there probably will never
be a war between them. There is
much good will and cooperation between the mediums, he said. Talk of a
feud, he averred, was caused by "personal irritation."
Hays Protested Skit
However, the NBC president did
say that radio has agreed not to present the motion picture industry in an
unfavorable light and he himself had
delegated Don Gilman, NBC west
coast head, to watch closely for industry "knocks."
(Will Hays recently protested to
Lohr about a skit on a broadcast of
Irene Rich that ridiculed Hollywood
production methods.)
Commenting on the question of Federal censorship, Lohr said "the public
is utterly behind radio. Radio has
kept itself clean and has done great
things in the interest of public service. There is no danger of Federal
censorship."
The keynote of new programs, Lohr
said, might be patriotism and religious
tolerance.
NBC has promulgated its own code
of adherence to good taste and decency in broadcasts, and has submitted
it to clients and agencies, Lohr disclosed. Copies were sent out two
weeks ago to agencies and clients.
New
Jersey Censor
Measure
Introduced
Trenton, N. ]., March 8. — Effort
to establish censorship in New Jersey was- renewed here by Assemblyman John E. Kerner, who introduced
a bill $pr a three-man board. Under
the terms of the bill, the board would
have power to ban any exhibition
which it ruled was improper.
Kerner stated that his bill was put
forward to provide a uniform judgment of fitness for films throughout
the State and "would keep the screen
clean."
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Producers,
RKO-Gordon Deal Is
Ready for Signing
Deal under which RKO
will participate with Max
Gordon and Harry Goetz in
production and distribution
of two pictures annually is
scheduled to be signed today
or tomorrow, while Pandro
S. Berman, RKO production
head is here.

Impartial
CENTS

S.W.G.

to March

Negotiate

23

Majors
Details

Win
Plea

Pact
In

Trust

Suit

Los Angeles, March 8.— James C.
Batten, N.L.R.B. trial examiner, today gave major producers and the Bondy also Extends Time
Screen Writers Guild representatives
for Filing Answers
until March 23 to report progress on
their
negotiation
of
a
bargaining
Deal stipulates that "The
Federal Judge William Bondy yesAmerican Way" and "Abe
agreement.
Lincoln in Illinois" will be
Batten, however, warned both sides
the first two pictures to be
grantedofin particulars
part defendants'
moon reconvening the hearing of N. L.
tion forterday
a bill
demanded
delivered to RKO. Final
in
the
Government
anti-trust
suit
and
R. B. charges that the studios violated
terms are understood to have
the
Wagner
Act
that
the
board
is
extended
the
time
for
filing
of
answers
been agreed upon and are
prepared to go to trial with the case until 20 days after the bill is served
now being embodied in a conon 48 hours notice if an impasse is
tract by Samuel Spring, atupon defendants.
At the same time
torney for Goetz and Gordon.
reached at any point in the negotia- he directed United Artists to submit
tions.
Leonard S. Janofsky, attorney for to an examination before trial and denied the U.A. motion to strike out
US and British Film the Screen Writers Guild, in a state- portions of the complaint.
ment delivered in Batten's presence
As to those particulars which the
said that the primary condition on
which negotiations would be resumed Government is unable to furnish at the
Cooperation
Gains, with the producers was the nullifica- present time, a statement setting forth
tion of the contract between the stu- this fact must be submitted and further
dios and the Screen Playwrights, details may be furnished up to 30 days
English Lords
Told
before the date of trial. Specific items
governs the writers' work- on which U.A. may be examined were
London, March 8. — Evidence of whiching now
conditions.
left for future determination on mocloser cooperation between American
tion.
and British film interests during the
coming year and a forecast of greater
Explains Denial
use of the reciprocity clauses in the 'Blackwell's Island'
In denying the motion to strike out
Films Act featured a discussion of the
Gives Globe $19,400
portions of the complaint which did
British film situation in the House of
"Blackwell's
Island"
grossed
an
esLords today.
timated $19,400 in its first week at the not apply to U.A., Judge Bondy stated
Viscount Bridgman, director of the Globe to set a new high for the house that no prejudice could result from
allowing the allegations to stand. He
Denham Laboratories, called attention
present
management.
"Stagepointed
out that if they had no referto the decrease in English production, under itscoach"
finished its first week at the
ence to U.A. this fact could be shown
Music Hall with an estimated $78,000
and
agreedHe that
the English
at the trial.
is dead.
claimed
the vast "quickie"
majority and continues there.
The decisions were rendered a few
of the films made were sponsored by
At the Capitol, "The Adventures of minutes before court closed and a full
American interests. He cited the fact
that eight studios have made no films Huckleberry Finn" grossed an esti- analysis of the order for the bill of
"Let Freedom Ring" particulars could not be made. Courtmated $26,000.
(Continued on page 4)
starts there
tomorrow.
house sources stated that Judge Bondy
had granted the demands for full details where specific charges of monopoly were alleged and denied it where
Ad
Brains
Set
Course
of
the charges were general.
In all, 51 subdivisions were granted
in full and 33 in part in the combined
Einfeld
Declares
Screen,
demand of six major companies. Thirty-three subdivisions were granted
(Continued on page 4)
ideas are the order of the day, both in
By AL FINESTONE
"There is no question but that the
Warners, andhe exploitation."
said, have departed Frank Ross Named
advertising brains of the business help production
from
the
beaten
path
by making such
set the course of the screen. Hollywood must be encouraged to go into
and
as "Pasteur,"
To Succeed
Bren
"Green Pastures."
There "Zola"
are pictures
new fields and make pictures with new pictures
ideas. Whether these new ideas will coming such as "Confessions of a Nazi
Hollywood, March 8. — Frank Ross,
succeed depends, of course, upon the Spy," "Dark Victory" and "Juarez"
story editor for the last two years at
and,
next
season,
biographies
of
John
box-office. It is the job of the industhe Hal Roach studios, today was
try's advertising and publicity experts Paul Jones, Bishop Martin Niemoeller
to measure accurately and to obtain and Knute Rockne.
Einfeld mentioned these as examples made vice-president of the corporathe fullest result in box-office reaction and given the production post
of films that require extraordinary
vacated
by Milton Bren, who went
to put over, campaigns
Thus S. Charles Einfeld, advertis- exploitation
to M-G-M as associate producer.
tailored to fit.
ing and publicity head of Warners,
Instead of the executive producer
"It is a matter of long-range plantion."
expounds
his credo.
title of Bren, Ross will have the status
ning, and it takes smart thinking and
"Any picture," he continues, "can
(Continued on page 4)
| of assistant to Roach.
be sold with proper exploitation. New
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Staying

Warner

East
4

For

Neely
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Purely

Personal

►

Hearing

NL.
Nathanson,head,
Famous
• ers-Canadian
is in PlayNew
Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president,
York for a brief visit en route
plans to remain in the east for the back to Toronto from a Florida vacahearing on the Neely anti-block book- tion.
ing bill before a subcommittee of the
•
Senate Interstate Commerce CommitNate Goldstein is at the Paratee, before returning to Dallas. He
mount home office for conferences
said that Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur,
president of Stanford University and with Barney Balaban on theatre operations inwestern Massachusetts.
head of the Motion Picture Research
Council, has promised to appear for
the bill and that other public groups,
Amanda Ledesman, Argentine
such as the Parent Teachers Asso- player
who arrived this week from
ciation, which supported the measure
Buenos
Aires, was given a cocktail
at the Senate hearings two years ago,
party
yesterday
at the Astor by
would again appear in support when Ramos Cobian, producer
of Spanish
the bill comes up for hearing. This,
language
films
for
20th
Century-Fox.
he believes may be in two weeks.
She will appear in Cobian films.
The Allied head indicated that passage of the bill may depend on how
long Congress will be in session.
Leon Netter, vice-president of ParPresident Roosevelt has asked for
amount Theatres, and Mrs. Netter
early adjournment.
have gone to Bermuda for a short
Continuing his conferences with di- vacation.
rectors of eastern Allied units, Col.
•
Cole is in Baltimore today, and will
Rose
Kretchmer
of the Walter
meet with the New Jersey Allied
Reade
office
and
Murray
Kravitz,
board here on Monday. On Tuesday
he will confer in Boston and on the former Golden Glove champion, will
be married on Sunday.
following day will address the Massa•
chusetts Federated Women's Clubs on
block booking and other matters. On
Bernard McConville's story, "TimMarch 16 he will confer with the New
ber Stampede," will be adapted by
York Allied board.
Oliver
Drake as a George O'Brien
He has already met with Allied film for RKO.
boards in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.
Myers Coming for Parley
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, will come to New York for
a conference with major distributors'
counsel on the proposed trade practice program.
There had been some doubt whether
he would confer further with the
lawyers' drafting committee, but yesterday he indicated his willingness to
meet with counsel, provided an invitation were extended to him.
The drafting committee, of which
Robert Perkins of Warners is chairman, is still putting the finishing
touches to the terminology of the final
draft. Press of other work has delayed completion of the program.
However, both W. F. Rodgers and
S. R. Kent, who are active on the
distributors' committee, before they
left New York for the coast last Friday, expressed hope that the program
would be submitted to exhibitors before their return late this month.

Albany
May

Agency

Pass

This

Bill
Year

Albany, March 8. — Consensus on
Capitol Hill is that the Ostertag employment agency bill has a chance for
passage this year, the ninth in which
the
measure has been up in the Assembly.
While the measure makes no exception for theatre circuits of more
than 20 houses which book vaudeville
on talent, it is said to be more acceptable to the industry than previous Ostertag proposals.
Under the measure license fees of
$50 are fixed for New York City
and $25 elsewhere. It provides that
Commissioner Paul Moss control licensing in the metropolitan area and
city authorities in other municipalities. Other measures give licensing
control to the state labor department.
It is expected that Gov. Lehman,
who has advocated such a measure in
his annual messages, will sign the bill
if passed.

Is Far

Sales

Ahead

Drive

of 1938

DANDRO BERMAN, RKO studio
* head, arrived from the coast yesWith two-thirds of Warners 16terday for conferences with George J. week Sears Drive gone the company
SCHAEFER.
reports a substantial increase in col•
lections and billings over the same period last year. Company executives
Al Hoffman, United Artists, Denver exchange manager, is laid up with and sales force are getting ready for
a broken ankle suffered when he was the annual sales convention at £*e
Tuesday.
Waldorf-Astoria here Monday
getting out of his car.
•
Alexander Marks of Malmar Pictures is back at his desk, fully recovered from a recent illness.
•
Homer Tasker, Paramount chief
recording engineer, is en route east to
make a study of latest television developments.
•

It is expected that this year's drive
will top last year's by a wide margin
as several big pictures are to be released in the next six weeks. Among
them are "Dodge City," "The Oklahoma Kid," "Adventures of Jane Arden" and "On Trial."
David

Warner

Dies;

Joe Rock has been promoted from
the ranks to assistant branch manager
of the N. Y. branch of Ross Federal
Service.
•

Producer's Brother
Boston, March 8. — David Warner,
brother of Harry M. Warner, president of Warner Bros. Pictures, died
here Tuesday night. He had never
William A. Brady, producer, is on been
a member of the film founded by
his annual visit to the coast and doing his brothers. He was a donor with
some talent scouting.
his brothers of the Warner Memorial
•
Gymnasium presented to the Hebrew
Ruth Chatterton has opened in a Orphan Asylum in New York in 1928.
Others surviving besides Harry M.,
play, "West of Broadway,"
in Boston.
•
Jack L., and Albert, brothers, are
Al Wilkie is due Monday from Mrs. Rodney Upright, a daughter of
Florida.
Cleveland, and three sisters, Mrs.
Harry Charmas, Mrs. Lewis Halper
and Mrs. David Robbins. Burial will
be in Youngstown, O.
Hitchcock Arriving

From England
Today
Alfred Hitchcock, former GaumontBritish director, will arrive from England today on the Queen Mary en
route to Hollywood on an assignment
from Selznick-International, for whom
he will direct at least one picture.
Just prior to his departure from
London, Hitchcock completed direction of "Jamaica Inn," starring Charles
Laughton, for Erich Pommer's Mayflower Films. The picture will be distributed here by Paramount. Hitchcock will go to New Haven for a lecture on films at Yale before leaving
for the coast.
Other arrivals on the Queen Mary
included Charles P. Skouras and
daughter, Marjorie, returning from an
extended European tour ; T. K. Stevenson, Erpi president ; Mrs. Arthur
Kelly, wife of the United Artists foreign sales head, who will be abroad
on his current business trip for another month ; Milton Krims, producer ;
Sir Harold Wernher, chairman of Associated Theatre Properties, London,
and Ernest Guinness.

Howard

to Make

Two

For RKO
in England
Under a deal just closed between
RKO and Walter Futter, he and Leslie Howard will co-produce two pictures in England for the company.
Howard also will co-direct and star.
First will be "The Man Who Lost
Himself," for release late this year.
Howard will return to England to
start work on the pictures after completing his role in "Gone With the

Radio City Music Hall'Spy'
may get
Hall May Get
Warners' "Confessions of a Nazi
Spy." Negotiations are under way.
Wind."
MOTION

PICTURE
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Due
to
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Railway Express Agency, which Life
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Entered as second class matter Sept. 23,
long its run in particular instances the total was 83,958, an increase of 29
First picture will be "There Comes a
1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y..
Day," French film directed by Julien general effect on the legitimate theatre per cent over December, 1937. Gross under the act of March 3, 1879.
Duvier and starring Louis Jouvet and is bad and that actors lost work as a revenue was up 30^2 per cent comSubscription rates per year $6 in the
Michel Simon.
result of the practice.
pared with December, 1937.
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copiei 10c.
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Ad

Brains

Course

of

Declares

Setting
Screen,
Einfeld

(Continued from page 1)
smart doing to get results," he added.
"Your merchandise and audience must
keenly."
analyzed have
be Warners
no fixed budget for
advertising and publicity, said Einfeld.
Company executives are receptive to
ideas, and do not limit the advertising
department if an extensive campaign
is what the department thinks is
needed on a particular picture.
Large Sum on 'Dodge City'
The company is spending a large
sum on "Dodge City." The campaign
was started when a party headed by
Lieut. Gov. Carl Friend of Kansas
delivered a petition to the studio asking that the premiere be held at Dodge
Kan. 31 The
City,
On March
the studio
film will"acquiesced."
be given a
world atres
premiere
at the And
city's there
four thesimultaneously.
will
be a big frontier days celebration, with
national attention via a radio hookup.
The company will transport a party
of 100, including players, newspapermen and others, from Hollywood on a
special train.
"Dark Victory" is another film
which will get unusual attention. The
"underground grapevine" was set in
motion to create speculation on the
theme of the film and a fan magazine
campaign four months in advance
stressed Bette Davis' performance, all
leading to the preview climax.
For the new season, Warners will
continue to concentrate on newspapers
as the best '"point of sale" medium,
flexible enough for national campaigns
on a local basis, to support the local
theatre.

Allied Lists Names
In Patriotic Series
With the first of Allied's
series of patriotic trailers
featuring President Roosevelt, the organization has
tentatively listed for additional subjects: Chief Justice Hughes, Vice-President
Garner, Secretary of State
Hull, Speaker of the House
Bankhead, Alf M. Landon,
Republican nominee for President in 1936, Dorothy
Thompson, columnist, Prof.
Albert Einstein and Sinclair
Lewis.

Majors
Plea

in

Win

Details

Trust

Suit

(Continued from page 1)
completely and 23 partly in the U.A.
petition, and 46 in the Columbia demand.
The order requires a description of
the "series of harsh, onerous, and unfair trade practices" mentioned in the
complaint which allegedly resulted in
a monopoly in restraint of trade. It
also required a listing of all situations
where independent exhibitors had been
forced out together with names, dates
and places, and a description of alused. leged coercive or distress methods
Must Define Terms
Generally, the bill must set forth
complete definitions of general phrases
used, such as "key cities," "star system," "affiliated theatres" etc. A complete differentiation must be set forth
of "feature motion photoplays" and
"feature photoplays of better grade

andThe
quality."
order requires a statement
U. S. and British
whether alleged refusal of first runs to
use independent product is the result
Film Accord Gains of any agreement or understanding ; a
(Continued from page 1)
listing of advantages allegedly granted
for the past 12 months because of no by defendants to each other ; whether
money available from British sources. the alleged theatre monopoly results
Bridgman contended that construc- from direct holdings in affiliated theatres or otherwise ; whether the alleged
tive steps are needed regarding
financing and the assurance of good intergration of production with exhibidistribution service for British films.
tion is the result of agreement or understanding; alisting of all first run
Lord Strabolgi protested the Moyne
Committee recommendation for finan- houses and all theatres constituting the
cial cooperation has been ignored by motion picture market.
the Government.
Lord Templemore, Government
Union Pact Approved
spokesman, pleaded that the Government cannot dictate to the City, LonMembers of Local 54, Building Service Employees Union, have approved
don's financial center. He pointed to
the significance of recent American the agreement signed with the League
distribution of good British pictures.
of New York Theatres, providing for
closed shop, shorter hours and wage
increases. It affects 500 workers.
Lutsky, Luth Bankrupt
C. Israels Lutsky, radio commentaAltec Closes Contract
tor, known as the Jewish Philosopher,
Wilmer
& Vincent Corp. has signed
and employed by New Jersey Broadwith
Altec
Service Corp. to service
casting Corp., and Jack Luth, radio
talent agent, have filed voluntary the equipment in the circuit houses in
petitions in bankruptcy in the U. S. Allentown, Easton, Johnstown and
District Court. Lutsky listed no as- Reading, Pa., and Richmond. Bert
sets, and liabilities of $28,734, and Sanford negotiated for Altec.
Luth no assets, and liabilities of $26,543.
Backs 'Remous* Ban
Albany, March 8. — Rej ection of the
Sound Directors Meet
revised version of "Remous" by the
Hollywood, March 8. — Major stu- Board of Regents was upheld by the
dio sound directors held their regu- Appellate Division. A dissenting opinlar monthly meeting tonight at the
ion by Justice Rhodes held the picWarner studio.
ture to be unobjectionable.
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Production
With

38

Dropsf
Shooting

Hollywood, March 8. — Thirty-eight
pictures were before the cameras this
week, as 13 were finished and four
started. This represents a total nine
less than last week. Twenty are being
prepared. and 58 are being edited.
Started were: "Great Enemy,"
Paramount; "Second Shot," RKO ;
"The Oregon Trail" (serial), Universal, and "Battle of City Hall,"
Warners.
In addition to these, shooting are :
"Plane No. 4," "Blind Alley," "Missing Daughters," Columbia; "Wuthering Heights," Goldwyn ; "Maiden Voyage," "A Hundred to One," "Penthouse," "The Kid from Texas,"
"Within the Law," "Calling Dr. Kildare," "It's a Wonderful World,"
M-G-M; "Streets of New York,"
Monogram; "Men About Town,"
"Beau Geste," "The Magnificent
Fraud," Paramount; "Sorority
House," "Second Shot," RKO; "Man
of Conquest," "Frontier Express,"
"Street of Missing Men," Republic;
"Gone with the Wind," Selznick International "The
;
Man in the Iron
Mask," Small ; "Rose of Washington
Square," "Susannah of the Mounties,"
"Stanley and Livingstone," "Police
School," "The Gorilla," "Return of
the Cisco Kid," 20th Century- Fox;
"East Side of Heaven," "The Family
Next Door," "Big Town Czar," Universal "Confessions
;
of a Nazi Spy,"
"Each Dawn I Die," "Family Reunion," "Gantry the Great," "Waterfront," Warners.
Finished were : "Everything Happens to Ann," Arcadia-Grand National "The
;
Wizard of Oz," "Lucky
Night," "Penthouse." M-G-M ; "Union
Pacific," "Invitation to Happiness,"
"The Gracie Allen Murder Case,"
"Some Like It Hot," Paramount;
"Heroes of the Desert," Republic ;
"Captain Fury," Roach; "Three Smart
Girls
Grow "Nancy
Up," Universal
"Hell's
Kitchen,"
Drew, ; Trouble

'Twos

That

Bad

March
8.— the
Sol
M.Hollywood,
Wurtzel is
telling
story of a picture that was
so bad that the projectionist
walked out at the end of the
third reel.

British

Censors

Reject 4 in 19$^
London, March 8.— Only four films
were totally rejected by the British
Board of Film Censors during 1938.
Or'" one film had an "H" (Horrific)
certificate. The important certifications issued by the board follow.

Among features, 429 received "U"
rating.
tes.es,Among
certifica
(Adult)
"A"
and 258shorts,
certificat
(Universal)
1,570 received "U" rating and 35 "A"
In 1937 there were nine total rejections, with 478 features receiving "U"
certificates, and 349 receiving "A" rat"U"
ing. During 1937,
classification,
and 271,353
"A" received
designation.
Plan

on Fractional

Quota Up to Council
London, March 8.— Films Council
in England may consider a new plan
for fractional quota presented by the
representatives of the documentary
film
producers, probably with the apSociety.
proval of the Kinematograph Renters'
The tional
planregistration
aims for
at obtaining
frac-a
films costing
fraction of the set minimum, approximately $40,000. It is believed such
a plan would have the general approval of the trade.
Two

Producing

Units

Organized in Mexico
Mexico City, March 8.— Two new
motion picture companies have been
formed recently. In Tiajuana FranShooter," Warners.
cisco C. Ibarra heads a unit which
M-G-M is shooting one short subhas started construction of an Ameriject. Two have been finished.
can equipped studio to make Spanish
language films. Other officers are SilPlayer Sues S. A. G.
verio Romero, secretary, and Gumersindo Ibarra, treasurer.
Hollywood, March 8. — E. H. BookJose J. Reynoso, Jr. and J. R.
asta, atmosphere player, yesterday filed
suit against the Screen Actors Guild Baires have organized a company here
plans to produce five features
for $5,000 damages and reinstatement which
this year, all in Spanish. The program
as a member, charging he was illegal- starts this month.
ly suspended.
Projectionist Bill Up
Columbians to Meet
Albany, March 8.— A projectionists
A meeting of the Columbian Club, measure
has been introduced in the
company organization of Columbia lower house by Assemblyman Crews
Pictures, has been tentatively set for of Brooklyn. Applying only to New
March 14 at the home office to clarify
provides for licensing of opthe method to be followed in elec- York it erators,
and apprentices and calls for
tions scheduled this month.
the employment of only licensed operators.
New Para. Unit Formed
Paramount has eliminated its distributing subsidiary incorporated in
New Jersey with headquarters at Jersey City
it with
Para-a
mountbyFilmmerging
Distributing
Corp.,
newly formed Delaware corporation.
Hacker
Sam

Will Export

Hacker, formerly with Republic, has opened offices for international film export. He recently resigned as assistant to Morris Goodman, Republic foreign head.

Plan

Membership

Drive

Chicago, March 8. — Allied Theatres of Illinois will start a membership drive in the downstate territory
soon, according to Jack Kirsch,
president.
Associates to Meet
Motion Picture Associates will hold
their next luncheon meeting at the
Hotel Astor tomorrow. Means for
obtaining revenue will be discussed.
Harry Brandt, I.T.O.A., will speak.
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Excess

Power

Protested
E.

by

Roosevelt

Washington, March 8. — Elliott
Roosevelt, son of the President and
head of the Texas State Network, today told the F.C.C. monopoly committee he was opposed to broadcasting
power in excess of 50,000 watts, but
suggested that stations of that power
might be required to have a reserve
of 500,000 watts for use by the Government in case of a national emergency.
He also suggested that networks are
moving to control the transcription
business, and expressed the belief that
transcription production and artists
bureaus should be separated from the
broadcasting companies.
CBS, NBC and Mutual each maintains an artists bureau and a transcription bureau. CBS recently started
preliminary negotiations for the purchase of the World Broadcasting System.
Roosevelt urged the Government to
press Mexico for ratification of the
Havana radio treaty as a means of
eliminating interference from high
power Mexican stations, which he
said are definitely lowering American
tastes for radio programs.
He also expressed approval of establishment inthe F.C.C. of a division
to keep in touch with technical and
sales operations and to advise broadcasters on what would be considered
standard practices, but he opposed any
division to test listener reaction to
programs, as proposed in the Wheeler
bill for reorganization of the commission.
Roosevelt told the committee that
when it completes its monopoly inquiry
the commission should make definite
recommendations to Congress for immediate revision of the Communications Act with a view to putting
broadcasting on a more stable basis.
Under such a law, he said, broadcasters would know just what they could
do, which they do not now.
Committee hearings were adjourned
until next Tuesday.

Evening Clothes for
Talent After 6 P. M.
San Francisco, March 8.—
An edict has been issued here
by NBC requiring all performers to wear evening
clothes for programs after 6
P. M. Uniforms have been
ordered for all KPO-KGO
mail and messenger boys, and
guest ushers, to make proper
impression on visitors here
for the exposition.

Talent

on

Brewery
Starts

Canadian
Programs

Ban

Protest

Montreal, March 8. — Artists and
musicians on brewery-sponsored air
shows have started a campaign of public protest against the CBC ban on
beer advertising programs, by closing
all broadcasts with appeals to listeners to voice their opinions on the
question. The appeals will be continued for a week, it is expected.
Meanwhile, L. W. Brockington,
chairman of the board of governors
of CBC has agreed to meet representatives of the Musicians' Guild and
American Federation of Radio Artists' Montreal local at Ottawa on Saturday to discuss the ban. Another
meeting may be scheduled for March
18, the day before the ruling is ratified.
Effective April 1, the ban would
kill 30 programs which supply $250,000 in annual salaries for musicians,
artists, writers and producers.
'Musical Grab Bag'
Is New
WHN
Show
"Musical Grab Bag," with Bob
Carter, is the title of the show signed
by the Jefferson Finance Co. for presentation on WHN. The contract, for
a year, for six 15-minute shows
weekly, was placed through the Roger
Relkin agency.
Other WHN business includes a
13- week contract for participation in
the "Early Bird" series by Air Training Corp., and a contract for spot announcements for Central Laboratories.
Former account was placed through
Weil and Wilkins, the latter direct.

Renew 'Kitty Kelly'
"Pretty Kitty Kelly," dramatic
script serial sponsored over CBS by
the Continental Baking Co., has been
Scannell Joins CBS
renewed for another year, effective
Austin Scannell, formerly city ediApril 9. The program, presented
tor-of the Albany Knickerbocker Press
Monday through Friday from 10 to
10:15 A.M., is broadcast over a 42- and Evening News, has joined the
station hookup. Benton & Bowles is CBS press department and will serve
as assistant to Arthur Perles on the
the agency.
news desk. Jack Hoins, formerly on
the desk, has been transferred to
handle publicity on WABC programs.
Circuit Has Program
San Francisco, March 8. — Golden
'Zaza' on Guild Show
State Theatres, Inc., circuit of nearly
a score of neighborhood houses here,
Screen Actors' Guild show for
has contracted with KYA for an hour March 19 will be a musical burlesque
of transcribed popular music each of the picture "Zaza," with Fannie
Sunday afternoon. James R. Nichol- Brice, Bob Hope and Martha Rave
in the cast. Dave Butler will direct
son signed for the theatres.
the program.
Sullivan to WHAS
Ruggles to Vacation
Charles Ruggles will leave the cast
Cincinnati; March 8. — Paul Sullivan, for the past four years news comof the Texaco "Star Theatre" on
mentator on WUL, will join WHAS,
March 29 to take a three-week vacation in Bermuda. He will return to CBS outlet in Louisville, Ky., on
the series at the end of his sojourn.
April 1.

►

Steuer,

Pomerantz

Named

Stockholder

Radio

Personals

i Counsel

dent of WOR, to Florida for a
ED J. McCOSKER, presiALFR
two-week vacation . . . Advertising Women of New York have
named Hildegarde of the "99 Men
year'rs
prog
a Girl
and
ing "glam
orram
girlas. .the. Victo
outstand
Rosen, until recently associated with
Tom Fizdale, has been appointed
managing editor of the magazine
Key . . . Julio Martinez Oyanguren,
currently heard over NBC in his own
series, will give a concert at Town
Hall on Sunday . . . Leonard Kapner,
WCAE,
ness visit.Pittsburgh in town on a busi+

in RCA

Suit

Max D. Steuer was appointed special trial counsel and Abraham L.
Pomerantz general counsel for stockholders yesterday by N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Aaron J. Levy^Vho

granted thefiveapplication
of R(5sj-''
consolidate
separate suits
broughtto
against it. Other defendants are General Electric Co., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. and some 30 directors and individuals.
A number of applications to examine
RCA, General Electric, Owen D.
Young, Albert G. Davis, Gerard
Swope, American Telephone & TeleKen Meeker, a CBS page boy, has
graph, Westinghouse,
Paul James
D. Cravath, Andrew
W. Robertson,
G.
been signed by WNEW as a staff Harbord, David Sarnoff, Edward W.
announcer, starting this week. . . .
Harden, Edward J. Nally, Cornelius
Kitty Carlisle, Bramwell Fletcher and W. Bliss, Bertram Cutler and DeWitt
Helen Chandler will be guests on Mulhauser before trial, was denied,
"Gotham Nights" over WHN tomor- with leave to renew after answers
row night. . . . Sam Taylor, WHN are filed.
screen commentator, has joined
Suit charges waste and mismanageWMCA in the sales department, and
ment by directors, the transfer of a
will continue broadcasting film news
large block of RCA stock to Genover the latter station.
eral Electric and Westinghouse, and
the loss of over $7,000,000 in allegedly
underwriting an $11,600,000 RKO
Newfoundland
Air
bond floture. Accounting, damages,
return of the stock and the appointSystem Is Formed
ment of a receiver for RCA are asked.
Montreal, March 8.— Recently
formed Broadcasting Corp. of Newfoundland, national
a
system fashioned Film, Stage Stars
after the Canadian and British Broadcasting companies, will make its debut
At 'Gateway* Lunch
Prominent screen and stage players
as a broadcasting unit March 13 when
the new 12,500-watt station atop will attend today's luncheon at the
Mount Pearl, as yet its only outlet, Roosevelt in connection with the New
will be officially opened.
York regional eliminations and tryThe opening ceremonies will be
outs
in the RKO "Gateway to Hollymarked by the joining of the island
wood" talent quest, which Jesse L.
system with the CBC. Canadian Gov- Lasky is conducting over CBS.
ernment radio officials have announced
Those scheduled to attend include
that Newfoundland will take all CBC
Sam
Maria Ouspenskaya, Fransustaining features, to be supplied free. chot Jaffe,
Tone, Sylvia Sydney. Edward
In the near future Newfoundland may
be piped in on some of the commercial Arnold, Nancy Carroll, Barry Fitzgerald, Fredric March, Florence Eldfeatures now received from the United
States, thus augmenting the revenue dridge, Raymond Massey and Harold
which the BCN now derives solely talent
Lloyd.scout
Arthur
Willi,
RKO's
for the
quest,
and eastern
Bryant
from license fees. Eventually, too, an
Washburn
will
address
the
particiexchange of sustaining programs will
be planned.
Head of the new corporation is G.
R. Williams. Directors are J. S. pants.
CBC Refusal to Show
Currie, Charles E. Hunt, Robert S.
Minutes Is Sustained
Furlong, G. D. Frazer and several
Government representatives.
Ottawa, March 8. — Canadian
House of Commons Radio Committee
has voted seven to five against having
the minutes of the CBC board of govRadio
to been
Fay's
The
Radio Rubes
Rubes have
booked tion.
ernors' meeting produced for inspecinto Fay's Theatre, Providence, for
L. W. Brockington, chairman of the
the week of March 24. The booking
was closed by E. M. Fay with Abe CBC board of governors, told the comFeinberg on his trip to New York mitte the CBC had nothing to hide,
this week.
but that the refusal to show the minutes was a matter of principle. J. E.
Lawson, Toronto critic of the corporation, charged the CBC with being
Barbara Stanwyck on Air
a
great
bureaucracy.
Barbara Stanwyck will appear in
"So Big" — the role which elevated
her to stardom in motion pictures — on
Station Issues Paper
March
the
Lux13. "Radio Theatre" over CBS
San Francisco, March 8. — Weekly
radio giveaway paper, called The
Mike, is being published by Frank
Arthur and Charles Cooper of the
Cartwright to Petry
KSAN staff. The sheet carries staWilliam H. Cartwright has been
tion logs for all stations in the Bay
appointed manager of the Detroit area, plus publicity photographs and
office of Edward Petry & Co., station
stories, butionand
a gossip
Distriisreported
to becolumn.
20,000 weekly.
representatives.
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Action
Spot Loew's Houses
On World Fair Map

Details
In

Suit

Two

Ready
Months

May Go to Trial
the Late Fall

in

Bill of particulars in the Government anti-trust suit will be ready in
about two months and the action ready
for trial in the late fall, Government
sources indicated yesterday. An effort
will be made to obtain stipulation from
the major companies on certain of the
facts in order to facilitate the trial and
shorten the bill.
Opinion was varied as to who could
claim the victory in Federal Judge
William Bondy's decisions of Wednesday. Although some of the defense
counsel felt that the Government would
be required to set forth in detail its
cause of action and be limited from
expanding it at trial, others pointed
out that most of the questions could
be answered in general terms without
going into too great detail.
Attorneys spent the major portion
of the day vesterday studying the de(Continued on page 4)

Tony Sarg's official World's
Fair map, now being published, spots Loew theatres in
the metropolitan area as
"stopovers" for tourists visiting the Fair. Total of
3,000,000 map books will be
printed.
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Quality Production
in First Year
By AL FINESTONE
American companies have fulfilled
their obligations of quality production
in
the quota.
first year's operation of the
British

Of 52 to 55 features produced in
Efforts of a negotiating committee England in the 12 months ending
March 31, nine or 10 meet the act's
to provide a basis on which film back- quality as well as multiple cost reing could be obtained for legitimate
quirements. This is about 20 per cent
try.
unsucbeen
of
the
total,
a ratio of quality which
have
stage productions
cessful and the matter is being turned
is higher than production in this counover to the Dramatists' Guild council
of Loew's
of directors
board for
Films Under Clause
and the
and
Warners
final determination.

Television will help rather than hurt
the film box-office, declared Charles
Skouras, head of Fox West Coast
Theatres, who investigated television's The committee, which consists of Sidpossibilities in London. Skouras reney R. Fleischer, counsel to the guild,
turned yesterday on the Queen Mary
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president of
from a two and a half months' tour Loew's, and Jake Wilk, Warner eastof Europe.
ern story editor, is still confident that
From what Skouras learned and the difficulties can be adjusted, howobserved in London, television in the- ever.
atres will draw large audiences, as he
Although agreed in principle that
witnessed at broadcasts in Gaumont film companies backing plays should
British theatres. On the other hand, have the privilege to purchase film
he says, home reception will be limited rights before actual production of the
British Ticket Plan
to small screens and there will be in- play, and to pay for it on the basis
conveniences involved. He believes
of the length of the run, the committee was unable to furnish a formula
that the superiority of theatre television reception will overcome by far
Urged at Code Trial
which
would guarantee that a play's
Brock Pemberton, legitimate stage whatever competition home television run would not be cut short.
Final meetings, which were held
producer, advocated the English sys- may offer.
week, found the negotiators
tem of ticket brokerage at the final
This was Skouras' first trip to Eu- earlier this{Continued
on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
day of hearing of the injunction suit
brought by Acme Ticket Agency
against League of N. Y. Theatres and
Actors' Equity to restrain enforcement
of the ticket code. Lawyers will wait
until the stenographic record is ready 51
'Gateway9
Winners
Are
before preparing briefs.
James F. Reilly, executive secretary
Guests
at Press
Luncheon
of the League, testified that Acme had
been given an opportunity to sign the
code but that the offer had been reFifty-one regional winners in the riving benefit from the radio program
fused. Pemberton disagreed with the
testimony of Equity that brokers hin- RKO "Gateway to Hollywood" talent was made clear by announcement yesterday that following the end of the
dered the legitimate stage, but he de- quest, and several score guests, inclared that it was necessary to limit
cluding the press, attended the lunch- current dramatic talent quest, the
eon at the Hotel Roosevelt yesterday studio will embark immediately on anthe price advance.
tendered in connection with the New
other, amusical.
York regional eliminations and tryElizabeth Allan Wins outs.
The young acting hopefuls were addressed by Ralph Rolan, Arthur Willi,
Metro British Action
At the conclusion of the elimina- Bryant Washburn, Edward Arnold
tions the 51 winners had been reduced and Maria Ouspenskaya. All were
London, March 9. — Elizabeth Allan
today was awarded damages of $17,500 to two — Dorothy Davis, 17-year-old wished well, and given the usual advice to work hard, fight discourageagainst M-G-M British. She had blonde, and Charles Ruppert, military
claimed breach of contract, contending academy student. At subsequent elim- the like.ment, have faith in themselves, and
inations the two will compete to find
she had been engaged originally to
the finalist boy and girl, who will be
Among the guests from the studio
star in "The Citadel." The damages given the names of John Archer and
and the RKO home office, were Edwere sought for alleged loss of salary
ward Arnold, Ned Depinet, Jules
Alice Eden and featured in the moand opportunities.
tion picture "Career," which RKO Levy, John O'Connor, Fred Meyer, S.
M-G-M British is expected to apBarret McCormick, Rutgers Neilson,
peal the verdict. A stay of execution will film.
That RKO is satisfied that it is de- Marion Robertson and Rufus LeMaire.
already has been granted the company.

Among British films which the
American firms are distributing here
and abroad and which came under the
multiple credits clause of the British
quota are : "Drums," "A Yank at Oxford," "Wings of the Morning,"
"We're Going to Be Rich," "The
Citadel," "Mikado," "Pygmalion,"
"The Lady Vanishes" and "Good
Bye, Mr.
of these
made
with Chips."
AmericanFive
capital.
All were
have
already been released with the exception ofleased
"Mr.
shortly.Chips" which will be reThe number of features produced in
England in 1938 slumped to probably
one-third the output of the year be(Continued on page 4)

M-G-M

Schedules

44-52 Next Year
M-G-M will schedule 44 to 52
features for next season.
This is the same number as
scheduled for the last two
The company this season
will deliver more product
years.
than it has since 1936-37. In
that year 44 features were
delivered, last year 45 features, while in the current
season M-G-M may release
51.
release
was Only
missed,oneforweek's
Sept. 23,
and
production schedules assure
full release up to the end of
May, with three more months
to go on the year.
W. F.
M-G-M
general
salesRodgers,
manager, who is
on the coast, is due in Chicago on March 18 in advance
of the sales convention which
opens there a day later.
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Personal

►

ARTHUR RUSCICA, 20th Century-Fox manager in Chile, is
due Monday to confer with Walter
J. Hutchinson, director of foreign
distribution.
•
Stanley J. Mayer, manager of the
20th Century-Fox Des Moines exchange, and Mrs. Mayer, leave in a
few days for a vacation trip to Chicago, Washington • and New York.
Alexander Woollcott leaves for
Hollywood Sunday, on assignment
from the Ladies Home Journal, for
a special screening of Samuel Goldwyn's film, "Wuthering
Heights."
•
Joris Ivens, who directed "The
400,000,000," left by TWA plane last
night for Hollywood to screen the film
for the Motion Picture Artists' Committee there.
•
William A. Scully, Universal
sales head, and Max A. Cohen,
Cinema Circuit head, return today
from Honolulu and the coast.
•
Matt Taylor's American Magazine story, "First Performance," has
been purchased by Monogram as a veman. hicle for 12-year-old Martin Spell•
Ian Cremieu-Javal, head of British Acoustic Films, G. B. subsidiary,
sails tomorrow on the Queen Mary
after several weeks here.
•
Milton Krims, writer for Warners, arrived yesterday on the Queen
Mary from a vacation abroad. He left
last night for the studio.
•
Morris Helprin sails for England on the Queen Mary tomorrow for
conferences with Alexander Korda.
Mort Blumenstock's fractured
ankle is healing but he is still on
crutches, though working.
•
H. J. Yates and James R. Grainger, Republic president, are due from
the coast March 20.
•
James Roosevelt flies to the coast
today.
Stevenson of Erpi
Back from London
T. K. Stevenson, president of
Erpi, returned yesterday on the
Queen Mary from London. This was
his first trip abroad since becoming
head of the company.
Stevenson conferred with the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association
regarding a reduction in service
charges demanded by theatre owners.
No decision has been reached.
Also arriving was Col. Sir Harold
Wernher and Lady Zia Wernher. He
is chairman of the Associated Theatre
Properties of London, a chain of nine
legitimate theatres.
Pattinson Knight, London commercial films producer, arrived to make a
one-reel subject of the World's Fair,
for showing in Great Britain.
Mrs. Arthur Kelly, wife of the
foreign head of United Artists, also
was on board.

Insiders'
By SAM

our
CC#. esteMOS
emedKOW
nd, ,and infrieITZ
dustry leader, tells us of a
most interesting phenomenon —
of persons who have protested
that the showing of a flag trailer
and the singing of "The Star
Spangled Banner," in theatres,
making these persons rise to attention, isan abuse and violation
of their personal rights. Furthermore, one person complained that
it was an "intrusion on his
T ▼
patriotism."
This brings us down to our
friend, John Moroney, of Texas,
as estimable a gentleman as we
know, and as capable. Moroney
is counsel for the Interstate
(Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell ) circuit,
and he has written a scenario
which may find its way appropriately to the screens of a couple
of hundred theatres in the Lone
Star State and surrounding territory.

Outlook
SHAIN

k atthatitsehislf?
doesn'tthin
you
repe
Eentoryto
MA
l,YB
Ernie Emerling
list
Wel
tell this one.
"Back in 1920," Ernie says,
"there was a lad in Cincinnati,
whose name was Oscar Doob. He
was an exploitation man with
Paramount, and working out of

that company's exchange in that
Ohio city. Those were days of
great silent films.
"Doob got the assignment to
stage a world premiere campaign
in Chilicothe, Ohio, for the film,
'Huckleberry Finn.' It was a
crackerjack campaign, in fact so
good, that we dug into the files of
the old Motion Picture World
in the Motion Picture Daily.
library and photostated that cam"It will be duplicated almost
paign.
exactly
for Loew's,
New current
York,
in connection
with in the
film, 'Huckleberry
▼ ▼ Finn.' "

Interstate, some time ago, produced a short, "Texas Marches
On." It was a patriotic subject
and made a hit around the circuit, and the circuit owners then
stated that they would consider
making additional shorts along
the same lines.

Walter Wanger's "Stagecoach," produced by John Ford,
will gross approximately $350,000 in Loew's New York theatres, according to statistical exas handsomeperts.
goes,That's
we Thandsome
say.▼

It was Moroney who came forward with the suggestion that
the Bill of Rights of the Constitution be dramatized for the
screen. And, maybe Karl Hoblitzelle and Bob O'Donnell
weren'tit !happy to let him go ahead
with

Sam Aberman wants you all to
know that we are having a lot of
Andy Devine, these days. The
actor is currently appearing in
three films on Broadway, namely : "Stagecoach," at the Music
Hall; "Never Say Die," at the
Paramount, and "Spirit of Culver," at the Rivoli.
▼ T

Well, Moroney's scenario is
such that it can be compiled in
booklet form and used by educational institutions also. It can
be cut into a series of shorts or
made into a feature.
Interstate is undertaking to
transfer it to the screen as a pure
patriotic venture, which is neither political in intent nor possesses any profit motive.

"Blame the authors if the movies lack ideas," says Howard
Dietz, director of publicty and
advertising
Dietz
took
time offfortheLoew's.
other night
to
address the Bureau of Propaganda Analysis at the Rand
School for Social Science.
"The box-office," he goes on to
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sembling the ballot box. We cannot disregard it.
"The advertising and publicity
department can affect the gross
by a maximum of 10 per cent.
The
rest
is up to the public."
were
:
Other
"Dietz-isms" expressed
"Double features are most definitely an evil. They keep the
box-office
batting
down."
"The 'boy
meets average
girl' theme
jS\

works, includin
all creative
out
g
throu" 'J
a metaphy
sical survival
Harryof Brandt,
president
art."
works
I.T.O.A., was among the
ers during Dietz's address.
the students were quizzing

of the
listenWhile
Dietz

on monopoly phases of the industry, Brandt grinned, but then he
couldn't take it any longer, and
got up and spoke :
"Whoever called the unaffiliexhibitors
'independent'
doesn't ated
know
the business.
We
ought to be known as the 'dependent' theatre
of AmerT owners
T
Who is Zenobia? What is
Zenobia? Where is Zenobia?
Why is Zenobia? Ask United
Artists. They know !

1,500 Expected to
Attend Warner Ball
ica."
More than 1,500 are expected to attend the annual Warner Club banquet
and ball at the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow night. Among them will be
about 50 branch and district managers
who are here for the annual sales convention Monday and Tuesday at the
same
Tomorrow
affair
will behotel.
held in
the Grandnight's
Ball Room,
will
whereplay.
Artie Shaw and his orchestra

Beck Has 'Snow White'
Myer P. Beck is handling the American premiere of the French version of
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs."
A special campaign is being put on for
the picture, and advertising, publicity
and exploitation will be handled by
Beck, under Hal Home.
MOTION
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Series takes off and zooms
tainment levels which score
hit for this initialer and
same for successors. Plenty

to entera direct
presages
of punch

for adult action fans." BOX OFFICE.
•
Bids fair to create a vogue . . . concentrates on action and suspense . . .
one of the most novel climaxes seen
on the screen
in years."
MOT/ON
PICTURE

HERALD.

•

"Gets off to flying start... will please
FILM DAILY.
fans of all ages."
"Packs a wallop that will pave smooth
path for those to follow. . . . Action
and suspense a-plenty, excellent production values." DAILY VARIETY.
•
Af

MM

MY

"Should become Monogram's top
grossers, as exploitation possibilities
HOLLYWOOD
are unlimited."
•

REPORTER.

"Realistic, fast-moving, wholesome
picture... a cinch to please thousands
of youngsters."
JOHN

A

FIDLER.

TRENT
Produced

MARJORIE

JIMMIE

REYNOLDS/

MONOGRAM

MILBURN
PICTURE

STONE

by PAUL

MALVERN

Directed by GEORGE

WAGGNER

Screenplay by PAUL SCHOFIELD
JOSEPH WEST

and

Original story by HAL FORREST
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Warner
Meet

Theatres'

Here

Monday

Joseph Bernhard, general manager
of Warner Theatres, who returned
yesterday from a vacation in the British West Indies, accompanied by Moe
Silver, Albany zone manager, will preside over the regular quarterly meeting of zone managers and home office
executives Monday and Tuesday.
Bernhard also will address the Warner
sales convention at the Waldorf-Astoria on Monday.

Film
Stage

Financing
Plays

of

Rejected

Political

Urges
Themes

(Continued from page 1)
stalemated on the questions of reAlfred Hitchcock, British director,
sponsibility for the production, on who arrived yesterday on the Queen
the one hand, and control of produc- Mary, believes that Hollywood may
tion, on the other. However, it was well deal with political themes considering that world politics today is an
recognized that the guild and the comissue of great public importance.
panies might be willing to make conHutchinson came over to direct
ces ion i on points which their attor- "Rebecca" for Selznick International.
neys were unwilling to yield and it was He will lecture on film direction at
decided to put the matter directly up Yale University tomorrow, then will
spend a week or so at Palm Beach
to the principals involved.
before going to the coast.
The committee has stressed the in- ' His latest British picture was "Jaformal nature of the discussions, which
maica Inn" for Erich Pommer. He
have continued for the past year. A has no further British commitments
draft of a tentative proposal was pre- nor any in America beyond the Selzpared by Fleischer and copies will be
nick film.
sent with notations of provisions upon
Regarding British production, Hitchcock believes the banks will resume
which there was agreement. Those
paragraphs upon which there was a their financing before long, but instead
deadlock also will be pointed out and of doing so indiscriminately, as before,
each negotiator will comment on these they will back the production of only
to the organization he represents. The selected pictures which stand a chance
first report will go to the guild Mon- of return. This will bring about a
day.
healthier condition, he believes.
Present Agreement

Those attending the zone managers'
meeting, who also will be present at
the sales convention, include the following zone heads : James Coston,
Chicago; Nat Wolf, Cleveland; I. J.
Hoffman, New Haven; Don Jacocks,
Newark; Moe Silver, Albany; Ted
Schlanger, Philadelphia ; Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh; John Payette,
Washington; Herbert Copelan, Atlantic City. Home office executives include: Clayton Bond, Ed Hinchy,
Leonard Schlesinger, Frank Phelps,
Nat Fellman, W. C. Patterson, Abel
Vigard, W. Stewart McDonald,
Under the present basic agreement,
Harry Rosenquest, Louis Kaufman,
Frank Cahill, Herman Maier, Harry film companies have the right to purGoldberg and Harry Mayer.
chase plays before production if royalties are paid on the total gross of
the picture. However, no company
has taken advantage of this provision,
McConville Leaving
and there is no present intention to
For Mexico Meeting accept it.
This provision was used for the first
J. A. McConville, Columbia foreign
manager, leaves today for Mexico time this week when Katharine Hepburn purchased the film rights to
City, where he will conduct sales conferences with the company's Central Phillip Barry's "Philadelphia Story"
American sales representatives. These in which she is now appearing in
include Charles Roberts, supervisor Washington. In this latter case, howfor Latin America, and S. Kusiel,
ever, no film company has been remanager for Mexico.
ported in the deal, and the purchase
McConville also will visit the stu- was made easier because Miss Hepburn has a substantial interest in the
dios of Jose Luis Bueno, who is making three Spanish language produc- show. It has been rumored that Howtions for Columbia, and those of Jesus
ard Hughes may produce it, but this
Grovas, who will make four pictures has not been confirmed.
for Columbia. From Mexico, McConville will go to Havana, Puerto
Rico and Jamaica, returning to New Television Seen as
York in April.
Aid to Box-Office
(Continued from page 1)

rope in 30 years. He found film business booming in France and was informed itis 15 per cent off in Great
Britain. He said business in Greece is
good but profits are greatly reduced
because of Government taxes amounting to between 35 and 40 per cent.
He also visited Italy.
In Athens, Skouras settled the estate of a brother, Demetrios, who died
recently without leaving a will.
Final six days of "Yes, My Dar- Thanos, a son of the deceased, will
ling Daughter" grossed an estimated
$31,000 at the Strand. At the Roxy, continue the business, which consists
of nine theatres, including four in
"Wife, Husband and Friend" attracted Athens, and Skouras Film, a distributan estimated $37,500 in its second
ing company which handles RKO,
week. "I Was a Convict" will be the
next attraction at the Criterion, start- 20th Century-Fox and Paramount
ing Wednesday.
product.
Skouras was accompanied by his
wife and daughter, Marjorie. They
Hear Bennett Plea Today were greeted at the pier by Spyros
Constance Bennett will ask N. Y. Skouras and a group of National Theatres division managers, as well as
Supreme Court Justice Timothy A. distribution
heads.
Leary today for an order directing
the issuance of commissions in Los
Sues Over House Lease
Angeles to take the testimony of
Countess Dorothy Di Frasso. TestiChicago, March 9.— Charging fraud,
mony is sought to substantiate a claim deceit and misrepresentation, Frank
of Miss Bennett that Ben Hecht and Ford, Evanston exhibitor, has filed
Charles MacArthur breached a con- suit against Leo Solomon and the Letract made in December, 1935, to write mar Building Corp. for $150,000 dama scenario for her for $50,000. Suit
ages. Ford leased the Stadium Theatre in Evanston from Solomon some
seeks $62,500 damages against Hecht,
months ago.
MacArthur and Charles Lederer.

'Pygmalion9 Passes
500,000 Attendance
'Pygmalion' passed the 500,000 mark
in attendance at the Astor as it entered its 15th week yesterday. Its 14th
week grossed an estimated $11,000.
"The Little Princess" will open today
at the Roxy and "The Oklahoma Kid"
goes into the Strand.

Hitchcock
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{Continued from page 1)
cision and were not entirely ready to
comment. It is expected that the Government will furnish as general a bill
as possible and that a further fight
may be expected when the bill is
served. Principally, the order rem^res
details of the alleged monopoly iq|\ riding up territory and in production.
In the United Artists demand, a request for the name of every independent who was allegedly compelled to
pay four or five times the rental of
a film because of overbuying by others,
was granted by Judge Bondy. Also a
list of independent exhibitors who were
"compelled to license" U.A. films on a
percentage basis. These names, as
well as others listed yesterday, are expected to prove most troublesome to
the Government.
Prepare Bill in Washington
The Government is expected to rely

heavily on Judge Bondy's permission
to supply details only of information
no-"' on hand, and to furnish the remainder as it is gathered up to 30
US Companies
Meet
days before trial. The bill will be preBritish Quota Test
pared in Washington under the supervision of Special Assistant Attorney
(Continued from page 1)
General Paul Williams.
fore. The half-dozen big pictures
Defense attorneys pointed to a pormade with American financial and distribution backing did more to raise the
tion of Judge Bondy's decision which
them to plead suprise if conprestige of the British industry^ than permits fronted
by some testimony for which
the previous two years' productoin.
they were unprepared. In his opinion,
Have Met Bargain
Judge Bondy stated that the trial will
During the discussions prior to en- be held without a jury, and if the defense is caught unawares because ceractment of the new quota, the Ameritain demands for details have been decan companies generally declared
nied, the trial judge can grant a short
themselves for reducing footage in
favor of a limited number of good adj ournment.
pictures which would get revenue in
the international market. The legislation was framed accordingly. It is Set Policy for CEA

Independent
Group
London, March 9. — Independents
within the London and Home Counties
Branch of the Cinematograph Exhibspent tionmore
on British
itors' Association met yesterday and
and didmoney
that industry
moreproducgood
than would be the case were they agreed on the policy for the new indecompelled to make a large number of zation. pendent subcommittee of the organilow-cost inferior films, it is declared.
The meeting agreed on terms conWith the act providing for revision
cerning non-collective booking agreeof the quota at the end of the first
ments and contracts. The next branch
year, labor and other interests are
again demanding a quota based on meeting will consider these matters
footage. But the quota will continue and will mark the initial functioning
of the new committee.
on a cost plus quality basis, it is exMany other branches of the C.E.A.
are expected to follow the London
pected.
lead in establishing independent subcommittees.
S. W. G., Producers
In First Pact Parley
Bill Put
Hollywood, March 8.— The first Raymond
meeting of representatives of the
Up for RKO
Board
Screen Writers' Guild and producers
The name of Raymond Bill, publishon resumption of a collective bargainer, was sent to Federal Judge William
ing agreement was held tonight.
Charles Brackett, S. W. G. president ;
asof a the
proposed
"comPhillip Dunne, Donald Ogden Stewart Bondy yesterday
board
rectorspromise"
of themember
reorganized
RKOof diby
and Leonard Janofsky, attorney, repization plan. proponent of the reorganresented the guild. An attorneys' com- Atlas Corp.,
mittee gave the producers' side. On
Indications are that the formal orit were Homer Mitchell, Mendel Silder for confirmation of the RKO orberberg, George Cohen and Alfred
Wright.
ganization plan will be completed within the week following the court's approval of the board personnel.
Harry Weber Dies
Hollywood, March 9.— Harry
'Dodge City' April 1
Weber, 59, father-in-law of Ray Milland, and for many years active in the
Hollywood, March 9. — Warners
B. F. Keith vaudeville circuit, died announce April 1 as the date for the
here yesterday following a heart at- world premiere of "Dodge City," at
tack.
Dodge City, Kansas.
pointed
the figures
for the quota's
first yearoutproves
the Americans
have
kept their part of the bargain.
The American companies probably
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Hollywood, March 9. — Will
Fyffe, Scotch actor and box-office
favorite in England, has been signed
Denver, March 9.— "Wife, Husband
and Friend" at the Denver was the by Paramount to appear in Frank
best bill here, taking $11,000, closely Lloyd's "Ruler of the Seas," story of
the Cunard Line . . . Paulette Godfol^wed by "Fast and Loose" and dard has been signed by Paramount
"Y>r Girls in White," grossing $10,for "The
Cat and
Canary" Fields
oppo00cr~at the Orpheum.
site Bob Hope
. . the
. Stanley
Stagecoach" took $4,500 at the has been given a new contract by
Aladdin in the second week, and Warners . . . Warners has set the title
"Three Musketeers" and "While New
York Sleeps" drew well with $4,000 at of the Dillinger story as "John Dillthe Paramount.
inger, Outlaw," in which James
and George Raft will co-star
Estimated takings for the week end- .Cagney
.
.
Universal
has signed Johnny
ing March 8:
Mack Brown to star in seven west"Stagecoach" (U. A.)
ALADDIN— (1,400) (25c-40c), 7 days, 2nd
for theRobert
1939-'40
season
. Junein
week. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $3,500)
Lang ernsand
Kent
draw. .leads
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
Universal's "For Love or Money,"
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-40c), 7 days, which Max Golden will produce and
2nd week. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $2,500) Al Rogell will direct.
"One-Third of a Nation" (Para.)
DENHAM— (1,750) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
+
Gross: $6,100. (Average, $6,000)
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (20th-Fox)
Among vehicles set at Warners for
DENVER— (2,525) (25c-35c-50c), 7 days,
and stage band. Gross: $11,000. (Average,
Eddie Albert is "Stuff of Heroes,"
$8,500)
which Ivan Goff and James Sey"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
mour are writing . . . RKO has pur"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (2,600) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
chased "The Story of Old Man Hod,"
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $8,000)
written originally by George Allen
"Three Musketeers" (ZOth-Fox)
"While New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $1,750)

Allied

Urges

Fight on
6 N. Y. Theatre Bills
Harry G. Kosch, counsel for N. Y.
Allied, has issued a bulletin calling
attention to six bills now pending in
the N. Y. legislature which affect theatres. Kosch urged exhibitors to write
to Senators and Assemblymen to urge
opposition to the bills. The proposed
laws are a tax on admissions, a franchise tax on outdoor advertising, two
men in a booth bill, and a tax on circuits of three or more. Kosch also
calls attention to proposed requirements for a certified fireman and an
engineer for each house and licensed
operators and mechanics for air conditioning plants.

'Stagecoach'
$4,500,

Hits

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City, March 9. —
"Stagecoach" was the best bet here,
with a gross of $4,500 at the State.
"Gunga Din," in its second week, took
$3,000 at the Tower, and "You Can't
Cheat an Honest Man" drew a good
$4,800 at the Midwest. "Huckleberry
Finn" was good for $5,000 at the
Criterion. The weather was warm.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 2 :
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
CRITERION— (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,200)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
LIBERTY— (1,200) (20c -25c -30c), 3 days.
Gross: $550. (Average, $1,800)
"Gambling
Ship" (Univ.)
"Ambush" (Para.)
Wins Reward
of $500
LIBERTY— (1,200) (20c-25c-30c) 4 days.
Gross: $1,700. (Average $700)
'Capture'
Flynn
For Flynn,
Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
Errol
for whom Warners of- "You
MIDWEST— (1,500) (2Sc-35c-40c) 7 days.
fered a reward of $500 after he had Gross:
$4,800. (Average, $4,500)
been missing several days was located "Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
in Houston, Tex., by a newspaperman.
PLAZA— (750) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $1,500. (Average, $2,300)
Larry Sisk, news editor of the Hous- "Stagecoach" (U. A.)
ton Press, got busy as soon as notice
STATE — (1,100) (20c-25c-40c) 7 days.
of a reward was posted. He got his Gross: $4,500. (Average, $3,500)
man landing from an Eastern plane "Gunga Din" (RKO)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
two hours later. Flynn had been on week.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $2,500)
vacation.
'Devil's Island' Film
In French Approved
"Back to Devil's Island," French
film drama on the French Guiana
penal colonies, which is reported to be
the only picture on the subject made
by the French, has been approved
without deletions.
The feature is being released in
the United States by Edwin Fadiman's National Pictures Corp., owners of the American rights.
Palfreyman to Toledo
Dave Palfreyman, in charge of theatre relations for the Hays office, left
yesterday for Toledo. He is expected
back Monday.

Man'

$27,500

in

England and adapted by A. C. Edington . . . Margaret Lindsay draws the

2 L. A.
Spots
feminine lead in "Enemy Agent," at
Warners . . . Isa Miranda's next picture for Paramount will be "Madame
Los Angeles, March 9. — Dual of
Mystery,"Fitzmaurice
originally titled
George
will "Tempted."
direct . . . "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man"
and "The Strange Case of Dr. Meade"
Warners is preparing "Johnny Comes was the leader of the week, with
Marching Home," story of a gang- $27,500 in two spots, $14,000 at the
ster's efforts to rehabilitate himself. Hillstreet and $13,500 at the Pantages.
John Garfield plays the title role . . .
"Pygmalion" is still going strong in
Harry Sherman has purchased "Gun its tenth week at the 4 Star, with
Chores," from Jack Jungmeyer, Sr.,
for a "Hopalong Cassidy" story.
$5,500. "The Little Princess" and
"The Girl Downstairs" took $12,200
+
State.
at
the Chinese and $15,100 at Loew's
Title change s — Warners has
Estimated takings for the week endchanged the title of "The Roaring
ing March 8 :
Nineties" to "And it All Came True" "The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
. . . "North of Singapore" is now the "The Girl' Downstairs" (M-G-M)
CHINESE
(2,500) (30c-75c)
tentative title for the Paramount pic- Gross:
$12,200. — (Average,
$12,500) 7 days.
ture formerly called "Island of Lost "Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
Men" . . . "Almost a Gentleman" is
4 STAR— (900) (40c-55c) 7 days, 10th
the new title for "Picardy Max," week. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $3,250)
"You
Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
RKO . . . Buck Jones' vehicle at Paramount is now "Unmarried." It was "The Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (30c-65c) 7 days.
formerly called "Night Spot Hostess" Gross: $14,000. (Average, $6,500)
. . . "American Family" at Warners "The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
is now "Family Reunion."
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500) (30c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $15,100. (Average, $14,000)
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
Republic to Start
"The Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
PANTAGES—
(3,000) (30c-65c)
Gross:
$13,500. (Average,
$7,000) 7 days.
Six Before April 1 "St.
Louis Blues" (Para.)
Holywood, March 9. — Conferences
PARAMOUNT— (3,595) (30c-65c) 7 days
this week between Herbert Yates and 2nd week. Stage: Maxine Sullivan, F. & M.
Smith Ballew and orchestra. Gross:
James R. Grainger, Republic president, revue.
$12,000. (Average, $18,000)
"The
Duke
of West Point" (U. A.)
were followed by an announcement today that the studio will place six new "Nancy Drew, Reporter" (W. B.)
pictures in production before April 1
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) —
and start six more during the three (3.000)
(Average,30c-65c)
$14,000) 7 days. Gross: $12,000.
weeks following. The studio has 33 "The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
writers on the lot engaged in the "Nancy Drew, Reporter" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) —
preparation of 18 more future productions.
(3,400) (30c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $12,000.
(Average, $12,000)
Regular Stage Shows
Not Planned in Akron
Akron, O., March 9. — Despite the
substantial gross on four days of
"Folies Bergere" at Loew's, the first
stage show at that house in three
vears, a regular stage policy will not
be adopted, according to the management.
Loew's and the Palace, at Canton,
likewise will not swing into the stage
division as reported. Stage shows
have been out at Canton for five years.
The first runs play double features.

Prepares Bill for
Will Rogers Stamp
Claremore, Okla., March 9.— Congressman Wesley Disney of the First
Oklahoma district is preparing a bill
for introduction in Congress authorizissue. ing a Will Rogers memorial stamp
This was revealed in a letter to C.
A. DeBajligethy, president of the
Oklahoma Philatelic Society, from
Disney. The bill proposes that the
stamp be issued in connection with the
world philatelists' convention to be
held in Tulsa, May 17 to 21.

Fire Damages KC House
Kansas City, March 9. — Fox Isis
here was damaged by fire today, with
Goldman Cuts Prices
damage estimated at $30,000. The cirGriffith, Altec Renew
cuit will use the Apollo, one block
Philadelphia, March 9.— William
Oklahoma City, March 9. — Griffith south, which has beeen dark, until the Goldman
has reduced matinee prices at
Amusement Co. has renewed its con- Isis is rebuilt.
his News Theatre to 15 cents in comtract with Altec Service Corp., for
servicing the sound equipment in more
petition with Warners' Palace. The
latter recently started a first run
than 200 Griffith theatres in Texas,
'Crossroads' to Open
Oklahoma and New Mexico on a flat
policy with prices cut to 26 cents at
American premiere of "Crossroads," matinees and 42 cents at night. The
contract basis. Jack Zern and Jack (Tri-National)
a French production
Gregory of Altec closed the deal with with English titles, will be held Mon- News, which shows revivals and newsGriffith officials.
reels, holds to 26 cents at night.
day at the Filmarte, following "Grand
Illusion," which ends a run of 26
weeks.
Earl Gunther Dies
Holler at 'Wind' Camera
Seattle, March 9. — Earl O. GunHollywood, March 9. — Ernest
ther, president of the local stagehands'
M-G-M
Buys the'Susan'
M-G-M
has bought
screen rights Haller today replaced Lee Garmes as
union, died suddenly of a heart attack
while at work backstage at the Fifth to "Susan and God," Broadway stage chief cameraman on Selznick's "Gone
Avenue theatre. He was 54 years old. play by Rachel Crothers. Produced With the Wind." Haller's previous
He is survived by his widow and a by John Golden, the play ran for a familiarity with color process in use
full season.
is given as the reason for a switch.
daughter.
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CBS

Sets

Up

New

►
Policy
Summer

CBC

Radio

Covering
Schedules

CBS yesterday formulated a new
policy governing summer radio vacations of evening advertisers. By the
terms of the new policy CBS increases
the annual extra discount which advertisers may earn by 52 weeks consecu
tr-e broadcasting to 12J4 per cent of
the gross time billing, and has reduced the weekly discounts by 2^ per
cent.
Thus inducing its advertisers to con
tinue broadcasting the year round, the
new policy also provides for hiatuses
during the summer, for advertisers using evening periods from 7 to 11 P.M.,
without forfeiture of time. Length of
the lapse which will be accorded clients depends upon the size of the network they use.
A network of 40 to 45 stations earns
a four-week break; 46 to 55 stations,
five weeks ; 56 to 70 stations, six
weeks ; 71 to 90 stations, seven weeks ;
91 stations or more, eight weeks.
Bonus stations, stations of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and other
non-affiliated stations are not included
in the computations. Smaller than 40station networks are not eligible.
Advertisers desiring time held under the new terms must give the network 45 days' notice in advance, and
at the same time, a firm order for
resumption of activity in 13-week cycles with a satisfactory network after
the vacation period.
Adoption of the new policy thus
ends the practice whereby CBS allowed its clients to vacation from the
air for the summer, with the network

On

Personals
J T

4

V. KALTENBORN,
CBS
news
analyst, has been award• ed an honorary degree of doctor
of laws by the University of Wisconsin
. . . A. D. Willard, Jr., general manager of Columbia's Washington station, WJSV, is the father of an eightpound boy, born Wednesday . . . Hugh
Haley will be guest on the Jack Haley
show Wednesday . . . Parks Johnson
and Wally Butterworth to Baltimore
as guests of the Retail Druggists of
that city . . . Owners of "White Banners," the T. W. Radio Productions,
are making ready another
package
show for sponsors. It's "Magnificent
Obsession."

anner

in Agreement
News

LINES

Coverage
B

With

Canada

Press

as a radio
editorCarol
on the
and
FOR
10 years
Nyecoast,
worked
tor the past year with the
Montreal, March 9. — For the
handling of news on the radio, Earl Ferris publicity office in Hollywood. Yesterday came the startling
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
drawn up a new agreement with the nick
news that
he hasthe
beenpart
signed
^t1-'to play
of by
Scl) a
Canadian Press. In many ways the
O'Hara's second husband in "Gone
agreement is identical to the one negotiated between Associated Press and
Cautiou
the sWind."
Carol, however, hasn't quit
NBC and CBS. Keynote of the With
scheme is the ruling against allowing the Ferris office. He's taking leave of
absence— just in case he's a flop as an
newscasts to be used as commercial actor.
programs.
For five years Canadian Press has
supplied the old Radio Commission
and its successor, CBC, with a limited
bulletin service free. With the new
agreement CP will put all its daily
news at CBC's disposal. The latter
may do its own selecting and editing,
or Canadian Press will handle the job
at a cost estimated at $20,000 a year.
CBC, it is expected, will buy this service from CP until it can arrange its
own staff.
CBC is limited to using news on
aural broadcasts only (facsimile and
television broadcasting are out). News
programs also may be supplied by
CBC to private stations owned or controlled by member newspapers of
Canadian Press "at cost" and with the
stipulation
use
only. that they are for sustaining

Paramount's Binnie Barnes will be
interviewed by Radie Harris over Mutual tonight, and Arthur Jacobson, of
the same studio, is submitting to a
grilling by Sam Taylor on the latter's
WHN program. . . . Tallulah Bankhead is booked for a guest shot on
the Kate Smith show next Thursday. ._. . An emergency appendicitis
operation sent Young and Rubicam
producer Tom Lewis to the hospital
yesterday (he produces the Screen
Actors' Guild show) and Harry Ackerman, of the same agency,
and also
production man in the Hollywood
office, has suffered a nervous collapse.
. . . In the New York shop of Young
& Rubicam, Jack Van Nostrand now Lorillard Signs for
is in charge of production on the Phil
Baker show, while Ben Larson has
Series on NBC-Blue
been shifted in charge of production _P. Lorillard Co. for Old Gold
on the Eddie Duchin program.
Cigarettes, has signed for a series on
the NBC-Blue, starting May 23, and
Tuesdays thereafter from 9 to 9 :30
Cut in WLW
Power
P.M. Old Gold currently is sponsorPick Group to Steer
ing a series over CBS with Bob
Brings Rate Change Bencheley. Lennen & Mitchell placed
Liquor Ad Ban Bill
Cincinnati, March 9.— Effective the NBC contract, which is for one
Washington, March 9. — Chairman
Wheeler of the Senate Interstate Com- with the reduction in power of WLW
The Tuesday 9 to 9 :30 P.M. period
merce Committee today appointed from 500,000 to 50,000 watts, a new
on the Blue is currently taken up by
Senators Andrews, Fla. ; Johnson, scale of rates was put into effect.
year.
The rates are, basic evening; hour, MacFadden's "True Story" program,
Colo., and Gurney, S. D., as a subcommittee in charge of the Johnson $1,080; half-hour rate, $720; quarter- but the latter will drop to the 9 :30 to
10 P.M. period when the Old Gold
bill prohibiting radio advertising of hour rate, $480.
show moves in.
liquor.
The subcommittee is expected to
hold hearings on the bill in the near CBS Buys Building
Ernie Hare Dies at 55
future, with officials of the Federal
Quar
Oppo
site
ters
Ernie
Hare, a radio veteran and
Alcohol Administration, who annually
CBS has purchased from the Jul- partner of Billy Jones, died yesterday
have recommended such legislation, Hard
Musical Foundation the sevenleading the drive for enactment of the story building across
the street from in the Queensborough General Hospimeasure.
tal of complications arising from pneuthe present CBS headquarters. CBS
monia. He was 55 years old. Known
will remain where it is and use the
as
"The
Happiness Boys," Jones and
building acquired for the extension of
Hare were early network favorites.
its studio facilities.
One-Man Station
For the past year their program had
Price of the purchase is not reDes Moines, March 9.— Ray
appeared on WMCA.
vealed,
but
the
building
is
assessed
at
Stauffer, WHO engineer, was
$380,000 and the land at $250,000.
the only engineer able to reCrash Fatal to Stadler
port for duty at 6 A. M. during the recent blizzard and,
WKBO
Joins NBC
Montreal, March 9.— John Stadler,
owing to the fact that Jack
executive assistant to Dr. August
WKBO,
Harrisbu
rg,
Pa.,
has
joined
Kerrigan, announcer, did not
NBC as an optional station available Frigon, assistant general manager of
arrive until two hours after
either to the Blue or Red network. CBC, was found dead in the wreckage
the sign-on, Stauffer did a
The station is to be sold only with of a plane he had chartered, between
real job between studio and
control room.
WORK, York, and WGAL, Lancas- here and Quebec yesterday. Stadler,
ter. Owned by the Keystone Broad- who was located in Montreal, was virIn addition to his engicasting Corp., WKBO operates on here. tually in charge of CBM and CBF
neering work he announced
1,200 kilocycles, 250 watts day power,
shows, engineered transcrip100 watts at night.
tions and announced the flood
of notices of closed schools,
Flynn Signed by NBC
meetings postponed and the
To Air Mexican Music
John T. Flynn, well known author
like. WHO was the only staMexico City, March 9.— Radio is to and newspaperman, has been signed as
tion performing that service
be used by the National University of a regular commentator by NBC and
as the others were off the air
Mexico to make the world acquainted will start a once weekly series on
because of the storm.
with leading Mexican musical com- March 14 from 7 :30 to 7 :45 P. M. on
the Red.
posers.

V
There's a strict network law forbidding the broadcasting of personal
greetings. NBC officials, monitoring
the midnight ivest coast repeat of the
Fred Allen broadcast the past Wednesday were quite upset, therefore,
when they heard someone broadcasting_ an endearing greeti
direct to
Alice Faye. They tore up ng
to the studio
zvhere _ they found Tony Martin at
the_ mike still broadcasting to wife
Alice. Martin wasn't scheduled to appear on the Allen show. He had
dropped into the studio for the Allen
repeat and when Fred spotted him in
the audience he had him brought to
the stage. Alice is ill, and when Fred
asked Tony to say something, he addressed his wife by name and urged
her to get well.
▼ intim
Swing Club, as
ated here
some days ago, is being dropped
by CBS. But Mutual, knowing
a good show when it hears one,
is making hurried plans to present
a weekly swing session over its
network— which is astute programming. CBS is going to awake too
late to the fact that it's allowed
one of its most entertaining
taining shows to slip away.

One picture person who has the utmost faith in television's imminent appearance isBryant
urn. He's
boning away on theWashb
subject because,
he says, he wants to get
on the
ground floor when the break in
comes sus-

Elliott Roosevelt,T like his illustrious
dad, knows how to fence expertly with
the press. Spotted at Ernie Hoist's
opening at the Glass Hat night before
last, Elliott was asked by this department to expound on some of the
he talked about before the F.C.C.things
, but
he merely smiled politely and said he
was enjoying the show. Incidentally
that was a fine turnout Ronnie Ames
corralled for Hoist's opening. In addition to Roosevelt, the room house
Col. Roscoe Turner, Rudy Valleed
Tony Martin, Sammy Kay, Ed DeLange, Bert Lown, Henry Busse
Frednc March and Edward Arnold.
— Jack Banner
WHO
Facsimile Set
Des Moines, March 9.— WHO
Radio-Foto News, a facsimile experimental broadcast, has gone on a threetimes-a-week basis. The broadcast is
under the direction of Paul Loyet.
WHN
on Air Earlier
WHN will start its daily schedule
15 minutes earlier than usual, starting
Monday, when the station goes on the
air at 6:45 A.M.
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1939-1940 Convention
Under Way Here

Is

J. L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production, will describe the
coming season's plans in detail to the
Warner sales convention at the Waldorf-Astoria today. The program calls
for 48 feature pictures.
Of the 48 features planned for
1939-'40, 36 are classified as "A" and
12 as "B."
The full list of pictures announced
is as follows :
"The Life of Beethoven," starring
Paul Muni.
"The Sea Hawk," from the romance
by Rafael Sabatini, starring Errol
Flynn with Olivia de Havilland.
"The Knight and the Lady," costarring Bette Davis and Errol Flynn
in a production based on the Broadway play by Maxwell Anderson dealing with the story of Queen Elizabeth.
"All This and Heaven, Too," from
the best-selling novel by Rachel Field,
starring Bette Davis with George
Brent.
"The Old Maid," from Edith Wharton's story, co-starring Bette Davis
and Miriam Hopkins, and featuring
Humphrey Bogart.
"Brother Orchid," starring Edward
G. Robinson in Richard Cornell's
story.
"The Moon
and Sixpence,"
(Continued
on page 7) from W.

Anti-Ascap
Arkansas

Bill

in

Defeated

Little Rock, March 12. — Arkansas'
anti-Ascap law was defeated when it
came to a vote in the house here on
Friday. The measure, which would
have imposed restrictions on the music
licensing society which would prevent
it from operating within the state, had
been passed by the senate.
Decisions of the U. S. Supreme
Court on the constitutionality of the
Florida and Washington anti-Ascap
laws may be handed down today in
Washington. If so, they are expected
to establish precedent on the constitutionality ofother Ascap legislation.

YORK,

MONDAY,

NBC Rejects Ickes
Talk, CBS Takes It
New York Newspaper Guild
on Friday requested air time
of NBC for a speech on the
press to be made by Secretary of Interior Harold S.
Ickes. The request was
turned down, but CBS has
agreed to carry the speech
and has submitted a number
of open dates to Ickes.

Producer,
Pact

Gets

Director
Approval;

To Sign This Week
Hollywood, March 12. — Approval
of the basic agreement between producers and the Screen Directors Guild
has been announced by the Producer
Committee composed of Joseph M.
Schenck, Darryl Zanuck, E. J. Mannix and Hal Wallis. Signing of the
pact, on which both sides expressed
complete agreement, will follow this
week.
The terms agreed upon provide for
directors having more time in preparation of scripts before shooting starts,
more voice in cast selection and in the
final editing of pictures. Minimum
wage scales for assistant directors and
unit managers also were agreed upon.
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Republic
Features,

Plans

60

Westerns,

4 Serials

This

Silverstone
with

on

MPTOA
Film

CENTS

Asks
Quality

Year

Hollywood, March 12. — Republic
plans to produce 60 pictures, features
and westerns, and four special serials
for the 1939-'40 season.
In disclosing the schedule Herbert J.
Yates said that Republic will abolish
low budget pictures. There will be
four anniversary specials budgeted at
about $750,000 each, he said. Others
listed were :
Six de luxe jubilee specials ; 16 jubilee productions ; eight Roy Rogers
westerns ; eight Gene Autrv musical
westerns and eight "Three Mesquiteers" westerns. Last year's low priced
group
known as the Showmen's Group
is eliminated.
The decisions on higher budgets
after Yates, James R. Grainger and
M. J. Siegel, studio head, following
conferences, had viewed a rough cut
of "Man of Conquest," highest budgeted Republic production to date.

West

Impartial

Way

Schwartz

Improvement
Controversial Subjects
Should Be Avoided
New and improved product which,
however, should avoid controversial
themes is asked by the M.P.T.O.A. in
the national exhibitor organization's
tion today.bulletin, issued for publicamonthly
"There is considerable room for improvement (in current
product),"
bulletin, which
is signed
by E. the
L.
Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president,
says. The needed improvement, he
continues, is "not so much in the technical field as in supplying audiences
with
"Wegenuine
are notentertainment."
asking that entertainment pictures be used to crusade for
any pet causes, however burning or
worthy.
don'tThey
like
sermons, Theatre
lectures audiences
or debates.
want a good story, well told, and not

think either."
the studios know this
a "We
dirty story,
Maurice Silverstone, United Artists and will be able to solve the problem
chief executive, and Charles Schwartz,
and that the really fine, incounsel and member of the board, left presented, telligent
pictures with a wide appeal
(Continued on page 7)
for the coast Saturday by train, to be
gone several weeks.
While they will confer with United
Artists producers on current and next
Paris Bill Would
season's production plans, it is also
possible that important meetings of
Limit U. S. Films
Raymond
Bill Named
the
company's
directors
or
stockholdParis,
March 12. — Serious
RKO
Board Nominee
ers may be held during their coast
restrictions will be placed on
visit.
the distribution of American
Raymond Bill, prominent trade
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
films in France if a measure
paper publisher, was proposed to
Federal Judge William Bondy as a Samuel Goldwyn, Charles Chaplin and
for the reorganization and
assistance of the French film
director of RKO, in place of Ferdi- James Roosevelt are other United
nand Eberstadt, by Col. Hamilton C. Artists officers already on the coast.
industryment inisthe
adopted
Parliaform inproposed
Rickaby, attorney for Atlas Corp., in
a letter filed Saturday in the U. S. Monogram
Speeds
yesterday
by Jean Zay, Minister of Education.
District Court. Mr. Bill's name was
Production
Activity
suggested, the letter stated, by the
The bill is patterned in
Scliine Committee of Minority Stocksome respects after measures
Hollywood, March 12. — With two
holders who had previously opposed films in the cutting room, five ready
enacted in Germany and Italy
Mr. Eberstadt, and that Mr. Bill was for shooting and four being scripted,
to foster domestic film production in those countries. It
satisfactory to "holders of a sub- Monogram production activity goes
stantial majority in interest of voting into high this week.
would impose a heavy dubbing tax on American and
securities to be issued" by the new
Finished are "Streets of New York"
RKO company.
other
imported pictures and
and "Undercover Agent." Ready for
Attached to the letter, copies of
also would prohibit double
which have been forwarded to all the cameras are "Boys' Reformatory,"
feature programs. The latter
'Wolf Call," "Stunt Pilot," "Murder
restriction would seriously
interests in RKO, was a list of Mr.
in the Big House" and "Freckles
affect the market for AmeriBill's qualifications, which briefly are : Comes Home." Scripts are being
Chairman, director and treasurer of
can films as many French thereadied
on
"Prison
Born,"
"Riders
of
atres use Hollywood product
Bill Bros. Publishing Corp. and an
the Rio Grande," "Mr. Wong in
as the second feature with a
officer in three other trade paper pub- Chinatown" and "The Girl from Rio."
French production. This is
lishing houses ; president of Sales
particularly true since the
Management, Inc.; director of
N-. Y. Sunday Show Bill
Waynesboro Publishing Corp. ; owner
improvement of French picture quality in recent years.
Albany, March 12. — A bill to perof Waynesboro-News-Virginian ; dimit 20 per cent of qualified voters of
rector of Congressional Intelligence,
Zay's measure has the approval of the Cabinet.
Inc. ; director of Trust Co. of Larch- a village to petition for a vote on Sunday shows has been introduced in the
mont, and vice chairman of the Na- Assembly.
tional Federation of Sales Executives.
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Insiders'
By SAM

Outlook
SHAIN

W. HAMMONS, Educational-Grand National head, has
extended his stay on the coast again.
Expected back in New York today,
Hammons will not be here now before
the end of the week.
•

toBros,issue
Warner
youElsewhere
give day.
WE
in this
you will find an account of the company's convention which is now being
held here.
▼ ▼
It's a long haul from the day in
1903 when H. M. Warner, president
of Warners, led his brothers into new
pastures by forsaking a bicycle shop
in Youngstown, Ohio, to open a motion picture theatre, the Castle, in
Newcastle, Pa. . . . Pioneer then, he
has continued to blaze new paths.
Foresight and courage were his when
he hitched his wagon to a dim and
nebulous star called talking pictures
and succeeded in revamping and revitalizing an industry. . . . Latest reward for his initiative is the special
Academy Award in acknowledgement
of the documentary color shorts dealing with vital episodes in American
history, such as "Declaration of Independence," "Give Me Liberty." . . .
. . . First bid for financial success by
H. M. and his brothers was filming of
Ambassador James W. Gerard's book,
"My Four Years in Germany," boxoffice smash of its day. Was a tipoff to consistent policy of producing
topical, headline entertainment.
T T
When the Warner brothers' Castle
Theatre opened, Jack L. Warner, the
youngest, now Warner vice-president
in charge of production, had an important function. He was the second
feature on the bill, singing illustrated
songs. . . . Guiding light in W. B.
production, he is responsible not only
for the caliber of his company's product, but has served as discoverer
and developer of some of the industry's ducers,
top producers.
proJack can takeProducer
particularof pride
in the special Irving Thalberg Award
just presented to his associate executive, Flal B. Wallis. . . . Beside heading W. B. feature production he also
personally supervises the making of
much of Vitaphone's
▼ T short product.

Faces," "Dawn Patrol" and "The Sisters." Previous great films produced
under his supervision included : "The
Life of Emile Zola," "Story of Louis
Pasteur," "Little Caesar." . . . He
points to the new-season product of
W. B. and says it will beat anything
the studio has yet done.
T ▼
Charlie Einfeld is one of the industry's leading executives. . . . As advertising and publicity director for
Warners, he has contributed many of
the industry's outstanding promotional
campaigns. ... As a specialist who
paradoxically makes every phase of
the film business his business, he inhis work with
"long view"
which fusesembraces
newthehorizons,
un-

Personal

EARLE

W. J. Heineman, Universal western division sales manager, is making
a tour of his territory prior to returning to New York from recent product
conferences at the studio.
•
William Sussman, eastern division
manager for 20th Century-Fox, has
returned from branch sales meetings
in Cincinnati, Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

W. J. Kupper, 20th Century-Fox
western
division manager, is on a
tour of western exchanges.
He is
due this week from Los Angeles.
•
Laudy Lawrence, M-G-M manager for continental Europe, sailed
Saturday on the Paris after several
weeks here and in Hollywood.
•
Sinnott of Paramount's
Muriel
New
York exchange is convalescing
in the Brooklyn hospital following an
appendicitis operation.
•
Norma Terriss, June Walker,
Helen Ford and J. Fred Coots sailed
Saturday on the De Grassc for a West
Indies cruise.
Harry M. Bessey, secretary-treasurer for Altec, has returned to New
York from a five-week trip to the
coast.
•
Ted O'Shea, eastern district manager for M-G-M, is expected back today
tion. from a three-week Florida vacaAl Herman, Universal district
manager, returns from- a West Indies vacation today. •
•
Sydney Samson, Buffalo manager
for 20th Century-Fox, has recovered
from the flu.
•
Si Seadler,
M-G-M advertising
manager, returns today from the coast.
•
Lincoln
Burrows
of Eastman
Kodak is cruising in the Carribean.
•
Vicki Baum sailed Saturday for
London.

Eugene Zukor Ready
To Start First Film
Hollywood, March 12.— Eugene Zukor has completed
his cast for "North of
Singapore," his first venture
as a film producer, by signing Ernest Truex. Also featured in the Paramount picture, which stars Anna May
Wong, is Eric Blore, who replaces the late Herbert Mundin, killed recently in an auto
crash.

Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager for Warners and president of
Vitagraph, Inc., got his first taste of
the business in 1911 when he broke
the monotony of attending high school
by being a motion picture operator.
. . . Three years ago the Warner exchange heads voted unanimously to
call their annual sales campaign the
"Sears Drive," a sincere tribute to
one of the industry's most dynamic
and best-liked sales executives. . . .
Current and third edition of this drive,
now in session at the Waldorf-Astoria, is said to be certain of eclipsing
last year's efforts, a previous high.
. . . Best way to get a line on Sears
is to talk to salesmen around the country, to exhibitors and others who
know
tops. him well. With all of them he's
T T
Hal B. Wallis. Warner associate
executive in charge of production, has
iust won the highly coveted Irving
Thalberg Academv Award, which carried with it the honor of having attained the most consistent level of
high quality production in the film
industry. . . . Typical of the features
which earned for Wallis this high
distinction were : "Four Daughters."
"Brother Rat," "Angels With Dirty

Group

Catholic

Named
Drive

Motion Picture Committee of the
1939 Catholic Charities Drive has been
named by John J. O'Connor, chairatres. man, general manager of RKO TheThe committee includes : Harry D.
Buckley, Pat Casey, H. M. DolW
E. C. Grainger, J. R. Grainger,
tin C. Keough, E. L. McEvoy, Charles
E. McCarthy, Joseph McConville, C.
B. McDonald, John Murphy, William

J. Neary, Dennis F. O'Brien, Charles
L. O'Reilly, P. A. Powers, William T.
Powers, Martin Quigley, William F.
Rodgers, George J. Schaefer, William
Scully, Gradwell Sears, George Skouras, W. G. Van Schmus, Frank C.
Walker, treasurer, George C. Walsh
and George W. Weeks.
In tribute to the late Patrick Cardinal Hayes, who founded the charitapped ideas. . . . Famed is his "42nd
Street" coast-to-coast train, corralling be known
ties in 1920, as
this the
year's
campaignHayes
will
Cardinal
unprecedented public attention ; typical Einfeld sockeroo will be conver- Memorial Appeal. The committee has
indicated that contributions may be
gence of press guests from every section of the nation upon Dodge City. sent through any member of the committee, checks being made payable to
. . Fitting his advertising campaigns
to W. B. product, which frequently Frank C. Walker, treasurer.
hits off-the-track themes and consequently won't respond to standard ad
motifs, he has succeeded in sounding
copy.
new notes in both trade and consumer Benchley Starts on
3 Shorts March
20
T T
Production on three Robert BenchAs vice-president and treasurer of ley shorts for M-G-M will be started
Warners, Albert Warner is guardian Monday, March 20, at the Eastern
of the treasury. ... A glance at his Service Studios under the direction of
previously manifested talents for sales Roy Roland. Paramount also will
and figures explains it all. . . . When utilize Eastern Service Studios to
the brothers opened their first theatre shoot eastern tests here under superviAlbert was ticket seller and finansion of Arthur Jacobson and Boris
cial wizard. . . . When the brothers Kaplan with Les Fuller, directing.
opened their first film exchange Albert
was the firm salesman. . . . When
Warner Features was set up, again
Rites for Dr. Payette
it was Albert who swung the sales.
. . . He had much to do with the
Washington, March 12. — Funeral
mechanics of setting up the stock services were held here yesterday for
structure of Warner Bros. Pictures, Dr. George N. Payette, 79, father of
Inc., and while he still guides the com- John J. Payette, Warner Theatres
zone manager here. Dr. Payette, reoperations
to showpany'sanfinancial
active
interest hein continues
sales.
tired physician, died in Garfield Hos▼ T
pital Thursday
a streptococcus
infection. Burialofwas
in Mt. Olivet
Assistant general sales manager
Carl Leserman of the W. B. forces Cemetery. Besides John, he is survived by another son, two daughters
is the proverbial right-hand man. . . . and 11 grandchildren.
He does a two-fisted job, alongside
Boss Grad Sears, in welding together
the sales efforts of the west, south,
MOTION PICTURE
east and north divisional groups. . . .
Whether by personal hops to key
points or by wire or typewriter he
DAILY
helps to keep the arteries of the W. B.
{Registered U. S. Patent Office)
national network flowing smoothly.
MARTIN SAM
QUIGLEY,
and
Publisher:
SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
daily except Saturday, Sunday
As eastern director
▼ T of advertising andPublished
holidays by Quigley Publishing Com
and publicity for W. B., Mort Blu- nany. Inc., Martin
Quigley, president
menstock presents a rich background. Colvin Brown, vice-president and treasurer
Publication
office:
1270
Sixth Avenue at
. . . Before his appointment to his Rockefeller Center, New York.
Telephone
present spot, he was in charge of ad- Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco
York." All contents copyrighted'1939
vertising and publicity for Warners' New Quigley
Publishing
Company, Inc
400 theatres, under Joseph Bernhard, by
Address
all correspondence to the New York
theatre head. . . . Before that he office.
worked with a megaphone, directing
Other Quigley publications: Motion
Picture Herald. Better Theatres. Teatro
the late Jeanne Eagels and Eddie Can- al Dia, International Motion Picture
tor, among others ; handling directorial Almanac and Fame.
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
assignments for Paramount, and other
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. : Boone
companies. . . . Also original scenar- Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
ios for Columbia and Universal. ... editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square.
Steeped in the problems of the ex- W.
cable address, Ouigpubco, London;
hibitor and the down-to-earth facts of Hone 1:Williams,
manager.
selling through the printed word, Mort
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23.
1938, at the post office at New York. N. Y..
is famed for a bright and fresh ap- under
the act of March 3, 1879.
proach to advertising, exploitation and
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
other phases of publicity and ballyhoo. Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
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Washington, March 12. — Temporary National Economic Committee
hopes to make its final report at the
( Warners)
opening of the next session of Congress, it was said by Chairman
Swift in action as the stampede of settlers to the Cherokee Strip.
O'Mahoney and Vice-Chairman SumSmooth as James Cagney's acting. Suspense that turns the palms of ners following a visit to the White,
hands moist. Stirring as the incidental music of Max Steiner. That's
House,
where financing
of the mdf wfth
:> "The Oklahoma Kid."
oly
investigation
was discussed
President
Roosevelt.
Thrill-packed and with Cagney at his best, the picture has box-office
The heads of the committee ex-l
and customer appeal of the highest order.
Cutting alliteration and superlatives, three who helped make the pic- plained that the resolution under which
operates requires the committee to
ture, along with Cagney of course, are Lloyd Bacon, who did a grand it
make its report at the end of two years
job of direction in keeping the action at top pitch; Humphrey Bogart, and that various executive agencies
which are represented on the group
who out-villained his best previous villain, and Donald Crisp.
tends to slow up the pace."
That scene in which Crisp, as the Oklahoma judge, says when told have submittted estimates which are
He emphasized the importance of
now under consideration to carry the
suspense in holding audience atten- that Cagney as "The Kid" is out to get his father's killers : "I don't know
work of the committee through until
tion for the 80 minutes or more of a
whether to say go get the 'Kid' or 'Kid, go get the killers,' " is good.
Dec. 31, 1940.
feature, since the normal attention
The story, as would be expected, gets away from the plot formula
However, it was said, the commitspan is much less than this. He de- for westerns despite the fact that the picture is a western to the last
tee hopes to conclude its investigation
scribed his own method as, first, tak- pistol shot.
by the end of this year, and in the
ing a number of backgrounds or
Hugh Sothern and his son, Harvey Stephens, are leaders of a band near future bills will be introduced auevents he would like to see in a film,
thorizing the expenditure of $2,000,000
then working out a major theme, then of pioneers on their way to stake claims in the Cherokee Strip, the year
being
T893.
Bogart
and
his
henchmen
get
the
jump
and
Sothern
is
in
the
inquiry,
only $600,000 of which
a plot shape, and, lastly, characters
to motivate the whole.
forced to accept a deal in which Bogart gets the gambling concessions will be asked for immediate appropriation. If the committee finds itself
in the town to be built.
unable to complete the work by Feb.
When
Sothern
tries
to
enforce
law
and
order
Bogart
frames
him
and
Barbara Siluerstone
1, next, the remaining $1,400,000 will
he is taken from the jail and hanged by a mob incited by Bogart. News be
asked.
Undergoes Operation of this reaches "The Kid," Cagney, and he sets out to avenge the lynchBarbara Silverstone, daughter of
ing of Sothern, who, as it very plausibly turns out, is his father. He does,
Universal Promotes
Maurice Silverstone, operating head getting each of the lynching ringleaders in turn.
of United Artists, was stricken sud3 in Branch Offices
Love interest
is provided, and most satisfactorily, by Rosemary Lane's
denly late Wednesday and underwent romance
with Cagney
Three
promotions in Universal
an emergency operation for appendiDrama drips from the Cagney portrayal. There is a good chuckle branch offices were made known over
citis at Mt. Sinai Hospital.
the weekend at the home office. Those
The child was stricken while the here and there, and good acting abounds.
Silverstones were at the theatre with
Warren Duff, Robert Buckner and Edward E. Paramore did the advanced are G. C. Craddock, former
manager of the Portland exchange,
friends. They were summoned from screenplay from an original story by Paramore and Wally Klein.
who has been appointed manager of
the theatre by the child's nurse. The
the Indianapolis exchange, succeeding
operation was decided upon after
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."*
Floyd Brown, resigned ; R. O. Wilson,
speedy consultation with specialists,
*"G" denotes general classification.
salesman in the Portland territory for
and the parents went with the child,
remaining at the hospital until after it
the past four years, was named manwas accomplished.
ager, succeeding Craddock.
Also, W. M. Richardson, formerly
The child is recuperating nicely and
manager of the Charlotte branch and
is on her way to recovery.
who has been on a special assignment
Hollywood
Preview
for District Manager Harry D. Graham in Atlanta, was named branch
Detroit Leading in
manager at New Orleans.
RKO
Sales Drive
Dark Victory
Detroit exchange continued to lead
in the George Schaefer sales drive of {Warners)
Employers
Allowed
RKO, as the campaign concluded its
Deduction
on Taxes
Hollywood, March 9. — Bette Davis' first vehicle to be released since
fifth week among the 38 branch offices
Cleveland, March 12. — Taxes paid
in the United States and Canada. J. winning the Academy Award for 1938 might well have been made in
anticipation of that distinction. It is precisely such a picture as an by the employer for federal and state
Sharkey heads the Detroit office.
In the stcond place is New Haven, executive producer like Hal Wallis, himself an Academy Award win- unemployment compensation and for
old age insurance are deductmanaged by Barney Pitkin, and third
ner of even date and rightfully entitled to his own marquee billing, federal
ible as expenses from the income tax
is Albany, where B. G. Kranze is
might be expected to furnish exhibitors and customers properly ex- return, according to the bulletin of
manager. The western district is leadpectant of seeing Miss Davis exercise her histrionic talent to the full. I. T. O. of Ohio. Taxes paid by eming the seven districts, and the eastThat is to say, the film is designed in every particular, story, direction
ern division is ahead of the western.
ployes for this purpose may not be
and enactment, to display the star's twice-crowned virtuosity. Miss deducted, however.
Davis' performance in it is triumphant, declared by many witnessing
the Hollywood preview her best work.
Will Televise Fight
Biographical Films
The
story
London, March 12. — Monseigneur
of "Dark Victory" is an essentially somber recital of a
To Play a Big Part
spirited young woman's reactions to the knowledge that she is victim and Marble Arch Theatres here have
Emphasis on biographical
of an incurable affliction and certain to die within a year. She is first obtained permission of the British
material is indicated in films
rebellious, then consents to an operation which she believes for a time Broadcasting Corp. to telecast the
announced by Warners for
has cured her permanently. She blissfully plans marriage with her Gains-Harvey prize fight on March
the
clude:1939-'40 season. These indoctor, then breaks with him and dissipates recklessly on learning that 16, using the Scophony System.
he knows but has not told her she has only a few months to live. Re"The Life of Beethoven,"
'Juarez' May Be
bounding from this, she marries him and they live happily together
starring Paul Muni; "The
comes.
bravely,
meets
she
which
death,
until
Knight and the Lady" costarring Bette Davis and ErDone in 2 Parts
Casey Robinson's screenplay, from the play by George Emerson
rol Flynn.; "The Life of Knute
The double feature practice
Brewer, Jr., and Bartram Bloch, and Edmund Goulding's direction are
Rockne"; "John Dillinger,
is bothering Warners, for it
all for Miss Davis' and, thereby, the box-office's benefit. George Brent
Outlaw",'; "Disraeli,?? starring
is an obstacle to making the
plays the doctor and husband intelligently. Humphrey Bogart and GerClaude Rains; "The Story of
fullest use of the bigness and
aldine
Fitzgerald
are
the
secondary
principals.
A
typically
rounded
Dr. Ehrlich," starring Edward
Warner supporting cast assists.
G. Robinson; "The Advensweep of "Juarez" in one feature. It may, therefore, be
tures of Don Juan," starring
Running
time,
105
minutes.
"G."*
Roscoe
Williams
made
in two parts.
Flynn.
*"G" denotes general classification.
New Haven, March 12. — Declaring that "melodrama is the mainstay
of motion picture material and the
natural material of films," Alfred
Hitchcock, British director addressing
the Yale drama department here, decried the fact that the "craft of good
story-telling has been lost, since the
writer of today concentrates more on
character portrayal."
"However," he said, "the trend is
toward blending character into action
melodrama," which he asserted is a
difficult problem
"character
_ is
delineated
throughsince
dialogue,
which
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Dickinson-Griffith
Deal Reported Set
Oklahoma City, March 12.—
The deal between Glen Dickinson and R. E. Griffith for
joint operation of 30 Dickinson theatres in Kansas and
Missouri is reported completed. It is understood the
houses will be operated on a
50-50 basis. Although the
R. E. Griffith circuit was concerned in the deal, the Griffifth Amusement Co. was not,
according: to its officials here.

Distributors' drafting committee of
lawyers expects to have the draft of
the trade practice program completed
this week. The proposals for arbitration machinery are not finally set and
will be subject to further consideration.
A meeting will be held with Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel, to
further discuss arbitration principles
and procedure. A date for the conference is not set. When the program
Commons
will be submitted to exhibitors is also Canadian
indefinite.
Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president, in
a statement issued to trade papers,
Bill for
Approves
charges that "casual remarks made in
conversations with trade paper repre- National Film Board
sentatives have been misinterpreted"
and it therefore "becomes necessary
that a formal statment to clarify my
Ottawa, March 12. — A bill for the
establishment of a national film board,
position be made."
Cole's statement continues : "I cerempowered to review and report on
tainly have not stated that Allied's
position is one of 'no further negotia- Government film activities and to distion.' Idid state that, since the discharge other duties assigned it has
tributor representatives had said at
passed
the
first reading in the House
various times of late that they could
of
Commons.
go no farther in the matter of concessions, there was no further need at
Trade Minister Euler, who prethis time for further conversations besented the resolution for the bill, said
tween our committee and theirs ; also
the
board
would not only improve the
that the authority of our committee
distribution
of Government films but
lapsed as of March 1 by resolution of
our board. I did not state that our would initiate work on national films
counsel, Mr. Myers, would not visit
that no one department of the GovNew York to confer with the distribuernment could rightly undertake.
tors' attorneys, regarding the wording Euler defended the present Canadian
of proposals made, but did state that Government film bureau but said the
I knew of no specific date set for such
new board would increase the effia meeting.
ciency of the bureau.
"After all these years, Allied's poH. H. Stevens saw a trend towards
sition on negotiation should be well
known. We stand ready at any time an expensive Government commission.
to negotiate with those in authority "If this goes through I warn you that
regarding fair trade practices, if and in five years we will have another
when there is definite reason to be- radio commission with expensive oflieve that substantial results can be
fices and large staff." A suggestion
obtained warranting the time and ef- that some of the films produced should
have bilingual titles was made by Wilfort expended."
frid La Croix and Euler said the
board would consider it.
Three Radio Bills Put

National
Plan
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Theatres
Sales

Drive

National Theatres' first Spyros
Skouras Spring Showmanship drive
will start April 1 and continue for 13
weeks. Cash prizes aggregating $15,000 will be distributed among district
and theatre managers on the basis of
the highest business increase during
the period.
Plans for the campaign, which is in
the nature of a tribute to the operating head of National Theatres, were
made at a meeting of division managers and department heads here late
last week.
Attending the meeting were :
Charles Skouras, Fox West Coast ;
Arch Bowles, San Francisco ; E. C.
Rhoden, Kansas City ; Frank Newman, Seattle ; Rick Ricketson, Denver; H. J. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee;
Mike Rosenberg, Los Angeles ; David
Idzal, Fox Theatre, Detroit; J. J.
Sullivan, F.W.C. film buyer, and
others.

43

to Have

Features

Year,

Says

Next
Scully

Universal plans to produce 43 features, exclusive of westerns, for the
1939-'40 season, W. A. Scully, vicepresident and general sales manager,
said
his return to fc^'v
York Friday
from theonstudio.
The company's annual sales meetings will be held next month and will
probably consist of several regionals.
Final arrangements, however, will be
made after Scully confers with Nate J.
Blumberg, Universal president, on the
matter. At that time it will be decided whether the meetings will be for
district and branch managers only, or
for the entire sales force.
The tentative production schedule
for next season is an increase of three

features over this year's schedule of
40 features. The increase will be contributed byHarry Edington.
Scully had been away from New
York for about six weeks, part of the
time having been spent on a vacation
Seeks End
of $2.50 in Hawaii. He was accompanied to
New York by Mrs. Scully, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Rinzler, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Radio Fee in Canada
Seider and Mr. and Mrs. Max Cohen,
all of whom were returning from
Ottawa, March 12. — The House of Hawaiian vacations. Flora Robson
Commons radio committee has been
on the 20//t Century Frinotified by Paul Martin, M.P., that also dayarrived
and sailed for England.
he intends to move for abolition of the
$2.50 license fee collected from receiving set owners.
Although consideration of the proposal was put off Transport Minister Sykes Resigns As
C. D. Howe, who has jurisdiction
of F.C.C.
Member
over radio, requested the committee
to make a decision before March 25.
Washington, March 12. — ResignaMartin said that the license fee is
tion of Judge Eugene O. Sykes as a
prejudicing the interests of the Ca- member of the Federal Communicanadian Broadcasting Corp. Last year,
tions Commission has been received at
he added, CBS derived $2,700,000 from the White House and will be accepted,
the licenses.
President Roosevelt said.
Commissioner Sykes was appointed
a member of the original Federal
Radio Amendment
Radio Commission upon its creation
Offered at Albany in 1927, serving for 12 years. For
Abany, March 12. — An amendment the past several months he has been
to the Civil Practice Act which affects investigating
serving as a member
monopoly.of the committee
radio was introduced in the lower

house by Assemblyman Moffat of
Manhattan. It extends to radio broadWKAQ,
Puerto Rico,
casters the same privilege on libel or
Joins CBS
Network
slander actions as possessed by newsWKAQ in Puerto Rico yesterday
papers when "a fair and true report of
joined CBS, the 115th station of the any judicial,
legislative or other pubnetwork, and the addition was cele- ried. lic and official proceedings" is carbrated with a special program which
featured talks by Ernest Gruening,
director of the Territories and Island
Divisions, Department of the Interior,
Colgate Increases Web
and Governor Blanton Winship of
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet will inPuerto Rico replying from Juan.
crease by 22 stations the CBS netTwo more stations, WRBL in Cowork carrying two of its daytime
lumbus, Ga., and WWMC, Asheville,
"Myrt and Marge" and
N. C, are next in line for inclusion in serials,
"Hilltop House," effective April 3.
the CBS chain. The Columbus sta- The addition of the stations gives
tion joins March 15 and Asheville on these programs the largest hookup
April 1.
used by any daytime advertiser on the
air at present, totaling 73 stations.
Benton & Bowles is the agency handNebraska
Radio Bill
ling both programs.
Hearing
Tomorrow
Fred Waring on Tour
Omaha, March 12. — A legislative
committee will hold hearings in LinHis Bromo Seltzer program concoln Tuesday on a bill aimed at WOW
cluded, Fred Waring and orchestra
and the Woodmen of the World Life will make a personal appearance tour
Para. Retitles Film
Insurance Co. The bill, if granted, of key cities on the eastern seaboard,
Hollywood, March 12. — "Million would prohibit insurance companies opening in Washington on April 7.
An engagement in Pittsburgh follows,
Dollar Legs" is the final title for from owning or operating a radio sta- then
two weeks at the Strand in New
tion
except
in
the
furtherance
of
its
Paramount's picture starring Betty own business in Nebraska.
Grable.
York, opening April 28.
Up In Massachusetts
Boston, March 12. — Three bills for
the regulation of radio in Massachusetts have been introduced in the
State Legislature. The first, planned
to create a three-man commission to
license and regulate all stations, by
which the board would have the
power to fine to the extent of $5,000
for failure to obtain a license, has
been withdrawn. The second bill,
just introduced, would restrict broadcasting of horse racing notes and results to days when racing is held in
the state. This would seriously affect
stations here and thev have started a
concerted campaign, both over the air
and otherwise, asking listeners to
write and protest the bill.
Still pending is a bill to require
stations to submit in advance transcriptions ofpolitical and public affair
programs. Stations would be compelled to shut off the air speakers
who deviated from their scripts.

Universal

Daylight Time Starts
In Canada April 30
Toronto, March 12 — Daylight Saving Time throughout eastern Canada
will start Sunday, April 30, and continue until Sunday, Sept. 24, on which
dates the railway timetables are
changed on all lines. Compared with
last year, there will be one week less
of daylight saving time in 1939. Recently the rural municipalities unanito abolmously petitioned
ish daylight
saving Parliament
entirely.
In Legion Celebration
Boston, March 12. — Lt. A. Vernon
Macauley Post of the American Legion, known
as the "Theatrical
Post,"
will join
Wednesday
in the nationwide
celebration of the 20th anniversary of
the founding of the Legion. They
will meet at the Paramount exchange
Wednesday evening to witness a preview and will follow this with social
activities. Commander Patrick Healey,
Senior Vice-Commander William McLaughlin and Junior Vice-Commander
Harry Aaronson are in charge of arrangements.
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48

as N. Y.

Convention

PICTURE

Opens

(.Continued from page 1)

District,

Branch

Managers
Warner

Attend
Sessions

Those attending the Warner sales
convention at the Waldorf-Astoria
are :

Somerset G.Maugham's
Edward
Robinson. novel, starring
From the west coast, Jack War"'"our Wives," a sequel to the sucner, vice-president in charge of proby Fannie
Daughters,"
^il "Four
o_.
duction, and Charles Einfeld, director
together again the
bringing
Hurst,
of
advertising
and publicity.
Lane
the
picture—
latter
cast of the
The following home office execuSisters (Priscilla, Rosemary and
Lola), Gale Page, Jeffrey Lynn,
tives: Major Albert Warner, viceClaude Rains, May Robson, Frank president and treasurer ; Gradwell L.
Sears, general sales manager ; Carl
McHugh and Dick Foran.
Leserman, assistant general sales
"20,000
Years
in
Sing
Sing,"
by
Warden Lewis E. Lawes, starring manager ; Roy Haines, eastern and
Canadian sales manager ; Ben KalmenJohn Garfield, with Ann Sheridan.
son, southern and western sales mana"The Life of Knute Rockne."
ger ;Norman H. Moray, sales mana"John Dillinger, Outlaw," the life
ger of Vitaphone shorts ; Sam Morris,
story of the notorious criminal.
"Battle of City Hall," with the vice-president in charge of foreign
"Dead End" Kids, Bonita Granville, distribution ; Joseph Hazen, vice-president Samuel
;
Carlisle, comptroller ; S.
Frankie Thomas, Jane Wyman, RonS. Schneider ; Robert Perkins, head of
ald Reagan and Ann Sheridan.
"Episode," a sparkling modern com- the legal department; H. S. Bareford,
edy featuring Priscilla Lane and Jeff- attorney ; Stanleigh Friedman, attorrey Lynn.
ney ;flerman Starr, vice-president ;
"On Your Toes," adapted from the Jacob Wilk, story editor; J. S. Hummel, foreign sales manager ; Albert
Rodgers-Hart musical comedy that
ran for two seasons on the Broadway Howson, director of censorship ; Mort
stage. Two stars will head the cast, Blumenstock, eastern director of advertising and publicity ; Stanley Hatch,
one of them being Zorina.
sales
manager
of accessories ; Arthur
"You Can't Escape Forever," from
the Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Sachson, home office contract departThelma Strabel.
ment :Milt Dolid, assistant to Norman
Moray
; A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor
"And It All Came True," by Louis
Bromfield, with James Stewart, Ann of exchanges.
Sheridan and Humphrey Bogart.
From Theatre Division
"Dust Be My Destiny," from the
novel by Jerome Odium, starring John
The following members of the theGarfield.
atre department will also attend : Joseph Bernhard, general manager of
"Disraeli," a remake of the Warner
production. Claude Rains will be Warner Theatres ; Zone Managers :
starred.
James Coston, Chicago ; Nat Wolf,
Cleveland ; I. J. Hoffman, New
"The Desert Song"
Haven; Don Jacocks, Newark; Moe
"The Desert Song," from the light Silver, Albany ; Ted Schlanger, Philopera of which the book and lyrics
adelphiaHarry
;
Kalmine, Pittsburgh ;
were written by Otto Harbach, Oscar John Payette, Washington ; Herb
Hammerstein, II, and Frank Mandel Copelan, Atlantic City.
and the music by Sigmund Romberg.
Home office theatre executives :
"The Story of Dr. Ehrlich," star- Clayton Bond, Ed Hinchy, Leonard
ring Edward G. Robinson as the Schlesinger, Frank Phelps, Nat Fellgenius of medicine.
"The Adventures of Don Juan," Orders Drive to End
starring Errol Flynn.
"Eyes of the Army," a picture proBingo in New Haven
duced with the cooperation of the
War Department.
New Haven,
12. — ordered
State's
Samuel E.March
Hoyt has
"We Are Not Alone," from the Attorney
State
Police
to
shut
down
on
all
Bingo
novel bv James Hilton.
"Give Me a Child," with back- or other "charity" games in New
ground the maternity ward of a metro- Haven County. Games had been flourishing despite a State Supreme Court
politan hospital.
decision last summer declaring them
"Forgive Us Our Trespasses," from
the best-seller by Lloyd C. Douglas, illegal. A bill is before the Legislature attempting to reinstate Bingo for
with John Garfield as the star.
charitable
and volunteer fire organi"Three Cheers for the Irish," comzations only, but theatres opposed such
edy-drama with Pat O'Brien, Fred discrimination at the Hartford hearing
MacMurray, Ann Sheridan, Allen
recently.
Jenkins, Frank McHugh.
"The Dead End Kids at College."
Cagney in a story by Mark
"The Story of John Paul Jones," James
Hellinger.
starring James Cagney.

man, W. C. Patterson, Abel Vigard,
W. Stewart McDonald, Harry Rosenquest, Louis Kaufman, Frank Cahill,
Herman Maier, Harry Goldberg and
Harry Mayer.
From the field: Ed Schnitzer, eastern district manager with headquarters in New York; Branch Managers
Paul S. Krumenacker, Albany; N. J.
Ayres, Boston ; Charles Rich, Buffalo ; John Pavone, New Haven ;
Harry Decker, New York-Brooklyn,
and Harry Hummell, New Jersey.
Robert Smeltzer, central district
manager with headquarters in Washington ;Branch Managers A. Shmitken, Cincinnati ; Herbert Ochs, Cleveland; F. E. North, Detroit; W. G.
Mansell, Philadelphia ; Harry Seed,
Pittsburgh ; F. W. Beiersdorf , Washington.
Men from Canada
Rud Lohrenz, mid-west district
manager with headquarters in Chicago ;Branch Managers, T. R. Gilliam, Chicago; Art Anderson, Des
Moines ; Fred Greenberg, Indianapolis; R. T. Smith, Milwaukee; C. K.
Olson, Minneapolis ; Sid Rose,
Omaha ; Hall Walsh, St. Louis.
Fred M. Jack, southern district manager with headquarters in Dallas ;
Branch Managers, R. L. McCoy, Atlanta ;John A. Bachman, Charlotte ;
Doak Roberts, Dallas ; William Warner, Kansas City ; W. O. Williamson,
Jr., Memphis ; L. Conner, New Orleans J.
; O. Rohde, Oklahoma City.
W. E. Callaway, west coast district manager with headquarters in
Los Angeles ; Branch Managers, E.
A. Bell, Denver ; N. H. Brower, Los
Angeles ; Vete Stewart, Portland ;
William F. Gordon, Salt Lake City ;
Henry Herbel, San Francisco ; William Shartin, Seattle.
Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district
manager with headquarters in Toronto ;Branch Managers, Lou Geller, Calgary ; M. J. Isman, Montreal ;
Lew McKenzie, St. John ; Joseph
Plottel, Toronto ; I. Coval, Vancouver ;Gordon Simmons, Winnipeg.
Also attending are Sam Lefkowitz
and Gus Solomon of the New York
exchange ; Bill Bromberg, assistant
branch manager in Chicago.

Women's
Clubs Plan
Drive Against Duals
Washington, March 12. — General
Federation of Women's Clubs may
conduct a drive against double features. Local units of the Federation
may contact theatre managers in this
regard.
Protests by women's clubs were
partly instrumental in forcing a return
to single features in the Bronxville,
N. Y., area about a year ago.
That community leaders are turning
against the double feature practice is
evidenced by the opposition of Dr.
Ray Lyman Wilbur, president of Stanford University and head of the Motion Picture Research Council, who
believes that both films on a double
"Burning Daylight," from the story
A sequel, as yet untitled, to "Brother bill cannot meet family suitability
by Jack London.
Rat," with the same cast as that pic- standards.
ture— Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane,
"The Bishop Who Walked with
God," based on the life of the German Jane Bryan, Eddie Albert.
martyr who is now in a prison camp,
Four "Torchy Blane" pictures, car- French Corp. Hearing Set
the Rev. Martin Niemoeller.
Federal Judge William Bondy has
rying on the adventures of the girl redirected a hearing on March 30 on
"Career Man," story of the U. S.
State Department and the Diplomatic porter.
Four "Nancy Drew" stories, Bonita the proposed plan of reorganization
Service, by Warren Duff, with Ann Granville and Frankie Thomas, based submitted by the French Motion PicSheridan and Jeffry Lynn.
ture Corp., which filed a petition for
on the popular "Nancy Drew" books. reorganization
Feb. 19, 1938. The
Four "Secret Service" pictures, with
"The Tanks Are Coming" in which
tine U. S. Cavalry — equestrian and Ronald Reagan as the hero ; produced plan provides for payment of priority
with the cooperation of W. H. Moran, claims in full, and 15 per cent to genmechanized — will be depicted.
eral creditors.
"The World Moves On," starring ex-chief of the U. S. Secret Service.
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M.P.T.O.A.
Film

Urges

Improvement

(Continued from page 1)
will become more frequent," the M.
P. T. O. A. head concludes.
The bulletin reflects the organization's continued hope for the immediate effectiveness of such phases of the
proposed trade practice program as
cancellation, score charge elimination
and the establishment of local boards
to hear and adjust trade. disputes. It
urges the advantages of conciliation
over arbitration, pointing out that the
latter can be resorted to only within
the limitations of standard procedure,
whereas conciliation, the bulletin says,
has a much wider application.
However, a pessimistic reference
appears in another part of the bulletin
where Kuykendall refers to the handicaps of legislation and litigation and
their possible effect on the trade practice program.
"The suspicion now arises," he says,
"that it may be too late (for the trade
program), that the situation may be
entirely out of hand, and that drastic
regulations will be imposed upon our
industry by_ the agencies for political
action in spite of the belated promises
of the producers and distributors to
put the modified trade practice proposals into effect some time after next
In commenting on the recent U. S.
Supreme Court decision in the Dallas
Interstate Circuit case, Kuykendall
echoes what is now the general indusAugust."
try belief that "this decision will have
little
effectcircumstances
on the business,"
unless orthenosame
which
prevailed in Dallas are proved to exist
in other situations where similar actions may be brought. He points out
that even if clearance were to be
eliminated, distributors still would enio-" the privilege of selling exclusive
runs in every locality or of selling all
theatres simultaneously at the same
price, neither of which would be of
any advantage
to says.
the average exhibitor, Kuykendall
The bulletin compliments Darryl F.
Zanuck and Nicholas M. Schenck for
the recent action of 20th Century-Fox
and M-G-M in curtailing radio appearances oftheir stars.
Appeal
Fox

Allowed
Theatres

on
Plan

Appeal from the decision of former
Circuit Judge Martin T. Manton
which approved Milton C. Weisman's
plan for liquidation of Fox Theatres
Corp., was allowed on Friday by Federal Judge William Bondy to the
Trust Co. of Georgia, $400,000 creditor of Fox Theatres.
The Trust Co. is appealing because,
the notice of appeal stated, the plan
failed to treat their claim, which is
based on theatre rentals, as a priority.
Tito Guizar to Star
Hollywood, March 12. — Tito
Guizar has been signed to star in "The
Double Dyed Deceiver," one of the
features to be made by Harry Sherman this year. The picture is based
on the O. Henry story.
Scott to Start Picture
"Two Gun Troubadour," last of a
series of six musical westerns starring
Fred Scott, will go into production in
about two weeks. Picture will be released by Spectrum.
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Lubitsch,
Myers Due Thursday
Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied, is due in
New York on Thursday for a
conference on the trade practice program with the distributors' drafting committee
of lawyers. Col. H. A. Cole,
Allied president, will be here
on Thursday but is not slated
to attend the conference. He
is scheduled to meet Allied of
New York officers and directors. Yesterday he met
with New Jersey Allied directors and is spending today
and tomorrow in Boston.

Impartial

UA

This

Deal
Week;

CENTS

Doubles
Force
"B"
Pictures,

Coast-Bound
Warner

Hollywood, March 13. — Deal by
which Ernst Lubitsch and possibly
other producers would become a
United Artists producer is expected
to be concluded during the current
visit here of Maurice Silverstone, chief
executive of the company, and Charles
Schwartz, United Artists board member and attorney.
Lubitsch will make three or four
pictures annually for the company, it
is believed.

Washington, March 13. — Television took another step toward fulfillment today when the Federal Communications Commission issued new
allocation of frequencies from 30,000
to 300,000 kilocycles, effective April
13, retaining for television the same 19
Goldwyn Talks Slated
bands that are now reserved but pro- IATSE
Takes
Silverstone and Schwartz, who are
viding that three bands may be used
due here today from New York, also
also for general research and experimentation which does not result in
are expected to confer with Samuel
Over
Control
Goldwyn and other United Artists
interference with any television station.
owners on a settlement of the proCommission Statement
ducer's action for abrogation of his
Of Studio
Unit contract with United Artists. What
"The commission believes that in
form the settlement might take cannot be predicted at this time.
order to permit television to be inaugurated on a nationwide basis a
Silverstone also will confer with
Hollywood, March 13. — Taking
minimum of 19 channels should be re- cognizance of factional fights for su- the other United Artists producers
served below 300 megacycles," it was
premacy in Studio Technicians' Local while here and may complete initial
explained. "This does not mean that 37, I.A.T.S.E. International officers, plans for the company's new season
(Continued on page IS)
the minimum number of channels allo- supposedly on orders from President
cated by this order will eventually George Browne moved in today and
provide channels for a completely com- suspended studio organization autonopetitive nationwide service. Undoubtmy and seized records and bank de- Trop Quits Sherman;
edly additional channels above 300
posits. Browne is reportedly arriving
magacycles or some rearrangement of tomorrow morning to bring about
Planning New Deal
the present plan will be necessary at peace in the organization.
Hollywood, March 13. — J. D. Trop
International officers under the con- has relinquished his vice-presidency of
a later date."
stitution suspended all officers of the Harry Sherman Productions, disposLocal but reinstated Lew Blix, veting of his holdings to Sherman, and is
eran business representative of Local negotiating another production deal.
Franco-U.S.
Pact
37. Still suspended late tonight were Trop was associate producer of the
Joseph Carpenter, president, who was Hopalong Cassidy series of features
$150 weekly salary plus un- and recent Zane Grey specials includHeld Film Guaranty drawing (Continued
on page 15)
ing "Heritage of the Desert."
Safeguards for the American film
industry's operations in France contained in the Franco- American reciprocal trade treaty are regarded by
foreign departments of major film
distributors here as ample guaranty "Midnigh
t"
against any oppressive or discrimina- [Paramount]
tory provisions in the measure pro_ Hollywood, March 13.— This is Claudette Colbert's best comedy
posed by Jean Zay, Minister of Edu"It Happened One Night" and as much better than that Academycation, for reorganization and pro- since
immortalized
classic as the cinema of 1939 is better than the cinema of
tection of the French film industry.
1934.
This
is,
in fact, just about the best light comedy ever caught by
According to reports from Paris,
the measure would impose heavy taxes a camera, as of the glad evening of March 8, 1939, when a cross-industry
on American and other imported prod- turnout enjoyed its preview screening with that wholesome, wholeuct and would restrict or forbid double
hearted enthusiasm which, about once a year, erases company
featuring.
boundaries, banishes professional prejudices and makes of a top-flight
Hollywood audience a mere theatreful of completely contented film
fans
for a night. It takes a pretty fine piece of entertainment- to do
BILL GOES IN TODAY
that.
Paris, March 13.— Minister of NaThere is much about "Midnight" to gratify not only Miss Colbert and
tional Education Jean Zay will present
his film bill tomorrow to the French the general public but also Paramount and the general industry. There
Parliament. The French production have been doubts in various quarters during recent years as to whether
chamber stated that the measure is it is possible for the screen, under modern conditions, to deliver to the
not to be feared as it is contrary to whole public a really smart, sophisticated comedy, suitable for family
the Franco-American trade agree- consumption and yet completely satisfying to adult and minor, metroment.
(Continued on page 15)

Sears

Says

Reveals Company
Sales Up 17%

Warner Bros, do not want to make
"B" pictures but are compelled to
make a few of them in order to meet
the deep-rooted double feature situation in many sections of the country.
If it were up to Warner Bros, there
wouldn't be any "B" pictures, there
would be only "A" pictures. In keeping with this attitude, the company
is committed to a program of 36 "A"
tures.
films as against only 12 "B" picThis is in substance the address
made dentbyin charge
Jack L.ofWarner,
vice-presiproduction,
to an
assemblage of around 150 exchange
men, theatre chieftains, advertising,
publicity and sales force from around
the world,
at the opened
firm's yesterday
two-day an-at
nual convention,
the Waldorf-Astoria.
Warner was the chief speaker of the
day. Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager, presided. Official announceof the company's
1939-'40
uct ment
as outlined
above was
made,prodand
Sears revealed to an enthusiastic audience that the firm's sales revenues
are up more than 17 per cent since
Jan. 1, as compared with a similar
period last year.
Emphasis on Quality
Sears said:
"So far as Warner Bros, is concerned the company is looking forward to the coming season as its most
successful in the history of the firm.
The prosperity of the industry depends upon outstanding pictures and
that's what Warner Bros, is giving
Jack Warner, in his address, pointed
out that the reduction in the comthe trade."
pany's program of pictures as to number means
only that
the fum's
prodL
(Continued
on page
15)

'Mikado'

Will

Follow

'Pygmalion' at Astor
"The Mikado," color production of
the Gilbert & Sullivan operetta which
Universal is distributing in America,
will open at the Astor immediately
following the close of the run of
"Pygmalion." No date for the withdrawal of the latter picture has been
set yet.
"The Mikado" will continue the
same policy as that in effect for "Pygmalion," continuous run at popular
prices.
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DAILY
Legion

of Decency

Condemned

Five

of

i

Purely

Personal

HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE of
the New York State Racing
Commission returned from Florida
yesterday.
•
National Legion of Decency reviewed a total of 535 domestic and
Adolph Zukor is expected back
foreign films during the year ending- in New York about the middle of
November, 1938. Of the total, the next month. John W. Hicks, ParaLegion condemned five and found 32
mount foreign manager, who is scheduled to sail from England Saturday,
objectionable in part. Of the remaining 93 per cent, 332 films were ap- time.
may be delayed until about the same
proved for general patronage and 164
•
for adults. Two, "The Birth of a
Baby"
and
"Blockade"
were
separately
Bert
Stearn,
United
Artists district
classified.
manager
in
Cleveland,
has
been comAmong the five condemned films are
missioned "Admiral of the Flagship
none from the major companies.
by American Airlines for serThree were domestic and two foreign. Fleet" vices
which contributed to the use of
Of the 32 disapproved in part, 26
air
transportation.
were domestic and six foreign. A
•
total of 79 foreign films were reviewed
and classified. Expressed in percentJ. P. O'Loughlin, Canadian district
ages, 62 per cent were approved for manager for 20th Century-Fox, is here
general patronage, 31 per cent for from Toronto to confer with William
adults, six per cent objectionable in C. Gehring, division manager. He will
remain until Thursday.
part, and one per cent condemned.
•
Year

Total

of

535

Approves 11 This Week
National Legion of Decency this
week approved 11 new films and
classified one foreign film as objectionable in part. Classifications follow.
Class A I— Unobjectionable for
General Patronage : "Almost a Gentleman," "Ice Follies of 1939," "I
Was a Convict," "Sundown on the
Prairie," "Trouble in Sundown."
Class A II — Unobjectionable for
Adults : "Bouquets from Nicholas,"
"I'm from Missouri," "Let Us Live,"
"Midnight," "My Son Is a Criminal," "Sudden Money." Class B,
Objectionable in Part: "Champs
Elysee" (French).
Dismiss

Phelan

Suit

Art Schmidt,
Doob'shopped
outof-town
advertisingOscar
assistant,
back to New York after a week's tour
of Norfolk, Louisville, Asheville and
Richmond.
•
Edward C. Raftery, United Artists
secretary and counsel, is in Zanesville,
O., on business. He is expected back
in New York Thursday.
•
Joe Vogel, Loew's theatres executive, and Tom Connors, M-G-M division manager, have returned from a
three-week Havana vacation.
•
Mitchell Azerier has been appointed head of the poster department
at Republic's New York exchange.
•

Against FP Canadian
Leo Justin of Walter Reade Theatres is expected back April 1 from
Toronto, March 13. — Suit of H.
W. Phelan for $25,625 damages Mexico City, where he is vacationing.
•
against Famous Players Canadian
Corp. has been dismissed by Justice
Jack Sogg, M-G-M Cleveland salesUrquhart in the Ontario Supreme
man, is recovering at St. Vincent's
Court, with costs.
The court declared there were no Hospital after a mastoid operation.
grounds for a charge of misrepresentation in the 1930 exchange of Famous
Plans to
Players common stock for that of Monogram
Paramount Publix.
Do 'Rip Van Winkle'
Monogram will produce "Rip Van
Winkle" for the 1939-'40 feature proDave Bader to MCA
gram, according to W. Ray Johnston,
In Story Department president.
The film will be based on the
David A. Bader has closed his famous story by Washington Irving
story agency, known as Literary and is planned by the company as one
Corp. of America, to move over to of its high budget productions on the
MCA Artists, Ltd., as executive as- new season schedule.
sistant to David Diamond, head of
the MCA story department.
Bader has taken with him to his
Equity Scolds Barton
new post his library and lists of plays
and books, as well as a number of
Actors' Equity yesterday announced
that it had delivered a reprimand to
American and English writers.
James Barton, star of "Tobacco
Road," for unbecoming conduct in the
Orders Plant Inspection
use of abusive language while addressing Cynthia Arden and Ann Derem
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Aaron
J. Levy yesterday directed 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. to open its film backstage'.
storage plant at Little Ferry, N. J.,
Phillips Joins Pic
for an inspection for Anna Greeve
and George Greeve, in connection with
Hollywood, March 13. — Franka $60,000 damage suit against 20th Phillips, formerly assistant to Frank
Century-Fox on a claim that the de- Seltzer, Hal Roach advertising and
fendant had negligently caused a fire publicity director, has been appointed
western editor of the magazine, Pic.
in the plant on July 9, '1937.

►

WALTER
BRANSON,
captain
the George
Schaefer
RKOof
sales drive, will confer today with T.
R. Thompson's branch staff in Kansas
City. Harry Michalson, short subject salesonmanager,
Branson
his tour. is accompanying•
Ralph Clark, managing director
for Warners in Australia, is here
attending the sales convention of the
company.

'First Dictator*
Opening Tonight
Opening tonight at the
Nora Bayes is "First American Dictator," by Joe Marcy.
It is a play which deals with
the rule of Huey Long of
Louisiana. Humphrey Davis,
who is also included in the
cast, directed, and George
Lewis produced. A cast of 25
is headed by Conrad Noles,
Daly. Jacobson, Davis, Ed- j
Oscar
mond LeConte and Thomas

•
R. cuit
J. arrived
O'Donnell
Interstate
Cirin New of York
yesterday
from a vacation in Florida and the
West Indies.
•
Abe Schneider, Columbia treasurer,
is expected back in New York from a
Florida vacation this weekend.
•
Al Wilkie,
Paramount publicity
manager, returned yesterday from a
business and vacation trip to Florida.
•
Al Fox, head bookkeeper at ReYork with
exchange,
fined topublic's
his Newhome
a cold. is con•
Tyree Dillard of the M-G-M legal
staff has gone to his North Carolina
home for a week's • rest.
Will H. Hays and Mrs. Hays left
Saturday for a week's vacation in
Nassau, via Miami.
•
Bob Wilby is at the Paramount
home office for conferences with Barney Balaban.
•
Tyree Dillard, M-G-M attorney,
is spending this w«ek at his home at
Greensboro, N. C.
•
Joe Vogel is back at his office after
a couple of weeks in the tropics.
•
E.
C.
Grainger
left Sunday for
Columbus, O.
Mrs. Morris Epstein has returned
from a Miami vacation.
Sam Kopp is back from Miami.
Tri-National
Two

First

Places
Run

Upstate Exhibitors
Plan
Referendum
On

Chance

Games

Albany, March 13. — A group is
working for a referendum on gambling, including bank night, bingo,
etc. Many theatre owners feel that
most of their patrons approve the
legalization of gambling, but with minority groups harassing Bank Night,
etc., would
wide vote. prefer to watch a stateA referendum, in which the exhibitors can keep hands off and watch for
the result, would be a boon to them,
it is understood, in that they could
accurately chart a future course on
bank nights, etc. An unfavorable vote,
while effectively removing theatre
chance games would also help them,
they feel,
in eliminating
tition afforded
by Church the
and compesociety
socials.
The motion picture industry has a
lot at stake in the present legislative
economy drive which threatens the
passage of some of the emergency
taxes asked by Gov. Lehman to defray
the $415,000,000 1939-40 fiscal year
budget.
is now will
a foregone
sion thatIttheatres
escape concluthe $1
per $1,000 real estate tax on assessed
valuations and save nearly a million
dollars on a statewide assessment
basis, but they may be faced by the
alternative of a sales or amusement
tax.

Here

Although organized only a few
months ago, Tri-National has succeeded in Dlacing two foreign films in

MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY
(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
MARTIN SAM
QUIGLEY,
and
Publisher:
SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
"Champs Elysees," now in its third A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
week, is still grossing well at the
Little Carnegie. Both films were made and holidays by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., Martin Quigley, president;
with French dialogue and have Eng- Colvin Brown,
vice-president
and Avenue
treasurer.at
lish subtitles.
Publication office:
1270 Sixth
Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
Address all correspondence to the New York
office.
Indicted for "Dupes"
Chicago1, March 13. — Indictments
Other Quigley publications: Motion
have been returned by the grand jury Picture
Herald, Better Theatres. Teatro
al
Dia, International Motion Picture
before Federal Judge Holly against Almanac
and Fame.
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
R. R. Gregg and Barney Gold for Life
Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. : Boone
Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
allegedly
making
"dupe"
prints
and
editor.
Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
selling them abroad. The indictments
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Square,
charge violation of the copyright laws W.
1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
and conspiracy. One of the films al- Hope Williams, manager.
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23,
legedly copied was "The Cat's 1938, at the post office at New York. N. Y..
Canary," a Van Beuren production. under the act of March 3, 1879.
U. S. Attorney Martin Ward obtained
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
the indictments.
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.

first runs here. "Crossroads" opened
at the Filmarte last night and
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"QUALITY

IS NOT

e foremost thought in Warner

A PASSING

FASHION"

Bros.' minds at all times is to make good

pictures, to present these pictures with the strongest showmanship

and mer-

chandising possible, and to offer them on a fair "live-and-let-live" basis. This,
we believe, is the type of fair practice which has given Warner

Bros, their

enviable position in the industry today.
The success of Warner

Bros, pictures this season, their success in the new

season to come — and in the seasons that will come after it —

represents a good

deal more than is apparent to the appraising eye. The reason for our present
position lies deep beneath the surface of an edifice which 29 years of careful
construction has at last brought to completion. Development

was sure, the

goal inevitable, because an unswerving sincerity of purpose was its foundation!
That purpose —

not merely to make

motion

pictures as fine as they can be made —

pictures but to make

has now

matured

motion

to its fulfillment.

This we believe is clearly apparent in the productions we have listed as an
indication of the material which, allowing for the exigencies of production, we
contemplate producing for 1939-40.
Yes, these are great attractions, unquestionably the greatest we have put
forth in one season, but to us of Warner

Bros, they are the materialization

of our company's motivating thought, "Quality Is Not a Passing Fashion."
Now that the quality we have built toward and planned for has been
attained, it is inevitable that it will continue.

General Sales Manager

PAUL
*

THE

LIFE

OF

MUNI
BEETHOVEN

*

ERROL
*

THE

FLYNN

SEA

A distinguished addition to Paul Muni's memorable characwith OLIVIA DE
terizations. The genius of the most revered figure in music ...
~,
,
r
. Di
j>
0
0
The author of Captain Blood
his defiance of Napoleon in an age when liberalism was heresy
,
,
.......
of Rafael Sabatini s saga of the
. . . the women who resented his passionate intensity and eccennavy was
only77
vc
1
i • later
j r in his
.rU„ tragedy
trir
trie
manners . . . the
or£ dearness
lire
...when England's
°

HAWK

*

HAVILLAND
j •
r t^v lt j
and its star! Dashing leader
. , _
.
Beggars of the Sea. 1 he days

a colorful clan of adventurers

and the solace he found in music as immortal as his own

who swept the Atlantic. Produced on a scale more spectacular

soul ... A stirring life none but Muni could re-create!

than 'Captain Blood'!

BETTE
ft THE
WITH
AND

DAVIS

OLD

MAID

MIRIAM

EDWARD
ft

ft THE

HOPKINS

HUMPHREY

BOG

BY

ART

( 3Jner Academy

Goulding who directed Bette Davis in

Award

W.

SOMERSET

SIXPENCE

ft

MAUGHAM

picture, 'Dark Victory'.

CAGNEY

AND

ft INVISIBLE
Adapted from Warden

AND

'Of Human Bondage' for its author! The most dynamic role
yet brought to the screen by Robinson!

ft THE
JAMES

MOON

A story with the world for its background and the creator of

The Pulitzer prize-winner and 2-year stage success. To be
directed by Edmund

G. ROBINSON

GEORGE

STRIPES

RAFT

LIFE

OF

KNUTE

ROCKNE

ft

There are 80,000,000 football tickets bought every year — and

ft

every one is a herald for this show. Based on the autobiog-

Lawes' flaming best-seller. The most

powerful theme since 'Angels'! Not a prison story . . . but
the tortured drama of 'after prison' . . . the invisible stripes

raphy of the immortal coach. Screen's first document of this
great American, his background, his work, his rich humor,
the unforgettable heritage he left. To be produced with the
cooperation of Notre Dame University.

a 'timer' wears forever. A tremendous opportunity for this
dynamic new team.
ft THE
BETTE
ft ALL

THIS

DAVIS

AND

HEAVEN

BISHOP
BY

TOO

ft

WHO

WALKED

QUENTIN

WITH

GOD

REYNOLDS

Based on the life of Martin Niemoeller, the fighting minister

Biggest book-scoop in 5 years! Apace with 'Gone with the
Wind' in all quarters! The soul-stirring story of the girl who
became the world's most notorious name, brings another

called the greatest enemy of the totalitarian states. Every
newspaper in the country has headlined his great struggle . . .
now Warners will have it screaming on celluloid!

'Victory' to the screen's greatest actress.
JOHN
ft DUST

BE

GARFIELD
MY

DESTINY

ft

As timely as it is real. Garfield, sentenced to vagrancy in a
penal workhouse, escapes to marry the girl he loves — and
is forced to live a fugitive life. The amazing manner in
which he wins a new trial and freedom will awaken every
citizen to the needs of victims of narrow-minded

ft JOHN

DILLINGER,

OUTLAW

'justice'.

ft

The newspapers' Dillinger headlines in themselves make as
exciting a story as could be nctionized. But add to this the
human story of an average boy sent to the penitentiary — by
mistake — before he was 20 . . . and the 9-year lesson behind
bars that turned him into a ruthless animal, fascinating to
women but feared by friend and foe until death — and you
have some idea of the impact you can expect in the show.
ACADEMY
JAMES
ft THE

STORY

OF

CAGNEY
JOHN

PAUL

WON
JONES

ft

AWARDS

BY

ft

The stranger-than-nction biography of the Scotch pirate who

WARNER

became the 'Father of the American Navy'! Mighty armadas,
great sea battles, tender romance . . . produced on a scale in

THIS

BROS.
YEAR

keeping with its spectacular setting. Picture Cagney as that fiery
scourge of the seas whose daring conquest led America through
the stormiest naval encounters of the revolutionary war!
The long list continues on the next page .

ERROL
it THE

FLYNN

ADVENTURES

OF DON

JUAN

* THE

*

The title tells all! Expect more adventure than 'Robin Hood'.
The story of the world's most famous lover will be filmed on
a matchless scale by the artisans who have given you such
epics as 'Robin Hood', 'Anthony Adverse' and 'Juarez'.

* BATTLE
THE

OF

DEAD

CITY

HALL

END

KIDS

CLAUDE

*

The hilarious story of a mobster who hides out in a monastery
and learns to like it.

JOHN
* FORGIVE US

RAINS

secution. Areally important screen document.

ORCHID

The nation's orchids went to Colliers for this unusual magazine serial. An entirely new and different Robinson portrayal!

*

The 'Zola' of England. More stirring now than ever because
of its up-to-the-minute theme of dictators, land grabs, per-

Hellinger comes

G. ROBINSON

it BROTHER

drama — and a story to top 'Crime School' for suspense-filled
action!

*

this stirring kaleidoscopic view of Anerica's most dangerous
days! The pre-war teens, the lush twenties, the jittery thirties
all woven into a thundering cavalcade of adventure!

EDWARD

goes on when they take over City Hall! Here's comedy and

ON

From the pen of world-syndicated Mark

*

The 'Kids' come off the streets and reform! So picture what

it DISRAELI

JAMES CAGNEY
WORLD
MOVES

GARFIELD
OUR TRESPASSES

*

The success of 'Magnificent Obsession' and 'Green Light'
assures the latest Lloyd C. Douglas novel instantaneous
approval! Its heart-gripping theme is timed to perfection to
further this great new star's ever-increasing following.

EPISODE
with
PRISCILLA

LANE

it
it FOUR

AND

JEFFREY

LYNN

A

The sweethearts of 'Four Daughters' and 'Darling Daughter'
are set for big things this year and this is one of them. Priscilla
plays a music student and Jeff just plays — but how!

EDWARD
it THE

STORY

OF

it

TO FOUR DAUGHTERS
with the same cast

The long-awaited follow-up to 'Four Daughters' written by
the same author, Fannie Hurst, and filmed by the same director with the same lovable stars. The girls have become
women

G. ROBINSON

SEQUEL

WIVES

but the same rich drama and heart-warming appeal

assure it of the same universal acceptance!

DR. EHRLICH

*

Another 'Pasteur' . . . and another great life that triumohed
over ignorance and persecution to give the world the cure for
its most dread disease! Another big 'first' for Warners
another great biographical drama for the screen.

and

^ GIVE
We

ME

A CHILD

it

earnestly believe this to be one of the most human

themes that it has been our privilege to offer. Two prominent
stars now being selected will portray the stirring leading roles.

it WE

ARE

NOT

ALONE

it
it EYES

OF

THE

ARMY

it

Another best-seller scoop from the pen of celebrated James
Hilton! We are not alone when we say this is one of the

Each year Warner

most important stories to be filmed.

America's great Services and Military Institutions. 'Eyes of

Bros, dedicates part of its program to

the Army' takes its important place besides 'Wings of the
Navy', 'Submarine D-l', 'Devil Dogs' and the others.
*
JEFFREY

CAREER

LYNN

AND

MAN
ANN

it
SHERIDAN

A brand new entertainment angle — the first story of the
U. S. Diplomatic Corps! The
intrigue, the armament

Spanish revolt, European

race, international espionage, pack

it with 1939's most original brand of screen dynamite!

* THE

TANKS

ARE

COMING

it

First and only film of Uncle Sam's mechanized cavalry! In
keeping with Warners' authentic 'service' policy, it will be
produced on the actual scenes of operations with the full
cooperation of the United States Army.

* A SEQUEL

TO

BROTHER

RAT

ir ON

it
WITH

Same stars, same author, same setting, same director collab-

YOUR

ZORINA

AND

MALE

orate to bring in another lightning-paced picture big enough
to top its predecessor!

TOES
AN

&

IMPORTANT

STAR

Rodgers and Hart wrote it— N. Y. held it for 2 years — now
it zings to the screen with the most sensationally publicized
* BURNING

DAYLIGHT

BY

LONDON

JACK

it

dancing star in years — the talk of the country, star of the legit
season's musical hit, 'I Married an Angel'.

Unquestionably London's most gripping adventure story . . .

it THE

with all the roaring action of America's fiercest era! Mighty
days of the Klondike, wicked nights of the Barbary Coast

DESERT

SONG

i?

A mass smash on two continents, it boasts Sigmund Rom-

live again in a magnificent red-blooded romance.

berg's world-remembered music, an action-crammed story,
hundreds of daredevil horsemen, the most spectacular desert
scenes ever filmed! To be produced in Technicolor with a

FRED

MacMURRAY

it THREE
with ANN
FRANK

and PAT

CHEERS

FOR

SHERIDAN,
McHUGH

THE

RONALD

and ALLEN

O'BRIEN
IRISH

great singing star.

*

REAGAN,
JENKINS

You can't beat the Irish and you can't beat the heart appeal
Warners have put into this one! Get set for a new high in

Bros.

it THE

KNIGHT

ERROL

AND

THE

FLYNN
LADY

*

Because

There

No

is no

is no other
and

Fair

"Assembly
this

to meet

the vast

release dates.

resources
current

method— and

Line"

important

company — with

largest, is this policy possible. Our
strates that this exclusive

It's

properties

through"

Pictures

"Bench-Made"

Are

quality production,

AND

Errol Flynn as the hero who defied the world for a queen's love!

Warner

as

DAVIS

Maxwell Anderson's memorable Theatre Guild production
brings Bette Davis to the screen in the famous love story, with

hilarity when these harps start swinging!

are prepared

BETTE

our

to

at

You!

Warner

can
Only

be

program

this method

"rushed

because

background

of our studios,

Bros.

we

of high-

the world's

definitely demonsolely — assures

the

consistent delivery of successful motion pictures for the future, as in the past.

The list goes on .

*

AND

IT ALL

CAME

TRUE

*

with
JAMES

STEWART,

ANN

HUMPHREY

SHERIDAN

BOG

and

ART

The prize-winning novel by Louis Bromneld becomes a major
addition to the record number of prize novels on the Warner
story list!
4
* DEAD

END

KIDS

AT

COLLEGE

*

From 'Crime School' to college and are they a pain in the
seat of higher education! Fans called their basketball game
in 'Angels' one of the year's funniest episodes — so you know
what to expect when they take up football . . . and everything else in sight.
All
YOU

CAN'T
BY

ESCAPE

THELMA

FOREVER

These

*

STRABEL

One of the most important Cosmopolitan Magazine stories

Great

Warner

Bros.

of the past 3 years. Played against a background of Paris,
Cannes, Switzerland and the U. S., this is one of the most
extraordinary romantic dramas on our program.

JOHN
&

GARFIELD

TWENTY

AND

ANN

THOUSAND

IN

SING

Pictures

SHERIDAN
YEARS

Insured

By

SING

'Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing' and twenty thousand
thrills on the screen! From the pen of Warden Lewis E.

All

These

Lawes! A behind-the-scenes story mighty with the clash of
men, to be advertised and publicized as sensationally as it
will be filmed!

* 4 SECRET
BY

W.

SERVICE

H. MORAN,

SERVICE,

STORIES

EX-CHIEF

WITH

RONALD

*

U. S. SECRET
REAGAN

This series is building every second. Headline scoops and
straight-from-the-files stories of espionage will inspire four
more action-packed shows for the coming season!
* 4 NANCY
BONITA

DREW

GRANVILLE

STORIES

— FRANKIE

*
THOMAS

The first releases of this swell series met with such instantaneous approval that Warners will follow it with four more
in 1939 ... all with new action, new adventures, new laughs.

* 4 TORCHY

BLANE

Great

ADVENTURES

*

More and merrier stories for this popular series about the
smartest female newspaper man that ever scooped to conquer!

NAMES!

Warner

Bros.
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ERROL

EDWG.

FL YNN

End'
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MOTION
Tuesday, March 14, 1939
Warner
Force

Says

Duals

Feud

Ends; New Pact Set
American Federation of Actors and
Ringling Bros, have settled the feud
which closed the circus last spring in
the midst of its tour. Contracts have
been drawn and will be presented to
the board of directors of Ringling for
final approval within the next few
days. Ralph Whitehead, executive
secretary of the A.F.A., has called in
two of the union's organizers from the
midwest to assist in enrolling performers and roustabouts. The circus
is expected to start on schedule this
spring.
IATSE

Notes
Hollywood

4B' Pictures

Ringling

Takes

15

DAILY

(Continued from page 1)
uct will be even more greatly improved, because the company favors
quality above quantity and the firm
probacy will spend as much and may_he tnore on the 48 films it contemplates making as it might have spent
on the previous 52, or even possibly
the 70 pictures it used to make in
the old days.
"They used to point with satisfaction," Warner said, in speaking of
bygone days of the trade and bygone
showmen, "that pictures were pointing to an average customer of about
the average age of 14 years.
"I'm afraid some of our present
producers may be still pointing that
way and those who are behind the
times in an era of "Pasteur," "Zola,"
"Dark Victory" and "Juarez."
Thereupon he outlined the company's program in full.
A telegram from Harry M. Warner, president, who was unable to be
present, was read and in which he
praised Sears for "doing a magnificent job" and commended the entire Warner organization for its work
in the past year.
"We can take pride in the motion
picture business today as never before, for it has become an international power," Warner's message said.
Others who spoke at the morning
session were Sam E. Morris, vicepresident in charge of foreign activities ;Joseph Bernhard, general manager of theatres ; Carl Leserman, assistant general sales manager ; S.
Charles Einfeld, advertising and publicity head ; Joseph Hummel, foreign
sales manager.
The morning session today will be
taken up by a discussion of advertising plans by S. Charles Einfeld.
Theatre publicity men will attend. In
the afternoon Norman Moray, short
subjects head, will outline his product
for the new season.
The general convention will wind
up tonight. Tomorrow and Thursday
will be devoted to meetings conducted
by Roy Haines and Ben Kalmenson
for branch managers in their divisions.
AFA,

PICTURE

Over

Studio Unit Control
(Continued from page 1)
limited expense account, and Ed.
Heim, financial secretary.
Late today A. Brigham Rose, acting for Carpenter and other executives
of Local 37, obtained a federal court
restraining order prohibiting Browne
and his aides from seizing records,
cash and premises of the organization.

Preview

on

Warner

Convention

"Midnight"
(Continued from page 1)

Johnny
Pavone,
"Old byIronhat"
as he is
lovinglyorcalled
his
colleagues, dropped into the home
office for a fast game of pool last
week. He took the Forty-fourth
Street sharks by storm, and is currently looking for new Warner men
to conquer.
•

politan and agrarian, in content, execution, in individual detail and
total result. Paramount has persisted in the theory that is can be done,
despite certain disappointing efforts to do it, and Paramount herewith
not only proves its theory triumphantly but supplies the industry a fine
working model for guidance in achieving this difficult but delightful end.
Miss Colbert's performance is unquestionably her splendid best, but
this is no one-performance picture. She has as companions in comedy
the matured John Barrymore in fine fettle, dashing Don Ameche in a
Known as the "Man with the
role fitting his ebullient phase perfectly, Francis Lederer and Mary Homburg" is Bill Mansell of
Astor with precisely appropriate assignments, Hedda Hopper, Elaine Philadelphia. He's the lad whom
Barrie and Rex O'Malley in superbly handled secondary parts which they say introduced that particular
style of headgear to Anthony
aadddullroundness
instant. and reality to the swiftly spun narrative. There isn't Eden.
The screenplay by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder, an expert script
packed with brilliant dialogue, is from a story by Edwin Justus Mayer
and Franz Schulz. It starts with arrival of Miss Colbert in a rainy
Paris in evening dress without hat, wrap, baggage or money, and
proceeds from there by a design too intricate and amusing for condensed
synopsis. It is fast but not headlong, so funny in spots that whole
minutes of dialogue are lost in audience laughter and so steadily
humorous as to make its 90 minutes seem as 30. It never gets out of
hand nor out of line.
Arthur Hornblow, producer, and Mitchell Leisen, director, have
many a fine picture behind them. They may have many more before
them. This one is fine enough to carry their names on into tomorrow's
lists of great artists if they never do another.
Roscoe Williams
"G."*
Running time, 90 minutes.
*"G" denotes general classification.

Kinsler Is Warners'
Cincinnati Manager
Ralph Kinsler has been appointed
branch manager for Warners in Cincinnati, succeeding Al Shmitgen, who
goes to San Francisco, Gradwell L.
sales "manager, disSears, closedgeneral
day.
at the convention here yester-

W.

B. Sets

May

1 as

New Debenture Date
Warners have set May 1 as the new
date for depositing six per cent convertible debentures, maturing Sept. 1,
this year, for debentures due in 1948.
The previous deadline was March 15.
Further extensions may be made at
the discretion of the directors.
At the close of business yesterday,
Henry Herbel, San Francisco man-as debentures filed for exchange totaled
ager, will be transferred to Chicago
district manager, succeeding Rud Loh- $19,331,000. There is outstanding an
renz, who will be in charge of a new aggregate of $25,827,000 of certificates
district with headquarters at Kansas of deposit and debentures,
City.
Kinsler, who has been in the industry since 1915, resigned as district
manager for Grand National in Cincinnati to go with Warners.
Lubitsch,

UA

AT

THE

Harry

Seed of Pittsburgh is

commonly called the "Bill Robinson" of the branch managers. The
diminutive chap used to be a hoofer,
and is a walking reminder that
vaudeville is not yet dead.
•
Harry Decker, of the New York
exchange Deckers, is the glass of
fashion and the mould of form
among the branch managers.
•
New members of the branch
manager family appointed last week
are Bill Shartin of Minneapolis
and Sid Rose of Omaha. You can
find them listening with open ears
to the chatter of the veterans.
•
Gordon Simmons keeps telling
everybody that he is currently taking his southern
He's had
38 degrees
belowvacation.
up in Winnipeg
this winter.
The Boys from Canada can talk
of nothing else but welcoming the
King and Queen this summer. Maybe they're figuring on a couple of
knighthoods.

WARNER

CONVENTION

Deal

Set for This Week
(Continued from page 1)
production schedule and annual sales
meeting. Lynn Farnol, United Artists advertising and publicity director, is expected here at the end of
the week to confer on campaign plans
for "Wuthering Heights," "Man in
the Iron Mask" and "Captain Fury."
Application is expected to be made
by United Artists' attorneys this week
for
the transfer
Samuel
Goldwyn's
contract
action of
from
the State
Supreme Court in New York to the
Federal District Court. If the appliis granted
the company's
answercation
to the
Goldwyn
complaint will
not be filed in the Federal court before
April.
Fairbanks, Jr., Romantic
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., was voted
the outstanding romantic character
star of 1938 by New York University's class on the motion picture.

A moment off for study at the Warner sales meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria
yesterday. Left to right are : Roy Haines, eastern and Canadian sales manager;
Gradtvell L. Sears, general sales manager; Carl Leserman, assistant to Sears;
Ben Kalmenson, southern and western sales manager.
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6-Month

Columbia
Profit

Tuesday, March 14, 1939

Is $34,596

Anti-Ascap Bill Is
Offered in Missouri
Jefferson City, March 13. —
An anti-Ascap bill was introduced in the Missouri legislature today by Senator Roy
Hamlin. The bill is identical
with the Washington antiAscap law, the constitutionality of which is now awaiting
a decision from the U. S. Supreme Court. The Missouri
bill has the backing of the
Kansas - Missouri Theatres
Association.

Columbia reported a net profit of
$34,596 for the first six months of its
current fiscal year ended Dec. 31, last.
The result includes a profit of $268,209 for the first quarter and compares
with a net profit of $451,061 for the
corresponding six months of the preceding fiscal year. Results are after
all charges except provision for tax
on undistributed profits.
Columbia's gross income for the
half-year amounted to $10,379,858.
Current assets of $12,656,898 and current liabilities of $1,610,131 are shown.
Group to
Working capital amounted to approxi- Economic
mately $11,000,000 at the end of the
period.
Report License Bill
Asks SEC Listing
Washington, March 13. — Approval
Washington, March 13. — Applica- of a licensing bill providing for individual treatment of industries in
tion for registration on the New York
Stock Exchange of 9,644 common vot- their regulation by the Federal Government isexpected to be featured in
ing trust certificates of Columbia Pictures Corp. and for an equal amount a preliminary report which the Temof Columbia common stock, both upon
porary National Economic Committee
notice of issuance, was filed with the has scheduled for the end of this
Securities and Exchange Commission month.
today by Harry Cohn, president, and
However, it was said, these recommendations for enactment of the
voting trustees.
Application also was filed for regis- O'Mahoney-Borah or similar bill will
tration of 11,554 shares of Columbia not be unanimous in committee, and
common stock on the New York Curb most of support will come from ChairExchange, also upon notice of issuman O'Mahoney and representatives
ance.
of the Department of Justice and the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
Application of Federal regulation
Agency 50 Years Old
specifically to particular industries is
Springfield, O., March 13. — The widely favored in the Administration
Sun Booking Agency here is celebrat- and particularly by Assistant Attoring its 50th anniversary.
ney General Thurman Arnold.

AMERICA

— FIRST,

LAST-

ALWAYS!

Profit

of

Quarter

4U' for
$157,990

Net profit of $157,990 after all
charges
for Federal but
incomebefore
taxes provision
was reported
by
Universal yesterday for the first quarter of the company's current fiscal
year, ended Jan. 28, last. Result for
the quarter compares with a net loss
of $388,797 for the corresponding
quarter a year ago, and completes six
consecutive months of profitable opertions for the company. Operations for
the final quarter of the last fiscal year
resulted in a profit of $161,929.
Universal's new season production
schedule is definitely set at 43 features,
14 westerns, 66 short subjects and 104
issues of the newsreel, William A.
Scully, general sales manager, said
yesterday.
The company's
own producers will contribute
40 features
and

MAN

RICHARD

OF
DIX

CONQUEST

CEA

Meeting

Fontaine

Today
London, March 13. — Annual meet-

• A Republic Picture

ing of_the Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
Association
will be held tomorrow.

• Gail Patrick • Joan

Edward Ellis • Cast of thousands!

*

St. Louis, March 13.— Mrs.
A. F. tion
Burt,
head
of the Mo-of
Picture
Committee
the Federation
Clubs
of America,ofis Women's
opposed
to double features. She said:
"The double feature spoils
the family program. Always,
on double features, one is an m
adult picture unsuitable for j
children. Two pictures make
a long program, with too
much strain on children, and
crowd out the short educational films that we want our
children to see. Last, but by
no means least, the demands
of the double feature cause
the making of too many
worthless pictures, which are
a waste of time for children

Harry Edington will deliver three for
or adults."
Universal distribution. The short subject schedule will consist of 52 singlereel subjects, 13 two-reelers and a 100 Reporters to See
three-reel patriotic subject titled 'Dodge City' Opening
"March of Freedom."
Three regional sales meetings will
Approximately 100 newspapermen
be held toward the end of April,
cities
will attend
Warners'
Scully said. One will be held in an as from
"DodgekeyCity"
premiere
at Dodge
City,
yet undesignated eastern city, Chicago Kan., April 1.
will have one and San Francisco the
Arrangements include a broadcast
third.
over a nationwide NBC network the
night of the premiere. Former Governor Alf M. Landon and Governor
and Clerks Reach
Payne H. Ratner will head Kansas
Accord on Contract dignitaries participating. It is possible
that Secretary of War Harry WoodAgreement was reached yesterday ring, who is a Kansan, will attend.
on terms of a contract for the home
Among numerous stunts will be a
office and warehouse of Universal and
race between Glenn Cunningham and
the Bookkeepers, Stenographers & Ac- the Santa Fe special carrying the
countants Union, Local 20940. The
Hollywood
of
the trip. party, over the last mile
union's jurisdiction covers clerical employes. The contract will be signed
Hal Wallis, production executive,
sometime this week after, negotiations
will have charge of proceedings.
with Big U Film Exchange are com- About 50 players will make the trip,
Terms provide for a 10 per cent including Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havpleted.
Bruce Cabot, Ann Sheridan,
increase for employes with Universal illand,
Frank
McHugh,
Victor Jory, Guinn
less than 10 years, and 15 per cent
Williams,
all
of
the
picture, and a dozfor those employed longer. The conen others, including Marlene Dietrich.
tract is to run for two years and furThere also will be a party of 48
ther increases of five per cent will be
granted at the end of the first year. from New York, 24 from Chicago and
24 from the south, and others.
Principal point of dispute, the ques- vicinity,
One car will be transformed into a
tion of a closed shop, has been com- City.
beauty salon and Perce Westmore will
promised byprovision that present employes who are not members of the give free demonstrations at Dodge
union will not be compelled to join,
but all employed subsequently must
become members within one week.
Open Canadian House
The work week will be 37^ hours
with time and one-half for overtime.
Toronto, March 13. — Centre TheThe usual vacations and sick leave
atre, Peterboro, Ont., rebuilt from
will be continued. Peyton Gibson, the old Royal of silent film days at
secretary, represented Universal in the a cost of $30,000, has been opened.
negotiations and Edward K. Fla- Sydney Goldstone of Toronto is owner of the Centre with Sam Ulster of
herty represented the union.
Toronto as manager, Aaron Wolfe
of
Rex.the Duchess succeeding him at the
Aisner to Produce
N orris' New Novel
Robert Aisner, president of Heraut
Films Productions, French producer
planning a series of American films,
will start in six weeks on his first, at
the Eastern Service Studios, Astoria.
It will be from the Charles G. Norris
novel, "Bricks Without Straw."
Marion Gering will direct and Sylvia Sidney will play the lead.

*

Women's Club Head
Attacks Dual Bills

Powell

BBC

Chairman

London,
March
— Sir ofAllan
Powell
is the
new 13.
chairman
the
British Broadcasting Corp. He is at
present the Mayor of Kensington and
a member of the Import Duties Advisory Committee.

Kansas
Passes
'Darling'
Kansas City,
March
13. — The
Kansas board of review last Saturday
passed Warners' "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" with only four minor
eliminations.
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F.C.C.

Summarizes

Production
►

Complaints
Hearing

Set

This

With

for
Personals

Week

Washington, March 13. — Complaints which will be aired before the
Federal Communications Commission
beginning Tuesday have been summarized by the commission. They include the following :
Revival of the complaint of Norman
T. Baker on a commission order of
1931 revoking the license of his Iowa
station KTNT. Baker charges the revocation involves discrimination by the
commission, conspiracy and opposition
of the American Medical Association.
Sol M. Alpher, American Civil Liberties Union, the first witness, will
contend that public interest will not
be served by censorship regulations.
Henry Jaffe, for the American Guild
of Radio Artists, will charge that
NBC and Columbia have acquired
monopolistic control of concert management and restrain competition.
Lee Pressman, for the Congress of
Industrial Organizations, and S. Howard Evans of the National Education
Committee will charge discrimination.
Next week the inquiry will be directed at lease and management contracts with NBC, Westinghouse and
General Electric as witnesses.

Chase & Sanborn's
Talent Entertained
NBC Artist Bureau last night entertained the cast of the Chase and
Sanborn program, currently in New
York. With Dan Tuthill, assistant
managing director of the bureau, as
host, the group attended the Monte
Carlo Ballet Russe at the Metropolitan, and after the performance the
party was given a supper at El
Morocco.
Guests in the group included Edgar
Bergen, Don Ameche, Dorothy Lamour, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Armbruster, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dickson, Mr. and Mrs. Sol Hurok, Mrs.
Dan Tuthill, Mr. and Mrs. John U.
Reber, Mr. and Mrs. Julius Fleischmann, Mr. and Mrs. Marks Levine.

<

Isham Jones' orchestra this week
signed a five-year management contract with Consolidated Radio Artists
. . . Lum 'n' Abner arrive here from
Hollywood tomorrow, for several
weeks of broadcasting from Gotham
. . . The Burns and Allen program
may emanate from New York during
April and May, according to report.
FCC

Plans

Multiple

Study

of

Ownership

Washington, March 13. — Hearings relating to ultimate and multiple
ownership of radio stations will be
held by the monopoly committee of
the FCC during the week of March 28.
Under ultimate ownership the committee will seek evidence regarding ownership of stations which has been concealed or not fully disclosed. Multiple
ownership is concerned with the ownership of two or more stations by the
same interests.
The committee has gathered much
information on the subject from various parties, including a number of
brokers who hold stock in the broadcast field as nominees for other parties
and as nominees for other brokers.
During the week of April 4, the
transcription phase of the industry
will be investigated. Among those
scheduled to appear are NBC, CBS,
Mutual, Associated Music Publishers,
Inc., and Gerald King of Radio
Transcription Producers Association.
Two New WABC
Shows
Two new contracts for programs
over WABC were placed in effect
yesterday. S. Stroock & Co. will sponsor an evening news period Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, starting this
week, with Ted Ream handling the
news and John Reid King the commercials. Olson Rug Co. will sponsor
a series of news oddities the same days
as above on a morning schedule, with
Charles Stark in charge.

Thompson Wine Agency
San Francisco, March 13. — West
To Air "It Happened"
In the first complete radio produc- Coast office of J. Walter Thompson
tion of the comedy, Claudette Colbert has been named advisory counsel for
and Clark Gable will be starred in "It the Wine Industry Board, representing
Happened One Night" on the Lux the entire wine industry of California.
"Radio Theatre" over CBS on Anderson F. Hewitt of the San FranMarch 20.
cisco office is account executive.

Lead parade
Rotary Stabilizer
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SHOCK
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33

Shooting

Neutral

New
Hollywood, March 13. — Production
dropped to 33 pictures before the cameras this week, as 13 finished and eight
started. Twenty-six are being prepared, and 59 are being edited.
Started were : "Mr. and Mrs. Bulldog Drummond," "North of Singapore," Paramount ; "Little Mother,"
"The Girl from Mexico," "G-Dog,"
RKO ; untitled Gene Autry musical
western, Republic ; "For Love or
Money," "The Oregon Trail," (serial),
Universal.
In addition to these shooting

Stand

Theatre

on

Levy

Harrisburg, Pa., March 13. — Governor Arthur H. James, who previ-J
ously had intimated no new tax legislation would be enacted in the prW^tJ;
year, was asked today what his attfl-^l
tude is toward the bill before the lower ;
house which would place a tax on
admissions to all amusements, including motion picture theatres. The rate
would be one per cent on every 25
cents or fractional part of that amount.
"I have expressed no opinion on tax
measures," he said, "except in my budget speech when I said the emergency
relief taxes should be reenacted.
"You don't know what taxes may 1
be needed. It depends upon the relief
situation and on the revival of industry. Some form of new taxation may

were : "Only Angels Have Wings,"
"Blind Alley," Columbia; "Wuthering
Heights," Goldwyn ; "Maiden Voyage," "Calling Dr. Kildare," "A Flundred to One," "It's a Wonderful
World," M-G-M ; "Beau Geste," "The
Magnificent Fraud," "Geronimo," Paramount "Second
;
Shot," RKO ; "Man
of Conquest," Republic ; "Gone With
the Wind," Selznick ; "The Man in
the Iron Mask," Small ; "Stanley and be needed later."
Livingstone," "Police School," "Return of the Cisco Kid," 20th Century- Decision Reserved
Fox; "The Family Next Door," "Big
Town Czar," Universal ; "Confessions
On RKO
Directors
of a Nazi Spy," "Each Dawn I Die,"
"Family Reunion," "Gantry the Great,"
Decision on approval of the entire i
"Waterfront," "Battle of City Hall,"
Warners.
proposed slate of directors of RKO,
Finished were : "Missing Daugh- now complete with the addition of the
ters," Columbia ; "Penthouse," "The name of Raymond Bill as thirteenth
Kid from Texas," "Within the Law," director, was reserved by Federal
M-G-M; "Streets of New York,"
Judge William Bondy yesterday at the
Monogram ; "Man About Town," RKO hearing.
Paramount ; "Sorority House," RKO ;
At the suggestion of Col. Hamilton
"Frontier Express," "Streets of MissC.
Rickaby, attorney for the Atlas
ing Men," Republic; "Rose of Washington Square/' "Susannah of the Corp., Judge Bondy adjourned hearings to April 11, and announced that
Mounties," "The Gorilla," 20th Cenhe would formally confirm the plan
Universal. tury-Fox ;"East Side of Heaven," of reorganization simultaneously with
Columbia and M-G-M each is shoot- approval of the board of directors.
ing one short subject. Nine are being When the name of Raymond Bill as
a substitute for Ferdinand Eberstadt,
prepared, and 12 are being edited.
as representative of stockholders, was
put forward at the hearing, no objecNet of $17,339,408
tions were raised by any of the attorneys present.
For Eastman
in 38
Col. Rickaby announced that immeNet profit of $17,339,408, after deupon confirmation he would
ductions for dividends on preferred prepare diately
a formal order to that effe_ct
stock, is reported by Eastman Kodak and ask that hearings be held from
for 1938, compared with $22,347,345 in time to time so that he might present
1937. The earnings are equivalent to the proposed form of the certificate of
$7.54 per share of common stock. Vol- incorporation and stock certificates of
ume of business declined $3,350,000 the new company for judicial approval.
from the peak year of 1937. Business
during the early months of 1939 has
shown an increase over corresponding Kill Iowa Measure
months in 1938.
The company has informed holders
of common by letter of its intention
to offer 225,092 authorized but unissued shares of common on the basis
of one share for each 10 held. Morgan Stanley & Co., Inc., will underwrite the issue insofar as it is not
subscribed for by stockholders. Funds
realized from the sale will be used for
expansion purposes.

To

Ban

Bank

Nigh

t

Des Moines, March 13. — A bill introduced by J. S. Heffner in the
House of the Iowa legislature a few
weeks ago, that would have outlawed
Bank Night and other games of
chance, has been virtually killed by
the House Police Regulations Comable"mittee
report.which has given an "unfavor-

NEW
PROOF

DRIVE

MAGIC
the

VOICE
SCREEN

Ask your representative for details.
Designed for any theatre —
regardless of size.

of

Carolina

Exhibitors

Will Meet June 4-6
Charlotte, N. C, March 13. —
Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina will hold their summer convention at Ocean Park Hotel, Myrtle
Beach, S. C, June 4, 5 and 6, according to Mrs. Walter Griffith, secretary
of the organization. Convention dates
were set by the directors at a meeting
held in Charlotte.

Operator

Union

Fined

Empire
M. P.
Operators'
Union
was State
fined $712
by N.
Y. Supreme Court Justice Aaron J. Levy
yesterday for alleged failure to reinstate Joseph Kimmel, a former member. The fine represented the alleged
amount of wages lost by Kimmel
through loss of his union status.
Nathan H. Elman represented Kimmel.

m

vc

Since the introduction of sound
in motion pictures, ERPI and Bell
Telephone Laboratories — which
developed the first practical apparatus—have pioneered in sound
recording and reproduction research.
These developments have been
made available to the industry in
Western Electric Sound Systems
— used by leading producers and
thousands of theatres throughout
the world.
In introducing sound pictures,

ERPI accepted a definite responsibility tothe industry. Now,ERPI
reaffirms its acceptance of that
responsibility.
Conscious that the future progress and prosperity of the industry
depend upon continued improvement of sound pictures through
research, ERPI— backed by Bell
Telephone Laboratories— will
continue to devote, its efforts to
meeting the problems of today
and anticipating and solving those
of tomorrow.

3 f^
Electrical

Research
A SUBSIDIARY

The Projection Room in ERPI's new
Hollywood laboratory, where sound
problems are studied daily and solved
under actual working conditions.

Western
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Hollywood Reporter was first to
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Warners

vTo

NEW

Plan

Make

Shorts

Two

for 7 Cents

!

in Year

week
by Lewis
Egan's
MokanA
theatre,
suburban
house.
double bill, "Hell's House"
and
Through," sold
for 7"Galloping
cents.

Warners' shorts program for 1939'40 will include 18 two-reel subjects
and 68 single reel subjects, it was announced on the second day of the company's sales convention at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday.
This is a total of 86 and a reduction from the total of 134, including
30 two-reel and 104 single reel subjects, scheduled for the current season.
Divisional Sessions Today
The general convention, attended by
about ISO from the field and home office, as well as the theatre department,
ended last night. Today and tomorrow will be devoted to divisional and
district managers' meetings with
branch heads and group meetings at
which the shorts program will be further discussed.
Shorts production will be shifted to
the coast at the end of this month,
with Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production, supervising.
Most of the shorts have been made
at the Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn.
(Contimted on page 3)
Authorized
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New

List

Trust

Not
Law

to

Defend

on

Ascap

Bismarck, March 14. — While Governer John Moses will sign North Dakota's anti-Ascap bill, according to
D. M. Ewing, the Governor's representative, the state will not "spend a
cent defending the constitutionality of
the law" after its enactment.
Ewing's statement was made at a
hearing here last night on the antiAscap bill. The North Dakota attorney
general's
issued an opinion that
the office
bill ishasunconstitutional.
"We have a special licensing plan
in mind for the users of copyrighted
music in North Dakota," Louis D.
Frohlich of Ascap counsel said yesterday. "It will be announced at a
later date regardless of their legislative experiment."

IATSE

of

Suit

Roosevelt

Among
Dakota

TEN

15, 1939

Defendants

James

to
North

Walkout

WEDNESDAY,

Kansas City, March 14. —
One of the biggest bargains
of 1939 was offered here last

86

Production Will Shift
Coast This Month

YORK,

Impartial

in
Set

May

Be

Brings

Dies

Substitutes

James Roosevelt, a director of
United Artists Corp., may be made a
defendant in the Government anti-trust
suit pending in Federal court here, it
was indicated yesterday. Government
representatives disclosed that motion
papers were being prepared for the
substitution of new company officials
for those who were named defendants
in the suit but are no longer actively
associated with defendant companies.
The substitutions are purely technical
Roosevelt became a director of United
Artists after the suit was instituted.
United Artists, through its counsel,
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, made application tothe Department of Justice
some time ago for the elimination of
Dr. A. H. Giannini, Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin as company defendants. It is believed that Dr. Giannini, who is no
longer associated with the company,
may be excused and Roosevelt substituted inhis stead. Theodore Caruso, also a new director, may replace
Miss Pickford.
George J. Schaefer, formerly United
Artists general manager, also probably
(Continued on page 7)

Pettijohn,
Industry
Leader,
Local
By Operators
Operators' Local 306 has authorized
Boy
Who
Made
Good
its officers to put into effect a strike Local
vote aimed at exchanges, distributors
and projection rooms not completely
By AL FINESTONE
manned by members of the local.
The action is in line with a resoluTwenty-five years ago today, a risCharles C. Pettijohn was the attortion said to have been adopted by the
ing young attorney of Indianapolis
ney for the defense, and he defended
was
retained
by
three
exhibitors
on
I.A.T.S.E. executive board at its rethe cases on the theory that clean,
cent annual meeting in Miami. The
trial for operat- wholesome mental relaxation was a
ing film shows on necessity, as much as Sunday newsresolution provides that all film produced or processed by I.A.T.S.E. mempapers with their supplements and
Sunday,
a violation of the
state
bers must be handled by I.A.T.S.E.
"funny
sheets," then coming into
blue law.
projectionists.
vogue. Naturally, the newspapers
The
defendants
The strike vote was authorized by
were sympathetic to the defense. The
were the late
about 1,800 of the local's 2,100 memjury's
verdict was for acquittal.
Frank Rembusch,
bers at a meeting early yesterday
Thus was Pettijohn launched on his
Charles
Olson,
career in the industry. Today, after
morning at the Manhattan Opera
who still operates 2i years, he is a battle-scarred veteran.
House. Joseph D. Basson, president
He has been through every conflict
of the local, who attended the executhe Lyric indianapolis,
In-and that
tive board session, presided.
has since shaken the industry.
Eli
Zaring,
also
The authorization is general, and
He has been general counsel of the
still a theatre
before a strike can be called it must
Producers and Disman there. The Motion Picture
tributors of America, Inc., since its
be sanctioned by a vote of all members.
only exceptions inception.
Also, strikes must have the sanction
of the I.A.T.S.E., which may prohibit
law
the
Charles
Pettijohn
. . blue
„
.
~
A year after his successful defense
~. ,
members from handling any work for
made waserationthe
op- of the Indianapolis exhibitors, he was
of
ferry
the affected company. This would
retained by theatre men in the state to
apply to studios, theatres, laboratories boats and "works of necessity and represent them at a session of the
and others.
(Continued on page 3)
charity."

U.

Of

CENTS

Fight

Threat
S. Probe

Committee May
Asked to Act

Be

Hollywood, March 14. — The fight
for
of Studiobetween
Technicians'
Localcontrol
37, I.A.T.S.E.,
local
officers and International representatives today brought a threat to bring
the Dies Committee probers to Hollywood to investigate Communism.
Congressman William Schulte of
Indiana, who is here, stepped into the
picture as head of the International
investigation committee upon suggestion of George Browne, International president. Schulte left tonight
for Washington, declaring he would
seek Congressional investigation into
"undercover, anti-American subversists" in Hollywood unionism.
Order Modified
I.A.T.S.E. International representatives today obtained modification of
the federal court restraining order
issued to Joseph Carpenter and Ed
Heim, Local officers, under which
they may take over physical properties. A. Brigham Rose, attorney for
the Local, filed suit today against
Farmers' and Merchants' National
Bank seeking $80,000 in union funds
which the bank refused to release.
Rose threatened to go before the
county grand jury to seek indictments
against International leaders for alleged labor racketeering;. He also said
he would ask for an investigation by
the Sacramento grand jury of alleged
I.A.T.S.E. lobbying.

US

Drops

Chicago

Clearance

Claims

Chicago, March 14. — Apparently
the Government has abandoned the
claim that there is a uniform clearance
schedule in force in Chicago. Instead, the Government, in its contempt action against Balaban & Katz
circuit and major companies, is indicating that clearance is arranged by
contract between distributors and exhibitors.
This has
of the bill
Government
Defense
answer.

been discovered by perusal
of particulars filed by the
in the suit this morning.
has 20 days in which to

The Government calls it coercion
for B. & K. to offer greater rentals
for
first runmight
showings
elsewhere
pay. than exhibitors
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Republic

Purely

to Hold

Regional
► Insiders'
By SAM
BEN PIAZZA, George Skouras,
es
icizts
critigh
ducerscurand
pro
playwr
rently
Bill Ore, A. P. Waxman, Ed
TY
EQUI
Sam
ne
ng
and
ick
for bei
too pro
to cut
Saunders, Ed Hatr
Harris, in Nick's Hunting Room, at short the life of a play, once the
the Astor yesterday for lunch.
film rights can be sold. In the
•
official organ of Actors' Equity,
Edward C. Cahill, RCA service
which is out today, there is an
manager, has returned to the home
editorial titled "The Theatre
office in Camden from Hollywood.
Needn't Help Destroy Itself," in
He was accompanied by Adolph
which Equity takes these proGoodman, Photophone service engiducers and playwrights to task.
neering specialist.
•
Equity endeavors to point out
that while a film may be exhibited
Capt. Harold Auten, representative of Greater Union Theatres, leaves
successfully after a play has been
wn, the reverse is not so.
sho
today for Los Angeles to meet Norman Bede Rydge, head of the com"And so for the immediate
pany, on his arrival Tuesday from
profit of the producer and playSydney.
•
wright," the editorial states,
"which,
it
is true, is often conCharlie McCarthy, Edgar Bersiderable, the cast of the producgen, Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche,
tion, plus the potential casts of
Donald Dickson and Robert Amall the touring companies which
bruster attended last night's performight have worked in the play,
mance of "The Boys
• from Syracuse."
to say nothing of the mechanical
Mischa Auer will arrive in New
forces and auxiliary workers dependent on production and road
York Friday from the coast. He will
make a personal appearance at the
tours, lose that work."
Paramount starting next Wednesday
T
with Dorothy Lamour.
The editorial makes reference
•
to the legitimate theatre code
Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli diviestablished under the NRA,
sion manager, and Mrs. Shaw are
celebrating their wedding anniversary
which forbade a producer from
with a cruise, from which they will
releasing a performer to films.
return April 1.
Then it goes on to say :
•
"It seems to Equity to be a fair
George Wilkinson, operator of the
construction that if it is unfair
Wilkinson, and one of the oldest exfor any player to withdraw for
hibitors in the New Haven territory,
will be honored at a testimonial dinner.
Two SMPE
Sections
•
Herbert Bayard Swope will attend
Elect New
Officers
tonight's performance of "The PrimSociety of Motion Picture Engirose Path," Lawrence Riley, author
neers has elected officers for the Midof "Personal Appearance," attended
west and Pacific Coast sections, as
last night.
follows :
•
Midwest : S. A. Lukes, chairman ;
J. J. Ferretti, vice-president of U.
C.
H. Stone, past-chairman ; G. W.
S. Air _ Conditioning International
Corp., sails today on the St. Louis for Baker, secretary-treasurer ; J. A. Dubray, O. B. Depue, managers.
England.
•
Pacific Coast : L. Ryder, chairman ;
Martin Quigley arrives in New J. O. Alberg, past-chairman ; A. F.
Edouart, secretary-treasurer ; C. W.
York from Hollywood today.
Handley, W. Miller, managers.
Personal

YOU
LOS

CAN

BE

IN

ANGELES

TOMORROW

The

AMERICAN
AIRLINES
THE AMERICAN STANDARD OF SERVICE

We may
understand
that Equity ofthey
ficials havebe."
considered from time
to time the establishment of rules
to abolish the practice, but nothing has been executed in this regard, and at present there is no
definite
prohibition under discussion.
T T
At the Hays office, they are
schooling the newly hired trust
case publicists in trade practice
problems and trade practice negotiations.
▼ ▼
We are told that it is the opinion of Stephen P. Ladas, copyright expert, that the recent U. S.
Supreme Court decision, in the

Sporting events continue to gain
considerable attention in the newsreels.
Tennis, bowling, wrestling, golf, track,
Joe Louis in training and the Fordham football team in spring practice
are included in the new issues. The
reels and their contents follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 53— British
submarine patrol in North Sea. Train
wreck. Oxygen mask for stratosphere flying. California mountain moves. Bullitt
and Daladier in France. Parisians prepare
for war. English royalty shopping. Duke
and Duchess of Windsor in Paris. Lew
Lehr. Tunnel in Colorado completed. Golf
match. Budge and Perry tennis. Bowling
tournament. Bobsledding.
NEWS
DAY, No.
Moun-in
tain movesOFin THE
California.
Train251—
wreck
Massachusetts. Federal men feed elk.
Counterfeit ring smashed. Anchors used
for bridge. England's king and queen visit
airplane factory.
Golf championships.

Meetings

Republic will hold four regional
sales meetings, as follows : Houston,
April 7 and 8; Chicago, April 11 and
12; New York, April 18 and 19, and
San Francisco, April 27 and 28.
The southern sales organization will
arrive in Houston April 6 to attend
the world
premiere
of "Man of Conquest" at the
Majestic.
James R. Grainger, president, left
Hollywood last night for New York
by way of Dallas and St. Louis (
make arrangements for the meetings.
The company will have 50 pictures
for next season, including 26 features
and 24 westerns, and four serials, at
a budget understood to be considerably
in excess of 1938-'39.
BUTTERFIELD TO REPUBLIC
Hollywood, March 14. — Allyn C.
Butterfield, formerly managing editor
of RKO Pathe News and prior to
that of Universal News, has been
signed as a producer by Republic.
Charles Ford, former editor of Universal News, who completed a production assignment at Republic some
time ago, has rejoined the company
and has been assigned to trailer production.
M. J. Siegel, head of Republic studios, disclosed today a deal being consummated for purchase of the lot now
occupied by the organization.
'U' Stockholders to

Hold

Meeting

Today

Interstate (Hoblitzelle - O'Donnell) case, does not affect the
right of distributors to continue
clearance provisions.

J. Cheever Cowdin, Universal
board chairman ; Nate J. Blumberg,
president ; Charles D. Prutzman, general counsel, and Peyton Gibson, secretary, will go to Wilmington, Del.,
today to attend the annual meeting of
Richey Will Address
stockholders of Universal Pictures.
A new director will be elected to the
New York Allied Meet
board to fill the vacancy created by
H. M. Richey, director of theatre the recent withdrawal of Charles R.
relations for RKO, will address a Rogers.
meeting of New York Allied's unit at
Syracuse on March 23.
Phillip Levy Dead
On March 29 there will be a luncheon meeting of the organization at the
Cincinnati, March 14. — Phillip
Astor which all state officers and Levy, 57, projectionist at the Oakley,
directors are scheduled to attend.
neighborhood house, died suddenly at
The organization is working on a his home here following a heart attack. His widow survives.
group buying plan for members whereby economies may be effected in buying insurance and supplies.
MOTION PICTURE
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No. Duchess
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opens. Young journalists convene in New office.
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York. Bowling tournament. Louis trains Address all correspondence to the New York
for title defense. Roper optimizes upset.
Fordham eleven in spring training.
Other Quigley publications: Motion
Picture Herald, Better Theatres, Teatro
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Dia, International Motion Picture
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ton. Budge defeats Perry. Softball training. Fordham eleven practices. Track meet
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Newsreel

MORNING

Sunshine Route — favored by nature. No
change of planes. Delicious, complimentary
meals. Fare: §149.95; 10% saving on round
trips.
The MERCURY
The SOUTHERNER
Lv
5:10 p.m. Lv
10:45 p.m.
Ar
8:49 a.m. Ar
3:22 p.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS
Call your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.

Outlook
—
SHAIN — — ^—
that reason, it is still more unfair
to have the play itself withdrawn
from under its cast, and that
ethics, if not mathematics, should
influence both producers and
playwrights not to withdraw any
play from a legitimate theatre
until it has exhausted its audience
both in New York and on the
road. In the end, Equity believes,
they will accomplish more for
themselves than by realizing immediate profits, however large
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Warners
86

to Make

Shorts

in Year

(Continued from page 1)
The studio will not be closed but will
be available to outside producers. The
studio employs about 200 persons.
Sam Sax, production chief of Vitaphone shorts and in charge of the
Brooklyn studio, will go to England
the company's Britto take chargeon of
ish producti at Teddington studios.
Jerome Jackson, who has headed production there for the past year, is negating asettlement of his contract
~%Ji
plans
Saturday for London
on the lie tode sail
France.

PICTURE

Notes
Sales

on

Warner

Meeting

William (Wild Bill) Warner, branch
manager in Kansas City, and Fred
Greenberg, head of the Indianapolis
exchange, are holding a reunion.
Greenberg at one time was a salesman
under Warner.
•
Bill Bromberg of Chicago is very
unhappy because he forgot to bring
his candid camera.
•

Pettijohn
Who

Has

Local
Made

Boy
Good

(Continued from page 1)
legislature. The legislators were in a
reforming mood. They had passed a
law for state prohibition and another
giving women the right to vote. A bill
had been introduced for film censorship. When the legislature adjourned,
the censorship bill had been defeated
and Indiana had legalized Sunday film
shov<; after 1 P. M., the first state in
the Union to do so.
Newsments spread
of toPettijohn's
New York, accomplishand in the
fall of 1915 he was invited by William
A. Brady,
headMotion
of thePicture
National
Association of the
Industry,

Jimmy Coston, Chicago theatre zone
manager, has challenged Grad Sears
to a skee shooting contest. Warner
Whether Norman H. Moray, Vitabe the association's guest in New
experts
say this is mere bravado be- to
York. He came and he stayed.
phone sales manager, will move his
cause
not
even
Doak
Roberts
of
Dalbase of operations to the coast is as
He then became general attorney for
las can beat Sears at the sport.
yet undetermined.
•
the Independents' American Exhibitors
Association, then switched to the InMany Shorts in Color
Lou Geller of Calgary is honeydependent Producers' Association,
mooning here. He was married a wanted distribution.
Moray and Sax outlined the new
When that who
job
week
ago
Sunday,
and
arranged
the
was accomplished, Pettijohn went into
shorts product at the convention yesterday. More than half will be in wedding date so his bride could ac- distribution, performing a legal service
company him to the convention.
for Mutual Film Corp. Mutual was
color. There will be 18 "Broadway
•
sold to Robertson Cole, which became
"Merrie
26
;
reelers
two
"
Brevities,
Melodies," 16 "Looney Tunes," 10
Another celebrant is Lew McKen- F. B. O., and Pettijohn was appointed
"Melody Master" bands, 6 "Vitaphone zie of St. John, who became a father general attorney for the Lewis J.
Varieties," 10 "Color Parades." The a week ago Sunday. This date was Selznick enterprises. He remained
with Selznick until 1922.
"Broadway Brevities" series will be not prearranged, however.
divided into four "Cavalcade of AmerInvited to Lunch
ica," four "All- Star Musicals," and
Jack
L.
Warner,
Jr.,
is
attending
"All Star Comedies." The "Caval- his first sales convention, as part of
A week before Postmaster General
• cade of America" is a patriotic series, his course of training.
Will H. Hays took over his job as
titles of which are "Nathan Hale,"
head of the M.P.P.D.A., he and Selz"The Father of His Country," "The
nick invited Pettijohn to lunch. Hays
Monroe Doctrine" and "Freedom of
asked
him if he would like to be gen'Chinatown' Opening
the Press."
eral counsel for the organization. A
Of the "All-Star Musicals," Charles
Today day after Hays opened his office. PetAt Paramount
Foy and Fritz Feld will make two.
tijohn moved in. This was 17 years
There will be six two-reel musicals,
"King of Chinatown" opens today at
the Paramount, with Chick Webb and
ago.By coincidence, Pettijohn was state
including the "Ice Gaieties" ; "Minstrel Show," "Hollywood Doubles." his orchestra held over. "Never Say secretary of the Democratic organizaOne of these will star Hal LeRoy.
Die" grossed an estimated $32,000 in
tion in Indiana, and a protege of Ton1
Other speakers yesterday were S. its week there. "Blackwell's Island" Taggart, at the time Hays was state
Charles Einfeld, who discussed adver- drew an estimated $12,100 in its sec- chairman of the Republican committee.
ond" week at the Globe and will prob- They were friends but political
tising and publicity plans, Gradwell L.
ably be held for four weeks.
enemies.
Sears, general sales manager, who out"The
Oklahoma
Kid,,"
which
is.
dolined sales policy, and Robert -Pering big business at the Strand, will
Pettijohn"
seldom"however,
talks "for"
kins, general counsel, who discussed
tion. Yesterday,
he publicabecame
be held for a second week starting
policies in the light of contractual pro- Friday. At the Criterion, opening of expansive when asked his impressions
visions and practices as affected by the
on his 25th anniversary.
"I Was a Convict," which was set for
proposed trade reforms.
"This is still the greatest business in
today, has been delayed one weelv beBig Advertising Budget
America,"
he said. "But it has never
cause "Fast and Loose" is being held faced as critical
situation in its history
Einfeld disclosed that the company over. "The 400,000,000" starts its as
it does today, with people in the
second
week
at
the
Cameo
today.
probably would spend more in advertising in the coming season than pre- Saturday, "Concentration Camp" business fighting each other,"
Pr6ble~ms to contend with, Pettijohn
viously. Of this amount, 98 per cent (Amkino) opens at the Waldorf.
declared, are "television, which is on
will go to daily newspapers.
its way, and the studios furnishing our
Einfeld paid tribute to the American secret of successful motion picture best players to radio as competition to
press and said that it has aided the making, for the simple reason that mo- theatjres, and a desire on the part of
advancement of the screen.
very foolish people to get Government
tion pictures should move,'-'
"The tendency in recent years has control of the business, which would
"I believe that these two mediums,"
he said, "the greatest for. entertainment been too much toward passivity on the mean machine-made product."
and the greatest for information, have screen," Sears said. TLa9t year War"The industry," he believes, "will
mutually, influenced each, other ;much
ner Bros, declared they.^were -going
nevef
be hurt
from the all
outside.
has"
to
give
the
public
action.
We
made
been able
to withstand
attacks Itfrom
more than is generally realized."
The coming season will be notable that our slogan and we know we are without. If it is ever destroyed, it will
for promotional campaigns by the
be from within.
the right track."
company, Einfeld declared, adding that on "By
action we don't mean necesthe significant themes being treated on
Np Need for Games
sarily gunfire, battle, murder and sudthe screen lend themselves to energetic
den
death.
Emphatically
we
don't
mean the old-fashioned chase. But we
handling.
"Twenty-five ^years' experience; in
mean a definite dynamic quality the business," he'went on, "leads me to
In addition to the "Dodge City" pre- do
miere to be held April 1 at Dodge which is of the essence of life itself. believe that we can run theatres withCity, Kan., Einfeld disclosed that Too perfect an equilibrium means a
out giving* away dishes or baby
carriages and without games of chance
"Juarez" will be given its premiere in dead motion picture — as it means a or five-hour programs.
Mexico City with big ballyhoo in dead man. Passivity and subtlety are
"Let's get back to show business.
which Hollywood celebrities will par- by no means the same thing. Passivity and artistic quality are by no Let's make good pictures and intelliticipate. Also, "The Kid From- Kogently advertise and exhibit them.
komo" will be first shown in the In- means the same thing. Some excellent directors and actors have been
diana city from which the film de"The savages in the industry ought
rives its title.
shipwrecked on that misunderstanding. to lay off their attacks. We need
Sears sounded the keynote of his At Warner Bros, we intend to go on more loyalty to the industry as a
whole. We need more vision, more
company's production for the coming giving the public action, in motion piccourage, more guts. We need more
season when he stated, "Action is the
tures that move."

Equity

Will

Sunday

Study

Shows

Plea

Sunday
shows
Broadway's
mate stage
once onmore
loomed legitias a
possibility yesterday when the council
of Actors' Equity appointed a special
negotiating committee to confer with
the League of N. Y. Theatres. The
League requested that Equity waive
its rule during the World's Fair requiring double pay for Sunday performances and Equity yielded to the
extent of appointing a committee to
discuss the matter.
Previous efforts along similar lines
have receive scant consideration from
the council.
New York legitimate producers,
however,
that situation
the World's
presents afeel
special
and Fair
are
hopeful of working out an agreement.
The Equity committee consists of Edward Fielding, chairman, Franklyn
Fox and Reed Brown, Jr. It was inday.
structed to report back next TuesYesterday's meeting also laid a
basis for negotiations with the Fair.
Robert Sherwood and Katharine Cornell won aproval of their plea to permit Robert Fleming, an alien actor,
to appear in the forthcoming production of S. N. Behrman's "No Time
for Comedy."
No Lab Deal Reached
Further conferences between Consolidated Film Industries and M. P.
Laboratory Technicians' Union, Local
702, were held yesterday but no agreement was reached. No date for a continuation of negotiations was set.
Von Ripper Ampa Guest
Baron Carl Von Ripper will be
guest speaker; at the Ampa meeting
tomorrow at the Hotel Astor, at which
the drawing in the Motion Picture
Art Fund campaign will be held.
F.P. Canadian Dividend
Toronto, March 14. — Famous Players Canadian Corp., has declared a
dividend of 25 cents per share on the
common stock for the first quarter of
1939,ers ofpayable
March 21.31 to stockholdrecord March
Plans 'Ecstasy' Sequel
Hollywood, March 14. — Gustav
Machaty left the M-G-M lot today
announcing he will make "Girl of
Ecstasy" independently as a sequel to
LaMarr.
"Ecstasy" inj which he directed Hedy
W.E. Sets Dividend
Directors of Western Electric yesterday declared a dividend of 25 cents
per share on the common stock, payableMarch
March 24.
31 ito stockholders of record
going
and doing and" less whining and
squawking.
"The - winners- ought «to get on their
toes and the defeatists off their knees.
"The industry has been good to its
people. There are people in the business who are attacking it and making
a good living out of it who could not
make a living at anything else in the
world.
"I can think of no other business
I'd like to see my two boys grow up
in, and that's why I am worried about
the future of this industry."
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of motion

"BOYS TOWN",
Rooney.

is

Film

past

TALK

business!

Spencer Tracy, Mickey

delivered

has

instance:

For

"IDIOT'S

the

DELIGHT",

Norma

Shearer,

Clark Gable.
"THREE LOVES HAS NANCY", Robert
Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, Franchot Tone.
"TOO HOT
Myrna Loy.

TO HANDLE",

"STABLEMATES",Wallace
Rooney.

He's
a

looking

word

bigger

COLOSSAL
describe
record

for

the

than

to

"THE
CITADEL",
Rosalind Russell.

hit

this year

"YOUNG
DR. KILDARE",
Lionel Barrymore.

of

Clark Gable,
Beery, Mickey
Lew Ayres,

Robert

Donat,

"THE GREAT WALTZ", Luise Rainer,
Fernand Gravet, Miliza Korjus.
"THE
SHINING
Crawford, Margaret

HOUR",
Joan
Sullavan, Robert

M-G-M

Young, Melvyn Douglas.

The

"OUT WEST WITH THE HARDYS",
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone.

Friendly

"SWEETHEARTS",
Nelson Eddy.

Company

"STAND UP AND
Beery, Robert Taylor.

Jeanette MacDonald,
FIGHT",

Wallace

"FOUR GIRLS IN
Marshal, Florence Rice.
"HONOLULU",

WHITE",

Alan

Eleanor Powell, Robert

Young, George Burns, Gracie Allen.
"The Adventures of HUCKLEBERRY
FINN", Mickey Rooney.
"PYGMALION",

Leslie Howard, Wendy

Hiller.

"THE ICE FOLLIES OF 1939", Joan
Crawford, James Stewart, Ice Follies Troupe.

"SERGEANT

MADDEN",Wallace

SERENADE",
"BROADWAY
MacDonald, Lew Ayres.
—And

watch

Beery.
Jeanette

for these:

"CALLING DR. KILDARE", "LUCKY
NIGHT", "MAIDEN VOYAGE", "THE
RIDE HIGH", "IT'S A
HARDYS
WORLD", "GOODBYE
WONDERFUL
MR. CHIPS", "TARZAN", "RETURN OF
THE THIN MAN", Etc.
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Out

TRUE

STORIES FROM

ALTEC FILES

EDWARD M. FAY,
Owner,
Fays-Majestic-Carltou ,
Tbeatres, •
Providence, R. I.
\ mk

System
Day

9 '

Restored
After

Hits

Flood

N. E. Theatre

PROVIDENCE, R. I.-"When the flood
and tidal wave of last September hit
Providence, doing untold damage to
theatres here in Providence, our Fays
Theatre was flooded to an average of
twelve feet in the auditorium," declared Edward M. Fay, prominent
owner-exhibitor.
"I notified A. W. Hyde, our local
Altec service inspector, that some DC
power would be available. Although
the flood was still raging, Altec rushed
equipment by truck from Boston and
from New York by plane, and the very
next day, Altec had set up temporary
apparatus and notified me that the system was ready to operate."
"Since the flood, other services that
Altec has performed have paid for my
service agreements for some time to
come."

Let the Altec service inspector tell you,
without obligation to yourself, what Altec
service means in greater protection to your
equipment, greater freedom from worry
for yourself. Write to

250 West 57th Street, New York City

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION
OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Hollywood

Hollywood, March 14. — "Man 'of+
Conquest," Republic's high-budget
film, is about finished, following a 10day delay caused by the broken hand
suffered by Richard Dix during
shooting of an Indian sequence . . .
The same company's second serial,
"Daredevils of the Red Circle," will
go into work March 27, under the
direction of Jack English and William Whitney . . . Bert Gilroy
will produce and Dave Howard will
direct "Timber Stampede," starring
George O'Brien, at RKO.

Way

and Heather Angel are in the leads,
supported by H. B. Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, Elizabeth
Patterson, with James Hogan directing and Stuart Walker producer.
. . . The completion of "Rose of
Washington
20ththeCenturyFox has beenSquare"
delayedat by
illness
of Alice Faye and Al Jolson, both
at home with severe colds.
+
George Cukor will direct Norma

Will

Be

States

Taxes

Extended,
Bankhead

Washington,
14. —nuisance
Extension of admission March
and other
taxes is the only revenue legislation
expected to be enacted during the current session of Congress, Speaker of
the House Bankhead said today.
Discussing the tax situation, the
Speaker forecast there would be no
general revision of tax laws this ye?r
and indicated his belief that the ui/
tributed profits tax would not be i^pealed in favor of a flat rate for corporations, saying that the latter was
more burdensome on small corporations than is the present levy.
Bankhead emphasized that he was
giving his own views only.

Shearer in the M-G-M film, "The
Women." . . . George Tobias, who apon the stage in "You Can't
Paramount will start shooting on Take Itpeared
With You," has been signed
"Disputed Passage," Lloyd C. Doug- to a long term contract by M-G-M.
las novel, on April 15. In leading . . . The same company will film
roles will be Dorothy Lamour, Akim "Music Is My Faith," autobiography
Tamiroff and Robert Preston, with of David Mannes. . . . Edward
Harlan Thompson producing . . . Small has four productions planned,
Paramount has started shooting on "My Son, My Son," "The Man in Atlantic Doubling
"Mr. and Mrs. Bulldog Drummond," the Iron Mask," "Kit Carson,
eighth of the series. John Howard Avenger," "Pago, Pago."
Baseball Schedule
Kuykendall,
Brandt
M-G-M

Cole,

to Address
Convention

Heads of three exhibitor organiza-.
tions will address M-G-M's annual
sales convention to be held next Sunday to Tuesday at the Palmer House
in Chicago. Ed Kuykendall, president
of the M. -P.T. O. A.,. Col. H. A.
Cole, head of national Allied, and
Harry Brandt, president of the New
York I. T. O. A., will discuss exhibitor-distributor relations and trade
problems.
The exhibitor leaders were invited
by William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager and chairman of the distribumittee.tors' trade practice negotiating comAbout 250 will attend the threeday meeting including district and
branch managers, salesmen and exploitation men. In addition to the general convention, there will be divisional and district sessions.
Rodgers will preside and will outline the new product on Tuesday.
Howard Dietz, director of advertising
and publicity, will present the promotion campaign for the year. The
concluding feature will be a banquet
Tuesday night. M-G-M's 15th "birthday anniversary" will be the motif
of the convention, for which William
R. Ferguson, exploitation manager, is
lining up special stunts.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president, will
head a large home office and studio
delegation which will include, besides
those mentioned, Arthur Loew, Al
Lichtman, T. J. Connors, Edward M.
Saunders, Joseph Vogel, J. A. Gove,
Si Seadler, Howard Strickling, Frank
Whitbeck, Barrett C. Kiesling, J. S.
MacLeod, Alan F. Cummings, William D. Kelly, Edwin W. Aaron,
Charles F. Deesen, I. L. Hirsch, Harold Postman, Joel Bezahler, Irving
Helfont, M. L. Simons, Arthur Lacks,
Herb Morgan and Charles J. Sonin.
Sam Eckman, managing director
in Great Britain, and Walter Hayner,
Canadian representative, also will attend.

Atlantic Refining Company's 1939
program of play-by-play baseball
broadcasting is the largest ever undertaken, with 1,842 games scheduled to
President
of CEA
date over a web of 32 stations from
New Hampshire to Georgia. This
At Annual Meeting
year's campaign practically doubles
the
company's baseball activities of
last year.
The Philadelphia Athletics and
-London, . March 14. — Edward J.
Hinge, who controls one of the largest Phillies, the Boston Red Sox and
independent circuits ,in England, and Bees and the Pittsburgh Pirates head
has been chairman of the Northern the list of maj-or league teams whose
Branch of the Cinematograph Exhibi- games will be broadcast by Atlantic.
tors'^Association, as well^as a member, Minor league- -teams in the Atlantic
of the C.E.A. General Council, was schedule are Syracuse, Rochester, Baltimore, Williamsport, Binghamton,
elected president of the exhibitor organization atthe annual meeting today.
Scranton,
Elmira, Wilkes Barre, AlH. P. Mears and J. R. Povener
bany, Savannah,
Charlotte,
Newark.Augusta, Richmond,
were still in a tie for the vice-presidency after four recounts, and a new
poll will be necessary.
The meeting was devoid of excite- Asks Easing of FCC
ment. There were many references
Transcription Rules
to the widening breach between the
Washington, March 14. — Easing
circuits and independents and appeals
for the former to be more cooperative. of Federal Communications Commission rules on electrical transcriptions
Opposition to an increased quota was
voiced and allusions were made tact- was urged
today at the monopoly committee hearing.
fully to the service charge problem.
Tributes were paid to Ken Nyman,
Gerald King, head of the transcription producers of Hollywood, made the
retiring president of the C.E.A.
Nearly 1,000 attended the annual plea and also recommended stiffer
banquet of the organization tonight at regulation on standards for wire lines
and reproducing equipment. King
the Grosvenor House.
Sir John Anderson, chief banquet said that CBS was planning to paralleltiontheof NBC
RCA. service to meet competispeaker, warned of the need for wholehearted cooperation in the event of
war, and against large assemblages
and brilliant signs. Hinge promised Trial of $250,000
the cooperation of the organization.
Time Suit Begins
Trial
of a $250,000 damage suit
New CBS Rate Card
brought by Lou Goldberg, general
To Be Issued Today manager of Major Bowes amateur
CBS today will issue its new rate units, against Time, Inc., started yesterday in the N. Y. Supreme Court
card, No. 25, the terms of which take
effect on April 1. It includes the before Justice Ferdinand Pecora.
seven new stations added by CBS, Goldberg claims to have imparted in
January, 1933, the idea to Roy E.
bringing the total to 115.
Only rate increases noted on the Larsen of transporting the "March of
card are in Cleveland, Tulsa and Time" radio program to the screen,
In 1934, Goldberg testified, Time
Yankton, where there are power in- used his idea in starting their series,
creases or other improvement in cov- but has not paid him for the plan.
erage. The stations are WGAR,
KTUL, WNAX. The seven new
Radio Bill in Albany
CBS stations appearing on the card
are KGGM, Albuquerque; WWNC,
Albany, March 14. — A companion
Asheville; W R B L, Columbus; measure to that in the lower house
WBRY, New Haven- Waterbury ; providing libel and slander suit exKOIL, Omaha; WGAN, Portland,
emption
broadcasters
troducedforin the
senate. has been inand WKAQ, San Jose, Porto Rico.
Hinge

Is Elected
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Has

Ready

PICTURE

3 Features
for

'Freedom'
Hollywood

Release

Grand National has three completed
features ready for release and production arrangements have been set
for three others, Jack Skirball, vicepresident and production head, reported yesterday. Negotiations _ are
proceeding for financing of additional
product beyond that, it was said.
Completed pictures are Eugene
Frenke's "Exile Express," with Anna
Sten ; Skirball's "Everything HapI to Anne," with Heather Angel
aiH^Constance Collier, and "Six-Gun
Rhythm." Skirball leaves for the coast
Friday to start work on "Miracle
on Main Street," which is scheduled
to get tinder way before April 1 with
Stephen Sekely directing and Margo
in the stellar role. "Seven Miles
from Alcatraz" is scheduled to follow with Al Christie directing, and
after it Grand National's Max Baer
production.
Whether or not some of these will
be held for new season release will
be decided at a meeting to be held
either here or in Chicago early next
week which will be attended by Earle
W. Hammons, president, and Morris
Safier, Sol Edwards and James Winn,
sales officials, who are now making a
national survey of the company's sales
possibilities for the immediate future.
Hammons is scheduled to leave the
coast Friday.
Would Hold 3 Features

"Zenobia"
(U. A. -Roach)

Previews

Frisco

Hits

Is

Best;

$15,800

Hollywood, March 14. — Straightway marquee billing of this as the
first Oliver Hardy picture since the Stan Laurel divorcement, and his
San Francisco, March 14. — "Let
first with Harry Langdon alongside is, in view of the wide publicity at- Freedom Ring," paired with "Four
Girls in White" to draw $15,800 at
tendant upon the separation, plainly indicated procedure. It may be fol- Fox, highest gross of a poor business
lowed by exhibitors in full confidence that experienced Hal Roach has week. Exposition competition and bad
taken no chances on letting them down. He has taken two important weather was responsible.
Estimated takings for the week endprecautions against that. "Zenobia," although a comedy and slapstick
in part, is not a comedy in the- old-Laurel-Hardy pattern, hence cannot
ing March 7-10 :
be compared directly with previous works. Further, the producer has "The Saint in San Francisco" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
enriched the cast by adding such personalities as Billie Burke, ' Alice days.
Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $11,500.
Brady, Jean Parker, June Lang, J. Farrell MacDonald, Hattie Mc- (Average, $16,000)
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
Daniels and Step'n Fetchit, a tidy bundle of exploitation names.
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (15c-35c-40cdays, 3rd week. Gross: $6,400.
The South of 1870 is the setting of Corey Ford's screenplay, derived 55c-65c)
(Average, 7 $7,000)
from an H. C. Bunner short story, and Hardy plays a small town doctor "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
whose daughter's engagement to the local social leader's son inspires "My Son is a Criminal" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (15c-35c-40c-55c) 7
that lady's lively opposition. While this distressing complication is being days. Gross: $9,200. (Average, $8,500)
"Let
Ring" (M-G-M)
resolved the doctor's activities are cramped by a friendly elephant's "Girls Freedom
in White" (M-G-M)
insistence upon dogging his footsteps, outdoors and in, creating divers
FOX— (5,000) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
highly diverting situations. The picture turns serious for a vital two Gross:
$15,800. (Average. $17,000)
"Wings
of the Navy" (W. B.)
minutes whilst a pickaninny recites the Declaration of Independence,
"Arizona Wildcat" (20th-Fox)
an incident roundly applauded by the preyiew audience, and ends on a
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (15c-35c-40c-55c7 days,
merry note with disclosure that the elephant's real reason for staying 75c),
(Average,
$13,000)2nd week. Gross: $10,500.
close to the doctor has been incipient, and ultimately achieved, mater- "Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400)
nity. /Gross: $7,800
75c),
7 days,
(Average,
$7,000) 3rd week. (15c-35c-40c-55cGordon Douglas, responsible for many an "Our Gang" comedy, steps
firmly up into feature director division by keeping this intentionally "Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
"Pardon Our Nerve" (20th-Fox)
bizarre story unfolding reasonably and realistically. He places Hardy
WARFIELD— (2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c).
2nd week. Gross: $8,500. (Aver
and Langdon together only intermittently but makes of their principal 7age,days,
$13,000)
session an extremely hilarious success/ Miss Burke as the doctor's wife "The Story of a Cheat" (GaUic)
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c), 7 days. Gross;
An adjustment of the company's dif- and Miss Brady as the social leader h^ave assignments cut to their measference with Franklyn Warner would
$950. (Average, $1,300)
ure. A. Edward Sutherland's production is competent arid satisfying.
"Two Hearts in Waltz Time" (Zwicker)
give it an additional three features for
LARKIN— (390) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days.
release in the near future.
Running time, 73 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams Gross: $900. (Average, $1,300)
Meanwhile, due to the lack of product over the past two months, strict
*"G" denotes general classification.
economies have been placed in effect
New Defendants List
in exchanges and at the home office.
However, Skirball said that reductions in the national sales staff had
been confined to 12 salesmen and that
a new Boston branch manager, Joseph Kaliski, formerly with G. B., had
been named recently. Home office
staff reductions were limited to 11
members of the clerical and stenographic staff and Robert Savini, formerly in charge of reissues for Atlantic Pictures, an Educational subsidiary,
whose activity was discontinued last
November ; and William J. Neary,
general auditor, and Frank Ferris,
cashier.
Norman C. Nicholson, treasurer,
described the lay-offs as "temporary,"
pending delivery of new product, and
was emphatic in saying that no further reductions of personnel would
be made.

Is Set in Trust Suit
{Continued from page 1)
will be excused as a United Artists
Hollywood, March 14. — Perhaps only McCarey, producer, director defendant but will be substituted for
and co-author with Mildred Cram, could combine so many dissimi- Leo Spitz, whom he succeeded as RKO
lar types of entertainment within one production and have them add up president. In addition, the 13 newly
designated directors of reorganized
to equal an artistic whole. The brilliant performances of Irene Dunne RKO are expected to be substituted
and Charles Boyer, supported by those of Maria Ouspenskaya, Lee Bow- for the former directors of the old
man and minor players, contribute mightily to the success of the enter- company, who will be excused. Among
prise, atribute likewise to the writing dexterity of Delmar Daves and the latter group are George N. ArmsDonald Ogden Stewart, responsible for the script and for dialogue as by, Cornelius N. Bliss, Maurice Goodman, Edward W. Harden, DeWitt
effective in brilliant banter as in dramatic understatement. The picture
Millhauser,
Frederick Strauss, Courtis a cunningly wrought item of unquestionably saleable box-office mer- land Smith and
M. H. Aylesworth.
chandise, afilm - in the varnished manner but shot through with plain
Universal defendants who probably
situations, tempered with popular music and brought close to the com- will be excused are Charles R. Rogers,
former production head and board
mon people periodically by old-fashioned use of child interest.
The picture opens with Miss Dunne and Boyer as glamorous young member, and James P. Normanly, former studio executive. Charles Prutzwoman and sophisticated young man, both well supplied with funds from
man,
general counsel, probably will be
vaguely suggested sources, who work their way down through several substituted for Rogers.
stages
of
artfully
phrased
romantic
fencing
to
a
common
understanding
Named Fund Chairmen
H. A. Fortington, former Paramount
that their mutual interest is sincere. A visit to the Madeira home of
director, is expected to be excused and
Chairmen of the various industrial
sections in the 1939 campaign of the Boyer's grandmother and a chapel interlude convinces them they are Edwin L. Weisl, new member of the
Greater New York Fund include : J. really in love at last and when the boat docks in New York they pledge Paramount board, substituted.
Robert Rubin, motion pictures ; Mar- themselves to meet six months later and marry if each has managed to
Schiller may Be Excused
cus Heiman, entertainment ; William get rid of entangling alliances and still feels the same way about the
Eward
A. Schiller may be excused
other
by
then.
An
accident
with
possibly
permanently
crippling
result
S. Paley and Lenox R. Lohr, broadcasting; Victor E. Cooley, N. Y. prevents the girl from keeping her appointment and the man gives up as a Loew's defendant because of his
Telephone Co., communications.
his work for his previous career of charm. They get together in the end. inactive status. Also, William A. Phillips who was succeeded on the board
The production is most powerful in individual sequences and in numer- by Henry A. Winthrop, may be exMrs. Fred Hall Dies
cused as a defendant, and the latter
ous sparkling bits of acting. It contains several striking displays of the
Mrs. Fred M. Hall, wife of Fred M. McCarey technical skill and the final sequence is a triumph of acting, substituted.
Hall, vice-president of Bell & Howell, direction and writing. Emphasis is upon the new and clean romance of
The Government yesterday submitted an order to Federal Judge
died yesterday at her home in Port the couple throughout, with the exact nature of their respective pasts
Washington, L. I. Besides her hus- ever so delicately registered for the information of the adult observer. William Bondy for permission to exband, Mrs. Hall is survived by a
amine Edward C. Raftery, United Artists secretary, and Harry J. Muller,
daughter, Marjorie, and her mother.
Running time, 90 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
treasurer, on March 21, before W. G.
Services will be held at Port Washington tomorrow.
'G" denotes general audience classification.
Briggs, notary public.
"Love
(RKO)
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FCC

Censors

By 'Back
Baldwin

Door'
Says

Urges Lifting of Bars
At Committee Hearing
Washington, March 15— Roger
N. Baldwin of the American Civil
Liberties Union was the chief witness
oday before the monopoly committee
the Federal Communications Comif
nission.

Charging the F. C. C. with exercising "back door" censorship Baldwin
urged the lifting of. all program restrictions on radio stations in the in:erests of free speech.
Cites McNinch's Statement
The commission, Baldwin said, is
'trying to do by the back door what
Congress has said should not be done
:hrough the front." He cited Chairman McNinch's statement after the
Mae West complaint to the effect that
programs would be considered when
the NBC license came up for apCContinued on page 19)
Block

Booking

Hit

By Cole in Boston
Boston, March 15. — Col. H. A.
Cole, Allied president, today reiterated
his proposals for abolition of block
booking and all clearance between
prior and subsequent runs, at the first
motion picture conference of the
Massachusetts State Federation of
Women's Clubs here.
Col. Cole also made the prediction
that the Neely bill will pass before the
"adjournment of the present Conress."
In his talk before the conference
Col. Cole said :
'•'Because of block booking the exhibitor must buy, or rather lease blindly one company's
usually
without
knowing whole
what output
he is getting.
There is a cancellation clause in most
of these contracts, but it does not
amount to a row of pins."
Metro

to Reissue

Four This Spring
M-G-M will reissue four
features this spring and
summer. They are "Mutiny
on the Bounty," released in
1935; "The Champ," 1931;
"Rose Marie," 1936; "San
Francisco,'' 1936.

YORK,

THURSDAY,

MARCH

16, 1939

Exhibitors
Asher

Heading

TEN

Called

Own

Producing Division
London, March 15. — Irving
Asher, presently associate
producer with London Films,
will soon head his own producing division, under the
same financial sponsorship
but associated directly with
the studio company (Denham-Pinewood).
Asher's
division, now in process
of being

M-G-M

Warners

CENTS

Plan

Partners
Percentages

By

Howard

Dietz

"M-G-M regards exhibitors as its
partners and we want the advice of
their leaders to help us formulate our

From

35

to

20

To Sell Short Subjects
policy clared
for Howard
next Dietz,
year," advertising
yesterday and
deApart from Features
publicity director for the company.
organized, will produce sepThat, said Dietz, is the reason for
Warners' 36 "A" pictures announced
arately pictures for release
the invitation extended by William F. for 1939-40 will be sold on percentage,
by Columbia as well as other
Rodgers, M-G-M general sales mana- ranging from 35 to 20 per cent, and
outside firms.
ger, to heads of three exhibitor organ- the 12 "B" features will be sold on
izations toaddress
the company's
convention
in Chicago.
Col. H.sales
A. flat
of the These
"A's"
will rental.
fall in Twenty-four
the top brackets.
Cole of Allied, Ed Kuykendall of the will be released on the basis of two
Prutzman
Is M. P. T. O. A. and Harry Brandt each month.
of the New York I. T. O. A., are
That is Warners' general sales polscheduled to discuss trade problems at
icy for the new season, but it will be
flexible and designed to meet varying
the meeting on Monday or Tuesday.
situations.
Elected
Board
Believed Precedent
Shorts will be sold independently
The attendance of exhibitor organi- and separately from features. Exhibitors will not be obliged to buy shorts
zation leaders at a major company's
sales convention is believed to be with- in order to obtain the features. The
'IT
of
Member
out precedent.
same policy will supply to trailers.
The move is not merely a gesture
This is one of the concessions inWilmington, March 15. — Charles
the trade practice program which is
of
goodwill,"
said
Dietz.
"This
is
a
D. Prutzman, special counsel for Uni(Continued on page 19)
(Continued on page 19)
versal for the past year, was elected
to the board of Universal Pictures at
the annual meeting of stockholders Myers Arrives for
U.S. Loses Market
here today and will be named viceTrade Pact Sessions
president and general counsel of the
company at the board meeting to be
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
In Czecho-Slovakia
held in New York on Monday.
counsel, arrived yesterday from
Prutzman fills the board vacancy Washington to attend conferences with
Whatever market for American
created by the recent withdrawal of distributors' counsel on the trade prac- films that persisted in Czecho-Slovakia
Charles R. Rogers, former production
tice program. Discussions will center since the Sudeten settlement of last
head of the company. Universal has on completing terminology of the pact, fall will be completely lost as the rehad no general counsel since the resig- with special reference to arbitrasult of current developments there, in
nation of Willard S. McKay about a
tion principles and procedure.
Further progress toward adoption the opinion of home office foreign deyear ago. Prutzman spent about half
his time at the Universal office in of the agreement probably will not partments.
Overthrow of the Czech Governhis capacity as special counsel during take place until the return of William
ment nullifies the reciprocal trade
the past year. He will resign now F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales treaty between that country and the
from the New York law firm of manager, and S. R. Kent, 20th Cen- United States and with it, of course,
(Continued on page 19)
tury-Fox president.
the companion agreement covering
motion pictures which was negotiated
separately in Prague. Foreign departments believe that American films will
be
banned
officially or unofficially at
Weekly
Screen
Attendance
once and
their
place.German films distributed in
The Czech market, however, has
Estimated
at 85,000,000
been greatly restricted since the occurrences of last fall.
Attendance at film theatres in the
The statistical section also includes
United States during 1938 was about such data as that the industry reprePhila. Allied Set to
85,000,000 weekly and in the rest of
sents acapital investment of $2,000,the world 150,000,000. Theatres in 000,000 in the United States, with
Urge Doubles Ban
the United States grossed an esti- $1,880,000,000 in theatres, $100,000,000
mated one billion dollars during the in studios and $20,000,000 in distribuPhiladelphia, March 15.—
Local Allied unit is expected
year. Taxes paid by the industry
tion ;282,000 persons estimated to be
to urge exhibitors to cease
to the Federal Government annually regularly employed in the industry,
double featuring major proare estimated at $100,000,000.
and that annual payrolls total about
ductions at a meeting at the
These statistics are contained in an
$368,560,000.
Broadwood
Hotel next TuesIt is also shown that the Producannual compilation of general inforday. All exhibitors in the
mation on the industry issued by the
tion Code Administration in 1938 apterritory have been asked to
Hays office. The book covers the
proved 491 features made in the
attend the meeting, called
entire field, presenting a mass of in- United States and 54 foreign films,
solely to discuss duals.
formation on exhibition, distribution and that American distributors reissued 49 features during the year.
and production.
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DAILY
Budd Rogers Reports
British Film Dearth
British exhibitors are complaining
because the lack of native product
makes it difficult for them to fulfill
Government requirements for screen
time for English made films. The
"quickie" producer has been virtually
eliminated from the English production scene by the quota laws. Budd
Rogers, U. S. general manager for
Mayflower Productions and vice-president of Alliance Films, returned from
a six-week trip to London and Paris
on the lie de France yesterday, with
these observations.
However, he declared that business
in England is slightly ahead of 1938.
He brought with him a print of "St.
Martin's Lane," which Paramount will
release in this country. The release
date will be set after conferences next
week.
Notices of Objection
On RKO
Not Needed
Federal Judge William Bondy has
ruled that Irving Trust Co., as trustee of RKO, would not be compelled
to forward notices to creditors and
stockholders of RKO of objections
to the approval of the plan of reorganization made by Ernest W.
Stirn, holder of Class A stock.
Judge Bondy stated that these objections have "already been considered
and
a number
of times,
and
that overruled"
the rules of
the court
have been
complied with. He directed notice of
the objections to be sent only to RCA,
Lehman Bros, and Lehman, Corp.,
since they recently were permitted to
file claims.
Call Mass Meeting
In L A. T. S. E. Row
Hollywood, March IS. — Suspended
officers of Studio Technicians Local
37, LA.T.S.E. today set up rival
headquarters to those seized by international representatives and called a
mass meeting of the membership for
Sunday. Hearing of charges brought
against the local's suspended officers
slated for last night, was postponed
until after arguments on the restraining orders issued by the federal courts.
Report

Favorably

on

Projection Measure
Albany, March 15. — Projectionists'
bill, introduced by Assemblyman Robert Crews, affecting New York City,
has been favorably reported out of
committee. It is the first time a projection bill, customarily introduced by
Crews, has been in line for a vote by
the Assembly.
Col. to Ask Dismissal
Columbia Pictures Corp. has filed
notice that it will apply to Federal
Judge Samuel Mandelbaum March 24
for an order dismissing the complaint
of a $250,000 plagiarism suit brought
by Gerald K. Rudulph. Action
charges piracy of plaintiff's play, "Expose," in the picture of the same
title.
To Close Casa Mariana
Billy Rose's Casa Manana will close
Saturday for three weeks.

►

Smallest House in
New England Opens

FARNOL, United Artists
LYNN
advertising and publicity director,
had a birthday yesterday. He leaves
for the coast by plane today and plans
to be back early next week.
•

FRANK C. WALKER, head of the
Comerford Circuit,
is on an extended trip through* •the west and to
dustry.
the coast on business outside the in-

Boston, March 15. — Telepix
Cinema, the smallest theatre
in New England, seating 250,
has opened in the Arcade of
the Park Square, an office
building.

Robert Gillham, Paramount advertising and publicity director, is in
Kansas City on business and will return to the studio from there.
•
John Balaban leaves tomorrow
from Chicago for the coast for several weeks of conferences with Paramount officials at the studio.
•
Frank P. Donovan has left for

James Corner, of the Broadway
stage, has left New York to
appear
Paramount's film version of
"What in
a Life."

Policy will be to show short
subjects and newsreels. J.
Stanley Graves is preside
of the Telepix Corp., an*.
Irving A. Isaacs of Boston,
treasurer.

4

Purely

Personal

Hollywood to complete "Moonlight
and Moonshine," first of six planned
for Imperial release.
•
Eddie Carrier, M-G-M exploitation representative, left for Chicago
yesterday in advance of the company's convention. •
William K. Hollander, advertising and publicity director of B & K
in Chicago, has returned from a
Miami vacation.
•
Eddie Albert will return to Hollywood shortly to appear in the Warner
film version of the musical, "On Your
Winifred Seymour, formerly in the
Toes."
film
business here, is in Nicholas Senn
Hospital, Omaha, with a fractured
arm.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Harland Rankin
are the parents of a son, Robert Kerr.
Rankin owns the Plaza, Tilbury,
Ontario.
•

John

Aalberg

Here

On Inspection Trip i
George Oppenheimer's "A Yank sound
John department,
O. Aalberg, director
RKO's
is here of
from
the
at Eton" has been purchased by
tion.
coast on a tour of inspection in which
M-G-M for next season's produc- he is checking on sound in RKO
theatres in connection with new imVincent
Thompson,
booker at provements.
Yesterday he visited the InternaM-G-M's New York exchange, is in
tional Projector Corp. plant and conChicago on a special assignment.
•
ferred with Herbert Griffin, vice-president. He also inspected the RCA
Al Herman, Universal district plant at Camden. He stopped off in
manager, returns today from a brief Chicago en route.
visit to Washington.
•
S. H. Eller of H. E. R.
Leslie Jefferies is the new treasLaboratories Is Dead
urer and assistant manager at Loew's
State, Providence.
•
Stephen H. Eller, executive of
H. E. R. Laboratories, Inc., died yesJames Fay, brother of Ed Fay of
terday morning. He was one of the
Providence, is recovering after a
founders of the corporation, estabrecent illness.
lished 15 years ago. Surviving are his
wife and one brother and one sister.
Gloria Swanson and J. J. Shu- Funeral services and burial will be in
bert arrived on the lie de France Milwaukee.
yesterday.
•
Doob Transfers Men
Herbert A. Starke, with RKO on
the coast, has arrived by boat on a
Oscar A.
Loew's
advertising andDoob,
publicity
head, circuit
has made
vacation.
•
the following shifts : George Sharf, I
Nat Levy, RKO district manager neighborhood publicity man, will assist Phil Laufer on New York newsat
Detroit, is conferring at the home
office.
paper contacts ; Jerry Sager shifted
from Brooklyn to midtown district,
•
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus has ar- succeeding Sharf; Leonard Mayer, assistant to Sam Coolick in East Bronx,
rived on the coast from New York.
replacing Sager.
•

Bob Wilby has leift after conferences with Barney Balaban at
the Paramount home office.
•
Herman Robbins, president of National Screen Service, has returned
from a Florida vacation.
•
Emil Feldberg has been named
Connecticut representative for National Screen Service.
Al has
Rosen,
manager
Associates Seek Funds
State,
recovered
from of
the Loew's
flu.
•
•
Jack Ellis, president of the Motion
George David, film editor of the
Attorney Bill Jaffe has cele- Picture Associates, has appointed a
Rochester Democrat-Chronicle , has
brated another birthday.
committee to seek financial aid from
been visiting here.
the Will Rogers Memorial Fund.
•
H. J. Yates is expected back from
D. A. Ross, general manager of the coast on Monday.
Ross Federal, is back from Florida.
•
MOTION PICTURE
•
I. J. London of the Beacon, Detroit,
Ed Hatrick is back from the coast. is in town.
DAILY
(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
MARTIN QUIGLEY. Editor-in-Chief and
Author Sues 20th-Fox
Cross-Complaint Filed
Publisher: SAM SHAIN, Editor; JAMES
Skouras Theatres Corp., defendant
Suit charging plagiarism against A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
in a suit brought by Epoch Produc- 20th Century-Fox was filed yesterday
Quigley
Publishing
Coming Corp and Thomas Dixon, for in N. Y. Supreme Court by Stephen and holidays
pany. Inc., by
Martin
Quigley,
president;
Brown, vice-president and treasurer.
alleged unlicensed exhibition of "Th$- Tamas, who asked an injunction, ac- Colvin
Publication office: 1270 Sixth Avenue at
counting of profits and judgment for
Birth of a Nation," yesterday filed
cross-complaint against M. L. Mayer, damages. Tamas claims to have writ- Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone:
Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
stating that Mayer had claimed ownerten a scenario, "Stowaway," for Shir- New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
ship of the film and had authorized
ley Temple on March 24, 1936, at the by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
Address all correspondence to the New York
exhibition in Skouras' Thalia Theatre. defendant's request which, the com- office.
Skouras is one of seven defendants
plaint said, was used in a film of the
Other Quigley publications: Motion
against whom an injunction and ac- same name that credited authorship Picture Heralp, Better Theatres, Teatro
al
Dia, International Motion Picture
to
Samuel
Engel.
counting of profits are sought.
Almanac and Fame.
BUREAUS: — Hollywood: Postal Union
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. : Boone
Ross Promotes Kraker
Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave., C. B.
J. A. Kraker, Ross Federal branch
Sunday Show Meet Set
O'Neill, manager. London: 4 Golden Sauare.
manager in Philadelphia the last five
Meeting between committees from W.
1: cable address, Quigpubco, London;
years, has been appointed district Actors' Equity and League of N. Y. Hope Williams, manager.
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23.
manager for Baltimore, Washington Theatres to discuss a basis for Sunday
1938, at the post office at New York. N. Y..
and Philadelphia. Previously he was
the act of March 3. 1879.
branch head in Milwaukee, Kansas legitimate shows during the World's under
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
Fair will
be
held
at
the
league's
ofCity and Oklahoma City.
fices tomorrow.
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
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MOTION

'Pygmalion'
$8,800,
Hits
Minneapolis

Minneapolis, March 15. — "Pygmalion" took a strong $8,800 at the
C~~\ury. Other theatres failed to
outstanding records with the
exception of "A Man to Remember,"
which did $1,300 in its eighth week
at the World and is continuing for the
ninth.
In St. Paul "Three Musketeers" and
a Major Bowes unit led the field
with $5,500 at the Orpheum.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 9:
Minneapolis :
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (2€th-Fox)
"Pirates of the Skies" (Univ.)
ASTER — (900) (15c-25c), 7 days. Gross:
$1,600. (Average, $1,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (1,600) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $8,800. (Average, $4,000)
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
"Blondie Meets the Boss" (Col.)
GOPHER — (990) (25c), "Man," 4 days;
"Blondie," 3 days. Gross: $1,300. (Average,
$2,500)
"Tail Spin" (ZOth-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,900 ( 25c-40c). 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,800)
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c), 7 days. Gross:
$4,500. (Average, $4,400)
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-55c), 7 days, 8th
week. Gross: $1,300. (Average, $1,400)
St. Paul:
"Three Musketeers" (ZOth-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c-40c), 7 days with
Major Bowes Unit. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $3,200)
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,500) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
"St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c), 7 days. Gross:
$1,500. (Average, $1,800)
"Mr. Mate's Last Warning" (ZOth-Fox)
"Smiling Along" (ZOth-Fox)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c), 7 days Gross :
$1,300. (Average, $1,500)
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-35c), 7 days, 4th
week. Gross: $1,000. (Average. $700)

,400

and
in

15

DAILY
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Garber

PICTURE

"Duke"
Omaha

Omaha, March 15. — Jan Garber
and his orchestra headlined the Orpheum stage show to a smash $18,400.
"The Duke of West Point" was the
film.
"Trade Winds," dualled with "The
Girl Downstairs" a the Omaha reported agood $7,200. "Blondie Meets
the Boss" and "Let Us Live," both
early releases at the Brandeis, took
a good $5,300.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 8-9 :
"Blondie Meets the Boss" (Col.)
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
BRANDEIS— (1.800) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $5,300.
(Average, $4,000)
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
OMAHA— (2,200) (25c-40c), 7 days. Gross:
$7,200. (Average. $5,500)
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
ORPHEUM — (3,000) (35c-55c). Stage:
Jan . Garber and orchestra, 7 days, plus
stage show. Gross: $18,400. (Average,
$7,200)
Install Club Officers
Oklahoma City, March 15. — Paramount Pep club of the local Paramount Exchange has installed new
officers. They include Francis Thompson, president ; Reggie Pappas, vicepresident; Sylvia Mays, secretary.

'Huckleberry'
Hollywood

"Trouble
(RKO)

Previews

in Sundown"

Chicago

With

High

$16,500

Hollywood, March IS. — Fast moving, graphically told, "Trouble in
Chicago, March 15. — Business took
Sundown" ranks among the best of the George O'Brien vehicles in the
western series by RKO. O'Brien drives through the story, in a manner an upward turn in the Loop, with
calculated by Director David Howard and Producer Bert Gilroy, who "While New York Sleeps" at the
ing. collaborated on other O'Brien pictures, to add to the star's follow- State-Lake, plus Mitzi Green on the
have
stage, doing a good $14,400. The
Oriental with "There's That Woman
O'Brien is supported by Rosalind Keith, Ray Whitley, Chill Wills, Again" and "Next Time I Marry,"
Ward Bond, Cyrus W. Kendall, Howard Hickman, Monte Montague, plus
vaudeville did $14,600.
John Dilson and Otto Yamaoka.
"Huckleberry Finn" at the United
Oliver Drake, Dorrell and Stuart McGowan, all widely experienced Artists was strong at $16,500, the film
in outdoor action pictures, adapted the story by Charles F. Royal. To playing without stage support. The
was fair most of the week and
the script writers should go credit for a tale excitingly told, free from weather
this helped.
cliches.
Estimated takings for the week endO'Brien, stumbling onto a bank robbery, manages to get clues which
would free the banker, whose daughter he loves. In attempting to clear "Pygmalion"
ing March 8-11
:
(M-G-M)
the banker, he is attacked several times, but manages to uncover the real
APOLLO— (1,400) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days,
week. Gross: $7,600. (Average, $6,500)
criminals.
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
Ray Whitley wrote the songs which the cowhands sing. The interpo7 days.
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) Sothern.
4th
lations are so placed that the action does not suffer. The picture falls Stage:
Roger
Pryor
and
Ann
Gross: $27,200. (Average, $32,000)
into the classification of "a western, with music."
Vance King "Three Musketeers" (ZOth-Fox)
7 days.
GARRICK—
(35c-40c-65c)
Running: time, 60 minutes. "G."*
Gross:
$7,300. (900)
(Average,
$6,500)
"There's That Woman Again" (Col.)
"Next Time I Marry" (RKO)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
"Risky Business"
Stage: Vaudeville Revue.
Gross: $14,600.
(Universal)
(Average, $13,000)
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
Hollywood, March 15. — Seven years ago this William Anthony McPALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: (Average,
Blackstone & Revue. Gross: $17,Guire story was "Okay America," today it is "Risky Business." Trans- 300.
forming the lead character from a newspaper columnist to a radio "Stagecoach" (U.$19,000)
A.)
commentator is the major change. Only slight alterations have been
R O O S E V E L T— (1,300) (35c-55c-75c) 7
made in the plot development.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,600. (Average,
A Burt Kelly production, directed by Arthur Lubin, "Risky Business" $11,000) New York Sleeps" (20th-Fox)
stars George Murphy and makes available the talents of Dorothea "White
STATE- LAKE — (2,700) (25c-35c-40c) 7
Kent, Eduardo Ciannelli, Leon Ames, Arthur Loft, El Brendel, Frances days. Stage: Mitzi Green and Revue.
Robinson, Pierre Watkin, Grant Richards, Charles Trowbridge and Gross: $14,400. (Average, $12,000)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
Mary Forbes.
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c)
A law and order crusader when he is not discussing Hollywood 7 days. Gross: $16,500. (Average, $15,000)
pictures and personalities, Murphy cracks a kidnapping case. However,
upon delivering the ransom, he not only fails to rescue the victim, but
finds that he has been double-crossed by master-criminal Ciannelli.
Nevertheless, Ciannelli will allow Murphy to score his scoop, if the 'Stagecoach' At
commentator will intercede with the governor in his behalf. Fighting
$7,500
in Seattle
fire with fire, Murphy double-crosses the gangster, kills him when his
own life is menaced. But as he is broadcasting his sensational story,
by the dead gangster's henchmen.
he is mortally wounded
While there are occasional topical touches and humorous interludes,
"Risky Business" develops its story in strictly melodramatic fashion.
G. McC.
Running time, 70 minues. "G."*

With 'Drummond'
Seattle, March 15. — "Stagecoach"
and "Arrest Bulldog Drummond"
grossed $7,500 here. Close behind
came "Pygmalion," with $6,500 at the
Music Box.
"Gunga Din" drew $3,600 in the
The Mystery of Mr. Wong
third week at the Blue Mouse. The
(Monogram)
weather was rainy and cold most of
Hollywood, March 15. — An excitingly told melodrama, whose plot is the week.
complicated enough to suit the most critical followers of crime stories
Estimated takings for the week ending March
:
is "The Mystery of Mr. Wong." Boris Karloff again has the role of the "Gunga
Din" 10(RKO)
famed Chinese criminologist created by Hugh Wiley.
BLUE MOUSE— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7
With Karloff are Dorothy Tree, Grant Withers, Lotus Long, Morgan days,
3rd week. Gross: $3,600. (Average,
AtchHooper
Lebedeff,
Ivan
Reynolds,
Wallace, Holmes Herbert, Craig
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
ley, Lee Tong Foo and Chester Gan, all of whom collaborated in the $4,000)
"Boy Trouble" (Para.)
fashioning, with director William Nigh and screenplay writer Scott
FIFTH AVENUE-(2,500) (30c-4Oc-55c) 7
days.
Darling, of an intensely gripping crime study.
"Let UsGross:
Live"$6,900.
(Col.) (Average, $7,000)
Exhibitors playing the previous "Mr. Wong" pictures made by Mono- "The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
LIBERTY—
(20c-30c-40c-55c)
7
gram may gauge in advance their audiences' reaction to "The Mystery days.
Gross: (1,800)
$3,900. (Average,
$5,000)
of Mr. Wong." This picture is more facile, yet more conflicting than "Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
its predecessors.
MUSIC BOX— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Scott Darling, a veteran of this field, wrote the screenplay from the Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,000)
"The Three Musketeers" (ZOth-Fox)
widely read class magazine stories by Hugh Wiley. William Nigh di- "Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (ZOth-Fox)
rected the picture with dexterity.
ORPHEUM—
(2,450) (30c-40c)
7 days.
Gross:
$5,100. (Average,
$6,000)
"Wong," finding his friend, a collector of Chinese curios, murdered at "Dark Sands" (Record)
a charade party, solves the mystery following an attempt on his life, an- "Forged Passport" (Repub.)
PALOMAR— (1,500) (15c-25c-35c-40c) _ 7
other murder, and the machinations of a group of persons seeking to re- days.
Vaudeville headed by Six Skating
turn to China a lost and highly valued jewel.
Marvels.
Gross:
(Average, $5,000)
"Stagecoach"
(U. $4,900.
A.)
Vance King "Arrest Bulldog Drummond" (Para.)
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."*
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (30c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $6,000)
*"G" denotes general classification.
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Jackson
New

'Stagecoach'
Gets

York

to

Policy

Split

Detroit

A frank propaganda film, "The 400,000,000" pleads the cause of the
Chinese Republic. Documentary in treatment, it tells the story of the
Japanese invasion, the suffering which followed, and ends with the courageous efforts of the Chinese to defend their homeland.
This is no picture for audiences seeking entertainment. Women weeping over the bodies of their husbands, children orphaned by the war,
bombs, homes wrecked — all these are the subjects the film portrays.
Before the end, there is created in the audience a passionate resentment
against the invader. Although the film ends on a note of optimism for
eventual Chinese victory, the shots of the boyish faces marching off to
battle followed by the inevitable trek back of the wounded are a moving
indictment of all war.
Joris Ivens and John Ferno, who wrote the script, and Helen Van
Dongen, who edited, deserve credit for piecing together fragmentary
shots into the present documentary form. They were aided materially by
Dudley Nichols, who wrote the commentary, and Fredric March, who
spoke it. Exhibitors who cater to audiences whose anti-Japanese sentiments are strong may find it profitable to give over their screens to this
forceful propaganda appeal, but its value to the average commercial exhibitor islimited.
Listed on the credit sheet as sponsors of the film are Luise Rainer,
Dorothy Parker, Lillian Hellman, Ernest Hemingway, Archibald MacLiesh, Herman Shumlin, W. Osgood Field and Nichols.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."*
Ed Greif Erpi
*"G" denotes general audience classification.

Pass Arkansas Game Bill
Republic in Philippines
Little Rock, Ark., March 15. —
House bill to prohibit cash prize
Acme Films, Inc., of the Philippines
awards by Hempstead County thea- has renewed its distribution contract
tres, has been passed by a vote of
82 to 6.
for one year with Republic.
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FUND

for
REFUGEES

GERMAN

(NON- SECTARIAN)
You bought tickets . . . contributed your money, time and
effort to this worthy cause . . . Now join with fellow associates of the MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY in a gala
conclusion to this successful drive for REFUGEE FUNDS
. . . See who the winners are . . . Listen to Baron Carl
Von Ripper, Austrian nobleman who spent three and a half
months as a prisoner in a Nazi concentration camp, and
who will draw the first ticket ... A distinguished audience
will be present . . .
A.M. P. A. Today
HOTEL

Resignation of Jerome Jackson as
head of production for Warners in
England was due to differences over
policy. Warners have maintained a
schedule of small-budget films at the
Teddington studio, while Jackson favored the production of a number^
double or triple quota films.
Sam Sax, head of Vitaphone shorts
production at the Brooklyn studio,
will be empowered to set policy when
he takes over at Teddington, subject
to approval by company executives.
Greater supervision from the United
States is indicated.
Sax plans to sail April 21 to assume his post as British production
head. Jackson leaves Saturday on the
lie de France. His home is in London.
While shorts production will be
shifted to Burbank shortly, with Jack
L. Warner supervising, the Brooklyn
studio will continue operations to
June 1 to complete cutting, editing
and scoring of shorts in production.
Warners' Ace laboratory, operated in
conjunction, will continue to function.

"The 400,000,000"
(History Today-Garrison Films)

Detroit, March 15. — Business picking up with nicer weather and calming of labor trouble. United Artists
took $12,000 with "Stagecoach" while
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man"
plus stage show gave the Fox $22,000.
Double bill of "Cafe Society" and
"Boy Trouble" at the Michigan took
in $12,600.
Estimated takings for week ending
March 10:
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
"Peck's Bad Boy" (RKO)
ADAMS— (1,700), 15c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
week, 2nd run. Gross: $5,000. (Average,
$5,000)
'You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (U.)
FOX— (5,000) (20c-65c) 7 days. Stage:
Dolinoff and Raya Sisters, Gene Sheldon,
Una Cooper, Carter & Holmes, 16 Dansonettes. Gross: $22,000. (Average, $20,000)
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
"Boy Trouble" (Para.)
MICHIGAN — (4,000), 20c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,600. (Average. $10,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
"Prison Without Bars" (U. A.)
PALMS- STATE — (3,000) (20c-50c) 7 days,
2nd run. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Stagecoach" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,000) (20c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $10,000)
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1 Beachcomber*

Does

$11,500, Cincinnati
Cincinnati, March 15. — "The
Beachcomber" with $11,500 at the
RKO Shubert, did the best comparative business in a rather quiet week.
"The Little Princess" pulled $11,300
at the RKO Palace, and "Made for
Each Other" did well with $5,000 on
a moveover week at the RKO Capitol.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 8-10 :
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,300. (Average, $12,000)
"Tail Spin" (Z0th-Fox)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (3Sc-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,300. (Average, $10,000)
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,500. (Average, $12,000)
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
RKO CAPITAL— (2,000) (35c-42c) 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)
"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $2,700. (Average, $6,500)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
RKO GRAND— (1,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
3rd week. Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,750)
"Boy Slaves" (RKO)
"Home on the Prairie" (Republic)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (20c-30c) 4 days.
Gross: $1,400. (Average, $1,450)
"Homicide
"Long Shot"Bureau"
(G. N.)(Col.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (20c-30c) 3 days.
Gross: $1,000. (Average, $1,050)
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (30c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,400. (Average, $6,500)

Film

Council

Studies

Cooperative Booking
London, March 15.— Films Council
has considered the memoranda on cooperative booking as submitted by the

Reduction

in

England
Forecast
London, March 15. — Following a
conference today between representatives of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors'it
Association
and Western Electric,
was indicated unofficially but authoritatively that the company would make
concessions in the service charge rates,
zation.
as demanded by the exhibitor organiIt is believed probable that reductions will be agreed upon in the present service rates varying from five
shillings to two shillings, six pence
weekly. The basis for an agreement
was arranged during the recent discussion here with T. Kennedy Stevenson, president of Erpi, before he
returned to the United States.
Providence

Theatre

Union Negotiating
Providence, March 15. — Managers
and front-house employes, organized
as Theatre Employes Local B-129,
affiliate of the I.A.T.S.E., are conferring on union demands covering wages,
hours and recognition. The local district embraces all Providence, Pawtucket, East Providence and Cranston.
H. land
M. district
Addison,
Loew's
Newtown
Eng-to
manager,
is in
participate in the conferences.
ITO

Ball

Saturday

About 700 are expected to attend
the sixth annual "Movie Ball" of the
I. TO. A. Saturday night at the Astor.
A large roster of entertainers is beinglined up for the program. The committee includes David Weinstock,
chairman ; Charles Goldreyer, Harry
Brandt and Lionel Toll.

Carl Scheidel Dies
Cincinnati, March 15. — Carl E.
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Associa- Scheidel, 50, manager of the Royal,
tion andand
the recorded
Kinematograph
Society,
an equal Renters'
number downtown subsequent run unit of Associated Theatres, died at his home
of votes for and against the proposal.
It has been decided to appoint a here after an illness of several months.
subcommittee for further considera- He had been associated with the thetion.
atre industry for 30 years.
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Goetz

RKO

Deal

Closed

Deal by which Max Gordon and
Harry M. Goetz will produce a minimum of two pictures annually for the
next two years for RKO release was
closed yesterday.
Under the agreement, the four basic
-^^ductions will be financed jointly
Qly RKO and Max Gordon Plays and
Pictures Corp. While the latter may
elect to produce additional pictures in
excess of these four, and RKO to
distribute them, financing of the additional pictures would be entirely by the
Goetz-Gordon company. Production
services of the two are included in
the agreement.
While "Abe Lincoln in Illinois" and
"The American Way" are expected
to be the first two productions under
the deal, final arrangements for them
have not been made yet. All pictures
are to be made at the RKO studios,
with the first to start this summer.
Samuel Spring, attorney for Goetz and
Gordon, represented them in the deal
and George J. Schaefer, RKO president, acted for the company.
Exhibitors
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Termed

M-G-M
Partners
(Continued from page 1)
factual demonstration of our policy
to be 'the friendly company,' " he
added. "We invited the three leaders
to be our guests at the convention because we want to take the exhibitors
into our confidence. We want to
demonstrate that we are not afraid
to discuss our sales policy in their
presence and that our policy is fair.
"We want the exhibitors to feel that
they have a stake in the conduct of
our company and that they can contribute to formulating our policies."
Trade Pact Is Factor
The trade practice negotiations in
which the three organization heads and
Rodgers have been active are also a
factor in having the exhibitor leaders address the convention.

Prutzman
Is Elected
'U' Board Member
(Continued from page
Chadbourne, Hunt, Jaeckel
of which he was a partner,
all his time to his new

Cinecolor
Hats

Mexico City, March 15.—
New
custom
here ofexcept
keepinghats on
everywhere,
in
church, has prompted a municipal law requiring the removal of hats at theatres and
other places of public diversion. The statute was enacted after complaints of annoyance caused by patrons
keeping their hats on at perWomen's organizations areformances.
protesting
the

1)
& Brown,
to devote
Universal

All other Universal directors were
post.
reelected at today's meeting. They
are Nate J. Blumberg, president ; Paul
G. Brown, Daniel C. Collins, J.
Cheever Cowdin, Preston Davie, William Freiday, John Dabney Penick,
Samuel I. Posen, Ottavio Prochet,
Budd Rogers, Daniel M. Schaeffer
and W. H. Taylor, Jr.
An increase in the volume of business of the company was predicted
by Cowdin, board chairman, in his
report to the stockholders on the basis
of reports for the first four months
of the current fiscal year. He pointed
out that as a result of the administrative changes in the company during
the past year Universal had operated
at a profit for the past six months and
the outlook is encouraging. An increased number of major pictures are
scheduled for production and release
during the balance of the year and
some of the most important of these
are already completed, Cowdin said.
Paid Miss Durbin $129,675
Washington, March 15. — Deanna
Durbin, who received $129,675 during
1938, was the highest paid star of
Universal last year, according to the
annual report filed today with the
S.E.C. John M. Stahl, director, received $208,000.
Atlas Corp. reported that Floyd B.
Odium, president, received $100,799 ;
L. Boyd Hatch, vice-president, $56,555 ; Alex Gumberg, executive,

New

goes.
Calls

$250,000

Plant

Hollywood, March 15. — Cinecolor,
Inc., last night held a preview of its
$250,000 plant in Burbank which gives
the laboratory a capacity of 1,400,000
feet weekly.
A. L. McCormick, president, was
host to the press and industry figures.
The reception included a tour of the
plant and a dinner. In talk at the
dinner McCormick said that a deal
for a feature is pending with a major
studio.
The plant covers 45,000 square feet.
One of the features of the process
equipment is a vat 185 feet long
th rough which 10 strands of film can
pass, tion
coming
machine. out ready for the projec-

law, contending that it is woman's prerogative to keep her
hat on no matter where she

Baldwin

Previews

Off!

FCC

McCormick disclosed plans for
'Back
(ContinuedDoor'
from pageCensor
1)
Cinecolor's entry into the 16 mm. field
proval. Such statements, he asserted, at new low prices. He said the cormercials. poration would concentrate on comexert duress on broadcasters.
Investigation by the union, he deOlivier Given Party
clared, indicated a trend toward
monopoly. He cited the refusal of nets
Cocktail party was given for Lauto sell time for the discussion of conrence Olivier, who appears in "Wuthtroversial issues and contracts which
ering Heights," at the Music Hall yesterday afternoon, by W. G. Van
restrict programs. Exclusive con- Schmus, managing director. Present
tracts, he added, suppress competition.
were Helen Hayes, Charlie McCarS. Howard Evans, secretary of the
thy, James Mulvey, Leon Leonidoff,
National Committee for Education by Lynn Farnol, Miriam Howell and
critics
from all the newspapers.
Radio, criticized the commission for
neglecting the educational side of radio
and concentrating on the technical asM-G-M
has changed
the title of
Retitle
'Penthouse'
pects of broadcasting.
He declared that no provision has "Penthouse" to "Society Lawyer" and
will release the film March 31.
been made for educational stations.
A

$37,909.
Warners

Planning

35-20 Percentages
(Continued from page 1)

expected to go into effect with newseason contracts. Other provisions
which will be adopted in the program
will be effective retroactively.
No deductions will be allowed for
Al Lichtman, vice-president, Fred films shown on double bills, it is
Quimby, head of shorts, and Rodgers understood.
are due in Chicago tomorrow from the
Warners' field organization members
coast. The home oflice contingent will
who have been attending the annual
leave New York Saturday at S P.M.,
here will depart toarriving in the convention city Sun- sales convention
night for their offices. Divisional
day, when the convention opens.
meetings conducted by Roy Haines and
William R. Ferguson, exploitation
Ben Kalmenson
and district
manager, and J. S. MacLeod, mana- sessions
will continue
today. managers'
ger of exchange maintenance, left yesEinfeld to Coast
terday to prepare for the four-day
meeting. Ferguson will be host today
S. Charles Einfeld, director of adto Chicago newspapermen and others
vertising and publicity, leaves tomorat a lunch at the Palmer House,
row for the coast. He plans to rewhere the convention will be held.
turn here April 4, after attending the
"Dodge City" premiere at Dodge City,
Kan., April 1. Scheduled to attend
Mrs. Roosevelt to See also are Gradwell L. Sears, Carl
Leserman and Mort Blumenstock,
Preview of 'Heights' from New York, and Jack L. Warner,
Holly wood, March 15. — Mrs. Hal Wallis and Bob Taplinger from
Franklin Delano Roosevelt will at- the coast.
Warner is remaining here for a few
tend the preview of "Wuthering days before leaving for the studio.
Heigths" at Warners' Hollywood theatre March 24 as the guest of Samuel
Goldwyn, producer of the picture, according to James Roosevelt, vice presPlanes for 'Dodge City'
ident of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc. Mrs.
Hollywood, March 15. — Forty-five
Roosevelt will give a lecture in Los privately owned planes will escort the
Angeles on March 22 under the aus- Hollywood contingent on the last lap
pices of the Modern Forum, visiting of its train trip to Dodge City, Kans.,
San Diego on the 23rd and returning for the world premiere of Warners'
to Hollywood for the preview.
"Dodge City" at that place April 1.

AMERICA

- FIRST,

LAST-

ALWAYS!

'Aim at the White House, Sam.
With a wife like Eliza to steady
your course you can be president yet', that's what Jackson
said to me.
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• Gail Patrick • Joan Fontaine

Edward Ellis - Cast of thousands!

• A Republic Picture
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The Most Typical Rural Counties in America

7C

WE

THANK

THE

They

EXPERTS...

set up an approved

technique

for investigation of rural radio listening

habits.* We followed the experts in every detail of their technique, including their
choice of typical rural counties. These

counties were selected, of course, without

reference to the rural coverage delivered by any one network. We were glad to use
them— for sake of conservatism— because, as it happens, the CBS

clear-channel

stations were farther from these counties than those of other networks!
On the facing page are some of the things we did, the facts we found :
*77ie technique for studying rural radio America was developed by the Technical Committee of the Joint
Committee on Radio Research for the 1938 rural study, jointly financed by CBS and NBC.

used the same
used the same
employed
went

definition

personal-interview

the same

into the same

opened

of rural America

the same

technique

expert research

investigators

counties

farm

doors

as did the Joint Committee

found

that 87%

of all rural families

viewed listen regularly
— and

that 72%

in the evening

of all rural

viewed listen regularly

They

found

PROGRAMS

80.9%

to CBS

families

in the daytime

day and

than any other network

PENETRATE

RURAL

of all rural families interviewed

investigators

found

come group than
farmers

Smith

that each of the ahove

grams has a bigger audience

Rich

Cantor

of all rural families interviewed
listen to Kate

The

Bowes

of all rural families interviewed
listen to Eddie

57.8%

I

AMERICA

listen to Major
71.8%

interto CBS

a larger regular audience,

nighty listening to CBS

inter-

in the upper

in either middle

pro-

third in-

or lower

thirds.

listen more !
This latest addition to
the shelf of Columbia
basic radio studies is
available upon

THE

WORLD'S

LARGEST

RADIO

NETWORK

request

at 485 Madison Avenue.
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GB

Is Preparing

London
For

Telecasting

Brockington

Attacks

License Fee Slashes
Ottawa, March 15. — Inevitable result of reducing the annual radio
license from the present $2.50 would
be the curtailment of the present national service of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., L. W. Brockington,
CBS chairman, told the Parliamentary
radio broadcasting committee.
Reduction of 50 cents, amounting to
$600,000 a year, would mean the surrender of public domain to product
interests, increasing the Americanization of Canadian radio and a decrease
in programs of French Canadian culture. Brockington's statement follows
the announcement of the other day by
Paul Martin, M. P., that he would
move for the abolition of the license
fee entirely.
of NAB

To Study Affiliation
Washington, March 15. — Neville
Miller, N.A.B. president, has appointed acommittee to study the question of the affiliation of state broadcasters' associations with the N.A.B.
and to make recommendations to the
board of directors.
The committee includes : W. Walter
Tison, WFLA, chairman; Ralph R.
Brunton, KJBS; John Shepard,
Yankee Network; Richard H. Mason,
WPTF; Leonard Reinsch, WHIO ;
Martin Campbell, WFAA, and Dietrick Dirks, KTRI.
Name

Westlund

Head

Of Cal. Broadcasters
San Francisco, March 15. — Art
Westlund, manager of KRE, Berkeley,
is new president of Northern California Broadcasters' Association, succeeding manager S. H. Patterson of
KSAN. Phil Lasky of KSFO replaces L. W. West of KGMB, Honolulu, as secretary.

Personals

anner

Mexican Station
Defies Authority

Radio

Theatres

London, March 15. — Gaumont
British has started structural alterations at the Dominion, New Victoria,
Tivoli, Chelsea, Gaumont and three
other Central London houses preparatory to the installation of television
equipment.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, following television discussions, has agreed to the formation of a
non-technical committee which will
report to the General Council each
month. Arthur Moss, chairman, voiced
the concern of local exhibitors. Major
Gale, C.E.A. treasurer, declared it is
foolish to imagine exhibitors can stop
television, and urged cooperation and
study with a view to minimizing any
damage to film theatres.
A technical report reviewed recent
television developments and pointed to
the showmanship employed in the recent fight telecast, which emphasized
audience appeal.
The C.E.A. General Council at its
session deprecated Bank Night and decided at the next meeting to propose a
plan for its abolition.

Committee

►

<

presiTON,
on agency,
theCOMP
Compt
RICHARDdent of J.
has left for a three-week
vacation in Bermuda. . . . Radio executives who have accepted invitations
to serve on the advisory council of the
National Association of Better Business Bureaus include Lenox Lohr of
NBC, Neville Miller, president of the
N. A. B., and John Shepard, 3rd,
president of the Yankee and Colonial
networks.
+

Mexico City, March 15.—
XEFO, operated by the Party
of the Mexican Revolution,
Mexico's strongest political
organization, won't obey the
law, the Ministry of Communications and Public Works
told President Lazaro Cardenas. The station recently
was fined $200 because it
broadcast liquor advertisements, It has not paid.
The ministry asserts XEFO
refused to render a monthly
financial report, will not pay
the salary of a ministry inspector, and continues to
violate the law by broadcasting liquor advertising and
other objectionable material.

Anne Honneycut, former assistant
program director at CBS, has joined
the program department of WOR . . .
Gloria Sileo, daughter of photographer Jimmy Sileo, will appear on
"We, the People" March 28 to tell
of her experiences during the civil
FCC
Calendar
war in Spain . . . Paul Monroe takes
over Hy Brown's direction duties on
the "Grand Central" series ... Ed
Wolfe, NBC director, is resigning to
Washington, March 15. — Federal
free lance . . . Felix Knight left last Communications Commission has annight via TWA for a vacation in Holnounced that hearings on broadcasting
lywo d . . . Lew Danis of the Ivory matters will be held, as follows :
soap program is looking to buy his
own stock theatre this summer . . .
March 16: Application of the Colonial Broadcasting Corp. for a 1,370Clem McCarthy will do a week's kilocycle station at Norfolk, Va., with
vaudeville at Loew's Capitol in Wash- 100 watts power night, 250 watts day.
ington, starting tomorrow.
March 22: Applications of Copper
Country Broadcasting Co., for a 1,370kilocycle station at Hancock, Mich.,
New Philip Morris
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day,
Show Set on Mutual
and WHDF, Calumet, Mich., for exNew Philip Morris show on Mutual
tension of time from specified hours
to unlimited.
replacing
My participation
Name" has
been
set. "What's
An audience
April 17: Application of WSUI,
program, it will be known as "Where Iowa City, la., for increase of power
Are They?" and the cast will include from 500 watts night, 1,000 watts day,
Bud Hulick, Charlie Cantor and to 1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts day.
Nydia Westman,
Johnnymoves
Green'sin
orchestra.
New and
program
May 5: Application of Thumb
March 24.
Broadcasting Co., for an 880-kilocycle,
1,000 watt day station at Brown City,
Renewed on Mutual for another 13 Mich.
weeks is the cooperatively sponsored
May 23: Applications of WCSC,
band
"Show
of thefrom
Week,"
which program,
is broadcast
Sundays
6:30 Charleston, S. C., for increase of night
to 7 P. M. Ben Rocke produces, and power from 500 to 1,000 watts, and
Redfield-Johnstone is the agency. •
WREN, Lawrence, Kan., for authority to move studio to Kansas City,
Mo.
Kan. and transmitter to Kansas City,
Contracts Signed for
The commission also ordered hearNew
WHN
Shows
ings to be held at dates to be set later
Several large contracts were placed on the following applications :
at WHN yesterday for sponsorship
Oregon Broadcasting System, Inc.,
of live and spot programs. Eastern
for a new 1,370-kilocycle station at
Wine Co. and Barney's Clothes joint- Grants Pass, Ore., with 100 watts
ly have entered into a 52-week contract calling for 18 quarter hours a night, 250 watts day ; WBRE, WilkesBarre, Pa., for increase of night power
week plus 57 participating announce- from 100 to 250 watts ; KGLO, Mason
ments weekly, starting today. Sponsorship will consist of portion of the City, la., for change of frequency from
1,210 to 1,270 kilocycles and increase
"Early Bird" programs plus United of power from 100 watts night, 250
News broadcasts. Austin & Spector
placed the business. Additionally, watts day, to 1,000 watts; WGBF,
Madison Finance Co. has contracted Evansville, Ind., for change of frequency from 630 to 1,250 kilocycles,
for 18 hours per week of sponsorship
extension
of time from sharing to unof the Zeke Manners program.
limited and increase of power from 500
Klinger Advertising Agency directs
waits night, 1,000 watts day, to 1,000
the account.
watts night, 5,000 watts day ; KFRU,
Columbia, Mo., for change of frequency from 630 to 1,370 kilocycles,
Yankee Post to Bartley
decrease of power from 500 watts
Boston, March 15.— John Shepard, night, 1,000 watts day, to 100 watts
3rd, head of the Yankee Network night, 250 watts day, and extension of
here, has named Robert T. Bartley time from sharing to unlimited, and
as his executive secretary. Bartley, KXOX, St. Louis, for change of freformer director of the telegraph diviquency from 1,250 to 630 kilocycles
sion of the Federal Communications and increase of day power from 1,000
Commission, begins work March 27. to 5,000 watts.

LINES

McCart
by Frank
ing
the kidnapp
T hy
ANEN
the World-Telegram,
has backfired all along the
the World-Telegram none

Farrell
of
of Charlie
the stunt
line, with
too happy

about
it, Bergen
burned
up,f-Astl
and *"
uid ■
es at the
eral employ
Waldor
fired. Wrathful, too, is the insurance
company which has a $2,500 policy on
the little wooden fellow.
However, Farrell has persuaded
the Waldorf-Astoria management to
take back the discharged employes.
Cal Swanson of the Thompson
agency, who was with Bergen and
Ameche at the Stork Club when Farrell arrived with the dummy, says now
that he noted a "sly Irish look" about
Farrell, but other than that paid him
no attention. Ed Curtin of NBC, who
saw Farrell at the Glass Hat the evening of the snatch, also thought there
was something peculiar about Farrell's bearing, but naturally he suspected nothing amiss.
As to us, a messenger delivered
a telegram to our house at about 3
A.M. from a friend in the newspaper
business. The telegram read "Charley
McCarthy dummy stolen tonight. This
is no kidding." We rubbed our eyes,
grumbled something about friends who
drink, and went back to bed.
T
The pruning season is fast
proaching. It is customary at
time of year for sponsors to
termine their radio policy for
summer months. It is rumored

apthis
dethe
that

the popular "Second Husband," which
stars Helen Menken, might be superseded by another dramatic vehicle
— probably for budget reasons only.
▼
Even three-year-olds succumb to the
insidious influences of radio. Leslie
Joy, pride
of ourprescribe
household,
overheard the doctor
neosilver
for her cold, and petulantly she declared she didn't want any "hiho silHarry
the J.
capable
earned

Kerr, publicity director of
Walter Thompson agency,
and well liked, long ago
the break he has just received. He's on his way to Hollywood, where he will supervise the
press programs,
work of his
coast
and agency's
will handlewest
as
well the publicity for the motion
picture accounts serviced by
Thompson.
T
Roxy Theatre shows henceforth
will be plugged via paid commercials
over WHN. What makes this an item
for the column, of course, is the fact
that Loew's, which owns the State
on Broadway, also owns WHN.
T
Dorothy Parker's admiring cohorts
waited in vain for pearls of wisdom to
drop from her lips in her appearance
Tuesday on "Information
Please."
▼
Not in ages have we read anything as finely written on radio
promotion Handle
as Ruthrauff
& Ryan's
"Human—
With Care."
The
volume should be a "must" in the
reading material of anyone planning a radio program.
— Jack Banner
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M-G-M
Meet

Sales
Sunday

Season Campaign Centers
About Anniversary

S. W. G. to Present
Terms Next Week
Hollywood, March 16. — A
bargaining committee of the
Screen Writers Guild will
submit terms of a proposed
contract with major studios
to the membership at a special meeting March 22 and ask
instruction by vote whether
to accept in principle. The
vote will determine whether
the N.L.R.B. hearing of the
case will be resumed next
Monday as tentatively scheduled when recessed to permit
the S.W.G. and producer committees to negotiate.

M-G-M 1939-'40 sales campaign
will revolve about the company's 15th
anniversary, signalizing the formation
in 1924 of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Details will be given to about 250
delegates at the four-day convention
starting Sunday at the Palmer House
in Chicago.
Charles Koerner
Edward M. Saunders, western division manager, left last night for
Chicago, aud T. J. Connors, eastern
To Replace Gross
division head, A. F. Cummings, exE.
and
,
change operations manager
On Coast for RKO
W. Aaron, assistant to William F.
Rodgers, general sales manager, will
leave tonight.
Although reluctant to have him
leave Boston, RKO theatre chieftains
Rodgers in Chicago Today
Rodgers arrives in Chicago today finally have decided after prolonged
from the coast with Al Lichtman, deliberations to transfer Charles
vice-president, and Fred Quimby, in Koerner, RKO's Boston division mancharge of shorts. The executive sales
ager, to take charge of the circuit's
heads will go over new season plans theatres on the West Coast. Koerner
will succeed Jack Gross who leaves
in advance of the general sessions.
In addition to home office delegates, RKO to join Universal where he will
leaving from New York tomorrow serve under Cliff Work, U's studio
will be representatives from New business chieftain. Work also came
York, New Jersey, Philadelphia, from RKO. The Koerner shift will
Washington and New Haven. Stops take place the first week in April.
Insofar as known, the RKO people
(Continued on page 3)
have not yet decided upon a successor
to Koerner in New England.
On the Coast, Koerner will have
Dakota
Anti-Ascap
charge of RKO's houses in Los Angeles, Hollywood, Denver and
(Continued on page 4)
Measure
Is Signed

Confirms
Czech

Attache

Losing

Film

of

Korda
Own

Forms

Company

Market

Washington. March 16.— Situation
resulting from Germany's coup d'etat
in Czecho-Slovakia is so confused as
to make impossible any immediate
analysis, it was declared today by
Edward Lawson, commercial attache
at Prague.
In an interview with a representative of Motion Picture Daily, Lawson, who arrived in Washington yesterday, explained that when he left
Prague there was no hint of the dismemberment ofCzecho-Slovakia which
was accomplished this week.
Approximately two-thirds of the
1,300 Czech film theatres are in that
area which has already been absorbed
by Germany, he said, and it is likely
that in assuming control of that territory, Germany will extend to it
quota
and
other regulations, as it did
land.
in the case of Austria and the Sudeten-

In
It

England

Will Replace London
Films as U. A. Unit

London, March 16. — Alexander
Korda Prod., Ltd., has been formed
here as the new producing company
of the United Artists producer.
The new company will produce both
here and in Hollywood. Four productions will be made at Denham this
year, all for United Artists release, and
two or more/ will be made in Hollywood. Korda will cease production
activity for London Films, with completion of organization of his new
company and with the delivery of
"Four Feathers," his final London
Films production.
Will Be U. A. Unit

The new Korda company also will
replace London Films as a United
Artists associate.
Will Wipe Out Industry
A majority of the financing for the
In informed quarters it was said
new tial
company
set. PrudenAssurance has
will been
be identified
with
that as a result of Germany's seizure,
the motion picture industry in Czecho- Korda's new company as it was with
the
old.
slovakia will be wiped out and all
benefits of the agreement which supplemented the reciprocal trade treaty,
Conference on Coast
will be lost.
It was pointed out that all imporHollywood, March 16. — Continuatant industrial centers are located in
tion of Selznick-International's releasthe area taken over by Germany and
ing deal with United Artists will be
that the areas so far free, Slovakia discussed during the current visit of
and Ruthenia, are largely agricultural,
Maurice
Silverstone,
Artists'
with few towns, and of comparatively chief
executive.
John United
Hay Whitney,
little importance as markets for motion Selznick International chairman, will
leave New York tomorrow and, with
pictures.
David O. Selznick, is scheduled to
(Continued on page 3)

Fargo, March 16.— North Dakota's
anti-Ascap bill was signed by Governor John Moses today.
It is believed that Ascap will sue Mexico
's Production
Is
to enjoin the state from enforcing the
law on the grounds that it is unconFound
in Critical
State
stitutional. The Governor, before
signing the bill, asserted that no state
money would be spent in its defense.
ernment subsidize the industry in some
By JAMES LOCKHART
The measure, which would become
effective July 1, levies a three per cent
is done in some other counMexico City, March 15. — Competi- form, as
tries, for a better picture industry
tion from Hollywood in the form of
tax against Ascap's revenue in the state
mean more revenue for the adand requires the organization to file a high grade pictures in Spanish and would
ministration.
list of its copyrights in Bismarck.
the attraction of many of the best
Taxes are obviously burdening the
Mexican players, too many mediocre
F. P. Canadian
Profit productions and the tax situation, have industry. It is contended that if the
placed the Mexican production indus- Government, in these times of acute
try in a position that is described in economic depression, cannot subsidize
Is $974,788 for 1938
some
quarters as from bad to critical. the industry it could at least make
Toronto, March 16. — Famous PlayThe producers do not blame the things easier for it by lifting some
ers Canadian Corp. showed a net profit of $974,788 in 1938 equal to $2.38 players for flocking to Hollywood, for of the imposts. President Lazaro Cardenas has been asked to use his inper common share. This compares there they obtain much more money
fluence toaid the industry. The Presiwith $865,731 in 1937 equal to $2.12 than is possible for them, at present,
dent has turned the pleas over to a
per share. Dividends paid in 1938 in Mexico. Mediocre pictures are attributed to lack of adequate financing. special Government committee for extotaled $326,819 compared with $245,amination and report.
114 in 1937.
It is suggested that the Federal Gov-

U. A. to Have 9,000
Accounts April 17
United Artists will have 9,000
theatre accounts throughout
the world by April 17, the
20th anniversary of its founding it was estimated yestercompany will
officials.
Theday bynumber
be the
greatest
in was
the company's
history and
approximated
only once — during the company's George Schaefer sales
drive last year. It will have
available on its anniversary
such product as "Wuthering
Heights," "Prison Without
Bars," "Made for Each
Other," "Stagecoach," "King
of the Turf" and "Zenobia."
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to Coast

on

Rogers' Fund Drive
Harold Rodner of Warners, administrator of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, is en route to Hollywood to discuss with the west coast
committee on matters concerning that
institution. While there, he will also
study the preparation of the forthcoming all-star short subject to be
produced in conjunction with the Will
Rogers National Theatre Week,
which begins April 20.
Support of the National Theatre
Week was urged on members of the
M. P. T. O. A. by Ed Kuykendall,
president. In an organization bulletin
he stressed the necessity by cooperation of theatres throughout the country.
"M. P. T. 0. A. strongly endorses
the campaign and urges that every
theatre participate this year on one
of the other of the two plans offered
by the committee," he said.
Larger theatres are asked to screen
the all-star short and take up a voluntary collection during its showing.
Smaller houses may contribute $10
to participate.
ITOA

Ball

Purely

Personal

To

Tickets

Sold Out in Advance
Tickets for the. I.T.O.A. annual
"movie ball" tomorrow night at the
Astor were sold out yesterday, three
days in advance. An attendance of
about 800 is expected. Distinct from
previous affairs, which started late in
the evening, dinner will be served
early and doors will open at 8 P.M.
Mae West and Bill Robinson are
on the program. Others will be
Sophie Tucker, Ole Olsen, Kitty Carlisle, Sheila Barrett and Edgar Bergen
with "Charlie McCarthy."
Standard Sues Du-Art
Standard Pictures Productions, Inc.,
has filed a $50,000 damage suit in the
U. S. District Court against Du-Art
Film Laboratories, Inc., for alleged
"wrongful detention" of the negative,
work print and accessories of its film,
"The Headleys at Home."

MONROE GREENTHAL, , Harry
Gold, Harry Buckley Paul
Lazarus, Sr., Max Gordon, Harry
Goetz, Sam Spring, Harry Kosiner,
Oscar Doob, Irving Hoffman, Herman Bernie, Budd Rogers, Joe Moskowitz and Hal Horne at the Tavern for lunch yesterday.
•
Fredric March was presented with
an antique Chinese scroll last night as
a token of appreciation for his work
in "The 400,000,000," Chinese documentary film which he narrated.
•

today.N
birthd
E ayGOLDE
EDDI
•

celebrates his

Mischa Auer, who came to New
York from Hollywood for a personal
appearance engagement at the Paramount, was a visitor at the Universal
home office yesterday.
G. L. Carrington, vice-president
and general manager of Altec, has
returned to New York from a trip to
Boston.
•

John W. Hicks, Paramount forJohn Manheimer, executive secretary of the I.T.O.A., • is due Sunday
eign manager, who was to have left
several weeks' vacation in
England on the Queen Mary tomor- from
row en route to New York, was called Florida.
•
to Paris and has postponed his return
for a week or two.
Russell Hayden of the "Hopalong
•
Cassidy" series, has returned to the
after a personal appearance tour
Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-presi- coast
dent, is vacationing in Florida. Nate in the west.
•
Spingold returned from there a few
Lois January, film and stage player, has been signed for a role in Lew
Brown's "Yokel Boy
Makes Good."
•
HarrytralianHunter,
Paramount's
Ausmanager, is scheduled to arrive
Edward C. Raftery returned to
Monday in Los Angeles. He will New York yesterday from a business
spend some time at the studio and trip to Zanesville, O.
•
come on to New York.
•
W. G. Vorpe, Sunday editor of the
Col. Robert Gerard, French For- Cleveland Plain Dealer, has been in
eign Legion officer advising on Para- town.
•
mount's "Beau Geste," arrived in Chicago yesterday to star on the NBC
Harry
Karaski,
district manager,
is backLoew's
on theBronx
job after
show, "Inside Story."
•
an illness.
•
Arthur Kelly, United Artists foreign manager, sails from England toEddie Dowden, Loew's publicity
morrow on the Queen Mary, return- man in Brooklyn, is laid up with foot
ing to New York after several months trouble.
•
abroad.
•
Tony Galento, heavyweight conVaughn Glaser will leave Sunday
tender, will make a personal appearfor the Paramount studio to play in
ance at Loew's State the week starting
March 30. Joe Jacobs, his manager,
the film version of "What a Life," in will
also appear.
which he appeared on the Broadway
stage.
•
•
William
Rowland,
producer of
T. K. Stevenson, president, and T. Spanish language films for RKO release, is due from Mexico City early
Brooke Price, general counsel of Erpi,
leave today for a brief business trip next week with the print of his second
to Hollywood.
'film, "Perfida" ("Unfaithful").

days ago and Abe Schneider is expected back Sunday or Monday.
•

Dreifuss Shooting Here
Arthur Dreifuss, producer, who
came east to produce and direct a
series of 17 one-reel musical subjects
for Columbia, will shoot the entire
series at Eastern Service Studios. The
first subject, featuring Vince Barnett
and Nick Lucas, is scheduled to go
before the cameras in a few days.

The

Settle Burgess Suit
Stipulations settling at undisclosed
terms and discontinuing a suit for patent infringement brought by C. F.
Burgess Laboratories, Inc., and Burgess Battery Co. against Jacobson &
Co., Inc., and Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co., Inc., has been filed in the
U. S. District Court.

Neivsreel

German refugees in China, fall of
Czechoslovakia and the Yankee Clipper
flying over New York are the major
news events covered in the new issues
of the newsreels. The reels and their
contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 54— German
refugees in China. Twin colts born in California. Lighthouses guard ships. Construct
circus in Florida. Yankee Clipper flight.
National pony show in England. Italian
princess views ski games. Lew Lehr. Fishing out west. Table tennis. Boxing.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 252— Czech
republic falls. Arabian colts born in California. Garner and Winchell fingerprinted.
Man skis with wings. Clipper over New
York. Golden Gloves.

Starts

West

►

26

Allied of New York will hold its
next annual convention at the Hotel
Astor here on May 24 to 26, it was
decided by the directors yesterday.
Allied States' national convention
is scheduled for Minneapolis about the
middle of June.
Col. H. A. Cole, national president,
conferred with the New York officers
and directors here yesterday. The
meeting was held in the office of Max
A. Cohen, president, who is head of
the Cinema Circuit. Cole reported on
national activities and Cohen gave a
report on state progress. E. Thornton Kelly, executive secretary, told
of progress upstate. Harry G. Kosch,
general counsel, also spoke.
Others attending the meeting were
Charles Rosenzweig, Irving Landau
and Charles Steiner of New York;
Max Cohen, Abe Levy and Louis Goidel of Brooklyn ; Mitchell Conery,
Ravena; Dave Stone, Albany; John
Gardner, Schenectady ; Charles Rosen,
Troy ; Thomas Di Lorenzo, New
Paltz; Al Sherman, Pearl River;
Ray Pashley, Interlaken.
Rodner
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Parade

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 65— Circus
performers practice. LaGuardia at San
Francisco Fair. Five-alarm fire in New
York. German refugees arrive in Shanghai. Nominees for Kentucky Derby. Czech
crisis. Cartoon mimics on honeymoon.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 69.— Preview
of Yankee Clipper. G-Man Hoover fingerprints Garner and Winchell. Test fireproof
suit. Big Ten swimming meet. Spring
fashions. Radio-controlled weather forecaster. Stock car championships.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 754—
Yankee Clipper over New York. Hitler
takes Czechoslovakia. Air school in France.
Refugees in China. Justice Butler celebrates birthday. Mayor LaGuardia at coast
exposition. New York casino fire. Tea
testers. Static machine demonstrated. Circus in Florida. Indian fakir in Miami.
Golden Gloves. Bathing beauties.

Open

'Dodge

City*

S. torCharles
Einfeld,andWarners'
of advertising
publicity,direcleft
last night for Chicago and the coast
and will stop en route at Dodge City,
Kan., where he will direct the premiere of "Dodge City" on April 1. .
He will return to Kansas from Burbank on the special 15-car train carrying a large party of players and newspaper writers to the opening.
feld was accompanied by Mitcrfcll
Rawson of his staff and others.
Among the events in connection
with the premiere at Dodge City will
be an old time Wild West show and
roundup, with the studio sending Indians, trick riders and others for the
celebration. Leon G. Torrou, former
G-man, who is adviser on "Confessions of a Nazi
Spy,"and
willmachine
give a demshooting.
onstration of rifle
gun
Delegates here
to the
convention
this company's
week left sales
last
night for their offices. Branch managers will hold meetings with their
staffs.
Film

to Feature

Fair

Exhibit of Macfadden
"I'll Tell the World," 40-minute
film will highlight the Macfadden
Publications
at the
Fair. It willexhibit
be shown
in aWorld's
small,
air-conditioned theatre, which is nearing completion. The film is designed
"to tell the world of the importance
of advertising to America and give
the 'lie' to the 'guinea pig people.' "
Herb Crooker, former publicity
manager
Warners, the
wrote
the scenario andforsupervised
productions.
He will also manage the exhibit.
Irene Dunne Entertained
Irene Dunne, co-starring with
Charles Boyer in "Love Affair" was
guest at a party given by W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of Radio
City Music Hall, yesterday. Among
those present were Ned Depinet, Pandro S. Berman, George Schaefer, Fred
Meyer, John O'Connor, Merlyn Aylesworth, William Mallard, W. J. Merrow, S. Barret McCormick, Gordon
Youngman, A. H. McCausland, Jules
Levy and Martin Quigley.
MOTION
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DAILY
Group

with

Myers

Six attorneys for the major distributors discussed the proposed trade
practice program with Abram F.
Myers, general counsel of Allied, at
an all-day meeting yesterday at the
University Club.
Myers will remain in the city today
pssSurther discussions. Arrangements
fc^ihe conference were handled by
Austin C. Keough, Paramount attorney. Robert Perkins, Warner counsel and chairman of the lawyers' drafting committee, and representatives of
other companies were present.
Phila. Unit Accuses W.B.
Philadelphia, March 16. — Allied
today sent a letter to the Warner
exchange protesting because it is the
only exchange not allowing deductions
on percentage pictures in independent
houses where premiums are used. It
is alleged that Warners offer such
concessions to other houses and also
give deductions to vaudeville houses.
Allied stated that a copy of the protest would be forwarded to the Department ofJustice as evidence of discrimination against independents.

Allied Won't Back
N. Y. 'Divorce' Bill
There will be no theatre
divorcement bill sponsored
by New York Allied in the
state legislature at the present session.
The organization had depended on a Supreme Court
decision on the North Dakota
law to guide its policy, but
with the case becoming
"moot" as a result of the
law's repeal, the possibility of
an early legal interpretation
has gone glimmering. None of
the divorcement bills introduced at the present legislative sessions has been passed.
250
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Metro Sales Meet
(.Continued from page 1)
will be made at Albany, where Boston and Albany delegates will join
the group, and at Buffalo to pick up
men from that city.
From the Home Office

The home office delegation leaving
tomorrow is tentatively scheduled to
include : Nicholas M. Schenck, Arthur Loew, Joseph Vogel, Howard
Dietz,
J. A. Gove, Silas F. Seadler,
Korda Forms Own
William D. Kelly, Charles F. Deesen,
in Britain I. Leonard Hirsch, Harold Postman,
Company
Joel Bezahler, Irving Helfont, M. L.
(Continued from page 1)
Simons, Arthur Lacks, Herb Morgan
confer at length with Silverstone dur- and Charles J. Sonm and Samuel
ing the next few days.
British manager. William
Whether Silverstone will discuss Eckman,
R. Ferguson and J. S. McLeod left
with Samuel Goldwyn the latter's suit Wednesday.
with. U. A. is not known. Charles
District managers at the convenSchwartz, of counsel to United Arttion will be: John J. Maloney, Pittsists, who accompanied Silverstone
burgh John
;
E. Flynn, Detroit ; Harfor
available
be
here, presumably will
ris P. Wolfberg, Kansas City ;
such discussions should the occasion
Charles E. Kessnich, Atlanta ; George
arise.
A.
Hickey, Los Angeles ; E. K.
Silverstone and Schwartz will confer with several producers who may Boston.
O'Shea, New York, and M. V. Wolf,
be added to the United Artists fold in
the near future. Ernst Lubitsch is
Other Delegates
one of these. The two company offiBranch representatives leaving
cials plan to return to New York in from
Grand Central tomorrow include
about a week.
the following:
David O. Selznick today named
New York: John J. Bowen, manager;
"Success" to be the second of three Howard
M. Levy, Harry W. Miller.
Alfred
by
direction
for
New Jersey: David A. Levy, manager;
pictures
Hitchcock under the new long term Benjamin Abner, Louis Allerhand.
Philadelphia: Robert Lynch, manager; Sacontract which the British producer
lem E. Applegate, Frank M. Jelenko, Nichowill enter following his present holilas P. Lloyd, Joseph F. Morrow, Clarence C.
Pippin.
day stay in Florida. "Rebecca" will be
Washington: Rudolph Berger, manager;
Hitchcock's first Selznick assignment
Harry Cohen, Jacob M. Goldwith "Titanic" scheduled as the third. Phil Bobys,
berg, Frank J. Scully.
Leon Schlesinger has sidetracked
New Haven: Thomas J. Donaldson, manager; Milton Hyams, Morton L. Katz.
other studio activity for concentration
Glory" as a
Scheduled to board the train at Alon the production of "Old
patriotic color cartoon for Decoration
bany are :
Day of July 4th release in line with
Boston:
John P. Byrne, manager; Benthe declared policy of emphasizing
jamin Bebchick, Raymond J. Curran, Maurice
Goldstein,
J. Edward Renick, Harry
patriotism via the cartoon medium.
Rosenblatt, Harry O. Worden.
The Goldwyn staff is rushing prepAlbany: Ralph Pielow, manager; Arthur
Herman L. Ripps, Eugene Vogel.
arations on "The Real Glory" which Horn.
Buffalo: Ralph W. Maw, Abraham T.
will star Gary Cooper and Andrea
Harris,
Leeds and the untitled Jascha Heifetz Woronov. Alex W. Weissman, Emanuel M.
picture for which Gene Reynolds was
Branch managers and salesmen
borrowed from M-G-M. Others in
from other exchanges include :
active preparation are "Seventh CavCharlotte: Ben Rosen wald, manager;
alry," to star Cooper; "Stranger at Thomas E. Bailey, Raymond W. Ervin.
Cincinnati:
Edwin M. Booth, manager;
Home," "The Story of Hans ChrisJohn
S.
Allen,
William A. Carroll, J. Miltain Andersen's Life," "Raffles," to
ton Jacobs, William F. LaSance, Harry
star David Niven ; "Col. Rown of J. Sheeran.
Cleveland: Frank D. Drew, manager; EdScotland Yard," and "Black Gold."
win H. Brauer, Jack Sogg, Bryan D.
Stoner.
Pittsburgh: Burtus Bishop, Jr., manaAltec, Randforce in Deal
ger; Milton Brauman, Harry H. Fendrick,
Randforce Amusement Corp. has Saal Gottlieb, Jack B. Mundstuk.
Atlanta: Roy M. Avey, manager; Ben
closed a deal with Altec Service Corp.
Butler, Louis C. Ingram, Joseph Markowhereby 41 theatres of the circuit will witz,
Charles F. McGuire.
be serviced by Altec.
Dallas: Leroy Bickel, manager; Clyde

See
On

Passage of Bill
Child Admissions

Refugee
At

Albany, March 16. — Amendment
of the bill for admission of children
paves the way for quick enactment
through both houses in a form acceptable to exhibitor groups. For the
past few years, exhibitors have been
bewildered in admitting children under 16 to theatres without the presence
of parents or guardians.
The bill, authored by Assemblyman
William J. Butler of Buffalo at the
behest of the Children's Aid Society,
removes the conflict which now exists
in the city and general municipal statutes. Under one, such admission when
matrons are present is permissible ;
under the other, it is a misdemeanor.
Butler has amended his bill in revision, which keeps it on the calendar
for early passage.

Ampa

Art

Contest

Luncheon

Ampa's luncheon meeting yesterday
at the Astor was devoted to the drawing for 186 prizes in the art contest
conducted by the Motion Picture Art
Fund for the German Refugees. It
was announced that more than $10,000
was realized from the nationwide sale
>{ tickets at 25 cents each.
Baron Carl von Ripper, German
. eiugee and artist ; Max Kalisch, art.st ; Mrs. Henry R. Rittenberg, wife
jf the portrait painter, and Paula
Fraser of Paramount drew the numbers. The luckiest ticket holder was
J. H. Phillipson of the Joseph H.
Cooper Enterprises, Lincoln, Neb.,
who had signed his name to $250
worth of pasteboards. He won six
paintings. A ticket holder named Jack
won a picture of the Fulton Fish
W. Houston, Charles D. Lyne, Roland G. /ish
Market.
Taylor, Louis J. Weber.
Paul Lazarus, Jr., presided, and Al
Memphis: J. Frank Willingham, manager; Maurice L. Basse, Jack C. ReVille.
Margolies of United Artists, chairman
New Orleans: Jimmie Briant, manager; of the fund committee, handled the
"Cy" Bridges, Gerard Hirsch.
Oklahoma City: William B. Zoellner. program. Baron von Ripper told of.
manager; James N. Byrd, H. Russell nis experiences in a Nazi concentration camp and pleaded for continued
Gans.
Chicago: Walter E. Banford, manager; support for the refugees.
Frank P. Ishmael, John L. Kelley, Joseph
J. MacMahon, Theodore L. Mendelssohn,
A. Jack Shumow.
Detroit: Frank J. Downey, manager; 'Oklahoma
Kid' Gets
Howard J. Beck, Floyd W. Chrysler, Timothy J. Cleary, John F. Morgan, Harold
Sandelman.
$49,000 at Strand
Indianapolis: Wade W. Willman, mana"Three Smart Girls Grow Up" opens
ger; Jerome Adams, Samuel J. Gardner,
Herbert A. Wagner.
today at the Rivoli. "Oklahoma Kid"
Milwaukee: Sam Shurman, manager; Ed- and "The Little Princess" will hold
ward J. Lipson, David E. Ross, Max
Schwartz.
over.
the estimated
Strand, "Oklahoma
grossedAt an
$49,000 inKid"
its
Minneapolis: William H. Workman, man- Roxy.
"The
Little
Princess"
atager; William P. Cameron, Allen S. Clat- first week.
tracted an estimated $42,000 at the
worthy, Louis H. Coen, Charles R. Stoflet,
George W. Turner.
Denver: Henry A. Friedel, manager;
Robert A. Cain, Julian H. King.
"Let Freedom Ring" took an estiDes Moines: Dexter C. Kennedy, manamated $22,000 at the Capitol. "Stageger; George A. Baumeister, Gerald A.
coach" ended a two-week run at the
McGlynn, Ellis N. Shafton.
Music
Hall with an estimated $62,000
Kansas City: Frank C. Hensler, manager; Harold Cohen, Daniel Joseph Foley,
Edward W. Green, Joseph W. Maguire, for the second week. "Spirit of Culver" grossed an estimated $9,000 in
Truly
B. Wildman.
Omaha:
Harry A. Shumow, manager; nine days at the Rivoli.
Charles Lieb, Carl P. Nedley, Fred C.
Thortsen.
St. bert
Louis:
X. Quinn,
manager;George
HerBennin,John
Robert
D. McRaven,
lATSEAsks
Ouster
F. Reilly.
Los Angeles: Clayton T. Lynch, manager; William A. Calihan, Sam S. Davis,
Of Kibre's Complaint
Reuben L. Harris.
Portland: Louis Amacher, manager; JoHollywood, March 16. — International representatives John F. Gatelee
seph T. Warren.
Salt ager;
LakeClarence
City:W. Maurice
D.
Saffle,
manBoulet, Carl E. Lind, and Frank Strickling of I.A.T.S.E.
David T. McElhinney.
today filed a motion in federal court
San Francisco: Ira Furman, manager; to dismiss the complaint of Jeff Kibre,
Leland S. Hulling. Edward C. Mix, Sid- member Local 37, seeking an injunction
ney Schuster.
Seattle: Langdon C. Wingham, mana- to prevent International I.A.T.S.E.
ger; Mac Rubenfeld, B. Wallace Rucker. from interfering in affairs of the Local.
The grounds cited were that a section
Canadian Representatives
of the N.L.R.B. act provides against
Canadian representatives at Chica- court interference in a case before the
board and that the federal court is
Walter
general sales manager, without jurisdiction because parties
go followHayner,
:
Toronto; branch managers Gordon Light- concerned lack diversity of citizenstone, Toronto; Hillis Coss, Montreal; Abe
Smith, St. John; Ted J. Gould, Winnipeg;
ship necessary
to Court
federal
courtWilliam
intervention. Federal
Judge
Joseph Myers, Calgary; Charles Ramage,
Vancouver.
P. James set the motion for the hearExploiteers at the convention will
ing March 20.
include :
Clashes of violence were reported
Morris Abrams, Minneapolis; James N.
Ashcraft, Philadelphia; N. Edward Beck, today in a fight between officers of
and International represenSalt Lake City; William G. Bishop, Chi- Local 37
for control of the Local. No
cago; A. L. Burks, Charlotte; Elmer B. arrests tatives
were
made.
Coleman, Dallas; Charles C. Deardourff,
Cleveland; Carlton Duff us, Washington;
Todd Ferguson,
Elliott S.Buffalo;
Foreman, New York;Memphis;
Jack Gilmore,
Bert McKenzie, Boston; Claude E. Morris,
Trans-Lux Net $133,717
Kansas City; Louis W. Orlove, Milwaukee;
William L. Parker, Seattle; Warren ATrans-Lux Corp. showed a net profSlee, Detroit; James Schiller, Los Angeles;
it of $133,717 for 1938, equal to 18
James F. Thames, Atlanta; John G. Walsh,
Albany; Irving A. Waterstreet, St. Louis; cents a share of common stock. This
John E. Watson, Cincinnati; Ernest Van compares with $349,382 or 49 cents
Pelt, San Francisco; Harold H. Marshall, a share for 1937.
I Indianapolis; Charles Barron, Pittsburgh.
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Loew

Tax
Cost

Censors

Montreal, March 16. — A measure
requiring motion picture exchanges
and theatre operators to pay for administration of the Quebec censor
board was approved by the legislative assembly last night.
The bill which Premier Duplessis
explained would bring the province
"just reimbursement for the work of
assuring Quebec people of films in
conformity with our traditions' mentality and morality" carried on a 43
to eight division.
Opposition members charged that it
permitted the government to "make
political appointments to offices it
does not support."
Another grief for the local industry came when Duplessis announced
no amendments would be made this

Illinois Bill Bans
Divorcees in Films
Chicago, March 16.— Bill to
ban from Illinois houses films
which feature players who
have been divorced more than
once will be introduced into
the state legislature this
week by Representative William Gibbs. He declared that
marriage was a "plaything"
among boys and girls because
of the example set by some
screen players.

Hammons
For

N.Y.

Leaves
Tonight

'Pygmalion'
$23,000

Suit

Findings

with

Is Strong

by Valente
Formal
findings
of
fact covering the
Washington
Lead
decision in the stockholders' suit
against Loew's rendered last January were signed yesterday by N. Y.
Washington, March 16. — "Pyg
malion," with $23,000 in eight days, Supreme Court Justice Louis A. Valente. The order requires Nicholas
was the town's standout attraction at
Loew's Palace.
M. Schenck, David Bernstein, Louis
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" at B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin, Artinir
Warners' Earle returned a splendid M. Loew and the estate of I\ £
$19,300, and "Huckleberry Finn," at Thalberg to repay a total of $542,%"54
Loew's Capitol, gave that theatre £ other
to thecharges.
company, and dismissed all
bigEstimated
$21,200. takings for the week endUnder the provision of the findings,
ing March 9 :
the company will have judgment
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M) (25c -65c) 7 against Schenck for $69,447; BernLOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434)
stein for $41,668; Mayer for $167,days. Stage:
Frank Albertson. Gross
195; Rubin for $112,505; estate of
$21,200. (Average, $16,500)
Thalberg for $136,985, and Loew for
"Idiot's Delight" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243) (25c-40c)
$14,754.
These sums will be debdays, 2nd run. Gross: $4,100. (Average,
ited against the profit-sharing ac$4,500)
counts held by the defendants with
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
days)
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2,370) (25c-55c)
days. Gross: $23,000. (Average, $12,000, 7
In addition, attorneys and accountants for the stockholders will be alLoew's.
"Spirit of Culver" (Univ.)
lowed "reasonable fees" for their servRKO- KEITH'S — (1,836) (25c-55c) 7 days.
ices. Proposed findings were subGross: $4,000. (Average, $6,000)
mitted by the attorneys for both sides,
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
WARNERS' EARLE— (2,218) (25c-66c) 7 and the greater number of those subdays. Stage: Cass Daley, Janis Williams
mitted for the defendants were ap& orch. Gross: $19,300. (Average, $16,000)
proved by Justice Valente, including
"You Can't (Para.)
Take It With You" (Col.)
"Ambush"
findings dismissing all charges based
on waste and neglect.
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,591)
Repayments ordered are based on
(25c-40c). Gross: "You Can't Take It With
a ruling that overpayments were made
You," 4(Average,
days, $3,000.
$1,300.
$4,000) "Ambush," 3 days, because
of erroneous computations in

Hollywood, March 16. — Having ar
ranged preliminary details for perma
nent financing of Grand National Pic
tures, Inc., E. W. Hammons, head of
the company, leaves Friday night for
New York on The Chief. Complete
year
to
Quebec's
law
barring
children
under sixteen from theatres. He said details will be set within the next
maintenance of the law was recom- three weeks to provide the company
mended by both Catholic and Protes- with adequate money to take care of
tant authorities.
the entire year's program, it is re
ported. It is understood that Ham
Games
Continuing in mons will meet several representatives
of English capitalists in New York
Legislative Spotlight English money is expected to put up
Chance games continue in the legis- the major share of new funds.
Hammons has been endeavoring to
lative spotlight in several states.
In Wisconsin, a bill to outlaw line up product for immediate and future release for Grand National. Aside
games would make violations punishable by a minimum penalty of six from three completed pictures and Two Racine Groups
months in jail or $500 fine or both. three scheduled to start within the
The present anti-lottery law is re- next few weeks, little additional prod
Oppose Bank Night
garded as confusing by the attorney uct is in sight unless Hammons' nego
Racine,
Wis., March 15. — Better
general, and the new legislation is tiations succeed. However, during his Films Council
and the Missionary
intended to put "teeth" into the law. absence, negotiations for new financ- Federation here have presented to the
ing have been under way here through district attorney petitions carrying
The Iowa
legislature's
Ways and
Means
Committee
has recommended
Jack Skirball, Grand National pro more than 1,000 signatures of persons
passage of a bill to license games, duction head, and Norman C. Nichol- opposed to Bank Night.
while another committee has killed a
son, general counsel. Skirball is re
The council represents 25 organimeasure to make games illegal by re- maining here to confer with Hammons
zations, while the Missionary Federaon Monday but plans to leave for the
defining the lottery laws.
tion is composed of 25 separate clubs
The first move against games in coast Monday night to begin produc- in Protestant churches.
Montana has been made in a federal
tion on "Miracle on Main Street."
District Attorney Richard G. Harcourt complaint filed against the Fox
vey, Jr., has been urged by Circuit
Missoula Theatre Corp of Missoula.
Judge
Cowie, La Crosse, who has inThe prosecuting attorney seeks an in- Koerner to Replace
stituted action against the La Crosse
junction against the theatre.
Theatres Co. and the Welworth TheaGross
in
RKO
Post
Authorities in Indianapolis, Passaic
tres, Inc., in connection with Bank
(Continued from page 1)
County, N. J., and Connecticut are
Night, to attend when the case reaches
San Francisco, headquartering in the the Supreme Court to present argutaking steps to halt Bingo.
last named city.
ment on the question of legality.
Koerner's record for RKO in
Feiber & Shea Hold
New England is an outstanding one
Penn. Censor Board
Regional Conference and, because of this, the RKO officials have delayed making up their
Zanesville, O., March 16. — Feiber
Quits Functioning
& Shea Southern Ohio Theatres held minds about shifting him to the Coast.
Philadelphia, March 16. — The
Boston is the toughest assignment on
a meeting here, at which all managers the RKO circuit and Koerner has Pennsylvania censor board ceased
of the circuit met with E. C. Grainhandled it for 6 years, which is about functioning today with no new apger, general manager. Edward G. a record for any division manager
pointees to take its place. Terms expired last night. Acceding to Gov.
Raftery of O'Brien, Driscoll & Raft- with that firm, and the RKO people
ery, New York law firm, attended.
have tried hard to keep him in the James' request, Mrs. A. Mitchell
Managers present included: Frank one spot.
Palmer resigned. The other members,
Patrick Duffy and Mrs. Hester M.
King, Robert Rhodes, W. O. James,
going to the Coast, Koerner goes
Joseph Scanlon, Clark Brown, Duke to In
Fye, were dismissed. Complaint was
familiar territory, as he has served made
that board used payroll money
Prince, Paul Weltin, Harold Snyder, there before and also has operated
Dan Gilhula, Edward J. Hiehle.
for
equipment.
Distributors and exindependently there. He is one of the
hibitors
fear
a
jam-up
film product
best known theatre operating execu- unless the new board in
is named.
tives in the country. He also operated
Projectionist Bill Is
for RKO in upstate New York and
Advanced
at Albany formerly handled the Texas inter- Miss Bennett Wins Point
Albany, March 16.— The Crews
state circuit for that company before
Countess Dorothy Di Frasso has
New York City projectionists' bill the Hoblitzelle - O'Donnell interests been ordered by N. Y. Supreme Court
was advanced to a third reading to- regained ownership of these houses.
. ustice Timothy A. Leary, to appear
day. It will be voted on in the Asfor examination in Los Angeles on
sembly next week. The Bennett bill
application of Constance Bennett, with
to tax theatre circuits was killed in
reference to a suit brought by Miss
Ziegfeld
Books
"Paris"
the Taxation Committee. The Oster"Heart of Paris,"
French
film dis- Bennett against Ben Hecht, Charles
tag employment agency bill was the
tributed by Tri-National, has been MacArthur and Charles Lederer for
only measure to escape legislative booked for Loew's Ziegfeld, March $62,500, charging breach of a contract
death.
28 and 29;
to write a scenario for the plaintiff.

Approved

determining net profits of the company.
Eleven consolidated stockholders'
suits in all were on trial the greater
part of December. Emil K. Ellis,
chief counsel for the stockholders,
yesterday stated that he would not
appeal the decision. Several other
stockholder attorneys, however, are
considering appeals.
Files New

Loew Action

Wilmington, Del., March 16. —
Arnold Herrmann, Loew stockholder,
who recently filed a suit against the
company's officers and directors in
Chancery Court for alleged fraud and
conspiracy in the formation of 20th
Century Pictures, filed a similar suit
in the U. S. District Court here today.
S. M.

P. E. Sets

Plans

For Spring Meeting
Program arrangements are rapidly
being completed here for the spring
convention of the Society of M. P.
Engineers, to be held April 17 to 21
at the Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
A highlight of the program will be
a television symposium with some of
the country's leading authorities participating. Emphasis will be placed on
the relation of the new science to
films and theatres. Discussions of the
most recent motion picture advances
are being arranged, as well, and many
important technical papers will be
The general program is in charge
presented.
of Major Nathan Levinson, executive vice-president of the society.
Homer G. Tasker is chairman of the
local arrangements committee ; L. A.
Aicholtz is chairman of the Pacific
Coast papers committee ; William
Kunzman, convention vice-president,
is general overseer of arrangements ;
Julius Haber, in charge of publicity ;
Walter Greene, in charge of the west
coast office, and Sylvan Harris, chairman of the papers committee.
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'Darling'

'Topper'
$36,700
Los

Big

Hollywood

Previews

for

Angeles

Within
(M-G-M)

the Law

Hollywood, March 16.— This edition of Bayard Veiller's play,
Los Angeles, March 16. — "Topper
"
Within
the Law," sticks closely to the melodramatic spirit of the
Takes a Trip" was the outstanding
.grosser here, wtih $36,700 at two original. Hardly any changes have been made in characteriza
tions,
uses, $18,500 at the Warner Holly- situations or dialogue. Screenplay writers Charles Lederer and Edith
wood and $18,200 at the Warner Fitzgerald, however, did write in a couple of topical scenes to bring
the
Downtown.
story up to date. Nevertheless, the story will be new only to those who
"Pygmalion" came through with an
1931. become theatregoers since the piece was last made as "Paid" in
eleventh week gross of $4,500 at the have
4 Star.
Playing the role of "Mary Turner," Ruth Hussey, convicted of the
Estimated takings for the week endtheft on circumstantial evidence, is railroaded to jail. A victim of
ing March 15 :
persecution, she lives only to revenge herself on Samuel S. Hinds.
"Stagecoach" (U. A.)
"Inside Story" (20th-Fox)
Studying law while in jail, she learns all its tricks and, upon release,
days.
CHINESE — (2,500) (30c-75c), 7
Gross: $11,600. (Average, $12,500)
guides Paul Kelly's criminal gang to wealth by planning crimes within
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M.)
the law. Climaxing her burning desire for revenge by marrying Hinds'
4 STAR— (900) (40c-55c). 7 days,
week. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $3,250) 11th son, Tom Neal, she finds, when confronted with a new crisis, that life
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.) means something more than living for revenge. Frustrating a crime
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (30c-65c), 7 days. planned by Kelly, in which Paul Cavanaugh is killed, she implicates
2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $6,500) herself and Neal. But when Kelly confesses and Hinds relents, Miss
"Stagecoach" (U. A.)
Hussey sees a new happiness.
"Inside Story" (20th-Fox)
With such models as Norma Talmadge and Joan Crawford, the
LOEWS STATE— (2,500) (30c-7Sc), 7 days.
Gross: $13,700. (Average, $14,000)
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.) "Marys" of earlier productions, Miss Hussey turns in a good acting job.
Adequate support is contributed by Neal, Hinds, Kelly, William Gargan,
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (30c-65c), 7 days. 2nd Rita Johnson, Cavanaugh and Sidney Blackmer in the principal support
week. Gross: $6,800. (Average, $7,000)
roles. Gustav Machaty directed.
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595) (30c-65c), 7 days.
G. McC.
Stage: Cliff Nazarro, F. & M. revue, Smith
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
Ballew
and orchestra.
Gross: $10,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
"Secret Service of the Air" (W. B.)
"Danger Island"
WARNER
BROS.
(HOLLYWOOD) - (20th Century-Fox)
(3,000) (30c-65c), 7 days. Gross: $18,500.
(Average, $14,000)
Hollywood, March 16. — A sound story, a strong cast, all the melo"Topper Takes a Trip" (U. A.)
dramatic mystery anyone wants, plenty of comedy, a little love interest
"Secret Service of the Air" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) - and high class production support combine to make "Danger Island" the
(3,400) (30c-65c), 7 days. Gross: $18,200.
(Average, $12,000)
best "Mr. Moto" picture to date. The island of Puerto Rico is the locale the
;
time, the present. Diamond smuggling endangers the legitimate
gem market. Dealers' associations, in alliance with the government, hire
"Mr. Moto," Peter Lorre, to break up the racket.
To the tune of a comic wrestling match, which sets Warren Hymer
'Stand Up' Draws
as an important figure, the show starts off in a gale of fun. Hymer and
his comedy continue, but once Lorre lands on the island, melodrama
$7,000, Montreal
takes over. Confronted by clues that point to any number of suspects, and
Montreal, March 16. — "Stand Up forced to contend with native superstition, Lorre is up against a stone
and Fight," on a double bill at the wall. Not until he makes all with whom he comes in contact believe that
Princess grossed $7,000. "Gunga Din"
accounted for $7,500 in its second he is a super-crook does he get the leads that point to the smuggler leader. This character is cleverly concealed until the last minute.
week at the Palace, while the second
Lorre turns in his usual good job, but Hymer comes pretty close
week of "King of the Turf" brought
to stealing the show. Amanda Duff and Robert Lowery share the slight
$2,500 to the Orpheum. "They Made romantic love interest. Able character actors Jean Hersholt, Richard
Me a Criminal" and "Comet Over
Broadway" earned $7,000 at the Capi- Lane, Leon Ames, Charles D. Brown, Douglas Dumbrille, Paul Harvey,
tol.
Eddie Marr and Harry Woods contribute smooth support.
Estimated takings for the week endidea, a screenplay and J. P. Marquand's "Moto" charA novel
ing March 11 :
acter are thestory
basis of the story. In directing, Herbert I. Leeds wrapped
"They Made Me A Criminal" (W. B.)
all his story, production and personnel material up tightly together to
"Comet Over Broadway" (W. B.)
CAPITOL— (2,547)
(25c-40c-55c-65c), 7 make an entertaining show.
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
"Hard To Get" (W. B.)
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*
G. McC.
LOEW'S— (2,800) (30c-40c-60c), 7 days.
Stage: Rachel Carley and Continental Var*"G" denotes general classification.
ieties of 1939. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $7,000)
"King of the Turf" (U. A.)
"Pride of the Navy" (Rep.)
Raise Cincinnati Scale
ORPHEUM— (919) (25c -35c -50c), 7 days,
Jubilesta in June
2nd week. Gross: $2,500. (Average, $5,000)
Cincinnati,
March 16. — RKO
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
Kansas City, March 16.— The Family, which recently switched from
PALACE — (2,600) (25c -40c -55c -65c), 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average.
big Municipal three changes a week to a double feaJubilesta,
$10,000)
AuditoriumKansas
show, City's
will be held early
ture policy with two weekly changes,
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
in June this year instead of early in now has advanced its scale to 20 and
"The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
PRINCESS— (2,272) (25c -3 5c -50c -65c), 7 the fall as in the three previous years, 30 cents for afternoon and evening, reand will be cut from eight days to
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $6,500)
spectively. Previous rates were 15 and
five. E. C. Rhoden of Fox Midwest 25 cents.
Theatres is a member of the Jubilesta
committee.
Mexico Strike Debated
Drop Vaude in Montreal
Mexico City, March 16. — Musicians
Montreal, March 16. — Loew's, one
Etta Segall Quits GN
of Consolidated Theatres' first run
here employed in film theatres are deEtta Segall has resigned as office houses here, will drop vaudeville. For
bating whether to call a strike to enforce their demands for a wage increase manager and head booker at the Grand years the theatre has been one of
and 15-minutes recess after each half- National exchange, and on Monday Montreal's two vaudeville centers, the
hour of playing. Exhibitors are cool will join Harry Thomas' distributing stage show usually being supported by
two films.
to the demand.
organization in the same capacity.

$29,000

at

High,

Philadelphia

Philadelphia, March 16. — "Ves,
My
Daughter"
the drew
Fox
with Darling
Ted Weems
on the atstage
The Palace took $5,000 for "Four
$29,000.
Girls in White" in the second week.
"Let Freedom Ring" at the Stanley
drew $12,500.
"Wife, Husband and
Friend"
did $11,000.
Estimated takings for the week end"Staing
gecoMarch
ach"9 :(U. A.)
ALDINE — (1,300) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
$8,000. (Average, $8,160)
"HonolulGross:
u" (M-G-M)
ARCADIA
-(600)
(25c-42c-5
Gross:
$2,700.
(Average,
$2,800)7c) 7 days.
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (20th-Fox)
BOYD-(2,400) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days. Gross:
$11,000.
(Average, $14,000)
"Idiot's Delight"
(M-G-M)
EARLE-(2,000)
(26c-32c-42c)
Gross: $8,000. (Average,
$8,000) 7 days.
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
FOX-(3,000)
(32c-42c-57c-68c)
7 days.
Weems band. Gross: $29,000
Stage:
$16,000)
(Average,Ted
"TaU
Spin" (20th-Fox)
KARLTON— (1,000) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,300. (Average, $4,000)
"Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
KEITH'S — (2,000) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days.
Gross: $2,800. (Average, $4,000)
"Four Girl's in White" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (1,000) (26c-42c) 7 days.
$5,000. (Average, $4,500)
"Let Freedom Ring" (M-G-M)
days.
STANLEY-(3,700)
(32c-42c-57c)
7
Gross:
$12,500.
(Average,
$14,000)
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
STANTON— (1,700) (26c-32c-42c) 7 davs.
Gross: $5,500. (Average, $7,000)

'Freedom

Ring'

Milwaukee's
Grossing

Is

Best
$6,000

Milwaukee, March 16. — "Let Freedom Ring" and "Flirting With Fate,"
at Fox's Wisconsin proved the week's
winner with $6,000. It was the only
program to exceed average.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 8-10 :
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
WARNER— (2,400)
(35c -50c) 6 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,500)
"Peg of Old Drury" (Tri-Nat'l)
LITTLE THEATRE— (1,098) (35c-SOc) 7
days.
Gross: $2,000.
"Cafe Society"
(Para.)
"Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Homicide Bureau" (Col.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300) (25c-30c)
days.
Stage:
The Big Mirth Parade. Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Let Freedom Ring" (M-G-M)
"Flirting With Fate" (M-G-M)
Wisconsin— (3,200) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$6,000. (Average. $5,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20th-Fox)
STRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $2,000)
Halt Portable Showings
Toronto, March 16. — Standard
rental agreement of the Film Boards
of Trade in Canada has stopped the
further use of 35 mm. pictures in halls
by prohibiting the booking of standard
films except for theatres having
permanently installed projection machines and sound systems. This means
the termination of standard film exhibition with portable projection equipment.
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anner
LINES

CBS is nothing less than candid
in press releasing information
that Elizabeth Russell, sisterin-law of Rosalind Russell, has joined
the cast of "Cavalcade of America."
The release blandly states that Elizah is a "fugitive from the B pic~hjres."
T
Winchell items that the CBS series
"This Is New York" is abandoning
items of metropolitan flavor and seeks
only big names. Truth of the matter
is that CBS is abandoning the expensive series altogether. The show has
been eating up about $3,000 a week,
terrific money for a sustainer, and
not having sold it in 13 tries, the network is scrapping it.
T
Not a bad day's work accomplished by Jack Johnstone of the
Biow agency, considering it was a
Sunday. Biow is transcribing the
Buck Rogers series for a client,
and last Sunday Johnstone wrote
an installment, cast, directed and
announced, acted a part in, and
handled the sound effects of the
episode.
T
Advertisers have been complaining
about the small rate reduction on
WLW since its return to 50,000 watts.
The reduction, from $1,200 to $1,080,
amounts to but 10 per cent. However,
Jimmy James of NBC has figured a
wav to combat that complaint by comparing the 1939 rate of $1,200 to
WLW's last rate at 50,000 watts, in
1934, which was $990. The increase
over the five years is nine per cent,
whereas the increase for the same
number of years of a typical list of
other 50,000-watt stations amounts to
more than 40 per cent. James concludes that WLW, instead of being
criticized for not lowering its rate
enough when it dropped back to 50,000
watts, should be commended for not
raising the rate enough when they
went to 500,000 watts.
T
New program ratings show but
slight changes in the relative ranking
of the leading programs, other than
that Eddie Cantor's shoiv is now
among the leading 10 and that Rudy
Vallee's program is out of that
charmed circle. That gives CBS a
better standing than previously, with
the count now six for NBC , five for
CBS. The 10 leaders, in order, are
Chase & Sanborn, Jack Benny, "Lux
Theatre," Bing Crosby, Fred Allen,
Major Bowes, M-G-M "Good News,"
Kate Smith, Kay Kyser, Ed Robinson's "Big Town," and Eddie Cantor.
T
Those tremendous bellows of laughter coming from an aisle seat, center
row of the theatre where "Kiss the
Boys Goodbye" is playing, needed no
identification, despite the darkness, the
other night. Most of the audience
recognized the explosions as Edward
Arnold's. The show is a travesty on
Hollywood producers, and Arnold got
a tremendous wallop every time Claire
Brokaw Luce's needled dialogue made
a thrust.
— Jack Banner

PICTURE

Freak

Television

Reception

Television

Women's

Groups

Studied

Montreal, March 16. — In an
attempt to test what was believed to be a "freak transmission" of a London television broadcast, authorities
of British Broadcasting Corp.
have asked the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. to install
a test receiving set in Western Canada. The set would be
located on the prairies surrounded by terrain which
engineers from Canada, the
United States and Great Britain claim to be one of the
best in the world for receiving purposes.
The suggestion was made
to Leonard W. Brockington,
chairman of the board of
governors of CBC, after a
BBC telecast was picked up
clearly at Long Island by
NBC.

FCC

Theatre

Calendar

Washington, March 16. — Application for a construction permit for a
new 1,500-kilocycle station with 100
watts power night, 250 watts day, has
been filed with the Federal Communications Commission by the Neptune
Broadcasting
Corp., Atlantic City,
Also filed with the commission were
applications of WELI, New Haven,
for change of frequency from 900 to
930 kilocycles and extension of time
from day to unlimited with 250 watts
night, 500 watts day, and WRDW,
Augusta, Ga., for increase of night
power from 100 to 250 watts.
It was announced by the commission that hearings will be held May 8
on the application of WICA, Ashtabula, O., for increase of power from
250 to 1,000 watts; May 24 on the
application of the Patrick Henry
Broadcasting Co. for a 1,420-kilocycle
station at Martinsville, Va., with 100
watts night, 250 watts day, and on
May 25 on the application of M. L.
Medley for a 1,370-kilocycle station
at Cookeville, Tenn., with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day.
Tentative Dates Set
The commission has set tentative
dates for hearings on broadcasting applications, asfollows :
April 10: Applications of M. C.
Reese for a new 1,200-kilocycle station at Phoenix, Ariz., with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day, and KRBA,
Lufkin, Tex., for increase of power
from 100 to 250 watts.
May 9 : Applications of KERN,
Bakersfield, Cal., for change of frequency from 1,370 to 1,388 kilocycles
and increase of power from 100 to
1,000 watts, and KMJ, Fresno, Cal.,
for increase of day power from 1,000
to 5,000 watts.
May 10: Application of KOH,
Reno, Nev., for change of frequency
from 1,380 to 630 kilocycles and increase of power from 500 to 1,000
watts.
May 12 : Application of KROY,
Sacramento, for extension of time
from day to unlimited.
May 26: Application of John F.
Arrington, Jr., for a 1,230-kilocycle,
250 watt station at Valdosta, Ga.

Approved

by

BBC

London, March 16. — British Broadcasting Corp. has indicated that it has
no objection to the telecasting in film
theatres of national events and professionally-promoted sporting contests, where agreements are concluded
between the promoters and exhibitors.
Despite the guarded and defensive
wording of the statement, it is seen in
many quarters as indicating a significant policy change on the part of
B.B.C., which is expected to influence
the development of theatre television.
Broadcast

Cancelled

From
Czechoslovakia
First trans-Atlantic broadcast speech
of Dr. Emil Hacha as president of
Czechoslovakia, scheduled for tomorrow over CBS, was cancelled yesterday, according to word radiogramed
here by William Shirer, CBS Central
European representative, now in Geneva. No reason was given for the
cancellation of the broadcast, but obitfollowsmove.
Germany's most recent viously
annexation
Last night over CBS, Jan C. Masaryk, former Czech Ambassador to
London, was interviewed by H. V.
Kaltenborn. He spoke from WBBM,
Chicago, with Kaltenborn operating
from the studios of WABC here.
Rise

in CBC

Charges

Seen by Brockington
Ottawa, March 16. — L. W. Brockington, chairman of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., told the radio
committee of Commons that fixed
charges for the coming year would
be $1,423,000, an increase of $400,000
over the current year. He gave figures for the year just past as $1,046,500 for charges against radio license
revenue of $2,700,000. He declared
that "advertising revenue alone never
would be sufficient for the national
coast-to-coast system."
Wheeling Executives Due
Three executives of the Wheeling
Steel Corp., W. W. Holloway, president ; John Neudoerfer, executive
vice-president, and John Grimes, general advertising manager, will arrive
in New York March 22 to discuss
future plans for their Mutual radio
network program, "Musical Steelmakers," which features employes of
the steel mill. They will tender a cocktail party to the press that evening at
the Barclay Hotel.

Waging
Juvenile

Fight

on

Programs

A number ganizations,
of leading
orheaded by women's
the General
and State Federation of Women's
Clubs, National P-T-A, the American
Legion Auxiliary, are waging a widespreadchildren's
fight against
"blood and
der"
programs,
and thunhave
been meeting for the past several
weeks with advertising agency and
network executives on plans to stop
that type of broadcast.
The organizations of clubwomen are
offering to set up shows that will
serve as criterions for juvenile programs, and leading the proposed shows
is the radio adaptation of "White Banners." The clubwomen are offering
to back this program with special
radio sets that will be placed in classrooms to allow students to hear the
series, all at the expense of the women's organizations. Several of the
agencies have already shown interest
in "White Banners" because of the
backing of the clubwomen.
Albany Bill to Ban
Unauthorized
Discs
Albany, March 16. — Senator Charles
D. Perry of Manhattan has introduced
a bill here to give stations and sponsors the right of legal recourse against
those who make and sell records of
broadcasts without authority.
Under terms of the Perry bill "possession for the
purpose ofrecordings
sale" of
unauthorized
broadcasting
would be larceny. A show cause order
from any judge would be sufficient
for the destruction of such records.
The bill has been referred to the Codes
Committee and an Assembly sponsor
undoubtedly will be sought for the bill.
Mexico

Is Featuring

U. S. Neighbor

Hour

Mexico City, March 16. — "Good
Neighbor Hour," featuring a program
designed to increase good relations between Mexico and the United States,
is being presented every Thursday
from 11 P.M. to midnight by the
Government's publicity department
from XEDP and XEXA here and
XENT at Nuevo Laredo, opposite
Laredo, Tex. The department expects the program
American
tourists. will attract many
Air "Lux" in Australia
Hollywood, March 16. — Cecil B.
DeMille last night launched the
Australian edition of the "Lux Radio
Theatre" via a radio telephone hookup. Speaking from his office at the
Paramount Studios, DeMille raised
the curtain on the first of a series to
be broadcast from Sydney under the

WHN
Raises Rates
WHN's rate card, issued today,
and effective March 31, raises the
basic hour rate from $400 to $450.
In the main, however, the new rate
schedule is an attempt at standardization rather than a price increase. Lux sponsorship. The play was "InOtherwise, the card contains no
terference." Also recounted were highchanges from the previous schedule.
lights from the DeMille film, "Union

Order 4,000 Recordings
Mexico Gets 25th Station
WOR's Transcription Bureau has
Mexico City, March 16. — The numjust received its largest order — 4,000
Pacific."
ber of active radio stations here has
recordings
of
"The
Shadow."
which
it will transcribe for the B. F. Good- been increased to 25 with the inauguration of XEQK. It operates on 1,470
rich Co. Ruthrauff & Ryan placed
the business. The discs will be aired kilocycles. Angel H. Ferreiro is general manager.
over approximately 150 stations.
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Bank

Night

Ruled
In

Durante Tells What
Film Business Needs

Is

Illegal

Delaware

'Cold Blooded Device'
Court Description

Is

Wilmington, March 19. — Bank
Night has been declared illegal in
Delaware by the State Supreme Court
en banc, and in an opinion by Chief
Justice Daniel T. Layton was termed
a lottery whereby "the theatre prospers
and greed, envy and other evils, inherent in lotteries, are encouraged."
The opinion was in the suit of Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., against Roland H. Waller, operating the New
Waller at Laurel, Del. The scathing
opinion characterized Bank Night as
a "cold blooded business device."
Judges Charles S. Richards, Frank
L. Speakman and Richard S. Rodney
concurred in the opinion.
The action was brought to recover
damages for an alleged breach of a
license agreement whereby Affiliated
for a weekly sum allowed the theatre
to use Bank Night.
The contract, the court declared, is
an illegal contract, in the enforcement of which the court will not assist, according to the opinion, which
said further, "in holding out offers of
an award of the kind and in the manner disclosed by the contract, they
(theatres) are not moved by a spirit
of brotherly love, sympathy for the
poor to the end that they may enjoy
a more abundant life, or warmth of
heart in any degree." The case was
certified to the court en banc by the
Superior Court of Kent County.
LT.A.S.E.

Jimmy Durante offered his
own solution to the ills of the
film business Friday when
"Two Ton" Tony Galento
posed for cameramen in preparation for bis personal appearance at Loew's
State
starting March
30. Posing
with Galento were C. C. Moskowitz and Marvin Schenck.
Jimmy, looking at the horde
of photographers and reporters present,business
offered:needs
"Whatis
the picture
crowds like this inside the
theatres."

M-G-M
Its

Opens

15th

Year

Convention
Chicago, March 19. — Metro's sales
convention opened today at the Palmer House, under guidance of William
F. Rodgers, general sales manager,
who will preside at all sessions. More
than 200 are in attendance besides exhibitor leaders, guests of the convention. Howard Dietz, advertising and
publicity director, addressed the opening session.
leaders whp are here inCompany
clude Nicholas M. Schenck, president,
and Al Lichtman, vice-president, besides the sales chieftains. The con(Continued on page 4)
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Earnings
Retire

Will

Up;

Bonds

Paramount's earnings for the first
quarter, this year, are expected to run
well over $1,000,000, despite losses on
certain high cost pictures.
By arrangement with subsidiaries in
Florida, Minnesota, New England and
banks, Paramount has authorized the
redemption of another $2,750,000 of its
outstanding 6 per cent debentures, due
in 1955. They are being called at par
plus accrued interest on April 17. On
Feb. 20, $5,000,000 of the debentures
were redeemed by arrangement with
B. & K. and Chicago banks and also
use of company cash reserves.
Balance of Paramount's outstanding
six per cent debentures after the April
redemption will amount to $1,750,000.
Indications are that retirement of the
balance will be authorized in the near
future. Redemptions already authorized this year represent annual interest savings to the company of
approximately $250,000.
London
Film

ConfirmsNew

Plans

by Korda

London, March 19. — A public announcement byLondon Films over the
week-end confirmed that Alexander
Korda Productions, Ltd., has been
formed to produce for United Artists,
in Motion Picture
as
Dailypublished
on Friday.
The new company has a loan and
Korda conof $2,600,000.
share capital
tinues as chairman
and managing
director of London Films. Stars associated with Korda Productions will include Laurence Olivier, Vivian Leigh,
Sabu, and Ralph Richardson.

Enjoins

Union's Radio Talk
Hollywood, March 19. — International officers of the I.A.T.S.E. on
Friday obtained a Superior Court injunction in the fight for control of
Studio Technicians' Local 37 to prevent the radio talk Saturday and the
meeting today from being represented
as official action of Local 37.
A. Brigham Rose and Joseph Carpenter, local president suspended by
International officers, were restrained
in the order of Judge Emmett Wilson
from "calling, arranging or holding
any meeting ... of members of Local
37 for the purpose of conducting . . .
business or affairs of the local, or for
the purpose of collecting dues or contributions from members."
The injunction further restrains the
officers from holding any meeting of
members through a radio broadcast or
public address.
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Out of the study and discussion of trade practice procedure
which have been occupying executive attention for some time,
it is now commencing to appear
that plans have been formulated
which are likely to receive public
expression in the near future.
These plans center about arrangements that would mean a
radical departure in sales and
selling. As nearly as can be
learned now, decided preference
is being given to that oft-time
advocated scheme under which
pictures would be completed and

Impartial

look
Out
■
IN
SHA
ready for screening before being
offered for sale.
One distributor was ready to
institute such a scheme months
ago. The company delayed action
because it did not wish to disrupt
the trade practice discussions
which were being held and in
which it joined.
Now the matter has been
revived.

Certain distributors with expensive pictures have considered
a plan patterned after the British
system. These companies have
been holding off action because
they do not want to jeopardize
smaller companies which are not
(.Continued on page 2)

Practice

CENTS

Pact

Unchanged

Myers
Both

Sides

New

by

Parley
May

Make

Suggestions

Industry trade practice program remains unchanged following the two
days of conferences, Thursday and
Friday, between company lawyers and
Abram F. Myers, chairman and general counsel of Allied States, on the
latter's
proposals for amendment of
the program.
It is understood that both sides may
make new suggestions at a later date
in an effort to improve the effectiveness of the orprogram's
provisions
for
arbitration,
other treatment
of trade
disputes, and to insure it against possible objections from the Department
of Justice. When and if something
definite is proposed along these lines,
new meetings will be scheduled.
Plan, Attitude Unchanged
At present, however, both the status
of the plan and the attitude of Allied
toward acceptance or rejection of the
program remain exactly as they were
prior to the meeting of the lawyers.
Nor did the discussions develop anything in the
way of on
a solution
(Continued
page 9) of some

'Spy'
Advan
W.B.
ngs ces
Booki
in Crisis
Because of events abroad
which tend to make "Confessions of a Nazi Spy" an
extremely timely film, Warners have advanced the premiere of this film in New
York, scheduling it for opening at the Strand, on Broadway, April 7, directly after
"Dodge City."
This is the earliest date
available for the film at the
Strand. The congestion in
Warner bookings caused by
the "Spy" picture will be
partly relieved by "Dark Victory" going into the Radio
City Music Hall, April 20.
In the meantime, Warners
will reopen the Hollywood,
on Broadway as a roadshow
house for "Juarez," on May 28.
Warners will thus be able to
shift their releasing schedules and make available for
immediate general release
such films as "Kid from Kokomo," "Each Dawn I Die,"
and "Roaring Road."
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MORROS left for Hollywood last night accompanied by
his partner, Jacques Gbjnieff, who
arrived on the lie de France. Morkos
will return to New York in about a
month.
BORIS

Ramos Cobian, Amanda Ledesma
and Alberto Vilar, producer and
stars of the forthcoming Spanish proHollywood,"
leave for duction,
the "Tango
coastEn tomorrow
night.will
•
Pandro Berman, RKO production
head, was scheduled to leave for the
yesterday after a twoby train
coast
week visit
in New York.
•
E. W. Hammons arrives from the
coast Thursday. Jack Skirball, Grand
National production head, plans to
leave for Chicago to confer with
Hammons.
•
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president, goes to Washington today from
the M-G-M sales convention in Chicago, and may come to New York for
a few days next week.
•
Ian Javal, commercial director for
Baird Television, sailed for London
on the He de France on Saturday
after a visit of several months here.
•
Binnie Barnes, 20th Century-Fox
player, left New York Saturday for
Havana after three weeks in New
York.
•
Shirley Ross, Paramount star, has
arrived in Chicago from the coast for
a series of personal appearances in
Balaban & Katz houses.
•
Tyree Dillard, M-G-M attorney,
returns today from a short vacation
in North Carolina.
•
A. C. Berman, formerly European
representative for Selznick International, left for the coast Friday.
•
John Weinisch, salesman at Columbia's New York exchange, is due
back today from a •two-week vacation.
Jerome Jackson, former head of
Warner production in England, sailed
Saturday on the He de France.
•
Gladys Cooper (Mrs. Philip
Merivale) sailed on the He de
France Saturday.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Spitz have returned from a Florida vacation.
Indictment

License

Insiders'
By SAM
(.Continued from page 1)
sufficiently strong financially to
carry out a similar plan.
The British system is not a
self-regulation system.
Under the British law the distributor must tradeshow finished
pictures before selling. Block
booking is not permissible in
Britain. Blind selling is illegal.
Pictures must be shown before
they are booked, and they are
shown individually. Shorts and
newsreel weeklies come within
the letter of the law.
T T
Dispatches from Melbourne report a speech by R. G. Menzies,
who has just resigned as Commonwealth Attorney General,
wherein he declares U. S. films
tend to give Australians a wrong
impression of Americans. Americans are portrayed in U. S. films
as either dreadfully poor and living in slums, or living in a state
of splendid immorality, with entrance halls hundreds of yards
long and bathing girls on every
terrace. It is little wonder, he
concludes, that Australians fail
to understand that the majority
of Americans are honest, hardworking people like themselves.
T T
We give you H. A. Cole, president of Allied States Association
of Motion Picture Exhibitors.
He writes as follows :
"I don't know how it
happens, but I have been
rather consistently misquoted
in your publication for the
past week or so, and I notice
particularly in your Thursday
issue, March 16, statement is
made that in a speech before
the Massachusetts State Federation of Women's Clubs at
Boston I reiterated my proposal for abolition of block
booking and 'all clearance between prior and subsequent
"The facts of the matter are
runs'. while the first statethat,
ment as to block booking is
entirely correct, there was not
even a mention made in my
talk before the ladies as to
clearance. This is perfectly
obvious to anyone who thinks
of that matter, as to discuss
such trade practices in any
detail before a gathering of

SHAIN
Outlook
silly.
this sort would be positively
"For some reason or other
your paper appears to be
making a great issue of a
casual and perhaps fantastic
idea, which I threw out for
the matter of discussion, and
that is this one of 'no clearance.' The clearance situation practically everywhere
throughout the United States
is a mess, and for the purpose
of discussion and with the
idea that some constructive
new features might be brought
forward, I threw this on the
table with the expectation that
it might bring out some
thought. I have not ever
laid this down as a cure-all
or as a definite and final
conclusion." T ▼
To commemorate the 70th
anniversary of the completion of
the first transcontinental railroad, Cecil B. DeMille, who recreated this event in his forthcoming picture, "Union
Pacific,"
is distributing
polished
gold
spikes mounted on a walnut base,
which may be used as paper
weights. This is said to duplicate the famous spike driven at
Promontory Point, Utah, when
the Union Pacific met the Central Pacific.
▼ ▼
Visitors to the Fair and residents also should know that it
makes a difference in the fare,
when riding in a taxi, whether
the driver's clock is only partly
down or all the way.
T T
After two days spent at the
M. P. P. D. A. headquarters the
publicists hired to serve the defendants in the pending antitrust suit, we understand, are
now fully equipped to inform
the public about the business.
T T
Exhibitors around the country
are receiving copies of Howard
Spring's book, "My Son, My
Son," through an arrangement
Lynn Farnol has made with the
Viking Press, publishers.
T T
Just for the record: Pandro
Berman's contract with RKO has
13 months to go. There has been
no revision of the terms.

Refused

In Bingo at Jewel
N. Y. County Grand Jury
refused Friday to return an
indictment against the
management of the Jewel,
Manhattan, in connection
with Bingo games there.
N. Y. Allied and Harry G.
Kosch, its counsel, fought the
case.

To Query in Lloyd Suit
Harold Lloyd Corp. and Harold
Lloyd, defendants in a $75,000 suit,
have filed notice in the U. S. District
Court that they would examine William Jordan Rapp and Lowell Brentano, plaintiffs, before trial on March
22. Suit is based on a claim that the
film, "Professor Beware" was adapted
from the plaintiffs' scenario, "Greek to

You."

Mexico

Stage

Seeks

Government
Subsidy
Mexico City, March 19. — So hard
hit is the local theatre by the screen
and radio that a group of stage players
has asked the federal government to
provide a subsidy to assure that the
theatre in Mexico, particularly its
lighter phases, shall not pass into
oblivion.

Bill

at Albany

Albany, March 19. — Senator Coudert, New York City, has introduced
legislation to amend the Business Law
in relation to the sale of theatre admission tickets. The Coudert measure
sets up license commissioners in c*f;es
for agency regulation instead o. ie
Secretary of State. The commissioners would be empowered to question
theatre managers and employes about
business practices.
The Webb bill calling for a referendum by villages on Sunday motion
pictures has been advanced to a third
reading and is scheduled for vote in
the Assembly next week.
Bowles

Is Named

as

Skouras Drive Head
Arch M. Bowles, National Theatres
division manager at San Francisco,
has been named field marshal of the
circuit's Spyros Skouras Showmanship
Drive, which starts April 1 for 13
weeks.
More than 15,000 in cash prizes will
be awarded to winners in the field.
The campaign is patterned after the
20th Century-Fox S. R. Kent drives.
Bowles
will head
"flying squadron"
which will
hold adivisional
meetings
during the campaign.
Rules and regulations were set up
by a committee including W. T.
Powers, J. J. Sullivan, Harry C. Cox,
Sumner Gambee, Ed Zabel and Milton
Hossfeld. This committee will continue to serve in an advisory capacity.

'Top

o' the

Mornin9

W. A. Scully, Universal general
'U'
You'—
sales To
manager
; F. J. From
A. McCarthy,
eastern sales manager, and B. Bernard
("Killarney") Kreisler, Washington
branch manager, were responsible for
the wearing of a lot of the green that
colored the town last Friday.
Cards accompanying the green carnations the trio distributed throughout
the trade managed to include a "commercial." The cards read: "Top o' the
mornin' to you ! Begorra, 'You Can't
Cheat an Honest Man,' or 'Three
Smart Girls' 'East Side of Heaven'."
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ROSEMARY
LANE
• STANLEY
FIELDS
Directed by WILLIAM McGANN • Screen Play by Crane Wilbur . Original
Story by Crane Wilbur and Lee Katz • A First National Picture
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(Continued from page 1)
vention marks Metro's 15th anniversary.
It has been revealed that on Wednesday, which will be the closing day of
the convention, Metro will fete about
500 exhibitors of the Chicago exchange area at a luncheon party, celebrating the company's new plans.
Dietz declared the company has set
the largest appropriation for advertising in the history of the company.
More than $2,500,000 will be spent, the
expenditure going into every sizable
city in the country.
Inaugurated Surveys
Newspapers will receive even
greater emphasis than last year, Dietz
said, when over $1,000,000 was spent
in that medium. There also will be
campaigns f¥in magazines, direct-bymail, billboards and' trade papers. A
total of 30,000,000 .copies -of a special
publication, The Screen Forecast, will
be distributed through theatres directly to 4he public. ]
"We havSe inaugurated a series-, of
cross-quest/on surveys to determine
the proper appeals based on public
sentiment," Dietz said. "While we do
not pretent to have found absolute
scientific basis for these surveys, due
to the variability of interest depending on styles of releases, we have
found out that M-G-M has, 24 , of the!
first 50 stars with drawing power. We
also learned that 98 people out of 100
know that the appearance of the lion
signified an M-G-M picture and also
that they like the lion./ We like it
too."
/
Dietz declared that the day of wildcat publicity ballyhoo is o'yer, and
nothing designed to cheapen films of'
vulgarize aspects of / American life
should be encouraged. < "Selling, entertainment isa matter ' of providing; a
good information service to satisfy
the already existing appetite for motion picture news."
Decries Novelty Stunts /
The executive decried novelty stunts
to exploit pictures today which, he
said, passed out when the films
emerged from the mere novelty stage.
Now theydiscussion
"are adult in
and all
worthy
of
serious
critical
circles. "This doesn't mean that there
is no room for amusing innovation or
imaginative publicity."
Other members of the M-G-M promotional staff who addressed the convention today were Silas F. Seadler,
William Ferguson, Herbert Morgan,
of. the home" office, and Howard
Strickling; -Frank Whitb'eck and Barrett Kiesling of the studio. Strickling
arrived by plane today from San
Francisco.
Rodgers will announce the company's scheduled product for 1939-40
tomorrow.

G

N. M. SCHENCK
President
of Loew's

SIAdvertising
SEADLER
Manager

Wobber

Coast

For Product Parley
Hollywood, March 19. — Herman
Wobber, 20th Century-Fox general
sales manager, is scheduled to return
here from San Francisco on Monday
for final conferences on the 1939-'40
program.
;
Darryl F. Zanuck plans to attend
the -premiere of, "The Story of Alexander Graham Bell" in San Francisco
March 29.. He plans fo fly 'from there
to Chicago to attend the company's
sales convention opening March 30.
Joseph M. Schenck, , chairman-' of the
board, also plans to attend' the contention and then Continue to~; New
York.

Jersey
To

HOWARD
Advertising:DIETZ
and
Publicity Head

of Loew's

T. J. CONNORS
Eastern Sales
Manager
Is on

W. P. RODGERS
General Sales
Manager

AL LICHTMAN
Vice-President

May

E. M. SApNDERS
,\ Western
ManagerSales'

Grainger Sets Four
"Conquest" Openings
James R. Grainger, Republic /president, has set fou'r Texas premieVes of
"Man of Conquest" to take-' place
within three days. He arrives today
frqfm a coast conference and a field
trjfp. H. J. Yates arrived yesterday
frbm the studio by plane.
; The Texas openings will be at the
Majestic, Houston, April 6; Aztec,
. $an Antonio, April 7, and Majestic,
Dallas, and Worth, Ft. Worth, April
8. Total of 30 key dates on "Man of
Conquest" were set by Grainger during his trip.

Show

Film

Film houses will be soothing and
restful Valhallas if Dr. William
Lewis, chairman of the English department at Weequahic High School,
Newark, N. J., has his way. Dr.
Lewis, who is a member of the Finer
Films Federation of New Jersey^ and
who teaches photoplay appreciation in
his high school classes, recently introduced aresolution before the Federation calling for a campaign to
teach audience behavior in schools and
colleges. The resolution was adopted
unanimously.
Irish Imports Gain
Apropos of that, Dr. Lewis received
London, March 19. — A total of
676,158 feet of film were imported this gem from one of the students in
into Eire in January, 1939. This com- his photoplay-appreciation classes :
pares with a Tanuarv, 1938, total of
"The day of bloodless proscription
is here for him who does not follow
637,088 feet.

Goers

A. F. CUMMINGS
Manager Exchange

FRED QUIMBY
ShortHead
Subject

Way
Heaven

these , commandments
of audience
behavior :(1) He Who 'cheers
and jeers
shall not be (2) He who masticates
his candy or gum aloud shall chew
no more (3) He who foretells the
coming events shall be muzzled (4)
Fie who disturbs his neighbor unduly

Offer
On

Operations

Compromise
Sunday

Shows

During

Stage
Fair

Legitimate stage producers have
promised
committee
from
Actors'
Equity thata there
would be
no advance
in nrices for Sunday shows during
the World's Fair if Equity waived its
reauirement for double pay. League of
N. Y. Theatres requested the union
to permit Sunday shows during the
Fair because of the unusual situation
presented when millions of visitors
are expected in New York.
Other assurances given were that
shows would play only six days, with
one week-night off, and that some of
the major hits might not take advantage of the waiver. It was pointed
out that since hit shows are selling
out durintr the weekdays, there would
be no advantage in Sunday performances.
Sentiment in Equity has always been
aeainst Sunday shows on the ground
that surveys proved that there was
no demand for them. The League is
arguing that the Fair ^resents a special set up and that a test should be
made. Producers present at the
meeting commented that Equity committee members had indicated more interest in the proposal than it has
evoked since the law permitting such
shows had been passed. It was pointed
out, however, that the meeting was
informal and that nothing definite

by
and who
'out squirms
shall walk
last walking
mile (5)in He
in his
his
seat shall squirm no longer (6) He
who gossips shall be silent evermore
(7) He who rattles candy paper shall
be annihilated (8) She who bears excess plumage shall be decapitated (9)
She who brings her whining child to could be learned until Equity's counthe movies shall know there is no
cil passes on the report tomorrow.
place like home (10) They who ex- Final action must wait until the quarhibit their affections publicly shall find day. terly meeting at the Hotel Astor Fria more suitable place."
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box-office

It will

even

record-breakers!

&MONEY

"BOYS TOWN",
Rooney.

"IDIOT'S DELIGHT",
Clark Gable.

Spencer Tracy, Mickey

"TOO HOT TO HANDLE",
Myrna Loy.

Clark Gable,

"STABLEMATES",Wallace
Rooney.

Beery, Mickey

"YOUNG DR. KILDARE",
Lionel Barrymore.
"THE CITADEL",
Rosalind Russell.

Lew Ayres,

Robert

Donat,

"THE GREAT WALTZ", Luise Rainer,
Fernand Gravet, Miliza Korjus.
"THE SHINING
HOUR", Joan
Crawford, Margaret Sullavan, Robert
Young, Melvyn Douglas.
"OUT WEST WITH THE HARDYS",
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone.
"SWEETHEARTS",
Nelson Eddy.
"STAND UP AND
Beery, Robert Taylor.

THE

previous

MONEY

"THREE LOVES HAS NANCY", Robert
Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, Franchot Tone.

/

the

FRIENDLY

Jeanette MacDonald,
FIGHT",

Wallace

Norma Shearer,

"FOUR GIRLS IN WHITE", Alan
Marshal, Florence Rice.
"HONOLULU", Eleanor Powell, Robert
Young, George Burns, Gracie Allen.
"The Adventures of HUCKLEBERRY
FINN", Mickey Rooney.
"PYGMALION",
Hiller.

Leslie Howard, Wendy

"THE ICE FOLLIES OF 1939", Joan
Crawford, James Stewart, Ice Follies Troupe.
"SERGEANT

M ADDEN",Wallace

Beery.

"BROADWAY SERENADE", Jeanette
MacDonald, Lew Ayres, Ian Hunter, Frank
Morgan.
— And watch for these:
"CALLING DR. KILDARE", "LUCKY
NIGHT", "MAIDEN VOYAGE", "THE
HARDYS RIDE HIGH", "IT -S A
WONDERFUL WORLD", "GOODBYE
MR. CHIPS", "TARZAN", "RETURN OF
THE THIN MAN", Etc.
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Substitute
Suit

Universal

Trust

Defendants

New

York

Review

All

to

Elect

Officers

All officers of Universal Pictures,
will be reelected at the meeting of the:
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
company's board of directors here to(Universal)
day. J. Cheever Cowdin, board chairSeventeen is an age at which anything might happen, as Booth Tarman, will leave for the coast tomorrow
for a visit of several days at the
kington proved, and in "Three Smart Girls Grow Up" it does. Deanna
Durbin sees to that amid hilarity, heart tugs and homespun philosophy
studio prior to starting a vacatif' of
west.weeks, which he will spex*,. ''in
thinly disguised as semi-sophistication which ought to bring happy box- the
several
office results.
Officers slated for reelection are, in i
Deanna Durbin fulfills the promise of having a real voice. Charles addition to Cowdin, Nate J. BlumWinninger fulfills the threat of being a real father, despite an absent- berg, president ; W. A. Scully, Cliff
mindedness that would put any professor to shame. Bruce Manning and Work, Matthew J. Fox, Charles D.
Prutzman and J. H. Seidelman, vice
Felix Jackson, authors of the original screenplay, prove that sequels tary.
presidents ; Samuel Machnovitch,
original.
the
outpace
respects
some
in
and
entertainingly
may carry on
In addition there is Robert Cummings, tall, dark and handsome, of treasurer, and Peyton Gibson, secrecourse, whose aplomb is pleasingly colossal and whose acting in several
trying but exceedingly funny scenes is fine. William Lundigan has the
'Lunatic Fringe' Is
necessary looks and personality.
Made Basis of Suit
Nan Grey and Helen Parrish are all to be desired as later editions of
the
as
satisfying
as
just
is
Walker
Nella
Suit
for $5,000,000 damages for
girls.
the other two smart
libel
and
violation of the N. Y. Civil
little
a
with
butler,
the
as
Cossart
Ernest
and
older
mother grown a bit
Rights law was filed on Friday by
variingenious
an
is
less to do, does that quite handsomely. The plot
L. K. Smith, generally reation of the original. In this case Deanna as Penny Craig saves her Gerald garded
as the successor to Huey P.
hand
sister Joan (Nan Grey) from marrying the wrong man. With one
Long,
against
March of Time, Inc.,
she throws Joan into the arms of the man she was meant for while with Time, Inc., RKO Radio Pictures,
arms
Inc., RKO Film Booking Corp., RKO
the other she tosses sister Kay (Helen Parrish) smack into the
Involves Approval
Distributing Corp., The Newsreel
of the man from whom she had snatched Joan.
ease, thanks to the direction Theatres, Inc., Rockefeller Center,
hilarious
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charming
a
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l
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This circumsta
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her^father at bedtime in a splendid scene.
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Report American Killed
Budapest, March 19.— Peter Lissiuk, who went to Huszt, capital of
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Carpatho-Ukraine, with his father,
Federal Judge William Bondy Kalinick Lissiuk, head of Dinitro Film
was reported killed
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'Oklahoma,'
Hollywood
Lopez

$27,000

Philadelphia
Philadelphia,
March
19. — Stage
r~3Screen combination at the Fox
leWhe town with the big $27,000
in scored by Vincent Lopez and Patricia
Ellis on stage with "Oklahoma Kid"
on the screen.
The Palace collected $5,000 for
"The Saint Strikes Back." "Pygmalion," second run at the Earle,
grossed $3,600.
"Little Princess" did $11,000 at the
Boyd, "Ice Follies" $12,000 at the
Stanley
and "Spirit of Culver" $3,500
at
the Stanton.
Estimated takings for the week
ending March 16 :
"King of the Turf" (U.A.)
ALDINE— (1,300) (32c-42c-57c) 8 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, 7 days, $8,160)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M) (2nd run)
ARCADIA— (600) (25c-42c-57c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,600. (Average, $2,800)
"Little Princess" (20th Cent.)
BOYD— (2,400) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days. Gross:
;ll,000. (Average, $14,000)
'Made For Each Other" (U.A.) (3rd run)
EARLE — (2,000) (26c-32c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $8,000)
"Oklahoma Kid" (Warners)
FOX— (3,000) (32c-37c-42c-57c-68c) 6 days
with stage, 7 days film. Stage: Vincent
Lopez band, Patricia Ellis. Gross: $27,000.
(Average, $16,000)
"Wife,
(2nd run)Husband and Friend" (20th Cent.)
KARLTON— (1,000) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
"Yes,
My Darling Daughter" (Warners)
(2nd run)
KEITH'S—
(32c-42c57c)
Gross:
$3,600. (2,000)
(Average,
$4,000) 7 days.
"Saint Strikes Back" (RKO)
PALACE— (1,000) (26c-42c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $4,500)
"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3,700) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Spirit of Culver" (Univ.)
STANTON— (1,700), 26c-32c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $7,000)

'Kid'

With

Leads

$8,000

Providence

Providence, March 19. — "Oklahoma Kid," dualled with "Secret Service of the Air" at the Majestic, took
$8,000. The Strand's twin bill, "Cafe
Society" and "My Son Is a Criminal," drew $7,000. The weather was
very bad.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 15-16:
"Oklahoma Kid" (W.B.)
"Secret Service of the Air" (F.N.)
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $7,000)
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
"My Sen Is a Criminal" (Col.)
STRAND— (2,100) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $6,000)
"Ice Follies" (M-G-M)
"North of Shanghai" (Col.)
LOEW'S
(25c-35c-50c)
days.
Gross:STATE—
$10,500. (3,230)
(Average,
$11,000) 7
"You Can't Cheat An Honest Man" (Univ.)
"Secrets of a Nurse" (Univ.)
RKO-ALBEE — (2,239) (25c-35c-50c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross : $3,600. (Average,
$6,000)
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th- Fox)
FAY'S — Gross:
(1,800) $5,600.
(25c-35c-40c)
Vaudeville.
(Average,Revival.
$6,500)
"Stagecoach" (U.A.)
"Pride of the Navy" (Rep.)
CARLTON— (1,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,500)
"Ballerina" (Mayer-Burstyn)
AVON — (519) (25c-35c) 3 days. Gross:
$400.
"Navy Secrets" (Mono.)
PLAYHOUSE — (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
Ted Healev's
Stooges $3,000)
and Vaudeville.
Gross:
$3,100. (Average,

Preview

n'
'Py
tonlio
Bosgma
Lead

"I'm from Missouri"
With
$35,500
(Paramount)
Hollywood, March 19. — Constructed in such a manner as to keep
Bob Burns steadily before the lens and uttering, somewhat more swiftly
Boston, March 19. — "Pygmalion"
than is his habit, the type of gags in which he specializes, "I'm from on a dual with "Let Us Live" at the
Missouri" is dependent in unusual degree upon the personal popularity two Loew houses, Orpheum and
of the principal character. In areas where Bing Crosby's radio use State, took a neat $35,500 total for
of the comedian has built for him a wide following, showmen would
appear justified in expecting exploitation focused upon his vogue to the week, $19,000 and f 16,500 in that
bring in the type of audience likely to like the picture best. It is a order.
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man"
more expensively mounted but less rounded offering than "The Arkansas
and "Beauty for the Asking" took
Traveler."
"I'm from Missouri" is derived from stories by Homer Croy and second money, $16,500 at Keith MeJulian Street. The screenplay by John C. Moffit and Duke Atterberry morial.
is episodic. The result of their collaboration reminds, at different times,
Estimated takings for the week endof two stories used with great success by the late Will Rogers, "State
ing March 15 :
Fair" and "A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's Court." Mr. Burns' "Navy Secrets" (Mono.)
performance is a deal more hurried than were those of the beloved "Homicide Bureau" (Col.)
homespun humorist or his own previous screen portrayals. Paul Jones "Kentucky" (20th-Fox) (3 days)
"Up the River" (3 days) (3rd run)
is down as a producer and Theodore Reed as director.
RKO KEITH BOSTON— (3,200) (20c-30cGladys George plays the wife of the leading character satisfactorily. 40c). Gross: $9,000. (Average, $9,000)
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (20th-Fox)
E. E. Clive, Melville Cooper and Gene Lockhart do well in comedy as- "King
of the Underworld" (W.B.)
signments sharply subordinated to that of the star comedian. The plot
PARAMOUNT—
(1,790) (25c-35c-40c-55c)
pertains to a Missouri banker who goes to London to sell Missouri 7 days. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $8,500)
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (20th-Fox)
mules to the British Government and succeeds, after complications rang- "King of the Underworld" (W.B.)
FENWAY
(1,382) (25c-35c-40c-55c) 7
ing from the realistic to the ridiculous, in doing so.
days.
Gross: —$4,500.
"Cafe Society"
(Para.) (Average, $5,000)
Running time, 77 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams "Pacific Liner" (RKO)
METROPOLITAN — (4,332) (25c-35c-40c*"G" denotes general classification.
55c), 7 days. Gross: $12,000. (Average,
$14,000)
"Pygmalion"
"Let Us Live"(M-G-M)
(Col.)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM—
(2,907) (25c-35cTrade Practice Plan
'Freedom'
Clicks
40c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $19,000. (Average,
$13,500)
"Pygmalion"
Unchanged
by Myers
"Let
Us Live"(M-G-M)
(Col.)
In Omaha,
$7,800
(.Continued from page 1)
STATE—
(25c-35c-40c-55c)
of the problems which distribution
7 LOEW'S
days. Gross:
$16,500.(3,537)
(Average,
$12,000)
executives believe to be essential to
Omaha, March 19. — "Let Freedom "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
adoption of the program. Foremost Ring" and "Four Girls in White" led "Beauty for the Asking" (RKO)
KEITH MEMORIAL — (2,790) (25c-35camong these are its basic legality and the field with $7,800, despite cold and 40c-55c)
7 days. Gross: $16,500. (Average,
its method of handling trade practice wet weather. "St. Louis Blues" and
"Devil's
Island"
took
$8,700.
$14,000)
"Wings
of
the Navy" (W.B.)
complaints.
Estimated takings for the week end- "St. Louis Blues" (W.B.)
Distribution executives see any plan
SCOLLAY — (2,500) (25c -35c -40c -50c) 7
ing March 15-16:
for regulation of trade practices as
days, 2nd run. Gross: $5,500. (Average,
My Darling Daughter" (W.B.)
almost worthless without a practical, "Yes,
BRANDEIS— (1,800) (25c -35c -40c), 7 days. $5,500)
effective system for settlement of com- Gross: $5,700. (Average. $4,000)
plaints. They have little or no faith "Let Freedom Ring" (M-G-M)
Girls in White" (M-G-M)
in the practicability of conciliation "Four
OMAHA— (2,200) (2Sc-40c), 7 days. Gross: 'Society' $11,000
and, at the same time, see little value $7,800. (Average, $5,500)
LouisIsland"
Blues"(W.B.)
(Para.)
in voluntary arbitration. They point "St.
"Devil's
out that there is no legal way in which
Cincinnati Gross
ORPHEUM— (3.00O) (25c -40c), 7 days.
parties to a dispute can be compelled Gross: $8,700. (Average, $7,200)
to submit their differences to arbitraCincinnati, March 19. — "Cafe Sotion and that it is conceivable that in
ciety" took $11,000 at the RKO Albee
for
in a dull week, with rain and cold
a large number of instances one or Czech Manager
weather affecting attendance.
both parties will refuse to arbitrate.
20th- Fox Now
Here
"Let Freedom Ring" drew $9,000 at
Legality in Doubt
L. Brandfeld, branch manager for
the RKO Palace, and "The BeachAlso, as indicated recently by Sid- 20th Century-Fox at Prague, head
comber" took $5,000 on its second
ney R. Kent, distributors have no office of what was Czechoslovakia, has week at the RKO Shubert.
Estimated takings for the week endassurance that the application of a been in New York for the past week.
regulatory program would not be a He arrived here to confer with Walter "Cafe Society" (Para.)
ing March 16-18:
violation of the anti-trust laws and J. Hutchinson, foreign head, on probRKO' ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c), 7 days.
will have no such assurance unless the
lems created by Nazi annexation of Gross:
$11,000. (Average. $12,000)
Department of Justice volunteers an the Sudetenland. With complete dis- "Let Freedom Ring" (M-G-M)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c), 7 days.
memberment ofthe country, Brandfeld
opinion on the matter.
$9,000. (Average, $10,000)
Indications are, however, that with will be given a new assignment and Gross:
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
the return to New York of Kent and plans are being made to bring his
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (3Sc-42c), 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $12,000)
William F. Rodgers, heads of the family here.
"The Little Princes" (Zttth-Fox)
distributors' negotiating committee,
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (35c-42c), 7 days,
efforts to solve these problems will be
2nd
week. Gross: $4,000.
Bank Night Ban Bill
"Bey Trouble" (Para.) (Average. $6,500)
renewed.
RKO LYRIC— (1.4C0) (35c-42c), 7 days.
In Wisconsin Fought Gross:
$2,000. (Average. $6,500)
for Each Other" (U.A.)
Madison, March 19. — Protest "Made
To Appoint New
Pa.
RKO
(1.200) (25c-40c), 7 days.
against the bill to ban chance games 3rd week.GRAND—
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,750)
Censor Board Today was lodged before the Senate Judi- "White Woman" (Para.)
ciary Committee. F. C. McCarthy, "The Mvsterious Miss X" (Rep.)
Harrisburg, March 19. — Governor
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (20c-30c), 4 days
James has announced that he will ap- representing the Bank Night Associ- Gross: $1,300. (Average, $1,450)
Ship" (20th-Fox)
"Slave
ation, and Charles F. Puis, Jr., Stanpoint a new board of motion picture
dard Theatres Co., led the opposition. "Six Gun Trail" (Big Feature Rights)
censors tomorrow. The three retiring
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (20c-30c), 3 days.
members, Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer, Sen. Oscar H. Paulson, author of the Gross:
$1,000. (Average, $1,050)
Mrs. Hester M. Fry and Patrick A. measure. Circuit Tudge R. S. Cowie "St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (30c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
Duffey are Democrats and may be re- and Police Inspector Hugo Goehlen $4,700. (Average.
$6,500)
appeared for it.
placed by Republicans.
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Ottawa

Committee

►
Asks
Radio

CBC

to Defer

Beer

Ad

Ban

Ottawa, March 19. — The Radio
Committee of the House of Commons
has suggested to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. that it defer final action
on its radio beer advertising ban.
In the original motion CBC was
"instructed" to defer action. The
word later was changed to "urged."
Committee member Vincent Dupuis
warned CBC that the issue might "explode." He said if the ban were enforced Canadian breweries would continue advertising from American stations causing Canadian broadcasters to
lose needed revenue.
Arthur Slaght, another member of
the committee, supported Dupuis. He
declared that interference with property and civil rights was beyond Parliament's power.
Labor groups in Montreal and Quebec have announced their intention of
protesting the ban. The issue will
be thrashed out tomorrow at a conference between CBC officials and representatives ofthe protesting groups.
Second

Lasky

Series

Seeks Singing Talent
Los Angeles, March 19. — Jesse
Lasky has announced that the second
13- week stretch of the "Gateway to
Hollywood" program, which he is
conducting on CBS for the RKO Studios and Wrigley Gum Co., will seek
juveniles with singing talent for the
RKO lists. Lasky's announcement
substantiates the statement which appeared in Motion Picture Daily recently, to the effect that the second
cycle of programs would seek singing and musical talent, rather than
dramatic players.
Lasky has increased the number
of talent hunting units from two to
three to cover more territory for new
faces.
WCOA

CBS

Radio

to Join

NBC

Network
on April 30
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., will join
NBC on April 30 as a supplementary
station available to advertisers using
the Red and Blue networks and only
in combination with WALA, Mobile,
Ala. Also on the same date, WALA
no longer will be individually available but only to be used in combination with WCOA. Rate for the combination will be $120 per hour.
WCOA is owned by the Pensacola
Broadcasting Co., and operates on
1,340 kilocycles, 1,000 watts day, 500
■watts night.

Monday, March 20, 193V
Closes

For

Personals

4

band
andFlori
SEY
ion in
da
vacat
crewY willDOR
TOMM
for one week, from March 23
to April 5. Gene Krupa's band will
substitute for Dorsey's orchestra on
the latter's air show March 29 . . .
Warren Jennings has joined the New
York sales staff of Transamerican
Broadcasting & Television . . . Lewis
Allen Weiss, general manager of
Don Lee network in California, is in
town for several days . . . Frank
Schreiber, Mutual's Chicago publicity man, arrives today ... Ed Dukoff has added the Moth- Proof Corp.
to his list of clients and will leave for
Hollywood in a few days on business
for the new client.

2

New

Deals
Series

A number of renewals and contracts
for two new series were closed at
CBS over the weekend.
Household Finance Co., sponsoring

Edgar Guest's series, "It Can Be
Done," has been renewed for one year.
Series is broadcast over a web of 30
stations on Wednesdays from 10 :30
to 11 P. M. The effective date is April
30. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn handles the account.
"Grand Central Sketches," broadcast over a 50 station hookup on Fridays from 10 to 10:30 P. M., and
sponsored by the Lambert Co., has
been extended for another year, effective April 28. Lambert & Feasley placed the extension.
Program plans for the forthcoming
new series for the George Hormell
Co. have been completed. Show will
be titled "Musical Romance," with
Eddie Dunstedter, and starting April
FCC
Calendar
3, the series will be broadcast three
times weekly, Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays from 11 to 11 :1S A. M.
Washington, March 19. — Broad- over a 22-station hookup. Program
casting applications pending before the will originate in the studios of KNX,
Federal Communications Commission Hollywood. The contract, for one
year, was placed by Batten, Barton,
were today assigned for hearings, as Durstine & Osborn.
follows :
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.
March 21 : Application of Southern has signed for a new series which will
Oregon Broadcasting Co. for a new be heard over a seven-station hookup
on the CBS Pacific network. Pro1,310-kilocycle, 100-watt station at
gram will be a news and sports comGrants Pass, Ore.
ment series, with John Hughes offiMarch 22 : Applications of Copper agency. ciating. Russel M. Seeds & Co. is the
Country Broadcasting Co. for a new
1,370-kilocycle station at Hancock,
Mich., with 100 watts night, 250 watts Juilliard Transfer
day, requesting facilities of WHDF
To CBS Studios Set
in part, and WHDF, Calumet, Mich.,
CBS has completed plans for the
for extension of time from specified transformation into radio studios of
hours to unlimited.
the Juilliard Musical Foundation
April 17: Application of WSUI, Building, recently acquired by the network and located across the street
Iowa City, la., for increase of power
from 500 watts night, 1,000 watts day, from the present headquarters at 485
to 1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts day. Madison Ave.
April 24: Application of WQDM,
Present plans contemplate two studios which will seat more than 300
St. Albans, Vt., for extension of time
from day to local sunset at Cleveland. persons each, and several smaller studios. The building will have dressing
May 10: Applications of KOH,
Reno, Nev., for change of frequency rooms, lounges and similar facilifrom 1,380 to 630 kilocycles and in- ties.
crease of power from 500 to 1,000
watts, and KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., for Bill in Mo. Relieves
change of frequency from 1,300 to 550
kilocycles.
Station of Liability

Hearings Ordered
Application for a change of frequency from 1,500 to 570 kilocycles
and increase of power from 100 to
1,000 watts has been filed by KUTA,
Salt. Lake City.
The commission announced that
hearings had been ordered on the applications of the Brown County
Broadcasting Co. for a 990-kilocycle,
Renew Energine Show
1,000-watt daytime station at Brownsville, Tex., and WNBC, New Britain,
Energine Spelling Bee, conducted
hy Paul Wing and heard on the Red Conn., for increase of night power
Network Sundays from 5 :30 to 6 from 250 to 1,000 watts.
Hearings were also ordered on the
P. M., has been renewed for another
13 weeks, according to Dick Porter applications of WCBA and WSAN,
of the Stack- Goble agency. Cummer Allentown, Pa., for voluntary assignment of licenses to the Lehigh Valley
Products Co. is the sponsor.
Broadcasting Co., to determine
whether granting of the applications
Delay Power Change
to consolidate the stations would result in or tend toward a monopoly in
Cincinnati, March 19.— WCKY's
change in power from 10,000 to 50,- broadcasting in Allentown. Hearings
000 watts will not take place for ap- are to be held in the Pennsylvania
proximately 60days, pending comple- city, if the commission's budget permits.
tion of new transmission equipment.

Jefferson City, Mo., March 19. —
A bill in the Senate here would relieve the owner of a broadcasting station of liability for defamatory statements made by political candidates.
The bill was referred to the Judiciary
Committee.

80,000 Visitors on
NBC Television Tour
A total of 80,000 persons
have visited Radio City to
witness the television tour,
at an individual price of 40
cents, since the inception of
the tour in September last
With the crowds flockirr <
to New York for the Worlds 'j
Fair, NBC is looking forward
year.doing a bonanza business
to
in the television and studio
tours.
Set

Commercial

For

Western

Rate
Talent

San Francisco, March 19. — New
commercial scale for radio performers
appearing on regional networks in the
11 western states was agreed upon
here in discussions between Emily
Holt, executive secretary of the
A.F.R.A. and executives of San Francisco and Los Angeles chapters of
A.F.R.A. Proposed new rates were
reported to be about one-third less
than coast-to-coast rates, which is ex- !
pected to work to the advantage of
western radio artists, if the scale is
ratified in New York. The difference
in rates is expected to make western
networks the logical testing ground
for new shows.
Richfield

Renews

WOR
News
Show
Richfield Oil has renewed for another seven weeks the WOR Transradio news broadcasts which Frank
Singiser handles. Sherman K. Ellis
placed the contract. Renewed for an
indefinite period are the Transradio
programs of the Pinex Co., on which
the readings are by Vincent Connolly.
"Buck Rogers," transcribed series,
starts over WOR on May 1, a three
times
weekly schedule, through the
Biow agency.
RCA

Promotes

Ewald

George Ewald, former district manager in Dallas, has been named sales
manager for the expanded Sound
Products Section of the Engineering
Products Division of RCA Manufacturing Co. W. L. Rothenberger remains as manager of the enlarged department. The appointment was made
by James L. Schwank, division mana-

Plantation* Expanded
"Plantation Party," heard on the
Blue network and sponsored by the
Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
New Dance Show on CBS ger.
on Fridays from 9 to 9:30 P. M., has
A gala dance band program, as yet increased the network by 13 stations,
effective this week. The stations are
untitled, will succeed "This Is New KMA , WTAR, WOOD, WBRE,
York," which is vacating the 8 to 9
P. M. Sunday period on CBS. The WPTF, WFBC, WIS, KIDO, KGIR,
show will feature dance bands which KPFA, KGHL, KSEI and KTFI.
record for the American Record
Corp., the CBS affiliate. CBS is now Barrett Manages KOMA
seekingfortothe
obtain
Jimmieof Lunceford's
Oklahoma City, March 19. — Neal
band
programs
March 26,
Barrett, former manager of KOMA
April 2, 9 and 16.
and more recently vice-president of
the Texas State network, has been
Wood Is Signed
appointed manager of KOMA by T.
Barry Wood has been re-signed to T. Griffin, new owner of the station.
one year contracts by the CBS art- Griffin has completed the deal for
ownership of the station at a price of
ists' bureau
Recording
Co.and by the Brunswick
$315,000.
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York

Previews

$6,300

"Rough
Riders Round-Up"
(Republic)
"Rough Riders Round-Up" is a well balanced roundup of hard riding,
gun fights and laughs. Mary Hart adds a delightful feminine touch as
^fatttf March 19. — "You Can't the pert, spoiled daughter of a mine owner. It is a western with plenty
(r 30; an Honest Man" and "Fisher- of pace and should please any action film audience.
man's Wharf" led with $6,300 at the
After the Spanish-American war, a troop of Rough Riders headed
Orpheum in a generally slow week of
by
Roy Rogers and Raymond Hatton decide to join the Border Patrol
took
rainy weather. "Pygmalion"
$4,400 in its second week at the Music in Arizona. Their efforts to capture Arizona Jack (William Pawley)
Box, and "Let Freedom Ring" and are thwarted by border regulations which prevent the patrol from pur"Four Girls in White" drew $7,000
suing their quarry into Mexico. However, Rogers and Hatton are susat the Fifth Avenue.
pended from duty after a melee and they are free to cross the border.
Estimated takings for the week endMary is captured during a holdup by Arizona Jack, and Roy, who
ing March 17:
sets out to rescue her, is also trapped by the bandits. When the former
"Stagecoach" (U.A.)
Rough Riders learn of the danger, they disregard orders and cross
"Arrest Bulldog Drummond" (Para.)
BLUE MOUSE — (950) (30c-40c-5Sc) 7 days, the border to make the capture. The film is enlivened by several stirring
2nd week. Gross: $3,100. (Average, $4,000)
brawls, one of which takes place over a box of dynamite.
"Let Freedom Ring" (M-G-M)
"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
Rogers contributes several songs and Hatton provides some comedy
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500) (30c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)
on a fast stepping mule. Associate producer Joseph Kane directed.
"Blondie Meets the Boss" (Col.)
"North of Shanghai" (Col.)
Running time, 58 minutes. "G."*
Ed Greif
LIBERTY — (1,800) (20c-30c-40c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $3,400. (Average, $5,000)
*"G" denotes general classification.
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
MUSIC BOX— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $4,400. (Average, $4,000)
"You Can't Cheat An Honest Man" (Univ.)
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
ORFHEUM— (2,450) (30c-40c) 7 days. "The Puritan"
Gross: $6,300. (Average, $6,000)
(Lenauer International)
"Secrets of a Woman Doctor" (Repub.)
The sordidness of incident and detailed exposition of the commission
"Tom Sawyer, Detective" (Para.)
PALOMAR — (1,500) (15c-25c-35c-40c) 7 of a crime make this French production of the Liam O'Flaherty story
days. ers.Vaudeville
by Stanley
Gross: $4,600.headed
(Average,
$5,000;Broth- unsuitable for general exhibition. A very limited number of theatres
specializing in foreign film bookings and having a strictly adult patron"Cafe Society" (Para.)
"Persons in Hiding" (Para.)
age might, with discreet advertising, present this picture without doing
PARAMOUNT — (3,050) (30c-40c) 7 days.
serious harm either to themselves or to the industry as a whole.
Gross: $5,900. (Average, $6,000)
However, it requires no great imagination to foresee what encouragement of censorship would follow any widespread exhibition of this picOklahoma
Censor Bill ture.
The story centers about a murder committed by a zealot in the belief
Is Sent to Committee
Oklahoma City, March 19. — The that his crime was necessary to the salvation of certain individuals. The
bill creating a State Board of Film fanatic's reactions and the detection of the crime by the authorities comprise the greater part of the story and picture. The camera follows the
Inspection has been sent to committee. The board would consist of three half-crazed, then drunken fugitive, from street walker to street
members appointed by the governor. walker and brothel to brothel for what must be half the length of the
Under the measure distributors
film. It is psychopathic rather than psychological drama and has about
would be charged a fee of $3 for the same elements of entertainment as may be found through a visit to
each reel of film to be censored which
does not exceed 1,000 lineal feet and a Criminal Courts building.
$3 for each additional 1,000 feet. The
Action, direction, photography and English subtitles are all commoney would pay the salaries and oomendable. Jean-Louis Barrault, as the fanatic, and Pierre Fresnay as
erating expenses of the board.
the police inspector, give particularly fine characterizations. Incidental
roles are well handled, althought the French dialogue and the distinctly
French
mannerisms of the cast are a little confusing in characters bearOklahoma
Exhibitors
ing such names as "Kelly," "O'Leary," "Burke" and so on.
Will Get Tax Share
Sherwin A. Kane
time, 85 minutes. "A."*
Running
Oklahoma City, March 19. — Theatre owners will share in the $300,*"A" denotes adult classification.
000 to be paid for collecting state
sales taxes after a new bill which is
being pushed rapidly through the leg- Has New Sound Channel
islature becomes law. Exhibitors will
e'sBill
Milw
re auke
Clock
Theat
Erpi, in collaboration with the sound Study
be classed under the head of mera
designed
has
M-G-M,
of
nt
departme
chants who may retain three per cent
Milwaukee, March 19. — Common
new portable sound recording channelto
of the cash collected.
for location work which is claimed
Council Judiciary Committee has reperuse.cent less than equipto thea special
commitweigh ment84now in
tee ferred
named
number citizens'
of months
ago
Bill in Rhode Island
to study the health features of double
Amends
Sunday Law Mexican Extras Organize bills, the proposal by Alderman John
E. Kalupa
that theatres install illuProvidence, March 19. — On the last
minated clocks.
Mexico City, March 19. — Mexican
day for the introduction of new bills
g
R. A. Tesch, business manager for
in the Rhode Island General Assem- motion picture extras, numberin
organized their first na- the Independent Theatres Protective
haveunion.
bly, Senator Henry R. Di Mascolo, 3,480, tional
These players average Association of Wisconsin, appeared
introduced an amendment to the Sunday salary, of which they con- against the proposal, maintaining it
day film law, changing the opening $2.50 a tribute
five per cent for the support of would be an expense to exhibitors to
hour from 2 P. M. to 1 P. M.
the union.
install the clocks and that they would
distract attention from the screen.
Killed in Plane Crash
Club Dance March 25
Alderman Kalupa's reason for introducing the ordinance was the contenOcala, Fla., March 19.— Elbert
Omaha, March 19.— Annual spring
tion that children remain too long in
Thompson, manager of the San Marco dinner-dance of Variety Club of
Theatre, in Jacksonville, was killed Omaha, Tent No. 16, will be held theatres because they do not know
what time it is.
in an airplane crash here.
March 25, at Hotel Fontenelle.
Seattle

Gross

'Pygmalion'
Denver's
With

Is

Best

$11,000

Denver, March 19. — "Pygmalion"
and "Boy Slaves" at the Orpheum led
the parade here, with a gross of
$11,000. A reissue, "The Eagle and
the Hawk," was strong at the Denham, with $8,400. "They Made Me
a Criminal" and "Nancy Drew," at
the Paramount, took $4,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 15 :
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (20th-Fox)
500)ALADDIN — (1,400) (25c-40c), 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,500)
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
"Four Girls in White" (M-G-M)
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-40c), 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $2,000. (Average, $2,"The Eagle and the Hawk" (Para.)
DENHAM—
(25c-35c-40c),
Gross:
$8,400. (1,750)
(Average,
$6,000) 7 days.
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
DENVER
(25c-35c-50c),
7 days.
Gross:
$8,000.— (2,525)
(Average,
$8,500)
"Pygmalion"
(M-G-M)
"Boy Slaves" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—
(25c-35c-40c),
7 days.
Gross:
$11,000. (2,600)
(Average,
$8,000)
"They
a Criminal" (W. B.)
"Nancy Made
Drew" Me(Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (U.
(Average,
$3,500)
"Stagecoach"
A.)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (ZOth-Fox)
RIALTO— (878) (25c-40c), 7 days. "Stagecoach." 3rd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average,
$1,750)
Duchin

Band

"Votes"

and

$19,500

Cleveland

Draw

Cleveland, March 19. — Eddie Duchin was popular at the RKO Palace,
where
Votes" was
on the "The
screen, Great
takingMan
$19,500.

"Stagecoach" made a good showing
at Loew's State with $14,000. The
picture moves over to Loew's Stillman
for a continued run. "Fast and Loose"
at Loew's Stillman took $4,000.
"Wings of the Navy" came through
Hippodro
at Warners'
$11,000 takings
with
Estimated
for the
week me.
ending March
"Gunga
Din"9 :(RKO)
ALLEN— (3,000) (30c-35c-42c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $4,000)
"Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,800)
(30c-35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $11,000. Average, $12,000)
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
RKO
PALACE— (3.100) (30c-42c-55c) 7
days.
Stage:
Eddie
Duchin$15,000)
and Orchestra.
Gross:
$19,500. (U.
(Average,
"Stagecoach"
A.)
LOEW'S
(30c-35c-42c)
days.
Gross:STATE—
$14,000. (3,500)
(Average,
$13,000) 7
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STILLMAN—
(1,900) (Average,
(30c-35c42c,
7 days.
Gross: $4,000.
$4,000)
"Two
in Waltz Time"
(BrunoHearts
Wicker)
CITY— (485) (35c-42c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,000. (Average, $1,200)
Craig and Dawes Due
Sir Gordon Craig, general manager
of British Movietone News, and R.
Sutton Dawes, director of sales for
20th Century-Fox in Great Britain,
are due March 23 on the Queen Mary.
They wall attend the company's sales
convention.
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1939-'40

Rodgers Gives Program
at Chicago Convention

YORK,

TUESDAY,

Like Father —
Hollywood, March 20.—
Years ago, Jesse Lasky, Samuel Goldwyn and C. B. DeMille were partners in the
film business.
Some time ago, Lasky's son,
Jesse,
writing Jr.,
staff. joined DeMille's
Today, his other boy, Bill,
joined Goldwyn Productions
as office boy for Sherman
Todd, head cutter.

week. The chairman's salary is $4,800
annually.
Governor James said the other
members will be named later, one
about May 1 and the third about June
1. In explanation, he said the retiring board left a financial deficiency,
and there is not sufficient money to
name all three at once.
'Dodge City' on NBC
Hollywood, March 20. — Warners
today made a tieup with NBC for
coverage of the opening of "Dodge
City" at Dodge City, Kans., on April
1. Ninety stations will carry the program.
Dismiss 'Time' Suit
Justice Ferdinand Pecora in Supreme Court Friday dismissed the
$250,000 suit of Lou Goldberg against
Time, Inc. Goldberg claimed he had
originated the idea for the screen
March of Time.

'U' Signs Yohalem
Hollywood, March 20. — Universal
today signed George Yohalem as associate producer on a term contract.
Yohalem had been assistant to William
Anthony Maguire at M-G-M.

TEN
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FRENCH

HALVE

Court

BILL

U.S.

Denies

CENTS

WILL

IMPORTS
Fight Seen on Measure
Slated for Discussion
in Two Weeks

By PIERRE AUTRE
Paris, March 20. — New bill for
regulation of French distribution and
IATSE
Fight exhibition, now before the Chamber of
Deputies, may be reached for discussion within two weeks after ParliaHollywood, March 20. — Denying
ment reconvenes on March 28. Discussion of the bill is expected to be
an injunction against I.A.T.S.E. international officers Federal Judge spirited, as it will involve many imPaul J. McCormick today dismissed
portant and opposing interests.
American film representatives here
the action brought by officers of studio
technicians Local 37.
declare that the bill, which would give
In his decision Judge McCormick dictatorial powers over the importation and distribution of foreign picruled that Federal Courts were prohibtures in France to its author, Jean
ited from hearing cases involving
Zay, Minister of National Education,
labor disputes.
the imports of American
A. Brigham Rose, attorney for of- would cut(Continued
on page 10)
ficers of the Local told the court that
International had taken over affairs
of the union in order to force a new
K-A-0
Reports Net
two per cent assessment.
Rose said that he would seek relief
in State courts and would press the
Profit of $996,995
United Artists receives an extension case before the N. L. R. B.
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. and
of time to April 21 in which to file an
Fifteen fights, some approaching
answer to Samuel Goldwyn' s action to riot proportions marked the mass subsidiaries report a net profit for the
have a non-exclusive releasing con- meeting yesterday in Hollywood year 1938 of $996,995, after all
tract with the company substituted for Stadium called by Local 37.
charges. Result compares with profit
his present exclusive agreement as a
of $1,300,887 for the preceding year.
An
affidavit
was
filed
today
in
Fedresult of the transfer of the suit from
B. F. Keith Corp. and subsidiaries
eral Court by Ed Heim, deposed
the State Supreme Court here to the financial secretary of the local. It report a net profit for 1938 of $752,01 1
Federal District Court.
charged that no accounting was ever after all charges, as compared with
Order authorizing the transfer was made of more than $1,000,000 collected
$1,042,628 for 1937.
The K-A-0 report shows income
signed by Justice Charles B. Mc- by International in two per cent salary
(Continued on page 10)
for 1938 of $14,928,887, of which $13,assessments.
171,210 was from theatre admissions.
Expenses amounted to $12,638,819.
Consolidated balance sheet shows cash
Policies
of $2,832,777 ; capital assets of $20,Program
NBC
New
761,051, and investments in affiliated
and other companies of $2,446,830.
Total assets are listed at $26,614,285.
Children
to Protect
Aims
Current liabilities are listed at $1,142,503.
Copies of the new NBC program
Employes of RKO theatres of which
tions, the various types of program
policies — the first to be issued since permitted on the air, general program KAO is the chief theatre subsidiary
the winter of 1934 — have been mailed
held their annual party at the Hotel
and don't's for ad- Astor, last night. Executives of all
do's etc.
the agencies,
to a select list of agency and broad- standards, vertising
casting executives, network clients,
Scripts on Child Programs
departments,
headed by John O'Conand members of Government bodies
nor, were in attendance.
dealing with broadcasting, for private
Children's programs, under the new
inspection and comment. Opinions provisions, will be presented in 3-Year Rivoli Record
expressed by these groups will be scripts that must at all times reflect
collated, and following revisions, the respect for law and order and adult
Smashed
by Durbin
new policies will be issued publicly,
authority, and themes, by network"Three
Smart
Girls
Up," the
possibly by early summer.
compulsion, will stress good morals Deanna Durbin film Grow
at the Rivoli,
The document comprises 50 mimeo- and clean living, fair play and honoris drawing the biggest business that
graphed pages, and is basically the
able behavior. Other taboos in chil- house
has had in three years. The St.
same as the previous code of standdren!^ programs include no refer- Patrick's Day parade on Friday
ences
to
torture,
horror,
use
of
the
ards,
in the children's
program excepting
division which,
it is known,
supernatural, kidnapping, vulgarity. affected the opening day's gross
will be more stringently supervised Most important provision, however, is somewhat, but in spite of this the film
than in the past. Other divisions cov- the elimination of "cliff hanging" is headed for a first week's gross of
(Continued on page 10)
ered include station and public rela$40,000-$45,000.

Chicago, March 20. — William F.
Rodgers, M-G-M general sales manager, today, the second day of the
company's annual sales convention at Silverstone Nearly
the Palmer House, announces that the
company will have 52 features for
:i939-'40. Titles of 36 of the 52 were
Ready With U. A.
disclosed.
There also will be three films each
1939-'40 Program
in the "Judge Hardy Family" and
"Dr. Kildare" series, and the remaining 10 will be chosen from a list of
Hollywood, March 20. — Arrange19 properties which were also announced.
ments for the
nouncement 1939-'40
of United product
Artists anare
General convention sessions started
nearing
completion,
according
to
Murtoday and will end tomorrow.
A highray Silverstone, company head. Silver(Continued on page 7)
stone will leave for New York over
the weekend. Attorney Charles
Schwartz, who accompanied SilverJames Names
Only
stone here, leaves for the east tomorrow.
Single Pa. Censor
Harrisburg, Pa., March 20. — Mrs.
Edna R. Caroll, vice-chairman of the
Republican City Committee, Philadelphia, has been appointed chairman of
the state censor board by Gov. Arthur H. James. The state had been
without a censor board for about a
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Insiders'
By SAM

H. MORAY, head of
NORMAN
Warners shorts sales, left New
York Saturday for the coast. He will
take part in conferences on the proposed shift of shorts production from
New York to the coast.
•

you might be interested to know what
some of the lads around the
country are doing in the way of
exploiting new pictures. We
looked over the rims of our tortoise shells, the other day, and

board
plane
or 10
vacawest.

caught a bird's eye view of some
of the things being done.
In Minneapolis, for instance,
we found the boys extending
themselves in many ways.

J. Cheever Cowdin, Universal
chairman, leaves for the coast by
today. He will spend a week
then begin a
the studio,durati
days atof indefin
on in the
ite
tion
•

Harry Hunter, Paramount manager for Australia, did not arrive on
the Monterey, which docked at San
Pedro yesterday, as originally scheduled, but is coming• by the next boat.
Kathleen Mungiven, Quigley
Publishing Co. receptionist, has become engaged to William O'Connell, employed in the New York City
Park Department.
•
Charles L. Casanave, vice-president and ganeral manager of National
Screen Accessories, is in Chicago to
address the M-G-M sales convention
on advertising.
•
A. E. Meyer, general sales manager
of International Projector, is visiting
branches in the south and southwest.
He will be gone about two weeks,
o
Fred Beetson, executive vice-president of the Association of Motion Picture Producers, has returned to Hollywood from a month's
vacation.
•
Harry Buxbaum, Jr., son of the
20th Century-Fox New York branch
manager, has flown to the coast from
Miami to look over production.
•
Dorothy Lamour and Edgar Bergen left for Hollywood yesterday by
train. Don Ameche flew back after
his broadcast Sunday night.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal eastern sales manager, is on a West Indies cruise from which he will return
early in April.
•
Robert Gillham, Paramount advertising and publicity director, is expected back in New York in the next
week or two.
•
Pandro Berman, RKO studio head,
postponed his departure for the coast
last weekend but leaves today by train.
•
Milt Howe of 20th Century-Fox
coast publicity department has returned to the studio from New York.
•
Joe Pincus, 20th Century-Fox talent scout has arrived from a Miami
vacation following a trip to the studio.
•
C. E. K. Mees, vice-president of
Eastman Kodak, has been named a
fellow of the British Royal Society.
•
Ward Morehouse, theatrical columnist, is mourning the loss of his
father who died in Georgia Sunday.
•
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loewrs,
Florida. is due this afternoon from

ERHAPS

At the State, to boost "Cafe
Society," the management distributed 1,000 shamrocks on cards in
connection with the St. Patrick's
Day opening of the picture.
There were 25 24-sheets spotted
around the town and broadcasts
were arranged over WDGY.
At the Century in promoting
"The Beachcomber," there was a
contest to select "doubles" for
Charles Laughton and Elsa Lanchester. This was conducted in
cooperation with The Masquers,
University of Minnesota drama
organization. There were cash
prizes and a few tickets given
away. Additionally four men
were kept busy stamping ads on
the picture on the backs of checks
in about 40 restaurants. Charles
Zinn, the manager, wrote letters
to about 500 citizens on the picture, and restaurants and soda
fountains around the city were
persuaded to feature "Beachcomber" sundaes and sandwiches.
T
To exploit "The Duke of West
Point" at the Gopher, ads were
put in high school publications
and also in the Minnesota Daily
at the University of Minnesota.
The Minneapolis hockey team,
the University of Minnesota
hockey team, high school hockey
coaches and members of the park
board who handle the public
skating rinks were invited to a
preview. There were about 40
posters put up at the University
of Minnesota. Employes of the
theatre sent out several hundred
letters to friends and there were
tieups with Western Union and
several jewelry stores on Bulova
watches.
In connection with "Trade
Winds" at the Orpheum, the
boys went after business by tieups with beauty parlors and
planted a pictorial comparison in
the Minneapolis Star between
Heddy LaMarr and Joan Bennett.
T ▼
In Washington: Last week at
the Palace a campaign on "Made
for Each Other" was built
around the mother-in-law angle
and a contest tieup was made
with three papers for the best
letter describing a mother-in-law.
There
uted. were three prizes distrib-

Outlook
SHAIN
Otherwise things were slow in
Washington. ▼ T
In Cleveland: Warners' Hippodrome had spot radio announcements over WGAR
in
connection with "The Oklahoma
Kid," besides one-column threeinch teaser advertising for two
days in advance of the opening
in all the local newspapers, window cards and street car hangers.
Nat Holt at the RKO Palace
for "Wife, Husband and Friend"
also used spot radio announcements.
At Loew's State, Milton Harris, Everett Steinbuck and Col.
Harry E. Long gave away a pair
of silver skates autographed by
Joan Crawford as one of the
prizes in the local skating carnival at the Arena, in connection
with the showing of "Ice Follies
At Loew's Stillman Jack
Lykes
had a little colored boy in
of 1939." wearing advertising
costume
bands, parading the downtown
streets in connection with "The
St. Louis Blues," while in the
St. Patrick's Day parade there
was a little white boy with a
banner advertising
T ▼ the picture.
In Providence : "Prison Without Bars" opened with a heavy
advance campaign. Harry McDonald had local educational, social welfare, religious and civic
leaders in to see the photoplay
at a special midnight preview.
Additionally there was some
broadcasting arranged, and there
was heavy poster distribution and
foreign language paper tieups.
They pulled a special reserved
seat preview performance in connection with "Pygmalion" at
Loew's State where Eddie McBrides operates, the first time
that reserved seats had been sold
locally for a motion picture, and
it helped spread the news about
the film.
T T
In Pittsburgh : Department
stores and radio were the chief
aids to newspaper space for current pictures.
In connection with "The Little
Princess" at the Fulton, there
were 25,000 heralds distributed
by the Kaufman store, with statements advertising Shirley Temple
apparel.
At the Stanley for "The Oklahoma Kid" there was a window
tieup in the 5 and 10c stores on
Westmore makeup, besides a
couple of radio plugs daily and
and about 35 billboards.
At Loew's Penn, Charlie
Kurzman held a preview for betrothed couples in connection
with "Made for Each Other."

of

Held

Goodman
Tomorrow

Funeral services for Maurice Goodman, counsel for Trans-Lux Corp.
and former vice-president and general
counsel for RKO, will be held at the
Temple Emanu-El tomorrow. Goodman died Sunday at the Hotel Pierre
at the age of 58.
C,
He was associated with vaude. „.e,
films and the theatre during his entire
professional career. He became general counsel for the B. F. Keith
vaudeville circuit in 1906 and was a
factor in its subsequent mergers and
expansions. In 1928, he became vicepresident and general counsel for
Keith-Albee-Orpheum and subsequently for RKO. After resigning as
vice-president of RKO in 1929, he
continued on the board of directors
until it was reorganized. In 1931, he
was appointed chairman of the finance
committee for Columbia, but resigned
after a few years. He became a member of a stockholders' protective committee of RKO in 1933. He is survived by his widow, Adele, a daughter, Susan, two sons, Maurice, Jr.,
and Walter, and a sister, Minnie.
Hold

Funeral

Rites

For Adler, Publicist
Funeral services were held Sunday
for Bert Adler at the Riverside Memorial Chapel, with interment at the
Riverside Cemetery, Rochelle Park,
N. J. Adler, 48, died Saturday of
pneumonia at Mount Sinai Hospital.
Although he was doing publicity
work for city departments since 1936,
and was secretary to the Department
of Public Works at the time of his
death, prior to that time Adler was
active in the film industry both as
publicity representative and independent producer. He was executive secretary of the Cinema Club, press representative ofThanhouser Co., exploi
tation director of Realart Pictures, and
through his own publicity agency, rep
resented Warners, United Artists, 20th
Century-Fox, Fanchon & Marco, Uni
versal and other large producers. He
frequently headed the film section of
Red Cross drives and acted as pub
licity chairman of the Stage & Screen
Division
for Franklin D. Roosevelt in
1932.
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Goodman
'Criminal'

in
Hollywood

Previews

'Fast'

with

$20,000

Minneapolis
Does

$15,000

Minneapolis, March 20— Outstanding business getter was "They
Made Me a Criminal" at the Orpheum, in conjunction with the Jan
Garber Orchestra, getting $15,000.
In St. Paul business was about average, with "Ice Follies" doing best
at the Paramount with a take of
$4,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 16:
Minneapolis:
"Spy Hunt" (Col.)
"Smiling: Along" (20th-Fox)
"Boy Slaves" (RKO)
"Pardon Our Nerve" (20th-Fox)
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c) Split dual bills.
Gross: $1,600. (Average, $1,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (1,600) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,000)
"Blondie Meets the Boss" (Col.)
(990) (25c) 7 days. Gross: $3,200.GOPHER—
(Avorage, $2,500)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (W.7 days
B.) with
ORPHEUM— (2,900) (35c-55c)
$15,000.
Gross:
Garber's
Jan
(Average,
$4,800)Orchestra.

Almost
(RKO)

a Gentleman

In

Hollywood, March 20. — The world's people are of two kinds with
reference to dogs. Some like them and some don't. This, like all dog
pictures, is for those who do. Those who do can't help liking Ace, the
German Shepherd, or, if you prefer, police dog, responsible for the story
of and the entertainment in this picture. He is, if your reporter may

Pittsburgh, March 20. — "Fast and
Loose" and Benny Goodman's ba«,d
on the stage gave the Stanley
000. "The Little Princess" at
speak for those of the world's people who like dogs, a fine specimen Fulton drew a healthy $8,000, inducof canine intelligence.
ing a holdover.
Estimated takings for the week endJames Ellison, Helen Wood, Robert Kent, June Clayworth, Robert
16 :
Warwick, Leonard Penn and several other two-legged actors appear "SpiritingofMarch
Culver" (Univ.)
ALVIN— (1,900) (25c-35c-50c)
7 days.
in the picture. They act out a small-town episode which includes such
$5,200. (Average, $7,000)
necessary items as romance, imprisonment, death and the high cost of Gross:
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
FULTON— (1,700) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
living on the wrong side of the tracks, but the only sequences of enter$8,000. (Average,
$5,000)
(M-G-M)
tainment consequence are those which pertain to the dog. One of these, "Honolulu"
a court room passage in which Ellison pleads to the jury the case of the
LOEW'S
PENN— (3,600) (25c-35c-50c) 7
days. Gross: $15,500. (Average, $15,000)
mongrel dog per se, is extremely effective.
"You Can't Take It With You" (Col.)
SENATOR— (2,000) (25c-40c)
7 days.
Written by Harold Shumate and directed by Leslie Goodwins for
Gross: $3,400. (Average, $3,800)
producer Cliff Reid, the picture is primarily a setting for the dog. "Fast
and Loose" (M-G- M)
STANLEY — (3,600) (25c-40c-60c) 7 days.
Unlike most dog pictures, this one asks the animal for no super-phenome- Benny
Goodman on stage. Gross: $20,000.
nal feats of cunning. It does display his obedience to training — in short, (Average, $17,000)
"Four
White"(Para.)
(M-G-M)
his show ring accomplishments, impressively. He is a splendid dog.
"PersonsGirlsin in
Hiding"
Williams
Roscoe
WARNER—
(2,000)
(25c-40c) 7 days.
Running time, 64 minutes. "G"*
Gross $4,500. (Average, $4,500)

"Heritage of the Desert"
(Sherman-Paramount)
"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
Hollywood, March 20. — The appeal of the great outdoors, plus to$6,000. (Average, $4,400)
mance and action, are the essentials of "Heritage of the Desert," pro"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD-(400) (25c-55c) 7 days, 8th week.
duced by Harry Sherman for Paramount release. The Zane Grey story
Gross: $1,150. (Average, $1,400)
has been altered considerably, but the primary factors which made it
St. Paul:
one of the most widely read stories of the west remain.
"The Young in Heart" (U. A.)
days.
The Sherman version of "Heritage of the Desert" is pictorially beauORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c -40c)
tiful, atribute to the production mounting of Associate Producer J. D.
Gross: $2,800. (Average, $3,200)
"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
Trop. A fast moving screenplay and tactful direction by Lesley SelanPARAMOUNT — (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days. der,
a veteran of this field, contribute much to the entertainment offered.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,000)
The cast is above average, and has marquee value. Principal roles are
'The Duke of West Point" (U. A.) Gross :
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c) 7 days.
played by Donald Woods, Evelyn Venable, and Russell Hayden, with
$1,800. (Average, $1,800)
Robert Barrat, Sidney Toler, C. Henry Gordon, Willard Robertson,
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor' (M-G-M)
TOWER -(1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
Paul Guilfoyle, Paul Fix, John "Skins" Miller and Reginald Barlow in
400. (Average, $1,500)
supporting roles. Norman Houston wrote the screenplay, and Harrison
"A Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (400) (25c-35c) 7 days. Gross : Jacobs contributed additional dialogue.
$900. (Average, $700)
The story concerns the fight for water rights near the oasis ranch
$1.-of Miss Venable and her father. Woods, a young geologist, arrives at
the town to find out why his returns from an inherited cattle business
'Huckleberry'
Kansas

City

in
Hits

has fallen off. Wounded by the defalcating manager's henchman, Woods
is nursed back to health by Miss Venable. He uncovers the plot, and
after saving his fortune, weds the girl.
Running time, 75 minutes. "G."*

Excellent

Vance King

$13,300

Kansas City, March 20. — "Huckleberry Finn" topped the town with
$13,300, with "Whispering Enemies"
at Loew's Midland. "The Little Princess" did a combined business at the
Fox Tower and Uptown of $7,500,
and was held at the Uptown. Weather
was normal.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 15-16:
"DevU's Island" (W. B.)
"Off the Record" (W. B.)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (2Sc-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,200. (Average, $7,000)
"Down in Arkansaw" (Rep.)
"Inside Story" (20th-Fox)
ESQUIRE— (800) (25c -40c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,500. (Average, $3,000)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
"Whispering Enemies" (Col.)
MIDLAND— (4,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $13,300. (Average, $11,500)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (1,500) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,700. (Average, $5,000)
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
"Fighting Thorobreds" (Rep.)
FOX TOWER— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $5,000)
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $3,500)

Pittsburgh

King of Chinatown
(Paramount)
Hollywood, March 20. — The meaning read into the title establishes
the character of "King of Chinatown." It is melodrama with all the
trimmings in plot amplification, characterizations, dialogue, situations
and action. Comedy, romantic love interest and regeneration that give
the theme a human interest quality are other elements.
Based on a colorful story by Herbert Biberman and a screenplay by
Lillie Hayward and Irving Reis, the picture, picturesquely produced by
Stuart Walker, features Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff, Sidney
Toler, J. Carroll Naish, Philip Ahn, Anthony Quinn and Roscoe Karns.
Nick Grinde directed his story material and players in such manner and
made such use of production detail that action and suspense dominate.
Gangsterism versus Chinese honesty, patience and charity is the basis
of the story. Suave, ruthless racketeer Tamiroff, having been wounded,
is being cared for by Miss Wong, who believes her merchant father,
Toler, did the shooting. Tamiroff endeavors to suppress his hoodlums,
but underlings Naish and Quinn force them to continue criminal activity.
Meanwhile Tamiroff, wishing to make amends for his depredations,
finances a Chinese ambulance unit for service in the overseas war-torn
country. But before Tamiroff dies, Naish is proved to be his assassin
and the rebellious gang is brought to justice. Thereupon Miss Wong,
reconciled with her father, leaves for China with the ambulance unit.
Running time, 57 minutes. "G"*
* "G" denotes general classification.

G. McC.

Honest
$14,000

Man'
Has

Washington

With
Smash
Gross
You

Washington,
March
20. —
Can't
Cheat
an
Honest
Man'
RKO-Keith's in the top spot

with

At Loew's Capitol "Fast and
$14,000.
Loose," with the help of John Boles,
grossed $18,500. The Earle with "The
Oklahoma
hit
$16,000. Kid" and "Jimmy Barton"
Estimated takings for the week ending March 16:
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434) (25c-65c) 7
days.
Stage:
(Average,
$16,500)John Boles. Gross: $18,500.
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243) (25c-40c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $4,500. (Average,
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
$4,500)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370) (25c-55c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,500. (Average,
$12 000)
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man" (Univ.)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836) (25c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $6,000)
"The Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
WARNERS' EARLE — (2,218) (2Sc-66c) 7
days. (Average,
Stage: James
000.
$16,000) Barton. Gross: $16,"You Can't Take It With You" (Col.)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,591)
(25c-40c) 7$4,000)
days. Revival. Gross: $5,500.
(Average,
$126,504 Raised for
Coast Paralysis Aid
Hollywood, March 20. — Southern
California raised a total of $126,504.97 for the 1939 Infantile Paralysis
Drive in which the motion picture industry took an active part, Joseph
M. Schenck, chairman for California
of the tions
campaign,
disclosed.
Contributotaled 65 per
cent above
last
year's campaign, with Los Angeles
County going 79 per cent above last
Schenck lauded, among other organizations, the Fox West Coast Theatres and the Independent Theatre
Owners of Southern California for
year.
their corporation.
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Notes

on

Metro

Sales

Meeting

By BILL CROUCH
Chicago, March 20. — Ted Mendelssohn, son of Felix Mendelssohn, former M-G-M branch manager, resigned Saturday to assume a
^-^les position with Warners here.
— ^> had been with M-G-M for many
years.
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52

for

Metro

Rodgers

Next

Tells

Season,

Convention

J. F. Wili.ingham, Memphis man,+
ager, arrived in town
with his crew
wreathed in smiles. A 100 per cent
record for sales was the reason.
+
Missing from the M-G-M ranks
this year is exploiteer Walter Dunn
who resigned to assume the job of
exhibition director of the Saenger Circuit in New Orleans.
J. M. Schiller and Morris
Abrams are still running neck and
neck intween
thethemselves.
"hair-raising" contest be+
Junior auditors leaving for the coast
before the convention started were
Tom Connors, Bob Cummings,
Arthur Crone and Ben Woolf. The
Caught by the cameraman at the Metro sales meeting at the Palmer House
lads were given a sendoff at dinner yesterday, left to right : Mart Spring, assistant to Arthur Loew; William F.
Saturday night by William Rodgers Rodgers, general sales manager; Arthur Loevo, foreign head; At Lichtman,
and the other executives.
vice-president ; Sam Eckman, managing director in England.
+
Jimmy Thames of Atlanta says his
territory is so spread out that he has
directors and 83 or more writers under
(Continued from page 1)
to carry both summer and winter
contract. This is said to be the largest
wardrobes in order to be the properly light of tomorrow's program is a
luncheon at which addresses will be talent roster in Metro's history.
dressed man in the cities he visits.
made by Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A.
Kuykendall Speaks Today
Ralph Pielow ,+of Albany got back president; Col. H. A. Cole, Allied
Better
relations between exhibitors
from his winter vacation just in time head, and Harry Brandt, president of
and
field
sales
forces will be urged by
to get unpacked . . . have his laundry the New York I.T.O.A., who was selected to speak also for the unaffiliated Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president,
done . . . and pack for the convention
in addressing the meeting today.
exhibitor groups.
trip.
+
Kuykendall recalls that distributor
Wednesday will be devoted to conArthur Horn has gone in for perferences conducted by Division Man- representatives were welcomed at
fume. At least he had that "Eau
agers T. J. Connors and E. M. Saun- meetings of the Tri-States M.P.T.O.,
ders, at the conclusion of which the which he formerly headed, and urges
de
Jockey
Club"
odor
about
him
when
he hit town.
250 delegates are scheduled to leave.
that the practice be continued and ex+
tended for the good of the industry.
Rodgers said the company will make
Frank Whitbeck, elephant own- large-scale pictures and that the He points out that an important part
er and M-G-M exploitation execu- production budget will be increased. of whatever success the proposed industry trade practice program meets
tive, had to leave Florida for the con- Metro now has 11,000 accounts, he
vention and stop off in Hollywood disclosed.
man.
with will depend upon the film salesen route to pick up some clean shirts,
"It Can't Happen Here," from the
etc.
Sinclair Lewis novel, is scheduled as
"Without your sympathetic under+
standing, and unless you catch the
one
of
the
company's
leading
films
for
Jerome A. Adams, "Mayor of the the season. Other big films planned spirit of it further than the written
Brown Hotel" in Louisville is flashare "The Wizard of Oz," in color, instructions," he will tell the M-G-M
ing a sheriff's badge.
+
which is being completed ; "Northwest men, "it will fail of its purpose."
Titles Announced
which will star Wallace
Youngest resident manager attend- Passage,"
ing the convention is Burtis Bishop, Beery, Spencer Tracy and Robert
The M.P.T.O.A. president pays
Taylor ; "Qua Vadis," the Henry SienJr., of Pittsburgh. .+
kiewicz novel, planned on the scale of tribute to William F. Rodgers, M-G-M
and Selznick Internation- general sales manager ; to the comWade Willman from Indianapo- "Ben al'sHur,"
With the Wind," which is dress. pany and its management in his adlis is an unusual person. He spent planned "Gone
for completion around October.
his winter vacation in the northland
The 36 titles definitely announced
among the snowdrifts. He said he got
To Revise Shorts Program
are :
a "snowburn," whatever
that is.
+
There will be a revision in the
"It Can't Happen Here," by Sinshorts
program, with emphasis on paclair Lewis ; story of political disturbCol. H. A. "Whitey" Wagner,
ance in the United States.
broke a record of long standing when
triotic and documentary films. Established series will be continued featur"The Wizard of Oz," in color, from
he went to bed at 10 o'clock Saturday
ing Pete Smith, Robert Benchley, the book by L. Frank Baum, directed
night.
+
Haley.
Victor Fleming, with Frank MorCarey Wilson, "Our Gang," John by
gan, Judy Garland, Ray Bolger, Jack
William H. Workman, Minneapo- Nesbitt's "Passing Parade," "Crime
lis resident manager, has been rehears- Doesn't Pay," FitzPatrick Traveltalks
ing for another one of those bass solos in color, and color cartoons, as well
"Northwest Passage," from novel
that so captivated conventioneers here as the "Metroscopix," similar to the by Kenneth Roberts, starring Wallace
Audioscopics, and the News of the Beery, Spencer Tracy, Robert Taylor.
three years ago.
+
Day newsreel.
"Quo Vadis," sequel to "Ben Hur."
Unable to attend the convention this
Metro will continue emphasis on
"Gone With the Wind," by Margayear on account of illness were Ira stars in its features, listing 24 stars
ret Mitchell ; Selznick International
Furman of San Francisco and Jack and 62 featured players, a total of 86 production, starring Clark Gable.
under contract.
There are also 24
Sogg of Cleveland.
"The Women," from the play by

M-G-M

Is Scheduling

Two from England
M-G-M is scheduling at
least two films from England
for world release. These are
"Beau Brummel" and "Journey's End," both starring
Robert Donat. In addition,
the British studio may make
"Yank at Eton," a sequel to
"A Yank at Oxford," and
Mickey Rooney may go over
for the picture.
Clare Booth, starring Norma Shearer,
directed by George Cukor.
"Guns and Fiddles," starring Robert
Taylor, Hedy Lamarr and Meliza
Korjus; from "Czardas, story by Walter Reisch and Samuel Hoffenstein.
"Return of the Thin Man," by
Dashiell Hammett, starring William
Powell and Myrna Loy, directed by
W. S. Van Dyke, from screenplay by
Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett.
"Lover Come Back to Me," from
the Sigmund Romberg operetta, costarring
son Eddy.Jeanette MacDonald and Nel"Ninotchka," by Melchior Lengyel,
starring Greto Garbo, directed by
Ernst Lubitsch.
Plan 'Ziegfeld Follies'
"Broadway Melody of 1940," by
Jack McGowan, with Eleanor Powell.
"Not Too Narrow, Not Too Deep,"
from novel by Richard Sale, starring
Joan Crawford and Spencer Tracy.
"The Ziegfeld Follies," to be produced on a scale comparable to "The
"After
Dark," from book and SaturGreat Ziegfeld."
day Evening Post story by Graeme
Lorimer and Sarah H. Lorimer, starring Ina Claire.
"The Great Canadian," original
story by Robert Hopkins and Vicki
Baum, Loy.
co-starring Clark Gable and
Myrna
"A Day
at the Circus," starring the
Marx
Brothers.
"Lady of the Tropics," starring
Robert Taylor and Hedy Lamarr.
"House of Glass," by Max Marcin,
starring Joan Crawford.
"Yank at Eton"
"Yank at Eton," by George Oppenheimer and Thomas Phipps, starring
Mickey Rooney.
"Thomas Edison," based on story by
Dore Schary and Hugo Butler, starring Spencer Tracy.
"Madame Curie," by Eve Curie, starring Greta Garbo.
"Beau Brummel," by Clyde Fitch,
starring
England. Robert Donat, to be made in
"Sea of Grass," from novel by Conrad Richter, starring Spencer Tracy.
"Balalaika," from play with music
by Eric Maschwitz, starring Nelson
Eddy and Ilona Massey, directed by
Reinhold Schunzel.
"I Love You Again," by Octavus
Roy Cohen, screenplay by Maurine
Watkins,
starring William Powell and
Myrna Loy.
"Hands Across the Border," from
story by Gene Towne and Graham
Baker, starring Robert Taylor.
"A Lady Comes to Town," by Clements Ripley, starring Joan Crawford.
"Dancing Co-Ed," by Arthur Treynor, starring Eleanor Powell.
"Wings on His Back," by Myles
Connelly, starring James Stewart.
"Journey's End," from play by R. C.
(Continued on page 10)
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Program

Is Nearly Complete
Hears Rodgers Talk
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 7)
Opposition Grows
Sherriff, starring Robert Donat, to be Laughlin over the weekend on the
Opposition to the Crews bill in the
made in England.
grounds of "diversity of citizenship"
N. Y. Assembly gathered momentum
parties to the action. The com"Ziegfeld Girl," by William Anthony of the pany
was given 35 days in which to
yesterday as many non-profit and inMcGuire, with all-star cast.
transfer the record to the Federal
dustrial organizations instructed their
"Go West," Bert Kalmar and Harry court and prepare an answer to the
complaint.
_^
members to urge defeat of the bill.
Ruby, starring the Marx Brothers.
According to its present provisions,
Government has served up* )
"On Borrowed Time," from play by
the bill requires licensed operators in
Lawrence Edward Watkins, with O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, attor^
attendance at all times at private or
Frank Morgan and Sir Cedrick Hard- neys for United Artists Corp., defendwicke.
public exhibitions of films, 35 mm.
ants in the anti-trust suit against the
or 16 mm. It would require two op- French Bill Would
"Babes
in
Arms,"
by
Rodgers
and
eight
majors, notice that it will examerators.
ine Harry J. Muller, as treasurer, and
Hart, starring Mickey Rooney, Judy
Edward C. Raftery, as secretary, of
Halve U. S. Imports
Won't Advance Bill
Garland, June Preisser, Douglas Mc- United Artists on March 27 at the
(.Continued from page 1)
Phail,
directed
by
Busby
Berkeley.
Assemblyman Robert J. Crews, its
Federal Court House before W. J.
sponsor, stated that the bill would not films by 50 per cent and result in the
"Thunder
Afloat,"
by
Ralph
WheelBriggs, notary, the Department of
be advanced to a further reading this loss of many millions of francs. They
wright and Commander Harvey Haiyesterday. The exweek because it was not his intention charge also that it would violate slip ; screenplay by Wells Root ; star- Justice revealed
aminations will be the first to be held
the
FrancoAmerican
reciprocal
trade
ring
Wallace
Beery.
to affect home or non-professional treaty which stipulates that the French
films. However, Roy W. Winton, Government will enact no measures
Judge William Bondy's order
"Witch in the Wilderness," from under
empowering
the Government
to exmanaging director of the Amateur
amine all United
Artists defendants
novel
by
Desmond
Holdridge,
directed
which could place American films in a
Cinema League, spearhead of the op- enjoy.
on Atfivethedays'
position, declared yesterday that the position less favorable than they now by King Vidor.
samenotice.
time it was revealed
Arthur M. Loew, vice-president in that United Artists has submitted to
bill should still be defeated. Winton
American trade representatives also charge of foreign activities, speaking
pointed out that Crews has under con- point out that the measure would make on the international situation, said
Judge Bondy a formal order incorsideration licensed operators for the
porating the terms of his decision on
Metro is developing new markets to
school system and that teachers were try.
Zay a real "czar" of the French indus- overcome losses in countries where the applications of majors for bills of
fully qualified to operate projection
distribution has been curtailed. Al particulars from the government. The
machines.
There are two provisions of Zay's Lichtman, vice-president and repre- order, which the government will not
sentative of Nicholas M. Schenck, oppose, provides for service of a bill
Advertising agencies, film exhibi- bill which would affect American films
directly. One is a provision for the president, told of studio activity and within
tors for charities, equipment manufac- eventual
60 days, and the filing of aninstitution of a dubbing tax
turers, film libraries, laboratories, film
swers by United Artists defendants 20
outlined product to come. Joseph R,
manufacturers, schools, churches and on foreign pictures to be imposed, if
days after receipt of the bill.
Loew's
circuit
executive, spoke
within the limits of existing Vogel,
on
the
theatre
situation.
producers of non-theatrical films have possible,
James Mulvey, eastern representainternational trade agreements. The
tive for Samuel Goldwyn, was called
joined the fight.
Sales Stars Awarded
other is a provision which would limit
to
the
coast over the weekend to parto 3,200 meters, or 10,000 feet, the
ticipate in company conferences which
Rodgers awarded honors to out- have been under way there for the
length of film programs exclusive of
NBC
Policies Aim
standing salesmen in the form of stars.
documentaries, newsreels and cartoons.
past week. Mulvey left New York
The latter provision would end dou- There are three two-star men, Phil
To Protect Children
Bobys,
Washington,
Clarence
Pippin,
ble feature programs, of which Ameri{Continued from page 1)
Lynn Farnol, United Artists direccan films contribute half.
present, Philadelphia, and David T. McEl- by plane.
tor of advertising and publicity, also
episodes, which is the technique used France uses annually aboutAt 330
hinny,
Salt
Lake
City.
Stars
were
fealeft for the coast by plane yesterday.
in most serials. Also, no effects will
also
given
Rudolph
Berger,
John
J.
tures, of which 140 are French lanHe will sit in at conferences on new
be permitted which give the effect of
Bowen, Gordon Lightstone, A. Jack
guage
films
and
188
are
foreign
dubdeath or torture.
all United were
Artists'
bings, among them 150 American films. Shumow, Jerome Adams, John S. production plans
The of
conferences
beTypes of business which are unac- With the limitation of programs to a Allen, Robert A. Cain, Samuel J. producers.
gun with the arrival on the coast last
ceptable to NBC include programs single feature France would need only Gardner, Jacob Goldberg Charles D. week of Maurice Silverstone, United
sponsored by professionals, such as 200 films annually, it is estimated, and Lvne and Henry Wolper. Efficiency Artists chief executive; Charles
doctors and lawyers ; speculative the market for American films would awards were presented to branches Schwartz, company attorney and
schemes to aid finance, stock, or real be halved.
in New York, Des Moines, Cincin- board member, and James Roosevelt,
nati, Denver and Omaha, and J. J.
estate promotions ; programs whose
The bill has nine main provisions,
Goldwyn vice-president and board
sponsorship relates to alcohol, beer, with numerous regulations of opera- Maloney and Harris P. Wolfberg
representative.
district managers.
fire arms, cathartics, personal hytions and working conditions in progiene, reducing agents, hair dyes,
duction, distribution and exhibition.
Quimby on Shorts
Republic Revises Its
cemeteries, memorial parks, morti- The bill also would establish a procians and fortune tellers.
The afternoon session opened with
duction register for the recording of
Sales Meeting Dates
Only new provision noted in the all operations of French film produc- Fred Quimby outlining the short subRepublic
has revised dates of three
tion
and
of
security
measures
for
film
ject
lineup,
after
which
he
introduced
general program policies is more reits four regional sales meetings to
strictive use of the word "flash" in financing. The bill stipulates that all James Fitzpatrick, who outlined his of
be held next month. The Houston
dramatizations. This new policy ob- of its measures are made to cleanse program of Traveltalks. Sam Echman,
session will be held April 7 and 8
the
French
film
business
and
to
aid
viously stems from the scare enJr., spoke of the British situation.
as scheduled, but the New York date
gendered by Orson Welles in his "serious" producers to obtain easier
Other persons introduced were Mor- has been changed to April 12 and 13
financing.
"Martian" broadcast.
ton Spring, Frank Whitbeck and
Pete Smith. Charles Casanave, Tom and the Chicago meeting has been
Connors and Edward Saunders also set back to April 20 and 21. The
San Francisco meeting has been advanced to April 25 and 26.
Rodgers
closed
the
afternoon
session
spoke.
James R. Grainger, Republic presi7kv
RCA
dent, will preside at the meetings. He
with a summary of the day's activities
Sounds as
and an outline of tomorrow's meeting. returned yesterday after an absence of
He
said
trade
practice
plans
and
a
a month on a field trip and a visit to
Designed
for any
summary of entire convention would the studio. Herbert J. Yates arrived
PH0T0PH0NE
good as
be
given at the session tomorrow after- from the coast over the weekend.
noon.
it looks
— and
MAGIC
VOICE
theatreW anger Suit Off as
Freeman
to Be Host
regardless
it looks
Para. Buys Interest
of size.
of the
To Rydge
on Coast
Hollywood, March 20. — Paramount
like a
Hollywood, March 20. — Y. Frank has purchased all interest of Walter
Freeman will be host at a luncheon
Wanger and Walter Wanger Producmillion!
SCREEN
Thursday morning honoring Norman
tions in "The Trail of the Lonesome
Beded Rydge, Australian theatre man. Pine" and other pictures made by
with Rotary Stabilizer
Guests will include Capt. Harold them for Paramount. The pictures
PLUS SHOCK PROOF DRIVE
Auten, Rydge's American representa- were made under an agreement which
tive; George L. Bagnall, A. M. Bost- gave Wanger an interest in the profits.
A suit brought by Wanger has been
ford, W. B. Cokell, Luigi Luraschi dropped.
and Edward Schellhorn.
Tenn. Sunday Law
Louisville, March 20.—
Theatre men throughout
Tennessee report crowded
houses on Sundays, following
the passage of the state law
permitting Sunday shows
under a local option procedure, by vote of a majority
of any city council.
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Feb.
Off

Tax

Revenue

to

$1,503,127

PICTURE
n
Studios

Hollywood

Washington, March 20. — A sharp it
Sudden Money
drop in admission tax collections in
{Paramount)
February was reported tonight by the
Internal Revenue Bureau.
Hollywood, March 20. — "Sudden Money" was made to amuse plain
Total collections for the month
folks. It's a domestic comedy. Charles Ruggles, Marjorie Rambeau,
j^ere $1,503,127, compared with Charley Grapewin, Broderick Crawford, Billy Lee, Evelyn Keyes and
Philip Warren are the principal players. However, almost a score more
"^,564,134 in January and $1,659,640 are seen in bit and character parts. Their performances amplify the
in February of last year.
basic comedy content.
Receipts from admissions in February were the lowest for any month
Associate producer William C. Thomas chose for his picture a subsince last August, the report showed.
ject that has demonstrated its entertainment worth many times. A
Contrary to experience nationally, family comes into sudden wealth by winning a sweepstakes capital prize.
tax collections in the Third New Thereby all have opportunity to gratify their suppressed desires and
York (Broadway) District, $514,746,
Ruggles reorganizes his collegiate jazz band. Mother Marwere above both the preceding month, ambitions.
jorie Rambeau goes in for art in a big way. Daughter Evelyn Keyes
when they totaled $447,840, and Feb- goes to an exclusive finishing school and hopes to get a rich husband.
ruary, 1938, when $506,240 was collected.
Grandpa Grapewin, who owns the bat but can't play on his grandson's
Box-office collections showed a gang's baseball team, spends his time consoling Billy Lee, who has been
sharp increase, totaling $446,555, com- shipped off to military school. Race track-nutty brother Crawford bepared with $361,464 the preceding
comes abig time bookmaker. All meet with debacles. When the money
month and $417,466 a year ago.
that came so easily has gone as easily, and almost as fast, the family
Collections on permanent use or resumes its usual routine of living, not sadly, but much wiser.
lease of boxes and seats also increased, from $43 in January and $612
Lewis Foster's screen story based on Milton Lazarus' play is a deft
in February. Other classes declined, combination of amusing dialogue, situations and characterizations. Nick
receipts from free or reduced rate ad- Grinde's direction of material and talents is pointed to produce all the
missions dropping from $6,820 to laughs that accrue to light, gay entertainment.
$6,097; tickets sold by brokers from
Running time, 60 minutes.
"G."*
G. McC.
$20,909 to $13,786; tickets sold by
proprietors in excess of established
* "G" denotes general classification.
prices from $466 to $19, and admissions to roof gardens and cabarets
from $58,139 to $47,677.
iV. Y. Spurts to 5th in
Celebrities to Attend
Schaefer Sales Drive
Dance
Reconsidering Bingo
Photographer
New York exchange of RKO, manLarge numbers of celebrities of the
Bill in Connecticut
aged by Bob Wolff, spurted from fifindicated
have
stage
and
radio
screen,
to fifth place in the George
Hartford, March 20. — Senator their intention to be present at the SchaeferteenthDrive
at the end of the sixth
Press
Cole's Bingo bill, the only one re- 10th annual dance of the N. Y.
week. Buffalo, Charles Boasberg,
maining unrejected by the current ses- Photographers' Association at the
manager, which won two successive
sion of the state Legislature, was re- Hotel Astor April 14.
drives, is now in third place with Decalled by the Judiciary Committee for
Among those expected are Victor
reconsideration. The bill came out of
troit, J. Sharkey chief, leading and
Eu- New Haven, where B. Pitkin is mancommittee with an unfavorable re- Moore, Benay Venuta, Willie &Radio
gene Howard, Molly Picon,
ager in second place. China, where
port, but Cole had apparently rallied
Lew Lehr, Ozzie Nelson, Leon Britton is in charge, leads in the
Rogues,
enough support in the Senate to over- Harriet Hilliard, Mary Jane Walsh,
foreign department.
ride the committee.
Arthur Boran, Teddy Hart, Eddie
March has been designated by RKO
The two-men-in-a-booth bill has Albert, Iris Adrian, Eddie Davis,
salesmen
as Studio Appreciation
been rejected by the Senate and
Joey Nash, Al Sayne, Ethel Shepard, Month because of the quality of prodHouse.
Hardeen, Charioteers, Helen Claire,
uct delivered during the Schaefer
Bill Robinson, Carmela Ponselle, Ol- drive.
son & Johnson, Delia Lind, Clyde
Set Drive for Mayer
Des Moines, March 20. — Local Hager, Joan Edwards, Ernie Hoist,
20th Century-Fox branch will cele- Wynn Murray, Jimmy Savo, Ezra
Stone, The Merry Macs, Sam Jaffe,
brate the 25th anniversary in the busi- Crane
Sisters, Ed East, Roy Smeck,
ness of Stanley Mayer, branch manHenry
ager, with a drive honoring him. The Robins. Busse, the Starlings and Pearl
campaign will start April 30 and end
June 10. Territorial exhibitors are
planning a banquet. Mr. and» Mrs.
ves 14
Mayer are in Washington on a two- Legion Appro
week vacation.
Of 15 New
Pictures
National Legion of Decency approved 14 of 15 films reviewed and
Dickinson's Son Killed
Lawrence, Kan., March 20. — classified this week. Eleven were approved for general patronage, three
Carleton Dickinson, 20-year-old son
of Glen W. Dickinson, head of the for adults and one was found objectionable in part. The films and their
Dickinson circuit, died yesterday
classifications follow.
morning, following an automobile acClass A-l, Unobjectionable for
cident here on Saturday. Two other
students from the University of Kan- General Patronage: "Blondie Meets
sas, also in the car, were killed in- the Boss," "Flying Irishman," "Jones
Gft -a>
TVitect set
vfrV1
stantly, while three others escaped in- Family in Hollywood," "Lone Star
jury.
Pioneers," "Med Folket Foer Foster- big ?
landet," "The Mikado," "Mystery of
Mr. Wong," "The Renegade Trail,"
Pass Token Abolition
"Songs and Saddles," "Trigger Smith"
Topeka, Kan., March 20. — Kansas and "Winner Takes All." Class A-2,
a ^e. *
Senate has approved the bill abolishUnobjectionable for Adults: "Love
ing the small sales tax tokens which Affair,"
"Mystery of the White
have proved a nuisance for exhibitors Room" and "Risky Business." Class
{ast
and retailers to handle. The bill already has been passed by the House. B, Objectionable in Part : "Within the

ETC
Law."

On

Preview

34

Working
New

Films

Hollywood, March 20. — -Thirtyfour pictures were before the cameras
this week, as eight started and seven
finished. In the cutting rooms are 63,
and 30 are being prepared.
Started were : "Three Texas
Steers," Republic ; "Second Fiddle,"
and "Young Mr. Lincoln," 20th Century-Fox"The
;
Sun Never Sets" and
"Backstage Phantom," Universal ;
"Enemy Agent," "The Old Maid,"
"Give Me a Child," Warners.
In addition to these, shooting are :
"Only Angels have Wings," Columbia ;
the Jashcha Heifetz vehicle, Goldwyn ;
"Maiden Voyage," "A Hundred to
One," "It's a Wonderful World,"
M-G-M; "Beau Geste," "The Magnificent Fraud," "Geronimo," "Mr.
and Mrs. Bulldog Drummond" and
"North of Singapore," Paramount ;
"Second Shot," "Little Mother," "The
Girl from Mexico," "G-Dog," RKO ;
an untitled Gene Autry western, Republic "Gone
;
With the Wind," Selznick; "The Man in the Iron Mask,"
Small ; "Stanley and Livingstone,"
"The Return of the Cisco Kid," 20th
Century-Fox ; "For Love or Money,"
"The Oregon Trail," Universal ;
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy," "Each
Dawn I Die," "Family Reunion,"
"Gantry the Great," "Battle of City
Hall," Warners.
Finished were : "Blind Alley," Columbia ; "Calling Dr. Kildare,"
M-G-M ; "Man of Conquest," Republic; "Police School," 20th CenturyFox ; "The Family Next Door," "Big
Town Czar," Universal, and "Waterfront," Warners.
M-G-M has two short subjects
shooting, and Columbia, RKO and
Warners each have one. Five are being prepared, and 15 are being edited.
Plans Hollywood House
Hollywood, March 20. — Louis Berkoff, former owner of the Esquire, is
building a new house here, the
Cinema, at a cost of $75,000 and will
devote its screen to first run foreign
films. The house will seat 800, with
parking facilities for 200 cars.

t p
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Brandt

FCC

to Release
►

Foreign

Films

acquired are "Quai des Brumes" and
"Le Roi" which are French productions, and "The Challenge" which is
English-produced. Wachsberger is
scheduled to sail from France on the
Normandie March 25.
Kentucky

Bill Hits

All Traveling Shows
Louisville, March 20. — Ordinance
requiring a $200 per day license fee
for traveling shows has been introduced here with the backing of exhibitors, local merchants and labor
groups. Purpose of the bill is to prevent traveling amusements like roller
skate derbies, six-day bicycle races
and similar events, but sports such as
baseball, boxing and football are exempt.
Alderman W. N. Cox, chairman of
the Revisions Committee, is now handling the bill. Action on the measure
is expected March 28. In support of
the bill, theatre interests pointed out
that they paid $282,000 in taxes to
city and county last year and employed
more than 1,000 persons.
Seeks

50 Days

More on RKO
Appeal
John Stover, attorney for Ernest
W. Stirn, holder of 1,234 shares of
Class A stock of RKO, will request
an additional 50 days to file his record
on appeal from the order of Judge
William Bondy approving the plan of
reorganization of RKO, he stated yesterday.
Under the rules of the Federal
Court, if Stover's request is granted,
he will have a total of 90 days to complete his appeal. The three appeals
from Judge Bondy's decision will be
consolidated and heard together by the
Circuit Court of Appeals, probably in
the early part of October, Stover
stated. The other appeals were
taken by H. Cassell & Co., debenture
holder, and Copeia Realty Corp., a
contingent creditor.

to

Study

2

Radio
Television

Here

New organization for distribution of
foreign films in the United States has
been formed by Harry Brandt, head
of Brandt Theatres, in association
with Nat Wachsberger, French distributor and exhibitor. The new company, Film Alliance of the United
States, Inc., has temporary offices in
the RKO Building.
First three films said to have been

Stirn
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Pleas

anner
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i

Washington, Mferch 20. — Applications of the Crosley Corp. and the
Don Lee Broadcasting System for
the WHN
m of
Kapha
Norm
IT'S
ty staff
publici
who
is the
official construction permits for a general
M-G-M photographer at the television service to the public were
sales convention in Chicago . . . Le- today referred by the Federal Communications Commission to its Teleroy, of the piano lesson via radio
vision Committee for consideration.
program, is the father of a girl, born
Saturday . . . Herbert Kline, director Both applications contemplated use of
of the film "Crisis," which is now one kilowatt power for aural-visual
playing the 55th Street Playhouse,
programs.
Study of the applications was orwill be interviewed on "We, the Peodered, the commission explained, beple" tonight over CBS . . . Because
cause all applications heretofore
of picture work, Joan Blondell has
called off her trip to New York, and granted have been for experimental
consequently her scheduled appearance development of technical systems,
in the Orson Welles dramatizations whereas the Crosley and Don Lee
has been cancelled . . . Bob Stanley applications are for broadcasting to
will be musical director of a new the
ondary.
public, with experimentation secseries over Mutual, starting Friday.
The Television Committee is composed of Commissioner T. A. M.
Dunhill to Start New
Craven as chairman, and Commissioners Thad. H. Brown and Norman S. Case.
Mutual Quiz Series
Dunhill Cigarette Co. will sponsor
a new quiz series over a limited Mu- CBS Retains British
tual network, starting April 10. Series
Expert on Television
is
to
known
and itbewill
have as
Bob"Name
Hawk Three?"
as the
Donald Hunter Munro, television
master of ceremonies. The latter is production director of the British
Broadcasting Corp., has been signed
currently appearing in the "People's
Rally," another quiz show also on by CBS to serve as television conMutual. The Biow agency handles
sultant to Gilbert Seldes, director of
the Dunhill account.
television for CBS. Munro will serve
Stations for the new program com- here for a minimum period of one
prise WOR, WGN, WFIL and month, and possibly for a much longer
WEAN. Time schedule is Mondays period. He will arrive here in April.
from 8 to 8:30 P. M.
Installation of the CBS transmitter
in the tower of the Chrysler Building
is virtually complete, and it is expected that the network will begin
Derr Not Renewing
its experimental television broadcasts
Monogram
Contract soon after the arrival here of Munro.
Hollywood, March 20. — E. B. Latter has been BBC's television program director since 1929.
Derr, head of Crescent Pictures, releasing through Monogram, disclosed
over the weekend that he will not
Solotorefsky Starts
renew the present deal. Derr will proSuit on WBNX
Show
duce the last two of the eight scheduled for Monogram release this year,
Isidor Solotorefsky, Jewish play"Prison Born" and "The Girl from
wright, has filed suit in the U. S. DisRio," a musical.
trict Court for an injunction and acDerr declared he will concentrate
counting against McKinley Sq. Theatre, Inc., Isaac Friedman, Israel
on the preparation of the "Secret Service Smith" stories, for which no re- Rosenberg, Jacob Wechsler, Irving
leasing deal has been concluded as yet. Honigman, Menasha Skulnick and
Jean Greenfield, charging plagiarism
by Friedman and Rosenberg of his
Sunday Closing Enforced
Jewish plays, "The Living Orphan"
Charlotte, N. C, March 20. — and "Alimony," in broadcasts over
from December, 1938,
Police entered the Imperial theatre WBNX
here at 12:06 o'clock Sunday morn- through February, 1939, in a series of
ing, found the motion picture still be- programs called "Shall a Woman
ing shown, gave the manager, Neil Forgive?" Plagiarism was charged
McGill a summons on a charge of against the other defendants in a play
violating the closed Sunday ordinance. of the same title produced in the McThe show ended at 12:15.
Kinley Theatre.

'U' Officers Reelected
All officers of Universal Pictures
were reelected, as scheduled, at a
meeting of the company's board of
directors. Officers are J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman ; Nate J. Blumberg,
president; W. A. Scully, Cliff Work,
Will Air "Madden"
Matthew J. Fox, Charles D. PrutzSpecial feature on the M-G-M
man and J. H. Seidelman, vice-presi- "Good News" show on Thursday
dents Samuel
;
Machnovitch, treasurer, night will be a preview of the new
and Peyton Gibson, secretary.
picture "Sergeant Madden," with
Wallace Beery reenacting the lead
role from the pictures.
Orders Assets Divided
Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibell
Set Film on Television
yesterday approved a report of Referee John E. Joyce and ordered assets
Hollywood, March 20. — First picture of its kind scheduled, Republic
of Theatre Trailer Corp., voluntary
bankrupt, totaling $2,547, to be dis- has announced plans for "Tidal
tributed to general creditors whose Wave," the principal character of
claims aggregate $46,662. In addi- which will be a television spot-news
tion $1,018 in fees will be paid.
reporter.

Disc

Series

to Canada

Transcription series, "Secret Agent
K-7 Returns," which NBC is producing and recording in association with
Heffelfinger Radio Features, has been
leased to Whitehall Broadcasting, Ltd.,
of Montreal, for their client, the B.
Houde Co. The program is scheduled
for broadcast on 12 or more stations
throughout the Dominion.

on
in his own starring series
appearing
DOC ROCKWELL ision
man is
NBC, and his product
Lester O'Keefe. As a gag they've
ordered stationery with the letter-head
reading "Rockwell-O'Keefe," J*nd
have been sending all sorts of fiy
letters and memos about the tOvfn.
The firm of Rockwell-O'Keefe, talent
agents, have been complaining but
Doc and Lester are snowing clippings of vaudeville days when the two
shared dressing rooms together and
were entitled to the name before the
agents went into business.
T
The story has been bothering its no
end since we heard it, so as we pass
it on and forget it. A press agent —
name mercifully withheld — the other
morning phoned a client and gushed
about the tatter's work on the air
the night before. The superlatives
cost the p.a. his client, for, not having listened, how was he to know
that the artist's scheduled stini had
not taken place, due to a last minute
cancellation.
T
There's talk that Procter &
Gamble and the Compton agency
will quietly drop the "Rise of the
Goldbergs" program because, with
the rise in crackpot anti-Semitism,
numbers of bigots have written
asking that the program be
dropped.
T
Mutual won't produce swing series
after all. When recently CBS announced itwas dropping the "Swing
Club," there was much hidlabaloo in
the press, and Mutual immediately
made plans to place a similar show
on its web. CBS, however, disturbed by the press comment, almost
immediately announced plans for another program which, in essence, is
the old "Swing Club" show. Mutual,
caught before announcing its own
swing series, finally has dropped the
idea altogether.
T
Some interesting cullings from the
remarks made in New York Friday
by F. C. C. Chairman Frank R. McNinch, who spoke before members
of women's clubs :
That the chairman personally favored the granting of longer term
station licenses . . . consoling news to
station operators.
Discussing the banning of Father
Coughlin's speeches by WMCA and
other stations, McNinch revealed that
he's received about 5,000 letters on
the subject, of which more than 3,000
sided with the Detroit radio priest.
He said, however, that a majority of
the pro-Coughlin letters addressed to
the commission were in printed form,
and not many present lost the significance of that explanation.
— Jack Banner

Burns & Allen Due East
Burns and Allen will definitely come
east for May and June. Their sponsor wants them to be on hand for the
Wurlitzer on WOR
World's
Fair, while Paramount wants
Wurlitzer Co., through Schwimmer
& Scott, has started a new series of to present them at the New Yorkelectrically transcribed programs over premiere of Gracie's new picture,
WOR.
"The Gracie Allen Murder Case."
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Neely
To

Moves

Give

Senate

Booking
Will

Bill

Ask Its Discharge
from Committee

Washington, March 21. — In a
move to bring his anti-block booking
bill directly to the floor of the Senate, Senator Neely will ask tomorrow that the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee be discharged from
further consideration of the measure.
Formal notice was given yesterday
by Senator Neely that he would ask
for action. He said he intended to
bring up the matter today but was
prevented by long debate on the reorganization bil .
If the Neely motion passes, the bill
would go on the Senate calendar and
could be the subject of a further motion to make it unfinished business.
This would pave the way for a vote.
Senator Neely contends that his
measure was buried when it was
turned over to a subcommittee headed
by Senators Smith and Barkley.
Smith is interested primarily in cotton legislation and Barkley is majority leader.
20th-Fox

Program

Ready on March 31
Hollywood, March 21. — Top executives of 20th Century-Fox today continued their product conferences in
for the Chicago sales conpreparation
vention next week and declared the
complete program would be told on
March 31, second day of session. In
attendance here were Sidney Kent,
Herman Wobber, Joseph M. Schenck,
Darryl F. Zanuck and William Goetz.
Sherwood

to Defend

Play Sale to Films
Robert Sherwood, president
of the Dramatists' Guild and
author of "Abe Lincoln in
Illinois," has been invited at
his own request to appear before the council of Actors'
Equity next Tuesday. Sherwood, who sold the film
rights to his play and announced that its run would
be cut short, expressed a desire to discuss the recent
Equity editorial which denounced such practice. It
will be a closed meeting.

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

Such Is Fame
Frank Shields, tennis star,
the other night went to the
Art Theatre, Bronx, to see
Monogram's "Hoosier Schoolboy," in which he appeared
with Mickey Rooney a couple
of years ago. He participated
in the Screeno game and won
a $1 prize. He was called on
the stage to receive the prize,
and, although the film had
just been run off, no one in
the audience recognized him.
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STRIKE

M-G-M

79

Shorts

FACING

CALL

Lists

on

CENTS

Union

TODAY
Demands

No

Film

Delivery to Theatres
Not In IATSE

Distributors, today, face a strike call
from the IATSE and Local 306, in
the New York area, affecting exSchedule
New
changes and possibly theatres, too.
The companies must decide today
NAB
Brands
whether to submit to demands of the
Chicago, March 21. — Metro will unions and forbid the N. Y. exchanges
have a schedule of 79 short subjects from delivering films to theatres which
for 1939-'40, 13 fewer than the cur- do not employ IATSE affiliates. Inrent season. Only six will be two
dependent theatres are particularly afAscap's
Deal
reels, the balance all one reel. This today. fected. The deadline which was yesterday has been pushed forward until
was announced by Fred C. Quimby,
short subjects manager, today, on the
As
Inequitable
A peaceful solution is sought. The
result will not be known until late
third day versary
of the
company's
15th
anniconvention at the Palmer
Copyright Committee of the Na- House here.
today whether the industry can pretional Association of Broadcasters,
vent a walkout.
The
shorts
will
total
85
reels,
in
adconcluding a two-day meeting here
Lawyers Meet Today
dition to twice-weekly issues of News
yesterday, branded its present agreeof
the
Day.
This
season
the
company
ment with Ascap as inequitable inasCompany lawyers are meeting tomuch as it compels broadcasters to is releasing 104 reels. The series
day with George Z. Medalie, counsel
pay fees on programs not using Ascap of two-reel musicals, six of which are for the union. The lawyers are weighmusic, and passed a resolution to enter being released currently, will be
ing the legality of the question which
confronts the picture companies in
new negotiations with Ascap predi"Our
and
Benchleys
The
dropped.
series are reduced by four Jiis situation. Meetings with the
cated on the principle of paying royal- Gang"
ties only on revenue from the sale of each from the present season, while union representatives have been in
time for programs involving the use the cartoons are increased by three.
of the Ascap catalogues.
At the luncheon session today the progress.
Projectionists in the exchanges and
250
delegates heard addresses by even shipping clerks or back-room
N.A.B.'s present agreement with
Ascap expires at the close of 1940. heads of three exhibitor organizations, help might be called out under the
Ascap officials were not available for Col. H. A. Cole, Allied States; Ed strike threat. Of course, it could
official comment on the new N.A.B. Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A., and spread to theatres, too.
move, but it is considered unlikely
This is the most serious union
A.,
that it will treat it with favor, in view Harry Brandt, New York I. T. O.
unaffiliated
threat
to the industry in years. Whatother
also
representing
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 4)
ever action is taken here by the union
or if the demands are met, would have
its affect elsewhere in the industry.
The present situation appears to be
only
the first step in the IATSE
ide
to Dec
Meeting
Equity
intention to unionize the entire industry along its lines.
Local
306 is the IATSE's strongest
unit,
here.
r
for Fai
Shows
Sunday
On
The action appears to be pursuant
to a resolution adopted at the I.A.T.
Question of Sunday shows on New
mend changes was named yesterday.
(Continued on page 5)
York's legitimate stages during the
PemberBrock
are
World's Fair will be determined at the For the producers
ton, Herman Shumlin, Sam H. Grisquarterly meeting of Actors' Equity man, Lee Shubert, Martin Beck, Law- Providence Theatre
Friday, the Equity council decided
rence Langner, Marcus Heiman, Waryesterday. The council declined to
ren P. Munsell, Morris Jacobs, James
Union Confers Here
offer any recommendation and left it F. Reilly and Milton R. Weinberger.
Providence, March 21. — Three repto the meeting to decide whether or For Equity, Winifred Lenihan, E. J.
resentatives of Front House Emnot a referendum of the union's mem- Blunkall, Philip Loeb, Edward Fieldbership should be taken.
ployes'
Local
B129, an affiliate of the
ing, Alfred Kappler, Blanche Yurka,
Attendance of 500-800 members is Walter Greaza and Franklin Fox, I.A.T.S.E., go to New York tomorrow for wages, hours and union recogexpected at the Hotel Astor Friday, alternate.
nition conferences with Loew's, Inc.,
representing 10 to 15 per cent of the
The council decreed that there shall and R-K-0
officials.
rolls. A previous referendum over- be no seven-day week for Equity memThe group, appointed as a contract
whelmingly voted down a proposition
bers working at the Fair. A resolu- committee
at a recent meeting of the
for Sunday shows but there has been
tion was passed calling for additional local, consists of President Albert
some change in sentiment since.
appropriations for the W.P.A. so that
A joint committee of the League of the Federal Theatre Project could Byrnes, Business Agent James TarN. Y. Theatres and Equity to study continue its activities to the end of the taglione and Executive Committeeman
Dominick Pardo,
the ticket code situation and recom- fiscal year.
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GRIFFIS, chairman
STANTON
of the
Paramount executive
committee, will return to New York
from Florida early next week.
•
Arthur S. Dickinson, director of
the conservation department of the
M.P.P.D.A., left yesterday to attend a meeting of the Truck Transportation Committee of the National
Fire Protection Association today in
Washington.
•
Catherine Doucet, Ethel Remey
and Effie Afton sail tonight on the
Washington to take roles in the London production of "The Women."
Also sailing are Rene Maison and
Alexander Kipnis, operatic stars.
•
Milton Harris, director of publicity for Loew's Theatres in Cleveland, was guest of honor at a luncheon
at the Statler there, on his fifth year
in the post.
•
Martha Raye leaves Hollywood
tonight for a personal appearance
tour starting Friday at Salt Lake City
with the opening of her latest picture,
"Never Say Die." •
Mr. and Mrs. George Jessel arrived yesterday from Florida and are
stopping at the Sherry-Netherland.
•
Mischa Auer was guest of honor
at a cocktail party at the Astor given
by Universal yesterday afternoon.
•
Will H. Hays and Mrs. Hays returned to New York yesterday from
a West Indies cruise.
•
Leon Netter of Paramount is expected back from Bermuda this weekend.
•
Harry Goldberg, Warner circuit
publicity head, is due back tomorrow
or Friday from Cleveland.
•
Harry Rapf, M-G-M producer, is
in town for a week.

Otto E. Koegel has returned from
the coast.
YOU

CAN

BE

IN

InsidersBy
'SAM

yd mayarpro
Frank Llo
thaet
d duc
E Unityo
edu Arthe
ists?
HAV
for
Addition of Lloyd would
greatly strengthen the United
Artists lineup, which probably
will include for the new season
such producers as Ernst Lubitsch, besides those already on
the company roster.
Sol Lesser is on the business
end of the Lubitsch deal, and
somewhere behind the scenes
with Lesser you might find
Charles Chaplin.
T ▼
Spring is with us. Perhaps
a little windy, but the wind seems
to be blowing some good. Take
the case of "Three Smart Girls
Grow Up," the Deanna Durbin
picture. Produced by that most
consistently successful pair in
show business — Joe Pasternak
and Henry Koster. In this picture Miss Durbin has her first
adult role, and apparently as a
grown-up young lady she is destined to bring even greater
glory to the box-office and to
Universal than she has done as
an adolescent. The picture is a
real tribute to the intelligent
work of Nate Blumberg and his
associates in handling Universal.
T T
Arnold Van Leer in the U. S.
may be representing certain of
the industries of Brazil under a
plan calculated to foster and
strengthen the friendship ties between that country and the U. S.
Van Leer is one of the best
known publicists we have had in
the business.
Seeing Emil Boreo in "The
Lady Vanishes" reminded us
about
Leer,counsellor.
who is Boreo's
show Van
business
We

Outlook
SHAIN
remember hardly a year ago
when catching one of the shows
at Loew's State in which Boreo
was headlined, we remarked that
it was about time he got a picture break. And that's what
the Hitchcock film does for this
clever comedian.
T T
Perhaps
you didn't
the
late
Bert Adler.
Hisknow
passing
last week brings recollections of
a gentle, knowledgeable personality, who was at once patient
and alert. Bert left the show
business after an extraordinary,
interesting and lengthy career
with various companies as press
agent to enter politics, where he
proved immediately and eminently successful. He was
Deputy Commissioner of Sanitation in our present city administration, and but for his
untimely passing at 48, he might
have gone on to greater heights.
T 7
Interesting it is to note that
London Films is going to present
Alexander Korda Productions,
Ltd., in the making of new pictures here and abroad for United
Artists release. By that fact
we must take it that London
Films continues as a unit of
United Artists, despite the fact
that the board of directors of
United Artists had granted leave
to substitute Alexander Korda's
personal
company for London
Films.
This substitution has been one
of the contested points between
Goldwyn and United Artists, so
that perhaps the manner in
which the astute Britishers are
handling this thing may dispose
of that particularly quarrelsome
angle.

Butler Bill to Senate
Visual Session June 19
Albany, March 21. — The Butler
Chicago, March 21. — The National
bill on admission of children to the- Conference on Visual Education will
atres passed the Assembly today with- be held here June 19 to 23. Herman
out debate. It now goes to the Senate for action.
A. DeVry is sponsoring the session.

Previews
Simultaneous
previewsofin 'Bell'
Federal
Hall
at
the
San
Francisco
World's
Fair and in Constitution Hall in
Washington have been arranged for
March 29 by 20th Century-Fox for
"The Story of Alexander Graham
Bell." A special train will carry a
party of celebrities and press representatives to San Francisco, and tb^
day has been designated "20th O^jj
tury-Fox Day" at the Fair. Civic
officials, headed by seven governors
and Mayor Angelo Rossi, will be
Elsa Maxwell will preside at the
present.
festivities, and Don Ameche will fly
west to be present. Others expected
to make the trip to the Fair are
Joseph M. Schenck, Mr. & Mrs.
Darryl F. Zanuck, William Goetz,
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks,
Hedy LaMarr, Gene Markey, Sol M.
Wurtzel, Mr. & Mrs. William Koenig,
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Macgowan, Mr.
& Mrs. Irving Cummings, Mr. &
Mrs. Gregory Ratoff, Sid Grauman,
Lew Scheiber, Tyrone Power, Sonja
Henie, Annabella, Richard Greene,
Nancy Kelly, Arleen Whelan, Lynn
Bari, Mary Carlisle, Anita Louise and
Ella Williams.
Form

British

Reel

Unit

London, March 21. — A body bearing the title of the National News
Theatre Association of Great Britain
and Ireland has been registered in this
country. Its object is to further matters relating to the development of
news theatres.
Everett Athey Dies
Cincinnati, March 21. — Everett
Athey, 49, for 10 years manager of
the Fairmount, neighborhood house,
died at Good Samaritan Hospital
following an abdominal operation.
He previously was a projectionist.
His widow survives.
Raise Chicago Prices
Chicago, March 21. — State-Lake
is using more elaborate stage shows,
and as a result the Saturday and
Sunday price will be 55 cents top
instead of the regular 40 cents admission. The Oriental has adopted
the same policy.
MOTION
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FRIENDLY
-G-M's
1939-1940
PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENT BURNED UP THE
WIRES!
Even the linesmen listened in as the
greatest array of stars and productions
in film history was flashed to beaming box-offices the world over! The
sales representatives of M-G-M are on
their way home from their 15th Anniversary Convention. They bring you
M-G-M's assurance of the biggest year
in all your showmanship career !
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Additional

Metro

Properties

M-G-M

Lists

79

Shorts

Stars on Roster

On

1939-'40

Schedule

Soon
Pact

to

Talks

Abram F. Myers, Alllied general
counsel, is due from Washington late
this week to resume conferences
started
weekproposed
with thetrade
distributors'
counsel last
on the
practice
While the principles of the na^t
program.
have
been agreed unon for some t^ j
much work remains to be done on
the phraseology. Counsel for the
companies are not entirely in agreement among themselves on all points
of terminology, and a precise outline
of arbitration machinery and procedure is still to come.
Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president,
conferred with Myers before the latter left for Washington. Cole is attending the Metro convention in Chicago, and after meetings with Allied
units in the midwest plans to be back
in Dallas late this week.
Phila.

Photographed at the M-G-M sales meeting in Chicago yesterday, seated,
left to right we: W. E. Banford, Chicago branch manager; Tom Connors,
eastern sales manager; William F. Rodgers, general sales manager; J. T.
Flynn, Midwest district manager; Edward Aaron, assistant to Rodgers; Ed
Saunders, western sales manager. Standing is Alan F. Cummings, auditor.
(Continued from page 1)
groups. All stressed exhibitor-distributor cooperation.
Cole Speaks for Allied
Col. Cole termed his appearance as
president of Allied before a large distributing organization "a notable occasion." He referred to Allied's efforts
during the last 10 years to obtain relief for independent exhibitors and said
that Allied members are not "reds" or
"savages," but are conservatives and
seek the best interests of the industry.
Referring to clearance and the SuCourt's
decision
in thedeclared
Interstatepreme
circuit
case,
Col. Cole

Scheduled for starring roles are
Norma Shearer, Clark Gable, Robert
Taylor, Greta Garbo, Spencer Tracy,
Joan Crawford, Myrna Loy, Nelson
Eddy, William Powell, Jeanette MacDonald, Margaret Sullavan, Marx
Brothers, Hedy Lamarr, Robert Donat, Eddie Cantor, Mickey Rooney,
Robert Montgomery, Judy Garland,
Wallace Beery, Lew Ayres, Rosalind
Russell, Eleanor Powell, Lionel Barrymore and Freddie Bartholomew.
Mickey Rooney will continue in the
that the protection as practiced "has
"Andy Hardy" series and Lew Ayres no relation to the protection of the
in the "Dr. Kildare" films.
copyrights owned by the distributors."
"It ignores the rights which the distributor has in its copyrighted properties," he continued. "The only purSparks Ends Screeno
pose of such protection is to regulate
In Florida Theatres competition between exhibitors in the
Miami, March 21.— E. J. Sparks, interest of the circuits and to give the
a monopoly in their respective
president of the Sparks circuit, has circuits
territories.
discontinued Screeno in houses operCan Reassert Rights
ated by the organization throughout
the state.
"The distributors now have it in
Since a recent State Supreme Court their power to reassert their own
decision holding Bank Night illegal, rights, to regain the control over their
Sparks said, "There has
some own products which they had lost, and
doubt in our minds whetherbeenScreeno
to regulate clearance solely in their
is in keeping with the law. We don't own interest as distributors. If they
know whether it is illegal," he added, grasp this opportunity great progress
"but simply as good citizens we are will have been made. If instead of
discontinuing it."
taking matters into their own hands,
they allow their theatre departments
and large customers to devise means
Orders Games Stopped
for perpetuating the old order, not
Ocala, Fla., March 21.— State's
Attorney J. W. Hunter has directed
the sheriffs in the counties of the
Fifth Judicial Circuit to inform the
managers of all theatres that games
of chance must not be conducted in
their houses.
Sheriff Gordon Moorhead of Marion County made public the letter
he received from the state's attorney,
which indicated the official's intention to prosecute in the event of the
use of games.

Due

Resume

Listed

Chicago, March 21.— In addition to
the 36 feature titles announced to the
M-G-M sales convention yesterday, the
company will select the rest of its
program for 1939-'40 from among the
following story properties:
"Susan and God," the Rachel
Crothers' play; "The Lady and the
Waiter," by Dorothy Milhau ; "War
Eagles," original by James A. Creelman and Harold Lamb; "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea," by Jules
Verne; "The Yearling," novel by
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings ; "Wings
Over the Desert," by Harold Buckley ;
"Kim" and "Soldiers Three," by Rudyard Kipling; "Spur of the Pride,"
novel by Percival Wren ; "I Had a
Comrade," by Viscount Castleross ;
"May Flavin," novel by Myron Brinig ;
"Florian," novel by Felix Salten,
screenplay by John Meehan ; "Alaska,"
based on "Seward's Folly" by Edison
Marshall, screenplay by Robert Hopkins; "These Glamour Girls," by Jane
Hall and Marion Parsonnet, with allstar cast; "Escape to Prison," from
novel by Walter E. Burns ; "Nickel
Show," by Vera Caspary; "Ruined
City," by Nevil Shute, based on the
novel "Kindling" ; "The Rosary," by
Edward
from
novelE. byRose;
Fannie"Great
Hurst.Laughter,"

Myers

only are they headed for serious trouble, but they will be guilty of fumbling
the greatest opportunity to put the industry on a sound basis that they

would also be met if and when they
went into effect. He said Metro desired and solicited arbitration.
Unusual was this afternoon's meeting, with three exhibitor leaders present to speak and hear what M-G-M
planned as a summary of the entire
meeting
Lichtman. was given by Rodgers and
Edward Kuykendall was first to
speak. He was followed by Harry
Brandt who talked on exhibitor problems. Brandt said if the industry was
not careful politicians would be running it. He said theatre and film men
could run it themselves and should.
Brandt said he was for block booking
and against blind buying.
The general convention came to a
close with a formal banquet in the
hotel's grand ballroom tonight. Tomorrow there will be divisional and
district meetings.
Fewer but Better Shorts
Quimby said that there is a growing
interest in short subjects, and because
of this and the efforts of the women's clubs and the better films
groups to eliminate double features,
M-G-M will make fewer but better
shorts. Included will be documentary and patriotic subjects, of a type
pioneered by the company with its
"Servant of the People," Quimby said.
There will be a series of six "Crime
Does Not Pay" subjects, in two reels.
The others, all of one reel, will be 13
Pete Smith specialties, with topics
ranging from sports to science ; nine
"Miniatures" by Carey Wilson ; eight
"Passing Parade" subjects narrated
by John Nesbitt; four Robert Benchleys
; eight "Our
Gang" ; subjects
; 12
FitzPatrick
Traveltalks
18 cartoons

produced by Hugh Harman and Rudolph Ising, and a "Metroscopix," deCol.had."
Cole declared he sees evidences
ever
scribed as a "third dimensional" subof a better understanding in the indusThe Traveltalks will be in color and
try and that he, for one, is "not selling devoted to regions of North and South
the motion picture business short."
America. A number of the subjects
William F. Rodgers in his closing ject.
speech said that Metro would sell all will be in sepia, and there may be a
product with the understanding that few others in color.
general trade practice agreements
Howard Dietz, advertising and pub-

Allied

Wary

on

Doubles Elimination
Philadelphia, March 21. — Suggestions that exhibitors should confine doubling to weaker films were
made at the Allied meeting today.
This along with advice that members
use good business practices that would
obviate the need for doubles was the
consensus of a session that made no
definite move toward the elimination
of duals.
Selznick Will Move
Selznick International Pictures,
Inc., has leased space for its New
York headquarters on the 34th floor
of the International Building in
Rockefeller Center, for occupancy
about May 1. Present quarters are
at 230 Park Ave.
Odeon Aids Hospital
London, March 21. — A completely
equipped bio-chemical laboratory has
been presented to the National Hospital for Nervous Diseases in London
by Odeon Theatres.
licity director, at the morning session
outlined the company's advertisingplans for the new season. There will
be a $10,000 contest for exhibitors
starting Sept. 1. Si Seadler, advertising manager, gave additional details and discussed the company's
plans to aid exhibitors on individual
campaigns. William R. Ferguson, exploitation manager, spoke through a
large replica of
Lion." that
He
enumerated
the"Leo
67 the
services
M-G-M's
exploitation
staff
offers
exhibitors.
Also at the morning session, Barrett C. Kiesling of the studio outlined
the work done on his goodwill trips
around the country. Frank Whitbeck
of the studio's publicity staff spoke
about forthcoming trailers. Pete
Smith stressed the importance of
shorts in helping to eliminate double
features, and Herb Morgan, short
subjects publicity manager, outlined
plas for making the public "short conKiesling, M-G-M's "ambassador of
goodwill," starts another tour of the
country at the close of the convention.
He
plans to visit 80 cities, contacting
scious."
exhibitors
and newspapers, between
now and Aug. 22.
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Brands

Ascap

Deal as Inequitable
(Continued from page 1)
of the recent declaration of E. C.
Mills, chairman of the Administrative Committee of Ascap. Mills openly declared that the anti-Ascap legislation passed recently by a number of
states — most recently North Dakota
and New Mexico — was inspired by
lobbying tactics of the N.A.B. In
that same declaration he said that unless the N.A.B. ceased its "campaign
of vilification and attack on Ascap,"
when
1940will
arrives
of
America
refuse"theto song
licensewriters
the use
of their works by any broadcasting
station."

"They
(RKO)

Made

With
$15,000

Madden"

Hollywood, March 21. — Big Wallace Beery as the honest copper and
lean, tense Alan Curtis as his quick-triggered son work up considerable
^^.E. convention in Kansas City in audience suspense about the outcome of this story of New York's finest. It
T-~"936, calling for union handling of is from "A Gun in His Hand," by William A. Ulman, Jr., and the
film produced in union studios. There- screenplay by Wells Root is a straightaway adaptation pointed for
upon followed the organization of ex- appeal to the broad middle class. Production by J. Walter Ruben and
change employes by the I.A.T.S.E., direction by Josef von Sternberg are in the same pitch.
and the singing of a contract several
Beery's performance is his usual sound character portrayal, a little
months ago.
more serious than most of his assignments but moderately humorous
The situation is that if any link in at the start of the picture. Curtis' portrayal confirms earlier indications
the production-exchange-theatre chain that this young man has what it takes. Laraine Day, a newcomer, disis not affiliated with the I.A.T.S.E.,
plays personality and ability, while Tom Brown and Fay Holden satisfy
the union may call a general strike to in minor roles.
enforce unionization. This may even
extend to studios. The I.A.T.S.E. has
The plot centers about Beery's ambition, as the police officer of the
twice resorted to such tactics in re- title, to make of his own and an adopted son honorable and courageous
cent years, with quick settlement of members of the New York police force. Ambition leads his son into
the controversies resulting.
trouble, finally into lawlessness, whereupon the father, blaming himself
The I.A.T.S.E. executive board at for having put a gun in the boy's hand, quits the force and determines to
its recent annual meeting in Miami re- bring his son to justice. The boy, ultimately seeing the error of his
affirmed its resolution for complete ways, permits himself to be killed by police bullets so that his father,
unionization. Last week Local 306 wife and infant son may be spared further disgrace.
members voted for a strike call if the
Although the scene is New York, the film is suitable for exhibition in
unionization order were not enforced.
cities of any size and is a tribute to police methods, codes and principles
generally.
Coast Local Obtains
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
Restraining Order
Hollywood, March 21. — The battle
between officers of I.A.T.S.E. international and suspended leaders of
Studio Technicians Local 37 over
control of the organization today took
on the aspect of a war of injunctions.
A. Brigham Rose, attorney for
Joseph Carpenter, president of the
local and other officers suspended over
a week ago by international representatives Frank Stickling and John
Gatelee, who then suspended local autonomy, obtained late today a restraining order prohibiting the international
from acting for the local, from calling
a meeting of members, from representing the local in business matters
and from ousting officials.
Meanwhile Superior Judge Emmett
Wilson, who issued today's injunction,
set tomorrow morning as a hearing
date for the contempt of court charges
brought by Stickling and Gatelee
against the suspended local officers
because of their alleged violation of
an order restraining them from calling
mass meeting of members Sunday at
which many fights broke out. Hearing on 29.
today's injunction was set for
March

"Daughter"
Handsome

"Sergeant
{M-G-M)

{Continued from page 1)
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Her

a Spy"

Detroit, March 21. — Michigan took
$15,000 playing "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" and "Let Us Live." The
Fox, with "Wife, Husband and
Friend," plus a stage show, did $12,000. "Stagecoach" second run, and
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" gave
the Palms-State $9,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 16 :
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
"The Arizona Wildcat" (20th-Fox)
ADAMS— (1,700) (lSc-40c) 6 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (2ftth-Fox)
FOX— (5,000) (20c-65c) 7 days. Stage:
Patricia Bowman, Cass Daley, Nicholas
Bros., 3 Reddingtons, 16 Dansonettes. Gross:
$12,000. (Average, $20,000)
"Yes, UsMy Live"
Darling
Daughter" (W.B.)
"Let
(Col.)
MICHIGAN — (4,000) (20c-65c) 7 days.
Gross:
$15,000. (U.A.)
(Average, $10,000)
"Stagecoach"
"Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W.B.)
PALMS- STATE — (3,000) (15c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Let Freedom Ring" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,000) (20c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $10,000)

'Stagecoach'
$4,500,

Does

Montreal

Montreal, March 21. — "Stagecoach" drew $4,500 as the single feaHollywood, March 21. — "They Made Her a Spy" deals with spying
ture at the Orpheum. Third week of
and counterspying, a subject to which picture production has devoted
much attention lately. The locale is Washington, D. C, and the time "Gunga Din" at the Palace collected
is that which may coincide with any fast breaking news story. The
"Storm over Bengal" and strong
heroine is a girl secretly in the employ of the Army Intelligence Depart- $6,000.
ment; the hero is a reporter tracking down a story and the villain, "Honolulu"
vaudeville brought
$7,000 Case
to Loew's.
and "Strange
of Dr.
naturally, is a master spy whose insidious operations menace national
security. Sally Eilers, Allan Lane and Fritz Leiber interpret these roles. Meade" grossed $7,000 at the Capitol.
Estimated takings for the week endCompetent themselves, they are ably supported by Frank M. Thomas,
ing March(M-G-M)
16 :
Theodor von Eltz, Addison Richards, Larry Blake, Pierre Watkin, "Honolulu"
"Strange Case of Dr. Meade" (Col.)
Spencer Charters and Leona Roberts.
CAPITOL— (2.547) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
$7,000. (Average, $8,000)
To avenge her brother's death and to do her country a service, Miss Gross:
"Storm
Over Bengal" (Rep.)
Eilers becomes attached to the Intelligence Department. Immediately
LOEW'S — (2,800) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.
Stage: : $7,000.
Dave (Average,
Apollon $7,000)
and vaudeville.
she insinuates her way into Leiber's confidence. Simultaneously she Gross
(U. A.)
becomes romantically attached to Lane, who seems to be a spy. Varying "Stagecoach"
melodrama and romance, the picture culminates when, after Miss Eilers,
ORPHEUM— (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
(Average, $5,000)
"Gunga $4,500.
Din" (RKO)
aided by Thomas, sets a trap that snares Leiber and uncovers a trail Gross:
PALACE— (2.600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
that leads directly into the Intelligence Department's inner office, misunderstandings are cleared up.
Gross:
week. (W. (Average,
$10,000)
"Wings $6,000,
of the 3rd
Navy"
B.)
Entertaining, yet educational, as such pictures are in so far as they "Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W. B.)
reveal spy workings and the methods used in counteracting them, the days.
PRINCESS—
(2,272)(Average,
(25c-35c-50c-65c)
7
Gross: $5,500.
$6,500)
picture has topical significance which gives it unique exploitation
value. Based on a story by George Bricker, which was adapted by
Toronto Is Fighting
Machael Kanin and Jo Pagano, the film is Jack Hively's first directing
effort. He demonstrates an impressive understanding of theatrical and
Restoration of Tax
commercial values.
Toronto, March 21. — Toronto
Running time, 67 minutes. "G."*
G. McC. Board
of Control has refused to support the recommendation of the City
*"G" denotes general classification.
Council of Windsor, Ont, that the Ontario legislature be requested to restore the amusement tax in the
Stirn Wins Extension
Okla. Passes Rogers Bill
province,
the net revenue to be
Oklahoma City, March 21. — A turned overwith
Federal Judge William Bondy yesto the municipalities on a
bill
making
a
$4,500
emergency
apterday signed an order extending to
basis of local collections. The Toronto
April 20 the time for Ernest W.
propriation for the Will Rogers Mem- civic fathers expect that the Provincial
orial commission to operate until July
Stirn, holder of 1,234 shares of Class
Government will boost the gasoline
A stock of RKO, to file his record 1 was passed by the Oklahoma house tax from six cents to eight cents per
of representatives this week, and sent
on appeal from the order of Judge to
gallon and divide the extra revenue
the senate.
from this source with cities and towns.
Bondy approving the plan of reorganization of RKO.
Start Grade Fields Film
Drops Sunday Show Bill
Doris Kenyon Returning
Albany, March 21. — Assemblyman
London, March 21. — "Sally of the
Doris Kenyon will resume her Shipyards," 20th Century-Fox British William Webb has withdrawn his
screen career in the Edward Small picture starring Gracie Fields, will measure calling for a referendum on
at the Gainsborough Studio at Sunday shows. The measure proproduction of "The Man in the Iron start
vided for a referendum by villages
in a few days, with Monty
Mask." She will be seen as Queen Islington
Banks directing.
on a petition by 20 per cent of voters.
Anne, mother of King Louis.
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NBC

Previewing

Television
Before

Universal
►

Networks

Radio

Shows

Broadcasts

NBC yesterday began a preview of
the television programs which will be
offered to the public in the New York
area beginning with the opening of the
World's Fair. The previews, which
will not be broadcast, are scheduled
four afternoons a week.
Meanwhile, CBS also is unlimbering its television facilities, and this
afternoon will guide newspapermen on
a tour of inspection of its television
transmitter in the Chrysler Building,
which is intended to go into experimental operation late in April.
Purpose of NBC's television dress
rehearsals is to familiarize the production staff with the new technical improvements made in the NBC-RCA
facilities. In the past few months
NBC has added 17 new men to its
television staff.
Calls Improvement Great
According to O. B. Hanson, NBC
chief engineer, who has caught the
first test transmissions under the new
improvements in his home in Connecticut, the improvement in picture
resolution is nearly SO per cent.
Principal changes in the NBC television transmitter are the installation
of a new wideband antenna system and
the addition of a sideband filter. To
gain finer picture definition and more
power, the modulator unit of the video
transmitter also has been improved to
accommodate higher frequencies. The
studio control room in the NBC television studios has been entirely rebuilt
and a new system of studio lighting
installed.
The program schedule for the regular television service has not yet been
completely set, although it is definite
that, in addition to a number of live
dramatization and live special event
pickups, a good deal of film will be
employed, including shorts material
and features, for which negotiations
are under way.
Silvey Honored
by
CBS at Lunch Here
R. J. E. Silvey, research director
of the British Broadcasting Corp.,
recently arrived here, was guest of
honor at a luncheon tendered him by
CBS yesterday at the New Weston
Hotel.
In attendance were Felix Greene,
North American representative of
BBC; Dr. George Gallup, American Institute of Public Opinion ; C.
E. Hooper, C. E. Hooper, Inc. ; Arch
M. Crossley, Crossley, Inc. ; Percival
White, Market Research Corp. ; Arnold Johnson, J. Walter Thompson
research director ; Almon Taranto,
William Esty agency ; Ford Sammis,
assistant to the president of Lord &
Thomas ; J. Brooks Emory, research
director of Benton & Bowles ; Robert
M. King, research director of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn;
Hugh M. Bevil, chief statistician of
NBC, and Dr. Frank Stanton, research director of CBS.
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US Protest to Reich
All network programs, on
CBS, NBC and Mutual, were
interrupted at 12:43 P. M.
yesterday to permit the reading of the full text of the U.
S. State
Department's
test to Germany
over prothe
seizure of Czecho Slovakia.
NBC and CBS also shortwaved the text of the pro
test around the world.

gen-in
DT,
SCHU
A. of
, is
M manager
WKRC
WILLIAeral
New York, as is Cecil Carmichael, WLW-WSAI press relations
director . . . John Conrad, who recently resigned as program director of
WLW, is on his way to New York
and may settle here . . . Clarence
Pettit, former director of public relations at KDKA, Pittsburgh, has arrived here to start his new duties as
US Films Dominate
assistant to the manager of guest relations of NBC . . . Howard Harris has
Market
in Finland
just had his option renewed for 13
Washington, March 21. — Of the
more weeks as writer on the Phil
total of 378 features reviewed by the
Baker show.
censor board of Finland in 1938, 201
were American, according to a report
to the U. S. Department of Commerce
from the American Consulate in
Contest CBC
Right
Helsinki. In 1937, American films accounted for 186 of a total of 330. For
To Ban Beer Shows
the fourth quarter of 1938, 115 films
were reviewed, of which 55 were from
Montreal, March 21. — The right the
United States.
of the CBC to enforce a ban on proIn
the 1938 listing, Germany was
grams advertising beer has been
second
a source, with 56, France
challenged and the broadcasting com- sent 55, asSweden,
24, England, 10, and
pany may seek an opinion from the
Federal Department of Justice. CBC Finland produced 19 features. Only
10 features were rejected in 1938, eight
officials are meeting here with repre- American and two French. Theatres
sentatives of the artists, musicians in Finland have shown a steady rise,
and breweries, who are protesting the
with 243 in 1936, 269 in 1937 and 337
ban, scheduled to become effective
last year. The seating capacity of the
337 houses is given at 94,000.
April 1.
Gladstone Murray, general manager
of CBC, and several of the company
governors are hearing Louis St. Television Leading
Laurent for the artists and B. PanetTopic for S.M.P.E.
Raymond for the breweries. RepreAll leading television units will
sentatives of the Quebec Temperance League, Salvation Army and contribute reports to the television
several Catholic organizations have symposium which will be a feature
been heard in support of the ban.
of the spring convention of the Society of M. P. Engineers at HollyIt is believed the broadcasters may
wood, April 17 to 21. Those who
offer CBC a limitation of the number
will send representatives include
of programs and a reduction in ad- RCA, NBC, CBS, DuMont and Don
vertising as a concession toward an
amicable
settlement of the contro- Lee Broadcasting. Dr. A. N. Goldversy.
smith, chairman of the S.M.P.E. television committee, also will report to
the meeting.
Crews Bill Amended
Visits to the Paramount and Warner studios are being arranged for the
Albany, March 21. — Following- conventioneers by Loren L. Ryder and
widespread protest, the Crews mo- Major Nathan Levinson.
tion picture bill was amended today to exempt amateur movie projec- Disclose Briggs Buy
tion machines in private dwellings
from a provision which would have
Option
required licensed operators to run Of Monogram
them.
Washington, March 21. — Acquisition of 6,194 options for Monogram
Pictures common stock by O. Henry
Para. Signs Borzage
Briggs, New York, director, in January, has been reported by the SecurHollywood, March 21. — Paramount
ities and Exchange Commission.
today signed Frank Borzage to diThe semi-monthly summary of the
rect "Disputed Passage," Lloyd C. S.E.C. showed also that in December,
Douglas story featuring Dorothy Robert L. Daine, New York, officer,
Lamour, Akim Tamiroff and Robert
Preston.
disposed of 51 shares of Trans-Lux
common, leaving him with 2,500
shares.

'38 Loss

at $713,783

Universal Corp. and domestic sub4;
sidiaries report net loss for the fiscail
year
Oct. $27,537
29, 1938,
of $713,783
After ended
including
equity
in prof-j '
its of foreign subsidiaries and after'
$141,152 provision for cumulative divM
dends for the year on the 8 piaryait
first preferred stock of Universlin.'ic-'
tures, there was a loss of $82/,398>j
carried to deficit account.
Universal Corp. is a holding company for a number of the Universal
operating subsidiaries.
Clearance

a Topic

At Allied Meeting
Max A. Cohen, president of New
York Allied, and E. Thornton Kelly,
executive secretary, leave today
for Syracuse to attend a meeting of'
independent exhibitors sponsored by1'
the
at the Syracuse
Hotel organization,
Thursday.
meeting during
will start
11 o'clock
andThecontinue
the atday.
Allied
is attempting to get clearance relief
for independents, and this situation
will be discussed by Cohen, who will
preside. An outline of pending New
York legislation will also be given.
H. M. Richey, director of theatre relations for RKO, will be a guest
speaker.
Heads of all regional Allied units
as well as national leaders will be
invited
attend convention
the New York
"World'sto Fair"
here unit's
May
23 to 25.
B. &

K. Plans

Drive

For Second Quarter
Chicago, March 21. — A drive
among managers for increased business will be held by Balaban & Katz
from March 31 to June 30, the second quarter, in honor of John Balaban, head of the circuit.
The campaign will include cash
prizes totaling $2,500. The theatres
in the circuit have been divided into
five groups for purposes of the drive,
Loop houses
houses,and"A"general
houses,release
"B" houses,
"C"
houses.
In each division first prize will be

$250,
and; asecond
week's
vacation
with pay
willextra
be $150
and
third
$100,
except
in
the
Loop
group,
where no third prize is offered. An ' j
"surprise
additional
be
given. $100
Managers
heardaward''
detailswill
of '
the drive at a meeting at the Congress Hotel yesterday.
British

Union

Drops

Sunday
Shows Fight
London, March 21. — F o 1 1 o w i n g
publication and discussion of the
threat of the National Association of
Theatrical and Kine Employes to opFilm English Football
Circuit Nets $6,035
pose Sunday opening in disapproved
districts, the association unanimously
London, March 21. — British newsLondon, March 21. — The worst has rejected the plan.
reel companies have obtained permission to film the Football Association trading conditions in the company's
It was decided that the motion ofCup Final at Wembley this year, but history are blamed by the directors of
fered athreat contrary to the spirit of
British
Cinematograph
Theatres,
Ltd.,
no permission for television has yet
the
conciliation
machinery created bebeen given.
for the 1938 profit, after paying varitween the N.A.T.K.E., and the Cineous charges, of $6,035.
matograph Exhibitors' Association.
American Chicle Renews
Kaliski
to
GN
Post
in
Hub
American Chicle Co., sponsoring
To Make "U" Westerns
Chicago Passes "Camp"
Joseph Kaliski has been appointed
Hollywood, March 21. — Albert Ray
Chicago, March 21. — "ConcentraAdrian Rollini's trio and singers on
WJZ, has renewed the series for 13
tion Camp," Amkino release, has been as manager of the Boston exchange has been signed by Universal to proweeks, effective April 20. Badger given a censor permit here, after of Grand National Pictures. He reduce seven Johnny Mack Brown
having been banned originally.
Browning, Inc., placed the renewal.
westerns for the new season.
places Sig Wittman.
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Rodgers at Chicago Meet
Reveals Concessions
Chicago, March 22. — William F.
iRodgers, general sales manager of
M-G-M, today announced the adoption of four provisions ofthe proposed trade practice program as
sales policy for
the company beginning with
1939 -'40 deals.
|They are :
1. Abolition of
the score charge.
2. No coercion
of exhibitors by
threats to build or
acquire theatres
in opposition.
,3. Elimination
W. F. Rortgers
of preferred playing time on deals
calling for guarantee against percentage.
4. Shorts, newsreels and trailers
will be sold separately from features.
Other provisions of the proposed
program will be incorporated in contracts retroactively if and when it is
adopted nationally.
"Desire Arbitration"
Clearance problems and disputes involving overbuying will be dealt with
through arbitration, when the industry
sets up the machinery. "We desire
(Continued on page 3)
Must Stop Duals,
Lichtman Declares

22.— "DouMarch
Chicag
ble ando,triple
features will
ruin the industry if they are
not stopped soon," said Al
Lichtman, M-G-M vice-presiy's at
dent, atfortheexhib
compan
lunchitors
eon
the
Palmer House here today.
Lichtman declared that
both exhibitors and distribu
tors must cooperate to rid
the industry of multiple features. He said all companies
must be encouraged to make
superior product if business
is to improve. More big pictures of high quality are
needed from all companies,
he said.

YORK,

THURSDAY,

MARCH

Mills
92 Films

TEN

23, 1939

Says

Ascap

Registered

Under Quota in Year
London, March 22.— Oliver
Stanley, president of the
British Board of Trade, reported in the House of Commons today that 92 features
were registered under the
quota provisions of the Films
Act between April 1 , 1938,
and March 18, 1939. He put
the average cost of the films
at about $15 per foot, and declared himself satisfied that
there has been an improvement in film quality.

Will

Impartial

Consider

Proposals

Any

Browne
For

CENTS

Here

Parleys

of NAB
On

IA

Strike

Topeka, Kan., March 22.— E. C.
Mills, chairman of the administrative
committee of Ascap, today told Deadline
Is
Lifted as
Motion Picture Daily that Ascap
Talks Continue
will gladly consider any proposal that
the National Association of Broadcasters have to make. Mills' stateGeorge Browne, president of the
ment was in answer to a query seek- I.A.T.S.E., is here to take personal
charge of action by his union in its
ing comment
on the its
N.A.B.'s
action
in branding
presentrecent
deal demands that distributors refuse to
with Ascap as inequitable.
provide films to theatres not affiliated
"But we can make no definite com- with the I.A.T.S.E. organization.
Deadline for the strike call of
Ascap's
board
of of
direcCanada
Film Board
torsmenthas until
before
it full
details
the
I.A.T.S.E. and Projectionists' Local
broadcasters' proposals," he added.
306 over the demands was lifted yes"The
present
formula
[or
licensing
terday to permit industry attorneys
Measure
Opposed
stations was in all respects approved further opportunity to arrive at a
Ottawa, March 22. — After speedily by the N.A.B. at the time it was ef- peaceful solution of the situation.
fected. Ascap is entirely receptive
passing three readings in the House of
Meeting of industry attorneys yesCommons the act to create a National to any sincere proposal made by any
terday with George Z. Medalie, repFilm Board for Canada struck the group authorized to speak for the
resenting the union, was inconclusive
first serious opposition in the Senate
and resulted in decision to hold furbroadcasters."
Mills is in Topeka to appear tomorlast night.
ther meetings at a later date.
Two-Hour Meeting
row before the House Judiciary ComThe bill, which would consolidate
mittee on the Nickell anti-Ascap bill.
the film activities of several Government departments under one body to
Yesterday's meeting of attorneys
lasted about two hours and was conincrease production and distribution
cerned mainly with the legal angles
efficiency was branded by opposition Arthur Kelly Is Due
members as an expensive addition to
involved
in the union's demand. The
From Abroad Today
attorneys discussed the legality of dothe cost of government. Senator Aring what the union demands.
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in
thur Meighen, opposition leader, beMeanwhile, no strike date has been
lieved the Government should have charge of foreign distribution for
its film work done by commercial United Artists, arrives today on the set by the labor organization but action can taken by the unions at any
Queen Mary after several months
companies
instead and
of appointing
"an- abroad.
other commission
another batch
He visited South Africa and time, as the membership authorized
a strike a week ago. Attorneys have
of civil service." Senator Raoul Dan- surveyed the European situation.
durand. Government Leader, defended
Other passengers are Sir Gordon hopes of achieving an amicable settlement of what is potentially one of the
the bill as a progressive measure in Craig, general manager of British
union onsituations
Movietone News, and R. Sutton most serious
the direction of economy.
(Continued
page 3) to conAs the bill now reads there would Dawes, British sales manager for 20th
be but one salaried official in the Century-Fox ; Sir William Wiseman
eight-man board, others being given of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., former Paramount director ; Mrs. Leslie Howard,
expenses when traveling on business
SWG Turns Down
and allowance being made for tempo- wife of the film player, and their
rary employes when films are in pro- daughter, Leslie, and Terry Kilburn,
Producers' Terms
duction.
young film player.
Hollywood, March 23.—
Members of the Screen Writers Guild, at a mass meeting
last night in the Roosevelt
Would
Drop
All
Missouri
Hotel, unanimously voted to
instruct their executive board
to continue with the NLRB
Anti-Show
Business
Bills
hearing which resumes today
before Special Examiner
James C. Batten.
Jefferson City, Mo., March 22. — the important legislation affecting the
There is an impasse on
Included in the 212 bills which a re- motion picture business, will be rethree points between the
vision committee of the legislature has
vived, although the revision commitSWG and the producers: (1)
recommended be immediately dropped
tee's recommendation is not a final
length of contract; (2) exfrom consideration are the theatre purge of the bills it named.
tent of Guild shop; (3) right
divorcement measure sponsored by
The anti-Ascap measure introduced
of writers to write and own
Representatives Turner and Smart ; by Representatives Turner and Hamriods.
material
during layoff pelin, had the support of the KansasRepresentative
Hayden's
bill
creating
a state censor board with sweeping Missouri Theatres Association. The
The SWG members also aupowers ; the two House chain store bill of Representatives Asotsky and
thorized appointment of a
tax bills which had been combined, Gill of Kansas City was an identical
committee
to investigate posmeasure
except
for
three
sections
and the two anti-Ascap bills introsibilities of labor affiliation.
duced last week.
dealing with enforcement, and both
It is considered unlikely that any were
law. based on the Washington state
of these bills, which make up all of
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Declines
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400
4

Purely

Personal

►

East

DIETZ, Si Seadler,
HOWARD
Joseph
R. Vogel
and Pete
Smith arrived by plane last night
from the Metro convention in Chicago.
Others are due today by train.
•
Merle Oberon, who has just finished work in Samuel Goldwyn's
"Wuthering Heights," leaves the coast
for New York by train Saturday, and
will sail for England on the Normandie next Wednesday.
•
Earle G. Hines, Walter E. Green
and M. V. Carroll, executives, have
returned to New York after attending
a series of district meetings of National Theatre Supply branch managers throughout the country.
•
Cresson E. Smith, western and
southern sales manager for RKO, will
leave New York Sunday on a tour of
Midwest district exchanges.
•
Wilmington
House
Roy Rowland has completed the
Asks Picketing Ban second of three M-G-M Robert
Wilmington, March 22. — A per- Benchley shorts at the Eastern Service studios. Benchley is due to repetual injunction was asked to restrain
turn to the coast the first week in
picketing of the New Rialto Theatre
in Chancery Court today. The bill April.
•
was filed by owners against Projectionists Local 473 I.A.T.S.E. and
Lennore Lewis, 10-year-old of the
others. The projectionists went on Broadway stage, has been signed by
strike six weeks ago to force a new Joseph Ornato for a comedy shorts
contract. Defendants must show cause series
Inc. for Century Television Pictures,
before March 30.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Armand Denis, who
Delay Para. Board Meet
Monthly meeting of the Paramount produced "Dark Rapture," will leave
board of directors, scheduled to be their Putnam, Conn., home April 15
film Tibetan customs in the Far
held today, has been postponed to to
East.
March 30 because of the absence from
•
the city of several board members.
A-Mike Vogel, Chairman and EdiPlans for retirement of the final $1,tor of Managers' Round Table de750,000 of the company's outstandingpartment of Motion Picture Herald,
six per cent debentures, due in 1955,
are scheduled to be discussed at the celebrates his birthday today.
•
meeting.
Bernard
Krantze,
manager of
Altec in Circuit Deal
RKO's
Albany
exchange,
to his office after a vacationhasin returned
Florida.
L. W. Conrow, president of Altec,
•
disclosed on his return from a threeBob Wolff, RKO branch manager,
week trip to the Midwest and south
that a deal has been closed for servic- returns Monday from a three-week
Florida vacation.
ing Minnesota Amusement Co. the•
atres in Minnesota, North and South
Sam and I. A. Roth and Walter
Dakota and Wisconsin. Deals have
been closed in the past month to ser- Hoffman, New Jersey exhibitors, will
vice more than 250 theatres, he said. return from Florida April 1.
•
Clifford
Smith,
film buyer for the
Merivales at Newport
Comerford theatres in New Jersey,
Newport, R. I., March 22. — Philip has returned from Florida and is now
Merivale and his wife, Gladys Cooper, visiting in Chicago.
will co-star in "Spring Meeting" the
•
week of July 25 to inaugurate the
Herman Silverman, RKO booker,
six-week season of the Casino under
Actor-Managers. Inc. Helen Arthur is the father of a girl, Rebecca.
•
returns to the summer playhouse for
the fifth season as executive director.
Helen Matthews, owner of the
Star in Jamesburg, N. J., is back from
Florida.

Theatre building in the 37 states
east of the Rocky Mountains during
January and February dropped from
the contract valuation established in
the corresponding months last year,
according to Dodge Reports, news
division of F. W. Dodge Corp.
Building contracts for new houses
and major alterations in the 37-state
area totaled $1,965,000 during the two
months. Total of 96 projects, with
254,000 square feet of floor area, were
involved.
Last year in the corresponding
months, the contracts were valued at
$3,556,000, involving 110 projects with
408,000 square feet.
January contracts totaled $811,000,
as compared with $1,187,000 in 1938
and $1,416,000 in 1937. In February
the total was $1,154,000, as compared
with $2,369,000 in 1938 and $1,977,000
in 1937.

'BeW at Roxy March SI
"The Story of Alexander Graham
H arry David is here from Salt
Bell" will open at the Roxy here
March 31. National release will be Lake City for conferences at the Paramount home office.
April 14.
•
James Pollack of the west coast
studios of National Screen Service is
For Lunch, Dinner or Supper
in town with Mrs. Pollack for a
brief visit.
•
LaHIFF'S
TAVERN
The Industry's
_Moe Kridel, operator of the ColoMEETING and EATING PLACE
nial and Palace in East Orange, N. J.,
has returned from a seven-week FloriI 56 W. 48th St. Tel. CHickering 4-4200
da vacation.

at Funeral

Maurice

of

Goodman

ER-r
SILV
ande
NUEL
of Alex
EMAwife
. E,
MRSSTON
Korda's American representative,
gave birth to a daughter at Lenox
Hill Hospital yesterday.
•
day.Harry Brandt, president of the
I.T.O.A., returns from Chicago to-

About 400 attended funeral services
in Temple Emanu-El yesterday for
Maurice Goodman, counsel for TransLux Corp. and former general counsel for RKO. Burial was at the
Salem
Fields Cemetery, Cypress Hills,
Brooklyn.

W. H. Gruben has joined Monogram's Dallas office, covering the east
Texas zone.

Jersey Allied to Meet
Allied of New Jersey will hold a
statewide meeting, probably at New
Brunswick, about the middle of April.
The tentative date is April 13. State
legislation will be a topic.

Among the executives and otW~.e
attending the services were the following: Ned E. Depinet, vice-president
James Finey of the Walt Disney of RKO; Jules Levy, RKO general
eastern office is recovering at Beth sales manager ; Nate Blumberg, president of Universal ; John J. Murdock,
Israel Hospital from a recent operation. He expects to be discharged Martin King, Mark Hyman, Milton
from the hospital in about two weeks. Mayer, Malcolm Kingsberg, Louis
•
Goldberg, William Kerman, Lawrence
George Emmott of the Newbury Green, Walter Reade, Ben Moss, Roy
circuit, New Jersey, has returned from Byron, Phil Stern, Senator Henry
Florida. Lee Newbury, head of the Walters, Ed Bloomberg, Thomas
circuit, is expected back shortly from Lamb, Martin Beck, John Maloney
and John Maloney, Jr.
a Cuba vacation.
•
Beulah Livingstone, formerly with
Universal, has been named publicity Ross Federal Holds
director of Film Alliance of the U. S.,
District Meet Here
Inc., Harry Brandt's new company.
•
Ross Federal Service district managers are meeting here with home ofJack Burk, RKO Seattle salesman,
fice officials. The meeting started
is recovering from injuries sustained
yesterday. Attending are Harold
in an automobile collision.
Lund, district manager at Pittsburgh ;
•
Walter I. Brown, Minneapolis ; WalLester Thompson, head of the Adter Anderson, Charlotte, and J. A.
Kraker, Philadelphia.
vertising
Advisory
Council,
is
confined to his home with an ear infection.
Harry A. Ross, president, is con•
ducting the conferences. Executive
Charlo, Argentine singer, was hon- office members attending are F. X.
ored at a cocktail party given by Miske, E. Wall, D. A. Ross, C. B.
Ross and R. E. Ross.
Ramos Cobian at the Edison.
•
H. M. Richey, director of exhibitor
Nat Wolf's Mother Dies
relations for RKO, flies to Syracuse
Cleveland, March 22. — Esther
this morning to address an Allied
Fanny Wolf, mother of Nat Wolf,
meeting this afternoon.
•
Warner zone manager here, died yesterday at the home of a daughter,
Dave Lewis, M-G-M managing director in Argentina, is mourning the Mrs. Charles Albert, in San Antonio,
it was learned here. The funeral will
death of his father in Buenos Aires.
•
be held in Houston tomorrow, for
Frank Phelps, Warner labor con- which city Mr. and Mrs. Wolf left by
tact, is vacationing in Miami for two plane today.
weeks.
•

Ike Libson, Cincinnati exhibitor,
and his brother Abe, have returned
home after several weeks in Florida.
•
Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal
foreign manager, returns to New York
next
South Tuesday
America. from a month's trip to
•
Anthony Petti, secretary to J.
Cheever Cowdin, is at the Universal
studio for a brief visit.
•
Charles D. Prutzman, Universal
general counsel, returns Monday from
a southern trip.
•
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Union Pacific Board
Will Meet in Omaha

Metro

-^world premiere of "Union
Pacific." Members of the
board, headed by W. A. Harriman and including many
industrialists and financiers
will come here by special
train.
Screen

Aid

in

War Being Organized
London, March 22. — British Ministry of Labor has created a new department designed to consolidate the
aid to be expected from the film industry in the way of propaganda in
the event of a national emergency.
Bryan Wallace, scenarist, has been
appointed film advisor in the national
service. He will aid in the collaboration between the Government and its
armed forces, and the producers and
exhibitors.
Browne

Is Here

for

Parley on I A Strike
(.Continued from page 1)
front the industry in years. I.A.T.S.E.
is in the position of being able to call
out employes in any branch of the
industry and in many different localities and the first move, if the attorfail, is regarded as being
up to neys'
theparleys
union.
Hollywood, March 22. — Contempt
charges brought by I.A.T.S.E. officers
against Technicians Local 27 were set
for hearing March 20 by Federal
Judge Wilson today. The charges will
be consolidated with hearing on the
injunction obtained by the local yesterday restraining International officers
from representing the local.
Consolidated Film's
Holders Meet Today
Four directors are scheduled for reelection atthe annual meeting of Consolidated film stockholders to be held
at 11 A. M. today at the home office. They are Edward C. Dearstyne,
Herbert J. Yates, Jr., Joseph L.
Aller and Richard W. Altschuler.
Each will serve for three years.
Stockholders of record as of March 2
will be entitled to vote.
Dismisses

Sales

Moss

to

Be

Planning

$500,000

Shirley Temple Suit
Hollywood, March 22. — Jack Hays'
$500,000 suit for alleged breach of contract in the management of Shirley
Temple was dismissed today. The
suit was filed
originally
in against
1936. Shirley's parents
Howard on Guild Show
Leslie Howard and- Kay Francis
will co-star in the O. Henry Memorial Award story, "Never of this
World," in the Screen Actors' Guild
show on Sunday. Sidney Franklin
will produce the program.

Trade

Pact

Line—Rodgers

(Continued from page 1)
and solicit arbitration," Rodgers said.
He addedis that
"thehands
right and
to grant
clearance
in our
it is
our right to give what clearance we

Favor

New

Along
Chance

Omaha, March 22.— For the
first time in the 75-year his
tory of the railroad, the
board of directors of the
Union Pacific this year will
hold its annual meeting outside of New York.
The meeting will be held
here April 27 in honor of the

British

PICTURE

R. I. Bill for

Sunday

Stage

Plays

Providence, March 22. —
State Senate Judiciary ComfeelM-G-M
is just will
and fair."
mittee has reported out with
continue the box-ofrecommendation for passage,
fice "yardstick" formula to rentals
the Di Mascolo bill amending
which has been in effect for two years.
Under this policy each film is tested
Rhode Island's Sunday entertainment law by authorizing
at a number of representative runs
before being classified.
presentation of legitimate attractions.
"We will expand various forms of
testing box-office drawing power as
the situation demands," Rodgers said.
Al Lichtman, vice-president of the
company, declared that Metro thus night and discussed plans for the coming season.
Heservices
said
M-G-M's
70 exploitation
would
be expanded
will inaugurate a policy of "no blind
to more than 100.
booking."
To Sell in Five Groups
Delegates began leaving tonight.
Rodgers plans to arrive in New York
M-G-M's 36 "A" pictures will be Friday morning.
sold in four groups. Four films will
be in the top bracket, 10 in the secPlans Nick Carter Series
ond, 10 in the third and 12 in the
fourth. The 16 films in the "BalMarch 22. — M-G-M
anced Group" will be sold either flat hasHollywood,
acquired screen rights to the Nick
or on percentage.
Carter detective stories, which will be
The policy generally will be elas- the basis of a new series for the 1939tic and flexible, with varying situations taken into consideration. In '40 season. The studio has signed
William Powell to a new long-term
addition to benefiting exhibitors, the contract,
Norman McLeod to a new
company feels this will give the studio
long-term directing contract, Irv S.
more leeway in the handling of productions.
Brecher, writer, and Sam Messenheiner in the music department.
Rodgers stated that "Gone With the
Wind" will be sold apart from the
program on an exclusive contract. Hicks Sails Saturday
This is the only outside production
scheduled. Selznick International
For Home
Office Talk
plans to complete the film in the fall.
John Hicks, vice-president and foreign head for Paramount, will leave
"Most Expensive" Production
England for New York on the NorLichtman told the company's con- mandie on Saturday for a series of
vention, which ended today, that dur- home office conferences. After about
ing the coming year M-G-M "will a month here he will make a tour inundertake the most expensive produccluding Australia and South Amerition program ever planned by any
can cities to confer with exchange
heads and exhibitors.
He disclosed that last year the
company."
company spent $42,500,000 on 52 picLee Joins Paramount
tures, plus $10,000,000 for prints and
advertising. Rental from the United
Gainesville, Fla., March 22...
States and Canada last year totaled Claude F. Lee, Sparks circuit execu$49,000,000, he said, so the difference
tive, said today he had accepted an
had to be made up from abroad. For- assignment with Paramount Pictures,
eign developments, therefore, will Inc., to make a study of theatre pubhave a great bearing on the future of
lic relations from a national standthe company, he declared.
There was 10,566 contracts signed
by M-G-M during the current sea- point.
Paramount home office officials were
son, he announced.
unable to explain the nature of the
Lichtman also spoke today at a assignment referred to, asserting that
luncheon at the Palmer House. About they had no knowledge that such an
400 were present, including 175 exhibi- assignment had been made.
tors in the Chicago area and convention delegates.
Shift Policy in K. C.
Kirsch Talks at Luncheon
Kansas City, March 22.- — Fox EsJack Kirsch, president of Allied of
quire, downtown first run next door
Illinois, addressed the luncheon and to the Fox Tower, has inaugurated
said that 95 per cent of the 170 the- a new policy of playing first run pictures on holdover from first runs
atres in his organization were "ready
others
than those in the Fox group.
and anxious"
to return
single
tures ifthe circuits
wouldto do
so. fea- The new policy will be carried out
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O. A. pres- whenever possible.
ident; Col. H. A. Cole, Allied States
head, and Harry Brandt, president,
Sues on Parking Space
New Y&rk I.T.O.A., were introduced.
Omaha, March 22.— Suit for $20,Rodgers'^and other sales executives
spoke briefly.
200 damages has been filed by Mrs.
Division Managers T. J. Connors Rose I. Robinson against the R. D.
and E. M. Saunders and the district Goldberg Theatres Corp. It is alleged
managers heldMndividual meetings to- that the defendant company opened a
day. W. R. Ferguson, exploitation
parking space next to the plaintiff's
manager, met: with his field staff to- property,
causing depreciation.

Games

Test

the grand
refusal
to Balked
indict by
in the
lottery jury's
case against
the Jewel Theatre in Harlem, License
Commissioner Paul Moss now plans
other court action as a legal test of
chance games in New York City.
The Commissioner will attack the
problem from a new angle, probably
in two weeks. Although details of his
contemplated procedure are not known,
it is understood he plans to bring the
management of a theatre to court on
charges of operating a lottery.
Commissioner Moss wanted the
Jewel case tried in Special Sessions
bv three judges and opposed transfer
of the case to General Sessions for
grand jury action and a subsequent
jurv trial. He had pinned his hopes
for elimination of games on the Jewel
case and , bad declared that conviction
would tre'sresult
licence. in suspension of the thea-

Anti-Block

Booking

Measure in Illinois
Chicago, March 22. — Representative
Lund is introducing a bill before the
Illinois legislature seeking to prohibit
blind selling and compulsory block
booking. The bill is before the House
Judiciary Committee where Representative Schnackenberg proposed it be
rewritten to ban double features.
RKO Gets Cronin Novel
Hollywood, March 22. — Purchase
of Dr. A. J. Cronin' s novel "Vigil in
the Night" by RKO was disclosed in
a wire from Pandro S. Berman in
Chicago to the studio. Carole Lombe starred
in the picture
derbard'
the will
direction
of George
Stevens.unFreed of Game Charge
Decatur, Ind., March 22. — A jury
has acquitted Roy and Isadore Reivers, theatre ■ operators here, of
charges of operating a lottery and
acting as agents of a lottery for holding Bank Night in their house. The
case was the first court test in Indiana of theatre chance games.
Test Film Cabinet
N. D. Golden, head of the motion
picture division of the U. S. Department of Commerce, was present at a
fire test yesterday by Neumade Products of a new type of film cabinet.
Films were placed in a cabinet and
a fire set around it. The films were
taken out undamaged.
Selznick Purchases Play
Hollywood, March 22.— David O.
Selznick has purchased film rights to
"Flashing Stream," London stagla success, which will be directed by: Alfred
Hitchcock under his contract with
Selznick International.
Indicted

on Copyright

Fort Worth, March 22.-— Howard
Goldin has been indicted by a Federal
Grand Jury here on a charge of copyright infringement of the picture
"Film of the Penitentes."
Garrett to Monogram
Charles Garrett has been named
manager of foreign exchange operations for Monogram, by Norton V.
Ritchey, foreign manager.
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This picture is going to make more money
for you than any other we have ever produced. Magazines and newspapers

the

country over are going to call it the "Picture
of the Year." Critics will drum their desks
trying to beat out new adjectives of superdelight. Theatre operators will call each
other up and cry with envy or chirp with joy
(depending whether they have it coming or
not). People will talk about it— especially
women,

who will double-talk, in their

enthusiasm. It will definitely be held over
indefinitely— and give you the most prolonged date with profit you have ever had!
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National

Release

PICTURE

Will
More

Season

'Princess'

$6,500

Indianapolis

Lead

Indianapolis, March 22. — "The
Little Princess" did $6,500 at the Indiana and was moved to the Apollo
Grand National will limit its current
for a second week. "Everybody's
season selling to five new features Baby" shared the bill with it.
which are ready for release, Earle W.
"Made for Each Other" and "Let
Ff^nmons, president, said yesterday on Us Live" also showed strength at
1 ; eturn to New York from Holly- Loew's, where $8,500 was the take.
wood. New season production plans "Yes, My Darling Daughter" was
good with $9,200 at the Lyric.
depend upon completion of new financEstimated takings for the week ending arrangements which are now in an
ing March 17:
advanced stage and may be concluded "Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
"Twelve Crowded Hours" (RKO)
within the next two or three weeks.
APOLLO— (I, 100) (25g-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,000.
(Average, $3,000)
Jeffrey Bernerd and Maurice Wilof Culver"- (Univ.)
son, Educational-Grand National Brit- "Spirit
"Society Smugglers" (Univ.)
ish sales representatives, are due in
CIRCLE— (2,800) (25c-40) 7 days. Gross:
$5,000.
(Average, $4,500)
New York on the Queen Mary April
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
6, to confer with Hammons and, it is "Everybody's Baby" (20th-Fox)
INDIANA— (3,200) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
reported, completion of the company's $6,500. (Average, $5,000)
new financing arrangements may de- "Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
pend on those conferences. Hammons, "Let Us Live" (Col.)
LOEW'S — (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
however, declined to comment on this. $8,500.
(Average, $7,000)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
Hammons Optimistic
LYRIC— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. Stage:
Meanwhile, long range planning for Vaudeville. Gross: $9,200. (Average, $8,000)
the company's operations is in evidence
and Hammons is definitely optimistic
about Grand National being able to
pull out of its present difficulties, Lewis Bandf "Wife"
$19,500 in Buffalo
which resulted from the company's
producers' failure to deliver.
Buffalo, March 22.— Ted Lewis
Declaring that he did "not wish to and his band, with "Wife, Husband
mislead anyone" on Grand National's and Friend" at the Buffalo was a
chances of continuing in business, standout, drawing $19,500.
Hammons told a large group of trade
"Stagecoach" took a neat $8,900 at
paper reporters that "as of this date"
Great Lakes. "Let Us Live" and
there is no new financing for the com- the
"Flight to Fame" garnered $6,500 for
pany's new season activities and that the Lafayette.
more than $200,000 in company comEstimated takings for the week endmitments will be due early next fall.
ing March 18:
Current Coast Debts Paid
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (20th-Fox)
BUFFALO — (3,000) (30c-50c) 7 days. (On
On the other hand, he reported that stage:
Ted Lewis'
Orchestra.) Gross: $19,(Average,
$12,000)
release of five new features for the 500.
current season is assured ; that all cur- "Stagecoach" (U. A.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (30c-50c) 7 days.
rent debts of the producing company Gross:
$8,900. (Average, $7,500)
in California have been paid, including "The Three Musketeers" (ZOth-Fox)
an advance credit of $25,000 to Eugene "The Girl Downstairs" (M-G-M)
Frenke for release of the Anna Sten
HIPPODROME — (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,200. (Average, $6,800)
picture, "Exile Express." The latter "St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
debt does not come due until April 8. "Boy Trouble" (Para.)
CENTURY— (3,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
In addition, Hammons said that no $5,700.
(Average, $6,000)
further reductions of company person- "Let Us Live" (Col.)
nel were required for economy pur- "Flight to Fame" (Col.)
LAFAYETTE — (3,300) (25c) 7 days.
poses ;that a new general sales man- Gross:
$6,500. (Average, $6,300)
ager of Grand National would be appointed soon to fill the post vacated by
Edward L. Alperson ; that an annual
sales meeting was planned for the near 'Kid' in New Haven
future, and that negotiations were nearly
Grosses Big $6,700
concluded for the services of a wellknown Hollywood producer whose
March 20.-— "OklaNewhoma Haven,
commitment would be 16 features, but
Kid" and "Adventures of Jane
who, in addition, would be prepared
Arden" took $6,700 at the Roger
to make any pictures not delivered by Sherman. The Loew-Poli, with
Fine Arts or Arcadia.
"Tailspin" and "The Three MuskeLiquidation Progressing
teers," did $8,000. The second week
He said that no short subjects would of "Stagecoach" and "There's That
be produced by Educational this season Woman
College. Again" drew $2,700 at the
but that a minimum of 18 two-reelers
Estimated takings for the week endand 26 one-reelers were planned by
ing March 17 :
the company for next season. Ham"Stagecoach" (U. A.)
mons said that liquidation of Educa- "There's
That Woman Again" (Col.)
tional's old contracts by the 20th CenCOLLEGE— (1,499) (35c-50c) 7 days.
tury-Fox sales force was progressing Gross: $2,700. (Average, $2,700)
Spin" (20th-Fox)
"remarkably well" and that the com- "Tail
Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
pany stood to realize several hundred "The
LOEW-POLI— (3,040) (35c-50e) 7 days
thousand dollars from this source.
Gross: $8,000. (Average. $8,000)
"King of Chinatown" (Para.)
Hammons
that Grand
National's
Trouble" (Para.)
coast
creditor said
situation
had been
made "Boy
PARAMOUNT — (2,348) (35c-50c) S days.
particularly serious by efforts of small Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
creditors to attach valuable studio "Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
"Adventures of Jane Arden" (W. B.)
property, as permitted under CaliforROGER SHERMAN— (2,200) (35c-50c) 7
nia law.
days. Gross: $6,700. (Average, $4,000)

Band

Kyser

"Daughter"

With

'Love

Smash
Denver's

Cleveland

$35,000,

With

Cleveland, March 22. — Kay Kyser
broke records at the RKO Palace,
with screen.
"Yes, My
the
The Darling
take wasDaughter"
$35,000. on
"The Beachcomber" was a hit at
Warner's Hippodrome with $15,000.
"The Spirit of Culver" at the Allen
drew $4,500. Weather was clear and
moderate.
Estimated takings for the week
ending March 17 :
"The Spirit of Culver" (Univ.)
ALLEN — (3,000) (30c-35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,000)
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,800) (30c35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (Average,
$12,000)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W.B.)
RKO
PALACE— (3,100) (30c-42c-55c) 7
days. Stage: Kay Kyser and Orchestra.
Gross: $35,000. (Average, $15,000)
"Cafe; Society" (Para.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,500) (30c-35c-42c) 7
days. Gross: $9,500.
"Stagecoach"
(U.A.) (Average, $13,000)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900) (30c-35c42c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Two Hearts in Waltz Time"
(Bruno V wicker)
CITY— (485) (35c-42c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $800. (Average, $1,200)
Moffitt

Back

Best

$10,000

Denver, March 22. — "Love Affair"
and "12 Crowded Hours" scored here,
with $10,000 at the Orpheum. Also
recording strong grosses were "Topper
Takes a Trip," with $10,500 at the
Denver, and "Midnight," with $8,000
way.the Denham. "Pygmalion" took
at
$3,500 in its second week at the BroadEstimated takings for the week ending March
22 :Navy" (W.B.)
"Wings
of the
ALADDIN—
(1,400) (Average,
(25c-40c), $3,500)
7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $3,500.
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
BROADWAY— (1,100) (25c-40c), 7 days,
2nd
week. Gioss:
"Midnight"
(Para.) $3,500. (Average, $2,500)
DENHAM— (1,750) (25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $6,000)
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
DENVER— (2,525) C25c-35c-50c), 7 days.
Gross: Affair"
$10,500. (Average,
$8,500)
"Love
(RKO)
"12 Crowded Hours" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,600) 25c-35c-40c), 7 days.
Gross:Us$10,000.
$8,000)
"Let
Live" (Average,
(Col.)
"Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c), 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,500)

in K. C.

Kansas City, March 22. — John C.
Moffitt, Paramount screen writer, has
returned here after three years in
Hollywood to resume the post of film
editor of the Kansas City Star which
he held before joining Paramount.
Variety
will honor him at a dinner nextClub
Monday.

AMERICA

Affair'

French 'Snow White' Set
French version of "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs," known as
"Blanche-Neige et les Sept Nains,"
will have its New York opening at the
Waldorf on April 8. Following the
indefinite run here, the film will play
other principal cities.
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CBS

Device

Demonstrates
►

Its

New

Setup

CBS, after more than a year of
pressure construction, yesterday disclosed its new $600,000 television facilities tothe press. Located atop the
Chrysler Building, the transmitter,
W2XAX, powered for 7^ kilowatts
unmodulated for both video and audio
transmission, needs only final tuning
up before experimental operation in
May.
The equipment is on the 73rd, 74th
and 75th floors of the building, with
two antennae in the Chrysler spire.
Power output will be the same as
the transmitter of NBC-RCA. However, the CBS antenna differs from
NBC's in that it radiates in a vertical
direction rather than in a spherical
direction, as does NBC's. According
to Dr. Peter Goldmark, in charge of
televison construction for CBS, the
design of the CBS antenna will give it
four times more efficiency than others.
It will not increase the area of signal
reception, Dr. Goldmark said, but
will make for a much clearer image.
The CBS transmitter was designed
and constructed by RCA. The antennae, studio and film transmission
equipment by CBS engineers.
CBS began planning its television
setup more than two years ago. Preliminary work was started last fall
and equipment was moved in last
January.
Meanwhile, construction of the television production studio is proceeding
rapidly in the Grand Central Terminal Building, and this also is expected
to be finished by May.
New

Radio

$600,000

Television

Three

Independents

Contracts

Are Closed by WHN
Technicians Institute has closed a
13-week contract with WHN for a
weekly half-hour show, "Hold the
Press," to be broadcast Sundays.
Winer & Co. is the agency.
Additional new business at WHN is
a 13-week contract by Beauty Affiliates for participation in "Polly the
Shopper," through Albert- FrankGuenther-Law, and a contract by
Plant Growers' Guild for announcements, through Moore & Hamm, Inc.

Own
Personals

"Man's Castle" on
Spencer Tracy and Loretta
have been signed by Lux
Theatre" to play in "A Man's
over CBS on Monday.

Lux
Young
"Radio
Castle"

Canadian

Net

4

Montreal, March 22. — Independent
Canadian radio stations today applied
to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
for permission to form a separate network.
In presenting the application for the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
Aime Geoffrion complained that many
stations were being drowned out by
American stations. He asked for
more power for certain stations.
Other requests in the application
were permission to exploit short wave
television and facsimile broadcasts ; the
right to use recorded programs between 7and 11 P.M. and permission
Orson Welles' wife is in a New
York hospital. . . . Davidson Vorhes, to mention prices of goods advertised
CBS engineer is the father of a boy. on the air.
. . . Gil Mack of the WHN stock
company, will marry Rosella Davis,
elocution teacher. . . . Bernice Judis,
FCC
Calendar
general manager of WNEW is on a
vacation in Chicago. . . . CBS has
hired the "Flying Hutchinson" family, who are about to embark on a
Washington, March 22. — Federal
flight around the world, to repre- Communications Commission has announced future hearings on broadsent the network's "American School
casting applications, as follows :
of the Air" series. . . . E. StolzenApril 24: Applications of KRBA,
berger, R. O. Thatcher, E. R. Cullen and W. L. States, all NBC en- Lufkin, Tex., for increase of power
gineers out of Chicago, have been from 100 to 250 watts, and WQDM,
transferred to television service in St. Albans, Vt, for extension of time
New York.
from day to sunset at Cleveland.
May 10 : Applications of M. C.
Reese for a 1,200-kilocycle station
CBS to Erect New
at Phoenix, Ariz., with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day; KOH, Reno,
Antenna
for WCCO
Nev., for change of frequency from
CBS will construct a new vertical 1,380 to 830 kilocycles and increase
guyed antenna of uniform cross-sec- of power from 500 to 1,000 watts, and
tion design for its Minneapolis sta- KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., for change of
tion, WCCO. Construction is to be- frequency from 1,390 to 550 kilogin May 1, and will be completed in
19 days. The new antenna will be cycles.
May 15: Application of KOVC,
designed to cope with 500-kilowatt Valley City, N. D., for change of

INE STERNE CARRINGELATON
, author of "Pepper
ly," has signed
Young's Famint
contract . . .
an NBC manageme
Felix Knight returns from a Hollywood vacation today. . . . Dorothy
Doran, radio editor of the Akron
Beacon-Journal, is in town . . . Hal
Bock, NBC Hollywood publicity director who has been in New York the
returns to the coast toweek,
past
day.
+

power.
It will mark the fifth antenna of
its kind to be erected for CBS stations. It was first installed for
WABC in New York, then for WBT,
Charlotte; WBBM, Chicago, and finally KNX, Hollywood. G. Stanley
McAllister, director of construction
and building apparatus for CBS, will
supervise the erection of WCCO's antenna.
Al Pearce

Is Sued

Breach of contract suit for $18,000
has
been filed in the N. Y. Supreme
Drop Coast Repeats
Court by Ruth Rubin, as assignee of
Due to AFRA
Scale William H. Comstock, radio comedian, known as Tizzie Lisch, against
Because of the added expense of
producing network programs under Al Pearce. Suit is based on a contract allegedly made on May 31, 1938,
the new scale of wages provided in
the American Federation of Radio whereby Comstock was to broadcast
Actors pact, Blackett-Sample-Hum- for 39 weeks at $1,000 weekly. Complaint charges wrongful discharge on
mert is dropping its west coast repeat broadcasts of two of its daily March 14, and asks for $16,000 future
salaries and $2,000 for past perforstrips, "Just Plain Bill" and "John's mances.
Other Wife."
Plane Series on WMCA
Practical Aircraft & Diesel Training Co. has placed a series of programs over 13 weeks on WMCA.
Rickard, Mulberger & Hicks placed
the account.

Seek

Renew

Berch

Program

Jack Berch's song program for
Sweetheart Soap over NBC has been
renewed for another 13 weeks. Franklin Bruck agency handles the account.

Shifts

Sets

Radio

to Television

A

new device which will transform an ordinary radio receiver into
a television receiver has been patented and will be marketed by the
Wald Radio & Television Laboratories of New York. A public demonstration of the development will be
held shortly.
According to Robert Robins, s£\*j
tary of the corporation, a patent^id
by his company permits the sending
of programs over an area of hundreds of miles by means of "mixed
frequencies," without necessity of costly relay stations. Present range of
television in this country has been
limited to the horizon, or about 50
miles, unless aided by booster stations.
_Wald tribute
Corp.
will the
manufacture,
disand license
use of equipment based on its patents. It has also
perfected a method of television transmission enabling use of the present
broadcast band on radio receivers for
television transmission. The corporation chartered last week in Albany,
is a closed company and will not make
public issue of capital stock.

Women's

Air

Awards

To Be Made
April 19
Annual radio awards meeting of the
Women's National Radio Committee
will be held in New York on April
19. tion
Since
formain 1934,theit organization's
has been conducting
annual surveys of radio programs, and

granting awards to the year's best
programs selected by the committee.
Awards meeting will be covered by
CBS, NBC and Mutual, in broadcasts
from 3 to 3 :30 P. M. Speakers in a
symposium on "The Use of Radio in
Promoting International and Domestic
Goodwill" will be headed by Sterling
Fisher, director of talks for CBS, and
frequency from 1,500 to 1,340 kilocycles and increase of power from will include as speakers, H. V. Kalten100 watts night, 250 watts day, to born, CBS news commentator; Alfred
J. McCosker, chairman of the board
500 watts night, 1,000 watts day.
of Mutual, and Frank Mason, NBC
Other Dates to Be Set
vice-president.
It was also announced that hearings, on dates later to be set, had
been ordered on the applications of Name "Gateway" Judges
Hollywood, March 22. — RKO has
World Peace Foundation for a
selected the three judges who will
5,000-watt international broadcast
station at Oakland, Cal. ; Joseph A. choose the finalists in the "Gateway
to Hollywood" series, for the first 13Lattimore for a 1,370-kilocycle sta- week
cycle. The board will be Cecile
tion at Shelby, N. C, with 100 watts B. DeMille,
Frank Lloyd and Gregory
night, 250 watts day, and KMA, La Cava.
Shenandoah, la., for authority to
move to Council Bluffs, la., and
Frigidaire on WABC
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., for increase
Frigidaire Division of General
of power from 500 watts night, 1,000
watts day, to 1,000 watts night, 5,000 Motors has launched a new local show
watts day.
over WABC. Entitled "Melody Time,"
Application for change of frequency the program is broadcast on Mondays,
from 920 to 1,120 kilocycles, extension Wednesdays and Fridays from 8 :45
of time from day to unlimited and to 9 A. M. Lord & Thomas is the
change of power from 1,000 watts, agency.
day only, to 500 watts night, 1,000
watts day, has been filed by WSPA, NY Radio Bill Advanced
Spartanburg, S. C.
Albany, March 22. — Measure extending to broadcasters exemption in
Other applications filed include requests of WKEU, Griffin, Ga., for libel and slander actions was advanced
extension of time from day to unlim- to a third reading in the Assembly toited, and KALE, Portland, Ore., for
day. It will come up for final vote
an increase of day power from 1,000 tomorrow.
to 5,000 watts.

Scheenberg Joins Ayer
Hanna Joins Ripley
Ed Scheenberg, script writer, has
Jay Hanna, production manager for joined the New York office of the N.
Phil Lord, has resigned to join the W. Ayer & Son agency. He will
Bob Ripley
Ripley's
new program debutsoffice.
over CBS
on March
31. work on the various programs produced by the agency's local office.

McConnell

Is Renewed

Smiling Ed McConnell, broadcasting over a split NBS network and
sponsored by Ballard & Ballard, has
been renewed for another eight weeks,
effective this week. Henri Hurst &
McDonald is the agency.
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NEW

Special

Judge
Trust

to

Hear

Action

Justice
Department Is
Satisfied with Bondy
Washington, March 26. — Department of Justice officials denied over
the weekend that action had been
taken to secure a special judge to hear
the New York anti-trust suit, pointing out that Judge William Bondy is
hearing motions and indicating that
he is satisfactory to the Government.
It was flatly denied, also, that any
shift was contemplated in the Department's force handling the case and
rumors that Seymour Krieger of the
anti-trust division staff would be
made special prosecutor were declared
to be unfounded. The case is in the
hands of Paul Williams, it was said,
and he undoubtedly will remain in
charge. Krieger is one of six assistants to Williams.
SUBSTITUTES NAMED
Application of the Government to
substitute seven persons, including
James Roosevelt, as defendants in its
anti-trust suit against the eight
majors, was granted Friday by Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum without opposition.
James Roosevelt, Charles Schwartz,
Emanuel Silverstone and Theodore
Caruso were named in the United
(Continued on page 6)

YORK,

MONDAY,

Minn. 'Divorce' Bill
Not Slated to Pass
St. Paul, March 26.— The
affiliated theatre divorcement
measure which was introduced in the Minnesota legislature last week by Representative Louis E. Berg of West
St. Paul is given virtually no
chance of being enacted.
The legislative session will
end within a few days and the
legislature is overloaded with
urgent business now.

U.A.
At

to

Have

Least

Next

22

Season

Hollywood, March 26.— David Selznick will make three pictures for
release by United Artists for the
coming season. Selznick and John
H. Whitney arranged to continue
with United Artists at a meeting
with Maurice Silverstone, Saturday
night.

Hollywood, March 26. — United Artists plans a minimum of 22 pictures
for the 1939-'40 season, it became
known today as Maurice Silverstone,
company head, prepared to return to
New York after several weeks of conferences with United Artists producers. The number is exclusive of
pictures which would be supplied by
Selznick-International if a new releasated. ing deal with the company is negotiUnderstood here that deals by which
Loew Abandons
Test
Ernst Lubitsch and Sol Lesser-Frank
Llovd join the United Artists' producers' ranks were definitely set during
Of Single Bills Here
Silverstone's visit. Together, they will
After an eight-week test of single probably contribute six to eight picfeatures at the Ziegfeld Theatre,
tures to (Continued
the new onseason's
page 6) schedule,
Loew's will return the house to double
bills on Thursday.
The single-feature policy was unsuccessful. Business dropped 25 per Allied's Meet Set for
June 13, Minneapolis
cent or more. A previous mid-week
Minneapolis, March 26. — Allied
singles policy had proved fairly successful, and Loew's had believed that States' national convention will be
the patrons of the de luxe house would held here June 13, 14 and 15 at the
support an extension of singles to the Nicollet Hotel.
balance of the week. On Sixth Ave.
The dates were set by Col. H. A.
at 54th St., the Ziegfeld caters to a Cole, Allied president, and W. A.
better than average class.
Steffes, head of Allied of the Northwest, at a conference here. Northwest
There was a dearth of big pictures
during the test. The circuit was unable Allied will be the official host. Steffes
to arrange for Warner and RKO heads the arrangements committee.
The convention will open with a
product, because of the booking situation, and only one 20th Century-Fox directors' meeting on June 13 and
film, "Dawn Patrol," was available close with a dinner on the night of
for the Ziegfeld.
June 15.
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LOCAL

STRIKE

Strike

CALLS

FOR

TODAY

Threat

Report

CENTS

306

Operators in New York home
office and exchange projection
rooms are due to strike today in
response to a call issued by Local
306 late Saturday night.
Distributors at a meeting yesterday decided to oppose the
strike by seeking an injunction.
The strike threatens to extend
to theatres in the metropolitan
area.
Strike call is the outgrowth of
distributors' refusal to comply
with Local 306 demand that film
service to theatres not employing members of the local be
stopped.
Film on hand in many theatres,
much of which was shipped yesterday, is sufficient for from two
days to a week in the event exchanges are vitally affected.

Hays

Impartial

to Take

Up Foreign Problem
Increasingly serious problems of the
industry's
markets
will ofbe Will
discussed inforeign
the annual
report
H. Hays which is to be submitted to
the M.P.P.D.A. board today.
There is a possibility also that the
meeting may consider the advisability
of an industry-wide promotional activity, either in the form of a special
anniversary tie-up or the establishment of a permanent public relations
bureau such as that recommended by
Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising
and publicity director, at the close of
the Greatest Year drive. There is no
formal proposal for a jubilee celebration before the industry now. One
which contemplated an industry exposition in Grand Central Palace to
run concurrently with the World's
Fair was submitted by outside interests and rejected by company advertising and publicity heads in January.
Industry
participation
the donation
W orld's
Fair
will be
limited to inthe
to both the San Francisco and New
York fairs of the American historical
subject compiled recently.
Myers Declines to
Predict Pact Action
Washington, March 26. — Negotiation of the proposed trade practice
program is still incomplete, states
Abram F. (Continued
Myers, Allied
counon pagegeneral
6)

Distributors
Will Seek
Restraining Order;
Fear

Shutdown

New

York home offices and exchanges faced a strike by projectionists at the opening of business today.
The strike order to the employes
who are members of Local 306
I. A. T. S. E. was issued by union
officials late Saturday night. The order
directed the union men not to report
for work this morning. Instead they
are to form picket lines. In this way
it is intended that the strike will be
spread progressively, including
through the day workers engaged in
other activities.
Starting with home office and exchange projectionists it is planned to
extend the strike eventually to include
members of all affiliated bodies, thus
bringing to a halt all film activities
in
the metropolitan district, including
theatres.
Closed Shop Demand
Following several weeks of negotiation the strike order arose out of the
refusal of the film companies to accede
to the union demand that they cease
further film service to theatres which
do not employ members of Local 306.
The strike order affected employes
of the eight major and two independent companies.
At a meeting of film company executives on Sunday it was decided to
oppose the strike by seeking a restraining order in the United States
Court today. It was stated that in the
opinion of counsel the union demand
was held to be illegal in that if acceded
to it would result in the breaching of
contracts with theatres which do not
employ members of Local 306. This
was said to apply in the case of the.
A. H. Schwartz Century Circuit and
the Cocalis Circuit, representing
about 40 theatres, and a number of
others.
Browne Okays Order
The strike program apparently has
the approval of the parent I.A.T.S.E.
George Browne, international president, was in conference here last week
with Joseph D. Basson, president of
the local. Browne is reported to have
left New York by plane for Hollywood sometime during the week-end.
Various exchange employes recently
have been organized by the I.A.T.S.E.
These include bookers, shippers and
film inspectors. All are presumed to
be subject shortly to the progressive
application
of case
the strike
initiated in the
of the order
home asoffice
projectionists.
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Referendum

Voted
4

By Equity
Shows

on

Ask

Purely

Personal

►

Stage

During

Fair

Quarterly
Equityof
voted
Friday meeting
to take ofa Actors'
referendum
its membership on the question of
Sunday performances for the legitimate stage during the World's Fair.
It is not expected that the vote will
be completed by April 30, when the
Fair opens, but announcement of the
results is expected within two weeks
thereafter.
Four conditions were imposed. All
other unions, including stagehands,
press agents, box-office men, musicians
and ushers, must accept Sunday work
without requiring extra pay. There
must be one day off each week without performances or rehearsals. Top
price for musicals is $4.40 and dramatic pieces are limited to $3.30. Duration is limited to the 26 weeks of
the Fair with the understanding that
it is not to be a criterion or precedent for the future.
The meeting also designated six
members of a nominating committee
to select the official ticket for officers and councilmen for the next year.
To
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Accounting

STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman
of the Paramount executive committee, returns to New York from
Florida tomorrow. He is scheduled to
leave for the coast April 5 with Barney Balaban, Paramount president,
Robert Gillham, advertising and
publicity director, who arrived in New
York yesterday from the studio.
Neil F. Agnew, distribution head,
may leave for the coast the end of this
week.
•
Josef Zimanich, musical director
and eastern studio director for National Screen Service, left Friday for.
a brief visit to Hollywood, his first
trip to the coast in 15 years.
•
Nat Wachsberger, associated with
Synimex of Paris, is on the way to
New York on the Normandie. He
will confer with Harry Brandt with
whom he is co-director of the Film
Alliance of the United States.
•
Merle Oberon, star of Samuel
Goldwyn's "Wuthering Heights," arrives in New York tomorrow from
Hollywood. She will sail for England
on the Normandie Saturday.

Thursday

Tieups

Set

Carload

Scale

When

al staff,
n Picwas
ture,Dailyofeditori
the Motio
ED GREIF
married Saturday to Mildred Winvedere. ston, of Brooklyn, at the Hotel Belo
John Balaban, of the B. & K. circuit, Chicago, was the guest of Y.
FraNk Freeman, Paramount studio
head, at a reception at the Hollywood
plant last Friday.
•
Dorothy Lamour was the guest of
honor at the Junior Prom of New
York University Saturday night at
the Ambassador.
•
Will Fyfe, signed in London for a
role in Paramount's "Rulers of the
Sea," will sail on the Aquitama
•
April 8.
Fred Quimby, head of M-G-M
shorts, has returned to the studio from
the Chicago convention.
•

Hollywood, March 26. — William
Edwards, president of the Screen
Publicists' Guild, headed a committee
which presented to the producers Friday the guild's
position Butcher,
in askingFred
for
recognition.
Theodore

producers' committee to continue negotiations toward a new agreement S. Meyer and Carol Sax, of M-G-M,
conferences were continued over the 20th Century-Fox and Warners, respectively, represented the producers.
With Print of 'Chips' weekend. James C. Batten, N.L.R.B.
Ben Goetz, M-G-M production regional director, and trial examiner
chief in England, is due Thursday on in the hearings on Guild charges of
the Normandie. He brings with him Wagner Act violation by producers, Edington Starts Work
a print of "Good Bye, Mr. Chips." sat in at the conferences at the invitaFor 'U' Tomorrow
Sam Wood, director of the film, is
tion of the Guild.
also aboard.
Hollywood, March 26. — Harry EdA decision on whether to send
ington, who abandoned agency busiMickey Rooney to England to make RKO
Seeks Girl as
ness to head his own production unit
"Yank at Eton," sequel to "A Yank
for Universal, will start operations toat Oxford," will be made while Goetz
morrow, when he plans to put under
'Princess for Day'
is here. He is scheduled to discuss
RKO theatres are seeking the child contract two or more writers.
future production with Louis B. in the Metropolitan area who most
He expects to have his organization
Mayer on the coast.
resembles Shirley Temple to make completed in three or four weeks.
Also due on the Normandie are
a "Little Princess for a Day.'" His addition to Universal is expected
John Hicks, Paramount foreign chief, her
Girls between the ages of seven and to bring to the company Douglas Fairwho is arriving for home office con- ten are eligible and the Princess will
banks, Jr., and other stars.
ferences after an extended stay in be selected from photographs subEurope ; Herbert Wilcox, British promitted. Entry blanks are available at
ducer releasing through RKO ; Gabriel RKO houses. In addition to being Bill Revises Tax on
Pascal, producer, and Greer Garson, feted for a day the Princess will reEnglish player, whom he plans to star
ceive $100.
Film Rights to Bouts
in his next Bernard Shaw film, "DocAlbany, March 26. — Revision of
tor's Dilemma," scheduled to be made
Para. Bway 1938 Loss
in England starting in June. .
the tax provision on the sale of motion picture and broadcasting rights
Paramount Broadway Corp., owner
of
the
Paramount
Building,
reon
public
boxing and wrestling exiV. Y. 3d in RKO Drive
hibitions isasked in a bill introduced
ported net operating loss of $235,307
The New York RKO exchange, for the year 1938. Deficit at Dec. 31, jointly by Assemblyman Crews and
Bob Wolff manager, has advanced to last, was $537,364, as compared with Senator Condon. It would substithird place in the George Schaeffer $449,143 at the end of 1937. Income
tute a five per cent tax on gross insales Drive. Detroit, J. Sharkey from operations for the year amounted
come for the present five per cent
manager, retains the lead.
on total gross receipts.
to $990,934. Expenses were $838,155.

Due

On

Loew's publicity department goes in for tieups,
it's on a carload basis. The
circuit is using: 5,000 miniature diapers on "Made For
Each Other," 100,000 perfumed paper handkerchiefs^
"to dry the laugh-tears'
ences,
leis to audi
plug ^
among 25,000
"Pygmalion"
"Honolulu," 40,000 "Lone
Ranger" neckties, pistols, ice
cream cones, etc., 20 stage
coaches
for 'Stagecoach,"
100,000 samples
of caramels
advertising "Huckleberry
Finn," and 50,000 chocolate
samples for "'Topper."

Rydge in Today on
Australian Parley

Adjustment of the booking situation
J. Don Alexander, president, Alex- in Australia, as well as a broad discussion of restrictions imposed by
ander Film Co., and Mrs. Alexander
New South Wales, will be the subject
left Friday for Bermuda.
•
of conferences to be held here by Norman Bede Rydge, head of Greater
Tyree DillarD', M-G-M attorney,
is extending his stay in North Caro- Union Theatres and affiliated interlina another week.
Tex Ritter, Monogram western
ests, with company foreign chiefs.
•
star, and Edward Finney, producer
Rydge is due today from the coast,
of his westerns, have returned to
Joan Crawford arrived yesterday where he has spent some time since
Hollywood after a three-month per- from the coast and plans a South arriving from Sydney. He is accomAmerican trip.
sonal appearance tour.
panied by Capt. Harold Auten, his
•
•
American representative, who met him
Terry Kilburn, who arrived from
Pete Smith, M-G-M shorts com- on the coast.
England late last week, left over the
mentator, left by plane Friday for
Rydge on Thursday was the guest
of Y. Frank Freeman at a luncheon
weekend for the M-G-M studio.
the studio.
at the studio. Attending were George
L. Bagnall, A. M. Botsford, W. B.
Publicity Guild Gives Cokell, Luigi Luraschi and Edward
SWG-Producers
Schelhorn, among others.
Terms to Producers

In IATSE
Dispute
Hollywood, March 23. — Russell
Parsons, in charge of the district attorney's office investigation into the
affairs of technicians Local 37, will
demand an accounting of money collected by International this week.
Another development in. the I. A. T.
S. E. situation was a move by Zeal
Fairbanks, member of Local 37, to
form a separate organization.
Parleys Continue
Both sides in the fight for control
of the Local will submit affidavits toHollywood, March 26. — The board
day on the restraining orders each has of directors of the Screen Writers'
obtained against the other.
Guild having accepted the offer of the

Goetz

Loew

Warner

Gets

Plaque

For Patriotic Films
Hollywood, March 26.— Harry M.
Warner was presented with a bronze
plaque by the All-American
organizations
in recognitionWomen's
of his
production of motion pictures inspiring Americanism. More than 4,000
attended the mass meeting at Warner's Hollywood Theatre for the
presentation.
MOTION
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BLAZING

BIOGRAPHY!

DANCING

IN

HEAVEN!
cry

YESTERDAY'S
MUSIC
IN YOUR
HEART!
Fred and Ginger! — as the glamorously romantic Vernon and Irene,
who became the most famous dancers on earth! ... The drama
of two

in love against an unheeding

golden

girl . . . fighting up the ladder

half the runs out! . . . Irene, pioneer
Vernon,

"heart

crush"

world!

of Fame
in woman's

of a thousand

Drama taken from life, told to
haunting melodies, presenting a

. . . Gifted

debs

with

Fate

march

and

boy

and

kicking

of charm;

dowagers!

the strains of memory's
GREAT
CAVALCADE
OF

. . .
most
THE

1

DANCE including the re-creation of The Tango, The Maxixe, The
Castle Walk, The Texas Tommy and many more! ... BIG SHOW
EXCITEMENT HEADED FOR TOP GROSSES!

EDNA

MAE

WALTER
LEW

FIELDS

OLIVER

BRENNAN
•

JANET BEECHER

fr"
•
ETIENNE GIRARDOT
PANDRO S. BERMAN in charge of Production
Directed by H. C. Potter
Produced by George Haight
Screen Play by Richard Sherman
Adaptation bv Oscar Mammerstein H and Dorothy Yost
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Exchange,
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Pictures
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Paramount
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Inc.

Film

Corporation

Corporation

Inc.

following

notice

in their
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York

City

The projection

room

operators

Exchange:

Home

Office

have

been

The
refuse

hours

or working
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theatres
and

demand

now

members
We
action
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room

in our New

members
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and
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over

who
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New

Home
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office and

been
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which

to

is not a member

require us to breach

with independent

company

in Greater

operator

York

your

within the jurisdiction of Local 306 have
are

Exchange

conditions.

a projection

All projectionists

time

Local

delivery of its films to any theatre

which employs
of Local 306.

York

called out on strike by Local

Th ere is no dispute between
wages,

in our New

for a long
with the

a large number
do

not employ

of that local.

have
which

been
would

be in violation

advised

shut off our film from

of law.

refuse the demand

that to join with Local

We

these

have, therefore,

of Local. 306.

306

in taking

theatres,

been

would

compelled

to
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DAILY
anner

B

LINES

back we stated that
AWHILE
NBC was seeking a commentae of matc
capablrn.
torenbo
statesd
also CBS'
We hing
H. V. Kalt
that NBC had offered the post to
Arthur Krock, the noted head of the
New York Times Washington Bureau,
who turned it down because the sanction of the Times could not be obtained. Look for an announcement
any moment now, telling that at long
last NBC has found the man it has
been seeking. He is John Gunther,
brilliant author of "Inside Europe."
▼
Doodler who draws the fancy
sketches on those fancy CBS releases
is Jack Hoins, and not bad art, although what purpose is served, other
than a decorative one, is a mystery.
We doubt it helps achieve a pickup.
T
That roundup in Dodge City, Kan.
on April 1 to celebrate the premiere of
the new Warner picture, "Dodge
City," affords a fitting example of the
mutual good that the radio and motion picture industries can derive from
working with each other. NBC is
donating a half hour over 90 stations
of its Red and Blue networks to the
event. It will be covered also by
numerous regional hookups throughout the Midwest, while numbers of
unaffiliated stations will plug the
event — and the picture — via transcriptions. All this is costing Warners not
a red cent.
T
A telegram to this desk from
John S. Young, radio director of
the World's Fair, marks as "a lot
of baloney" the report that radio
editors would not receive full privileges from the
that
radio editors
wereFair.
not "Rumor
to be given
full privileges at the Fair is a lot
of baloney," reads Young's telegram. "As long as I am holding
this job radio writers will be given
not only full privileges, but special
privileges."

▼
In all that front page excitement
about the kidnapping of Charlie McCarthy, not one newspaper recalled
that the last episode was the second
time
that Edgar The
Bergen's
dummy
has
been snatched.
first one
occurred
two years ago when Bergen was working at the Chez Paree in Chicago, and
was engineered by Frank Burke, now
Paul Whiteman's press agent. But
Bergen and McCarthy weren't important then, and all the stunt received
was a few sticks in the Chicago papers.
T
One by one the columns are flocking
back to print. Latest radio column reinstatement isLawrence Gilbertson's
in the Portland {Ore.) "Journal."
T
Brightest piece of network copy
in ever so long is the story that
NBC sent out on the escape of bees
on the "Hobby Lobby" program. It
was written by Jack Miles.
T
Someone should call WNEW's
attention to the fact that the
World-Telegram has stopped listing the station's programs, and
instead is using WNYC's fare.
WNEW hasn't noted the change.
— Jack Banner

A Royal Visitor
London, March 26. — Queen
Mary on Friday visited the
Denham studios and was received by Captain Richard
Norton, Adolph Zukor and
David Rose. She examined
the Paramount set, and also
toured the Denham Laboratories. She was filmed on arrival and saw the print when
she departed an hour later.

Myers Declines to
Predict Pact Action
(Continued from page 1)

sel, and no forecast can be made either
as to '
its adoption
or how far it will
§
°. .
Myers points out the matter is in
the hands of the distributors, explaining that his conference in New York
recently was purely a legal meeting
at which neither the distribution departments nor exhibitors were represented. The meeting was with major
company counsel.
While there has been talk that the
UA Sets Minimum
program, if adopted, may have important influence on the anti-trust suit
At 22 for 1939-' 40 pending against principal companies in
(Continued from page 1)
New York, Department of Justice officials insist that theatre divorcement
with the remainder coming from Alex- is the major issue in that case and
ander Korda, Walter Wanger, Hal point out that, so far as they know,
Roach, Edward Small, Douglas Fair- the question of separating productiondistribution from exhibition is not
banks and Charles Chaplin. Goldwyn's touched on in the proposed pact.
new season plans are indefinite at this
The Department is proceeding with
time.
its plans without regard to the trade
practice agreement and while it is
U. A. INVITES EXHIBITORS
halted for three months in bringing
Exhibitors all over the country will 10 regional anti-trust suits contemplated, as a result of failure of the
be asked to participate in United ArtHouse to grant additional funds, is
ists' 20th anniversary celebration, hopeful of initiating them as soon as
which will be observed in all of the
the appropriation for next year becompany's exchanges from April 23
comes available on July 1.
to May 20.
Harry L. Gold, eastern general
sales manager, and Jack Schlaifer,
western sales manager, have designated the period "United Artists
Month." Among the activities planned
for the period is an exhibitor endorsement of the United Artists' founders'
policy that "quality entertainment can
be achieved only when producers are
permitted to make pictures the way
they want them." Exhibitor endorsements of this policy will be recorded
in a "20 Golden Years Register"
which will be available at every
United Artists' exchange.
At the close of the anniversary
period the register will be added to
the company's permanent archives
which includes its original organizational papers, documents relating to
the company's rise and a number of
films that the company regards as
milestones in its growth.
Another feature of the anniversary
month will be the award of a gold
medal of merit to members of the
sales force for distinguished records
during the year ending June 30, next.
No

Special
To

Judge

Hear Trust Suit
{Continued from page 1)

Artists group in place of Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Samuel Goldwyn who,
under the decision are dropped as defendants; Edward L. Weisl and
George L. Bagnall, in place of Harold
A. Fortington and Harry O. King in
the Paramount Pictures group, and
Henry Rogers Winthrop for William
A. Phillips in the Loew's group.
At the same time Paramount News,
Inc., which merged with Paramount
Pictures in April, 1937, was dropped
as a defendant.

Ascap's

N. D. Plans

Fight

astate,
law will
to bar
society after
from' the
be the
determined
the
U. S. Supreme Court decides the constitutionality of similar state legislation. The high court's decisions on
the Florida and Washington laws are
expected to be made known today.
If the anti-Ascap legislation is held
to be unconstitutional the society will
move at once for an injunction restraining North Dakota from enforcing its new law. Governor Moses
stated recently that the state would
not "spend a cent" to defend the
legality of the law.

Liberals
for

Win

Committee

Equity's liberals won their fight
with conservatives over the naming
of the nominating committee that will
prepare the slate of candidates for
the council.
Results Saturday
of Friday'sshowed
election made known
that five of the six named tcK-".^e
committee are liberals. The only^itvservative is Percy Moore.
The liberals named include Raymond Massey, who polled a vote of
223 ; Whitford Kane, Fredric March,
Alvin Thomas, and George Coulouris.
The_ council's
representatives
on the
nominating
committee
are Joseph
A.
Vitale,
Blanche
Yurka
and
Franklyn
Fox.

S.A.G.

Drops

3,460

Extras in 13 Months
Hollywood, March 26. — Screen
Actors' Guild has dropped 3,460
extras from its rolls since the closed
shop agreement with studios was
signed 13 months ago.
Replying to rumors that many new
members have been admitted to the
extra ranks, the Guild discloses that
during that time 117 extras were
transferred to part player classification, 803 were granted withdrawals
and 2,743 were suspended. Only 203
extras were admitted.

Wait Court's Ruling
Ascap's future operating policy in Pratt
North Dakota, which recently enacted

Retires

from

Erpi after 33 Years
George C. Pratt, vice-president of
Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
will retire April 1 after 33 years with
the Bell system. Pratt was in charge
of Erpi's operations in Hollywood.
He will be succeeded by Clifford W.
Smith, who has been general manager on the coast.

To Examine Revere
Edward B. Marks Music Corp. filed
notice in the U. S. District Court that
tomorrow it will examine Tom Revere, radio director of Benton &
Trammell on NBC Board Bowles, Inc. ; Hans Bartsch, and the
Niles Trammell, executive vice- program director of Columbia Broadcasting System. The music company
president of NBC, was elected a member of the NBC board on Friday. He is plaintiff in a suit for an injunction,
succeeds George K. Throckmorton, accounting and damages against Benwho resigned to devote full time to
ton & Bowles, CBS, Colgate- Palmolive-Peet Co. and Colgate & Co.,
the presidency
of
the
RCA
Manufacturing Corp.
charging unlicensed broadcasting of
songs from the operetta, "A Waltz
Dream," written by Joseph Herbert,
M-G-M Shifts Managers
and allegedly owned by the plaintiff.
Chicago, March 26. — Al Wingham
will replace Ira Furman as M-G-M
Bill Exempts Theatres
branch manager in San Francisco.
Maurice Saffle, Salt Lake City, will
Milwaukee, March 26.— Theatres
replace Wingham, and Sam Gardner, with refrigerating units of less than
Indianapolis salesman, replaces Saffle. 100-ton capacity when used for humidity control and air conditioning,
provided the refrigerant used is nonRep. Gets Richard Story
injurious and the refrigerating equipment is in compliance with orders of
Hollywood, March 26. — Republic
the industrial commission, are exempt
has purchased "The Champ Maker,"
story of Tex Rickard's life, and is from the provisions of the Assembly
seeking Edward Arnold for the role. Murray bill. The measure licenses
Scully. is by Kendall Evans and Frank operators of refrigerating machines.
Story

'Mikado'

at Hartford
^ Hartford, March 26.— Universale
"The Mikado" in color opened here
Friday night in Bushnell Memorial
Hall. It was scheduled for a threeday run at $1 top price.

Equity

Protest
Warnerhas Gets
"Crisis"
Warner
acquired
rights to
"Crisis," film on the Czech situation
produced by Herbert Kline. It has
been booked in Pennsylvania.

Dillinger

Film

Worcester,
Mass.;
26. —is■
Worcester
Better
FilmsMarch
Council
protesting "the glorification of the
gangster,"
especially
Warners' planned
film on John
Dillinger.
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Practice

Draft
Or

in

NEW

Pact

Today

Wednesday

Rodgers
Calls Meeting
for Final Approval
Distributors are planning to approve
the trade practice pact today or Wednesday in order that it may be presented as an industry program before
the U. S. Senate Interstate Commerce
sub-Committee which begins public
hearings on April 3, on the Neely
anti-block booking bill. Lawyers are
rushing the pact to completion.
All exhibitor criticism has been
considered by the lawyers in charge in
drawing the final draft. They have
also given consideration to Department of Justice complaints such as are
incorporated in the pending anti-trust
suit in New York. The pact will not
delve into the question of divorcement, but will cover the question of
arbitration.
There is a meeting of company
sales managers this morning at 10 :30
at the Hotel Astor. This meeting was
called by William F. Rodgers, chairman of the distribtuors' groups.
Rodgers received a report on the
lawyers' work yesterday. Previous
Congressional hearings on anti-block
(Continued on page 6)

YORK,

TUESDAY,

Mexico City Acts to
End Child Begging

Policy

Feature
Meet,

on

Talks

TEN

28, 1939

SETTLEMENT

Mexico City, March 27.—
The local civic government is
making an effort to free film
patrons of child beggars who
infest the doors and vestibules of the theatres. The
government is going after the
mothers of the children as
punishing the mothers was
found to be the surest way
of discouraging the children.

New

MARCH

to

20th-Fox
Thursday

ON

STRIKE

Strike Developments
Federal Judge William Bondy
urges distributors and Local 306
to mediate. Instructs RKO to
"fulfill" its contracts and authorizes company to bring restraining action against union to test
legality of its demands. Indicates
other companies should join such
an action.
Exchange operations may be
"backroom"
workers today
refusewhen
to pass
picket
crippled
lines as instructed by their union.
Picketing of home office buildings
to start today.
Theatres have enough film for
one to three weeks. No spread
of strike to theatre projectionists
seen immediately.
All newsreels expect to comtoday. plete regular issues on schedule

New sales policies in line with the
trade practice program will highlight
the discussions at the 20th CenturyFox national sales convention which
starts Thursday at the Congress Hotel
in Chicago for three days.
Sidney R. Kent, president, who is
chairman of the distributors' trade
practice committee, is expected to
treat this phase in his address, as will G.N. Plans British
Herman Wobber, general sales manProduction Program
ager, who will preside at the sessions.
Felix Jenkins, general counsel, will
London, March 27. — Grand Naalso discuss the new terms and the
Britishfilms
production
cludetional's
several
to be plans
made inat
new contract form.
More than 280 delegates will attend Twickenham studios, which the comthe convention, representing all of the
pany has acquired. One will be "Stars
Look Down," with Michael Redgrave
company's operations. There will be and
Margaret Lockwood. Will Fyffe
a large delegation from the foreign
CBS
to Start N.Y.
department, with several foreign man- and Will Hay have been placed under
contract.
agers on hand.
Kent and Wobber have been at the
Jeffery Bernerd and Morris Wilson,
Television June 15
studio lining up the new program and G.N. executives, sail Friday for New
(Continued on page 6)
York.
Hollywood, March 27. — William S.
Paley, president of CBS, told Motion
Picture Daily here today that his
company will start its television program in New York on June 15.
Growth
Cites
First releases will concentrate on Hays
Report
news, he declared, and will be confined
to events in the Metropolitan area.
He added that television would not be
Value
Social
with
Of Film
practical for at least ten years.
While in Hollywood Paley will confer with film executives on how CBS
Public acceptance of pictures of ar- status of television with particular attistic, social and cultural values, as
may cooperate with them to the best
tention to the medium's relation to
advantage of both.
well as entertainment appeal has en- films and theatres. It was stated that
no recommendations were made in the
larged the screen's opportunities, Will
"Radio broadcasting is not worrying that motion picture producers will H. Hays said yesterday in his annual report and that it will not be made
crack down on us," said Paley, "de- report to the M. P. P. D. A.
Hays was reelected president of the
spite recent statements and removals
Hay's discussion of pictures of sofrom the air. Such antics are merely organization for his eighteenth year. public.cial and cultural significance was
prominence in the summary of
sops to exhibitors who claim broad- All other officers and directors were given
casting isdetrimental to their business. reelected. The meeting was adjourned his annual report released to the press,
Whenever producers have a job to do, to Wednesday due to the absence of about half of the abstract being given
particularly exploiting an important 20th Century-Fox, Warners and over to the subject.
Pictures of high social and enterpicture, they call upon us to help United Artists' representatives.
tainment significance have attained the
The board discussed the foreign
them and that condition explains all
market and its current problems but greatest measure of success, the report
picture-radio
relationships."
CBS will launch
a coast building no action was taken. Courtland Smith, indicated. "There is nothing incompatible between the best interests of
program in July. It will include two former newsreel executive, submitted
(Continued on page 6)
new audience stages in Hollywood.
his report to the board on the current

CENTS

TALK

BEGINS

Judge
Bondy
Suggests
Move, Continuing
Injunction Plea
Negotiations have been begun for a
settlement
of the projectionists' strike
terday.
in
greater New York, including northern New Jersey, which started yesThese negotiations were undertaken
at the suggestion of Federal Judge
William O. Bondy when RKO applied for instructions whether to comply with the demands of Local 306
and the I.A.T.S.E. not to deliver films
to non-I.A.T.S.E. theatres in the New
York exchange area. RKO is under
77b and therefore subject to supervision of the Federal Court. Its application for instructions was in effect
a request for a restraining order
against the union. Col. William J.
Donovan made the application for the
Irving Trust Co., trustee in reorganization for RKO. Judge Matthew
Levy, counsel to Local 306, appeared
for the union.
At the hearing in his chambers, Judge
Bondy urged mediation efforts and advised RKO attorneys to bring an action to test
the legality
of the
demand
in such
a manner
thatunion's
other
distributors and interests involved
would also be parties to it.
The court instructed RKO to fulfill
its contracts for film service with independent exhibitors which might be
affected by the union's demand "as far
as practicable and legally possible."
The matter of entering into or refusing to enter into new contracts in line
with the union's demands was left by
the court to the discretion of Irving
Trust Co. and RKO officials.
New York exchanges, worked at
(Continued on page 6)
To

Wait

Official

Act

On Return to Italy
Foreign department heads will not
give consideration to any proposal for
resumption of film shipments to Italy
unless it is made by official sources
and is in formal order, it has been indicated following a meeting at M. P.
P. D. A. headquarters.
Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists
foreign manager, outlined to the meeting a suggestion which had been
broached to him in Italy for resumption of business by the companies.
tion,
However, it was emphasized that the
proposal was not in formal order and,
hence, is not a matter for negotia-
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Examination
Officers

of UA

Postponed

Examinations before filing of answers of Harry J. Muller, treasurer of
United Artists Corp., and Edward C.
Raftery, as secretary, scheduled to be
Governconducted yesterday by the
ment in the anti-trust suit against the
eight majors, was adjourned to April
5 at 2 P.M.
The Government granted the adjournment upon request of Benjamin
Pepper, member of the firm of
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, attorneys
for United Artists, who stated that
Raftery was at present on the coast
on business. The examinations will
be held before W. J. Briggs, notary,
at the Federal Court House.
Orders

Dismissal

of

Dakota Divorcement
Washington, March 27. — U. S.
Supreme Court today wrote finis to
the North Dakota theatre divorcement
case, remanding it to the U. S. Dis-s
trict Court in Fargo with instruction
to dismiss the action on the ground
case has become "moot"
that therepeal
of the state law.
through
The order stipulated that the proceedings in the Supreme Court were
to be without cost to either party, the
state or Paramount, which brought the
appeal on the law to the high court.
The court also stipulated that no barrier was to be raised to an application
by either party to the District Court
for an award of costs in that court.
$100,000 Movie Quiz
Suit Is Dismissed
Suit for $100,000 against Donahue
& Coe, Inc., agency that handled the
advertising for the Movie Quiz, and
Edward J. Churchill, president, was
dismissed yesterday by N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Salvatore A. Cotillo,
with permission to amend the complaint.
Action was started by Edward J.
Pfeifer, who claims to have given the
idea of a Quiz to the defendants in
June, 1938, and who asked for 10 per
cent of the alleged profit. Justice
Cotillo ruled that a contract upon
which a suit was based must be in
writing.
Lichtman

Goes

West

After Parleys Here
Al Lichtman, M-G-M vice-president, left last night for the coast after
conferring here since Friday at the
home office. He came here from the
company's convention in Chicago,
which he attended. He was accompanied by Harry Rapf, M-G-M producer, and Mrs. Rapf.
Ampa

Slate

Will

Be

Reported Thursday
Ampa's nominating committee will
report its selections for officers for the
ensuing year at the organization's
meeting Thursday at the Astor.
Herbert S. Klein, producer of
"Crisis," film on the Czech situation,
will be a guest speaker at the luncheon.
Eliot Keen Is Dead
Eliot Keen, editor of Silver Screen
for many years, died of a heart attack
in Long Island Hospital yesterday.
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Purely

Personal

SILVERSTONE,
RIC
MAUUnite
d EArtists chief executive, is
delaying his departure from the coast
for several additional days and probably will not be back in New York
before early next week. Lynn Fartising and publicity direcnol, adver
tor, is scheduled to arrive in New
York by plane tonight, following his
recent coast visit. •
Alfred Hitchcock returned yesterday from a West Indies vacation, and
will leave for Hollywood at the end
of the week for his first assignment
for Selznick International. He is accompanied byhis wife, Alma Reville,
his daughter, and Joan Harrison.
•
Robert Gillham, Paramount advertising and publicity director, is occupying
Adolph Zukor's
during
his current stay
in Newoffice
York,
as
Alec Moss took over Gillham's old
quarters when the latter went to the
studio about two months ago.
•
Irving Brown of the Warner home
office advertising art department, has
won first prize in the World's Fair
poster and car card contest sponsored
by the Museum of Natural History
and the Hayden Planetarium.
•
Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal
vice president and foreign manager,
returns to New York tonight on the
Gripsholm from a combined business
and pleasure trip •to South America.
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president, arrived yesterday from Washington. He will return there over
the
weekend to attend the Neely bill
hearings.
#
Merle Oberon will arrive from the
coast on Thursday, and will sail on
the Normandw Saturday.
She had
been scheduled to arrive here today.
•
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone
sales manager, will leave Omaha today for Denver in the course of his
annual tour of exchanges.
•

Industry

is

Joining

Yeshiva

College

►
in

of the
NSON
S. AARO
LES
CHAR
al staff
n Picture
editori
of Motio
Daily, is the father of a girl, born to Refugee Student Aid
Mrs. Aaronson at the Sydenham
Efforts to enable Yeshiva College to
Hospital, Manhattan,
on Sunday.
•
increase its good work in providing
Charles D. Prutzman, Universal for refugee students are being m^de
dustry.
general counsel, was back at his of- by a group in the motion pictur^finfice yesterday after a business trip
Yeshiva College, the only college of
to Phoenix, Ariz.
•
liberal arts and sciences under JewPaul Gusdanovic, Cleveland theis giving aid to hunish dreds
auspices,
of students and scholars who
atre owner, and Mrs. Gusdanovic have lost
everything
abroad. Many
have returned from an extended
southern trip.
are receiving full support at the college in addition to free tuition.
Harry
Buxbaum, 20th Centuryaid the intheir plans
As partstitutionof
g
the industry
groupto comprisin
Fox New York exchange manager,
workers
and
executives
of
all faiths
has returned after two weeks in Miami.
•
is combining in sponsorship of a
E. A. Helouis, office manager at benefit dinner at the Hotel Astor
Columbia's New York exchange, is next Sunday. Speakers at the dinner
among others will be Louis Nizer,
confined
to his home with a sore' W. G. Van Schmus and Dr. Nelson
throat.
P. Mead, president of the College of
Thomas S. Walker, publicity man, the City of New York. Van Schmus
is chairman of the dinner committee,
has been named representative in the as
well.
south for Filmack Trailer Co. of ChiOther
members of the sponsoring
cago.
•
committee are Arthur Price, treasurAnna May Wong has been signed
er; Jacob Salzman, secretary; Neil
to appear with Orson Welles in a Agnew, Jack Alicoate, Jack Cohn,
Ned E. Depinet, Maurice Kann, Sidradio
adaptationon ofApril
Pearl
"The Patriot"
IS. S. Buck's
ney R. Kent, Abe Montague, Charles
•
C. Moskowitz, Louis Nizer, John J.
Hunter Perry, Paramount theatre O'Connor, Martin Quigley, William
associate in the southeast, is at the F. Rodgers, J. Robert Rubin, George
home office from Charlottesville, Va. J. Schaefer, Gradwell L. Sears,
Murray Silverstone, George P.
•
Harry G. Kosch, Allied of New Skouras, Spyros Skouras.
York counsel, is due Monday from
a quick trip to Havana
on business.
•
James Roosevelt Off
Tracy Barham, Paramount theatre
To London Saturday
associate in Ohio, is in New York to
confer with home office officials.
Hollywood, March 27. — James
•
Roosevelt will take to England a
Mitchell Azerier, Republic's poster department head, is the father of print of Samuel Goldwyn's "Wuthering Heights." He sails for London,
a nine-pound boy, Gary Gerson.
•
Saturday, on the Normandie.
The Goldwyn office says Roosevelt
Jack Sogg, M-G-M salesman in is going to London to represent the
Cleveland, has returned home from
producers in trade-showings of the
the hospital after an operation.
•
film. This is the younger Roosevelt's
Leo Justin of the Walter Reade first trip to London since becoming
an officer of the Goldwyn organizacircuit will return April 7 from Mex- tion.
ico where he is vacationing.
He arrives in New York, Thursday.
•

James Mooney, former office manager for Warners in Cleveland, has
joined Grand National there as office manager and booker.
•
Franklyn Underwood, eastern
Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising
publicity director, has left for a
story head for 20th Century-Fox, is and
vacation in Bermuda.
recuperating from an illness at Doc•
tors' Hospital.
•
Irving Meyer of the Columbia exchange here will be married June 10.
Leon Netter, Paramount home of•
fice theatre executive, returned to the
Jack Cohn has returned to New
city yesterday from a two-week cruise York
from the coast.
to the West Indies.
•
George Wellbaum is at home ill terday.
Leo Spitz returned to Florida yeswith the flu.

Yiddish Film to Open
SWG
Hearing Put Off
"Without a Home," Yiddish film
produced in Poland by Adolph Mann,
On Day-to-Day
Basis
will open in New York March 31 in
Hollywood. March 27. — The Screen
three houses, the Clinton in ManhatWriters' Guild and producers' committees at a meeting yesterday agreed
tan, Ascot in the Bronx and People's
Cinema in Brooklyn. Foreign Cinema
to a day-to-day postponement on the
Arts, Inc., is distributing the films.
N. L. R. B. hearing of guild charges
scheduled
for today. Further conferWeiner to Universal
ences were being held today looking
Omaha, March 27. — I. M. Weiner, toward an amicable settlement of differences. Both sides expressed hope
formerly branch manager for Columbia here, has joined the Universal of accord on the disputed points in the
staff in Des Moines.
proposed bargaining contract.
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$25,000

'Each

for
Hollywood

'Honest

Chicago

High

Man'

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, March 27. — Fox
held top spot here. Hal Kemp's band,
plus "You Can't Cheat an Honest
Man," took a strong $25,500.
"Love Affair" at the Boyd was good
for $18,000. Second run of "Pygmalion"
a good week
$2,900 and
at the
cadia insnared
its second
willArbe
held for a third.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 23 :
"Prison Without Bars" (U. A.)
ALDINE— (1,300) (32c-42c-57c) 6 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average, 7 days, $8,160)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
ARCADIA— (600) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days,
2nd week, 2nd run. Gross: $2,900. (Average, $2,800)
"Love Affair" (RKO)
BOYD — (2,400) (32c-42c-57) 7 days. Gross:
$18,000. (Average, $14,000)
"Gunga Din" (RKO)
EARLE— (2,000) (26c-32c-42c) 7 days, 3rd
run. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
"You Can't Cheat An Honest Man" (Univ.)
FOX— (3,000) (32c-37c-42c-S7c-68c) 7 days.
Stage: Hal Kemp Band. Gross: $25,500.
(Average, $16,000)
"Stagecoach" (U. A.)
KARLTON— (1,000) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days,
2nd run. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
(2,000)$3,200.(32c-42c-57c)
days,
2ndKEITH'S—
run. Gross:
(Average, 7$4,000)
"One Third of Nation" (Para.)
PALACE— (1,000) (26c-42c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,800. (Average, $4,500)
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
STANLEY— (3,700) (32c-42c-57c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $14,000)
"King of Chinatown" (Para.)
STANTON— (1,700) (26c-32c-42c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $7,000;
Expect

Preview

Other'

to Make

20

Features in Mexico
Mexico City, March 27. — Unless
there is a complete breakdown of
financing, a circumstance that is beginning to be feared because of the progressively worse condition in which
economy in Mexico is finding itself,
Mexican producers hope to have completed 20 features by the end of spring.
That will be about the biggest spring
production this country has ever had.
Producers, though, are finding it
harder and harder to get money. The
pictures of the spring crop, though,
are rather well financed. Yet there
are fears that lack of funds may hamper the output. It looks as though the
producers will have a hard time attaining their goal of 70 features for
this year.

Wuthering
Heights
(U. A. -Samuel Goldwyn)
Hollywood, March 27. — "Wuthering Heights" is a class picture. It
has been designed for particular appeal to women. Considered from the
standpoints of able writing, directing, acting and staging, it takes rank
J* possesses unique power to grip and
with the screen's finest efforts. It
hold audience attention. It is essentially an adult attraction, the subject
matter with which it deals being too deep for adolescent or juvenile
comprehension. The crowd which saw its preview in Warners' Hollywood Theatre, its attention riveted on what was happening on the
screen, sat in hushed silence. No applause interrupted the continuity.
The ovation following the climax, however, was whole-hearted and
enthusiastic.
In preserving the mood and spirit of Emily Bronte's century-old
novel of suppressed and tragic love, the performances of the leads,
Merle Oberon and Laurence Olivier, are impressive. The quality of
support, particularly that contributed by David Niven, Flora Robson,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Hugh Williams and Miles Mander, is exceptionally good. Produced in the Goldwyn tradition, the pictures makes no
concessions to modernism and, as written for the screen by Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur and directed by William Wyler, it is faithful
to the somber tone of the original, in which there is no humor and
nothing is light or gay.
Preceded by a prologue, the story is told in retrospect, with Miss
Robson relating it to Mander. A victim of persecution and oppression,

With

$16,500

Chicago, March 27. — "Made for
Each Other" grossed $16,500 at the
United Artists to lead the Lo^" in
business. The State-Lake with "w ^rlie Chan in Honolulu" was another
strong attraction, getting $13,800.
Chicago.
"Midnight"
did well at $33,500 at the
"Pygmalion" in a sixth week did
$6,600 at the Apollo. The weather
was fair and warm.
Estimated takings for the week end-

ing March 22-25(M-G-M)
:
"PYGMALION"
(1,400)$6,600.
(35c-55c-75c)
days,
6thAPOLLO—
week. Gross:
(Average, 7$6,500)
"Midnight" (20th-Fox)
CHICAGO— (4,000) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Stage: Harriett Hoctor and revue. Gross:
$33,500. (Average, $32,000)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
GARRICK—
(35c-40c-65)
7 days.
Gross:
$6,000. (900)
(Average,
$6,500)
"Boy Trouble" (Para.)
"Mr. Moto's Last Warning" (20tb.-Fox)
ORIENTAL— (3,400) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $14,200.
(Average, $13,000)
Can't Cheat An Honest Man" (Univ.)
the only happiness in Olivier's life is affection for Miss Oberon, which "You
PALACE— (2,500) (35c-55c-75c) 7 days,
is returned. Her marriage to Niven, however, is Olivier's first tragedy. 2nd week. Stage: Chester Hale Girls and
Leaving "Wuthering Heights," he vows that one day he will avenge Revue. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $19,000)
himself upon all who have abused him. Returning years later, he sub- "Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,300) (35c-55c-75c) 7
jects Williams to the same cruelties that had been his early lot. Finding- days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,800. (Average,
Miss Oberon dying, their old affection flames again and they vision the $11,000)
love that might have been. As she dies, Olivier places a curse on her "Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
STATE-LAKE— (2,700)
25c-35c-40c) 7
that her spirit shall roam the moors until it is time for him to depart days.
Stage: Ben Blue and Revue. Gross:
this world. When Mander hears an eerie voice calling, Olivier dashes $13,800. (Average, $12,000)
out on to the moor in quest of the spirit of Miss Oberon. He dies in a "Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
storm.
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (35c-55c-75c)
7 days. Gross: $16,500. (Average, $15,000)
The appeal of the picture is to the more sentimental and sympathetic
emotions. Directly it is aimed to play upon the heart-strings of women.
Taking this as the key, exploitation campaigns should be plotted to Garber Band Leads
arouse the maximum amount of adult feminine interest for the attraction.
Milwaukee
Parade,
Running time, 105 minutes.
"A."*
G. McC.
"A" denotes adult classification.
Grossing

Operators Set Meeting
Goodman
Band
and
Salisbury, N. C, March 27. —
North Carolina projectionists and
$20,800
stage employes have set April 23 at 'Madness'
Charlotte for the association's convention. W. H. Fowler is president.
Washington
Gross

$14,000

Milwaukee, March 27. — Topnotcher in a fair week was Jan Garber's orchestra and stage revue fea-

turing George Givot and "The Lone
Wolf Spy Hunt" on the screen with
a $14,000 gross at the Riverside.
Other houses to clear average were
Warners Book "Crisis"
Washington, March 27. — Benny the Warner, where "Made for Each
Warners theatres in the PennsylGoodman pulled the largest gross of Other" and "The Great Man Votes"
vania area have booked "Crisis," film
on the Czech situation produced by
$6,500 and "The Little Printhe year, $20,800, at Warners' Earle. collected
Herbert Kline.
and Charlie Chan in Honolulu,"
"Spring Madness" was the screen which cess"grossed
feature.
$7,000. Weather was
generally
fair.
"You Can't Cheat An Honest Man"
Estimated takings for the week endheld up nicely in its second week at
RKO-Keith's. It grossed $7,500.
ing March 22-23 :
de Femmes"
Estimated takings for the week end- "Club
LITTLE
THEATRE— (1,098) (30c-40c) 8
ing March 23 :
days. Gross: $2,000.
"Moonlight
Sonata"(Rep.)
(Malmar)
"The Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
"Woman Doctor"
LOEWS
CAPITOL— (3,434) (2Sc-65c) 7
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 4 days. Gross:
days.
Stage: Clem
McCarthy. Gross: $12,- $800.
500 (Average,
$16,500)
(Average, $4,000)
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
"King of Chinatown" (Para.)
COLUMBIA—
(1.243) (Average.
(25c-40c)
PALACE— (2,400) (35c-50c) 3 days. Gross:
2ndLOEW'S
run, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000.
$1,200.) Average. $4,000)
$4,500)
"The
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300) (25c-30c-40c) 7 days.
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2,370) (25c-55c) 7 Stage: Jan Garber and his revue. Gross:
days. Gross: $12,500. (Average, $12,000)
$14,000.
(Average,
"Stagecoach"
(U. $5,000)
A.)
"You Can't Cheat An Honest Man" (Univ.)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836) (25c-55c) 7 days, "Nancy Drew, Reporter" (F. N.)
2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $6,000)
STRAND— (1,400) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,000. (Average, $2,000)
"Spring: Madness" (M-G-M)
"Made for Each Other" (U. A.)
WARNERS' EARLE— (2,218) (25c -66c) 7 "The
Great Man Votes" (RKO)
days. tra.Stage:
Benny
Goodman
and
orchesWARNER— (2,400)
(35c-50c)
7 days.
Gross: $20,800. (Average, $16,000)
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,500)
theatre —
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,591) "Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
regardless of size
(25c
-40c) 2nd
WISCONSIN—
(3,200) (35c-50c)
8 days.(Average,
$4,000)run, 7 days. Gross: $4,200. Gross:
$7,000. (Average,
$5,500)
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'Beachcomber'
$6,500

In

Minneapolis

PICTURE

'Missouri'

Hits
Slow
Week

Hollywood
Society
(M-G-M)

Preview

Strong

$13,500

Premiere

Lawyer

Scores

in

K.

in
C.

Minneapolis, March 27. — Best
Hollywood, March 27. — "Society Lawyer" is a thrilling story of
crime and society, of murder and romance, deftly aligned for adult
Kansas
City, inMarch
27. — "I'm
business getter was "The Beachcombfrom
Missouri,"
its world
miere, at the Newman,
took a prebig
er" at the Century where it was good entertainment. A remake of M-G-M's "Penthouse" of 1933, the new
version
has
Walter
Pidgeon,
Virginia
Bruce,
Leo
Carrillo,
Eduardo
"The
IlCO$6,500 in the second week.
$13,500. "Love Affair" at the OrCTTTe of West Point" took $3,000 at Ciannelli and Lee Bowman playing roles originally enacted by Warner pheum did $6,800, and also was held.
the Gopher.
Baxter, Myrna Loy, Nat Pendleton, C. Henry Gordon and Phillips
Estimated takings for the week endIn St. Paul, business was gener- Holmes.
"I'm ing
from
MarchMissouri"
22-23 : (Para.)
ally off, with the leader "Cafe SociIn support are Frances Mercer, Ann Morriss, Herbert Mundin,
NEWMAN—
(1,900)
(25c-40c) 7 days.
mount.ety" which did $3,500 at the Para- Frank M. Thomas, Edward S. Brophy, Tom Kennedy, Clarence Kolb, Gross: $13,500. (Average, $7,000.)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
Estimated takings for the week end- Pierre Watkin, Ian Wolfe, Paul Guilfoyle and Joseph Crehan.
ESQUIRE — (800) (25c-40c), holdover.
The new version adheres to the 1933 Arthur Somers Roche narrative, Gross:
ing March 23 :
$2,500. (Average, $3,000.)
"Stagecoach"
(U. A.)
Minneapolis:
which originally appeared in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. Pidgeon
"The First Offenders" (Col.)
"Devil's Island" (W. B.)
MIDLAND— (4,000) (25c-40c), 7 days.
ASTER— (900) (15c-25c) 7 days. Gross: undertakes the defense of Bowman, to whom the former's sweetheart
becomes engaged, when Bowman is arrested for murder. The attorney, Gross: $8,100. (Average, $11,500.)
$1,600.
(Average, $1,500)
"Love
Affair" (RKO)
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
with the aid of Carrillo, a gangster whom he previously has defended
CENTURY— (1,600) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd
ORPHEUM— (1,500) (25c-40c), 7 days.
successfully, and Miss Bruce, a night club singer who falls in love with Gross:
week. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $4,000)
$6,800. (Average, $5,000.)
"The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
Pidgeon, solves the murder. Carrillo is killed defending Miss Bruce, "Spirit of Culver" (Univ.)
GOPHER— (990) (25c) 7 days. Gross: but not before wiping out Ciannelli, the real murderer, and his gang. "Risky Business" (Univ.)
3,000.
(Average, $2,500)
TOWER— (2,200) (25c-40), 7 days. Gross:
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich, who wrote the 1933 screen- $4,500. (Average, $5,000.)
ORPHEUM— (2,900) (25c-40c) 7 days.
"The Little Princess" (ZOth-Fox)
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,800)
play, and Leon Gordon and Hugo Butler are credited with the "Society
UPTOWN— (2,000) (25c-40c), 7 days, 2nd
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
script, an able mixture of melodrama and comedy. Edwin L. week. Gross: $2,000. (Average, $3,500.)
STATE— (2,300) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross: Lawyer"
Marin directed the John W. Considine, Jr., production.
$4,500. (Average, $4,400)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
The preview audience found some of the picture's situations sophistiWORLD— (400) (25c -55c) 7 days. Gross:
Shift RKO Managers
cated, and the dialogue breezy and smart.
$1,600. (Average, $1,400)
Cincinnati, March 27. — Arthur
The Production Code Administration certificate is pending.
St. Paul:
Vance King
M. Frudenfeld, RKO division man"Tail Spin" (ZOth-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days.
ager, has made the following
Running time, 77 minutes. "A."*
Gross: $1,500. (Average, $3,200)
changes : Norman Linz from Capitol
* "A" denotes adult classification.
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
to Paramount, replacing M. J. KaPARAMOUNT — (2,500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
vanaugh,
Named
C.
of
C.
Director
gast,
fromresigned
Grand ; toJames
CapitolPender; Roy
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
RIVIERA— (1,000) (25c) 7 days. Gross:
Ferndon
from
Family
to
Grand, and
$2,800. (Average, $1,800)
Danville,
Ky.,
March
27.
—
Wil'Wings,' at $3,400
liam Yaekel has been elected a Eugene Works from assistant to
"Sunset Trail" (Para.)
Chamber of Commerce director.
manager of the Family.
"Newsboys Home" (Univ.)
Oklahoma
City High
"The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
"Pardon Our Nerve" (ZOth-Fox)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c). Dual bills, split
Oklahoma City, March 27 —
week. Gross: $400. (Average, $1,500)
ion" grossed high in a fair
"Pygmal
"Man to Remember" (RKO)
WORLD— (1,000) (25c) 7 days, 6th week. week with $3,400 at the Midwest.
Gross: $800. (Average, $700)
"The Beachcomber" did a fair $2,700
AMERICA -FIRST,
LAST- ALWAYS!
at the Criterion.
Estimated takings for the weekending March 23 :
'Love Affair9 Does
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
$8,500 in New Haven
CRITERION— (1,600) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days
Gross: $2,700. (Average, $5,200.)
"The
Lost Patrol" (RKO)
New Haven, March 27. — "Love
Affair" and "Secret Service of the "Star of Midnight" (RKO)
days.
LIBERTY— (1,200) (20c-25c-30c) 7$1,800.)
Air" took $8,500 at the Roger Sher- Reissue.
Gross: $2,900. (Average,
man. The Loew-Poli with "Huckle- "Wings of the Navy" (W. B.)
MIDWEST — (1,500) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
berry Finn" and "Let Us Live" did Gross:
$3,400. (Average, $4,500.)
$9,500.
" (M-G-M)
"Pygmalion
Estimated takings for the week endPLAZA— (750)
(25c-35c-40c)
7 days.
ing March 23 :
Gross: $2,300. (Average, $2,300.)
"Western Jamboree" (Rep.)
"First Offender" (Col.)
"Mr. Wong, Detective" (Mono.)
"Pacific Liner" (RKO)
STATE— (1,100) (20c-25c) 7 days. Gross:
COLLEGE— (1,499) (35c-50c) 7y2 days.
$1,900. (Average, $2,500.)
Gross: $2,100. (Average, $2,700)
"Honolulu" (M-G-M)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
TOWER— (1,000) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days,
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
LOEW-POLI— (3,040) (35c -50c) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross, $2,300. (Average, $2,500.)
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $8,000)
"Grand Illusion" (World)
"Comet Over Broadway" (W. B.)
Reade Makes Changes
PARAMOUNT— (2,348)
(35c-50c) 6%
days. Gross: $3,300. (Average, $4,000)
manGuy Hevia has been named Toms
"Love Affair" (U. A.)
ager of the Community in
"Secret Service of the Air" (W. B.)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200) (35c-50c) 7 River, succeeding Jay Wren, recently
days. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $4,000)
ck,
appointed publicity manager of the
cant atta
Walter Reade Theatres. Additional
^XXna
s
I
shifts in the Reade circuit include :
Ban on Commercials
hill h«»
Glendon Redden from the Community,
Were up
W
in Asbury
Is Fought in Mexico Toms River, to the Savoy the Savoy,
Park ; John McNulty from
Mexico City, March 27. — Restric- Asbury Park, to the Community in
tion of educational and industrial pic- Morristown.
tures from abroad to those that the
he s
because
Federal Government approves is beSow
ing protested by numerous businessSigns Tax Token Bill
n
river. th
men who desire to obtain many such
bY the ew
ee hot su
m
i«
in
Gov.
27.—
March
Kan.,
Topeka,
st
m
i
h
pictures from the United States. They
Payne Ratner has signed the bill
★ MAN
OF
CONQUEST
*
petition that this clause of the im- which abolishes the sales tax tokens
spell.
RICHARDioi aDIX as Sam Houston • Gail Patrick
ports law be changed to permit the in Kansas. The tax commission of
entry of a wider range of such films, the state will work out a bracket sysas Margaret Lea • Edward Ellis as Andrew Jackson
tem for collecting the levy. July 1
which the businessmen say are valuable for Mexico's educational and in- is the date on which tokens become
Joan
Fontaine as Eliza Allen
• A Republic Picture
obsolete.
dustrial advancement.
c
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Divorcement

Hays

Report

Growth
With

Cites
Films

of

Social

Two

Say

$10,000

They
to Nick

Paid
Aid

Value

Hepburn Play Opens
On B'way Tonight
After an absence of five
reHepburnstage
Katharine
years, turns
to the Broadway

St. Louis, March 27. — Testifying
in the suit of 19 members of the Protonight in "The Philadelphia
jectionists' Union to oust John P.
(Continued from page 1)
Story," at the Shubert. The
("Big") Nick, boss of the theatrical
play is by Philip Barry and
the box-office and the kind of enter- setup, and Clyde Weston, business
is described as a sophistiagent
of
their
own
organization,
audiof
level
the
tainment that raises
cated comedy, exploiting the
Clarence Kaimman, motion picture
love affairs of a family in
."
appreciation
ence
Summarizing the effect of public theatre owner, today said he and
suburban Philadelphia. Van
opinion on the screen, Hays said the Louis Landau, also an owner, turned
Heflin heads the supporting
themes
of
over a check for $10,000 to Edward
call is for continuance
cast. The play has done well
on the road.
which treat of "mankind's long strug- M. Brady, henchman of Nick, at the
Jefferson
Gravois
Bank
in
1936
while
emphasis
proper
gle for freedom" ; for
on our screens of the theme of Ameri- negotiations for wage increases for
canism ;for pictures treated with operators were in progress. Landau,
realism drawn from life ; for films a reluctant witness, corroborated Kaim- Court Defers Action
which dramatize home life and habits,
man under pressure, but contradicted
On I.A.T.S.E. Order
for films which will meet our enter- his statement that there was no wage
tainment responsibilities to our sister increase
after
the
fund
was
paid
to
Hollywood,
March 27. — Superior
Brady.
Court Judge Emmett H. Wilson today
Americas, to help erase misunderstanding, and for the development of
Kaimman testified that the full com- deferred judgment on the application
short subjects, especially pictures
mittee of the theatre owners in- of Local 37 to dissolve the I. A. T.
which recreate the great events of the
cluded Fred Wehrenberg, president of S. E.'s restraining order under which
M.P.T.O., Louis Ansell and Thomas local officers are estopped from connation's history.
James, besides Landau and himself.
Cites Foreign Effect
ducting affairs of the union. Attorneys must submit briefs on Tuesday.
Nick, Brady and Weston are under
Hays pointed out that American indictment on extortion charges in
The court also took under advisepictures, even when censored abroad, connection with 1936-1937 payments.
ment the motion of James E. Shaw,
"carry their own refutations of the almember of Local 37 for an injuncleged failures of our ideals, our polition to restrain local officers from
Confirm Lee Position
cies, our efforts and our system.
organization's funds pending
From the standpoint of American
Barney Balaban, Paramount presi- using
trade and industry, it is inevitable that
dent, yesterday confirmed the report full accounting of their past operaour great entertainment films should published in Motion Picture Daily tions.
Meanwhile Martin Dies, head of
be messengers of our foreign trade on March 23 that Claude Lee, formerthe
House Committee on un-American
ly with the Sparks Circuit in Flor- Activities,
in every field where they are exhibhas notified officers of the
ida, is undertaking a study of theatre
I. A. T. S. E. that an investigation
ited."
public
relations
for
Paramount
and
Hays commented on the Governwill be made into their charges of
ment's suit against the major compa- its theatre partners.
Communistic activities in Hollywood
nies, declaring the industry welcomed
unions.
constructive effort by the Department
Mexico Film Man Dies
of Justice to encourage and not reMexico City, March 27. — Juan
Form Rochester Firm
tard the industry's operation. "The Palmer Arizo, a director of Cines
vital elements of this great entertain- Modernos, S.A., operator of a cinema
Albany,
March 27. — Oberbauer
ment structure cannot be easily de- circuit in this city, died at the port
Corp. has been authorized to conduct
stroyed,'' he said.
The head
of the M. P. P. D. A. of Vera Cruz during a vacation. Bur- achester.
motion picture enterprise at Roial was in Mexico City.
misrepresentations
current
urged that
of Hollywood should be corrected byenlarged services of authentic information. He pointed out that there are
Are
Begun
still instances of a type of publicity Negotiations
which is out of line with the facts and
is harmful to the industry.
To
Settle
Operators
Strike
Trade

Pact

Draft

in

Today or Wednesday
(Continued from page 1)
booking legislation were held by the
Senate and House in 1936. Taking of
testimony required six weeks.
The bill's proponents will be heard
first. In addition to Allied spokesmen, numerous representatives of public groups are expected to urge passage. Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president, and Abram F. Myers, general
counsel, will appear. The exhibitor
opposition is expected to be led by
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
M. P. T. O. A.
Walter

Futter

Gets

Financing for Film
General Film Co. will finance Walter Futter's first film to be made in
England for RKO release and plans
to finance his additional pictures
scheduled. The first will be "The
Man Who Lost Himself" with Leslie
Howard, scheduled to start in July.
Lawrence W. Fox is president of
General Film Co.

(Continued from page 1)
capacity throughout the day, because
picket lines were not established by
Local 306 until mid-afternoon. Night
film inspectors who were to begin their
daily tasks at 4:00 P.M. refused to
pass the picket line.
Full effect of the strike will probably
be felt by the exchanges this morning
when the day workers, virtually all of
whom are members of Local 51-B,
Exchange Employes Union, an I.A.T.
S.E. affiliate, will refuse to cross the
picket lines, thus putting the number
on strike at about 400.
Theatres will not suffer for lack of
product for another week at the earliest. Forewarned, droves of exhibitors
flocked to the exchanges yesterday to
pick up as much film as was available.
About 10 times the normal number of
exhibitors crowded the exchanges and
the surrounding streets yesterday.
Workers were on duty at all exchanges all day Sunday up to 4:00
A.M. yesterday, reporting again for
work in the forenoon.
Picketing was orderly.
Shippers, film inspectors and other
"back room" workers remained on
duty until 10 P.M. Lou Johnson,
president of the Film Exchange Em-

Up

in

Bill

Wisconsin

Madison, Wis., March 27. — A duplicate of the divorce bill introduced
in the 1937 legislature has been tossed
into the hopper this year by Assemblyman Alex L. Nicol of Sparta.
The bill provides that it shallow
"unlawful for any motion picture \ j«
atre to be operated in this state which
is owned,erated, incontrolled,
managed
or any
opwhole or in
part, by
producer or distributor of motion picture films, or in which any such producer or distributor has any interest,
direct or indirect, legal or equitable,
through stock ownership or otherwise."
The measure was introduced in both
houses of the 937 legislature and
passed the Assembly, but failed in
the Senate because of sine die adjournment.
New

Policy

Talks

at

20th-Fox Convention
(Continued from page 1)
will arrive in Chicago direct from the
coast. In addition to home office executives and the New York branch
delegation, representatives from Boston, Philadelphia, Albany and St.
John will leave from here today.
Guests at the convention will include Spyros Skouras, operating head
of National Theatres ; H. J. Fitzcircuit's Powers,
Milwaukee
ion headgerald,
; theWilliam
chiefdivisfilm
buyer ; J. J. Sullivan, Fox West
Coast film buyer, as well as E. B.
Hatrick, vice-president of Cosmopolitan Productions, and Paul Terry,
producer of Terrytoons.
The eastern group will leave for
Chicago today in a special section of
the Century which will pick up other
delegates at several cities en route to
the convention.

The executive group includes Division Managers William Sussman,
W. J. Kupper and W. C. Gehring;
ployes Union, B-Sl, said that at a meet- Felix A. Jenkins, general counsel ;
ing of the local's board at noon, de- Charles E. McCarthy, advertising and
cision was made not to go through the publicity director ; Truman H. Talley,
picket lines. The local extended the Movietone News producer. Also
privilege to exchanges of keeping its
Hutchinson, director of formembers several hours overtime in WaltereignJ.distribution
; Sir Gordon Craig,
order to complete shipments. Exchange British Movietone News head; R.
workers are only technically on strike. Sutton Dawes, British sales manager.
A Local 306 official said that laboraOther home office delegates are:
tory technicians, cameramen and oth- Jack Sichelman, Martin Moskowitz,
ers affiliated with the I.A.T. S.E. will
J. Clark, E. H. Collins, C. A.
not be permitted to go through the William
Hill,
T.
A. Shaw, Roger Ferri, J.
picket lines at newsreel buildings. At
Bloom,
I.
Lincer, H. A. Mersay, S.
the office of Motion Picture LaboraErstein and E. McEvoy of the sales
tory Technicians. Local 702, it was declared that the I.A.T. S.E. would have department ; Edmund Reek, Lowell
to issue special instructions to this Thomas, Ed Thorgerson, Lew Lehr,
effect, otherwise it would not be Vyvyan Donner, Steve Fitzgibbon of
affected.
Movietone News ; Arch Reeve, Earl
The non-I.A.T.S.E. theatres which W. W. Wingart, Leonard Gaynor,
are involved in this strike employ pro- Christy Wilbert, Rodney Bush, Morris Kinzler of the advertising and
jectionists of Empire State Motion
Picture Operators Union. Abraham publicity department ; Lee Balsly, E.
Kindler, president of the union, which H. Hollander, J. Novat, Don Reed,
has a New York State charter, said William Caldwell of the ad sales deEmpire men are employed at about 90
partmentI.
; A. Maas, L. F. Whelan,
theatres in Greater New York, includ- C. V. Hake, Australian managing
ing the Century, Springer and Cocalis director ; A. Ruscica, manager in
circuits, as well as individual theatres.
Chile; E. S. Frazer and L. BrandEmpire's contract with Century does feld of the foreign department ; Harnot expire to the end of 1942 and the
of TerryWeiss
WilliamGray
and Hettie
pact with Cocalis has eight years still toons vey; DayMiss
Baker of the
to run, Kindler said. He said Empire censorship department, and Percy
has 300 members.
Heiliger of the legal department.
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'Duke'

Draws

'Each

Other'

Good

$20,000

Does

$17,000

"The Hound
of the Baskervilles"
(20th Century-Fox)
Hollywood, March 27. — To the millions who know Sir Arthur Conan
Boston, March 27. — "The Duke of Doyle's "The Hound of the Baskervilles," looking at the picture is like
reading the book again. It follows the, story almost page for page. To
XfQ^t Point" and "Three Musketeers" those unfamiliar with the story, the picture means attention-holding
jr — fhe Keith Memorial took a big
mystery melodrama.
$20,000 for the week.
Not a horror picture in the accepted sense of the word, this adven"The Oklahoma Kid" and "Nancy
ture of Sherlock Holmes is appealing thrill entertainment into which
Drew, Reporter" ran a close second has been woven ample romantic love interest and comedy. It does not
at the Metropolitan, taking $18,000.
Estimated takings for the week end- feature any repulsive characters or situations that might make softing March 22 :
hearted people wary of seeing it. Still, told against wierd and eerie
backgrounds, there is no lack of those elements that make the pulse beat
"The
Strange
Case
of
Dr.
Meade"
(Col.)
(4 days with vaudeville)
a little faster and hold emotions in suspense.
"The Dawn Patrol" (W. B.) (2nd run).
Featuring Basil Rathbone as Sherlock, Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson,
"Going Places" (W. B.) (2nd run).
RKO KEITH BOSTON— (3,200) (20c-30c- Richard Greene, who shares the romantic love interest with Wendy
■»0c). Gross: $8,500. (Average, $8,000)
"Stand Up and Fight" M-G-M)
Barrie and who participates in much of the melodrama; Lionel Atwill,
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (1,797) (25c-35c-40c-55c) John Carradine, Barlow Borland, Morton Lowry and Beryl Mercer, all
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average, of whom are convincing in their roles, the locale is a fog-hung moor
$9,000)
"Stand Up and Fight" (M-G-M)
in England's Devonshire country. For generations, heirs to the Basker"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
ville estates have been terrorized to death. Holmes pitting his cunning
FENWAY— (1,382) (25c-35c-40c-55c ) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $6,500. (Average, and scientific deduction against the plotting of an avaricious, kill-crazy
$5,500)
pillar of respectability who uses a fierce hound to slay his victims, is
}'The Duke of West Point" (U. A.)
"Three Musketeers" (20th-Fox)
pictured in vivid style. The whole is soundly constructed mystery meloKEITH MEMORIAL— (2,790) (25c-35cdrama, arefreshing change from the round of mysteries that have fea40c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $20,000. (Average,
tured slick, suave sleuths.
$15,000)
"The Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
Ernest Pascal's screenplay sticks to the original with little deviation.
"Nancy Drew, Reporter" (W. B.)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332) (25c-35c-40cSidney Lanfield's direction preserves and emphasizes the spirit of Doyle's
55c)
500) 7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $14,- work. Gene Markey was associate producer.
G. McC.
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
Running time, 78 minutes. "G."*
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
LOEWS
ORPHEUM— (2,907) (25c-35c*"G" denotes general classification.
40c-55c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,000.
(Average, $14,500)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
LOEWS STATE— (3,537) (25c-35c-40c'Wife, Husband
and
55c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,500. (Av- 'Honest Man' Draws
erage, $10,500)
"The Beachcomber" (Para.)
Friend'
$7,000
in
"Trade Winds" (U. A.)
$12,000, Cincinnati
SCOLLAY— (2,500) (25c-35c-40c-50c) 7
days. Both 2nd run. Gross: $6,500. (AvCincinnati, March 27. — The best Dull Seattle Week
erage, $5,500)
comparative take was registered by
Seattle, March 27. — A dual of
"You Can't Cheat An Honest Man," "Wife, Hulsband and Friend" and
'Pygmalion* Grosses
which gave the RKO Palace $12,000. "The Arizona Wildcat" at the Para"Love Affair" garnered $12,000 at
$14,000, Providence
mount was the only bill to gross
Providence, March 27. — "Pygma- the RKO Albee, and "You Can't better than average in a dull week.
With You" did $2,800 at the The dual drew $7,000.
lion" at Loew's State with "Whis- RKO
Take ItGrand.
pering Enemies" grossed a strong
Estimated takings for the week
"Pygmalion" did fairly well in the
$14,000. The Strand's dual, ". . .
third week at the Music Box, taking
one third of a nation . . ." and "Let ending March 23-25 :
Affair". (RKO)
Us Live" also was strong with $7,- "Love
200.
RKO-ALBEE— (3,300) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Estimated takings for the week
Estimated takings for the week Gross: $12,000. (Average $12,000)
"You Can't Cheat An Honest Man" (Univ.) $3,900.
ending
March 24:
ending March 22-23 :
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (35c-42c) 7 days.
Gross:
$12,000.
(Average,
$12,000)
"You
Can't
An Honest
"Pygmalion" (U. A.)
"Fisherman'sCheat
Wharf"
(RKO) Man" (Univ.)
"Whispering Enemies" (Col.)
"Yes,
My
Darting
Daughter"
(W.
B.)
BLUE
MOUSE—
(950)
30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (35c-42c) 7 days.
LOEW'S STATE— (3,230) (25c-35c-50c) 7
2nd week. Gross: $3,100. (Average, $4,000)
days. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $11,000)
Gross: $8,400. (Average, $10,000)
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
"Let Us Live" (Col.)
"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (35c-42c) 7 days, "Beauty for the Asking" (RKO)
"One Third of a Nation" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,100) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $6,500)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500) (30c-40c-55c) 7
Gross: $7,200. (Average, $6,000)
days. Gross: $6,700. (Average, $7,000)
"One Third of a Nation" (Para.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (35c-42c) 7 days. "King of the Turf" (U. A.)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W. B.)
"The Adventures of Jane Arden" (W. B.) Gross: $2,750. (Average, $6,500)
"Homicide Bureau" (Col.)
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days. "You Can't Take It With You" (Col.)
LIBERTY— (1,800)
(25c -35c -40c -55c) 7
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $7,000)
RKO GRAND— (1,200) (35c-40c) 7 days. days.
Gross: $3,900. (Average, $5,000)
Gross: $2,800. (Average, $2,750)
"Danger Island" (20th-Fox)
"Pygmalion" (M-G-M)
FAY'S— (1,800)
(25c-35c-40c)
7 days. "Silver on the Sage" (Para.)
MUSIC BOX— (950) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
Vaudeville. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,500) "Ambush" (Para.)
3rd
Gross: $3,900. (Average, $4,000)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (20c-30c) 4 days. "Theweek.
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
Gross:
$1,400.
(Average,
$1,500)
"Beauty for the Asking" (RKO)
"Burn 'Em up O'Connor" (M-G-M)
RKO-ALBEE— (2,239)
(25c-35c-50c) 7 "Don't Turn Them Loose" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—
(2,450) (30c
-40c) 7 days.
days. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $6,000)
"Forged Passport" (Republic)
$5,400. (Average,
$6,000)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (20c-30c) 3 days. Gross:
"Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
"A
Man
to
Remember"
(RKO)
Gross: $900. (Average, $9001
"Secret Service of the Air" (F. N.)
"Fighting Thoroughbreds" (Repub.)
CARLTON— (1,526) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days, "King of the Turf" (U. A.)
PALOMAR— (1,500) (15c-25c-35c-40c) 7
2nd week. Gross: $3,800. (Average, $3,500)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (35c-40c) 7 days. Gross: days.
Vaudeville: Paul LePaul & Co.
$4,900. (Average, $6,000)
"Home on the Prairie" (Rep.)
Gross: $4,200. (Average, $5,000)
PLAYHOUSE— (1,290) (25c-35c) 7 days.
"Wife, Husband and Friend" (20th-Fox)
Girls in Cellophane on stage. Gross: $3,400.
"The Arizona Wildcat" (20th-Fox)
(Average, $3,000)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (30c -40c) 7 days.
William H. Meese Dies
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $6,000)
Baltimore, March 27. — William H.
of the WestRKO Takes "Illusion"
55, vice-president,
Meese,
REOPEN IN COLORADO
ern Electric
Co. and manager of its
"Grand Illusion," released here by
World Pictures Corp., has been Point Breeze plant here, died yesterDenver, March 27. — Fox will reopen
booked over the entire RKO circuit
the Rialto in Durango, Col., after
day
of
a
heart
ailment.
Two
daughEaster.
ters survive.
in Greater New York.
For

Hub

Lead

In

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, March 27. — "Made
For Each Other" at Loew's Penn
led the pack with $17,000. "The
Oklahoma Kid" and Al Donahue's
band on stage gave the Stanley
$17,200,_in"The
$5,000
the Little
secondPrincess"
week atdrew
the
Fulton.
"Everybody's
Baby"
gave
the Senator $6,200.
Estimated takings for the week
ending March 23 :
"Mysterious Miss X" (Rep.)
"Winner Take All" (ZOth-Fox)
ALVIN—
(1,900)
(25c-35c-50c)
2nd
Gross:
$5,700.
(Average,
$7,000)
days.
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
FULTON— (1,700) (25c-40c) 7 days,
week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Made for Each Other" (U.A.)
LOEW'S PENN— (3,600) (25c-35c-50c) 7
days. Gross: $17,000. (Average, $15,000)
"Everybody's Baby" (20th-Fox)
SENATOR—
(2,000)
(25c-40c)
days.
Blackstone
troupe
on stage.
Gross:7 $6,200.
(Average, $3,800)
"The Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
days,
STANLEY— (3,600) (25c-40c-60c) 7
Al Donahue band, Ethel Shutta on stage.
Gross: $17,200. (Average, $17,000)
"Fisherman's Wharf" (RKO)
days.
"King of the Underworld" (W. B.)
WARNER— (2,000)
(25c-40c) 7
Gross: $4,100. (Average, $4,500)

'My

Heart'

Clears

Big $11,300, Omaha
Omaha,
— an
Orpheum's
bill of "YouMarch
Can't 27.
Cheat
Honest
Man" and "There Goes My Heart"
pulled a strong $11,300 gross.
"Love Affair," dualed with "The
Saint Strikes Back" did well at the
Brandeis at $7,000. The weather was
excellent.
Estimated takings for the week
ending
March (RKO)
22-23 :
"Love Affair"
"The Saint Strikes Back" (RKO)
BRANDEIS—
(1,800) (25c-35c-40c)
7 days.
Gross:
$7,000. (Average,
$4,000)
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
"Little Tough Guys in Society" (Univ.)
OMAHA—
(2,200)$6,000)
(25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,300.
(Average,
"You Can't
an Honest
Man" (Univ.)
"There
Goes Cheat
My Heart"
(U. A.)
ORPHEUM—
Gross:
$11,300. (3,000)
(Average,(25c-40c)
$7,600) 7 days.

DO

YOU

HAVE

PICTURES?
Returning to Hollywood late in April,
where I can handle distribution of
some independent pictures, domestic
or foreign. Have excellent Coast
contacts and a lifetime of executive
experience in virtually all branches
of the motion picture industry have
equipped me to execute practically
any type of assignment. My activities
have covered independent and national sales, merchandising, advertising and exploitation.
Can supply wholly convincing references as' to personal integrity,
ability and past performances. Please
address Box 806, Motion Picture
York
Daily,City.
1270 Sixth Avenue, New
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G. E. to Begin
Television

Its
July 1

Albany, March 27.— General
Electric plans to begin operation of its newly constructed
television station on July 1.
The commercial television
transmitter is above John
Boyd Thacher Park in the
Helderberg Mountains. It will
have a 25-mile radius.

Scheuing

WMCA

Director
Program
Ed Scheuing has been appointed
of the artists'
programs byandDonald
director
bureau ofof WMCA
Flamm,
president.
Scheuing was head of NBC's artists' bureau for eight years, where he
developed Rudy Vallee, Donald Novis,
Russ Columbo and Hal Kemp's orchestra, and during the last four years
he continued his own recording and
management business.

►

Radio

Personals

<

Bob edHope
Y ENN
NNA
tro,
SKImaes
by
beenthe sign
hasIS,
Leonard Joy to cut four sides on
Victor's black label. . . . Harold and
Mrs. Oxley have returned from a
10-week trip through the south. He's
d's aroo
eforBuck
crew.
of Jimm
mana
s
son ieandLunchis
on Robi
Carsger
give their final American broadcast
April 3, and two days later sail for
England where they will broadcast
for the summer. . . . Tommy Riggs
will check out of Hollywood April
2 and return to New York. . . .
Cary Grant is reported set to return
to "The Circle" program on April 2.
FCC

Calendar

March 28: Applications of Lawrence J. Heller for a 1,310-kilocycle
station at Washington, with 100
watts night, 250 watts day, and
WFBG, Altoona, Pa., for extension
of time from sharing to unlimited.
March 29: Application of Northwest Broadcast Co. for a 1,370-kilocvcle station at Fort Dodge, la., with
100 watts night, 250 watts day.
March 31 : Application of KPLT,
Paris, Tex., for extension of time
from dav to unlimited with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day.

To Explain Television
Television will be explained to the
nublic in a broadcast over the NBCBlue on March 31 at 7:30 P. M. by
C. W. Farrier, television coordinator,
and Thomas H. Hutchinson, manager
of the television program division of
NBC.

Deal

participation
in the station's
"Home Facsimile
Edition"
will begin today. Charles E.
McCarthy, 20th Century-Fox
advertising and publicity director, and Alfred J. McCosker, WOR president, negotiated the deal.

Lack

of Funds

Economic

Engaged

WOR

Twentieth Century - Fox
and WOR have completed a
tieup whereby fim publicity
will be broadcast on WOR's
facsimile network. The station claims 1,000 facsimile re
ceivers in operation in this
area. WOR employs the
Finch and RCA facsimile systems. The 20th Century-Fox

Up

Ban Mexican Station
Mexico City, March 27. — Concession of Station XFAL, of 1,000 watts
Renew Reiser Orchestra
power, here, owned by the Compania
Al and Lee Reiser and their orPan Americana de Radio, S.A., has
chestra have been renewed for 13 more
been cancelled by the ministry of communications and public works because weeks on the Schaefer Beer program,
the station failed to abide by its fran- heard over WEAF. The renewal will
chise by giving the required number round out a full year for them on the
nrograrn Batten, Barton, Durstine &
of daily broadcasts.
Osborn is the agency.
McGee Show to Canada
Fibber McGee and Molly program,
heard over NBC and sponsored by
the Johnson Floor Wax Co., will be
expanded to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network on April 4.
The addition of the 27 CBC stations
will bring the program up to 100
stations.

and

Set Facsimile

Washington, March 27. — Applications for two new broadcasting
stations have been filed with the
Congressman
Hits
Federal Communications Commission by the Catawba Valley BroadForcing Programs
casting Co., Inc., Hickory, N. C,
Washington, March 27. — Broad- seeking a 1,370-kilocycle station with
casters are in a worse position than 100 watts power night, 250 watts
exhibitors are under block booking, day, and Clarence H. Frey and Robert O. Greever, Logan, W. Va.,
according to Rep. Connery, in a statement in the Congressional Record asking a 1,200-kilocycle, 100-watt
urging adoption of his investigation daytime station.
of the F.C.C. While exhibitors need
The commission also received an
not show pictures he must take, broad- amended application from the Nepcasters must air all programs detune Broadcasting Corp., Atlantic
manded by networks, Connery said.
City, seeking a station with 100 watts
night, 250 watts day, asking for a
frequency of 1,420 kilocycles instead
Hall of Television in
of 1,500 kilocycles as originally apRCA
Exhibit at Fair
plied for.
A schedule of hearings for the
Revised plans for the RCA tele- week
was announced as follows :
vision exhibit at the New York
March 27 : Applications of SparWorld's Fair call for eight display
sections. They include a Hall of
tanburg Advertising Co. for a station
Television, camera setup and tele- at Spartanburg, S. C, and Cabarrus
vision transmitters, "Telemobile" unit, Broadcasting Co. for a station at
a receiver display and Television Lab- Concord, N. C, both to operate on
oratory.
1.370 kilocycles with 100 watts night.
250 watts day.
Program Adds Sponsors
WNEW's "Music Hall" series obtained three additional participacing
sponsors yesterday. They are Premium Payers Adjustment Bureau,
through Dillon & Demarest ; Beautiderm Institute, through Weill & Wilkins, and the Star Co., through Louis
F. Herman Advertising Co. Another
new contract, for announcements, is
Foley Sales Co., a direct placement.

Studios

20th-Fox

Holds
Group

Washington, March 27. — Lack of
funds and other complications have
brought activities of the National
Economic Committee almost to a
standstill.
Other developments tending to slow
down the committee's activity are the
pressure of other business requiring
the
Chairman
and attention
the recentof death
of theO'Mahoney
father of
Leon Henderson, secretary.
The funds now to the credit of the
committee, it is said, are not sufficient
to finance its work. If new money
is not provided soon it is believed it
may be necessary to lay off the staff.
It is not expected that further hearings will be called until well into

On

33

New

Films

Hollywood, March 27. — Thirtythree pictures were before the cameras this week, as four finished and
three started. Thirty are being prepared, and 56 are in the cutting rooms.
Those started were : "6,000 Enemies," M-G-M ; "Boys' Reformatq^-- "
amount.
Monogram ; and "What a Life," { In addition to these, shooting were :
"Only Angels Have Wings," Columbia ; "The Restless Age," Goldwyn ;
"Beau Geste," "The Magnificent
Fraud," "Geronimo," "Mr. and Mrs.
Bulldog Drummond," "Island of Lost
Men," Paramount ; "Second Shot,"
"Little Mother," "The Girl from
Mexico," RKO; "Three Texas
Steers," "Blue Montana Skies," Republic "Gone
;
with the Wind," Selznick ; "The Man in the Iron Mask,"
Small ; "Stanley and Livingstone,"
"Return of the Cisco Kid," "Young
Mr. Lincoln," "Second Fiddle,"
20th Century-Fox ; "For Love of
Money," "The Oregon Trail," "The
Sun Never Sets," "Backstage Phantom," Universal ; "Confessions of a
Nazi Spy," "Each Dawn I Die,"
"Family Reunion," "Gantry the
Great," "Battle of City Hall," "The
Old Maid," "Give Me a Child," "Enemy Agent," were
Warners.
Finished
: "Maiden Voyage,"
"A
Hundred
to One," "It's a WonRKO.
derful World," M-G-M, and "G-Dog,"
Columbia and M-G-M each have a
short subject in work. Columbia,
M-G-M, RKO and Warners each finished one. Four are being prepared,
and 15 are being edited.

April.
The committee has pending in Con- Fairbanks Loses in
gress a request for $2,000,000 of
US Tax Appeal Case
which $600,000 would be made available immediately. If the money is
Washington, March 27. — Profits
forthcoming it may alter the situa- accruing to Douglas Fairbanks from
tion.
redemption of bonds of the Elton Co.,
to which he had transferred his interests in nine films, were profit and not
Three Firms Chartered
gain from sale or exchange of capital
Albany, March 27. — Recent the- assets, it was held today by the Suatrical and film charters granted here
include: 1939 Amusement Corp., New
The preme
caseCourt.came before the court on
York, by Saul Rosenberg, Sarah appeal of Fairbanks from a lower
Fernbach and Myron C. Baum ; Eliot court decision in the case brought by
Pictures Corp., New York, by Robert the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
D. Bloom, Rhoad Egerman and S. to recover taxes allegedly erroneously refunded.
Harry Eilenberg, and Constance Theatre Corp., Pleasantville, by Evelyn
Rustin, Grace Kidney and Hogarth S. Heads Kansas City Club
Sweet.
Kansas City, March 27. — Harry
Wheeler has been elected president
Is Circuit Ad Head
of the Cinema Club, Reel N0. 1. He
succeeds Stan Goldberg. Charles
Springfield, O., March 27. — Rob- Crawford has been named first viceert E. Armstrong has been named
head of the advertising and publicity president ; Nelson Burrus, second
; M. E. Anderson, secdepartment of the Regent-State vice-president
retary, and Al Adler, treasurer.
Corp., a partnership of Warners and
Phil Chakeres, operating several
Florence Hume in Post
local houses. He formerly was in
Florence Hume has taken up her
charge of advertising and publicity
for the Jensen-VonHerberg circuit duties as business manager here of
Arthur Dreifuss Productions, Inc.
in .Seattle.
Dreifuss is making a shorts series for
Columbia release at Eastern Service
Studios.
'V Transfers Engel
Cleveland, March 27. — Joseph Engel, local Universal branch manager
Altec Closes Contract
for the past year, has been transferred
Altec has closed a deal with Casey
to Albany. He will be succeeded in
Wheeler
to service the
Cleveland by Joseph Kaufmann, Pitts- and
theatres
in Connecticut,
Newcircuit's
York
burgh branch manager, whose place is and New Jersey. Bert Sanford, New
being filled by Julez Lapidus, former York district manager, acted for
Grand National district manager.
Altec.
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David
Will

NEW
Loew

Release

Through

U. A.

Silver stone
Signs Him
For Several Years

Those

YORK,

New

Hats!

Cincinnati, March 28.— Following protest of five women
that their view of the screen
had been obstructed in a local
theatre, Vice-Mayor Nicholas
Klien has called the attention
of all managers to the State
Code which makes it a misdemeanor for a manager to
permit patrons to wear hats
while attending a performance. There is a fine provided for violation.
It is expected the old sign:
"Ladies, please remove your
hats," will be resurrected.

Hollywood, March 28. — David
Loew is returning to production under
new auspices. The son of the late
Marcus Loew, founder of Loew's,
Inc., and who was an officer of
Loew's and a member of that company's boardassociated
for 15 years
more, Washington
has become
withor United
Artists. He signed a long-term deal
under which he will produce two films
yearly for the latter company beginning with the 1939-40 season.
Loew made his deal with Maurice
Silverstone, operating head of U. A.
Silverstone previously signed a releasing deal with Sol Lesser and
Ernst Lubitsch and renewed with
Selznick International for the new
season.

WEDNESDAY,
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Trust
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Several
Probes
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SHOWS

DESPITE

WILL

THE

Strike Developments
Distributors arrange plan for
keeping all theatres open and
supplying them with product.
Local 306 members hold midnight mass meeting.
Mayor LaGuardia takes hand
and bor
urges
board. mediation by state laFlow of product from New York
exchanges at standstill. Pickets
stop delivery trucks but activity
is without disorder.
Counsel for union and companies hold mediation conference
today.
and will report back to clients

GO

CENTS

ON

STRIKE

Companies

Forming

Plan

of Supply to Avert
Theatre Shutdown
Distributors are arranging means
for keeping all theatres open and supplying them with product, as the second
day
of theYork
projectionists'
strike
greater New
and northern
Newin
Jersey
Localpassed.
306 members held a mass
meeting at union headquarters beginning at midnight. The strike situaing. tion
was discussed. What else transpired will be made known this morn-

Extra precautions are being taken
by theatre owners to protect their
Washington, March 28— Departbusiness and property in event, the
strike progresses to include theatre
ment of Justice officials today disclosed that attorneys of the anti-trust
projectionists.
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia has •
division are in the field investigating
MPPDA
and Majors
numerous
exhibitor
complaints.
stepped
into the projectionists' strike,
Two Next Season
urging mediation through the state
Named
in Trust Suit labor board. The flow of product
Investigators are now in Oklahoma,
Loew will deliver two pictures to the Cincinnati area and in New York
Suit charging the Hays office and from the exchanges in greater New
York is at a standstill. Pickets are
United Artists next season, both of state. Inquiries will be made at other
which will be high budget productions points from which exhibitor com- the eight majors with violation of the stopping all delivery trucks but no
plaints have been received. It is under- Sherman anti-trust laws was filed yes- untoward activity has occurred. The
with outstanding stars and directors.
terday in the U. S. District Court by picketing is peaceful, and theatre ownstood the complaints from the CinThe Lesser-Lubitsch deal involves the
cinnati territory have been numerous. Lenrose Amusement Corp., independformation of a $3,000,000 production
ers and circuit heads were up the better part of the night watching the
company to be headed by Lesser Clearance and overbuying problems
ent owner of a theatre in Newark,
are
involved.
situation.
which will make three pictures anwho
asked
the
court
for
triple
damThe studies are understood to be in
nually for five years. Productions are
ages totaling $150,000.
Lawyers Report Today
slated to be budgeted at $1,000,000 connection with the plan of Thurman
The complaint, in naming the MoArnold, Assistant Attorney General,
(.Continued on page 3)
Judge Matthew Levy, counsel for
tion Picture Producers and Distributo bring 10 more film suits. The retors of America, Inc., in addition to Local 308, Judge Thomas D. Thacher
sults of the investigation, it was said, the eight majors and a number of their and Col. William Donovan, of counsel
will have no bearing on the pending subsidiaries, alleges that the Hays for the companies held a mediation
Says Neely Bill Will New York case, it being pointed out office is dominated by the majors, meeting Mondav night and are to re(Continued on page 3)
port back to their clients today. The
which dictate its policies.
next meeting has not been set yet and
Kill Self Regulation
mav depend on whatever arrangements
Enactment of the Neely Bill would
are made to comply with the Mayor's
request for mediation.
invalidate the industry's voluntary
The
Story
of
Vernon
program of self-regulation of trade
The mayor's request follows that of
practices at once, Ed Kuykendall, M.
Federal Judge William Bondy on
P. T. O. A. president, said yesterday.
Monday. CContinued
Col. Donovan
was3) in Washon page
Restating his organization's stand
against the bill for Government con- and
Castle"
Irene
trol of distribution and exhibition [RKO]
practices, Kuykendall asserted that
Hollywood, March 28. — Here is a picture which brought bursts of
Resume Trade Pact
the M. P. T. O. A. believes that 90
applause from the preview audience. Its 39 bygone but ever green song
Discussion Today
per cent of the exhibitors are opposed to the Neely Bill and, through hits, revived in the musical score, are each in its correct calendar setting
Discussions on the trade
its national officers and representa- and all done in a manner to send the audience home whistling in praise
practice draft begun yestertive members will work for its defeat of grand entertainment. So much for the musical side of the film, which
at the committee hearings on the would be enough in itself to carry a top line attraction but is only a fasdayagersby atcompany
the Hotel sales
Astor, manwill
cinating factor in the splendid composition of this one.
measure opening April 3 in Washbe
resumed
today,
in
an
efington.
fort to rush completion of
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers have never had such substantial story
Kuykendall points out that the ef- material to work with and have never performed so well. The screenforts being made in Washington to
the program.
meeting
lasted Yesterday's
throughout
play by Richard Sherman, made from an adaptation by Arthur Hamobtain enactment of the measure are
the
day.
The
draft
may be
completed today and a copy
ill-advised on the part of its adherents merstein II and Dorothy Yost of two books about Vernon Castle written by his widow, is literally the story of their years together. The
both inside and outside the industry,
will be sent to Washington.
particularly at this time.
The ef- film opens with their meeting in 1911 and ends with the dancer-aviator's
(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 3)
George J. Schaefer, RKO head,
names an emergency committee
of sales managers.
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Host

Today
i

At

"Bell"

Purely

Preview

DAVID BERNSTEIN, vice-presier oftoday
Loew's,
treasur
dent andein
the
on and
arrive
Mrs. Bernst
dam
from a 46-day
Nienw Amster
South American cruise. William P.
Philips, vice-president and treasurer
of the United Artists Theatre Circuit,
also made the trip.
•
Stanley J. Mayer, Des Moines
branch manager for 20th CenturyFox, and John N. Dillon, Los Angeles branch head, left yesterday with
the eastern group for the Chicago convention. They had been vacationing
here.
•
I. F. Dolid, assistant to Norman
Moray, Vitaphone sales manager, left
yesterday on a week's sales trip to
Warner exchanges in Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit.
•
Walter Branson, captain of the
George Schaefer sales drive at
RKO, will reach Dallas tomorrow for
a Friday meeting at the RKO exchange, headed bv • C. W. Allen.
Robert Smeltzer, central district
manager for Warners, with headquarters in W ashington, is in town for a
few
office.days of conferences at the home
•
William Rowland flew in from
Mexico City yesterday with a print of
his
latest
Spanish-language film,
"Perfida," which he• made there.
WASHINGTON TO SEE 'BELL'
Washington, March 28.— Official
Rudy Knoepfle, Republic salesman
Washington will attend the preview of
in
Cincinnati, has returned home after
"The Story of Alexander Graham
Bell" tonight. The showing will take several months in Miami Valley Hosplace in Constitution Hall under the
pital,
mobileDayton,
accident.O., following an autoauspices of the National Geographic
Societv.
Hollywood, March 28. — A lo-car
"Alexander Graham Bell" special train
left here tonight on the Southern Pacific carrying 200 stars, executives and
correspondents to San Francisco,
where the 20th Century-Fox film based
on the life of the inventor will be previewed in the Federal Theatre at the
World's Fair tomorrow afternoon.
Prior ceremonies will be broadcast on
a half-hour national hookup.
Aboard the train were Darryl Zanuck,
Joseph M. Schenck, William Goetz,
Sol Wurtzel, William Koenig, and
players Don Ameche, Loretta Young
and her three sisters, who appear in
the 'film. Also on the train were
Tyrone Power, Sonja Henie, Al Jolson, Annabella, Douglas Fairbanks,
Sr., Constance Bennett, Nancy Kelly,
Richard Greene and others.
The press was represented by 135
Hollywood correspondents of major
publications, press services, syndicates
and photographic crews from picture
magazines. Mayor Rossi of San Francisco will name Ameche Mayor for
the day at City Hall ceremonies on
the arrival of the train, followed by a
parade over the bridge to the Fair
for a tour of the grounds on elephantback. Elsa Maxwell will be hostess
at a luncheon and later banquet at the
Palace Hotel following the screening.
The party will return to Hollywood
tomorrow night, arriving Thursday
morning.

Claims Theatre Assault
Claiming assault by theatre patrons
while ushers looked on, Isidore Mason
filed suit for $25,000 damages yesterday in the N. Y. Supreme Court
against Times Square Theatre Co.,
Inc., owner of the Apollo. On Jan.
1. 1939, the plaintiff stated, he was
assaulted when he attempted to quiet
patrons of the theatre celebrating
New Year's Eve.
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► Equity Committee
Nominates
Ticket

Personal

MORNING

* Fly the only Southern
Sunshine Route— favored by nature. No
change of planes. Delicious, complimentary
meals. Fare: $149.95; 10% saving on round
trips.
The MERCURY
The SOUTHERNER
Lv
5:^pmLv
10:45 p.m.
A*
8:49 a.m. Ar
FOR RESERVATIONS 3:22 p.m.
Call your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.
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Chicago

Dinner

for

Award
Winner Today
Chicago, March 28. — Testimonial
dinner being given John F. Burhorn,
winner of the Quigley Grand Silver
Award, at the Blackstone, tomorrow
evening, will find more than 75 civic
and film industry leaders in attendance.
The dinner is given by the IndianaIllinois Theatres Corp., with details
arranged by the South Chicago Chamber of Commerce. The Gayety, of
which Burhorn is manager, is in
South Chicago. Scheduled to appear
at the dinner will be Mayor Edward
F. Kelly, Alderman William A. Rowan,
Frank M. Stanley, president of the
S.C.C.C. and theatre exchange officials.

The regular ticket and councilors
selected by the nominating committee
of Actors' Equity was reported at the
regular meeting yesterday. Burgess
Meredith was named as third vicepresident for a year and the following
were nominated as councilors :
» "
Ben Kalmenson, Warner southern
For
five
years
—
Augustin
Duncan,'
and western sales chief, left yesterday Dudley Digges, Philip Loeb, Hiram
on a two-week trip to the exchanges Sherman, Muriel Kirkland, Patricia
in the west and south.
Collinge, Jack Whiting, Harold Ver•
milyea and John Locke. For one
William Wyler, director of year — George Heller and Thomas
Chalmers. For two years — John
"Wuthering Heights," will arrive in Alexander.
New York today by plane from the
coast.
To Tender Farewell
Gladys Swarthout, Kitty CarDinner for Koerner
lisle, Eddie Dowling and Victor
Moore have volunteered as company
Boston, March 28.— Charles W.
chairmen in the 1939 campaign of the Koerner, division manager for RKO
Theatres in New England, will be tenGreater New York Fund.
dered a farewell dinner next Sunday
Fay Bainter, Warner star, ar- evening at the Cocoanut Grove. The
rived in New York from the coast affair is being arranged in view of
the scheduled transfer of Koerner to
yesterday, prior to sailing late this head the West Coast division of
week for a European vacation.
nor.
RKO Theatres, under John J. O'ConH. M. Richey, director of exhibitor
The committee includes : Ben
relations for RKO, left yesterday for
Domingo, Joseph H. Brennan, H. M.
Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
•
Addison, Sam Pinanski, Martin Mullin, Chester Grenier, Al Somerby,
E. M. Loew, Boston circuit opera- Harry Browning, Joe Di Pesa, Paul
tor, has been in town conferring with Levi, Elliot Norton, Charles S. Howsales managers.
ard, George Holland, Jack Saef, Mai
Massucco, Herbert Mclntyre, Ross
Phil Chakeres, head of Chakeres- Croper, Edward F. Harkins, Tom
Warner Corp., will leave May 1 for Bailey, Emmet Gavin, Walter Kiley,
an extended visit to his native Greece.
Joe Saxe, John Dervin, Max Fox,
Sam Berg, Richard Mahn, James
Chris Velas. theatre operator in O'Brien, George Gibbs, James Burke,
Ohio, and his bride are honeymoon- Thad Barrows, C. S. Breed, Harry
F. MacDonald, Maj. P. F. Healey,
ing in Florida.
Max Levenson, Joseph Ehrlich, Jack

charge
GOETZ
d, ofis M-G-M
tion , in inEnglan
BEN
produc
due in
New York tomorrow on the Queen
Mary, rector
withSam Wood.
Greer Garso
and ngDi-a
He isnbringi
print of "Goodbye, • Mr. Chips."

Industry

Will

Aid

in

Granara, Morry Goldstein, Charles
Repen, Larry Gardner, Maurice
Wolf, Steve Broidy, Martin Tuohy,
Sam Torgin, William Cuddy, Bert
Jacox and William Kelley.

Jewish Appeal Drive
Henry Ittleson, chairman of the
New York Jewish Appeal for Refugees and Overseas Needs campaign,
Lubitsch Metro Film Set
says that the motion picture industry
Hollywood, March 28. — Next Ernst
will play an important part in the
drive for funds. According to Ittleson Lubitsch production for M-G-M will
the funds raised will be used to finance be "The Shop Around the Corner."
expanded emergency programs of the Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart
three outstanding Jewish agencies for and
roles. Frank Morgan have the leading
refugee aid — the Joint Distribution
Committee, the United Palestine Appeal and the National Coordinating
MOTION PICTURE
Committee Fund. Fund campaigns
by these three organizations will be
DAILY
suspended for the duration of the Ap(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
peal drive.
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Signs

Release

Deal

(.Continued from page 1)
each. Lesser's contract with United
Artists becomes effective next Sept.
1 on completion of his current RKO
commitments. Lubitsch, who has two
more pictures to make for M-G-M,
:=^1 not join United Artists until
'VQkt Jan. 1.
Signing of the Loew and LesserLubitsch deals gives United Artists
a minimum of 30 pictures for next
season.
Edward Small will make six pictures for United Artists next season
under his long term contract with
the company. Titles are "My Son,
My Son," "South of Pago Pago,"
"Food for the Gods," "The Life of
Rudolph Valentino," "Twenty Years
Before the Mast" and "Quantrill, the
Raider."
Selznick International will deliver
"Intermezzo" and "Rebecca" for the
new season program. The company
also has four additional properties
which may be made available additionally. They are "Flashing Stream,"
"Ordeal," "Titanic" and "Freedom of
the Press."

Back to the Horse
Equipment concerns sold
more hand-operated projection machines Monday and
yesterday than are ordinarily
disposed of to the local trade
in a year's time. The socalled
Movie-olas were pressed into
service first by the newsreels
when their projection machines were deserted by striking operators.
Screenings of shorts and
some emergency material
were accomplished by means
of the machines in home office and exchange projection
rooms yesterday.
■
Says

Neely

Bill Will

Kill Self Regulation
■(.Continued from page 1)
forts to saddle the industry with Government regulation are, above all
else, inopportune in that they come at
a time when the Administration is endeavoring to relieve industry of unnecessary encumbrances in the interest of the general economic well-being, he said.
The frustrate
fact thatthe
theindusbill's
enactment
would

try's trade practice program, now in
the final phase of development, also
makes the campaign being waged for
it
now, an ill-advised one, the M. P.
Bill
Opposes Sunday
T. O. A. head stated.
Providence, March 28. — R h o d e
P. T. O. A. cannot conceive
Island Ministers' Union has gone on the"M.
sincerity of purpose of those who
record as opposing any legislation
would drag outsiders in to attack the
"further commercializing Sunday."
The resolution was aimed particularly business -from which they derive a
at the DiMascolo amendment to the livelihood," he said.
Kuykendall leaves for Washington
Sunday entertainment law, under
tonight
or tomorrow to remain there
which the presentation of legitimate
attractions would be permitted in during the hearings on the Neely
Bill.
Rhode Island.
Rhode

Island
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Clergy

The Rev. Walter Green of_ the
Natick Baptist Church was appointed
head of a committee to oppose the
DiMascolo amendment, now in the
State Senate Judiciary Committee, if
and when there are hearings on it, and
also to oppose any similar legislation.

Shows

Will

Despite

Go

the

On

Strike

(Continued from page 1)
ington yesterday to confer with Department ofJustice officials but neither
he nor the Department would discuss
the conference.
George J. Schaefer, RKO president,
yesterday named an emergency committee of district sales managers consisting of Milton Kusell, Paramount,
chairman; Charles Stern, United Artists ;Harry Buxbaum, 20th CenturyFox, and T. J. O'Shea, M-G-M.
Plan Daily Meeting
The committee will hold daily meetings at the Film Board of Trade office
where it met yesterday. Instructions
were issued to all theatre owners in
the metropolitan area which are designed to keep the theatres open and
supplied with new product even though
the exchanges remain inoperative.
The plan calls for theatre owners
or managers to visit exchanges and
effect payments for their shows, whereupon they are given a letter of credit
to a designated theatre where the film
can be picked up by them on surrender
of the credit letter to the theatre owner. The letter then serves as the exhibitor's receipt for the film.
Inspections are made by theatre
managers before turning the film over
to the next claimant. The system may
keep virtually all theatres in the city
open indefinitely.
The distributors say they will make
every effort to keep the plan in effect
and fulfill their contracts with exhibitors. If projectionists are then called
out of the theatres by Local 306, no
responsibility for theatre closings can
attach to distributors, they assert.
Plan Injunction

Company attorneys have begun preparation of a detailed application for
an injunction restraining the union
from striking and, at the same time, to
test the legality of the matter.
Local 306 revoked its order for
picketing of home office buildings but
maintained the picket line at exchanges and newsreels. Midweek issues of the reels were completed and
delivered to theatres on schedule.
Home office projection rooms are
operating as best they can. Some
screenings were given yesterday.
Bookers, salesmen and office workers were on the job in all exchanges
yesterday. These employes were utilized in the film rooms getting out a
few shows which were still available
for exhibitors who called for them.
Some of these were from New Jersey,
Westchester and Long Island points
ignored by the striking operators. A
union delegation, however, is reported
pages."
to have asked transfer and taxi companies to refuse to handle film during
Here to Buy Equipment
Delay Arkansas Meet
the
strike.
Fernando Jaramillo, engineer in
Little Rock, Ark., March 28. — J.
F. Norman, president of the Inde- charge of theatre construction for
pendent Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Cine Colombia, has arrived to purChicago Gets WB Short
disclosed today that the association's
chase equipment for a new 3,000-seat
Hollywood, March 28. — Warners'
annual convention, scheduled for April theatre being erected in Bobota.
historical short film "Sons of Liberty"
2 and 3, has been postponed to April
will have its initial showing in Chi23 and 24. The meeting will be held
cago early in April. In connection with
at the Hotel Marion here.
Wallace 'U' Film Set
it there will be a dinner at $10 a
Hollywood, March 28. — Richard
Wallace's first film for Universal plate to raise funds for a statue to
Read Transferred
under his producer-director deal will Haym Salomon, Revolutionary patriot
Atlanta, March 28. — Thomas be "Victoria Docks at Eight."
upon whose life the film is based.
Read, manager of the Paramount for
several years, has been named manBasch Joins Aerograf
Handling French Film
ager of the Fox to succeed Hudson
Charles
has joined Aerograf
Edwards, who has been appointed city
French Film Exchange is distribut- ProductionsBasch
Co., and will serve as
manager of Lucas & Jenkins theatres
United States and Latin eastern repreentative.
the
ing
in
in Savannah.
America "A Man and His Wife."

Union Case Continued
Oklahoma City, March 28. —
Hearing on a motion of defendants to
strike the second amended petition of
the Stage Employes Local 112 asking
the reinstatement of two discharged
maintenance men formerly employed
Radio Columns
Read
by Standard Theatres Corp., and
Byron F. Moore, formerly general
By Third of Nation manager, the defendants, has been
Newspaper radio columns has a far continued until March 31 by Judge
wider appeal than they are commonly Giddings.
credited with, a survey undertaken by
Fortune Magazine indicates. The reMrs. Kenny at Ampa
sults are published in the April issue.
Mrs. T. A. Kenny, officer of Kendor
Almost a third of the nation reads
the radio columns faithfully, For- Productions, will be a guest at the
tune's survey shows, and another Ampa meeting tomorrow at the Astor.
third sporadically. This, states For- Other guests slated to attend include :
Herbert Klein, producer and director
tune, "is probably nearly as good a
"Crisis"; Nancy Hamilton, author
batting average as the time-honored of
Fay.
of
"One for the Money," and Frank
institutions of the women's and sports

"Now is a good time to
start television
programs
for
re'
Strike 'Cu
theatres," a harried exhibitor
observed yesterday after an
unsuccessful effort to get a
new show out of 630 Ninth
Ave. because of the Local 306
strike.

Says (Bigf Nick Put
Gangsters in Union
St. Louis, March 28. — All that
John P. (Big) Nick did for Motion
Picture Operators Local No. 143 for
the $125 a week salary was "to attend
to wage negotiations," Robert Tomsen, former business agent of the projectionists union under Nick, testified
at
today's ofhearing
in the
suit of
19
members
the union
to oust
Nick,
their present business agent Clyde
Weston and George E. Browne from
control of the union.
Tomsen declared Nick put 44 men in
the union, some of them gangsters,
without any of them having been voted
on by the membership.
Browne talked to members of the
local and told them that Nick was in
complete charge and his word was
law, Tomsen said.
Government

Plans

New Trust Actions
(Continued from page 1)
that it is now too late to amend that
complaint to include new matter.
William J. Donovan, counsel for
Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee, conferred here today with Department
officials but declined to discuss the
subject of the conferences. It is believed they discussed phases of the
Government anti-trust suit pending in
New York District court and, possibly, both the New York projectionists' strike and the exhibitor complaints being investigated by the Department currently.
The Department has not made
known its intentions yet in connection
with the Fox West Coast investigation, a preliminary report on which
was submitted by agents of the Department recently.
G. N. Files

$652,000

Suit Against U. P. P.
Hollywood, March 28.— A suit
brought by Grand National against
United Player Productions and Eugene Frenke seeks to enjoin the latter
from failing to fulfill an alleged contract for distribution of films through
G. N. from which the petitioner asserts domestic gross of half a million
was anticipated. The suit asks the
court order U. P. P. to turn over the
pictures to G. N. or pay $652,000
damages. Superior Court Judge Emmett H. Wilson late today set Monday as date for a hearing.
SWG
To

Board

Votes

Continue

Parley

Hollywood, March 28. — Conferences between representatives of the
Screen Writers' Guild and producers
were continued today. Continuance
was voted by the board of directors of
the guild at a meeting last night. As
previously arranged, the N.L.R.B.
hearing will remain in suspension
pending negotiations.
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'Kid'
20th-Fox
1938
Gross

Net

for

$7,252,466;
$60,401,473

Net profit of $7,252,466 after all
Centurycharges is reported by 20th
Fox for 53 weeks ending Dec. 31 last,
compared with $8,617,114 for the preceding vear.
Fourth quarter profit of 1938 was
$2,630,374, compared with $3,718,000
for the same 1937 quarter and $1,202,433 for the third quarter of 1938.
Gross income for 1938 was $60,401,473, with film rentals and accessory
sales accounting for $58,201,314, an
increase of $2,029,122 over the year
before. The company has $1,106,797
in foreign countries where currency
is either frozen or restricted.
Dividends from National Theatres
Corp. are included in the report in the
amount of $822,000, compared with
$1,134,000 the year before. The dividends are received in the fourth quarter of each year.
National Theatres and its voting
controlled domestic subsidiaries had
consolidated net income of $2,617,653
for 1938. The 1937 income was $2,988,228. Twentieth Century-Fox has
a 42 per cent interest in National
Theatres and on the basis of income
earned $1,099,414 in the theatre company last year.
Twentieth Century-Fox has an investment of $14,471,711 in affiliated
companies.
G. B. Investment $3,737,567

First Giveaway
Milwaukee, March 28.— For
the first time in local theatre
history a first run is resorting to a giveaway as a boxoffice lure. Starting April 12,
Fox's Palace will give away
$1,000 or more each Wednesday night. House is now taking free registrations in its
lobby. Question now being
raised is whether the Warner
or E. J. Weisfeldt's Riverside
will follow suit on the giveaway policy.

Cuba

May

Increase

Film Import Duties
Cuba is considering a measure to
raise import duties on films to protect
the growing domestic industry, according to Eddie LeBaron, head of
LeBaron Productions, who has returned from Havana. He surveyed
distribution possibilities there.
This is the trend throughout South
America where local studios have
been established, he said. The Cuban
Government has exempted Peliculas
Cubanas, the country's major studio,
from taxes. Chic, another production
company, has just been formed.
LeBaron said that "Mi Tia de
America" ("My American Aunt"),
produced by Jaime Salvador for
Peliculas Cubanas, is proving a big
attraction. The film cost $60,000 and
has already grossed $37,000 in Cuba.
The report shows an investment in
LeBaron, who conducts an orchesGaumont British holding companies of
tra in the Rainbow Room in Rocke$3,737,567. The companies are United
feller Center, is also a producer of
American Investing Corp., which is
Spanish-language films. His "Castles
owned 50 per cent by 20th Century- in the Air" is being released by MonoFox, and Metropolis & Bradford Trust
gram and is now being shown at the
Co., Ltd., in which M-G-M has an Regis Theatre, Mexico City.
interest.
Other investments in and advances
to affiliated companies, at cost or written down value, are: National Thea- Legion Approves 9
tres Corp., representing investment in
Of 11 New Pictures
42 per cent of the capital stock, $8,859,National
Legion of Decency this
886; Roxy Theatre, Inc., at cost, week approved
of 11 new films,
$893,636; Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., of six for general nine
patronage and three
Australia, advances only, $372,000,
and Movietonews, Inc., and sundry for adults, classed one as objectionable
in part, and condemned one. Both the
other companies, $608,619.
The consolidated balance sheet last latter are French films. New films
and their classification follow :
Dec. 31 shows current assets of $31,Class A-l, Unobjectionable for Gen275,908, including cash of $6,502,168,
as against current liabilities of $6,211,eral Patronage: "Mexican" Rose,"
515. Inventories increased during the "Mr. Moto in Danger Island,"
year by $2,223,927, to $21,658,447, due "North of the Yukon," "Rough
to higher production costs. There was Riders Roundup," "Story of Vernon
no change during 1938 in the method and Irene Castle," "Three Smart
of amortizing picture costs.
Girls Grow Up." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults: "The Hound
Roxy Profit $110,095
of the Baskervilles," "Prison Without Bars," "Sergeant Madden." Class
Net operating profit of $110,095.62
is shown by Roxy Theatre, Inc., for B, Objectionable in Part: "Crossroads" (French). Class C, Con51 weeks ending last Aug. 25. This
demned: "With a Smile" (French).
is for the period since the inception of
the new company under 20th CenturyFox. The report is attached to the
annual financial report of the film
Allows 'Lynton' Appeal
company.
Appeal to the Circuit Court of Appeals from the decision of Federal
The Roxy's receipts for the 51 weeks Judge Vincent L. Leibell, which
were $2,156,693.31 and other unspecified income $35,776.74. Operating ex- awarded a judgment of $532,000 in
addition to $70,000 in fees and allowpenses were $1,780,595.59.
ances against M-G-M for plagiarism
in
the
picture, "Letty Lynton" of the
Remodel Two in Marion
play "Dishonored Lady," was allowed
Marion, O., March 28.— Marion, yesterday by Federal Judge Samuel
local unit of Northio Theatres, Inc., Mandelbaum. The notice of appeal
has reopened after a general renova- listed 62 alleged errors committed by
tion costing $20,000. A new $2,500 Judge Leibell in awarding judgment
front has been built at the Palace, to Edward Sheldon and Margaret
sister house.
Ayer Barnes, the plaintiffs.

Will
At

Award

Prizes

20th-Fox

Meet

Hits

in Cleveland
Big

$14,000;

Heavy
Draw
Twenty branch managers of 20th Lopez
Century- Fox will receive checks representing awards in the 1938 S. R.
Cleveland, March 28. — "Oklahoma
Kent Drive, at the three-day sales Kid" did $14,000 at Warners' Hippoconvention which will be held in Chidrome. Vincent Lopez and his orcago beginning tomorrow. About 350
where
employes will share in the awards. Palace chestra
was the the
big take
draw was
at the RK"0
The checks will be presented by J. P.
with "Wife, Husband and Friend on
O'Loghlin,
drive
leader.Canadian district head and the screen. "The Beachcomber" playing a second week at the Allen did
The eastern contingent of home of- $5,000. The weather was excellent.
fice executives and New York branch
Estimated takings for the week endrepresentatives, as well as delegates
March 24 :
from Boston, Philadelphia, Albany "The ingBeachcomber"
(Para.)
and St. John, left for the convention week.
ALLEN
— (3,000)
(30c-35c-42)
7$4,000)
days, 2nd
Gross:
$5,000.
last night. About 90 were in the "Oklahoma Kid" (W. (Average,
B.)
group.
WARNERS' HIPPODROME — (3,800)
Whether Joseph M. Schenck, chair- (30c-35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Averman of the board, will attend the convention is indefinite. He will attend "Wife,age, $12,000)
Husband & Friend" (ZOth-Fox)
RKO
PALACE— (3,100) (30c-42c-55c) 7
days.
Stage:
Vincent Lopez. Gross: $17,000.
the premiere of "The Story of Alex- (Average $15,000)
ander
Graham
Bell"
at
the
World's
Fair in San Francisco today, and may "Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
LOEWS
(3,500) (30c-35c-42c)
7
fly to Chicago.
days.
Gross:STATE—
$9,000. (Average,
$13,000)
Listing of the field staffs scheduled "St. Louis Blues" (Para.)
to attend the convention follows :
LOEWS
STILLMAN—
(1,900) (30c-3Sc42c)
7 days. Gross:
$2,800. (Average,
$4,000)
From Eastern Division
"With the People for the People"
(A. B. Szensk Filmindustri)
Boston — T. H. Bailey, district manager,
CITY— (485)
F. X. Callahan, branch manager, H. S. (Average,
$1,200)(35c-42c) 7 days. Gross: $750.
Alexander, sales manager, J. A. Feloney,
J. M. Connolly, H. Gold, H. Simonds, S.
Berg, district
T. Murray;
Edgar
Moss,
manager, Philadelphia—
S. Gross, branch
manager, A. I>avis, W. G. Humphries, B. 6Kid' and 'Torchy'
R. Tolmas, J. E. Skillman, F. J. Kelly;
Pittsburgh — Ira Cohen, manager, C. C.
Kellenberg, sales manager, E. S. Thorpe,
A. Interrante, G. Moore, J. B. Hanna;
$10,500 in Buffalo
New York — H. H. Buxbaum, manager, J.
Buffalo, March 28. — A dual at the
J. Lee, sales manager, M. Sanders, office
manager; M. Kurtz, R. Gledhill, W. Century, "The Oklahoma Kid" and
Schutzer, A. Blumenstein, S. Florin, G. "Torchy Blane in Chinatown," earned
Blenderman; Buffalo — Sydney Samson,
manager, W. C. Rowell, G. E. Dickman, $10,500.
"Ice Follies of 1939" at the Great
M. W. Kempner, L. E. Blumenfeld; Cincin ati— J. J. Grady, manager, R. Laws, Lakes took $7,900. "Tail Spin"
assistant manager, E. A. Burkhardt, J. A. teamed
with "Everybody's Baby" at
Needham, L. J. Bugie, E. C. Naegel, J. the Hippodrome
did $6,800. The
Neff; Cleveland— G. A. Roberts, district weather was fine.
manager, I. J. Schmertz, branch manager,
Estimated takings for the week endE. R. Bergman, S. N. Lichter, T. Scheining Society"
March 25 : (Para.)
berg,
F.
J.
Hunt;
Albany
—
M.
Grass"Cafe
green, manager, D. E. Remer, B. Dare,
D. Houlihan; New Haven — B. A. Simon,
BUFFALO— (3,000) (30c-55c) 7 days.
manager, E. Wright, S. Germain; Wash- Gross: $10,500. (Average, $12,000)
ington— S. N. Wheeler, manager, J. M. "The Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
Cohan, office manager, S. Diamond, F. B.
GREAT$7,900.
LAKES—
(3,000)$7,500)
(30c -50c) 7 days.
(Average,
Klein, J. A. Murphy, C. G. Norris, Mrs. Gross:
"Tail Spin" (20th-Fox)
S. Young.
"Everybody's Baby" (20th-Fox)
Western Division
HIPPODROME— (2.500) (25c-40c) 7 days.
$6,800. (Average, $6,800)
Western Division: Kansas City — W. E. Gross:
"The
Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
Scott, district manager, G. W. Fuller,
branch manager, W. J. Kubitzki, sales "Torchy Blane in Chinatown" (W. B.)
CENTURY—
(3,000)
(25c) 7 days. Gross:
manager. J. F. Woodward, C. Knicker- $10,500.
(Average,
$6,000)
bocker, H. Kinser, M. A. Tanner; Char"The
Spirit
of
Culver"
(Univ.)
lotte— Phil Longdon, manager, J. E. Holston, G. E. Ebersole, J. O. Mock, C. T. "The Last Warning" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE—
(3,300)$6,300)
(25c) 7 days.
Hardon; St. Louis — B. B. Reingold, man- Gross:
$7,800. (Average,
ager, J. A. Feld, G. H. Ware, L. I. Williams, A. Eskin, Miss F. Patke; Atlanta —
H. G. Ballance, district manager, Paul Wilson, office manager, R. G. McClure, sales
Weinberg to Republic
manager, M. Mitchell, R. H. Fairchild,
Cincinnati, March 28. — Charles
F. R. Dodson, H. P. Laseter R. H. Ford;
Oklahoma City — Charles W. Clark, manager; Weinberg has resigned as booker for
M. W. Osborne, G. L. James, G. K. Friedel; United Artists to become West VirDenver — R. J. Morrison, manager, H. Renginia salesman for Republic, replacnie, L. C. Paulson, C. A. Larson, Miss
ing Sam Haber.
A. LeGendre; Dallas — H. R. Biersdorf,
manager, W. S. Miller, sales manager, J.
E. Gribble, N. E. Houston, D. W. Scott,
Simon,
H. Loeb,
F. Wagner;
Detroit E.
—
Lester
Spurm,
manager;
A. D. Knapp,
T. Hendrix, T. P. Tidwell; Memphis— T. N.
W. Young, manager, N. Wyse, T. I. Bas- A. Westcott, R. Carrow, R. B. Berke, L
kin, M. Sheridan; New Orleans — E. V. Sanshie; Minneapolis — M. A. Levy, disLandaiche, manager, H. P. Shallcross, G.
trict manager; J. M. Podoloff, branch
R. Pabst, G. J. Broggi; Portland— C. F. manager; E. Lortntz, J. S. Cohan, W. G.
Powers, manager, C. L. Robinette, V. A. Mussman, L. Cohen, N. F. Hall, H.
Whitcomb; Los Angeles — J. N. Dillon,
P. Lundquist; Milwaukee — J. H.
manager, W. T. Wall, B. F. Robinson, M. Lj'ons,
Lorentz,
M. Horwitz, G. EdgerSudmin; Salt Lake City — Charles L. ton, C. manager;
Michel, M. Kahn, Ray Schultz.
Walker, manager, C. J. Hallstrom, assist- Gene Sichelman; Des Moines — S. J. Meyer,
ant, manager, J. D. McElhinney, J. L. manager; H. Gottlieb, A. W. Riegelman,
Tidwell, V. J. Dugan, P. M. Smoot; San E. P. O'Neill, E Jacobs; Indianapolis—
Francisco — G. M. Ballentine, manager, A. G. T. Landais, manager; J. R. Neger,
Laurice, J. M. Erickson, F. C. Bernard, sales manager; H. L Hancock, G. J. Black.
J. W. Flanagan, Miss R. Telfer; Seattle— T. McCleaster, J. Ricketts; Calgary— V. M.
H. Edmond, manager, J. W. Spear. H. A.
Skorey,
manager;
F. L.J.Scott;
Montreal O.
—
P. Frederick, J. W. Brooks.
E. English,
manager;
F. Pearson,
Brault;
St.
John
—
R.
G.
March,
manager;
From Southern Division
O'Loghlin, district manCentral Division, including Canada: Chi- Torontoager;— H.J.J. P.
Bailey, branch manager; W.
cago— C. W. Eckhardt, manager; A. M. J. Reid, L. Lester, E. O'Loghlin, J. W.
Van Dyke, office manager; E. P. Grohe, Powis; Vancouver — J. E. Patterson, manH. Goodamote, Jack Eckhardt. Wilbur
ager; E. H.C. Teel;
Krupp.Winnipeg — J. H. Huber,
Hallwachs, Howard De Tamble, F. Sliter, manager;
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PICTURE^ PANDRO
S. BERMAN in charge of Production
Directed by H. C. Potter
Produced by George Haight
Screen Play by Richard Sherman
Adaptation by Oscar Hammersteiii II and Dorothy Yost
V
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"Princess"

$12,500
Indianapolis

Indianapolis, March 28. — E d d y
Duchin's band on the stage and
"Blackwell's Island" on the screen
turned in $12,500 at the Lyric. Ted
Lewis on the stage, with "Sudden
Money" on the screen brought $8,500
"tr— — k Circle. "Huckleberry Finn" at
UQWs took $8,500. "The Little
Princess" did well in its second week
at the Apollo, where $2,500 was taken
Estimated takings for the week ending March 24 :
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
"Everybody's Baby" (20th-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,100) (2Sc-40c) 7 days, 2d
week.
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,500)
"Sudden Money" (Para.)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Stage:
Ted Lewis and show. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Love Affair" (RKO)
"The Great Man Votes" (RKO)
INDIANA — (3,200)
(25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $5,000)
"Huckleberry Finn" (M-G-M)
"Homicide Bureau" (Col.)
LOEWS— (2,800) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross
$8,500. (Average, $7,000)
"Blackwea's Island" (W. B.)
LYRIC— (2,000) (25c-40c) 7 days. Stage:
Eddy
Duchin's
(Average,
$8,000)band show. Gross: $12,500.

at

ft
Hollywood

Previews

Leads

$16,000
The Story of Vernon
(Continued from Page 1)

and

Irene

Castle

death in the final year of the war. Theirs was a romance and experi
ence and success of glittering adventure, gay and sad by turn, and although Astaire and Rogers are Astaire and Rogers impersonating Ver
non and Irene Castle at the start of the picture, they are Vernon and
Irene completely for the last 60 or more of its 90 brilliant minutes. Lew
Fields' performance of himself is an important influence on the side of
verity and Edna Mae Oliver is excellent, as is Walter Brennan, in principal support.
As produced by George Haight and directed by H. C. Potter, the picture would be a wholly satisfying love story without the music numbers
that make it so much more so. Among these immensely effective incitements to audience reaction, manifested in repeated outbursts of applause during the Hollywood preview, are such memorable songs as "Oh,
You Beautiful Doll," "Waiting for the Robert E. Lee," "Darktown
Strutters Ball," "Too Much Mustard," "Yama Yama Man," "Glow
Worm," "The Missouri Waltz," and all the tangos, fox trots and
specialty numbers the Castles made unforgettable. Every one was a
hit in its era, and to these has been added a modern number of comparable caliber by Con Conrad, Herman Ruby and Bert Kalmar.
The Astaire-Rogers dancing is, as it has been in each of their successive pictures, by far their best. In this case they dance not merely
because they are good at it and are expected to do a lot of it, but because alot of good dancing is an essential part of the Castle story. They
Urges Resumption
of dance the dances the Castles did and there are no documentary films
Ticket Levy in Ohio to argue that the Castles danced them better. As a music film, as a
Columbus, O., March 28. — Spokes- dance film, and as a biographical film retelling a famous love story, the
man for the Farm Bureau Federation, picture is equally meritorious, artistic, entertaining and sound. Exploited
appearing before the joint committee as any one of these things it is a commanding article of screen merchanon permanent relief, has urged reindise. Taken altogether, it is a triple-plated box-office quantity.
statement of the former 10 per cent
Running
time, 90 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
admission tax as a means of raising
funds to finance the state relief pro*"G" denotes general classification.
gram.
His argument that the admission tax
was practically the only state impost
that showed an increase in 1938 over "Torchy Runs for Mayor"
the 1937 returns, is answered by P. J. ( Warners)
Wood, secretary of the Ohio I.T.O. in
Hollywood, March 28. — This installment of the Glenda Farrellthe current organization bulletin, as
Barton
MacLane reporter-detective series is about as full of melodrabeing due to more rigid tax enforcement rather than to an increase in
matic plot, counterplot and counter-counterplot as one feature-length
business. Ohio exhibitors now pay a film can be. John Miljan is the villain in this particular attempt to rid
three per cent retail sales tax, based the unnamed city of crime, while Tom Kennedy, Frank Shannon, Joe
on gross returns.
Cunningham, Joe Downing and a staple Warner cast portray other
characters on opposite sides of the law. It's fast, lively and contains
a number of amusing incidents in addition to the serious ones.
Kansas
Legislature
The screenplay is by Earle Snell, from an idea by Irving Rubine
To Adjourn April 3 based on characters created by Frederick Nebel, and the direction is a
Topeka, Kan., March 28.— Kansas slick job by Ray McCarey, officiating for associate producer Bryan Foy.
The story is pretty complex for quick synopsis. Miss Farrell gets
legislature will cease consideration of
all bills Thursday and will adjourn so much evidence against Miljan, the power behind the city government,
April 3. Both houses have passed that ranking newspapers are afraid to print her stories. So she gets a
resolutions to that effect.
Still on the Senate calendar is community newspaper publisher to print the news, grooms him to run
for mayor as a recall candidate, then finds herself replacing him as
Senator Hackney's censorship bill candidate after Miljan murders him. The manner and means of removwhich bans block booking. Blake
ing Miljan from local politics and the land of the living are, from there
Williamson's divorcement measure has
bogged down in the Senate judiciary on, melodramatic in the exciting extreme.
Roscoe Williams
committee, which recalled it after
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."*
having reported it out for passage.
The bill was passed by the House.
*"G" denotes general classification.
The committee, according to one renort, late last week was divided nine
to eight against reporting it out.
Sunday Fines Upheld
Dismissal Is Sought
Cambridge, O., March 28.— Appellate Court has approved $50 fines of
In Okla. Trust Suits
English Film Units
Dan Gilhula of the Cort and State
Oklahoma City, March 28.— Mo- Theatres here and three employes.
Discuss Television
tion to dismiss the amended petition They were arrested several weeks ago
London, March 28. — Cinematograph without answering the merits of the for operating Sunday films, and fined
Exhibitors' Association and the Kine- same were filed this week by defend- $50 and costs by the Mayor.
matograph Renters' Society met today
ant attorneys in the $5,000,000 federal
in a consideration of television policy. anti-trust suits numbers 6516-L and
Set Club Party May 1
No definite agreement was reached, 6517-L, in which A. B. Momand,
Milwaukee, March 28. — Local
but the two organizations will examine Shawnee, Okla., independent theatre
Variety Club will hold a ball, May 1,
the situation separately and probably
will meet again.
operator, is plaintiff. Momand's at- in the Schroeder Hotel. A recent
torneys last week filed a bill of par- membership drive resulted in the adticulars as ordered by Federal Judge
A large delegation attended, repredition of about 30 new members.
sentative ofvarious sections.
A. P. Murrah.

San

Francisco

San Francisco, March 28. — "The
Little Princess" paired with "Winner
Take All" grossed a strong $16,000
at the Warfield. "Love Affair" at the
Golden Gate drew $16,500 and was
held for a second week.
Also good was $8,000 for the second
week of "Made for Each Other" at
the United Artists. "The Story of a
Cheat," playing at the Clay, pulled a
good $750 for the third week.
Estimated takings for the week end"Loveing Affair"
(RKO)
March 21-23:
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (35c-40c-55c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,500. (Average,
$16,000)
"Made For Each Other" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (15c-35c-40c55c-65c)
days, 2nd week.
Gross: $8,000.
(Average,7 $7,000)
"Spirit of Culver" (Univ.)
"Society Smugglers" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM—
(2,440) (Average,
(15c-35c-40c-55c)
days.
Gross:Kid"
$7,300.
$8,500) 7
"Oklahoma
(W. B.)
"My Wife's Relatives" (Rep.)
FOX —Gross:
(5,000) $15,500.
(15c-35c-40c-55c-75c) 7
days.
"Ambush"
"Cafe Society"
(Para.)(Para.) (Average, $17,000)
PARAMOUNT
— (2,740)(Average,
(15c - 35c - 40c
- 75c)
7 days.
Gross: $11,500.
$13,000)
"Wife, Husband
and (Para.)
Friend" (20th-Fox)
"Persons
in Hiding"
ST.
FRANCIS—
(1,40)
7 days. Gross: $5,400. (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
(Average, $7,000)
"The Little Princess" (20th-Fox)
"Winner Take All" (2flth-Fox)
WARFIELD— (2,680) (15c-35c-40c-55c-75c)
7 days. Gross: $16,000. (Average, $13,000)
"The Story of a Cheat" (Gallic)
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-40c) 7 days. 3rd
week.
Gross: $750. (Average, $1,300)
"The Great John Ericsson" (Scandinavian)
LARKIN—
(15c-35c-40c)
7 days.
Gross:
$750. (390)
(Average,
$1,300)

'Pygmalion'
$11,000,

Does
Montreal

_Montreal,
March
28. — at"Pygmalion" drew a smash
$11,000
Loew's
and was held over.
"The Little Princess" earned $9,000
at the Palace. "Cafe Society" and
"Third of a_ Nation" grossed $7,500
at the Capitol while "The Three
Princess.
Musketeers" brought $4,500 to the
Estimated takings for the week ending March 25 :
"Cafe Society" (Para.)
"One Third of a Nation" (Para.)
CAPITOL
(2,547) (Average,
(25c-40c-55c-65c)
days.
Gross:— $7,500.
$8,000) 7
"PygmalW (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
— (2,800)
(30c-40c-60c)
Gross:
$11,000.
$7,000) 7 days.
"Stagecoach"
(U.(Average,
A.)
ORPHEUM — (919) (25c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $2,500. 2nd week. (Average, $5,000)
"The Little Princess" (2ttth-Fox)
PALACE— (2,600) (25c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,000.
(Average, $10,000)
"The Three Musketeers" (Zttth-Fox)
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu" (20th-Fox)
PRINCESS— (2,272) (25c -35c -50c -65c) 7
days. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $6,500)
Two

Companies

Formed

Frankfort, Ky., March 28. — Charters have been granted to W. R. and
Edna E. Shager and John B. Elliott
for the Irvine Amusement Company
at Irvine and the Morehead Amusement Co. at Morehead to operate film
houses and other forms of public entertainment. The companies were capitalized at $10,000 each.
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Sykes'

to

Named

Thompson

FCC

Place

Washington, March 28. — Nomination of Frederick I. Thompson of Mobile, Ala., to succeed Eugene O. Sykes,
resigned, as a member of the Federal
Communications Commission, was sent
to the Senate for confirmation today
by President Roosevelt. The new
appointee would serve for the remainder of Sykes' term of seven years from
July 1, 1934.
Thompson, long prominent Alabama
newspaper publisher, was born in 1875.
He served as a member of the old
United States Shipping Board, following appointment by President Wilson
in 1920, through Harding and Coolidge Administrations, to 1925. Since
1935 he has been Alabama State Docks
Commissioner.
193 Stations

Plan

to

Air 'Dodge' Opening
A total of 193 stations will broadcast the Warner premiere of "Dodge
City" at Dodge City, Kan., on Saturthe addition of the 103 staday,tionswith
in the Mutual network. The
NBC Red and Blue networks of 90
stations also will cover the event. The
broadcast will be from 8 to 8 :30 P.M.
The 16-car special from Hollywood
will carry five players from the film,
Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Alan
Hale, Frank McHugh and Victor
Jory. Also, there will be Priscilla
and Rosemary Lane, Jane Wyman,
Gloria Dickson, Wayne Morris, Jean
Parker, Claire Windsor, Anita Louise,
Eddie Foy, Lya Lys, John Payne,
Marie Wilson, Michael Curtiz, director of "Dodge City" ; John Garfield,
Humphrey Bogart, Allan Jones, Mary
Brian and Mary Carlisle.
Radio

Editors

Will

Broadcast Tomorrow
Radio editors and a syndicate feature writer will be presented over
CBS tomorrow at 6 :45 P.M. under
the auspices of the National Association for the Prevention of Radio Interference, discussing ways of improving reception. Speakers are Tom
Brooks, J ownal- Amcric an ; E. L.
Bragdon, Nczv York Sun; Leonard
Carlton, New York Post, and Ted
Rogers of the Scripps-Howard papers
Garner Joins WSAI
Cincinnati, March 28. — D e w e y
Long, general manager of WSAI, has
appointed Richard W. Garner as pro
motion manager.
Deaf Physician
Now Hears Radio
Cincinnati, March 28.— Dr.
C. Eberle Thompson, 104year old practicing physician
of nearby Bethel, 0., practically deaf for several years,
now is able to listen to his
radio through hearing tests
conducted by Phil Underwood, WLW recording engineer and his assistants, who
brought the doctor's radio to
the station and installed a
special amplifier with earphones.

Fidler

Is

Toned

Networks

Down
and

by

Sponsors

►

Radio

Personals

4

On the Coast, Lohr also discussed
Upon returning from the Coast,
"The Circle" program April 2
Major Lenox R. Lohr, president of the film-radio situation with Harry CARY GRANT will return to
. . Twins, a boy and a girl, have
.
Warner
and
Louis
B.
Mayer
but
NBC, revealed that both the sponsor
to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
born
been
and the sponsor's agency handling would not make any comment regarding the nature of the conversations Weiss. The father is with W>T-F-W
Jimmv
Fidler's
broadcasts
and the
commentator
himself,
have agreed
to which were held.
')ed
r« pro. . .theFelix
Lohr ventured the opinion that the for
be more discreet in the future on the
Schaefer
the been
time ton has
fifth Knigh
air.
controversy between films and radio
gram over WEAF . . . Harry Pascoe,
"This action must not be construed was a "press manufactured" one and chief continuity writer at WMCA,
that it is unlikely to break out again has written an announcers' guide . . .
as a 'gag' on Fidler," Lohr explained. for some time to come.
Dave Kaonohi, tenor on the Phil
"We merelv pointed out to him that it
Fidler broadcasts over both NBC Baker program, has been renewed for
was more important, and of greater
public service, for him to tell people and CBS. He is sponsored by Proc- another 13 weeks.
ter & Gamble. H. W. Caster & Sons,
what pictures to see, rather than what
of Chicago, is the agency.
Calls Canada
Radio
pictures' to avoid."
Business Monopoly
Endorses Retention
Intercity Net Will
Edmonton, March 28. — Charging
Air Fair Programs the radio business in Canada constiOf Canada Radio Fee
Preparing for the opening of the
tutes amonopoly, R. J. Gaunt, investiOttawa, March 28. — Continuation
gating commissioner, has recommended
of the present $2.50 license on radio New York World's Fair, cities along
receiving sets was endorsed by the the Atlantic coast will present a week- to the Alberta Government that the
Radio Committee of the House of
ly series of special broadcasts saluting present method of wholesale distribution called for prosecution under the
Commons on a motion by J. G. Ross. the Fair on successive Sundays from
He said evidence of the Canadian 2:30 to 3 P.M., to be broadcast Combines Act. Suggesting prosecuWMCA and associated stations "be commenced against ThermiBroadcasting
Corp. officers
as to result
"cur- through
tailment of service
that must
onics Ltd., and all companies licensed by
tions of the Intercity network.
Thermionics
Ltd., to manufacture or
The salutes, beginning with a Philafrom heard
any reduction
been
and shouldin berevenue"
adopted had
by
delphia acknowledgment this Sunday sell radio tubes in Canada" the report
declared that it deemed advisable steps
the committee as a warning of what
in WIP, is titled "Inter- be taken to institute an investigation
would happen if the fees were cut. originating
city Salute," and is an extension of under the Combines Act into the
The motion was carried and a second the foreign
salutes from European naand distribution of radio
motion by Ross that the main motion
tions which were featured on the net- manufacture
tubes.
be sent to the House of Commons as
works during past weeks. WLAW,
Gaunt suggested the possibility of
an interim report was carried without Intercity station in Lawrence, Mass.,
a vote.
will present the second salute. Other the Alberta Government taking over
Musicians' Protective Association broadcasts will originate from WMEX, the sale of tubes in this province but
has taken steps to block the proposed Boston; WCBM, Baltimore; WOL, feared such a move would result in
reduction. The association has pro- Washington ; WPRO, Providence ; court action with Thermionics Ltd.,
tested to the Radio Committee of the WDEL, Wilmington; WGAL, Lan- Toronto, patent holders. As a second
caster, and WORK, York.
Canadian Parliament against the radio
and more hopeful suggestion he recomfee reduction.
mended petitioning the Federal Government for alteration of patent legislation.
Senate Passes Bill
Moffat Amends
Bill
On Recordings Sales
On Radio Liability
Albany, March 28.— The Senate to- Crosley Plans New
Albany, March 28. — Assemblyman
day passed the bill of Senator Charles
Abbot Low Moffat has strengthened
Cincinnati Studio
larceny of the unhis measure extending freedom from D. Perry making
authorized sale of broadcast records.
Cincinnati, March 28. — Crosley
action against stations, commentators The measure was passed by a vote of Corp.
has leased the entire 48th floor
and announcers by amendment on the
47 to 1, Senator Arthur Wicks being of the Carew Tower, 574 feet above
Assembly third reading. The amend- the only dissenter.
the street level, in the heart of the
ed bill will be voted on later in the
downtown business sector, in which
week.
facsimile broadcasting studios, control
The Perry legislation to prevent the
WCOA
Joining NBC
and observation rooms, and a projecsale of "outlaw recordings" made from
tion room for pictures will be built
WCOA,
Pensacola,
which joins
broadcasts, was advanced to third
NBC
on
Sunday
as
a
supplementary
reading in the Senate, with passage affiliate of the Red and Blue networks, upon granting of a television construction permit, recently applied for to the
due today or tomorrow.
bringing the total number of NBC F.C.C.
Plans call for construction of an
stations to 172, will be saluted by the
Close Deal on WCKY
network that same day. Pensacola ultra-high frequency transmitter, and
Cincinnati, March 28.— L o c a 1 Broadcasting Co. owns the station, two broadcasting units consisting of a
stores of Sears Roebuck have signed which operates with 1,000 watts power video and an audio transmitter. The
with WCKY for five-minute broad- during the day and 500 watts at night. station will operate on 1,000 watts
casts of baseball scores, at 5 :30 P.M.
power, on a frequency band between
daily, beginning April 17. Rex Davis,
50 and 56 megacycles. It is expected
Ball
Games
on
KGO
sports commentator, will be at the
that the power will be increased after
mike. Account placed by the local
San Francisco, March 28. — KGO tests are made.
Frederic Ziv agency.
baseball broadcasts have started, with
the veteran sportcaster, Ernie Smith,
Air Film Critics Friday
airing the first of four practice games
On WLW
Promotion
the Pittsburgh Pirates and
Radio Film Critics will present a
Cincinnati, March 28. — Beulah between
Strahway has been appointed head of San Francisco Seals. On April 1 portion of an informal meeting on the
Pacific Coast league games start
the WLW-WSAI promotion depart- under the sponsorship of the Goodrich air over WHOM from 3:30 to 3 :45
P. M. Friday, discussing the problems
ment, replacing W. C. Guenther, who Co. and General Mills, Inc.
of radio critics and of the radio and
becomes coordinator of exploitation on
film industries.
the Crosley facsimile and television.
Griffin Show to Resume
"Time to Shine," featuring Hal
Ken Craig Joins KSFO
May
"Magic
Key*'
Fate Drop
of the
RCA-sponsored
Kemp and guest stars will return to
San Francisco, March 28. — Ken
"Magic
Key"thisprogram
will CBS May 21 for the summer for the Craig, formerly of KNX, Hollywood,
be
decided
week. on
It isNBC
believed
Griffin Manufacturing Co., makers of has replaced Vance Graham on the
likely that the program will be taken shoe polish. The program will be announcing staff of KSFO here.
off the air, at least for the summer. broadcast over at least 40 stations.
Graham resigned due to ill health.
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20th-Fox

Open

Meet

Chicago
280

at

Today

Delegates

Annual

to

Sales

Attending
Parley

Alcohol

YORK,

Board

THURSDAY,

Asks

Liquor Air Ad Ban
Washington, March 29.— Officials of the Federal Alcohol
Administration and AntiSaloon League, today told the
Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee that enactment of
the Johnson Bill prohibiting
radio advertising of liquor
would tend to improve conditions on the air.
Neville Miller, president of
the National Association of
Broadcasters, urged rejection
of the measure, explaining
that while he was not out of
sympathy with its aims it set
up "dangerous and unnecessary precedents."
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STRIKE

PROBE

OPENED

Strike Developments
Federal District Attorney and
Department of Justice begin investigation of local strike. Prepare to issue subpoenas for officials of I. A. T. S. E., Local 306,
Local B-51 and Empire State Operators union.
Mediation efforts continue with
State Board making recommendations for settlement to Local 306,
which sweristoday.
scheduled to give its an-

Chicago, March 29.— With 280
delegates attending from the branches,
home office and foreign field, the annual sales convention of 20th CenturyFox starts here tomorrow for three
days at the Congress Hotel. Sidney
R. Kent, president, and Herman Wobber, sales chief, arrived today from
the coast.
Company attorneys continue
Executives will discuss the effect of
work of preparing injunction pathe proposed trade practice program Will Set Early Trial
pers to restrain union.
on sales policies and 1939-40 contracts.
No theatres without film at
The foreign situation will also be a In Studio Union Case
end of third day of strike. Promajor topic.
gram changes tonight will test
Hollywood, March 29. — Judge EmWobber to Preside
emergency
systems
of film demett H. Wilson today ordered a conliveries
throughout city.
tinuance
of
the
hearing
on
motions
Wobber will preside at all sessions.
The meeting will open tomorrow and demurrers in the litigation over
morning with roll call by Jack Sichel- control of Studio Technicians' Local
man, assistant to Wobber. Then 37 between the I.A.T.S.E. and local Scully Sets Dates for
there will be addresses by three ex- officers. He indicated he would set
Three 'U' Meetings
ecutives of National Theatres, 20th an early trial date.
More
than
200
pages
of
affidavits
Century-Fox affiliate, including Spyros
Dates for Universal's three regional
Skouras, operating head, William T. were submitted by opponents headed sales meetings were set yesterday by
by
International
representatives
John
W. A. Scully, general sales manager.
Powers, chief film buyer, and J. J.
Sullivan, Fox West Coast film buyer. Gatelee and Frank Stickling on one
First meeting will be held at Cincinnati, April 15 to 17, inclusive, at
At this session addresses will also side; Joseph W. Carpenter and other
be heard by Felix A. Jenkins, general deposed Local 37 officers on another, the Netherland Plaza Hotel ; the second, in Chicago, April 18, 19 and 20,
counsel of the company, and William and James E. Shaw, local member
J. Kupper, western division manager. seeking an accounting of funds from at the Palmer House, and the third
in San Francisco, April 22, 23 and 24,
Foreign heads will speak at tomor- the Hollywood unit's officers.
Judge Wilson in denying A. Brig- at the St. Francis.
row's afternoon session. On the pro- ham Rose, attorney for the suspended
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal presigram are Walter J. Hutchinson, di(Continued on page 5)
dent, plans to attend the meetings.
rector of foreign distribution ; Sir
Gordon Craig, British Movietone
chief ; R. Sutton Dawes, British sales
manager ; C. V. Hake, Australian
managing director ; A. Ruscica, man- Pa.
Measure
Would
Compel
ager in Chile ; Leo Brandfeld, former
manager in Czechoslovakia, and Harold Rosenfeld, former Vienna manager.
National
Anthem
in Houses
William J. Clark, general sales
manager of shorts and news, will then
outline his department's program for
Harrisburg, Pa., March 29. — It law would be effective 60 days after
the new season.
J. P. O'Loghlin,
final enactment.
will- cost theatre operators in Penn{Continued on page 5)
Assemblyman Edwin Winner of
sylvania $10 for each day they fail to
Montgomery County introduced a bill
display the American flag and neglect which would permit a referendum on
Distributors Finish
to play the national anthem before Sunday films in any municipal subdivision of the state, to be held every
every performance, if a bill introduced
Trade Pact Parleys
three years instead of every five years,
today in the lower house of the Leg- as now.
Distributors have completed
islature by Assemblyman Samuel M.
their trade practice discusAssemblyman Russell H. Reese of
sions. The final draft is now
Rosenfield
of Philadelphia becomes a Washington, Pa., offered a measure
law.
up to the lawyers. Yesterwhich would make it illegal for theday, company sales managers
atres to hold Bank Night, under penCosts would be added to the amount
and the lawyers held another
alty of fine or imprisonment or both.
meeting for discussion of
of the fine, failure to pay which would There already are bills before the
last-minute matters. The
result in the offending theatre man Legislature permitting Bank Nights
speed with which the draft is
being sent to jail for not more than under a plan where 15 per cent of the
completed is up to the at10 days. Each day a violation is receipts would be paid to the state and
torneys.
committed would constitute a separate authorizing theatres to hold Bank
punishable offense, and the proposed

BY

CENTS

IS

U.

S.

Dep't of Justice Agents
Here Investigating
Anti-Trust Angle
Department of Justice stepped into
the I. A. T. S. E.-Local 306 strike
situation here yesterday. Federal District Attorney's office and Federal
Bureau of Investigation men were
active throughout the day studying
all angles of the strike. Indications
are that subpoenas will be sought
for officials of I. A. T. S. E., Local
306, Local B-51 and Empire State.
Department's entrance into the
local situation followed a visit by
William J. Donovan, of counsel for
RKO, to Special Assistant Attorney
General Thurman Arnold in Washington, Tuesday. Federal men were assigned to the investigation by the
Attorney General's office.
The Department of Justice has
warned both sides against any agreelaws. ment that would violate the anti-trust
Union Wants Settlement
Local 306 officials last night declared that they would be willing that
the Federal authorities attempt to
settle the strike. "Thurman Arnold
perhaps is the only man that can do
it," a spokesman declared.
When in Washington Donovan conferred with William Green, president of the American Federation of
Labor, parent of the I.A.T.S.E.
Green indicated he is greatly disturbed
by the situation.
Assistant Attorney McGovern of
U. S.fice isDistrict
Cahill's ofin chargeAttorney
of the investigation
here.
The Federal study is directed particularly at the anti-trust law angles
of the union's
(Continued demands,
on page 5) although
Paramount

Adds

4

To British Program
Hollywood, March 29. — Paramount
announced here today the rapid expansion of Paramount British production plans and the addition of four
pictures to five already set to be made
in London. New pictures added to
list are "This Man Is New," a story
of British newspaper life featuring
Barry K. Barnes and Valerie Hobson,
"This Man in Paris," "The Silent
Battle," featuring Rex Harrison and
John
Loder,
andthe
Let number
Live,"
uncast.
Partandor"Live
all of
Night upon payment of a license fee. will be released in America.
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Pa.
Not

Censor
Yet

Confirmed

Harrisburg, Pa., March 29— Pennsylvania is still officially without a
censor, since, although Gov. Arthur
H. James has named Mrs. Edna Carroll as censor board chairman following the political dismissal of the previous board, the State Senate thus far
has failed to confirm her appointment.
No one has been appointed to fill the
other two vacancies on the board.
The state censor board is a bureau
of the Department of Public Instruction, and the review and approval of
pictures is being handled in a routine
manner by the department in Philadelphia, in charge of J. Calvin Core,
administrative assistant. It is understood most films are approved without
difficulty. Any controversial matter
is settled by calling in distributors,
who usually cooperate in any needed
changes in films.
McConville
Latin

New

Chief

Reports

America

Gain

A decided upturn in Latin American business was reported by Joseph
A. McConville, Columbia foreign
manager, yesterday following a two
weeks' business trip to Mexico. He
stated that relations between Mexican producers and U. S. distributors
had improved considerably during the
past months as a result of the improved results which are being shown
by producers who distribute through
American companies throughout
South America, instead of through
separate organizations in each country.
"L' Alibi," French production being
distributed" here by Columbia, has
been booked to open at the Fifth Ave.
Playhouse, April 8.
Equity Protests
In Actor Hotel

Rise
Rates

Equity
has issued
an appeal
in Actors'
behalf of
theatrical
folk threatened
with eviction from hotels in the Times
Square area because of revised rates
for the World's Fair. The appeal
was made in a letter under the signature of Paul Dulzell, executive secretary. It was addressed to Mayor LaGuardia, License Commissioner Moss,
Grover Whalen, Fair head and Edward P. Mulrooney, hotel arbitrator.
Dulzell pointed out that low salaried
actors and chorus girls would suffer
by the cancellation of weekly rates and
the raise in daily rates.
Agent Sues Author
Henry M. Schiff er, literary agent,
filed suit yesterday in the N. Y. Supreme Court against George E. Carmody, attorney, and Henry Rose, author of the play, "Burrow, Burrow,"
and asked the court to direct the defendants to pay him 10 per cent of a
settlement of a plagiarism suit brought
by Rose against M-G-M Pictures.

For Lunch, Dinner or Supper
LaHIFF'S
TAVERN
The Industry's
MEETING and EATING PLACE
156 W. 48th St. Tel. CHickering 4-4200
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Personal

Purely

JOHN HICKS, Paramount foreign
chief, arrives today on the Normandie from England. Others aboard
are Herbert Wilcox, Ben Goetz,
Sam Wood, Gabriel Pascal, Greer
Garson, Mrs. Erno Rapee, Henry
Bernstein, French playwright, and
Dr. Eugene Zador, Hungarian comc
poser.
Maurice Silverstone, operating
head of United Artists, leaves the
coast today for New York, arriving
here Sunday. Merle Oberon and
James Roosevelt arrive in New York
today from the coast.
•
Matthew Fox, Universal vicepresident, and John Joseph, advertising and publicity director, arrive in
New York from the coast tomorrow
for a brief home office visit.
•
Irene Castle McLaughlin has
come from Chicago to attend the
Music Hall opening today of "The
Storywhich
of Vernon
and Irene
Castle,"
for
she acted
as technical
advisor.
•
Mrs. Carlos Israels gave birth
yesterday to a daughter, Elizabeth,
at the Lenox Hill Hospital. The
father is connected with the law firm
of White & Case.
•
Mac Rubenfeld of the M-G-M
sales department in Hollywood, is
visiting his brother here, Joseph M.
Rubenfeld,
Oriental.

manager
•

of

Loew's

Sheridan Gibney, playwright, will
arrive in Hollywood today to start
work on the screenplay of the Lloyd
C. Douglas novel, "Disputed Passage," for Paramount.
To

Rule

Shortly

on

Ellis* Fee Request
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Louis
A. Valente within the next few days
will rule on applications for fees made
by Emil K. Ellis, trial counsel for
Loew's stockholders, in the consolidate officers
actions brought
against and
Loew's
and its
and directors,
by
seven other attorneys and Bernard
Reis, an accountant, it was revealed
yesterday.
These applications which are now
being considered by Justice Valente do
not ask for specific sums, but in each
instance request "reasonable fees." All
the allowances will be paid by Loew's
from money it will receive as refund
for overpayments to five officers of the
company.
Wins Damage Verdict
Iowa City, la., March 29. — A district court jury awarded Mrs. Mary
Pittman $3,543.31 damages for injuries she suffered when she fell in
the Englert here in 1937. The Englert is a unit of the Central States
Theatre Corp. circuit.

Set Fleischer Opening
Miami, March 29.— "Aladdin and
His Wonderful Lamp," two-reel color
cartoon produced by Max Fleischer
at his new studio here, will open at
the Sheridan in Miami Beach April 4.

►

Yorkers

'Dodge

Off

to

City9 Opening

More than 80 correspondents will
entrain on specials today and Friday
di- to attend the opening of the Warner
MAN,
BOB WEIT
rector of the
New manag
YorkingPara"Dodge City" in that Kansas
mount, returns tomorrow from a brief picture
town on Saturday. Among the writers
and
leaving from New York
trip to Bermuda.
will others
be:

Sam Eckman, in charge of distribution for M-G-M in Great Britain, will
Saturday on the
sail for England
•
Normandie.

Rose Pelswick, Bland Johaneson,
Eileen Creelman, William Bohnel,
Howard Barnes, Paul Peters, Ira
Wolfert, Mark Barron, Jean Rue,
James Cunningham, Maurice Kann,
Judy Garland, having completed Jack Harrower, Charlie Berns, Gr^dher role in M-G-M's "The Wizard of well L. Sears, Carl Leserman, R, U
Oz," arrives here tomorrow with her Budd, Jacob Wjlk, Mitchell RawsJn
and John Harkins.
mother for a week's• vacation.
The New York group will be joined
Charles Stern, eastern district at Chicago by another representing
manager for United Artists, has re- midwestern papers.
turned to the New York exchange
Among those who will join the
from a Florida vacation.
•
party at Dodge City will be Franklin
Mrs. William Dieterle, wife of D. Roosevelt, Jr., son of the Presithe Warner director, is sponsoring dent.
productions by the Continental Players, a refugee group,
Hold Monthly Para.
• in Hollywood.
Board Meet Today
Lester Koenig's original story,
"All Night Program," has been purMonthly meeting of the Paramount
chased by RKO for production on this board of directors will be held today.
season's schedule. •
Barney Balaban, president ; Stanton Griffis, executive committee chairNate Goldstein, Paramount theatre
man ; Neil F. Agnew, distribution
associate, was here yesterday from head, and Russell Holman, eastern
Springfield, Mass., for home office story and talent head, leave for the
conferences.
coast about the middle of next week to
•
production conferGeorge Fitzmaurice arrived at the start newences.season
Robert Gillham, advertising
Paramount studio yesterday to direct
and publicity director, leaves for the
Isa Miranda's starring film, "Madame coast Monday to participate in the
conferences, which get under way at
•
the studio in about 10 days. He will
Gus Schaefer, former Continental
European
start eastatfor
the "Union
Pacific"
Mystery." manager for Paramount, premiere
Omaha,
April 28,
with
was
a
visitor
at
the
company's
home
office yesterday.
plans for remaining at the home office thereafter.
•
Clifford B. Ross of Ross Federal
Service is in Miami.
Toronto,Revis
March
— O n ing"
t a r io
ed 29."Darl
Reject
Board of Moving Picture Censors,
In Arnstein Action through Chairman J. C. Silverthorne,
has rejected the revised version of
Decision in the $2,000,000 plagiar"Yes, My
Daughter"
on open
the
ism suit of Ira B. Arnstein against ground
that Darling
the revamped
print is
Ascap, Warners and a number of to misinterpretation and has requested
music publishing houses was reserved the Warner exchange to release only
yesterday by Federal Judge Edward the original version. The original film
A. Conger, after a trial that lasted is being presented in the Uptown here
three weeks.
and the Centre, Ottawa.
Arnstein, who asked for an injunction, accounting and $2,000,000 damages, claimed plagiarism of over 50 of
fttOTION'PICTURE
his songs in compositions of the deDAILY
fendants, and also charged the defendants with conspiracy to deny him
{Registered U. S. Patent Office)
membership in Ascap.
MARTIN SAM
QUIGLEY,
and
Publisher;
SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
A.
CRON,
Advertising
Manager.
To Film Canada Shorts
Published daily except Saturday. Sundav
Toronto, March 29. — Stuart Legg and holidays by Ouigley Publishing Company. Inc., Martin Ouigley. president:
of the Strand Film Co., London, has Colvin Brown,
vice-president
and Avenue
treasurerat
Publication
office:
1270 Sixth
been engaged by the Dominion Government under a contract calling for a Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone 7-3100. AllCable
address:
"Quigpubco.
salary of $3,000 for the directing of Circle
New York."
contents
copyrighted
1939
two short subjects dealing with youth by Quigley Publishing Company. Inc.
Address all correspondence to the New York
office.
training projects under Federal-Provincial auspices, the films to be proOther Ouigley publications: Motion
duced within a period of three months. Picture Herald, Better Theatres. Teatro
al Dia, International Motion Picturf
Almanac and Fame.
BUREAUS: — Hollywood; Postal Union
Life Building, Vine and Yucca Sts. : Boone
250 Prints
Hollywood,
Marchof 29.'Streets9
— More than Mancall, manager; William R. Weaver,
editor. Chicago: 624 S. Michigan Ave.. C. B.
250 prints of Monogram's "Streets
manager. London: 4 Golden Souare.
of New York" will be issued at once, O'Neill,
W. 1 : cable address, Quigpubco, London :
according to W. Ray Johnston, Mono- Hope Williams, manager.
Entered as second class matter Sept. 23.
gram president. Action was taken
1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y..
after New York and Chicago sales- under
the set of March 3, 1879.
film. men saw an advance screening of the
Subscription rates per year $6 in the
Americas and $12 foreign. Single copies 10c.
Decision
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n support of Miss Davis are Geo. Brent, Humphrey Bogart, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Ronald Reagan, Henry Travers, Cora IVitherspoon. Directed by Edmund

hulding. Screen Play by Casey Robinson. From the Play by George Emerson Brewer, Jr. and Bertram Block Music by Max Steiner. A First National Picture
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Reviewing

"Money to Loan"
(M-G-M)
The latest in the "Crime Does Not
Pay" series deals with the activities of
a loan shark company. Starting with
the advertising used to induce the public to make loans, the film details with
considerable forcefulness the methods
used to collect the usurious loans.
Blackmail, threats, physical violence
and, finally, murder are among the
collection methods. The murder results in the roundup of the gang and
the subject ends with a warning that
banks and legitimate loan companies
should be patronized. The film should
hold audience interest. Running time,
20 mins. "G."*

the
"The

Latest

Roaming

Camera,

(Warners)
This is the first of a new Vitaphone
1"
series,
in "The Color PaNo.classified
rade." Production is by E. M. Newman, with narration by Alan Kent
and Maida Severn. Sequences include
football as played in Hawaii with
bare feet ; Antoine of Paris creating
dazzling hairdresses ; youths learning
navigation on the U. S. Maritime
Service training ship, the Joseph Conrad. Good novelty, in color. Running time, 11 mins. "G."*

"Ranch House Romeo"
(RKO)
A light, western-type story com"Popular Science"
bined with music by the "6 Bar Cow(Paramount)
boys" band make a diverting twoPopular Science reels invariably reel subject.
The cowboys with the
and
pack a good deal of interesting
aid of a Hollywood actress make
educational subject matter, and this things all right again after the ranch
is no exception. Subjects shown are owner has been swindled out of his
the U. S. Submarine Base at New
London, Conn., where gobs are trained property. That's the story, but the
for duty in undersea craft ; laboratory cast isn't any more serious about it
than the audience, so the latter won't
men trol
studying
con-a mind so much. Running time, 17
methods viaMississippi
a miniatureflood
model,
new method of scientifically planting a
lawn ; a bank on wheels that caters mins. "G."*
to automobilists, and the usual sci- "Cafe Boheme"
ence in the household shots. Running (Universal)
Everything but the vaudeville jugtime, 11 mins. "G."*
gler is crammed into this musical
short subject. There is a Spanish
"Air Waves"
dancer, a singing group, a Russian
(RKO-Pathe)
singer, Roy Smeck's Hawaiian band ;
A trip through the N.B.C. broad- a team of specialty dancers, and still
casting studios and a view of Radio another team of dancers, plus Saul
City are provided in this subject. It
is an interesting backstage tour and Grauman's girls who hoof on musical
should prove popular, particularly with stairs. Running time, 17 mins. "G."*
audiences who have never had an opportunity towitness an actual broad- "Imperial Delhi"
(M-G-M)
cast. Running time, 10 mins. "G."*
This FitzPatrick Traveltalk provides aview of the architectural won"Fisherman's Pluck"
ders of India. Included, too, are typi(Paramount)
cal streets, natives at work, a wedding
Here is an exciting outdoor picture, procession and a county fair. One of
replete with grand scenic shots of the the outstanding sequences is that of
wild areas of the Oregon River. Nar- the ivory carvers, with some breathrated by Ted Husing, the camera actaking shots of the product of their
companies Zane Grey on a fishing
expedition in quest of steelhead trout. art. Running time, 8 mins. "G."*
Grey is shown demonstrating his technique of angling, flycasting and ca- "Chained"
noeing in dangerous waters. Running ( Warners)
Floyd Gibbons presents an exciting
mins. "G."*
10
time,
real life story, in the "Your True
Adventure Series," which should
"Artie Shaw and His
have general appeal. This deals with
children who play pirates, and how
Orchestra"
( Warners)
one of the youngsters is chained up
This is a pleasing "Melody Master." as a hostage and is caught by the inThe band, in a night club setting,
coming tide. The suspense is terrific
plays several popular numbers and while his playmates vainly try to rescue him and he is finally saved by
Artie Shaw has ample opportunity to
display his skill with the clarinet, but harbor police. The hero, as usual,
is shown. Running time, 12 mins.
is not obtrusive. Tony Pastor is fea- "G."*
tured in a Russian swing number.
Running time, 10 mins. "G."*
"Chicken Jitters"
(Warners)
In this "Looney Tune" cartoon,
Porky is featured as the owner of a
chicken farm, where the hens and
chicks are cheerful jitterbugs. A fox
kidnaps a duckling, and then the battle
starts. Mildly amusing. Running
time, 7 mins. "G."*

"March of Time, No. 8"
(RKO)
Taking its cue from the headlines
dealing with the territorial demands of
Italy, the new issue of "March of
Time" gives a graphic portrayal of
the goals and methods of Mussolini.
Titled "Background for War — The
Mediterranean," the reel shows why
the Mediterranean Sea has risen in
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in

Short

importance in the struggle for control
of Continental Europe. After portraying the early and still continuing
efforts to incite Moslems against Britain and France, the reel is brought up
to date with the Italian campaign in
French Tunisia. It is a vigorous and
forthrightritorial
denunciation
Italy'splease
terambitions. It of
should
where audiences are not sympathetic to
such ambitions. Running time, 18

Subjects

"Republic
of Panama"
(Paramount)
Latest of the Paramount "color
cruise" releases deals interestingly with
life in the Canal Zone. Episode opens
with picturesque view of Colon, followed by Panama City and other centers of the republic, with the camera
centering on the modern shops, hotels
and even the race tracks. Highlight pf
the reel is the jaunt through (j f
Canal.

Running time, 9 mins. "G!"*

"G."* for Lunch"
mins..
"An
Hour
(M-G-M)
Robert Benchley undertakes to
guide the man with one hour for lunch
and to explain how this brief period
may best be used. After establishing
an elaborate program which includes
lunch, haircut, exchange of a shirt and
several other minor items, he barely
succeeds in finishing his meal. As
usual, Benchley succeeds in taking his
subject from problems close to home,
and this is no exception. It should
draw plenty of laughs. Running time,

senses something wrong and the hero
comes to the rescue. Running time,

9 mins. "G."*
"Going
( Universal) Places"

7 mins. "G."*
"Duel
(M-G-M) Personalities"

Rio De Janiero is the place the
camera takes the audience. With
Graham McNamee handling the commentary, the camera lenses sweep
the city's chief attractions. Color
would have aided this feature immensely. Running time, 9 mins. "G."*
"Clock Wise," No. 4
(RKO)
A new Edgar Kennedy comedy in
which he collects as much grief, while
dispensing his own harried brand of
amusement, as is customary for this
series. to
Plotridrevolves
Kennedy's
efforts
himself about
of a mechanical
clock invented by father-in-law, and
the predicaments which result therefrom. Kennedy "fans" should reap
their usual quota of amusement from
it. Running time, 16 mins. "G."*
"Hello, Momma"
(RKO)
A variety subject which offers
Georgie Jessel as master of ceremonies, aduty which he performs while
engaged in one of his well known telephone acts
conversations
with Four
"momma."
Principal
are the
Eton
Boys, quartet ; Frieda Sullivan, novelty dancer,
and company.
Emerson'sUp Mountaineers, hill-billy
to the
average of this type of subject. Running time, 9 mins. "G."*
"Sporting Wings" No. 8
(RKO Pat he)
Amateur or "sporting" aviators and
their craft receive the camera's attention in this latest addition to Frank
Donovan's Sportscope series. All
varieties of privately owned planes
and the uses to which they are put are
pictured. Range of ships is from the
small, simple craft, through increasingly larger planes to gyroscopes and
the huge seaplane with a 1,000-mile
cruising radius of Gar Wood's. Running time, 9 mins. "G."*

"One Armed Bandit"
(Universal)
A Walter Lantz cartoon, which
draws its delightful action from the
old fashioned "mellerdramas." Grandpop draws his relief money and is enticed into a saloon by the villain, to
lose his money playing the slot machine. The villain receives the mortgage
money
for another
tussle withfor some
the slot
machine.
Daughter

Alfalfa,
leader
of hypnotized,
"Our Gang,"
permits
himself
to be
and
while in this state challenges Butch
to a duel for the hand of Darla.
When he comes out of the trance, he
thinks better of it and so does Butch.
Both boys agree to pretend to fall
dead and to watch where Darla runs.
The young lady, however, overhears
the plot and walks off with Waldo.
This is up to par. Running time, 10

"Daffy Duck
mins. "G"*

and

the

( Warners)
Leon Schlesinger delivers good
Dinosaur"
color
cartoon work in this "Merrie
Melody," but the striving for whimsy
hits only in spots. A ravenous caveman, in the stone age, seeks to make
a breakfast of Daffy Duck, but gets
"the bird" throughout. Running time,

7 mins. "G."*
"Tough
(Universal) Little Mice"
A Lantz cartoon burlesque on the
"Dead End Kids," and it has wide
appeal. Three tough mice waylay the
nice little mouse after the genteel one
has come from the market with a basket for food, including a box of popcorn. Running time, 7 mins. "G."*
"So Does an Automobile"
(Paramount)
An imaginative and altogether delightful Betty Boop cartoon. Betty
opens a hospital for sick and ailing
automobiles. In her combination garage-hospital Betty doctors, operates
on and nurses ailing omnibusses,
climaxed when a huge truck, accepted
as an emergency case, gives birth to
twin midget cars. Running time, 7
G" denotes general classification.
mins. "G."*
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20th-Fox

Executives

at

20th-Fox

Convention

On

Sessions

Today

in Chicago

(Continued from page 1)
Canadian district manager and 1938
S. R. Kent Drive leader, will present
prizes in the drive to field forces.
Addresses will follow by Morton A.
Levy, 1939 drive leader, William Sussman, eastern division manager, and
William C. Gehring, central division
head.
"Bell" to Be Screened

S. B. KENT
President of
20th-Fox

H. VVOBBEK
Director of
Distribution

chas. McCarthy
Advertising and
Publicity Head

SPYBOS SKOURAS
National Theatres
Operating: Head

In the evening there will be a
screening of "Alexander Graham
Bell," at the Chicago Theatre. This
is the first Cosmopolitan production
released by 20th Century-Fox.
At the Friday morning meeting,
addresses by Movietone executives are
scheduled as follows : Truman H. Talley, producer of Movietonews and
short subj ects ; Edmund Reek, general
manager ;mentatorLowell
Thomas, chiefsports
com- ;
;Ed Thorgersen,
Lew Lehr, humor ; Vyvyan Donner,
fashion editor. Paul Terry, producer
of Terrytoons, and Harvey Day, Sr.,
business representative, will then discuss their cartoon product.
McCarthy to Talk

WM, SUSSMAN
Eastern Sales
Manager

W. C. GEHKING
Central Sales
Manager

W. .T. KUPPER
Western Sales
Manager

W.Head
HUTCHINSON
of Foreign
Distribution

noon and presented certain recommendations and suggestions designed
to bring about a settlement. Judge
Levy is scheduled to consult with
Is Opened
by U. S. union officials and make his reply to
the mediator today. Further meet{Continued from page 1)
ings of the kind will depend upon
phases of the investigation are con- the answer given today. Freund said
cerned with possible interference with he could not disclose the nature of
the free flow of interstate commerce. the recommendations but it is believed they have as they objective
Meanwhile, company attorneys continued their preparation of injunction the absorption of Empire State by
papers which will be filed late today Local 306, the professed aim of the
or tomorrow. A legal committee strike.
of three attorneys representing
State mediation board is expected
M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox and Para- to take over the strike situation and
mount has been appointed by the dis- to consider whether Empire State
tributors' strategy committee to pre- union's contracts with Century and
pare the injunction papers against the Cocalis circuits are legal. The point
union.
to be decided is whether those contracts conform with national and state
"No Theatre Strike"
labor laws passed after negotiation
Local 306 insists no operators will of the contracts.
be called out of theatres.
May Seek Restrainer
All I.A.T.S.E. crafts here have been
If it should be found that the coninstructed by the International executracts do not conform, the state board
tive board to honor Local 306 picket
lines. Paramount News is the only may then apply for a restraining order against Century and Cocalis.
newsreel affected by the order, but it
Their
contracts with the Empire
got today's issue out on time.
The Paramount News picket line State union provide that the union
affects laboratory, cameramen and cannot merge with Local 306 unless
studio technicians' locals. There is a it has the employers' consent. This
possibility that Local 306 picketing may be regarded by the state board
may be extended to all newsreels and as contrary to the Federal and state
one or two laboratories servicing labor acts, which give the employes
major companies, which may tie them the right to choose their own bargainup.
ing agent.
However, before taking any action
Executive board of Laboratory
Technicians' Union, Local 702, met involving legality of the Empire State
contracts, the state mediation board
last night to discuss the situation.
Efforts at mediation of the union's plans to call in all parties concerned
demands also progressed yesterday for a full discussion of the situation.
despite the other developments. Jules
Harry Brandt, president of the
J. Freund of the State Mediation I.T.O.A., expressed his belief in the
Board met with Mathew Levy, attor- "common sense" of George E.
ney for Local 306 yesterday after- Browne, president of the I.A.T.S.E.,
Strike

Investigation

TRUMAN TALLEY
Producer of
Movietone

and that he will be willing to negoterms. tiate a settlement on reasonable
Local 306 officials last night declared that anything the state mediation board might attempt to do is
"meaningless," since the strike is interstate, affecting New Jersey as well
as New York, and therefore subject
to Federal jurisdiction. Federal officials, perhaps the National Labor
Relations Board, should handle the
situation, officials declared.
Strike Front Quiet
Actual strike front, 44th St. and
Ninth Ave., was unusually quiet yesterday. Local 306 reduced the picket
line from two men to an exchange
entrance to one man, leaving only
five men on the street to maintain the
line which continued to keep organized exchange employes away from
work. Film shipments, however, continued and the emergency method of
picking up shows at theatres functioned smoothly. The meeting of
division managers' committee yesterday, of which Milton Kusell of
Paramount, is chairman, was advised
that no theatre in the metropolitan
area was without film at the end of
the third day of the strike.
Picketing continued orderly but the
Warners and Paramount exchanges
supplemented city police details with
Burns Agency men.
Hundreds of neighborhood theatres
in the metropolitan area are scheduled to change programs tonight and,
with a new issue of the five newsreels scheduled, the emergency distribution system will receive its first
severe test then.
Discussion of the operators' strike
at exchanges featured the I. T. O. A.
meeting yesterday.

At the same session, Charles E.
McCarthy, director of advertising and
publicity, will outline plans for 193940, to be followed by an address by
Sidney R. Kent, president, who will
discuss
operations during the the
past company's
year.
Friday afternoon will be devoted to
a detailed analysis of the 1939-40
product by Wobber. His address will
bring the general sessions to a close.
The convention will wind up Saturday after divisional meetings.
Says

$6,500

Was

Paid

To Louis,
Operators'
St.
March 29. — Agent
Clyde A.
Weston, business agent of motion
picture operators' Local 143, was paid
$6,500 to avert a wage increase for
operators, according to testimony before Circuit Judge Ernest F. Oakley
today. Walter A. Thimmig, theatre
owner, who gave the testimony, said
the cash was given to Weston at a
bank in November, 1937.
Will

Set

Early

Trial

Of Studio Union Case
(Continued from page 1)
local officers, a new restraining order
against International officers, who
seized the local's books, records and
offices, threatened Rose with contempt
of court when the attorney demanded
in
court if the officers
"highhanded
International
were tactics"
approved.of
The court told the litigants to prepare further affidavits if they wished,
declaring the moot legal point in the
fight between International and local
officers was whether alliance by-laws,
under which International can suspend autonomy of the local, was constitutional.

'Mamlock'

Hearing

Set
Providence, March 29. — Rhode
Island Supreme Court today issued
a write for all records of the
Providence Bureau of Police relating
to the banning of the film "Professor
Mamlock." The court set April 17
as the date for further hearing on
the ban.
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'Ice

DAILY

Follies'

and

Out
'Saint

Strikes'

,000

for

at

Denver

Denver, March 29. — "Ice Follies of
1939" and "The Saint Strikes Back"
led the way at the Orpheum with
$9,000. Close behind were "Midnight,"
with $8,000 in the second week at the
Denham; "Yes, My Darling Daughter," with $9,000 at the Denver, and
"Blondie" and "Newsboys' Home,"
with $4,500 at the Paramount.
*t Vmated takings for the week ending March 29 :
"Topper Takes a Trip" (U.A.)
ALADDIN — (1,400) (25c-40c) 7 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $3,500)
"Love Affair" (RKO)
"Twelve Crowded Honrs" (RKO)
BROADWAY — (1,100) (25c-40c) 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $2,500)
•"Midnight" (Para.)
DENHAM — (1,750) (25c-40c) 7 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $8,000. (Average. $6,000)
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" (W.B.)
DENVER— (2,525) (25c-40c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,000. (Average, $8,500)
"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
"The Saint Strikes Back" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,600) (25c-35c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,000)
"Blondie" (Col.)
"Newsboys' Home" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (25c-40c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $3,500)
"Wings of the Navy" (W.B.)
"The Lady Vanishes" (G.B.)
RTALTO — (878) (25c-40c) 7 days, "Wings
of the Navy" 3rd week. Gross: $2,000.
(Average, $1,750)

Rydge

Is Here

Product

PICTURE

for

Purchases

Norman B. Rydge, managing director of Greater Union Theatres and
affiliated interests in Australia, is here
to buy product and to discuss the
booking situation generally in Australia. He will be here about two
weeks more.
Rydge says that he was responsible
for the provision making Government
funds available to producers in Australia. Cinesound, a Greater Union
affiliate, has applied for a Government
loan, buch loans are in the form of
guarantees of bank overdrafts, for a
period of one year. The amount may
be unlimited, according to Rydge.
Among other provisions, the films
act granted exhibitors a 25 per cent
cancellation. Rydge says this has
worked in favor of the large buyers,
because they now may buy product in
excess of normal requirements to provide for the rejection and that this
actually amounts to a 33 per cent
cancellation.
Rydge's theatre interests have not
used the cancellation and do not propose to, he declared, because of the
fact that it places a premium on overbuying. Rydge opposed increasing the
cancellation from 12^ per cent from
the start.
The Australian Government is endeavoring to obtain a reciprocity
amendment to the British Films Act
whereby Australian films would count
as English under the British distributors' quota. In return, Australia
would make effective an exhibitors'
quota of 15 per cent on British films.
If this came about, Australian producers would not need Government
financial assistance, Rydge believes.
Close Manager School
Elmira, March 29. — The Moving
Picture Theatre Managers Institute
has been closed.

Hollywood

Way

'Midnight'

Angeles

Los
Hollywood, March 29. — Harry
Sherman has decided to put music
in the "Hopalong Cassidy" series
starring William Boyd. He has
signed the King's Men, radio-film
singers, an
to appear
in six
"Hopalongs"
under
exclusive
contract
which
permits him to approve their other
film deals . . . Jackie Coogan joins
his wife, Betty Grable, in Paramount's "Million Dollar Legs" . . .
"Edgar Kennedy and Ray Whitley
eachd have signed new contracts with
RKO, and each will be featured in a
series of six shorts for the new season.
. . . Among the vehicles on the tentative schedule for Pat O'Brien at
Warners in "The Old 69th," story of
the famous National Guard regiment
of New York of which Father Francis Duffy was chaplain.
+
Claude Rains gets an important
role in "The Knight and the Lady,"
in which Warners will co-star Bette
Davis and Errol Flynn. The studio
seeks Basil Rathbone for another
top role . . . Monogram has purchased
"First Performance," American Magazine story by Matt Taylor, for a
vehicle for Martin Spellman, 12year-old . . . Start of Paramount's
"Air Raid" has been postponed, due
to inability of' camera- crews abroad
to get background shots of air raid
precautions due to military censorship,
according to the studio . . . Ann
Sheridan, having been given a publicity buildup, will be given the title
role in Warners' "Oomph Girl" . . .
Jack Moss has been signed by Paramount in connection with the develop-

Hollywood

ment of pictures to be directed by
Henry
Hathaway and Theodore
Reed.
+
David O. Selznick has purchased
"Ordeal," novel by Neville Schute,
who also wrote the best seller, "Kindling" .. . Nan Grey and Constance
Moore draw feminine leads in Universal's "Ex-Champ," featuring Victor
McLaglen and Tom Brown. Phil
Rosen will direct . . . Bela Lugosi
will be borrowed from Universal for
Warners' "The Doctor's Secret" .
20th Century-Fox has lined up a
strong
cast for with
"Young
Mr. Fonda
Lincoln,"in
now shooting
Henry
the title role. Marjorie Weaver will
play "Mary Todd," and supporting
will be Alice Brady, Arleen Whelan, Pauline Moore, Eddie Collins
and Spencer Charters.
+
Arcadia Pictures, producing for
Grand National release, has purchased "Born to Hang," story with
an aviation background by George
Bruce . . . Paul Malvern has started
on "Wolf Call," featuring Movita and
John Carroll, for Monogram release. George Waggner will direct.
. . . Chester Morris and Wendy
Barrie head the cast of RKO's "Five
Came Back," story of a wrecked clipper plane in the jungles of South
America . . . RKO has signed Edward Ellis for three pictures, first
of which will be "Career" . . . The
same studio has purchased "The Outlaw of Three Corners," original by
Bernard
McConville, as a George
O'Brien story.

Preview

Hits

Westward"

Hollywood, March 29.— "Rollin' Westward," final of the 1938-'39
series of Tex Ritter pictures which Ed Finney has produced for Monogram, maintains the entertainment quality and commercial standard of
its predecessors. An outdoor action feature, it is naturally whoop-andholler material for the youngsters, but the manner in which love interest,
music and comedy have been welded in, gives the film adult interest.
Phoney nesters, inspired by Harry Harvey and Charles King, Jr.,
are playing hob with cattle men and Herbert Corthrell, their principal
victim. Ritter is roped into being a participant in the land grabbing.

$18,000

29. — "MidLos Angeles,
ve
best comparati
night" scored the March
first week gross, with $18,000 at the
Paramount. In the second week, the
dual of "Oklahoma Kid" and "The
s
drewd $12,Jane Arden"
Adventure
and
Hollywoo
200 at the ofWarner
$14,500 at the Warner Downtown.
"The Lady Vanishes" took a good
$5,500
at the
4 Star
and "The
Lone
WolfandSpy"Love
Hunt"Affair"
took
$9,500 at the Hillstreet and $12,000 at
the Pantages.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 29 :
"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
CHINESE
(2,500) (30c-75c)
Gross:
$11,400.— (Average,
$12,500) 7 days.
"The Lady Vanishes" (G.B.)
4 STAR — (900) (40c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,500.
(Average.
$3,250)
"Love Affair"
(RKO)
"The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (30c-6Sc) 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $9,500. (Average, $6,500)
"Ice Follies of 1939" (M-G-M)
"Fast and Loose" (M-G-M)
LOEWS
STATE — (2,500) (30c-75c) 7
days. Affair"
Gross: $11,900.
"Love
(RKO) (Average, $14,000)
"The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt" (Col.)
PANTAGES— (3,000) (30c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross:(Para.)
$12,000. (Average, $7,000)
"Midnight"
PARAMOUNT — (3,595) (30c -65c) 7 days.
Stage: F. & M. revue, Paramount Theatre
orchestra.
Gross: Kid"
$18,000.
(Average', $18,000)
"The Oklahoma
(W.B.)
"The Adventures of Jane Arden" (W.B.)
WARNER
(3,000)
(30c-65c)BROS.
7 days,(HOLLYWOOD')
2nd week. Gross:$12,200. (Average. $14,000)
"The Oklahoma Kid" (W.B.)
"The Adventures of Jane Arden" (W.B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) (3,400) (30c-65c) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross:
$14,500. (Average, $12,000)

Oklahoma's
Pool

"Rollin'
(Monogram)

in

Details

Buying
Given

Oklahoma City, March 29. — Details of the proposed film and theatre
buying pool by independent exhibitors
have been disclosed. Protection of the
independent exhibitor's interest is the
primary purpose of the organization,
its sponsors said.
The pool plan calls for a central
office here under a state manager. He
would negotiate for the purchase of

The state would be divided into
product.districts. Each district branch
eight
would have its own manager to be
But after a couple of unpleasant brushes with Dorothy Fay, Cothr ell's elected by exhibitors in the area. The
daughter, he becomes aware of what actually is going on. Law and
office manager would negoorder brought to the community again with the land grabbers jailed, central
tiate with film exchange bookers for
Tex settles down to romantic life with Miss Fay.
product but exhibitors would sign
Production details endows the film with a full quota of fights and their own product contracts.
Sponsors of the group are arranging
chases. The exciting quality of these is contrasted by the instrumental
a meeting with Department of Justice
music and Ritter's singing.
officials to hear exhibitor complaints.
Fred Myton did the original screenplay and Al Herman directed.
The datenouncedoflater. the meeting will be an' G. McC.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."*
* "G" denotes general classification.

WB

Short

in Chicago

Warners' historical two-reeler in
TriStates Moving
Para. Signs Kingsley
color, "Sons of Liberty," will have
its premiere at the Stevens Hotel,
Des States
Moines,
March
29. — TriHollywood, March 29. — Sidney
Theatre Corp.,
now occupying
Chicago, May 27, at a banquet honorKingsley, well known playwright, has
ing Haym Salomon, Revolutionary
the third floor of the Parabeen signed by William LeBaron, part of mount
Theatre Building here, will
patriot whose
career isis-tothe
managing director of Paramount pro- move April 1 to the eighth floor, theme.
The banquet
be film's
sponduction, to write the screenplay of
sored
by
the
Patriotic
Foundation
of
Chicago.
where
the
offices
will
occupy
the
en"Every
Is Sunday."
tire floor.
is
due at Day
the studio
on Friday.Kingsley
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Television

Gala

Alarms
►

English

WHN

Closes

'Bell'

Industry

London, March 29. — Considerable
apprehension among distributors and
exhibitors was expressed at yesterday's joint meeting of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association and
Kinematograph
Renters'
SocietyTheto
consider
the television
situation.
increase in home television was the
chief cause of anxiety.
Distributors are particularly concerned over the use of films outside
the province of the K. R. S. It is
estimated that there are 8,000 televisors currently operating, and it is
calculated that in two years half the
total of radio licensees in the country
will be using television.
A second joint meeting of the two
organizations will be held next week,
with a view to formulating a collective
appeal to the British Broadcasting
Corp. to limit the program time of
films, especially short subjects.
Three

New
Time Contracts
New contracts closed at WHN include a 52-week deal with Kohler
Manufacturing Co. for drug products,
covering spot announcements Monday through Saturday, placed by
Courtland R. Ferguson Agency of
Baltimore.
Another contract was with Steem
Electric Co. of St. Louis for 13 weeks
of participation in "Ed East's Houseparty," heard Monday through Friday at 10:30 A. M., placed by the
Smith Benny Sales Co. A third deal
was with the West Disinfecting Co.,
for 52 weeks' of participation in the
"Polly the Shopper" program, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 9 to 9 :30
A. M., placed through Moser & Cotins.
Set Pacific Web Show
San Francisco, March 29. — Brown
& _ Williamson Tobacco Co., for
Wings cigarettes, has signed for a
52-week program over stations of the
CBS Pacific Network. Featuring
John B. Hughes, the program will be
"News, Views and Sports Reviews
by Hughes." It will be heard Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Thursday from 9:45 to 10 P. M. The contract was placed by Russell M. Seeds
Co. of Chicago.
Quiz Show on WMCA
A new quiz program, "What Do
You Know About America," based
on American history, will start on
WMCA April 1 from 8 to 8 :30 P. M.
Edward Boykin will direct the show.
The first program will feature 12 Boy
Scouts.

WKRC
Increases Power
Cincinnati, March 29.— WKRC,
Columbia station for Cincinnati, has
been granted increase in night power
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts by the F.
C. C. The station already operates on
5,000 watts daytime power.

Nehi Arranges Series
Nehi Corp. has set the show for
time recently booked on CBS, and
starting March 31, Bob Ripley, B. A.
Rolfe's orchesrta and vocalist Linda
Lee will be featured in the series.

Preview

for

Radio

Personals

<

at Coast

Fair

I.T.O. Is Reviving
Move to End Duals
New York I.T.O.A. has revived its move for the elimination of double bills. It condemns the practice as giving

Treasure Island, San Francisco,
March 29. — Here for the preview of
and company "The Story of Alexander Graham
E year
McGE
BER their
FIBbegin
on NBC
fifth
patrons
"movie forindigestion,"
and is asking
comments
Bell," about 250 Hollywood stars and
observe the program's newspapermen, guests of 20th Cenand willast
from
exhibitors
and
distribuApril 4 over the
200th broadc
tors as to whether they are
tury-Fox, were greeted by San FranNBC-Red network . . . Annabella,
for or against duals and why.
cisco's Mayor Angelo Rossi. A
screen actress, has been assigned the
Also, if anyone has a solution,
parade,
speeches
and
tour
of
the
Fair
Stella role in an original radio drama were included in the program.
the I.T.O.A. would like to
know what it is.
Addresses by Rossi, Leland Cutler,
to be aired on the CBS "Star Theatre"
April 5 . . . Judy Garland will assume
of the Golden Gate Internaguest star responsibilities on Walter president
tional Exposition, and George Creel,
O'Keefe's "Tune Up Time" April 6. United States Commissioner to the
Discussed
. . . Tommy Dorsey returns to the net- Exposition, broadcast on a nation- MPPDA
works Wednesday night, relieving
wide hookup, were answered by Darryl
Gene Krupa, who substituted while F. Zanuck, who thanked the city for
the former was on vacation.
the hospitality.
Neely Bill and Pact
Discussion of the Neely Bill and
the industry trade practice program,
which is expected to be in final form
Set Radio Details
May Delay Meet of
in a day or two, occupied members of
Ontario Exhibitors the M.P.P.D.A. board at their ad
On Visit of Royalty
Toronto, March 29. — General meet- j ourned meeting yesterday.
Will H. Hays, president, named
ing of the Ontario independent exhibElaborate arrangements for the
itors scheduled for April 4 in Toronto George J. Schaefer, Barney Balaban
radio coverage of the visit to Canada may have to be postponed for several and Joseph H. Hazen, the latter of
and the United States of King George days because of information that Nat Warners, to a committee which will
head of 20th Century Thea- cooperate with Hays in a study he is
and Queen Elizabeth of England were Taylor,
tres, Ltd., will not return to Toronto making "of the whole problem of relief and security in the motion picture
completed yesterday at a Toronto con- from Florida until after April 1.
An important item on the agenda industry." Hays and the committee
ference of representatives of Canadian
this conference is a proposal for will work with officers of the M. P.
Broadcasting Corp., British Broad- for
radical revision in the clearance Relief Fund, headed by Jean Hersholt,
casting Corp., CBS, NBC and Mutual. schedules for rental contracts in the president ; Ralph Morgan, executive
A total of 50 engineers and an- Dominion, even to the point of appeal- committee chairman, and Ralph Block,
treasurer.
nouncers of CBC have been assigned
ing for the total elimination of "proto cover the arrival of the royal party.
tection" in order to obtain speedy release of films.
The King is scheduled to make five
Defer Vote to April 11
speeches in Canada, and the Queen
NY Allied Discusses
On Projectionist Bill
will make at least one public address.
Albany, March 29. — Senator Crews,
Participating in the Toronto conferClearance Situation author of the projectionists bill said
ence at the Hotel York, were:
Discussion of the clearance situation today that he has put over his
E. L. Bushnell, general supervisor in New York state was held at a measure until April 11 for a vote
of programs, and R. T. Bowman, di- meeting of New York Allied yester- Other Senate business was the reportrector of special events, both of CBC ;
day in the office of Max A. Cohen of
ing out of the Coudert measure transFelix Greene, American representa- the Cinema Circuit, who is president.
ferring regulation of theatrical agentive of BBC; Paul W. White, CBS
cies to city license commissioners.
director of public affairs ; A. A. The organization is sponsoring an in- Also the Butler child admission measvestigation
upstate
by
the
Department
Schechter, director of special events,
ure, which was reported out for a
NBC, and Dolph Opfinger, program of Justice.
director, MBS.
The proposed trade practice pro- vote. The Senate's Labor and Industries Committee held a public heargram was discussed, as well as the
ing today on all bills that had been
unit's forthcoming annual convention. referred
to it for consideration.
CBA Opening Soon
Assemblyman
MacNeil
Mitchell,
Set Louisville Shows
Manhattan Republican, introduced a
Toronto, March 29.— David Sarnoff, president of RCA, has been inLouisville, March 29. — Louisville's bill putting the sale of theatre tickets,
vited to be a guest at the formal open- second annual summer outdoor theatri- particularly applying to resale and
cal season, at the city-owned Iroquois ticket brokerage, under license coming of Station CBA at Sackville,
mis ioners. Itis substantially the same
N. B., a new 50,000-watt unit of the Amphitheatre, will start July 3, and
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., which is run for six weeks. J. J. Shubert will as the Coudert bill, now on the Senate
calendar.
designed as the outlet for the Mari- be the director, with his son John
time Provinces of the coast-to-coast Shubert as resident director.
network
of the Government corporation.
Honor Burhorn
Who
American Record Adds 2
American Record Corp. has added
Won Quigley Award
two men to the sales staff, George
WOR
Ads Exhibited
Chicago, March 29. — About 100
A series of WOR advertisements Prutting, who will work in New civic and film industry leaders attended
testimonial dinner for John Burwritten by Joseph Creamer, promo- York, Newark, Philadelphia and Bal- the
timore, and Fred S. Boudiette, in horn at the Blackstone hotel tonight.
tion director of WOR, were accorded bany.
Hartford, Boston, Syracuse and Al- Alex Manta and Jack Rose of Inplace of honor in this year's preview
diana-Illinois theatres were hosts. The
exhibition of the Art Directors Club,
Gruen on WMCA
which opened at Rockefeller Plaza
group heard speeches by Mayor Edward J. Kelly and south-east Chicago
Tuesday. WOR exhibits will be
Gruen Watch Co. has taken 28 week- business
and industrial leaders as well
shown in Philadelphia, Chicago and
ly
time
signal
announcements
for
a
as
film
men. Alderman William A.
other cities.
period of 52 weeks beginning March Rowan was toastmaster. Burhorn,
31, Monday through Saturday, over manager of the Gayety theatre here,
WMCA at night and WEAF during was honored with many tributes for
New Mutual Show Set
the day. Agency is McCann-Erick- his winning the Quigley Grand Silver
Award.
A new program will appear on son.
Mutual April 7, titled "Author,
Author," an idea by Jerry Danzig of Scott Quintette Renewed Sponsor Mel Allen Show
the network's staff. First program
Raymond Scott Quintette has been
Brown & Williamson Co. will asfrom 8:30 to 9 P. M., will feature
Ruth McKenny and Carl Von Doren renewed on the "Your Hit Parade"
sume sponsorship
Mel starting
Allen's
over
riod. CBS for the third 13-week pe- sports program
over of
WABC,
as guests.
April 3.
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20th-Fox

FRIDAY,
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Pact

52

Chicago, March 30. — Charles E.
McCarthy, 20th Century-Fox advertising and publicity head, announced
at the company's sales convention at
the Palmer House here today that the
company will spend $2,000,000 in promoting its 1939-'40 program. This,
he said, is the largest appropriation in
the company's history.
An address by Herman Wobber,
general manager of distribution,
opened the three-day convention this
morning, with 280 delegates on hand.
General sessions will continue tomorrow, highlighted by an address by S.
R. Kent, president, and an outline of
1939-'40 product by Wobber. Following this a telephone hookup will enable the delegates to hear Darryl F.
Zanuck, production chief, and members of his staff, who will speak from
the studio.
Tomorrow it will be disclosed that
the company will have 52 shorts, all
one reel, as in the current season, in
(Continued on page 4)

306

Counsel,

Goes to Washington
Department of Justice intervention
in the I.A.T.S.E.-Local 306 strike
brought an immediate calm into the
situation, with strike leaders and distributor stategists alike apparently
waiting
for
the Government's first
move.
No

Is

Completed;

Get

Final

Draft

Ads

One-Reelers Planned,
Convention Is Told

Levy,

CENTS

for

Exhibitors
1939-'40

TEN

31, 1939

Sets

Trade
$2,000,000

YORK,

significant developments occurred during the day unless it was
the trip to Washington of Mathew
Levy, Local 306 counsel. Union
sources declined to give any information concerning the purpose of Levy's
visit and it was alternately reported
that he had gone to confer with William Green. A. F. of L. president,
who is known to be disturbed by the
local situation and that he had been
summoned to Washington by Thurman Arnold, special assistant to the
Attorney General for questioning.
It was also surmised that Levy may
have gone on his own volition to confer with Arnold or another Department of Justice official on the possibility of their naming a Federal mediator. Both union and distributor cir(Continued on page 4)

Rodgers
On

Note

Program

Following is the text of a letter accompanying acopy of the trade practice code sent by William F. Rodgers
to Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied.
Similar letters of transmittal went last
night to Ed Kuykendall, president,
M.P.T.O.A., and heads of seven regional unaffiliated exhibitor organisations, as well as the Department of
Justice :
Please refer to my letter of December 1st, 1938, under cover of which
we sent you a memorandum prepared
by us embodying the trade practice
proposals resulting from the conferences between the distributors and
various exhibitor groups representing
most of the theatre operators throughout the country. That memorandum as
revised by us has been the the basis
of further conferences, and your counsel was good enough to send our
counsel a further revision which was
discussed at conferences between our
respective counsel. As a result we
have prepared a new revised memorandum which we enclose herewith.
Our original memorandum called
attention to the fact that various matters in connection with arbitration
and arbitration machinery had not
been fully discussed. In a subsequent
conference when we discussed a revision of this memorandum, we handed
you a proposed basis which we had
prepared (Continued
upon which
arbitration
maon page
9)

Highlights
1. Cancellation privilege to
range from 10 to 20 per cent
depending on rental price.
2. No preferred playing time
on flat rentals or guarantee
against percentage.
3. Starting
No shortswith
"forcing."
4.
next season,
no score charges.
5. Questions relating to performance of license agreements,
clearance and over-buying to be
arbitrated. License fees and
other contractual terms not
dealt with in code are not subject to arbitration, such matters
to be determined by mutual
agreement.
6. Pact to apply to all agreements made after Jan. 1, 1939,
for 1939-'40 product and to con
tinue for at least two seasons.
7. Arbitration procedure set
forth in detail.
New

Producer

Is Rejected

Offer
by SWG

Hollywood, March 30. — The board
of directors of the Screen Writers'
Guild at a meeting last night turned
down the producers' counter proposals to the guild defnands for a pact
to run three and a half years ; 80
per cent guild shop and the right of
writers to produce their own material
during layoffs. The board also authorized Lillian Hellman to represent it at the Washington hearing on
the charge of Wagner Act violation.

UA

Only Distributor
Withhold Approval
On Program

to

The proposed industry trade practice program was completed last night
and sent out to all national and regional exhibitor organizations for
their study and approval.
With completion of the draft it was
disclosed that United Artists has
withdrawn from participation in the
trade practice conferences and will not
be a party to the agreement.
Full text of the trade practice
program
will 7.be -found beginning on Page
All other major distributors, presumably, are in accord on the draft
as released.
William F. Rodgers, chairman of
the distributors' negotiating committee,
in letters to the exhibitor leaders accompanying final drafts of the program, advised that a joint conference
of the distributors'
representatives
will be and
soughtexhibitors'
with the
Department of Justice at an early date
in an effort to obtain its approval of
the program and to consider methods
of putting it into effect. A copy of the

program
and of was
Rodgers'
to
exhibitor leaders
sent to letter
the Department, of Justice, also.
May Change Phraseology
Completed draft, while regarded as
"final" insofar as material concessions and reforms by distributors are
concerned, may yet undergo further
revisions of phraseology. In substance,
however, the draft, which is published
in full elsewhere in this issue, is expected to undergo no important
"The
changes. Scheduled to go into effect
Story
of
with the start of the 1939-'40 selling
season, the program includes provisions for arbitration boards in every
B
exchange
center to hear and settle
e
l
G
l
r
"
a
A
h
l
am
xander
(20th e
Century-Fox)
trade differences. Arbitrators will be
San Francisco, March 30. — Don Ameche rings up mankind en bloc selected from panels named equally
and tells the story of the telephone and its inventor in terms that the by distributors and local exhibitor
associations. Submission of disputes
least and greatest of the world's people can comprehend in words of untary.
universal significance. As common as the instrument it pertains to and to arbitration will, of course, be volas close to the hearts of men and speech to lip and ear, the story is withThe trade code will be effective at
out limitation in appeal and point. Loretta Young and Henry Fonda
the
outset for a two-year period comshare with Ameche one of the most impressive screen performances of
mencing with the new season. At the
this or any time and the production is in the finest Darryl Zanuck tra- end of the second exhibition year,
dition.
signatories, either distributor or exhibitor, will be at liberty to withdraw.
Previewed at the Federal Theatre in the San Francisco World's Fair
grounds, and following ceremonies broadcast throughout the nation, the Provision will be made also for dis(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 2)
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Lazarus

4

Purely

West

Coast

Preview

As

Ampa

Nominated
President

Paul N. Lazarus was nominated for
the Ampa presidency yesterday at a
of 1)Alexander
Graham
Bell"
meeting held at the Hotel Astor.
(ContinuedStory
from page
PAUL NATHANSON, Arthur "The
Other
officers named for the coming
HanOscar
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Lee,
son, Maurice Bergman, Milton film comes to exhibitors on a wave of exploitation sweeping the length, year included : Vincent Trotta, vicebreadth and depths of the screen-conscious population. To Irving Cum- president ; Kenneth Clark, secretary ;
Berle, Lynn Farnol, James Mulvk.v, Harry Buckley, Harry Gold, mings for masterly direction, to Lamar Trotti for a splendidly integrated Herb Berg, treasurer. Ralph Rola^
Harry Kosiner, Monroe Greenthal screenplay and to Kenneth MacGowan, who served Zanuck as associate Eli Sugarman, James Cron, Lou Li*
at Bob Goldstein's Tavern for lunch- producer, the industry is indebted for a fine film documentation of a ton and Martin Starr, together with
eon yesterday.
the four officers, have been selected for
great chapter in American inventive history.
Charles Coburn, Gene Lockhart and Spring Byington play excellent the Board of Governors. Martin Starr
will act as trustee for the next three
Irene Castle McLaughlin, who
secondary roles and Miss Young's three sisters, Polly Ann, Georgiana years. There is no opposing slate.
acted as technical director for RKO's and Sally Blane, supply effective family relief. The cumulative effect Election will be held April 27.
"The Story of Vernon and Irene of these several balanced portrayals is to make the factual material of
Castle" which opened at the Music
Kline, producer
"Crisis,"
Hall yesterday, arrived from Chicago which the film is compounded as fresh and as poignant in emotional im- wasHerbert
the principal
speaker ofyesterday.
pact as though witnessed in the happening through a telescope turned Mrs. Timothy A. Kenny of Kendor
for the premiere. She held a press
conference at the Hotel Gotham.
Productions and Brenda Forbes of
magically back into time.
•
This is a picture to advertise to the adult and child, to the old and
Merle Oberon, James Roosevelt young, to anybody and everybody whose experience includes contact with the play "One for the Money," also
and William Wyler will be guests of the telephone. The episodes are intimately related to family interest. A
United Artists at a press reception single scene in which a child born mute is taught to speak his first word spoke.
today. Miss Oberon, who just fin- had the preview audience in tears and then in cheers. Not less than half David P. Howells
ished work in Samuel Goldwyn's a dozen times handkerchiefs were out and many times came applause of
Dies in Hollywood
"Wuthering Heights," sails for Europe tomorrow on the Normcmdie.
the kind that means only one thing to the box-office, repeat business.
Hollywood, March 30. — David P.
•
The picture is a natural on every count, as entertainment, as art and Howells, Bishop of the Wilshire ward
Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal as the stuff which the screen needs, now and always, more than any of the Mormon Church, died here yesterday. He was 56 years old. Funeral
foreign sales manager, who returned other thing.
services will be held tomorrow.
from a six-week tour of South AmerRunning time, 95 minutes. "G."*
Roscoe Williams
Although in recent years Bishop
ica early this week, will attend the
Howells had devoted himself almost
company's three regional sales con*"G" denotes general classification.
ventions, first of which starts April
entirely to the Mormon church in his
IS in Cincinnati.
earlier years he was identified with the
•
film industry. He was a pioneer in the
Program
Given
for
distribution of American films in the
Martin Cooper Smith, nephew of 'Story of BelV Will
'Dodge City' Opening Far East. He purchased the Far
Open at Roxy Today
Joseph Cooper, president of Standard
Theatres, and manager of the Victoria
Dodge City, Kan., March 30. — Fol- Eastern rights of the old World Film
"Story of Alexander Graham Bell"
in Oklahoma City, is vacationing in will
lowing is the program for the open- Corp. and established the program of
have
its
premiere
at
the
Roxy
the east.
the old Metro company in the Far
ing of Warners' "Dodge City" tomor•
today. "I'm from Missouri" finished
row : 10 A. M. — Arrival of special East, Australia and New Zealand.
its first week at the Paramount with with screen and press groups. 11
When First National was organized
Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A.
president, left New York for Wash- an estimated $46,000, well above aver- A.M. — Reception. 12 — Chuckwagon he obtained rights to its product and
ington last night where he will remain
age, and is holding up in its second luncheon. 2 P.M. — Western parade.
became the most extenfor the Neely Bill hearings next week. week. "Love Affair" grossed an es- 4 P.M. — Rodeo and pageant. 7 P.M. his company
sive of the independent international
—
Broadcast.
9
P.M.
—
Premiere
and
•
timated $70,000 in its second week
distributors. He liquidated the comAlfred Hitchcock leaves New at the Music Hall and "The Story of personal appearances of stars. 10
pany in 1925 and returned to Salt
York today for Hollywood, where he Irene and Vernon Castle" opened P.M.— Street Dance. In connection Lake City, and since has divided his
with the opening Warners are issuing time between Utah and California.
will direct "Rebecca" for Selznick In- there yesterday. "Hound of the Bas- two major press book campaigns.
ternational.
kervilles"
drew an estimated $37,500
•
at the Roxy.
Walter Brown, Midwest division
New Sunday Show Bill
"You Can't Get Away With Mur- Metro Plans $10,000
manager for Ross Federal Service,
Albany,
March 30. — Another bill
der" grossed an estimated $30,000 at
In Exhibitor Prizes
has returned to Chicago from home the Strand and is held. At the Capitol,
providing for a referendum by villagoffice conferences.
"Sergeant Madden" drew an estimated
es on Sunday shows was introduced
Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising
•
$22,000 and made way yesterday for and publicity head, said yesterday that
Assemblyman Owens. A simHal Moore, WNEW
staff an- "Society Lawyer." In its 16th week cash prizes totaling $10,000 will be todayilarby
bill was dropped from the calennouncer, iscelebrating his fifth year at the Astor, "Pygmalion" drew an awarded to independent exhibitors in
dar last week.
as commentator with Paramount estimated $10,000. Fourth week of the United States and Canada for the
News this week.
"Blackwell's Island" grossed an esti- best campaigns on the company's pic•
MOTION PICTURE
tures to be released between Sept. 1,
mated $7,000 at the Globe. The FilNat Wachsberger, associated with marte will close temporarily Sunday 1939, and Jan. 1, 1940. First prize
DAILY
Harry Brandt in release of foreign because of lack of foreign product.
is $2,500, second $750, third $500.
films, arrived yesterday on the Nor(Registered
U. S. Patent Office)
mandie.
MARTIN
QUIGLEY.
»nd
•
Publisher: SAM SHAIN,Editor-in-Chief
Editor; JAMES
A. CRON, Advertising Manager.
Ray Bell, Loew's publicity chief
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
The
Newsreel
Parade
in Washington, has returned there
and holidays by Quigley Publishing Comafter home office conferences.
pany, Inc., Martin Quigley, president;
•
Colvin
Brown, office:
vice-president
and Avenue
treasurer.at
Publication
1270 Sixth
David Max Factor of Hollywood
Rockefeller
Center,
New
York.
Telephone:
Newsreels have selected a serks
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 69^-Stamp
returned yesterday on the Normemdie of light news events for their n&w collection auction. Legal lottery in Puerto Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco.
Rico.
Brides share 1824 will. Oil contro- New York." All contents copyrighted 1939
from London and Paris.
issues, out yesterday. The reels and
versy. Passion Play. Ski championships. by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
•
tions. O'Brien turns pro. Sailing competi- Address all correspondence to the New York
their contents follow:
Davey
office.
Edward C. Raftery, United Artists
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 58-Fall of
Other Quigley publications: Motion
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Picture Herald, Better Theatres, Teatso
RKO
FATHE
NEWS,
No.
73—
British
Hitler
returns
from
Slovakia
.
New
from the coast early next week.
Dia, International Motion Picture
streamlined subway train. Harry Warner navy_ maneuvers. Senator Borah speaks. al
Almanac and Fame.
•
greets son of Czechoslovakia founder. Fire Hospital ships for refugees. High school
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of 306,

to Washington

A

Real

Bargain

Seattle, March 30.— Daily
{Continued from page 1)
"bargain
matinee" at Joe
cles believe that if mediation is to
Danz's Embassy here has deon Arrival
Hicks
veloped into even more of a
be effective in the present situation it must be through the participabargain than previously offered. For 10 cents, prior to
tion of Federal agencies, rather than
Paramount will have nine features the state board which was appealed to
1
o'clock
every afternoon, pafrota England in the quota year now bv Broadway theatre operators. This
trons may see three full
starting, three of which will be on the basis that films are in interstate
length features and a supCharles Laughton films from Erich
porting program of newsreel
commerce,
and,
therefore,
under
FedPommer and the balance to be made
and shorts. The former policy
eral jurisdiction.
included
only two features.
by" the conipany,-it was said by John
Levy's Washington trip, incidentW. Hicks, Paramount foreign chief,
ally, prevented his giving a reply yesterday to the mediation proposals
who arrived yesterday on the Normandie. Other than the Laughton made to him on Wesnesday by Jules
films and "French Without Tears," J. Freund of the state mediation of the situation created by the strike
the films will be single quota.
board, as he had been scheduled to do. to determine whether there have been
Hicks was gone three months. He
any violations of the Federal antiBrill Here for Probe
went abroad with Adolph Zukor and
trust laws. Issuance of subpoenas for
Dave Rose, and the three set up the
Joseph E. Brill of the Department officials of I.A.T.S.E., Local 306,
production program. Zukor, who has of Justice anti-trust division arrived Local B-51 and Empire State Operavisited many of Paramount's offices here yesterday from Washington to
tors union are contingent upon the rein Europe, sails for New York April
take
charge
of
the
Federal
investigasults of Brill's study.
15 and will go to Hollywood. He
tion of the strike. He conferred at
Meanwhile, work on the injunction
may then visit South America.
once with William McGovern of the being prepared by attorneys for the
Other Arrivals
Federal District Attorney's office distributors was suspended to await
developments.
Also arriving on the Normandie here and today will begin his study
were Gabriel Pascal, Ben Goetz, Sam
Wood and Herbert Wilcox. Goetz,
who heads M-G-M's British produc- 20th-Fox
Sets
$2,000,000
tion, brought a print of "Goodbye,
Mr. Chips," which Wood directed.
He plans to leave today for the coast
to set future plans with Louis B.
For
1939-'40
Advertising
Mayer.
Wilcox will settle final details with
(Continued from page 1)
George J. Schaefer, RKO head, on addition to semi-weekly issues of said, because of its flexibility permitting the ads to coincide with release
the cooperative production arrange- Movietone News. The shorts pro- dates and local booking dates.
ment his Imperadio Pictures has with
gram may later be expanded or reTruman Talley, producer of MovieRKO for two to four films a year.
duced for reasons either of unusual
tone News and snorts, tomorrow will
His first under the arrangement will interest in subject matter or company
his department's product. The
be "Marie Lloyd," starring Anna policy. The shorts and newsreel will outline
52 one-reel shorts will include : six
Neagle, to be made in England. Wil- be sold separately from features.
cox will cast the film while here and
in the "Magic Carpet of Movietone"
Spyros Skouras, National Theatres series ; four Fashion Forecasts, in
will arrange for casting "Kitchener operating head, spoke this morning color, produced under direction of
of Khartoum," which follows. Michael and voiced optimism regarding the Vyvyan Donner with Ilka Chase as
Hogan, who will do the "Marie
coming months. "Goodwill between
Lloyd" script, arrived with Wilcox. exhibitors and distributors is what we narrator ; six "Sports Reviews" by
Ed Thorgersen ; four "Adventures of
Has Shaw Plays
need most," he declared. Regardless a Newsreel Cameraman," and six
of
the
outcome
of
the
Government
Pascal disclosed he has obtained
"Dribblepuss Parade Comedies" with
the business will go forward, he Lew Lehr.
exclusive film rights to all Bernard suit,
said.
There will also be 26 Terrytoons,
Shaw plays. He will make "Doctor's
National Theatres has no expansion 10 of which will be in color. The two
Dilemma" in England for M-G-M
and other films may be for the com- plans, he revealed. He commended cartoon characters, Captain McDoodle
pany. He will cast "Dilemma" at the Darryl F. Zanuck for keeping 20th and Gandy Goose, will be continued.
M-G-M studio, where Howard Esta- Century-Fox stars off the air and said
The Lew Lehr shorts will be difbropk is completing the shooting radio should develop its own talent
ferent from those being currently rescript.
dustry.not compete with the film inand
leased. The first will be "Muscle
Other arrivals were Greer Garson,
Maulers," on wrestling, with Lehr
Felix Jenkins, general counsel, dis- giving the commentary, and this style
of the cast of "Goodbye, Mr. Chips"
and under contract to M-G-M, who
cussed technical details of the 1939- will be followed in the others.
may appear in the Pascal film, and 40 contract, aspects of the trade pracHutchinson a Speaker
tice program and clearance. He said
Laurance Irving, Pascal's set designer.
the company will set up clearance in
At today's afternoon session, Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign chief, spoke
the best interests of distributor and
RKO
New England
exhibitor. Other speakers at the on the overseas situation and introduced members of his staff. The imPost to McDonald morning session were J. J. Sullivan
and W. T. Powers, National Theatres
portance of the Latin American marHarry McDonald, manager of the executives, and William Kupper,
ket was stressed. R. Sutton Dawes,
RKO Albee theatre, Providence, western division head, who empha- British sales manager, invited Kent
was named New England division
and Wobber to the European convenmanager of RKO Theatres yesterday chief. sized the sales staffs' support to their
tions in May. Lee Brandfeld, former
Czech manager, will be given a South
by
To Increase Schedules
ager.John J. O'Connor, general manAmerican assignment.
McDonald succeeds Charles KoerMost of the advertising budget will
J. P. O'Loghlin, 1938 Kent drive
ner, who leaves Boston April 7 to be spent on cooperative newspaper
take over his new post as manager advertising, McCarthy said, with leader, presented drive prizes, and
Milton A. Levy, 1939 leader, outlined
of RKO's West Coast theatre divi- national magazines of large circula- plans for the new drive. William
sion. The New England division is
tion and fan magazines also used. Sussman and W. C. Gehring, eastern
comprised of theatres in Boston, Schedules will be increased to almost and
central division managers, spoke
Providence and Lowell.
300 daily papers with a combined cir- on sales plans.
culation of 30,317,641. During the
Tonight the delegates attended a
present season the company is using
E. K. Sets Stock Price
"sneak
preview" of "Alexander Gra24
national
magazines with a comRochester, March 30.— Eastman
ham Bell" at the Chicago Theatre.
bined circulation of 22,610,486, and All day
Saturday will be devoted to
Kodak's board
a special meeting use of these media will continue.
individual meetings and the delegates
fixed $127.50 as at
the subscription
price
The daily paper is the medium best are scheduled to leave Saturday afterof 225,092 authorized but unissued
shares of common stock.
adapted to film advertising, McCarthy
noon and night.
From

England,

Republic
At

Says

Regional

Houston

Friday

Herbert J. Yates, J. R. Grainger,
president, and Al Adams, director of
publicity and advertising, will leave
Sunday for the first of four Republic
regional sales conferences at Houston.
They will attend the world premiers
of "Man of Conquest" at the Maj^
tic, Houston, Thursday, and the convention will take place Friday and
Saturday at the Rice Hotel. M. J.
Siegel, studio head, and William Saal
also will attend.
Claire Hilgers, southern district
sales manager, will preside. Entire
sales organization of Republic's eight
southern offices will be present. Yates
and Grainger will return immediately
to attend the New York meeting at
the Park Central April 12 and 13. The
Chicago convention will follow at the
Drake April 20 and 21 and the San
Francisco meeting will be held at the
Empire Hotel April 25 and 26. Program for the
1939-'40
season will be
announced
at the
meetings.
Others expected at Houston are A.
C. Bromberg, George Jones, A. E.
Rook, S. T. Wilson, P. Spencer and
Carl Floyd of Atlanta ; Cy Dillon, H.
P. Rhodes, M. Funderburk, Jack London and R. H. Bradley of Charlotte;
L. Seicschnaydre, George Nungesser,
G. Y. Harrell and J. D. Duffy of New
Orleans ; William Underwood, C.
Ezell, L. Rust, D. Rathbone, M. McDonnell, M. Sexton and R. I. Brown
of Dallas ; Sol Davis, M. Loe wenstein, F. Moran, G. Alt, E. Greggs,
Ona Johnson and T. B. Noble of
Oklahoma City ; B. F. Busby, G.
Jones and F. Lawrence of Little Rock ;
W. M. Snelson and L. B. Miller of
Memphis ; H. Glover and H. Moore
office.
of Tampa ; C. Hillgers of the home

NSS,

Trailer-Made
Action Is Settled
Infringement action of National
Screen Service pending in U. S. District Court here against Trailer-Made,
Inc., was settled yesterday through issuance of an injunction decree under
which Trailer-Made is perpetually enjoined from use of National music.
The suit was based on the charge that
Trailer-Made
used National's sound
tracks
in its trailers.
The settlement decree, in addition
to a permanent injunction, requires
Trailer-Made to pay National a counsel fee of $3,000 ; requires the surrender for destruction of all negative
sound track with National music, removing from circulation all trailers
with National music, inspection of all
sound track and trailer in TrailerMade's library, and affidavits from
time to time to show that the defendant is complying with the decree.
In addition, Trailer-Made withdrew
its suit against National in which it
was charged that National had interfered with Trailer-Made's business.
Saul E. Rogers, attorney for
Trailer-Made, pointed out that the
payment of damages was not involved
in the settlement and that no admisate. sion is made in the decree that the
use of any of the music was deliber-
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PREAMBLE
The signatories hereto, being distributors, exhibitors and organized groups
of exhibitors of motion pictures, hereby severally adopt the following as
a code of fair practice, hereby severthe observ» ~\Je binding
of the themselves
principles,topolicies
and
practices set forth herein in the licensing, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures in continental United
States.
I. Exclusion Privilege

20th-Fox to Follow
Rules of Trade Pact
Chicago,
Marchpractices
30.— "Whatever the trade
will
be, 20th Century-Fox will follow the rules. There will be
no chiseling. We have always been fair in our dealings with exhibitors. We will
continue to follow that policy

faithfully."
Herman Wobber, 20th Century-Fox sales chief, thus
(1) Exclusion as a matter of right.
keynoted his opening address
Whenever an exhibitor shall have entered into a license agreement for
at the company's sales convention here today. He deall of the feature motion pictures
clared the company will do as
("features") offered1 at any one time
much as others in promoting
by a distributor for a run in any situfair practices.
ation2, such exhibitor shall have the
right to exclude therefrom, without
payment of the license fee therefor,
not to exceed twenty per cent, of the fourteen days after the close of the
total number of features contracted first exhibition of such feature in the
for, if the average of the license fees city or town in which his theatre is
for all features contracted for shall located or the mailing of the notice of
availability thereof, whichever is later,
provided that if such feature is not exNotes on Text, Page 9
hibited on a prior run in such city or
town and notice of availability shall
not exceed $100.00 per picture ; fifteen have been previously mailed to such
per cent., if such average is in excess exhibitor, the distributor shall mail to
of $100.00 and not in excess of such exhibitor a new notice of availability thereof and notice of exhibi$250.00 ; and ten per cent., if such
tor's election to exclude such feature
average is in excess of $250.00.
be given within fourteen days
In determining the number of fea- shall
tures that may be excluded, fractions after the mailing of such new notice;
(b) the exhibitor shall not, at the
of one-half or more shall be counted
of giving such written notice, be
as one and fractions of less than one- time
in material default under the license
half shall not be counted.
In computing the average of the li- agreement4 ;
cense fees for all features contracted
(c) exclusions shall be made proportionately among the several price
for the license fees of features based in
whole or in part on a percentage of brackets provided for in the license
the gross receipts of exhibition shall agreement5 ; but any number of exclusions to which an exhibitor is entitled
be included at the average of the limay be ; made from the lowest price
bracket
cense fees of all the distributor's features of the preceding motion picture
(d) if any exhibitor, having the
season which were exhibited upon a
percentage basis for the same run in right to do so, fails to exclude one or
such situation. If none of the distribu- more features from higher brackets,
he shall, for each such feature, have
tor's features was so exhibited during
right to exclude one feature from
the preceding season, then such aver- the
the lowest bracket ; provided, however,
age of license fees shall be agreed upon by the distributor and the exhibitor that if at the time there are no unand included in the license agreement. nlayed available features in the lowest
For the purpose of determining the bracket, he may exclude a feature
rights of exclusion of an exhibitor from the next lowest bracket.
Upon the exclusion of any feature
hereunder,
(as under this Section (1), the license
such term isso-called
understood"Westerns"
in the motion
therefor shall terminate and all rights
picture industry),3 reissues and for- thereto shall revert to the distribueigns (except such as may have been
tor and such exclusion shall be
produced outside of the United States
charged
against the number of excluin the English language by an Amersions to which the exhibitor may be
can producer or distributor or sub- entitled, whether or not a new license
sidiary thereof) shall not be included
in the number of features offered or agreement for the exhibition of such
contracted for as above provided, but feature is subsequently entered into by
shall be deemed to have been offered such exhibitor.
in separate groups and, if contracted
All disputes growing out of the exercise or attempted exercise by an
for, the features in each such group
shall be subject to exclusion on the exhibitor of the exclusion privilege
basis set forth above and, if included provided for in this Section (1) shall
with other features in the same license be subject to arbitration.
agreement, shall be separately listed.
(2) Exclusion for cause. An exhibitor shall have the right, in addition
The right of an exhibitor to exercise his exclusion privilege herein pro- to the exclusion privilege provided for
vided for shall be subject to the fol- in Section (1) above, to exclude from
lowing terms and conditions :
any license agreement any feature
(a) a first run exhibitor shall give which may be locally offensive on
the distributor written notice with re- moral, religious or racial grounds,
spect to each feature he elects to ex- provided he shall give the distributor
clude within fourteen days after the written notice, not later than fourteen
mailing by distributor of the first no- days after the conclusion of its first
tice of availability thereof ; any other exhibition in the exchange territory in
exhibitor shall give such notice within which the exhibitor is served, of his
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desire to exclude such feature, specifying the reasons therefor. Upon the
exclusion of any feature under this
provision, the license therefor shall
terminate and all rights thereto shall
revert to the distributor. Any dispute
as to whether or not a feature is in
fact so locally offensive shall be subject to arbitration. The arbitrators
shall not, in deciding such question,
take into consideration the decision
of any arbitrators with respect to the
same feature except only that they
may do so if such decision concerns
the same feature in the same local
located.
area in which exhibitor's theatre is
II. Trade Announcement
Each distributor shall make a general trade announcement at or prior
to the beginning of each of its seasons,
containing such information as it may
be practicable to give of all features
completed or actually in production
then intended for release during such
season, it being understood that the
completion of such features actually
in production and the making of such
other features which it is intended to
produce are subject to the hazards
and uncertainties of the business and
they may not be completed or produced, as planned.
III. Public Demand for Exceptional
Feature
If in any town or in any city, or
section of a metropolitan city, an exhibitor shall request of a distributor
the license for a run in any situation6
of a feature, having such an exceptional and outstanding appeal as to
create a natural and spontaneous national public demand and for which
there is a spontaneous and natural
public demand in the town, city or
section of the metropolitan city in
which his theatre (s) is located, and
which would not be shown in such
town, city or section unless licensed
for exhibition to exhibitor, and the
distributor offers to exhibitor a greater number of features than exhibitor
because his playing time will be so
absorbed by previous commitments for
features can without altering his operating policy reasonably exhibit in such
situation, the distributor will then
offer to such exhibitor such lesser
number of features, including such requested feature, as may be agreed upon or, lacking such agreement, such
number as may be determined by arbitration to be the maximum number
of features which can reasonably be
exhibited by exhibitor in such situation ; provided that the distributor
shall have the right at any time before
the arbitrators shall have made their
award to offer or license all or any of
its features to any other exhibitor.
An exhibitor who has been a customer of a distributor and who has refused
such distributor's
featuresto contract
for theforsituation
involved
shall have no right to attempt to use
this Article to compel such distributor
to license to him from time to time its
outstanding features.
Any dispute as to whether such requested feature is an "Exceptional
Feature" as above described or as to
the number of features which can
reasonably be exhibited by exhibitor
in such situation or as to whether exhibitor is so attempting to use this

CODE

Article, shall be submitted to arbitration by exhibitor within fourteen days
after the refusal by distributor to license to exhibitor the number of features requested by the exhibitor.
IV. Preferred Playing Time
(1) Flat rentals and guarantees. A
distributor will not exercise the right
to designate features for preferred
playing time which it may have under
a license agreement with respect to
any features, the license fee for which
is either a fixed sum or is computed in
whole or in part upon a percentage of
the gross receipts of exhibition with
a fixed minimum sum guaranteed.
(2) Features Unsuitable for Preferred Playing Time. If a distributor
shall exercise the right to designate
features for preferred playing time
which it may have under a license
agreement with respect to any feature
licensed solely on a percentage basis,
which is claimed by exhibitor to be
unsuitable for such playing time and
if exhibitor shall give distributor
written notice of his objections thereto and the reasons therefor within
seven days after the mailing of notice
of such designation in case of a first
run in a city in which an exchange is
located or in any other case within
seven days after the close of its first
exhibition in the exchange city from
which exhibitor is served or the mailing of the notice of designation,
whichever is later, the question of
such suitability shall be determined
by agreement between distributor and
exhibitor or, lacking such agreement,
by arbitration. Unless distributor rejects the claim of exhibitor by mailing notice to exhibitor within seven
days after the mailing by exhibitor
of such notice of objections as above
provided, distributor shall be deemed
to have withdrawn such designation.
Should distributor, however, reject
such claim, exhibitor shall commence
arbitration proceedings to determine
the dispute within seven days after
the mailing of such notice of rejection.
If the feature is determined, by
agreement, or arbitration, to be unsuitable for the designated preferred
playing
time,
or the
designation
thereof be
deemed
withdrawn
as
above provided, distributor may, at
its option, either (a) designate the
feature to be exhibited upon the same
license terms on other days of the
week or
or thereafter
substitute(b)
anotherthen
feature
to be exhibited
on preferred playing time upon the
terms designated for the feature objectedfeeto;for
in the
the license
the latter
featurecase
originally
designated shall be such as may be
designated by the distributor within
its right under the license agreement.
Nothing in this Section (2) shall
decrease or increase the number of
features in each bracket as set forth
in the license agreement.
V. Some Run Available
To meet objections of certain exhibitors to so-called "exclusive selling," an exhibitor shall be able to
obtain from a distributor a run of its
features in any situation, the run to
be designated by the distributor, provided (a) distributor and exhibitor
can mutually agree upon the number
of features to be licensed and other
(.Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

terms and conditions; (b) the exhibitor's theatre (s) (i) is not of an obsolete character, (ii) is in good condition and (iii) is operated under a
policy that is not destructive and
(iv) is operated under a policy
which will not substantially reduce
the distributor's revenue from any
other run7; and (c) exhibitor is of
good reputation as a theatre operator
and customer or, if he has not been
an exhibitor theretofore, is of good
reputation and financially responsible.
Any dispute arising under provisos
(b) or (c) hereof shall be subject
to arbitration. No dispute under proviso (a) hereof shall be subject to
arbitration ; but each distributor states
that it will be its policy not to request unreasonable license fees or
other terms or conditions from an exhibitor for the purpose of defeating
this Article V.
VI. Regular Customer
To meet objections of certain exhibitors to so-called "selling away to a
circuit," a distributor will not refuse
to license its features to its regular
customer who is not a "circuit customer"8, inorder to license them, for
the same run in the same competitive
area, to another exhibitor for _ the
sole reason that such exhibitor is a
circuit customer, provided that such
regular customer (a) has substantially performed his previous license
agreements with the distributor, (b)
maintains and operates his theatre in
a modern manner, and (c) is financially responsible. Any dispute as to
whether a distributor has so refused to
license its features to such regular
customer shall be subject to arbitration. Should distributor elect to license its features to an exhibitor
(other than its then current customer)
who is a circuit customer, distributor
shall, if its then current customer is
not a circuit customer, give him notice by telegraph of its election so to
do. Should such current customer
fail to commence arbitration proceedings within five days after the sending
of such notice, he shall be deemed to
have waived all claims, if any, in connection with such features under this
Article VI.
VII. Short Subjects, Newsreels, etc.
No exhibitor shall be required to
license short subjects, newsreels, trailers, serials, re-issues, "Westerns" or
foreigns,9 (hereinafter collectively referred to in this Article as "Shorts"),
as a condition of licensing other features.
An exhibitor shall have no right to
assert any claim that the licensing of
such features was so conditioned unless he shall have mailed to the distributor at its Home Office notice in
writing of such claim and the grounds
therefor within forty-eight hours after
delivery by exhibitor of his signed application for such "Shorts." Any dispute as to whether the licensing of
such features was so conditioned shall
be subject to arbitration. The powers
of arbitrators in any such dispute shall
be limited to :
(a) a finding as to whether or not
the licensing of such features was so

Machinery

dispute hereunder shall be subject to
arbitration.
Final Concessions
XIII. Coercing Contracts
"So far as the concessions
No
distributor shall coerce or inare concerned, this is as far
timidate an exhibitor to enter into any
as the companies can go,"
license agreement by threatening to
William F. Rodgers told Mobuild or otherwise acquire, or by
tion Picture Daily last night.
falsely
representing that any other
"The industry's best brains
person will build or acquire, a mohave prepared the code, and
tion picture theatre for operation in
as far as language is concompetition with such exhibitor.
cerned, itis also the best that
An exhibitor shall have no right to
the collaborators have been
assert any claim that he has been so
able to accomplish.
coerced or intimidated unless he shall
"We have taken all factors
have mailed to the distributor at its
into consideration, as well as
Home Office notice in w riting of such
all suggestions made by the
claim and the grounds therefor within
nine exhibitor groups who
forty-eight hours after delivery by exparticipated in the negotiahibitor of his signed application for
such license agreement.
whether edexhibitions."
as to
Any
tor was dispute
so coerced
or intimidat
shall
conditioned ; and, if the finding be
on.
be
subject
to
arbitrati
The
powers
in the affirmative, then,
of arbitrators in any such dispute
(b^ an award cancelling the li- shall be limited to :
cense agreement or agreements for
(a) a finding as to whether or not
(or to the extent that they relate
the exhibitor was so coerced or intimidatedand,
;
if the finding be in
to) such "Shorts."
the affirmative, then,
VIII. Score Charges
(b) an award cancelling such
license agreement.
Score changes, if any, for flat rental features for the 1938-1939 exhibi- XIV. Other Subjects of Arbitration
tion season shall be added to and consolidated with the license fees there(1) Performance of License Agreements. Any claim by either party
for. Commencing with the 1939-1940
exhibition season there shall be no to a license agreement that the
separate score charge for features other party has breached any provision thereof shall be subject to
licensed on either a flat rental or a
arbitration.
percentage basis.
The arbitrators shall have power to
IX. Allocation of Features
make the following awards only :
Under license agreements author(a) To find that the provision
involved has been breached ;
izing a distributor to allocate features to particular price brackets, dis(b)ance ofto
specific
performthe direct
provision
involved
;
tributor, on giving notice of the availability of each feature, shall notify ex(c) to award actual damages with
hibitor of the price allocation thereof,
respect to each feature involved,
which award shall not exceed the
except that such notice of price allocation shall be given not later than
liquidated damages provided therefourteen days after the national refor in the license agreement.
lease date thereof to first-run exhibi(2) Clearance. The parties hereto
tors in those cities which the distribu- recognize : that clearance, reasonable
as to time and area, is essential in
tor may designate as "Key Cities."
the distribution and exhibition of moX. Form of License Agreement
tion pictures ; that an exhibitor has the
Each distributor will use its best right without restriction to license for
efforts to simplify its form of license any theatre any run for which he is
agreement.
able to negotiate with any distributor ;
XI. Selective License Agreements and that, subject to Article VI hereof,
a distributor has the right without
Whenever an exhibitor shall have restriction to license for any theatre
the right under a license agreement to any run for which it is able to neselect a number of features out of a
gotiate with any exhibitor.
larger number, he shall exercise such
Any dispute as to whether or not
right by written notice of selection the existing clearance, under the conor rejection of each feature to which
ditions involved in the particular instance, isunreasonable shall be subject
he may be entitled under such agreement within twenty-one days after the to arbitration.
The powers of arbitrators in any
mailing of the notice of availability
thereof. Failure of exhibitor to give dispute relating to clearance shall be
such written notice with respect to any limited to :
feature within such period shall con(a) a finding as to whether or
not the theatre or theatres whose
stitute aselection thereof by exhibitor.
clearance is complained of, or any
of them, is entitled to clearance ;
XII. Playing Features in the Order
and, if so, then,
of Release
(b) an award of the reasonable
If under any license agreement an
maximum clearance to which such
exhibitor is obligated to play features
theatre or theatres is entitled.
in the order of their release, the disOver-buying. Any complaint by
tributor will not withhold features an (3)
exhibitor that another exhibitor has
from exhibitor because features pre- contracted for the license for exviously released have not been exhibhibition of a greater number of feaited by him if his failure to exhibit
tures than the latter reasonably rethem was due to the failure of disquires for exhibition in his theatre or
tributor to make them available. Any theatres, with the intent and effect of
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depriving the complaining exhibitor of
sufficient features to operate his theatre or theatres, shall be subject to arbitration.
In considering such complaint, the
arbitrators, shall, among other things,
make due
allowancereasonably
for a' sufficient
number
of features
to {,
tect the responding exhibitor agaii^t
non-delivery of features and failure to
make features available and give due
regard to the type and operating
policy of the theatre or theatres operated by the responding exhibitor.
In no event shall an exhibitor be
deemed to be "over-bought" if his
minimum commitments do not exceed by more than fifteen (15%) per
cent, his maximum requirements. If
the arbitrators shall find that overbuying exists as herein provided, they
shall specifically find by what number, if any, the responding exhibitor
shall have ever-bought and the responding exhibitor shall then be permitted aperiod of fourteen days from
the date of the arbitrators' decision to
obtain the release of such excess number, if any, from his license agreement (s) ; if the exhibitor does not
obtain such release, in whole or in
part, then the arbitrators shall make
an award apportioning among the distributors, with which responding exhibitor has entered into license agreements, the number of features to be
released by them, respectively (being
in the aggregate the number of features "overbought" less such number,
if any, the release of which the responding exhibitor shall have obtained) to the complaining exhibitor10,
provided that no such award shall be
made unless adequate assurance shall
be given to each distributor that it
will receive from the complaining exhibitor, in respect of its features to
be so released, no less in license fees
and no less favorable other terms than
were provided for in its license agreement with the responding exhibitor.
(4) License Fees, Other Terms and
Conditions. Neither license fees, nor
(except in . the respects and to the
extent specifically provided in this
code) other terms or conditions upon
which motion pictures may be licensed
by a distributor to an exhibitor, shall
be the subject of arbitration for any
purpose under any Article hereof, each
of the parties hereto recognizing that
such matters are to be determined only
by mutual
agreement between distributor and exhibitor.
XV. Effective Date
The provisions of this code shall
apply to all contracts made after Janu1, 1939 forof 1939-1940
the aryproduct
subsequentproduct
years and
so
long
as
this
agreement
shall
be
in
effect.
XVI. Term
The term of this code shall be
for two exhibition seasons11, commencing with the season 1939-1940,
and thereafter indefinitely.
Any signatory hereto may withdraw
herefrom at the end of the second exhibition season or at the end of any
subsequent exhibition season by giving written notice of such withdrawal
to the other signatories at least six
months prior
hibition season.to the end of such ex[Provision should be made giving
(Continued on page 9)
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the signatories the right of withdrawal
in the event of substantial withdrawals
by other signatories and in the event
of legislation or judicial decisions declaring any part of the code invalid
o "'legal,
requiring
change
ii.
ne method
undera material
which distributors or exhibitors do business or making the code impracticable because of
added burdens. While this has been
discussed with representatives of exhibitors no definitive language has yet
been worked out but will be supplied
shortly.]
[Provision should also be made enabling other distributors and exhibitors
to become parties to the code.]
Arbitration Machinery
1. Location of Board. An Arbitration Board shall be established in each
exchange territory.
2. Method of selection of arbitrators.
There shall be created in each exchange territory a general panel and
a neutral panel. The general panel
shall consist of about 20 members of
whom the distributors will appoint 10
and the exhibitor association functioning in that particular exchange territory the other 10. Where there are 2
or more exhibitor associations each
association may appoint a panel of
10 of their own. The members of the
general panel may be affiliated with
exhibitor or distributor interests.
Each party to a dispute may designate as his arbitrator any member of
this general panel or any one else he
desires outside of the panel.
The neutral panel shall consist of 10
members to be mutually agreed upon
by the exhibitor and distributor interests in each exchange territory. These
members shall not be members of the
general panel and shall not be associated with exhibitor or distributor
interests but shall have an understanding and knowledge of the motion picture industry.
The two arbitrators chosen by the
above method shall designate the third
arbitrator from the neutral panel and
if they are unable to agree the third
arbitrator shall be drawn from the
neutral panel by lot.
No compensation shall be paid to
any arbitrator from the general panel,
but compensation wherever necessary
may be paid to the neutral arbitrator.
3. The cost of arbitration machinery.
Upon the filing of a claim the complaining party shall pay a filing fee
of $5. These fees are to cover the cost
of:
(a) compensation to the neutral,
wherever necessary,
(b) expenses incurred upon the
initiative of the arbitration board,
(c) administration.
In disputes involving principles, affecting the entire industry the arbitration board may assess the cost incurred upon the initiative of the arbitration board upon all distributors and
exhibitors associations.
The arbitration board shall have no
power to award counsel fees.
Except as here provided each party
shall stand its own costs and expenses.
The board shall be empowered in its
discretion to engage a secretary for
its own sessions.
4. Qualification of arbitrators. No
person shall be nominated or elected
to act as an arbitrator in any dispute in which he has a personal or

financial interest, directly or indirectly. The parties may, however, waive
their right in any objections which
may exist on the above grounds.
5. Vacancies. Vacancies occuring by
reason of illness, resignation, disqualifications, disability or death shall be
filled in the same manner as the
original appointment.
6. Hearings. Hearings shall take
place in the exchange territory in the
city in which is located the exchange
out of which the complaining exhibitor
is served.
Parties may represent themselves
or be represented by another.
Each party shall have the right to
question the witnesses of the other
party or parties.
Witnesses shall testify under oath.
The arbitrator may require any
party to produce whatever records and
documents they may deem necessary.
Stenographic records of testimony
will not be taken unless either or both
parties so request and provide funds
for the same in which case the
stenographer shall be selected by the
board, or if designated by either or
both parties, approved by the board.
7. Waiving oral hearings. If the
parties to a controversy agree in writing to waive oral hearings they shall
submit to the arbitrators a statement
of claim under oath including statements from books of account or other
evidence together with written argument. Immediately upon receipt of the
statement of facts and written arguments a copy thereof shall be submitted to the respective parties and
each shall have the right to reply
thereto. But if either party should fail
to make such reply in
days
from receipt thereof he shall be deemed
to have waived the right to reply.
The files shall then be submitted to
the arbitrators.
8. Preferential cases. Certain disputes require prompt and immediate
decisions while others do not. There
shall therefore be established a list of
disputes to which the arbitrators must
give preference in time of hearing.
9. Miscellaneous. All questions affecting procedure such as the time
when the submissions are to be made ;
the time within which the arbitrators
must make their awards : the forms to
be used ; the notices to be sent and
similar problems should be referred to
counsel for the distributors and exhibitor groups.
[Disputes where more than 2 parties are involved, or involving third
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1An exhibitor contracting for a portion
of distributor's features shall be deemed
to have contracted for "all of the feature
motion pictures offered" if the distributor
shall have offered only such portion to exhibitor.
2An exhibitor shall be deemed to have
contracted
run right
in any
he contracts"forfor a the
to situation"
exhibit eachif
feature for a particular run either at a
specified theatre or upon an "or" basis,
i.e., at one of two or more specified theatres.
3Only "Westerns" which are not of the
itsual character and type of, and are inexpensively produced as compared with, the
distributor's general line of features for
the particular season in question.
*Without limiting the generality of the
term "material default", an exhibitor shall
in any event be deemed so to be in material
default if, at the time of giving notice
of exclusion, he has failed to pay the license fee due for any feature theretofore
exhibited by him or if, at such time, he
has failed reasonably to perform the license
agreement with respect to the playing of
features
thereunder.theretofore made available to him
"Example: If the agreement licenses
forty-eight features, of which eight are in
the highest bracket, twelve are in the
next to highest bracket, sixteen in the
next to lowest bracket, and the remaining
twelve in the lowest bracket, and, if the
exhibitor has the right to exclude ten per
per cent, (five features), then not more than
one feature may be eliminated from the
highest bracket, not more than one from
the next to highest bracket, not more than
two from the next to lowest bracket, and
the remaining one feature from the lowest
bracket; or all five or any lesser number
may be eliminated from the lowest bracket.
""For a run in any situation" as defined in Section (1) of Article I, footnote 2.
7 A policy shall not be demed destructive
or one which will substantially reduce
such revenue if it is a policy established
under methods of competition normal and
fair in such situation.
SA "circuit customer," as that term is
used in Article VI, is a customer who is,
or is a part of, a circuit, a buying combine,
a booking combine or a cooperative.
""Westerns" and foreigns as defined in
Article I, Section (1).
10The rights of exclusion, if any, under
Article I, Section (1) hereof, of a responding exhibitor found by the arbitrators to
have over-bought, shall be determined and
computed on the basis of his license agreement(s)
as modified in consequence of
such finding.
uAn exhibition season for the purpose of
this Article shall be deemed to commence
September first and end August thirty-first
next following.
parties who refuse to submit to arbitration, or where a greater number
of exhibitors are involved than distributors orvice versa, or where a distributor and its affiliated theatre company are parties, present problems
which have been discussed but have
not yet been resolved.]
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tributors and exhibitors to become
parties to the code after it has been
placed in effect. If legislation, judicial
decisions or basic changes in trade
operations invalidate the program or
make it unduly burdensome, provision
is to be made to permit the general
withdrawal of signatories.
Negotiations Begun in June
In all other respects, the program is
essentially as it was on completion of
the tentative draft last November. It
provides for the 10-15-20 per cent cancellation according to film rentals paid
by the exhibitor; for abolition of the
score charge, non-forcing of shorts and
features and regulation of designated
Distributor-exhibitor
negotiations on
play
dates.
the program were begun late last June
with Sidney R. Kent as honorary
chairman, and Rodgers, working chairman of the distributors' committee.
Members were Ned E. Depinet, RKO ;
Abe Montague, Columbia; Gradwell
L. Sears, Warners. Alternates included
Nicholas M. Schenck and Leo Spitz.
The latter was replaced subsequently
by George J. Schaefer.
Exhibitor negotiating committees included Ed Kuykendall, O. C. Lam,
Lewen Pizor, Charles E. Williams and
Arthur H. Lockwood for M.P.T.O.A. ;
Abram F. Myers, H. A. Cole, W. A.
Steffes, Nathan Yamins and Sidney
Samuelson for Allied States, and the
following unaffiliated regional representatives Lee
:
Moffitt, M.P.T.O. of
Kentucky; John Rugar, Intermountain T. A. ; W. F. Crockett, M.P.T.O.
of Virginia ; Albert A. Galston, I.T.O.
of Southern California & Arizona ;
Harry Brandt, I.T.O.A. ; Charles R.
Gilmour, T. O. & M. of the Rocky
Mountain Region, and Leo F. Wolcott,
Allied I.T.O. of Iowa and Nebraska.
The code is the result of nine
months' work by the distributors' committee and company counsel in collaboration with exhibitors. The formulation of the principles was completed
by the sales managers in conference
with exhibitor groups. The first draft
submitted did not contain arbitration
principles and procedure. This was
completed by the lawyers' drafting
committee after suggestions were received from Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel.
Union

Rodgers
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chinery might be set up. Your counsel's revision contained counter suggestions as to arbitration, which were
discussed with our counsel. However,
we have not yet completed a revision
of the provisions with respect to arbitration machinery, and for that reason
we again enclose the proposed basis
for arbitration which we previously
handed you. It is obvious that this is
not complete and further elaboration
will be necessary in the light of discussions and of your counsel's suggestions, but we believe that the statements of principle contained in it and
in the revised memorandum enclosed
herewith will furnish the foundation
for the arbitration machinery desired.
Since our discussions we have been
notified by United Artists Corpora-

Note

to Exhibitors

Ouster

Trial

In St. Louis Is Ended
St. Louis, March 30.— Trial of the
suit
members
of operators'
143 toby oust
John P.
(Big) NickLocal
and
Clyde Weston from control ended
abruptly in Circuit Court here today
when stipulations were filed stating
that additional testimony would be
repetitious. Judge Ernest F. Oakley
took the case under advisement.
The stipulations provide that all
vouchers, canceled checks and stubs
issued by the union since 1937 and an
audit made since that time will become evidence.

tion that it has withdrawn from participation inthe conferences.
Following the same course as before, we are sending a copy of this
letter and its enclosures to the Department of Justice in accordance with assurances of counsel that the Department would be kept informed of the
results of our industry conferences.
If the accompanying revised memorandum substantially expressed your
understanding of these proposals, we
renew our previous suggestion that
a joint conference be held with the Department ofJustice at the earliest possible date for the purpose of obtainTo Air Yeshiva Benefit
ing its approval of these proposals and
WMCA will carry the speeches
of considering methods of putting
them into effect. Sincerely,
at the scholarship fund dinner for
W. F. RODGERS,
refugee students at Yeshiva College
for the Committee Sunday
from
11:15-11:45
P. M.
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